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Preface
T H I S BOOK RESULTED FROM THE confluence of three streams of concern that fed

into it for over a decade. The first stream was an invitation to present a paper
on the theology of 1 Corinthians at the SBL seminar on Pauline theology
(1991). The several years during which this seminar convened at the annual
meeting of the Society were at once an experience of delight and frustration.
The delight came from the energy experienced in sitting at table and talking
about Paul's theology in four of the seven letters of unquestioned authentic
ity (1-2 Corinthians, Galatians, and Romans). The frustration came in our
use of the word "theology," where at times a great deal of energy was ex
pended on items that appeared to be more cultural and sociological than
theological. So here I discovered that Christology as such was simply not an
issue to be brought to this "theological" table, since Paul's presupposed theol
ogy tended to be ruled out of bounds.
The second stream was related to what I had experienced in the writing
of God's Empowering Presence. Similar to that situation, where I had been
asked to do a dictionary article on the Spirit and Paul and discovered that
there was no existing book on the subject, in this case the invitation to pre
sent papers at the interconfessional "summits" on Paul's understanding of
"the Trinity" and "the Incarnation" resulted in the discovery that neither did
a full-fledged study of Pauline Christology as such exist. The two books on
the subject that do exist in English are quite limited in what they attempt to
do. Werner Kramer's Christ, Lord, Son of God (1966) is not a truly Pauline
Christology, since over half the book is devoted to "The Pre-Pauline Ma
terial," even though that material is ferreted out of Paul himself; and
Jennings Reid's Jesus: God's Emptiness, God's Fullness (1990) is more popular
and very narrowly focused. There are, of course, as with the Spirit in Paul,
several books on New Testament Christology with Pauline chapters, and
now we also have J. D. G. Dunn's and Tom Schreiner's theologies of Paul,
with chapters on Christology. So part of the reason for this book is an
attempt to fill this void.
The third stream, directly related to the second, came from the actual
writing of the papers for the two summits, held the week after Easter at St.
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Joseph's Seminary in Dunwoodie, New York, in 1997 and 1999 respectively.
Both of these were delightful experiences of learning and enjoyment, as we
read and interacted with papers from the biblical, theological, philosophical,
and practical disciplines in a context of uncommon collegiality. I am grateful
to the conveners of these summits (Steve Davis, Dan Kendall, and Gerald
O'Collins) for the privilege of being invited, and to the members of the sum
mits for the kind and generous interaction with both of these papers. But
these papers also got me involved in christological questions in ways that I
had not had opportunity or inclination to do theretofore. And thus these two
streams, especially the lack of such a book, were the primary impetus that
set this study in motion.
The nudge that abetted this impetus came from a deep sense of unease
in the course of research for the two summits over what has appeared in the
literature during the last quarter century. In some quarters of New Testa
ment scholarship there had developed a strong tendency to play down or
minimize Pauline Christology. That led to my twice offering a seminar at Re
gent College on Pauline Christology (spring term 2002 and 2004), the latter
during my second year of "retirement." The 2004 seminar in particular gave
a jump-start to the present book.
Having written the big book on the Holy Spirit in Paul also led to one
of the several frustrations that I experienced along the way. I realized that
a book modeled after the first one was simply not feasible. Even if I limited
myself only to the exegesis of passages that appeared to have christological
content/presuppositions, the size of the volume would make such a study
prohibitive. Thus I knew from the outset that it would require a much more
focused exegesis of the passages involved.
The question then was how to proceed at all. In the end, and under the
influence of God's Empowering Presence as well as the SBL seminar, I chose to
write a book that goes through the letters individually and tries to ferret out
the Christology of each one before attempting a synthesis of the exegetical
work. But unlike the seminar, I did not limit myself either to the "unques
tioned seven" of Paul's letters or to any one of the letters in isolation from
the others. That is, at any one time I was well aware of the whole corpus.
Nonetheless, I tried to keep the exegesis to the contingencies of the letter
under study. And unlike in God's Empowering Presence, I chose to group texts
under various themes, as they seemed to be dictated by the individual let
ters—thus I do not always cover the same themes in each of the letters.
1

'Subsequently published as "Paul and the Trinity: The Experience of Christ and
the Spirit for Paul's Understanding of God," in The Trinity: An Interdisciplinary Sympo
sium on the Trinity (ed. S. T. Davis, D. Kendall, and G. O'Collins; Oxford: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1999), 49-72; and "St Paul and the Incarnation: A Reassessment of the
Data." in The Incarnation: An Interdisciplinary Symposium on the Incarnation of the Son
of God (ed. S. T. Davis, D. Kendall, and G. O'Collins; Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2002), 62-92.
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Since I anticipate this will be a cause of frustration to some readers, and es
pecially to those who try only to "consult" this work, I have offered a
detailed table of contents at the beginning.
Those who take the time to read portions of the book may experience an
unevenness in detail and presentation. In part this is related to the recog
nized significance of some passages over against others. But some discus
sions also grew a bit disproportionately when I finally consulted the
literature. (It has been my lifelong habit to do the exegesis without consult
ing the secondary literature along the way, and then spending many days
reading the literature and going back to the manuscript to make corrections
or to note agreement or disagreement. In this case I read the literature for
each letter at the conclusion of writing that chapter, while I waited until I
had finished my own attempt at "synthesis" before reading more widely on
the topic itself. This, then, has led to some obviously disproportionate han
dling of some texts over against others, and it is also the cause of some repe
titions that I tried to weed out in the final reading, although I have no
confidence that I did so thoroughly.)
I have tried my best to acknowledge helpful insights that have come to
me from others, but I am not sure that I totally succeeded. The careful
reader will recognize that I owe a good deal to two scholars in particular:
Larry Hurtado, a close friend over many years, who was engaged in
christological questions long before I have been, and whose masterful Lord
Jesus Christ is a model of scholarly endeavor and gracious handling of differ
ent opinions; and Richard Bauckham, with whose small programmatic God
Crucified I found myself in agreement over and again, and whose language
regarding the divine identity I find especially helpful to get past the centu
ries-long difficulties in dealing with the ontological questions per se.
It will also be obvious that on the other side I find myself often in dis
agreement with another acquaintance (and friend) of long standing, James
Dunn. In the second edition of Christology in the Making (1989), he had
openly invited further conversation on this issue, which I do in this study,
even though I am joining the conversation at a later stage. If at times it looks
as if we are only sparring partners and not friends, I take the blame for that
and apologize in advance to Jimmy himself if my rhetoric is too much, and
especially if my reporting of his positions is inadequate.
I need here to thank others who have helped along the way. First, the
members of the seminar, whose papers and enthusiasm helped to give the
manuscript its needed push: David Cameron, Nathan Carson, Brenton
Dickieson, Kevin Duffy, Bryan Dunagan, Joyce Forrester, Nikola Galevski,
Matt Johnson, Jun Son Jung, Claire McLean, Scott Scruggs, and Aaron
Sherwood. Three of these students (Dickieson, Galevski, Sherwood) also read
a chapter or more during the rough-draft stage and offered helpful critique.
As with all these projects, my wife. Maudine, read through every word on
every page to see whether someone not trained in New Testament studies
could read with a measure of understanding; she also contributed long
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hours gathering the material for the indexes. Her "longsuffering" through
the year and a half during which this book was the only thing I was doing,
and her patient listening to my occasional "ranting" during a meal, were
both noticed and deeply appreciated.
In what turned out to be my penultimate reading of the manuscript,
which was intended as the final one, I was a bit abashed by the frequent
rhetoric that occasionally emerged when engaging in debate with some with
whom I disagreed. Not only so, in my reading of the literature for the appen
dix on Wisdom, I was equally taken aback by how often what appeared to
me as especially weak arguments by others were put forth as "clear," or with
the adverbs "clearly" or "surely." This required a "spell check" of my own
manuscript, where I had clearly (!) done the same thing. I do not suggest
here that I have successfully removed all such rhetoric; therefore, knowing
my own weaknesses and my bent toward overstatement for effect, I apologize
in advance to any who might be offended by it, especially when the rhetoric
appears in the context of their names. If this study has exegetical or theolog
ical merit, I wish that to be demonstrated in the exegesis and theology, and
not to be pushed by putting down the opinions of others. It is all too easy for
some of us to engage in such an enterprise in the same way as the preacher
in the apocryphal story who made a note in the margin of a sermon manu
script: "Shout loud; point weak here!" (But I should point out that the nature
of the enterprise has caused me very often to point out what I see as "Paul's
high Christology." I do not intend that repetitiousness as a rhetorical ploy; it
is rather an awareness that many may wish only to consult the book on a
given passage, not to read much of it in a consecutive way.)
Since I have been dealing with things Pauline for much of my academic
life, it is inevitable that I should have occasion to refer to earlier work at
times, simply as a way of trying to keep from reinventing the wheel. Besides
the two major commentaries (NICNT on 1 Corinthians and Philippians) and
the large study of the Holy Spirit in Paul noted above, a number of textual,
exegetical, and theological studies that appeared originally in a variety of
places have been collected by W m . B. Eerdmans Publishing Company and
published in 2001 under the title To What End Exegesis? Studies Textual,
Exegetical, and Theological. Whenever I have occasion to refer to one of these
studies, I give only the publishing data in this volume; for anyone who might
be interested in the original publication data for any of these studies, that
can be found on pages ix-x in the volume of collected studies.
One of the joys of this enterprise was how much I learned along the
way, since many of these texts I had not had occasion to work closely with
before. This learning includes some surprises: for example, that 1 Corinthi
ans not only has the largest amount of christological data but also joins
Romans as the only letters in the corpus in which are found all the various
"themes" taken up in chapters 11-16 of this book; and that, especially in
light of their well-known christocentric nature, Galatians and Ephesians
turned out to have the least.
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Finally, a word or two to the reader. First, because I can hardly expect
everyone to read a book such as this one straight through, from cover to
cover, I have tried to make it user friendly from chapter to chapter, which in
volved a bit more repetition than one would ordinarily wish to have. This is
also the reason for the unusual number of cross-references throughout. Sec
ond, while I was teaching a course at the Continental Theological Seminary
(Brussels) during July of 2004, a student suggested that the reading of God's
Empowering Presence would have been easier for the non-New Testament spe
cialist if the Greek had been translated into English. I heard that as a good
word of advice and have tried to do so consistently in this volume, in this case
always in italics immediately following the Greek. Third, for my own sake
and then also for the sake of the reader, in citing the Pauline texts I have
regularly put references to Christ in bold, while those to God the Father are
underlined (and in some cases those to the Holy Spirit are in italics). And fi
nally, in what also began for my own sake but seemed helpful enough to pass
on to the reader, I have included two appendices in each chapter: one that
lists all the texts in the given letter where either God and/or Christ are men
tioned; and a second that presents the statistical data in an analytical way.
I thus offer these probings with the express desire that they may be help
ful to some and be finally to the glory of God.
With special delight I dedicate this work to Rikk Watts, whom I first met
when he arrived from Australia with his wife, Katie, and their children, Ste
phen and Rebecca, to matriculate at Gordon-Conwell Seminary in the au
tumn term of 1984. Being fellow travelers in the Assemblies of God, we
began a friendship that developed into a close and congenial one over the
next two years. On my fifty-first birthday, which coincided with the final day
of term in May of 1985, he engineered to have the (very large) class purchase
and individually sign, as a departing gift, Kurt Aland's Vollstandige Koncordanz zum griechischen Neuen Testament, which is now dog-eared from con
stant use. At the end of his first Gordon-Conwell year I had the joy of
introducing him to baseball at Fenway Park; some years later, after he had
finished his PhD in New Testament at Cambridge (1990) and returned home
to teach in Australia, he returned the favor by introducing me to Australian
"footie." It was with great joy that some years later (1996) I welcomed him as
my junior colleague at Regent, and then as the senior New Testament profes
sor on my retirement from full-time teaching three years ago. He is a col
league on whom I have learned to lean and from whom I have learned
much. Thank you, Rikk.

1
Introduction
A N Y O N E W H O READS EVEN A smattering of Paul's writings recognizes early on
that his devotion to Christ was the foremost reality and passion of his life.
What he said in one of his later letters serves as a kind of motto for his entire
Christian life: "For me to live is Christ; to die is [to] gain [Christ]" (Phil 1:21).
Christ is the beginning and goal of everything for Paul, and thus is the single
great reality along the way. So when one dares to attempt what I have tried
to do in this book—offer a Pauline Christology—one needs a clear sense of
what one is doing: after all, Christ appears on every page, as it were. Our
first task, then, is to clarify what is meant by the term "Christology" and at
the same time to define the word "Pauline."
1

Pauline Christology: What Is It?
The word "Christology" in this study is used exclusively to refer to the
person of Christ—Paul's understanding of who Christ was/is, in distinction to
the work of Christ—what Christ did for us as Savior (soteriology). But this
is also our first difficulty, since a distinction between Christology and soteri
ology is not one that Paul himself makes. If Christ is the singular passion of
2

'Except for Rom 1:16-3:20, which is so remarkably theocentric that Christ is
mentioned but once (2:16), and this with reference to Paul's gospel.
Indeed, as pointed out in ch. 11, for Paul this is an artificial distinction; cf. S.
Kim: "In Paul Christology and soteriology are not two separate doctrines but one, the
former being the ground of the latter" (The Origin of Paul's Gospel [WUNT 2/4;
Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1981], 100); and H . Ridderbos: "Paul's Christology is a
Christology of redemptive facts" (Paul: An Outline of His Theology [Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1975], 49). The (valid) recognition of this reality has led scholarship down
one path that is appreciated but will not be taken in this book, that of attempting
to do Christology by way of narrative. See, e.g., B. Witherington, Paul's Narrative
Thought World: The Tapestry of Tragedy and Triumph (Louisville: Westminster John
Knox, 1994), 86-214; M . L. Soards, "Christology of the Pauline Epistles," in Who
Do You Say I Am? Essays on Christology (ed. M . A . Powell and D. R. Bauer; Louis
ville: Westminster John Knox, 1999), 88-109; F. Matera, New Testament Christology
2
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Paul's life, the focus of that passion is on the saving work of Christ; and Paul
spells this out often enough in intentional moments for at least a modest un
derstanding of what it meant for him to say, "Christ died for our sins accord
ing to the Scriptures" (1 Cor 15:3).
3

This in turn leads directly to the second difficulty: there is only one
passage in the entire corpus, Col 1:15-17, that might be described as inten
tionally christological. Here, over against some who (apparently) were di
minishing the role, and thus the person, of Christ by their fascination with
the "powers," Paul intentionally sets out to put the "powers" in their place
with respect to the eternal Son of the Father. And if this passage is, as
most NT scholars believe, the first "stanza" of a two-stanza "hymn," then the
second stanza (vv. 18-20) returns altogether to Paul's primarily soteriological concerns.
4

Third, and in many ways the greatest difficulty of all, is the inevitable
question of trying to ferret out a coherent Christology from the scores of
contingent moments in Paul's letters where his "theology" emerges by way
of presupposition or affirmation but not by explication. My ultimate concern
in this study is with coherence in Paul's thought concerning the person of
5

(Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1999), 83-133. My appreciation lies with the at
tempt to try to do Pauline Christology without being dominated by "titles." But the
difficulty lies with trying to do what is attempted in this book (rightly or wrongly): to
look at Christology on its own right and not to have it overladen with soteriology,
even though, as pointed out in chs. 4 (pp. 196-98) and 11, the latter deeply impacts
the former.
The main difficulty with the narrative approach is that it has trouble in dealing
with Paul's christological presuppositions (see n. 8 below). This emerges especially in
Matera's discussion of the Christology of 1 Thessalonians (New Testament Christol
ogy, 90-91), where he fails to take into consideration the Christology that Paul pre
supposes between himself and his readers. Furthermore, both Witherington and
Matera try to factor personified Wisdom into the narrative, to which any ordinary
reading of Paul should play the lie, since outside the Wisdom literature itself (esp.
Sirach and Wisdom of Solomon) "she" has no role of any kind in Israel's essential
narrative, and certainly not in that of Paul, who neither cites nor alludes to these
two works in his letters. See further appendix A .
'This is said too easily, of course, since centuries of debate have accumulated
around this question, mostly, I am convinced, because Paul uses a variety of meta
phors to express the saving results of Christ's death, depending on which aspect of
"sin" is in purview. Our theological difficulties have stemmed from pressing the
metaphors beyond Paul's own usage. See G . D. Fee, "Paul and the Metaphors of Sal
vation: Some Reflections on Pauline Soteriology," in The Redemption: An Interdisciplin
ary Symposium on Christ as Redeemer (ed. S. T. Davis, D. Kendall, and G. O'Collins;
Oxford University Press, 2004), 43-67.
S o m e may see this last phrase as presupposing a later christological emphasis.
But as is pointed out in the exegesis of this passage in ch. 7 (pp. 293-95), the gram
matical antecedent of the "who" in Col 1:15-20 is "the beloved Son" of v. 13, into
whose "kingdom" the Gentile Colossians have entered. So my language is predicated
on what Paul actually says in the passage.
For the use of this language in dealing with Pauline theology, see J. C. Beker, Paul
the Apostle: The Triumph of God in Life and Thought (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980), 11-15.
4

5
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Christ; but the approach one must take to get at this coherence is altogether
by way of the contingencies of the several letters, which are decidedly not
intentionally christological (in the sense of systematically laying out what
Paul believed about the person of Christ).
The difficulty here can be illustrated by a brief look at 1 Cor 1:9, 18-25.
As the concluding word of his opening thanksgiving, a thanksgiving that is
at the same time "loaded" with theological and behavioral issues that will be
taken up in the letter, Paul affirms (in our v. 9) that the Corinthian believers'
ultimately attaining the eschatological prize rests altogether on the faithful
ness of God. The evidence, and thus the ground, of God's faithfulness on
their behalf is the fact that God has "called [them] into Koivowia with his
Son, Jesus Christ our Lord." With these words Paul presupposes a common
christological ground between himself and the Corinthians regarding the
three designations here attached to the historical person named Jesus:
"Son," "Christ," and "Lord." At the same time, this is language to which
later Christians are so accustomed that we read the whole set of names/titles
as a singular reality, which in fact in this case it was almost certainly in
tended to be.
But when we come to the beginning of the first argument in the letter
(1:18-25), we find that both the Corinthians and we must make some singu
lar adjustments to our preconceptions. For the designation "Christ," it turns
out, still carries freight from Jewish messianism, but with a decidedly singu
lar twist. Indeed, Jesus, "God's Son" and the now exalted "Lord," turned out
to be a messiah whom no one was expecting and who was being evaded by
the believers in Corinth. For a "crucified Messiah" is the ultimate scandal
and folly for those expecting a bit more triumphalism in their messiah.
So whether one wishes it or not, this basic Christian affirmation of God's
faithfulness (1:9) and this first exposition in the Pauline corpus of what it
means for Jesus to be the Messiah (1:18-25) are filled with christological
presuppositions that one must come to terms with if one is going to be fair
to Paul. Our christological task is to try to tease out what Paul himself
6

7

f,

O n this whole question cf. the proviso of M . Hengel: "We should not forget,
that in the Corpus Paulinum we have only a minimal (and partially also acciden
tally preserved) extract of his oral preaching which spanned a period of almost
thirty years, an extract which nevertheless reveals a thinker of fascinating great
ness. The richness of his preaching must have been even more fascinating!" (" 'Sit
at My Right Hand!' The Enthronement of Christ at the Right Hand of God and
Psalm 110:1," in Studies in Early Christology [Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1995], 163).
Indeed!
O n the meaning of this difficult phrase, see G. D. Fee, The First Epistle to the Co
rinthians (NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987), 45; cf. A . T. Thiselton: "The Com
munal Participation of the Sonship of Christ" (The First Epistle to the Corinthians: A
Commentary on the Greek Text [NIGTC; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000], 103-5); and
D. Garland: "Into Common-Union with His Son" (1 Corinthians [BECNT: Grand Rap
ids: Baker Academic, 2003], 35-36).
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understood presuppositionally about Christ, and to do so on the basis of his
explicit and incidental references to Christ.
And that leads to a few words about yet another, the fourth, of the pri
mary difficulties with this exercise. One can hardly, nor should one be ex
pected to, come to these letters with a tabula rasa, a clean slate that has no
presuppositions. The difficulty lies in recognizing one's own presuppositions
(another's presuppositions being more obvious!) and asking in every case
whether our reading of Paul is based on what Paul himself believed or on
what we have long assumed he believed. In any case, this book will regularly
remind us that we are seldom reading Paul's argued Christology, but rather
his assumed Christology, and in these letters a Christology that he also as
sumed on the part of his readers.
8

9

Because this is a given for us and because all of Paul's letters are full of
assumptions between him and his readers based on their contingent circum
stances, one needs to exercise special caution in terms of how much theologi
cal grist one makes of singular, sometimes isolated, statements about Christ
in his letters. Our best hope for getting it right, as it were, is to focus on
those kinds of statements that are repeated throughout the corpus in a
variety of ways.
10

For these various reasons I have attempted a Pauline Christology that is
primarily exegetical, looking for the Christology that emerges in each of the
letters in turn and thus trying to analyze each letter on its own terms.
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Noted also by L. Hurtado: "Paul characteristically seems to presuppose acquain
tance with the christological convictions that he affirms" (Lord Jesus Christ: Devotion
to Jesus in Earliest Christianity [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003], 98); cf. D. J . Moo
regarding no explicit Christology in the earliest six letters: "First, . . . Paul and his
churches apparently were in basic agreement about who Jesus was," and "second,
Paul must have inherited a good deal of his understanding of Jesus' person . . . from
Christians who had gone before him" ("The Christology of the Early Letters of Paul,"
in Contours of Christology in the New Testament [ed. R. N. Longenecker; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2005], 169).
See the preceding note. This point needs to be repeated and emphasized be
cause one could be accused of finding what one is looking for (and in a sense that is
arguably true); but the fact that Paul argues for none of this is especially significant
in terms of his and their shared assumptions.
This surfaces especially regarding an alleged Spirit Christology that some find
in the apostle, which ultimately is based on a single text (1 Cor 15:47); but this finds
its singular expression as the direct result of Paul's use of Gen 2:7 and his making a
deliberate set of contrasts between Christ and Adam. See the discussion in ch. 3 (pp.
114-19) and in ch. 13.
The advantage of this over a narrative approach (see n. 1 above) is that one is
(hopefully) less likely to overlook or omit what does not fit the prior construction of
the narrative. The primary disadvantage of an exegetical approach, as Moo has
rightly pointed out ("Christology," 170), is that it can be "tediously repetitive" (caveat
lector!). At the same time, however, the evidence of this study has verified his asser
tion that "significant development in Paul's christology over the course of the decade
during which these letters were written does not seem to have taken place" (ibid.).
Moreover, as argued in chs. 14-15, it is nearly impossible to understand Paul's two
9

10
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What is avoided here is a Christology that is basically an analysis of titles, al
though one can scarcely avoid some of this because Paul himself designated
Christ in a variety of ways, some of which are titular. In so doing I am trying
to follow Leander Keek's admonition that we respect "the grammar of the
theological discourse." Because each letter tends to have its own christo
logical emphases, I realized that ordering this volume canonically would
cause the reader (not to mention the writer) to get even more "lost in the
woods." So I have chosen to group passages under certain themes or kinds
of usage, as these emerge in each letter, and explain at the beginning of
each chapter the reason(s) for the arrangement. I have also chosen to in
clude a detailed table of contents for those who wish to find where certain
passages are discussed in detail.
So Christology in this study has to do with Paul's understanding of the
person of Christ, as it emerges in his letters both in explicit statements about
Christ and in other statements full of shared assumptions between him and
his readers. And it therefore must be emphasized at the outset that the issue in
this book is not the doctrine of the incarnation (or preexistence) per se, but
rather Paul's theology, whether or not he believed it and asserted it, regardless
of whatever I or others may or may not believe about it. Whether I am suc
cessful in this regard—I am a believer, after all—I will leave to others to judge.
By choosing to go this way, I am at the same time making a commitment
as to what I mean by "Pauline." In the exegetical chapters of this volume
that word has to do with all the letters in the canonical Pauline corpus, and
thus "Pauline Christology" here refers to the canonical Paul. By going this
way, I am intentionally making several important methodological decisions.
First, inherent to this choice is the assumption that one letter or set of letters
is not more significant than others. This way, Romans, for example, which
12

13

14

primary christological emphases if one does not keep them solidly within Israel's
(and thus Paul's) basic narrative.
L . E. Keck, "Toward the Renewal of New Testament Christology," NTS 32
(1986): 370.
As another help, in the Scripture index I have put references in bold to indicate
where they are actually discussed in some measure, as over against where they are
merely referenced.
Related to this is the inherent difficulty that one finds in those who have writ
ten chapters on the "real" Paul and the "deuterocanonical" Paul (e.g., Matera, New
Testament Christology; cf. C . Tuckett, Christology and the New Testament: Jesus and His
Earliest Followers [Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2001]). The alleged differences
are the result only of the arbitrary choice regarding authorship. The point is that if
one began, e.g., with the view that Paul did not write Philippians, then one could
easily show how "un-Pauline" its Christology is in relation to the others, and this
would generally be true of all the letters. This whole scenario becomes highly sus
pect when Tuckett, e.g., can exclude from Pauline Christology things of actual
Pauline authorship under the guise that the Christology (of, e.g., 1 Thess 1:10 or Rom
1:3-4) is really that of Paul's source and perhaps not fully assimilated into Paul's
own sentence (Christology, 49-50). See further n. 16 below.
1 2
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is somewhat idiosyncratic at this point, does not set the agenda for what
one is to find in the other letters.
Second, and especially important exegetically, by analyzing the Christol
ogy of the letters as they come to us, assumably "written" by a colleague at
Paul's dictation, we thereby also affirm that the alleged "hymns" in Col
1:15-20 and Phil 2:6-11; 3:20-21 are "Pauline" in both senses of the word—
the canonical Paul, who is the only Paul available to us, and the historical
Paul in these cases. After all, when someone incorporates previous language
into their own text without acknowledgment, they are thereby de facto tak
ing ownership of what is said, whatever "meaning" it may be supposed to
have had in an "original" source.
Third, by approaching the letters in an assumed chronological order, I
have also kept my eyes open to the possibilities of "development." On this lat
ter question, there seemed to be nothing that could be legitimately so catego
rized. Indeed, to my own surprise, that was not even true between the
church corpus (the ten letters, including Philemon, written to churches) and
the three letters to Timothy and Titus.
16
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18

19
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See ch. 6. By "idiosyncratic" I do not mean "different from" in terms of sub
stance; rather, the very nature of the argument puts different emphases forward. For
example, (1) totally out of sync with the rest of the corpus, God is mentioned one and a
half times more often than Christ (see the chart on p. 26); (2) of the 96 specific refer
ences to Christ, the title K"upto<; ("Lord") appears comparatively fewer times than in all
the rest of the corpus except for Galatians; (3) 7 of the 17 references to "the Son" occur
in Romans (while Romans and Galatians together have 11 of the 17).
At some point NT scholarship needs to take ownership of the circularity of
some of its reasoning. One commonly encounters statements such as "The use of the
term [Son of God] in Paul's writings is slightly complicated by the fact that the
phrase seems to have been current in the pre-Pauline tradition as well, and Paul's
use of the term may represent a slight modification of this pre-Pauline usage"
(Tuckett, Christology, 49) (in this case having bought into Kasemann's highly suspect
argument regarding Rom 1:3-4 [see pp. 240-44 below]). What is done here is that
we (1) determine that the language is not like the Paul whom we have reconstructed,
and thus is pre-Pauline: then (2) take the pre-Pauline "statement"—which is avail
able to us only in a Pauline sentence—and use it in contrast to the real Paul; and then
(3) argue that Paul has modified this pre-Pauline material for his own purposes. We
are an amazing lot, to be sure.
See, e.g., Tertius's own "signature" at the end of Romans, where he designates
himself as "the writer of this letter" (16:22), and Paul's signing off Galatians with
"large letters in his own hand" (6:11); cf. 2 Thess 3:17; 1 Cor 16:21; Col 4:18; Phlm 19.
At issue are two matters: whether Galatians is Paul's first letter or was written
much closer to the time of Romans; and whether Philippians was written near the
time of Romans or from the same imprisonment as Colossians. I have taken quite
traditional stances on both of these matters, in both cases because the internal data
of the letters have pushed me there. Thus the order of discussion is 1 and 2 Thessalo
nians, 1 and 2 Corinthians. Galatians, Romans, Colossians/Philemon, Ephesians,
Philippians, 1 Timothy, Titus, 2 Timothy.
"This is even more remarkable when one considers that historical "logic"
should demand that at least christologically this would be so; yet even the most
avid proponents of pseudepigraphy recognize the opposite to be the case and thus
16

17

18
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Pauline Christology: The Theological Difficulty
Besides the difficulties of exegesis and coherence just noted, when turn
ing to the theological dimension of Pauline Christology, one is faced with two
contingencies that make a resolution very difficult indeed.
First, whatever else is true about Paul (whichever "Paul" one is looking
at), he was an avid monotheist. On this point he is unyielding, since this was
one of the primary "sticking points" between Jew and Gentile in the Jewish
Diaspora, in which he had been born and raised. And it would have been all
the more so for him as a trained Pharisee. Thus the Shema, "Hear, Israel;
Yahweh your God, Yahweh is one" (Deut 6:4), probably recited regularly in
Sabbath and home, would have been the very first distinguishing mark of
the Jew in the Diaspora. For them it would have meant simultaneously that
Yahweh himself is a single God, not a multiplicity of "gods," and that he
alone is God; there are no others.
20

Second, as already noted, the primary focus in all the Pauline Letters is
on salvation in Christ, including Spirit-empowered ethical life as the genuine
outworking of such salvation. But in the process, Paul regularly speaks of
Christ in ways that indicate that "the Son of God" is also included in the di
vine identity. Before being sent by the Father to be born of a Jewish woman
(Gal 4:4-5), he was himself in "p.op(j)r| 8eo"G [the 'form' of God]." having an
equality with God that he did not exploit; rather, he chose to share our hu
manity (Phil 2:6-7). But this conviction, expressed in very presuppositional
ways as the common belief of Paul and his churches, puts considerable ten
sion on the first conviction: that there is only one God.
2 1

argue circuitously on this issue. See the bibliography and critique in P. H . Towner,
"Christology in the Letters to Timothy and Titus," in Longenecker, Contours of Chris
tology, 219-21.
This "translation" is arbitrary on my part, since at this point I have chosen to
follow the (apparent) "interpretation" in the Septuagint. For the options, see the text
and footnote in the NRSV.
This tension lies behind every form of "adoptionism," from the Ebionite,
through Arius, to New England Unitarianism and German liberalism, to Christology
in the Making by J. D. G. Dunn, who candidly acknowledges that "the too quick resort
to the 'obvious' or 'plain' meaning [of Paul's texts] actually becomes in some cases a
resort to a form of bitheism or tritheism," and "if we take texts like Col. 1.15ff. as
straightforward descriptions of the Jesus who came from Nazareth we are committed
to an interpretation of that text which has broken clearly and irrevocably from
monotheism" (Christology in the Making: A New Testament Inquiry into the Origins of
the Doctrine of the Incarnation [2d ed.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989], xxxii). So at
issue for Dunn is that either Paul or we who interpret Paul in more traditional ways
have given up monotheism. Dunn's apparent concern is to protect Paul, who is other
wise something of a theological hero for him. from that theological "error." But is
that not to do theology in reverse? If Paul in fact asserts Christ's deity, while main
taining his rigid monotheism, as the evidence itself indicates that he has done, then
our task is to ask a different theological question: "How could Paul do so within his
2()
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Thus these combined realities—Paul's historic monotheism and what he
says about Christ in both intentional and incidental ways—create the ten
sions for us on this side of Nicea and Chalcedon. On the one hand, what
Paul often says about Christ should fill a monotheist with anxiety, or even
horror; indeed, along with the Johannine corpus and Hebrews, Paul's letters
became a primary source for the Nicene "settlements" about God as triune
(Nicea) and Christ as one person with two natures (Chalcedon). On the other
hand, the questions with which these later councils wrestled were simply
not addressed by our NT authors, including Paul. Rather, they provide the
"stuff" for the later theological resolutions. Or to put it another way, what
Paul the monotheist says about Christ as Son of God and Lord is what causes
any of us to raise the issue of Pauline Christology.
But the even greater difficulty for us is the one already mentioned: the
attempt to extract Christology from Paul's letters apart from soteriology is
like asking a devout Jew of Paul's era to talk about God in the abstract, with
out mentioning his mighty deeds of creation and redemption. Although one
theoretically may theologize on the character and "person" of God on the
basis of the revelation to Moses on Sinai (Exod 34:6-8), a Jewish person of
Paul's era would hardly imagine doing so. What can be known and said
about God is embedded in the story in such a way that God's person can
never be abstracted out of the story. Whatever else, God is always "the God
of Abraham, and of Isaac, and of Jacob."
So it is with Paul, who brings this dimension of his Jewishness to his re
flections on Christ in a thoroughgoing way. However one finally understands
the (purposely?) ambiguous statement in 2 Cor 5:21, it stands as a kind of cen
terpiece of how Paul thought about the Father and the Son. Was it "God was
in Christ reconciling the world to himself"? or was it "God in Christ was recon
ciling the world to himself"? At the end of the day, both are true of Paul's un
derstanding. Everything that God has done for us human beings and our
salvation has been done in Christ. And precisely because God was doing it in
Christ, it would have been quite out of character for Paul to think of God and
Christ in totally separate categories. Whatever else is true of Paul, his
worldview is now utterly christocentric. The risen Christ, who confronted him
on the way to Damascus, by Paul's own confession, had "taken hold of me"
(Phil 3:12), and had done so in such a way that Paul had gladly suffered the
loss of all things for the surpassing worth of "knowing Christ Jesus my Lord"
(Phil 3:8). Thus his life motto: "To live is Christ; to die is gain" (Phil 1:21),
So thoroughgoing is Paul's christocentric worldview that he can hardly
talk about God without also mentioning Christ. Even in 1 Corinthians, the
own Jewish worldview?" This is what the church historically has tried to do.
rather than revise what the church has done, Dunn chooses to revise what Paul
said. In so doing, he stands in strong contrast to nineteenth-century liberalism.
the latter, Paul was the christological "bad guy"; for Dunn, that charge should be
eled against the authors of Hebrews and John's Gospel.
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letter that might be considered most given over to the correction of behav
ioral aberrations, he starts with "Paul, called to be an apostle of Christ Jesus
by the will of God" (1:1). This picks up again immediately in the address
proper: "To the church of God, sanctified in Christ Jesus, which is in Corinth"
(1:2), to which he adds, "called to be saints together with all those every
where who call on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ," a phrase taken directly
out of the Greek Bible (Joel 3:5 LXX) and applied specifically to Christ. And
the salutation proper (1:3), as in all of his letters from this point forward, is
"grace to you and peace, from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ," with
one preposition holding both nouns together. And how does the letter end?
"If anyone does not love the Lord, let that person be Anathema. Marana tha
(Come, Lord). The grace of our Lord Jesus be with you" (16:22-23).
22

Thus, even a casual reading of Paul's letters reveals how christocentric
his basically theocentric worldview has become. God the Father is always
the "first cause" of everything and thus always appears in the primary po
sition as the "prime mover"; nonetheless, the focus of Paul's life is on
Christ himself.
All of that is to say that the term "Christology" in this book expresses a
very focused theological concern. First, the issues of Chalcedon are simply
not raised at all, since the question of the "two natures" arises only after one
is convinced that the proper resolution of the biblical data about the "one
God" and the "Three Divine Persons" has been resolved in a Trinitarian way.
Second, the actual Trinitarian questions (about the One and the Three as
one God) are not raised either, since that too lies beyond Paul's expressed
concerns. At issue in this book is the singular concern to investigate the
Pauline data regarding the person of Christ in terms of whom Paul under
stood him to be and how he viewed the relationship between Christ, as the
Son of God and Lord, and the one God, as the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, who is therefore now revealed as our Father as well.
Since these questions are often put in terms of a "high" or a "low"
Christology, I need here to speak to that issue as well. Although this might be
considered an oversimplification, the ultimate issue has to do with the Son's
preexistence; that is, does an author consider Christ to have had existence as
(or with) God before coming into our history for the purposes of redemption,
which included at the end his resurrection and subsequent exaltation to "the
right hand of God" in "fulfillment" of Ps 110:1? If the answer to that ques
tion is yes, then one speaks of an author (e.g., the Gospel of John, the author
of Hebrews) as having a high Christology. If the answer is either no or am
biguous at best, then the author (e.g., James) is credited with a low Christol
ogy. The ultimate question of Pauline Christology, therefore, is where Paul
fits on this spectrum; and my conviction after a careful analysis of all the
22

S e e the discussion of this passage on p. 127 n. 107 below, for the argument
that this is Paul's original word order.
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texts is that he fits at the high end, along with John and the author
of Hebrews.
The ultimate purpose of this study, therefore, is twofold. The first con
cern is to offer a close examination of the texts in the Pauline corpus that
mention Christ, and especially to offer a careful but focused exegesis of those
texts deemed to have or, in some cases, not to have christological signifi
cance. Here the evidence seems conclusive that Paul belongs on the "high
Christology" end of the NT spectrum. The second part of the study will then
offer a thematic analysis of these data with the ultimate goal of determining
how we might best speak theologically about Paul's Christology in its firstcentury setting.
23

Pauline Christology in the Twentieth Century
One of the historical questions that needs an attempted answer is why
in the history of N T scholarship only one study, Werner Kramer's Christ, Lord,
Son of God, can legitimately be called a "Pauline Christology." And
Kramer's study is less interested in Paul per se than in Paul's role in the "de
velopment" of early Christology. Using Paul as his beginning point, Kramer
devotes over half his study to digging out of Paul's letters what might be as
sumed to be "pre-Pauline Christology." He then devotes the rest to how Paul
handles the pre-Pauline material—which is available only in Paul in any
case! So even though Kramer deals with Paul in a significant way, what
drives the study from beginning to end is the question that dominated most
of the twentieth century, namely, that of "origins": where did Paul come by
his Christology? And that question inevitably carries with it the primary
issue of "high" or "low" with regard to that Christology.
24
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At the same time, one must admit that not only do the texts drive one to that
conclusion but also the very notion of a "low Christology" seems to contain an in
herent contradiction. Note, e.g., J. B. Reid: ' A Christ who is merely equated with an
other human being, however great, be he 'John the Baptist, or Elijah, or Jeremiah, or
one of the other prophets' (Mt 16:14), is not enough" (Jesus, God's Emptiness, God's
Fullness: The Christology of St. Paul [New York: Paulist Press, 1990], 68). Reid then
cites Donald Baillie: ' A toned down Christology is absurd. It must be all or nothing—
all or nothing on both the divine and human side. That is the very extreme of para
dox" (from God Was in Christ: An Essay on Incarnation and Atonement [London: Faber
& Faber, 1961], 132). After all, within the framework of true monotheism a develop
mental scheme would seem to be a logical impossibility. Either Christ was divine or
he was not; and if divine, then of necessity he must be included in the divine identity.
A tertium quid simply cannot be considered truly divine in any true sense of "deity"
within the framework of monotheism.
M y emphasis on "legitimately" here is based on my definition of Christology
as having to do with the person, not the work, of Christ. Thus the one other "Pauline
Christology" of the century, Lucien Cerfaux's Christ in the Theology of St. Paul (trans.
G. Webb and A . Walker; New York: Herder & Herder, 1959), covers the whole gamut
of Christology and soteriology, with more emphasis on the latter than the former.
2 4
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Thus the answer to the "why" question raised above does not seem terri
bly difficult to come by. Historically, the issue had been altogether a canoni
cal one—the Christology of the NT—to which debate Paul's letters offered
several key texts, especially Phil 2:6-11 and Col 1:15-17. Thus Paul was
simply a part of the larger scene as the church wrestled with the data pre
sented in its primary documents: how to reconcile Christ's humanity with
the deity that also emerges in the texts. And "orthodoxy" did so by rejecting
"adoptionism" on the one hand (a nonpreexistent Christ given "divine sta
tus" at his exaltation) and Arianism on the other (a preexistent Christ, who
was not eternally so).
But with the Enlightenment all of that changed. What for centuries had
been assumed because of the role of Scripture in the church was now being
rejected within the framework of a historicism that was overlaid with
antisupernaturalism. The "deity" of Christ could only have been the inven
tion of the early church; and Paul was the leading culprit. Thus a line of in
quiry developed that ran from Schleiermacher to Harnack and beyond,
exemplified by a rejection of historic orthodoxy accompanied by a series of
attempts on the part of some to find the "real Jesus" behind the "supernatu
ral overlay," a Jesus that "modern man" could follow and try to emulate.
With this a new kind of "historicism" arose that sought for "origins," since
the biblical picture, with its inherent supernaturalism, could not be "true" as
historical data.
This basically accounts for no Pauline Christology as such. A high Chris
tology was simply assumed as a part of the biblical record; so at issue histori
cally was how Paul, and the early church with him, came by this
divinization of the merely human Jesus of Nazareth. Thus in all of this there
was a standard basic assumption that Paul was one of the villains, if not the
villain, who turned the historical Jesus into a divine being that had little or
no relationship to the Jesus of history.
But much of that changed with the appearance of Wilhelm Bousset's
Kijrios Christos in 1913, a work that heavily influenced a considerable sector
of NT scholarship through much of the first half of the century and that
picked up steam again when the English translation appeared in 1970.
Bousset's own presuppositions are several and obvious. He held to the (com
mon) view that only seven of Paul's epistles are genuine, so Pauline Christol
ogy means specifically that which comes to us through these seven letters.
Philosophically, he was wedded to rationalism, with its concomitant histori
cism and thus antisupernaturalism. At the same time, he held a rather
strictly Hegelian developmental scheme of history that saw early Christian
ity as emerging from Judaism but quickly influenced by Hellenism (certain
sectors of Judaism itself already being influenced by Hellenism). And above
all, Bousset was a thoroughgoing advocate of a religionsgeschichtlich ("his
tory of religions") view of early Christian history.
Thus, for Bousset, Paul's Christology is best understood in light of Helle
nistic influences, quite divorced from the Jewish synagogue in which he had
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been raised, which had no place in it in any case for a truly divine Christ.
Paul is thus understood to have received his view of Christ as icupioc, from
the Hellenistic believers in Antioch, who had adopted it from their pagan
background in the mysteries. At the end of his chapter on Paul (pp.
153-210), after surveying all of his allowable data, Bousset asserts, "In the
Pauline communities the veneration of the Kyrios stands alongside the ven
eration of God in an unresolved actuality," but then adds, "After all this one
25

may not actually speak of a deity of Christ in the view of P a u l . " And with
that a considerable shift took place with regard to Pauline Christology.
The influence of Bousset's study has been massive, receiving a midcentury boost from Rudolf Bultmann, who wrote a preface to the fifth edi
tion that was translated into English. And although the pendulum has swung
considerably in recent years, Bousset's search for "origins" thoroughly domi
nated the century, both implicitly and, frequently, explicitly.

26

But at the

same time, his own conclusions made it clear that the long-assumed high
Christology in Paul's writings could no longer be simply assumed.
The first major response to Bousset came after World War II in the form
of Oscar Cullmann's The Christology of the New Testament (1957; ET, 1959),

27

which was in fact the first major NT Christology after Bousset's; and though
Bousset obviously had set the agenda for the historical inquiry, Cullmann set
the agenda of the subsequently dominating tendency to do Christology by
way of titles. He begins with titles that speak of Christ's earthly work
(Prophet, Suffering Servant, High Priest—none of which is Pauline) and
25

W . Bousset, Kyrios Christos: A History of the Belief in Christ from the Begin
nings of Christianity to Irenaeus (trans. J. E. Steely; Nashville: Abingdon, 1970), 209 n.
150, 210.
A l l one need do is to observe many of the titles, beginning with F. Hahn, The
Titles of Jesus in Christology: Their History in Early Christianity (trans. H . Knight and
G. Ogg; London: Lutterworth, 1969); see I. H. Marshall, The Origins of New Testament
Christology (Issues in Contemporary Theology; Downers Grove, 111.: InterVarsity
Press. 1976).
Cullmann's book appeared in Switzerland at roughly the same time as Vincent
Taylor's much more popular The Person of Christ in New Testament Teaching (1958) ap
peared in the United Kingdom. Taylor's book served as an excellent overview for
many but lacks sufficient supporting evidence or interaction with the larger scene of
N T studies to merit discussion here. Also excluded is F. Hahn's Christologische
Hoheitstitel: Ihre Geschichte im friihen Christentum (1963; ET, The Titles of Jesus in Chris
tology: Their History in Early Christianity [1969]), which focused on the Synoptic Gos
pels, thus showing little interest in Paul. In many ways Hahn's work marked the end
of an era, since he pressed to an extreme the scheme of historical "layers" that
marked much of twentieth-century German scholarship (Palestinian Jewish commu
nity; the Hellenistic Jewish community; and the Hellenistic community as such) but
which by the end of the century had been generally discredited, especially by various
studies by I. H . Marshall and Martin Hengel. So also with R. Fuller's The Foundations
of New Testament Christology (1965), since even more than Kramer, who showed con
siderable interest in what Paul did with the "foundations," Fuller is interested only in
the historical and cultural foundations on which the N T writers built.
2 6
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then moves on to where Bousset began, dealing with Christ's future work
(Messiah, Son of Man [eschatological figure]); here he also discusses Paul's
Adam Christology (as the heavenly man). It is in the third and fourth sec
tions that Cullmann deals with Pauline Christology: Christ's "present work"
as Lord and Savior (section 3) and titles that refer to Christ's preexistence
(Logos, Son of God). But for all that, Cullmann's main emphasis is that NT
Christology focuses on "function," not "being," which is true, of course; but
at some point one must wrestle with the "being" that underlies the function.
The next major player (after Kramer) to emerge on the twentiethcentury scene was Martin Hengel, whose first interest was the dissolution of
the "developmental" scheme of the religionsgeschichtliche SchuJe, which had
become pervasive in much of German and American scholarship by way of
the influence of Bousset and Bultmann. This was the basic concern of his
massive study Judaism and Hellenism, indicated by the subtitle, Studies in Their
Encounter in Palestine during the Early Hellenistic Period. When Hengel turned
to Christology itself, he produced two works that are significant for our pur
poses. The first was The Son of God (1975; ET, 1976), where, with another
frontal attack on the History of Religions school, he demonstrated how early
and "high" this language was; and, of course, here Paul becomes the key
player, not as the "inventor" but as one who carried on a very early tradi
tion. Hengel's Studies in Early Christology (1995), which included some previ
ously published papers, was composed mostly of lectures. Here in particular
he demonstrated the significant role of Ps 110 in early Christology; however,
he also argued for Jesus himself as the originator of Wisdom Christology. On
this latter question his influence has been especially significant, even though
the idea had been around since the beginning of the century.
The next significant work involving Pauline Christology was James D. G.
Dunn's Christology in the Making (1980), a book that is very important but in
some ways disappointing. With an especially adept ability both to analyze
texts and to think outside the box, as it were, Dunn basically returned to an
earlier era in two ways. First, the major thrust of the book was a return to
the developmental scheme, but in this case built not on the prior philosophi
cal agendas but rather on a careful analysis of the biblical texts. In this
scheme Paul is the "halfway house" between an early low Christology and
the full-blown high Christology of John and Hebrews. Second, in order to
make this work, he set out to demonstrate that in Paul's thought there is no
concept of a genuine preexistence of Christ himself; the texts that seem to
say as much are either to be understood differently or, in the case of Col
1:15-17, to be understood as having to do with the preexistent Wisdom, with
28
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For a critique of this christological bypath, see appendix A in the present vol
ume, pp. 594-619.
A second edition appeared in 1989, published in the United States by Eerd
mans, in which Dunn responded to his critics in a twenty-four-page foreword, while
the substance of the first edition remained unchanged.
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whom Paul identifies the nonpreexistent Christ. This leads him to argue for a
form of adoptionism, but without using that language.
That was followed the next year by Seyoon Kim's The Origin of Paul's
Gospel (1981), the main thesis of which stood as the total antithesis to that of
Dunn. Kim argued that the crucial matters of Paul's (very high) Christology
and soteriology all stem from his encounter with Christ on the Damascus
Road. Although this was quite overstated, it offered a welcome corrective
regarding a matter that by and large had been overlooked in Pauline studies:
Paul's own conversion experience. Working especially from those passages
that suggest "revelation" (e.g., 2 Cor 4:4-6), Kim first examines "Christ,
Lord, Son of God" and then offers over 1 3 0 pages on the EIKCOV xov Qeov
(image of God). At the heart of things, he argues for Paul's prior acquain
tance with personified Wisdom as the key to his Christology, thus carrying
Hengel's assertions forward with vigor.
The most significant steps forward in work that impinges on Pauline
Christology have been taken in the past decade by Richard Bauckham and
Larry Hurtado, both of whose studies portend a new development in NT
Christology in general and in Pauline Christology in particular. Bauckham's
God Crucified: Monotheism and Christology in the New Testament (1998) repre
sents some published lectures given in anticipation of a much larger study to
be entitled Jesus and the Identity of God. Writing particularly in response to
the many recent studies by Hengel, Kim, Dunn, and others, who see a divine
mediatorial figure in Second Temple Judaism as the way forward (Hengel) or
backward (Dunn), Bauckham argues that these studies are working back
wards by using a small amount of questionable data to the exclusion of the
30
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To get there, Dunn also had to resort to several instances of circuitous exegesis
of a kind that leaves one wondering how the first readers could possibly have under
stood Paul without Dunn's help. For an exegetical critique of his handling of the cru
cial passages, see in the present volume the excursuses in chs. 3 (pp. 1 0 2 - 5 ) , 7 (pp.
3 1 7 - 2 5 ) , and 9 (pp. 3 9 0 - 9 3 ) , plus appendix A at the end.
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Indeed, when Kim revisits this question in ch. 5 of Paul and the New Perspective:
Second Thoughts on the Origin of Paul's Gospel (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2 0 0 2 ) ,
165-213, not only does he not back off, but also he reasserts all of his questionable
positions even more strongly. So, e.g., he continues to insist that "in the Wisdom of
Solomon . . . the personified Wisdom . . . [is] spoken of as the EIKCOV of God," which is
patently untrue, as the exegesis in ch. 7 and appendix A in the present volume dem
onstrate (pp. 3 2 3 - 2 5 : 5 9 4 - 6 1 9 ) .
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Both of these books (Dunn's and Kim's), it should be noted, independently went
after this subject with the issue of "origins" as their first concern (obvious in Kim's
title: for Dunn, see p. 5: "The questions can be posed thus: How did the doctrine of the in
carnation originate?"). One is led to think that the two of them arrived at such radically
different conclusions in part because they were both driven by this issue, and they set
out to prove their own positions from the texts rather than letting the chips fall where
they may by a much more straightforward exegesis of the Pauline texts themselves.
This becomes especially noticeable with Dunn in his commentary on Colossians,
where he spends much of his time trying to demonstrate a Pauline position that is not
explicitly in the text itself—and from my perspective, not implicitly either.
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large amount of certain data. Instead, he argues, one should begin not with
these figures but with Jewish monotheism as such. Using the language of
"identity" instead of "being" (thus adopting a Jewish, rather than Greek,
view of the world), Bauckham is concerned with who God is rather than
what God is. In so doing, he points out that two things are absolutely consis
tent in Second Temple Judaism: it was self-consciously monotheistic, and it
was self-consciously monolatrous (exclusive in its worship).
Bauckham's first concern is to demonstrate that Israel's understanding
of God was always in terms of God's relationship to Israel and then to all
other reality. Thus Yahweh was never thought of in Greek abstractions. His
character is always described in terms of relationship to Israel, as in Exod
34:6: a God who is merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and abounding in
steadfast love and faithfulness. In terms of God's relation to all other reality,
he is constantly referred to as both the Creator of all that is and thus the
Ruler of all that is. And precisely at these crucial points Yahweh's character
and role are unshared with intermediate figures; that is, though they were his
agents, they never shared his identity as such.
In taking up the issue of Christology per se, Bauckham shows that from
the beginning Christ shared the divine identity at all the crucial points: with
regard to the divine "Name," in relation to all other things, and in relation to
Israel. Finally, he argues that as "God crucified," Christ's identity as God
means that God's identity is now wrapped up in the work of Christ on earth.
Larry Hurtado comes out very much at the same place. He has been on
a long journey arguing that devotion to Christ can be traced back to the very
earliest communities and that it is the kind of devotion that is elsewhere
given only to God. In the overview chapter on Paul in his magisterial Lord
]esus Christ: Devotion to Jesus in Earliest Christianity (2003), his concern is less
with what Paul believes than with what Paul's letters reflect about early
Christian practices regarding worship, especially in their ways of expressing
devotion to Jesus.
Even before Bauckham, Hurtado has long argued that Paul is an avid
monotheist. Yet totally without precedent in the Judaism of which he is a
product, Paul ascribes various forms of worship and devotion to Christ that
would seem to put considerable tension on that monotheism. On the other
hand, neither Paul nor his communities seem to be aware of the tension, in
the sense that Paul, at least, never once speaks to it. Indeed, in Colossians,
the one letter where he speaks to such issues at all, he is intent on maintain
ing a very high role for Christ against those who (apparently) would subordi
nate him to a lesser role vis-a-vis "the powers."
In many ways the present study hopes to follow in the train of these last
two scholars, in this case by putting most of the emphasis on the exegesis of
all the significant texts, while at the end pointing out the christological im
plications of the exegesis.
33
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S e e the various Hurtado entries in the bibliography, pp. 656-57.
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Pauline Christology: Some Basic Matters
Before turning to the Pauline texts themselves, I need here to address
some basic exegetical matters and, for the sake of the reader, to anticipate
the primary conclusions to which the exegetical chapters have led. I begin
with the latter.

Whither Pauline Christology?
At the end of the exegetical process it became clear to me that even
though the cumulative evidence tells the story in full, there are, by anyone's
reckoning, three key texts that put forward most of the issues: 1 Cor 8:6: Col
1:15-17; Phil 2:6-11. Here I isolate the primary christological data that
emerge in these three passages, which are spelled out or assumed in all the
rest of the data. In the section that follows this one I address the issue that
surfaces in full measure in the earliest of the letters: Paul's application to
Christ of the Kvpioq = Adonai = Yahweh of the Septuagint and whether Paul
did indeed find this in the Greek Bible he knew.
1 Corinthians 8:6
The significance of this passage for the analysis of Pauline Christology is
universally recognized, but not all are agreed on the nature of that signifi
cance. The conclusions drawn from the exegesis of this passage in ch. 3 (pp.
89-94) can be briefly summarized, since they set the pace for so much else in
the letters that follow.
1. What turn out to be the two most significant features of Pauline
Christology are already in place in this passage: Christ as Son of God and as
Lord. The latter of these is explicit in the passage itself ("there is one Kupioq,
Jesus Christ"); the former is implied in the preceding "there is one Qeoq, the
Father," where all the evidence of the letters indicates that by this usage
Paul begins not with God as our Father but with the fact that God has been
revealed as "the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ," which leads to his being
our Father through Christ and the Spirit.
34

2. As the exegesis of all the crucial passages demonstrates, these basic
distinctions, already in place in the Thessalonian correspondence, are
maintained in an exclusive way throughout the entire corpus. At issue
here are two matters: (1) some instances where Kupioc, has been suggested
35
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For the evidence of this, see the discussions of 2 Cor 1:3 and Gal 4:4-7 (pp.
169-71, 217-20).
T h e only exceptions are the twelve passages where Paul is citing the Septua
gint and no point is made of the referent; so one may assume that Paul is simply car
rying over the reference to Yahweh = God from his source. For the twelve passages,
see n. 7 in ch. 3 (p. 87).
3,
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to refer to God the Father; and (2) the two instances where many have
argued that Paul's use of Qeoq refers to Christ: Rom 9:5 and Titus 2:13. Be
cause of the significance of these latter two passages, they receive extended
discussion in their respective chapters (pp. 272-77, 440-46). In both cases,
when one pares off all the modifiers to get to the basic noun itself, the evi
dence seems strongly in favor of consistency: Qeoq in each case refers to
God the Father.
3. Along with the considerable earlier evidence in 1 and 2 Thessalonians
(see ch. 2), this passage offers a classic example of Paul's use of the Septuagint's Ktipioc, = Adonai = Yahweh as a reference to Christ as the "Lord" of
these OT passages. For here the fundamental theological reality from Paul's
Judaism, the Shema, has been divided up so to embrace the Son along with
the Father.
4. This is the first passage in the corpus where Paul asserts, as some
thing assumed between him and his readers, that Christ was both preexistent and the mediatorial agent of creation. This assumption of preexistence
is expressed in a variety of ways hereafter in the corpus.
5. Despite what is plainly stated by Paul, this passage has also been the
place of first and last resort with regard to finding a "Wisdom Christology"
in his writings. To get there, one must argue (1) that Paul will expect his
readers to read Wisdom into this sentence on the basis of what he had said
back in 1:24, 30 about the crucified Messiah as God's "wisdom," and thus (2)
that 6 Kijpioq as agent of creation is here in fact to be identified with personi
fied Wisdom, and (3) that in the Wisdom literature itself personified Wisdom
is regularly seen as the agent of creation. Both the exegesis of these three pas
sages in 1 Corinthians and the lack of any kind of verbal correspondence
between the Wisdom literature and these passages should ring the death
knell for this point of view.
38
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Colossians 1:13-17
The fact that I include vv. 13 and 14 in this discussion says a lot about
the significance of this passage for Pauline Christology. There are three mat
ters of significance here.
1. This is the first of the two major christological passages in the
corpus. Here Paul has picked up the language he had used of Christ in
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See, e.g., discussion on 2 Thess 2:13; 3:3, 5 (pp. 64-65, 65-66, 71-72).
A few would add a third from 2 Thess 1:12 (see n. 92 on p. 62).
See pp. 100-102, 106-7, 89-94, and esp. the excursus on this matter on pp.
102-6. For a full discussion of this matter, see appendix A (pp. 594-619).
E s p . the lack of a single instance of the crucial preposition 8id (through).
which here and elsewhere implies mediatorial agency.
At least this is true for those who take seriously its relationship to Philemon;
for the inherent difficulties and lack of genuine supporting evidence for denying
Pauline authorship, see n. 2 in ch. 7 (p. 289).
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1 Cor 8:6 and spelled it out in some detail. This means that many scholars
are ready to find personified Wisdom in this passage as well, although
as with 1 Cor 8:6, and despite assertions to the contrary, there is not a
single genuine verbal correspondence between this passage and the Wis
dom literature.
2, This is also the first instance where scholarship has invested enor
mous capital trying to demonstrate that Paul is here citing a "hymn" that
had prior existence in the church. While one must remain open to this
likely possibility, the same does not hold true of what is sometimes alleged
on the basis of this assumption, namely, that Paul is not in full agreement
with what he cites. That is, it is frequently suggested that Paul has not fully
assimilated the "citation" into his argument, so that one must be careful in
using it to discover Paul's own Christology. But besides the fact that this as
sertion appears to have little merit on its own right—after all, the alleged
"original" is the product of our own making—one should always begin
with the assumption that a first-century author "cites" precisely because
he is in agreement with what he incorporates from another source into his
own sentences.
This is all the more the case with Paul, since we have a clear analogy in
his use of the Greek Bible, from which he both cites and borrows on a regu
lar basis. And when he "borrows" from the Greek OT, as he would presum
ably have "borrowed" from a "hymn" in this case, he regularly makes the
language his own, and means what he intends, not necessarily in the same
way the original author intended. In fact, this is precisely what happens in
his very first "citations" of the Greek Bible in the corpus (1 Cor 1:31; 2:16),
where Paul has considerably "rewritten" the passages with his own con
cerns in view. The point is that one may be sure in the case of this Colossians
passage that the sentence in its entirety is now from P a u l and has Pauline
intent in all its parts, whatever its origin.
3. Besides the points already made above from 1 Cor 8:6, which Paul is
here expanding in greater detail, my reason for including vv. 13 and 14 in the
discussion is that the grammatical antecedent of all the (some eighteen) in
stances of the relative and personal pronouns in vv. 15-20 is "the Son of the
Father's love" in v. 13, into whose "kingdom" the Colossian Gentiles have
now been included. Thus in this crucial christological passage, where nei
ther K-upioc, nor Xpioxoc, appears, the theme of Son of God does appear, and
inherent to this usage is the Jewish messianism expressed in v. 13. Thus be
sides spelling out in greater detail what is said in couched form in 1 Cor 8:6,
Paul quite matter-of-factly puts that Christology in the context of his Son of
God Christology as well.
41
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On this matter, see the excursus on pp. 317-25 in ch. 7.
T h e point is that Paul regularly "cites" the Greek Bible and indicates as much
by his "it is written" formula.
T h i s assumes, of course, with Dunn, Wright, and many others, that Paul is
the author of Colossians; see n. 2 in ch. 7 (p. 289).
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Philippians 2:6-11
This "acropolis" of the christological passages in the Pauline corpus has
also had a long history of discussion as to whether Paul is adapting a previ
ously existing "hymn." And as with the alleged Colossians "hymn," one can
neither prove nor disprove the assertion, nor can one assume that some of
this is not really Paul's own point of view. Its significance for our present
purposes is that besides also asserting Christ's preexistence, now in even
stronger language regarding his actual deity, Paul also asserts Christ's
"equality with God the Father." Along with some points made from the two
preceding texts, there are three further matters that need to be noted from
this passage.
1. This is the primary passage in Paul's writings that will not allow one
to assert Christ's divinity without taking seriously the full humanity of his in
carnation. This is repeated often enough in the passage to fly full in the face
of any attempt to try to work out Paul's Christology in Apollonarian terms.
Fully God though he was asserted to be in v. 6, what he became when he
"poured himself out" in order to redeem us was one who was equally fully
human.
2. This emphasis, plus the possible "conceptual e c h o " of Gen 1 in
Christ's not considering his equality with God as something to be held onto
selfishly, has caused a significant group of NT scholars to find an Adam
Christology here as well. And although there are no good reasons to deny
this somewhat distant "conceptual echo," there is every good reason to be
wary when one watches some scholars push this analogy to extremes that
the passage itself will not sustain.
3. Finally, and back to the first point made regarding 1 Cor 8:6, here in
particular Paul significantly spells out both the reason for, and the origins of,
44
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One can only sit in amazement at the frequency with which it is asserted that
the passage in its present form does not reflect Pauline Christology as much as it does
that of the "pre-Pauline hymn" that Paul is "citing." This is all the more puzzling
when one notes exegetically that the reason for the narrative is to offer a paradigm
(in vv. 6-8) for the Philippians to emulate (v. 5).
T h i s is my own language for the possibility of "hearing" an echo of Genesis in
this passage, since there is not a single verbal echo. Those who try to create such by
arguing that \iop$r\ and eiK(av are verbal "equivalents" not only are in error on that
score (see pp. 377-79) but also seem to be out of step with reality. Only the language
itself could call forth a verbal echo. One may as well argue that "eighty-seven years
ago" would cause someone to think of Lincoln's Gettysburg Address (which begins
with "four score and seven years ago"). First, no one would ever think of echoing
Lincoln without Lincoln's own archaic language; and second, the only reason for
using Lincoln's words at all would be for the effect that those words alone would cre
ate. So also with Paul's "failure" to use eiKcov here if he intended his readers to catch
an echo of Gen 1.
O n this matter, see the discussion on pp. 375-76, and esp. the excursus (pp.
390-93). For the broader discussion of the matters noted in this paragraph, see ch. 13
(pp. 513-29).
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the risen and exalted Christ's having been given the "Name" K/upiot;. This is
further elaborated as "the Name above all names" and then substantiated by
applying what is said of Yahweh in Isa 45:23 to the risen Lord. Thus this de
piction of how the exalted Christ was given the "Name" explains how he had
had transferred to him the exclusive use of this expression of the divine
"Name," which had come to the Greek-speaking church by way of the Greek
Bible and emerges in a thoroughly presuppositional way in Paul's earliest
preserved letters. And this in turn, though appearing later in the corpus, is
the certain evidence for Paul's exclusive use of this "Name" to refer to Christ
and not to God the Father.
So although there are many more moments of significant Christology
in Paul's writings and, as the following chapters will demonstrate in full
measure, very much assumed Christology everywhere, these three pri
mary christological texts have embedded in them all the key elements of
that Christology. These are developed in the second part of this book,
"Synthesis."

Paul and the Septuagint
There are some readers, however, who will (rightfully) wince at the con
fidence with which I have spoken of Paul's referring to Jesus as the lcupioc, =
Adonai = Yahweh of the Septuagint. So I need to address this matter. At
issue are two questions. First, did Paul know and use a form of the Greek
Bible known to us on the basis of basically Christian manuscripts that come
from nearly three centuries after Paul wrote his letters? Second, whatever
form of the Greek Bible that he and they had in common, would his readers
have caught both the fact and the significance of his so often applying to
Christ the Kupioc, of these many texts? I take these two matters up in turn.
Did Paul Know and Use the Septuagint?
Although the question of the "origin" of the Septuagint and its relation
ship to the editions that we currently possess is not easily answered, there
are good reasons from the Pauline corpus itself for us to use this term with
regard to the Greek Bible that he himself used and that was assumed by him
to be a text that he had in common with his Greek-speaking churches. At
the least, even if this question cannot be decided with absolute certainty, the
evidence that we do have seems strong enough to allow the term "Septua
gint" with regard to Pauline usage without constantly offering a learned
hesitation. The primary evidence for this is twofold.
First, Paul refers to the Greek Bible in a variety of ways. In some in
stances he "cites" texts that are verbally identical to the text of the Septua
gint known to us. In other cases he "cites" with a degree of freedom, while
in still others he echoes the language of the Septuagint with enough pre
cision to give one confidence that it is the ultimate source of his own
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language. When Paul actually "cites" what he calls "Scripture," even
though he does not do so in the thoroughgoing way the author of Hebrews
does, his wording is so closely that of the Septuagint that we have basically
one of two options. Either he accidentally lands on the same wording, in
cluding word order, that the translator had used before him (which is
doubtful in the extreme), or he cites the Bible commonly used in the Dias
pora synagogue in which he himself had been raised. There are just
enough idiosyncratic moments where Paul and the Septuagint agree
against a more precise rendering of the Hebrew text to give us considerable
confidence here.
Second, there are enough instances where Paul agrees with the Septuagint's rendering of the Hebrew text in places where the translator had sev
eral choices, both with words and word order, to make one think that Paul is
citing a common Bible rather than imagine that this happened independ
ently in some way. The analogy would be to try to decide, when a writer in
English is citing the Bible without indicating the translation, whether he or
she was, for example, using the NASB. The woodenness of that translation
would tend to stick out and make dependence obvious. And so it is with
Paul's Greek rendering of the OT; his wording, including some unusual ren
derings, are too often that of the Septuagint to allow one to think that he
did not regularly use a form of translation that has come down to us as
the Septuagint.
But for some scholars the more crucial matter is Paul's use of K/upioc; =
Adonai = Yahweh: whether, or how much, Paul is indebted to the Septua
gint for this use as a primary appellation of Christ, a usage that is so con
siderable that I have assembled all of the examples in appendix B at the end
of this book. This question has arisen especially because of the Septuagint
48
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A n illustration in point is Paul's use of Joel 2:32 (3:5 LXX) in Rom 10:13: naq
yap
av eTUKaXecnytai to ovoua Kuploti a(o8r|aexai (For whoever will call on the name
of the Lord will be saved). The yap (for) in this instance serves as his "introductory"
formula, while the rest is precisely the text of the Septuagint. On the other hand, ear
lier, in 1 Cor 1:2, he apparently echoes this "biblical" language by referring to fellow
believers with the Corinthians as Ttdaiv TOIC e7UKa>.ov>|ievoic TO 6vou.a TOV icupioxj
flUwv 'lT)oot> XpiaTov (all who call on the name of the Lord of us. Jesus Christ). Had we
only the latter passage, there would still seem to be no serious question as to the
source of Paul's language, even if a direct allusion to the Joel prophecy may no longer
have been up front in his mind. But the actual citation in context indicates that this
Joel passage had become common stock among early Christians regarding their place
in the biblical story (see, e.g., Acts 2:21).
T h i s assertion is enough to make any good Septuagintalist squirm. But my
concern is not that of the expert in Septuagintal studies: rather, it is to point out
that Paul and his churches show evidence that a text very much like the Septuagint
was in use in the Jewish Diaspora in the mid-first century of the Christian era.
Moreover, it has been demonstrated by N . Dahl and A . Segal ("Philo and the Rabbis
on the Names of God," JSJ 9 [1979]: 1-28) that Philo of Alexandria read Greek MSS
that used Kupio<; for the Tetragrammaton at about the same time as Paul did in
Asia Minor.
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texts that were discovered at Qumran, plus other (extremely fragmentary)
evidence from some isolated papyri, since some of these fragments do
not have a Greek equivalent at all but simply carry over the Tetragrammaton itself.
It is difficult, however, to see what real difference this makes. For even
if our present Septuagint is the product of use among Christians, as it most
likely is, the Qumran evidence says very little finally about Pauline usage,
since both Qumran and Paul in fact bear witness to the phenomenon of
not pronouncing the Divine Name. One can be sure that when these Greek
texts with the Tetragrammaton were read in synagogue, the reader did not
actually say "Yahweh." Something else would have been substituted for
the name, and the evidence of Paul, whether from written or oral sources,
is that K-uproc, was used in its p l a c e . Or to put that another way, Paul,
along with Hebrews, is evidence of the later "Septuagint" at these places
whether or not his Greek texts actually had Kt>pioc; in them, since that
would most likely have been the regular oral substitution for the Divine
Name as the common "translation" of the Adonai that had been substituted
in the Aramaic-speaking synagogue.
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Equally important are the scores of "intertextual" uses of Kupioc, in the
Pauline corpus, where the language of the Septuagint has been taken over
by Paul so as to become a part of his own sentence. It is one thing to imag
ine what the public reader of Paul might have done with passages that begin
"as it is written," since that assumes a "citation" of the biblical text. How-
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On this matter, see J. Fitzmyer, "The Semitic Background of the New Testa
ment Kj/rios-Title," in A Wandering Aramean: Collected Aramaic Essays (SBLMS 25;
Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1979), 115-42; and esp. the mild critique by A .
Pietersma ("Kyrios or Tetragram: A Renewed Quest for the Original Septuagint," in
De Septuaginta: Studies in Honour of John William Wevers on His Sixty-Fifth Birthday
[ed. A . Pietersma and Claude Cox; Mississauga, O n t : Benben, 1984], 85-101),
whose evaluation of this evidence is noteworthy. Not only does he point out that
only one of these pieces of evidence has actual value, but also he suggests (rightly,
it would seem) that the use of the Tetragrammaton in Qumran and elsewhere prob
ably reflects an archaizing tendency on the part of some to heighten emphasis on
the Divine Name lest it be lost altogether through translation of a familiar, but not
sacred, word.
In any case, we lack any evidence that in the Greek-speaking synagogues
the reader of the Bible in Greek would have substituted Aramaic Adonai for the Di
vine Name.
C f . the similar judgment by L. J . Kreitzer (Jesus and God in Paul's Eschatology
[JSNTSup 19; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1987], 109): "Indeed, one is tempted
to ask what was actually said when one came to pronounce mrr within the public
reading of Paul's letters to the churches concerned." Furthermore, as noted above
(n. 48), there is sufficient evidence that Paul's older contemporary Philo of Alexan
dria used a Greek Bible where this substitution had already taken place; see D. B.
Capes, Old Testament Yahweh Texts in Paul's Christology (WUNT 2/47; Tubingen: Mohr
Siebeck, 1992), 40-42 (who notes Josephus as well); and J. D. G. Dunn, The Theology
of Paul the Apostle (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 249-52.
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ever, it is quite another thing for Paul to use Kupioc; in, for example, no less
than four instances in 2 Thess 1:7-12, where each is a substantial echo of a
passage from the Greek Bible. At this point any argument to the contrary,
that either Paul himself or his Gentile churches did not use K-upioq as a sub
stitute for the Divine Name, seems to implode.
52

Would Paul's Readers Have Been Aware of This Usage?
If we can, then, be rather certain that Paul regularly used and cited a
form of the Greek Bible known to him and his readers, the second issue is
whether there was an intentionality on Paul's part in echoing its language
that he expected his Gentile readers to pick up on. I begin my basically positive
answer to this question with two observations.
5i

First, the considerable volume of these data speaks for itself. Paul can
hardly help himself; his own life had been steeped in Scripture from the time
of his youth. Once he had encountered the exalted Lord, the sacred text was
transformed into a place where the long-awaited Christ could now be found
everywhere. And since his reading of the texts had been so remarkably
transformed and since he is writing letters that have "sacred matters" as
their immediate concern, citations and echoes of the OT are found through
out his letters. After all, the issue of continuity with his past is equally as
52

T h i s is especially true of the argument by G. Howard, "The Tetragram and the
New Testament," JBL 96 (1977): 63-83. Again see the critique in Kreitzer, Jesus and
God in Paul's Eschatology.
Here I face a considerable difficulty in nomenclature. A t issue is what to call
these many places in Paul's writings where there can be little question that he is
using the language of the biblical text (almost always some form of the Septuagint).
Throughout the present study one will find the language of "echoing," "intertextuality," or "borrowing language from" in a variety of contexts. What I intend al
ways is that Paul is (usually deliberately) using language from the Septuagint to
recall or reinterpret the biblical text in his own situation(s); cf. R. B. Hays, Echoes of
Scripture in the Letters of Paul (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 6. For a
much more precise use of language with regard to this phenomenon, see V. K. Robbins, Exploring the Texture of Texts: A Guide to Socio-Rhetorical Interpretation (Valley
Forge, Pa.: Trinity Press International, 1996).
For a view different from the one taken here and throughout this book, see C. D.
Stanley, Paul and the Language of Scripture: Citation Technique in the Pauline Epistles and
Contemporary Literature (SNTMS 74; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992)
(cf. C. Tuckett, "Paul, Scripture and Ethics: Some Reflections," NTS 46 [2000]:
403-24). Stanley's focus is altogether on the capacity of these Gentile churches to
pick up on Paul's biblical quotations and echoes. He (helpfully) divides his Active con
gregation into three types of audience: the "informed," the "competent," and the
"minimal." But what he fails to take into serious consideration is the capacity for
memory of the spoken word, and especially the "word" that is spoken over and
over again, by those who cannot read or write. This is evidenced in preliterate chil
dren. "Grandpa, that's not how that story goes!" they exclaim; but by the time they
become teenagers, this capacity is lost almost altogether, regarding both oral and
written speech.
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important to him as the measure of discontinuity brought about through
Christ and the Spirit.
Moreover, in an oral/aural culture, where only about 15 percent of the
population was able to read, both the limited amount of reading and the sig
nificance of sacred texts would mean that many people in Paul's churches
would be biblically literate in ways reminiscent of the echoes of the KJV that
abound in seventeenth-to-nineteenth-century English literature. Such verbal
remembrance of any text, let alone Scripture, has in modern Western soci
ety become a thing of the past even among most of those who are avid lov
ers of the Bible. But Scripture undoubtedly would have been the standard
"reading" fare for all of Paul's congregations.
Thus, Paul's letters are full of verbal echoes of a variety of kinds that he
could expect many of his hearers to catch (even if contemporary readers
might not), although undoubtedly not all hearers in every case or every text
in the same way. A contemporary analogy is the way that the large majority
of Americans of my generation would hear echoes of our national "sacred
documents" if someone were to say publicly, "Four score and seven years
ago" or "When in the course of human events," even though many in the
next generation would not.
Second, and as noted throughout the following exegetical discussions,
these transfers of biblical language from Yahweh to Christ are a part of what
Paul does regularly. None of this is argued for, as though some kind of
christological innovation was a point Paul wanted to make. To the contrary,
54
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B u t see Stanley (Paul and the Language of Scripture), who offers a minimalist
view in this regard that seems to stand in some tension with the narrative of LukeActs, written by a Gentile convert who had a rather thorough knowledge of the
Greek Bible. Indeed, so much is this so that Luke himself engages in considerable
intertextuality (as the birth narratives offer full evidence). Furthermore, not only is
the two-volume work addressed to a Gentile who is assumed to know the Jewish
Bible in some detail but also, beginning with Acts 13, Scripture is both known and
studied in the Diaspora synagogues (13:15; 17:2,11; 18:24, 28). and earlier a proselyte
is actually reading the scroll of Isaiah on his journey from Jerusalem back to
Ethiopia (8:30-35).
For those outside my own historical culture, these are the opening words of
Abraham Lincoln's Gettysburg Address and of Thomas Jefferson's Declaration of
Independence.
A telling example (pointed out to me by my colleague Bruce Waltke) is found
in Martin Luther King Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech, delivered orally at the Lincoln
Memorial on August 28, 1963, the centennial year of the Emancipation Proclama
tion. It is doubtful whether all of the many thousands who heard that (now famous)
speech would have caught all of his (surely deliberate) intertextual echoes of (1) Lin
coln's Gettysburg Address, (2) Jefferson's Declaration of Independence, (3) Stein
beck's The Winter of Our Discontent, (4) Amos 5:24, and (5) Isa 40:4, although almost
all of them would have known and been able to sing the quoted first stanza of the pa
triotic hymn "America." I did not hear the speech that day, but in reading it, I found
that all of these echoes were readily at hand (and there may have been more that I
simply did not recognize!).
55
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they are used in such a way that Paul assumes them to be common knowl
edge between him and his readers. Thus, they often occur in quite off
handed ways, as assumptions between them, and sometimes as something to
argue from, as is the case in the very important Christian reformulation of
the Jewish Shema in 1 Cor 8:6. At the end, therefore, both the volume and
the nature of these biblical echoes give evidence of an assumed high Chris
tology between Paul and his churches.
For these reasons, and also because the Septuagint is the term and text
of familiarity, this will be the term of choice throughout the study that fol
lows, noting only that the reader needs mentally to put quotation marks
around it at every point.
57

A Numerical Analysis of the Pauline Data
Before turning our attention to the christological data in the individual
letters, and since "usage" appears as the first thing up in each of the chap
ters, one may find it helpful to have handy a place where all the data are pre
sented together. The full presentation of these data for each letter, with
this kind of analysis, can be found as appendix II at the end of each chapter.
For the most part these data comport with the Greek text found in N A and
UBS , except in a few instances where I have offered text-critical arguments
in a footnote for a different reading. 1 also add the cautionary note that one
should use these data with considerable circumspection because what is
missing in this kind of "analysis" are innumerable pronouns and the unex
pressed subject of verbs, especially the so-called divine passives, which al
ways have "God" as the implied subject (e.g., the three verbs in 1 Cor 6:11).
So one must be especially cautious in using the final column (Geoq). As for
the rest, my concern was not with how often Paul refers to Christ (that would
require the inclusion of pronouns) but with the specific language he uses
when so doing, since, as it turned out, this sometimes does appear to have a
measure of significance. (The various combinations of K, I, and X represent
the word order of the "names" Kupioq, 'InaofJc,, and Xptcruoc,.)
2 7
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Paul's use of the Septuagint should also be part of the discussion, though it
seldom is, of Paul's alleged use of "pre-Pauline" hymns and creeds as though one
could "reconstruct" the original hymn or creed on the basis of the "obvious Pauline
constructions" within it. But the methodological issue is seldom faced, even though
such an example is ready at hand in Paul's "adaptations" of the OT. When he cites,
not every word in the citation is relevant; but when he adapts by intertextual usage,
then the very changes to the Septuagint make it clear that one could not always (or
even most of the time) reconstruct the O T text, and especially not reconstruct its the
ology on the basis of what Paul does.
S e e , e.g., the textual notes on 2 Thess 2:8; Rom 8:34; 14:12.
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KIX/IXK/
XIK

K1/1K

XI/IX

KX

Kupioq

Xpiaxot;

Totals

9eoq

1 Thess

5

6

2

X

13

3

3

1

33

36 1-3)

2 Thess

9

3

X

X

10

X

1

X

23

18 [+5]

1 Cor

8/1/1

4 / 1

6 / 2

X

49[+21

2

45

2

121

103 [+18]

2 Cor

4 / 1

3

1 / 3

X

18[+2]

7

38

1

75

78 [-3]

Gal

3

X

7 / 5

X

2

1

22

4

44

29 [+15]

Rom

6/3/2

2 /

12 / 7

1

18[+8]

3

34

7

96

149 [-53]

Col

1

1

3

1

10

X

19

1

37

22 [+15]

Phlm

2

1

3

X

2

X

3

X

11

2 [+9]

Eph

6 / x / 1

1

10 /

1

X

16

1

28

1

65

31 [+34]

Phil

4 / x / 1

1

12 / 3

X

9

1

17

X

48

22 [+26]

/ x

/ 1

1

1 Tim

2 / x / 2

X

10

X

1

X

1

X

16

22 [-6]

Titus

X

X

1 / 3

X

X

X

X

X

4

13 [-9]

X

16

X

X

X

26

11 [+15]

164 [+12]

18

211

17

599

536 [+63]

2 Tim

X

Totals

48/5/7

/ 1

1

X

11 /

22/2

78 / 25 2

Some general observations about these data:
1. The two final columns represent the total number of explicit refer
ences to Christ in relationship to actual uses of Qeoq, with the differential be
tween the two columns found in square brackets in the 0e6<; column. These
data are obviously a bit skewed because I have not included in the count the
(very few) references to God as Father where the designation "Father" is not
accompanied by "God." Furthermore, I have deliberately avoided the inclu
sion of pronouns, as the actual value thereby gained did not seem to merit
the added effort involved.
2. The full designation Ktipioq 'Inwove, Xpiaxoc, appears in the very first
reference in each letter. Thereafter it occurs in all the letters, but not as fre
quently as shorter designations.
3. The individual names occur most often, but not consistently through
out the letters. Some of this seems likely to be related to the situation and
kind of letter in each case, but in the final analysis no apparent patterns
seemed to emerge in the corpus.
4. Regarding the combinations of two "names": Kitpioc, 'Inaofic; occurs
less than others, and the majority of these occur in the first four letters
(hardly ever 'Iriao-fjc, K-upioq, which is almost certainly because Kuproc, is
titular rather than a "name"); for reasons that are not altogether clear,
Xpicrroc, 'ITTCTO'UC; appears in a ratio of about 3:1 over 'Ir|ao\)<; Xpicrroc,. In any
case, this suggests that by Paul's time what was originally a title had come to
be used increasingly as a "name."
5. Excluding Titus, which has by far the fewest direct references to Christ
in the corpus, each of the single "names" occurs in most of the letters
('InaoiJc, being the exception), but without consistency.
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6. The twelve bracketed items represent instances where K-optoc, is found
in a citation of the Septuagint in which it does not refer to Christ. One may
safely assume that all other instances are references to Christ.
7. Since some things that do not seem to comport with the data have
been suggested about the use/nonuse of the article with K-upioq, I have in
cluded an excursus on this matter in the next chapter (p. 35).

Parti

2
Christology in the Thessalonian
Correspondence
1

O U R 1 THESSALONIANS PROBABLY WAS written within a year after Paul (and
Silas) had been hurried out of town in the dead of night (Acts 17:10). His
anxiety about the status of the beleaguered community he had left behind,
and his own thwarted attempts to return, had finally resulted in their send
ing Timothy, who had returned to Paul and Silas in Corinth with basically
good news (1 Thess 2:17-3:10). But not everything was as it should be, so he
sent this letter, most of which is a rehearsal, from his perspective, of the in
tervening year (chs. 1-3) but which also offers some correctives (4:1-12),
plus information about the coming of the Lord in light of someone who had
died in the meantime (4:13-5:11).
2

Not long after, news reached Paul that things had in fact not progressed
as he had hoped; indeed, someone apparently had spoken prophetically—as
though speaking for Paul—that the Day of the Lord had come (2 Thess
2:1-2, 15), thus increasing anxiety in the midst of increased persecution.
This resulted in our 2 Thessalonians.
3

4

'Commentaries on 1-2 Thessalonians are listed in the bibliography (pp. 639-40);
they are cited in this chapter by author's surname only. For reasons noted below, the
vast majority of commentaries deal with both of these letters in the same volume,
which is one reason for keeping them together in the same chapter. The other reason
is that, having been written to the same believers probably within one year's span,
the two letters reflect a very similar christological perspective.
Given the clear angst that Paul reveals in 1 Thess 2:14-3:10 and the sense of
suddenness in his departure, there is no good reason to doubt the basic historicity of
the account in Acts 17. In this case, the makeup of the community is probably mostly
Gentile (see 1 Thess 1:9-10), but with roots in the synagogue, which will account for
their presupposed familiarity with the Septuagint.
'For this perspective on the difficulties of 2 Thess 2:2, see G. D. Fee, "Pneuma
and Eschatology in 2 Thessalonians 2:1-2: A Proposal about 'Testing the Prophets'
and the Purpose of 2 Thessalonians," in To What End Exegesis? Essays Textual,
Exegetical, and Theological (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001), 290-308.
Doubt about the authenticity of 2 Thessalonians has a long history (see esp. W.
Wrede, Die Echtheit des zweiten Thessalonicherbriefs [TUGAL 9/2: Leipzig: Hinrichs,
2

4
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The first thing to be noted, then, is that these two letters have a relation
ship to one another that is unique to the corpus. Unlike the relationship be
tween 1 and 2 Corinthians, for example, which stands at the opposite end of
the spectrum with regard to similarities between them, these two letters are
(not surprisingly) especially similar in that Paul in the second letter feels the
need once more to cover much of the same ground. At the same time, these
similarities are such that it is very difficult to discuss what appears in one
without noticing what appears in the other. Nevertheless, I have tried to
avoid comparisons in the discussions in 1 Thessalonians, except for a few iso
lated instances. But this is nearly impossible to do with regard to 2 Thessalo
nians, especially with regard to its Christology, which is why I have chosen to
look at the Christology of the two letters together in the same chapter.
The Christology that presents itself in these letters is especially note
worthy, first of all because there is not a self-consciously christological mo
ment in either of them. That is, there is no passage where Paul is
deliberately trying either to set forth Christ as divine (or human, for that
matter) or to explain the nature of his divinity. His interest in Christ, as we
come to expect in his later letters, is primarily soteriological. "Our Lord,
5

6

1903]), based mostly on 2:3-12, which is perceived as standing in unrelieved tension
with 1 Thess 5:1-11. Other slight differences between the two letters are then also
brought to bear (e.g., 2 Thessalonians has less warmth; there are a few stylistic dif
ferences and "breaks" from Pauline thought). But, as Marshall (34) has pointed out,
"it is very doubtful whether a set of weak arguments adds up to one powerful one."
Indeed, the considerable historical difficulties that one has to overcome to hold this
view far outweigh any alleged differences. It also might be pointed out that if the
same criteria that bring 2 Thessalonians under doubt were applied to Romans in
light of Galatians or to 2 Corinthians in light of 1 Corinthians, one would have a dif
ficult time arguing for the authenticity of either. The evidence of this chapter shows
how much the two letters have in common, precisely as one would expect from the
same mind, over the same issues, in such close proximity in time. The attempt by M .
J. J . Menken to capitalize on the (relatively small) christological differences between
the two letters seems in the end to belie what he sets out to prove ("Christology in
2 Thessalonians: A Transformation of Pauline Tradition," EstBib 54 [1996], 501-22).
The "Pauline tradition" in this title refers exclusively to 1 Thessalonians! See also K.
Donfried, The Theology of the Shorter Pauline Letters (Cambridge: University Press,
1993), 94-101, whose discussion seems to lead him to conclusions (the similarity of
the Christology of both letters) opposite to his presuppositions about authorship.
See R. Jewett, ' A Matrix of Grace: The Theology of 2 Thessalonians as a
Pauline Letter," in Thessalonians, Philippians, Galatians, Philemon (vol. 1 of Pauline
Theology; ed. J. M . Bassler; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1991), 70. Implicit in this observa
tion is the fact that the Thessalonians will also have been on the same page regard
ing Christ and do not need "proof."
This also readily explains why there is so little interest in this topic in the litera
ture, including in the commentaries. The exceptions (noted only if the interest is in
Christology per se): "Note D " in Milligan, 135-40; R. F. Collins, "Paul's Early Christol
ogy," in Studies on the First Letter to the Thessalonians (BETL 66; Leuven: Leuven Uni
versity Press, 1984), 253-84; L. Morris, chapter 2 ("Jesus Christ Our Lord") in 1,
2 Thessalonians (WBT: Dallas: Word, 1989), 27-40. R. E. H. Uprichard's "The Person
5
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Jesus Christ" is the divinely given Savior, who "died for us" (1 Thess 5:9-10)
and whose resurrection has assured us that "we will live with him" (5:10) be
cause he has also secured our "rescue from the coming wrath" (1:10) and
our sharing in the coming glory (2 Thess 2:14). Thus "the Lord" is also the
one whom believers "imitate" in their present suffering (1 Thess 1:6). In a
similar manner, and as turns out to be the norm, Christ is therefore the basic
content of the gospel (1 Thess 3:2; cf. 2 Thess 1:8), as well as the divine agent
of much (the apostolic "instructions" [1 Thess 4:2]; the divine will [5:18]).
What is noteworthy, therefore, is the remarkably high Christology that
one meets here, presupposed at every turn and in the most off-handed of
ways. Thus, Jesus Christ, the present, reigning Lord, is understood to share
in any number of divine prerogatives, yet Paul never loses sight of Christ's
prior earthly existence. A n d although no point is made of it here, in his
next letter (1 Corinthians) it appears quite clear that Paul does this while
maintaining his rigorous monotheism (1 Cor 8 : 4 - 6 ) . Paul's "Christology"
in these first two letters, therefore, is not a matter of christological asser
tions or explanations; rather, one is struck by the reality that this rigorous
monotheist can speak about Christ in ways as remarkable as one finds
here—statements that by their very nature would seem to put considerable
pressure on that monotheism.
8

9

I. Christology in 1 Thessalonians
Christology in 1 Thessalonians sets the pace for the discussion of Chris
tology in all the subsequent letters, not because all of Paul's christological
emphases get a hearing here but because the major matters appear on the
and Work of Christ in 1 Thessalonians" (EvQ 53 [1981]: 108-14) has only a small por
tion devoted to the person of Christ.
"As early as 1 Thess 1:10 Paul sets a pattern that will continue throughout the
twelve-to-fourteen-year span of his letters, where in the context of addressing the
community in the second person plural ("you turned from idols"), he changes mid
stream to the first person plural ("Jesus, who rescues us from the coming wrath"), so
as to include himself with them when speaking of the saving events. In 5:1-11 this
switch takes place in v. 5 ("You are all children of the light and children of the day.
We do not belong to the night").
This is one of the rare instances where Paul uses the title 6 Kijpioc; in reference
to Jesus' earthly life, although 1 Thess 2:15 might also qualify here ("they killed TOV
Kvipiov 'Irioow"), as might 2 Thess 2:13, where "loved by the Lord" is probably a ref
erence to his death on their behalf (see the discussion below). The usage noted here
(1 Thess 1:6) is the kind of thing that should keep scholars from being too dogmatic
about "Pauline usage." Every once in a while he surprises us. In this case the present
exalted Lord is the one who also suffered in his earthly life. The same thing happens
in 1 Thess 2:15, which implies that the earthly Jesus was a prophetic figure whose
death was in the long line of prophets who were killed.
B u t see the discussion of 1 Thess 1:10 below for a different kind of emphasis on
Jewish monotheism.
8
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first page of the first letter, as presupposition and without emphasis. The spe
cial emphases within the letter itself are to be found first of all in the data
themselves.

A Preliminary Look at the Data
All of the texts that specifically refer to Christ in some way are given in
appendix I (at the end of this chapter); an analysis of usage is given in ap
pendix II. Several matters about this usage need to be pointed out.
First, as just noted, all the ways that Paul will speak of Christ in the sub
sequent letters are already in place in this letter. This is all the more re
markable, given both the nature of the letter itself (comfort and correction)
and the apparent lack of "need" to say so many of the things that he does.
Thus we find the two major aspects of Pauline Christology already in place
as presupposition: Jesus as the messianic "son of God," who is now recog
nized as the eternal Son; and Jesus as the exalted Lord of Ps 110:1. The one
reference to "the Son" (1:9) and the three uses of the earthly name "Jesus"
alone are especially related to these realities.
Other usage phenomena also need to be singled out. First, although refer
ences to Christ appear slightly less than references to God the Father, most
noticeable is the frequency with which Christ and the Father are brought to
gether in clauses and phrases, even though for Paul, as in all his letters, the
Father is always seen as the "prime mover" with regard to the saving event.
Second, the fullsome combination of the title "Lord," the name "Jesus,"
and the former title-turned-name "Christ" occurs slightly less (5x) than
does the combination "Lord Jesus" (6x); the combination "Christ Jesus" oc
curs 2 times.
Third, the most striking feature of usage in this letter, which will stand
out even more in 2 Thessalonians, is the predominance of the title Ktipioc,
over all other designations. It occurs either alone (13x) or in combination
(llx) in all but 9 of the 33 specific references to Christ in this letter. This is
probably related to the fact that the Thessalonians' persecution stems pri
marily from their affirmation of Christ as K-upioc, in a city where such alle
giance was offered to the Roman emperor. This usage, therefore, will receive
the greater attention in this chapter.
10
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12

13

1(1

See also Milligan, 135-40.
"lcupioc, 'I-pooix; XpioTOi; (5x); KiJpio<; '\r\GOvq (6x); Xpicrtoi; 'ITICWUI; (2x); (6)
Kijpvo? (13x); Xpicrtoq (3x); 'tnaow; (3x); vioq (lx).
There are 33 specific references to Christ and 36 to God the Father; this ratio is
slightly reversed in 2 Thessalonians (23 to 18).
T h e fact that one of the occurrences of Xpiax6<; alone is articular (1 Thess 3:2;
cf. 2 Thess 3:5) has led some (e.g., Findlay, 65, 203; Milligan, 136) to think of it as titular
(in both instances). While that is possible, it must be noted that both are genitives mod
ifying a noun that is also articular, which casts considerable doubt on the suggestion.
12
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Excursus:

The Use of the Definite Article

Kvpiog

with

In this first exegetical chapter we need to note one of the more sub
tle features of Pauline usage: his use or nonuse of the definite article
with the various formulations of Kupioc,. It has been suggested that
anarthrous Ktipioq is a referent to God the Father, but that is patently
not true in the vast majority of cases in the Pauline corpus, beginning
with these letters. Indeed, the only certain cases of such are the twelve
instances where anarthrous Ktipioc, occurs in a citation of the Septua
gint and no point is made regarding the identity of Kvpioc,.
But in these two letters, for example, anarthrous usage occurs at
least once with every name and title and with every combination of
them (see appendix II). Usage has nothing to do with the referent
("Christ" in all cases in these two letters) and everything to do with
other discernible phenomena. For example, a habit of usage found in
these letters, which remains fairly consistent throughout the corpus, is
Paul's use of anarthrous Kupioc, with certain prepositions (especially ev
and i)no). This happens also with some echoes of the Septuagint where
Kupioc, in Paul's sentences now refers to Christ.
This phenomenon is also one of those subtle moments that argue
strongly for Pauline authorship of 2 Thessalonians, since this fluctua
tion of usage, which includes some constants as well, is exactly the same
in both of these letters and quite in keeping with the rest of the cor
pus—a feature that a pseudepigrapher could hardly have been expected
to imitate.
14
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16

Jesus as Messianic/Eternal Son of God
Although there are no inherent reasons in these letters for Paul to make
reference to Jesus as the Jewish Messiah, nonetheless there are good reasons
to think that such lies behind what has become for most readers the most
commonplace of all matters in the corpus: the Pauline salutations. At least
such a view seems arguable from the data.
17
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S e e , e.g., D. A . Carson, From Triumphalism to Maturity: An Exposition of 2 Co
rinthians 10-13 (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1988), 147 n. 3.
For these exceptions, see n. 7 in ch. 3 (p. 87).
This phenomenon, we should note here, also serves to verify that Paul is in
deed echoing the Septuagint at these places (see the discussion in the preceding
chapter, pp. 20-25).
In most of the following chapters I let the evidence itself lead me to what is
discussed first; but since Kupioq Christology dominates both Thessalonian letters, I
have chosen to put the present secondary christological matter in first position,
partly because it comes up first (1 Thess 1:10) but mostly to keep it from getting lost
at the end of the longer analysis of ieupio<; Christology.
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1 Thessalonians 1:1, 3 (God as Father)
1:1 riavj^oq K a i ZiXovavbc, K a i TiuoBeoq xfj e.KK?iT|c;ig
F.V flem nawi K a i K u p i q > 'ITICTOI) Xpitrxfi)

Oeooa^oviKetov

18

Paul and Silas and Timothy, to the church of the Thessalonians
in God the Father and the Lord, Jesus Christ
19

1:3

Kai

eXniSoq xox> K u p i o i ) r\\ie>v
Qeov K a ircaxpocf|ucov

xrjc, IOTOMOVTJC; xfjc,

F.u^poafjEV TOV

'Ir\tTOX> Xpicrxoii

and endurance of hope in our Lord, Jesus Christ
in the presence of God, even our Father
In their very first appearance in the Pauline corpus (1:1), God and Christ
are joined together by a K a i as the compound object of the preposition ev,
and they are given the basic designations that will appear in the majority of
side-by-side references in the corpus: "God the Father" and "the Lord, Jesus
Christ."

20

A sentence later (v. 3), again side by side but not joined by K a i ,

they are both independently qualified by

fpaiv

(our). In this second instance

we also meet for the first time the designation of

Qeoq as mv Geoii K a i naxpoq

f|ua>v, which most likely is to be understood as a hendiadys (= "God, even
our Father"). The phenomenon of the possessive with both "Father" and
"Lord" in 1:3 occurs i n the other two instances of the joined names in this
letter (3:11, 13).

21

However, in the first occurrence of the compound in 2 Thessalonians
(1:1), Paul begins a habit that will recur regularly hereafter throughout the
"church corpus":
18

22

using the possessive with only the first designation,

For further exposition of this passage, esp. the meaning of ev 9ea naxpi Kai
Kupitp 'Irioov Xpicrrqi and the implications of both divine persons as double object of
the single preposition, see pp. 48-50 below.
"Unless otherwise noted, the English translations throughout are my own, usu
ally very "literal" so that the Pauline emphases or echoes of OT usage can be seen
clearly in an English rendition. As throughout this study, the items in boldface are
references to Christ, while any mention of God is underlined.
The statistics are telling: 7ta-njp as a designation for God occurs 37 times in the
corpus; in 15 instances Christ is joined to "the Father" with a Kai (1 Thess 1:1; 3:11;
2 Thess 1:1, 2; 2:16; 1 Cor 1:3: 2 Cor 1:2; Gal 1:1; 1:3; Rom 1:7; Phlm 3; Eph 1:2; 5:23;
1 Tim 1:2; Titus 1:4; 2 Tim 1:2); 5 times God is designated "the Father of our Lord,
Jesus Christ" (2 Cor 1:3: 11:31; Rom 15:6; Col 1:3; Eph 1:3); in 15 other instances Christ
occurs in immediate proximity (1 Thess 1:3; 3:13; 1 Cor 8:6; 15:24; 2 Cor 1:3; Gal 1:4:
4:6; Rom 6:4; Col 1:2,12-13: 3:17; Eph 1:17: 2:18; 4:6; 5:20). Only in 2 Cor 6:18 (a cita
tion of the Septuagint) and Eph 3:14 is God mentioned as "our Father" without im
mediate relationship to Christ. For the full list of passages, see the appendix to ch. 14
(pp. 554-57).
As well as in 2 Thess 2:16, where the names occur in reverse order.
This is my designation for the first ten letters (including Philemon, which is
also addressed to the church in Colossae and therefore was intended to be read aloud
in the church along with Colossians).
211
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"Father." On the basis of the usage in 1 Thessalonians, one may rightly as
sume that the "our" in these later instances is intended to do double duty for
both nouns ("Father" and "Lord").
At issue for us christologically is how the designation of "Father" for
God, which appears in these first two instances in a fully presuppositional
way, came to be Paul's most common way to refer to God when God and
Christ are mentioned in conjunction with one another. The solution to this
question does not seem hard to come by. Four strands of evidence suggest
that God becomes, in Paul's thinking, "our" Father because he is first of all
the "Father of our Lord, Jesus Christ," which in turn implies Christ as "the
Son" —all of which has its origins, I will argue, in Jewish messianism.
First, even though by the time of these first letters 6 Xpioxoq has moved
from title to name, Paul will sometimes still use it in a titular way to refer to
Jesus as the Jewish Messiah. This is most certainly true of Rom 9:5 and most
likely true of 1 Cor 1:23, 30 (see pp. 100-102 below). Thus Jewish messianism
not only accounts for its usage in early Christianity as referring to the risen
Lord, Jesus, but alone accounts for the universality of this title-turned-name
in the early church.
Second, beginning in 2 Cor 1:3 and repeated in 11:31, the one God is now
identified as "the Father of our Lord, Jesus Christ," a designation that will
recur several more times in the corpus (Rom 15:6; Col 1:3; Eph 1;3). Inherent
in such a designation is the understanding of Jesus as God's Son.
Third, in two later passages, 1 Cor 15:25-28 and Col 1:12-15, Jesus as
"the Son" is specifically tied to his kingly reign, and in the latter instance so
closely tied to Davidic themes that Jewish messianism can scarcely be
gainsaid.
Fourth, and most importantly, God becomes "our Father" through the
gift of the Holy Spirit, whom Paul explicitly identifies in Gal 4:6 us "the Spirit
of the Son," whom God sent "into our hearts" and who is thus responsible
23

24
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0 n this implication see, e.g., R. F. Collins, "The Theology of Paul's First Letter
to the Thessalonians," in Studies on the First Letter to the Thessalonhms (BETL 66;
Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1984), 232-34.
At this point, one is faced with the primary difficulty in methodology for the
"chronological" approach taken in this study: how much can one assume about
Pauline presuppositions based on what we know from later texts? Although the issue
of "Son of God" has been a considerable one over many years, it needs to be pointed
out that in the next letter after these two (1 Cor 15:25-28), also written to a primarily
Gentile community, the combination of "King" and "Son" occurs together in a con
text that suggests that whatever "Son" came to mean in the course of time, its ori
gins as a messianic designation probably lay with the combination of Exod 4:22-23,
2 Sam 7:13-14, and Ps 2. For an even-handed response to the considerable skepticism
regarding "Jewish messianism" and its role in early Christology, see W. Horbury,
"Jewish Messianism and Early Christology," in Contours of Christology in the New Tes
tament (ed. R. N. Longenecker; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005), 3-24.
Indeed, it occurs in every document in the NT except 3 John (but; it does occur
in the companion 2 John).
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for believers' crying out to God the Father in the language of the Son
("Abba"). And since the Son, as "God's own Son" (Rom 8:3), has been sent
forth by the Father (Gal 4:4), the language of sonship does double duty for
Paul: to refer in its first instance to Jesus as the Jewish Messiah, while at the
same time referring to the eternal, preexistent Son of G o d .
When this evidence is combined with the reality that contemporary Ju
daism rarely referred to God as "our Father," one is led to conclude that such
a designation for the one God, commonplace though it is for later Christians,
has lying behind it an implicit "Son of God" Christology. Evidence for this
can be found throughout the Pauline corpus, the first instance of which oc
curs in 1 Thess 1:10, where, hard on the heels of the designation of God as
"Father," Paul refers to Christ as "the Son."
26

1 Thessalonians 1:9-10 (Christ as Son)
9

1:9-10 TCCO<5 e7ieoxpE\j/axe Ttpoc xov 8e6v ano xmv £i8a>Xcov 5o"uXet)erv 9EG)
COJVXI K a i dX.r|9rv(B K a i d v a u e v e w xov m o v avxov E K xa>v
owpavdiv, ov fiyeipev E K XWV veKpwv, 'InCToiiv xov puojisvov rpdq
E K xfjc, 6pyf\q xf\q EpxouEvric;
'how you turned to God from idols, to serve the living and true God
'and to await his Son from heaven, whom he raised from
the dead, Jesus, who rescues us from the coming wrath
1(>

K

One of the singular characteristics of 1 Thessalonians as a letter is that
it actually has the appearance of one, at the beginning at least. What begins
as a (typical) prayer and thanksgiving report (1:2-3) soon evolves into a
chronological narrative about Paul's relationship with the Thessalonians. He
begins with a reminder about the Thessalonians' actual conversion under
the apostles' ministry (1:4-6), a conversion that became so well known that
it preceded Paul as he moved from Macedonia down the Achaian Peninsula
to Corinth (1:7-10). For his own reasons, he next reminds them of the nature
of his own ministry among them (2:1-12); and after returning momentarily
to the thanksgiving (2:13), he then resumes the narrative, taking up in turn
(1) what had happened to them in the meantime (2:14-16), (2) his own
thwarted attempts to return (2:17-20), (3) the sending of Timothy instead
(3:1-5), and finally (4) his great relief to receive basically good news about
them from Timothy (3:6-10).
The present text occurs at the end of his report about the notoriety of
the Thessalonians' conversion, which with obvious deliberation he also uses
to score some important theological points. What has been noised abroad,
27

2f,

For the full argumentation for this perspective, see ch. 14.
Scholarship in the latter half of the preceding century saw a flurry of activity
devoted to finding pre-Pauline creedal moments in his letters, of which this passage
is usually brought forward as the first. Whether this passage is pre-Pauline is moot.
The present interest is not in pre-Pauline Christology but in Paul's. And here, as in
27
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and reported to Paul, is "how you turned to God from idols to serve the living
and true God, and to wait for his Son from heaven, whom he raised from the
dead—Jesus, who rescues us from the coming wrath." Three points are
made: (1) the contrast between their "before" and "after," with scarcely hid
den Jewish scorn for idolatry and a typically Jewish designation of God as
"the living and true God"; (2) that they are currently "between the times"
and are waiting for the conclusion of their salvation, which includes escap
ing the coming wrath (that their persecutors will indeed experience); and (3)
that the one responsible for their salvation is the risen Jesus, here designated
as "the Son of God."
We begin by noting that the text breathes the perspective of Jewish
monotheism. Both epithets, "the living God" and "the true God," reflect the
language of such monotheism in Israel's long struggle against idolatry. A l 
though the two terms appear together only in Jer 10:10 ("But Yahweh is the
true God; he is the living God, the eternal K i n g " ) , they appear separately in
a variety of polemical contexts.
Whatever else is true of the God of the
Jews, he is "the living God," over against the lifeless idols of the pagan world;
and precisely because he alone is the living God, he is therefore "the true
God" over against the false gods of idolatry. Moreover, the living and true God
is further identified, here for the first time in the corpus, as the God "who
raised [his Son] from the dead." This remarkable way of identifying the one
God of Israel occurs just often enough in Paul's writings for Hans Kiing to
remark that " 'he who raised Jesus from the dead' becomes practically the
designation of the Christian G o d . "
What is striking, therefore, on further reflection, is the designation of
Christ as "his Son from heaven, whom he raised from the dead—Jesus, who
28

29

30

31

all such cases, one may assume that what Paul wrote (by dictation, presumably), he
himself believed, whatever prior existence it may have had.
It should also be noted that some see this passage as the primary Christology
of 1 Thessalonians. See the discussion in Collins, "Early Christology," 254-55. But
Collins, in keeping with a long tradition, does not pursue the possible messianism of
the title "his Son." In any case, here is an instance where the usage almost demands
that Paul is picking up language with which the Thessalonians would have been
familiar.
B u t see also Jos. Asen. 11:9-10.
F o r "the living God," see, e.g., the oath formula in Num 14:21, 28 ("as [surely
as] I live"); cf. Hos 2:1 (cited by Paul in Rom 9:26). It became a standard formula in
the polemics of Second Temple Judaism (Dan 5:23 L X X ; Bel 5 [Theodotion]; Sir 18:1;
]uh. 21:3-4; Jos. Asen. 11:9-10). In the NT, see esp. Acts 14:15, where the wording of
conversion is just as it appears here; cf. 1 Tim 4:10; Heb 3:12; 9:14; 10:31; 1 Pet 1:23;
Rev 7:2; 15:7. For "the true God," see Wis 12:27; Josephus, Ant 11.55; and in the NT,
see esp. the Johannine literature (e.g., John 7:18; 8:26).
'"Hans Kiing, On Being a Christian (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1976), 361. Be
sides the present text, see 1 Cor 6:14; 2 Cor 4:4; Gal 1:1; Rom 4:24; (6:4); 8:11 (2x);
10:9; Col 2:12; Eph 1:20; cf. 1 Pet 1:21.
A considerable literature has suggested that the "background" to this usage is
Daniel's "son of man" (Dan 7:13). Understandable as this might be, given (1) Paul's
28
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rescues us from the coming wrath." That is, the "living and true God" has a
Son, who is currently "in heaven" by virtue of the Father's having raised
him from the dead; and this Son is none other than the earthly Jesus, the
one who also rescues us from the wrath of God that will be poured out on
all who do not obey him (cf. 2 Thess 1:6-10).
Our present concern is to note that what is assumed in 1:1 now be
comes explicit. A n d since it is easy for Christians who read their Bibles
canonically to hear the title "Son of God" in Johannine terms, we note here
that this is its first actual occurrence in the NT. And since it is not a fre
quent term for Paul, something more needs to be said about its probable
meaning in this first occurrence, especially as to how the Thessalonians
may have understood it.
Although Paul is quite prepared to use "Son" for the risen Christ, as he
will again in 1 Cor 15:28, it occurs most often in Paul's letters with reference
to the Son's "giving his life" for us (2 Cor 1:19; Gal 2:20; 4:4-5; Rom 8:3, 32;
Col 1:13). He also designates Christ as "Son" when he thinks of salvation as
effecting the new creation, in which we are being transformed back into the
divine image that is found perfectly in God's Son (Rom 8:29-30). Nonethe
less, several passages indicate that the presuppositional beginning point for
this title is Jewish messianism: 1 Cor 15:23-28; Rom 1:3-4 (and 8:32 indi
rectly); Col 1:12-15 (on this matter, see the full discussion in ch. 14). For
now, one needs to note that Paul's reference here to the Son as in heaven with
the Father most likely (presuppositionally) carries the double sense of the
Son's now reigning as the Jewish Messiah, who, through his resurrection and
exaltation, has come to be understood as the eternal Son, who had been sent
from the Father to redeem.
But would this double sense have been available to the Thessalonians?
Most likely so. Both the internal evidence of the rest of these letters (Paul's
32
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language "await . . . from heaven" and (2) the fact that Jesus almost certainly used
this Danielic "title" with reference to himself, there is nonetheless scarcely a hint of
any kind in the Pauline corpus that Paul is influenced by this language. What can be
demonstrated (see ch. 14) is that he associates "Son of God" with the Davidic
kingship.
Gk. xov puouevov; the present tense here is probably not so much trying to say
something about the "time" of the rescue, which in 5:9-10 is expressed in the past
tense to refer to the saving event itself, as it is putting emphasis on the now exalted
Son as the "Rescuer."
This assumes, of course, that Galatians is not Paul's earliest extant letter but
was written between 2 Corinthians and Romans. See p. 6 n. 18 above.
One of the disappointing features of M . Hengel's otherwise especially useful
study of this title (The Son of God: The Origin of Christology and the History of JewishHellenistic Religion [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1976]) is his rather complete disregard of
the use of this title for the Davidic king of Israel, which all the NT evidence together
points to as the basic source of early Christian understanding.
See esp. the discussion of 1 Cor 15:23-28; Gal 4:4; Rom 8:3 below. See also D.
Juel, Messianic Exegesis: Christological Interpretation of the Old Testament in Early
Christianity (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1988), 174-75.
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intertextual use of the Septuagint) and the external evidence from Acts
17:1-6 suggest that many of these former idolators had already attached
themselves to the Jewish synagogue and thus formed the nucleus of the neo
phyte Christian community. One may therefore also assume that they
themselves had already been instructed in the (now) double sense of Jesus as
the Son of God.
36

For our present purposes, we should also note that this single (explicit)
reference to "the Son" is in connection with his earthly name "Jesus," where
the emphasis is on his future "coming." This seems especially to be in antici
pation of 4:13-18. The significance of this is that in the latter passage Paul
shifts in v. 14, after explicit reference to Jesus' resurrection, from the name
"Jesus" to the title 6 Kttptoq (the Lord). This combination indicates that the two
most significant messianic "titles," Lord and Son, which occur together a little
later in 1 Cor 15:23-28, were already in place when Paul wrote this letter.
37

It is worth noting further that the combination icupioc, 'Inooxic, (the Lord
Jesus), which occurs more often in 1 and 2 Thessalonians than anywhere
else, appears most often in contexts where the reference is to Christ's
Parousia (1 Thess 2:11; 3:13; 2 Thess 1:7, 8, 12; 2:8). A n d this leads us to ex
amine the use of Kupioc, in 1 Thessalonians.

Jesus as the Kvpioq of Septuagint Yahweh Texts
38

39

The second messianic title, Jesus as the icupioc, of Ps 110:1, plays by
far the most important christological role in 1 Thessalonians, so much so
that the rest of this discussion is given to an analysis of this usage.
36

It is worth noting here that Acts 17 records Paul as entering the synagogue and
for three Sabbaths reasoning with them "from the Scriptures, explaining and proving
that the Messiah had to suffer and rise from the dead, saying 'This Jesus I am proclaim
ing to you is the Messiah.' " The content of this "reasoning" had been presented earlier
in Acts 13:16-47. There is no justifiable historical reason to doubt the essential accu
racy of these pictures. Paul's own letters, including this one, are full verification that
these earliest converts are well acquainted with the arguments that the crucified and
risen Jesus is indeed the promised Jewish Messiah, God's exalted Son.
1 say "especially" here because the emphasis on the "coming" is found
throughout the letter (1:3; 2:12, 19-20; 3:13; 5:1-11, 23).
On Paul's appropriation of Septuagintal Kupioi; = Adonai = Y H W H passages to
refer to Christ, see the initial study by L. Cerfaux, " 'Kyrios' dans les citations
pauliniennes de l'Ancien Testament," ETL 20 (1943): 5-17; and more recently the
published dissertation by D. B. Capes, Old Testament Yahweh Texts in Paul's Christology
(WUNT 2/47; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1992).
For the evidence of this assertion, see the discussion in 1 Cor 15:23-28, where
this psalm is first cited by Paul, in a clearly messianic context. One of the truly idio
syncratic moments in N T scholarship was W. Bousset's attempt to tie this title in Paul
to the pagan mystery cults (see Kyrios Christos [Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
1913; ET, trans. J . E. Steely; Nashville: Abingdon, 1970]) and thus totally apart from
any OT usage. See further the critique in Hengel, Son of God, 77-79 n. 135.
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There is good reason to think that this predominance occurs in part be
cause of the city of Thessalonica itself. Strategically situated astraddle the
Egnatian Way and with a deep-sea port, the city was of special interest to
the empire. More in its own interests than out of "love" for the Thessalo
nians, Rome had bestowed on them the status of a "free city." The Thes
salonians in turn gave back to the emperor the loyalty that this astute
move was intended to secure. The significance of this emerges in Luke's
abbreviated report in Acts 17:1-10, where the explicit charge brought
against Paul was maiestas (high treason)—that he was promoting "another
king than Caesar." Since devotion to Caesar meant proclaiming him as
"Lord and Savior," this is the most probable explanation for the frequency
of K\>pioc, in these letters. In the Thessalonians' current situation of suffer
ing for Christ, Paul is constantly reminding them of who the true "Lord"
really i s .
We begin by noting that the title 6 Kvtpioc, is the special province of
Christ in 1 Thessalonians (as throughout the corpus); it is never attributed
to the Father, who is always referred to either as Qeoq (God) or 6 Tratfjp
(the Father). This can be demonstrated in any number of ways, beginning
with the very first mention of both in 1 Thess 1:1 ("the church of the
Thessalonians in God the Father and the Lord, Jesus Christ"), which is re
peated in slightly different form in v. 3 ("your endurance inspired by hope
in our Lord, Jesus Christ, in the presence of God the Father"). These desig
nations are then singled out in vv. 4 and 6, where "loved by God" (v. 4)
means "loved by God the Father," and where "you became imitators . . . of
the Lord" (v. 6) can only refer to Christ, since it mentions his earthly
sufferings.
This usage in 1 Thessalonians can be conveniently packaged under
two headings: (1) the intertextual use of the Septuagint's ie6pi.o<;, where
the Tetragammaton (YHWH) has been so translated but where the
Kupioc, of those texts now refers specifically to Christ; (2) texts where Christ
as K-upioc, shares in the divine purposes and activities with God the Father,
especially where prayer is freely offered to Christ as it would be to God the
Father. We begin with Paul's attribution to Christ of the Septuagint's
Kvpioq = Y H W H .
40
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T h i s is especially so, given that coins minted in Thessalonica from ca. 27 B.C.E.
proclaim Julius Caesar as a god. See K. P. Donfried, Paul Thessalonica, and Early Chris
tians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 34-37.
For a discussion of the passages in these two letters where some think other
wise, see the discussion on 1 Thess 4:6 and 2 Thess 2:13; 3:3, 5 below. But to think
otherwise, first, needs reasonable justification and, second, simply does not comport
with the clear and certain evidence of 1-2 Thessalonians, not to mention 1 Cor 8:6
and elsewhere.
' F o r the debate on this matter, see the discussion in ch. 1, pp. 20-25.
4 1
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1 Thessalonians 3:13
The first instance in the corpus where Paul uses language from the Sep
tuagint and applies the Ktipioq = Y H W H directly to Christ appears in the
context of the eschatological goal of Paul's prayer for the Thessalonians in
3:11-13. For the christological significance of the prayer itself, see the discus
sion below (pp. 53-55). Here our focus is on the final phrase, where, after
Paul has prayed that 6 Kiipioq (= Christ) will cause their love to increase
and abound (in the present time), he offers as the goal of such love that
"[the Lord] may strengthen your hearts so that you will be blameless and
holy in the presence of our God and Father at the coming of our Lord, Jesus,
with all his holy ones." Here Paul's intertextual appropriation of Zech 14:5
seems certain, since the language is too close to be merely accidental. The
two texts read:
41
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1 Thess 3:13

ev xfi icapouaia

\iexa navrcov
Zech 14:5

K A I rfeei

K A I ndvxeq
1 Thess 3:13

at the coming

with all
Zech 14:5

And shall come

and all

tot) K N P T C U f|uoov 'Inaot)

xe>v ayiav
Kvpioq

avxov
6 0e6q pou

oi a y i o i \IEX' ahxon.
of our Lord Jesus

his holy ones
the Lord

my God

the holy ones with him.

The christological import of this sentence lies with the fact that the
Ktipvoq of the Septuagint is "Yahweh my God," who will himself come to
the Mount of Olives and carry out his eschatological victory over the
nations. In Paul's theology, the future coming of the Lord is always seen
as the return of the present reigning Lord, Jesus Christ. What Paul has
43

T h e meaning of ndvitov xcov ayiwv ainou is debated in the literature as to
whether it means "angels" (as it surely does in Zechariah; so Best, 152-53; Marshall,
102-03; Wanamaker, 145; Richard, 177-78; Malherbe, 214; Green, 181), "his saints"
(as it usually does for Paul; so Ellicott, 47; Findlay, 77), or both (Milligan, 46; Rigaux,
492; Bruce, 74; Morris, 111-12; Holmes, 116). The intertextuality of this sentence
seems to make it tilt decisively in favor of "angels," especially since the usage of oi
ayiot to refer to "God's people" does not occur in 1 Thessalonians at all (and in
2 Thessalonians only in 1:10). Moreover, in 2 Thess 1:7, where the present phrase
seems to be spelled out in some detail, Paul says that "the Lord Jesus will be revealed
from heaven with the angels of his power [\iex ayyeXav Swdueax; a w o u ] . " In any
case, Paul can very well expect many of them to hear the echo of Zech 14:5, since
this would have been a well-used text among early Christians (on this matter, see the
discussion in ch. 1, pp. 20-25).
T h e primary differences are the case and word order of "all" and "the holy
ones." But this is an echo, after all, not a citation; thus Paul has adapted it to his own
sentence. The adaptation includes the article with Kupio-u, in this case caused by his
addition of the possessive pronoun "our."
4 4
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done seems clear enough: the future coming of Yahweh is now to be un
derstood as the future coming of "our Lord Jesus," who alone is KIIPIOC,
in Paul's new understanding, resulting from his own encounter with
the risen Lord (see 1 Cor 9:1). One can scarcely miss the ease with which
Paul now reads the Kupioq (= Y H W H ) of Zechariah as referring to Christ,
the Lord. So much is this so that in 2 Thess 1:7-10, the coming Lord Jesus
Christ has altogether assumed the role of judging God's enemies as well
(see PP. 57-61 below).

1 Thessalonians 4:16
Although this next instance of intertextual echo is seldom noticed in
contemporary literature, the linguistic tie between Ps 47:5 (46:6 LXX) and
Christ's ascension was well known in the early church, which suggests
that for the ancient reader these kinds of echoes were much more real than
they are for us. But "ascent" is one thing; the present Pauline text has to do
with Christ's final "descent." At issue is whether Paul is deliberately echoing
the psalm and giving it a new twist with regard to Christ's Parousia. The fol
lowing display would seem to suggest so:
45
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1 Thess 4:16 o n amoq 6 icopioq ev Ke^e-uoucm, EV <|>e)vf\ dpxayYeA,ou
Kai ev trd^TtiYYv 0eou,
KaxapT|ORETAI an oi)pavoij
Ps 46:6 LXX

dvept]

6 Geoc, ev d^aA,ayum
EV <tK0vfi aakm-jyoq.

Knpioq
1 Thess 4:16

for
and

the Lord himself with a shout,

with the voice
of an archangel

with the trumpet of God,
will descend from heaven

Ps 46:6 LXX

Ascended
the Lord

God with a shout,
with the voice of a trumpet.

What Paul has done seems clear enough. In the central doublet of a psalm
celebrating Yahweh as King over all the earth, the psalmist refers to
Yahweh's "ascent" to Mount Zion, after he had "subdued nations under us."
The two lines of the first stich celebrate the ascent as accompanied with
"shouts of joy" and the "voice of the trumpet." In Paul's version of what
45

T h e notable exception is C . A . Evans, "Ascending and Descending with a
Shout: Psalm 47.6 and 1 Thessalonians 4.16," in Paul and the Scriptures of Israel (ed.
C. A. Evans and J. A. Sanders; JSNTSup 83; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993),
238-53, to whom I am indebted for much of the detailed information of this discus
sion. Juel (Messianic Exegesis, 159) has suggested another allusion to Zech 14:5 here,
but that seems doubtful.
See Evans, "Ascending and Descending." 242-46.
4,1
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seems an obvious use of the language of the psalm, the Kitpioc, = Yahweh
of the Psalter is now the already ascended Christ, whose return will be ac
companied by "the voice" of an archangel and with "the trumpet" of God.
The emphatic avxbq 6 Kiiptoq (the Lord himself) makes the connection with
"the Lord" of the psalm even stronger. The Lord (Jesus) who had previ
ously ascended on high is the Lord who himself will return at the sounding
of the trumpet.
47

Other Kupioq Phrases That Echo Septuagint Usage
Once one recognizes Paul's intertextual appropriation of the language
of the Septuagint, whereby K-uptoq = Yahweh is now Kijpioc, = Christ, one
becomes aware of the many exclusively Yahweh-phrases from the Septua
gint that are also applied to Christ. This happens throughout the Pauline
corpus; one finds it already well in place in this earliest letter. They are listed
here with minimal comment.

The Word of the Lord
1 Thess 1:8

d<j)' IJUCOV yap e^fixnTai

1 Thess 4:15

xomo

yap uulv

Xeyopev

for from you has gone out
1 Thess 1:8
1 Thess 4:15 for we say this to you

6 hoyoq xov mvpiov
EV koyta

Kvpiov

the word of the Lord
by the word of the Lord

The wooden translation of the Hebrew construct genitive as A,6yo<;
Kupiou occurs more than 50 times in the Septuagint of the Hebrew proph
ets, always as a translation of d bar YHWH. In most cases it is the prophet's
way of indicating that the "word" he is about to speak comes directly from
Yahweh (see, e.g., Joel 1:1). For Paul, "the word of the Lord" is now that
which is spoken by (or about) the Lord Jesus. Indeed, it seems most likely
that in the first passage here, where the phrase is articular, Paul intends it to
stand for the gospel; that is, it is the "word" about the Lord.
The second passage, however, is most likely a reflection of the usage
in the Septuagint, and thus it refers to a word that Christ himself has
spoken (either, most likely, in the Jesus tradition that has come down to
Paul, or as a prophetic word that Paul has received from Christ). In either
case, this well-known Yahweh-phrase has now been appropriated to refer
to Christ.
e
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T h e addition of the amoq also accounts for the addition of the article with
Kvpioq.
S e e Hurtado, Lord Jesus Christ, 150-51; Donfried (Shorter Pauline Letters,
39-40) thinks it is the latter.
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The Name of the Lord
1 Thess 5:27 evopKi^w

v\iaq xov Kiipiov dvcryvcoc>0fjvea xhy eniaxoXiw
Ttdarv xoiq d5eX<|)Oiq.

Gen 24:3

Kai e^opKioi c e
leopiov xov 8e6v xoij oupavoi)
[cf. Neh 13:25]

1 Thess 5:27

I charge

Gen 24:3

and I charge you

you
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by the Lord that this letter be read
to all the brothers (and sisters).
by the Lord the God of heaven

In the OT, God's revelation of his name, "Yahweh" (6 K-upvoq in the Sep
tuagint), lies at the very center of Israel's existence. They are to be a people
who bear and call upon his name; Jerusalem is to be the place where Yahweh's name dwells, while the temple is to be the dwelling for that name. A l 
though Israel was not to misuse or profane Yahweh's name (Exod 20:7; Lev
19:12), they were in fact commanded to take their oaths in his name (Deut
6:13). The appropriation of the Greek form of the Divine Name is what is re
flected in the present usage; and "the Name," of course, is that which Paul
in a later passage (Phil 2:10-11) will point out had been bestowed on Christ
at his exaltation. So what was formerly done in/by the name of Yahweh is
now for Paul, as the basis of his charge, done through Christ the Lord.

The Day of the Lord
1 Thess 5:2 oxv

fuiepa Kvpiou

<bq K^ejixriq ev vtncxi oikcoc; ep%exai

cf. Joel 1:15 oxi

eyyuq

lipepo. KDpioi)

Joel 2:1

oroxi ndpeaxiv

fipxpa Kupiou

1 Thess 5:2 that the day of the Lord as a thief in the night thus comes
cf. Joel 1:15 that near (is)
the day of the Lord
Joel 2:1
therefore present is
the day of the Lord
This well-known phrase, which is found again in 2 Thess 2:2 as some
thing being abused, occurs elsewhere in Paul's writings in 1 Cor 1:8 and 5:5;
later it becomes "the day of Christ" (Phil 1:6, 10). The phrase belongs alto
gether to the prophetic tradition, referring to the great future day of Yah
weh. As both the usage in this letter and the later substitution of "Christ" for
"Lord" indicate, Paul is again appropriating and applying to Christ a wellknown Yahweh-phrase.
4 9

The meaning of the accusative xov Ki>piov is clear enough, but it is not at all
easy to put it into English. Most translations, including the KJV, have "by the Lord,"
but the NET BIBLE has "in the Lord," with a note offering the options "by the Lord" or
"before the Lord" (the latter is found in the TNIV).
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What is noteworthy is that the phrase continues to carry the eschato
logical freight that it did for the prophets. But in contrast to the primary
usage in the prophets, where it points to future judgment. Paul's interest in
this "day" is primarily as God's eschatological conclusion to the salvation
that has been effected through Christ. Although it is true that in its first oc
currence here in 1 Thessalonians it still carries the threat of judgment, in
Pauline usage that threat is strictly for those outside Christ. Indeed, the
whole argument of 1 Thess 5:1-11 is to reassure the Thessalonian believers
that the Day of the Lord is not to be thought of as a threat for them.

The Lord as Avenger
1 Thess 4:6 Stoxi

Ps 93:1

LXX 6

Qebq

1 Thess 4:6 because
Ps 93:1 LXX the God

EKSIKOC

ieopio<;

itepi

7iavxo)v

xovxav

EK5IKTIO-£C9V

avenger (is)
of vengeance (is)

the Lord concerning all these
the Lord

Here is a case where some are ready to make this occurrence of icupioc,
refer to God the Father. However, this not only runs roughshod over Paul's
clear distinctions, but also it fails to take seriously the ease with which Paul
can substitute Christ as "Lord" in speaking of prerogatives that otherwise be
long to God alone. After all, in Rom 14:10, referring to believers—and in a
context where 6 KiSpioc, dominates the discussion—Paul speaks of "the judg
ment seat of God," while in a similar context in 2 Cor 5:10, again referring to
believers, he says that "we must all appear before the judgment seat of
Christ." In the present text, unique to the NT, the use of "avenger" occurs in
a context of "taking advantage of a brother or sister" (TNIV), in which the
Lord Jesus himself will take the side of the wronged person.
50

The Lord Our Hope
1 Thess 1:3 KAI xr]q "uitopovfjc; xr\q eXnidoq
xox>
and endurance
of hope
5()

Xpiaxoh
In our Lord Jesus Christ

KOPIOI) f j u r a v ' I n o " o i )

See, e.g., Morris, 124; Richard, 204; Malherbe, 233—although the latter ad
mits that Christ is also seen as "judge" by Paul (pp. 185-86, 212, on 1 Thess 2:19).
Most others correctly see that Paul's (apparently) exclusive use of KIIPVO<; to refer to
Christ should determine its meaning here, especially (as pointed out by Frame, 158;
Best, 166; Marshall, 112) in light of the emphatic 6 dsoq that follows in v. 7. So also E.
S. Steele, "The Use of Jewish Scriptures in 1 Thessalonians," BTB 14 (1984): 15. Mar
shall (112), Wanamaker (156), and Beale (122 [following Marshall]) are the few who
note that Paul is here using the language of Ps 93:1 L X X (94:1 M T ) . Richard (204)
makes the remarkable comment that it must refer to God because Paul is using O T
language here—a comment that seems insensitive to Paul's regular application of O T
( L X X ) language to Christ.
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This unusual genitive probably is the result of the repeated genitives in
the present context. In any case, it is universally agreed that xoij Kupiou here
is objective, that the Thessalonians are commended for their endurance that
is predicated on their "hope in the Lord Jesus Christ." This seems to be an
other case of appropriating Kijpioc; language from the Septuagint and apply
ing it to Christ. Whatever else was true of Yahweh for Israel's faithful, he
was "their hope" (e.g., Ps 31:24; 33:22). Again, in a quite off-handed way,
language that is ordinarily reserved for God in the OT finds expression
regarding Christ as Lord.
51

God and 6 Ktipioq Share in Divine Purposes and Activity
Another remarkable feature of Pauline Christology also finds itsfirstex
pression in this earliest Pauline letter: the joining of Christ as Lord with God
the Father in several key moments of divine purpose and activity on the
Thessalonians' behalf. This begins in the salutation.

The Church Exists in God and Christ (1 Thess 1:1 [cf. 2 Thess 1:1])
1:1 Ila'uA.oc,.. . xrj EKKAriaig ©eooaloviKecov E V Qea rcaxpi

Kai Kopiq) TnCToii Xpi<7X<»
Paul . . . to the church of the Thessalonians

in God the Father

and the Lord Jesus Christ
Here only in the Pauline corpus does Paul designate the church as being
simultaneously in God and Christ. Whatever else this phrase means, its first
aim is to distinguish the Christian EKK^noia from the many other £KKX,r|oiai
of Thessalonica—particularly the Jewish synagogue but also various civil or
trade entities that would gather under this designation. Several options are
possible as to the sense of E V here: sphere of existence; constituted by; be
longing to. The main objection to the first sense (sphere of existence) is that
Paul does not speak so elsewhere of God the Father. On the other hand, this
sense is so common for Paul when it is used of Christ that it seems most
likely that he intended precisely that sense in its first appearance in his Iet52

5 3
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Ps 30:25 L X X , which reads: ndvxeq oi eXm^ovxeq enl Kvpiov (all who hope in the

LORD).
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N. Richardson (Pauls Language about God [JSNTSup 99; Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic Press, 1994J, 260-62) correctly lumps this passage with others where God
and Christ share the same preposition; unfortunately, he does not comment on it as
such. The result is that it is subsumed under the discussion of 1 Cor 1:3, where
Barrett suggests that the phrase probably means "the Father is the source, Christ the
means or agent" of the grace and peace. But that interpretation simply will not work
in this first occurrence of the phenomenon in the corpus.
" W h a t Richard (38) aptly dubs "the 'maid-of-all-work' preposition."
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ters.' After all, in a world whose philosphers could think in terms of "in him
we live and move and have our being,
why should one think it strange
that the Christian Paul would think of the believers' existence in such terms?
God and Christ together are the sphere of all, and especially of Christian, ex
istence.
If so (and even if not so), the compound object of the preposition is
striking. The church exists simultaneously in relationship to the heavenly
pair: God the Father and the (now exalted) Lord, who is none other than
Jesus the Messiah. And when Paul thinks in these terms, he regularly joins
them as one in purpose and activity by means of a single preposition. Two
further observations about this usage need to be made:
1. In this very first reference to God and Christ in the extant corpus, Paul
is already using the basic designations that come from the Shema in Deut
6:4, with Qeoq being used exclusively of God the Father and Kijpioq being
used equally exclusively to refer to Christ, who had "the Name" bestowed
on him at the exaltation. This has become so commonplace to later Chris
tians that it simply goes by unnoticed. But this is a remarkable event indeed,
and it has happened very early (before 50 C.E.) and sets the pattern for usage
throughout Paul's letters. Paul, of course, is not trying to make any such
point in these salutations. My point here is that these common designations
("Father" and "Lord"), which meet us at the beginning of all his letters, are
fixed—and now stereotypical—precisely because they had become so for
Paul many years before he had written any of his extant letters.
2. This is the first of the several instances in the corpus where one prepo
sitional phrase has as its twofold object Qeoq and Kupioq. It is easy to be
56
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So also Donfried, Shorter Pauline Letters, 42.
Acts 17:18, where in the Areopagus speech Luke reports Paul as using this lan
guage from Epimenides.
O n this matter, see esp. C . F. D. Moule, The Origin of Christology (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1977), ch. 2, "The Corporate Christ" (pp. 47-96). The
other side of this phenomenon occurs in Col 1:16, where Christ the Son is designated
as the one "in whom all things in heaven and earth were created." Thus, here believ
ers exist "in God," while in Colossians the universe was created "in the Son."
Cf. Findlay (17): "Everything this EKKXrirjia ©eaaoAoviicecov rests upon and ex
ists for is centred in these two Names, which complement each other and are bound
by the . . . single ev."
S e e the discussion of 1 Cor 8:6 in ch. 3 (pp. 89-94).
For the two possible exceptions, see the exegesis of Rom 9:5 and Titus 2:13 (pp.
272-77, 440-46).
In this case the lone certain exceptions are in the twelve citations of the Septua
gint where no point is being made about 6 Ki>pio<; at all. See n. 7 in ch. 3 (p. 87).
S e e the discussion of Phil 2:9-11 in ch. 9 (pp. 393-101).
It is easy to forget that here is a Jew who in his younger years would not have
dared breathe the name Y H W H but who now as a matter of course puts Qeoc, and Jesus
together as the compound object in a single prepositional phrase. Such a phenomenon
is most easily explained on the basis of Paul's encounter with the risen Lord Jesus.
S e e , e.g., 2 Thess 1:2 and all subsequent salutations in his letters.
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dismissive of this phenomenon. Instead, it should be taken with full serious
ness, since Paul regularly brings them together in other contexts in which
the divine "working" of each is expressed separately. The point is that Paul
intends both Father and Son together to be both the means of their constitu
tion as God's people and the sphere of their new existence. What is most
remarkable about this present usage is that this is the first and only time
such a preposition is used of God the Father. Hereafter it is used exclusively
of Christ. It is difficult to get around the plain implications of this, yet an
other unself-conscious, way of speaking that puts Christ together with God
the Father in the highest place.
64
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God's Will in Christ Jesus (1 Thess 5:18)
As Paul moves toward the conclusion of this letter, he exhorts the Thessa
lonian believers with a series of "staccato imperatives" that have the appear
ance of a kind of general parenesis that could fit well in most of his letters.
Nonetheless, they do fit especially well the present (for many, obviously diffi
cult) circumstances of these believers. He begins with the well-known triadic
exhortation that they should "rejoice always, pray constantly, and give thanks
in all circumstances" (5:16-18a). Then, in order to keep these words from be
coming simply nice but unrealistic platitudes, he insists that "this is God's will
for you." But what is striking is the christological modification he makes re
garding the divine will: "This is God's will in Christ Jesus for you."
This phrase serves as a sort of inclusio with the way the hortatory
("how you ought to live to please God" [4:1]) section of the letter begins.
After the opening reminder regarding these instructions (vv. 1-2), he begins,
"For this is the will of God, your sanctification" (v. 3). Now that "will" is
modified as being "in Christ ]esus." But what does that mean? And what
are the christological implications?
As to what it means, this is probably best understood as a genuinely
christological modification of God's will rather than a locative regarding
God's people. That is, this is Paul's way of modifying God's will so that it
66
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T h i s can be found in any number of ways, beginning with 2 Thess 3:5: "into
the love of God and the perseverance of Christ"; cf. I Cor 12:5-6; 2 Cor 13:13; and
many others.
'*At least that is what the normal reading of the preposrthmsuggests and there
fore how the majority of interpreters understand it. Because thisiHs the only occur
rence of ev with "God" as the object. Richard and others suggest that the ev is
instrumental here, but that is most unlikely.
"•An observation also made by Malherbe, 330.
A t least the word order would seem to require such an understanding. Paul's
text reads 9e^r||xa 6eo-u ev Xpioxro 'l-paou eiq v\iaq. Had he intended that this is God's
will for those who themselves are in Christ Jesus, the word order would more natu
rally have been Qe\r\na Qeov eiq vuaq ev Xpiarto 1T\OOV. Most English translations
(the N R S V is a notable exception) have "this is the will of God for you in Christ Jesus,"
where "in Christ Jesus" probably is still intended to modify "the will of God." But see
Beale (171). who takes it in the former sense.
f
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will not be perceived as a form of "law." Rather, it should be understood as
gift, as God's will that finds expression in Christ himself, who makes pos
sible such unlikely verbalizations by God's people in the midst of present
difficulties. If so, the "in Christ Jesus" functions as both a soteriological
modifier (= as something made available to God's people through Christ)
and a christological one (= God's will now finds expression in Christ).
Thus, this association of Christ with God's will has inherent christological
ramifications. If not necessarily a "shared prerogative" as such, it is at least
an expression of the christological focus of Paul's understanding of God
and his purposes.

The Divine Presence at the Parousia
The assumed close relationship between the Father and the Son also
emerges in this letter when Paul thinks in terms of finally obtaining the divine
Presence at the Parousia. Depending on the point of emphasis at a given mo
ment, Paul can speak first of being in Christ's presence at his coming:
1 Thess 2:19 xiq yap r\\i&v ehdq r\ %apa fj axetyavoq Kcmxfioecoc, f) ovj%v iced
ijpeit; - £HJipoc6£V xov KOpiot) r\\ie>v 'ITICTOW
£v TTJ avxov napoutria
For what is our hope or joy or crown of boasting—if not even
you—in the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ
at his coming?
Not many sentences later, the same language is used to refer to being in
God's presence:
1 Thess 3:13 £i<; TO <rxripi^ai -uurov xdc, Kapoiac,. . . eurcpooeev xov deov Kai
7taTpdc f)ud)v EV Ttj rcapowia xov icupiov T|n<»v 'Ii\aov
ji£Ta itdvTiov TMV dyicav oroxoi)
to strengthen your hearts
in the presence of our God and
Father
at the coming of our Lord Jesus
with all his holy ones
In the OT the divine Presence is closely associated with the divine Glory,
as the interchange of these terms regarding tabernacle and temple makes
certain. For Paul the final goal of everything is to be at last in the divine
Presence, now shared equally by Father and Son.
68

Christ the Lord Invoked in Prayer
Our final two texts in this letter are perhaps the most significant of all
with regard to Paul's assumed Christology. For here one is faced not simply
hS

S e e further the discussion of 1 Cor 2:8 (p. 136) and 2 Cor 3:16-4:6 (pp. 180-84).
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with shared divine activities and purpose but shared divine prerogatives.
Whatever else is true of the early Christian communities as reflected in
Paul's letters, this very early (probably earliest) document demonstrates that
they prayed to both the Father and the Son, together and separately, and did
so with obvious ease and spontaneity and without any sense of putting pres
sure on their monotheism. There are two such passages in this letter,
which we examine in their reverse order.
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The Grace Benediction (1 Thess 5:28)
One of the noteworthy phenomena in Paul's letters is his attribution of
Xdpic; to both God and the Lord. What is striking is how this attribution hap
pens. In almost all of his letters, Paul concludes with some form of a prayerwish/benediction like the one that concludes this letter:
70

5:28 r\ %dpiq xot> Kvpiov rijuav 'Iritroi) Xpicrcot)
The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ (be)

ue0' TJUWV.
with you.

Although this is technically not prayer directed toward Christ, the as
sumption is that Christ himself would supply the "grace" that Paul wishes
for them by way of benediction. Indeed, had Paul said, "the grace of God be
with you," this would be universally recognized as the prayer-benediction di
rected toward God that it is. The remarkable thing is that Paul never puts
God in this role in his benedictions; rather, it is always "the grace of our
Lord, Jesus Christ."
What makes this further noteworthy is that in the body of his letters,
Paul most often refers to %apiq as from God, either as the predicate of our ex
istence in Christ (1 Cor 1:4; Gal 2:21; Rom 5:15; Col 1:6) or as the basis of
Paul's apostolic gifting (1 Cor 3:10; 15:10; Eph 3:2, 7). Nonetheless, there are
three notable exceptions: 2 Cor 8:9; 12:9; 1 Tim 1:14.
This simply demonstrates what is otherwise well known: when Paul
thinks of God's saving work in our behalf, he can emphasize alternatively
the role of the Father or the Son, depending on context. But at the end of all
his letters, it is the "grace of Christ" that he desires to be present with God's
71
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F o r a close look at these matters and their significance, seethe various studies
by L. Hurtado noted in the bibliography, most recently succinctly brought together in

Lord Jesus Christ.
711

This includes Philemon, which is clearly a community document as much as
it is intended to apply to one person. Not only is the church greeted in the salutation
(vv. 2-3), but also the grace benediction (v. 25) ends nexd xov rcvetiuato^ TJIUOV (with
your [pi.] spirit). One must assume that both Philemon and Onesimus were present
for the reading of both Colossians and Philemon, which also explains why a full onehalf of the house code in Colossians (3:18-4:1) is addressed to slaves (a feature that
puts unusual pressure on theories of pseudonymity).
The one noticeable deviation from this pattern occurs at the conclusion of 2 Co
rinthians, where Paul adds, "the love of God and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit."
71
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people. The point to be made here is that this interchangeability in mention
of prayer seems both natural and presuppositional to Paul. On its own, one
would make very little of it at all; but it is not on its own, as the following
passage makes plain.
1 Thessalonians 3:11-13
Our final passage in this letter is christologically perhaps the most sig
nificant of all. For here in particular, it is the ease with which Paul makes
these kinds of interchanges, especially in prayer, that catches our attention.
Thus:
72

3:11-13

"ATJTOC, 5e 6 9e6c K a i rcaxrip r)\i&v K a i 6 Kopioq f|n«ov 'Iti<ro-uq
KaxevB'Ovai xf|v 686v fiprav npoq iipdc/ "-upac, 8e 6 Kvpvoq
itXeovdo-ai K a i JtEpiCTceWai TTJ dya7xri eiq aXXr\Xovq K a i eic;
u
jtdvxaq KaGdnep Kai fipeic, eiq v\iaq, siq xo (rxripi^ai vurav xdc,
K a p S i a q du£U7ixou<; ev dyvmouvr) ep.7ipoCT9ev xoij Beov K a i rcaxpoc
fmcov ev xfj J i a p o u o i a xov Kupioi) fip.cov Tricou uexd itdvxrav xciv
dyiwv at)xoii.
"Mau God, even our Father, and our Lord Jesus direct our way to you;
and you may the Lord cause to increase and abound in love for one
another and for all, just as also ours for you, so as to strengthen your
hearts blameless in holiness before our God and Father at the coming of our
Lord Jesus with all his holy ones.
u

u

With this prayer report, Paul concludes the narrative of his and the
Thessalonians' past and present relationships on a note similar to, and thus
forming a kind of inclusio with, the prayer of thanksgiving with which the
letter began. Gratitude to God for their faith, love, and hope in 1:3 is now
matched in 3:10-13 with a report of prayer regarding their faith (v. 10) and
in vv. 12 and 13 the actual prayer regarding their love and hope. These latter
concerns are apparently what cause the prayer in vv. 12 and 13 to be singu
larly addressed to "the Lord."
The prayer itself is in two parts. The first (v. 11) puts the emphasis on
God the Father by means of the avxoq (himself), but the singular verb indi
cates that Paul understands God and the Lord to be jointly involved in "di
recting our way to you." A n d here the compound subject with singular
verb implies not so much that Paul was a Trinitarian in later terms but that
7 2

0 n this prayer, see G. P. Wiles, Paul's Intercessory Prayers: The Significance of the
Intercessory Prayer Passages in the Letters of St. Paul (SNTSMS 24; Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 1974), which has the misfortune of limiting the "letters of
Paul" to the seven accepted by all (and therefore excluding 2 Thessalonians). Wiles's
term for these prayers is "wish-prayer," which he defines as "the expression of a de
sire that God take action regarding the person(s) mentioned in the wish" (p. 22).
Unfortunately, he downplays the role of Christ in the prayer altogether (see further
n. 75 below).
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since both are together in heaven (1:9-10) and he desires both to be in
volved in the action, his apparent instinct was to think of them as working
together as one.
The second part of the prayer picks up what he wants the Lord (= Christ)
to accomplish among the Thessalonians in the meantime (in part through
the rest of his letter). So now the focus is on Christ alone, that (1) he would
cause the love that Paul has thanked God for in 1:3 to increase and abound
both among themselves (picked up in 4:9-12) and for everyone else (includ
ing those who are giving them grief); but (2) he also wants them to be
"blameless with regard to holiness" at Christ's Parousia (which is picked up
in 4:3-8).
Two christological matters need to be noted. First, I make the observa
tion that Paul can pray (1) to both God the Father and the Lord Jesus to
gether as one (v. 11), (2) to both together but single out one as the object
(grammatical subject) of the concerns of prayer at a given time (vv. 12-13),
and (3) to either separately (for the Father, see 1 Thess 1:2-3; 5:23; for the
Lord, see 2 Thess 3:5, 16 below).
Second, even though the first emphasis in this case is on God the Father,
the final focus of the prayer is altogether on the Lord Jesus, which makes the
singular verb and compound subject in v. 11 seem to be more than Paul's
simply taking over "conventional liturgical language to which [he] and his
readers were accustomed." Indeed this same phenomenon happens in re
verse in 2 Thess 2:16-17, where Christ is mentioned first (including with the
avmq) while the pickup is, exactly as in the present case, with prayer ad
dressed to the second divine person mentioned at the outset, namely, God
the Father. So one simply cannot be dismissive about the role of Christ in the
present prayer.
Together, these realities indicate the very high place that Christ has in
Paul's understanding of God's identity. Here is a strict monotheist praying
with ease to both the Father and the Son, focusing first on the one and then
the other, and without a sense that his monotheism is being stretched or is
in some kind of danger.
\
One can only conjecture as to why Paul directs the continuation of the
prayer to Christ rather than the Father. Most likely it is related to an inherent
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S o that the prayer in 3:11-12 and the first two items in ch. 4, where he "sup
plies what is lacking," end up in a chiastic form (AB BA). The emphasis in both cases
(coming last and then first) is on their holiness.
S o Wiles, Paul's Intercessory Prayers, 30. What is noteworthy is that this phe
nomenon exists only in 1-2 Thessalonians in the NT, although wish-prayers continue
to be found in Paul's letters.
A s Wiles does by implication in his discussion of this prayer (Paul's Intercessory
Prayers, 54-55). Indeed, Wiles only begrudgingly allows a place for Christ in the
prayer at all, despite the fact that he is explicitly called upon in vv. 12-13. Christ's role
in fact is limited to a single note, in which it is suggested that "perhaps Jesus was re
garded as the divine agent of the requested action, as in the following verse [v. 12!]"
(p. 55 n. 3). That hardly takes seriously what Paul himself says.
7 4
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difference for him between the two loves. In the next prayer (2 Thess
2:16-17), the focus is on God's love for them, which issued in their experienc
ing by his grace "eternal comfort and good hope." Here the emphasis would
tend toward the one whose love was expressed historically in his death "for
us" (see on 2 Thess 2:13 below; cf. Gal 2:20). Paul wants the Lord who so
loved them to cause their love for one another to abound.
Some final remarks are needed regarding the actual content of the
prayer to Christ in v. 13, where Paul reports that he prays that the Lord (=
Christ) will cause their love to increase (nepiaaevGai)
so as to "strengthen
(eiq io OTTpic/xi) your hearts [that you might be] blameless in holiness."
First, the same verb for "cause to increase" is used in a nearly identical way
of God the Father in 2 Cor 9:8, thus illustrating one more time the ease
with which Paul can make this kind of interchange between God and Christ
the Lord. Second, and for our present purposes more significantly, Paul will
refer to this need of the Thessalonians to be "strengthened" two further
times in 2 Thessalonians, in the prayer in 2:17 and as word of encourage
ment in 3:3, the first directed toward God the Father, the second regarding
Christ the S o n .
76

Thus, not only does Paul here pray directly to Christ, as he does else
where to God, but also the express concern of the prayer is the equally
shared prerogative of both Father and Son.
Taken together, all these various texts, with their equally varied empha
ses, point to a very high Christology for Paul that was shared between him
and the Thessalonian believers. Rather than here offer a concluding word
about the nature of those christological assumptions, I will reserve that to
the end of the chapter itself, since these two letters, among many other
things, also share a common Christology.

II. Christology in 2 Thessalonians
When turning to 2 Thessalonians, and keeping the focus on Christology
only, three matters call for attention by way of introduction. First, and most
obviously, the Christology of this letter simply picks up where things left off
in the first one. So much is this so that one could rightly have combined the
two letters in one discussion, except that that would run cross-purposes to
one of the concerns of this study, namely, to treat each letter on its own
terms as to the christological emphases that emerge. Second, even though it
is one of the shorter letters in the corpus, it has a surprisingly large, and
significant, amount of christological data. Third, this is the one letter in the
church corpus with very little variety in its christological affirmations and
77

On this matter see the discussion below (pp. 72-73).
Only Philemon and Titus are shorter.
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presuppositions. From the opening greeting to the final grace-benediction,
and everywhere in between, the letter is dominated by an unyielding K-upioq
Christology, especially by way of applying to Christ a significant number of
K-upioq = Adonai = Yahweh texts and phrases. The nature of this dominance
can be seen first by a brief look at the data.

A Preliminary Look at the Data
The predominance of Kuproq as the primary referent to Christ is borne
out by the simple observation that of the 23 references to Christ, 22 contain
the title Kupiog. Ten of these stand alone, while the other twelve appear either
in the threefold combination "Lord Jesus Christ" (9x) or the twofold "Lord
Jesus" (3x). Thus in every mention of Christ except for the singular use of
Xpiatoq in 3:5, the title K-upioc; either stands alone or fronts the mention of
"fesus" or "Jesus Christ." As with the first letter, but even more so here, this
probably is related to the fact that there has been a steady increase of persecu
tion, which most likely stems from the Thessalonians' affirmation of Christ as
Ktipioc, in a city where such allegiance was reserved for the Roman emperor.
The other significant thing about this usage is that just over half of these oc
currences of K-uproc, occur in moments of OT intertextuality of some kind.
We should also note that this is the first of the letters in the church cor
pus where Christ is specifically mentioned more often than God the Father
(23x versus 18x)—a feature that will continue in the majority of the letters
in the church corpus. There is nothing especially significant here, except to
note how thoroughly Pauline this usage is.
78

A Case of Messianic Intertextuality—2 Thessalonians 2:8
In a moment of rare intertextuality in the corpus, Paul in il Thess 2:8
uses Kupioq to refer to Christ in a passage whose primary language carries
overtones of Jewish messianism. As with 1 Thessalonians, we begin here so
that this singular moment does not get lost at the end of the chapter. And
just as in 1 Thess 1:10, this single allusion to Christ as Messiah speaks of him
as presently in heaven awaiting his role in the final judgment of the wicked.
The primary purpose of 2 Thess 2:1-12 is to reassure these believers that
"the day of the Lord" has not yet come (2:2). To do so, Paul reminds them of
some things that he had previously communicated to them regarding an ante
cedent appearance of "the mystery of lawlessness" and of "the lawless one."
With the "coming" of the latter, "the Lord Jesus" himself will return in order
to destroy him. In making this point, Paul picks up the language of Isa 11:4:
Romans being the major exception.
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6v 6 Kupioq

ai)XOX>

79

AVEXEI

xei nv£V[iaxi

K a i K a t a p y r j o e t xfj em^aveiq

XOV

57
AXONAXOQ

xr\q Ttapotioiaq avxov

Isa 11:4

Kai 7taxd^et yfiv xcj> A,6ycp
XOX> ar6p.axo<; auxoi)
K a i E V NV£V\IAX\
8id XEIXEMV
( X V E I E V doeRfj

2 Thess 2:8

whom the Lord

will slay

with the breath of his mouth

and will abolish at the manifestation of his coming
Isa 11:4

and he will strike the land with the word

of his mouth,

and with the breath of his lips

will slay the ungodly

Here Isaiah has prophesied that the coming "shoot from the stump of
Jesse" will be characterized by righteousness and justice that will include his
slaying the wicked with "the breath of his mouth." With help from Ps 32:6
(for the form of the phrase xro Trveijuaxi xoij oxouaxoc, auxou), Paul combines
the two lines of Isaiah's poetry into one and attributes this messianic future
judgment to "the Lord = Jesus."
Thus Paul ends up having it both ways. As we will see in the next section,
he regularly appropriates Yahweh passages and applies them to Christ by
means of the Greek translation Kupioq; here he appropriates a messianic pas
sage and does the same. The net result, therefore, is that Paul never loses sight
of the fact that Jesus is indeed the Messiah. But by way of the Septuagint's use
of Kupioq to represent Y H W H , to which we turn next, Paul can also appropri
ate all kinds of Yahweh texts and apply them to the risen Lord, Jesus.

Jesus as the K/6pio<; of Septuagint Yahweh Texts
Although some of these passages are of more import than others, for
convenience they are discussed here in their canonical order.

2 Thessalonians 1:6-10
Paul's first thanksgiving in 2 Thessalonians evolves into the first of three
major concerns in this letter: to encourage the Thessalonian believers in the
face of increased "persecutions and trials" (1:4). The major part of this
80
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A difficult textual choice occurs here. Very good evidence has "the Lord Jesus" (X
A D F G P f 0278 33 pc latt sy co Or Did), but equally good evidence (B 1739 1881 301)
lacks the 'Inaot><; found in the rest. Since there can be little question that "the Lord"
here is indeed Jesus, did some early scribes add "Jesus" in keeping with the frequency
of this combination in these letters, or was the "Jesus" omitted because of parablepsis?
Since the divine names were abbreviated very early in the copying tradition of the
Greek NT, these two nouns would have sat side by side as KXIZ. It is easy to see how
scribes could have left the second word out. But since this combination occurs so often
in these letters (see pp. 34 and 56 above) and since the omission of one or the other oc
curs so rarely, it seems more likely in this case that the addition is secondary.
The other two are found in 2:1-12 (a misguided prophetic word that the Day of
the Lord is already at hand) and 3:6-15 (the continuing problem of the disruptive idle).
X(,
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very l o n g and convoluted "thanksgiving" (vv. 3-10) is intended to dem
onstrate the justice of God in the face of the Thessalonians' present per
secution. Beginning at v. 6, where he picks up the thrice-repeated verb
dvTcmooiowui (pay back), which encloses the oracle in Isa 66:4-6, Paul
spells out the just judgment of God that their present enemies will experi
ence at the final revelation of Christ (vv. 6-7a). But it is Christ himself who
will carry out the judgment at his coming (vv. 7b-10), most of which clause
is couched in language from several OT judgment texts, where the Septuagint
has KTjpioq = Yahweh as the administrator of judgment. Thus Christ is
now the Kuproc, of these intertextual echoes.
81
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1. Paul begins his depiction of Christ's coming in vv. 7b-8 with three
prepositional descriptors. The first two echo what he had earlier affirmed in
his first letter: "the Lord Jesus" will be revealed "from heaven" (1 Thess 4:16;
cf. 1:10) with "the angels of his power," thus interpreting Zechariah's "all his
holy ones" (see 1 Thess 3:13) with concepts from Jewish apocalyptic. The
third one, ev §\oyi nvpoq ^ (in blazing fire), is an echo of Isa 66:15, while the
end of the clause includes language from Isa 66:4. Thus:
8

81

1 do not mean that Paul is necessarily consciously picking up this verb. But the
fact that language from Isa 66 plays a significant role in vv. 8 and 12 suggests that
this passage is in his head, as it were. See how the verb sits in the display that follows.
On the possible influence of Isa 66 on this whole passage, see R. Aus, "The Relevance
of Isaiah 66:7 to Revelation 12 and 2 Thessalonians 2," ZNW 67 (1976): 252-68. This
view is picked up especially by Beale (186-91), who sees it as Paul's deliberately set
ting the believing Thessalonians in sharp contrast to their persecutors, who do not
obey the gospel—just as in Isa 66 the "humble and contrite" stand in equally sharp
contrast to those "who have chosen their own ways" (66:3).
A l t h o u g h seldom noted by earlier commentators (e.g., Ellicott), this phenome
non has long been recognized by English commentators, beginning with Findlay
(1904), and more extensively by Frame (1912), who notes (correctly) that although
"the description abounds in reminiscences from the Septuagint, there is but one ap
proximately exact citation [v. 9 citing Isa 2:10]." Since Best (1972), this has been more
or less standard fare in the commentaries, some more cautiously than others. The
christological implications have also often been noted, starting with Findlay, 148 (on
v. 8: "AISOVTOI; transfers to the Lord Jesus the dread prerogative reserved in the O.T.
for God alone"); cf. Marshall, 179-80 (on v. 9: "It is significant that language origi
nally used of Yahweh is here applied to Jesus"), and Wanamaker, 229 ("The appropri
ation of texts originally written about God to describe Jesus as Lord was one of the
most important developments of early christology and eventually-led to the neartotal identification of Christ with the nature and activities of God").
M y text here differs from the preferred reading in N A . The textual evidence is
divided between ev ^Xoyi Trupoc, (in flame of fire) (B D F G f 2464 pc a vg sy co Ir
Tert), which would ordinarily be considered the stronger M S evidence, and ev jrupi
tyXoyoq [in fire of flame] (X A 0111 0278 33 1739 1881 2K d m s y s Ambst). The same
variation is found in Exod 3:2 (the former in A ; the latter in B). At issue is whether
Paul is here echoing Isa 66:15, as I believe, and scribes changed it to the reading of
the more familiar text (for them) of Exod 3:2, or whether Paul himself was influenced
by the B text of Exod 3:2. There can be no question that the latter is the more difficult
reading from our perspective. But if some early scribes knew only the B text of Exod
3:2, they could easily have changed Paul here to conform to that more familiar
phrasing. So in the end the better textual evidence should probably prevail.
82
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2 Thess 1:7-8 TOV KUpiou 'li\aox>. .. "ev <|)Xoyi nvpbq, oi&ovxoq
EK51KTIOXV xolc, pf] e l S o c u v 6e6v
Kai

xo\q jit] xmaKoiiouaxv

xro eijaYyeA.icp

xov K-upicu fipcov 'Inao-u
Isa 66:15

Kiipioq cbq nvp r\t\ei Kai aq Kaxaiyvc, x a cippaxa a m o O
djroSowai ev 0\)pro EKSIKTIOXV K a i dmocKopaKicjuov

EV <|)^oyi nx»poq
Isa 66:4

XZYEI K o p i o q [v. 2] . . . dvxaito8«KT(a aijxoic, oxi e K a ^ e a a
a m o v e , Kai o\>x \>KX\KO\>G6.V \IOM

2 Thess 1:7-8

7

of the Lord Jesus . . .

Hn flaming fire, giving

punishment to those who do not know God

and

to those who do not obey the gospel
of our Lord Jesus Christ

Isa 66:15

the Lord as fire will come, and as a storm his chariots,
to recompense with wrath, punishment and repudiation

Isa 66:4

Says the Lord (v. 2 ) . . . I will repay them because I called

in flaming fire
them and they did not obey me
Three matters

are s i g n i f i c a n t for o u r present purposes.

First,

the

K\>pioc, (Lord) i n b o t h I s a i a h p a s s a g e s is Y a h w e h , w h i l e t h e Kvpvoq in P a u l ' s
u s e of this l a n g u a g e is specified as "the Lord, J e s u s . " T h i s m e a n s , s e c o n d ,
t h a t t h e L o r d w h o will c o m e " i n b l a z i n g fire" to m e t e out this j u d g m e n t
is "the L o r d , J e s u s Christ," w h o will t h u s a s s u m e Y a h w e h ' s role. T h i r d ,
the r e a s o n for j u d g m e n t in I s a i a h is t h a t "they do n o t obey m e , " w h e r e I s a 
i a h ' s " m e = Y a h w e h " is n o w expressed in t e r m s of "the gospel of o u r L o r d
Jesus Christ."
I n this case, therefore, not o n l y does P a u l identify the Lord Jesus w i t h
the "Lord = Y a h w e h " of I s a i a h ' s oracle, but also the gospel of the Lord Jesus
is w h a t the wicked have not obeyed, a n d therefore they will be j u d g e d by
him.

O n e c a n hardly escape the christological implications of s u c h a n

intertextual i n t e r c h a n g e .
2. T h e description of their j u d g m e n t o c c u r s in v. 9: they "will pay the

penalty of everlasting destruction from the face of the Lord and from the glory
of his might." A l t h o u g h there are some inherent difficulties in u n d e r s t a n d i n g
w h a t precisely is m e a n t by "destruction from the face of the Lord," there c a n
be little question that the italicized part of this sentence is a direct, deliberate
use of Isa 2 : 1 0 .
84
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N o t e d as early as Tertullian (Marc. 3.16). The Septuagint translator in this
case took some liberties with Isaiah's wording, probably in order to make clear what
he assumed Isaiah had in mind. Thus "the fear of Y H W H " has to do with seeing "his
face." Paul, in turn, has kept the "face = presence" language and has omitted (jiopou
because that is precisely where his interests lie: the coming of the Lord, and the per
secutors having to deal with being in the Lord's presence.
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2 Thess 1:9 o u i v e q . . .
Kai

dnb npoGomov xov Kupiou
anb xr\q 6b^r\q xr\q iaxvoq avxov

Isa 2:10

Kp-u7cxeo0e .
Kai

anb npoaemov xov ^oRouKupiou
drco xr\q SbZ,r\q xr\q iaxvoq avxov

2 Thess 1:9

who . . .

from
from
from
from

and
hide . . .

Isa 2:10

and

the face of the Lord
the glory of his might
the face of the fear of the Lord
the glory of his might

Here is a case where Paul not only has brought language straight across
from the Septuagint but also has kept the sense of Isaiah's text, which appears
in a "Day of the Lord" oracle of judgment against Judah. That judgment is their
being cut off from the divine Presence, which is now assumed to be that of
Christ the Lord. Again Paul has transferred language from "the Lord = Yahweh"
to "the Lord = Jesus Christ." As such, it is a certain instance where a unique,
unshared prerogative of Yahweh has now been appropriated to refer to Christ.
3. In v. 10, at the conclusion of his long sentence, Paul continues what
he has said about Christ in v. 9 with further appropriation of language from
the Septuagint—a collage of language from Ps 89:7 (88:8 L X X ) and Ps 68:35
(67:36 L X X ) . In this case the word K-uproq appears neither in the immediate
sentences of the Psalter nor in Paul's sentence at this point. Nonetheless, the
intertextual appropriation of the language of the Psalter seems certain in a
passage where Yahweh is referred to as 6 Geoc;
85
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2 Thess 1:10 oxav
Ps 88:8 LXX

6 0e6c;

2 Thess 1:10
Ps 88:8 LXX

when
God

£X,0TI ev5o^ac0Tivai
evSo^a^ofiEvoi;

E V xoiq

ayioiq

avxov

E V RoiAfj dyicov

he comes to be glorified among his saints
being gloried
in the council of the saints

2 Thess 1:10 K a i

BaunatrOijvai

E V ndoxv xoic, TuaxeiJaacnv

Ps 67:36 LXX

Qav\iaaxbq 6 Qebq

E V xoig

to be marveled at
marvelous is God

among all who believe
among his holy oji(es

2 Thess 1:10
Ps 67:36 LXX
x 5

and

dyioi<; avxov

0 n the use of "glory" with reference to Christ, see pp. 70-71 (on 2 Thess 2:14)
and pp. 180-84 (on 2 Cor 3:18; 4:4).
wip Paul's further christological appropriation of the psalm, see the discussion
of Col 1:15-17 in ch. 7 (p. 301).
These echoes may seem a bit more tenuous than the others in this series. In
deed, were they the only echoes of the Septuagint in this passage, they would
scarcely be noted in this study, especially since they lack the word Ki>pio<;. They are
included here precisely because they belong to a larger complex of such usage of the
OT. Cf. Best, 264-65; Marshall, 180; Bruce, 153; Wanamaker, 231: Malherbe, 404;
Green, 294-95; Beale (190), however, prefers to see it as still reflecting Isa 2 and 66.
or
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As before, it is the collocation and amount of such unusual language (for
Paul) that makes the intertextuality seem certain. Paul apparently modified
the prepositional phrase from "in the council of the holy ones" in Ps 89:7 (88:8
L X X ) to "in his holy ones" from Ps 68—and that most likely because of his ad
dition of "to be marveled at" (from Ps 68:35, which the N R S V and t n i v render
as "awesome" [67:36 l x x ] ) at the end of his sentence. Indeed, it is precisely the
intertextuality that has made the prepositional phrase such a difficult one for
interpreters and translators. What is striking in this case is Paul's deliberate
use of this language from two places in the Psalter where the psalmists are ex
tolling the unparalleled grandeur and greatness of Yahweh. For Paul, that
language perfectly fits the eschatological coming of Christ.
Thus, with a series of echoes of "judgment" texts from the OT, where
Yahweh will "come" and mete out judgment, Paul, by way of the Septua
gint's use of lcupioc,, now places Christ in God's role as judge.
4. We should also note that Paul concludes with the prepositional
phrase "on that day" (EV TT) f)uepg E K e i v n ) , which sits especially awkwardly
at the end of this now very long sentence. On Paul's appropriation of this OT
language, see discussion on 1 Thess 5:2 above (pp. 46-47). For our present
purposes, two matters are noteworthy. First, the very awkwardness of the
phrase calls the reader's attention to it. Very likely it serves with its com
panion E V Trj cmoKa?iA)\i/£i xov K-upioti 'Incou {at the revelation of the Lord
Jesus) in v. 7b as a deliberate framing device, thus making the whole of
vv. 7b—10 a kind of "Day of the Lord" oracle in its own right. Second, at the
same time, its emphatic position at the end is almost certainly a deliberate
response to the issue to be raised next: someone in Paul's name has declared
among them that "the day of the Lord has already come."
88

89

2 Thessalonians 1:12
When Paul turns from "thanksgiving" to prayer for the Thessalonians,
he focuses not so much on their sure future as on their living in the present
so as to bring glory to the name of the Lord. In so doing, he appropriates lan
guage from Isa 66:5, thus concluding with an echo from the same Isaianic
oracle with which he began in v. 7:
88

B o t h the preposition and the word dyioi^ present a measure of difficulty. The
latter is almost certainly to be understood as referring to God's people (traditionally,
"the saints"). Most likely the ev is a deliberate "in your face" word against the
Thessalonians' persecutors. At the same eschatological event when the latter will be
"punished with everlasting destruction and shut out from the presence of the Lord
[Jesus]," the people of God in Thessalonica will be among those who will bring eter
nal glory to Christ by being present among the redeemed. Thus Christ the Lord is
"glorified in them" on that day.
^Indeed, so awkward is it that even the K J V translators, in choosing to keep
Paul's word order (as was their style), inserted a parenthesis around "because our
testimony among you was believed," so that "in that day" could be seen by the reader
(properly so) to modify the first part of v. 10.
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2 Thess 1:12 oncoq evSo^atrGfi TO 6vop.a xov lcupioi) f\p.wv 'ITICTOV
ev iiuiv
Isa 66:5

iva

TO ovojia

Kupiou

dot\aaQr\
2 Thess 1:12

so that might be glorified the name

of our Lord Jesus

among you

Isa 66:5

so that

the name
might be glorified

of the Lord

Although at first sight this usage may seem more tenuous as a case of
genuine "intertextuality," there are especially good reasons for viewing it
as such. First, Paul's language is that of the Septuagint Isaiah, a book with
which Paul shows thoroughgoing acquaintance. His wording therefore dif
fers considerably from the Hebrew, since the Septuagint translator here was
trying to make sense of some difficult lines in the Hebrew text. Original
words of taunt by the postexilic "aristocratic religious" to Yahweh's faithful
ones ("Let the L O R D be glorified that we may see your joy!") had been turned
into a promise to the latter that "the name of the L O R D will be glorified" and
their persecutors thus will be brought to shame.
One should not miss the similarity of this context with that of the Thessa
lonians. Toward the end of his "thanksgiving" Paul had set forth the dem
onstration of God's justice (vv. 7-10) with echoes from this same Isaianic
oracle. At the same time, he also picked up language from Isa 2 and from the
Psalter to emphasize the contrasting eschatological future between the Thes
salonian believers and their tormentors. Indeed, God intends for Christ "to be
glorified in his saints." Now Paul prays for the fulfillment of that promise by
returning to Isa 66, with language spoken into a context similar to theirs. And
again "the Name = Y H W H " now belongs to Christ Jesus through the Septua
gint's 6 Kupioc,, thus continuing Paul's substitution of Christ Jesus for Yahweh,
with his (not argued for) attribution to Christ of clearly divine prerogatives.
We should also note, finally, that Paul's concluding phrase, m i d xrw
/dpiv tot) Qeov fipcov Kai K u p i o u 'Incou Xpicxoii (according to the grace of our
God and Lord Jesus Christ), stands ambiguously in the Greek. Did Paul intend
"the grace of our God and Lord, Jesus Christ" or, as almost all English transla
tions have it, "the grace of our God and of the Lord Jesus Christ"? If Paul in
tended the former, of course, he not only substitutes Christ the^Lord ior
Yahweh when citing the Septuagint but also even calls the Lord Jesus 9ed<;
(God). Although Greek grammar ordinarily would favor this option, Pauline
90
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92

90

A l t h o u g h not mentioned in earlier commentaries (e.g., Ellicott, Findlay,
Milligan), from Frame (1912) on, it is generally noted—but see the slight hesitation in
Best (271) because of the word order.
For evidence of this, see appendix IV in N A , 789-93.
That is. there is only one Greek article (TOU) controlling both nouns (Qeov and
KUpiou), thus coming under Granville Sharp's Rule. This view is espoused by Findlay,
9 1

9 2
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usage must prevail here. That is, Paul regularly associates God the Father and
the Lord Jesus Christ together in single prepositional phrases like this one;
and even though he does so with a bit more grammatical precision elsewhere,
it is difficult to imagine that this "inclusio" with v. 2 is now intended to iden
tify Christ with God the Father.
93

94

2 Thessalonians 2:13-14
2:13-14 "fpetc, 8e 6(|)8iA.opev e u x a p i o x e i v xtp 9ecp rcdvxoxe n e p i upmv,
d8eX,<|>oi r i y a n T m E v o i vnb K o p i o i ) , oxi eihxxo •up.dc, 6 Qeoq
d7tap%r|v eic, acoxnptav ev dyrciopcp nveviiaxoq K a i Ttiaxer
d^nQeiac,, "eic, 6 K a i SKakeaev iiudc, 8id xoii eTjayyeXtou fpcov ziq
7i£piJtoiTi<n.v db£,r\q xov leupiov r\\ie>v 'Iti<roi> Xpiaxoi).
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"We ought always to give thanks to God for you, brothers (and sisters)
beloved by the Lord, because God has chosen you as flrstfruits for salvation
through the sanctifying work of the Spirit and your faith in the truth, unto
which (salvation) he (God) also called you through our gospel, so that you
might share in the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ.
li
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Here is the first of the many proto-Trinitarian soteriological moments
in Paul's letters, which ordinarily have the following "grammar" of salva
tion (see, e.g., Rom 5:1-8):
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157; Green, 299-300; it is rejected by Ellicott, 105; Milligan, 94; Frame, 242; Rigaux,
643; Best, 272-73; Bruce, 156-57; Wanamaker, 236; Morris, 211; Richard, 311;
Malherbe, 412; Beale, 196-97; D. B. Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics: An
Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996), 271.
S e e , e.g., 1 Thess 1:1; 2 Thess 1:1, 2; and throughout the corpus.
Furthermore, as Milligan (94) points out, an anarthrous Kvpioc, is a regular
feature of Pauline usage—a usage first of all related to the larger issue at hand,
where Paul cites an anarthrous usage from the Septuagint, but also because very
likely by now the title "the Lord" is moving very close to being an actual name.
The wording here has been conformed to the Geou of 1 Thess 1:4 in D* b m vg.
F o r this textual choice (NRSV, TNIV [contra Nivj), see Fee, To What End Exege
sis? 75-76.
T h e textual choice of add/omit the (ascensive?) Kai has proved to be a difficult
one for interpreters. I think that the burden of probability rests with inclusion as origi
nal here (supported by X G P 81 365 2464 al vg sy ), since it is difficult to see why anyone
would have added it, and its very difficulty is reason enough for some scribes to let it go.
I n light of some (legitimate) objections to my use of "Trinitarian" in God's Em
powering Presence: The Holy Spirit in the Letters of Paul (Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson.
1994) as proper nomenclature for Pauline theology—mostly because the word carries
too much of the baggage of later discussions that are concerned with how the three
divine "persons" cohere in unity of being—I have chosen to use "proto-Trinitarian"
throughout this study. It is borrowed from Stanley Porter (in I. H. Marshall, Beyond
the Bible: Moving from Scripture to Theology [ASBT; Grand Rapids: Baker, 2004], 122
n. 59) as a way of designating those texts where Paul himself, rigorous monotheist
though he was, joins Father, Son, and Spirit in ways that indicate the full identity of
the Son and Spirit with the Father without losing that monotheism.
" F o r a full listing of these passages, see Fee, God's Empowering Presence, 48 n. 39.
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Salvation is predicated o n the love of God;
it is effected by Christ through his death and resurrection;
and made effective through the work of the Holy Spirit.
But here it takes an unusual form:
The Thessalonians have been chosen and called by God as firstfruits for
salvation;
evidenced by the fact that they are loved by the Lord
[fiyciTiripevoi into K u p i o i ) ] ;
and are thus saved through the sanctifying work of the Spirit.
What is striking here is not what is said about God—indeed, throughout
the Pauline corpus both "election" and "calling" are regularly attributed to
God the Father—but rather that language usually reserved for God the
Father is here freely attributed to "the L o r d " and that language usually at
tributed to Christ is here the special province of the Holy Spirit. Our interest
lies with the middle line.
In the five other instances where Paul speaks of Christ's love (Gal 2:20; 2
Cor 5:14; Rom 8:35; Eph 3:19; 5:2), it is usually tied explicitly to the love ex
pressed in his redemptive death (e.g., Gal 2:20: "the Son of God, . . . who
loved me and gave himself for me"). More commonly, Paul speaks of the love
of God (Beoq), which serves for him as the predicate for salvation. Indeed,
two (Greek) sentences later (2:16) this is precisely what is said: "God our
Father who loved us, and by his grace gave us eternal encouragement and
good hope" (cf. 1 Thess 1:4). And even when one grants that the phrase
"loved by the Lord" is probably in this case an allusion to his saving work on
the cross, rather than the predicate of their salvation as when it is said of
the Father, it is nonetheless remarkable that this particular attribution takes
place in one of Paul's triadic ways of speaking about salvation.
100
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T h a t this refers to Christ and not to God (contra Rigaux, 371; Malherbe, 436;
Green, 325 [?]; Beale, 225) seems certain on the basis of both Pauline usage and the
grammar of the present sentence. Had Paul intended vnb Kupiot) to equal the pre
ceding xcp Bed), then the simple, ordinary composition of such a sentence would have
been: TW 9eo>. . . fiya7tnnevoi vnb awou, 6rv eiXaxo vyiai; drcapXTiv (to God, . . . loved by
him, because he chose you as firstfruits). Thus the awkward repetition of "God" as the
subject of Paul's sentence occurs precisely because in the meantime he has men
tioned a second subject ("the Lord"), thus necessitating his return to the first npun
(cf. Lightfoot, 119; Best, 311; Marshall, 206). This grammatical reality, plus tljef fact
that Paul makes a considerable point in these two letters of identifying4©stis Christ
as 6 Kiipioc;, would seem to far outweigh the contextual considerations that Malherbe
brings forward to suggest otherwise.
For a full discussion of the third line, see Fee, God's Empowering Presence, 77-79.
T h e notable exception is Eph 3:19.
Cf. Frame, 279; contra Morris (238), who suggests that "there is probably no
significance in the change."
Both Morris (238) and Marshall (206) suggest that the reason for it might be to
stand in contrast to what the Lord Jesus does to the wicked in the preceding passage.
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At the same time, this is another moment where Paul echoes distinct
language from the Septuagint, where K-upioc, had served to translate the
Tetragrammaton (YHWH). In this case the language is precisely that of Deut
33:12, where of Benjamin it is said: fiYcatnuevoc, imb Kupiou If this were the
only one of these in 1-2 Thessalonians, then one perhaps could dismiss it as
coincidental (although not easily! ). But it is the sheer volume of them,
plus the OT context for this one, that makes it quite certain as well. Thus in
its second appearance in the corpus, God's love for his elect people is ex
pressed in terms of their being loved by Christ the Kijpioc,, an attribute that
in Paul's thinking is thus equally shared by Father and Son—by presupposi
tion and without argumentation.
105

106

2 Thessalonians 3:5
The next instance of intertextuality appears at the end of a brief transi
tional appeal in 2 Thess 3:1-5. Here Paul has first urged that they pray for
him (vv. 1-2; as he has just done for them [2:16-17]); but then he turns once
more toward the Thessalonians with a threefold expression of confidence:
that the "faithful Lord" (Jesus [see pp. 71-72 below]) will also strengthen
them and protect them from evil (v. 3); that they will also carry out what
Paul is about to command them in 3:6-14 (v. 4); and finally with a prayer
(v. 5) that the Lord will direct their hearts in both of these matters (love, an
ticipating vv. 6-14 [cf. 1 Thess 4:9-12], and perseverance, picking up the ur
gencies of the two preceding chapters). The latter is yet one more prayer in
these letters (see below), and it has 6 Kupioc, as the one prayed to and thus as

the subject of the actions prayed for.
Some think that 6 icupioc, in this case refers to God the Father, but
that would stand in considerable tension with Paul's usage elsewhere
in these letters, where "God" is always identified as 6 Qebq and Christ as
107
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After all, Paul himself takes some measure of pride in his Benjaminite ances
try (Rom 11:1; Phil 3:6); is it even imaginable that this "blessing" of his ancestral
tribe was not well known to the apostle? That Paul is echoing the Septuagint in this
case seems to be made the more certain by the anarthrous use of Kupiou. It is there
fore remarkable that the majority of commentators have missed this certain echo of
the Septuagint, which was first noted by Westcott-Hort and has been in the Nestle(Aland) margin at least since 1950 (but see Findlay, 188; others [Frame, 279; Best, 312;
Malherbe, 436] reference the Septuagint but see little or no connection).
Thus reflecting what L. J. Kreitzer calls a "functional and conceptual overlap
1 0 6

between Christ and God" (Jesus and God in Paul's Eschatoloqy QSNTSup 19; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1987], e.g., 165, 170).
See Malherbe, 447, and (apparently) Beale, 243-48. Most (correctly) see it as
picking up from 2:16-17, where Christ has been specifically identified once more as 6
Kiipioq. There was, after all, no chapter or verse break in Paul's text, so how could
the Thessalonians possibly think that in the very next sentences (vv. 3, 5) 6 Kijpioi;
suddenly changes identity? Most of the early Greek fathers argued that this is a refer
ence to the Holy Spirit, since God and Christ are mentioned in what follows. But that
is an interpretation driven by Trinitarian theology, not by Pauline usage.
1 0 7
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6 Kvtpioq. Indeed, it would make little sense of Pauline usage to make this 6
Kiipioq refer to God when in the preceding prayer report in 2:16-17 Paul
has chosen to place Christ first as the one addressed in prayer and identi
fied him as 6 K-upioq—and used the intensive pronoun in so doing—and
then followed with 6 Qeoq, who is identified as 6rca-Hp.Only our own famil
iarity with referring to God as "the Lord" and a resistance to Paul's own
language patterns and deliberate designations would make this 6 Kupioq
refer to God the Father.
Our immediate interest in this prayer is with its (apparently) deliberate
intertextual use of 1 Chr 29:18. In David's prayer in conjunction with the
gifts brought for the construction of the temple, he prays, "Lord, God of our
Fathers, . . . direct their hearts to you."
108

2 Thess 3:5 6 8e l e o p i o q
KatevOvvai
eiq iny dydnriv TOTJ Geou

"uudjv iaq

1 Chr 29:18

i c u p i s 6 Geoc,. . . Kai K a T e i i e - u v o v
Ttpoc, oe

xaq

2 Thess 3:5

May the Lord

direct

your hearts

also direct

their hearts

KapSiaq

KapSiaq

amcov

into the love of God

1 Chr 29:18

Lord God . . .
toward you

Three items make one think that this is deliberate intertextuality. (1) The
locution is both striking and unusual—in fact, the verb is found elsewhere in
Paul's writings only in the prayer in 1 Thess 3:11. Moreover, (2) the phrase
"the Lord direct their/your hearts" toward God is unique to these two passages
in the Bible. And (3) the phrase is found in the mouth of the great king of
Israel, David himself—and in prayer!—so that it is not a merely passing
phrase used by a more obscure figure. Again Paul attributes the Septuagint's
translation of the Tetragrammaton to Christ.
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2 Thessalonians 3:16
111

The final moment of (seldom noted) intertextuality in these letters oc
curs after the "peace" and before the final "grace" at the end of 2 Thessalo
nians. In a singular moment in his letters, Paul dips into his Jewish heritage
/
1 0 8

S o most commentators (e.g., Findlay, 202; Rigaux, 699; Best^329-30; Mar
shall, 217; Bruce, 202; Richard, 372; Malherbe. 447; Green, 339). ~ "
T h a t is, these are the only two places where "the Lord" is the subject of this
verb with "the heart" as the object. Hereafter, in 2 Chronicles, the king himself does
or does not "direct his own heart" to follow Yahweh (e.g., 12:14; 19:3).
What is further noteworthy in this case is that both 1 Thess 3:11 and this pas
sage are expressed as prayer; and Paul's prayer is directed toward Christ as Lord (see
further on the "prayer" texts below).
Exceptions are Marshall (230) and Richard (385).
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with the blessing "The Lord be with you": only in this case, given the nature
of the letter, it becomes, "The Lord be with all of you." In so doing, he appro
priates language that in the OT was seen as evidence of faithfulness to Yah
weh, as the author of Ruth is keen to point out. Thus Boaz greets his
workers, "The LORD be with you," to which they respond, "The LORD bless
you!" (Ruth 2:4). Paul's greeting once again reflects the (in this case verbless) text of the Septuagint:
112

2 Thess 3:16 6 K i i p i o g

[iexarecivxcovujicov.

Ruth 2:4

Kiipioq

pxG'

2 Thess 3:16
Ruth 2:4

The Lord (be)
The Lord (be)

with
with

\>p.cavall of

you.
you.

Thus once more, again in an especially significant way, Paul has appro
priated what strictly belonged to Yahweh in an OT passage and applied it di
rectly to Christ.

Kvpiog Phrases That Echo Septuagint Usage
Along with these several (what appear to be) certain intertextual mo
ments in this letter, where Paul has appropriated KiJpioc, passages from the
Septuagint and applied them to Christ, there are also a few instances where
he has done the same with significant Yahweh phrases, some of which are
repeated from 1 Thessalonians.
The Name of the Lord
2 Thess 3:6 7tapayyeXA,opev 8E -uuiv, d8eA(|>oi,
EV 6v6p.a-ci xov icopiov f|p.(»v 'ITICTOW Xpioxox*
We command you, brothers (and sisters),

in the name of our Lord, Jesus Christ
On the significance of this use of "the Name of the Lord," see above on
1 Thess 5:27 (p. 46). While in this case one could perhaps get around Paul's
co-opting of "the Name" as referring to Christ, by suggesting that the name
in this case is not "the Lord" but "Jesus Christ," which stands in apposition
to "the Lord," that simply will not do in Rom 10:9-13 (q.v.), where the whole
point is that Christ is "the Lord" upon whom people now call for salvation.
Thus the text from Joel 2:32 (3:5 LXX) cited there probably functions for Paul
as the basis for this terminology throughout the corpus.
That is surely the case here, where "Jesus Christ" simply defines the name
of the Lord. Although this is not an oath as such, it functions very much like
112

For this phenomenon, see also Judg 6:12 and Luke 1:28, both of which are pre
ceded (as here) with the wish of peace.
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one. Paul is going to command the disruptive idle to work with their own
hands. The authority behind this command is "the name of the Lord," the
same name that he prayed would be glorified among them as they live in a
manner worthy of their calling (1:11-12). This understanding is further sup
ported by a similar phenomenon that occurs later in this same passage:
2 Thess 3:12 TtapcryYeAAopev Kai rcapaKa^ouuev ev Kupuo 'rnCToi) Xp«7x«>
We command
and urge (them)
in the Lord Jesus Christ
Here, "in the Lord Jesus Christ" functions in the same way as "the name
of our Lord Jesus Christ" in v. 6. As before, the christological significance of
this phrase lies with the fact that this use of "the Name" is an appropriation
to Christ of what belonged exclusively to Yahweh in the Hebrew Bible.
The Word of the Lord
2 Thess 3:1 i v a
6 kojoq w o Kupiot) xp£%r|
in order that the word of the Lord might run
For this usage, see above on 1 Thess 1:8 and 4:15 (p. 45). It could be ar
gued that this is another intertextual moment, this time echoing Ps 147:15
[147:4 LXX], "his word runs swiftly." But in this case the Septuagint has
translated the verb as future, Spapetxai 6 ^.oyoc, auxou, so this one remains
doubtful as true intertextuality. That is, Paul may be reflecting this passage,
but the language is now his own.
The Day of the Lord
2 Thess 2:2 <bq oxi
that

EVEOTTIKEV
has come

r\ ripxpu xou K v p i o v
the day of the Lord

For this usage, see the discussion of 1 Thess 5:2 above (pp. 46-47).
We might note, finally, that this extraordinary number of intertextual
moments in both of the Thessalonian letters suggests at least two things.
First, the evidence from Acts 17:1-6 seems to be a basically reliable account
of the beginnings of this congregation. Whether Paul expected the church
to catch all these echoes from the Bible is a moot point; that they c o p d have
done so, Gentiles though most of them were, seems highly likely if ih fact the
nucleus of the origins of the church in this city was composed pertly of God
fearing Gentiles who would have regularly attended the synagogue and
heard these texts read over and over again.
Second, very early on, and long before he wrote these first extant letters,
Paul had already begun to connect the risen Lord, Jesus Christ, whom he
had encountered on the Damascus Road, with the K-upioc, of the Septuagint.
How much he intended by that christologically may also be a moot point,
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but what is not debatable, it seems, is that he regularly did so without im
pinging on his strict monotheism. The "Lord" of these texts, whom he surely
knew to refer to God the Father, was now seen to refer to Christ. This can
best be explained, I will argue in later chapters, in light of (1) his own re
working of the Shema—as he does in 1 Cor 8:6 (see pp. 89-94 below), so that
the one Lord God now embraces both the Father (as Qeoq) and the Son (as
KupiocJ—and (2) his understanding that God, in exalting Christ to his "right
hand," also bestowed on him "the Name" = 6 Kupioq, as Paul asserts in Phil
2:9-11. By any reasonable reckoning this reflects a very high Christology
indeed.

God and 6 Kt>pio<; Share in Divine Purposes and Activity
Another christological feature of 2 Thessalonians that carries on what
began in the first letter is the joining of Christ as Lord with God the Father in
several key moments of divine purpose and activity on the Thessalonians'
behalf. In this letter it begins with the salutation.

The Peace of the Lord (2 Thess 1:2; 1:12)
2 Thess 1:2

xcipiq

vplv Kai eipfjvr) and Qeov naxpoc

K a i Kupioo)
2 Thess 1:12

113

'Iti<7oi) X p i a r o i ) .

Kaxa xny ^dptv

xov Qeov fipcov

K a i K v p i o i ) 'ITICTOV X p i c x o t )

2 Thess 1:2

Grace to you and peace

from God the Father

and the Lord Jesus Christ.
2 Thess 1:12

according to the grace

of our God

and the Lord Jesus Christ
The elaborated greeting in the second letter (1:2) begins a practice that
becomes generally consistent in Paul's subsequent letters. As with the salu
tation proper (see pp. 48-50 above), here again we have one preposition con
trolling both nouns, so that "grace" and "peace" are understood to come
from Father and Son together. That this understanding lies behind what
Paul says is demonstrated by his further use of "grace" and "peace" in these
11

' T h e usual f|ucov has been added in B D P 33 1739 1881 pc; but here is a case
where the rules of transcriptional probability override the "better evidence." First,
there is no analogy to the "omission" of this pronoun in the other Pauline saluta
tions, so why here only, one wonders: second, the regular usage would be so well
known to scribes that they would quite independently add it, and do so without
thinking. It should also be noted that the absence of the pronoun puts considerable
pressure on the theory of pseudepigraphy. Would a pseudepigrapher have thus
botched the borrowing of this phrase from the rest of the corpus?
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two letters. We have already noted
how he freely attributes "grace" as
coming from both Father and Son. Here we note that the same is true with
"peace," where the evidence from the two letters together indicates the easy
interchangeability between God and Christ on this matter. Note especially
how the two letters conclude:
1 Thess 5:23 atixoc 8e 6 8e6c

xfjc eipr|vr|C dyidoxxi

2 Thess 3:16 oruxoq Se 6 laipioi; xiig eipr|VT|<; 5<pti
1 Thess 5:23 Man the God
2 Thess 3:16 May the Lord

•uudc,

oXoxeXelq

vuiv xny £ipr|vr|v

of peace himself sanctify you entirely;
of peace himself give
you peace

The intensive pronoun in both cases, which is a common feature in the
prayers of these two letters, makes it certain that the 2 Thessalonians pas
sage can refer only to Christ. Indeed, only if one were predisposed to think
otherwise, and only with some difficulty, could one get around the strong
implications of these texts: God the Father and Christ the Son share equally
in these divine attributes as benefits for God's people.
115

The Divine Glory (2 Thess 2:14)
At the end of his second thanksgiving in this letter (2:13-14 [see pp.
63-65 above]), Paul speaks of the goal of salvation in terms of "obtaining the
glory of our Lord Jesus Christ." It is true that on two other occasions Paul
speaks of Christ in terms of "glory," but when this word is used as the es
chatological goal of Christian redemption, it ordinarily refers to "the glory of
God the Father," as in 1 Thess 2:12 (cf. Phil 1:11; 2:11). Thus:
116

1 Thess 2:12 eic, xo Jiepircaxeiv itudc, galeae, xoij 8eoii xot) KaXofivxoc uudc
eic xfw ecruxo-u BacnAeictv m i 86£av
2 Thess 2:14 eic, 6 Kai EKCIXEGEV
undc, 8id xoii eiiayyeAAou f|uwv eiq
Trepuioitioav &6£,r\q xo\> K u p i o u fip.rov 'Iricroi) Xpioroi)
[1 Thess 2:12 that you walk
worthu of the God who calls uou
into his own kingdom and aloru
2 Thess 2:14 unto which also he called you through our gospel
\
unto obtaining the glory of our Lord Jesus Chris\t]
114

See pp. 52-53 above.
^
S o most interpreters. Malherbe (461), who is disposed to think that Kijpioi; in
2 Thess 3 has "God" as its referent, allows that "Christ" is "a possible, but not neces
sary" understanding of this phrase. But the burden of proof rests with him, since
Paul explicitly identifies Christ as Kijpioi; and nowhere uses this title unambiguously
to refer to God.
l Cor 2:8: "crucified the Lord of glory"; 2 Cor 3:18/4:4: "we all with unveiled
faces behold the glory of the Lord" / "the glory of Christ, who is the image of God";
see the discussions in chs. 3 and 4 below (pp. 136, 180-84).
n ,
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This common OT word gives expression to the sheer majesty of the eter
nal God, unshared by any other, and to the wonder evoked by that majesty. It
is Yahweh's "glory" that Moses desired to see (Exod 33:18), and that then
filled the tabernacle (Exod 40:35) and the temple (1 Kgs 8:11). Indeed, Yah
weh expressly says that he will not share his glory with another (Isa 42:8;
48:11 [here referring to other "gods"]). But precisely because the divine Son
already shares that glory, Paul can easily speak in such terms. In this in
stance, to be sure, the phrase most likely has to do with Christ's own present
exaltation to glory, following his humiliation in death, an exaltation in
which the Thessalonians will have a share. But even so, this attribution to
Christ of language usually reserved for God is a remarkable way of speaking
of the final goal of the Thessalonians' redemption.
Perhaps even more striking is the language of the thanksgiving in
2 Thess 1:3-10, with its strong affirmation of God's justice noted above (pp.
57-61). In that case, through his intertextual use of Isa 2:10, Paul has
straight across attributed God's unshared glory—"the glory of his might"—
to the Lord Jesus.
117

The Divine Faithfulness (2 Thess 3:3)
One of the hallmarks of Yahweh is that he is a faithful God, true to him
self and his own character. And because he is so—always—God's people can
count on him and trust him at all times and in all circumstances. Yahweh is
so revealed in Deut 7:9 ("the faithful [7110x61;] God, keeping his covenant of love
to a thousand generations of those who love him"), whose faithfulness means
he can do no wrong (Deut 32:4). And it is Yahweh's faithfulness to which
psalmists (Ps 145:13) and prophets (Isa 49:7) appeal. And so, too, does Paul.
Its first occurrence in Paul's letters is in 1 Thess 5:24, TUOXOC, 6 K c d c o v
updc,, oc K o t t 7toif|get (faithful is the one who called you, who will also do it).
Although not frequent thereafter, this expression does occur 3 times in his
correspondence with (less than faithful) Corinth: 1 Cor 1:9; 10:13; 2 Cor 1:18.
In each case, as in the OT, it is God (Qeoq) who is faithful. But in 2 Thess 3:3,
Paul attributes such faithfulness to Christ: fTioxoc, 8e E O X I V 6 Ki>pio<;, bq
<Txr|pi^£i v[iaq Kai §vXat)£i and xou 7tovr|pou (Faithful is the Lord, who will
strengthen you and keep you from the evil one).
To be sure, there are some who, on the basis of usage elsewhere, argue
that Paul has God the Father in mind here as well. But two things seem to
118

119

117

O n the question of Christ as God's "glory," see the discussions of 2 Cor 4:4, 6
(ch. 4) and Titus 2:13 (ch. 10).
T h a t "the one who called" is a reference to God is not disputed by anyone; "call
ing," after all, is the special province of Seoq, as is made plain in 1 Thess 2:12; 4:7.
™ S e e , e.g., Malherbe, 445. However, his reasons seem less than weighty: that
(in his reckoning) Kupioq in this letter sometimes refers to God (see, e.g., n. 107
above); and that God is the one ordinarily so designated. But that scarcely stands up
against the rather certain evidence going the other way. To be sure, if this were the
118
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militate against such a view. First, just two sentences before this (2:16), Paul
has once again, and this time with the intensive canoe,, identified 6 Kijpioc, as
Jesus Christ, which designation he then picks up 4 times in the sentences that
follow (3:1-5). One would need extraordinary evidence to the contrary to over
rule Paul's own identification. Second, in the other instances of this phrase in
Paul's writings, God (QeocJ is the express subject of faithfulness: one wonders
why Paul would not have said the same if that is what he intended here. These
data, plus the fact that Paul has so many of these kinds of interchanges in these
two letters, seem to make certain that such is the case in this instance as well.

The One Who Strengthens Believers (2 Thess 3:3)
In the same passage (2 Thess 3:3), Paul goes on to describe the Lord's =
Christ's faithfulness in terms of "who will strengthen [oinpi^ei] you and
protect [(jnAtiCjEi] you from the evil one." Earlier, in the prayer in 1 Thess
3:12-13, he likewise prayed that the Lord = Christ will cause their love to in
crease so as to "strengthen [eic, TO crnpic/xi] your hearts (that they might be)
blameless in holiness." Thus his two sentences read,
2 Thess 3:3

JXICTTOI; 5e ECTTXV 6 K o p i o q , bq tTTiipi^ei vpaq K a i fyvkat^ei
anb xov TtovnpoiJ.
Faithful is the Lord, who will strengthen you and keep you
from the evil one.

1 Thess 3:12-13 "uuac, 5e 6 Kt>pio<; nkeovaoai Kai rcepioxreWai TT) dyewtrj
e i c , aXkr\kovq K a i eic, navxaq K a G o m e p K a i f | u e i c , eic, iiudc,,
"eiq T O CTTtipi^ai i i u c o v xaq Kap5iac, duepjixovc, e v dyiwcruvn
"And you may the Lord cause to increase and abound
in love for one another and for all, just as also ours for
you, "so as to strengthen your hearts blameless in holiness
But in between these two uses of oxnpi^o) in prayer and affirmation regard
ing Christ, Paul uses the same verb with God the Father as the subject:
120

2 Thess 2:16-17 "'9e6c 6

Ttaxfip

a i w v i a v Kai

r\\i(bv 6 dya7tf|aac f|udc Kai Soiic 7tapdKlr|cjiv

e ^ 7 i i 5 a d y a O f y v e v % d p n i , ^ J t a p a K a A x a a i ijpcov

xdc, K a p S i a c , Kai

a x r i p i ^ a i ev n a v x i e p y e p Kai

^6"|w

dya0w.

,h

Mau God our Father, who loved us and gave (us) eternal
encouragement and good hope in grace, ''encourage ana strengthen
your hearts in every good deed and word.
only instance of this kind of thing in these two letters, one would have good reason
to pause. But this interchange of attributes and activities between the Father and the
Son is one of the striking features of the two letters.
These three instances of the verb OTT)pi^o) (strengthen) account for half of the
occurrences in the Pauline corpus; it occurs one other time in these letters (1 Thess
3:2) and twice in Romans (1:11; 16:25).
12(1
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One should further note that the verb TteptoaeiJco (abound) used
of the Lord = Christ in 1 Thess 3:13 is attributed to God the Father in
2 Cor 9:8.
Again, it is the ease with which Paul makes these kinds of interchanges,
and especially so in prayer, that catches our attention.

The Gospel of God and of Christ (2 Thess 1:8)
Finally, in the overview of these kinds of interchange between Kvpioc,
and Qeoq in these two letters, one should perhaps note a phenomenon that
will occur frequently in later letters: the interchange between "the gospel of
God" in 1 Thess 2:2, 8, 9 and "the gospel of Christ" in 1 Thess 3:2. As is often
pointed out, this is most likely an interchange between God as the source of
the gospel and Christ as its basic content.
However, in the long thanksgiving-turned-announcement of judg
ment against the Thessalonians' persecutors in 2 Thess 1:3-10, Paul refers
to the latter as "not knowing God and not obeying the gospel of our Lord
Jesus" (v. 8). This is a unique moment in the NT, and it seems obviously
shaped to fit the immediate context. The final demonstration of God's
justice will be accomplished at the Parousia of the Lord Jesus, who will
himself carry out the just judgment against those who are persecuting
the Thessalonian believers. This phrase is but one more adaptation of com
mon language to fit that setting. Even though the K a i (and) in this case
is probably not a straightforward hendiadys, where the second member
elaborates the first, obeying "the gospel of our Lord Jesus" is almost cer
tainly intended as an explanation of what "knowing God" means in the
present era.

Christ the Lord Invoked in Prayer
Paul's readiness to address prayer to Christ, noted in 1 Thessalonians,
continues in this letter in an even more pronounced way. Besides the gracebenediction (3:18), there are three more such prayers in this letter. The
first of these (2:16-17) calls for considerable discussion, since it has some
striking similarities to, and equally striking differences from, the prayer in
1 Thess 3:11-13.
121

2

Thessalonians 2:16-17

(cf. 1 Thess 3:11-13)

Here are the two texts together:
121

Which is identical to 1 Thess 5:28 except for the addition of jidvxtov ("be with
you all").
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2 Thess 2:16-17 'Avxbq de 6 KVpioq r\ne>v 'lncovq Xpiaxbq Kai 6 Geoc 6
rcaxfip fiurov 6 dyaTnigac fmdc Kai SOHQ TtapdKXnciv
aicoviav Kai EXNISA dyaGfiv ev xdpixi, ' 7 t a p a K a X e o a i i)U(dv
xdc, KapSiac, K a i axnpi£av ev n a v x i epycp K a i XOYA dyaGro.
7

1 Thess 3:11-13 "Arjxdc 8e 6 Geoc K a i 7taxfip f]po5v K a i 6 K-opioq r\\i(hv
u

'lx\oox)q KaxevB-ovai xf|v 686v fprijv npdq vpaq- v\iaq 8e 6
K i i p i o q nXeovaoai K a i nspiaaevxrai xr\ dyd7iri e i q
aXkr\Xovq K a i eiq Ttdvxaq KaGdrcep K a i fpeic, eiq rjpdq, "eiq
xo ffxiipi^ai ijpfflv xdq K a p 8 i a q a\ie\inxovq ev dyicacuvTi
euTcpoaGev xoi) Geoii K a i 7raxp6c f)p(5v ev xfj i r a p o u o i a x c o
Kvpiot) f)p.rov 'ITICTOU p.Exd Jtdvxcov xeiv ayioiv a v x o v .
2 Thess 2:16-17

lf,

1 Thess 3:11-13

u

A n d m a y o u r Lord Jesus Christ and God our Father, who loved
us and gave us eternal encouragement and good hope in grace,
^encourage your hearts and strengthen (you) in every good deed and
word.

Mau God, even our Father, and our Lord Jesus direct our way to
you; and you may the Lord cause to increase and abound in
love for one another and for all, just as also ours for you, "so as to
strengthen your hearts blameless in holiness before our God and
Father at the coming of our Lord Jesus with all his holy
ones.
u

First the similarities, since looking at them together will settle some of
the grammatical questions that have been raised.
1. Both prayers are directed toward Geoc, and Kijpioc, together.
2. Both have the compound subject ("God" and "Lord") with a singular
verb. Some have argued that one cannot make too much theologically of
this phenomenon, but what must be noted here is that the same phenom
enon occurs in both cases, even though the subjects are in reverse order in
the present instance.
122
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S e e , e.g., J. A . Hewett, "1 Thessalonians 3.13," ExpTim 87 (1975-1976): 54-55:
Lightfoot, 48 (cf. Wanamaker, 142); and Bruce (71), who suggests that "with two sub
jects the verb commonly agrees with the nearer of the two." But the-texts^'brought
forward do not seem to be true illustrations. That is, "wind and sea" (Mark 4:41),
"moth and rust" (Matt 6:19), and "silver and gold" (Jas 5:3) do not seem to make this
point; rather, they are analogous to Paul's use here, where the two are thought of
not individually but collectively. Richard (167-68) solves this "problem" by postulat
ing an early scribal corruption to Paul's original text, which he reconstructs as "Now
may God our Father himself, as also our Lord Jesus, direct." Better, it would seem, to
take Paul himself seriously, since he can pray to both together and to one or the
other separately. Richard's concern, it should be noted, is a legitimate one: not to
read Paul in light of later Trinitarian formulations. On the other hand, it is the very
kind of phenomenon that played a role in the later formulations.
W i l e s (see n. 72) and Richard (see preceding note), as with many others, it
should be noted, reject Pauline authorship of 2 Thessalonians, which makes more
difficult the task of accounting for this phenomenon in 1 Thessalonians.
,2i
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3. Both begin with the intensive avzoq. which in each case must be
grammatically understood to go with the first subject, although, given the
singular verb, it may very well also be thought of as a collective singular.
124

125

4. In both cases the elaboration of the prayer is directed toward the sec
ond addressee of the prayer (but grammatical subject of the sentence): "the
Lord" in 1 Thessalonians, "God" in 2 Thessalonians. This phenomenon in
turn seems to stand in some tension with the previous one. That is, the
avtoq would seem to put the emphasis on the first member, yet the elabora
tion focuses only on the second.
5. Both prayers share as a basic concern that the Thessalonians will be
"strengthened," expressed with craiptc/n, a verb that occurs 4 times in these
letters and only 2 times elsewhere in the Pauline corpus (Rom 1:11; 16:25).
12h

The singular significant difference, of course, is that the two grammati
cal subjects are reversed in 2 Thess 3:16, so that if there were no elaboration
at all, the emphasis might seem to lie with the first member, especially since
in both cases this member is accompanied by the intensive CCUTOC, (himself):
"May our God and Father himself and the Lord Jesus Christ"; "May our Lord
Jesus Christ himself and God our Father." And so it does in a way. Indeed,
had we only one of these prayers, one could argue by extrapolation that
the emphasis in prayer for Paul is on the first one being addressed. But hav
ing both prayers, with their reversal of order and with the continuation
prayer addressed only to the second member, would seem to prevent that.
As to the prayer itself, one needs to note that it brings conclusion to all
of 2:1-17, Paul's concern for the grossly mistaken eschatology that some
one among them has put forward and that is therefore more deeply unset
tling an already unsettled community. At the same time it concludes
vv. 13-15, where Paul exhorts the Thessalonian believers to stay with what
they have already been taught (v. 15), after setting them (vv. 13-14) in stark
contrast to those who believe the lie and will be condemned with the man
of lawlessness (vv. 10-12).
Here we are confronted with prayer that is quite different from the for
mer one. As noted, it still has the plural subject with singular verbs, but the
127

1 2 4

Wiles suggests that "this must have been taken over from the conventional li
turgical language to which the apostle and his readers were accustomed" (Paul's In
tercessory Prayers, 30). But "must have been" falls far short of actual demonstration.
What is noteworthy is that the phenomenon exists only in 1-2 Thessalonians in the
NT, although wish-prayers continue to be found in Paul's letters (Wiles lists Rev 21:3
as well, but this is affirmation, not prayer).
S o , e.g.. Frame, 136-37; Best, 147.
In Thessalonians three of the four have to do with divine strengthening, two
of which have Christ as the subject (see above on 2 Thess 3:3), while the other
(1 Thess 3:2) has to do with apostolic encouragement of God's people. So also in
Romans: 16:25 is divine; 1:11 is apostolic.
A s Wiles does (see n. 72 above).
125
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CXIJTOC, now goes with the Lord Jesus Christ. The mention of God the Father is
then elaborated as the one who "in grace has loved us and has given us eter
nal comfort and good hope." But then the two verbs that make up the actual
prayer are (grammatically) assumed to be the joint action of the Lord and
God the Father. The result, whether intended or not, is that the first verb
(uapaKa^eoai) picks up the second phrase about God that has just preceded
("eternal TcapaK^ricac,"), while the second verb (oxnpi^ai) is used of Christ in
1 Thess 3:12 and is picked up again in 2 Thess 3:3 as affirmation about what
Christ will do for them.

2 Thessalonians 3:5
3:5 'O 5E Kiipvoq KaxcuG-uvav -uudiv tdq KapSiac, eic xny dya7rnv mv Qeov
Kai eiq xf|v vno|iovfiv xov Xpitrxott.
May the Lord direct
your hearts
into the love of God
and into the patience of Christ.
This prayer concludes the transitional passage (3:1-5), which began with
Paul urging reciprocal prayer from the Thessalonians with regard to his own
ministry (vv. 1-2). But with that, Paul turns his attention to them once
again, in this case by means of three brief sentences that look both back
ward and forward, especially now in anticipation of the strong warning to
the dxaKxoi (disruptive idle) in vv. 6-16. First (v. 3), picking up from the pre
ceding prayer, he assures them that "the faithful Lord will both strengthen
them and protect them from the evil one." Second (v. 4), he expresses his
"confidence in the Lord" that they are both doing and will do what he has
commanded them (referring now especially to 1 Thess 4:9-12). Third (v. 5),
he offers yet one more prayer, this time that "the Lord (Jesus) will direct your
hearts into God's love and Christ's perseverance," both of which will be
needed for what he has to say next.
As with the prayer in 1 Thess 3:12-13, this one is directed to the Lord
alone; but at the same time Paul picks up the verb from 1 Thessalonians 3:11,
which was addressed to God and Christ together.
128
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2 Thessalonians 3:16
3:16 oruxoq 8e 6 leopioq xr\q £ipf|VTv; o&r\ vplv xhy eipfjvnv
May the Lord of peace himself give you peace
U 8

\

)

F o r the intertextual use of 1 Chr 29:18 in the formulation of the prayer, see
the discussion on pp. 65-66 above. Our concern here is with the fact that the prayer
is directed toward Christ alone.
T h i s is the only instance in 2 Thessalonians where the name "Christ" occurs
by itself. Here it seems most likely the result, in part, of Paul's not wanting to repeat
the subject of the sentence in this statement of the goal of the prayer. The actual ref
erent of "perseverance" is unclear, but most likely it is the perseverance that Christ
showed in his suffering and that he can now give to the Thessalonians.
12t,
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This passage was noted above (p. 65) in the discussion of shared activi
ties. I bring it into focus again at the end of this chapter to point out that it
functions as yet one more prayer addressed to Christ alone. It should be
noted that this prayer concludes the long warning to the disruptive idle in
the same way the preceding prayer concluded that transitional paragraph. I
have already called attention to the interchange of "the Lord of peace" with
"the God of peace" in the similar prayer at the end of 1 Thessalonians. Here
we simply note that Paul continues his directing prayer to Christ alone found
in v. 5. And what a conclusion it is: Christ, as "the Lord of peace," is the Lord
who can bring shalom into the Thessalonian community, disrupted by those
who have refused to work and are living off the largesse of others. Paul's
focus on the need of the believing community itself is thus expressed in a
prayer that focuses on the Lord of the community himself.
The data from these prayers together point to a considerably high under
standing of the person and role of Christ. Paul is addressing prayer, a prerog
ative that Jews reserved for God alone, to the present reigning Lord, Jesus
Christ. And he does so apparently unself-consciously, which suggests that
this has long been a part of his life of devotion.
130

Conclusion
Since conclusions have been regularly drawn throughout this chapter,
at the end of our look at 2 Thessalonians I simply bring together the two
main points regarding the Christology that has emerged in the two letters.
First, clear distinctions are regularly made between God the Father and
the Lord Jesus Christ, beginning with the opening salutation. They are nei
ther confused nor conjoined in such a way that they are not thought of indi
vidually. And in many respects their "spheres" of activity can be isolated.
God is always seen as the prime mover, and therefore as the one whose love
lies behind all that believers experience (1 Thess 1:4), including their election
and calling. Christ, on the other hand, is seen as the one who has effected
their salvation (1 Thess 1:10; 5:10-11) and who therefore is the one actively
engaged in their ongoing life as a community of faith and the one to whom
Paul prays that such activity in their behalf will continue. Christ Jesus there
fore is the exalted Lord, whose "name" is taken directly from the Septua
gint's translation of Yahweh as Kupioc, and who thus assumes all kinds of
roles that God alone has in the OT story.
Second, precisely because Christ as the messianic Son of God is also seen
as the present reigning Lord in heaven, Paul can speak of either God or
1?0

0 n e of the difficulties with F. Matera's narrative approach to Christology is
that it tends toward a minimalist view of the Christology of these letters. The diffi
culty lies not with what is said—"Jesus enjoys a godly status" (New Testament Chris
tology, 91)—but with what is left unsaid, such as the data in these final two sections.
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Christ in ways that reflect their shared purposes and activities. At the same
time, however, he feels quite free t o pray to both together or to one or the
other, depending on the perceived need and situation. And Paul can do this
as a thoroughly monotheistic Jew, for whom the living and true God is the
one and only God over against all pagan idolatries.
If these two sets of realities bring tension for us in the later church, the
way through that tension is not by denying or minimizing what Paul says
and does; rather, it requires us to expand our own understanding of the
identity of the one God, which can embrace both Father and Son while still
being only one God. In N. T. Wright's language, what we are confronted with
in these earliest letters is a "christological monotheism." Faithful to his
own heritage, Paul remains a strict monotheist. The Jewish God is God
alone, the "living and true God." Yet there is, at the same time, a plainly
christological modification of this monotheism. The one God has a Son,
who, as the exalted Lord, shares the divine identity and the divine preroga
tives. God's will now finds its expression "in Christ Jesus" (1 Thess 5:18).
131

It is this set of tensions that turns our attention to the Christology of the
next letter, 1 Corinthians, where Paul plainly asserts as much about the one
God, who is now both Qeoq (God the Father) and Kupioc, (the Lord, Jesus
Christ).

Appendix I: The Texts
(double brackets [[ ]] indicate texts with references to God alone)

1 Thessalonians
1:1 fTaiJ^oq K a i TiXovavoq K a i TrpoGeoq xfi EKK^riaia 0£aoaA,oviKE<av ev
Qea rcaxpi K a i Kvpiw 'rnmn) Xpitrxro,
[[1:2 EuxapicnoiJuev ICQ 9ECO 7idvxoxe rcepi Ttdvxcov uucov uvetav TUHOUUEVOV
E7ti x r a v 7tporj£tr/())v f|pa>v,]]
1:3 . . . K a i xr\q f m o u o v f j i ; x f j i ; tXnidoq xov KVpiov f|p.<ov 'IT|<TOTJ X p i a w O
£U7tpoci9£v xov Qeov K a i rcaxpoc hurov.
[[1:4 £i86x£(;, d S E ^ o i fiyaTtriaevoi vnb

xov Qeov. xny EK^oyny "uutov,]]

vaelq u i u n x a i fpaiv £y£vf|0Tixe K a i xoii K-opioi), 8Eqdp£voi
Xoyov ev QXiyei noXXr\ u£xd xapdq 7tv£uuaxoc, ayiov,
1:6 K a i

1:8 d(j)' uucov y a p eqr\%r\xai 6 Xoyoq xov Kupiou oi> u o v o v
n a v x i xoTicp r\ 7ticmc, vp&v r\ Ttpoc xov 9E6V ECjEA.fi^.^Ev,

EV . . .

xov

aXX' ev

"'See The Climax of the Covenant: Christ and the Law in Pauline Theology (Minne
apolis: Fortress, 1992), 129.
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1:9-10 . . . niaq eiceoxpevj/axe 7rp6c xov 8e6v omo xcov eiScotaov SovAevevv Geco
^covxv K a i d^r|6iv(o K a i dvauevevv xov v i d v a i n o v E K T Q V ovpavrov, ov
fjyevpev E K xcbv VEKpdiv, ITICTOVV xov pvopxvov iyiaq E K xr\q bpyr\q xr\q
Epxop-Eviig.
9

m

[[2:2 . . . ev &iXinnoiq ercappricriaadLteGa ev xco Geco rjucov
v\iaq xo et)ayyeA,vov xov Qeov ev noXXa dycow.]]

^.alfjcav npot;

[[2:4 aXXd KaGcbc, 5e8oKvudaue6a vnb xov Qeov TtvoxeuGfivat, xo e\)ayyeA.vov,
ovxmq XaXovpev, oi>x ®q avQpwKoiq apeaKovxeq aXXd Geco xco SoKvpdCovxv
xdc K a p 5 i a c TILUBV.]]
[[2:5 . . . oijxe ev rcpoc|)dcei TtXeoveCjiac,, Geoc Lvdpxvc.]]
[[2:7 8 w d p e v o v ev Bdpev evvav
vr|7tioi ev peotp vucov.

mq Xpio-xov

drcooroAm,

aXXd eyevrjGriuev

[[2:8 . . . ev8oKovuev p e x a S o v v a v vuvv o v uovov xo evayyeA,vov xov Geoij
K a i xdc, eaux<3v yvxaq,]]

aXXd

[[2:9-10 . . . EKripij^auev eiq v\iaq xo erjayye^tov xov Qeov. '"vpevc, udpxvpec,
K a i 6 Qeoq. <hq oovcoc, K a i 8vKavco<; K a i dueLutxcoc, vuiv . . . ] ]
9

[[2:12 . . . papxvpouevov eiq xo TtepvTtaxevv vpdq aCjicoc xov
KaA.ovvxoc v p a c eic xny e a v x o v B a a v X f i a v Kai 86£,av.H

Qeov xov

[[2:13 K a i 8td xorjxo K a i r\aeiq £v%apvcxovuev xco Gem d8vaXei7ixcoc„ oxv
TtapalaBovxeq Tioyov aKofjt; 7tap' fiitcov xov Qeov e 8 e ^ a a 9 e ov Xojov
dvGpcoTtrov dAAd KaGcoq eaxvv dTiriGcoc, Xoyov Qeov. bq K a i evepyeixav ev vpvv
xolq 7uaxevovavv.]]
2:14 vuevc, y a p piprixai eyevriGrixe, d8eAx|)oi, xcov eKKA-navcov xov Geoij xcov
ouorov ev xfj 7 o v 8 a v a E V Xp«7x<» 'ITI<TOV, OXV xd a v x d eudGexe K a i vpeiq into
xcov i8icov . . .
4

15

2:14-15 ' . . . <xuu(|)uA,exd)v KaGcbc, K a i a u x o i VOTO xcov 'IovSaicov, xc3v K a i xov
Kvpiov a n o K X E i v d v x o v 'Introvv K a i xovc, 7tpoc|)fjxaq Kai r\pdq eK8vcoCjdvxcov
Kai Geco pr| dpecKovxcov K a i Ttdovv dvGpcoTtovc, evavxvcov,
2:19 xic, y a p ripcov

eXniq f\ %apd f\ axetyavoq KavxAoeaq f\ ov%i

EjinpocGEV xov K v p i o v fiuciv 'ITICTOV E V xfj a v x o v

Kai

vaeiq

napovtria;

3:2 K a i e7teu\|/auev TvpoGeov, xov aSeXfybv fipcov K a i a v v e p y o v xoij Qeov ev
xw E v a y y E l i r o xov Xpitrxov, eiq TO axripi^ai vuaq Kai 7 t a p a K a X e a a i t m e p
xfjc; 7tioxeco<; vucov
3:8 oxv v v v c^couev e d v vuevc, rjxrJKexe E V Kvpiw.
[[3:9 xvva y a p e v y a p v c r a a v S v v d p e G a xco Geco dvxanoSovvav 7iepv vpcov eni
TI / a i p o p e v 8v' v\idq epitpoaGev xov Geoij f]pcov.]]

naar\ xfj %apd

3:11-13 "ATJTOC 8e 6 Geoc K a i 7taxr|p f)pcov K a i 6 Kvpioq fifirav 'Iricovt;
K a x E v G v v a i xr|v 686V fipcov 7tp6<; vpaq' "viidq 8e 6 Kvptoq nX,Eovd<rai K a i
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J i E p i o - C T E w a i xfj crya7rn eiq aXkr\kovq Kai eiq Ttdvxaq Ka9a7tep K a i fipeiq eiq
vudq, "eiq TO axripi^ai vucov xdq K a p S i a q dueujtxovq ev dyicocj-uvTi £U7tpoa9ev
xov 9eov K a i rcaxpoc fpcov EV xfj jiapovaia xov Kvpiov f|p(»v 'ITJCTOV p,sxd
jidvxov xeJv dyitov avxov.

4:1 Aovnov ovv, dSeXcjioi, epcoxcouev vudq Kai 7iapaKa^ovuev E V K v p i w
'IT|<TOV, i v a KaGwq 7tape^d(3exe n a p ' rjucov xo nmq 8ei vudq 7repi7taxeiv K a i
dpeenceiv Geco.
e

4:2 o'(8axe yap xivaq jrapaYY ^iciq e8coKapev v u l v 8id xov xvpiov 'ITICTOV.
[[4:3 xovxo yap e c m v Ge^rpia xov 9eov. 6 d Y i a o u o q vucov,]]
[[4:5 . . . KaGdrcep Kai xd eGvr| xd uf| ei86xa xov Qeov.]]
4:6 xo ii.r\ V7iepf3aiveiv Kai TtXeoveKxeiv ev xco 7ipdYpaxi xov d8eXc))6v a v x o v ,
8i6xi E K S I K O C Kvpioq rtepi rcdvxcov xovxcov, KaQcoq K a i Ttpoeircauev v u i v K a i
SieuapxvpdueGa.
7

[[4:7-8 o v yap e K a ^ e o e v fiudc 6 Qeoc eni a K a G a p o i a aX\' ev dyi-aoucp.
"xoiyapovv 6 dGexcov O V K dvGpcouov d9exei dAAd xov 9e6v xov Kai 8i86vxa
xo jrvevpa a v x o v . . . ]]
[[4:9 . . . a v x o i yap v u e l q 9eo8i8aKxoi eoxe eiq xo dyaTtdv dAAf|Aovq,]]
14

[[4:14-17 e i yap n i o x e v o p e v oxi Tncovq drceGavev K a i dveaxri, oikcoq K a i
6 Geoc xovq Koipr|6evxaq Sid xov 'Iticov a £ e i <rvv avxro. ' T o v x o y a p v u i v
Xeyouev E V Xoyrn Kvpiov, oxi r p e i q o i ^covxeq o i Ttepi^eutoiievoi Eiq xf|v
J t a p o v o i a v xov Kvpiov ov pij <|>Qdc>couev xovq KOlprlQevxaq• ^oxi avxoq 6
KVpioq ev K e / l e v a p a x i , ev ^covf] d p x a y y e l o v K a i ev oaXniyyi Qeov.
Kaxa|JT|(rExai ait' o v p a v o v Kai o i veKpoi E V Xpicxro dvaoxfjaovxai
Tcpcoxov, e7ieixa r p e i q o i i^covxeq o i 7tepiAei7t6uevoi a u a o v v a v x o i q
dprcayricjoueGa ev vecfietaxiq Eiq dndvxti<Tiv xov Kvpiov eiq d e p a ' K a i oiixcoq
,7

TtdVTOTE <TVV KVpiCp ECTOpxGa.
5:2 a v x o i
epxexat.

yap

aKpiBcoq o i 8 a x e oxi i i p e p a K v p i o v cbq KXemr\q ev

VVKX'I

oikcoq

9

5:9-10 6xi O V K eQexo f|udc 6 Qeoc eiq opyfyv dAAd eiq 7tepi7U)ir|criv ccoxr|piaq
5id xov Kvpiov f|p.cov 'ITJCTOV Xpurxov "'TOV drcoGavovxoq v ^ e p rptov, i v a
e'ixe yprryopcouev e'ixe KaQev8a>uev dpa crvv avT<o ^TICTWHEV.
5:12 'Epcoxcouev 8e vpdq, d8etaj)oi, e i 8 e v a i xovq K07iicovxaq ev^upiv K a i
Ttpoioxauevovq vucov EV Kvpiro K a i vovGexovvxaq vpdq
5:18 ev 7iavxi ev^apiaxeixe' xovxo yap Qe^ripa Qeov EV Xpiaxw 'ITJCTOV eiq
vpdq.
5:23 Avxoq 8e 6 Geoc xfjc eiprjvr|c dYidcjai vpdq 6AoxeA,eiq, K a i 6A6KA.TIPOV
vucov xo n v e v p a K a i fi \yv%fi K a i xo ocopa dpepitxcoq EV xfj rtapovcia xov
Kvpiov findiv 'ItifTov Xpiaxov xripT|9eiri.
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Correspondence

[[5:24 7UCTT6C; 6 Kotilcov vudq. 5c K a i Ttotrjoei.]]
5:27 ' E v o p K i ^ r a vudq XOV K V P I O V dvayvcooGfivai xrrv ETtioxo^fiv 7tdc>iv xoiq

5:28 H ^dpiq x o v K V P I O V f|P.0)v 'IT]O-OV X p i c x o v ue0' vpcuv.

2 Thessalonians
1:1 I l a v A o q K a i E i X o v a v o q K a i TiuoQeoq xfj eKKA,r|aia © e o o a ^ o v i K e w v ev
Qeto n a x p i fipcov K a i Kvpiq) 'ITICTOV X p i o r r a ,
1:2 %dpiq v u i v K a i eiprjvri and Qeov naxpoc h'-

+

buM K A I K V P I O V

1r\tro\t

XplCTXOV.
[[1:3 E v y a p i o x e i v ocfrei^ouev xco Qecb ndvxoxe rcepi vpcbv,]]
[[1:4 racxe a v x o v q rjudc, ev v u i v e y K a v x d o 0 a i ev x a i c eKKA,r|aiaic xov Qeov

vnep XTJC, VTTOPOVFJI; vucov . . . ]]
3

[[1:5-6 e v 8 e i y u a xfic S i K a i a c KPIAECOQ xov Qeov eic, xo KaxaCjicoOfjvai vpdq
xfjc PacjiA-eiac xov 0eov. imep FJQ K a i Ttdo^exe, "eircep 8 i K a i o v 7tapd 0eco
d v x a i t o S o v v a i xoiq 0A1 (fovea v vudq 0X,i\|/iv]]
7

1:7-10 K a i v u i v xoiq 0A.iBouevoiq d v e o i v ue0' rpcbv, e v xfj DJTOKA^V\)»ei
s

xov K V P I O V 'ITICTOV an o v p a v o v uex' dyyeAxav 8vvduecoq a v x o v e v Ttvpi
§\oyoc,

8i86vxoq eKSiKriaiv xoiq pfi e i S o c u v 0e6v K a i xoiq uf| V7taKovovoiv

TO> £ v a y Y e X , i ( p x o v K V P I O V f|P.e>v 'ITICTOV, ' o i x i v e q 8iKr|v x i o o v a i v 6X,e0pov
aicoviov d n o irpocrajtov x o v K V P I O V K A I DRCO xi\q

&6t]i\q xijq LO-xvoq AVXOV,

" o x a v £X0TJ £ v 8 o ^ a < T 0 f i v a i EV x o i q d y i o i q A V X O V K a i 0 a v p . A O - 0 f j v a i EV
JTDOXV x o i q itio-XEVO-aaxv, 6x1 e7tiaxev0r| xo p a p x v p i o v fipwv ec|)' vpdq, e v xfj
fipepa e K e i v i ] .
1:11-12 "eiq 6 K a i 7tpoaevx6ue0a 7tdvxoxe rcepi vucov, i v a vudq dSjicocrn xfjq
K^rjoecoq 6 0e6q fipcov K a i 7ilripcbcrn Ttdoav ei)8oKiav dya0coavvriq K a i epyov
I2

7tioTeco<; e v S v v d u e i , 67tcoq sv8olLao-0ij xo o v o p a x o v K V P I O V f|ji(ov 'ITI<TOV
EV v u i v , K a i v u s i q EV avxra, Kaxd xfw y d p i v xov 0eov f|ucbv K a i K V P I O V
ITICTOV X p w r x o v .
2:1-2 ''Epcoxcouev 8e vudq, d8e\c|)oi, VJIEP xr\q TXAPOVAIAQ x o v K V P I O V f|(i(av
2

' I n c o v X p i t T x o v Kai fipcav emovvaycoyfiq EJI' AVXOV eiq xo pi] xa^ecoq
CTaA.ev0f|vai vudq duo xov vooq prjSe 0 p o e i o 0 a i , ufjxe 5 i d nvevuaxoq pfjxe
5 i d X o y o v prixe 81' ercicrxo^fiq cbq S i ' fpcibv, cbq 6x1 EVECTXIJKEV fj f u t e p u x o v
KVPIOV
[[2:4 . . . coerce avxov eiq xov v a o v xov Qeov K a 0 i a a i d7to8etKvvvxa e a v x o v
6x1 e o x i v 0e6q.]]
S

2:8-9 K A I xoxe djtoKaA,VC|)0f|aexai 6 dvopoq, o v 6 KVPIOQ

| v l

+

I,

' i

no,,

?l dve^EI

xtp TTVEVPAXI x o v CTxopaxoq a v x o v K A I K A X A P Y N C E I xfj ETTI^AVSIA XFJQ
JTAPOVAIAQ a v x o v , 'ov e o x i v r\ i c a p o v o i a . . .
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[[2:11 Kcu 6id xovxo 7teu.7tei avxoic 6 8eoc e v e p y e i a v jc^dvTiq eic, xb
Tiioxevoai avxovq xa> \|/ev8ei,]]
2:13-14 "'Hueic, 8e 6(|)eiA,ouev evyapioxeiv xa> 8ew 7idvxoxe 7iepi vpcbv,
d8etaf>oi fiyairTinEvoi tmo K v p i o v , oxi ei^axo vpdc 6 Geoc, d?capxf|v eiq
ocoxripiav ev dyiaopai rcvevpaxoc, Kai rcioxei d^riGeiac,, eiq 6 Kai eKa^eoev
vpdc, Sid xoii evayye/tiov f|U(Sv eiq ;xepiJTOiTi<n.v 86^r\q xov K v p i o v njitov
'ITICTOV XpiCTXOV.
H

lf,

2:16-17 Avx6g 5E 6 K v p i o q f|u«>v 'Ix\aovq Xpiaxoc, Kai [6] Geoc 6 Ttaxfp
fipmv 6 dyaTtfjoac ripac Kai 8ovc 7iapdKA.r|oiv aicoviav Kai eX.7ci8a dya6f|v ev
Xdpixi, J i a p a i c a > x o - a i vucov xdq KapSiac, K a i axiipi^ai ev rcavxi epyco K a i
AxSyco dyaGcb.
17

3:1-5 'To ta>i7iov rcpooevxeoGe, d S e ^ o i , 7tepi fiprav, i v a 6 koyoq xov
K v p i o v xpe^T) K a i 8o^d^r|xai KaGcbc, K a i 7tp6<; vudc,, K a i i v a pvoGoouev anb
xrav dxoitcov K a i Jiovripcov dvGpcoTtcov ov yaprcavxcovf)rcioxic,.nio-x6q 5E
ECTTIV 6 Kvpioq, bq oxripi^ei vudc, KaityvXatqeiand xov Ttovtipoii.
7ie7coiGapev 8e E V K v p i w e§' vudc,, oxi d 7tapayyeM.ouev [Kai] 7toieixe K a i
7toir|oexe. '0 5 E tcvpioq KaxEvBvvoa vpcov xdq KapSiac, eic xf|v dya7ir|v xov
Qeov Kai eiq xf|v vjto|iovf|v xov XpiCTTOV.
2

3

4

5

3:6 napayyeM,ouev 8e vuiv, d8e^<|)oi, E V ovouaxi xov Kvpiov fjucav ITICTOV
Xpicxov oxeAAeoGai vpac, and navxbq a§e\$ov dxdKxcoc, TteptTtaxovvxoc, Kai
jj.fi K a x d XT)V 7iapd8ooiv f)v 7iapeA,d(3ooav . . .
3:12 xoiq 8e xoiovxoiq TtapayyeXlouev K a i 7tapaKaA,ovuev EV Kvpiro ITICTOV
XpiCTxra, i v a uexd f|ov%iac, epya^ouevoi xov eavxoov apxov eoGicooiv.
3:16 Avxoq 5E 6 Kvpioq xf\q sipfrvTic; 5«m vuiv xr\v eipfjvriv 8id 7tavx6q ev
itavxi xpo7i(p. 6 Kvpiog p x x d jiavxrov vucov.
3:18 fi %dpiq xov Kvpiov fip.cov 'ITICTOV Xpio-xov ueG' Ttdvxcov vpcov.
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Appendix II: An Analysis of Usage
(* = anarthrous; + = with possessive pronoun; [LXX] = Septuagint echo/
citation)
1 Thessalonians
Geoc,
36
Christ
33

2 Thessalonians
Qeoq
Christ

18
23

The Data
1. K-upioc, Tnaoijc, Xpiaxoq (5 / 9)
1 Thess 1:1
D* (w/ Geoc,)
1 Thess 1:3
G+
1 Thess 5:9
G + (8id)
1 Thess 5:23 G +
1 Thess 5:28 G +
2 Thess 1:1
D* (w/ GeocJ
2 Thess 1:2
G* (w/ Geoc,)
2 Thess 1:12
G* (w/ GEOC,)
2 Thess 2:1
G+
2 Thess 2:14
G+
2 Thess 2:16
N (w/ Geoc,)
2 Thess 3:6
G+
2 Thess 3:12
D* (EV)
2 Thess 3:18
G+
2. Kiipioc, 'Inaoik; ( 6 / 3 )
1 Thess 2:15 A
1 Thess 2:19
G+
1 Thess 3:11 N + (w/ Geoc,)
1 Thess 3:13 G +
1 Thess 4:1
D* (EV)
1 Thess 4:2
G (5id)
2 Thess 1:7
G
2 Thess 1:8
G+
2 Thess 1:12
G+
3. Xpiotoq 'Incow; (2 / 0)
1 Thess 2:14 D* (ev)
1 Thess 5:18 D* (EV)

4. Kvpwq

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

(13 / 10)

Thess 1:6
Thess 1:8
Thess 3:8
Thess 3:12
Thess 4:6
Thess 4:15
Thess 4:15
Thess 4:16
Thess 4:17
Thess 4:17
Thess 5:2
Thess 5:12
Thess 5:27
Thess 1:9
Thess 2:2
Thess 2:8

G
G
D* (EV)
N
N* [LXX]
G* [LXX]
G
N
G
D* (aw)
G* [LXX]
D* (EV)
A
G [LXX]
G [LXX]
N [tc + 'InooucJ
[LXX]

2 Thess 2:13
2 Thess 3:1
2 Thess 3:3
2 Thess 3:4
2 Thess 3:5
2 Thess 3:16
2 Thess 3:16
'Inao-uc, (3 / 0)
1 Thess 1:10
1 Thess 4:14
1 Thess 4:14
Xpicrcoq (3 / 1)
1 Thess 2:7
1 Thess 3:2
1 Thess 4:16
2 Thess 3:5
v'wq (1 / 0)
1 Thess 1:10

G* (-U7CO) [LXX]

G
N
D* (ev) [LXX]
N
N
N [LXX]
A* (appositive tc
vioq)
N*
G (5rd)
G*
G
D* (ev)
G
A (ormov)

3
Christology in 1 Corinthians
w r i t t e n A few years after 2 Thessalonians (ca. 54 c . E . ) , Paul
spends most of his energy trying to correct behavioral aberrations that have
emerged in the Corinthian community, some of which, apparently, have
been argued for in their letter to him (I Cor 5:9), Paul's letter is thus primar
ily argumentation—over matters where the apostle and the church are at
odds—so that its only specifically theological item has to do with the future
bodily resurrection (ch. 15); everything else has to do with the Corinthians'
behavior in some form or another. And even the argument in ch. 15 is prob
ably a theological issue raised by the Corinthians to support their actions.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the many christological moments in
this letter appear in incidental ways, in that they are never argued for—
although sometimes they are argued from. On closer examination, however,
one wonders whether both Corinthian letters do not reflect an early crisis in
Christology, even though Paul himself neither says as much nor pursues the
issue in a direct way. In any case, that such a "crisis" serves as an undercur
rent in much of the letter appears to be a live option when one considers the
following details.
Although Paul addresses eleven different matters, more than 55 percent
of the letter is made up of lengthy responses to just three issues. First,
1:10-4:21 takes up the matter of internal divisions in the name of different
leaders based on ootyia (wisdom). Paul's initial response to this is primarily to
reframe their (now false) view of Christ and the meaning of the-eross. Second,
8:1-11:1 takes up the Corinthians' insistence, based on yv&aic (knowledge), on
the right to attend idol feasts, since "there is only one God," hence "an idol is
not a real god." And since food is a matter of indifference to the one God, why
should Paul forbid their attendance at the temple feasts? Paul's initial response
to this is to broaden their understanding of the "one God" so as to include the
In a letter

1

2

1

Commentaries on 1 Corinthians are listed in the bibliography (p. 640); they are
cited in this chapter by author's surname only. Since I have written a commentary on
this letter, my bibliographic focus here will be on commentaries and studies that have
appeared since the writing of the commentary (i.e.. from 1985 and on).
For this perspective on this letter, see Fee, 4-15.
2
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"one Lord," whose death for the person with a "weak conscience" is being
brushed aside. Third, in 12:1-14:40 the issue is manifestations of xo nve-upa
(the Spirit), especially speaking in tongues. Paul's initial response to this is to
contrast true Spirit speech as that which acclaims "the Lord is Jesus" over
against speech that is not of the Spirit, that acclaims "cursed is Jesus."
Add to these observations three other realities:
1. In none of Paul's other letters is there even a hint that his churches
celebrated the Lord's Supper, yet in this letter he speaks of it no less than
three times, and in three interestingly different contexts with quite different
points (5:6-8; 10:14-16; 11:17-34). Although the concern in the latter two in
stances is with the bread = the body of Christ, and thus with the Corinthi
ans' relationships with one another through Christ, in all three of them the
focus is nonetheless on Christ himself. Christ is our Passover lamb who has
been sacrified (5:7); participation at the meal is participation in the blood
and body of Christ (10:16); and the meal itself is designated as a K-uptatcov
5EI7TVOV (a meal belonging to [or in honor of] the Lord) (11:20). Thus, the fail
ures and differences within the community are reflected in their dishonoring
Christ himself at the meal in his honor.
2. This letter concludes in a most unusual fashion. After his own per
sonal greeting (16:21), and without breaking stride, Paul pronounces an
anathema on anyone "who does not love the Lord" Several features of this
phenomenon are noteworthy. First, the fact that he would conclude in this
fashion is in itself attention-getting. Second, this is almost certainly a pickup
of 12:3, where the basic Christian confession lcupioc, 'Inco-Bc; (the Lord is
]esus), spoken especially as an utterance of the Spirit, is preceded by the
strange contrast "no one speaking by the Spirit can say dvdGepa Tnoouq
[cursed is fesus]." Thus the concluding word in 16:21 may suggest, more
strongly than some of us have been willing to allow, that some believers in
the Corinthian community were saying this very thing and that Paul at the
end of the letter reverses the curse: it rests on those who do not love the
Lord. Third, this is the only place in the Pauline corpus where Paul speaks
of loving Jesus, and he does so in terms of "loving the Lord" (who is Jesus).
And finally, fourth, with assonance that is typical of the apostle, he immedi
ately follows the anathema with Maranatha, a prayer for the Lord to come,
3

4

3

It is of further interest regarding this structural phenomenon that when Paul
tries in 12:8-10 to broaden their perspective on Spirit gifting, the first two items on the
list pick up the words that drive the first two major sections: "to one through the Spirit

is given Xoyoq cot^iaq [a word of wisdom]; to another Xoyoq yvihaemq [a word of knowl
edge] by the same Spirit." Since such "gifts" are mentioned nowhere else in Paul's writ
ings, it looks very much as if these are ad hoc moments in which he includes their
favorite themes in the process of trying to put them into a much broader perspective.
T h a t is, as many have noticed, the designatee of both the confession and the
curse is "Jesus," not "Christ." Thus this curse might be related in some way to those
who are denying a future bodily resurrection of believers and doing so by "cursing"
the Jesus who bore such a body in the first place.
4
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which probably serves as both encouragement and warning. In sum: this ex
ceedingly strange curse formula may exist in the letter because a faulty
Christology lies behind it.
3. If all of this represents a latent christological crisis, then one can
make good sense of the further christological emphases in 2 Corinthians—
Christ as Son of God, bearer of the Father's image and glory—in a context
where some are preaching "another Jesus" (11:4).
Although none of this can be made certain, it does make sense of the
christological data of the present letter, even though that emphasis comes
more indirectly rather than as an up-front attempt to straighten them out
christologically. That is. the emphasis throughout, as all have recognized, is
in fact on the Corinthians' misguided behavior. My point is that one can
make a lot of sense of some of these aberrations if at the same time they re
flect a diminished view of who Christ is. In any case, precisely because the
Christology itself comes to us in a less direct way, the data are thus of con
siderable importance. After all, what Paul argues from and various kinds of
presuppositional statements both serve as certain evidence of what Paul be
lieved about the person of Christ. Furthermore, one must assume that this
belief was held in common in the early church, including Corinth, since
Paul never gives the impression that he or they believed anything different
from what was believed by others.
At the same time, it is especially difficult in 1 Corinthians to abstract
Christology from soteriology, since whatever else is true about the letter, it is
thoroughly christocentric. Christ is the central focus at every turn, from be
ginning to end. Since Paul's soteriology is all about what Christ has done on
our behalf, one can make sense of what this means for him only in light of
his basic presupposition about who Christ is: the crucified Messiah, whose
death and resurrection procured eternal redemption for us, who is now
reigning as Lord in heaven awaiting his Parousia, the Day of the Lord. But
the Son of God is also from eternity—co-creator of the universe and present
with Israel in the desert—whose reign as Lord means that believers "call
upon his name," that they are sent and equipped by him for ministry, that
they go or stay in keeping with his will, and that they will be judged by him
at the end. This is hardly the stuff of adoptionism! Indeed, it isPaul's utter
devotion to Christ that must catch our attention, since it is the devotion that
a devout Jew could give only to his God.
5

In this chapter, then, we examine Paul's references to and statements
about Christ in 1 Corinthians, with an eye toward his presuppositional un
derstanding of the person of Christ. As before, we will proceed in a basically
thematic way, beginning with one of the more significant christological mo
ments in the entire corpus (8:6) and then branching out to a variety of other
s

O n this matter, see L. W. Hurtado, Lord Jesus Christ: Devotion to Jesus in Earliest
Christianity (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003), passim: see also, in the present chapter,
pp. 120-22, 125-27.
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kinds of christological phenomena that appear in the letter. And as it finally
turns out, this letter not only contains the most christological data of the en
tire corpus (hence this is the longest of the exegetical chapters in the present
volume) but also is one of the two letters (along with Romans) in which
every item taken up in the thematic chapters of the present volume (11-16)
is present in some significant way.

A Preliminary Look at the Data
The various references to Christ and to God are found in appendix I at
the end of this chapter; likewise, an analysis of the different ways of refer
ring to Christ is found in appendix II. What one discovers is that the patterns
of usage already in place in the Thessalonian letters continue here, with one
notable exception: the relative frequency of the appellation K u p i o q in com
parison with other "names." While K v p i o q occurs more than others (64x),
it does so now only one more time than Xpicrroc, (63x)—a pattern that will
continue throughout the corpus, as "Christ" more and more becomes Paul's
primary "name" for the Savior. Also as before, Christ is mentioned by name
more often than Qeoc {God) or 7taxfip (Father), 18 times in this case.
At the same time, although the number of compounds of any two of the
three names now leans more heavily toward "Christ Jesus/Jesus Christ"
(6x/2x) as over against "the Lord Jesus" (4x), the appellation "the Lord"
alone (49x) continues to occur more frequently than "Christ" alone (45x). It
should also be noted that patterns begin to emerge as to where and how
often one name occurs more than the other. Where frequency of K-upioc,
does emerge (7:10-39 [12x to 1 Xprccoq]; cf. 10:21-22; 11:20-32 [9x]), the em
phasis is on his lordship; where the frequency goes toward "Christ" (e.g.,
15:3-23 [13x]), the emphasis reflects soteriological concerns.
Finally, we should note that the various combinations such as "the
Lord, Jesus Christ" remain the same as in 1-2 Thessalonians, occurring most
often up front in the letter (5 of 10 occurrences in the salutation and thanks
giving [1:1-9]).
7

f

Tn contrast to the preceding chapter, many of these texts will require more
exegetical attention, since there has also been considerably more scholarly discus
sion of them.
T h i s does not include the Septuagint citations in 3:20 and 14:21, where Kiipioc.
seems clearly to refer to God, since no point is made of it otherwise; cf. Rom 4:8; 9:28,
29; 10:16; 11:34; 15:11, and the XEYEI Kupioc, formula apparently added by Paul to the
citations in 2 Cor 6:17, 18; Rom 11:3; 12:19 (for convenience, these twelve texts are
given in appendix B [pp. 637-38]). The citation of Isa 45:23 in Rom 14:11 is excepted
here (see ch. 6, pp. 259-67). since (1) the "formula" is not the same as the others;
rather, Paul uses an oath formula from Isa 49:18, etc. ("As I live, says the LORD") to
preface the quotation; and thus (2) a very decided christological point is being made
of the Kijpioi; in the citation. Together these points make this one "citation" stand
apart from the others listed here.
7
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Christ: Preexistent Lord and Agent of Creation
The proper starting point for examining the Christology of this letter is
1 Cor 8:6, which could well serve as the starting point for any discussion of
Pauline Christology. A n d here in particular the context is of considerable
importance for what Paul states so boldly about Christ.
8

The Corinthian Context (1 Cor 8:1-13)
At issue in 1 Cor 8:1-11:1 is an ongoing argument between Paul and the
Corinthians over their insistence on the right to attend festive meals in
pagan temples. Apparently, Paul had already forbidden such practice (5:9),
but in their return letter they argued vigorously for their right (e^ovcia) to
continue to do so (8:9). Their argument can be reconstructed with a mea
sure of confidence from Paul's citations from their letter: "We all have
knowledge" (8:1) that "an idol has no reality" because "there is only one
God" (v. 4); therefore, since food is a matter of indifference to God (v. 8), nei
ther what we eat nor where we eat it (v. 10) matters to God. Crucial to this
argument is their affirmation of the Jewish Shema, that there is only one
God (Deut 6:4), as fundamental to Christian faith and behavior.
9

10

Paul's response to this specious reasoning is especially noteworthy. For
even though he will eventually condemn their misunderstanding of idola
try—as to its essentially demonic nature (10:14-22)—he begins by appealing
to the nature of Christian love that should forbid such casual destruction
of the faith of others (8:2-3, 9-13). But even at this early stage he offers a
preliminary "correction" to their "theology" per se (vv. 5-6), noting that
the world is full of "gods" and "lords." In so doing, Paul is acknowledging the
8

T h e bibliography on this passage is large. Among others, see C . H . Giblin,
"Three Monotheistic Texts in Paul," CBQ 37 (1975): 527-47; R. Kerst, "1 Kor 8.6—Bin
vorpaulinisches Taufbekenntnis?" ZNW 66 (1975): 130-39; R. A . Horsley, "The Back
ground of the Confessional Formula in 1 Kor 8:6," ZNW 69 (1978): 130-35; J .
Murphy-O'Connor, " I Cor. VIII.6: Cosmology or Soteriology?" RB 85 (1978): 253-67:
D. R. deLacey. " 'One Lord' in Pauline Christology," in Christ the Lord: Studies in Chris
tology Presented to Donald Guthrie (ed. H . H . Rowdon; Leicester: Inter-Vfirsity Press,
1982), 191-203; N. T. Wright, "Monotheism, Christology and Ethics: 1 Corinthians 8,"
in The Climax of the Covenant: Christ and the Law in Pauline Theology (Minneapolis:
Fortress, 1992), 120-36; Richardson, Paul's Language about God; A. Eriksson, Tradi
tions as Rhetorical Proof: Pauline Argumentation in 1 Corinthians (ConBNT 29; Stock
holm: Almqvist & Wiksell. 1998), 97-99, 120-27, 135-73.
For the full argumentation for this perspective, see G. D. Fee, "Ev8a)X66ma Once
A g a i n — A n Interpretation of 1 Corinthians 8-10," in To What End Exegesis? Essays
Textual, Exegetical, and Theological (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001), 105-28; cf. Fee,
357-63. For a modification of this perspective, see A . T. Cheung, Idol Food in Corinth:
Jewish Background and Pauline Legacy (JSNTSup 176; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
Press, 1999); Garland, 347-362—although we differ on some details.
'"There is good reason to believe that the Corinthians came to this view of
"knowledge," as they did of "wisdom" in 1:10-4:21, by way of their experience of the
Spirit, since these two are the first items that Paul picks up in his listing of Spirit
manifestations in 12:8.
9
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subjective reality of idols for those who once believed in them. In v. 7 he thus
spells out the disastrous consequences of this reasoning on "weaker" believ
ers, for whom the subjective reality of idolatry still outweighs the objective re
ality being denied by those "in the know." But to get there, Paul does an even
more remarkable thing: he insists that their understanding of the "one God"
must now include Christ as well (v. 6), and he does this for basically soteriological, not christological, reasons. The attitudes and actions of the "knowing
ones" who assert their "rights" serve potentially to destroy the work of Christ
in others (vv. 10-13) and thus to destroy the Christian community as well.

1 Corinthians 8:6
Given this context and Paul's primarily soteriological interest, what he
says in v. 6 is an extraordinary christological moment, where he offers a de
liberate Christian restatement of the Shema, the basic theological confession
of the Judaism in which Christian faith has its deep roots. In nicely balanced
clauses Paul affirms,
(A) AXK' f|uiv

etc Qeoc

6 7taxrip.
e £ ov

eic a u x o v .

(B)

Kai

ETC, vopioq Itio-oiig Xpio-xoq,
&Y ov
xd Tcdvxa
Kai
fpeiq
8i" cruxoi).

(A)

But for us

one God
and

(B)

Deut 6:4

xd n d v x a

fmeig

Kai

and

the Father.
from whom
we

one Lord
Jesus Christ
through whom
and
we

all things
for him.
all things
through him.

Qebq futcov

a K O u e IopanA.

ia>pioq

6

Listen, Israel,

the LORD

our God

Kt>pioq
the LORD

Eiq ecmv.
one is.

" T h i s is my own term for the nature of Paul's argumentation, a view that re
cently has been challenged by J. Woyke, Cotter, "Gdtzen," Gotterbilder: Aspekte einer
paulinischen "Theologie der Religionen" (BZNW 132; Berlin: de Gruyter, 2005). Verse 5a
very likely expresses the view of those with weak consciences. In 10:14-22 Paul as
serts in effect that despite "idols being nothing," they have an objective reality as the
habitation of demons. In the present argument (ch. 8), besides v. 5, where he affirms
that for pagans there are "gods many and lords many," Paul acknowledges in v. 7
that some with weak consciences do not have the "knowledge" the others have. This
can hardly mean that they do not understand the truth that God is one and therefore
that idols have no reality as gods; rather, because "the weak" had long attributed re
ality to the idols, when they became believers, they were unable to shake themselves
free from these former associations, which is why it would be so deadly for them to
return to the temples for festive meals that honored a "god" (vv. 11-12). And as has
been recently pointed out (Thiselton, 632; Garland, 373-74), the "reality" of idolatry
was everywhere in ancient Corinth.
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What Paul has done seems plain enough. He has kept the "one" intact,
but he has divided the Shema into two parts, with Geoq (God) now referring
to the Father, and Kitpioc; (Lord) referring to Jesus Christ the S o n . Because
Paul's interests here are pastoral, he identifies the "one Lord" as none other
than the historical "Jesus Christ," the one who died for all, especially those
with a weak conscience (v. I I ) .
12

1 3

Thus, over against the "gods many" of paganism, the Shema rightly as
serts—as the Corinthians themselves have caught on—that there is only one
God. The Shema also asserts, typical of Paul's Jewish monotheism, that the one
God stands over against all pagan deities at two crucial, interrelated points: as
Creator of all that is and concomitantly as the one Ruler of all that is created.
Nothing—absolutely nothing—lies outside the realm of the one Creator-Ruler
G o d . Thus God the Father is EK/EIC, (from/for) in relation to everything that
exists; that is, he is its source and goal (or purpose) of being—although the
final phrase ("we for him"), noticeably Pauline, moves easily from creation to
redemption, where God is the goal of his people in particular.
14

15

The surprising moment comes in line B. Over against the "lords many"
of paganism, there is only one Lord, Jesus Christ, whose relation to creation
is that of effective agent. Thus the Father has created all things through the
agency of the Son, who as the one Lord is also—and now Paul's second
u

F o r the high probability that one should recognize "Son of God" implications
in this reference to God as "Father," see the section that follows below, "Jesus as Mes
sianic/Eternal Son of God" (pp. 99-114). Cf. Collins, 315-18; M . Hengel, The Son of
God, 13-14.
For a strong critique of Bousset's Kyrios Christos and others up through
W. Kramer, Christ, Lord, Son of God (SBT 30; London: S C M Press, 1966), who prefer to
find the background for this usage in the mystery cults, see Hengel, Son of God, 77-79
n. 135. That Paul's use of this title should be located in the mysteries, when over a
score of instances in his writings are, like this one, direct borrowings from the Septu
agint, is itself one of the mysteries of twentieth-century N T scholarship.
For a helpful overview of this crucial point, that this combination of God as
Creator and Ruler of the universe is the absolutely unique feature of Jewish belief,
see R. Bauckham, God Crucified: Monotheism and Christology in the New Testament
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 1-22.
''Because of this, and because he is enamored with the textas a pre-Pauline
creed, K.-J. Kuschel (Born before All Time? The Dispute over Christs Origin [trans.
J. Bowden; London: S C M Press, 1992], 285-91) argues that this passagejhas to do only
with soteriology (as did Murphy-O'Connor before him ["I Cor. VIIL6"]). But that is to
misread the passage in context; the analogy for Pauline usage here is Rom 11:36, not
2 Cor 5:18, as argued by Kuschel. What seems to make the creational reading of 8:6
certain is (1) the identical use of xd jtdvTot 5i' avxov in Col 1:16, which Kuschel gets
around by denying Pauline authorship to Colossians (a circular argument that as
sumes what is questionable), and (2) the observation that if we had only the first
line, with God as the source (Creator) of i d 7tdvxa and "we" as the goal of everything,
it seems unlikely that anyone would deny that this line refers to creation: it is then
hard to conceive that the second use of xd icdvxa would differ in meaning from the
first, when both lines pick up the same two realities of creation and redemption. Cf.
the critique in J. D. G. Dunn, The Theology of Paul the Apostle (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans. 1998), 268 n. 5.
15
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point is being established—the agent of their redemption ("and we through
him"). The whole passage therefore, typically for Paul, encloses the work of
the Son within that of the Father; that is, the two 5id phrases regarding the
one Lord's role as agent of creation and redemption are (logically) framed by
the E K and eic, phrases regarding the Father as the ultimate source and goal
or purpose of all things—both creation and redemption.
It need hardly be pointed out—but it will be because of what is said in
the literature—that this second line is a plain, undeniable expression of
Paul's presuppositional conviction about Christ's preexistence as the Son of
God: preexistence, because of the assertion that "through him are xd rcdvxa
[all things]," with creation in view; Son of God, because of Paul's identity of
the "one God" as "the Father" (see the discussion on 1 Thess 1:1 in ch. 1, pp.
36-38).
All of this seems deliberate on Paul's part. That is, he is reasserting for
the Corinthians that their theology has it right: there is indeed only one God,
over against all other "gods many and lords many." But at the same time, he
insists that the identity of the one God also includes the one Lord; and ulti
mately he does so because (1) this is the now shared Christian perspective
about the one God and (2) it is the inclusion of Christ as Lord in God's iden
tity that will give Paul the leverage to forbid attendance at pagan festive
meals. Not only does that practice lack love toward those for whom Christ
died (8:10-13), but also their own sacred meal is eaten in honor of/in the
presence of the one Lord (10:16-22). Furthermore, they have radically mis
understood the nature of idolatry. That the idols are not "gods" is a given;
what the Corinthians have failed to reckon with is that the idols are in fact
the habitation of demons (see, e.g., Deut 32:17). And Paul's final point in this
argument is that because there is only one Lord, and because the idols are
the habitation of demons, they may not under any circumstances sit at both
tables. For that is in fact a denial of the one Lord (10:19-22). Hence the rea
son for this elaboration of the Shema at the very beginning of Paul's attempt
to correct their behavior—and theology—on this matter.
16

However, because of what one finds in the literature, three additional
things must be noted about this passage. First, although the conceptual frame
for this construction (eic-Sid-eicJ can be found elsewhere in the N T , ' ' there is
nothing quite like this use of prepositional phrases apart from Paul himself.
Indeed, the only other known use of this specific scheme of prepositions in
ancient literature is in Rom 11:36, where the full phrase et, cruxou Kai 6Y
at)xoi) Kai eiq avxov xd rcdvxa {from him and through him and for him [are] all
"•Richardson (Paul's Language, 297) argues that the whole of the second line re
fers to redemption = "through Christ 'all things having to do with redemption' and
'we ourselves' through him"; but there is no Pauline analogy for such an under
standing of xd J t a v x a .
lr

M o s t notably Heb 1:1-2, where God has "appointed the Son" as "heir of all
things, through whom also he made the universe."
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things) appears in a doxology without this christological modification. It is
of significant theological interest to note here that in the Romans doxology
God (QEOC,) is the one "through whom" are all things, while in Col 1:16 the Son
is the one "for whom" are all things. As Bauckham has recently argued in a
slightly different way, this interchange of prepositions in itself indicates full
identity of Christ with G o d .
Second, this assertion is striking because at one level it seems quite un
necessary to the present argument, since nothing christological is at stake.
That is, Paul is not here trying to demonstrate Christ's creative agency; he
simply assumes it by assertion. Nonetheless, at a deeper level this is precisely
the assertion that will make both the theological and ethical dimensions of
the argument work. By naming Christ as the "one Lord" through whom
both creation and redemption were effected, Paul not only broadens the Co
rinthians' perspective on the Shema, but at the same time he anticipates the
role that Christ is to play in the argument that follows (esp. 8:11-12; 10:4, 9,
16-22), where everything hinges on their ongoing relationship to Christ.
What is important for our present purposes is (1) Paul's deliberate use of
Kupioc, for Christ, language that in the Septuagint was substituted for the Di
vine Name of the one God (see pp. 20-23 above), and (2) the pre
suppositional nature of the historical person, Jesus Christ, as preexistent and
the personal agent of creation itself. There is nothing like this to be found in
Paul's Jewish heritage as such. That is, he has no prior frame of reference
into which this modification of the Shema can be fitted. As is pointed out
on 1 Cor 9:1 below (pp. 125-27), this adjustment most likely had its origins
for Paul in his own encounter with the risen Christ.
19

20
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I n his commentary on Romans, J. D. G. Dunn comments that "the use of prepo
sitions like [these three] when speaking of God and the cosmos . . . was widespread
in the ancient world and typically Stoic" (Romans 9-16 [WBC 38B; Dallas: Word,
1988], 701). But apart from the three Pauline texts (Rom 11:36; 1 Cor 8:6; Col 1:16-17),
he lists only six others, in none of which is there another instance of all three prepo
sitions occurring together. Elsewhere. Dunn has further suggested that one of the
texts (Philo, Cher. 125-127) serves as an illustration of one who has niade "a similar
division in the 'by, from, and through' formulation, between the originating role of
God . . . and the instrumental role of the Logos" (Theology of Paul, 209). This is true,
but Philo's concerns and language differ from Paul's. Apparently picking up Aristo
telian usage (see the note by Colson and Whitaker. LCL, vol. 2, pp. 486-87), Philo's
prepositions are \><(>' oi) (by which), EK OI!) (from which), 8i' ov (through which), 8i' 6 (for
which), three of which apply to God, while the Logos is involved only in the third
("through whom"). Thus, although there are conceptual similarities, in fact the
combination of prepositions found here (and Rom 11:36; Col 1:16-17) is apparently
unique to Paul in antiquity.
" B a u c k h a m , God Crucified, 37-40.
On the attempt by some to find the background in Greco-Roman (Hellenistic)
religion(s). see n. 13 above. The problem with this view, of course, is that the Pauline
texts themselves do not support it. His use of the Septuagint, examined in the preced
ing chapter, indicates how thoroughgoingly his, and his earliest converts', "religious
world" was altogether steeped in Hellenistic Judaism. See further the section "Jesus
as the K/upio<; of Septuagint Passages" below.
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Third, there is nothing in this passage or in its surrounding context that
would even remotely suggest that Jewish wisdom lies behind Paul's formula
tion. At issue in the present context is illicit behavior predicated on yvcocnc;
(knowledge), not aoc|>ia (wisdom). It is of some surprise, therefore, to note how
often—and with a kind of "of course" attitude —it is asserted that Paul is
here identifying Christ with personified Wisdom. But such an assertion will
have to remain in the category of scholarly discovery, not Pauline disclosure.
And one should not expect readers of Paul's text, including the Corinthians
themselves, to catch such extreme subtlety.
21
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Thus, this (in one sense) quite uncalculated statement—Christ as
"Lord" (and Son) in the context of the "one God" of the Jewish Shema—
2 1

Nevertheless, despite all evidence to the contrary (see below, pp. 102-5), this is
now a common assertion in the literature (although Collins [320], at least, ap
proaches this more hesitantly). The "logic" by which one arrives at this assertion is
especially questionable, since it actually requires a four-step process, which seems
perfectly clear to its proponents but much less so to anyone who lacks their interpre
tive keys: (1) it is acknowledged by almost all (see n. 16 above for an exception) that
Christ is asserted to be the agent of creation; (2) then it is argued (quite wrongly, as it
turns out) that personified Wisdom is seen as the agent of creation in the Wisdom lit
erature (see n. 23 and appendix A); thus (3), since Paul calls Christ "the [personified]
Wisdom of God" in 1:24 (which is altogether mistaken [see pp. 102-5 below]), there
fore (4) Christ as preexistent and agent of creation must be picking up this (alleged)
motif from Jewish wisdom. But it is difficult to have confidence in this logic when at
least two of its premises (nos. 2 and 3) are patently not true. As Hurtado puts it suc
cinctly, "The problem with this view [that Christ here = Wisdom] is that it is not
what the Pauline passage says" (Lord Jesus Christ, 126)!
D u n n makes bold to say, "Few issues in recent NT theology have commanded
such unanimity of agreement as the source of the language and imagery used in
these two passages [wisdom in 1 Cor 8:6 and 1:24]" (Theology of Paul, 269). While this
appears to be a true statement, that hardly makes the point of agreement true. Given
the lack of hard evidence in its favor, this sounds like special pleading. Indeed, it is re
freshing to read Garland's recent (and excellent) commentary on this passage and
not find the word "wisdom" mentioned at all; after all, why would one do so, given
that there is not a hint here of any kind that one should read this through a lens that
is so foreign to Paul in every way.
T h e basis for this assertion is twofold: (1) Wisdom's alleged role in creation,
coupled with (2) the further assertion that Paul intends an identification of Christ
with personified Wisdom in 1:24. However, not a single text in the Wisdom tradition
uses the preposition 8id regarding Wisdom's presence at creation. The closest thing
to it is in Solomon's prayer in Wis 9:1-2, where the dative is not instrumental but as
sociative (a straight dative, in contrast to the instrumental ev in the preceding line).
Here the author in a prayer has momentarily abandoned personification and says to
God that xfi aoc|>ta oou KaxaoKeudaac, dv9pamov (in your wisdom you fitted humankind
[to rule . . . J). See the full discussion in appendix A .
S e e further the excursus on 1:24, 30; 10:4 below (pp. 102-5).
T h a t is, Paul is not trying to formulate a new Christology here; rather, he as
serts something that he does not argue for but argues from. On the other hand, N. T.
Wright is quite right that this is a "stunning theological innovation," which is "one
of the greatest pioneering moments in the entire history of christology" ("Monothe
ism, Christology and Ethics," 136).
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could well serve as the basic text from which all Pauline christological dis
cussion should flow. That at least will be the case for the rest of our discus
sion in this chapter. From here the data are basically grouped under three
heads: (1) texts that pick up on the theme of Christ's preexistence; (2) texts
that reflect a "Son of God" Christology with roots in Jewish messianism; (3)
texts that reflect the Kupioc; Christology that dominates the Thessalonian
correspondence. At the same time, we will look at the issues of Wisdom
Christology. Adam Christology, and Spirit Christology as these are argued for
from various texts, and thus we will anticipate some matters taken up in the
final chapters, as well as appendix A , of this book. We will conclude by ex
amining two miscellaneous texts (3:23; 11:3) that do not easily fit these three
major categories.

Christ as Preexistent with Israel
On his way toward a final word of prohibition regarding attendance at
temple meals (10:20-22), Paul sets out to establish the Corinthians' spiritual
connectedness with biblical Israel, who are seen to have experienced God in
a "baptism" and "Lord's Supper" analogous to their own. Thus "our
fathers" were "baptized"—unto Moses in the cloud and the sea (vv. 1-2),
and they too had "spiritual food and drink" in the wilderness—manna and
water from the rock (vv. 3-4). But God had not been pleased with them and
overthrew them in the desert (v. 5), which story is to serve as a warning to
the Corinthians (v. 6). From there, Paul launches into four specific ways Is
rael had sinned, which had brought about their demise: idolatry (v. 7); sex
ual immorality (v. 8); testing God (v. 9); and grumbling against God and
Moses (v. 10)—all of which sins are being repeated in Corinth.
Our present interest is with the two instances where Paul places Christ
himself in the desert: as the Rock who was with Israel, supplying them with
"spiritual water" (v. 4), and as the one whom Israel thus put to ^he test (v. 9).
Both passages reflect not just analogies but, from Paul's P E R S P E C T I V E , actuali
ties. That is, the same Christ who now supplies the Corinthians with the Spirit,
and whom they are testing by going to pagan feasts, had already experienced
such "testing" by Israel; and the Israelites had been overthrown in the desert
so that they did not reach their goal. It is precisely the presence of Christ in Is
rael's story that will make all of this work as a warning to the Corinthians.
But since both of these passages have created difficulties for later inter
preters, we need to look at them more closely and thus point out that Paul
did indeed place the preexistent Christ in the desert experience of Israel.
26
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The (debated) use of r\\imv here actually seems clear enough. Paul sees believers
in Christ as in continuity with the story that began with Abraham and Moses. It is this
understanding that makes the argument work at all; and it is why the overlap of sto
ries continues all the way through to the end (v. 22). See further on 10:20-22 below.
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1 Corinthians 10:4
In retelling Israel's story, Paul alludes to the double narrative of water
from the rock (Exod 17:1-7; N u m 20:7-11), and he does so by picking up a
rabbinic tradition that "they drank from the (spiritual) rock that followed
them." But he replaces that tradition by interpreting the "spiritual rock"
as the presence of Christ himself: f) 7texpa 8e fjv 6 Xpioxoq (and the rock
was Christ).
It has often been suggested that Paul is here employing a rabbinic inter
pretive strategy, of the kind he uses elsewhere in 2 Cor 3:17 and Gal 4:25. But
the difference between these latter two examples and what Paul does here is
considerable. The standard form of the strategy is precisely as it occurs in
2 Corinthians and Galatians, where he starts with the definite article of the
word that is to be interpreted, followed by a 8e, and then the word itself. He
then follows with the "new meaning" for that word, followed by eoxiv (pres
ent tense of "to be"). In the present text, while still following the same inter
pretive scheme, Paul makes three adjustments that put his interpretation
"back there" rather than "here and now." Thus:
27

2 Cor 3:17

6 8e

icupioc,

Ttvcuiiri

Gal 4:25

xo 8e

Aydp

Zivd

1 Cor 10:4

r\ nezpa 8e

fjv

eoxiv

opoq eoxiv
6 Xpioxoc,

First, Paul here keeps the f| rcexpa together, so that the interpretive signal
Se not only does not come between them but also causes the 8e to function
somewhat differently. Instead of meaning something similar to what it does
in 2 Cor 3:17 ("now the Lord Oust referred to] is [for our present purposes to
be understood as] the Spirit"), Paul seems here to intend the 8e as the con
junctive signal for his new clause, as it relates to what has preceded. By
doing so, second, and especially with the use of the past tense of "to be," he
firmly puts the present interpretation "back there." That is, this interpreta
tion is not about how the biblical passage applies in the present but with
how the Corinthians are to understand what was actually going on with an
cient Israel. This is further confirmed by the third difference, the reversal of
28
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On the (apparently) rabbinic background to this matter, see Fee, 448 n. 34: cf.
Garland, 470. Thiselton's unfortunate attempt to bring personified Wisdom into the
picture as well (pp. 727-30) makes for one of the less precise moments in his com
mentary. For his misreading of Wis 11:4, see n. 31 below.
I t should be noted that scribes did not care for this anomaly, so that as early as
$p —and eventually the majority of MSS—they reversed the order to the expected 6
5e Ttexpa. The original text is preserved in N B D* 1739 et al.
S o also R. G. Hamerton-Kelly, Pre-existence, Wisdom, and the Son of Man: A
Study of the Idea of Pre-existence in the New Testament (SNTSMS 21; Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 1973), 132.
28
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the order of verb and predicate noun, so that the emphasis now lies on the
last word, "Christ," whom Paul is insisting was the actual source of water for
Israel in the desert.
Given what seems to be rather clear in this case, one is thus mildly
suprised to find that some see this as a reference not to Christ per se but to
personified Wisdom, which in itself is problematic, since "Christ" is explicitly
mentioned in the text itself. But if finding Wisdom in 8:6 was accomplished
by a piece of circuitous reasoning, how much more so for this passage,
which requires the additional step that personified Wisdom had already been
associated with the rock in Jewish Wisdom literature. Although Philo does
this very thing, it is patently not true of the Wisdom literature itself. The
text brought forward is Wis 11:4, where in direct address to God the author
says, "When they were thirsty they called upon you, and water was given
them out of the flinty rock." The "you" here picks up the vocative from
10:20, where the author has turned to God and sung hymns to him for his
wisdom that has accompanied Israel from the beginning. The rest of the
book, beginning with this passage, evolves into a series of antitheses be
tween Egypt and Israel, where the same element (water in this first instance)
is an expression of God's goodness to Israel but a source of punishment for
Egypt. From here on (over half the book), the Lord who has done all these
30
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S e e n. 21 above. For an analysis of the Wisdom passages that have bearing on
this discussion, see appendix A , pp. 594-619.
In a thoroughly allegorical reading of the text, Philo says, "For the flinty rock
is the wisdom of God, which he marked off highest and chiefest from His powers,
and from which He satisfies the thirsty souls that love God" (Leg. 2.86). Whether Paul
knew Philo is moot; in any case, Paul is not allegorizing.
" S o m e have occasionally suggested that Sir 24:21 reflects such a view; but a
careful reading of "The Praise of Wisdom" in Sir 24 demonstrates that this is a cre
ation out of whole cloth.
I n a considerable misreading of Wis 11:4, based on Philo's allegorical read
ing of Deut 8:15 (n. 31), it is often asserted that the "you" in this text refers to Wis
dom (e.g., Barrett, 223; Hays, 161; Collins, 369; Horsley. 137: Tuckjett, Christology,
63 n. 50. For example, B. Witherington says. "Here [Paul] draws on'sapiential ideas
about the role of personified Wisdom in Israel (cf. Wis 11:2-4). 'They journeyed
through the uninhabited wilderness. When they were thirsty, they called upon
[Wisdom] and water was given them out of the flinty rock' " ("Christology." DPL
103). But that is not what the author of Wisdom says, since personified Wisdom in
fact drops out of the narrative at 11:1. Indeed, a careful exegesis of Wis 9-11 sug
gests that those who associate wisdom with the rock are "proof-texting," not tak
ing the context of Wisdom seriously at all. This includes Thiselton, whose excursus
on "the rock" (727-30) is a rare instance in his commentary where the use of an
cient texts seems quite confused. Cf. the analysis and rejection of this idea in Gar
land. 456.
"Therefore the righteous plundered the ungodly; they sang hymns, O Lord, to
your holy name, and praised with one voice your defending hand; for wisdom opened
the mouth of those who were mute, and made the tongues of infants speak clearly"
(Wis 10:20-21 N R S V , emphasis mine). For a walk through the meaning of "wisdom"
in Wis 7-10, see the exegesis in appendix A . pp. 594-619.
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things (cf. 11:13-14) is repeatedly addressed in the second person singular,
while personified Wisdom is mentioned only once more (14:2). And even
there, though she is the "artisan" responsible for boats on the sea, it is God
who is addressed (v. 3: "but it is your providence, 0 Father, that steers its
course"). The fact is that personified Wisdom is never addressed in this book,
only God the Father. Thus, personified Wisdom simply is not associated with
the water from the rock in any of the Wisdom literature.
To the contrary, in an ad hoc discourse related to the situation in Cor
inth, Paul is insisting that by their idolatrous actions, the Corinthians are in
grave danger of repeating Israel's folly. Despite Christ's supplying Israel with
"spiritual" water, they fell in the desert. Paul's point in making this associa
tion for the church in Corinth—placing the preexistent Christ in Israel's own
history—seems clear enough. The Corinthians, too, face the same danger of
testing Christ by their idolatry.
35

1 Corinthians 10:9
The second instance where Paul asserts Christ's preexistence is equally
striking. In this case, however, the early copying tradition had some diffi
culty with it, so it was moderated to fit expectations. Paul's original text
reads, "Let us not put Christ to the test [unSe EKTteipd^ouev xov Xpicxov], as
some of them tested [him] and were destroyed by the snakes."
36
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This is an allusion to the event in Num 21:4-7, where Israel com
plained against God and Moses about the length, nature, and provisions of
their long stay in the wilderness. Although the Numbers text does not have
the verb EKuetpd^co {put to the test), it does occur in the poetry of Ps 78:18,
which refers to the similar events recorded in N u m 14, 16, 20. Paul's use
of this verb seems to be a deliberate echo of the Septuagint of Deut 6:16,
"You shall not put the LORD your God to the test as you put him to the
test at Peirasmos"™ (OVK E K T t e i p d o E i q Kuptov xov 6e6v GOV 6V xpoitov
£q£7t£ipdoao9£ EV m flExpaoptp). This well-known text, cited also by Jesus
55

In any case, it is highly unlikely that Paul was acquainted with the Wisdom of
Solomon, as an examination of all the possible points of reference between Paul and
this book demonstrates (see addendum I to appendix A , pp. 594-619). And if Paul
cannot be shown to have been acquainted with the book, how could the Corinthians
have known it so well as as to pick up a (nonexistent) allusion, when nothing in
Paul's text itself offers the reader a clue? Although it is not crucial to my point, one
might note further that on the basis of Wis 14:12-21, D. Winston dates the book ca.
37 C.E., well after Paul had become a follower of Christ (The Wisdom of Solomon [AB
43; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1987], 20-25).
S e e the discussion in n. 39 below. Unfortunately, the NIV, which is based on
NA and whose translators were generally insensitive to textual issues, perpetuated
the secondary reading "Lord," which has been corrected in the TNIV (cf. NRSV, ESV).
This is made clear by Paul's reference to their being "destroyed by the snakes."
T h e Greek Ileipaauoc, is a translation of the Massah of the Hebrew text, both
words meaning "The Testing."
%
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in the Gospel tradition, most likely led early scribes to change Paul's
"Christ" to "Lord."
As with v. 4, Paul's point in context seems clear. By insisting on their
"right" (e^o-ucia) to go to the temple meals (see 8:9-10), the Corinthian be
lievers are putting Christ himself to the test, as Paul concludes in 10:21-22.
Thus he is once more tying the situations of Israel and of the Corinthians to
gether christologically. Paul has no qualms in pointing out that the "Lord"
whom they are putting to the test is the same Christ whom Israel tested in
the desert and that the Israelites were overthrown because of it. It is the
presuppositional nature of this assertion that is so striking, since Christ's
preexistence is what makes such an argument possible at all.
39

Excursus: 1 Corinthians 15:47 and Preexistence
40

First Corinthians 15:47 has sometimes also been brought forward
as evidence for Paul's view of Christ as preexistent, based on the Kjv's
"the second man is the Lord from heaven." However, a careful analysis
of the text in context indicates that such is not the case. Paul's sentences
in 1 Cor 15:47-48 read,
41

15:47-48 6 npaxoq dvGpamoc, EK yfj<; xoiKoq, 6 o E V T s p o c , avGpojJioq eh)
oijpavou. oioq 6 xoiKoc., xoromov KCU oi %o'iKoi, Kai oloq 6
ETtoupdvioi;, Toiomor Kai oi ejrovpdvior
The first man (was) of dust of the earth, the second man (is) of
heaven. As the earthly (man), such also (are) those of earth; and as the
heavenly man, such also (are) those of heaven.
At issue here is the nature of the resurrection body. Paul asserted in
v. 45 that there are two kinds of bodies, one that is y-uxiKov (= adapted
to the present earthly life characterized as having a \\ivxi\)
th
is 7ive-upaxiKov (= adapted to the final life of the Spirit through resurrec
tion). To support this assertion, Paul returns to the Adam/Christ anala
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P I u s the fact that by the second century the divine names were abbreviated in
the NT textual tradition, so that the change in this case was from xh to KN. Thus
scribes, seeing one thing but anticipating another, made the change. Xpiaxov is
found in $) > D F G ¥ 1739 18813)1 latt sy co; Kiipiov in N B C P 33 pc. See further C. D.
Osburn, "The Text of 1 Corinthians 10:9," in New Testament Textual Criticism—Jts Sig
nificance for Exegesis: Essays in Honour of Bruce M. Metzger (ed. E. J. Epp and G. D. Fee;
Oxford: Clarendon, 1981), 201-12.
S e e , e.g., Grosheide, 388; Barrett. 375-76; more recently it is suggested by
Hurtado, Lord Jesus Christ, 119.
This, however, reflects a very early understanding of the passage, given the
otherwise totally inexplicable insertion of Ki)pioc, in the later Greek text (A *P 075
1881 Ti), which is not found in any early Greek MS or in the earliest versions, Latin
and Coptic. It seems unfortunate, therefore, that this translation (but without "the
Lord") continues to be found in the English tradition dependent on the KJV (RSV, NRSV,
4f
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NASB, ESV).
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ogy from vv. 20-22. Adam had, and by implication all of us have, a awua
\|/I)XIK6V; Christ in his resurrection was the first to assume the ocopa
7tve-upaxiK6v. The rest of the argument through v. 49 is an attempt to
spell out the how and why of these two "bodies."
Thus in v. 47 Paul reaffirms the source of these two kinds of bodies:
the first man's body was formed EK yfj<; XOIKOC, (of the dust of the earth);
the second man's body is eq ofipavofi (of heaven). This understanding is
made certain by the explanation that follows in v. 48, which has to do
with believers already having the one body and being destined for the
second. Since the issue is altogether the "resurrection body" that believ
ers will assume and since the firstfruits of such a resurrection body hap
pened at Christ's resurrection, the passage has nothing to do with Christ's
being preexistent and coming from heaven (as the Kjv had it).
42

Jesus as Messianic/Eternal Son of God
Besides affirming Christ's preexistence, 1 Cor 8:6 also assumes that he is
the eternal Son of the Father. Also assumed with this language, although not
in 8:6 itself, is the Son's role as the Jewish Messiah, Israel's hoped-for escha
tological king. We turn next, then, to those texts that point to or assume the
substratum of Jewish messianism that we noted in ch. 2, since it is also at
work, even more visibly so, in this letter. Several texts are significant in this
regard. We begin with the two that show a degree of similarity to early as
sertions in 1 Thessalonians (see pp. 35-40 above).

1 Corinthians 1:3, 9
Although not the first mention of Christ in this letter, both the greeting
proper (v. 3), which concludes the salutation (vv. 1-3), and v. 9, which brings
the thanksgiving to a conclusion, assume the closest kind of relationship be
tween Christ and God and do so in "Father/Son" language. Thus:
eipf|vn and Qeovrcaxpocfiudiv Kai
K u p i o u Ir\aov Xpio-xoii.
1:9 7tiax6c 6 9e6c. Si' ov £K^r|0r|X£ eiq Koivcoviav
xow viov avxov In<roi> Xpiaroi) xov K«pioi> r|u<»v.
1:3

1:3

%apiq ijpiv Kai

Grace to you and peace from God our Father and (our)

Lord Jesus Christ.
1:9

Faithful is God, through whom you were called into fellowship

with his Son, Jesus Christ our Lord.
4

~Thus the TNIV rightly translates. "The first man was of the dust of the earth;
the second man is of heaven."
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Although Paul is not trying to make a christological point here, his as
sertions assume the larger implications of the Jewish messianism and eter
nal sonship noted in the preceding chapter, which find clear expression later
in Gal 4:4-7 (and Rom 8:3, 16-17) and especially in Col 1:13-16. Thus "the
'faithful' God" of v. 9 is "our Father" (v. 3) because he is first of all "the
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ" (2 Cor 1:3). As such, God has called the Co
rinthians eiq Korvcoviav xov viov avxov 'Inaou Xpioxofi xov Kupiou rjpcov
(into fellowship with his Son, Jesus Christ our Lord). Here is a place where the
presupposition of the Son's present tenure is in heaven, as in 1 Thess 1:9-10,
so that whatever is intended by Koivcovia, it involves a relationship with the
now exalted eternal Son of God.
But what might be the reason for this considerable addition to what it
means for God to be "faithful" in his calling of the Corinthians? How does
this bring climax to a thanksgiving that began by noting the Corinthians'
own Spirit gifting yet concluded on the twin notes of eschatological affirma
tion? One's answer can be only tentative, but the lack of an article with
Koivcovia suggests that the sense is a calling "into a sharing/participation"
both with the Son himself and especially into the much larger "fellowship"
of all those who belong to the S o n . That is, whatever else, they are a part
of the eschatological (messianic) community of believers who have been
made so because they belong to the Messiah himself, who at the same time is
the eternal Son of the Father.
It may also be of more than passing interest to note that this concluding
affirmation about Christ as Son gives way immediately to an emphasis on
the nature of the Son's messianic destiny: humiliation by way of crucifixion.
It is very likely, then, that this singling out of Christ as "the Son" presup
poses the "sending" motif of Gal 4:4-5 and Rom 8:3—thus anticipating
what comes next (1:18-31)—as well as his present reign, which is picked up
at the end of the letter (15:23-28).
43

44

1 Corinthians 1:13-2:16
This passage serves as the first part of a three-part response to some Co
rinthians' rejection of Paul's apostleship, which they were doing under the
guise of "wisdom," wherein he fared poorly in contrast to Apollos. But Paul
recognizes this issue for what it really is: a radical misunderstanding of the
4 5

Thus this concluding affirmation is only partly reassurance to the Corinthians
that they are destined to be part of the glorious (but still future) Day of the Lord; it
may also be a reminder that the Koivcovia embraces far more than just themselves,
as Paul has already emphasized in v. 2 ("along with all those in every place who call
on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ").
Some may object to my seeing all this here. My point is that this otherwise
quite unnecessary affirmation at the end of the thanksgiving is not a "throwaway"
on Paul's part; as with everything in the letter, such moments seem to have ulterior
purposes.
4 4
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gospel (1:17-2:16) and of the church and the role of its intinerant teachers
(3:1-23). He thus takes these issues up in this order, so that the actual pre
senting issue comes second, while the real issue for him—his own authority
as apostle to the Gentiles—is addressed at the end (4:1-21). But what is ulti
mately at stake is the pure gospel itself; thus Paul begins his response here.
The issue is presented as a contest between their "wisdom" and God's, in
which all human pretensions to wisdom are radically called into question. In
the process, 1:18-25 turns out to be one of the two places in Paul's letters
where the Greek word Xpioioq probably should be rendered by the Jewish
title "Messiah" rather than the title-turned-name "Christ."
However, its first occurrences in this passage are in vv. 13, 17. If there is
some mystery involved as to what precisely Paul meant by his rhetorical "Is
Christ divided?" at least he intended to respond to their quarreling by put
ting up front its christological/soteriological implications. I simply note here
that the use of "Christ" as a title-turned-name, which begins in v. 12, contin
ues right up to the Jeremiah citation in v. 31, where Christ is then identified
with the Septuagint's 6 Kijpioc; = Adonai =Yahweh.
45

46

But the perspective of this usage shifts in midstream, in v. 17, to be exact.
That is, the references to "Christ" in vv. 12, 13, and 17a all presuppose the
risen and exalted Christ, made especially plain in v. 17, where Paul asserts
that "Christ. . . sent me to preach the gospel." But the gospel he was sent to
preach is "the gospel of Christ," which has to do with Christ as its content.
And with that midsentence shift, the rest of the argument through 2:5 is
about the human Jesus as God's crucified Messiah.
At stake for Paul is his proclamation of Xpioxov ecxra-uprapevov (a cruci
fied Messiah), an inherent (deliberate) affront to both Jewish and Greek
worldviews. To the one (the Jew who awaits displays of messianic power), a
crucified Messiah is the ultimate scandal; to the other (the Greek who pur
sues "wisdom"), it is the height of folly. Nonetheless, Paul asserts, we so
preach because what is folly and scandal to Jew and Greek is in fact "God's
power and God's wisdom" at work in the world—God's power to those "seek
ing signs"; God's wisdom to those "looking for wisdom" (v. 22).
Thus, although this is a primarily soteriological moment, it is also
christological by implication. Indeed, it is one of the relatively few places
where Paul's interest in Christ puts considerable emphasis on the reality of
his humanity. Thus, the (now) heavenly Christ, who sent Paul to preach
(v. 17), is in fact God's earthly Messiah, who experienced the ultimate
45

T h e other is Rom 9:5; contra N. Dahl, Jesus the Christ: The Historical Origins of
Christological Doctrine (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1991), 16. N. T. Wright is prepared to
argue that Xpicrroc, should regularly be translated "Messiah" (see " X P I S T O S as
'Messiah' in Paul: Philemon 6," in Climax of the Covenant, 41-55).
I n context it most likely is intended as a reductio ad ahsurdum, that Christ is
now being apportioned out so that each group lays claim to Christ (even if not
overtly so) or has its own "Christ" as the result of their present quarreling.
4 6
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humiliation and rejection of those he came to save. Such passages thus
make it impossible to read Paul's Christology in any way that might border
on Doceticism.

Excursus: The Crucified Messiah and Jewish Wisdom
Despite the singularly soteriological focus of this passage, there are
many who would make vv. 24 and 30 christological as well by using
them as the basis for the sapiential interpretation of 1 Cor 8:6 noted
above. Thus, regarding 8:6, one regularly reads something such as this:
"At this point we need to recall that Paul in fact already explicitly identi
fied Christ as God's Wisdom—in 1 Cor 1:24 and 30." But such an un
derstanding of 1:24 is altogether suspect, especially if one reads the
passage on its own terms, without a prior agenda with respect to wis
dom. At issue is whether—or how—the Corinthians could have made
the association with personified Wisdom that N T scholarship (especially
in recent decades) so easily asserts at this point. How is it, one wonders,
that this purely ironic application of "wisdom" to the crucified One could
have been understood by the Corinthians as also carrying positive value,
pointing toward Christ as assuming the role of personified Wisdom, and
preexistent Wisdom at that, as Dunn and others assert? That seems to
ask more of readers, both ancient and modern, than can be legitimately
expected. Indeed, several matters stand altogether over against it.
47

48

1. Paul does not say in isolation that "Christ is the wisdom of God."
"Christ" in this clause (v. 24) is an appositional pickup of "Christ cruci
fied" at the beginning of the sentence (v. 23). Whatever else, Paul can
not have intended "We preach a crucified Messiah: a stumbling block to
Jews and foolishness to Gentiles, but to those who are called, bothjews
and Greeks, the person of Christ as God's power and as personified Wis
dom, " and then to go on in the next sentence to explain the irony at the
beginning: "For the foolishness of God [i.e., personified Wisdom] is wiser
than human wisdom, and the weakness of God is stronger than human
strength." That is to talk nonsense, and it needs to be recognized as

47

D u n n , Theology of Paul, 274. This is an invariable in all such discussions be
cause without it no one could possibly have seen "Wisdom" as lying behind 8:6. In
fairness to Dunn, as over against many others (e.g., A . M . Hunter, The Gospel accord
ing to Paul [Philadelphia: Westminster, 1966], 67-68; J. Ziesler. Pauline Christianity
[rev. ed.; OBS; Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1990], 34: Matera, New Testament
Christology, 94). he at least recognizes that Paul turns divine wisdom into the procla
mation of Christ crucified; but even so, he treats v. 24 altogether as a christological.
rather than soteriological, statement. Note especially the capitalization of "Wisdom"
in Dunn's sentence, which no one who was exegeting 1:18-31 on its own terms
would ever imagine doing.
S e e Dunn, Theology of Paul, 274: "Is there then a thought of preexistence in
1 Cor. 8:6, not to mention 1:24 and 30? Of course there is." "Of course" works well
for 8:(S. but how is it even imaginable in 1:24 and 30, which refers to the crucifixion?
4K
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such. It is simply irresponsible scholarship to turn this pickup of the
crucified Messiah from v. 23 into some form of identification with
personified Jewish wisdom.
2. It is especially doubtful whether "wisdom" is a truly Pauline word
at all and whether, therefore, Paul ever thinks of Christ in terms of Jew
ish wisdom. The linguistic data tell much of the story: The noun oo<|>ia
and its cognate adjective cotyoq occur 44 times in the Pauline corpus—
28 in 1 Corinthians, 26 of these in chs. 1-3, and most of them pejora
tive. Of the remaining 16, 1 occurs in a similarly pejorative way in 2 Cor
1:12, while 10 occur in Colossians and Ephesians, where the "heady" na
ture of the false teaching again calls forth this language. This means
that in the rest of the corpus this word group appears just 5 times, only
one of which is the noun (Rom 11:33, where it echoes OT usage referring
to God's attribute of wisdom). These statistics therefore, not to mention
the argument itself, indicate that "wisdom" is a Corinthian thing and
that Paul is trying to counter it by appealing to God's foolishness as the
certain evidence that the gospel that saved them is not to be confused
with oo<|)ia in any form.''
49

50

51
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3. Furthermore, in this context "wisdom" is clearly placed on the
Greek side of things, not the Jewish. In fact, nothing in the argument sug
gests that those in Corinth enamored with "wisdom" had any interest in
the Jewish wisdom tradition. Not "wisdom and folly" but "power and
weakness" are on the Jewish side of things, as vv. 20 and 22-24 make
plain. That is, it is the Greek in pursuit of wisdom who would be most
highly bemused by Paul's preaching a crucified Messiah. So when Paul
53
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C o n t r a Witherington, for example, who (typical of many) is bold here: "[Paul]
saw Christ as Wisdom come in the flesh (cf. 1 Cor 1:24)" ("Christology," 103); cf. S.
Kim, regarding the Damascus Road experience: "Paul [himself] . . . 'identified' Christ
with Wisdom . . . from the very beginning!" (Origin of Paul's Gospel, 135 n. 3).
A n d the remaining two (6:5: 12:8) hark back to the issue raised here. In 6:5,
the question "Can it be that there is no one wise enough to adjudicate between broth
ers?" is straight irony, predicated on the Corinthians' own position as it has emerged
in chs. 1-3; while in 12:8, in his listing of Spirit manifestations in the community,
Paul begins with the two that held high court in Corinth (Xoyoq ootyiaq and Xoyoq
yvmcEmq) so as to recapture them for the vital life of the Spirit within the community
("for the common good" [12:7]).
First, by saving through a crucified Messiah (1:18-25); second, by choosing the
Corinthian "nobodies" to be among his new eschatological people (1:26-31); third, by
calling them through Paul's preaching in personal weakness (2:1-5). For details, see
Fee, ad loc.
In fact, Paul asserts categorically that "in the wisdom of God [as attribute] the
world through wisdom [Sid xfjc; aocjiiacj did not know God" (v. 21). It seems altogether
unlikely that he would then turn about and say that Christ is "wisdom" and, by im
plication, suggest that one can know God through Wisdom after all.
C o n t r a J. A . Davis, Wisdom and Spirit: An Investigation of 1 Corinthians 1.18-3.20
against the Background of Jewish Sapiential Traditions in the Greco-Roman Period (Lanham, Md.: University Press of America. 1984).
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speaks of God's response to the Greek sense of folly and the Jewish scan
dal, it is altogether unlikely that he now intends for the Greek (not to
mention the Jew) to turn to personified Jewish wisdom as the place
where God's wisdom is at work in the world. Rather, the whole argu
ment is full of irony. God's wisdom lies precisely in the folly of a crucified
Messiah. How is it possible, one wonders, that the Corinthians would
have seen this language at the same time as a christological affirmation,
when it is so confrontational regarding the sheer folly of the Greek
pursuit of wisdom?
4. What is frequently missed in the discussion of this phrase is the
fact that Paul does not actually call the crucified One "the wisdom of
God." What he says, rather, is that the proclamation of the crucified One
is "God's power and God's wisdom"—over against all human efforts to
discover God. Two points need to be made here. First, this use of the
"vernacular possessive" puts the primary emphasis on God, not on
power or wisdom. That is, Paul is not saying that Christ is the (now
personified) Wisdom of God. Rather, he is asserting that a crucified Mes
siah, folly and weakness from a merely human point of view, is in fact
God's power and God's wisdom in the world, despite all appearance to
the contrary! This is exactly in keeping with how Paul uses the vernacu
lar possessive elsewhere.
Second, the phrase must be kept together as a single expression,
since it is in direct response to vv. 22-23. If Paul had intended something
christological here (signaling Christ as "the Wisdom of God"), then one
may legitimately ask, Why find a "oocjiici Christology" and not also a
"8-ovauic, Christology," in which Christ is recognized as the Divine Power
personified? After all, it is in each instance the first thing up, untij the
54
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B u t not by Richardson (Paul's Language, 122-23), who goes on to argue that
God's true eiicajv is revealed in the crucified One.
" A point, interestingly enough, scarcely made in the literature, even though it
is demonstrably Paul's concern. But see Richardson (Paul's Language, 108-9), who
makes note of it as the result of his interest in "Paul's language about God." For the
term "vernacular possessive," see E. A . Abbott, Johannine Grammar (London: A . & C.
Clark, 1906), 401. In this case, note especially the difference between this phrase
(Qeov ao(|)iav) and the way Paul introduces the term in v. 21: "the wisdom of God"
(ev xr\ aoifiq xov Qeov I 8id ttjc, croc|>ia<; xov 6eo\J). The latter makes clear the meaning
of the former, namely, that Paul is talking about an attribute of God that finds ex
pression in the crucifixion. There is not a hint of personification in these phrases.
S e e esp. 1 Cor 3:9 (Qeov yap eauev auvepyoi, 9eo\i yetopyiov, 0eot> otKo8ouf|
eate), where Paul emphatically stresses God's possession: "God's co-workers we are
[meaning: as co-workers, we together are expressions of God's activity in bringing
about the church in Corinth]; and God's field, God's building you are." The whole
context makes it plain why Paul used the vernacular possessive in this case: to assert
in conclusion that everything belongs to God. not to Paul or Apollos or to the Corin
thians. Cf. the less emphatic but equally clear possessive Xpiaxov bovXoq ("Christ's
servant I would not be") in Gal 1:10.
,h
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chiasm of v. 25. The reason, of course, is that there are no outside reasons
for someone wanting to do so. To put it plainly, finding personified Wis
dom here comes not from a straightforward reading of this text but from
an agenda that lies outside the text altogether: to have a Pauline basis
for finding "Wisdom" in 1 Cor 8:6. But to separate out only part of this
phrase, where Paul asserts that the crucified Messiah is God's wisdom
unto salvation vis-a-vis the Greeks, and then to turn that into a
christological affirmation allegedly derived from Jewish Wisdom (the
[noncrucified] Christ is r\ aotyw xov Qeov = the Wisdom of God) is an ille
gitimate use of Paul's language to serve the outside agenda.
5. If Paul had intended this alleged sapiential identification from
Jewish wisdom, such a usage would stand in solitary isolation in the en
tire Pauline corpus. The evidence from Paul's demonstrable use of this
literature does not lend any confidence that he would use speculative
wisdom in the way he is alleged to have done. Because Paul's interests in
the OT lie for the most part with the primary biblical story, he seldom
cites or alludes to the wisdom tradition. And when he does do so, it is
for the same purposes that are expressed in the literature itself.
Finally, it should be pointed out that if Jewish wisdom were to lie be
hind this at all, the use of owauic, and co<|>ia here would seem most
likely to echo a passage such as Job 12:13, having to do with God's at
tributes of "power and wisdom." These divine attributes, Paul argues
with the Corinthians, have been put on full display in the ultimate oxy
moron of a "crucified Messiah." But this way of referring to God in the
Wisdom literature itself seems to correspond to Paul only accidentally.
One must remember throughout that the word "wisdom" in this case
comes out of the Corinthians' agenda, not Paul's.
57
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In the end, therefore, there is very little Christology as such in this pas
sage, except the inherent scandal that God's Messiah in his humanity would
be subjected to such shame, thus turning the tables on Jewish messianic
expectations. In this regard, Paul himself has come to understand the
61
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S o m e would argue that personified Wisdom also stands behind Col 1:15-17,
but as 1 will point out in the exegesis of that passage, such an identification is even
more tenuous there, where the word ao(|>ia does not occur at all and where the al
leged use of wisdom vocabulary is simply not true. See the excursus, pp. 317-25.
F o r the full data and discussion, see appendix A , pp. 594-619.
T h a t is, moral (or sinful) behavior (Rom 3:10; 12:20): the greatness of God, who
alone has wisdom (Rom 11:33); the folly of trying to match wits with God (1 Cor 3:19).
"'fob 12:13: nap' avwp ao())ia Kai Siivauiq, avxw PouXfi Kai cruveoac, (with him are
wisdom and power, to him belong counsel and understanding). The significance of this
text is not so much that Paul would be echoing it as that these two words occur to
gether in an expression of Jewish wisdom in which wisdom is not personified—very
much the same way it is found in Prov 3:19-20 ("The LORD in wisdom laid the earth's
foundations . . .").
0 n this matter, see the discussion in ch. 14, pp. 532-36.
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Messiah as belonging to the long tradition, deeply embedded in the biblical
story, that God scandalously kept choosing the barren woman and the youn
ger, weaker son to be the bearer of the divine seed. The triumphalism appar
ently craved by the Corinthians—who have had an unfortunately numerous
progeny in the history of the church—is simply not God's agenda. As the
story of Christ that Paul rehearses in Phil 2:6-8 makes plain, Paul came to
recognize very early on that "the foolishness of God" is wiser than our
(merely human) wisdom. Thus, even though no christological point is made
of it here, the "humiliation" of the divinely given Messiah, who came from
heaven to earth "in the form of a slave," is Paul's thoroughgoing perspective
(see also 2 Cor 8:9; cf., e.g., Gal 4:5-6; Rom 8:3). As he indicates here in v. 25,
only God has wisdom and power sufficient to pull off such a scandal and
thus eliminate all human pretensions for boasting.

1 Corinthians 1:30; 2:7
62

A soteriological, and thus nonchristological, understanding of 1:24 is
further confirmed by v. 30, where, at the end of the ad hominem argument
of vv. 26-31, Paul restates what he had said in v. 24:
1:30 e£ auxoi) [Geofi] 8e vpelq eoxe ev Xpio-cca rno-oii, 6<; eyevf\dr\ o~o<|)ia
fiptv ano 8eof). StKaio<ruvT| xe K a i ayia<ruoq K a i anoXvxptaaiq.
But of him (God) are you in Christ Jesus, who became wisdom for us
from God, that is, righteousness and sanctification and redemption.
Having affirmed once more that God has made Christ to be "wisdom for
us," Paul immediately qualifies it in such a way that the Corinthians coulci not
possibly have imagined that he had personified Wisdom in mind. "Wisdom
for us" is again clarified in terms of Christ's saving work: righteousness/
justification, sanctification, and redemption —three nouns that appear later
in the letter as "saving verbs" (6:11) or as metaphor (6:20).
63
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Always with the demurral, of course, that one can never truly dissociate
Christology from soteriology in Paul's thought. See ch. 11 below.
B . Witherington (Jesus the Sage: The Pilgrimage of Wisdom [Minneapolis: For
tress, 1994], 310-11) tries to circumvent this by (1) making the ev Xpioxta lr|cro\) in
strumental (a possible but unusual sense for this phrase), (2) making the relative
clause, toward which the whole sentence is pointing, parenthetical (!), and (3) thus
turning the three nouns, which sit in apposition with oofyia, into predicate nouns
with "you are." Thus, "But from God you are through Christ (who was made
Wisdom for us by God), righteousness and sanctification and redemption" (italics
and comma Witherington's). Rather than the "natural sense of the grammar," as
he asserts, this looks like a "translation" intended to get around the plain implica
tions of the text. Where in Paul's writings, one wonders, can one find another
parenthetical 6<;-clause, and especially one that comes immediately after its obvious
antecedent?
6 3
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Finally, after a strong denial that his own ministry that brought them to
faith had anything to do with the kind of "wisdom" that now fascinates
them, Paul in 2:7 argues again that wisdom can indeed be found in the gos
pel that he preached; but it is (formerly) "hidden wisdom," so contradictory
to merely human wisdom that it can be known only by revelation from the
Spirit (v. 10). Again, the whole context, and v. 12 in particular (by use of
Xccpi^oucu), indicates that God's wisdom is to be found in the cross. That is,
it was "hidden" in the sense of Jewish apocalyptic, waiting to be revealed at
its proper time. But Christ as person is not in purview here at a l l . What Paul
is setting out to do is to recapture "wisdom" from his Corinthian critics by
showing that God's foolishness found in the cross can in fact be recognized
as wisdom, but now in terms of God's attribute of wisdom—and this only by
those who have received the Spirit of God. Thus, at the end of the day, Christ
is God's wisdom for Paul only in sharp contrast to the Corinthians' present
fascination with wisdom, not as a positive way of setting forth the meaning
of Christ that he will later capitalize on (in 8:6, where wisdom is not even
mentioned) to his and their advantage. That simply does not happen either
in 1 Corinthians or elsewhere in the corpus. The net result of a close look at
this passage, therefore, with personified Wisdom in view brings only negative
results. Paul neither here nor anywhere else in his letters makes even the
remotest allusion to "her." She simply is not on his radar screen.
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1 Corinthians 15:23-28
Although 1 Cor 8:6 and 1:24, 30 do not lend themselves to a "Wisdom
Christology," together they do suggest a background in Jewish messianism.
In the former passage it lay inherent in the appellation of God as "Father."
implying that Christ is his "Son." In the latter, the entire passage is predi
cated on the divine modification of Jewish messianic expectations and of
Greco-Roman abhorrence of that modification: a "crucified Messiah." Now
toward the end of the letter, Paul returns to messianic themes once more,
this time—and in stark contrast to 1:24, 30—reflecting the role that Christ
as messianic king and Son of God plays in Paul's understanding of present
and future eschatology.
At issue in 1 Cor 15 is a singular matter that has arisen on the Corinthi
ans' end of things: a denial of a future bodily resurrection of believers. Paul's
first response is simply a recapitulation of the eyewitness evidence, including
himself, as to Christ's bodily resurrection (vv. 5-11). What he argues
next is that Christ's resurrection set something in motion that makes ours
both necessary and inevitable (vv. 20-28), an argument that both began
h4

T h u s Ziesler's comment that "1 Cor 2:7 says there is something hidden and
mysterious about Christ as the wisdom of God" (Pauline Christianity, 34) is especially
far removed from Paul. God's wisdom is not here personified; it is found precisely in
the absurdity (from a human point of view) of a crucified Messiah, which Paul will
now go on to argue can be known only by the help of the Spirit.
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(vv. 12-19) and concluded (vv. 29-34) in strikingly ad hominem fashion. In
vv. 35-58 he takes up the second part of their denial: the "bodily" nature of
the resurrection of the believing dead.
The present paragraph (vv. 20-28) is a resounding "but now!" (vuvi 8e)
to the detailed set of "if not. then" expressions in vv. 12-19. If the dead are
not raised, then Christ has not been raised; and if Christ has not been raised,
then nothing counts for anything: our preaching and your faith is in vain;
we are still in our sins and without hope; and God turns out to be a liar. "But
now" Christ has indeed been raised from the dead, as the "firstfruits" of the
final harvest to come. The singular concern in the present passage, then, is
the future resurrection of believers, both its necessity and inevitability. Every
thing else is subordinate to this concern. And both its necessity and inevita
bility are predicated on the Adam/Christ contrast with which the paragraph
begins. Adam's sin let something loose in the world—death—that is con
trary to God and his nature. Christ's death and resurrection also let some
thing loose in the world that will necessarily and inevitably overturn what
Adam began. This is Paul's singular concern, not the temporal sequencing
of events related to this concern.
For our present purposes, three preliminary matters about usage inter
est u s . First is the predominance in this passage of Paul's use of the titleturned-name Xpicrroi; (Christ). Indeed, from vv. 1 through 27, Paul uses the
name "Christ" exclusively—13 times in all (over one-fourth of the total for
the entire letter). Moreover, "Christ" is the assumed subject of the five pas65
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Indeed, one expression of interpretation suggests that Paul here envisions a
temporal messianic reign between the two adverbs eneixa / e i i a ; but that is to throw
a red herring into the argument. Whether Paul believed in such cannot be known,
since he never speaks to the question. But to find it in his use of these two adverbs is
to read foreign matter into the text, not Paul's concerns out of it; and then to suggest
that the messianic reign itself lies between these two adverbs, so that it is not cur
rently in place, requires a considerable stretch of the imagination, not to mention of
Paul's own concerns in the passage. Although there can be little question that the
e i t a carries with it an inherent temporal sequence, Paul's concern at this point is
with the "logical" more than the temporal sequence of things. That is, the "then" is
related to what happens next at the time of the Parousia. At that time, the resurrec
tion of the dead will take place, and that means that the last of God's enemies has
been subdued. What is left is for the Son to hand the "kingdom" back to the Father,
so that he can be all and in all. For the contrary view, including a discussion of the
literature (over what appears to be a nonissue for Paul), see Kreitzer, Jesus and God,
134-54. On the other hand, his christological reading of the text, which is not
dependent on the temporal sequencing of things, is quite useful.
F o r discussion of the Adam/Christ analogy/contrast in vv. 21-22. see pp.
114-16. The latter is separated out from the present discussion in part because it is
not a messianic theme, and in part because this analogy/contrast emerges explicitly
two further times in Paul's letters (1 Cor 15:45-49: Rom 5:12-17 [some would also
suggest Phil 2:6-7]). Thus it is arguable that this theme was something that Paul reg
ularly reflected on and thus needs its own separate analysis, especially since the
usage is subtly different in each case.
Hl
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sive verbs in vv. 4-8 ("was buried," "was seen"), and he is the "he/him/his"
of the six pronouns in vv. 23-27. Second, at the end of the paragraph, where
the antecedent of the pronouns begins to get a bit fuzzy, the specified refer
ent becomes "the Son himself." Third, in our paragraph, between the pre
dominant use of "Christ" and the use of "Son" in v. 28 (that Christ as Son
will "turn over the kingdom" to "God the Father") there is the intriguing
statement in vv. 24-25 that for now "he must reign" until "the end," when
the final enemy, "death," is defeated through resurrection.
Kdd to this the predominant role that the combined "citations" from Ps
110:l\(v. 25) and Ps 8:6 (v. 27) play in the argument, and it becomes clear
that, even though the future bodily resurrection of believers is the primary
focus here, the whole paragraph is placed squarely within the framework of
Jewish messianism. It is therefore noteworthy that the only other place in
this letter where this predominant use of "Christ" appears is in 1:13-25,
where in at least one instance (1:22) Xpvoxoi; is titular before it is nominal.
What Paul pictures here is a twofold temporal sequence, the second of
which has his primary concern in the paragraph attached to it. Christ's res
urrection as "firstfruits" guarantees the harvest that is to come; and that
"harvest" will take place at the Parousia, which will be accompanied by the
resurrection of the dead, thus subduing the "last enemy." Once that hap
pens, then what is promised about the Messiah in Ps 110:1, that all his ene
mies will be subdued under his feet, will have taken place (vv. 25-26). The
only thing left will be for the Son then to hand over the "kingdom" to the
Father (vv. 27-28). Everything else in the passage is an elaboration in some
way or another of this twofold sequence of resurrection: Christ's and, at his
coming, those who are his. This alone is Paul's concern; and it is within this
concern that several christological observations are to be made.
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1. We begin by noting that Christ is the grammatical subject of all the
verbs in vv. 24-26. The three preceding phrases in v. 23 are verbless, serving
grammatically in apposition to the navxeq ^worcoinGfjaovrai (all will be made
alive) in v. 22, where the conceptual subject of the passive verb is God. Thus
in order: Christ the firstfruits; those who are Christ's at his coming, which
also marks the end. The rest of v. 24 is composed of a pair of coordinate tem
poral clauses (oxctv . . . orav), which describe, without concern for sequence,
the two features of the end that here interest P a u l . As part of the larger
event of his Parousia, Christ (1) turns over the kingdom to God his Father,
and (2) at the same time he abolishes all the "powers" that stand against him
69
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That is, Christ (= Messiah) is now the Son of God in heaven, who reigns in
the heavenly realm. On "Son" as a messianic designation having to do with Israel's
king, see the discussion on Col 1:13 (p. 297), and esp. ch. 14 on Jesus as messi
anic king.
T h u s 43 percent of the instances of Xpioioi; by itself occur in these two brief
passages.
S e e Fee, 752; Garland, 710; Thiselton. 1230-31; Keener, 127.
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and his people. The last of the "powers." it turns out, is death itself (v. 26).
But before coming to that point, which is the ultimate point of concern, Paul
interrupts himself (v. 25) to offer a biblical explanation about "the powers."
By his abolishing the "powers," Christ has himself "fulfilled" Ps 110:1. which
speaks of "putting all his enemies under his feet."
Thus in turn Paul asserts that Christ is the currently reigning King, who
at his return will abolish all of the powers that stand over against him (and
thus against God the Father), and will do so in fulfillment of the messianic Ps
110:1. Therefore, what in the psalm is the activity of God is now read by Paul
as the activity of the presently reigning Christ. Some of this needs further
elaboration.
2. Paul speaks of "the kingdom of God/Christ" only 13 times in his ex
tant letters (including the Pastoral Epistles). In most cases he uses the tra
ditional language "the kingdom of God." Only here and in Col 1:13, plus the
two instances in 2 Timothy, is Christ named as the King. Of these four, Col
1:13 uses the language "Son" as the referent of the King, as does the present
passage at the end (v. 28). In both cases Paul is referring to the Messiah's
present reign. The other nine occurrences have "God" as the ruling one,
and in these cases the usage fluctuates between the kingdom as a present re
ality and as a future event, the latter being clearly designated by the future
tense and the language of "inheritance."
The christological point, of course, is the ease with which Paul can in
terchange this kingdom language. On the one hand, this perhaps should be
no surprise, since in Jewish messianism the Messiah would rule over God's
coming kingdom. On the other hand, the radical change to traditional
messianism that one finds in Paul's thought—the kingdom is now and the
Son of God currently reigns (cf. Col 1:13)—changes the playing field consid
erably, since the "king" who reigns does so from on high, thus assuming the
role of God himself in so doing.
3. This passage also offers us certain evidence that Paul had already
joined with others (the author of Hebrews, for example) who understood Ps
8 in light of Ps 110, and thus both psalms together as messianic. The key
connection between them is the phrase vnb xouc, itooac, crinou (under his feet)
found in Ps 110:1 (109:1 LXX) and Ps 8:6 (8:7 LXX). Thus in Ps 110 (109 LXX),
Yahweh tells "my lord" the king to "sit at my right hand until I make your
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The yap (for) in this case is explanatory, not causal.
In their assumed chronological order: 1 Thess 2:12; 2 Thess 1:5; 1 Cor 4:20:
6:9-10; 15:24; 15:50; Gal 5:21; Col 1:13; 4:11: Eph 5:5; 2 Tim 4:1: 4:18.
A s over against a yet future reign in an intermediate kingdom (see n. 65
above).
S o , e.g., in 1 Cor 6:9-10, "shall not inherit the kingdom of God"; cf. 15:50; Gal
5:21; Eph 5:5. This is probably true also of "being worthy of the kingdom of God" in
2 Thess 1:5, while the usage in 1 Thess 2:12 is more ambiguous.
On this question and Paul's own role in the combination, see Hengel, " 'Sit at
My Right Hand!'" 163-65.
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enemies a footstool under your feet." Understanding this in a messianic way
then caused Ps 8:7 l x x , with its similar language (plus "son of Man"), to be
intrepreted in the same way (cf. Eph 1:20). And all of this is very likely al
ready in place for Paul when he writes this letter. Thus:
Ps 109:1 l x x eaq Sv
1 Cor 15:25

ct^pv ov

Ps 109:1 LXX until
1 Cor 15:25

Ps 8:7 LXX

until

8to

Gfj ndvxaq xovq kxQpovq
vnb
your enemies
under
he puts all [his] enemies
under

toiv noorov <xou
xovq nbdaq crowo

I put

navxa

1 Cor 15:27 T t d v x a yap

Ps 8:7 LXX
1 Cor 15:27

xovq ex^povq GOV
vnonb&iov

vnsxaL\aq
vntxac]ev

all things
having put
for all things he has put

your feet
his feet
avxov

xmoKatoi

TOJV itoorov

vnb

xovq nboaq avxov

under
under

his feet
his feet

Paul's unique contribution to this scheme is to interpret the "enemies"
of Ps 110:1 in terms of "all enemies," the last and greatest of whom is
death itself. So when death is defeated by resurrection, this psalm will then
have reached its ultimate fulfillment. Moreover, the "citation" of Ps 110:1 in
v. 25 is yet another place where, for Paul, Christ has assumed the role that
God plays in the psalm itself. By changing from the first person, where Yah
weh is speaking, to the third person, to conform to Paul's use of the psalm,
he thus has attributed to Christ the role of "putting the enemies under his
(own) feet."
4. But having made that point, Paul then goes on to reflect on this antic
ipated reality in terms of the even grander scale of things: the resurrection
of the dead being the pivotal moment that marks the end of the present
scheme of things. And here is where the language of "subject all things"
under his feet comes into the picture. Paul is interpreting the psalm not only
as messianic but also now as the final event on the Messiah's kingly agenda.
He does this by referring to the currently reigning Christ as the Son (v. 28).
That "Son" is here to be understood first of all as a messianic designation is
made evident in two ways: first, by its sudden appearance in a context where
it refers back to "the one who must reign until all his enemies are under his
feet"; and second, by the use of the intensive avxoq (himself) in v. 28. which in
this case is an emphatic pickup of his being the one who rules in the earlier
sentence (v. 25). That is, the one eventually designated as "the Son himself"
75

"Several M S S , including A F G 33 629 a r, "fill out" the citation by adding avxov
(his) to represent the aov (your).
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(v. 28) is the one who in v. 25 was said to rule until he himself has put all his
enemies under his own feet, where "all enemies" refers especially to the final
enemy, death itself. Thus, when God's kingly Son has subjected death "under
his feet" through resurrection, his role as Messiah has been accomplished.
So he in turn "will be made subject to him who put everything under him, so
that God may be all in all."
5. It is this sequence of "events" and concerns that leads to the un
marked change of grammatical subject in vv. 27-28. At issue is where that
change takes place. Unfortunately, our present versification muddies the wa
ters; but if we follow Paul's own (repeated) structural signals, this is easier to
determine than is often allowed. Paul's sequence goes like this:
76
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A. "The end" (the destruction of death by resurrection) is marked by two
events:
1. The Son hands over the "rule" to his God and Father (v. 24a).
2. At the same time, he destroys all the "powers," especially "death"
(v. 24b).
B. The first biblical explanation (v. 25):
1. He must reign until all enemies are under his feet (Ps 110:1).
2. The last of these is death (v. 26)—what the passage is all about!
78

C. The second biblical explanation (v. 27a, citing Ps 8:6) :
1. First elaboration: the "all things" excludes the one doing the
subjecting.
2. Second elaboration: when this happens, even the Son becomes "sub
ject" to the Father.
Given Paul's own structural signals, not only does the whole argument
makes good sense, but also one can see a modified set of chiasms going on.
That is, the A l and A2 clauses are picked up in reverse order in the two bibli
cal explanations in vv. 25 and 27a: the first has to do with the destruction of
7 6

0 n this understanding, see Wright, Climax of the Covenant, 30.
O n the difficult issue of the subtle shift of referents regarding "he/him" in
vv. 26-28. see Fee (757-59), and now esp. Kreitzer {Jesus and God, 149-55), whose
careful refutation of J . Lambrecht ("Paul's Christological Use of Scripture in 1 Cor
15:20-28," NTS 28 [1982]: 502-27) seems decisive in favor of a "subtle shift" (so most
recent interpreters: Blomberg, Witherington, Hays, Collins. Thiselton. Garland).
Note that this is followed by a compounded oxav 5e . . . otav 8e, which in this
case functions quite differently from the previous set. Here the 8e (hut), although
probably "consecutive," nonetheless in each case responds to what immediately pre
cedes; and in both cases the otav begins a clause with a subordinating introductory
clause, "whenever (in time) this happens, then . . ." It is this feature that seems also
to mark the intended break in grammatical subject. On this as the proper place to
see the change of subject, see Hengel (" 'Sit at My Right Hand!'" 165), who likewise
suggests that "Paul offers a rationale for the entire argument in the . . . quotation
from Ps. 8:7."
7 7
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"the powers," especially "death"; the second has to do with the relationship
of the Son's present reign to the Father's eternal reign. And this in turn also
indicates where the grammatical change of pronominal subject takes place,
at C I , where Paul will explain biblically what it means for the Son to hand
over the rule to the Father. Thus (substituting the assumed antecedents for
the pronouns):
Then the end, when the Son hands over the rule to God the Father, when the Son de
stroys every rule and every authority and power. For the Son must rule until "he [the
Son] places his enemies under his (own) feet" [Ps 110:1]. The final "enemy" to be de
stroyed is death. For "He [God] has subjected all things under his [the Son's] feet."
Now when it says "all things have been subjected," this clearly excludes the one
[God] who has subjected all things to him [the Son]. So when he [God] has subjected
all things to him [the Son], then even the Son himself is subjected to the one [God
the Father] who subjected all things to him [the Son], in order that God might be all
in all
79

If this does not make smooth, or necessarily logical, reading for us, we
can be fairly sure that this is Paul's "logic," which is based finally on the
same "tension" between, on the one hand, his understanding of Christ as
participating in the divine identity as in 8:6 and, on the other hand, his un
relenting monotheism, so that there is only "one God" even while at the
same time there is now also only "one Lord."
Although it could easily be argued that this implies some form of "eter
nal subordination" of the Son to the Father, it is unlikely that Paul is think
ing in terms of Christ's person here, but rather of his role in salvation history.
The Son obviously does not cease to exist, nor is he here being placed eter
nally under the Father's authority; rather, in the event described in this
passage, his functional subordination in his role as Messiah, and thus as cur
rently reigning messianic Lord, is now completed, so that the "one God"
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T h i s switch from the aorist active in the psalm to the explanatory perfect pas
sive should be the giveaway as to what is going on and makes it certain (so it would
seem) that God is now to be understood as the subject of the verb "to subject."
In some evangelical circles the discussion of the eternal subordination of the
Son to the Father came into existence altogether as an attempt to bring women
under subjection to men. See esp. S. D. Kovach and P. R. Schemm Jr., "A Defense of
the Doctrine of the Eternal Subordination of the Son." JETS 42 (1999): 44-76; but
see the refutation by Kevin Giles, "The Subordination of Christ and the Subordina
tion of Women," in Discovering Biblical Equality: Complementarity without Hierarchy
(ed. R. W. Pierce and R. M . Groothuis; Downers Grove, 111.: InterVarsity Press,
2004), 334-52.
Cf. Wright. Climax of the Covenant, 30. 0. Cullmann (The Christology of the New
Testament [trans. S. C. Guthrie and C. A . M. Hall; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1959).
226-27, 293) suggests that Christ's lordship and sonship have a terminal point: that
they exist only as long as the church exists on earth. But that seems out of step with
the kind of Christology revealed in Phil 2:9-11, where "Lord" is the "name" given to
Christ, apparently without end.
8 0
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from whom and for whom are all things (1 Cor 8:6) is "all in all." The whole
universe finds its meaning once more in the final glory of the one God.
6. We should note, finally, although no point is made of it here, that this
is the first of four instances where Paul alludes to Ps 110:1, the most fre
quently cited/echoed text in the NT as a whole (see Rom 8:34; Col 3:1; Eph
1:20). For the early Christians this became the crucial text for their Kitptoc,
Christology, which, according to the Gospels, finds its origins in Jesus himself
(Mark 12:36 and pars.). Although each instance in Paul's writings comes
with a slightly different emphasis, common to them all is Christ's present ex
alted status at the Father's "right hand." The striking feature of the present
one is that it seems to bookend the inherent scandal set forth in 1:22-25, that
the Messiah who had died by crucifixion is the now exalted Lord at the
Father's right hand.
82

Jesus as Second Adam
One of the striking features of the preceding argument is found at its be
ginning, in 1 Cor 15:21-22, where Paul, without prior hint or anticipation,
draws an analogy between Christ and Adam in order to demonstrate the in
evitability of our resurrection inherent in the metaphor cmapxf] (firstfruits).
The Adam/Christ analogy has created a flurry of interest in its own right,
but our concern here is to tease out Paul's christological presuppositions in
its two appearances in this letter. See the more complete discussion in ch. 13.
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1 Corinthians 15:21-22
As noted, there has been nothing to prepare the reader for Paul's first
reference to Adam in his extant letters. Paul's point is nonetheless easily dis
cerned. The topic is the future bodily resurrection of believers; its premise
has been stated in the "topic sentence" (v. 20): Christ has been raised as the
"firstfruits" of those who are "sleeping." Therefore, just as the firstfruits of a
harvest are the harbinger of the whole crop, so Christ's resurrection as
firstfruits points to the certainty of the resurrection of those who are
8 2

0 n this matter, see the seminal work by D. Hay, Glory at the Right Hand: Psalm
110 in Early Christianity (SBLMS 18; Nashville: Abingdon, 1973), which is still the
starting point for the study of this psalm for Paul and other NT writers.
S e e , e.g., M. Black, "The Pauline Doctrine of the Second Adam," S/T 7 (1954):
70-79; J. Jervell. Imago Dei: Gen. 1.26/ im Spatjudentum. in der Gnosis und in den
paulinischen Briefen (FRLANT 58; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht); E. Brandenburger, Adam und Christus: Exegetisch-religionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung zu Rom. 5,
12-21 (l.Kor 15) (WMANT 7; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1962); R.
Scroggs, The Last Adam: A Study in Pauline Anthropology (Philadelphia: Fortress,
1966); J. D. G. Dunn, "1 Corinthians 15:45—Last Adam, Life-Giving Spirit," in Christ
and Spirit in the New Testament: Studies in Honour of Charles Francis Dighy Moule (ed.
B. Lindars and S. S. Smalley; London: Cambridge University Press, 1973), 127-41.
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Christ's. The "logic" is also easily discerned: resurrection presupposes death;
so just as death had its origins with a man, resurrection also has its origins
with another man (v. 21). This is then spelled out by naming the two "men,"
Adam and Christ, while at the same time Paul "locates" the Corinthian
believers in both "Adam" and "Christ" (v. 22).
The reason for the analogy, therefore, is twofold. First, Paul uses it to
point out that death is the result of sin—sin that was let loose in the world
through "a man"—so that all are heirs of our human progenitor in that we
all die. But second, the main point of the analogy and now as an interpreta
tion of the "firstfruits" metaphor, the divine response to our death is resur
rection, a resurrection that all who are Christ's will equally share, just as
they shared equally in the "death" of Adam. Hence, the emphasis in this first
instance is on Christ's real humanity. Whatever else is true of Christ, in his
incarnation he was a true h u m a n being, who died as Adam died; otherwise,
the analogy does not work at all.
84

It is of some interest, therefore, that this passage leads into the
messianism that follows in vv. 23-28, where Christ's present role since his
8 4

This, of course, is not precisely what Paul says; but it is almost certainly what
he means. Since Paul's letters were intended to be read aloud, not silently, it is typical
of Paul's prose to express contrasts or analogies by way of balanced, poetic lines like
these. In so doing, Paul often keeps the rhetoric intact, even if what is said is not pre
cise. So, e.g., in 1 Cor 6:13, he cites the "poetry" of the Corinthians' slogan:
Food for the stomach,
and the stomach for food;
and God will destroy both the one [food] and the other [stomach].
He then follows this with his theological denial that their slogan works with regard
to the body, as they apparently were arguing. Thus he asserts, following the same
pattern but making a necessary temporal adjustment to line 3:
The body for the Lord,
and the Lord for the body;
and God both raised the Lord,
and will raise us by his power.
By using poetically balanced lines, and in favor of the aural contrast over precision,
the second line of this construction (on its own) would appear to border on theologi
cal nonsense. Whatever else, the Lord does not exist simply for the sake of our bod
ies, which is what Paul says but hardly what he means. The same thing has
happened here, and it happens again in the much-debated 15:45 (see p. 117 below).
Paul's poetic instincts simply win out over precision, and he expects his hearers to
read the imprecision within the context of their known theology. Thus:
(liajtep yap
ovtwc, Kai

Just as
so also

ev tqi 'A8du
ev tw Xpioxw

in Adam
in Christ

Jtdvxec, COTo6vf|<3Kouaiv,
itdvxet; £a)O7toin9f|0ovxai.

all die,
all shall be made to live.

Although there can be no question about the universal nature of the first jrdvxec;,
there is every good reason, in light of the whole of the Pauline corpus, not to make
the second navxeq equal the first in meaning.
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own resurrection is that of messianic king, who is now exalted and "ruling"
in heaven.

1 Corinthians 15:44-49
The second occurrence of the Adam/Christ analogy/contrast in 1 Cor 15
comes at the end of his response to the second issue in the chapter: the na
ture of the resurrection body. With a series of analogies, one leading to yet
another, Paul argues that (1) the resurrected body will have genuine conti
nuity with the present body but (2) it will undergo significant change so as
to be adapted to the life of the future. Toward the end of the argument, this
change is expressed by means of the words \\IVXIKOV
(belonging to the soul)
and Ttve-upaxvKov (belonging to the spirit). But in doing so—that is, by describ
ing the two expressions of bodily existence this way—he created a consider
able oxymoron, ocoua TxveuucmKov ("spiritual" body). Most likely, in light of
how he used these two adjectives in 2:6-16, he here intends to describe a
"body adapted to the final life of the Spirit," whereas the first "body" is that
which is adapted to the present earthly life, characterized by ifuxfj.
And here is where Paul picks up once again on the Adam/Christ anal
ogy, but now by sharp contrast only. Paul's present usage seems to have been
determined by two matters: (1) the Septuagint's use of the word \\fv%r\ to de
scribe what Adam became in creation, and (2) his conviction that what is es
sential to our final life is Spirit (rtveiipa). What is different in this second use
of the analogy is that Paul is no longer emphasizing Christ's humanity as in
common with Adam; rather, in sharp contrast to Adam, whose body was
subject to decay and death, Christ's risen body is quite the opposite. It is now
"of heaven" (even though it began on earth) and is therefore without the
possibility of decay. So even though the contrast is maintained by the lan
guage of the "first man Adam" and the "last Adam/second man," the em
phasis on Christ is no longer on his humanity but on his present heavenly
existence in a raised/transformed body.
Paul's way of saying this, especially his playing on the language of the
Gen 2:7, has caused some to read Paul as advocating a "Spirit Christology."
But as is pointed out in ch. 16, the support for such a view is especially weak,
so much so that one could assume it not to exist at all. In a passage whose
85
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The recent, and most influential, presentation of this perspective is by Dunn
("1 Corinthians 15:45"; cf. Ziesler [Pauline Christianity. 46-47], who bought into it to
tally). Even though Dunn recognizes that the crucial clause about Christ has been
shaped by the former one about Adam, he insists that Paul nonetheless intends
something quite christological in this passage. Moreover, Dunn's statement on the
basis of Paul's use of "life-giving jtve\)|ia," that the "believer's experience of the lifegiving Spirit is for Paul proof that the risen Jesus is awua 7ive\)(iaxiK6v" ("1 Corin
thians 15:45," 131 [emphasis mine; Dunn emphasizes the whole sentence]), is an
assertion pure and simple. In fact, this quite turns Paul's own point on its head,
namely, that Christ's now assuming a "supernatural body" is the certain evidence
that the Corinthian believers, too, will eventually "bear such a body" (v. 49).
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whole point is soteriological-eschatological, Paul is intent on one thing: to
demonstrate from Christ's own resurrection that there must be a future,
bodily resurrection of believers as well. Thus he begins by citing the Septua
gint of Gen 2:7, in a kind of midrash pesher:
86

1 Cor 15:45 eyevExo 6 jrpcoToc,

dvBpoTtoq

6 eo^aToq

'A5au
ASdp

eiq \|ruxr|v ^rotrav,
eiq

Ttveiiua
^CpOTtOlO'UV

G e n 2:7

Kai

eyevExo

6 dvOpojiroq

1 Cor 15:45

became

man

Gen 2:7

and

the first
the last
became

the man

eiq yi>xr|v ^cao-av
Adam
Adam

a living soul,
a life-giving spirit
a living soul

Several observations about this citation-turned-interpretation are needed:
1. Paul's modifications of the Septuagint in the first line—the additions of
the adjective "first" and of the name "Adam"—seem specifically designed to
lead to the second line, where his real concern lies.
2. The two words that describe Adam and Christ respectively (\(/uxf| and
7tv£"uua) are the cognate nouns for the adjectives \|/\)XIKOV and TtveuumtKov
in v. 44. This in fact is the only reason both for the Genesis citation and for
the language used to describe Christ. This clear linguistic connection implies
that the original bearers of the two kinds of bodies mentioned in v. 44 are
Adam and Christ. That is, the two Adams serve as evidence that even as
there is a \^V%IKOV body (as the first Adam demonstrates [Gen 2:7]), so also
Christ, the second Adam, by his resurrection is evidence that there must be a
7rv£uuaxtK6v body.
3. Not only so, but Paul's basic reason for saying that Christ became "a
life-giving 7tveiJua" is that the Septuagint had said of Adam that he became
"a living yvxA-" That is, the language of the citation alone called for the par
allel language about Christ. This is as typically Pauline as one can get, where
he makes wordplays in contrasting clauses that would never have existed
without the preceding contrast. It is of some interest, therefore, to note that
87
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Cf. E. Earle Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament (Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd,
1957: repr., Grand Rapids: Baker. 1981), 141-43; it is doubtful, however, whether Paul
is here citing a midrash that had already taken hold in Christian circles (95-97). Paul
himself is perfectly capable of such pesher. Dunn argues that the whole sentence
"stands under the ovxiaq yeypomxcu—including verse 45b, as the absence of 8e indi
cates" ("1 Corinthians 15:45," 130). Yes and no. This is true of the pesher as such, but
Paul scarcely intends the second clause to be understood as Scripture, even in a
targumic way, in the same sense that the first line is.
A s Dunn ("I Corinthians 15:45," 130) also notes.
This is the point that Max Turner makes especially strongly ("The Significance
of Spirit Endowment for Paul," VE 9 [1975]: 62); cf. Wright: "Adam and Christ as indi
viduals are not the main subjects of discussion, but a buttress to the anthropological
assertions of vv. 42-44, 46-47" (Climax of the Covenant, 32).
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every alleged "Spirit Christology" turns to this text at some point for support.
But to create a theological construct from a wordplay, when straightforward
statements of all kinds stand on the other side of such an idea, is to derive
Christology from a highly suspect methodology.
4. Even though the content of Paul's second line is neither present nor
inferred in the Genesis text, it nonetheless reflects the language of the prior
clause in the Septuagint, "and [God] breathed into his face the breath of life
[7IVOTJV £cof|cJ." Now in speaking about Christ, Paul makes a play on this lan
guage. The one who will "breathe" new life into these mortal bodies—with
life-giving TiveiJua (as in Ezek 37:14)—and thus make them immortal is none
other than the risen Christ himself.
5. The language "life-giving" thus repeats the verb used of Christ in the
previous Adam/Christ analogy in v. 22, indicating decisively, it would seem,
that the interest here, as before, is in Christ's resurrection as the ground of
our resurrection ("in Christ all will be made alive"). Therefore, the argument
as a whole, as well as the immediate context, suggests that even though
Christ has now assumed his exalted position in a ocopa jweuucmKov and is
thus a "life-giving nvsupa," his function in this particular role will take place
at the resurrection of believers, when he "makes alive" their mortal bodies
so that they too assume a oropa 7tv£uuemKOv like his.
89

The concern of line 2, therefore, is not christological in the sense that
Christ and the Spirit were somehow now interchangeable terms for Paul. In
deed, despite the combination of "life-giving" and Ttveiiuct, he almost cer
tainly does not intend to say that Christ became the life-giving Spirit, but
rather a life-giving spirit. Christ is not the Spirit; rather, in a play on the
Genesis text, Paul says that Christ, through his resurrection, assumed his
new existence in the spiritual realm, the realm, of course, that for believers
is the ultimate sphere of the Spirit, in which they will have "spiritual" bod
ies, adapted to the final life of the Spirit.
90

Nonetheless, if there is not a "Spirit Christology" at work in this passage,
and that does seem to be foreign to everything that Paul is actually arguing
here, it does have two significant christological moments that need to be iso
lated and thus highlighted.
The first of these occurs in the second line of v. 45. In referring to Christ
as a "life-giving 7tve-fjpa," Paul envisions the risen Christ as assuming the es
chatological role that God played at the beginning. As God breathed life into
the first Adam, so that Adam (and all his progeny) would become living be89

C f . the critique in Wright, Climax of the Covenant, 31-35: see the further discus
sion of this issue in ch. 16 below, pp. 589-91.
G r a m m a r must still have its day in court. Paul tends to be very precise and
generally unambiguous with his use or nonuse of the definite article with "Spirit." In
the nominative, both as subject or as predicate noun (as here), when Paul intends
the Holy Spirit, he always uses the article. For a full analysis of Pauline usage, see
Fee, God's Empowering Presence, ch. 2.
90
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ings, created in God's image, so Christ is now asserted to be the one who will
breathe life into the dead so that they too shall live. Thus the risen Christ is
seen to share in an otherwise unshared divine prerogative, as the Living One
who gives life to others.
The second of these, on the other hand, in v. 49 actually offers us a sig
nificant moment of genuine Adam Christology, where Paul picks up the
eiKcbv 9eou (image of God) language from Gen 1:26-27 and 9:6. At the con
clusion of this passage, where he is contrasting the two dv0pco7toi (men) as
earthly and heavenly, Paul urges that since believers have borne the "image"
of the man of earth, they should also now (because they will) bear the
image of the man of heaven. The christological significance of this text is
its certain emphasis in context on Christ's humanity and thus on his being
the second Adam, the one who has most truly borne the divine image in his
human life.
91

At the same time, because the present emphasis is on the new expres
sion oi the earthly body that he now bears, the assumption is that the escha
tological goal of his redemptive work lies with our being transformed into
that same image, so that the goal of the first creation will be finally realized
in the second.
Thus, we should note that this is the first occurrence of "image" lan
guage in the corpus, and it seems designed here once again to emphasize
Christ's genuine humanity. That is, Christ himself is seen as the one who, in
his humanity, has been the one true bearer of the divine image, vis-a-vis the
first Adam. And just as the Corinthians have borne the image of the fallen
man in their "earthiness" and thus their sinfulness leading to death, Paul is
urging them now to live in such a way that just as they through Christ bear
the divine image now, so they will also bear his image when they are raised
to life immortal.
9 1

This reflects the textual decision argued for in my commentary (794-95, and
the textual n. 5 on p. 787), which in this case, despite its being chosen by a minority
of scholars and translators, has the overwhelming textual evidence, both external
and internal, in its favor. Although it is true that Paul has been carefully arguing
with them about the reality of the future eternal expression of the current body,
which is subject to decay and death, it is also true that he has done so by a continual
contrast between the body that the first Adam bore and that which the second Adam
now bears. And if the sudden switch to exhortation comes as a bit of a surprise, it
should not really be so for one well acquainted with Paul; nor does the exhortation
really put their future in doubt, as some fear might happen if they were to choose to
go with Paul's original text. Paul is simply being Paul, and he concludes first with the
affirmation common to our being human: "just as we have borne the image of the
earthly man" (note the past tense [!]; had Paul intended a simple contrast between
present and future, one would expect him to have continued to use the present here).
But his concern throughout this letter has been for them to live in keeping with the
new life that has been given to them in Christ; so he concludes, "let us also bear the
image of the heavenly man." And with that, the net gets thrown a little wider, so as
to include their living now in conformity to the One whose new kind of body they
are in fact destined to bear. See further ch. 13, pp. 538-39.
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Jesus as Kvjpioc
As noted at the beginning of this chapter, Paul's primary way of speak
ing about Christ in this letter is with the title 6 Kitpioc, (the Lord), which once
more brings us back to 8:6 as our point of departure. And as with the Thes
salonian letters, the usage is both wide-ranging and christologically loaded.
But in this case we begin at the end, since one of the more significant uses of
this title in the entire corpus occurs here.

1 Corinthians 16:22—The Lord and Early Christian^Devotion
92

The closing matters in this letter (16:19-24) are highly unusual and
probably reflect the tensions that exist between the church and Paul. On the
one hand, much is recognizable. Verses 1 9 - 2 0 offer the standard exchange of
greetings, while vv. 2 1 and 2 3 are recognizable from 1-2 Thessalonians: "I,
Paul, write this greeting in my own hand"; and "the grace of the Lord Jesus
be with you" (which becomes a standard item). On the other hand, each of
these (vv. 2 1 and 2 3 ) is followed by a note about love, different from anything
else in his letters and therefore startling when compared with the others.
The unusual final sign-off item (v. 2 4 ) will not detain us here ("My love to all
of you in Christ Jesus. Amen"), although there seems to be an emphasis on
"all of you" that probably reflects some of the inherent tensions in the
community itself.
More striking is v. 2 2 : "If anyone does not love the Lord [(JRA.EI TOV
K u p i o v ] , let that person be anathema. Maranatha." The assonance of these
final two Aramaic words could hardly have been missed by those who would
have heard the letter read aloud in their oral, and therefore aural, culture.
As such, these words serve as the centerpiece of this epistolary conclusion;
and as has been recently pointed out, they most likely are to be understood
in the covenantal context of the anathema.^ That is, in many ways these two
words together serve simultaneously as invitation and warning—invitation
to covenant loyalty by "loving the Lord" through obedience to what Paul has
here written and is now signing off with his own hand; but also warning, if
they are disobedient, of God's cursing them at the end when the Lord comes.
Whatever else, this anathema stands in striking contrast to the "anath
ema ]esus" of 12:3 that Paul adamantly denies can be an utterance of the
Spirit. Although this is often seen as a hypothetical contrast to the basic
Christian confession of "icupioq Jesus," the concluding warning of the pres
ent passage suggests that there might be more to the way the issue was
raised in 12:3 than is often allowed. And while this is not the place to specu92

See J. A . D. Weima, Neglected Endings: The Significance of the Pauline Letter
Closings (JSNTSup 101; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1994), 201-8.
S e e esp. Eriksson, Traditions as Rhetorical Proof, 279-98: cf. Thiselton (1348-53),
who endorses Eriksson's conclusions.
t,!
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late on its specific nature, it is not a long stretch for one to relate such an
anathema to Paul's adamant stance in 1:13-31 regarding his own proclama
tion of a crucified Messiah, which some in Corinth seem less enthusiastic
about. In any case, and whatever the specifics might be in 12:3, the anathema
there stands in stark contrast to the confession of Jesus as Lord. And so it is
again in the present passage, where Paul reverses the "curse" so that it now
rests on those who fail to "love the Lord." It is therefore of more than passing
interest that both of the contrasting uses of anathema in this letter focus on a
possible attitude toward the lordship of Christ in this early Christian commu
nity. And thus in each case Paul both asserts that lordship and urges love for
the Lord as absolutely basic to Christian existence.
This carries its own christological weight. Elsewhere Paul can speak of
"loving God" (Rom 8:28, with dycmdo)); only here does he speak of loving
Christ. The fact that Paul can make such an interchange is in itself a note
worthy christological moment; that he does so here simply highlights the
central role that Christ plays throughout the letter, most likely because the
Corinthians by attitude and action are subordinating him to a much lesser
role. Disobedience to what Paul says, who has "the mind of Christ" (2:16), is
to put oneself under the curse of covenant disloyalty.
But equally important is the other side of the assonance, Maranatha.
Our present concern is not to engage in the long debate as to whether this
term is basically indicative or vocative ("The Lord comes" or "Come,
Lord"). Whatever else, it is to be understood first of all as the response to
anathema, so that either indicative or vocative works well: either disobedience
means "curse," so take notice because "the Lord is coming"; or rather than
experience the "curse" associated with disobedience, join in the Christian
longing, "Come, Lord" (cf. Rev. 22:20). The general consensus of NT scholar
ship is that the latter is intended, as is evidenced by the majority of English
translations that gloss the phrase in English rather than simply transliterate
it (as in the Kjv).
The significance of this cry for our purposes is twofold. First is the fact
that an untranslated Aramaic phrase, written in Greek for a Greek-speaking
Christian community, is still in use some twenty-three or more years after
Christ's death and resurrection. Why would this be so? Almost certainly be
cause they learned it from Paul or his companions as a phrase that had mean
ing to him/them in its original tongue. This further means that the cry must
go back before Paul himself became a believer, since by his own testimony
(Gal 1:15-24) he had very little contact with the Aramaic-speaking church for
most of the years following his conversion. Thus he would have learned it
either from his earliest association with Aramaic-speaking followers of Jesus in
94
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0 n this matter, see the recent helpful overview in Thiselton, 1348-53.
This is very similar, therefore, to the Abba cry in Gal 4:6 and Rom 8:16. which
can only be explained as having come into the early church by way of Jesus himself
and thus became devotional language even for those who did not know Aramaic.
c)S
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Damascus or from his time in Antioch—but in this case from Greek-speaking
Christians who themselves had already kept the "sacred language." In any
event, this prayer (or affirmation) goes back to the very earliest time in the
church, meaning that prayer to Christ as "Lord" is something Paul inherited,
not something he created.
The second (very significant) point is that this cry serves as evidence
that almost from the very beginning the early church, because of Christ's
resurrection and exaltation, had come to think of him in terms of Ps 110:1.
He is now the Lord, seated at the right hand of the Father, to whom they
pray. It is not surprising, therefore, that even the Greek-speaking church had
an attachment to this "foreign" phrase that signified so much—about both
Christ himself and their longing for his return.
Most scholars assume that this first text examined reflects the church at
worship. It is fitting, therefore, that we turn next to three furthensuch texts
that find expression in contexts where Paul is trying to bring some correc
tions to what is transpiring during Corinthian worship. We take these in
their canonical order.
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1 Corinthians 5:6-8; 10:16-17; ll:17-34~The Lord of the
Eucharistic Meal
One of the more certain realities of the Jesus tradition is that in antici
pation of his forthcoming death, he instituted a meal with his disciples that
would be in his honor, whereby they would remember him—especially his
death for them—on an ongoing basis. Significant for our present purposes is
the historical reality that meals in honor of a deity were a part of the entire
ancient Near Eastern world, including Israel. For example, Egyptian and
Canaanite meals in honor of a god are reflected in Exod 32:7; N u m 25:1-3,
while practices contemporary with Paul and the Corinthians are seen in the
more than twenty-five extant papyrus invitations to such meals. The same
is true with Israel, where the legislation for both their three annual feasts
(Exod 23:14-19) and their festive celebration of the tithe (Deut 14:22-27) in
cluded requirements to eat in the presence of Yahweh (Kiipioq [Deut 14:26];
Exod 23:14-17). And the Passover in particular, though eaten in homes, was
specifically referred to as "celebrating the Passover to the LORD" (7toirjcjca t o
7iaa%a Kupiw [Exod 12:48]).
98

It is in this latter context of eating "the Passover to the L O R D " that Jesus
instituted what the apostle Paul came to call trupioiKov 5ei7ivov {a meal in
honor of the Lord [1 Cor 11:20]), which in ch. 10 he had referred to as "par
ticipation in the blood and body of Christ," the latter specifically intrepreted
in terms of the church (10:16-17). But in 5:6-8 he keeps all the imagery of
%

0 n this question, see Hurtado, Lord Jesus Christ, 21, 110.
On the probability that they learned to do so because Jesus himself did so, see
ch. 14.
0 n this matter, see Fee, "EiScoJioG-uxa Once Again," 113-18.
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the Exodus intact: "Christ our Passover has been sacrificed. Therefore let us
keep the festival . . . with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth." This
combination makes three matters certain: (1) that the rcuptaicov Seircvov of
11:20 is the Christian celebration of Passover; (2) that the primary point of
reference is Christ's "sacrifice" as the eternal paschal lamb; (3) that the meal
was universally celebrated in the early church (which is the assumption of
the final exhortation). Most historical interest in this meal has had to do
with its meaning and significance, but my goal here is simply to point out
the considerable christological supposition that resides in Paul's descriptions
of this meal, which exist primarily because of some abuses in Corinth.
What seems certain, then, on the basis of the passing reference in 5:7, is
that Paul and the early church understood this meal as a replacement of the
Passover meal, so that Christ the Lord has assumed the role of honoree that
in Judasim had for centuries belonged to Yahweh alone and that in sur
rounding cultures belonged to the various "gods" and "lords" of the pagan
cults. See further on 10:19-22; 11:32 (pp. 131-33,138).

1 Corinthians 12:3—The Lord and the Earliest Christian
Confession
To conclude his (for us) complex opening salvo regarding the Corinthi
ans' overly zealous fascination with speaking in tongues," Paul sets forth
the ultimate criterion for all Spirit activity within the gathered community:
does it coincide with the basic Christian confession, K-upioq 'rnoo-uc, (the Lord
is Jesus). Indeed, his way of putting it is that this confession can be made
only by one speaking through the agency of the Spirit. Significantly, this
confession will occur two more times in Paul's letters, always in this order,
even though in three quite different contexts.
Three things seem to be at play with this confession, which account
both for the word order and for Paul's insistence here that it can be spoken
only by those who have received the Spirit. This is obviously both the truly
radical early Christian confession and the one therefore that served as
the ultimate demarcation of followers of Jesus from all other peoples on
the planet.
First, there is the significance of the word order, where the emphasis lies
on the fact that "the Lord" is none other than Jesus. On the one hand, this
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" O n the complications of this passage, see Fee, 58-82, and now esp. Thiselton,
911-27; Garland, 564-73.
See below on Rom 10:9 and Phil 2:11, in the latter instance with the addition
of XplCJTOC,.
Interestingly, in Rom 10:9 it is evidence of conversion and therefore is the
hallmark of the true follower of Christ; here it is understood as the ongoing confes
sion that marks off from all others those who have the Spirit; in Phil 2.T1 the thrust
is eschatological. when the whole universe of created beings, including Caesar him
self, will finally acknowledge what Christians now affirm as an ongoing reality: the
Lord is none other than Jesus.
1 0 0
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picks up the reality noted above on 8:6, where Paul's reshaping of the Shema
presupposes that Christ has assumed the role of "Lord" at the right hand of
the Father (Ps 110:1) and that he is thus the "Lord" who is at work in many
of the Septuagint texts where Kuptoc, stands for the Tetragrammaton
(YHWH). Although this connection with the Tetragrammaton is not part of
the present context, it is the crucial matter in the next two occurrences of this
confession (Rom 10:9; Phil 2:10-11). The "Lord" (Adonai = KuptocJ of the
Shema is Jesus; and confessing him as such is the primary line of demar
cation between followers of Christ and all others in the present age. The de
votion that was once the special province of Yahweh alone is now to be
directed toward Christ himself: the Lord is Jesus.
Second, its final appearance in Phil 2:11 probably is intended in part to be
a subversion of the empire with its emperor worship/devotion. ^This is quite
likely to be the case very early on. That is, the basic reason for its being a word
given to believers by way of the Spirit is precisely that this confessiori radically
marks off God's new covenant people from the rest of the empire, where loy
alty to the emperor is expressed in terms of Caesar's being lord and savior.
Third, this confession, therefore, whatever else, was the acknowledg
ment—and thus included tacit submission to—the ultimate lordship of the
risen Christ. Such submission assumed that one's loyalty in every aspect of
life did not belong to any earthly "lord," be it the emperor or a householder
or one of the "lords many or gods many" that surrounded them; rather, such
submission was to be given to the one and only Lord, Jesus Christ. Hence this
confession presupposes not just Paul's high Christology but that of the entire
early church.
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1 Corinthians 12:4-6—The Lord and the Divine Triad
Following his declaration that only by the Spirit can one confess Jesus as
Kijpioc;, Paul launches immediately into his first concern with regard to
Spirit gifting in the assembly: unity does not require uniformity (all speaking
in tongues), but it does require diversity. To get there, he does a most as
tounding thing: he marks the diversity itself as consonant with the divine
Triad of Spirit, Lord, and Father.
There are over twenty soteriological texts in Paul's letters that speak
of salvation directly or indirectly in triadic terms: as the work of the Father
104
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O n this matter, see esp. the discussion in C. E. B. Cranfield, A Critical and
Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans (2 vols.; 6th ed.; ICC; Edinburgh:
T&T Clark, 1975-1979), 2:529-30.
A l t h o u g h Cullmann (Christology. 219-21) probably was wrong in giving this
matter priority regarding Pauline usage, one would disregard it to one's exegetical
peril in light of its use in 1-2 Thessalonians and Philippians, where it seems certain
to play a secondary role. Cullmann's strength lies in his emphasis on the contrast,
"Cursed is Jesus," which may point to a recanting to avoid martyrdom.
F o r the references, see Fee, God's Empowering Presence, 48 n. 39.
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(predicated upon his love), of the Son (whose death and resurrection secured
it), and of the Spirit (who implemented it and made it effective). But the pres
ent text, along with 2 Cor 13:13(14) and Eph 4:4-6, stands apart from these.
Here Paul is not at all speaking of the role of the three in effecting our salva
tion; rather, he is asserting that the diversity necessary for a healthy body is
precisely the diversity found in the identity of God himself. Thus in identical
sentences Paul begins with the Spirit, since that is where the present con
cern lies. But he will not allow them to divorce the work of the Spirit from
that of the Son and the Father. The poetic structure of the whole itself seems
to demand such an understanding:
12:4-6

8 i a t p e a e n ; 8e
mi

%apicudxcov e i a i v ,

8impeaet<; 8iaKovia>v e i a i v ,

TO

Se aiitd 7uvev/icc

K a i 6 avxbq Kiipioc/

K a i 8iaipeaei<;

evepyniidxcov e i a i v ,

6 8e airroc 8e6c 6 evepycov

But diversities of

giftings there are,

but the same Spirit;

and diversities of

ministries there are,

but the same Lord;

and diversities of

workings there are,

but the same God, who works
all things in all people.

xd rcdvxa ev

rcdaiv.

In a way that becomes typical throughout the corpus, Paul simulta
neously includes the Spirit and the Lord within the divine identity, while
placing their work within the larger context of God the Father. Our present
concern is to point out the considerable christological implications of such a
text. In this letter in particular, where Christ's preexistence is explicitly put
forth as presuppositional to our present understanding of God (8:6), this pas
sage assumes this reality, just as it does of the Spirit; and thus it becomes the
kind of passage that will cause later generations to work out the implications
of God's oneness in terms of his being, by expounding a Trinitarian under
standing of God. Thus, in its own way this text and its companions join with
the authors of John's Gospel and of Hebrews to lay the foundation for the
Christian doctrine of the Trinity. A high Christology is simply presuppo
sitional in such texts.
These first four passages together account for the significance that this
title had in the life of Paul and of his churches. The next text offers us an
understanding of the origins of this confession for Paul himself.

1 Corinthians 9:1—Paul's Encounter with the Risen Lord
In one of the more significant (for us) moments in 1 Corinthians, Paul
sets out to justify his apostleship to those in the church who were calling his
authority into question, or at least were having their doubts. 'Am I not an
apostle?" he asks; and then in immediate response to his own rhetorical
question he responds, ov%\ 'Inao-uv xov Kijpiov rpcov eopara (Jesus the Lord of
us have 1 not seen?). Almost everything about this question carries christo
logical weight.
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First, the order of the words gives the question a double emphasis, with
"Jesus our Lord" in first position and "1 have seen" in final position. Second,
the introductory o"u%i is emphatic, insisting on the affirmative response that
it requires; this is especially so since the surrounding questions all have the
simple CU(K). Thus, as the primary evidence of his apostleship Paul asks rhe
torically, "Surely I have seen Jesus, our Lord, have I not?" Third, the refer
ence to Christ also comes in the emphatic expression "Jesus, the Lord of us,"
which means (when unpacked, but not necessarily with full intent here)
"the earthly Jesus who by resurrection has assumed his place of lordship,
and that lordship is over us as well." Indeed, the only other place in the cor
pus where this exact combination occurs—both Jesus and Lord, followed by
"our"—is Rom 4:24, which is likewise a reference to the risen Lord.
The point of Paul's rhetoric is that he is here asserting thafrChrist's ap
pearing to him, "abnormal" as it was (15:8), fulfills for him the firsfi criterion
of authentic apostleship, as 15:5-8 seems to make certain. In that passage he
first lists Christ's appearance to Cephas and the Twelve. After noting that
Christ also appeared to over five hundred brothers and sisters (v. 6), Paul
then returns to those who were being commissioned as apostles by these res
urrection appearances: James, all the apostles, and finally Paul himself.
This listing and the use of the same verb in each case indicate that Paul un
derstood his encounter with the risen Christ to be the same in kind as the
others. The difference in his case was the timing: it happened after such
appearances had ceased.
There can be little question that this experience, which, according to
Luke's account, happened on the road to Damascus, was for Paul both
earth-shaking and life-changing. Having seen the risen One, he now had to
rethink everything that he had come to believe about Jesus of Nazareth: in
stead of cursing Jesus by having him hung on a tree (pole), God had laid the
curse that we deserved on him and by resurrection had affirmed his death as
"for us." It is nearly impossible to understand Paul's radical turnabout, as he
himself expresses it in Phil 3:4-8 and Gal 1:13-17, apart from an encounter
with the living Jesus. And along with the other early followers of Jesus, he
had come to believe that Christ was the "Lord" of Ps 110:1, who is now
seated in the place of authority at the Father's right hand. All of this is
spelled out in various forms of detail elsewhere (e.g., Phil 2:9-11). But here
the issue is a simple one; what verifies Paul's apostleship is twofold: he him
self had seen the risen Lord and had thus been commissioned by him; and he
founded new churches (the point of the next rhetorical question).
Thus in many ways this bit of rhetoric, intended to bring the Corinthi
ans up short with regard to their attitude toward him (or at least that of
105
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T h i s latter term is a title, not a precise number, since there were only eleven
who actually saw him.
W h o they were, and how many, is forever unknown to us; but perhaps it
would have included, for example, Andronicus and Junia (Rom 15:7).
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some of them), serves for us as the primary key to our understanding Paul's
passion for the gospel and his utter devotion to Christ. It also serves as a pri
mary cornerstone to our understanding of what it means for him constantly,
and exclusively, to use 6 Ktipvoq as his primary title for the risen Jesus.

Jesus as the Krjpioq of Septuagint Passages
As with 1-2 Thessalonians, the most common place where Paul's under
standing of Christ as Lord emerges is his designation of Christ as the K"6pto<;
of OT texts where the Divine Name Yahweh had been so rendered in the Sep
tuagint. But in contrast to the two earlier letters, in this case Paul also cites
such texts as applying directly to Christ. This happens twice in this letter: in
1:31 and 2:16 as the clinching matter to end the first two parts of the argu
ment of chs. 1-4. In both cases Paul is shifting ground from a soteriological
understanding of the Jewish Messiah as the crucified One to a christological
affirmation of the crucified Christ as Kuproq. As with the preceding chapter,
we will examine these echoes and citations in their canonical order.

1 Corinthians 1:2
At the very outset, as in most of his letters, Paul has a variety of ways of
anticipating the issues to be taken up later. Although this comes out most
clearly in the thanksgiving (vv. 4-9), it actually begins in v. 2. In this, the
longest salutation in Paul's extant letters, three matters are pressed in this
order: (1) they are God's church because they have been sanctified in
Christ Jesus; (2) as his church in Corinth, they have been called to be dyiotc,
(= his holy people); (3) they are called to be such along with God's people
everywhere.
Our present interest is in the third item, which is the first of several in
stances in the letter in which Paul is trying to broaden the Corinthians' per
spective: they are in Christ with scores of other people in churches all over
the empire. Paul's way of describing this large body of people who belong
107
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At least this is the order of the best and (widespread) earliest evidence ($p B
D * F G b m Ambst). On the canon "the more difficult reading is most likely to be
original" (since scribes tended more to ease difficulties in the text than to create
them), this is easily the more difficult reading, and it also accounts for the rise of the
text found in N A . For the full argumentation of this point of view, see G. D. Fee,
"Textual-Exegetical Observations on 1 Corinthians 1:2, 2:1, and 2:10," in To What End
Exegesis? 43-56.
Gk. fiyiaauevotc, ev Xpiarw ITIOOU; in 1 Corinthians the verb used here,
dyid^ro. is used elsewhere as a metaphor for salvation itself (see 6:11; cf. 1:30). That
is, God's saving act in Christ set them apart as his holy people in their very pagan
surroundings.
S e e 1 Cor 4:17; 11:16: 14:33. esp. 36.
2
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to Christ is what interests us. They are "those who in every place call on the
name of our Lord Jesus, their Lord and ours."
In using this language to describe God's new eschatological people,
Paul has dipped into the OT in a very significant way. This language is
found first in Gen 4:26. But with Abraham it became a key way of distin
guishing God's people, hence its significance as a framing device for Abra
ham's failure in Egypt. As he first set out toward the south, he stopped at
Bethel and "called on the name of Yahweh" (eTCEKa^eoaxo E J U to) ovopcm
K"uptoi) [Gen 12:8]); following the Egypt narrative, he returns to Bethel and
once again "calls on the name of Yahweh" (Gen 13:4). This then becomes a
distinguishing feature of the people of God; they are those who "call on the
name of Yahweh."
This language is picked up later by Joel in his well-known description of
the eschatological Day of the Lord. When God pours out his Spirit on all
people, Joel prophesies, ndq bq dv erciKoMcrnTca xo ovopa Kupiou otp0f|aexai
(everyone who calls on the name of the LORD will be saved) (Joel 2:32 [3:5 L X X ] ) .
This is the passage that Paul later cites in Rom 10:13 as fulfilled when any
one, Jew and Gentile alike, believes with the heart in the resurrection of
Jesus and confesses with the mouth that "Jesus is Lord," thus evidencing
that this person has been saved. And this is the language that Paul now ech
oes at the beginning of this letter, as the reality that identifies those who are
Christ's own people worldwide and that later in this letter he will attribute,
as in the Joel passage, to the presence of the Spirit in their lives:
1 Cor 1:2

exuv rcacnv X O L < ; tniKaXovuevoiq

TO

O V O P A

xov

LEOPIOU

'ITICOII

FIPECW

Xpurxov

Gen 12:8

Kai

Joel 2:32

ndq bq dv
EJXiKaXeo~nTai
ocoenaexai

TO 6vop.a icopiou

1 Cor 1:2

with all those

Gen 12:8
Joel 2:32

and
everyone

the name of our Lord,
Jesus Christ
the name of the LORD
the name of the LORD

£7t£KaA.EO"axo em x& o v o p a t i i c u p i o u

who call on

he called on
who calls on
will be saved
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In Deuteronomy this formula serves as the primary way of distinguish
ing Jerusalem. It is the place where God will choose "to have his name
dwell," an expression that is regularly glossed in the Septuagint as "the place
where the LORD your God has chosen for his name to be called upon" (e.g.,
12:11: Kai eaxat 6 xbnoq ov dv £KA,e£r|xai Kiipioc, 6 Qebq iiucov e7iiKA,n0T|vav xo
ovopa avxov EKEX). It is not surprising, therefore, that the phrase also occurs
regularly in the Psalter and the prophets.
See also Gen 13:4: 21:33 (Abraham); 26:25 (Isaac); 33:20 LXX (Jacob).
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This Corinthians passage is the first of three where this phrase appears
in the Pauline corpus (see Rom 10:9-13 and 2 Tim 2:22 below); and in each
instance there can be little question that the "name of the Lord," which in
the OT texts refers to the Divine Name "Yahweh," has now been transferred
to Jesus, enthroned as the heavenly Lord. That is, God's people are still dis
tinguished as those who "call on the name of the Lord"; but the Lord on
whom they call is Christ himself, risen from the dead and exalted to the Fa
ther's right hand.
Given this beginning of 1 Corinthians, one is not surprised to meet the
several other instances of this same phenomenon, not to mention other
instances where Paul speaks of Christ in ways he elsewhere speaks only
of God.
111

1 Corinthians 1:31
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This passage, signaled by its introductory yeypaiixai (it is written), is
the first direct Yahweh/K-uptoq citation in Paul's letters where he has ex
plicitly applied an OT Kiipioq passage to Christ. The paragraph itself
(1:26-31) is a kind of midrash on Jer 9:23-24 (9:22-23 LXX), applied directly,
somewhat ironically, to the Corinthians and their present fascination with
and boasting in "wisdom." Thus, where Jeremiah underscores the "boast
ing" (= putting confidence in) of the wise, the strong, and the wealthy,
Paul points out that the believers in Corinth are none of these. Rather, at
the time of their calling they were among those who were not "wise," not
"strong," and not "well-born"; indeed, he points out, God chose them pre
cisely to bring to nothing those who could be characterized in this way. So
at the end Paul returns to Jer 9 and cites a truncated version of v. 24 (v. 23
LXX), emphasizing the Corinthian believers' need to "boast" in the Lord =
Jesus. Thus:
1 Cor 1:31 i v a KaOrix; y£ypa7ixar
Jer 9:23 l x x
1 Cor 1:31
Jer 9:23 LXX
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6 KorujceJMXvoi;,
ev K D p i w Koroxd<70(o

e v xouxco Koroxao-0(i)
c r o v i e i v Kai y i v c o o K e i v

6 Ka-uxwuevcx;
eye* ei\ii jeupioq

oxi

so that as it is written:

the one who boasts,
in the Lord let him boast
in this let him boast
the one who boasts,
to understand and know that I am the LORD

Hurtado notes that this usage "both explicitly indicates the christological ap
propriation of the biblical phrase and also makes this cultic reverence of Jesus the
universal description of Christian believers" (Lord Jesus Christ, 143).
This phenomenon is limited to three letters in the corpus: 1 and 2 Corinthians
and Romans (with only 2 occurrences in both 1 and 2 Cor).
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With a measure of freedom in actual wording, but in faithfulness to Jer
emiah's concern, Paul now applies the text directly to Christ himself. He
whom God set forth as the ironic expression of his wisdom, whose crucifix
ion provided righteousness, santification, and redemption, is now "the Lord"
in whom the Corinthians are to put their entire trust and boast. The irony, of
course, is that the Lord in whom they are to boast is none other than God's
foolishness, the crucified Messiah.
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The christological implication of such a claim is striking indeed, since
the context in Jeremiah has to do with Yahweh's absolute claim to loyalty
over all other gods. That Lord, now Jesus Christ, is the one in whom the Co
rinthians are to boast. Here alone is God's wisdom on display.
115

1 Corinthians 2:16
Paul does a similar thing at the end of the next section of the argument
(2:6-16), where he has set out to explain why the Corinthian believers
should be able to see God's wisdom in what the world perceives as utter fool
ishness. They have received the Spirit of God, who knows and reveals the
hidden things of God. At the end of this argument Paul makes a distinction
between the person with the Spirit (6 nvevpaziKoq),
who is thus able to dis
cern all things (= what God has done in Christ), and the person without the
Spirit (6 yv%iK6q), who is incapable of understanding the cross as God's wis
dom. With an explanatory yctp (for), Paul concludes his argument about this
capability on the part of the person with the Spirit by citing Isa 40:13:
"'See Gail R. O'Day, "Jer 9:22-23 and 1 Cor 1:26-31: A Study in Intertextuality,"
JBL 109 (1990): 259-67; Stanley, Paul and the Language of Scripture, 186-88. This is the
common view and would seem hardly to need demonstration, given that this cita
tion, loose as it might seem to be, serves as the climactic word to a very
christocentric passage that began with clear echoes of Jer 9:22 L X X . After all, it is
Christ whom God has set forth as "wisdom" for us, precisely so that God's people will
boast in the crucified Messiah as the Lord.
Richardson's comment on this passage seems confused (Paul's Language,
284-85). First, he acknowledges that "to boast 'in the Lord' (that is, in Christ) is the
equivalent of boasting of the sovereign reality of God." But then he denies that this
is "a transfer of language used in the Old Testament of God to Jesus." One can only
wonder how that is so, since "the Lord" has already been identified by Paul as "Jesus
Christ," who will next be identified as "the Lord of glory" who has been crucified by
the Romans (2:7). Richardson's concern is the right one: Christ is not here and else
where identified as God himself; but one of Paul's reasons for using the icupio<; of the
Septuagint in such passages seems to be that Christ is thereby included in the divine
identity, but without a straightforward, total identification so that the Son becomes,
or takes the place of, God, as it were. That is, by these transfers of OT language from
the Father to the Son, Paul is not saying that Jesus is the Yahweh in the OT passage
itself but that the K-upioi; = Adonai = Yahweh of that passage has now been applied to
Jesus Christ, who at his exaltation has been given "the Name" (Phil 2:10).
"'Hays (34-35) brings 1 Sam 2:10 L X X (a Septuagint addition to Hannah's
prayer, based on Jer 9:22-23) into the picture as well; but that seems unnecessary,
since Paul's wording is closer to Jeremiah than 1 Samuel.
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vovv KDpiov, bq trunPipdoxt avxov;
voiiv Xpio-xoi e^ouev.

r\[ielq 8e

Isa 40:13
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1 Cor 2:16

For who

Isa 40:13
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eyvto

vovv K u p i o v , K a i liq aiixoij
bq miuRiPa avxov;
cuufio'u^OI;q eyevexo,

has known the mind of the Lord,
who will advise him?
But we
the mind of Christ have,
Who
has known the mind of the LORD, and who his
adviser became,
who will advise him?

In context, the roproc, of this passage could possibly have a double refer
ent. First, it takes the reader back to vv. 10-11, where the Spirit whom they
have received is the very one who "searches the deep things of God." Thus it
is the Spirit who has revealed the mind of God, the God who has chosen the
foolishness of the cross as the ultimate demonstration of his eternal wisdom.
So in response to Isaiah's rhetorical questions, "Who has known the mind of
the LORD? Who will advise h i m ? " one could easily argue for a reference to
God the Father.
Paul's ultimate concern, however, is not simply that they get it right
with regard to the crucified One, but that they also come to terms with what
it means for them to be followers of such a one. So in typical fashion he con
cludes his answer to Isaiah's twofold question by including them in that an
swer. Even though Paul's "we" first of all means " I , " he deliberately includes
the Corinthians as also being among those who (now) "have the mind of
Christ." Thus, God's mind is at the same time "the mind of Christ," meaning
that our (proper) understanding of what God has done in Christ is the work
of Father, Son, and Spirit. The Spirit has revealed God's wisdom—God's
"mind," if you will—which at the same time is the mind of Christ.
And none of this is argued for; it is simply assumed by Paul. And he ob
viously expects the Corinthians to get on board—not as new revelation but
as the proper spelling out of what they already know about who Christ is.
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1 Corinthians 10:19-22
Here, and now with outright prohibition, Paul concludes his long argu
ment with the Corinthians about their insistence on attendance at temple
feasts. He begins by picking up on what could be perceived as the (wrong)
119
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T h e subtle changes to the Septuagint here reflect Paul's immediate concerns.
Since Paul's Corinthian opposition has not known the mind of the Lord (after all, in
3:1-4, he will accuse them, Spirit people though they are, of acting precisely like those
without the Spirit), how is it that they now have the temerity to offer him advice?
A l l the more so in light of the "citation" of this passage in Rom 11:34, where
it clearly refers to Yahweh. Cf. Hurtado (Lord ]esus Christ, 112), who is ambivalent.
O n this point, see Fee, God's Empowering Presence, 107-10.
See pp. 88-89.
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implications of his argument. By this somewhat circuitous (but absolutely
crucial) form of argumentation regarding temple feasts, they are not to
understand him to have suggested either that idol food is actually sacrificed
to a "god" or that the idols themselves are "gods" (v. 19). On that point, he
and they are in total agreement (see above on 8:6).
Their problem, it turns out, is that they lack a truly biblical understand
ing of idolatry, that the idols and their temples are the habitation of demons.
Paul's point, therefore, is that believers who are joined to the Lord cannot be
joined equally to demons (v. 20). Hence the argument now concludes, first,
with the absolute prohibition of attending such feasts, on the grounds that
believers in Christ may neither eat the food nor share the table of demons (v.
21). The clincher, second, lies in the rhetorical questions of v. 22: "Are we try
ing to arouse the Lord's jealousy? Are we stronger than he?"
Of interest for our present purposes is that in so arguing, Paul continues
the motif of Israel's disobedience in the desert (vv. 7-10) by applying to the
Corinthians' situation the Song of Moses (Deut 32:1-34), where Yahweh re
monstrates with disobedient Israel. Paul thus begins in v. 20 with an
intertextual echo of Deut 32:17:
120

1 Cor 10:20

aXk' oxv a

Deut 32:17
1 Cor 10:20

but what

Deut 32:17

OVODCTIV, Saifiovioiq

K a i ox> 0£<a Btxyoaxv

£0uo-av

K a i oi) 0era

Saijiovioiq
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they sacrifice, to demons and not to God
they sacrifice
they sacrificed to demons and not to God

In keeping with the Septuagint, Paul's sentence has the idolators not sacri
ficing "to a god [0£ocj" at all, either Yahweh or one of the gods; rather, their
idol gods were to be understood as the locus of demons.
With that in hand, Paul moves directly to the prohibition (vv. 20b-21),
and in so doing, he contrasts the 7ioxfjpiov Kupiou and the ipaneCr]q K u p i o u
with the "cup" and "table" of the demons. One must choose between what is
12l,

I n turn Paul has (1) used his own denial of certain apostolic rights for the
sake of others as exemplary for them (9:1-23), (2) spoken to the value of self-denial
(9:24-27), (3) used the example of Israel's rejection of the Lord in the wilderness
(10:1-13), and (4) appealed to the nature of their own "feast" in honor of the Lord as
participation in him and his body (10:14-18). He does all of this, it would seem, so
that there are sufficient grounds for the absolute prohibition with which he
concludes.
Paul's text has suffered at the hands of scribes, probably as the result of this
"repetition" of Gwucnv. Apparently as early as 5p '' the text was modified to be more
specific as to who was sacrificing to whom. Thus the later Majority Text (supported
by the early Latin evidence) rewrote it to read: dXX' o n S 0i>ouaiv xd E6VT|, Saiuovioic,
Sijovaiv Kai ov 9eto (but what the Gentiles sacrifice, to demons they sacrifice and not to
God). The N A text given here, and found in N A B C P 4* 33 81 1739 pc, is almost cer
tainly Paul's original.
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the Lord's and what is demonic; participation in both is absolutely forbidden
("You cannot do this!"). That leads then to the clinching moment. Returning
to the language of Deuteronomy once more, Paul concludes the argument
with a pair of rhetorical questions. The first one reads,
1 Cor 10:22

r\

napa^Ti^ovjiEV

TOV K o p i o v ;

Deut 32:21

cruiol

JtapeiTjiXroo-dv

\i£

1 Cor 10:22
Deut 32:21

or are we
these

making jealous
made jealous

the Lord?
me
at what is not a god

en ov 9em

In asking whether they are trying to make "the Lord" jealous, Paul thus
applies what happened to Yahweh in the OT to what the Corinthians are
doing to Christ. Just as Israel made the Lord = Yahweh jealous by sacrificing
to "no god" demons, so the Corinthians, by attendance at pagan feasts, are
sharing in what is demonic and thus making jealous their Lord = Christ, in
whose death and resurrection they participate when they eat and drink at
his table.
As always, Paul distinguishes between Qeoc, and Kijpioi;. Nonetheless,
they also have shared identity, so that the "Lord" whom Israel was provoking
to jealousy is, in the Corinthians' case, to be understood as the risen Lord,
Jesus Christ.

1 Corinthians 10:26
Having concluded the long argument that led finally to a prohibition of
attendance at temple meals, Paul turns in v. 23 to pick up the issue of temple
food available for purchase in the marketplace. And here we find a quite dif
ferent answer, which seems to make it certain that at issue has not been the
food per se but, rather, eating the food in the presence of and in participation
with what is demonic. On the matter of food per se, Paul shows no ambiva
lence whatsoever, even though, as in 9:19-22, he will argue for abstinence if
food causes difficulty for someone else. Freedom to indulge also means
freedom not to indulge.
To support his assertion (v. 25) that they may buy and eat anything sold
in the marketplace, Paul cites Ps 24:1 (23:1 LXX):
a
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xov i c o p i o u y P
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Ps 23:1 LXX

xov Kopiot)
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1 Cor 10:26

of the Lord (for) (is) the earth and its fullness
of the LORD
(is) the earth and its fullness

Ps 23:1

LXX

Because of the familiarity of this text, one may assume that Paul in
tended the Corinthians to recognize what he was doing: offering scriptural
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support for the preceding assertion. At issue for us is whether Paul in "cit
ing" the psalm is leaving the text as it sits in the O T , and thus letting the
Kupioq unconsciously stand for G o d , or whether, given the immediate con
text, we should assume that once more he intends K-upvoq = Yahweh now to
refer to Christ.
On the one hand, since the present argument concludes (v. 31) with the
necessity of doing all things to the glory of God (weocj and since Paul does
not seem to be making a christological point here, it is arguable that in this
case he is simply carrying over the meaning of the psalm in toto.
On the other hand, favoring the probability that Paul once more in
tended Kupioq = Christ are (1) the close proximity of the citation to v. 22,
which concluded the preceding argument; (2) the fact that Paul began the
entire argument by highlighting the preexistent Son's mediatorial role in
creation, who thus assumes the role of lcupioc; over both creation and those
whom he has redeemed; (3) the overwhelming evidence that in freestanding
sentences Paul always preserved this designation for Christ (in any case,
such a usage is fully in keeping with Paul's regular patterns noted in this
chapter and the preceding o n e ) .
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Kvpioq Jesus and Divine Prerogatives
As in 1-2 Thessalonians, this letter also has several instances where
Jesus as K-uproc; is understood in roles that are otherwise in Scripture always
attributed to God {Qeoc). This happens in a variety of ways. We take them up
in their order of appearance in 1 Corinthians (except for two items in ch. 7,
where, for conceptual reasons, "the command of the Lord" and the "law of
Christ" are discussed back-to-back).

The Grace of Our Lord (1 Cor 1:3; 16:23)
In the preceding chapter we have already dealt with the actual theologi
cal issues involved in the standard Pauline salutation, that grace and peace
are seen as coming from both God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. Here
I simply note how "grace" plays out in the rest of this letter.
First, in the letter body "grace" is expressed only in terms of God the
Father. Thus in 1:4; 3:10; 15:10, 57, "grace" is either "of God" or is "given by
God." But at the end of the letter, Paul's (typical) benedictory prayer is. "the
122

A n d this despite its lack of y e y p c m T C u . This is an instance where Paul's y a p
{for) tends to function in the place of "as it is written."
As Paul often does when the text functions in a supporting role and no point
is made of Kvpxoq at all. See n. 7 above.
C f . Capes (Old Testament Yahweh Texts. 140-45), who takes an even stronger
position than this one: Cullmann (Christoloaif. 222) takes a more cautious stance.
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grace of our Kijpioc, Jesus be with you." Thus the interchange between God
and the Lord noted in 1-2 Thessalonians continues here as well.

The Day of the Lord (1 Cor 1:8)
Toward the end of his long thanksgiving, in which Paul touches on
many of the items to be taken up in the letter, he speaks of the believers' cer
tain future as "the day of our Lord Jesus Christ." On this adoption of a Yah
weh phrase from the OT that Paul now attributes to Christ, see the discussion
on 1 Thess 5:2 (pp. 46-47).

In the Name of the Lord (1 Cor 1:10; 5:3-4)
1:10 rcapaKOitao Se vpaq, d8eA.<j)oi, 8 i d xov ovojiaxoc;
XOV KVplOV flH<»V I'nCTO'O XplCTTOU,

5:3-4

'eycb pev yap . . . fj8r| KEKpiKa aq Ttaprov xov ovxaq xovxo
Kaxepyaotiuevov E V x<5) 6v6p.axi xov K o p i o u 'Iti«rov.
4

1:10

I beseech you, brothers and sisters, through the name
of our Lord Jesus Christ

5:3-4

T for my part. . . already have judged, as being present, the one

who has perpetrated this deed, Hn the name of the Lord Jesus
In keeping with another phenomenon observed in 1-2 Thessalonians,
Paul in this case begins the letter body by making his appeal "in the name of
our Lord Jesus Christ" (1:10). Although this is not an oath as such, Paul is
using Christ's "name" as the authority behind the appeal that he is about to
make. The point, of course, is that he uses "the name of 6 K-upioq," which in
the Septuagint is the Divine Name for Yahweh. Here "the name of the Lord"
has been transferred altogether to Christ. On this matter, see the discussion
on 2 Thess 3:6 (pp. 67-68).
The usage of "in the name of our Lord Jesus" in 5:4 is more complex,
since it is related to the larger question of the syntax of the entire sentence.
But for several good reasons, including especially the fact that there is no
known instance in the NT where a prepositional phrase precedes the participle
and subject in a genitive absolute, the rendering of the NRSV and the TNIV
probably have it correct, that Paul has already pronounced judgment on the
man "in the name of our Lord Jesus." What is significant christologically
is that a judgment pronounced in the Lord's name belongs uniquely to Yah
weh, the God of Israel; for Paul, it belongs equally to Christ Jesus. This un
derstanding is also in keeping with Paul's use of the name in the mild oath
of 2 Thess 3:12. For the expression "the power of the Lord Jesus" in this sen
tence, see the discussion on 1 Cor 5:4 (pp. 139-40).
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Sent/Commissioned by Christ (1 Cor 1:1, 17)
One of the recurring themes in the OT is the fact that God "sends" mes
sengers and prophets to his people. The verb used in the Septuagint for this
"sending" is cmooxeM-w, which appears in the classic "commissioning" pas
sage in Isa 6:8. God asks, "Whom shall I send [cmoaxeiA,ci)]?" To which the
prophet replies, "Here I am; send me [cmooxeiAov ue]." S o also it is with the
"sending" of the Servant of Yahweh in Isa 48:16 and the sending of Ezekiel
in Ezek 2:4. In Paul's letters Christ now assumes this role by sending Paul to
proclaim the gospel (yap a7teoxeiA,ev ue Xpv<7x6q . . . evayyeXiC,eaQai [for
Christ sent me . . . to preach the gospel]; 1:17); thus, above all else Paul is "an
apostle of Christ Jesus" (1:1).

The Lord of Glory (1 Cor 2:8)
In one of the more striking moves in all of his letters, and with con
siderable irony, Paul speaks of "the rulers of this age" as having cruci
fied "the Lord of glory." Although this is not a phrase found in the OT,
the language rings with OT motifs. After all, "the Lord of glory" is not
far removed from "the King of Glory" in the great divine coronation
hymn, Ps 24.
But even more significant is the fact that "glory" in Paul's letters is pri
marily a way of speaking about God. He is the "Father of glory" (Eph 1:17),
who dwells in glory (Phil 4:19), for whose glory all things are and should be
done (1 Cor 10:31), and the one to whom glory is offered in benedictions and
praise (Gal 1:5; Phil 4:20). And now "the Lord" who shares that glory with
God the Father (2 Thess 2:14; 2 Cor 4:4) is the one whom the rulers of this
age have crucified. Paul's use of such a unique phrase is to point out to the
Corinthians that the one whom the powerful people of the world crucified is
none other than "the Lord of glory" himself. Thus the scandal of the cross
was not simply perpetrated by wicked people; what they did was predicated
on divine wisdom. Hence, what they did not, indeed could not, know was
that their act of brutality was against the very Lord of glory himself, whose
"glory" was not diminished by the shame of the cross. And, of course, inher
ent in such language is that the crucified One is also the presently reigning
Lord of glory. So their crucifying the Lord of glory was a win-win matter as
far as the eternal God is concerned.

The Lord Has Given/Assigned (1 Cor 3:5; 7:17)
In a context of stressing both the unity and the differing gifts between
himself and Apollos, Paul speaks of each ministry in terms of "as the Lord
has given/assigned to each" (eKdoxcp cbc, 6 Kiipioc, eScoKev). Elsewhere in
Paul's writings it is 6 9e6c; who "gives" such ministry (e.g., 2 Cor 5:18). In the
OT, by way of the Septuagint, such gifting is always seen as the prerogative of
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Knpiog = Yahweh. And even though in the rest of the present paragraph
Paul puts all the emphasis on God's activity, he begins by asserting that the
specific gifting itself has come from the Lord = Christ.
In a similar way, but in a quite different context, in 7:17 Paul joins the
activity of Christ and the Father in a single sentence and attributes to each
his perception of the divine "division of labor": EKdoxcp cog euepioev 6
K i i p i o g , E K O O X O V cog KEKX,T|KEV 6 8e6c. ovnwg 7tepircax£ixco (to each as the Lord
assigned; each as God has called let them walk). At issue here is a concern over
those who would seek a change of status in life because of their new life in
Christ. The combination here reflects what is standard for Paul. Both elec
tion and calling are the activity of God (0e6g); but within that calling it is
sometimes Christ who "assigns" the individual giftings/tasks (as in 3:5
above) or, in this case, station in life. On the other hand, this latter is also
clearly a divine prerogative, as in 2 Cor 10:13; Rom 12:3. In the OT this kind of
language is reserved altogether for Kupiog = Yahweh.
Thus, in 1 Cor 12:4, in one of the three triadic moments of this kind in
his letters, and in a clause quite unnecessary to his primary concern, Paul
asserts that "the same Lord" is responsible for the wide variety of 5iaKovt<Sv
(ministries) that abound in the community of faith.
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The Lord Judges (1 Cor 4:4-5; 11:32)
In a way similar to what is said in 1 Thess 4:6, Paul in 4:4-5 is again
ready to assign to Kupiog = Christ the activity both of examining Paul and
of bringing hidden things to light at his coming:
4:4-5

4

5

. . . 6 Se a v a i c p i v o v ME K u p i o g E O X I V . COOXE pf) npo Kavpofi xi

KpivExe Ecog a v CXBTJ 6 v o p i o g , o g K a i fy&xioei xd Kpimxd xov
GKoxovig K a i QavEpcooEi xdg (3oi)A,dg xcov Kap5icov
. . . He who examines me is the Lord. 'So not before the time judge
anything, until the Lord comes, who will light up the hidden places of
4

darkness and reveal the plans of hearts.

Here Paul is simultaneously playing on the fact that the Corinthians are
"judging" him by "examining" him (v. 3) and warding off their "examina130
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S o , e.g., Exod 31:2-5; 36:1-2 (of Bezalel).
Or at least that is what seems to be the case. For details, see Fee, 308-9.
S e e 1:9 above; cf. 1 Thess 2:12; 4:7; 5:24; 2 Thess 2:14; Gal 1:6, 15; Rom 8:30;
Col 3:15.
S e e also on 2 Cor 13:13(14) and Eph 4:4-6.
The verb dvaKpivco occurs 10 times in Paul's letters, all of them in 1 Corinthi
ans, where it is mostly pejorative in terms of the Corinthians' attitude toward Paul
(besides v. 3, see 2:14-15 [probably; see Fee, 118-19] and 9:3). Although the analogy is
not precise, the verb suggests the kind of "inquiry/examination" that a modern
grand jury (which may conduct investigations and may decide whether there is prob
able cause to indict, but does not try anyone w i t h respect to guilt or innocence of the
charges contained in the indictment) might conduct.
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tion" by putting it into the hands of "the Lord." Thus, in direct response to
their attitude toward him, he makes three statements that are full of
christological presuppositions. First, he asserts that the only one who has
the right to "examine" him is 6 icupioc = Christ, so they should back off
with regard to their own attitude toward him. Second, and now by implica
tion, when the Lord does come, he will also function as the eschatological
judge. And third, he tells them that when 6 K-upioc, comes, he will assume
the divine prerogative of "bringing to light what is hidden in darkness and
will expose the motives of people's hearts."
This final clause is a play on the (apocalyptic) language of Daniel's
prayer in Dan 2:20-23, where he affirms that the "[God of his ancestors] re
veals deep and hidden things, [who] knows what is in the darkness, and light
dwells with him"—a theme that is then repeated by Nebuchadnezzar in
2:47. For Paul, that revelation will take place at Christ's Parousia, and Christ
himself will be the judge and will thus expose the human heart for what it
is—this action being an exclusively divine prerogative again assigned to
Christ as Lord. Christ is thus not merely the agent of divine authority; he
himself is understood in a fully divine way as the one who knows all things,
including "the hidden things" in the human heart. No merely exalted
human figure could ever have been imagined to play such a role in Paul's
Jewish world.
Similarly, in the context of the Corinthians' abuse of the Lord's Table
(11:17-34), Paul sees the illness and death of some members of the com
munity as evidence of God's present discipline of the Corinthian believers
(vv. 30-32). With a considerable play on "judgment" language and themes,
Paul (as a Christian prophet) first asserts that they are to understand
some illness and deaths among them to be the direct result of their abuse
of "the body" (= the church) at the table of the Lord, where they
should rather be affirming that they together belong to the one Lord.
Thus,
"if we were SteKpivopev [- discerning the body], we would not
be £ K p t v 6 | i £ 0 a [= experiencing judgment]." On the other hand, he goes on,
"in our presently being K p i v o p e v o t [judged] (in this way), we are in
fact nai&evoiiEOa vno xov Kvpiov [being brought under discipline by the Lord
= Christ]."
131
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Here again, but now in considerable contrast to the eschatological judg
ment expressed in 4:3-5, Paul asserts that the "judgment" they are presently
experiencing at the hand of God is in fact coming directly from the Lord,
Jesus Christ.

151

Here is a case where Colwell's Rule seems to be in effect, where an anarthrous
predicate that precedes the verb "to be" is intended to be articular (not "a lord" but
"the Lord"). In this case the unusual word order is itself a form of emphasis (= the
only one who has authority to "examine" me is the Lord himself, who will judge at
the appropriate time).
In this instance the boldface type highlights the play on "judgment" language.
1,2
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// the Lord Wills/Permits (1 Cor 4:19; 16:7)
In these two striking moments Paul assigns to Christ as icupioc, what is
elsewhere the absolute prerogative of God. Even in our letter. Paul begins by
noting that his apostleship is "by the will of God," a phrase that occurs some
thirteen times in his letters. But here, in an absolutely off-handed way, he
twice asserts that he will come and/or stay with the Corinthians "if the Lord
wills/permits." Some could argue that such a casual reference might there
fore be a reference to God the Father, but that is highly unlikely, since Paul
consistently distinguishes between Qeoq and K-upioc, throughout this letter
(see esp. 1:1; 8:6) and since the immediate context is all about Christ,
especially vv. 14-17.
Again, this appears to be another instance where Paul, almost casually,
assumes that Christ shares equally in prerogatives that otherwise belong to
God alone.
153

The Power of the Lord Jesus (1 Cor 5:4)
Almost all of Paul's response to the serious situation of a man living in
an incestuous relationship with his father's wife is directed toward the
church itself, whose members have condoned this activity among them by
having done nothing about it. In light of their inaction, Paul has done some
thing. As already present among them by the Spirit, he has passed judgment
on the man in the name of the Lord, Jesus; now they must carry it out. His
description of that gathering is what catches our attention. Paul under
stands both himself and Christ to be present by the Spirit; and in that con
text they are to put the man outside the believing community. Paul's way of
describing Christ as present is what is significant. "When I am present in the
Spirit," he says, probably through a prophetic word, and "the power of our
Lord Jesus is present," you are to put this man back out into Satan's sphere.
With this unusual terminology, "the power of our Lord Jesus," Paul is
most likely making another oblique reference to the Spirit. If so, then this
is also another moment of considerable christological import. In the first
place, it is another instance where Paul recognizes that the Spirit of God is at
the same time the Spirit of the Lord Jesus. But in this case, and because of
134
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'Including 2 Timothy in this case, where it occurs in 1:1 in a thoroughly
Pauline way. The count is 17 if one includes the occurrences with avxov where 9e6c,
is the certain antecedent. The texts: 1 Thess 4:3; 5:18; 1 Cor 1:1; 2 Cor 1:1; 8:5: Gal 1:4;
Rom 1:10; 12:2; 15:32; Col 1:1; (1:9 [cnJrax)]): 4:12; Eph 1:1; (1:5, 9, 11 [coitou]); 6:6;
2 Tim 1:1. Only in Eph 5:17 does to 9e>.r|pa toij Kuptou appear; and as with most
things in Ephesians, this could be argued to cut either way! It certainly is in keeping
with our present passage.
F o r the full discussion of this point of view, see Fee, God's Empowering Pres
ence, 122-27.
O n this matter, see the discussions of 2 Cor 3:17 (pp. 190-92); Gal 4:6 (p. 220);
Rom 8:9 (pp. 269-70); Phil 1:19 (p. 407).
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the unusual nature of the situtation, Paul refers to the Spirit in terms of
God's power being present. But God's power in this case is located in the
Lord, Jesus, who is thus present by his Spirit, now designated in terms of
"the power of our Lord Jesus."
Thus, in this pregnant setting, full of implications of the presence of God
in their midst, Paul twice refers to Christ in terms of the divinely bestowed
Name, "the Lord," who is then identified with the risen Jesus, On the one
hand, the judgment has been pronounced in the name of the Lord, Jesus; on
the other hand, it is to be carried out with the power of the Lord, Jesus. Thus,
just at the risen Lord will come with "the angels of his power" to execute es
chatological judgment on his enemies (2 Thess 1:7), so now in the gathered
community in Corinth, Paul expects the power of the exalted Lord, Jesus,
probably by means of his Spirit, to be present as well to aid them in carrying
out this judgment. All of this is replete with christological implications.
136

Striving to Please the Lord (1 Cor 7:32)
In his discussion of what he perceives as the advantages of singleness
over marriage, Paul asserts that a single person can devote all energy to one
thing: n&q dpeoxn x© Kvpia (how to please the Lord). Here is yet another OT
concern that has been taken over by Paul and that in most other instances
has to do with "pleasing tro Geco (Goci)" but is here directly applied to the
Lord = Christ (cf. 2 Cor 5:9).
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The Command of the Lord (1 Cor 7:10, 12, 25; 9:14; 14:36-37)
As already noted, in 1 Cor 5:3-5 Paul assumes himself to be present by
the Spirit in the gathered community when his letter is read to them; and
in that context the Corinthians are to carry out the judgment on the inces
tuous man that he has already pronounced "in the name of the Lord." This
in turn is most likely the framework for his pronouncement in 14:37: a
ypdcjxo vitiv dxt Kvjptox) eoxiv evxoWj (what I am writing to you is the Lords
command). It also explains why he can make a pronouncement regarding a
"mixed marriage" in 7:10 when he has no "word from the Lord"; thus "I say,
not the Lord" (^eyco eycb ov% 6 Kijpioi;). Likewise, in 9:14 he refers back to a
saying of the earthly Jesus as "the command of the Lord."
What is striking in this set of texts is the fact that Paul can so easily at
tribute to the risen Lord the kind of commandment language that is the
special province of Kupioc, = Yahweh in the Septuagint. This is especially
139
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S e e the full discussion of this understanding of "the Lord, Jesus," based on
Phil 2:10-11, in ch. 9 (pp. 396-98), and its larger christological implications in ch. 15
(pp. 558-85).
S e e , e.g., Exod 33:13, 17; Num 14:8: Job 34:9: Ps 41:11; 69:13.
S e e 1 Thess 2:15: 4:1; Rom 8:8; 12:1-2; 14:18: Phil 4:18.
F o r this perspective, see Fee, God's Empowering Presence, 122-27.
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true of "the Lord's command" in 14:37. Here is Septuagintal language, espe
cially in Deuteronomy, for God's law given to Israel. With perfect ease Paul
uses this language for what he himself says on behalf of the Lord.
More remarkable yet is the next item.

Under Christ's Law (1 Cor 9:21)
Here is a text that has caused not a little grief for those who read Gala
tians and Romans through the eyes of Luther and Calvin. But this wordplay
on "law" is typical of Paul. In the rhetoric of "becoming all things to all
people so that by all possible means he might save some" (v. 22), he asserts
that when in the company of those who do not have the law, he himself con
forms to their not having the law (tote, dvopovq cbq dvopog [to those without
the law as without the law myself]). In context, one may rightly assume that
this has to do with eating foods forbidden by the law of Moses and would in
clude the expansion of those laws in the Judaism of Paul's day.
Such a pronouncement on its own, however, could come back to haunt
the apostle, as he well understands, since he himself has been under siege on
this matter. So he immediately qualifies this expression of "becoming all
things" with this remarkable clause: uf| <nv dvouog Qeov aX)C evvouoc, Xptaxoi),
which is nearly impossible to put into simple English. Playing on his descrip
tion of Gentiles as civouoc, (= not having the law), he says that in conforming
to their "without the law" eating habits. Paul himself is not truly "without the
law" as far as God is concerned; rather, under the new covenant he is "in
lawed to Christ," a phrase that F. W. Danker rightly glosses as "not, of course,
being outside God's jurisdiction, but being inside Christ's."
Our interest here is with the christological implications of this remark
able disclaimer. Although it is true that it conforms to Paul's consistent atti
tude toward the believer's (non)relationship to the Mosaic law, it puts ethical
life on a new, and higher, plane, marked in Gal 5:22-23 as the fruit of the
Spirit, for which there is no law in the old sense; rather, they are an expres
sion of being "under Christ's law." Thus in this off-the-cuff disclaimer that
Paul does not live a "lawless" life because he conforms to "the law" as it now
finds expression through Christ and the Spirit, he has once more given evi
dence of his assumed high Christology. The "law of God" is in fact to be un
derstood as "the (non)law of Christ," since conforming to Christ's character
and behavior is now the way of being "under God's law."
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With this passage, we come to the end of Paul's attribution to Christ as
Kuproq a large number of exact phrases or otherwise divine prerogatives that
1 4 0

See the somewhat defensive nature of his sudden personal response to criti
cism in 10:29-30, which comes toward the end of an argument of which the present
passage is a part.
See BDAG, s.v. evvouoc;.
1 4 1
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in the O T belong to God alone, not to angels or to human beings. Although
several, or any one, of them might seem incidental and relatively unimpor
tant, their cumulative affect is considerable. And as I have pointed out regu
larly, most of this is neither thought through nor designed to convince;
rather, much of it is said so unself-consciously that one can only conclude
that Paul's devotion to Christ as Lord had been in place for a long time before
this letter was written.

Texts That Imply Subordination
142

Finally, we need to examine carefully the two other texts in this letter
that specifically suggest the Son to be in a subordinate relationship to the
Father: 1 Cor 3:23; 11:3. And one must be especially careful here because the
issue of "being" is simply not a part of Paul's epistolary discourse; his con
cern is always with the role or function of the Son in the divine plan of re
demption. That is, the economy of salvation noted earlier on 2 Thess 2:13
(pp. 63-64) and recognized above in 1 Cor 8:6 holds true throughout the
Pauline corpus. So these texts offer no surprises. They simply express that re
ality in ways that seem to border more on the issue of divine relationship
than on Christ's saving function alone.

1 Corinthians 3:23—"Christ Is of God"
To sum up his argument against the presenting issue in 1 Cor 1-4,
namely, divisiveness predicated on "belonging" to different leaders, Paul
urges that despite differing functions in God's vineyard or temple, their lead
ers first of all belong to God (3:9). Because of this—and because the Corin
thian believers themselves belong to Christ (v. 23a)—that means that all
their leaders (Paul, Apollos, Cephas) also belong to t h e m . Thus, he con
cludes, "all things are yours" not because you are self-sufficient or important
in your own right but precisely because "you belong to Christ."
But never one to leave such argumentation at that point, Paul concludes
with a climaxing crescendo, pointing to God as the ultimate goal of all
things. Just as they belong to Christ through his redemptive work, so Christ
in that same redemptive work "belongs to God." This statement therefore
maintains a motif found throughout the Pauline corpus: in his work of re
demption Christ was carrying out the will of the Father. But such statements
fall far short of speaking to his essential being or eternal relationship with
the Father. That is, such statements as these reflect functional subordination
143
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Besides 15:28, noted above, p. 113.
T h u s , in a piece of nice irony, he has taken their slogans (e.g., "I am of Paul")
and turned them upside down, so that "Paul is of you," in the sense that all things
are yours, since you are of Christ.
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and have to do with Christ's function as Savior, not with his being as such.
Moreover, a good case can be made that this phrase is directed specifically to
ward those who say eycb Xpiazov (I am of Christ [1:13]), so as to redirect
their singular " I " to the plural "you" and thus to keep Christ within the
bounds of what God has done, and is doing, in the world.
So what is of ultimate christological significance in this phrase is not its
expression of subordinationism but its affirmation that Christ, in all that he
has done and does for "us sinners," is ultimately an expression of what God
is doing on our planet. As always for Paul, and especially in the primary
christological assertion in this letter (8:6), God is the source and goal of
everything, both creation and redemption, while Christ is the divine agent of
creation and redemption. In this sense, "Christ is of God."
144

1 Corinthians 11:3—God as the "Head" of Christ
The final text we need to examine is Paul's metaphorical use of "head"
in 11:3, where, in the third member of a triplet of relationships, Paul says
that "the head of Christ is God." Thus:
11:3

7iavTO<; dvSpoc, r\ Ke<t>aA.fi 6 Xpiazoq e o x i v ,
KecbrAf] 8e yuvaiKoc, 6 dvip,

KcdaXii oe TOW Xpio-wo 6 8e6c.
Of every man the head is Christ;
the head of the woman is the man;

the head of Christ is God.
Unfortunately, the second member of this triplet has set off a consider
able debate in recent years over the meaning of this metaphor regarding
male and female relationships, a debate that has often produced as much
heat as light. Without rehashing that debate, we may here safely isolate
several things about Paul's use of this metaphor, so as to understand the
(probable) intent of what is said about the relationship of Christ and G o d .
1. This is both the first occurrence of this metaphor in the Pauline cor
pus and its only appearance in a context where otoua (body) is not men
tioned or assumed. That is, elsewhere when Paul speaks of, for example,
Christ as "head" in relationship to his "body" the church, it is a metaphor
not for "lordship" but for the supporting, life-sustaining role that the head
was understood to have in relationship to the body (Col 2:19; Eph 4:15-16).
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S o Richardson, Paul's Language, 113-15.
S e e the especially helpful overview in Thiselton's excursus (812-23), and his
equally useful bibliography (806-9), although it does not include the follow-up inter
change between Grudem and Cervin.
T h e substance of what is said here is adapted from G. D. Fee, "Praying and
Prophesying in the Assemblies: 1 Corinthians 11:2-16," in Pierce and Groothuis, Dis
covering Biblical Equality, 149-55.
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2. In the first line of this passage Christ's relationship to the church is
not in view, but specifically his relationship to the man (= male human
being). And whatever the relationship of Christ to the man envisioned by the
metaphor in this context, most likely it is to be viewed in a way that is similar
to Paul's understanding of the relationship of God the Father to Christ.
3. What we also know from the evidence is that when the Jewish commu
nity used this metaphor, as they did frequently in the OT, it most often referred
to a leader or clan chieftain. On the other hand, although something close to
this sense can be found among Greeks, they had a broader range of uses, all
of which can be shown to arise out of their anatomical understanding of the
relationship of the head to the body (its most prominent or important part;
the "source of supply/support" for the body's working systems, etc.).
4. The first extant interpretation of this passage in the early church is by
Cyril of Alexandria (d. ca. 4 4 4 ) , who very explicitly interprets in terms of
the Greek metaphor: "Thus we can say that 'the head of every man is
Christ.' For he was made by [Sid] him . . . as God; 'but the head of the
woman is the man,' because she was taken out of his flesh. . . . Likewise 'the
head of Christ is God,' because he is of him [eh] avxov] by nature" (Ad
Arcadiam et Marinam 5.6). Cyril appears to go this way because (a) prompted
by v. 8 ("the woman is eh] dvSpoc/'), it was also a natural metaphor in the
Greek world and (b) it supports his christological concerns.
The question for us, then, is whether Paul was speaking out of his Jewish
heritage or whether, in speaking into the Corinthians' Greek setting, he used a
metaphor that would have been familiar to them. Before settling that ques
tion for line 3, at issue in the passage itself is what kind of relationship be
tween the "man" and the "woman" is envisaged here and how this plays out
in the discussion that follows. For several reasons, it seems most likely that
something very much like Cyril's understanding was in Paul's mind.
1. Despite repeated assertions to the contrary, nothing that is said follow
ing this verse hints at a subordination/submission relationship. Most often
those who advocate this view have either a "husband/wife" or a "church
order" relationship in view. But the latter is to read something into the text
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~The clearest evidence for the real differences between the Jewish and Greek
metaphorical use is to be found in the Septuagint. In the hundreds of places where
the Hebrew 8»K*i is used for the literal head on a body, the translators invariably used
the only word in Greek that means the same thing, K£<|>oAfj. But in the approximately
180 times it appears as a metaphor for leader or chieftain, the many translators across
the board usually eliminated the metaphor altogether and translated it dpxf| (leader),
which is evidence that they were uncomfortable with (unfamiliar with?) the Jewish
metaphor and simply translated it out. The few instances (six in all) where they do
not do this (Judg 11:11; 2 Sam 22:44; Ps 18:43; Isa 7:8. 9; Lam 1:5) are simply the
exceptions that prove the rule.
And. of course, one cannot appeal to the OT usage as a place of familiarity for
them, since they would not know Hebrew and their Greek Bible already had the
metaphorical usage basically translated out.
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that is not there: and although the former may be intended, nothing inher
ent in the discussion that follows requires such a view. Moreover, the final
wrap-up in vv. 13-15 is about men and women in general and therefore of
fers no further help in understanding the metaphor.
2. In the one instance in our passage where Paul might be picking up
some dimension of the metaphor (vv. 8-9), the relationship envisaged is not
one of subordination to the man as "leader." Paul is setting out to explain
his assertion that "the woman is the glory of man." The answer lies in the
Genesis narrative: she came from man (in the sense that she was taken from
his side) and was created for his sake; this is what makes her the man's
"glory." If this is an extension of the metaphor in v. 3, then it would seem to
point to "man" as metaphorical head in the sense Cyril maintains. Moreover,
there is no usage of "glory" anywhere in Scripture that would suggest that
Paul is here advocating a subordinating relationship by means of this
word—any more than his assertion in 2 Cor 4:6 that "knowledge of the
glory of God" is to be seen "in the face of Jesus Christ" implies a
subordinating relationship.
3. One of the ongoing puzzles for all interpreters is why Paul should in
clude this third member in his opening sentence, since "God as the head of
Christ" is not picked up again in any way. Most likely this is because the
"saying" had prior existence and Paul is simply appealing to it. But if so,
what was its point? Although one cannot be certain here, most likely it was
a useful metaphor to express something of a chronology of "salvation his
tory." According to 1 Cor 8:6, all things (including Adam) were created
"through Christ"; the man then became the "source" of the woman's being,
while God was the "source" of Christ's incarnation. In any case, this view of
the saying can make sense of all three members in a way that seeing the
metaphor to express "subordination" does not.
4. It is common to appeal to Paul's later use of this metaphor in
Colossians and Ephesians and then to import here a meaning from there.
But much confusion seems to be at work here, since in these two later (com
panion) letters the metaphor is used in three distinct ways: to point to (a)
Christ's relationship with the c h u r c h , (b) Christ's relationship to "the pow
ers," and (c) a householder's relationship to his wife.
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S e e Col 1:18: 2:19; Eph 4:15-16; 5:23.
S e e Col 2:10; Eph 1:22.
Eph 5:23.1 use the language "householder" here because the entire passage in
Ephesians (5:21-6:9) assumes the Greco-Roman villa, not relationships within other
settings (after all, Colossians, at least, was written at the same time as Philemon and
assumes the reading of both letters in the context of that household). For example, if
there were a married slave couple in the household, Philemon would be the "head"
of the slave wife in the same way he would be of Apphia. Paul's point in using the
metaphor in Ephesians is that the householder is the "savior" of his wife, in the sense
of his being the one on whom the entire household is dependent for their well-being.
See further G. D. Fee, "The Cultural Context of Ephesians 5:18-6:9," Priscilla Papers
16 (winter 2002): 3-8.
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This imagery seems to stem ultimately from Paul's view of the church as
the "body of Christ," celebrated at every Lord's Supper, according to 1 Cor
10:16-17; 11:29. What is at issue in Colossians, for example, are some people
who are moving in clearly heretical directions, who are "not holding fast to
the head" (2:19 = cutting themselves off from the "body" altogether and by
implication being "joined" to the "powers" to whom they now give undue
significance). This alone, it would seem, can explain the earlier occurrence
of the metaphor in 1:18—as the "janus" between the two stanzas of the
hymn in 1:15-20: 'And he [the Son of God] is the head of the body, that is,
the church." This otherwise unnecessary insertion into the hymn/poem
of 1:15-20 seems intended—as does the whole hymn/poem itself—to antici
pate some things that will be said later as to Christ's relationship both to the
powers and to the church in the main argument of 2:6-19.
152

First, he claims that Christ is "head of every power and authority" (2:10),
and is so, he adds in Eph 1:22, for the sake of the church. These two instances
are in fact the only certain places where Paul uses the imagery in this clearly
Jewish way. Second, the key to the imagery in relationship to the church is the
elaboration in Col 2:19, where the false teachers have "lost connection with
the head" (TNIV). This obviously is a metaphor not for subordination or "lord
ship" but for the maintenance of life, as the rest of the sentence makes plain.
To lose connection to the head means to lose life itself, since the church func
tions as Christ's body only as it maintains connection with the head. This is
also how the head/body imagery is elaborated in Eph 4:15-16. Now in a posi
tive context, the imagery encourages the life and growth of the church as a
unity, which is why in Colossians those who cease to "hold fast" to the head
cease to live and in fact are moving the church itself toward death.
This relationship seems also to be the point of the analogical use of the
metaphor in Eph 5:22-24. Precisely because Paul is deliberately using an
analogy, not reality, the point of the analogy takes us back to 4:15-16, not
153
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I say "janus" (= looks both ways) here because this line is otherwise unrelated
to the content of the first stanza (vv. 15-17), where the emphasis is on the Son as the
"firstborn over the whole created order"; in him all things, including the powers,
were created; indeed, they were created by him and for him; and in him all things
hold together. The balancing second stanza begins in v. 18b, "he [the Son] is the be
ginning, the firstborn from the dead," and then moves on to speak of his redemptive
work that makes him so. Line 18a, "the Son is the head of the body, the church,"
joins these two stanzas. See further ch. 9, pp. 305-7.
It should be pointed out that the metaphor is not used for the other two rela
tionships with the householder (children and slaves), where "lordship" is plainly ex
pressed. The change of verbs from vmoiaoca {submit) (where the middle voice
suggests a form of volunteerism that is expected of all but also in a special way of
wives) to wiaKowo (obey) for children and slaves (in both letters) suggests that Paul
would never have used the latter for wives and that there is therefore a basic differ
ence between them despite occasional semantic overlap.
That is, the husband is not the savior of his wife in the same way as Christ is
of the church!
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to the relationship of Christ to the "powers." And this point is the apt one:
just as the church is totally dependent upon Christ for life and growth, so the
wife in the first-century household was totally dependent on her husband as
her "savior," in the sense of being dependent on him for her life in the world.
All of this is to say, then, that the importation into 1 Cor 11:3 of the later
use of the imagery is probably suspect at best. But if it is deemed appropri
ate, then the relationship envisioned is not so much "head = leader" as it is
"head = source of being," as Cyril rightly understood it.
What this means for us christologically, therefore, is that the relation
ship most likely in view here is the one that is standard in Paul, which de
rives primarily from Paul's soteriological concerns. Although it is true that
the metaphor seems to imply the priority of the one to the other, that is to be
taken not in a subordinating way but in a way that comports with Paul's
consistent "grammar" of salvation, found in 8:6 and expressed regularly
elsewhere. Everything is predicated on the "love of God," which then finds
expression in the "grace of Christ," which is then made effective in the life of
the believer and the church through the "participation/sharing in the Spirit"
(2 Cor 13:13[14]; see also, e.g., Rom 5:3-8). Thus, just as in 1 Cor 15:28, the
apparently "subordinating" expression of this passage and others is an ex
pression not of person or being but of their individual roles in the economy
of salvation.

Conclusion
As in the preceding chapter, since conclusions have been offered
throughout, here I simply point out the more significant features of the
Christology of this letter.
First, most of the features already present in the Thessalonian corre
spondence emerge here as well: the exalted Christ as messianic King and
Son; Christ as "the Lord" of ever so many Septuagint texts where "the Lord"
is Yahweh; Christ's sharing with the Father a great many divine preroga
tives. The only real difference is that the first of these finds more definition
here than in 1-2 Thessalonians.
Second, what is found explicitly, and boldly, for the first time in the cor
pus are affirmations of Christ's preexistence. In Paul's remarkable restate
ment of the Jewish Shema, Christ the Son assumes a role alongside the
Father in God's identity, as the preexistent divine agent of creation as well as
the historical agent of redemption. Thus he is also seen as present with Is
rael in the wilderness, as the One who supplied Israel with water and as the
One whom they spurned in their rebellion.
At the same time, third, one also finds alongside these strong affirma
tions the first clear instances of the divine economy of salvation, which has
its source in God the Father and its historical expression in the death and
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resurrection of Christ. In this role, Christ is regularly seen as subordinate to
the Father.
Fourth, here also for the first time one finds very strong expressions of
Christ's genuine humanity. Preexistent though he was and exalted King/
Lord though he is, his life on earth was fully human, finding ultimate expres
sion in the scandal of a crucified Messiah.
As before, these various expressions regarding Christ's person are
merely asserted or alluded to; they are never a point of argumentation as
such. But this means that they also reflect our inherent christological diffi
culties: Christ is seen as coexistent with the Father in a framework of abso
lute monotheism, and the divine Redeemer was truly human in his
incarnation. It has thus been the province of later theologians to wrestle
with the data that Paul provides but never resolves.
And finally, the most challenging matter of all remains: the danger of
analysis without adequate appreciation for the absolute centrality of Christ
for Paul, an analysis of what Paul believed about Christ by way of what he
says about his Lord that fails to comprehend and communicate his utter and
total devotion to Christ—a devotion that a good Jew could give only to his
God. The reason Christ is mentioned more often than God in this letter, and
in most of Paul's letters, is not that Paul is not consistently theocentric in his
thinking—he is indeed. Rather, his whole world had been radically reori
ented by his encounter with the risen and exalted Lord, Jesus Christ. There is
no longer any way that Paul can talk about God without at the same time
automatically talking about what God has accomplished in and and through
his Son. And at the end of the day, however one handles the language of
Paul's express statements about Christ, there is no genuine Christology that
does not account for Paul's utter devotion to and longing for Christ, which
finds expression here and in all of his letters.
Thus, by reason of his upbringing and continuing theological reflection,
Paul can rightly be described as theocentric; but by experience and in procla
mation he is utterly christocentric. All theological reflection must either come
to terms with these twin realities or fail to understand the apostle at all.
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Appendix I: The Texts
(brackets [[ ]] indicate texts with references to God alone; triple brackets
[[[ ]]] h h italics indicate citations from the LXX, where K-upioc, refers to
Yahweh)
w

1:1 flafi^oq K^rrt6c; dnoaxoXoc, Xpioxov 'Ir|trot> Sid Qe^fipaxoc
Scoaeevrn; 6 d S e ^ o q

Qeov K a i

See further discussion of this matter in chs. 4 (pp. 196-98) and 9 (pp. 412-13).
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1:2 if) eKK^Ttaiot xoij Qeov xfj o\3cm ev KopivQcp, rVyvaopevoiq ev Xpicxra
'iTlcroii, KA.TITOVC, dyiovq, cruv Ttdovv xoiq eTUKa^ouuevoig xo ovopa xov
icupiot) fjprav 'IT|C70\) Xpitrxot) ev Ttavxi xorccp, avJxwv K a i f|pcov
1:3 x d p i q viiiv K a i eiprjvri
XpiGXOV.

anb Qeovrcaxpocrjucibv

Kai

K v p i o u ITJCOU

1:4-9 EI)xapiax<B xco 9eto \iov 7tdvxoxe rcepi vjpcov erci xf\ ydpixi xoij Qeov xr\
8oQeian upiv ev Xpio-xra 'IT\^ U> 6TI ev rcavxi e7iA.ouxioQrixe ev avxm, ev
7iavxi Xbya K a i rcaon yvcooev, \aQaq to (lapxiipiov xov XpitTtoii
ePeRaic69T) ev vjuiv, coaxe vjpdq pf) i)oxepeio9av ev itr|8evi %apiopaxt
s
a7teK8exopevou<; TTJV ajtOKa>.Dyiv %ox> Kvpiov fifitiv 'IiiCToi) Xpv<7Toir og
K a i Pe(3ai(oaet uudq eaq xeXovq dveyKA,r|Touc, ev xfj Tjpepa TOW K u p i o u
fijirav 'ITICTCU XpiCToii. [V-i--xpun:oi>] 7iygx6q 6 Qeoc. 8i' ov eK^nQTiTe eiq
K O i v r a v i a v xoii viov avxoxt 1\\aov Xpiaxov TOW Kupiot) fjp-rav.
4

5

0-

7

9

1:10 riapaKa^m 8e viidq, abeX^oi, 8id TOW OVOIIOITOC; t o J Kupioi) r\umv
'ITICTOTJ XptcTcO, iva xo avxb ^eyr|xe rcdvxeq K a i uij fi ev VJLUV oxiopaxa, r\xe
8e Kaxripxvouevoi ev xco avxa vol' K a i ev xfi auxfi yvcoLtTi.
12

1:12-13 Xeyco 8e xoijxo oxv eKaoxoq TJLICOV Xeyev eycb pev eipv riaiJA,ou, eycb
8e 'AnoXXa, eycb 8e Kri<))d, eycb 8e Xpiaxov. " p e p e p i o x a i 6 Xpvcxoc;; iir\
tlaij^oq eaxaupcoQri vnep viiav, fj eiq xo ovopa FlauAoij eParcxioQrixe;
[[1:14 evxapioxa - mies] 6xi oi)8eva vjpcov epa7txvoa e i
Tdvov,]]
[vl

+

\ir\

Kpiorcov K a i

1:17 ov yap dneo-xeilev jie Xpitrcoc, paTcxi^evv dM.d eijayyeH^eo9ai, OVJK
ev ooc|>ig ^oyou, 'iva uf| KevcoQrj 6 oxavpbq xov Xpioxov.
[[1:18-21 'O Xoyoq yap 6 xoij oxaupoi) xovq uev drcoMAJitevovc, pcopia eoxiv,
xoiq 8e otp^opevoiq f|uvv SvjvaLxvc Qeov eoxvv. "yeypaitxav yap d7toX,co xfw
2
ooc()iav xcov ooc|)cbv K a i XT|V auveovv xcov owextov dQexriaco. "nov oocjioq; nov
ypavtuaxeijc;; 7tot> ovj£r|xr|xf|<; xo-fj aicbvoq XOTJXOU; ovyi eucopavev 6 9e6c xf|v
ooc|)iav xov KOOMQU; e7iev8f| yap ev xfi ooc|)ia xoij Qeoij OVJK eyvco 6 KOOLVOC
8vd xfic ooc|)iat; xov 9e6v. e-uSoKnoev 6 9e6c 8vd xrjq pcopiaq xoij Kripijypaxot;
ociooav xoiii; 7tvoxe^)ovxa(;•]]
-

21

2i

1:23-25 r|uev<; 5e Kripviooopev Xpio-xov eo-Tawponevov, Tovj5aiov<; pev
oKav8aA.ov, eGveovv 8e pcopiav, at)xov<; 8e xovq KA.r|xovq, 'IouSaiovq xe K a i
" E ^ T | o v v , Xpio-xov QeoiJ Suvapw K a i QeoiJ ooc))iav 6xv xo pcopov xoij 8eoiJ
oocj)c6xepov xcav dv9pco7tcov eoxiv K a i xo do9eveq xoij 9eoiJ IOX^poxepov xcov
dv9pco7tcov.
24

2S

[[1:27-29 d^.A.d xd ucopd xoij Koopou e£eA,e£axo 6 Qeoq. vva Kaxavox^vn
xoijc ooc|)ot)c;. Kai xd doQevij xoij K o o p o u ecjeA,e£axo 6 Qeoc. iva K a x a v o x w r i
xd ioxvjpd. K a i xd dyevfj xoij Koopou K a i xd ec^ovQevripeva e£eA,ec.axo 6
Qeoc. xd LIT) ovxa, vva xd ovxa Kaxapyf|or|. 07tcoq \ir\ Kauxf|OTixav irdoa odpcj
evc67tvov xoij Qeoij.]]
27

2s
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1:30-31 "ec~ ainoii 8e ijiieig eoxe e v Xpicrx<p 'ItiooiJ, oq eyevTjGn, <TO<(»ia
u
fip.lv and Qeov, 8iKaioowr| xe K a i d y i a o p o q K a i d7toXi)xpcooiq, lva KaQcbq
y e y p a r c x a r 6 K a u x c b u e v o q e v Kupiw K a u x d o Q c o .
[[2:1 . . . f|^6ov of) Ka8' imepoxTiv Xoyovj r\ ooc|)iaq KaxayyeAAcov i>uiv xo
papxiipiov xoij QeoiJ,]]
2:2 oi) yap eKpivd xi ei8evai ev tJLiiv ei pfi 'Iiitfoiiv Xpvcrxov Kai xotixov
eo-xai)pojN.evov.
[[2:5 'iva f| 7iioxiq fjpcov uf| r\ ev ooc|>ig dvQpKmcov akX ev Suvdpei QeoiJ.]]
7

2:7-8 d^A.d ^.aAxjiJuev QeoiJ ooc[)iav ev u-uoxripicp xrjv dnoKeKpuppevriv, fjv
7rpo(6pioev 6 Qeoc Ttpo xcov aicbvcov eiq 86cjav fipcov, *rjv o\>8eiq xcov dpxdvxcov
xoij aicovoq xowou eyvcoKev ei yap eyvcooav, O-UK dv xov Kvpiov xr\q SocJTig
eoxaupcoaav.
[[2:9-14 . . . a fixoiiiaoev 6 Q e o c xoiq dyartcboiv avxov. "'f|uiv yap
d7ieKaA,i)\|/ev 6 Q e o c 8id xoij Ttvetipaxog' xo ydp TrveiJpa Ttdvxa epauvd, Kai xd
RaQri XOIJ QeoiJ. "xiq yap otSev dv9pco7ccov xd xoij dv0pcb7iou ei prj xo 7iveiJpa
xoij dv9pco7iou xo ev ai)xcp; oiJxcoc Kai xd xoi) QeoiJ oiJSeic eyvcoKev ei pf) xo
7tveijpa xoij QeoiJ. fjueiq 8e ov xo rcveiJLia xoij K6OUOVJ e^dpouev aXXd xo
Trveijpa xo eK xoij QeoiJ. iva eiScopev xd vnb xov Qeov vapioQevxa r\\ilv . . .
\|njXiKoq 8e avQpGmog ov Se/exai xd xoij 7iveiJu.axoc XQ-TJ QeoiJ]]
12

,4

2:16 xiq ydp eyvco v o w K u p i o u , 6q oupPiBdoei a v x o v ; fipeiq 8e vot>v
Xpio-xoi) exouev.
3:1 Kdyco, d5eXcj>oi, OVK f|8wr|0Tiv Xa^fioai ibpiv cbq 7tveuuaxiKoiq aXX' cbq
oapKivoiq, cbq vn7tioiq e v X p i o r w .
3:5-7 Hi ovv eoxiv 'AnoXXaq; xi 8e eoxiv llaiJXoq; SIOKOVOI 8i' &v
ETtioxeiJoaxe, Kai eKaoxco cbq 6 Kopiog eScoKev. eycb ec|njxevjaa, 'Ano^coq
ercoxioev, aXXd 6 Qeoc r\vlqavev <Soxe oijxe 6 ejmxeijcov eoxiv xi oijxe 6
noxi^cov aW 6 aiJcidvcov Qeoc.
6

7

[[3:9-10 9eoiJ ydp eouev owepyoi. 9eoiJ yecopyiov. 9eoiJ oiKoSoitf) eoxe.
"'Kaxd xijv ydpiv xoij QeoiJ xf)v 8o9eiodv uoi cbq oocjioq dp^ixeKxcov QeueAiov
e9r)Ka, dXXoq 8e ercoiKoSouei. eKaoxoq 8e RXejtexco ncbq enoiKo8opei.]]
3:11-12 "9eue>.iov ydp aXkov oi)8eiq 8i)vaxai 9eivai napd xov Keiuevov, 6g
e o r i v 'Iiitroiiq XpieTxoq. e i 8e xiq ercoiKoSopei trii xov Q e u e ^ i o v xpuoov,
dpyupov, Xi9o\)q xiuiouq, tphi, xdpxov, KaXdprrv,
u

[[3:16—17 OVK oi8axe oxi vadc 9eoiJ eoxe Kai xo TtveiJiia xoij 9eoiJ oiKei ev
ei xiq xov vadv xoij QeoiJ d)9eipei. c^9epei xoiJxov 6 Qeoc' 6 ydp vaoq
xoij QeoiJ ayioc eoxiv. oixiveq eoxe ijpeiq.]]

vuiv;

l7

[[3:19 f| ydp aoc))ia xoij Koopou XOTJXOVJ pcapia Jtapd xco Qeco eoxiv.]]
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xcov eotpcov on

eiaiv

3:23 iJLieic; 8e Xpuravu, Xpio-xoq 8e Qeov.
4:1-5 'Oikcoq f|pdq A.oyi^eo6co avGpomoq cbq UTtTipetaq Xpiaxov K a i
2
o i K o v d u o u q tiuaxripicov Qeov. &8e Xoinbv ^rjxeixai ev xoiq o i K o v d u o i q , iva
7iioxdq xiq eiJpeGfj. euoi 8e eiq e^d%iCTx6v eoxiv, i v a v§' ibpcbv dvaKpiQcb fj
vnb dvGpcoTtivriq fjuepaq' aW ovbe euauxov dvaKpivco. o\>8ev y d p epamcb
o\)voi8a, aXXJ OTJK ev xoxixco 8e8iKaicopai, 6 8e dvaKpivcov ue KDpioq CCTXIV.
'cboxe pfi rcpo K a i p o i i xi K p i v e x e ecoq dv eI0Ti 6 Kupioq, bq Kai ty&xioei xd
Kpimxd xoij OKOxouq Kai <j)avepa>oei xdq |3ovAdq xcov Kap8icov K a i xoxe 6
eTtaivoc yevrjoexai eKaoxco anb xov Qeov.
!

4

[[4:9 8OKCO ydp, 6 Geoc f|udq XOXK aTtooxo^ouc eoydxorx: dneSeicev cbq
ertiGavaxiouq,]]
4:10 f|ueiq pcopoi ova X p i a x o v , -upelq 8e cjjpovipoi ev Xpttrx^'
4:15 edv ydp uupiouq 7tai8aycoyoijq e%rixe ev XpnTxro aXX' ov noXkovq
naxepaq- ev ydp Xpitrx© 1T\OOV 8id xoii eiiayyeXio-u eycb i)udq e y e v v r | o a .
4:17 Sid xoiixo e7teu\|/a vitiv TipoGeov, dq eoxiv uou XCKVOV dyamixov K a i
TIIOXOV ev Kupiit). oq -uudq dvativTJoei xdq 68oiJq LLOV xdq ev Xpiorra 1T\GOX>,
KaGcbq 7iavxa%ot> ev n d o n eKK^.r|oig 8i8doKco.
4:19 e^eijootiai 8e xaxecoqrcpdqupdq edv 6 Kt>piog GeA.rjoTi, K a i yvcboopai
ov xov Xbyov xcov 7tec|)Doicopevcov akXa xijv Sttvauiv

ov ydp

[[4:20

e v Xbya

r\ 6aoiA£ia

xoi3 Qeoij dXA,' ev 8uvdpei.]]

5:3-5 'eycb uev yap . . . fj8r| KeKpiKa cbq 7tapcbv xov oiixcoq xoijxo K a x e p y a o d uevov e v xra o v o n a x i xov KDpioD [fipcbv] ITIO-OD, I
P
] a-DvajcOevxeov
Dpdiv Kai xov t\iov TtveDpaxoq avv xfi 5Dvdp.ei xov KDpiot) f|jie»v 1x\<rox>,
[V.i. + xpi<7TOFI] po(8orjvai xov xoiouxov xco oaxavd eiq dXeGpov xrjq oapKoq,
iva xd rcveijua ocoGfi ev xfj f | p e p a xov KDpiot). ' - iwov]
4

v l +

X

L<RTO1)

5

rca

vl

+

5:7 EKKaGdpaxe xr\v naXamv ^dpTiv, iva f)xe veov ^lipaiia, Ka9cbq eoxe
d^uuor Kai ydp xo rcdo-xa r\n&v ext>8TI X p i o r o q .
[[5:12-13 xi ydp uoi xoiiq ecjco K p i v e i v ; oij^i xoijq eoco v\ielq Kpivexe; "xovq
8e ecjco 6 9edq K p i v e i . ecjdpaxe xov rcovripov ei; TJLICOV atraov.]]
[[6:9-10 ij O-UK oi8axe oxi dSiKoi 9eoij BaoiA,eiav ov K^npovoitrioo-ugiv: iifi
7iA.avdoGe' oijxe tiopvoi o i k e ei8coX,oXdxpai oijxe poixoi oijxe uaX,aKoi oijxe
dpoevoKolxai '"oiixe KA.e7txai oijxe nXeoveKxai, o\> peGuooi, ov XoiSopoi,
ov% dpirayeq Baoi>.eiav Geoij K^npovopr)oot)giv.1]
6:11 Kai xaiixd xiveq r\xe' aXXa d7teA.oi)oaoGe, d ^ d TiyidaGrixe, aXXa
e8iKatcb9rixe ev xra o v o p a x i xov KDpioD 'ITI<TOD Xpttrxot) Kai e v xco
TtveiJiiaxi xoij Geoi) riucov.
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6:13-17 "xd Ppcbuaxa xfi K o t H g K a i i\ K o i X i a xoiq BpoJuaoiv, 6 Se 0e6q K a i
xai)xr)v K a i xauxa Kaxapyfjoei. xo Se ocbua oi) xr) nopveig aXXd xq> Kupim,
Kai 6 Kijpioq xcb ocbpaxr 6 Se 0e6q K a i xov K i i p i o v fjyeipev Kai f i p d q
e^eyepei S i d xfjq Suvdpecoc auxoix "OVK oiSaxe oxi xd ocbuaxa TJUCBV pxX,n
X p i o r o t ) eoxiv; dpaq ovv x d ueXr\ xox> X p i a x o t ) 7ioifjoco J i o p v n q LieXri; uf|
yevoixo. "'[fj] OVK oiSaxe oxi 6 KoAAcbuevoq xfj nopvr) ev owud eoxiv; e o o v x a i
ydp, <J)T|oiv, o i SiJo eiq o d p K a piav. 6 8e KoX,X,a>pxvog x<p KDpicp ev TivetJpd
eoxiv.
14

17

[[6:19-20 fi OVK oiSaxe oxi xo ocbLia viiav vadq xoD ev vidv dyiou
Kve-upaxdq eoxiv oi) eyexe drco 0eoij. K a i oi)x eoxe eauxcbv; "fjyopdo0rixe
ydp xlLlT]q• Soc^doaxe 5r) xov 9e6v ev xcb acbuaxi upcbv.]]
I9

2

[[7:7 . . .
oikcoq.]]

aXXd eKaoxoq i S i o v

e^ei xapiopa

CK

Qeov. 6 uev oikcoq, 6 Se

7:10 xoiq 8e yeyaLiTiKdoiv TrapayyeAAco, oi)K eycb aXXa 6 Kiipiog, y u v a i K a
and dvSpog uf| xcopio8fjvai,
7:12 Toiq Se A.oi7ioiq Xeya eyco

oi>x 6 Kt>pioc/

[[7:15 . . . ev Se eiprjvrj KeKAx|Kev i)iidq 6 8e6q.]]
7:17 Ei LIT) eKaoxco cbq e u e p i a e v 6 Kttpioq, eKaaxov cbq KeKXrjKev 6 8e6c.
oiixcoq nepiTraxeixco.
[[7:19 r\ 7iepixopr| ov&ev eoxiv K a i f) aKpoPuoxia oi)8ev
evxoX&v 8eoiJ.]]

eoxiv, aXXd xfiprioiq

7:22-24 6 ydp s v Kupiq> KAr|0eiq 8oiJA,og djt£X£t)0£pog KOpiot) eoxiv,
oiioicoq 6 £Xei)0epoq KX,r|6eiq 8o uX,6q ECTXIV Xpio-xot). xiLifjq fjyopdo8r|xe'
pf| yiveoSe SoiiXoi dv0pco7tcov. eKaoxog ev cp eKA.f|9r|, d8eA.c|>oi, ev xoikcp
pevexco Tiapd 0ecb.
,

23

24

7:25 f l e p i 8e xcov 7iap0evcov enixayTiv Kopiot) oi)K
TiX,ETiP-Evoq i>nb KDpiot) J i i o x o q e i v a i .

yvcbpr|v 8e 8i8copi cbq

52

7:32-35 0eXco 8e i>u,dq dpepipvouq e i v a i . 6 ayauoq pepiuvd x d xov K u p i o D ,
nobq dpean x<p KDpiw "6 Se yaLifjaaq uepiuvd xd xoii KOOUOVJ, ncbq apeon xfi
y w a i K i , K a i ueuepioxai. Kai fi yuvf| fi ayauoq Kai f| 7iap6evoq uepiuvd x d
TOD KDpiot), i v a f) d y i a K a i xcb ocbpaxi K a i xco Trveuuaxv r\ S e yaurjaaoa
uepiuvd xd xov K O O U O U ,rccbqdpeon xco dv8pi. "xoijxo Se rcpoq xo upobv avxav
axipcjiopov Xeya, oi)% i v a Bpoxov I J U I V enipdA.© aXXd 7ip6q xo ei)ox"npov K a i
e-uTidpeSpov xra KDpicp drcepiaTtdoxcoq.
,4

7:39-40 . . . edv 8e Koipr|6fi 6 dvf|p, eXevQepa eoxiv cp QeXei yapr|0fivai,
pdvov e v Kupico. "paKapicoxepa 8e eoxiv e d v oiixcoq peivri, K a x d xr\v epfiv
yvcbpriv 8OKCO 8e Kdycb 7iveiipa 0eoiJ exeiv.
w

4

[[8:3 e i 8e xiq dyand xov

Qeov. odxoq eyvcoaxai vri avxov.]]
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[[8:4-5 riepi xrjq Ppcbcecoq ovv xcov ei8coA.o9\)xcov, oiSauev oxi ot)8ev e'i8coAov
EV Koopcp Kai oxi of)8eic 9e6c ei pfi eic. ' K a i ydp eircep eiaiv Aeydiievoi
9eoi eixe ev oi)pavco eixe eni yfjq, cborcep eioiv 8eoi noXXoi Kai Kijpioi
7toA.A.oi,]]
8:6

dXX' fipiv

Ktipioq

etc 8e6q 6 7taxrjp eE, oi) xd rcdvxa Kai rjueiq eic avxov. Kai eiq
'Ii\aox>q Xpio-xoq 8i' ov xd Jtdvxa Kai fiueiq ot' aDTOD.

[[8:8 Bpcopa 8e fiudq ov 7tapaoxrjoei xco 6ecp]]
8:11-12 "a7t6A,Xt)xai y d p 6 da9evcbv ev xfi of) yvcooei 6 d8eta|)dq 8i' ov
XpiCTTog dneSavev. oi3xcoq 8e dpapxdvovxeq eiq xouq d8eA.cj)oijq K a i
xi)7txovxeq auxcov xf|v ouvei8r)Giv doGevoiioav eiq Xpvo-xov duapxdvexe.
12

9:1-2 'OTJK eiui eXeaJSepoq; OVK eiui drcdoxoAoq; oi)%i 'IIICTODV xov Kt>piov
fipwv eopaKa; oi) xo epyov iiov viielq eoxe ev KDpiio; ei dXXoiq OVK eiui
djiooxoXoq, dXXa y e viilv eipi- f| ydp oc|)payiq uou xrjq d7tooxoA,fjq ijpeiq eoxe
ev KDpiio.
2

9:5 prj OVK e^opev ecjotjolav d8eA,cj)rjv ywaiKa rcepidyeiv cbq Kai o i A,oi7ioi
d7tooxoX,oi Kai o i d5eAx|)ol TOD KDpiot) Kai Kric|)dq;
[[9:9 ev ydp xco Mcouaeooq vdpcp yeypaTrxai •
(ioobv ueAea xco 9eto:]]

ov Kripcoaetq Bow dAocovxa. LITI

XCBV

9:12 e i dXXoi xfjq uuc&v e^ouoiaq uexe%ouoiv, oi) uaAAov tipelq; dXX' OVK
e x p T | o d p e 6 a xfi ecjouoig xauxrj, aXXd ndvxa axeyouev, i v a uf) xiva eyK07tf|v
8cbuev T i p eDayyeXlto xov Xpio-xot).
9:14 oijxcoq Kai 6 KDpvoq Siexac^ev xoiq xo e-uayyeXiov KaxayyeXXouoiv EK
xov et)ayyeA.ioD C,f\v.
9:21 xoiq dvduoiq cbq dvouoq, prj cov dvouoq Qeod dXX' e v v o p o q Xpioxov,
KepSdvco xoijq dvdpouq'
10:4

K a i

iva

rcdvxeq xd adxd rtveupaxtKov erttov KOUW emvov ydp eK
dKoXoi)9o\)oriq rcexpaq, f) 7texpa 8e t|v 6 Xpicroq.

7tveupaxiKf|q

[[10:5 dXX' OVK ev xoiq uXeiooiv ai)xcbv ei)86KT)oev 6 9edc. Kaxeoxpcb9r|oav
ydp ev xfi epfipco.]]
Kli

lov

10:9 ur|8e eKTteipd^oouev xov Xpio-xov, l -'- P l Ka9cbq xiveq ai)xcov
erceipaoav Kai vnd xcbv 6<|>ecov dnaXXvvxo.
v

[[10:13 Tieipaouoq vindq OVK eiXr|<|)ev e i ufj dv9pco7uvoq' Ttioxoq 8e 6 Qeoc. oc
edaei ijpdq 7xeipao9fjvai imep 6 8i)vao9e dXXa Tcoirjoei avv xco
iteipaouca Kai xfw eKPaoiv XOD 8i)vao9ai i)7teveyKeIv.]]
OVK

10:16 xo 7ioxf|piov xfjq evXoyiaq 6 edXoyouuev, o d ^ i Koivcovia eoxiv xov
a i j i a x o q TOD Xpioxov; xov dpxov o v K^cbuev, ov%\ Koivcovia xov < r a L i a x o g
xot) XpiCTToi) etTTtv;
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10:20-22 "dXX' oxv d Qvovaiv, 8avuoviov<; Kai oi) 8ecb [8t>o'uaiv] oi) QeXw 8e
liudq Koivcovoiii; xcov Savpovieov yiveo9av. oi> 8i)vao9e rcoxripiov Kt)piot)
n i v e i v K a i 7toxf|pvov 8avpovioov, oi) 8i)vaa6e xpaneinq K-upiot) pexexetv
K a i xpa7ie^ri<; 8avpovicov. r\ 7iapa^r)Aoi3pev xov Kvpiov; pi) to%"updxepov
avxov eapev;
-

21

22

10:26 (LXX) TOD Ktipiot) ydp f| yf) Kai xo JtAYpcopa avjxfjq.
10:31-11:1 "eixe otlv e o G i e x e e i x e rcivexe e i x e xi rcoieixe, irdvxa eic 5d£av
Qeov rcovevxe. djtpdoK07iov Kai Tot)8aiovc; yiveo9e Kai "EkXr\civ Kai XQ
eKK^r|pia xov Qeov. Ka6cbc, KaycbrcdvxaTtdovv dpeoKeo pf) ^nxcbv xo e u a w o i j
cruu())opov dXXa xo xcovrcoA,A,obv,vva acoScoovv.
Livprixav povj yvveoBe Ka9obc,
Kayd) Xpiorot).
i2

J3

11:3 6eXco 8e upac, ei8evav oxv navxdq avSpog r\ KE$a\r\ 6 Xpvtrxoq eoxvv,
Ke<^aXr\ 8e ywavKoc, 6 dvfjp, KE§(IXX\ &e xov Xpiorot) 6 9edc.
[[11:7 dvfip pev ydp OVK d<|>eiA,ev KaxaKaXtmxeoQav xfw Ke<|)aA,r|V evKibv Kai
8d£a Qeov i)7tdp%tov]1
11:11-12 7tA,fiv o i k e yt»vf| %copic, dvSpdc, o w e dvfip xmpiq yuvavKoq ev
KDpiio- ''cbouep ydp i) yuvfi C K XOD dv8pd<;, oikox; Kai 6 dvf)p 8vd xf\q
yuvavKoq xd 8e rcdvxa eK xov Qeov.
n

-

[[11:13 ev DLUV ai)xov<; K p i v a x e ' 7ipe7iov eoxiv y u v a v K a aKaxaKdXvmxov xo)
8eco 7ipooei)yeo9av:]]
[[11:16 E i 8e xiq 8oKev ^vAdvevKoq evvav, fipevq xoiaiixriv ouvfjQeiav OUK
e%OLiev oi)8e a l eKK^rioiai xoij 9eoij.]]
11:20 Zvjvepxopevcov ovSv vjpcov e n i xd adxd OVJK eoxvv K u p i a x o v Seinvov
cjiayevv
[[11:22 pr) ydp oiKiaq OUK e%exe eic, xd eaGievv Kai rcivevv; f\ xfjc eKKXnavac
Kaxa<j)poveixe, Kai Kaxavo%dvexe xouc, pf] e%ovxag; xi e'iTico dpvv;
e7cavveo(o vpdq; ev XODXCO OVK enaiva.]]

xov Qeov

2!

11:23-27 'Eycb ydp 7iapeXaBov GOTO w o KDpioD, 6 Kai 7iape8coKa diiiv, oxi 6
Ktjpioc; 'Ir\<Tovq ev xf) VVJKX'V fi rcapeSiSexo eXafiev apxov Kai etr/apioxnoac;
eK^aoev Kai eircev xoiixd pot) ECTTVV TO criopa xd imep ijpcov xoijxo novelxe
eic, xf)v epf|v dvauvrioiv. ^cboaijxcoc; Kai xd jcoxripiov uexd xd Seircvfjoai
Xeymv xoDxo xd 7toxf)pvov f) Kavvr) 8ia9r|KT| eoxiv ev xw eii^ aiitaxx' xo-fjxo
novevxe, doaKvc; edv Tiivrixe, eic; xf)v epr)v dvdpvriovv. ^doaKvq ydp edv
eo6ir)xe xov apxov xoiJxov Kai xd noxripvov 7tivr|xe, xov Bdvaxov xov Ktjpiot)
KaxayyeA,Xexe d^pv ov e.XQr\. " Q o x e bq dv eaGiri xov apxov f) 7tvvr| xo
JioTTipiov xoti Kt)piot) dvaqlcoc;, evo/oq eoxav xov ccoiiaToq K a i Toii
a i p a T o q Toi> Kt)piot).
24

27

[[11:29 6 ydp eo9i(ov K a i Tiivcov K p i p a eauxop eo8iev K a i 7tivei pf) SvaKpivcov
xd ocopa. I
^P "!
v L +

T O I I

1 0
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11:32 Kpivduevoi 8e vnb
Kooiito KaxaKpiGcouev.

| v J

+

™^ Kupioi)
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naiSevoueQa, 'iva UT) adv TO)

12:3 8i6 yvcopii^co diiiv oxi odSeic, ev Ttveupaxi 9eoiJ XaXav Xeyev 'AvaGspa
'Ir\<rovq, Kai oddeic; Sdvaxai eijteiv Ktipioc; 'It\o~ovq, ei uf) ev J t v e d u a x i
dyico.
4

12:4-6 Aiaipeaeic, 8e xapiaudxcov eiaiv,

TO

Se amo nvevfia- K a i
5

6

d i a i p e a e i q diaKovicbv eioiv, K a i 6 avxoq Kt>pioc/ K a i Siaipeoeiq
evepyripdxcov eiaiv, d 8e avxbq 9edc d evepycbv xdrcdvxaev Ttdaiv.

12:12 KaGdrcep ydp xd acbpa ev eaxiv K a i iieXr\ noXXd e%ei, Ttdvxa 8e xd \ieXr\
xov acbpaxoq noXXd ovxa ev eaxiv atoua, oiSxrag K a i 6 Xpioxbq[[12:18 vuvi 8e d Geoc eGexo xd

\ieXr\, ev e K a a x o v aijxdJv ev xco acbpaxi KaGcbq

r\QeXr\o-ev.]]
[[12:24 xd 8e euaxriLiova -rjpeov ov xpeiav e%ei. dX.X.d d Geoc auveKepaaev xd
acbiia xco dcxepovjuevcp nepiaaoxepav 8ovq xiu,f|v,]]
27

28

12:27-28 Tuei<; 8e eoxe aioua Xpio-xot) K a i ueAxi eK pepo-ix;. K a i oij<; pev
eGexo d Geoc ev xfj eKK^riaig npcbxov drcoaxdXovx;, dedxepov 7tpo(j)fixaq,
xpixov 8i8aaKdA,ovj(;, eiteixa Suvapeiq, erceixa %apiapaxa iaudxcov,
dvxiA.r|p\i/ei(;, KtjSepvrjaeiq, yevr| y^coaacov.
[[14:2 6 ydp Xa^cov yXcoaan OVK dvGpamoic; XaXei
aKoiiei, Tiveupaxi de XaXei a w x i p i a ] ]

aXXd Gear o\)8ei<; ydp

[[14:18 euxapiaxco xco 8ecb. Tidvxcov vii&v pdX,X,ov ytabaaaiq A,aA«r]]
[[[14:21 (LXX) ev xo) vdpcp yeypanxai oxi ev exepoyAxbaaoic, K a i ev %eiXeaiv
exepcov XaXr\G<a xco Xaa xovxa K a i oi)8' oikcoc, eiaaKodaovxai uot>, Xeyei
KJjpiO£.]]]
[[14:25 xd Kprmxd xr\q KapSiaq axYtoij (|>avepd yivexai, Kai oiixcoqrceacbveni
7ipoaKuvr|aei xo) 9ec5 dnayyeXXav oxi ovxaq d Qeoq ev vidv
eaxiv.]]

Ttpdaconov

[[14:28 edv 8e pi) fi 8ieppT)veuxr|q, aiydxco ev eKK>.r|aig, eauxo) 8e
K a i xo) 9eo).]]
[[14:33 ov ydp e a x i v d K a x a a x a a i a q d

Qeoq aXXd

XaXeix®

eiprivT)c. (be, ev Ttdaaic, xaic,

eKKA,r|aiaic, xcov dyicov.]]

14:36-37 f) aty' duebv d Xoyoq xod Geod ecjfiXGev, f\ eiq dude, udvouc,
Kaxr]vxTiaev; Ei xiq S o K e i 7tpo(j)r|xr|c, eivai r]rcveupaxiKoc,,e7tiyiv(oaKexco a
ypd<))co duiv oxi Kvjpiou e a x i v evxoXr)'
if,

i7

15:3-8 7tape8(OKa ydp d u i v ev npmoiq, 6 Kai 7tape^a[3ov, oxi Xpi<7x6q
dneGavev i m e p xcbv dpapxicbv fipcov Kaxd xdq ypacjidc, Kai oxi exd<>T| Kai oxi
e y r i y e p x a i xfj r\aepq xf\ xpixr\ Kaxd xdq jpad^dq K a i oxi C5<|>8TI Kr\<$>d e i x a xoiq
8cb8eKa' ''eireixa oa<j>6t| ercdvco n e v x a K o a i o i q d8eA<()oi<; etydnaq', eq ebv oi
!

4

5
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KXeioveq uevouoiv ecoc, d p x i , xivec, 8e EKOiufjQriaav' £7t£ixa 6)tyQr\ 'IaKcbfko
eita xoic, aTtocxdXoic, 7 t d o i v "eaxo-xov S E rcavxcov cborcEpei xcb EKxpobpaxi
7

OJ(|)9T| Kduoi.

''Eycb ydp E i p i d EAXXXIOXOC, xcbv drtooxdA,cov bq OVK Eiui iKavdc,
anomoXoq, Sidxi £§icocja xijv E K K X r j o i a v xou GEQU' '"ydpixi S E
GEQU E i u i d E i u i , K a i f| y d p i c a u x o u rj eiq EUE ou KEVTJ EyEvrjQri, aXXa
7teptcodxepov auxcov jrdvxcov e K o r c i a o a , OVK Eycb S E aXXa r\ y d p i c xou Geou
[f|] ouv euoi.]]
[[15:9-10

Ka^EioGai

12

Ei S E Xpiaxbq Kripuooexai o x i EK vEKpcbv eyfjyepxai, n&q
xivec; OXI dvdoxaoic, veKpcbv OUK EOXIV; " E I S E dvdoxaoic;
veKpcbv OVK EOXIV, oi)8e Xpioroc; eyrjyepxar E I S E Xp«Tx6<; OUK
eyfjyepxai, KEVOV apa [Kai] xd Kfjpuyua rjpcbv, Kevri K a i f| nioxiq upcov
'^EupioKOUEQa S E Kai y£u5oudpxup£c xou Qsou. OXI EuapxupfjoauEv K a x d
xou 9eou oxi fjyeipsv xov Xptcxov, ov OUK rr/EipEv Eircep apa vEKpoi OUK
eyeipovxai. "'Ei ydp VEKpoi OUK eyeipovxai, OD8E Xpiaxbq eyfjyepxai • ei
S E Xpvffxoi; OUK EyfjyEpxai, paxaia fj nioxiq upcbv, exi EOXE EV xaic,
duapxiaic, upcbv, dpa Kai o i KoipiiGevxEc; EV Xpicxcp a7tcbXovxo. e i ev xfi
^cofj xavxx] ev Xpiarco fjXmKdxec, EOUEV pdvov, EXEEIVOXEPOI rcavxcov
15:12-19

Xeyovaiv EV dpiv

, 4

17

18

w

dv9pcb7icov E o u e v .
2

"Nuvi Se Xpitrxoc, eyfjyepxai EK veKpwv anapx^X tcov
KEKOipripevcov. e7ieiSij ydp 8i' dv9pomou Qdvaxoc,, K a i 8i' avGpemou
dvdoxaoic, veKpcbv. monep ydp ev xcb 'ASdp Ttdvxec, d7roQvfjoKouoiv, ouxcoq
Kai EV x<» Xpicxrarcavxec,^cpojtoir|Qf|oovxai. "EKaoxoc, Se ev xcb iSico
xdypaxi a7tapxf| Xpio-xoc;, ETtEixa o i xov Xpio-xoD EV xfj rcapowia
CUDXOD, E i x a xd XEXOC,, dxav irapa8iSco xijv BaoiA,£iav xcb GEM K a i Ttaxpi.
dxav Kaxapyrjon Tidoav dpxfjv Kai rcdoav E^ouoiav K a i Suvauiv. 5EI ydp
auxdv Baoi^EUEiv a^pi ou Qfjrcdvxac,xouc, ExGpouc, vnb xovq nbdaq avxov.
^EGxaxoq exQpbq Kaxapyeixai d Qdvaxoc; 7tdvxa ydp urcexacjev vko xovq
izbdaq OTOXOD. dxav Se eijrrj oxi rcdvxa ujtoxexaKxai, SfjXov oxi EKXOC, xou
UTioxdcjavxoq auxcb xd rcdvxa. dxav S E DJioxayfj auxio xd rcdvxa, xdxe [Kai]
avuxdc; 6 vibq lOTOxayrjoexai xcb imoxdcjavxi auxcb xd ndvxa, i v a fi d Qeoc; [xd]
ndvxa ev ndoiv.
15:20-28

2I

22

2i

24

25

27

28

fjuepav d7ioGvf|OKCo, vfj xijv upexepav Kau%r|oiv, fjv exco E V
XpiCTxra 'IT|O-OU xro KDpiio T)p«v.
15:31 K a G '

[[15:34 £Kvfj\|/ax£ SiKairoq Kai iifj dpapxdvexe, dyvcooiav ydp Geou xivec
exouoiv. npbq evxponiiv uplv AaXcb.]]
[[15:38 d Se Qeoc S i S c o o i v auxcb ocbua KaQcbq rjQeA.r)oev, Kai EKaoxco xcov
O7t£pudxcov iSiov acbpa.]]
15:45-49

'ouxco<; K a i yeypanxai' EyEVExo drcpcbxoc;dvQpcoTtoi; ASdp eiq
v
'eaxaxoq 'A8dp. E i q TtvEuua ^onoiovv.
'aXX' ov npmxov

4

H>vxf\v ^cooav, 6

xd 7rveuuaxiKov dX.A.d xd H / U / I K O V , ETtEixa xd 7iv£upaxiKov. d npcoxoc;
47
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dvBpcojroq etc yijc, xoiKoq, 6 8erJxepoq avOprairog
° ">P SI ecj o d p a v o d .
o i o q 6 xo'tKoq, TOIOVJTOI K a i o i %o'iKoi, K a i o i o q 6 e i t o u p d w o q , xovodxov Kai
oi ercoupdvvov K a i KaGcbq e ^ o p e a a p e v xnv e i K o v a t o d xoiKoi), ^ o p e a o p e v
K a i tfiv e i K o v a xov ercoupaviou.

4S

41|

[[15:50 Todxo de §r\\ii, d8e?i<t>ot, oxi adpq" Kai a i p a [kxavA,eiav 8eovJ
Klnpovovinaav ov Srjvaxav oijde n <|>8opd xfiv d(|)8apatav K^ripovopei.]]
,T

15:57-58 xcb 8e 8eo3 y d p i c xco 8i8dvxt rjpiv xd v i K o q 5 i d xov icupiou T\IIWV
'IiltTorj Xpvtrxou. ' " Q a x e , d8eA,c|)oi iiov dya7tr|xoi, e S p a i o i y i v e a G e ,
dtiexaKivTixoi, Ttepiaaerjovxeq ev xra epyw xov Kupiou rcdvxoxe, eiddxeq oxv
d Kdrcoq dpdJv OVK e a x i v Kevdq e v Kvpie>.
8

16:7 orj Ge^co y d p dudq d p x i e v 7iapd6cp i d e i v , eXTti^co y d p xpdvov x i v d
e T t i u e i v a i Ttpdq dudq e d v 6 Kt)pioq eTtixpeyii..
16:10 ' E d v 8e eXSri T i p d S e o q , BXercexe, v v a d^dfkoq y e v n x a i rcpdq
ydp epyov Kupioi) epyd^exav cbq Kdyor

viiaq' xo

16:19 'Aarcd^ovxai dudq a i e K K X n a i a i xfjq A a i a q . da7rd£exai uudq ev Kupico
I l p i a K a aiiv xfj Kax' OIKOV arjxcov eKKA.rictg.

noXXa 'AKvJA,aq Kai
n

2i

16:22-24 el xiq ov <|>iA,ei xov icdpiov, fjxco d v d G e p a . p a p d v a 8d. f| xdpiq
24
xoii K-upiow 'Ii\<rov pe6' viiiov. r\ dydjin pou uexd iravxcov viiav ev Xpitrxa
'lr\<rov.

Appendix II: An Analysis of Usage
(* = a n a r t h r o u s ; + = w i t h possessive p r o n o u n ; [LXX] = S e p t u a g i n t e c h o /
citation)

1 Corinthians
8edq
103 + 2 Krjpioq LXX
citations
Christ
121
The Data
1. Krjpioq ' I n c o d q X p v a x d q (8)
1:2
1:3
1:7
1:8
1:10
6:11
8:6
15:57

G+
G*
G+
G+
G+
G
N
G+

[v.l.-Xpvaxod

(8vd)

l a . 'Iriaodq Xpvaxdq Kupioq (1)
1:9
G (appositive to uidq)
lb. Xptaxdq 'Inaoiiq Krjpioq (1)
15:31 D + (ev)
2. Kdpioq 'Inaodq (4)
5:4
G + [v.l. + Xpiaxorj]
5:4
G + [v.l. + Xpiaxod]
11:23 N
16:23 G [v.l. + Xpiaxod]
2a. 'Inaodq . . . Krjpioq (1)
9:1
A+
3. Xpvaxdq 'Inaodq (6)
1:1
G*
1:2
D* (ev)
1:4
D* (ev)
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1:30
D* (ev)
D* (ev)
4:15
16:24 D* (ev)
. 'Iriaorjc, Xpiaxoq (2)
2:2
A*
N*
3:11
Kupiocj (49 + 15 =

1:31
2:8
2:16
3:5
[3:20
4:4
4:5
4:17
4:19
5:5
6:13
6:13
6:14
6:17
7:10
7:12
7:17
7:22
7:22
7:25
7:25
7:32
7:32
7:34
7:35
7:39
9:1
9:2
9:5
9:14
10:21
10:21
10:22
10:26
11:11
(11:20

64

[+2 = God])
D* (ev) [LXX]
A
G* [LXX]
N
N* L X X = God]
PredN* [Colwell's Rule]
N
D* (ev)
N
G [v.l. + 'Iriooij]
D
N
A
D
N
N
N
D* (ev)
G*
G*
G* (VJTIO)

G
D
G
D
D* (ev)
D* (ev)
D* (ev)
G
N
G*
G*
A
G [LXX]
D*
KupidKov)

11:23 G (cmo)
11:26 G
11:27 G
11:27 G
11:32 G* [v.l. + xou] I
N
12:5
[14:21 N* LXX = God]
14:37 G*
15:58 G
15:58 D* (ev)
N
16:7
16:10 G*
16:19 D* (ev)
•lr\aovq (2 + 24 = 26)
N*
12:3
12:3
PredN*
Xpraxoq (45 + 18 = 6:
1:6
G
G*
1:12
N
1:13
N*
1:17
G
1:17
A*
1:23
A*
1:24
G*
2:16
D* (ev)
3:1
G*
3:23
N*
3:23
G*
4:1
4:10 A* (8id)
4:10 D* (ev)
D* (ev)
4:15
N*
5:7
G*
6:15
G
6:15
G*
7:22
N*
8:11
8:12
A* (eiq)
G
9:12
9:21
G*
10:4 PredN
10:9 A [v.l. Kvpiov]
10:16 G
10:16 G
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11:1
11:3
11:3
12:12
12:27
15:3
15:12
15:13
15:14
15:15
15:16
15:17
15:18
15:19

G*
N
G
N
G*
N*
N*
N*
N*
A
N*
N*
D* (ev)
D* (ev)
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15:20 N *
15:22 D (ev)
15:23 N *
15:23 G
7. m o ; (2)
1:9
G (w/ appositive Tnaovjc;
Xptardc; icrjpioq)
15:28 N
8. Others
15:45 6 eoxaroq A5dp
15:47 6 oewepog av8pco7ioc,
[v.l. 6 icrjpioc,]
16:22 uaptiva

4
Christology in 2 Corinthians
PAUL'S SECOND CANONICAL LETTER TO the believers in Corinth has much less
1

christological data than does 1 Corinthians. The reason for this is basically
twofold: first, it is by far the most personal of all his letters, dealing primarily
with defense and/or explanations of his most recent relations with them;
second, it is for this reason ad hoc at the very highest level, which makes in
terpretation always a bit tenuous. Thus, while the personal nature of the let
ter tends to call for fewer references to Christ, Paul nonetheless tends to
bring Christ into the picture simply because that is who Paul is; and since he
can hardly speak about himself without speaking of Christ, we get presuppo
sitional christological moments of all kinds and in many ways. The net re
sult is that looking at the Christology of 2 Corinthians after that of
1 Corinthians is at some points like moving onto new ground.
2

3

4

To begin with, 2 Corinthians has a more theocentric feel to it than do
the earlier three letters, evidenced in part by the fact that God is mentioned
more often than Christ. The letter itself begins on a theocentric note, bless
ing the God who is the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ and then concentrat1

Commentaries on 2 Corinthians are listed in the bibliography (pp. 640-41);
they are cited in this chapter by author's surname only.
By way of contrast, 1 Corinthians focuses primarily on the Corinthian believers
themselves, especially on the many behavioral/ethical matters that need serious at
tention, and apart from ch. 9 very little on Paul himself.
'It is a simple reality of life that the more a writer and recipient are on the same
page with regard to shared experiences, the less the writer needs to inform the recipi
ent about the known details. Since 2 Corinthians has so much of this kind of con
tent, interpreters are basically left on the outside listening in on one side of a very
intense conversation. Hence we are also left with a great deal more scholarly guess
work than in, for example, Galatians or Romans. See G. D. Fee and D. Stuart, How to
Read the Bible for All Its Worth (3d ed.; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2002), 56-59.
Indeed, there are so many items that would be considered "contradictory" if
they appeared in, for example, Colossians or 2 Thessalonians that they would be pro
posed as further evidence for Paul's not having written those letters. The fact that
many of the same kinds of alleged inconsistencies and linguistic differences exist be
tween I and 2 Corinthians as between Colossians and the rest of the corpus reveals
how much subjectivity goes into decisions about authenticity.
2

4
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ing on God's mercies that spared Paul from what appeared to be certain
death. This emphasis is then found at several places throughout, even in the
great soteriological moment in 5:18-6:2 and its following catalogue of Paul's
ministry and hardships (6:3-10). So while the emphasis on Christ that we
have seen in 1-2 Thessalonians and 1 Corinthians continues to some degree,
it is here much more noticeably placed within the larger context of God's
purposes and will than before.
Furthermore, after the high level of intertextual use of the Septuagint in
the earlier three letters, where Krjpioc, = Yahweh has been taken over and
applied to Christ, in this chapter on 2 Corinthians such a heading does not
appear at all. What does carry over are the many Septuagint phrases of this
kind, plus some new ones, that have obviously become a part of Paul's theo
logical vocabulary when speaking of Christ.
Nonetheless, despite these noticeable differences, 2 Corinthians has its
own significant christological moments that add to the full-orbed picture, es
pecially 8:9 and 3:16—1:6. And what does emerge reflects something of the
same undercurrent of christological crisis that marked much of 1 Corinthians,
where the significance of the person of Christ is tending to be diminished in
some way. Here in particular Paul now spells out what it means for Christ to
be the true bearer of the divine image and thus to reflect the divine glory. And
as before, it is in the shared prerogatives of Father and Son that one sees
Pauline Christology emerge most consistently in the letter. At the same time,
Paul continues to speak of Christ in the same ways as he has done in the three
earlier letters. His primary interest in Christ continues to be the same:
soteriological. What God has done in Christ is always Paul's primary theologi
cal focus. Thus the relational aspect of Christian life continues to focus on
one's relationship with Christ, in ever so many ways and kinds of contexts.
As with previous chapters, the present chapter proceeds in a basically
thematic way, beginning with one of the more significant christological mo
ments in the corpus (8:9) and then branching out to a variety of other kinds
of christological phenomena that appear in the letter. Items that have ap
peared in the earlier letters are simply listed and cross-referenced toward
the end.
5

A Preliminary Look at the Data
The various references to Christ and to God are found in appendix I at
the end of this chapter; likewise, an analysis of the different ways of refer
ring to Christ is found in appendix II. In comparison with the first three let
ters, two matters stand out. First, for the second time references to God
(Qeoq) outnumber references to Christ (78x to 75x), including Xpiotoi;
6

5

h

See the discussion on 2 Cor 3:16-18: 8:21.
Cf. 1 Thessalonians (see n. 12 in ch. 2).
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(Christ), K-upioc; (Lord), 'Irioovjc, (Jesus), and uloq (Son) in all of their various
combinations. This stands in some contrast to 1 Corinthians, where Christ is
mentioned by name 18 times more than God the Father (121x to 103x). Sec
ond, the most striking feature regarding references to Christ is the predomi
nance of the title/name XpiaTOc, (47x) in comparison with Kupioc, (26x) and
'Inrjoix; (19x), including the number of times each occurs alone (Xpioxoc,,
38x; Kvjpiot;, 18x; 'Inoovjc;, 7x). In fact, this begins a pattern that carries
through the rest of the extant letters to churches (including Philemon).
With regard to the specific names/titles, the sudden high incidence of
the name 'Inoofjc, in ch. 4 is easily explained by the subject matter: Paul is
contemplating his sufferings in light of those of the earthly Jesus (Paul has
Jesus' death in view, to be sure, but the focus is on Jesus' sufferings, not re
demption brought about by his death). What is less clear is the reason for the
sudden high incidence of the use of Xpioxoc, as the primary "name" in this
letter. But that is indeed what has happened, and it will continue so in the
rest of the corpus.
7

8

Christ: Preexistent and Incarnate Redeemer
As often happens in his letters, some of Paul's most profound chris
tological moments appear in places where one might least expect them—
further evidence that his Christology lies deeply rooted as presuppositional to
his understanding of Christ and is not something that needed proof or expli
cation. This was true of his first mention of Christ's preexistence in 1 Cor
8:6; it finds expression in this letter in a plea for the Corinthians to follow
through on an unfulfilled promise of giving to the poor. At the same time,
the "heavenly redeemer" lived a truly human life, yet without sin; and even
if Paul does not speak of it often, a further moment in this letter reminds the
Corinthians that Paul's own "weaknesses" are in keeping with the character
of the earthly Jesus.

2 Corinthians 8:9—Incarnation as Paradigm for Giving to
the Poor
In this thoroughly metaphorical passage, in which one wordplay follows
another, Paul is exhorting the Corinthians toward selfless giving for the sake
of the (literally) poor in Jerusalem. He begins by telling the story of Mace9

' This does not include the two occurrences of Kupioc, in the Xeyei Kupioc, for
mula taken over from citations of the Septuagint in 6:17-18. On this matter, see n. 7
in ch. 3.
From here on, except for the clear instance in Rom 9:5, "Christ" seems to have
become the Lord's name; but see the considerable argument by N. T. Wright on Phlm
6 suggesting otherwise (The Climax of the Covenant: Christ and the Law in Pauline The
ology [Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992]. 41-55).
'We actually learn this in a later letter (Rom 15:25-32).
s
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donia: how they (also literally poor) have exemplified especially selfless gen
erosity. To score this point in the strongest possible way, he concludes by
reminding them of the basic story of Christ, doing so with metaphor and
wordplay that are intended to remind the Corinthians that their very lives
are totally dependent on the kind of "grace" similar to that in which he
wishes them to engage. The text reads,
8:9 yivcocncexe ydp xf|v xdpiv
1. (a)
(b)
2. (a)
(b)
For you know
"the grace"

xov KvpioD fjpcov TTJO-OTJ X p i c w u ,
on
8i' dude, enx&xevo-ev
nkovotoq <5v,
xf\
E
K
s
i v o i ) ixxoxeia
iva
7tXouxfjcrnx£.
of our Lord,
]esus Christ,
that
for you
he became "poor"
being "rich,"
so that
you
by his "poverty"
might become "rich."

Several christological observations are in order. First, it needs to be re
peated that this is metaphor, expressive and powerful metaphor, that appears
suddenly and without explanation either before or after. Thus the power lies
in the metaphor itself. To argue that this is literal in some way is to remove
both the power and the poetry of this sentence. The same is true of an inter
pretation that does not presuppose preexistence.
Second, Paul reminds them that what follows is something they "know."
Whether this relates to the actual metaphor itself may be questionable; but
at the least it has the incarnation as its referent. This is a theological point
on which he and they are agreed; and we noted in the preceding chapter
that their common understanding of Christ as preexistent lay behind some
of Paul's argumentation in 1 Cor 8 and 10.
Third, the word "grace" appears here as a considerable wordplay. In the
immediately preceding sentences this has been Paul's language to refer to
the Macedonians' own giving for the poor. This is the "grace" that God has
given them (v. 1), spelled out in vv. 2-5 as an overflow of their joy in Christ
that demonstrated itself in "giving as much as they were able, and even be
yond their ability." And this is the "grace" that in v. 6 Paul now urges on the
10

11

1 0

A s does G. W. Buchanan, "Jesus and the Upper Class," Nov! 7 (1964): 195-209.
Cf. Furnish's comment that Buchanan—"contrary to his own intention—succeeds
in showing only how futile it is to argue for a literal interpretation" (417). Nonethe
less, one finds a more literal approach to this text scattered throughout the litera
ture; note, e.g.. Hunter: "His earthly lot was that of a poor man (II Cor. 8.9)" (Gospel
according to Paul, 59), which mixes this metaphor with the known reality of his
earthly life.
As, e.g., J. D. G. Dunn. Christology in the Making: A New Testament Inquiry into
the Origins of the Doctrine of the Incarnation (2d ed.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989),
121-23. See n. 13 below.
11
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Corinthians, as a matter oi' bringing to completion something already
begun. Indeed, he wants them to excel in "this grace," just as they have in
other Christian virtues (v. 7).
So when Paul uses this word as his introduction to the "Christ story."
this continues to be its first meaning. What "our Lord Jesus Christ" exempli
fied in his incarnation was the kind of "grace" of giving for the sake of the
"poor" already noted among the Macedonians; but in this case, of course,
the "poor" were the Corinthians, who had been impoverished by the
wretchedness of sin. At the same time, since the Corinthians know the story
well, it is hard to imagine they will not also have heard the second level of
meaning—Paul's more predominantly theological one—that God's grace to
ward the (sinful) needy was played out to the full in Christ's ultimate "impov
erishment" on our behalf: death on the cross.
Thus it was through Christ's "impoverishment" that the Corinthians
have become "rich"—not wealthy in worldly goods but wealthy as those re
deemed from their former pagan idolatries and thus fitted for life eternal.
Their true wealth came by way of the great reversal: the truly "rich" one be
comes "poor" so that the truly "poor" ones might become "rich."
Third, the crucial christological point lies in the first (b) line, that it was
the one who in his preredemptive existence was "rich" who became "poor."
The modifying participial phrase with which the first clause concludes has
"rich" as its predicate adjective (= "being rich"), thus creating a metaphor
that expresses the glory inherent in Christ's preexistent state. The main verb
then expresses the enormity of his grace: for your sakes he "became poor"—
from the "richness" of eternity to the "impoverishment" of our humanity.
The reason for this "impoverishment" is redemptive, to elevate us to his
"richness." The power of the metaphor, as a way of expressing Christ's
grace, lies precisely in the presupposition of preexistence and incarnation,
which at the same time implies choice on the part of the preexistent One. It
is difficult to imagine how such a metaphor could ever have come to mind if
Paul had been speaking about one who had merely human beginnings.
In fact, however, it sometimes has been argued that this metaphor does
not require us to think in terms of personal preexistence, that this metaphor
would work for one who thought of Christ's earthly life as having only nor
mal human beginnings. But that is to read texts in isolation from one an12

13

12

Note the emphatic positioning of the 8i' i>udc, (for your sakes) and viielq (you)
in the two (a) lines: "how that for your sakes he became poor," "so that you by
his poverty."
D u n n (Christology in the Making, 121-23) begins the discussion by showing
that the various parts of the sentence do not necessarily require the assumption of
preexistence. always asking whether the Corinthians themselves would have as
sumed as much (see ch. 3, pp. 102-5 above for his view that 1 Cor 8:6 should be
read as having to do not with Christ but with Wisdom!). He then offers that what
more likely lies behind the metaphor is Jesus as the second Adam, who "was rich"
in a way far beyond the first Adam but became "poor" in his suffering and death.
15
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other; after all, the author of this text also wrote 1 Cor 8:6, insisting that "the
one Lord, namely, Jesus Christ." is also the one "through whom all things"
were created. And he is the same author of the later Phil 2:6-8, which tells
this same story but with more detail. Granted that one must always use cau
tion when looking at one passage in light of another; granted further that if
we did not have these other texts, this passage, given its metaphorical na
ture, could be read in a way that does not necessarily lead to a view of per
sonal preexistence. Nevertheless, the plain sense of the metaphor in this case
carries all the freight in a presuppositional way of the normal sense of the
language and theology of Phil 2:6-7.

2 Corinthians 5:21—He Who Knew No Sin
As Paul moves toward the conclusion of a long digression in which he
has explained, and thus defended, his apostleship, including especially his
physical weaknesses, he also moves toward an appeal for reconciliation be
tween himself and them (5:18-21). But he does so, typically, by putting it into
the context of the larger work of reconciliation that Christ has effected for
the sake of the world. I will discuss this whole passage at greater length in
the section "Christ Devotion and Soteriology—2 Corinthians 5:14-6:2"; for
now, we need especially to note that Paul understood Christ in his incar
nation to be sinless.
Verse 21 serves as the wrap-up to this part of the long digression. What
is striking is how apparently unrelated to the preceding sentences it seems to
be. That is, Paul's concern from v. 14 has been with the radical new thing
that Christ has effected in the world, bringing about God's "new creation."
The reason for pressing this so hard on the Corinthians is that their present
14

Although this view has rightly been found wanting by those who have written on
this passage (e.g., Furnish, 417; Betz, 62; Martin, 263; Thrall, 533; Barnett, 407;
Lambrecht, 137; Matera, 191; idem, New Testament Christology, 95), D u n n continues
to maintain it in Theology of Paul, 290-92. One can only wonder how the Corinthi
ans could have been party to such an oblique metaphorical referent as "rich" and
"poor" having to do with A d a m before and after the fall, since the only reference to
Adam in 1 Corinthians has to do with his leading humanity into death (15:21-22)
and thus having a body subject to decay in contrast to Christ's risen and glorified
body (15:44-49).
"Because there is nothing else quite like this passage in the corpus, some have
argued that Paul is here using "pre-Pauline" material; and often this claim is accom
panied by the assumption that it is therefore somehow "non-Pauline." For a helpful
overview of this discussion, see excursus VII in Thrall, 445-49: she rightly, though
tentatively, rejects the theory as "by no means compelling." The point that needs to
be made again (see. in the present volume, n. 27 in ch. 2) is that even if Paul was
using prior material, it sits in its present context in Pauline sentences, dictated by
him and aimed directly at the present tension between him and the Corinthians. The
basic historical presupposition that should prevail in such moments is that what
Paul wrote (even though by dictation), Paul himself believed and made his own; and
therefore these sentences are as Pauline as anything else one finds in his letters.
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view of him, he argues, has altogether to do with viewing things from an
"old creation" point of view—that is, "from the perspective of the flesh." But
this is no longer an option. Christ's death and resurrection have radicalized
everything, so that viewing Paul's weaknesses from the "old age" point of
view misses the point of everything that Christ has done for us and the
world. The old has gone; the new has come (v. 17).
It is in this context that Paul brings in his own ministry as one of recon
ciliation, which in vv. 18-19 he describes in terms of the ministry that God
has given to him; but in v. 20 he suddenly applies it directly to them: "We im
plore you on Christ's behalf: be reconciled to God." In context this means
something like, "Accept God's way of doing things, and stop trying to remake
the gospel to fit your own 'this-worldly' point of view"; and very near the
surface lies an appeal to be reconciled to Paul as well.
The point is that Paul could easily have moved on to what he says in 6:1
and no one would have missed a thing in the argument itself. But he is never
quite able to do things that way. What is crucial for him in this appeal is that
the Corinthians recognize the enormity of the work of Christ that effected
our reconciliation. Thus, with a typical, very tight two-liner, with its very
sharp contrasts (much like 8:9 above), he sets forth the work of Christ in
terms of the great exchange: the "sinless one" becomes "sin" for us so that
we (the sinful ones) might in him (the sinless One) become the righteousness
of God. Thus:
15

16

5:21 (a)
(b)
(b')
(a')

xov )ir\ yvovxa
rJTtep fjucbv
iva f)ueic yevoipeSa
EV ai)t(5.
The one not knowing
for us
that we might become

auapxiav
a u a p x i a v E7toir|c;ev,
S i K a i o a w n Geoi)
sin
sin
[God] made,
the righteousness of God

in him.
The very tightness of this kind of contrast has Paul saying things in a
way that has led others to spill a great deal of ink over this passage, to give it
a precision that removes some of our discomfort with what is said. Our
present concern is simply to note that the sinlessness of Christ in his incar17

15

Or, in Barrett's words, "Paul has not yet explained to his own satisfaction how
Christ crucified constitutes a message of reconciliation" (179).
O n this, see Barnett (407 n. 15), who sets out the two passages side by side.
'"The ink has been spilled primarily over the two (b) lines, whose laconic nature
has led to great concern as to what it means for God to "have made Christ [to be
come] sin" and us to "become the righteousness of God." I do not mean to take this
debate casually—getting it right theologically is important, after all—but Paul's
point seems clear without need of greater precision: Christ as the sinless One offered
the "unblemished sacrifice" for our sins that we might be given righteousness and
thus reconciled with God.
l h
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nation is here asserted as a nonnegotiable presupposition. That it is the
earthly Jesus whom Paul had in view seems certain not only from the con
text but also from the typically Jewish way of putting it: Christ "knew no
sin." This is the "knowing" that comes from experience, not from mental ac
tivity, the kind of "knowing evil" that Adam and Eve experienced that led
to human fallenness. It was the fact that Christ did not "know sin" in this
way that made it possible for him to be offered as the perfect sacrifice on be
half of others.
Thus, at this point Paul joins the author of Hebrews (4:15) to express
what was apparently the common point of view among the earliest Chris
tians about the earthly life of Jesus: he was without sin. These kinds of mo
ments also disclose that Paul knew much more about that earthly life than
many tend to believe; he simply did not have occasion often to make a point
of it. But the next passage does in fact seem also to point in this direction.
18
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2 Corinthians 10:1—Jesus' Attitudes as a Basis for Appeal
Although it is true that Paul rarely refers to Jesus' earthly life apart from
the context of his death and resurrection, there are a few notable exceptions,
this passage being one of t h e m . At the outset of what turns out to be an
especially strong—to the point of being sarcastic—defense of his previous
actions as an apostle, Paul begins by appealing to two qualities of Christ that
seem to be the opposite of what is actually put on display in the argumenta
tion that follows. That leads us to suspect, then, that these were the very
kinds of things denounced in Corinth, as suggested by Paul's repeated refer
ences to his weaknesses as an apostle.
This is one of the issues that gives clear continuity between the two
canonical letters to Corinth, as is made plain by Paul's strong defense in
20
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S o most commentators. Thus it is unlikely that the similar phrase in Rom 3:20
and 7:7 has the same meaning as here (pace Bultmann, 164-65; Furnish, 339). In the
two Romans passages, the law has caused people to become conscious of their sin as
sin; here Paul is dealing with a different kind of "knowing" that comes by
experience.
T h i s reality was anticipated regarding the Suffering Servant in Isa 53:9
("though he had done no lawless deed [dvouia], nor was any deceit in his mouth");
according to Pss. Sol. 17:40-41; T. Jud. 24:1; T Levi 18:9, this in turn became expected
of the Messiah.
At least this seems to be the most natural reading of the text (so Windisch,
292; Barrett, 246-47; Barnett, 459-60; Lambrecht, 153; Matera, 221-22: cf. G. N.
Stanton, Jesus of Nazareth in New Testament Preaching [SNTSMS 27; Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 1974], 198; Dunn, Theology of Paul, 193-94). Others have sug
gested that this is related to his preexistent humility in accepting the weakness of
incarnation (see Bultmann, 182; Furnish, 460; Thrall, 600; see also Martin [302],
who would have it both ways)—a view that arose from a much too skeptical ap
proach to Paul's knowing anything about the historical Jesus. After all, Paul predi
cates his own ethical stance on his "imitating Christ" (1 Cor 11:1), and in doing so it
is unlikely that he had the attitude of the preexistent Christ in view.
w
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1 Cor 4, especially vv. 8-13. In this second letter it is picked up regularly—
beginning with 2:14 and then again in 4:7-12 and 6:3-10—and serves as the
main piece of the argument against his opponents in chs. 10-13. At the out
set of this final argument, Paul rests his appeal on the known character of
Jesus himself.
Paul has been accused of being "weak" when present with them but
"forceful" in his letters (v. 10). As he sets out to defend himself on this mat
ter, he begins with something of a rhetorical coup: he makes his appeal on
the basis of xr]q npav-cqxoq K a i £7tieiKeia<; xov Xpiatorj (the meekness and gen
tleness of Christ). While these words could refer to Christ before his accusers
in the Gospel crucifixion narratives, it is equally possible that Paul is reflect
ing the language of Jesus recorded in Matt 11:29: "Learn of me, for I am
npavq m l xaTteivoq ev K a p 8 i a [gentle and humble in heart]." One might think
so in part because these latter two words appear together in the virtue list of
Col 3:12 and one (npavc) occurs among the fruit of the Spirit in Gal 5:23, and
Paul insists elsewhere that he is an imitator of Christ (1 Cor 11:1).
In either case (and the latter seems more likely), Paul is appealing to
what is known about the earthly Jesus as the foundation from which he him
self will speak. In contrast to the strong language of his letters, Paul appar
ently has appeared "meek and gentle" while in Corinth. Here he is basing his
own attitudes on what is known by both him and the church about the
earthly Jesus. This kind of passing moment in his letters should be a con
stant reminder that Paul was no docetist; rather, the now reigning Christ
lived a truly human life on this planet before his death and resurrection, and
Paul from time to time is ready to appeal to that life.
22

Jesus Christ, the Son of God
A second point of correlation between 1 and 2 Corinthians is the appear
ance of a Son of God Christology. But in contrast to the preceding letters,
God is here explicitly referred to as "the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ" (1:3;
11:31). and Christ in turn is explicitly called "the Son of God" (1:19), al
though this title is presupposed in the phrase "his Son" in 1 Thess 1:10; 1 Cor
1:9; 15:28. We begin this section, then, by examining these two texts (1:3,19)
21

See also 1 Cor 2:1-5; 15:8-11; the very fact that Paul raises this issue at points
of contention with the Corinthians suggests that they had something of a triumphalist view of present Christian life that Paul failed to exemplify.
T h e authenticity of this pericope (Matt 11:28-30) is often called into doubt be
cause, while the preceding materials in vv. 25-27 have 0 parallels in Luke, the rest of
the passage is unique to Matthew. But that has the appearance of being overly skepti
cal. The present passage suggests that such an understanding of Christ was already
a part of the church's tradition, being known by both Paul and the Corinthians,
whether they knew the actual saying or not.
22
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in turn, before turning to the very important christological passage in 4:4-6,
where the title "Son of God" is presupposed, though not explicitly expressed.

2 Corinthians 1:3-5; 11:31—God as the Father of
Our Lord Jesus Christ
In a remarkable departure from the thanksgiving that begins each of
the first three letters—which in 1-2 Thessalonians also evolved into prayer—
this letter begins with an expression of praise to God, in a Christianized form
of the Jewish berakah ("blessing of God"), which Paul, from a young age,
would have known in the Jewish synagogue. This striking moment is an
other reflection of the differences between the two Corinthian letters. In the
first letter the focus is on the Corinthians and their obvious need for change;
hence the thanksgiving anticipates some of the very things that have gone
astray in Corinth, good things that have gone sour. But here the focus is on
Paul himself and his own relationship with them. The first thing up, then, is
not thanksgiving and prayer but praise of God for his mercies and accom
panying comfort.
But as is typical for Paul, he can scarcely mention God without includ
ing "our Lord Jesus Christ"; how he has done so in this case, however, has
sometimes been seen as problematic with regard to the person of Christ and
his relationship to God the Father. The text reads,
23

1:3 EvJAoynxoc 6 Qeoc. m lrcaxfipxov Kvpiov t\n<av 'ITICTOU XpvCTtou,
6 Ttaxrjp xcov otKxippcov m l 8e6cftdcmcTtapaKX.rio'eon;.
24

Blessed (be)

the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,

the Father of mercies and God of all comfort.

At issue is how we are to understand the relationship of Christ to the
name and title "God and Father." The problem is not with God's being "the
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ"—that relationship has been set forth as pre
supposed from the very beginning (see discussion on 1 Thess 1:10 in ch. 2)—
but with the possibility that it could be read that the Father is also "the God
of our Lord Jesus Christ." In the latter case one might be tempted to see
this as a unique construction that came into existence for the chiastic effect
of the whole phrase: (a) God and (b) Father . . . (b') the Father of mercies
and (a') God of all comfort. But since this expression occurs again in 11:31
and in the similar berakah in Eph 1:3, it seems much more likely that the in
clusion of the phrase "of our Lord Jesus Christ" is intended even in this first
25
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Even though these prayers in their contemporary synagogue form probably rep
resent a later expression, Paul himself serves as evidence for their essential antiquity.
T h e r e is no verb expressed in the sentence; at issue, therefore, is whether this
is a call for praise ("May God be blessed") or an exclamation of praise (as I have ren
dered it).
Especially so in light of Eph 1:17.
24
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instance to give a christological identification of God the Father, unto whom
Paul offers praise.
That is, given what follows, where the focus is altogether on God the
Father, the christological phrase that appears between the two names and
their elaboration most likely occurs for two reasons: because (1) it is now
Paul's habit to include Father and Son in the salutations of his letters and
this "blessing" serves that function in this letter; and (2) this phrase is
needed precisely to give a christological definition of the God whom Paul, the
former worshiper in the synagogue, now, as a follower of the risen Christ,
blesses. This is yet another instance where, akin to Midas of mythology,
everything Paul's "hand" touches turns to gospel and reflects his utter
devotion to Christ.
If these suggestions come close to the reasons for this (otherwise unnec
essary) prepositional phrase, then the phrase "God and Father" is not to be
understood as a compound name (as in "Lord and Savior") of him who
serves as the object of praise. Rather, given the way the berakah finally plays
out, we are to understand the Kai not as conjunctive but as ascensive, in
tended to give Christian definition to the God to whom Paul is now offering
praise. Thus it means something like "blessed be God, even the Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ." That is, the God who is blessed in a variety of ways in
the Jewish synagogue is now to be blessed as the God who is singularly
known through revelation as "the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ," who is
also known to us as "the Son of God," which is precisely what is picked up by
Paul in v. 18, in the explanation of his changed itinerary with which the
letter proper begins.
Thus, rather than being a moment to which one can point as evidence
either of a diminished Christology or of an eternal subordination of the Son
to the Father, this phrase turns out to be a significant christological moment
in the letter, not to mention in the entire corpus. Here Paul appears to set
26
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S u c h an understanding seems all the more certain in light of Col 1:3, where
the Kai (and) is missing.
"Unnecessary" in the sense that in what follows all the focus is on God; thus
one might well have expected "Blessed be our God and Father, the Father of mercies
and the God of all comfort." But this is Paul, after all, and as we have noted in earlier
chapters (see discussion on 1 Thess 1:1,10; 1 Cor 8:6), after Paul's encounter with the
risen Lord, the God whom he knew as a boy and as a young man he had now come
to know especially as "the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ."
O r "blessed be the God whom we now know as the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ." This is the view held by most interpreters; as Barrett puts it, "Paul shows no
interest in the personal religion of Jesus" (58). Thrall, however, prefers on grammati
cal grounds the possibility that Paul might be trying to "avoid any implication that
Christ, as Kiipioc,, is some kind of independent deity" (102). But that seems overly
sensitive to how something "should have been written" and thus also to miss the fact
that this letter is the fourth (or third) in a series between Paul and the Corinthians:
and there is in fact nothing in either of the two canonical letters that would suggest
such a need.
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out the distinctively Christian understanding of God in a berakah that is set
in apparently deliberate contrast to his former understanding as a faithful
member of the Jewish synagogue.
The reason for the christological dimension of this blessing lies with the
Son of God theology that emerges in vv. 18-22 as a way of legitimizing Paul's
apostleship. Since this is a complex passage in terms of both its "why" and
"what," we need in this case to spell out the argument in some detail so as to
appreciate the role of the Son of God Christology that emerges here, which is
quite different from the messianism presupposed in the former instances.

2 Corinthians 1:18-22—Jesus, the Son of God
1:18-22 '"TUCTTOC, 8e 6 Qeoc oxv 6 Xoyoq r\iiav 6 npoq dude, OVK eoxvv vai iced
od. "6 XOVJ Qeod ydp ttidq Trio-otic, Xpitrxoq 6 ev dpvv 6v" rjitdiv
KTipvjcOeiq, 8v' epod iced EvXouavod K a i TvvvoQeovi, OVK eyevexo vai
Kai oij aXXa v a i ev avxia yeyovsv. 'daav ydp eTtayyeAf ay Qeod. ev
at>xra TO v a i ' 8vd Kai 5i' arixed xo dpf|v xo) Qeo) 7tpdc 8d£av 8v'
rjpoov. d 8e BePavoov r\\iaq avv dpvv eiq Xpio-xov K a i ypvaac ijitdc
Qeoc, d Kai g^payvodvievoq f p d c Kai &ovq xdv dppaBcova xod
7ivedpaxoc, e v xavc, KapSiavc, rjpebv.
'"But faithful is God, because our word which came to you is not both "yes"
and "no." "For the Son of God. Jesus Christ, the one preached among
you through us—through me and Silvanus and Timothy—did not become "yes"
and "no"; rather, it was "yes" in him. "For as manu as are the promises of
God, in (Christ) they are "yes." For this reason also through him the
"Amen" is said by us to (God's) aloru. Now it is God who establishes us
with you in Christ and anointed us. who also sealed us bit giving us the
down payment of the Spirit in our hearts.
2f
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Following the remarkable, very theocentric letter opening, Paul in v. 12
transitions to the first part of his appeal, which begins here and carries
through to 7:16. At issue is Paul's integrity as it relates to his relationship
with the Corinthian community. Although Titus's return had indicated that
there had been a measure of reconciliation between them and Paul (7:5-16),
Titus probably had also to report that there was some lingering bad feeling.
Some of this undoubtedly stems from an earlier time and is reflected in our
1 Corinthians.
In any case, Paul feels a decided urgency to explain his recent relations
with them, and especially his recent change of itinerary, for a second time.
29
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This. of course, recognizes that 2:14-7:4 forms a considerable (though under
standable) break in this argument and in fact is also the longest single block of ma
terial in the letter.
The combined evidence from 1 Cor 16:5-7; 2 Cor 1:15-17; 1:23-2:4 indicates
that the visit mentioned in 2 Cor 1:15-16, 23-24 does not correspond to that proposed
in I Cor 16:5-7 (thus one change in plans); Paul obviously has not followed through
on the second plan mentioned in 2 Cor 1:15-16 as well. It is this latter change of
5()
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But at stake still more than his own integrity is his apostleship. This has
been called into question by some of them for a considerable time, as 1 Cor
4:1-21 and 9:1-23 make plain. His change of announced plans to return to
Corinth after traveling to Macedonia, returning to Ephesus instead, appar
ently has fueled the fires of his detractors, now supported by some outside
opposition. Paul can be no apostle of the truth that is in Christ, since he so
obviously says both yes and no out of the same side of his mouth.
Therefore, precisely because his apostleship is at stake, Paul feels
compelled not simply to explain himself but also to establish his integrity,
ultimately on theological grounds. Thus arises the strange and (to us) con
voluted nature of the present argument. He begins by giving the reason
for the first change of plans (vv. 15-16), insisting that that plan had not in
fact been made with levity nor did changing it mean duplicity on his part
(v. 17). "Are my plans made like a mere worldling," he asks rhetorically,
"full of duplicity, meaning both 'yes' and 'no' at the same time?" The form of
the rhetoric carries its own intended response: "Of course not."
But that is insufficient for Paul in this case, so he launches into a singu
lar theological vindication of his integrity in which he is intent to tie his
"words" (about itineraries, etc.) to his "word" (his preaching of the gospel)
and thus to God's own faithfulness as that has been revealed in Christ his
Son and in the gift of the Spirit. This is bold stuff indeed, based on the abso
lute conviction expressed in 1:1 that his apostleship is predicated altogether
on God's will. Thus, the logic of the argument in its various parts can be
readily traced out in six steps:
1. The first statement following the rhetorical denial of his duplicity is
the boldest of all: "God is faithful" (v. 18a). Paul's own integrity is predicated
first of all on God's faithfulness, or trustworthiness.
2. God's faithfulness is thus what guarantees Paul's "word" to them
(v. 18b). A n obvious wordplay is in progress here: in its first sense this guar31
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plans that he is hereby explaining to them. See G. D. Fee, " X A P I S in 2 Corinthians
1:15: Apostolic Parousia and Paul-Corinth Chronology," in To What End Exegesis? Es
says Textual, Exegetical, and Theological (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 2001), 99-104; but
see also the response by Furnish (142-45), who offers a different reconstruction of
the proposed visits.
These people, who are merely mentioned in chs. 1-9 (e.g., 2:14-4:6) but have
come close to a "takeover" in chs. 10-13, seem to have seized on these doubts about
Paul's authority as basic to their proclamation of "another Jesus" (11:4).
I n v. 15; in order that "they might have double opportunity for grace"—that is,
the privilege of helping him on to Macedonia and of being the "sending church" for
the mission to Jerusalem. For this interpretation of 8ei)xepav xapw, see Fee, " X A P I S . "
G k . Kaxd adpKa (lit., according to the flesh). Cf. 1:12, the accusation in 10:2, and
especially the argument in 5:16 that he does not view anyone from this perspective,
hence neither should they. This is a distinctively pejorative term that very often
stands in contrast to the Spirit, as it seems to do here (v. 22). Thus it has to do with
living from the perspective of the present age and its values. See on "worldly" wis
dom in 1 Cor 2:6-16. and, especially for this contrast, Gal 5:16-6:8.
51
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anteed "word" is that of vv. 15-17, but that is only first blush. The real
"word" that validates all other "words" is his preaching of Christ, which
is the true "word" that is "unto them" (v. 18) and was preached "among
them" (v. 19).
3. And here is where Paul's Son of God Christology comes into play. The
certain evidence that Paul's "word" is trustworthy is to be found in the faith
ful God's Son, whom Paul (and his companions) preached so effectively in
Corinth. The "for" with which v. 19 begins is explanatory. Thus, "For the Son
of God, Jesus Christ, whom we preached, is himself God's 'yes,'" not only to
his own promises but by implication also to Paul's "word."
Here, then, is a genuine case of "like Father, like Son." The Father's
faithfulness finds expression in the faithfulness—the "yes"—of his Son. Thus
the Son is not simply an earthly Redeemer but a Savior who is also the guar
antor of the Father's trustworthiness as that has found expression in the
gospel through which the Corinthians were saved.
4. Indeed, Paul will explain further (v. 20a), almost certainly in anticipa
tion of ch. 3 (and 11?), that all the promises of God made to Israel have found
their divine "yes" in Christ. There is nothing more to be had. Thus, the Son
is not only the guarantor of Paul's "word" but also the fulfillment of all the
promises of God. This also suggests that Paul's Son of God Christology is
deeply rooted in Jewish messianism, which ultimately goes back to the
Davidic king as "God's Son."
5. Not only so, Paul adds (v. 20b), but also in our corporate worship it is
"through Christ" that we (both Paul and the Corinthians) affirm God's trust
worthy word, found in Christ and preached by us, by saying the "Amen" to
God, unto his eternal glory. Thus God's Son is both the guarantor and the
one who causes them to affirm the truth of the gospel, who by implication
now also guarantees Paul's truthfulness in dealing with them.
6. Finally, he concludes (vv. 21-22), the same trustworthy God, whose
Son is his "yes" to his promises, is the one who confirms us—and not only us
but you as well. This present confirmation is the outflow of his having al
ready "anointed" us—that is, his having "sealed" us by giving us the Holy
Spirit himself as his down payment on our sure future.
It should be noted, finally, that this is one of the most God-centered,
God-focused paragraphs in the Pauline corpus. As such, it is a concise ex
pression of Paul's essential theology, the more telling precisely because it
is such an off-the-cuff, nonreflective moment. Paul's integrity—and their
own existence in Christ that is so integrally tied up with that integrity —
ultimately rests in the character of God (his trustworthiness), all of whose
promises have been realized in his Son and thus in the saving activity of God,
which is but an outflow of his character. Hence this passage seems to make
certain that the proper understanding of the opening blessing is in praise of
34
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A point that is often made in the two extant letters to this congregation. See,
e.g., 1 Cor 4:14-17; 9:1-2 and in our present letter esp. 3:1-3: 13:1-10.
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the God who is now known to us as the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who
is God's "yes" regarding Paul and his ministry.

Jesus, the Son of God: God's Glory and True Image
Part of the reality that the Lord Jesus is the Son of God is the fact that he
is thereby the true bearer of the divine image and is thus the Father's glory.
These twin realities are expressed explicitly in 2 Cor 4:4, 6 (picking up from
3:18), texts whose language and complexity have issued in a large variety of
scholarly opinion. Hence this discussion needs to begin with an overview as
to how they fit into the larger argument, since their complexity is related in
part to the fact that 2:14-4:6 probably has more sudden shifts of metaphor,
where one triggers another in rapid succession, than anywhere else in the
Pauline corpus. '
The passage (2:14-4:6) stands at the beginning of a long "digression"
(2:14—7:4) in which four concerns are woven together into a continuous
thread. At issue is (1) Paul's apostleship (and thereby his gospel), which (2) is
characterized by suffering and weakness in keeping with Christ himself;
nonetheless (3), it is full of the Spirit and therefore of glory, as is evidenced
by the Corinthian believers themselves and their own experience of the
Spirit, who therefore (4) should not succumb to the wiles of some outsiders,
who, despite letters of commendation, are "peddlers of the word of truth."
Thus it is absolutely crucial to a good reading of this long passage (2:14-7:4)
to keep in mind that, despite an occasional digression, the whole is primarily
a defense of Paul's apostleship, not so much the fact of it as its character. He
seems especially concerned throughout to demonstrate, as in 1 Cor 4, that
his apostolic "style" is quite in keeping with the message—marked by the
cross but effective in its results. That at least seems to be the point of the
beginning (2:14-17) and end (4:1-6) of this introductory section.
3
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For the considerable bibliography on this passage up to 1994, see Fee, God's
Empowering Presence, 296 n. 46. To that list, and for the purposes of this study, I need
to add ch. 4 ("A Letter from Christ") in Hays, Echoes of Scripture, 122-53, and to note
that Wright's article is here cited from Climax of the Covenant, 175-92.
Indeed, this is one of the classic "digressions" in ancient literature. This state
ment, of course, assumes several things: (1) that chs. 1-9 are to be understood as a
single letter, not a later compilation by someone else (on the historical unlikelihood
of such scissors-and-paste compilation, see G. D. Fee, "2 Corinthians 6:14-7:1 and
Food Offered to Idols," in To What End Exegesis? 142-43); (2) that this is therefore a
kind of "digression," as 2:13 and 7:5 reveal, although I would doubt that it is digres
sive in the ordinary sense of that word (hence the quotation marks), having had in
this case a great deal of thought and intent to it; and (3) that Paul's letters were in
fact a form of "literature," since they were intended to be read in the gathering of
God's people and therefore had an intentionally public aspect to them from the
beginning.
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The net result is an argument that, while dealing with Paul's own min
istry throughout, begins with a clear focus on Christ (and the gospel) and
the ministry of the Spirit (2:14-4:6), set especially in contrast to some who,
as outsiders, "peddle the word of God for profit" (2:17). Although Paul does
not attack them directly at this point, as he will eventually in chs. 10-12, it
seems probable from what is said here that their focus is on the continuing
validity of the Jewish law. So Paul is basically fighting on two fronts: (1)
for the cruciform nature of his gospel and discipleship that the Corinthians
disdain (or at least many of them), which still carries over from 1 Corinthi
ans; and (2) now the added element of outsiders peddling a gospel with em
phasis on the old covenant. At the same time, the latent christological
crisis that was suggested to have emerged in 1 Corinthians seems also to be
the reason for the "digression" in 3:7-4:6, whose beginning focus on the
Spirit evolves into one of the more significant christological passages in the
Pauline corpus.
37

Thus Paul's response to these peddlers, not surprisingly, concentrates
first on the work of Christ. Picking up the metaphor of the Roman triumph
(see 1 Cor 4:9), Paul begins by placing himself among the captives in Christ's
triumphal procession (2:14). That in turn leads to his being the "aroma" of
the incense (Christ himself) along the parade route, an aroma that leads ei
ther to life or to death (vv. 15-16). After the attack on the peddlers (v. 17), he
begins another rapid shift of metaphors that moves in turn from a "letter of
commendation" (3:1-2), to a "letter" from Christ, to the "letters" of the al
phabet contained in words, written not on stone tablets but on human
hearts (3:3). And with that echo of the giving of the law in Exodus, Paul
launches into a comparison of the old covenant of "letter = law" to the new
covenant effected by Christ and the Spirit (3:4—6), which comparison will
now guide the contrasts that follow, taking the form of a "midrashic" inter
pretation of the Septuagint text of Exod 34:29-35.
The keys to what immediately follows are two: (1) the word "glory,"
which dominates the Exodus passage, and (2) the realized experience of the
Spirit, who is the effectual reality of the new covenant. The Exodus passage
38
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Several assumptions are at work in this sentence, of course: that the oppo
nents in this passage are the same as those attacked in chs. 10-13; that they are Jew
ish believers; and that they are thus encouraging some form of Torah observance.
Some movement in this direction can already be detected at various moments in
1 Corinthians (e.g., 7:18-19; 9:19-23; 15:56-57). If this is the correct scenario, then
one must probably assume that the full nature of their activity has not yet been fully
exposed; that emerges especially in the next letter, Galatians, where insistence on cir
cumcision is now the heart of their mission. In this letter it is attacked simply as "an
other Jesus and another Spirit," which results in "another gospel" from the one the
Corinthians had received (11:4).
For a helpful analysis of the intertextuality of this passage that has brought
some "uncommon" common sense to this issue, see Hays, Echoes of Scripture, 122-53.
He rightly rejects calling this a midrash. comparing it with 1 Cor 10:1-13, which he
dubs "an allusive homily based on biblical antecedents" (p. 132).
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has to do with Moses' descent from the mount with the newly inscribed tab
lets of the law. The repeated reference in Exodus to the "glory" on Moses'
face drives the rest of the present passage. Apparently, the fact that this
"glory" is not mentioned in later passages (esp. Numbers) is interpreted by
Paul as being a "glory destined to perish." This transitory glory has been
replaced in the new covenant by a much greater glory, effected by Christ and
made effective through the Spirit, so that believers, as they behold Christ by
the Spirit, are themselves transformed into the glory that is Christ's.
Our christological concerns emerge as Paul begins to apply the analogy
to the present situation (vv. 12-15), where the "veil" that covered Moses' face
(to hide the fact that the glory would come to an end) is now seen to cover
the hearts of those who hear Moses read in the synagogue, because the veil
is removed only through Christ (v. 14). With that, Paul reworks Exod 34:34
so as to illustrate the nature and reality of Christian conversion. And here is
where our (present) exegetical difficulties begin because, having brought
both Christ and the Spirit into the argument as crucial to effecting the new
covenant, Paul is going to apply the Exodus passage to the effective ministry
of each while at the same time the "removal of the veil"—first from Moses'
face but now also from the hearts of those who turn to the Lord—plays a
key role. Our concern from here is with what Paul says about Christ.
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The christological emphases in what follows are three, and they are es
pecially important for the rounding out of Paul's Christology: (1) "the Lord"
in the Exodus passage refers first to the Spirit, who in the next clause is ex
pressly identified as "the Spirit of the Lord"; hence Paul starts out with his
K-upioc, Christology intact; (2) the glory of the new covenant, picking up
the glory of the old from the Exodus passage, is now to be found in the Lord
himself as believers in their own way "enter the presence of the Lord"; and
(3) by picking up the theme of Moses' being evavti K u p i o u (before/in the pres
ence of the Lord) and speaking with him, Paul shifts images to one the Corin
thians will fully understand: seeing one's image when gazing into a mirror.
But what one sees, by the work of the Spirit, Paul argues, is not one's own
image but that of the Lord,^ into whose "image" we by the Spirit are also
being transformed. These latter two items are then picked up in the con39

Traditionally, this has been interpreted as a "fading" glory; but there is no
warrant for this meaning of Kaxapyew, a word that occurs 4 times in this passage
with its ordinary Pauline sense of "coming to an end" (BDAG). For the difficulties in
volved in turning this Pauline word (25 of 27 N T occurrences) into the concept of
"fading," see Hays, Echoes of Scripture, 133-36.
For the pneumatological emphasis of this passage, see Fee, God's Empowering
Presence, 309-20. It should be noted here that the work with all the Kupioc. texts of
Paul's letters for this study has brought about some slight changes to my view re
garding Paul's application of the Exodus text to the Corinthian situation.
At least that is what seems the most likely understanding of the metaphor; but
see Wright {Climax of the Covenant, 185-89), who argues that we see that glory in the
face of fellow believers.
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eluding words of 4:4-6. We will examine each of these christological
affirmations in turn.

Christ as Kvpiog (2 Cor 3:16-18; 4:5)
Our first concern is to point out that for Paul, Christ has assumed the
role of "the Lord" in the OT narrative. The way to see Paul's concerns is to
first note what he has done in v. 16 with Exod 34:34:
Exod 34:34

f \ v t K a 8' d v eioeTtopeuexo Mmuafjc; evavxi icupiot)

XaXelv auxo)
j i e p i T i p e i x o xo K a l u u u u ecoq xou eKrcopeuerjBea,
2 Cor 3:16

TjviKa S E e d v

eniaxpeyr}

jxpoc K f j p t o v ,

T t e p i a i p e l x a i xo KU/.UUUU.

Exod 34:34

But whenever Moses used to enter the presence of the LORD
to speak with him,
he would remove the veil until he went out.

2 Cor 3:16

But whenever any one turns
the veil is removed.

to

the Lord,

4 2

In this clear piece of intertextual use of the O T , Paul has done four
things to the Septuagint text to make it refer simultaneously to the work of the
Spirit and of Christ: * (1) the subject "Moses" is (apparently deliberately)
omitted so as to generalize the application to "anyone"; (2) the verb
eioeitopeuexo (used to go into) is replaced with emoxpexi/fj (turn to), which in
Pauline and Lukan circles had become a quasi-technical term for "conver
sion"; (3) with the removal of the subject "Moses," Paul also therefore
4
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As Barrett (122) put it (before "intertextuality" became a buzzword in N T stud
ies), "The closeness of this verse to the language of Exod. xxxiv. 34 lends it obscurity,
but at the same time provides a necessary clue to its interpretation" (I would say, "the
necessary clue").
Missing this contextual reality, made clear (so it seems to me) by the twofold
"interpretation" in v. 17, is what has brought about much of the diversity of interpre
tation in the two verses that follow.
At least that appears to be the case. Our difficulty is that as Paul turns toward
application, he begins a considerable wordplay on the text. Thus even though (based
on the O T text and Paul's use of a verb in the singular) "Moses" could be the inferred
subject, the veil that covers the hearts of those in the synagogue is the more immedi
ate referent. Moreover, Paul will go on in v. 18 to make application to "we all" - he,
the Corinthians, and all other believers.
P a c e D. A . Renwick, Paul, the Temple, and the Presence of God (BjS 224; Atlanta:
Scholars Press, 1991), 151-54. For Paul, see 1 Thess 1:9; for Luke, see Acts 3:19; 9:35;
11:21; 14:15: 15:19; 26:20; 28:27. Cf. 1 Pet 2:25; Jas 5:20. Otherwise, see L. L. Belleville,
Reflections of Glory: Paul's Use of the Moses-Doxa Tradition in 2 Corinthians 3.1-18
(JSNTSup 52; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1991), 252-53; Belleville sees it in
terms of Septuagint usage, referring to the Jews themselves as "turning" to God
(from their idols, etc.).
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omitted the purpose clause, "to talk to him" (i.e., God); and (4) most signifi
cantly, he changed the verb from an imperfect middle with Moses as the
grammatical subject ("he [Moses] used to remove") to a present passive
with "the veil" as the grammatical subject ("the veil is being removed"),
which, by implication and in keeping with v. 14c, has been done by the work
of Christ but now is effected by the Spirit.
The difficulty for us with regard to Paul's use of K"6pio<; in this passage
begins with his initial "interpretation" of the Septuagint text. Picking up the
form of rabbinic interpretive strategy noted in the discussion of 1 Cor 10:4
(see ch. 3, p. 95), but in this case, as in Gal 4:25, staying true to the form it
self, Paul makes the surprising identification of the Krjpioc; in this passage
as referring to the Spirit. But that is immediately qualified by the further
interpretive word "and where the Spirit of the Lord [TO rcvevjua K u p i o u ] [is],
freedom [is]." So how does one handle this apparently contradictory kind
of talk?
The resolution seems to lie both with the interpretive strategy itself and
with the context, especially with Paul's emphasis on the work of the Spirit as
the crucial reality that contrasts the new covenant with the former covenant
and its transitory glory. First, let us note the interpretive strategy. The clue
lies with the identical pattern that occurs in Gal 4:25, where Paul's ecrnv (is)
must not be taken literally, "this is that," but representationally, "this repre
sents that." Thus, just as Hagar in Gal 4:25 is not in fact Mount Sinai but rep
resents Mount Sinai, so here the Krjpioq in the Exodus passage now is
representative of the Spirit. What this means, then, is that Paul interprets the
conversion dimension of the Exodus text ("turning to the Lord") as having to
do with the Spirit: " 'the Lord' is [= refers to the work of] the Spirit."
But since it was Christ's death and resurrection that spelled death to the
old, Paul immediately qualifies what he has just said by noting the Spirit's re
lationship with Christ: the Spirit who has been identified as at work in the
present application of the Exodus passage is in fact the Spirit of Christ. A n
expanded version of his interpretation would go something like this: "The
veil that covers the minds of those who hear the reading of the former cove
nant is removed by the work of Christ (vv. 13-15); so 'when anyone turns to
the Lord,' that veil is removed. 'The Lord' in the Exodus passage refers to the
work of the Spirit, who alone brings people into freedom from law-keeping.
And the Spirit, of course, is 'the Spirit of the Lord' = Christ."
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Although Barrett (122) prefers to see it as a middle; thus "he [the Lord] takes
away the veil." But either voice (passive or middle) comes out at the same point.
Barrett comments, "It is in the realm of action . . . rather than of person . . .
that the terms Lord and Spirit are identified" (123).
T h a t Paul must mean something like this, rather than a one-for-one equation
of "the Lord" in the Exodus text with the Spirit, seems to be demanded by the further
explication of that passage that follows.
This is the first of four such moments of identification in the corpus; see below
on Gal 4:6; Rom 8:9; Phil 1:19.
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This means, then, that Paul is not intending to equate the Krjpio<; of the
Septuagint with the person of the Spirit but with the Spirit's work of moving
believers into freedom from Torah observance. After all, as always for Paul,
the Holy Spirit is understood to be both "the Spirit of God" and "the Spirit of
Christ."
If this is the correct understanding of Paul's interpretive phrase, then
the real issue is the identity of the "Lord" in the second phrase, xo Ttvenpa
K u p i o u (the Spirit of the Lord).'' And here is where my mind has been
changed. In God's Empowering Presence I argued (hesitantly, to be sure) that
"the Lord" in this phrase is God the Father. That conclusion was predicated
primarily on two grounds, which seem no longer valid after closer examina
tion of all the K-upioc; texts in the corpus: (1) the unusual anarthrous use of
icvjpioc, in a phrase where the preceding noun is arthrous ("the Spirit of
Kupio-u"), which I recognized was the result of Paul's use of a Septuagintal
phrase; and (2) the similar (also Septuagintal) phrase thy 56c/xv K u p i o u (the
glory of the Lord) in v. 18, where I argued, on the basis of Christ himself being
identified as God's glory in 4:6, that the "Lord" in this passage must also
refer to God.
But in light of how Paul has been shown to apply these kinds of Septua
gint phrases to Christ in 1-2 Thessalonians and 1 Corinthians (see chs. 2-3
above) and will be shown to do likewise in this letter (see the section "Christ
as Sharer of Divine Prerogatives" below), neither of these earlier reasons
now seems valid. In fact, three factors coalesce in this case to give one confi
dence that "the Lord" in these two phrases is Christ: (1) Paul regularly appro
priates the Septuagint's Krjpioq = Yahweh as referring to Christ; (2) Paul
consistently uses Kvjpioc, in all other passages to refer to Christ; and (3) in
concluding the present argument, Paul inserts a w o r d (4:5) about his own
ministry between the two concluding words about Christ as the image and
glory of the Father; and here he explicitly says that he preaches 'Irioorjv
Xpioxov Kupiov, using a w o r d order that seems to demand the meaning
"Jesus Christ as Lord."
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S e e n. 40 above regarding my own change of view from God's Empowering
Presence, 311-15.
For the christological implications of this interchange, see esp. discussion on
Rom 8:9-10 in ch. 6 (pp. 269-70).
T h e house is quite divided on this one: those who think it refers to Yahweh
include Bernard, 58; Collange, 103-4; Harris, 339; Furnish, 213; Martin, 30;
Belleville, Reflections of Glory; Thrall, 273; J. D. G. Dunn, "2 Corinthians Hi. 17— 'The
Lord Is the Spirit,'" JTS 21 (1970): 317; C. F. D. Moule, "2 Cor. 3.18b, Kaerimep duo
Kuptou 7tv£i3uaToc,," in Neues Testament und Geschichte: Historisches Geschehen und
Deutung im Neuen Testament (ed. H . Baltensweiler and B. Reicke; Zurich: Theologischer Verlag, 1972), 235. Those who think that it refers to Christ include most of
the older interpreters (e.g., Meyer. Hodge, Plummer, Strachan, Tasker) and many
of the more recent: Bruce, 198; Barrett, 123; Bultmann, 89; Barnett, 200; Lambrecht. 55; Matera, 96-97.
F o r this usage in 2 Corinthians, see pp. 188-95 below.
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Thus, in 2 Cor 4:5 Paul is once more picking up what has become for
him and his churches the primary Christian confession, noted above in 1 Cor
12:3, and named in Rom 10:9 as the true identifying mark that someone has
been "saved": a verbal confession that Krjpioq; 'Inoorjq (the Lord is Jesus). In
Phil 2:11 Paul asserts that this basic Christian confession will be offered by
all created beings at the eschaton. In the present passage the same confes
sion is put in reverse, since here it is not "confession" but "proclamation."
That is, Paul's preaching can be boiled down to this singular reality: 'Inaorji;
Xpioxoq Kvjpioc, (= Jesus, the Jewish Messiah, is Lord of the universe), to which
the redeemed respond by way of the Spirit, "The Lord is Jesus Christ."
54

This means then that as elsewhere, in 3:16 Christ Jesus is being identified
with "the Lord" = Adonai = Yahweh of the Septuagint, with all the christo
logical implications being at hand here as well. This in turn leads us to the
second matter: Christ as the incarnate expression of God the Father's "glory."

Christ, the Glory of the Lord (2 Cor 3:18; 4:4, 6)
2 Corinthians 3:18
Having now interpreted the Moses story in terms of Christian conver
sion with its greater glory—the gift of the Spirit and freedom from Torah ob
servance—Paul moves on to describe, by way of application, the nature of
this new freedom with its attendant glory. This transition to application is
marked by the change of grammatical subject, back to the "we" of v. 13, now
not as a "literary plural" (referring to himself) but as an emphatic "we all"
that includes the Corinthians. Here, Paul argues, is what the freedom of the
Spirit means for all who are Christ's.
What follows is one of the more remarkable moments in the Pauline
corpus. To make his point of application. Paul has joined two somewhat dis
parate images, but he has made them work magnificently. He begins with
the Exodus imagery of "the unveiled face" from v. 16, and then he picks up
the "mirror" imagery from his earlier letter (1 Cor 13:12), an imagery well
suited to the believing community in a city renowned for its excellent bronze
mirrors. The concern in 1 Cor 12 was with the "indirect" nature of our
present ability to "see God" in comparison with the full knowing that will be
ours at the eschaton. The present concern is, first, with who is seen as we
55
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F o r the discussion of these three passages, see pp. 123-24 (1 Cor 12:3);
pp. 257-59 (Rom 10:9); pp. 399-401 (Phil 2:11). But see also the discussion of Col 2:6
(pp. 326-27), where this same formula seems to be at work in Paul's speaking of
the Colossians coming to faith ("as you have received xov Xpioxov 'Inoow xov
K u p i o v " [ = the Messiah Jesus as Lord]).
0 n this matter, see the full discussion in Thrall, 105-7; she suggests, rightly I
think, that in this former case, even though Paul is referring to himself, he is also in
tending what he says there to be exemplary of apostolic ministry.
O n this see Fee, 2 Corinthians. 647-48 and n. 45.
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look into the mirror and, second, with the transformative impact of such
"beholding." And it is at these two points that he joins the mirror imagery
with the Exodus narrative that he has been expounding.
The result is that, by the empowering work of the Spirit, "we all" with
our now "unveiled faces" have been brought into God's presence (as Moses
of old); but in contrast to Moses, who longed to see the Lord's glory but
could not (Exod 33:18-23), God's new covenant people are able to gaze on
"the glory of the Lord." There are three important matters to notice here.
1. As noted, Paul is now applying the new understanding of the Exodus
passage to himself and the believing community in Corinth; and this is
what has called forth his use of xijv 86c;av Kupiou (the Lord's glory), a phrase
implied in Exod 33 and 34 but explicitly used at the end of the narrative in
Exod 40. When God's presence descends on the newly constructed taber
nacle through the visible means of a cloud, we are told in 40:34 that So^nq
K u p i o i ) £7tWia0r| f| aKnyf) (with the glory of the Lord the tabernacle was filled).''
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So important is this final item in the narrative that not only is "the LORD'S

glory" put in the emphatic first position, but also the exact phrase is repeated
as an inclusio at the end of the next sentence (v. 35), where we are told that
"Moses was not able to enter" precisely because—to our great surprise, given
the narrative of Exod 34—it had been filled with "the glory of the L O R D . "

6 0

2. And now one can see the significance of the strange (for us) way that
Paul has interpreted the sentence from Exod 34:34. What he has done is join
the work of Christ and the Spirit in such a way that "the Lord" of that text is
made to refer to Christ ("the Spirit of the Lord"), even though its first referent
57

G k . Kaxojtxpi^duevoi, a word that occurs only here in the NT. The noun
KaxoTttpov is the most common word for "mirror" in Greek (see BDAG). On the issue
as to whether it means "look at something in a mirror," assumed here as the mean
ing that makes the best sense of the argument, or "to reflect something as does a
mirror," see God's Empowering Presence, 316-17.
I n a remarkable interpretation of this passage, Kim (Origin of Paul's Gospel,
128-29) reads all of 2 Cor 3:7-4:6, and especially 4:4, 6, as having to do with Paul's
encounter with Christ on the Damascus Road, where "he perceived Christ as the
true Wisdom." What makes it remarkable is that "wisdom" is mentioned but once
in this letter (1:12), and that in a pejorative way, while the "echoes" of personified
Wisdom that Kim finds here ("light, image") are more imaginative than substantive
(see my excursus "On the Alleged Influence of Wisdom in 2 Cor 4:4, 6" below). To
make this interpretation work, one would need to establish that Paul knew the Wis
dom of Solomon at all and that such distant echoes were really front and center in
his own thinking. On this whole question, see appendix A in the present volume
(pp. 594-619).
This same language is then repeated with regard to the descent of Yahweh's
glory in Solomon's temple (1 Kgs 8:11).
''"One might also compare N u m 12:8: axdua Kaxd oxoua XaXr\au> adxtp ev eiSei
Kai ov 8i' aiviyudxwv Kai xfjv 8d^av Kupiou eiSev (Mouth to mouth I will speak to him,
directly and not indistinctly, and he saw the glory of the LORD). Although some (e.g.,
Furnish, 214) see this as the most likely referent, it seems more probable that the
Exodus narrative itself supplies all that is needed by way of O T echo.
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is to Christ's Spirit—as the way Christ the Lord leads us into this new free
dom and glory. The net result is that the word "glory," which has carried the
narrative from v. 7 and which is specifically applied to Christ as the way we
now see God's glory, is ultimately transferred to believers. As "we" behold
"the glory" that is Christ's—he being the incarnate manifestation of the di
vine glory—we by the Spirit are being transformed into Christ's own image,
and that trao So^nc; eic, 86^av [from glory to glory). Thus for the believer, the
glory that is ours is the direct result of being brought face-to-face with "the
glory of Christ" himself by means of the Spirit.
3. The first significant christological point in v. 18, therefore, is the identi
fication of Christ with "the glory of the LORD," an identification that turns
out to be full of words and images from portions surrounding Exod 34. Paul
thus continues to keep alive the contrast with Moses. In the immediately pre
ceding narrative (Exod 33:18-23), Moses has specifically requested of Yah
weh, "Show me your glory." The divine response is, "You cannot see my face,
for no one may see me and live." Nonetheless, Moses is placed in the cleft of
a rock from which he will see God's glory (from behind, as it were) as Yah
weh "passes by." By way of obvious contrast, God's new covenant people,
when they turn to the Lord, are enabled by the Spirit to behold, as though
looking into a mirror, "the glory of the Lord." So the glory that Moses was
not allowed to see "we all" behold in Christ, where "the glory of the Lord"—
both Christ's and the Father's—is fully revealed in the face of the Son, the
perfect bearer of the divine image.
61
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Thus, with this transformation of the Moses narrative of Exod 3 3 - 3 4
and 4 0 and his varied relationship to God's glory, believers are now under
stood to realize what was not available to Moses. In this move, Paul makes
the same point that he will make later in Rom 8 : 2 9 - 3 0 and Col 3:10-11 with
the EIKCOV (image) language of Gen 1 - 2 : the same Lord who is here the Fa
ther's glory into which believers are being transformed is there the true
bearer of the divine image into which we are also being transformed.
All of this assumes a remarkably high Christology, where the Son of God
is both the true expression of God the Father's glory and the true bearer of
the divine image. And it is precisely at such points that Pauline Christology
and soteriology merge, since with Christ as the Father's glory and image,
through his death and resurrection and by the gift of his Spirit, the ultimate
goal of redemption is finally actualized—which is not simply dealing with
our sins and thus fitting us for heaven but actually re-creating us back into
61

So also Barrett, 125.
This is one of the more difficult phrases in the argument. The basic options
are three: (1) ever-increasing glory; (2) from the glory of the old to that of the new;
(3) from the glory that is Christ's to the glory that is ours. Each of these can be ar
gued as fitting the context, but each has a degree of difficulty also in terms of con
text. In God's Empowering Presence (318) I opted for the second, on the basis of v. 11.
Although the third is attractive. Paul in other places uses E K . . . eic; to make a point
of source and goal.
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the divine image so besmirched by the fall. And this is the point that Paul
makes next in the present narrative.
2 Corinthians 4:4, 6
Since the word "glory" has been the presenting word throughout the
present narrative from 3:7, it is no surprise that Paul wraps up this part of
his "defense" by picking up this theme in a passage that both concludes the
introductory section (from 2:14) and serves as a turning point in the narra
tive (back to Paul's weaknesses). The two sentences (vv. 4, 6) are quite simi
lar; their differences lie in their primary focus. First the texts:
4:4 6 6edq xov cdcovoq xorjxou exvj(|)A,(oaev xd v o f | p a x a xcov diuaxcov eiq xd uf|
a d y d o a i xov <|>(»xio-p.6v xot> evayjeXiov xf\q S6!qiiq XOV X p i c x o i i ,
bq EO"xtv EIKCOV xou 8eou.
4:6 d 8edq d ei.7tc6v EK cncdxouq §&q Xa[i\\tei, bq eXaiiyev ev
fjpcov rcpdc (frcoxiaudv xfjq yvcooecoc xfjq ddcznc xou 8eod
£V ItpOO-(9rt<p 'ItlCTOTj XpiCTTOV.
4:4

4:6

xaiq K a p d i a i q

The god of this age has blinded the minds of unbelievers so that they might not
see the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ,
who is the image of God.
The God who said, "Out of darkness light shall shine," has shined in our hearts to
bring the light of the knowledge of the aloru of God
in the face of Jesus Christ.

Several things need to be noted about these companion sentences. First,
picking up the evident movement from the christocentric discussion in
3:1-18 to the theocentric application that begins in 4:1, they deliberately set
out in sharp contrast "the god of this age," who deals in darkness, with
the God of creation, who spoke light into existence: whereas the first
"god" blinded people's minds, the eternal God has shined light into their
hearts = minds.
But, second, and in keeping with the whole argument, in both sentences
the source of the light in the hearts of those who do believe is Christ, whose
own glory is seen in the gospel (v. 4 ) and who at the same time thus reveals
the knowledge of the glory of God (v. 6).
63
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I n one of their worst moments, the translators of the KJV (now followed by NET
BIBLE!) took the genitive xfjc. So^rn; in the phrase rod edayyeXiou xfjq 8dc;r|c, xod
Xpiaxod {the gospel [having to do with] the glory of Christ; cf. TNIV, "the gospel that dis
plays the glory of Christ") as attributive (adjectival) and thus translated it "the glori
ous gospel of Christ." It is hard to imagine a more thoroughgoing misunderstanding
of the passage in context. After all, 8dt;a (glory) is the presenting word in the entire
argument of 2 Cor 3:7-4:6, where it occurs no less than 13 times in this intertextual
exposition based on its occurrences in Exod 33:18-23; 34:29-35; 40:34-38. To make
this one adjectival is to treat the argument itself in a cavalier fashion.
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At the same time, third, in v. 4 Christ is now explicitly identified as "the
image of God," while in the second instance God's glory is seen in the "face
of Christ," which thus echoes the "image" motif in a slightly different way.
So Christ the perfect bearer of the divine image is, by that very fact, himself
also the revealer of the glory of God.
Thus, as earlier in the corpus, Christ simultaneously has his own
glory—since he is himself divine, after all—and is the one in whom we also
behold the Father's glory. This means further that although there is always
clear distinction between them, Father and Son also share divine identity;
and what one now knows about God has been revealed fully in the Son,
whose image/face we behold as we gaze upon him by the Spirit.

Christ, the Bearer of the Divine Image (2 Cor 3:18; 4:4, 6)
With the use of EIKCDV (image) in 3:18 and 4 : 4 , several matters are
brought into focus in this introductory passage; and since these three pas
sages (3:18; 4 : 4 , 6 ) obviously have been tied together by the apostle himself,
we will look at the various components of the imagery as a package rather
than verse by verse. Three matters call for elaboration.
1. The impetus for the language in this case lies not with Christ as the
second Adam but with the mirror imagery that Paul uses in 3 : 1 8 . which in
turn holds the three sentences together. God's people, as though looking into
a mirror, now behold the glory of the Lord and are being transformed into
"the same image." In 4 : 4 Paul then specifies what "the same image" refers
to: Christ, the bearer of the divine glory, is himself the imago Dei. So believers
are being re-created into the image of God as they by the Spirit behold the
One who is himself the perfect bearer of the divine image, whose glory is
seen in Christ's face.
2. The goal, or concern, of the passage, we need to remember, is not
Christology as such but soteriology: God's new covenant people are them
selves being redeemed (re-created, as it were) so as once more to bear the di
vine image. And here is where the analogy with Adam makes its way into
the imagery. As Paul will state summarily, and emphatically, in Rom 8:30,
this is what God's new people have been predestined for: to be conformed to
the image of his Son, who himself has assumed the role of jiponoxoKoc; (first
born) among many brothers and sisters. Thus, lying behind the present pas
sage is a new-creation theology, in which God's new creation has a people
who truly bear the divine image.
3. Paul's use of the phrase "image of God" in 4 : 4 indicates that he has
himself intended to move beyond the mirror imagery toward the biblical basis
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S o also Barrett, 125; Furnish, 215. Jervell (Imago Dei, 173-76) argues for Gen
1:26-27, but this has rightly been rejected by Barrett (125) and others.
W h i c h Paul will pick up in 5:14-21; see the discussion below on p. 197. See
also the discussion of Col 3:10 in ch. 7 (pp. 303-4).
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for this language: Gen 1:26. 27. There we have first the announcement (v. 26)
and then the poetic narrative (v. 27) that "God created human beings in his
own image." The Septuagint translator used EIKCOV to give expression to this
divine "likeness" that human beings are to bear, who were to function as
God's representatives on earth, which in turn is the most likely reason for
the second commandment. It was not just that the one God by definition
could not have rivals—that matter is taken up in the first commandment. At
issue in the second commandment is making "graven images," images that
are not living and therefore cannot reflect God's true likeness, which only his
own people can do.
The first appearance of this language in Paul's writings is also in the Co
rinthian correspondence (1 Cor 15:49 [see p. 119 in ch. 3]), where Paul urges
those who have borne Adam's image to press on to the eschaton so that they
will also bear the image of Christ (the second Adam). Granted, Paul makes
no further point of it there; but the fact that he picks it up again in the same
correspondence suggests that he at least expected the Corinthians them
selves to recognize the imagery, which in turn means that we have need to
keep it within the bounds of this correspondence. Thus, it is highly unlikely
that Paul is here suddenly bringing in imagery from Wisdom, as is suggested
by so many.
The christological point, of course, is that Christ himself in his human
ity perfectly bore that image, so that as believers now behold him as the
risen One, they are themselves being "transformed" back into that image/
likeness. But the emphasis in these passages is not on Christ's humanity—
that is assumed as inherent in the imagery itself. What we have, rather,
is the true image being borne by the one who shares the divine glory, the
one who, when turned to in devotion and obedience, transforms believers,
by his Spirit, into the image of God that we had been created for in the
first place.
Thus, whatever christological deviation was being promoted by the
peddlers with their "another Jesus" (11:4), the end result of what Paul does
in this response to them (mentioned again in 4:1-3) is to exalt Christ in his
deity, whose own glory is the true manifestation of God's glory as well;
and where Paul touches on Christ's humanity, it comes by way of implica
tion, not direct expression. Nonetheless, it is precisely because he shared
our humanity, as he fully shares the Father's deity, that God's glory will be
revealed in those who are being re-created and thus transformed into the
divine image.
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S e e , e.g., Barrett, 133; Furnish, 239, 248; Thrall, 284, 310-11; as to why the im
agery does not come from both sources (Genesis and Wisdom), see my excursus "On
the Alleged Influence of Wisdom in 2 Cor 4:4, 6" below.
T h a t is, as Barrett points out (132), "through Christ as the image of God
[people] come to comprehend the [divinity] of God." meaning that in the incarnation
God has been most fully revealed; cf. the discussion on 1:3 above.
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Excursus: On the Alleged Influence of Wisdom in
2 Corinthians 4:4, 6
One regularly reads in the literature that Paul is here reflecting Jew
ish Wisdom as expressed in Wis 7:25-26. Indeed, this is the single in
stance in the Pauline corpus that a direct influence might be suspected.
Wisdom 7:25-26 reads,
"'crone, ydp eoxiv xfjc, xou Qeov Suvduetoc,
Kai djtdppoia xijc; tod 7ravxoKpdxopoc;
SO^TJ? etAiKpivfjc/
8id xodxo odSev |iepiauuevov
ei<; auxfyv 7cap£UJU7ixei.
d7tadyaaua ydp eoxiv (jxordg d i 8 i o u
Kai eaorcxpov dKirM.8coxov
xfjc Toi> Qeov evepyeiaq
Kai EJKtQV xijc, dya6dxr|xo<; adxod.
2<,

25

For she is a breath of the power of God,
and an emanation of the Almighty's
pure g l o r y ;
therefore nothing defiled
gains entrance into her.
For she is a reflection of eternal light,
and a spotless mirror
of God's working;
and an i m a g e of his goodness.
26
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For the more complete exposition of Wisdom with regard to Pauline
usage, see appendix A (pp. 594-619). Here we simply note that this pas
sage appears in the author's encomium on Wisdom (7:22-8:1), intended
for the "kings of the earth," that they themselves will desire wisdom so
as to rule wisely (and thus ease up on the Jewish community in Alexan
dria). In v. 25 the author expresses her relation to God ("breath of his
power; emanation of his glory"), which he then rhapsodizes with a trip
let, using mirror imagery to indicate how she reveals aspects of God's
character.
But there is nothing in this passage that requires, or even suggests,
Paul either to have known it or to have borrowed its language, especially
not the latter. The two actual verbal correspondences are quite coinci
dental and therefore incidental. Paul's use of "glory" comes not from
Wisdom but from the Exodus passage that he has been interpreting. His
use of "image" comes directly from his own "mirror" imagery in 3:18
(where there is not a wisp of Jewish wisdom present), and the imagery
has to do with "looking into the mirror," while Wisdom's is the middle
of three metaphors that deal with "reflection," not "beholding." Thus
Wisdom's use of "image" also comes from the mirror imagery, as the
third in the sequence of wordplays on the imagery. Moreover, she is not
68

For convenience, I have put in boldface the two words that actually corre
spond and italicized the one other related word (((xoq: cf. Paul's (tKoxiaudcJ. The "mir
ror" imagery itself is incidental for Paul; he deliberately uses the verb KaxoTtxpi^co
(v. 18) to make his point (the believer is doing the "looking into the mirror" with the
goal of transformation); the author of Wisdom uses the noun, precisely because it is
"reflection" that he has in view.
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in fact said to be "the image of God," as Paul says of Christ; rather, she
merely "images" his divine character of goodness.
On the whole, therefore, it seems especially doubtful that Paul is
here "echoing" this piece of Jewish wisdom speculation, for three rea
sons: (1) Although there are some interesting linguistic correlations,
Paul and Wisdom are in completely different worlds with regard to how
they use the same words. (2) The key point of departure for Paul—the
mirror imagery—comes from Paul himself, not from outside influences;
after all, it occurs but twice in his letters, once in each of the letters to
Corinth, a city that had renown as creator of mirrors for the world. This
is a Pauline borrowing of local culture to make his point. (3) If this were
an "echo" of Scripture, one would have to acknowledge that it is of a
considerably different kind from those we have noted before, both in this
chapter and in the preceding two chapters, where Paul's use of the OT
texts is transparent and full of linguistic echoes of the texts themselves,
not just incidental conceptual correspondences.
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Christ as Sharer of Divine Prerogatives
One the most noticeable features of the Christology of 2 Corinthians is
Paul's continuing to refer to Christ in a way that in his basic monotheistic
worldview would ordinarily be reserved for speech about God. As with the
earlier letters, this happens in two ways: in sentences that speak of Christ in
ways normally reserved for God and in the use of Septuagint phrases where
what is expressed about Yahweh in the OT text, translated as Krjptoc,, has
been taken over by Paul to refer to the "Lord, Jesus Christ." As before, these
happen in the most off-handed of ways, totally presuppositional and
therefore quite unrehearsed.
Some of these have been discussed in the earlier chapters, and so here
they are merely listed with cross-references. But a whole variety of new ones
emerge in this letter that make it certain that this is the "stuff" of Paul's un
derstanding of the relationship of Christ the Son with God the Father: Christ
fully shares divine prerogatives with the Father—and this without argumen
tation or ostentation.
First, then, the list of items (in canonical order) that we have looked at
in the earlier letters:
w

O n e reads with a sense of wonder that "there is obviously a close similarity be
tween II Cor 3:18 and 4:4 and Wisdom 7:22-30. Wisdom as the 'image' of God is the
mediator between God and man" (Hamerton-Kelly, Pre-existence, Wisdom, and the Son
of Man, 145 [italics mine]). This amounts to "exegesis" pulled out of the air; it cer
tainly is unrelated to the Wisdom of Solomon.
"°0n the unlikelihood that Paul even knew this work, see the discussion in ap
pendix A (pp. 605-6).
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1. On apostle of Christ (2 Cor 1:1), see on 1 Cor 1:17; 1:1 (p. 136).
2. On Christ's name being joined with the Father's by a single preposi
tion at crucial moments in the letter (2 Cor 1:2), see on 1 Thess 1:1
(pp. 48-50); 1 Cor 1:3 (pp. 99-100).
3. On the Day of the Lord (2 Cor 1:14), see on 1 Thess 5:2 (pp. 46-47);
1 Cor 1:8 (p. 135).
4. On the gospel of Christ (2 Cor 2:10), see on 2 Thess 1:8 (p. 73).
5. On the love of Christ (2 Cor 5:14), see on 2 Thess 2:13 (pp. 64-65).
6. On the giving of the Lord (2 Cor 10:8; 13:10), see on 1 Cor 3:5; 7:17
(pp. 136-37).
In each of these cases what is said earlier of the christological signifi
cance of these phrases continues to be true of their appearance in 2 Corin
thians. But what is striking regarding the present letter is the frequency of
these kinds of items, many new and all carrying christological weight, in the
sense that Paul says matter-of-factly about Christ what the OT says equally
presuppositionally about Yahweh. Precisely because there is only one God,
all divine power and attributes are found in him alone; thus when Paul ap
plies these to Christ, he is again assuming Christ's fully divine status. Again,
we examine them in their canonical order.

2 Corinthians 2:10—Forgiveness Offered in the "Presence of
Christ"; 2 Corinthians 8:21—"In the Presence of the Lord"
1. One of the more common features of OT theology is the fact that the
eternal God had from the beginning chosen to be present with those whom
he had created in his own image. This motif finds its beginnings in the cre
ation narrative, where the first result of the fall is that the man and his wife
"hid themselves from the presence of the LORD God" and consequently were
banished from that presence. Thus throughout the biblical narrative judg
ment often takes the form of being cut off from the divine Presence—a real
ity already cited by Paul in 2 Thess 1:9 and applied to those who were
persecuting his people in Thessalonica. But the divine Presence, imaged as
beholding "the face of the Lord," was also deeply embedded in Israel's devo
tion. The psalmists long to be in God's presence (= see his face) and thus ex
press distress in terms of God's hiding his face from them.
What Paul has done in 2 Cor 2:10 is to pick up this motif, so essential to
Israel's relationship with God, and apply it now to Christ. Thus, in order to
move the Corinthians toward forgiveness of the one who has wronged Paul,
he declares that "what he has been forgiven, I also have forgiven 6r' viiaq ev
7tpooco7i(p Xpvoxofj [for your sakes in the presence of Christ]." What he probably
intends by this is similar to oaths taken in the Lord's name: Christ will serve
as the divine witness to his integrity.
71
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2. This same language, and same transfer of divine prerogative to Christ,
occurs again in 2 Cor 8:21, where Paul is safeguarding his integrity with re
gard to the gift for the Jerusalem poor. In this case, however, Paul lifts lan
guage directly out of Prov 3:4 and applies it to his own relationship to the
churches and the world with regard to this collection. Thus:
2 Cor 8:21
Prov 3:4

rcpovootipxv
iced

ydp K a l d ovj pdvov
Kai

rcpovoot)

Kaka
Kai

2 Cor 8:21
Prov 3:4

evamiov Kt)piot) aXka
evcortiov
dvOpamcov.
evamiov KDpiot)
dvOpcontov.

For we consider what is good not only before the Lord but
also
before
human beings.
And consider what is good
before the Lord
and
human beings.

Here is another case where Paul borrows a Kdpioq phrase from the Sep
tuagint and applies it to Christ, although in this case the Septuagint
translator took a bit of liberty with the Hebrew text. In conjoining lines in
the Hebrew Bible, the text has "God/EIohim" in v. 3 and "the LORD/Yahweh"
in line 1 of v. 4. For reasons not clear to us, the translator reversed these two
mentions of Israel's God. But in either case, the "Lord" = Yahweh before
whose face Paul desires to do what is good is now the Lord, Jesus Christ.
Thus by way of this identification of Christ with the Septuagint's Kuptoc, =
Yahweh, another divine prerogative is attributed to Christ as presupposition.
72
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2 Corinthians 2:17; 12:19—Speaking as One "in Christ" in the
"Presence of God"
Given what Paul has affirmed about being in Christ's presence, it is of
some interest christologically that in this same letter he twice affirms the
truthfulness of his speech as one who is "in Christ" in the "presence of God"
(2:17; 12:19). Here the same divine prerogative is being assumed by God the
Father. Of christological import is Paul's insistence that he stands "in Christ"
in the presence of God. The most probable reason for such an assertion is to
reinforce the sincerity (= integrity) of what he has said. Although probably
71

So Windisch, 91; Barrett, 93; Furnish, 158: Martin, 39; Thrall, 180-81.
It seems so obvious, in fact, that one is quite surprised to read in Betz (77) that
the Septuagint text "reads quite differently from the New Testament." The only dif
ferences, in fact, are the (necessary) change of verb and the emphatic addition of
"not only/but also," the latter thus requiring an additional evamiov. This, after all, is
intertextuality, not citation as such.
T h i s is denied by Furnish (424), who asserts without evidence or argumenta
tion that it refers to God, as also in the preceding v. 19; Thrall (552) allows the possi
bility. Lambrecht (139) mistakenly, and without textual evidence, turns "the glory of
the Lord" in v. 19 into "the glory of God."
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locative and having to do with Paul's relational standing before God (i.e., he
can stand in God's presence precisely because his present existence is "in
Christ"), in this instance the phrase "in Christ" seems intended to carry the
force of an oath as well. In which case it stands in close relation to "the
truth of Christ" being in Paul, as he puts it in 2 Cor 12:10.

2 Corinthians 3:17—The Spirit of the Lord
I do not here intend to repeat the exegesis of this passage given above
(pp. 177-80) but rather to isolate the significance of this phrase for
christological purposes. Although Paul three times elsewhere refers to the
Holy Spirit as "the Spirit of [Christ]," only here does he pick up the lan
guage of the Septuagint itself and refer to him as "the Spirit of the Lord."
That this is an intentional referent to Septuagintal language is made certain
by the unique expression TO Trvefjutx Kijpiou, where there is a definite article
with the first noun but not with the corresponding genitive.
The best explanation for this unique phenomenon (for Paul) is that the
article is intentionally anaphoric, thus pointing back to (or picking up from)
the immediately preceding "identification" of "the Lord" in the Exodus pas
sage with "the Spirit." Paul's actual phrase reads, 6 5e Kupioc, TO nvevpa
ecrnv (Now "the Lord" the. Spirit represents). In the pickup of that clause,
where he will now clarify who "the Spirit" is, he thus begins with an ana
phoric "the" = "the Spirit just referred to." But when he actually identifies
the Spirit, Paul reverts to the anarthrous Ktipio-u, the predominant way the
Septuagint translators glossed the Adonai that had come to be used for Yah
weh; and in turn this is the certain indication that they considered vcupioq in
these cases to be God's name, not a title.
What is significant for our present purposes is that here is yet another
Septuagint phrase that singularly refers to Yahweh, which Paul now uses ex
plicitly to refer to Christ. Thus the Spirit of Yahweh is, for Paul, the Spirit of
the living Christ—a matter of considerable christological significance.
74

2 Corinthians 5:9—Living So as "to Please the Lord";
2 Corinthians 5:10—The "Judgment Seat of Christ";
2 Corinthians 11:2—To "Present You to Christ"
In a passage where Paul has been reflecting on the present "decay" of
his body and his eager expectation of its new expression (4:7-5:5), he turns
in 5:6 toward a conclusion that will also serve as a subtle form of exhorta
tion to the Corinthians: they should join him to "make it our goal to please
him [the Lord]" (v. 9). The paragraph as a whole is dominated by reference to
"the Lord," which, as always for Paul, refers to Christ.
74

S e e Gal 4:6 ("of his Son"): Rom 8:9 ("of Christ"); Phil 1:19 ("of Jesus Christ").
See the further discussion in ch. 16. pp. 589-91.
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Although the specific language is not used, the first sentences continue
the "presence" motif. Thus our present bodily existence is expressed in terms
of our being "away from the Lord" (v. 6), which points toward our resur
rected, eschatological life in his eternal presence; thus we presently live by
faith and not by sight (v. 7). In the same way, our eschatological existence is
then expressed in terms of our being "at home with the Lord" (v. 8). Paul
shows little desire for "heaven," but every kind of desire to be eternally pres
ent with the Lord who saved h i m .
With that, the narrative turns into a couched appeal in which the divine
prerogative of final judgment regarding people's actions on earth is now as
sumed by Christ. Paul begins in v. 9 by asserting, "So we make it our goal
eddpeaxoi arjxcp el vai [to be pleasing to him (the Lord)]." Here is an OT con
cept having to do with one's relationship with God that is now expressed in
terms of pleasing Christ —a divine prerogative quite casually attributed to
Christ as Lord (cf. on 1 Cor 7:32 in ch. 3, p. 140).
The reason for pleasing Christ by the way we live is given in v. 10, where
another altogether divine prerogative is attributed to Christ as a matter of
course and without argumentation. Whatever else is true of late Jewish un
derstanding of God, his own justice and his role as the absolute ruler of the
universe meant that he, and he alone, would mete out eschatological judg
ment on all people at the end. Even a sapiential book such as Ecclesiastes
ends on this note: o n cruv Ttdv TO 7toir|ua 6 0edc; d<;et e v Kpioei, e v iravxi
Ttapeeopapevcp, edv dyaGdv K a i edvrcovripdv(For God will bring every deed into
judgment, including everything that has been overlooked, whether it is good or evil)
(12:14). Indeed, Paul is perhaps echoing the final phrase of this passage with
his own concluding e i x e dyaBdv e i x e fyavkov. '
In any case, what is significant for our present purposes is that this same
judgment in Rom 14:10 is referred to as "the bema of God," although in this
latter instance later scribes understandably changed the "God" into "Christ."
My point is the frequently repeated one, that what is seen elsewhere as an
exclusively divine prerogative is assumed by Paul to be carried out by the
fully divine S o n .
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0 n this matter, see discussion in ch. 9. pp. 412-13.
W i t h two different (interchangeable) words (the adjective eddpecxoc, [used
here] and the verb dpeoKeiv), Paul ordinarily speaks of pleasing God (1 Thess 2:15;
4:1; Rom 8:8; 12:1-2; 14:18; Phil 4:18); but in 1 Cor 7:32 and here he speaks of "pleas
ing the Lord" = Christ.
S e e . e.g., Kreitzer (Jesus and God. 107), who is more confident than I at this
point (his "perhaps" evolves into "Paul's decision to allude to it"). My hesitation rests
with two matters, both having to do with Paul's use of §av\oq instead of the rcovnpdc,
of Ecclesiastes. First, Paul uses this same combination in Rom 9.T1 regarding the yet
unborn Isaac and Esau, which makes it look very much like a stock phrase, of a kind
that may have had a long history, but not with the same words; second, in the pres
ent instance (but not in Rom 9) there is also textual variation, but the variant is
KOKOV, not the Septuagint's 7tovr|pdv, which suggests that scribes did not have the Ec
clesiastes passage in mind either.
7h
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Here is the place also to note the eschatological phrase in 2 Cor 11:2,
where Paul speaks of his desire "to present you to Christ." The imagery here
is that of the father of the bride, who in Jewish culture was responsible for
guarding his betrothed daughter so as to present her "pure" to the groom at
the time of their wedding. Paul now assumes the role of "father of the
bride," while the "groom" is Christ rather than "God" as one might ordi
narily expect. In any case, it is yet another instance where Paul speaks in a
matter-of-fact way of his and their appearing together in the eschaton before
Christ rather than before God. While there are perfectly good contextual rea
sons for this, my point again has to do with the ease with which Paul makes
this kind of statement with reference to Christ, which in the OT was imagery
used of God with his people.
79

2 Corinthians 5:31—The "Fear of the Lord"
Still in the same context of argumentation, Paul with an inferential orjv
(therefore) now applies all that was said in 4:7-5:10 to his own situation; and
since the most immediate context is v. 10, with its mention of "the judgment
seat of Christ," his pickup phrase is "knowing xov <|>6Bov xorj K"upioi> [the fear
of the Lord]." This phrase, which is a key idea in the canonical Wisdom liter
ature, moves along a spectrum of meaning from being "fearful" to having
proper "awe" before God, while the latter tends to dominate. Here the "fear
of the Lord" does not mean to be fearful of him but, in light of his being the
final judge, to live with proper reverence and awe in his presence. Thus, here
is yet another key OT phrase where the Kiipioc; = Yahweh of the Septuagint
has been appropriated and applied to Christ. Since this is the only occur
rence of the phrase in Paul's writings, it turns out to be used exclusively
with reference to Christ.
80

2 Corinthians 10:5—"Obedience to Christ"
Obedience to someone is not necessarily a divine prerogative as such. In
deed, obedience to God is rarely expressed in Scripture; rather, one is obedient
to his commands. But the obedience called for in this passage is the ultimate
kind of obedience due God alone. What Paul is taking on here are the mis81
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C f . Barrett, who includes Rom 2:16 in the discussion: "The lack of formal con
sistency [in this matter] is not insignificant Christologically. God carries out judge
ment, but he carries it out through Jesus Christ: Jesus Christ judges; and his
judgement is the judgement of God" (160).
T h a t is, this is a familiar idiom in the OT. where Israel is often depicted as be
trothed or wedded to Yahweh: cf. Isa 54:5-6; 62:5; Ezek 16:8; Hos 2:19-20.
Given both the immediate context (v. 10, where the "judge" is Christ) and the
preceding multiplied use of Kfipvoq in vv. 6-9 as referring to Christ (cf. Bultmann
[146], "the K-upioc;, of course, is Christ"), one meets with surprise that Furnish (306,
emphatically) applies "the fear of the Lord" to God.
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guided arguments and false teachings of those who oppose him. Those who
are carrying on this "warfare" against Paul are seen by him to be setting
themselves "up against the knowledge of God." Through his own spiritual
weapons (v. 4) he intends to engage these enemies in a contest that has divine
obedience as its goal. That obedience in this case is expressed as "obedience to
Christ." Thus another divine prerogative is attributed to Christ.

2 Corinthians 11:10—Appeal Based on "the Truth of Christ"
That Is in Paul
In previous letters, and in keeping with the biblical tradition, Paul has
taken his oaths "in the name of the Lord," with the Lord now being Jesus
Christ. In a slightly different way, and not actually an oath itself, Paul ap
peals in this case to "the truth of Christ" that is in him. This very likely refers
to Paul's understanding of Christ as indwelling him (by the Spirit); and if
Christ, the Son of God in whom all the promises of God find their "yes" (=
truthfulness, trustworthiness [1:18]), dwells in Paul, that truth that is Christ
at the same time guarantees Paul's own word. This is the kind of language
that in the biblical revelation is basically reserved for God; indeed, in Isa
65:16 God explicitly says that "all who invoke a blessing in the land will do so
by the God of truth; those who take an oath in the land will swear by the
God of truth." For Paul, the "truth" that guarantees the trustworthiness of
his "boast" rests now with Christ, who by dwelling in Paul guarantees his
own trustworthiness.
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2 Corinthians 12:1—"Revelations of the Lord"
In one of the more complex moments in the Pauline corpus, he chooses
momentarily to play the "Spiritual experiences game" with his opponents in
order to deflate the significance of such experiences as a criterion for genu
ine apostleship. Whereas his opponents have disdained his weaknesses,
Paul boasts in them as reflecting the Christ whose gospel he proclaims.
When he goes on to the criterion of "revelations," he obviously intends the
85
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For direct obedience to God, see, e.g., Deut 4:30; but throughout Deuteronomy
(and elsewhere) the way one shows such obedience is by keeping his commands.
0 n this matter, see ch. 2 on 1-2 Thessalonians (pp. 46. 67-68) and ch. 3 on
1 Cor 1:3 (pp. 135-36).
Whether Paul intends this as an actual oath (most think so) is not especially
crucial because, as Thrall (687) notes, what Paul says here functions like one in
any case.
M o s t see it as a subjective genitive (of "source" or "origins"), but that seems to
make "truth" more objective than this oath would seem to warrant; in any case. Fur
nish (493) rightly objects to the view that it refers to the gospel. Paul is appealing not
to some objective truth but to the fact that what he is about to say is absolutely
trustworthy.
For a more complete argumentation for this perspective, see Fee, God's Empow
ering Presence, 347-50.
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narrative of an unrevealed revelation both to outflank his opponents and to
help the Corinthians put such experiences into proper context.
At issue for us in this study is the sense of the phrase that serves gener
ally as a heading for the narrative itself: OTixaoiag Kai cmoKaXvj\)/ei<; KUpiou
(visions and revelations of the Lord). Although most have taken the genitive
K-upio-o as subjective —that is, Christ is the source of these experiences—it
seems more likely that he is their object. Not only is this how Paul uses this
phrase elsewhere (Rom 2:5; 8:19; 1 Cor 1:7; Gal 1:12), but also in the end it
seems to be the point of concern. That is, despite how it has been viewed by
many, it is not simply revelatory experiences themselves in which they boast;
rather, it is seeing Christ in such revelatory experiences that makes their
boast special.
And that leads to our reason for including this phrase in the present dis
cussion. Here is another OT idea that has been taken over by Paul and ap
plied to Christ. Thus Ezekiel begins his prophetic ministry by dating the
beginning of what he called "visions of God" (opdoeic, Geoij), where the "vi
sion" that immediately follows is ultimately, though indirectly, of God him
self. For Paul, Christ is now the one revealed in such experiences.
86
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2 Corinthians 12:8-10—Prayer Directed "to the Lord"
In keeping with patterns well in place by the time he wrote his first let
ters, Paul narrates his threefold prayer to "the Lord" for deliverance from a
satanic "thorn in my flesh." That the Lord to whom he prays can only be
Christ Jesus is made certain not only by Paul's consistent and basically ex
clusive use of Krjpioq as referring to Christ but in this case also by the imme
diate context. The response in this case is, "My grace is sufficient for y o u , "
language that in the concluding benediction is attributed to Christ, as "love"
is attributed to God the Father. Moreover, in the ensuing explanation of his
88
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For translations, cf. NIV/TNIV, REB, NJB, GNB (TEV), NLT, and NET BIBLE (without
explanation!). Cf. in the commentaries Bultmann, 219: Furnish, 524; Martin, 397
(with a considerable list of others who go this way); Barnett, 559. Barrett (307) and
Matera (277) suggest that it goes both ways. For the reasons for rejecting this view,
see the next note.
S e e Fee. God's Empowering Presence, 150 n. 192; so also Hughes, 427 n. 97; Thrall,
775; Lambrecht, 200. Although this is the minority view, what is seen to stand against
it is the fact that no such "revelation" is detailed in what follows. But that seems to be
something of an irrelevancy, since the phrase is intended as a "heading" in this case
and almost certainly comes from the opposition. The ordinary sense of this genitive,
both in Paul's writings and in the Septuagint, is "the Lord" as the one who is seen in
the vision or revelation. See now esp. the discussion in Thrall, 774-75.
S e e ch. 2 on 1-2 Thessalonians, pp. 51-53, 73-77; Windisch (388) and Hering
(93 n. 20) assert (the latter emphatically) that this is the only instance in the genuine
Paul where prayer is directed toward Christ (Matera [284] cites Windisch with ap
proval). But as the evidence of 1 Thessalonians and 1 Corinthians reveals, that is pa
tently not true. On this matter, see Hurtado. Lord Jesus Christ, 138-43.
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acceptance of the divine verdict, he refers to "Christ's power" at work in him
and states that he endures such weaknesses "for Christ's sake."
What again is noticeable is the ease with which Paul both makes his
prayer to Christ, as one praying to God, and reports it without a sense of
encroaching on his monotheism in so doing. Such a view of things reflects
his basic supposition about the risen Christ as the "Lord," now "seated at the
right hand of the Father" (Ps 110:1), making intercession for his own. This is
divine prerogative whatever else.
89

2 Corinthians 13:13(14)—Christ in a Triadic Benediction
Closely related to the preceding text and to Paul's habits throughout, he
brings his letter to a close by offering a benediction that the Corinthians may
receive "the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ." But only here in his letters does
he add the Father and the Spirit to the benediction, so that he ends up with a
remarkable triadic prayer that includes Christ, the Father, and the Spirit.
Thus we encounter the second of three such texts (see 1 Cor 12:4-6; Eph
4:4-6) where Paul explicitly places Christ and the Spirit in the same context
with God the Father, and this time in a benedictory prayer. Thus:

xov Kvpiov TTI<TOV Xpio-xoti
fi dycmri xod Qeoi)
r\ Koivcovia xou avion Ttverjpaxoc,
uexd jtdvxcov dpcbv.
The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ,

13:13

Tj xdpvq

Kai
Kai
13:14
and
and

the love of God.
the participation in the Holy Spirit
(he) with all of you.

A lesser Christology would have subordinated the role of Christ and the
Spirit to that of God the Father. But not so Paul; he desires each person in
the divine Triad to bless the Corinthians with that person's own special at
tribute. In the present case, what is attributed to the divine threesome is
what is most characteristic of their ongoing ministry in the church. Every
thing is ultimately predicated on God's love, which found expression histori
cally through the grace of Christ in his death and resurrection and is now
made available to his people through their common participation in the Holy
Spirit, who is the Spirit of both the Father and the Son.
It is precisely such prayer as this that led the church finally to formu
late its understanding of God in ontologically Trinitarian terms, in which
it was following the lead taken by Paul in his understanding of Christ as
fully divine.
90
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Cf. Furnish. 530.
S o also Barrett, 311: Barnett, 619: most commentators note the significance of
this early triadic prayer to the three "persons."
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Christ Devotion and Soteriology—2 Corinthians 5:14-6:2
Up to this point, we have not had occasion to speak to the relationship
between Paul's understanding of Christ himself (Christology) and his under
standing of the death and resurrection of Christ as God's means of "salvation"
(soteriology)—the new-covenant means of creating a people for God's name.
It is not that Paul has not mentioned Christ's role in salvation heretofore; he
has indeed. However, what has not occurred to this point in the letters is
some kind of exposition of the means and meaning of Christ's death as "for
us." With the present passage, that begins to change considerably. One rea
son for bringing this passage into a discussion of Pauline Christology is that
here we find plainly expressed what we must recognize as presuppositional
elsewhere: who it is who died for us is absolutely crucial to Paul's under
standing of the story.
91

Paul is still in the long narrative in which he is defending himself and
the character of his apostleship (see pp. 174-77 above) when he launches
into what turns out to be the first somewhat lengthy exposition of the
gospel itself—in this instance, understandably enough, under the rubric of
reconciliation.
Another reason for bringing this passage into focus in the present
study is in anticipation of what comes next in Galatians, where the centrality of Christ reaches a kind of zenith in Paul's letters. We have already
looked at this text in part, by noting the significance of the phrase "who
knew no sin" (pp. 165-67). Here I begin by pointing out two features that
are important for the purposes of this study. First, the entire passage from
v. 14 is simultaneously christocentric and theocentric; how one finally
comes down on this question relates in part to what one is looking for or,
on which of the two emphases one wants to focus. Second, here we find ab
solutely intact Paul's grammar of salvation, which we first noted in 2 Thess
2:13 and then again in 1 Cor 8:6. God the Father is always seen as the ulti
mate source of everything; but all that God in his love has purposed for our
salvation has been carried out by Christ. Thus, in a very true sense, if God
is the first word in these passages, it is usually true also that Christ is the
last word. That is especially (literally) true in the exposition of recon
ciliation in vv. 18-21. It begins, "all things are from God," and God is the
ultimate source of everything Christ does; but the final word is ev avz® {in
him [Christ]).
The net result of all this is likewise twofold. On the one hand, because
our salvation is predicated both on God's will and on Christ's willing activity
on our behalf, Paul can emphasize the role of either God or Christ at will, de
pending on context. But when he brings them together in the same context,
the relationship between them is always as noted in the preceding para1,1

See. e.g.. 1 Thess 5:10-11; 1 Cor 1:30-31; 5:7: 6:11; 8:11; 11:25-26; 15:3-4.
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graph. On the other hand, when he focuses especially on the work of Christ
and Paul's own relationship to Christ, one can scarcely miss an emphasis
that I will refer to as "Christ devotion." There is a christocentricity to Paul's
understanding of the gospel that goes beyond mere historical reality or theo
logical insight. What emerges finally in Philippians as utter devotion to
Christ is already well in place in these earlier letters. I propose that there is
an inherent Christology in such devotion that Paul shows toward Christ that
is seldom, if ever, expressed about God the Father. 1 conclude this chapter,
then, by noting how this works out in this great passage, which comes in
two noticeable parts, vv. 14-17 and 18-21.
92

Christ

as the Bringer of the New Order (2 Cor 5:14—17)

In this first part only Christ is mentioned. As Paul's penultimate re
sponse to those in Corinth who have been calling into question both his gos
pel of a crucified Messiah and his cruciform apostleship, he asserts that it is
"the love of Christ" that constrains or compels him. This compulsion was
born out of a deep conviction about Christ's death and resurrection (v. 14):
since his death was on behalf of all, this means that the whole human race
has been brought under the sentence of death; and Christ's resurrection
means that in the new order only what he brings to life is actually living.
Thus, those who do live (in God's new order) may now live only for the One
who died for them and was raised again (v. 15). Moreover, this new order
brought about by Christ's death and resurrection nullifies one's viewing any
thing any longer from the Corinthians' present perspective, whose values re
flect an "old age" (Kara adpKct [according to the flesh]) point of view. To view
either Christ or anyone/anything else from that perspective is no longer valid
(v. 16). Why? Because being in Christ means that one belongs to the new
creation: the old has gone, the new has come (v. 17). It does not take
much reading of Paul to recognize that this radical, new-order point of
view—resurrection life marked by the cross!—lies at the heart of everything
he thinks and does (cf. Phil 3:4-14). It is also easy to see the "why" of his
utter devotion to Christ, which in itself, I suggest, has considerable christo
logical overtones.

Christ, the Means of God's Reconciliation (2 Cor 5:18-21)
Having begun with the results of Christ's love expressed in his death for
us, Paul now offers an exposition of its means; and now God becomes the
grammatical subject of all the sentences, except for the application in v. 20.
Everything is from God, who reconciled "us" (you Corinthians and me) to
himself through Christ and has given us (me especially) the ministry of rec
onciliation. And with that we come to the key text, v. 19. While "God" is still
92

S e e further in ch. 11. pp. 488-95.
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the subject, the relationship between God and Christ is now left open-ended
enough to leave us with a (purposeful?) measure of ambiguity, but the Chris
tology is of considerable import. The crucial part of the text reads,
5:19

8edc fjv ev Xpi<7T<p Koopov KqTa^ldcjo'cov eceuxco

God was in Christ the world reconciling to himself
At issue for us is how to punctuate this clause, which is left quite openended by the sentence structure itself. Paul's order separates the linking
verb ("was") and its participle plus reflexive pronoun ("reconciling to him
self") by the prepositional phrase ("in Christ") and the object of the recon
ciliation ("the world"). What did Paul intend by this order? Three options
emerge:
1. In the incarnation, God was reconciling the world to himself, which
would require a comma after "Christ." Thus: God was in Christ, recon
ciling the world to himself.
2. "In Christ" (i.e., through the work of Christ), God was reconciling the
world to himself, which would put commas around "in Christ." Thus:
God was, in Christ, reconciling the world to himself.
3. The major emphasis is on Christ, in terms of what God was doing in
reconciling the world to himself. Here there would be no commas, so
as to keep the ambiguity. Thus: God was in Christ the world reconciling
to himself.
The first option made its way into the English-speaking world through
the KJV, and it was the predominant view for centuries. The now prevailing
view, found in most of the recent English translations, has moved toward
the second option. But the difficulty with this view is that it tends to make
the fjv . . . KaxaM-ctGrjcov a paraphrastic imperfect, of a kind that has no
analogy in Paul's letters, where the form of "to be" is separated at some dis
tance from the participle that completes the verb form. For this reason, I
think that the third option is the most likely, that Paul was deliberately am
biguous by placing the EV Xpioxco immediately following the fjv. To be
sure, the preposition most likely has the force of agency (as in the second op
tion), but at the same time it allows the closest kind of relationship between
Father and Son. God himself was active in Christ as he reconciled the world
to himself.
Although this is not incarnation in the traditional sense, it does suggest
that Paul saw the closest kind of relationship between the will of the Father
and the saving work of the Son; and it is out of this recognition that Paul
has become such an avid and devoted follower of the Son. Thus, at the end
of the day, it is a precarious exercise to discuss Paul's Christology without
constantly being reminded of Christ's primary role in redemption itself. And
that leads us to the next chapter, "Christology in Galatians."
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Appendix I: The Texts
(brackets [[ ]] indicate texts with references to G o d alone; triple brackets [[[ ]]]
w i t h italics indicate citations from the LXX, w h e r e Kdpioq refers to Y a h w e h )
1:1 flad^oq drcdcxo^oq Xpto-xov 'Irio-o-u 8id 9e^TJLiaxoc 9eod Kai. TiLtdSeoq d
d8e?u]>dq xfi E K K X n o i a rod 9eod XT) odcrn ev Kopiv8q) trbv xoiq d y i o i q Ttdciv
xoiq ofjoiv ev 6Xr\ XT) AxaTa,
a

v

1:2 x P ? ^ u i v K a i eipf|vr| a n d 9eod rcaxpoc fipcov Kai Kopiov 'ItitTO'u
Xpioxov.
1:3-5 'EdA,oyr|xdc d 9edc K a i rtaxfip xov Kvpiov fjpwv 'ITIO-OV Xpiarov, d
Ttaxrip xcbv oJKxipiicbv Kai 9edq Ttdonc TtapaK^naecJC. d TtapaKaAcbv f)uaq erci
rtdcm xfi 6Xi\|iei f\iicbv e i q xd 8iJvaa6ai fpdq rcapaKa>xiv xovq ev Ttdcm 9>.i\i/ei
did xf)q TtapaK>cf|C>ecflq fiq TtapaKaAoviieSa a v x o i TOO XOV 6eov. o x i KaOcbq
7tepiaaedet xd naQx\uaxa xov Xpiorov e i q fjudq, odxeoq 5id xoii Xpiarov
Ttepicaerjei K a i fi TtapaKA.r|cnq fjpoov.
4

5

9

[[1:9-10 d M . d avjxoi ev e a v x o i q xd d n o K p i p a xov 9avdxov e o x f | K a p e v , i v a
pfi 7te7toi9dxeq cbuev e<|)' e a v x o i q aXk' erci xco 9eco xm eyetpovxi xovq veKpovq
'"oq eK xnA.iKovxov 9avdxov e p p d o a x o fiiidc Kai p v a e x a i . e i c dv f|XTttKaiiev
oxi Kai exi p v c e x a i , ] ]

-

[[1:12 ' H ydp KavxT|cnq fjpcov avxr| e a x i v , xd p a p x v p i o v xfjq oweiofjoecoq
fpcbv, oxi e v aTt^dxnxi Kai e i ^ i K p i v e i a xod 9eod. [ K a i ] OVK ev ao<))ig
aapKiKfj aW ev y d p i x i 9eov. dveoxpd<()ripev e v xo} Koaucp, Ttepioooxepcoq 8e
Ttpdq vpdq.]]
1:14 Ka9cbq Kai eneyvaxe npdq drcd uepovq, oxi K a u x t i u a ditcov e a u e v
Ka9djiep Kai vuetq f|ucbv EV xfi rip.£pa xoii Kvpiov r\\i&x Iv-i.-fafiv] 'i^o-oft
1:18-22 '"rciaxdc 8e d 9edc oxi d A.dyoq f|ud)v d Ttpdq v u d q OVJK e o x i v vai K a i
od. ''6 xod 8eod yap vibq 'Ir|o-ovq Xpiaroq 6 EV vpiv Si fjpcov KtipvxOsiq,
8i' e u o v K a i S i ^ o n a v o d K a i T i u o S e o v , OVK E y s v s x o vai Kai ov dAAd vai
EV avxro ysyovev.

"'"daai ydp e T t a y y e l t a i 9eod. EV avxci x o v a i - 8id Kai 8i'

avxoi) xd duf]v xcb 8eco Ttpdq Sdiqav 8i' fpebv.

2 l

d 8e BeBaicbv TJudc o v v dpiv

22

eiq XpiCTxdv K a i y p i o a c fjiidc 8edc. d K a i a ^ p a y i a d u e v o c fitidq K a i 8odq
rdv

dppafiava rod

Kveviiaxog ev x a i q K a p S i a i q f\p<bv.

[ [1:23 'Eycb 8e p d p x v p a xdv 8edv e r t i K a ^ o d p a i erci xf|v eufiv

\yv%x\\, oxi

<()ei8dpevoq fjpeov OVKCXI f)^.8ov e i q Kdpiv9ov.]]
2:10 cp 8e xi x a p i q e o Q e , Kayor K a i ydp eycb 6 K e x d p i o p a i , e i xi K e x d p i o u a i ,
8i' v p d q EV Ttpoffibitip Xpicxov,
2:12

E^.6cbv 8e eiq xfjv TpcpdSa eiq xo EvayysXiov xov Xpicxoi) Kai 8dpaq

pot dvecpypevriq EV Kvpiw,
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2:14-17 Tcb S e 8ecb y d p i c xcn Tcdvxoxe S p i a p B e d o v x i i\|idq E V XCO Xpiaxco Kai
xijv doufjv xfjc; yvttKrecaq avxov cftavepodvxi 5i' fjpcov ev reavxi xd7ccp' dxi
Xpitrcot> ediodia eouev xa) 8ecb ev xoiq ocpi",op.evoiq K a i ev xoiq
dTtoA,A,uuevoiq, ""olq uev dopij eK 6avdxou eiq Sdvaxov, olq 8e dapij eK ^ar\q
eiq (^(ofjv. Kai Ttpdq x a d x a xiq iKavdq; od ydp e o u e v cbq o i TroM.oi
KaTtr|Xedovxeq xov A,dyov xod 8eod, aXX' cbq ei; e i X i K p i v e i a q , aXX' cbc eK 8eod
Kaxevavxi 8eod E V Xptcxro ^.a^oduev.
15

17

3:3-6 'cfjavepoduevoi o x i eoxe EJIKTXOXT] Xpio-xot) 8iaKovr)8eiaa d<t>' ijutbv,
eyyeypauuevri o u uetaxvi aXXa 7ivevp.azi Qeov c^covxoq. ODK ev TtX,aiqiv
^.iSivaiq aXX' ev Tttaxcqiv K a p S i a i q oapKivaiq. TleicoiGrioiv 8e xoiafjxnv
e^opev 8ia xod Xpioroi) Ttpdq xov Bedv. od% oxi aty' eauxcbv tKavoi e o u e v
A,oyioao8ai xt cbq ei; eauxobv, aXX' rj iKavdxriq fjucbv C K xod 9eod. "dq Kai
iKdvcQoev rjudq SiaKovouq Kaivfjq 8ia8f|Kr|q, ov ypduuaxoq aXXd nvevixaxoqxd ydp y p d p u a ditOKxevvei, TO Se nvevjia Qaonoiel.
5

3:14 . .. dxpi ydp xfjq ofjuepov fjuepaq xd afjxd KaA.t>uua eiti xfj dvayvtboei
xfjq TtaA-aidq SiaGrjicnq u e v e i , uf| dvaKaA-iOTTdiievov oxi E V Xpior<5>
KaxapyEitailf

3:16-18 r)vtKa 8e edv eTtioxpeyrj rcpog KDpiov, Tiepiaipeixai xd Kd>.DUiia.
d Se Kvpwg xd Trvedjud eaxiv ov Se xd xvevfia KDpiot), e^exjQepia. fipeiq
8e jcdvxeq dvaKeKaXuuuevcp Ttpoccbjtcp xi\v Solqav KDpiot) KaxoTtxpiL^duevoi
xfjv adxfjv E i K o v a uexauopc|)odue8a drcd Sdcqnq eiq Sd^av KaGdrcep anb
KDpiot) Kveviiamq.
17

18

2

4:2-7 aXXd aTieiTraueGa xd

KpuTixd xfjq aia%dvr|q, Ltd TcepiTtaxodvxeq ev
TtavoDpyig unSe 8oA.odvxeq xdv Xoyov xod 8eod aXXd xf) c))avepcboei xfjq
d>.T|8eiaq auvioxdvovxeq eauxodq Ttpdq rcdoav ovvei8r|oiv dvGpcoTtcov
evoJTUOv xod 8eod. ei 8e Kai eoxiv KeKaA,uuLievov xd edayye/tiov fjucbv, ev
xoiq dTtoAAuuevoiq eoxiv KeKaA.uLiuevov, e v oiq d 9edq xod aicbvoq xodxou
exdcjAcooev xd vorjuaxa xcbv aTiioxcov eiq xd uf| a d y d o a i xov (jdoxicpov XOD
E D a y y E l i o D xi|q 66^tiq X O D Xpioxov, bq ECTXW EIKCOV xod 9eod. X)v ydp
eauxodq K t p d o o o u e v aXXd. 'It|o-ODv Xpiaxov KDpiov, eauxodq 8e Sod^-ouq
dptbv 8id Tno-ODV. d x i d 9edc d etTtcbv E K oKoxouq <))cbq Xaiiyei, oq eXapiyev
ev xaiq K a p 8 i a i q f|Utbv Ttpdq c|>coxioudv xfjq yvcboecoc xfjc 8d£,t|c xod 8eod E V
TipoCTiojtc) 'ITICTOD tv'-'iiffot)] Xpicxoi). ' E x o p e v 8e xdv 8r|oaupdv xodxov ev
doxpaKivoiq o K e d e o i v , i v a fj dnepBo^ij xfjq 8uvdpecoq f\ xov Qeov Kai uf| eh\
fjpcbv
3

4

6

7

4:10-15 "'Ttdvxoxe xtjv VEKpcooav XOD 'IT)CTOD ev xco ocbuaxi Ttepic|)epovxeq,
i v a Kai fj iT,ioTi XOD 'ITICTOD ev xcb ocbuaxi f)ucov <t>avepo)8fj. " d e i ydp fjueiq o i
c^cbvxeq eiq Sdvaxov 7tapa8i8due8a 8id 'IriaoDV, i v a Kai fj C,COTI X O D 'ITJCOD
<t»avEpco0ti ev xfj 8vr)xfj o a p K i fjucbv. cbaxe d Sdvaxoq ev f)uiv e v e p y e i x a i , f|
8e c^cofi ev dpi v. "'E^ovxeq 8e xd adxd Ttvedpa xfjq Tiioxecoq Kaxd xd
y e y p a u p e v o v eTtioxevoa, 8id eA.d>.Tioa, K a i fipeiq itioxeijopev, 8id K a i
XaXovuev, ei5dxeq oxi d e y e i p a c xov Kt>piov Tno-odv K a i rjudq avv 'ITIITOD
I2

,4
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Kai Ttapaaxf\cei otiv i i u i v . ''xd yap rcdvxa 5i' v u d q , i v a

nXeovdaaaa did

XCBV

nXeiovcov xny E u / a p t a x i a v

r\ xdpiq

Tteptaciedcfri

eic xfjv 56£av

xod 8eod.
[[5:1 OiSapev y d p oxv e d v r\ eTtiyeioq fjpeov o i K i a xod cncnyo-uq Kaxa^uGfj,
oiKoSoudv eK 8eod e^opev,]]
[[5:5 d Se K a x e p y a a d i t e v o c fipdq eiq adxd xodxo 8edq. d Sodq ijpiv xdv
d p p a p c b v a xod Ttvedpaxoq.]]

5:6-10 ''Oappodvxeq OVJV ndvxoxe Kai eiSdxeq oxv ev8r\podvxeq ev xcb ocbuaxi
eK8r)podpev anb rot) K o p i o i r 8vd itiaxecoq y d p TtepiTtaxodpev, od 8vd
eiSouq' 8appoduev 8e Kai edSoKoduev udXXov eK8rjuf)aai eK x o d aoopaxoq
K a i evSripfjoav rcpoq xov K i i p i o v . 'Sid Kai <))vA,oxvpodpe0a, e'ixe evSrpodvxeq
e i x e eK8r|Ltodvxeq, Etidpso-Toi adxip el v a i . xodq y d p Ttdvxaq fiudq
<|)avepco8fjvav 8ei eu7tpoa8ev xov Pt|p.axoq xov Xpioxov, iva K o u t a r y x a i
eKaoxoq xd 8id x o d o"coiiaxoq Ttpdq a ercpacqev, eixe dya8dv e i x e fyavXov.
7

8

lu

5:11-21 "'EiSdxeq OTJV xov <>6pov xod KDpiov dvSpcoTtouq Ttei9ouev, 8eto Se
Ttec^avepcopeSa' eXni^a Se K a i ev xaiq cruveiSijoeoiv vpcbv Tte0avep<na8ai.
. . . " e i x e y d p eiqecrrnuev, 8ecb' e i x e acocfjpovovuev, v u i v .

14

f | y d p dydjni xov

Xpioxov auve^ev fjpdq, K p i v a v x a q x o d x o , oxv eiq vnep Jidvxrov djtsOavEv,
a p a oi Ttdvxeq aTieBavov K a v vnep Ttdvxrav dnsOavEV, "iva oi t^wvxeq
pr|Kexi eavxoiq ^eoovv dXXd xco vitEp avxcov drcoOavovxx K a i EyEpGevxi.
'""Qaxe rjpeiq d u d xod vdv ovSeva oiSauev K a x d a d p K a ' ev K a i eyvtoKauev
Kaxd frdpKU Xpiorov, aXXa vvv OVKEXI yiviocKopEv. oooxe ei xvq E V
Xpior<p, Kavvrj Kxiavq' xd d p x a v a TtapfjXGev, vSov yeyovev K a v v d ' xd Se
Ttdvxa eK xod 8eod xod KaxaA.^d£.avxoc ripdc eavxco S i d Xpioroi) K a i Sdvxoc
TJpiv xijv 8 i a K o v i a v xfjq Kaxa^Xayfjq, cbq oxv 8edq fjv E V Xpiorqi KOOLIOV
KaxaXA-doocov eavxtb. pi) Aoyv^duevoq avxoic xd TtapaTtxcopaxa avxcbv K a i
Qepevoq ev ijpiv xdv Xoyov xrjq KaxaA.A,ayrjq. "Tjt£p X p i o r o v o d v
Ttpeopedopev cbq xod 8eod TtapaKa^odvxoq 8i' ijpcbv 8ed|ie8a vnep
X p i o r o v , KaxaM.dyr|xe xcb 8ea). x6v ur\ yvbvxa dfiapxiav drcep f|pcbv
a u a p x i a v Enoirnrev, i v a Tjpeiq yevcbpeSa SvKavocruvri 8eod E V avxco.
ls

,7

18

w

2

21

[[6:1 Evvepyodvxeq Se Kai TtapaKa^oduev Ltd, e i q Kevdv xf|v ydpiv xod 6eod
8ec/ro0ai vudq-]]
[[6:4 dXX' ev Ttavxi auviaxavxeq eavxovq cbq 8eod SVOKOVOV,]]
[[6:7 ev Xdyco d^r|8eiaq, ev Svvduei 8eov]]
6:15 xiq S E ovp<|>cbvTiaxq X p i o r o v rcpdq Be^vdp, r\ xiq u e p i q Ttiaxcb u e x d
ditiaxov;

[[6:16 xiq Se a v y K a x d S e o T q vacb 8eod uexd eiScb^cov; ijpeiq y d p vadc 8eod
erjuev Ccnvxoc. KaGobq eiTtev d 8edq . . . ]]
[[6:16-18 (LXX) . . . on evouajaa) ev avzoig Kai euKepuranjaco Kai eaoLiai
l7
Kai avtoi eaovzai [iov Agog. Sio etgeX&aze EK fieaov avzmv Kai
16

avrwv Qeoc
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dQopiodrjTE, Xeyei Kvpwc. Kai aKaOdpwv LIT) dnxeade- KayCo eiaSetoiiai
vpdq '"KO'I eooLiai ii/ulv eic naiepa Kai vjueiq eoeade pot eiq viovq Kai
Ovyatepaq, Xeyei Kvpwc navroKpdtap.]]
[[7:1 Tafjxaq ovv exovxeq xdq eTtayyeAAaq, dyaTxnxoi, KaGapiacopev eauxodq
anb Ttavxdq poXuapod aapKdq Kai iweduaxoq, eiuxe^odvxeq dyicocrdvTiv ey

^oQaQeov.]]
[[7:6 aXX' 6 TtapaKaXcov xodq xarceivodq TtapeKa^ieoev fjudq 6 Qeoc ev xfj
ixapouoig Tixou,]]
[[7:9-11 vdv %aipw, odx oxi eVu7uj9r|xe aXX' oxi eAimfjGTixe eiq uexdvoiav
etamfj9r|xe ydp Kaxd 9edv. i v a ev LmSevi t/ipicoGrjxe et) f|ucbv. fj ydp Kaxd
8edv Xvnr\ pexdvoiav eiq rjcoxnpiav dpexape^Tixov epya^exar r\ be xod
Koauou Xvnr\ Gdvaxov Kaxepyd^exai. "iSod ydp adxd xodxo xd Kaxd Qeov
Aimr|6fjvai Trdcmv Kaxeipydoaxo diiiv oTto-uSfjv,]]
,0

[[7.T2 . . . aXX' eveKev xod cfjavepcoGfjvai xdv arcoudriv ducbv xf|v fmep fjpcov
rtpdq dudq evcbrtiov xod Geod.]]
[[8:1 yvcopic^ouev Se dpiv, dSetajioi, xijv ydpiv xod Geod xfjv 8e8oiievr|v ev
xaiq eKK^rioiaiq xfjq MaKeSoviaq,]]
8:5 K a i od KaGcbq rjA-niaapev
fjpiv Sid Ge^fjpaxoc Geod

aXXd eauxodq

eScoKavrcpcoxovxco Kupio> K a i

8:9 yivcooKexe ydp TTJV xapiv xov Kupioi) fjucov Tnffoi) Xpicxod, oxi Si'
dpdq ETXTIOXEDCTEV jiA,otK7ioq cov, i v a dpeiq xfj EKEI V O D ixxtoxEia
rt^OWfjCrnXE.

[[8:16 x ° p i q 8e xcb Geco xco Sdvxi xijv adxijv O7tou5f|v
Tixoi),]]

vnep ducbv ev xfj

KapSig

8:19 o d pdvov Se, d ^ A d Kai xeipoxoviiGeiq vnb xcbv eKK^r|cncbv ODveKSripoq
ijpcbv adv xfj x d p i x i xavxr\ xfj SiaKovovLievn v§' f|u<bvrcpoqxfjv atixoti t amon]
K-opioi) Soiqav Kai TtpoGuuiav fjucbv,
vl

T O V

8:21 rcpovooduev ydp KaA,d o d pdvov EVIOTUOV KDpiot) dAAd Kai evcoTtiov
dvGpcbrccov.
8:23 eixe vnep Tixou, Koivcovdq epdq Kai eiq dudq cruvepydq' eixe dSelcpoi
fjucbv, djtdaxo^oi eKK^riaicbv, Soiqa Xpioxov.
7

[[9:7-8 eKaaxoq KaGcbq 7tporjpr|xai xfj KapSig, uf| eK Xdrenq fj et) dvdyKnq'
i^apdv ydp Sdxnv dyajtd d Geoc. "Suvaxei Se d Gedq 7idaav xdpiv
7iepiorjedoai eiq dpdq,]]
9:11-15 "ev Ttavxi JtA.oi>xi£6ii£voi eiq ndoav dnXbxryza, fjxiq Kaxepydl^exai 8i'
fjucbv edxapioxiav xcb Geo), '-oxi f\ SiaKOvia xfjq Aeixoupyiaq xadxnq od uovov
eaxiv 7ipoaavan:X,r|podoa xd daxeprjpaxa xcbv dyicov, d ^ d Kai Ttepiocredouaa
Sid noXXiav edxapicxtcbv xcb Gecb. "Sid xfjq SoKipfjq xfjq SiaKoviaq xadx-nq
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8oi;d^ovxeq xdv 8edv e m xfi vitoxayfj xfjq dito^oyiaq upcbv eiq xo
evayyEXiov xod Xpiorov Kai d7tldxr|xi xfjq Kotvcoviaq eiq adxodq Kai eiq
itdvxaq, Kai avxcbv 8eijaei uTtep upcbv eTtuioGouvxcov dpdq did xijv
u7tep(3d^'A.ouaav vdpiv xod 9eod ecjf dpi v. x d p i q xco 9ecb eni xfj
dv£KoiTiyf|xcp avxov 5topea.
l4

l ,

10:1 Adxdq 8e eycb Ilad^oq rapaKatab vudq 8id xfjq itpavxrixoq K a i
EJtieiKetaq xov Xpiorov, 6q Kaxd rcpdaomov uev xaJteivdq ev vuiv, d7tcbv 8e
Gapptb eiq uudq'
10:4—8 xd ydp onXa xfjq o x p a x e i a q fjpcbv od a a p K i K a aXXa Suvaxd xcb Geo)
Ttpdq KaGaipeaiv dxupcoudxcov, Aoyiauovq KaGaipodvxeq K a i 7tdv u\(/coua
ercaipopevov Kaxd xfjc yvcoaecoq xod 9eod. Kai aixpaXcoxi^ovxeq 7tdv vdripa
eiq xrjv imaKOTiv xov Xpiorov, K a i ev exoipcp exovxeq eKdiKfjoai rcdaav
TtapaKofjv, dxav TtA-npcoGfj ducbv fj u7taKofj. T d Kaxd TtpdocoTtov BAercexe. ei
xiq 7ieTtoi9ev eauxco Xpiorov E i v a i , xodxo ^oyi^eaGco n&Xiv ec))' eavxov, oxi
KaGcbq adxdq Xpiorov, odxcoq Kai ijpeiq. edv [xe] ydp Jieptccdxepdv xi
Kauxfjacoitai rcepi xfjq eqovaiaq fjLiobv f\q EOCOKEV 6 KVpioq eiq OIKOSOUTIV
Kai OUK eiq Ka9aipeoiv ducbv, OUK aiaxuvGfjoopai.
4

5

6

7

8

[[10:13 fjpeiq 8e OUK eiq xd duexpa Kaux"nadu£6a aKka Kaxd xd uexpov xou
Kavdvoq ou eitepiaev fjpiv d Geoc uexpou, ecjRKecGai axpi K a i upcbv.]]
10:14 ou ydp cbq uf| ecJnKVOuuevoi eiq updq vrcepeKxeivouev eavxovq, axpi
ydp K a i upcbv ec^Gdaauev EV xco EvayyEXicp xod Xpiorov,
17

,8

10:17-18 '0 8e Kavxcbuevoq EV Kvpico KavxacGav ov ydp d eavxov
o u v i o x d v c o v , eKeivdq eoxiv 8oKipoq, aXXa ov 6 Kvpioq ovvi©rT|oxv.
2

11:2-4 Cr\k& ydp updq Geod ^r\X(a. fjppoaduTrv ydp updq evi dv8pi TtapGevov
dyvijv T t a p a c x f j a a i xtp Xpioxip- 'cjioBoupai 8e uijrccoq,cbq d ocjiiq ecjircaxriaev
Euav ev xfj Ttavoupyia avxov, 4>Gapfj xd vofjpaxa upcbv d7td xfjq djiAdxnxoq
[Kai xfjq dyvdxr|xoq] xfjq Eiq xov Xpioxov. e i pev ydp d epxduevoq aXXov
'ITICTOVV KTipdooEi ov OVK EKtipvlqapev, fj rcvevua exepov taxLiBdvexe 6 OUK
eXd^exe, fj edayyeiliov exepov d OUK eSe^acOe, KaXaq dvexeaGe.
4

11:7 "H dpapxiav e7toir|oa epauxdv xarceivcbv i v a upeiq u\)/co9fjxe, oxi 8copedv
xd xod Geod euayye^iov evr|yyeAiadpr|v ULUV;]]
11:10

eaxiv

dlTjBEia Xpiorov ev epoi oxi

ri Kavxnaiq

avxii ou

ct>payfjaexai

eiq eue ev xoiq KAiitaaiv xfjq Axai'aq.

[[11:11 8id xi; oxi OUK dyaTtcb updq; d Geoc oidev.]]
11:13 oi ydp xotodxoi i(/euSaTrdaxo/loi,
E i q dnooxo^ovq Xpioxov.
11:17

d

XaXib,

ov Kaxd Kvpiov XaXHt

e p y d x a t 80A.101, pexaaxripaxic'dpevoi

dXX'

cbq ev d ^ p o a v v r j , ev xadxn xfj

UTtoaxdaei xfjq Kauxijaecoq.

11:23 SidKOVoi Xpioxov eiaiv; rtapacjipovcbv

XaXa, vnep

eycb-
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11:31 6 Geoc Kai 7iaxfjp xod icupiorj Tnoxfi) oi8ev, 6 cov edAoynxdc, eic, xovq
aicovdc,, o n od yed8opai.
12:1-3 'Kair/doGar 8ei, od oupcjiepov pev, eledaouai Se eiq drcxaoiac, K a i
anoKaXvyeiq leopiou. o i 8 a avGpomov ev Xptcrxtp rcpd excov
8eKaxeoodpa>v, eixe ev ocopaxi OVK o i 8 a , eixe eKxdc, xod ooipaxoc, OVK o i 8 a ,
d Geoc oiSev, dprcayevxa xdv xovodxov ecoc, xpixou odpavod. K a i oiSa xdv
xoiodxov dvOpomov, eixe ev ocopaxi eixe x P i °v ooipaxoc, odK oiSa, d
Geoc oidev,
2

!

a

l(

x

12:8-10 "vnep xodxou xpic, xov K t i p i o v 7 i a p e K a l e o a i v a aTtooxfj an epod.
'Kai e!pT|K£v por dpKei oor TJ x«pi£ V*ov, ij ydp Sdvaprc, ev doGeveig
xeAeixai. fj8ioxa odv pdAAov Kauxfioopai ev xaic, doGeveiarc, iiov, i v a
e7tioKT|voJc>Ti en epe f) Suvapic; xoii Xpioroi). 8id edSoKcb ev doGevetaic,,
ev d(3peoiv, ev dvdyKaiq, ev Siooyiioic, K a i oxevoxcopiaic,, imep Xpioroti
dxav ydp doGeveo, xdxe 8uvaxdc, eipi.
ll)

12:19 Ildtaa SoKeixe oxi dpiv a7roAoyodiie6a. K a x e v a v x i Geod ev Xpiarcp

XaXoviiev
[[12:21 iir\ 7idA.iv eAGdvxoc, iiov xaTreivaxrn pe d Geoc \iov npoq viiaq Kai
7ievGf|oco noXXovq xcov TtporipapxriKoxcov Kai pi] uexavoriodvxcov eni xfj
aKaGapaig K a i rcopveig K a i doeAyeig r\ enpacqav.]]
13:3-7 'ejtei SoKvpijv ^rjxeixe x o d ev e p o i A.aA.otivxoc; Xpiorof), bq eiq viiaq
OVK acGevei aXXa Svvaxei ev dpiv. Kai ydp eoxarjpc60T| kt\ doGeveiac;,
aXXa ^fj eK S-uvdpecoc Geod. K a i ydp fjueic, doGevoduev ev adxco, dXXa
i^fjoopev odv cruxip eK Swdpecoc Geod eic, dpdc,. ''Eauxodc, neipat^exe ei eoxe
ev xfj irioxei, eawodc, SoKiiid^exe' fj odK emyivcooKexe eauxodq oxi 'lx\aovq
Xpioroq ev ibpiv; ei ufjxi dSoKiuoi eoxe. eXnit,a Se oxi yvoioeoGe oxi fiueic,
odK eopev dSoKiuoi. ed%dpe9a Se 7tpdc xdv Qeov pf| Ttoifjoai dpdc, KOKOV
pride v,
4

h

7

13:10 did xodxo xadxa drccbv ypd<|)co, i v a irapcbv iir\ dnoxopcoq xpfjocopav Kaxd
xijv ecqotioiav fjv 6 Kopiog eSioKev uoi eiq oiKoSouijv Kai odK eiq
KaGaipeoiv.
[[13:11 Aoi7idv, d8eA,<|)oi, xaipexe, Kaxapxi^eoGe, 7iapaKaAeio0e, xd adxd
c|)poveixe, eiprivedexe, K a i d Geoc xfjc dyd7rnc, K a i eipfjvric, eoxai peG' dpcov.]]
13:13 fj xdpiq xod Kupiot) 'Ii^od Xpioxoti Kai fj dyd7rr| xod Geod Kai r]
Koivcovia TOV ayiov Kvevfiatog pexdrcdvxcovdpcov.
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Appendix II: An Analysis of Usage
(* = anarthrous; + = with possessive pronoun; [LXX] = Septuagint echo/
citation)
2 Corinthians
78 + 2 LXX citations
Geoc,
Christ
75
The Data
1. Kdpioc, 'Inoorjc, Xpioxdc, (4)

1:2
G*
G+
1:3
8:9
G+
13:13 G
l a . 'Inoodc, Xpioxdc, tcdpioc, (1)
4:5
A*
2. Kupioc, 'Inoodc, (3)
1:14
G + [v.l.-f)pcbv]
4:14 A
11:31 G
3. Xpioxdc, 'Inoodc, (1)
1:1
G*
3a. 'Inoodc, Xpioxdc, (3)
1:19
N (appositive to d i d c j
G* [v.I.-'Ir,ood]
4:6
13:5
N* [v.l.-Xp. Inc,]
4. Krjptoq (18 + 8 = 26 [+ 2 =

Yahweh])
2:12
3:16
3:17
3:18
3:18
5:6
5:8
5:11
(6:17
(6:18
8:5
8:19
8:21
10:8
10:17

D* (ev)
A* (jxpdc,)
G*
G*
G* (cmo)
G

(and)

A (7tp6cJ

G
N* [LXX = Yahweh])
N* [LXX = Yahweh])
D
G (w/ ordxod) [v.I.-auTOij]

G* (evooTctov)
N
D* (ev)

10:18 N
11:17 A * ( K a x d )
12:1
G*
12:8
A
13:10 N
5. 'Incjovjc, (7 + 12 =
4:5
A* (did)
4:10 G
4:10 G
4:11
A* (Sid)
4:11
G
4:14 D* (odv)
11:4
A*
6. Xpicrroc, (38 + 9 :
1:5
G
1:5
G (did)
A* (eiq)
1:21
2:10 G*
2:12 G
2:14 D (ev)
2:15
G*
D* (ev)
2:17
3:3
G*
3:4
G (did)
3:14
D* (ev)
4:4
G
5:10
G
5:14
G
5:16
A*
5:17
D* (ev)
G* (did)
5:18
5:19
D* (ev)
5:20 G*(dnep)
5:20 G* (dnep)
6:15
G*
8:23
G*
9:13
G
G
10:1
10:5 G
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10:7
10:7
10:14
11:2

G*
G*
G
D

11:3
11:10
11:13
11:23
12:2
12:9

A ( eic,)
G*
G*
G*
D* (ev)
G

12:10
12:19
13:3
7. mdc, (1
1:19
[1:3

G* (drcep)
G* (ev)
G
[+ 2])
N (xov Qeov)
implied: 6 Geoc, iced 7iaxf|p

tod . . . ]
[11:31 implied: d 0edc, K a i naxrip
xod. . .]

5
Christology in Galatians
1

T U R N I N G T O G A L A T I A N S FROM THE first four letters in the Pauline corpus is

like entering a new world. Instead of taking up several concerns, Galatians
is intensely single-focused on the issue of Gentile observance of the law,
especially the basic matters that distinguished Diaspora Jews from their
Gentile neighbors: circumcision, Sabbath, and food laws. Paul's churches
in Galatia have been invaded by some Jewish Christian intinerant mission
aries—"agitators" Paul calls them—bent on bringing the Galatian Gentiles
into obedience on these matters, thus "completing" their conversion. Paul's
singular and passionate "no" to this issue comes to us as his letter to the
churches of Galatia.
2

For this reason, Galatians is specifically and singularly given over to the
question of soteriology—salvation in Christ, made effective by the Spirit. For
the same reason, it is one of the most intensely christocentric letters in the
corpus. But as was noted in the concluding word to the preceding chapter,
this focus on Christ is always kept within the larger framework of Paul's un
diminished Jewish monotheism. Thus, at every turn the focus is on the work
of Christ, while God the Father is ultimately responsible for everything.
This double focus appears at the very beginning in the (considerably ex
panded) salutation: Paul's apostleship (v. 1) is "through Christ Jesus," to
which Paul immediately appends, "and God the Father who raised him from
the dead." The salutation proper (v. 3), with its wish of grace and peace, is,
as always, "from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ." But in this case
it is then expanded in terms of Christ's "giving himself for our sins, in order
that he might deliver us from this present evil age," which is immediately
qualified with "in keeping with the will of our God and Father," who is then
the object of the concluding doxology. And so it goes throughout, especially
'Commentaries on Galatians are listed in the bibliography (pp. 641-42): they are
cited in this chapter by author's surname only.
Circumcision is always the predominant issue, since it was the ultimate cove
nant marker in Israel and was so abhorrent to Gentiles. Thus it is the issue that car
ries the argument throughout. The observance of "days" is mentioned in 4:10, and
the narrative about food laws in 2:11-13 launches Paul directly into the primary
argument of the letter.
2
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at the key soteriological moments: God is the one who was pleased to reveal
his Son in Paul (1:15-16); God sent first his Son and then the Spirit of his Son
in order to redeem and certify Gentile adoption into God's family (4:4-7).
The net result of this singular focus on the saving work of Christ in the
context of the Father's will is that we find much less in Galatians that is ex
plicitly christological. But what we do find, as we have come to expect, are
several presuppositional christological moments in which a high Christology
is simply assumed, not made a point of argumentation.

A Preliminary Look at the Data
The various references to Christ and to God are found in appendix I at
the end of this chapter; as throughout, an analysis of the different ways Paul
speaks of Christ is found in appendix II. The data speak for themselves in
terms of the emphases of the letter. Christ is referred to by name or title
forty-five times, while Qeoq (God) is mentioned specifically only twenty-nine
times. The most striking features with reference to Christ end up being two
sides of the same coin. First, there is the sudden, thoroughly diminished use
of the title 6 Kupioc; (the Lord). Apart from the four instances of the com
bined name "the Lord Jesus Christ," which occur basically at the expected
places, Jesus is referred to as "Lord" only twice: 1:19, where James is called
"the brother of our Lord," and 5:10, in the very Pauline asseveration "I am
persuaded ev Kupiep [in the Lord]." This means also that for the first time in
the corpus there are no intertextual allusions or echoes from the OT where
the Septuagint's Kuproc, = Yahweh refers to Christ.
Second, the title/name Xpioxoc, (Christ), which occurs a total of thirtyeight times, is easily the most common referent in the letter, itself occurring
nine times more than explicit mention of God. Twenty-two of these occur
alone, and all but three of these (1:7; 6:2,12) are without the definite article,
indicating that by now it is the primary name by which the Lord is men
tioned. He is simply "Christ," not "the Christ = Messiah."
Along with these several observations, one should note the sudden in
crease of references to Christ as "the Son" (4x), where in each case he is spe
cifically called "God's [his] Son." Since this is the crucial christological item
in this letter, we begin our analysis here.''
3

4

5

The 3 exceptions occur in genitive combinations (xo eiiayyEAiov xou Xpioxoii /
xo vouoii xoij Xpiaxoii / xco oxceuptp zov Xpioxoi)) where the article is required by the
controlling noun, which is articular.
"The Son of God" in 2:20; "his Son" in the other three references (1:16; 4:4, 6).
I t is of some importance to note here that the two letters where "Son of God"
Christology dominates in Paul are the two letters where he argues most vigorously
within a more strictly Jewish frame of reference (Galatians and Romans). Indeed, it is
the very first thing up in Romans (1:2-4). This in itself should have caused some hes
itation among those who argued for Hellenistic origins of this motif.
4

s
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Christ, God's Messianic Son: Preexistent and Incarnate
In the discussion of 1 Thess 1:1,10, we noted that in the first occurrence
of Qeoq in the corpus God is called "the Father" (1:1), and this in close prox
imity to the first occurrence of the designation of Jesus as "his Son" in 1:10,
in this case as the exalted One whose coming will be accompanied by God's
wrath, from which his people will be rescued. A similar thing happens again
in 1 Cor 1:1, 9, where the Christian community is thought of in terms of "the
Koivcovia [fellowship] of/with God's Son." This occurs yet again at the begin
ning of 2 Corinthians, where in 1:3 God is now specifically identified, and
hereafter to be known, as "the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ," whose Son
in v. 19 is then described as the divine "yes" to all of the promises of God
(the Father).
We further observed regarding 1 Cor 15:23-28 that the designation
"Son" comes at the end of a passage where Christ is noted as the presently
reigning heavenly "king." At the resurrection of the believing dead, when
the soteriological cycle is thus completed, "the Son himself" turns every
thing back into the hands of the Father. This text in particular, which ties
"the Son" with the "king," reflects Jewish messianic expectations, which
again are explicitly in evidence in Col 1:12-16.
These data indicate that even though it is not Paul's most frequent des
ignation for his Savior, Jesus as Son of God does in fact carry considerable
weight for him, both theologically and christologically. The reasons for this
emerge in the three "Son of God" passages in this letter, where Paul first re
fers to his own conversion in terms of "God . . . revealing his Son in me" so
that he (Paul) might proclaim the Son to the Gentiles. This is followed in
2:20 by a passage full of "Christ devotion," where Paul speaks of the one
who lives in him as "the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for
me." All of this climaxes in 4:4-7, where Paul speaks of the Son as "having
been sent" by the Father in order to "redeem those under the law, so that
we might receive adoption to sonship." This is not only the crucial
christological passage in this letter but also one of the more important in
the corpus.
But before looking at these three passages in some detail, we begin by
noting a significant moment in the argument of 3:1-4:7, where implicit
messianism is also in view: Christ as Abraham's true seed (3:16).
6

Galatians 3:16—Abraham's "Seed," Who Is Christ
Paul's passion in the long argument of 2:15-4:7 is to convince the
Galatians that "doing law" is no longer an option for those redeemed by
Christ and living by the Spirit. After an opening foray in which the issue
ft

See pp. 293-98 below.
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is presented and the logical absurdity of their position demonstrated
(2:15-19)7 Paul then appeals to their own experience of the Spirit as being
quite apart from "works of law" (3:1-5). To offer biblical evidence in sup
port of the experience of Christ and the Spirit (3:6-9), Paul settles on the
Abraham narrative in Gen 12:1-25:11, for obvious reasons: Abraham is si
multaneously (1) the father of the Jewish nation, (2) the recipient of the
promise that through him God will bless the "nations" (= Gentiles), (3) the
recipient of the covenant of circumcision, which is the major issue being
fought over in this letter, and (4) the one of whom Scripture says that "his
faith [in God] was credited to him as righteousness." Paul's subsequent ar
gument based on this narrative (3:10-4:7) turns out to be a thing of won
der, as he keeps all of these balls in the air without losing any, while all the
time bringing the argument to the climactic moment in 4:4-7.
At an early moment in the argument, Paul takes up the crucial issue:
who are Abraham's true "children," his "seed" who will inherent the prom
ise that includes the blessing of the Gentiles? The final answer to this ques
tion is given in 3:29: "those who are of Christ" are Abraham's true
descendants ("seed") and thus "heirs in keeping with the promise." It is this
conclusion that is elaborated in 4:4-7. In the process of getting to this point,
Paul identifies Christ as the true "seed" of Abraham, so that those who are
"of Christ" in turn are Abraham's true descendants. How Paul gets there
needs some unpacking.
Near the beginning of the biblical story, Israel as a whole is/are identi
fied as God's "son" (Exod 4:22-23); at a later time in the story their king, who
represents the people, is likewise identified as God's "son" (Ps 2:7). Thus,
after the (apparent) demise of the Davidic dynasty, "Son of God" becomes a
messianic symbol. In the Gospel narratives, Jesus himself steps into this role
as messianic King, who assumes Israel's identity and becomes its deliverer,
so that he in turn can make his people once more "the sons of God."
8

'Although Paul's sentences are tight (2:15-19), the logic is manageable. First
premise: believers in Christ, both Jew and Gentile, have not been observant; second
premise: if the agitators are right, that we must also keep (certain aspects oi) the law,
then by our not keeping the law at these points we in effect are lawbreakers, thus sin
ners (like the Gentiles, who by nature do not keep the law); conclusion: since we are
not keeping the law because of our faith in Christ, yet we are found now to be law
breakers, which means that Christ is responsible for our being sinners (Xpioxoq
auapxiac, SIOIKOVOC, = Christ has become the servant of sin). No wonder his response
is uij yevoiTo, "God forbid!"
T h u s he goes into the water (of baptism), where he is designated by the
heavenly voice as "God's beloved Son" (echoing the Septuagint of Gen 2 2 : 2 and Ps
2:7): he then comes out to be tested forty days in the wilderness, during which he
cites passages from Deuteronomy where Israel had failed the test, and then enters
his public ministry by gathering twelve men around him. On this matter, see fur
ther N. T. Wright, Jesus and the Victory of God (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1996),
8

474-539.
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This is the messianic vision that Paul is picking up in 3:6-4:7. Thus early
on he moves in this direction by identifying Christ as the (singular) "seed" of
Abraham (3:16), who is thus the true heir to the promise as well (which is
now available to God's people, as they are "of Christ"). In something of a
wordplay on "seed," a collective singular in Greek as in English, Paul makes
a deliberate point of its being singular and therefore (prophetically) pointing
forward to the Messiah. God's promise to Abraham was to his "seed" (e.g.,
Gen 13:15), not "seeds," and the messianic "seed" is Christ. This, then, is
the messianic "Son of God" Christology that lies behind the concluding
affirmations of 4:4-7.
9

10

Galatians 4:4-7 (and Gal 1:19)
4:4-7

4

dxe 8e r\XQev xo TtAfjpcoua xod %povov, et)aneo~xeiXev 6 Qebq xov mov
aitzov, ysvb\isvov EK yuvaiKoq, yEvopevov vnb vbuov, 'vva xovq
b

vnb vduov e^ayopdori, vva xhv ruoOeavav aTtoAdBcouev. "Oxv 8e
eaxe vioi, etaneaxeiXev 6 Geoc xo nvevua xov viov
avxov eiq
xdq KapSiac, fpcbv KpdC^ov d(3Ba d TCaxfjp. eboxe odicexv e i SodAoc,
dXXd "ui.dc/ ev Se vibq, Kai KAnpovopoq 8vd 8eod.
11

12

7

1 3

14

9

T h i s is very similar to what happens in the O T with the word "Son" itself, which
in Exod 4:22-23 is a collective designation for the whole of Israel but in later kingship
materials finds its singular focus on the king himself (e.g., Ps 2:7). See further the
discussion of Col 1:12-15 below (pp. 293-98).
For a messianic understanding of this passage, cf. Lightfoot, 142-43, Longenecker, 132: Hansen, 98; Dunn, 184; Martyn, 340.
" T h e expressed subject of the sentence ("God") has been omitted in B 1739
sa. Given this attestation and the tendency on the part of scribes to add subjects,
the "omission" could easily be argued for as original. On the other hand, it is far
more likely that Paul himself is responsible for the perfect symmetry of this sen
tence in relationship to v. 4 and therefore that the subject was omitted in B, or its
nearest relative, which was then picked up in the other two very closely related
witnesses.
Quite missing the Pauline parallel, <p and Marcion (probably independently)
omit the words xod viov, which produces a text that reads "God sent forth his Son"
(v. 4); "God sent forth his Spirit" (v. 6). If this was a deliberate omission (as it most
likely was, although it could have been produced by homoeoteleuton), then it was ei
ther for theological reasons (to avoid confusion about the Spirit, that he is the Spirit
of God, not the Spirit of Christ) or for less theological reasons (simply trying to
"clean up" what they assumed to be an awkward way of stating Paul's point, i.e.,
that God sent both the Son and the Spirit). But the omission simply misses too much;
see the discussion below.
Only here in this letter does Paul switch to the second person singular when
addressing the whole people, probably as a way of individualizing his point.
This Qeov is found in sp K* A B C* 1739* lat bo; that this is the original text
is made certain by (1) its early and excellent support and (2) the fact that its very dif
ficulty is what has led to the five variations found in the textual tradition, all of
which can be explained on the basis of this as the original reading, which is not the
case for any other of the variant readings.
1 0
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1

But when the fullness of time came, God sent forth his Son, born ' of a
woman, born under law, Hn order that he might redeem those under law,
in order that we might receive adoption as "sons"; and because you are
"sons," God sent forth the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, crying out
"Abba, Father." So then you are no longer a slave but a "son"; and if a "son,"
then an heir through God.
16 h

7

This sentence offers the christological-soteriological basis for Paul's
singular interest throughout the letter: because they are in Christ Jesus
(3:26, 28) and Christ is being "formed" in them (4:19), the Galatian Gentiles
do not need to come "under Torah." It begins with language that ties what
is about to be said to the preceding analogy (vv. 1-2) and its application
(v. 3). In contrast to a former time when God's people were no better off
than "a minor," still under the tutelage of a slave-pedagogue, God's time for
them to reach their "majority" has now arrived. God's time, as Paul has
argued throughout, came with Christ, especially through his redemptive
work on the cross. Although Paul's emphases in what follows are thus pri
marily soteriological, there also emerges a variety of "Son of God" affirma
tions (Jewish messianism, preexistence, incarnation, knowledge of the
historical Jesus), which are crucial to Paul's special interests and therefore
cause for close scrutiny.
17

1. The substratum of fewish messianism in this passage lies with the
middle lines of what turns out to be a piece of a-b-b'-a' chiasm, enclosed in
turn by the two primary declarations of God's having sent his Son and the
Spirit of his Son. Thus:
18

15

G k . YEVOUEVOC, (in both clauses), which literally means "having become." In
light of the similar usage in Phil 2:7b-8, these participles express "narrative action"
(to borrow R. B. Hays's terminology \The Faith of Jesus Christ: An Investigation of the
Narrative Substructure of Galatians 3:1-4:11 (SBLDS 56; Chico, Calif; Scholars Press,
1983), 105J). Thus, when one "has become" from a woman, one is "born." Unfortu
nately, this common (and correct) translation into English (and most other lan
guages) causes the English reader to miss its parallels in the similar narrative in Phil
2:7b-8a. See the further discussion in 2(c) below.
This word is a technical term for the adoption of a male heir into a Roman
home (see the note in the TNIV), thus creating a wordplay on the language of "son"
(God's Son and we as "sons"), which is, unfortunately, difficult to put into contempo
rary English without appearing to be gender exclusive. To render it "children" here
(legitimate though it is in meaning) is to lose the wordplay. For this reason, I have
chosen to translate it as "sons" as a way of signaling the wordplay and trying to
avoid the gender difficulty.
N o t e Hansen's (114-16) helpful headings for these two sections: "When sons
were the same as slaves"; "When slaves became sons."
'"Noted as early as Lightfoot (168) and regularly picked up in the commentaries.
16
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God sent his Son,
born of a woman
born under the law,
to redeem those under the law,
that we might be adopted as "sons"
[and to effect this]
God sent the Spirit of his Son

The two "b" lines together affirm: (1) the Son was born in the context of
Judaism; and (2) his purpose in coming was "to redeem" those who are in
present bondage. Thus, just as Moses functioned as "redeemer" of Israel,
leading them, under God's power and jurisdiction, out of bondage to slavery
in Egypt, so now the "kingly Son of God" has come from God to effect "re
demption" for those enslaved to the law.
2. But now it turns out that the new "Redeemer King [God's Son]" is
also the eternal Son of God, who was sent from heaven to redeem. In this
move, Paul states explicitly what was presupposed in 1 Cor 8:6 (in terms of
his preexistence) and expressed metaphorically as Christ's own action in
2 Cor 8:9 (in terms of his incarnation). Thus, in language that seems deliber
ately chosen

19

so as to tie together the work of Christ and the Spirit, Paul be

gins by saying that "God e^cwteoxetAev his Son."
Despite an occasional voice to the contrary,
21

this assertion assumes Christ's preexistence,

20

three matters indicate that

that Christ is himself divine

and came from God to effect redemption: (a) the use of the verb "he sent
w

T h e s e are the only two occurrences of this word in Paul. For this reason, and
because of the "fomulaic" feel to the whole, it has been popular to find here a prePauline soteriological formula, which Paul used even if he did not fully integrate it
into his own theology (!). Much of this discussion stems from several articles by E.
Schweizer, who created such a "formula" on the basis of the Wisdom of Solomon
and a passage in Philo (see esp. "Zum religionsgeschichtlichen Hintergrund der
'Sendungsformel' Gal 4,4f„ R m 8,3f, Joh 3,16f., 1 Joh 4,9," Z N W 57 [1966], 455-68
[for a shortened version in English, see his entry on oioc, in TDNT8:354-57, 363-92]);
cf. the view of his former student W. Kramer: "The influence of Wisdom speculation
on [Paul's] formulation is not to be doubted" (!) (Christ, Lord, Son of Cod, 121 n. 406).
On the particularly doubtful nature of this very speculative study, and especially its
relationship to Wisdom, see Fee, God's Empowering Presence, 911-13; cf. Dunn (Chris
tology in the Making, 39-43), who rightly rejects it and (correctly, I would argue) sees
Jesus' parable of the Tenants in the Vineyard (Mark 12:1-12) as the proper place to
look for "origins" of the language. But at the same time, Dunn substitutes an equally
dubious Adam Christology in its place. Although Dunn has rightly caught the
Pauline emphasis on the Son's humanity, there is no analogy for Adam to be equated
with "Son of God" traditions.
S e e , e.g., Bousset. Kyrios Christos, 208-20; and esp. Dunn, Christology in the
Making, 38-44, followed by Tuckett. Christology and the New Testament. 51-52.
For a different set of three reasons, see Matera, New Testament Christology, 106.
Besides "born of a woman," he adds that Christ's "Sonship" was unique and that his
being preexistent Son "endows his work with salvific value."
20

21
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forth," especially in light of its parallel in v. 6 about sending forth the Spirit;
(b) the otherwise unnecessary clause yevopevov EK yuvcuKoq ("horn" of a
woman); and (c) the use of the participle yevopevoc, (having come to be) rather
than yevvcopevoq, the ordinary verb for "birth." Each of these needs further
comment.
(a) It must be acknowledged up front that the compound et^anoGxeXXa
on its own does not necessarily imply the sending forth of a preexistent
being. After all, in a different context in Rom 8:3 Paul himself repeats what
is said here and uses neiina, the ordinary verb for "sending," which has no
implication that the one sent had prior existence. So also e^OOTooTeAAco ap
pears, for example, regularly in Acts for the "sending away" of people (9:30;
17:14) or of "sending" someone on a mission (11:22); and on the divine side,
it is used of God's "commissioning" human servants without concern for
their "origins" (7:12; 22:21). But it is also true that in other contexts God
"sends forth" angels as divine messengers on earth (e.g., Gen 24:40; Acts
12:11) or prayer is made for God to "send forth" his (now personified) Wis
dom to Solomon (Wis 9:10). At issue in the present case, then, is not what
the verb could possibly mean but what Paul himself was presupposing and
what the Galatians were expected to pick up by its use in these two
sentences.
Here is where the twin usage about the Spirit in v. 6 becomes relevant.
Using language that echoes Ps 104:30 (103:30 L X X ) , and in a clause that is
both parallel with and intimately related to what is said in vv. 4—5, Paul says
that "God sent forth the Spirit of his Son" into our hearts with the Abba-cry.
With this second sending, God thus verifies the "sonship" secured by the
Son, whom God had previously "sent forth." It is this double sending, where
in the second instance God's sending forth the Spirit of his Son can only
22

23
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Although this has been commonly assumed (note, e.g., Lightfoot: "The word
assumes the preexistence of the Son" [168]). But see Burton (217), who recognized
that this was not the case but pointed out that the logic of the sentence itself seemed
to demand such a view. Dunn (Christology in the Making, 39) makes far too much of
this point; in an attempt to "divide and conquer," much of his case against
preexistence rests on his scouring the literature to show evidence that this verb does
not itself carry the case, a point to which most will readily accede. But what one
must be careful not to imply, as Dunn seems to, is that because it does not necessarily
refer to such a sending forth, it therefore probably does not. The overall evidence of
the passage suggests exactly the opposite. Since it may refer to a sending forth of a
heavenly being, the overall context and language of this passage, especially the fol
lowing two phrases, suggest that here it does indeed. Dunn's argument fails especially
to take into account the significance of the parallel language of the Spirit in v. 6.
Thus, although it certainly is true that the concern for Paul is not in fact Jesus' ori
gins, the cumulative weight of the evidence and the way all of this is expressed cer
tainly presuppose preexistence. Cf. W. Kasper, Jesus the Christ (trans. V. Green: New
York: Paulist Press. 1976), 173, and most commentaries.
G k . e£cmooTe.>,eic TO Ttveuua aov. K a i KTiaBijaovTai (You will send forth uour
Spirit, and they will be created).
2 ,
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refer to the preexistent Spirit of God, now understood equally as the Spirit of
the Son, that makes certain that in the first instance Paul is also speaking
presuppositionally about Christ's preexistence.
(b) In keeping with his whole argument to this point, for Paul, the work
of Christ is a historical and objective reality. At one point in h u m a n history,
when God's set time had arrived, the messianic Son of God entered human
history (yevopevov [born] from a woman) within the context of God's own
people (yevouevov [born] under the law) so as to free people from the slave
tutor—Torah observance—by giving them "adoption as 'sons.'" What is
striking about the phrase "born of a woman" is how unnecessary it is to the
argument as a whole. Paul's concern lies precisely in the next two items of
his sentence ("born under the law, in order to redeem those under the law").
His first mentioning Christ as yevouevov EK yuvcaKoc, (born of a woman)
seems understandable only if one recognizes the presuppositional nature of
Christ's preexistence that is the predicate of the whole sentence. Or to put it
another way, the fact that both yevouevoc, phrases emphasize the Son's
human condition seems to suggest that the sending word presupposes a prior
existence that was not h u m a n .
24
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(c) Finally, the choice of the participle yevouevov for these two subordi
nate clauses would seem to carry more significance than it is usually given,
especially as twin modifiers of ec]aneczeiXev. While it is true that yivouca
can mean "born," and for the purposes of making sense in English almost
27
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So also Burton, 217; cf. Bruce: "If the Spirit was the Spirit before God sent him,
the Son was presumably the Son before God sent him" (195). It is of some interest
that Dunn's analysis of this verb is strictly limited to v. 4; for obvious reasons, he
simply avoids any discussion of its possible meaning in v. 6 (see the critique in Fee,
God's Empowering Presence, 402 n. 127).
The fact that nothing in the argument is picked up from this phrase, thus indi
cating a lack of necessity in the argument in context, is one of the factors that has led
many to think that Paul is here using a pre-Pauline "sending formulation" (see n. 18
above); cf. Betz, 207; Longenecker, 166-67. It is a remarkable piece of historical inves
tigation to argue that a sentence found only in Paul in all of ancient literature, by its
very uniqueness within the Pauline corpus, thus becomes grounds for looking for a
pre-Pauline formula. This, of course, can be neither proved nor disproved; but when
it is further suggested that one can find the Pauline "additions" to the prior formula,
which only exists by excising parts of Paul's sentence (!), then it looks very much as
though the formula is a "unique" scholarly creation.
Cf. Burton: "Both [b] clauses are evidently added to indicate the humiliation
. . . to which the Son was in the sending forth subjected, the descent to the level of
those whom he came to redeem" (217). Thus, rather than implying that the emphasis
lies only on Jesus' humanity, not his preexistence (as Tuckett, Christology, 52-53), this
should be seen rather as emphasizing his humanity precisely because the presuppo
sitional common ground is his preexistence, thus not allowing a "docetic" Christ.
Indeed, it is of some interest that this is the first meaning offered in BDAG ("to
come into being through process of birth"); but in this case, putting this meaning
first stands over against Danker's ordinary way of handling such verbs, where the
first meaning usually given is the one from which all others evolve. In this case, that
comes second, "to come into existence." Moreover, of his five examples under this
2 5

2 6
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demands such a rendering here, the fact is that the verb has the primary
sense of "coming to be, coming into existence," and therefore is one of the
more flexible verbs in the language (often simply a substitute for "to be").
The point to be made is that its use here is demanded neither by context nor
meaning. In fact, later in the chapter, when referring to the birth of Ishmael
(and Isaac, by implication), Paul uses the ordinary verb for "to be born"
(yevvdco [4:23, 24, 29]).
Furthermore, and more importantly, the two clauses are most likely in
tended to be posterior to the main verb, and thus they demand a sequence
that implies the Son's preexistence followed by his "coming to be" from a
human mother within the context of Judaism. Otherwise, the participles
would need to be expressed as antecedent to the main verb: having been
born of a woman and under the law, the Son was sent by God to redeem
those under the law. That is grammatically possible, but it seems to make
light of the very point of the sentence itself: God's Son was sent into
our human condition precisely because only thus could redemption be ef
fected. Thus, "birth" from Mary in this case is expressed in terms of
Christ's "coming into earthly existence" through a human mother. And this
leads to our third christological observation.
3. Paul's emphasis with this phrase ("born of a woman"), in passing
though it seems to be, is on the incarnation of Christ, who thereby stands in
stark contrast to the ahistorical, atemporal axoixzia TOVJ KOOUOVJ (elemental
spiritual forces of the world [v. 3 TNIV]) to which these former pagans had been
subject. That is, if this clause makes certain that the main clause, "God sent
his Son at the right time in history," implies his preexistence, then in its own
way it puts special emphasis on his genuine humanity: "the Son of God"
was no docetic Christ but shared fully in our humanity, preexistent Son of
God though he was.
Thus, in the interest of his argument to this point—Gentiles by the Spirit
have become God's people through faith in Christ Jesus and are thus not obli
gated to observe Torah—Paul at the same time emphasizes that they nonethe
less fit into God's ongoing story. In becoming God's children through Christ
and the Spirit, they are thereby also Abraham's children and thus heirs to the
promise that God made with Abraham. And here is the reason for emphasis
on the incarnation. It was precisely because Christ himself entered history
28
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first heading, two have to do with plant life (Matt 21:19: 1 Cor 15:37), while the other
three, including this one (John 8:58; Rom 1:3), focus not on birth as such but on
Abraham's or Christ's appearing in the world.
O n this whole question note the emphasis in Martyn (406-8) that Paul's apoca
lyptic worldview nearly demands such an understanding of these clauses.
S o most interpreters; cf. Betz: "This anthropological definition [born of a
woman, born under the law] is given a christological purpose, indicating that
Christ's appearance was that of a human being in the full sense of the term" (207-8);
cf. Longenecker: "As a qualitative expression 'born of a woman' speaks of Jesus' true
humanity and representative quality, i.e., that he was truly one with us" (171).
2 x
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within the context of Israel's story that he eliminated for historical Israel "the
curse" of having to live by the law, which thus excludes living by faith
(3:12-14). Thus the twofold focus of the two "was born" clauses: God's Son
was both truly human and born within the context of Israel.
4. In this same vein, one should note further the significance of the
Abba-cry with regard to Christ's humanity. Here is another certain in
stance where Paul shows knowledge of the historical Jesus;* a second one
occurs earlier in this same letter where he refers to James as "the brother of
the Lord" (Gal 1:19). And since by Paul's own testimony he spent a fortnight
with Peter (and James) in Jerusalem, it is myopic skepticism of the highest
order to suggest that Paul knew next to nothing of the historical Jesus. If
what he knows comes to him from others, it is nonetheless that knowledge
of the historical Jesus that he demonstrates.
30
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In the present instance, there is simply no reasonable historical explana
tion for the Aramaic Abba-cry to be found on the lips of Gentiles some quar
ter of a century after the death and resurrection of Jesus unless it goes back
to Jesus himself, as the Gospels themselves report. That is, we need to take
seriously that believers "cried out" Abba to God within the gathered Chris
tian community, that they did so with full awareness that the Spirit was
moving them to do so, and that they were thus using Jesus' own word of in
timate relationship with the Father.
33
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S e e , e.g., 1 Cor 11:23-25, where Paul clearly knows the historical context of
the institution of the Lord's Supper.
1 do not mean by this that he had direct knowledge, although some would (in
correctly, I think) read 2 Cor 5:16 as implying such. After all, it is not Christ who is
K a r a a d p K d in that passage: rather, it is Paul's way of viewing the world. Hence the
T N I V rightly has it. "regard [anyone] from a worldly point of view" (= from the per
spective of the old order that has been radically eliminated as an option through the
death and resurrection of Christ, who has ushered in the new creation).
This is skepticism born out of another time when it was popular to believe that
Paul is a kind of second creator of Christianity and therefore that he cared almost
nothing for, and was unacquainted with, the historical Jesus. Such skepticism was
fostered in the generation before mine by Bultmann's famous assertion "I do indeed
think we can now know almost nothing concerning the life and personality of Jesus,
since the early Christian sources show no interest in either" (Jesus and the Word
[trans. L. P. Smith and E. Huntress; New York: Charles Scribners's Sons, 1934], 8).
The general unlikelihood of such a position should have been evident to N T scholar
ship from the beginning. If Paul's emphases lie elsewhere (on the saving event), his
passion for its ethical demands, in which he insists that he is following Christ (1 Cor
11:1), should have caused some degree of caution among those who were so ready to
read Paul myopically. For the emerging new view, see Wright, Jesus and the Victory of
God; cf. J. D. G. Dunn, A New Perspective on Jesus: What the Quest for the Historical Jesus
Missed (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2005).
Perhaps the best analogy in the Pauline corpus is found in the confession
"(esus is Lord" in 1 Cor 12:3, which no one can make except by the Spirit. In both
cases, it is not ecstasy that is in view but the presence of the Spirit, to whom such
basic prayer and confession are ultimately attributable, as certain evidence that one
is truly Christ's.
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But more needs to be said about the language Abba itself, since in some
ways this is what carries the argument for Paul and since a considerable
amount of literature has grown up around this word. The landmark study in
this regard was that of Joachim Jeremias, who concluded, among other
things, (1) that this was the address of intimacy, originating with small chil
dren in an Aramaic home, (2) that Jesus' use of this term to address God was
unique to him in all of known Jewish literature, (3) that the prayer thus re
vealed the uniqueness of his own self-understanding as Son of the Father,
and (4) that he invited his disciples to use this term as his own extension of
grace to them. As with all such "landmarks" in NT scholarship, some correc
tives and advances are eventually made. But when the dust has finally set
tled, and even if one were to assume the minimalist position of James Barr,
for example, much of this still remains. Indeed, it is this usage by Paul, as
much as anything, that tends to verify the basic soundness of Jeremias's
conclusions.
34
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For our purposes, three matters are of significance.
(a) This usage by Paul both here and in Romans—written to a church
that he had never visited!—presupposes the widespread usage of this prayer
language in the Gentile churches. Furthermore, these two passages to
gether, and the argument of this one in particular, serve as primary evi
dence for its significance both in the life of Jesus and in the early church.
Such widespread, presuppositional usage of this prayer language, in its Ara
maic original, is most easily accounted for historically on the grounds that
this was Jesus' own term and that he in fact invited his disciples to use his
language after h i m . Indeed, in the case of Paul's present argument, every
thing hinges on the fact that believers now, by the Spirit of the Son, are using
37
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As chapter 1 in The Prayers of Jesus (SBT 2/6; London: SCM Press, 1967), 11-65
(the German original appeared in 1966).
"Since Jeremias, see Dunn, New Perspective on Jesus, 21-26; C. E. B. Cranfield, A
Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans (2 vols.; 6th ed.; ICC;
Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1975-1979), 1:399-402; J. M. Oesterreicher, " 'Abba, Father!'
On the Humanity of Jesus," in The Lord's Prayer and Jewish Liturgy (ed. J. J .
Petuchowski and M . Brocke; New York: Seabury, 1978), 119-36; G. Vermes, Jesus and
the World of Judaism (London: SCM Press, 1983), 39-43; J. Fitzmyer, "Abba and Jesus'
Relation to God," in A cause de I'evangile: Melanges afferts a Dom Jacques Dupont (ed. R.
Gantoy; LD 123; Paris: Cerf, 1985), 16-38; J. Barr, " 'Abba' Isn't 'Daddy,'" JTS 39
(1988): 28-47; idem, '"Abba, Father' and the Familiarity of Jesus' Speech," Theology
91 (1988): 173-79; A . Mawhinney, "God as Father: Two Popular Theories Reconsid
ered." JETS 31 (1988): 181-89; E. Obeng, "Abba, Father: The Prayer of the Sons of
God," ExpTim 99 (1988): 363-66; Dunn, "Prayer,'' DJG 617-25, esp. 618-19; L. W.
Hurtado, "God," DJG 275-76.
'See previous note.
'"This is evidenced all the more by Paul's switch to "our hearts" in this clause,
which implies that for Paul this is the common experience of believers in all of his
churches.
See. among many, Dunn, New Perspective on Jesus, 22-26: Obeng, "Abba," 364;
Hurtado, "God."
i(
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the language of the Son. To deny the origin of such usage to Jesus himself,
and through him to the early church, is to push historical skepticism to its
outer limits.
(b) The jury still seems to be out on the precise meaning, and therefore
significance, of the term Abba itself. Jeremias had made a considerable case
for intimacy on the grounds of its assumed origins as the word of infant
children; Vermes and Barr have called that into question by offering evi
dence that it was the language of adult children as well. The latter may well
be right on the question of origins; but its use by adult children in an Ara
maic home does not thereby make it a more adult word. Most likely, the
word was in fact an expression of intimacy, used by children first as infants
and later as adults, reflecting what is true in many such cultures where the
terms of endearment for one's parents are used lifelong, which is generally
not true in English-speaking homes. Thus, if "Daddy" is not a very good
equivalent—and it almost certainly is not—the basic thrust of the term and
39

the significance oi Jesus' use oi it in addressing God still carry considerable
christological (as well as theological) weight. If the term cannot be dem
onstrated, as Jeremias supposed, to be unique to Jesus, it certainly can be
argued to be distinctively his form of address; and for Jesus, it is best under
stood as a term denoting his own sense of unique sonship, by his addressing
God consistently in the language of the home. That he should invite his dis
ciples to use his word after him was almost certainly an expression of grace
on his part.
(c) Both the meaning of the term itself and the fact that such a cry
comes from the heart suggest that for Paul, a form of intimacy with God is
involved. Here is the ultimate evidence that we are God's own children: we
address God with the same term of intimate relationship that Jesus himself
used. We are not slaves but children. The Spirit has taken us far beyond mere
conformity to religious obligations. God himself, in the person of the Spirit—
of both the Father and the Son—has come to indwell his people; and he has
40
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Barr (" 'Abba' Lsn't 'Daddy'") seems to miss the point here. Although he
surely is correct that it did not originate with the babbling of children (after all, why
these sounds and not others?), that these words (abba and imma) are the first words
that most children would stammer needs to be noted. They do so because these are
the first words that children are "taught," as it were (as in, "Say abba"). And in no
language that I know are the more formal words for parents the first words that chil
dren are "taught" to speak. Thus "origins" as such are irrelevant, but not so with
usage and significance.
S o Vermes, Jesus and the World of Judaism; Barr, " 'Abba, Father' "; Mawhinney,
"God as Father."
So most who have written on the subject, contra Barr, who seems to overstep
historical reality in this case in order to be done with a kind of "syrupy" relationality
that is more about feelings than about a genuine encounter with the living God. On
the other hand, "intimate" does not equal "individualistic." On the corporate nature of
this cry in the present context, see M . M . Thompson, The Promise of the Father: Jesus
and God in the New Testament (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2000), 116-32.
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sealed that relationship by giving to them the language of his Son, the lan
guage of personal relationship. For Paul and for us, this is the ultimate ex
pression of grace. No wonder Paul had such antipathy for Torah observance,
because it invariably breaks this relationship of child to parent in favor of
one that can only be expressed in terms of slavery—performance on the
basis of duty and obligation, in which one "slaves" for God rather than being
re-created in God's own likeness (cf. 4:20) which results in loving servanthood toward all others (5:13). Christ the Son has effected such a relationship;
the Spirit of the Son makes it work. The assumed Christology in these
affirmations is thus thoroughgoing.
5. Paul's further elaboration in v. 6 of the soteriological reality asserted
in vv. 4-5, in terms of the Galatians' having received the Spirit, also offers
yet another kind of christological moment; for this is the second of four oc
currences in the corpus where the Spirit of God is called "the Spirit of Christ,
the Son." This interchange, already at work in 2 Cor 3:17, occurs most ex
plicitly in Rom 8:9-10 and will appear again indirectly in Phil 1:19. It is one
of the most certain instances in Paul's writings of shared identity between
the Father and the Son. In the Pauline corpus, the Holy Spirit is most often
referred to as the Spirit of God, quite in keeping with Paul's OT roots. But the
very fact that he can so easily and presuppositionally refer to the same Holy
Spirit as "the Spirit of the Son" indicates that "divine" is the proper language
for "the Son" as it is for the Father, whom the Son has revealed, thus indicat
ing that the Son shares identity with the Father.
Finally, we should note the final prepositional phrase in the passage,
"through God," which brings the whole passage full circle to its theocentric
starting point. As significant as Paul's statements about Christ and the Spirit
are for our Christology and pneumatology, Paul will frequently bring us back
to his basic monotheistic roots: all of this, the work of the Son and the Spirit
that effects and makes effective our salvation, is ultimately attributed to God
the Father. In this case, therefore, the whole passage is enclosed by the
phrases "God sent forth" and "through God." What needs to be noted fur
ther about the concluding expression of this framing device is that God is
now seen as the "agent"—language that usually is reserved for Christ. Thus
the "interchange" in this case goes the other direction: what Christ ordi
narily does, God also does.
42

Galatians 1:16-17
The first issue that Paul takes up with the Galatians is the authenticity
of his apostleship, since it was through his apostolic ministry that they were
4 2

B y "explicitly" and "indirectly," I mean that in Rom 8:9-10 the interchange be
tween the Spirit as "the Spirit of God" and "the Spirit of Christ" happens in a single
sentence, whereas the reference in Phil 1:19 to "the provision of the Spirit of Christ
Jesus" occurs, as in the present text, in isolation from any mention of "the Spirit of
God," Paul's more common way of speaking of the Spirit.
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brought to faith. Although such a reminder actually begins the letter, the
narrative itself is picked up at 1:11, where he asserts again the divine origin
of his gospel. After placing his story in the context of his former animosity
toward Christ and his church (v. 13) and his considerable achievement as
a young Pharisee (v. 14), he moves on in v. 15 to narrate his basic (postconversion) lack of relationship with Jerusalem.
In what must be considered one of the more surprising moments in
Paul's letters, here he speaks of his "conversion" in terms of "God's reveal
ing his Son in me." The surprise (in terms of our expectations) is twofold: (1)
Paul thinks of his "conversion" in this case not in terms of what happened to
me or, as in the next passage, in terms of what Christ lovingly did for me
(and by implication for all others) but in terms of the revelation taking place
in me; and (2) who is revealed in Paul is not "Christ" or "the Lord Jesus" but
God's own Son. Both of these realities need brief discussion.
1. Despite the way a large number of scholars have read this sentence,
one must take seriously that Paul's ev carries its ordinary locative force of
"in." The point is that Paul is not trying to establish here that God revealed
his Son to him, as though this were a different way of speaking of his en
counter with the risen Lord noted first in 1 Cor 9:1-2. This is the point made
earlier, in v. 12. He could have repeated that clearly and easily enough ;
rather, Paul's point has ultimately to do with his apostleship and the true
source of his gospel. Thus he emphasizes here that he himself is the locus of
that revelation, meaning in context that the revelation of/from Christ that
he has spoken of in v. 12 has taken place in Paul in such a way that both
the gospel of Christ and Paul's apostleship should be visible to others as the
44
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S e e below on 1:1, 12.
What Paul seems to be responding to here is the agitators' denial of his apos
tolic authority because he lacks proper credentials—that is, because he does not come
from Jerusalem, while they do. But what they see as a liability he will capitalize on.
The difference between him and the agitators is that they do come from Jerusalem, as
it were, and in this argument that means that they have merely human authority.
Paul distances himself from Jerusalem as a coup: his apostleship obviously cannot
come Si' dv9p(bjtou; in fact, it comes directly from Christ and the Father.
This, of course, is what Paul intends, even though it is highly unlikely that the
6 Qeoq in v. 15 read by the majority of witnesses is authentic; it is missing in such
early and diverse witnesses as ^ B F G 0150 i t 8 ° vg sy I r
Epiph. A n "omis
sion" by even one witness is difficult to account for at this point; but here the omis
sion would have to have happened at least twice for it to have appeared in both East
and West so early. So also the dissenting voice of Metzger and Wikgren in B. M .
Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (2d ed.: NewYork: United
Bible Societies, 1994), 521-22.'
The evidence seems quite certain and consistent with regard to how Paul uses
the verb anoKaXvnm. When he speaks of the revelation as coming to someone, he
uses the dative (1 Cor 2:10; 14:30; Eph 3:5; Phil 3:15); when he indicates the locus of
the revelation, he uses e v (Rom 1:17 and here); the usage in 1 Cor 3:13 is probably a
dative of means. The greater problem with the prevailing view is that there is no
known instance where Paul uses ev to indicate the recipient of something.
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revelation of the Son takes place in h i m . That the implacable enemy is now
a promoter of what he once sought to destroy is for Paul supreme evidence
of "the grace of God."
2. In a letter in which Xpiaxoc, (Christ) is by far the most common way
of referring to his Lord (6x to this point), it should probably catch our atten
tion that Paul here refers to God as revealing his Son in Paul. This usage
seems to set the stage for the next two occurrences (2:20; 4:4-6), which to
gether suggest that near the heart of Paul's gospel is a Son of God Christol
ogy, which has Jewish messianism deeply embedded in it. Although the
present usage could be simply off-handed, as it were, it is worth noting that
this emphasis on Christ as "messianic Son" occurs in a letter in which Gen
tile believers are being cajoled by the agitators into accepting a degree of
"Jewishness" in order to be completed as believers. The Jewish Messiah, Paul
counters, has been revealed in me; how that revelation has taken place
emerges in the next occurrence of Son of God language.

Galatians 2:20
In a passage that is thoroughgoing in its "Christ devotion," Paul begins by
arguing that the alternatives "by faith in Christ Jesus" and "by works of law"
are mutually exclusive (v. 16). Indeed, if the Galatians were to add Torah ob
servance to faith in Christ, this would imply that obedience to Torah is still
necessary. That in turn would mean that people such as Paul and Peter are
still "sinners," because, by putting their faith in Christ, they are no longer ob
servant; and that, Paul argues vigorously, is tantamount to making Christ "a
servant of sin" (since through him they are no longer observant and thus as
"lawbreakers" have become "sinners"). After the proper renunciation of such
an absurdity, Paul goes on to appeal to the fact that he has already died with
respect to the law and thus he is living totally for God. And with that, Christ
enters the story again, this time as the means of Paul's dying and coming to life.
Paul's death is expressed in terms of Xptoxeb oweoxauptoum (I have been
crucified with Christ), a very personal way of speaking about what Christ did
for believers through his crucifixion. His death meant their death, which
48
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S o also Lightfoot, 83: Dunn, 64: M . Hooker, Pauline Pieces (London: Epworth,
1979), 63: contra Burton, 50; Bruce, 93; Martyn, 158; Kim, Origin of Paul's Gospel, 56;
Matera, New Testament Christology, 83, 105. Missing this point, unfortunately, seri
ously jeopardizes much of Matera's (otherwise helpful) discussion of the Christology
of Galatians (105-7); similarly with Kim's use of this text to refer to Paul's Damascus
Road experience without so much as noting the exegetical difficulty involved; cf.
Ziesler (Pauline Christianity, 25), who lists this as the third of Paul's references to the
Damascus Road experience; and U. Schnelle (Apostle Paul: His Life and Theology
[Grand Rapids: Baker, 2005], 64-65), who by fiat, and against all evidence to the con
trary, says that " e v euoi (in me) is to be translated as the simple dative." Betz (71) sees
it as referring to a "mystical experience," which seems especially doubtful in light of
the concerns of this letter.
On this choice for the meaning of eic niGtemq Xpioxo-fj, see the excursus that
follows.
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alone can lead to their being raised to a new life. But in this case, instead
of reflecting on the "new life" that results from Christ's resurrection, Paul
returns to the meaning of the crucifixion (anticipating what he will argue
next) and expresses it in the most intimate terms yet, while at the same time
picking up the Son of God language from 1:16-17: "The life I now live, I live
in (the sphere of) faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself up
for me." This kind of personal language is rare in Paul (until Philippians); its
significance for Pauline Christology needs a further word.
As noted at the conclusion of the preceding chapter, it is nearly impos
sible to explain Paul's Christology without taking seriously his utter devotion
to Christ, who saved him, expressed here in terms of the Son of God's loving
"me" and thus giving himself up for "me" (by death on the cross). The sur
prise in this sentence comes in the very personal way of speaking about the
saving event. Ordinarily, Paul speaks of our salvation in terms of (1) its being
rooted in the love of G o d and (2) its being collectively for all of God's
people. Here alone we find this expressed in terms of Paul personally, which
in context, of course, is to be understood as also paradigmatic for the Gala
tians. But one simply cannot easily get past Paul's own sense of being loved
personally by God's Son in his crucifixion. It is this same love that "con
strains" Paul in 2 Cor 5:14. And this is most likely "the law of Christ" that is
being "fulfilled" (6:2) as one carries the burdens of others. It is this love of
Christ for him personally that causes so much of what Paul says to be so
christocentric.
,H
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Excursus: IHaxiq 'Inaov Xpiarov ("Faith in Christ Jesus")
This present text, with its phrase "by faith in the Son of God" (TNIV),
needs special discussion, since there is something of a groundswell in NT
scholarship that interprets this phrase and its earlier version in v. 16
(niaziq 'Incroij Xpicrcorj [faith in Christ Jesus]) as a subjective genitive and
thus as referring to Christ's own faithfulness that led to his death for us.
The reason for discussing it here is that if those who take it this way are
correct, then this is another instance in this letter where Paul has Jesus'
humanity in view. Since I stand on the other side of things on this issue,
I hereby offer my reasons for so doing and thus for not including it as
part of a discussion of Paul's Christology.
This use of niaxiq {faith) with Christ in the genitive occurs four
times in Galatians (2:16 [2x], 20; 3:22), twice in Romans (3:22, 26), and
once in Philippians (3:9). In each case it occurs in direct contrast to
doing "works of law." At issue is whether the genitive is "objective"
4<)

See also Paul's argument with the Corinthians in 2 Cor 5:14-15.
As he does in, e.g., 2 Cor 5:14-15: Rom 6:4-10.
S e e , e.g., Rom 5:5-8; 2 Cor 13:13(14); this love, when expressed in terms of its re
lationship to Christ, is referred to as "the love of God which is in Christ" (Rom 8:39).
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(Christ as the object of faith) or "subjective" (Christ as the one who lived
"faithfully"). Although there are places where it might possibly refer to
"the faithfulness of Christ" (e.g., Rom 3:22, on the pattern of "Cod's
faithfulness" in 3:3 and Abraham's in 4:12, 16), it is unlikely to do so
here in Galatians and thus in its other (very few) occurrences. Here are
the difficulties that I see:
1. Most damaging to the subjective-genitive view is its first occur
rence (Gal 2:16), where it is immediately explained (with the cognate
verb) in terms of "even we believed in Christ Jesus." The common appeal
to t a u t o l o g y does not wash here, since the power of Paul's rhetoric lies
in the threefold repetition of "works of law" and "belief in Christ." And
in this case, the very p h r a s i n g and emphases of this second clause speak
against the "new look" view. That is, when Paul immediately qualifies
the phrase with KCU rjueic, eic, Xpiorov 'Inoofiv eTtioxedcrapev (even we
have believed in Christ Jesus), the "even we" is a clear pickup from what
precedes. Since "we know" that a person is not justified by works of law
ectv Ltd, d i d 7tioxeco<; Tnciod Xpioxod (but through faith in Jesus Christ), even
we ourselves (= Paul, Peter, Barnabas, and the rest), law-keeping Jews
though we were, even we put our trust in Christ. The "even we" makes
very little sense following "Christ's own faithfulness."
52
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2. It has been argued regarding the combination of Tticrxic, with the
genitive "that when TUCTXIC, takes a personal genitive it is almost never an
objective genitive." But almost all the alleged analogies are not true
analogies at all, since the vast majority of them are the personal posses
sive pronoun and thus they all have the Greek definite article with the
noun 7tioxic, to specify precisely that the author is talking about "the
faith that [you] have." This means that the one analogy to this (pos,4
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For a bibliography to 1 9 8 0 of those who take it as subjective, see Longenecker,
87: for a more recent and influential advocacy, see R. B. Hays, Faith of Jesus Christ; M .
D. Hooker, "nilTII X P I Z T O T , " NTS 3 5 (1989): 3 2 1 - 4 2 ; and esp. the debate between
Hays and Dunn in E. H . Lovering Jr., ed., SBL Seminar Papers, 1991 (SBLSP: Atlanta:
Scholars Press, 1991), 7 1 4 - 4 4 . For advocacy of an objective genitive (besides Dunn),
see A . J . Hultgren, "The P1STIS CHRISTOU Formulation in Paul." NovT 22 (1980):
2 4 8 - 6 3 : V. Koperski, "The Meaning of pistis Christou in Philippians 3:9," LS 18 (1993):
1 9 8 - 2 1 6 . For commentaries on Philippians that take it as subjective, see R. P. Martin,
The Epistle of Paul to the Philippians (rev. ed.; TNTC: Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987); P.
T. O'Brien, Commentary on Philippians (NIGTC: Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991).
It is also to be noted, however, that Tcioxiq carries a considerably different nu
ance in these latter two passages (pace Hays: O'Brien).
T h e NET BIBLE, p. 2 1 7 6 n. 5 2 . The texts offered in support are Matt 9:2, 2 2 , 2 9 ;
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Mark 2:5; 5:34; 1 0 : 5 2 : Luke 5 : 2 0 ; 7 : 5 0 ; 8:25, 4 8 ; 17:19; 1 8 : 4 2 ; 2 2 : 3 2 ; Rom 1:8, 12; 3:3;
4 : 5 , 1 2 , 16; 1 Cor 2:5; 15:14, 17; 2 Cor 10:15: Phil 2:17; Col 1:4; 2 : 5 ; 1 Thess 1:8; 3 : 2 , 5.

10; 2 Thess 1:3; Titus 1:1; Phlm 6; 1 Pet 1:9, 21: 2 Pet 1:5. This looks like an imposing
list (thirty-six items in all), until one examines them carefully.
" T h i s occurs in no fewer than thirty-two of the genitives. Two of the other four
have Abraham as the subject (Rom 4:12, 16), and one "God's elect" (Titus 1:1). So the
only possible analogy in this list is the one always appealed to. Rom 3:3.
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sible) usage in Paul is Rom 3:3. which in fact is not a true analogy, since
both nouns have the definite article, so as to make certain that Paul is
referring to "the faithfulness of the, [one and only] God." That God in this
case is the subject of rtiartq is evident by the use of the definite article
with both words. But what is significantly overlooked in these discus
sions is the true analogy to this (double nonarticular) usage of mcmc,
with the genitive: Mark 11:22, where Jesus tells his disciples, e/exe
Tticmv 0eoi3, and where no one would imagine translating, "Have God's
faith(fulness)."
3. Moreover, the apparent analogies of Rom 3:3 and 4:16, where
jtioxn; does mean "faithful," are not precise. In all seven instances of
Ttioxetoq Xpioxovj both words occur without the definite article, thus im
plying "through faith in Christ," exactly as Paul has it grammatically in
2 Thess 2:13 (ev . . . nioxei 6Ar|9eiac; [by trusting in the truth]). Indeed,
this passage offers the real analogy to this phrase where Christ is in the
genitive, but is overlooked in most of the discussions (cf. Mark 11:22
above). As with the usage in Galatians (see point 6 below), this unusual
expression owes its existence to Paul's rhetoric, as a way of expressing a
sharp contrast between the Thessalonian believers and those destined
for perdition because they do not "love the truth" (2 Thess 2:10). More
over, although the usage in Rom 4:16 regarding Abraham may seem to
be "an exact parallel" (O'Brien, Philippians). in fact it is quite dependent
on 4:12, where the defining article makes Paul's sense certain ("the
faith/fulness of Abraham" [cf. Rom 3:3]).
56

4. Significantly, the "new look" rests altogether on an interpretation
of this one phrase, which occurs but seven times in the entire corpus;
and it does so by way of an understanding of the noun niaxn; that can
indeed be found (once at least) in Paul but is only a secondary meaning
at best. That is, nowhere else does Paul in plain speech (rather than in a
prepositional phrase with an unusual [for Paul] meaning) say anything
about our salvation resting on Christ's faithfulness.
5. Not only so, but Paul does use a shortened version of the phrase
(eic maxeaq without a genitive qualifier) no fewer that seven times in
Galatians alone, and in each instance it refers to their "faith" in Christ,
by which they were justified, not to the faithfulness of Christ that made
such justification possible. Since eK Ttioxeox; by itself seems to be a
pickup of the longer phrase, it would be especially strange for Paul to
give it a different meaning from that intended in the two instances where
57

"'Some might object that Paul uses the definite article in Gal 2:20, but this is not
analogous, since the usage is appositional in this case, not truly articular. In typical
fashion. Paul has phrased his contrasts in poetic chiasm: 6 Se vuv C(5 ev o a p K i . ev
n i o x e i Cut xfj xoij uioi> xoij Geoij, where the word order £<5 e v a a p K i . ev Ttiaxei £6) calls
for the defining xfj because of the intervening i^u.
S e e Gal 3:7! 8. 9. 11. 12, 24; 5:5.
57
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the same phrase occurs with "Christ" as the genitive qualifier (2:16;
3:22). That is, since EK nimeaq means that we live "by faith" = trust in
Christ Jesus, how is it that the longer version of the phrase makes Christ
the subject of the "faith" rather than the object?
6. Finally, the phrase itself was most likely coined in its first instance
(Gal 2:16) in antithesis to E£ epycov VOUOVJ, where "works" can only refer
to what we do. By analogy, and in total antithesis, EK TIIOTEOX; Xpvoxon is
also what we "do"; we put our trust in Christ. Thus, the only reason this
phrase exists at all in the Pauline corpus is rhetorical, as a way of ex
pressing faith in Christ as the opposite, both grammatically and theolog
ically, of "works of law."
Thus, given this high level of doubt that this phrase has to do with
Christ's own faithfulness, it does not seem to add to our understanding
of Paul's understanding of the person of Christ.

Christ and the Divine Prerogatives
As in each of the earlier letters, Paul in Galatians refers to Christ in
quite incidental ways that presuppose his divine status and identity. Also as
before, many of these are instances where Paul ascribes the same action or
attribute to Christ as readily as he does to God, and in some cases vice versa.
We examine these in their canonical order.

Galatians 1:1—The Agent of Paul's Apostleship
On this usage, see the discussion on 1 Cor 1:17; 1:1 in ch. 3 (p. 136). I bring
it forward again in this case because of the unusual, but for the present cir
cumstances necessary, qualifier regarding Paul's apostleship. In his concern to
establish the origin of, and thus authority behind, his calling as an apostle, he
joins the standard "of" (or in this case, "through") Christ with "God the
Father, who raised him from the dead." As in other such moments, a single
preposition joins both "Jesus Christ," the messianic Son, with God the Father
as compound objects of a single preposition.
Thus two points are established at the outset: (1) Paul's apostleship has
divine origins, coming from both Christ and the Father; and (2) the heavenly
Christ, who has called and empowered Paul, has now come by this divine
authority through having been raised from the dead.
58

Galatians 1:3; 6:18—The Benedictory Grace of Christ
On the matter of Christ and the Father as the source of grace (in 1:3),
which is picked up as from Christ alone in 6.T8, see the discussion under
See esp. the discussion of 1 Thess 1:1 in ch. 2 (pp. 48-50).
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1 Cor 1:3 in ch. 3 (pp. 134-35). The benediction (6:18) is especially poignant
in this case, since it follows hard on the heels of the final explicit reference in
this letter to the historical Jesus. " I bear the stigmata of Jesus in my body."
That is followed by "The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirits,
brothers and sisters. Amen." Thus the standard benedictory "grace" is elab
orated some; but here it also comes from one who knows the sufferings of
Jesus firsthand.
59
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Galatians 1:6, 15; 2:21—The Grace of Christ/of God
As Paul can easily interchange "benedictory grace" as from both God
and Christ, so also with the grace that "calls" or "saves." This reality as a
shared divine prerogative finds remarkable expression in this letter, as can be
seen from the following texts:
1:6

Gaupd^co o n odxcoc, rcr/ewc, uexaxi9ea9e aitd xod K a A e a a v x o c dude,
ev jcdpixx
Xptazov
hi

I marvel that so quickly you are deserting the one who called you
into the grace of Christ
1:15-16

lv

' O x e S e e d S o K n a e v Id 9edc] d d ^ o p l o a q p e EK KOiAiac, prixpdq pov
K a i K a A s g a c S i d xfjc ydptxoc auxod d7tOKaAdi|/ai xov viov adxod
ev e p o i ,
16

"When it pleased God, who set me apart from my mother's womb
and called me bu his grace. to reveal his Son in me,
lfl

2:21

OVJK dGexeb xijv y d p i v xod 9eod'
1 do not set aside the grace of God.

w

T h i s is the reading (surely Paul's original) of
A B C* 33 629 1241 pc; later
scribes at various times and in various ways moderated "Jesus" to read: "Christ,"
"the Lord Jesus," "the Lord Jesus Christ," or "our Lord Jesus Christ." All of these re
flect tendencies to read Paul in ways that they had come to expect of him.
T h i s is the first instance of the addition "with your spirits," which occurs
again in Philemon and Philippians.
This is such an unusual expression for Paul that scribes instinctively modified
it to fit their expectations. Thus "Christ" is omitted in F* G H a b Tert Cyp (an obvi
ously "Western" phenomenon [the inclusion of sp '™" in N A is especially suspect
here]): it is changed to "God" in a few late MSS. In a change of a different kind, but
still showing evidence of its being the original text, some MSS have added "Jesus" be
fore "Christ" (D 326 1241 pc); Bruce (80) is quite wrong to see this evidence as
"rather evenly divided." Even though an "omission" is adopted by Martyn (109), here
is a place where the brackets in N A / U B S need to be removed and the Xpiaxod kept,
since it is hard to imagine the circumstances in which a scribe would have added
"Christ" to the phrase "in grace" in a sentence where God is the acting subject. That
is. had the text read simply "the One who called you in grace," it is hard to imagine
anyone adding the genitive "of Christ" to that—"his grace" following God as subject
perhaps, but not "Christ's grace"! Note, e.g., the difficulty that Lightfoot (75-76) had
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These latter two passages seem so "normal" to the reader that the ex
pression "the grace of God" is read and scarcely noticed. Exactly the oppo
site is true of "the grace of Christ" in 1:6. Although this expression serves as
benediction to conclude most of the letters in the church corpus (Colossians
is the lone exception), it occurs rarely in the body of the letters, which is
also the reason Xpioxofj was omitted by the Western tradition in the present
passage (see n. 61).
But what are we to make of it here? The choice is between a locative (the
grace that is found by those who are in Christ) or means (that God called them
by means of Christ's grace). Some commentators and most English transla
tions prefer the latter, but that runs contrary to Pauline usage elsewhere.
That is, when the preposition ev modifies a verb of "calling," it is elsewhere
only locative (1 Thess 4:7; 1 Cor 7:15,18, 20, 22, 24; Col 3:15; Eph 4:4). There
is no good reason to think otherwise here, especially since in 1:15, when Paul
wishes to express this concept in an instrumental way, he says 8vct xfjt; xdptTOc;
amov (through [= by means of] his grace). Thus Paul's point is that God's "call"
to the Galatians was for them to exist continually as those who experienced
Christ's grace. At this beginning point in this letter such a phrase seems in
tended to anticipate the rest of the letter: redeemed by God's grace, they are to
continue to "live in the grace of Christ" from their conversion on.
Thus, even though this phrase is most likely a somewhat oblique refer
ence to Christ's redemptive work, the ease with which Paul can attribute
"grace" to Christ reflects his presuppositional Christology.
52
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Galatians 1:12—Christ, the One Who Reveals
In one of the more difficult (for us) genitive constructions in this letter,
Paul begins the personal narrative, in which he both affirms his own apostle
ship and "gospel" as coming directly from God and thus also distances himself
from Jerusalem, by insisting that his gospel came to him 5i' d7toKaAA)\|/eax;
with the original text, but he acknowledged its genuineness and then left it without
further comment.
Apart from the salutations and places where x d p i ? comes from both Father
and Son (2 Thess 1:12), it occurs in both casual and careful ways in 1 Cor 3:10; 15:10
(2x): 2 Cor 1:12; 6:1; 8:1: 9:14; Col 1:6; Eph 3:2, 7; Titus 2:11 (and in these two places in
Galatians).
A p a r t from the combined moment in 2 Thess 1:12 (see ch. 2, pp. 61-63), it is
found elsewhere only in 2 Cor 8:9, and as suggested regarding that passage, there it
is picked up as a play on "the grace of giving" (see ch. 4, p. 164). It also occurs
in Rom 5:15 in the contrast between Adam and Christ, but as "the grace of the
one man."
See Bruce, 80; Longenecker, 15; likewise most recent English translations (REB,
NAB, NASB, NIV/TNIV, GNB. NET BIBLE [amazingly without explanation]); for the
locative see NRSV. NJB, ESV.
'"Noted also by Burton. 20-21; cf. Betz, 48; Fung. 44; Martyn, 109; Dunn (41) re
mains undecided.
5 2
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'Iricrofj Xpiaxorj (through revelation of/from Jesus Christ). At issue is whether
Christ is the object (content) of the revelation or the (grammatical) subject,
the one who did the revealing of the gospel to him. In the end, these prob
ably come out very close to the same place (i.e., the revealer is also the re
vealed), but in this case it is more likely that the genitive is subjective (as
TNIV: "I received it by revelation from Jesus Christ"). After all, at issue in
this particular sentence is the source, not the content, of the revelation. It
was not "handed down" to him from a human being, nor did it come to
him by way of (human) instructors; rather, he received his gospel by direct
revelation from Christ himself.
Here, then, is yet another divine prerogative shared by Christ. In the He
brew Bible Yahweh is consistently the source of revelation; so also in Paul,
including the narrative that immediately follows (2:15-16). But here Christ
himself is the source of the revealing.
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Galatians 4:14—Received Me as ayyekov Oeov, as Christ Jesus
In one of the more intriguing moments in this letter, Paul reminds the
Galatians of their initial warm reception of him despite his physical disabil
ity. They did not disdain what he now calls "your trial in my flesh"—that is,
the trial they had to endure regarding his illness. To the contrary, he says,
they received him as ayyeXov Geod, as Christ Jesus. At issue in this case is the
meaning of dyyeA.ov Geod, which in most modern English versions is ren
dered "an angel of G o d . "
Two matters need discussion here: (1) whether the phrase is generic and
means "an angel from God" or whether it is specific, wherein Paul is picking
up a common Septuagintal phrase and intends "the angel of God"; and (2)
70

71

6 6

S o Burton, 41-43; Bruce, 89; Betz, 63; Fung, 54; Morris, 51; Dunn, 53; Matera,
53; Martyn, 144.
S o also Lightfoot, 80; Longenecker, 24; Hansen, 41.
G k . odSe ydp eym itapd dv9p(6jiou TtapeAapov adxd (for I neither received it from
a human source), where the jtapeAafSov is a semitechnical term for the passing on of
tradition from generation to generation. In Paul's case, the "tradition" he received
came directly from Christ himself, not from a merely human source.
Although the verb anoKaXxmim occurs most often in the "divine passive" (=
[God] has revealed; see, e.g., Rom 8:18; Eph 3:5), Paul also expresses it in the active in
1 Cor 2:10; Phil 3:15.
T h e NJB chooses to "modernize" the language and turn it into "a messenger
from God." But that seems to miss a bit too much.
"'For advocacy of the latter, see Wallace, Greek Grammar beyond the Basics, 252
n. 97, following N. Turner, Syntax (vol. 3 of J. H. Moulton, A Grammar of New Testa
ment Greek: Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1963), 180. For further discussion, see W. G. MacDonald, "Christology and 'the Angel of the Lord,'" in Current Issues in Biblical and
Patristic Interpretation: Studies in Honor of Merrill C. Tenney Presented by His Former
Students (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975), 324-35; D. Hannah, Michael and Christ: Mi
chael Traditions and Angel Christology in Early Christianity (WUNT 2/109; Mohr
Siebeck, 1999), 19-20.
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the relationship between the two cbq phrases—whether they are progressive
and ascensive (one word leading to the next that is higher) or appositional
(the second clarifying the first). It should be noted also that the second issue
exists only if one decides that the phrase is specific. If it is generic, then it au
tomatically means that the two phrases are progressive (and ascensive).
1. On the first matter, despite the fact that English translations have been
loath to go this way. the evidence seems strongly to favor Paul's having
picked up a common phrase from the Septuagint. Several things favor this
choice. First, this is quite in keeping with Paul's habits that we have noted
throughout this book, that he eats and breathes the Greek Bible, so that its
language emerges in ever so many ways and in all kinds of contexts. Here
the Septuagint evidence is both striking and a bit confusing. In the first
place, one called "the angel of the LORD (or 'God')" regularly serves as the di
vine messenger in several OT narratives; and in some of these narratives
the "angel" turns out to be the Lord himself. This is especially true of the
crucial narratives in Gen 18 and Exod 3-4, plus the Gideon narrative in Judg
6. In each case the first occurrence is anarthrous, as here, although it is cer
tainly intended to be understood in an articular way. That is, this "angel" is
not "an angel" but is "the angel of the LORD." Paul's anarthrous use in this
instance seems to point in the same direction, since "an angel of God" has
no certain Septuagint background.
72
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Given the likelihood of the phrase's OT roots, scholarly distaste for what
seems to be its natural sense is difficult to fathom, especially since Paul next
speaks even more boldly: they accepted him as Jesus Christ himself. Thus it
seems altogether likely that Paul is here reaching high as he acknowledges
the level of acceptance that he received from them. "You received me as the
angel of God."
But whether Paul's next phrase, "as Jesus Christ," is intended to stand in
apposition to, and thus to identify, the angel of God is a different matter.
That is, Christ may very well assume the role of the O T "angel of the
LORD/God," but in light of the rest of the corpus, it seems unlikely that Paul
is intending an absolute identification.
2. But if this is the case, that does not make the second matter easily re
solved. In favor of "the angel of God" as equal to Christ himself is the fact
that "the angel of the L O R D " often turns out to be a representation of Yah
weh himself, so that the two become one in some way. On the other hand,
there is simply no firm evidence that would lead us to believe that Paul had a
75
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This reality led to a great deal of speculation about angels in Second Temple
Judaism, even to naming them and establishing a hierarchy (see the discussion in
Hannah, Michael and Christ, 25-75).
I n the Genesis and Judges narratives, the subsequent occurrences have the ar
ticle as an anaphora (= the angel referred to al the beginning).
T h i s is the point made especially by Turner and Wallace (see n. 71).
0 n this matter, see, e.g., J. Durham, Exodus (WBC 3: Dallas: Word, 1987),
30-31.
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kind of "angel Christology." One is always wary of a christological perspec
tive based on one or two texts that themselves are rather obscure.
In any case, my interest here lies with the ease with which Paul can
bring Christ into the picture as a divine presence in Galatia, as the ultimate
kudo he can offer them regarding their receiving him in his visible weak
nesses. Thus we seem in fact to be dealing with progression here rather than
identification, which would mean that Christ is a full rung higher than the
angelic theophanies of the OT.
77

Galatians 4:19—Until Christ Is "Formed" in You
Paul's longing for the Galatians to return to their senses on the issue at
hand (no Torah observance for people of the Spirit) leads him to a striking
mixing of images. His longing for them is so intense, and in some ways so
distressing, that he pictures himself as experiencing "birth pangs" for them
again. However, what is "being formed" takes place not within him but
among them as they are transformed into the likeness of Christ and his
character. The christological significance of this lies in the reality that for
Christ to be "formed" in and among them means they are to be taking on
the divine image itself, which finds its ultimate expression in Christ. Thus
this text reflects in its own incidental way the imago Dei Christology that lies
behind texts such as 2 Cor 4:4, 6 and (especially) Rom 8:29, that God has pre
destined us to be "conformed to the image of his Son."
78

Galatians 6:2—The "Law" of Christ
In one of the more surprising moves in this letter, the man who has been
strongly opposed to "the law" as needing to be observed by believers in
Christ now opts to use this language as the ultimate expression of their
being in servanthood to one another. If "the law" itself is no longer in place
for those who live by the Spirit (5:18, 23), the same is not true of its replace
ment, "the law of Christ." By this wordplay, of course, Paul is pointing to
how radical genuinely Christian ethics are over against "observance"
("doing law" is Paul's language).
The christological dimension of this phrase is considerable indeed and is
related in concept to Christ's being "formed" in them (4:19). In the context
7 6

Hannah's rejection of this suggestion remains the most cogent discussion of
this issue.
S e e esp. the discussion of "Spirit Christology" based on two unusual phrases in
Paul. 1 Cor 15:47 and Rom 1:3-4. in Fee. God's Empowering Presence, 831-34. Such
Christologies are suspect by the very fact that they are found in only one (barely pos
sible) reading of a difficult text.
This is one of Paul's uses of ev IJU'IV that is difficult to pin down with precision.
On the one hand, it is most likely at least distributive (each of them is to be so formed
into Christ's likeness); on the other hand, such moments are usually also thought of
in terms of their corporate sense (that they are to be communities of such imagebearing).
77
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of a worldview (held by his opponents) where keeping God's law is the ulti
mate expression of godliness, Paul is prepared to shift the "law" to Christ
himself. Thus Christ the Son, who is the perfect image of the Father, whom
we now know as "the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ," gives ultimate defini
tion to the law, where God's character finds expression in the language of
2:20, "who loved me and gave himself for me." Thus, in some ways "the
love of Christ" not only redefines the law but also sees the incarnate, cruci
fied Christ as the divine expression, and thus replacement, of the law. Again,
the presuppositional nature of an especially high Christology in Paul
emerges in the most unexpected ways.
79

Conclusion
Since conclusions have been made throughout this chapter, we return at
the end only to reinforce the observations made at the beginning and dem
onstrated throughout the chapter. The one major christological passage in
this letter (4:4-7) touches a lot of christological bases. The language of
"Son" is best understood first of all in terms of Jewish messianism, as Christ
being designated as Abraham's true seed in 3:16; at the same time, the pri
mary clause, "God sent his Son," implies the Son's preexistence even while it
emphasizes his incarnation in terms of his genuine humanity. By implica
tion, v. 6 also indicates knowledge of the historical Jesus. On the other hand,
the entire passage is "enclosed" by Paul's basic theocentricity: God sent his
Son, and at the end we become heirs "through God."
The other, more incidental, christological moments are all in keeping
with what we have seen in the earlier letters, especially that Christ continues
to share a variety of "divine prerogatives" with the Father. So there is very
little that is new here, except for the way it is expressed in 4:4-7, and very
much that reinforces what Paul has said in earlier letters.

Appendix I: The Texts
(double brackets [[ ]] indicate texts with references to God alone)
1:1 riavAoi; cmoatoXoc, OVK COT' dvGpomcov ovde 8i' dvGpcbjiov aXXa did
'Inoov Xpioroi) Kai Geod rcaxpdc rod eyeipavxoc avxov eK veKpcbv,
1:3-5 'xdpiq vuiv K a i eipfjvri d7id Geod Ttaxpdc fipcov Kai K v p i o v 'ITICTOV
Xpioxov xov 86vxo<; E a v x o v vnep xcbv dpapxiebv fjpcbv, bmaq EcxX-nxai
4

79

For a similar interpretation, see R. B. Hays. "Christology and Ethics in Gala
tians: The Law of Christ," CBQ 49 (1987), 268-90; and J. M . G. Barclay, Obeying the
Truth: A Study of Paul's Ethics in Galatians (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1988), 131-35.
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nude, 8K t o d aicbvoq xod eveaxcbxoq 7tovripod Kaxd xd Ge^riua xod Geod Kai
rcaxpdc fpebv. 'cb fj 8d£,a eic xouc avoovac xcov aiebveov. dpfjv.
1:6-7 ''GaupdijCO oxi oikcoq xayecoq uexaxiGeaGe and xod Ka^eaavxoq vudq E V
xdpixi Xpioxov eiq exepov evayyeA.iov, d OUK eoxiv aXXo, ei pfj xivec;
eioiv oi xapdooovxeq vpdq K a i GeAovxeq pexaoxpeyai xo EvayyEXxov xov
XplCTXOV.
7

1:10 'Apxi ydp dvGpomovqrceiGcofj xdv 8edv: fj £r|xcb dvGpcoTtoiq dpecnceiv; ei
exi dvGpomoiq fjpeoKov, Xpioxov oov^oq OUK av fjpr|v.
1:12 ov8e ydp eycb rcapd dv0pcb7tou 7tapeXa(3ov auxd ouxe e8i8d%6r|v
d7roKaX,rji|/Eco<; 'ITICTOV Xpioxov.

aXXa

Si'

[[1:13 'HKOuaaxe ydp xfjv epfiv dvaaxpocjjfjv Ttoxe ev xcb 'IouSa'i'opcb, oxi Ka9'
uitepBoWjv eSicoKov xfjv eKKX,r|giav xou 8eod K a i ercdpGouv auxfjv,]]
ls

1:15-16 6xe Se eu5dKT)oev [d Gedq] d dtyopiaaq pe eK KoiMaq uTixpdq uov
K a i KaXeaaq 8id xfjc ydpixoc avxov a7toKa^u\|/ai xov viov avxov E V E I I O I ,
iva evayyeXic",eoLiai avxov ev xoiq eGvecnv,
16

1:19 exepov 8e xcbv dnooxdA-cov OUK eiSov ei pfj 'IdKcoBov xov adeXfybv xov
Kvpiov.
[[1:20 a Se ypd<))co uuiv, iSou evtbTtiov xou Geod oxi ou yeuSotiai.]]
1:22 fjpTiv Se dyvoovuevoq xcb 7tpoocb7tcp xaiq eKKAjioiaiq xfjq 'IouSaiaq xaiq
E V XpiCTXlO.

[[1:24 K a i eSdiqaqov ev euoi xdv 8edv.]]
2:4 8id Se xovq 7tapeiadKxouq t)/eu8a8e^<|)ouq, oixiveq Ttapeiafj^Gov
KaxaoKOTxfjoai xdv e^evGepiav fjpcbv fjv e%opev E V Xpiaxcp 'ITIOOV, i v a fjpdq
KaxaSouXcboouCTiv,
[[2:6 . . . O7toioi Ttoxe fjaav ovSev uoi Siatjieper 7tpdacoTtov [d] 8edq
dvGpcbrtov ou A.apfkxvei]]
6

2:16-21 ' ei8dxeq [8e] oxi ou 8iKaiouxat dvGpcoTtoq et, epycov vdpou edv pd,
8 i d TtioxEioq ITJCTOV Xpioxov, Kai fjpeiq Eiq Xpioxov ' I T J O O V V
EJtioxEVoapEv, iva 8iKaico6cbuev E K JiioxEcoq Xpioxov K a i OVK et, epycov
vduov, oxi et, epycov vduov ov 8iKaicoGfjc>exai itdaa adpq\ ei Se ijixovvxeq
SiKaicoBrivai E V Xpioxio evpeGnpev K a i avxoi dpapxeo^oi, apa Xpioxoq
duapxiaq SiaKovoq; uf| yevoixo. ei ydp a Kaxe^vaa xavxa naXiv
oiKoSopcb, 7tapaBdxr|v epavxdv avvioxdvco. "eycb ydp 8id vdpov vdpep
djteGavov, i v a Geco Cfjaa). Xpioxip ovvEoxavpiopai %a 8e ovKexi eycb, Cr\
Se E V Eiioi Xpioxoq 6 Se vvv ^cb ev aapKi, ev 7tiaxei £<b xfj xov viov xov
asov xov dya7iijoavxdq ue K a i 7tapa8dvxoq eavxov vnep euov. 'OUK dGexcb
xf|v ydpiv xou Geod' ei ydp Sid vdpov SIKOIOOUVTI, a p a Xpioxoq SiopEav
dnsGavEV.
17

18
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3:1 Q dvoryrov rataxxav, xiq vudq eBdoKavev, oiq Kax dc|>0aXpodq 'iTjoodq
Xpioxoq Jtpoeypd<|)T| eoxaupcopevoq;
T

[[3:6 KaGcbq ABpadii e7rioxeuoev xo) 8eo), K a i e^oyioGri adxeo eiq
SiKaioodvny]]
[[3:8 Tipoidodoa Se f| ypac|)ij oxi eKrcioxecoqSiKaioi xd eGviv d Geoc.
7ipoet)nyyeUoaxo xo) ABpadp oxi eveiAoyriGfjoovxai ev ooi Ttdvxa xd eGvrr ]]
[[3:11 o x i 8e ev vdpco odSeiq 8 i K a i o d x a i 7iapd xo) 8eo) SfjXov, oxi d Siraioq
eK Ttioxecoq q7|oexar]]
3:13-14 "Xpioxoq fjpdq e^rpydpaoev eK xfjq Kaxdpaq xod VOLIOU yevdpevoq
dnep fpcov Kaxdpa, oxv yeypaitxav eTCVKaxdpaxoq irdq 6 K p e p d p e v o q eici
qvXov, 'iva eiq xd eGvri fj efj^oyia xod A(3padp yevr|xai E V Xpioxcp 'ITICTCU,
iva xfiv enayyeHav xod jrvedpaxoq XdBcopev 8vd xfjq nicxeaq.
l4

3:16 xo) 8e ABpadp eppeGrioav ai ercayyeHai K a i xo) oneppaxv adxod. od
TtoM-cbv dKk' cbq ety' evdq- Kai xo) OTiepviaxi
ooaj, bq E O X I V Xpioxoq.

Xeyev Kai xoiq OTieppaoiv, cbq eni
17

[[3:17-18 xodxo Se leyar SiaGfJKTiv 7ipoKeKupcopevr|v d7td xod Geod d pexd
xexpaKOOva K a i xpvaKOvxa exn yeyovcbq vdpoq OVK aKupov eiq xd
Kaxapyfjaav xfiv enayyeHav. ev ydp eK vdpou f| K^vpovopia, odKexv e<q
euayyeWaq' xo) Se ABpadp 8v' ejiayyeHaq Keydpvoxav d Gedq.]]
Is

21

[[3:20-21 d Se peoixriq evdq OVK eoxvv, d Se Gedq eve eoxvv. 6 odv vdpoq
Kaxd xcbv eTtayyelvcbv xod Geod: ivij yevovxo. ev ydp e8d6r| vdpoq d Swdpevoq
^cponovfjoav, dvxcoq E K VOLVOU av fjv fj 8vKavodvry]]
3:22 dXXd oweK^evoev fj ypacj)fj xd rcdvxa vnd auapxiav, vva fj e7iayyeHa
jxioxecoq 'ITICTCU Xpioxoti SoGfj xovq icvoxedovjovv.

EK

24

3:24-29 cboxe d vdpoq navSaycoydq ijpcbv yeyovev slq Xpioxov, vva eK
icioxecoq SvKavcoGcbiiev 'eX9odor|q Se xfjq Ttvoxecoq ovJKexv dud TcavSaycoydv
eouev. 'TIdvxeq ydp moi Geod eoxe 8vd xfjq Ttioxecnq E V Xpioxcp Tnooir
6 O O I ydp E i q Xpioxov eBanxioGrixe, Xpioxov eveSvaaaQs.
ovK evv
'Ioi>5aioq odSe "EAAny, OVK evv SodXoq oi)8e e^edGepoq, odK evv dpoev K a i
GrjXir ndvxeq ydp dpeiq eiq eoxe ev Xpioxcp 'iTiood. ei Se i)iisiq Xpioxod,
apa xod ABpadp. oneppa eoxe, Kax' eTtayyeXiav KA.ripovdp.oi.
2

2

27

2li

29

4

4:4-7 dxe Se fjAGev xd 7iA.rjpcoiia xod ypdvou, ec a7teoxeiA,ev 6 Gedq xov mov
cruxoi), yevopEvov E K y u v a i K o q , y E v o p x v o v vnb vopov, ''iva xodq vnd
vdpov EiqayopdoTi, vva xijv uioGeoiav a7ioA,dBco|iev. '"Oxv 8e eoxe moi,
e^aiteoxev^ev d Gedq xd 7tved|aa xod mod adxoi) eiq xdq KapSiaq fjpcbv
Kpd^ov ABBa d Tcaxfjp. cboxe odKexv ei 8odA,oq dXkd vibq' ei 8e uidq, K a i
J

7

K l r i p o v d p o q 8vd Geod.
x

[[4:8-9 'AXXd xoxe pev OUK eiSdxeq Gedv eSouAedoaxe xovq c[>fJoei pij odovv
Geoiq- "vdv Se yvdvxeq Gedv, pdAAov Se yvcnoGevxeq dird Geod, Ttcbq
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oxotyeia

oiq

TtdA.iv dvcoGev

GeAexe;]]

8ovA.eveiv

K a i x d v T t e i p a o p d v dpcbv e v x f j o a p K i p o v OUK ei;ou9evfjoaxe ov8e
eiqercxdoaxe, dAAa cbq dyyeA-ov Geod edecjaaGe pe, cbq Xpioxov 'Inoovv.

4:14

4:19

x e K v a

pov, ouq TtdA.iv cbSivco L t e / p t q od pop^coGfj Xpioxoq

EV

vpiv

' x f j eAsvGepia " n p d q Xpioxoq f|A,ev6epcooev o x f J K e x e odv K a i p f | TtdA.iv
^vycb 8ovA.eiaq eveyeoGe. "I8e eycb lladAoq A,eyco VLUV o x i edv
TtepixepvrioGe, Xpioxoq d p d q ovSev cbc|>eAfjcei.... Kaxr|pyfj0r)xe duo
Xpioxov, oixiveq ev vdpcp 8iKaiovo9e, xfjq %dptxoq e^eiteoaxe. f|peiq y d p
T t v e d p a x i eK Ttioxecoq e A , T t i 8 a 8iKaioovvr|q aTteKSeydpeGa. ' e v y d p Xpioxcp
'Itioov odxe T i e p i x o p f j xi i o % v e i ovxe dKpoBuoxia dAAxx Ttioxiq 8i' dyaTtriq
evepyoupevrj.
5:1-6

4

5

5:10

eycb neitoiGa eiq

dpdq

EV

Kvpicp oxi ovSev dA,Ax> <j)povfjoexe-

(|)0dvoi, ueGai, Kcbuoi K a i xd dpoia xodxoiq, a TtpoA.eyco v p i v , KaGcbq
o i x d xoiadxa T t p a o o o v x e q BaaiA-eiav Geod od
KA-xipovoufjaovoiv.]]
[[5:21

TtpoeiTtov oxi

5 : 2 4 oi 8e xod Xpioxov ' I T I O O V [V.I.-ITITOD] ^
TtaGfjpaoiv K a i xaiq eitiGvpiaiq.
T1

v o a

p

eoxavpcooav odv xoiq

K a

6 : 2 'AA.A.fjA.cov xd Bdpri Baoxd^exe K a i odxcoq dvaitA,r|pcboexe xov vopov xod
Xpioxod.
[ [ 6 : 7 Mij TtAavdoGe, Gedq od puKxepiCexai.]]
d o o i GeA.ouoiv e v T i p o o c c m r j o a i e v o a p K i , ofjxoi dvayKa^ovoiv d p d q
TtepixepveoGat, udvov i v a xip axavpcp xov Xpioxov l - 'i*"™] p r j dicoKiovxai.
6:12

y l

6 : 1 4 epoi 8e p f | yevotxo KauxdoGai e i p t j e v xcb oxavptb xod Kvpiov fjpcov
'ITIOOV Xpioxov, 8i' od epoi Koopoq eoxavpcoxai K a y c b K o o p c p .
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Appendix II: An Analysis of Usage
(* = anarthrous; + = with possessive pronoun)
Galatians
Gedq
29
Christ
45
The Data
1. xdpioq 'Irioodq Xpicrtdq (3)
1:3
G*
6:14 G +
6:18 G +
2. K d p i o q 'Inoodq (0)

3. Xpiotdq '17100131; (8)
2:4
D* (ev)
2:16
A* (eiq)
3:14
D* (ev)
3:26 D* (ev)
3:28 D* (ev)
4:14 A*
5:6
D* (ev)
5:24 G [v.l.-'Inooij]
3a. 'Inoodq Xpioxoq (5)
1:1
G* (ord)
1:12 G*
2:16 G*
3:1
N*
3:22 G*
4. K d p i o q (2 + 3 = 5)

1:19
G
5:10
D* (ev)
5. 'Inaodq (1 + 15 = 16)
6:17
G [v.l. + Kupiou]

6. Xpioxoq (22 + 15 = 37)
1:6
G*
1:7
G
G*
1:10
D* (ev)
1:22
2:16
G*
2:17
D* (ev)
N*
2:17
D*
2:19
2:20 N*
2:21
Nf
3:13
N*
3:16
N*
3:24 A* (eiq)
3:27
A* (eiq)
3:27
A*
3:29
G*
4:19 N*
5:1
N*
5:2
N*
5:4
G* (COTO)
6:2
G
6:12
G [v.l. + 'Ino-od]
7. uidq (4)
1:16
A+
2:20 G
4:4
A+
4:6
G+

6
Christology in Romans
FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS study, the most significant thing about Paul's letter
to the Christian communities in Rome is that it was written to believers who
were not among his own converts. For this reason, one can expect a more
deliberate presentation of Paul's basic urgencies. Thus, read on its own
terms, the argument is clearly driven by Paul's ecclesiology rather than
soteriology. From beginning to end it has to do with the inclusion of Gentiles
with Jews in the one eschatological people of God, on the grounds of grace
alone and apart from "doing law." This is made evident in a variety of ways,
including how the letter begins, with a considerable elaboration of Paul's
apostleship that spells out the gospel in terms of Christ as the messianic Son
of God (of the seed of David and now the exalted Lord) (1:3^1), with the
Gentile mission as its primary focus (1:5-6).
1

This in turn is how the argument itself begins in 1:16-17, that God's
story of salvation, which began with the Jews, now includes the Gentiles on
the equal grounds of "faith." The story of human fallenness that comes next
(1:18-3:20) very purposefully includes both Gentile and Jew; and it concludes
with the assertion that "all [= Gentile and Jew alike] have sinned" and are
thus in need of the righteousness that God has provided in Christ, which is
received through faith. The story of Abraham that follows (4:1-25) deliber
ately presents him as the father of Jew and Gentile alike; and the argument
of chs. 6-8 shows how this righteousness is effected for believers by Christ
and the Spirit quite apart from the law. Since the Jewish community had
generally rejected Christ by the time this letter was written, Paul also feels
compelled to deal with their failure and ultimate inclusion (chs. 9-11), pre
cisely because only as the two are brought together is the Abrahamic
promise fulfilled.
Thus the argument in the early chapters focuses on circumcision, the
primary matter of law-keeping that drove a wedge between Jew and Gentile.
2

'Commentaries on Romans are listed in the bibliography (pp. 642-43); they are
cited in this chapter by author's surname only.
As the TNIV now has it. "There is no difference between Jew and Gentile, for all
2
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But as the argument moves to its conclusion, Paul takes up the practical
issue of how Jew and Gentile can live together with their differences regard
ing matters of food and "days" (= Sabbath) (14:1-15:6). The argument
proper then ends with a passionate appeal for Jew and Gentile therefore to
"accept one another" (15:7) so that the promises of Scripture might be ful
filled as Jew and Gentile together "with one mind and one voice . . . glorify
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ" (15:6). This is then followed by
the citation of four OT passages that have the inclusion of the Gentiles into
the one people of God as their common denominator (15:9-12). And with
that, the argument ends by way of a benediction (15:13).
When the letter is thus read on Paul's terms, not Luther's, it seems cer
tain that it has to do with the passion of his life, which is the Gentile mission:
not Gentiles as a separate people of God but, rather, Jew and Gentile together
as the one people of God. And here is where traditional Protestant concerns
fit into the story. The only way this passion can be realized is for both Jew and
Gentile together to come to terms with their respective need of "the righ
teousness of God." This has been made available quite apart from "doing
law," namely, through the death and resurrection of Christ and subsequent
gift of the Spirit, who is also received by faith alone.
This carefully crafted argument was thus very likely intended to heal a
breach between Jewish and Gentile Christians in Rome by showing how God
the Father, through the Son and the Holy Spirit, has brought about the ful
fillment of the divine purposes that had included Gentiles from the begin
ning. In Paul's telling of the story, several distinct emphases emerge. For our
present purposes, three things stand out. First, this is God's story; and there
fore God is mentioned both by name and in other ways (pronouns,
descriptors, etc.) almost one-half again as often as Christ. As throughout the
corpus, God is always the prime mover of the saving activity accomplished
by his Son and made effectual by the Spirit. In this letter, that emphasis
stands out in bold print.
Second, also as throughout the corpus, Christ is the primary agent of
God's saving activity, so much so that he often assumes the primary role in
the saving activity itself. As a result, even though the concern regarding
Christ's role is primarily soteriological, in this letter especially, one can
scarcely miss the christological emphases as well.
Third, the passion of the letter—Jew and Gentile as one people of God
and living Christianly by the Spirit and apart from the law—also dictates the
primary christological emphases: Jesus is the messianic Son of God (who is
also the eternal Son sent from the Father), who subsequent to his death and
resurrection is now exalted as Lord, seated at the right hand of the Father in
fulfillment of Ps 110:1. All other christological moments, including Paul's re
turn to the theme of Christ as the "second Adam" in 5:12-21, find their ulti
mate locus in this Son of God/Messiah and exalted-Lord nexus. As before, we
begin with a preliminary look at the data themselves, where the Pauline
emphases become quite clear.
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A Preliminary Look at the Data
The various references to Christ and to God are found in appendix I at
the end of this chapter; an analysis of the ways Paul speaks of Christ is
found in appendix II. As already noted, and as with most of the letters in the
corpus, the special interests of the letter itself dictate both the way and the
frequency that Christ is referred to.
The most striking feature of this letter in comparison with all the others
is the predominance of references to God (Qeoq) vis-a-vis references to Christ
(153x vs. 96x). Whatever else, Romans is easily the most theocentric book in
the corpus. Nonetheless, the heart of the story is the work of Christ, so that
the 96 times that Christ is referenced are second in number only to 1 Corin
thians (127x). At the same time, some of the distinctive features of usage
carry over from Galatians. The clear concern to place Jesus within the story
of Israel, and thus to be the divine means of fulfilling messianic hopes that
include the Gentiles, most likely accounts for the twin facts that Xpimoq is
the most frequent referent (58x) and that Romans contains the one certain
place in the corpus where 6 Xptoroc; means "the Messiah" (9:5). These same
realities also account for the continuation (from Galatians) of the high inci
dence of Son of God language (7x, the most in the corpus).
The second clear christological feature is the continuing emphasis on
Christ as Kfjpioc, (Lord). However, quite in keeping with the argument as
basically expounding God's story in its new covenant expression, the titu
lar use of this designation does not emerge until its appearance at the cru
cial moment in 10:9, where the confession that "the Lord is Jesus" is what
marks those who have come under the new covenant. Thereafter it occurs
primarily in two large bunches: in the argument of 14:1-12 (about the
observance/nonobservance of food laws and "days") and in the greetings
in 16:3-16, where, interestingly, the two predominant titles appear to
gether, as God's people in Rome are alternatively referred to as "in the
Lord" or "in Christ."
Finally, we should note that one of the more intriguing moments in the
corpus occurs in 9:5, where it is grammatically possible, and very many
scholars think probable, that "the Messiah" is also called Qeoq ("God"). Since
I think that the grammar should be understood otherwise, this text will re
ceive special attention.
3

'This count is only of names or titles (Geoc,. Xpiatdc,, Kdpioc,, "Inoodc,, vide)
and thus excludes pronouns and oblique references such as "the one who loved
us," meaning Christ (8:37), as well as the citations of the Septuagint that have
K-upioi; = God in which no referential point is being made by Paul. This latter
phenomenon occurs 8 times in Romans (of its 12x in the corpus [see n. 7 in ch. 3]),
not counting in 14:11, which is discussed in full below (pp. 272-77). In any other
letter these phenomena would have been enough for some scholars to call its au
thenticity into question!
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Jesus as Messianic/Eternal Son of God
The single most striking thing about the Christology of Romans is the
significant role played by Paul's Son of God Christology, which, although
rooted in Jewish messianism, is at the same time expressed in terms of eter
nal sonship, where the Son is understood as preexistent with the Father. The
reason for this christological emphasis lies with the overall concern of the
letter itself: Jew and Gentile together as one people of God. Thus, at several
key points some form of Son of God Christology emerges; indeed, it is the
very first thing up in the letter, in the highly elaborated salutation of l : l - 7 .
4

Romans 1:2-4
The surprisingly long salutation with which Romans begins is basically
an elaboration of the phrase about Paul's "having been set apart for the gos
pel of God" (v. 1). The emphasis is threefold. (1) The gospel has continuity
with the old covenant as the fulfilled promise—Christ is of royal David's lin
eage (vv. 2-3). (2) The content of the gospel is first of all christological, hav
ing to do with Christ's earthly ministry and his present exaltation in power
(vv. 3-4). (3) Paul's own calling and apostleship for which he had been "set
apart" were to bring about "the obedience of faith among all the Gentiles"
(vv. 5-6). Our interest lies in the first two of these emphases: Paul's opening,
emphatic christological portrayal, where Christ Jesus is presented simulta
neously as God's Son and Israel's Messiah.
Verses 3-4 turn out to be one of two places in the proemium (1:1-17)
where the gospel is given content. The other, vv. 16-17, is strictly soterio
logical and sets forth the themes of the argument of the letter itself. The
present one is as obviously christological and seems intended from the outset
to emphasize for the sake of Paul's Jewish readers that the gospel, which has
Christ as its primary subject matter, is itself the fulfillment of God's promises
5

6

4

S e e also the discussion of the messianic/eternal Son of God motif in the pre
ceding chapters (1 Thess 1:9-10; 1 Cor 15:25-28; 2 Cor 1:3, 19; Gal 4:4-7). For a care
ful discussion of this matter in Romans, see L. W. Hurtado, "Jesus' Divine Sonship in
Paul's Epistle to the Romans," in Romans and the People of God: Essays in Honor of
Gordon D. Fee on the Occasion of His 65th Birthday (ed. S. K. Soderlund and N. T.
Wright; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 217-33.
In the thanksgiving/prayer report that follows, the emphasis lies singularly in
Paul's desire to come personally to Rome so that he might be able to say in person
what now he will write in a letter. The reason for both the unusual length and sur
prising content of this proemium seems related to its content: since the church in
Rome is of some long standing and since it is not one of his own churches, Paul feels
a special compulsion to justify the writing of this letter, which at the same time will
pave the way for his own hoped-for soon arrival.
''The theocentric character of this letter is especially noticeable in this famous
passage, inasmuch as Christ is not so much as mentioned, although his saving work,
which will be spelled out in 3:21-26, is presupposed in the word "gospel."
5
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in the or (v. 2) and that Christ himself is the fulfillment of Jewish messianic
expectations (v. 3). The promises, of course, include God's blessing on the
Gentiles, which is what this letter is ultimately all about.
The christological concerns of this opening clause are best seen by not
ing its carefully crafted structure:
1:3-4

'nepi xod mod adxod
xoij yevopevou
EK oTtEpiiaxoi; Aam6
K a x d adpica,
xoi3 dpiaGevxoc, mod Geod ev 8 w d u e i
K a x d rcvedpa dyicocrdvr|cj

A
B
C
D

4

ecj dvaaxdaecocj veKpcov,
'Iiiood Xptoxod xod K u p i o u fjpcov

B
D
C
A

''concerning his Son,
who came
from the seed of David
according to his earthly life,
*who was declared Son of God with power
according to the Spirit of holiness
from the resurrection from the dead,
Jesus Christ our Lord

A
B
C
D
B
D
C
A

The whole is enclosed by the A lines, in which Christ is first set forth as
the Son of God and at the end identified appositionally as Jesus Christ our
Lord. The two main concerns are expressed in the B (+ C, D) lines, which are
set in deliberate contrast to each other. First, as to his earthly life, Christ,
being of the "seed of David," thus fulfilled Jewish messianic hopes. Second,
his earthly life was followed by his present exalted status as "Son of God with
power," predicated on his having been raised from the dead. Both clauses
7

8

9

7

Because of the tight and somewhat poetic nature of this passage, it is another
in which NT scholarship has found a pre-Pauline formula (cf. 1 Thess 1:10; Gal
4:4-5). This can be neither proved nor disproved (Cranfield remarks that while it
"seems highly probable," it is "hardly as certain as it is sometimes assumed to be"
[1:57]). Since the passage comes to us as a Pauline sentence with Pauline concerns
and nuances, one may assume that what Paul wrote (dictated) he himself believed.
In this case, the reason for the passage seems so obvious that finding a pre-Pauline
creedal moment is quite irrelevant. This is especially so in cases like Kasemann's
(10-13), where he is prepared to distinguish the theology of the pre-Pauline piece
from that of Paul himself—a view carried on at the popular level by Tuckett (Chris
tology, 50-51).
This is almost certainly what Paul intends here by Kaxd odpKa (according to the
flesh), a phrase that will be repeated with the same sense in 9:5, where Paul singles
out Christ Jesus as "the Messiah, in terms of his earthly life."
''As with most commentaries (e.g., Cranfield, Dunn, Morris, Moo) and trans
lations (TNIV, NRSv), I take the phrase ev Suvduei (with power) to modify "Son of
God," not the participle dpiaBevxoi; (declared/appointed) (Sanday and Headlam). The
8
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are modified by twin prepositional phrases (EK / Kaxd), expressed as Semitic
parallels in poetically balanced contrasts. Together, the two carefully bal
anced B lines and their modifiers express the heart of Paul's Son of God
Christology in capsule form. Four matters need to be noted.
1. This passage is certain evidence that Paul's Son of God Christology is
deeply rooted in Jewish messianism, which itself is rooted in the Davidic
covenant. The opening two clauses make this a certainty. First, the gospel,
which is about God's Son, was "promised beforehand through his prophets
in the sacred Scriptures" (v. 2). One can easily trace this messianic Son of
God motif through a few key texts: Exod 4:22-23; 2 Sam 7:13-14; Ps 2:6-9;
89:3-4, 26-29. In its first occurrence, Moses is told to tell Pharaoh that Israel
is Yahweh's "firstborn son." This language is later transferred to the Davidic
king, both in the Davidic covenant and then especially in Ps 2, the enthrone
ment psalm that serves with Ps 1 to introduce the entire Psalter. According
to the Davidic covenant, the kingly "son of God" is to rule God's people in
perpetuity; and this in turn is the cause of Ethan the Ezrahite's excruciating
angst (Ps 89). But Ethan is also the one who now applies the language of
both "firstborn" and "son" to the Davidic monarch. This is the biblical story
of which Paul is fully aware; and the present passage, along with Rom 9:4-5,
makes it equally clear that Paul is quite convinced that Ethan's yearning has
been fulfilled in the earthly, and now heavenly, ministry of Jesus as Son of
God and Messiah.
!H

11

12

2. Although nothing is said explicitly here about the Son's being
preexistent, and thus the eternal Son, this does find expression later in the
letter in 8:3. On the basis of this later explicit statement, one may also recog
nize preexistence as presuppositional here in the phrase xod yevopevovi EK
contrast is between his being Son of God "in weakness" during his incarnation and
his having received divine "appointment" as Son of God with power on the basis (or
from the time) of the resurrection.
N o t necessarily intending, of course, by "contrast" that they are thereby "anti
thetical," which in this case they are not; pace]. D. G. Dunn, "Jesus—Flesh and Spirit:
A n Exposition of Romans i:3-4," JTS 24 (1973): 49 and passim. See further, Fee, God's
Empowering Presence. 478-84.
"Cranfield notes that even though "some Jews of the N T period did not regard
descent from David as an absolutely essential qualification of the Messiah, . . . the
expectation that the Messiah would belong to the family of David was strongly es
tablished" (1:58). So most interpreters, and usually quite strongly; e.g., Dunn: "a
clear assertion that Jesus was the anointed Son of David, the royal Messiah, the ful
fillment of prophetic hopes long cherished among the people of Israel for the age to
come" (1:12).
That this is the proper starting point for Paul's Son of God Christology, cf.
Schlatter: "He would not be the promised Son of God if he did not share in the flesh
and thus belong to Israel and to the family of David" (9); and Stuhlmacher: "Verses 3
and 4 contain the history of Christ told in the Gospels in short form, and emphasize
that the entire way of Jesus, from his birth to his exaltation, stands under the sign of
the promises of God" (19). For the tendency to play down this rich Jewish heritage,
see Kasemann. 11-13, and the response in Fitzmyer, 233.
ln

12
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crcepuaTOCj Aamd Kara cdpKa (who came from the seed of David according to the
flesh). Although the Kaxd adpKa phrase is necessary to this whole presen
tation, it is quite unnecessary for this first point as such, as the similar
construction in Gal 4:4-5 makes clear. So while the two K a x d phrases delib
erately set forth the "humiliation" and "exaltation" of Christ, the first one
also puts emphasis on his earthly life, that the Son "came" from heaven to
"come" from the seed of David K a x d odpKa. The usage here is exactly that in
the later, equally clearly, messianic passage in 9:5, where Paul refers to "the
Messiah Kaxd oapKa," which can only mean "as to his earthly life." Behind
such a phrase lies the assumption of his prior heavenly existence.
13

14

3. As always, and in this case probably without intent, such language
strikes a blow against all docetic Christologies. Although Paul does not
generally emphasize the genuineness of Christ's humanity, phrases such as
these, expressed in passing to point to his preexistence as eternal Son, at the
same time land a death blow to all Christologies that would divest the incar
nation of its genuineness.
15

16

4. The climax of the Son of God Christology is expressed in v. 4, where,
following his "humiliation," the eternal/messianic Son of God, through his
resurrection from the dead, is now celebrated as "Son of God with power"—
and this in keeping with the Spirit, who gives/supplies holiness. And it is this
exalted "Son of God with power" whose slave Paul is (v. 1) and who has called
and empowered Paul for his own role in the inclusion of the Gentiles in the
17

13

O n yevduevoc, in this context, see discussion on Gal 4:4-7 in ch. 5 (p. 215); cf.
Lightfoot, who suggests that this word here "implies a prior existence of the Son be
fore the Incarnation" (245).
Cf. Cranfield: "Both here and there [1:3 and 9:5] it is best understood as meaning
'as a man,' 'so far as his Human nature is concerned' " (1:60); and most commentar
ies (e.g., Byrne, 44). Contra Dunn (1:13), who is enamored by the Kaxd adpKa / Kaxd
Ttvedua contrast, of which he asserts that the "flesh" side of the contrast is always
pejorative and thus lends itself to an understanding of "at least some negative con
notation" regarding Christ himself—a view that stands in some tension with his ac
knowledgment that it is first of all about the Son's Davidic descent. And in any case,
Paul does not always use the word odp^ pejoratively, unless one thinks that being
human itself is pejorative, which it is not for Paul.
Cf. Schlatter: "Paul held the rejection of all docetic Christologies that divorce
Jesus from Judaism and from the natural conditions essential to life, to be an essen
tial characteristic of the message. It says: The Son of God lived in the flesh and,
through his flesh was a son of David and thus a son of Abraham" (9).
It is of some interest, therefore, to see Kasemann (10-12) move very close to
such a position by (1) isolating the original "saying" from its now Pauline expression
and (2) putting the emphasis on his humanity in the original confession but not in
Paul. This simply denies that what Paul wrote/dictated he also intended.
On this understanding of the unusual phrase Kaxd 7cverJaa dyiwcruvric,, see Fee,
God's Empowering Presence, 483. Although this could be understood as a periphrasis
for "Holy Spirit," one must ask, Why do so here? After all, Paul regularly uses the
term "Holy Spirit" as a primary designation for the Spirit; and in this letter in par
ticular the Spirit is recognized as the one who by indwelling his people causes them
to live in holiness before the Lord.
14

15

16

17
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people of God (vv. 5-6). Later in the letter (8:32-34), the exalted Son is pic
tured as seated at the right hand of God, making intercession for his people.
We need to note finally that the final clause in v. 4 is another in a series of
texts in which some have hoped to find a Spirit Christology. But that is espe
cially obtuse in this case. Indeed, far from supporting such a Christology, our
passage refers to the Spirit in such a way that, although he is closely related to
the Son—indeed, in 8:9-11 he will be declared to be the "Spirit of Christ"—he
is clearly distinct from Christ. The passage does not say that Christ has now as
sumed Spirit existence. Furthermore, neither does our passage imply that the
Spirit is the "means" whereby God raised Christ from the dead. In keeping
with the Pauline view as expressed everywhere in his letters, God himself
raised Christ from the dead, with no reference to his having done so by his
Spirit. Rather, the Spirit in the passage probably has to do with the heavenly,
eschatological sphere of life, into which Christ himself by resurrection has
now entered and into which all who are his will finally enter.
18

19

R o m a n s 1:9
This next reference to Christ as the Son—the last reference of any kind
to Christ until 2:16 —appears at the beginning of the thanksgiving period,
where a sudden shift takes place from Paul's thanking "my God through
Jesus Christ" for their faith to his own constant praying for them. Since he is
unknown to most of them by face, he calls on God as witness to his speaking
the truth in this matter; and the God whom he calls as witness is the "one
whom I serve . . . in the gospel of his Son."
This is an obvious echo of the beginning of the salutation, where the
gospel of God is "about his Son, who was descended from David." The prob
able reason for repeating it here is twofold. First, it gives the thanks
giving/prayer continuity with the salutation; that is, this is simply a pickup
on the prior designation for Christ. At the same time, in a passage that now
focuses on the Gentile recipients of the letter, this will also serve as a re
minder that they have been brought into the biblical story through the work
of the messianic Son of God, who is also the eternal Son.
20

18

See, e.g., N. Q. Hamilton, The Holy Spirit and Eschatology in Paul (SJTOP 6; Edin
burgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1957), 12-15; cf. in the present volume discussion in ch. 3 on
1 Cor 15:45 and in ch. 4 on 2 Cor 3:17.
F o r this view see Hamilton, Holy Spirit and Eschatology; Hendriksen, 1:44; J. M .
Scott, Adoption as Sons of God: An Exegetical Investigation into the Background of
riO&EZIA in the Pauline Corpus (WUNT 2/48; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1992), 240;
cf. any number of scholars who assume that Paul has said as much in Rom 8:11,
which in fact he neither does nor implies. See G. D. Fee, "Christology and
Pneumatology in Romans 8:9-11—and Elsewhere: Some Reflections on Paul as a
Trinitarian," in To What End Exegesis? Essays Textual, Exegetical, and Theological
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001), 230-34.
And this passing reference turns out to be the only mention of Christ in the
entire argument of 1:18-3:20.
w
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Romans 5:10
Romans 5:6-11 seems designed both to elaborate the fact of God's love
from 5:5 and to elaborate further on the effective nature of Christ's death as
expressed in 3:21-26, by pointing out its reconciling dimension. In so doing,
Paul speaks of our being "reconciled to God through the death of his Son"
(v. 10). This seems to be a deliberate attempt to bring his Son of God Christol
ogy into this mix of redemption metaphors. At the same time, he seems to be
anticipating 8:32-34, where, echoing the Abraham narrative of Gen 22, Paul
asserts, "God spared not his own Son, but freely gave him up for us all." The
present passage, therefore, is christological only in a more distant sense; and
the use of "Son of God" is soteriological rather than a reflection of either mes
sianic or eternal-Son motifs, except to point out that in Pauline theology "the
death of God's Son" is the first and foremost mission of the Son.
21

22

Nonetheless, one can scarcely miss the implications of the "love of God"
motif that is being explicated in this passage: it is God's love that is fully dem
onstrated in the death of his Son. One would have to work hard to avoid the
deep personal relationship between the Father and the Son implied in this
language. These are the kinds of statements that move us to think beyond
soteriology to ontology: the Son is to be fully identified with God the Father.

Romans 8:3
In turning to this passage, we come to the next significant christological
mention of the "Son of God" in the letter. But in contrast to the proemium,
the messianic background to the usage of "Son" now gives way altogether to
God's sending the eternal Son in order to do for us what the law was incapa
ble of doing, namely, to deal with sin itself.
It is important to read this sentence in the context of the present argu
ment in Romans, since it is an elucidation of 7:5-6 but now by way of the
lengthy "digression" over the question of whether Torah itself is evil. This
explanation is finally necessary not only because so much that has preceded
comes down hard on the law but especially because in 7:4-5 Paul, remark
ably indeed, has placed it on the same side of things as sin, the flesh, and
death. Thus, Paul's primary objective in the present sentence (8:3-4) is to
2 1

In the earlier passage Paul shifts metaphors no less than three times: justifica
tion, redemption, means of atonement. Each of these is in response to one of the
ways of looking at the human condition in its fallenness (guilty, enslaved to sin, bro
ken covenant); here reconciliation serves to overcome our enmity against God. See
further, G. D. Fee, "Paul and the Metaphors of Salvation: Some Reflections on
Pauline Soteriology," in The Redemption: An Interdisciplinary Symposium on Christ as
Redeemer (ed. S. T. Davis. D. Kendall, and G. O'Collins; Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2004), 43-67.
S o Schlatter (124). Dunn (1:260) sees this view as Paul's distinctive contribu
tion to earlier Son of God Christologies.
2 2
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elaborate the "third law" (v. 2 ) , that of the Spirit who gives life, predicated
on the redemptive work of Christ. It is in referring to Christ's role in making
Torah observance obsolete that Paul speaks in terms of God's sending his
Son to redeem.
The work of Christ is the obvious central concern of the sentence, whose
basic subject and predicate assert that "God condemned sin in the flesh,"
which probably has a double referent: in Christ's own death "in the flesh"
God condemned the sin that resides in our "flesh." How God did this is the
point of the central modifier, "having sent his own Son in the likeness of the
flesh of sin and as a sin-offering."
That Christ's preexistence and incarnation are here asserted seems cer
tain. Granted, Paul does not argue for such, nor, as has often been pointed
out, is such an understanding essential to his present point. Nonetheless,
these realities are the natural presupposition of Paul's language. Despite some
occasional demurrers to the contrary, the threefold combination of "hav
ing sent," "his own Son," and "in the likeness of the flesh of sin" seems to
bear witness in its own way to this perspective, since the natural assumption
is that Christ had not experienced "flesh" before he was sent. Indeed, one
wonders what force the sentence could otherwise have had; that God sent a
mere human being whom he chose as his Son to carry out his redemptive
purpose seems to be leagues away from Paul's sense of God's triumph over
the law's ineffectiveness.
24

25

26

27

First, to combine the first two matters, the sending language here is re
flective of that which appears later in John. The aorist participle (neiiyac,)
implies an action that preceded the action of God's condemning sin in the
flesh, so that the Son had been sent with this condemnation as its primary
goal. What catches one's eye is the unique phrase "his own Son" (xov ectuxofj
uidv), with "his own" in the emphatic position. This emphasis seems to
28

2 5

That is, in a clear play on the word vouoc,, Paul asserts in 7:22-23 that the first
"law" (torah) was ineffective precisely because it could do nothing about the second
"law" (sin); thus in 8:2, enter the third "law," the effective one, that of the Spirit. For
this reading, see Fee, God's Empowering Presence. 523-25.
F o r this rendering of nepi duapxiac., see Wright (The Climax of the Covenant.
220-25), who (correctly, it would seem) comes to this conclusion by noting that the
Septuagint uses the phrase 7tepi duapxiac, to render "sin offering."
E . g . , Kiisemann, 217; Moo, 510-11.
S e e esp. Dunn (1:420-21). who thinks that the "Adam-christology" latent in
some of this language rules against such a view; he argues this in greater detail in
Christology in the Making, 38-40, 44-45. But this seems to do exegesis in reverse,
where distant echoes are given priority over plain speech. Never in the biblical tradi
tion as a whole or in Paul's letters in particular is Adam called "God's son"; and in
Paul's letters, Adam is explicitly mentioned only as the beginning of human
fallenness (Rom 5:12-21), thus making him the progenitor of death (1 Cor 15:21-22)
and of the body that is destined to die (1 Cor 15:45-47).
S o most commentators; cf. Kasemann: "a liturgical statement which describes
the incarnation of the pre-existent Son of God as the salvation of the world" (216).
S o also Cranfield, 1:379. Cf. xod i8iou mod later in the same chapter (v. 32).
24

25

26
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point to the preexistent Son as having been sent to deal with the very sin
that the law was unable to deal with in God's "son," Israel.
Second, the phrase "in the likeness of the flesh of sin" harks back to this
combination that began in 7:14 ("I am fleshly, sold under sin"), picked up
again in vv. 18-20. In 7:18 "in me" is defined as "in my flesh," which in v. 20 is
expressed in terms of "the sin that dwells in me [= in my flesh]." Paul now says
of Christ that he came "in the likeness" (ouottoiicm [cf. Phil 2:7]) of such,
meaning that he was similar to our "flesh" in some respects but dissimilar in
others. That this is Paul's intent seems certain from the use of this word at
all. Had Paul intended a more complete identification with us in our sinfulness
itself, he could easily have said simply "in sinful flesh." But in fact all the words
of this phrase are necessary here (i.e., "likeness," "flesh," "of sin") because of
the preceding argument. Christ must effectively deal with sin, thus come in
"our flesh" (which in our case is full of sin), but only in the "likeness" of such
because, though "in the flesh," he was not in sin (as 2 Cor 5:21 makes clear).
Thus, despite the common use of the adjective "sinful" to translate the
genitive dpapxiacj, Paul almost certainly did not intend it to be adjectival. Be
cause he is speaking of Christ's incarnation, it is "flesh" characterized, in our
case, by sin but not in Christ's. The similarity in this case is to be found in the
flexibility of the word "flesh," which now has a slightly altered nuance from
that in 7:14-20; that is, Christ came "in the flesh," to be sure, and thereby
identified with us in our flesh, our humanness, even though ours was rid
dled with sin. But his was not "flesh" of this same kind, where "flesh" is now
understood as fallen and opposed to God. Thus the Son came "in the likeness
of the flesh of sin," meaning that he shared "flesh" with us all but only in
the "likeness" of our "flesh," which was laden down with sin.
The upshot of all this is that in the very dense language of this passage
Paul both assumes and expresses an eternal Son of God Christology that has
soteriology as its goal.
29

30

Romans 8:15-17
Toward the end of his argument that life in the Spirit both supersedes
and is infinitely superior to life based on law observance, Paul moves to the
2 9

Cf. BDAG (s.v. ouoitoua): "It is probfable] that [Paul] uses our word to bring out
both that Jesus in his earthly career was similar to sinful humans yet not totally like
them." See in ch. 9 of the present volume discussion on Phil 2:7 (p. 388).
I n light of all this, one is quite surprised by C. M . Pate's statement that
"Romans 8:3 draws on the wisdom tradition" (The Reverse of the Curse: Paul, Wisdom,
and the Law [WUNT 2/114; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2000], 233). This is followed by
a series of alleged linguistic parallels that are so remote as to seem impossible to
sustain, and these are followed in turn by five "conceptual parallels" with 8:3 that
stagger the imagination, especially so when in fact there is not a single certain ref
erence in the entire Pauline corpus to either Sirach or the Wisdom of Solomon. See
in the present volume the discussion in appendix A (pp. 594-619), with its list of al
leged parallels.
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theme of the "sonship" provided by Christ and the Spirit over against the
"slavery" of living under law. In so doing, he returns to the imagery from
Gal 4:4-7, but he does so in this instance with considerable modifications.
Most notable of these is that the thoroughly christocentric, and thus triadic,
soteriological focus in Galatians is here replaced by a focus that is altogether
on the Spirit, so much so that the "adoption of 'sons'" that Christ effected in
Gal 4:5 is now referred to only in terms of the Spirit: he is "the Spirit of
adoption as 'sons.
The present passage therefore reflects Paul's Son of God Christology
only indirectly. As with all passages in Paul's writings where God is referred
to as "Father," that is the direct result of Christ's being now known as "the
Son." This is especially the case here, where the Abba-cry of believers is the
Son's own language of address to God. Moreover, the present passage is
bookended by direct references to Christ as "the Son of God" (8:3 and 8:29,
32-34). Thus, even though Christ is not here directly referred to as "Son,"
this reality is finally expressed circuitously in v. 17: as "children," we are "fel
low-heirs" with Christ, who is, of course, the Son.
31

Romans 8:28-39
It is easy to read Rom 8 in a way that loses sight of the fact that Paul is
still arguing his case for Jew and Gentile as one people of God, made possible
through Christ and the Spirit and thus apart from Torah observance. The
main thrust of this part of the argument is, first, that God sent his Son to
deal with the problem of sin itself (v. 3) and, second, that the subsequent gift
of the Spirit enables the believer to live so as not to be enslaved any longer to
either sin or the law. But that does not mean that God has also delivered his
people from present suffering. Quite the opposite. It is only as we "suffer with
Christ" that we will also "share in his glory" (v. 17). In making his case for
the necessity and nature of present suffering/weakness, Paul argues that the
same Spirit who serves as "firstfruits" guaranteeing our future resurrection
(v. 23) also indwells us and makes intercession for us, thus helping us in our
weaknesses (v. 26). And the good news is that God knows the mind of the
Spirit, that the Spirit intercedes in keeping with God's own purposes (v. 27).
With that, Paul moves toward bringing closure to the long argument
that began at 1:18. He does so by returning to the role of Christ in our pres
ent weaknesses, offering a set of conclusions intended to encourage his read
ers that God is on their side in every possible way, working in all things to
accomplish his eternal purposes (v. 28). With a crescendo of tightly pre
sented phrases (vv. 29-30), the first "conclusion" places our present circum
stances within God's eternal purposes, first by placing them within the
ultimate purpose of the Son's incarnation (v. 29), and that within God's pur
poses that result in our being "glorified" (v. 30), thus echoing the earlier cli!1

0 n this matter, see the full discussion of Gal 4:4-7 in ch. 5, pp. 218-20.
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mactic moment in the argument at v. 17. Paul then moves to the final
concluding word (vv. 31-39), one of the apostle's greatest moments. While
the focus is still on God, thus keeping the theocentric nature of the argu
ment intact, he also brings his two basic christological emphases together in
vv. 32 and 34 ("Son" and "Lord"), where he presents Christ's past and pres
ent role in our behalf as we await the final glory. Each of the three key
christological texts (vv. 29-30, 32, 34) needs detailed consideration—the first
two here, and later v. 34 as the starting point of the discussion of Kfjptoc,
Christology in this letter (pp. 254-68 below).
Romans 8:29-30
In one of the truly exquisite moments of the corpus, Paul concludes the
basic biblical and theological argument that began in 1:18 by stepping mo
mentarily into the eschatological future and from that perspective looking
back on the whole of what God has purposed and done in Christ. With a se
ries of four identical clauses that begin with the relative pronoun oi)q and
that thus modify "those who are called in keeping with [God's] purpose"
(v. 28), he envisions the entire panorama of divine grace within the logic of
five consecutive verbs: whom God foreknew, God thus predetermined, and
then called, justified, and glorified. The first two of these verbs rest within
the eternal purposes of God that can only be known as the next two verbs
work their way out in history and the final verb brings eschatological con
clusion to it all. In their barest form the sequence of verbs looks like this:
otic,

KCU

rat

oik;
5e
•cotirauc, Kai
otic,
TOfJTOUC, K a i
otic,
5e
•totixouc, Kai

Ttpoeyvco,
7tpoc6pvoev
7tpoc6pto£v,
EKCtAxaev
EKaXeoev,
eSiKaicooev
eSiKaicoaev,
eSocjaoev

whom

also
whom
these also
and whom
these also
whom
these also

he foreknew,
he determined beforehand
he determined beforehand,
lie called;
he called,
he justified;
he justified,
he glorified

Structured this way, the long sentence looks like a theological construct
per se; but that is hardly the case, for two reasons. First, Paul's concern is
singular. These words come at the end of a long argument intended to reas
sure both Gentile and Jewish believers that despite present hardships and
weaknesses, God is on their side; thus they offer the ultimate theological per
spective as to why they can trust what God has done through Christ and the
Spirit and therefore have no need to rely on Torah observance.
Second, the above structuring has (for now. deliberately) left out the key
element in this recital of divine purpose: what God had in mind from the be
ginning was that human redemption should take the form of our being "con
formed to the image of his Son. so that he [the Son] might be the firstborn
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among many brothers and sisters." So the first member of the structure actu
ally looks like this:
8:29 ovj<;

jcpoeyvco,
Kai Ttpocopiaev

croupop<])oijc;
xfjq E I K O V O C J xoij m o d adxoti,
eiq xo
atixdv eivai rcpcoxoxoKov
ev noXkolq ddeAxjioiq

whom
he foreknew,
also he determined beforehand to be conformed
to the image of his Son,
so that
he would be the firstborn
among many brothers
(and sisters)
I have put in boldface the three words that bear the weight of Paul's mes
sianic "Son of God" Christology, which in turn also indicate at this concluding
point (in the argument thus far) the nature of the Christology that was as
sumed at the beginning in 1:2^4. Moreover, what was said at the beginning of
the present stage of the argument (8:3) verifies that for Paul, the messianic
Son of God is none other than the eternal Son of God, who had been sent into
the world for the ultimate purposes outlined here. Three matters are notewor
thy about this combination of terms with reference to Christ.
1. All three of these terms will appear again in the series of 6q (who)
clauses in Col 1:13-15, thus indicating that they are a part of the substratum
of Pauline Christology that emerges in various forms throughout the corpus.
The divine Son is the Father's firstborn, who bears the Father's image. In
Colossians, they further appear in a context where the Son is noted as hav
ing a "kingdom."
2. "Son" and "firstborn," which here appear together for the first time in
Paul's writings, are in this instance best understood as a direct echo of Exod
4:22-23, where the Septuagint has xdde Xeyei Kdpioq, uioq jxpcoxoxoicoq pou
IopariA, (Thus says the Lord, "Israel is my firstborn son"). They are also re
flected in a slightly different form in Ps 89:26-27 (88:27-28 LXX) with refer
ence to David:
atixdq e n i K a A e a e x a i pe JtaxT|p iiov

He will call out to me, "My Father"

JtpioxoxoKOV Grjoopai adxdv

And 1 will appoint him my firstborn

Kaycb

Thus this combination, especially in light of the addition of "kingship"
language in Col 1:13, can scarcely be accidental. God's Son is also his "first
born" (= has the rights of primogeniture), who in Paul's understanding has
assumed the role of the messianic king, who in turn had come to stand in for
God's people. As "firstborn among many brothers and sisters," therefore,
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Christ is given the place of preeminence, while we at the same time are being
fully identified with him in his "sonship."
3. As noted in ch. 4 in the discussion of 2 Cor 3:18 and 4:4-6, the ulti
mate goal of God's redemptive work in Christ is the restoration of the divine
image in humankind. Thus, he who as eternal Son perfectly bears that image,
besmirched in us by Adam's fall, has come for the very purpose that we
ourselves might be transformed and thus once more conformed to that
image. Thus, also inherent in the present passage is a modified form of
Adam Christology, in which the one who as divine Son perfectly bears the
divine image, in his humanity also perfectly bore the true image intended
by God in creating human beings in the first place. The second Adam, in
his becoming incarnate and through his death and resurrection, has re
stored what the first Adam defaced; and this is precisely what God has pre
determined in our salvation that has been effected through God's call,
Christ's justifying death and resurrection, and will be realized when we are
finally glorified.
32

33

Romans 8:32
This next reference to Christ as God's Son is one of the bolder moves that
Paul makes in this letter. For in his strong affirmative response to his equally
bold rhetorical question "If God be for us, who can be against us?" he deliber
ately echoes the story of Abraham and Isaac from Gen 22. That the echo is
real and deliberate seems certain, since God's word to Abraham was spoken
twice, as Yahweh's ultimate affirmation of his loyalty:
Gen 22:12

ai> Kai

OVK E0eioco

xoij viov GOV

Gen 22:16

Kai

OVK £<|>£ioco

xoij moi) oou xoij dyajxivtoi)

Rom 8:32

6q ye

OVK ecfjeioaxo xoij loiou viov

Gen 22:12, 16
Rom 8:32

52

you also
who

did not spare
did not spare

your son,
his only Son

xoij dyajxtixoij

the beloved one

On this last point, see esp. Fitzmyer, 525.
Cf. Cranfield: "Paul is here thinking not only of their final glorification but also
of their growing conformity to Christ here and now in suffering and obedience"
(1:432); Barth, 223; and Schlatter (193), whose paragraph on what it means for the
Son of God to be the perfect image of God and of God's intent in creating human be
ings is especially well articulated. The attempt by Dunn (483-84) to drive a wedge be
tween the incarnate and risen Son at this point misses too much. The Son who is
God's "image" and assumes the role of "firstborn" is the one who became incarnate
for our redemption and is now risen as Lord of all; and especially in his incarnation
he took the road to the cross and thus stamped the divine image in those who follow
in his train. Being glorified obviously follows in this sequence. It is as the "firstborn"
that the Son both precedes and guarantees the rest of his "brothers and sisters" their
place as "glorified" ones.
55
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Paul's boldness lies in his now attributing to God what God attributed
to Abraham, in a story so well known that no one with even a modicum of
biblical literacy could have missed it. At the same time, the ironical twist to
his use of this language is that because Abraham did not spare his beloved
son, God himself spared him by means of a ram. But now, in God's case, he
did not spare his "only" Son, in that he freely gave him up—making him
the ram, as it were—for us all. Although it is true that nothing inherent
in this language demands divine status for the Son, the nature of the echo
itself seems to require us to see the eternal Son as the presupposition to
this usage.
But we need also to note Paul's use of iSioi) (his own/only) in place of
the Septuagint's xov dycOTriTO-u (beloved), which appears also at the beginning
of the Genesis narrative (Gen 22:2). Although Paul regularly cited or ech
oed the Septuagint, since that was the only Bible that would be known in his
churches, he was also well acquainted with the Hebrew text, which empha
sized that Isaac is Abraham's "only" son. One may conjecture that the Sep
tuagint translator chose to refer to Isaac as Abraham's "beloved" son out of
concern to "save" Moses from committing an error—Abraham had many
sons. The point, of course, is not that Abraham had no other sons but that
Isaac was the son of promise by way of (the barren) Sarah, hence the one
who was thus exclusively "his only" son.
This echo of the Hebrew text, and the special relationship between
Abraham and Isaac that lies behind this language, in the end suggests that
the "Son" whom God did not spare on our behalf was the one who was truly
"his only" Son in the same sense as Isaac was of Abraham.
34

35

36

Romans 9:4—5
This passage will be discussed at some length at the end of the chapter
(pp. 272-77), as to whether Paul refers to Christ as 0e6q. I bring it into the
present discussion because it is the one certain passage in the entire corpus
where Paul explicitly uses the Greek term 6 Xpioxoq in a titular way to refer
to the Jewish Messiah. The passage itself serves double duty for Paul: to offer
the biblical-historical reasons for his own passionate longing for Jewish ac
ceptance of Christ and to lead into the next part of the argument, where he
explains their present failure and final future inclusion.
,4

C f . BDAG 2, definition 2 under i8io<;: "pert[aining] to a striking connection or
an exclusive relationship."
''It is the language of the Septuagint that is found in the voice from heaven in
the Synoptic tradition; cf. Mark 1:11 and pars.: av el 6 moq |iou 6 dyaTiTiToi; (You are
my Son, the Beloved One).
O n the drama, see on 8:3 above: cf. Cranfield: "The adjective serves to heighten
the poignancy of the clause, emphasizing the cost to the Father of delivering up His
dearest and most precious" (1:436).
i(l
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Thus, in sequence Paul enumerates that to God's historic people belong
"the adoption to sonship," the "glory," the "covenants," the "giving of
the law," the "temple worship," and "the promises." The list is then capped
(or bookended, if you will) by his going back to "the Fathers" and culminat
ing with "the Messiah." Thus in this enumeration of Jewish privileges,
the Messiah is the climax, the ultimate privilege that God has given his
ancient people.
Along with the Messiah as God's Son as the first thing expressed in the
elaborate salutation (1:2-3), this climactic assertion of the gift of the Mes
siah as the ultimate Jewish privilege makes it clear that Paul's Son of God
Christology is first of all rooted deeply in Jewish messianism: Christ is the
long-awaited Davidic scion from the root of Jesse and thus of Judah. A l 
though Paul had come to believe, probably through Christ's resurrection
from the dead, that Christ is also the eternal Son (1:4), this part of the equa
tion never eliminates the fact that this expression of Christology has its deep
est roots in the history of God's people.
Moreover, just as in Rom 1:3, the qualifier xo K a x d a d p K a (i.e., according
to the flesh) and especially the use of the article x d point unmistakably to
Paul's presupposition that the earthly Messiah had preexistence that was not
K a x d o d p K a , and the K a x d a d p K a here refers to his human nature. Thus this
phrase expresses as presuppositional what Paul had said explicitly in 8:3.
37

38

39

4 0

Romans 15:6
This final "Son of God" text is expressed in terms already used in 2 Cor
1:3 and 11:31, that we now know the Father as Father because he is first of
all "the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ." Thus the passion of this letter finds
expression in this penultimate benedictory prayer for the Roman church(es),
in a passage that anticipates a similar passion in Philippians: that God might
give them the same mind-set toward one another (in this case, Jew and Gen
tile) that is in keeping with Christ, so "that together with one voice you
might glorify the God who is (now known to us as) the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ."
41

37

Gk. mo8eata, the identical word used of the "adoption to sonship" of believers
in Christ in 8:15 (cf. Gal 4:5). Since this word reflects a Roman phenomenon of adopt
ing a legal heir with all the rights of a freeborn son, it does not occur in the Sep
tuagint. This is therefore a Pauline construct—his way of tying historic Israel with
new-covenant Israel by suggesting that Israel's own beginnings were a form of
"adoption," as implied in Exod 4:22-23.
This choice of words is most likely metonymy for the whole experience of
Sinai, esp. Exod 19, where God "adopted" them as his own treasured possession.
This final one in the chronological enumeration is intended to point toward
the present, with its fulfillment in Christ and the Spirit.
C f . Cranfield, 2:464.
On this as the only viable option for this phrase, see the discussion in ch. 4 on
2 Cor 1:3 (pp. 169-71).
3 8
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40
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Jesus as Lord
As noted in the overview of usage, one of the more remarkable phenom
ena in the Pauline corpus occurs with regard to Paul's use of Kupioq in
Romans. What was the most frequent term in the earliest three letters ceases
to be so in 2 Corinthians and continues that way until 2 Timothy at the end
of the corpus, while in the preceding letter (Galatians) it had nearly disap
peared altogether. In Romans, Paul has now returned to more normal usage
with this title; what is striking is the fact that up through ch. 9 it occurs only
in the threefold combination "Lord Jesus Christ"; after that, when it does ap
pear on its own, it comes in bunches.
Although Paul's Kupioq Christology emerges first in this letter in 8:34 by
way of his allusion to Ps 110:1, the actual use of Kijpioc; as a christological
title does not begin until he makes a point in 10:9 of the basic Christian con
fession, "The Lord is Jesus." This is then elaborated by means of a key text
from Joel 3:5 LXX, already echoed in 1 Cor 1:2, that everyone who calls on the
name of leupioi; will be saved. Thereafter the title occurs basically in two sig
nificant passages (14:1-12; 16:1-16). We begin with 8:34.
R o m a n s 8:34
We now return to Paul's conclusion (8:31-39) to the opening argument
(1:18-8:30), which basically takes the form of a series of rhetorical questions.
In response to the presenting question, "What, then, shall we say to these
things?" —and because rhetoric breeds rhetoric—he asks first, "If God be
for us, who can be against us?" In response, Paul begins at the top: God?
How could that be, when he "spared not his own Son but gave him up for us
all? Will he not also [along with giving us Christ] freely give us all things?"
That leads to the second rhetorical question: "Who will bring any charge
against the elect of God?" And again he starts at the top: "God? The one who
himself justifies?" Which in turn leads to the third question: "Who is left to
condemn?" to which the answer is fourfold and reflects the basic story of
Christ. Starting again at the top, this time he asks, "Christ, who died?
42

43

44

4 2

45

Gk. xcmxa, which in this case refers at least to what has been said in ch. 8 but
very likely is intended to pick up the argument from the beginning.
At this point, the house is divided whether this is interrogative (as I think; cf.
Barth, 328; Barrett, 172) or indicative (as most think); so also in n. 45 below.
T h i s reading (without Tricxwq) is found in B D 0289 1739 1881 9ft a m syP sa;
the addition is found in $>* K A C F G L ¥ 6 33 81104 365 1505 al sy Iat bo. Although
one can argue both ways in terms of scribal error (accidental omission due to
homoioteleuton; addition due to familiarity), an addition as the cause of error seems
more likely in this case than omission, particularly because Paul often uses "Jesus"
when referring to his death as a historical rather than theological event.
It is most common to take the rest of this verse as indicative (see Cranfield,
1:434; Kasemann [248] is characteristically dogmatic). I think that the rhetoric calls
for a continuation of interrogatives (so Lietzmann, Barrett, Fitzmyer, Achtemeier).
4 3

44

6
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Who rather has been raised? Who a l s o is at the right hand of God? Who also
intercedes for us?"
With the italicized words in the final set of responses, Paul dips into the
common pool of early Christian understanding of the risen Lord as the ful
fillment of the messianic hopes expressed in Ps 110:1. This passage has al
ready been cited by Paul in 1 Cor 15:27, where the emphasis lay on Christ's
present heavenly reign as he awaits the eradication of our final enemy,
death. Here, as will be the case also in Col 3:1, the echo is.intended as com
fort for those who believe in him. He is now Lord of all by virtue of his hav
ing "been raised," and he sits in the seat of divine authority as our heavenly
intercessor. Paul obviously thinks that it simply cannot get any better than
that. The Lord of all, seated at the Father's right hand, is at the same time
the one who at all times pleads the cause of those who are his. How, Paul fi
nally asks, can anyone or anything separate us from this love of Christ?
No wonder, after elaborating on the various exigencies that might cause
such separation (vv. 35b-36), Paul simply bursts into rapturous final affirma
tion: nothing in the whole created order could possibly separate us from
such love. Thus the good news: the Lord of the whole universe, Jesus Christ
himself, loves his people and thus cares for them. And in so doing, his love is
both independent of and identical with that of the Father in v. 39. That is,
the love of God found its historical expression in Christ Jesus, whose love is
still toward us in his now exalted place as Lord of all. Here, then, is the ulti
mate sharing of the divine nature.

Romans 10:5-13
Although probably not done by Paul's conscious design, it is of some
interest that the first actual appellation of Christ as Lord in the argument
of this letter appears in the middle of the next major section of the argu
ment (chs. 9-11). Here, flowing directly out of the assurances of 8:31-39,
Paul wrestles with God's faithfulness in the context of Israel's present un
faithfulness. Not counting the prologue (9:1-5) and confessional conclu
sion (11:33-36), the argument is in three clear parts. (1) In 9:6-29 it takes
up the question of God's faithfulness in light of present Israel's unfaithful
ness (regarding its Messiah): despite their rejection, God's word has not
failed; rather, one needs a more biblical understanding of election. (2) In
9:30-10:21 it asserts that the people of Israel themselves are responsible for
missing out, since they were seeking righteousness in Torah itself and
missed the zeXoq {goal, fulfillment) of Torah, Christ himself. (3) In 11:1-32 it
4 6

This Kai is surely original (although on the strength of its omission in X it was
omitted in earlier editions of the Nestle text). Cranfield is ready to omit it as "cer
tainly not required" but acknowledges that it "would hardly have been added deliber
ately," so therefore it must be added "by assimilation to the following clause" (2:458).
But is that not "deliberate"? It seems more likely that it was omitted for the very rea
son of its being a bit awkward when followed by the second Kai in the next clause.
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raises the question, in light of Israel's rejection, Has God rejected Israel? to
which the answer is a resounding no.
Our text, which lies at the heart of the second section, stands as the im
mediate response to Israel's misguided zeal. In pursuing righteousness based
on Torah, they have missed out on the righteousness that God has provided
through Christ. Thus, picking up a point made in Gal 3:11-12, Paul, by way
of the Septuagint, contrasts those who live by Torah with those who live by
faith. The former, he argues from Lev 18:5, are condemned to living by law,
which by its very nature thus excludes living by faith (10:5). But the con
trast in this case finds its biblical roots in Deut 30:11-14, and its
christological basis in the death and resurrection of Christ. Thus, in a piece
of inspired spiritual application of texts, Paul creates a collage that begins
with Deut 9:4 ("Do not say in your heart"), the content of which is Deut
30:12 ("Who shall ascend into heaven?"), which he interprets in terms of the
incarnation: "that is, to bring Christ down." But then, instead of continuing
with Deut 30:13, which pictures Israel as looking for the word beyond the
sea, Paul substitutes language from Ps 107:26 (106:26 LXX) ("Who shall de
scend into the abyss?"), which is interpreted in terms of the resurrection:
"that is, to bring Christ from the dead." With that, he returns to Deut
30:14: "The word is near you; in your mouth and in your heart," which he
interprets as "the word about faith which we preach."
47
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Picking up "your mouth" and "your heart" from this latter passage, Paul
makes the application in terms of the basic Christian confession, based on
the basic Christian reality. The confession of "the mouth" is that "the Lord is
Jesus," and the belief of "the heart" has to do with his resurrection. Apply
ing these in chiastic order, he then avows that "believing with the heart"
leads to justification and "confessing with the mouth" leads to salvation
(10:10). And we must not miss the significance of what one "believes with
the heart." By raising Jesus from the dead, God the Father exalted him to
the highest place and thus bestowed on him the Name, which every tongue
will one day confess (Phil 2:9-11). Paul's point here is that this is the
4 7

For this view of this sentence, which is not the universal interpretation by any
means, see also Cranfield, 2:521-22; Dunn, 2:601; and, in a more nuanced way, Moo,
648-49.
It should be noted that this passage was well known to Israel, since it follows
hard on the promise of a circumcised heart, which serves as the basis for the later
prophetic promise of a new covenant (Jer 31:31-34; Ezek 36:24-32). Paul himself has
already made use of the ideas and language from these texts earlier in this letter
(2:28-29; 7:6).
In his careful analysis of this text, Christopher Stanley suggests that Paul has
here " substituted] the first line of Deut 9.4 for Deut 30.11" (Paul and the Language of
Scripture, 129). That very well may be the case, since the whole is an "exposition" of
Deut 30:11-14.
For the view that Paul is referring to the incarnation and resurrection, see,
e.g., Barrett, 199; Cranfield, 2:524-25; Murray, 53; Fitzmyer, 590-91; Byrne, 321; Moo,
655-56; Schreiner, 558; contra Kasemann, 288-90; Dunn, 2:605-6.
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Name now confessed with the mouth (Jesus as the risen exalted Lord) that
leads to salvation.
But Paul is not quite finished, as he makes a further series of biblical
moves that are full of christological import. In 9:32-33 Paul had already
cited Isa 28:16 with a collage from Isa 8:14 (in boldface):
Behold, I lay in Zion a stone of stumbling and a rock of offense;
and whoever believes in him will not be brought to shame.
Paul's concern in that case was with the first line, as that had played it
self out in contemporary Israel's rejection of their Messiah. He now (10:11)
returns to this passage by picking up the second line, where the Septuagint's
"him" is now to be understood as Christ himself.
Since the passion of this letter is Jew and Gentile as one people of God in
Christ Jesus, Paul next echoes his own language from 3:22-23, that "there is
no distinction between Jew and Greek." But whereas in the former instance
it had to do with Jew and Greek as both coming up short because both alike
have sinned, the conclusion here is that "there is no distinction between Jew
and Greek" in terms of salvation. For "the same Lord is over all [of them],
showing himself rich toward all who call on him." The "Lord" in this case,
of course, is the same as in the confession, "the Lord is Jesus." This final
clause is then supported by a citation of Joel 3:5 L X X :
51

ndq ydp bq dv emKaA£crnTcn TO ovoiia KUpiot) ocoGfjoetai.
For everyone who calls on the name of the LORD will be saved.
For our present purposes, three significant christological moments from
this exposition need to be pointed out.
1. Although Paul makes no special point of it, his christological interpre
tation of Deut 30:12 unmistakably presupposes his conviction regarding
Christ's incarnation. This is made certain by the fact that the second clause
(from Ps 107:26 [106:26 LXX]) is interpreted in terms of Christ's resurrection. It
is altogether unlikely that Paul would have preceded this with reference to
Christ's present exaltation in heaven and thus that in some oblique way it re
fers to Christ's future coming at his Parousia. After all, he needed to go outside
Deuteronomy to make the point about the resurrection precisely because he
intended the first clause to refer to Christ's coming to earth—sent by the
Father, as he put it in 8:3—in order to redeem both Jew and Gentile on the
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Joel 2:32 in the English text, which follows the numbering in the Hebrew Bible.
It is striking in the literature on this passage how few there are who point out
the christological implications of what is said here. The one who sees it and articu
lates it most clearly (Dunn, 2:617-18) at the same time also tries to minimize it;
Cranfield (2:529, 532) is a notable exception. Others occur after Dunn's commentary:
Fitzmyer, 593 ("an eloquent witness to the early church's witness to Christ as
Kyrios"); Moo, 659-60; Schreiner, 561.
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same basis. Thus, present Judaism is at fault for still looking to heaven for
Christ to come down, as it were, when he has already come down, "born of a
woman, born under the law, to redeem those under the law," as he put it
in Gal 4:4-5.
2. The basic Christian confession in v. 9, the first "stand alone" reference
to "the Lord" in the letter, is in fact the second occurrence of the confession
in the corpus. On its significance as picking up both the K-upioq of the Jewish
Shema and a Christian affirmation over against the reigning Caesar, see
the comment on 1 Cor 12:3 in ch. 3 (pp. 123-24) and the full elaboration in
Phil 2:11 in ch. 9 (pp. 399-401).
3. Despite some opinions to the contrary, the christological features at
the end of the argument in vv. 12-13 point to Paul's presupposed high Chris
tology. This happens in three ways and at the same time anticipates the prac
tical outworking of this confession in 14:1-12.
(a) First, to begin at the end, the citation of Joel 2:32 (3:5 LXX) in v. 13 is
the only certain instance in this letter where 6 Kupioq = Yahweh of a Sep
tuagint text is applied directly to Christ. On this phenomenon in Paul's let
ters, see especially the discussions in chs. 2 and 3 (on 1-2 Thessalonians and
1 Corinthians). Here again Paul simply posits that the role of the "Lord" in
the Joel passage is now assumed by Christ the Lord, and the transfer is abso
lute and without argumentation. But in this case Paul is not merely borrow
ing the language of Joel; he undoubtedly sees this confession as the
fulfillment of the eschatological promise inherent in that text. Here is the
evidence that the promised Day of the Lord has come: the promised Spirit
(Joel 2:28) has been outpoured, and Jew and Gentile together are "calling o n
the name of the Lord (Jesus)" and are thus being saved.
(b) But leading into that citation, Paul has already made the point that
Jesus as "Lord" lies at the heart of God's aim to create one new people of God
out of Jew and Gentile; thus the Kupioq on whom both Jew and Gentile call is
the "same Lord" over all. Here is one of the absolute divine prerogatives that is
now seen as assumed by Christ through his resurrection to the "right hand of
God." It is this point in particular that will be highlighted in 14:1-12.
(c) Finally, in connection with his being "Lord over all," Christ as Lord
thus "is rich" toward all, in the sense that he lavishes all the divine wealth
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For this double focus, see Cranfield, 2:528, yet "it is not likely to have originated
as a response to icupio<; K a i a a p " (italics mine).
See esp. Dunn, who articulates clearly what Paul has done in vv. 12-13 and
then asserts (correctly) that Paul's point is " n o t . . . a Christological one; rather it is a
salvation-history point" (2:617). But is not that in fact what makes the christological
point so telling? Paul is not trying to assert something about Christ as divine; what he
does, rather, is to assume it, and to do so in such an off-handed way that he expects
common agreement on the part of all and with no fear of contradiction. Thus it is a
moment of Christology of the highest kind.
T h e only other possible such instance in this letter (Rom 14:11) lies more in the
realm of probability than certainty. See the next section below.
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generously on all those who do call on his name. Here Paul picks up the di
vine prerogative, noted already in 2 Cor 8:9, that the one who was previously
rich made himself poor in his incarnation and crucifixion precisely so that
he might bestow the wealth of God's mercy on them. Similarly in Phil 4:19,
Paul turns over the reciprocity of friendship to God, who will supply every
need of theirs in keeping with his "riches that are in Christ Jesus."
So indeed, Paul's point is soteriological, but the soteriology is expressed
in terms that presuppose that the Son of God as Lord both is the fulfillment
of the Joel prophecy and has himself assumed what are essentially divine
prerogatives.

Romans 14:1-12
In this passage Paul reaches the practical climax to the argument of the
letter. In a sense, everything has been aiming toward this very specific mo
ment. Given that the time of Torah has come to an end, how, then, do Torahobservant Christian Jews and nonobservant Gentiles get along together as the
one people of God? This is the sticky issue that Paul addresses here.
The argument itself is both crucial and full of interest. The goal is ex
pressed in 15:5-7: God will give both of them the grace to think along the
same lines, so that together, with one mouth, they may glorify the God and
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Therefore, he urges, "accept one another."
This is why all of this is so crucial: the glory of God is at stake, and the gospel
must work out in real life, right at this point of real differences among them,
if it is going to count for anything at all.
How Paul gets there is what makes it so full of interest. On the issue it
self, he obviously assumes the stance of the Gentiles; he still holds to what he
has asserted elsewhere, "in Christ neither circumcision nor uncircumcision
[and thus, neither food nor days] counts for a thing" (1 Cor 7:19; Gal 5:6).
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This is said more confidently than some will think warranted, since Jews and
Gentiles are (carefully?) not mentioned until the end. Paul's own language is "the
weak as to the/their faith" (14:1-2) and "the strong" (15:1). Many see connections
with 1 Cor 8-10 and suggest that the food in question is the "idol meat" of the Corin
thians passage (see esp. Ziesler, 124—27). This seems unlikely since (1) 1 Cor 8:1-10:22
has to do with attendance at idol temples and the issue is not food but idolatry, (2)
the question of food per se is addressed only in 1 Cor 10:23-11:1 and there Paul vigor
ously defends his right to eat such food, although acknowledging a willingness to
forbear in contexts outside his own lodgings, whereas (3) idolatry is not so much as
mentioned here. On the other hand, the issue of food that is in view here is later
called "clean" or "unclean" (14:14, 20); moreover, the final application in 15:5-12,
which assumes Jew and Gentile, seems also to favor the position taken here. This is
the most common view (most recently Cranfield, 2:694-95; Dunn, 2:795; Stuhlmacher, 219; Fitzmyer, 687; Moo, 829; Schreiner, 714-15; cf. M . B. Thompson, Clothed
with Christ: The Example and Teaching of Jesus in Romans 12:1-15:13 QSNTSup 59; Shef
field: JSOT Press, 1991], 233-34 and passim). In light of the considerable debate, Mor
ris (475) prefers to be noncommittal, but he also overlooks the clear Jewishness of
much of the argument (e.g., 14:14, 20).
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Nonetheless, the argument itself presumes to speak primarily to the Gentiles,
to encourage love for the Jews by not forcing "Gentile freedom" on them.
Even so, the very nature of the theological dimension of the argument,
though addressed to the Gentiles, seems to be just as clearly intended to help
the Jewish believers take a different view of things in light of Christ and the
Spirit. Is this, then, his own rhetorical ploy, asking the Gentiles to back off
while at the same time challenging the Jewish position?
In any case, the argument itself, which is in four parts, begins (v. 3) with
a word to Gentiles but thereafter is an appeal to both. The issues are "food"
(vv. 2-3, 6b) and "days" (vv. 5-6a). It is clear that God cares nothing at all
about observance. But since both the observant and the nonobservant are ac
countable to God alone, any form of judgment (by the observant) or scorn (by
the nonobservant) is out. In fact, both will appear before God in judgment,
which serves as both warning and assurance—to both. The aim of all of this
seems twofold: to remove these matters from the area of genuine righteousness
and to demand that both peoples are responsible to God alone on such matters
and therefore may not judge or scorn each other. Thus Paul simultaneously
protects his gospel and those who would be abused by others.
What is striking in this section is its sudden christocentric focus, with
Christ mentioned as 6 K-upioq (the Lord) no less than eight times and the verb
Kupieuevv (to rule over) once. As such, Christ the Lord assumes the role of di
vine prerogative that in the Jewish world would be reserved for God alone.
Thus, even though God is the one who has accepted the weak person (v. 3),
that person stands or falls in terms of relationship to "his or her own Lord
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Part 1 (14:1-12) presents the issue and its basic solution; part 2 (14:13-23) is di
rected primarily to the Gentiles: whatever their own personal practice might be be
fore God, they are under obligation to love the Jews and thus not to offend or cause to
stumble. Here in particular the whole is directed practically toward the Gentiles;
nonetheless, it theologically also takes the side of the Gentiles and thereby in effect de
molishes the position of the Jews; part 3 (15:1-6) is a final appeal to the Gentiles, sup
ported by an appeal to the example of Christ, but it also brings in the Jews as well, by
way of a final prayer; part 4 (15:7-13) serves as conclusion to the whole argument:
first, with an appeal for both to accept each other, just as Christ has accepted you
(surely both in this case); second, as a supporting argument to the appeal in v. 7, that
the Christ who has accepted them both did so by way of Judaism but for the sake of
Gentiles; and third, declaring the final result, which is Jew and Gentile as one people,
together praising God, thus fulfilling the covenantal promises. All of which con
cludes with a final prayer.
This seems to be made certain by the choice of the verb ef;ou9ev£<B here. Paul
uses Kpivco and etpvQeve® ("to judge and "to scorn") with consistency throughout
this passage as the two verbs that reflect the two attitudes involved—precisely the
Jewish and Gentile attitudes toward each other regarding the religious requirements
peculiar to the Jews in the Diaspora. Thus nonobservant Gentiles "scorn" the obser
vant Jews, while the latter "judge" the former.
Because the argument at this point begins by way of an analogy of the house
hold, the tendency on the part of commentaries and translations is to represent this
first use of tcupiot; at the metaphorical level; thus "before their own lord they stand
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(= Jesus Christ)" (v. 4 ) . To which Paul immediately appends, "and they will
stand, for the Lord is able to cause them to stand." Then i n verse 6b, after
mentioning the matter of observance/nonobservance of days, he concludes
that on both matters those (the Jews) who regard days as special and those
(the Gentiles) who eat everything must do so in relationship to "the Lord"
Jesus, since each gives thanks to God for their food, whether kosher or
nonkosher. Everything hinges on their belonging to the same Lord, not
whether they are kosher.
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With that, Paul then takes off on what may look like a Pauline excur
sion; but in fact, as the explanatory ydp (for) makes certain, Paul is setting
out to justify the prior assertion about their common Lord's not caring about
kosher. At the same time, he anticipates the rest of the argument: even
though food is a matter of indifference to God, their belonging to the same
Lord also means that neither Jews nor Greeks live or die only to themselves,
as it were (v. 7 ) . In living, they live for the Lord, and in dying, they still be
long to the same Lord; so they are the Lord's own people in both life and
death. Indeed, Paul says in one of his more ad hoc theological moments, this
is why Christ died and returned to life, so that he might have full lordship
over both the dead and the living.
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or fall" ( N R S V ; cf. T N I V : "to their own master"). But this is a bit tricky, since it is clear
by the follow-on sentence that Paul already has Christ in mind; thus Paul is already
pointing to Christ when he gets to this point in the analogy. After all, he noticeably
does not use 8eaTtdxn<;, which he well could have done in terms of the analogy itself.
Hence my capitalized "Lord" here and the inclusion of this instance in the count.
Some (e.g., Dunn, 2:796; Fitzmyer, 686, 690) would carry the analogy through to the
next sentence ("his master can cause him to stand"), but this seems to make very
little sense at the merely human level.
The christological implications of this sentence are made plain by the later
scribes who changed Kdpioc, to Geoc, (D F G 048 33 1739 1881 2R), almost certainly be
cause what is said would most commonly be attributed to God himself.
This seems intended to keep the careful balance with which the argument
began and has been maintained to this point; it is the Jewish Christian who will re
gard some days (esp. Sabbath) as sacred, while the Gentile believer will not be kosher.
T h i s anachronism is used simply as contemporary shorthand for Jewish food
laws.
One should note the change to "Christ" at this point, since, for Paul, d Kdpioc,
is the exalted Lord and therefore did not die on the cross; rather, it was the Jewish
Messiah who died for our sins. This change most likely was made simply by instinct.
This is one of the more interesting moments where the Textus Receptus,
translated by the KJV, has conflated the competing texts East and West. The Alexan
drian reading found in the modern critical texts is supported by K* A B C 365 1506
1739 1881 pc co; the "Western" reading, dveaxri, is read by F G 629. Beginning with
D and from there on, the two were conflated to read dveaxri K a i eCr|aev, so that the
K J V has the strange rendering "both died, and rose, and revived." But one can also
see the reason for the Western reading. This is in fact the single instance in the cor
pus where Paul follows "Christ died" with this verb; in all other instances it is some
form of "he rose." His choice here is predicated on the context, having to do with
the fact that whether one lives or dies, one is still under the lordship of the One
who "came to life."
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Paul concludes by putting their present "judging" and "scorning" one
another into its ultimate eschatological context. All of them will stand be
fore the bema of God (v. 10), where they each will give an account only for
themselves (v. 12). But in between these sentences, which logically go to
gether, Paul has inserted biblical evidence in support. But evidence for what
is not totally clear. Is it for v. 9 ("Christ died and came to life so that he might
exercise lordship over both the living and the dead"), which serves to con
clude vv. 7-8? Or is it evidence for v. 10 ("we must all appear before the bema
of God"), which brings closure to the argument that began in v. 1, doing so
by picking up the two negative verbs from v. 3 ("judge" and "scorn")? A first
reading seems to favor the latter, but further reflection gives reason to pause
because the nature of the citation itself and two significant variations in the
textual tradition at the end of vv. 10 and 12. So in the end, I will argue, the
citation is evidence for both: they may not judge/condemn each other be
cause they must all appear before God's bema, where every knee will bow to
acknowledge Christ's lordship while with their tongues they will confess/
praise G o d , and this because the risen Lord has assumed lordship over both
the living and the dead.
We begin with the two textual issues. In asserting in v. 10 that "we all"
must stand before the divine bema, Paul is picking up a metaphor that he
first used in 2 Cor 5:10, where he asserted that all believers must appear be
fore the bema of Christ. But now he almost certainly refers to the same event
as the bema of God. The evidence:
65
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In this case the evidence seems strongly to favor "God" as the original
text. Both the earliest and the best evidence read Geou; and a later change to
XpioxcG is explicable as conforming to, and thus harmonizing with, what
Paul said in 2 Corinthians.
Second, at the end of v. 12, Paul concludes that at this bema, each of us
will either (a) give an account of our own selves or (b) give an account of
ourselves to God. Again the evidence:
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This variation is not supported as strongly either way as with the for
mer, and the two major early streams (Egypt and the Latin) have split evi
dence; nonetheless the heart of the Egyptian tradition (B 1739) and the
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O n the meaning of e^ono^oyriaeTav, see BDAG; it is very likely that here it
takes on the additional sense of "praise," while in the Philippians usage (2:10) it
seems to mean "confess."
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earliest Latin evidence support the text without TCO Sew. Moreover, so-called
internal evidence is all on the side of the shorter text. It is the more difficult
reading to account for as a sheer mistake, since there is nothing in the sen
tence that calls for an error of either sight or mind. At the same time, the
sentence almost begs for an indirect object; and "God" is the obvious choice,
given how both vv. 10 and 11 conclude. We may therefore safely determine
that Paul concluded this paragraph by saying (simply), "Therefore, each of
us shall give an account of ourselves."
But from this point on, nothing is easy. Indeed, when we turn to the cita
tion in v. 11 itself, we are faced with a complexity that is much easier to de
scribe than to explain, as to either how it happened or what it means. Our
difficulties stem from three matters: (1) Paul's text is a collage of two Isaianic
passages as they appear in the Septuagint (49:18; 45:23); under ordinary cir
cumstances one would simply assume that the "as I live, says the Lord" would
refer to God, as in all other of Paul's citations of the Septuagint when it is in
troduced by the formula "It is written"; but (2) the entire passage to this point
has had only to do with the Romans' relationship to Christ as Lord; and (3) the
major part of the citation will appear again in Phil 2:10, where it is specifically
interpreted in terms of "bowing the knee" to Christ as Lord.
So at issue is whether Paul intends "the Lord" in the first part of the ci
tation (£<5 eyra, Xeyei K-upioq [as I live, says the Lord]), and thus the "to me" in
the first line of the second citation, to refer to Christ or to God. And in a sec
ondary way this will also determine how one sets out the poetry in an En
glish translation, as two lines or three. Here are the texts themselves, and
one will note that the only difference between Paul and the Septuagint is the
word order of "every tongue confess":
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T h i s is said with a bit more confidence than is intended. In fact, the phrase "as
I live, says the LORD" occurs 22 times in the Septuagint; for the sake of discussion, I
have chosen simply to reference the one closest to Isa 45:23. It is the very common
ness of the phrase that makes the issue of whether it is deliberate to be a bit tenuous.
T h i s is the reading of A and the corrector of N ; B and K * read 6|xelxai
("swear"). On the probability that Alexandrinus has the original of the Septuagint
here, see G . D. Fee, Paul's Letter to the Philippians (NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1995), 223 n. 28. There can be little question that the text that Paul cites here and in
Phil 2:11 is the only one he had access to and is not his own creation. Although Paul
is not always precise regarding his biblical citations, neither does he make a point
based on a deliberate alteration.
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1. On the one hand, there is much to be said in favor of "God" as the ref
erent for Xeyei Krjpioc;. I note the following:
(a) The most immediately preceding divine person mentioned is God.
Thus: "For everyone will appear before the bema of God. For it is written: 'As
I live, says the Lord (God), before me every knee will bow and every tongue
confess to God.'" At the same time, the later scribes had it right by inserting
"to God" at the end of v. 12, since the judgment is pictured only as appearing
before God the Father.
(b) Probably the most telling matter on this side of things is the fact that
"As I live, says the Lord" appears within a citation that begins with the for
mula "For it is written." Everywhere else in the corpus where Paul includes
Kfjpioc, in such a citation, the referent is incidental to the point being made by
the citation, so one might legitimately assume that Yahweh himself is in
tended simply by default. Thus the "addition" of "as the Lord says" would
simply be a Pauline way of emphasizing the divine oath that stands behind
the certainty of final judgment.
(c) This view also has the advantage of keeping the poetry of Isaiah in
tact. In this case, the poetry would look like this:
68

14:11 CjCO eyco, Xeyei Kvjpioc,
o n ELIOI Kdpv|/ei Ttcxv yovu
K a i 7idaa yXcoaoa e^opo"A.oyfjoexai xco Geo),
As I live, says the Lord.
before me every knee will bow;
and every tongue will confess to God.
The interpretation would then be straightforward, with only one divine
person in view. God the Father, who is known throughout Scripture as "the
Living One," swears by himself that they each will give an account only for
themselves regarding the matter of food and days.
2. But the very uniqueness of this combination, plus the fact that Paul's
use of the text in Phil 2:10-11 is altogether christological, gives legitimate
reasons to pause. Thus, in favor of Kfjpioc, as referring to Christ are the fol
lowing considerations:
(a) The addition of the C,& eyco, A,eyei Kupioc; (by way of another passage
in Isaiah) is to be understood as intentional and thus to offer support for
what is stated clearly in v. 9: Christ died and etjjoev (returned to life), with the
definite purpose of assuming lordship over both the living and the dead. So
69
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For these citations, see n. 7 in ch. 3.
As far as I can discern, the only two who actually adopt this interpretation are
M. Black ("The Christological Use of the Old Testament in the New Testament," NTS
18 [1971-1972]: 8) and D. B. Capes (Old Testament Yahweh Texts in Paul's Christology
[WUNT 2/47: Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1992], 123-30): Hurtado (Lord Jesus Christ.
112) remains ambivalent.
m
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the lead-in to the citation regarding universal judgment is, "As I [Christ] live,
says the Lord."
(b) In this case it would most likely have been added so that both Christ
the Lord and God the Father are understood to be present at this judgment,
which is quite in keeping with 2 Cor 5:10. If so, then the first line of the cita
tion of Isa 45:23 has to do with Christ as well. Thus, "every knee will bow be
fore me [= the Lord Christ], and every tongue will confess to God."
(c) This is then further supported by the fact that Paul will pick up this
passage again in Phil 2:10-11 in precisely this way. At his exaltation, Christ
Jesus is given the Name above every name, which means that he is now the
"Lord" of the Kfjpioc, = Adonai = Y H W H text of the OT. Thus, before Christ
every knee will bow and every tongue make confession: The Lord is Jesus
Christ. At the same time, the TO) 8ecp of the Septuagint appears at the end as
"to the glory of God the Father," who has thus exalted Christ and bestowed
on him the Name. This combination in Philippians is thus to be seen as fully
echoing the usage first set forward here.
(d) This interpretation then also comports with the fact that the present
passage is dominated unequivocally by 6 Kdproq = Christ Jesus, and would
therefore keep this referent intact. In the entire passage the only exception to
Christ as Lord over all is when Paul brings in "the bema of God" in v. 12, pre
cisely so that the final judgment is before both Christ, who as the risen One is
thus "Lord" over both the living and the dead, and God the Father, before
whom everyone will ultimately make "confession."
(e) This would further explain the textual confusion regarding bema. Not
only would scribes have been aware that this phrase is expressed as the
"bema of Christ" in 2 Corinthians, and so substituted "Christ" here (in v. 10),
but also they could have been sensitive to the context. The same Lord whose
lordship is over both the living and the dead is the one before whom they
shall all appear at the final judgment.
(f) Finally—and this became decisive for me—this best explains why
there is no indirect object at the end of v. 12. In this interpretation, everyone
bows before Christ and praises God; and in so doing, everyone will give ac
count only for oneself, not for the other who eats or does not eat, depending
on people's point of view. A n d thus there is no emphasis on giving an ac
count to God for how one lived regarding this matter.
If this understanding were in fact Paul's intent, then his citation would
look like this (using the bold and underline as throughout this study):
70

14:11 i",co eyco, Xeyei Kvpioq, mi £\ioi KCXLI\)/£I rcdv ydvu
Kai Ttdoa yXwaaa e^opoA.oyfjoexat TO) 8ecb.
As J Jive, says the Lord, before me every knee will bow;
and every tongue will confess to God.
7

" Black sees this as decisive. A s he put it, "This is Pauline hermeneutic: praise to
God accompanies homage to Christ as Lord" ("Christological Use," 8).
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In this case, and in keeping with what Paul says elsewhere, both the
Father and the Son share position at the final judgment. Furthermore, it
would be in keeping with the mood of v. 18 that follows: "anyone who
serves Christ in this way is pleasing to God and approved by other people."
In the end, these various reasons seem considerably to outweigh the
strongest argument for "God": Pauline usage in "citations" elsewhere, where
mention of K-upioq in the citation is quite incidental to the point of the cita
tion. Indeed, intentionality is the very factor that needs to be brought to
bear here and makes this "citation" different from the others. There are two
reasons for thinking so in this case. First, the "addition" of an oath formula
to the citation is singular to this one instance in the corpus. Elsewhere Paul
has simply added a X,eyei K\)pio<; to a citation (2 Cor 6:17, 18; Rom 11:3;
12:19); and in each case this is done to establish that what Paul cites is not
simply Scripture but is in fact what Yahweh himself has spoken.
This suggests, second, that in this case it is more than simply an oath
formula, although it also functions as such; rather, it is a deliberate, now
scriptural, pickup of the astounding asseveration in v. 9, that the very reason
Christ died and came to live again was so that he might assume lordship over
both the living and the dead, both of whom will bow before him as Lord
when they appear before the bema of God.
That leads, then, to some summary observations about the very high
Christology of this passage, where Paul speaks consistently of Christ as
"the Lord."
1. The word "Lord" in this passage carries both its titular sense (as a
referent to Christ as the divine "Lord" by virtue of his resurrection) and its
functional sense (as the "Lord" to whom everyone is ultimately in servi
tude). The fact that the double sense of this language is used exclusively of
God in the OT points to an exceptionally high Christology. People are sub
ject to kings, rulers, or householders as their earthly "lords"; however, God
alone has the ultimate lordship over all things and thus rightfully is called
Adonai Yahweh. In this passage, Christ as Lord has already assumed this
role for Paul.
2. In this case, Christ's lordship, on the basis of his own death and resur
rection, is asserted to extend over both the living and the dead. Under any
circumstances, in Jewish thought this is the prerogative of God alone; and in
Paul's understanding, Christ thus shares this ultimate divine prerogative.
3. This understanding of Christ's ultimate lordship is thus the presuppo
sition of the entire argument. The reason that one side or the other is not al
lowed to "win" the battle over food and days is that such things are
ultimately irrelevant to the Lord Christ himself. Not only so, he is the one
who will cause people to stand in their own times of weakness (v. 4).
4. Because of his present lordship over the living and the dead, Christ
also appears with the Father at the final assize. The clear implication of ac71
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See n. 7 in ch. 3.
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countability to the Son (both here and in 2 Cor 5:10) as well as to the Father
indicates that both share alike in the divine identity and that there is there
fore conceptual overlap as to their being.
5. Finally, if, on the basis of the more common interpretation, Christ is
not here pictured as one of the divine persons involved in the final judgment,
that is in fact said of him elsewhere (2 Cor 5:10). And since that is so, then
the very fact that the text can be cogently argued as referring to Christ is in
itself an acknowledgment of the high Christology assumed throughout the
passage.
Romans

16:1-16, 18

This final set of Kupioq texts in this letter have very little christological
import; they are brought into the picture here because they make clear that
the phrases "in Christ" (ev Xpioxw) and "in the Lord" (ev icupiq)) are com
pletely interchangeable. Thus Paul begins by urging that the Roman Chris
tian communities receive Phoebe, the bearer of the letter, "in the Lord" in a
manner worthy of the saints. Thereafter Paul alternates between believers'
being "in the Lord" and being "in Christ." Prisca and Aquila are co-laborers
"in Christ Jesus" (v. 3), as is Urbanus (v. 9); Epenetus is the firstfruits of Asia
"for Christ" (v. 5); Andronicus and Junia, who are noted among the apostles,
were "in Christ" (v. 7) before Paul was, while Apelles has proved trustworthy
"in Christ" (v. 10).
Others are "in the Lord" in similar ways. Ampliatus is "my beloved in
the Lord" (v. 8); Trophena and Tryphosa have "labored in the Lord," while
Persis has "labored greatly in the Lord" (v. 12); Rufus is "elect in the Lord"
(v. 13), while the members of the household of Narcissus are simply "in
the Lord."
All of this to point out that for Paul, existence in the newly formed
people of God means that all alike live in the same sphere of life in the Spirit,
w h i c h means that they exist, live, and labor "in the Lord." This christocentric understanding of existence finds further expression in any number
of w a y s in this letter, in which almost everything d o n e by the believer is in
some way related to Christ. I simply list t h e m here and let their very number
indicate h o w , for all the theocentric nature of the argument of this letter,
Paul's understanding of life in the present age is thoroughly shaped by life
in Christ:
1:1

Paul is an apostle "of Christ Jesus"

1:5

Paul's apostleship is "through him [Jesus Christ our Lord]"

1:6

The Roman believers h a v e been called "of Christ" (= to be his
"called ones")

1:8

Paul gives thanks through Christ Jesus (cf. 7:25)

2:16

God will judge the secrets of the heart "through Christ Jesus"
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3:22

One's faith is "in Christ Jesus"

3:24

The source of redemption is Christ Jesus

5:1

Our peace with God comes "through our Lord Jesus Christ"

5:11

Our boast in God is "through our Lord Jesus Christ"

6:3

We were baptized "into Christ Jesus"

6:11

We are alive to God as we are "in Christ Jesus"

6:23

The gift of eternal life is "in Christ Jesus our Lord"

7:25

Our deliverance from condemnation is through "Jesus Christ our
Lord"

8:1

Being "in Christ Jesus," therefore, means no condemnation

8:10

Christ himself lives in us (by his Spirit is implied)

8:35

Nothing can separate us from the love of Christ (cf. v. 37)

8:39

Indeed, God's own love is found "in Christ Jesus our Lord"

9:3

To be condemned would equal receiving Christ's anathema

10:4

Christ is himself the culmination of the law

10:17

The gospel itself is described as "the word about Christ"

13:14

The antidote to sinful behavior is to be "clothed with the Lord
Jesus Christ"

14:14

The Lord Jesus is the source of Paul's persuasion that nothing is
unclean in itself

14:18

Serving Christ by honoring a brother or sister is what pleases God

15:16

Paul's ministry to the Gentiles is "from Christ Jesus"

15:17

Therefore, Paul's only boast is "in Christ Jesus" regarding the
things of God

15:18

Because it is Christ Jesus who has accomplished everything
through him

15:29

Paul's coming to Rome would be in the "full measure of the bless
ing of Christ"

16:22

Tertius's own greeting is "in the Lord"

16:27

And the final doxology of glory to God is "through Jesus Christ"

This list leads us, then, to note at the end those few instances in this let
ter where Christ shares divine prerogatives with God the Father.

Christ and the Divine Prerogatives
As with all the preceding letters, and in equally presuppositional ways,
in Romans Paul speaks of Christ as sharer in what are, for Paul, especially
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divine prerogatives. However, because of the basically theocentric character
of the argument of this letter, there are fewer of these than one might ex
pect, given its length.

The Spirit of Christ (Rom 8:9-11)
Four times in the corpus the Holy Spirit, whom Paul ordinarily denomi
nates as "the Spirit of God," is called the "Spirit of Christ." We have already
seen this at work in 2 Cor 3:17 and Gal 4:6, and we will see it again in Phil
1:19. But there is nothing else quite like what he does in Rom 8:9-10. Believ
ers are "in the Spirit" because they have "the Spirit of God." In the very next
breath, this same Spirit is called "the Spirit of Christ," which in turn is fol
lowed by "if Christ is in y o u . "

72

It is precisely this kind of interchange in

Paul's thought that led to the Trinitarian ontological discussions concerning
the deity of Christ and the Spirit in the following centuries. Here I simply
point out that this is the highest kind of shared prerogative that points with
a steady bead toward Christ's full divinity. The one whom Paul identifies on
two other occasions as "the same/one Spirit," in a context where he likewise
identifies Christ as "the same/one Lord" and the Father as "the same/one
God" (1 Cor 12:4-6; Eph 4:4-6), is at one and the same time the Spirit of both
the Father and the Son.
But in this case more needs to be said because of the role that this passage
73

has played in discussions of an alleged Spirit Christology in Paul's thought.
At issue is whether Paul intends a full identification of the risen Christ with
the Spirit, so that in effect the two are the same in terms of "being."
7 2
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There

0 n the significance of this passage for Paul's pneumatology, see Fee, God's Em
powering Presence, 543-54.
This is one of most truly slippery terms to be found in the N T academy. By defi
nition, it should mean that Christ and the Spirit are understood to be ontologically
the same reality; and that is in fact what some are quite willing to assert. See, e.g.,
I. Hermann, Kyrios und Pneuma: Studien zur Christologie der paulinischen Hauptbriefe
(SANT 2; Munich: Kosel, 1961), 132-26. On the other hand, similar things are said
boldly by, e.g., Dunn (see the next note) and Hamilton (Holy Spirit and Eschatology,
3-16), who asserts distinction on p. 3 but then spends the rest of the chapter arguing
vigorously for common identity.
The language in the literature is especially confusing at this point. O n the
one hand, all would agree that in the present scene, the "not yet" of partly realized
eschatology, one's experience of Christ is through the Spirit. O n the other hand,
one finds in support of this statements such as "Immanent christology is for Paul
pneumatology; in the believer's experience there is no distinction between Christ
and the Spirit. This does not mean of course that Paul makes no distinction be
tween Christ and Spirit. But it does mean that later Trinitarian dogma cannot
readily look to Paul for support at this point" (J. D. G . Dunn, "1 Corinthians 15:45—
Last Adam, Life-Giving Spirit," in Christ and Spirit in the New Testament: Studies in
Honour of Charles Francis Digby Moule [ed. B . Lindars and S. S. Smalley; London:
Cambridge University Press, 1973], 139). The latter, of course, is patently not true,
as the brief analysis of this chapter will point out. But this seems to be a strange
7 3

7 4
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can be little question that for Paul, at the experiential level one actualizes the
reality of the living Christ through the agency of the Spirit. But the same
holds true with regard to the Spirit and God the Father; and in any case, the
present passage hardly lends itself to a full identification. What Paul intends
here is not something primarily ontological; rather, the final phrase, "if
Christ is in you," is shorthand for what he has just said: "If anyone does not
have the Spirit of Christ, that person does not belong to Christ." The pickup
clause then puts that in brief, "but if Christ is in you," by which in context
he intends, "if Christ by his Spirit is in you." The italicized words are simply
unnecessary to add because they should be clear enough to the reader from
what has been said in the immediately preceding clause.
In the end, therefore, this passage is one of the more significant protoTrinitarian texts in the Pauline corpus. Whatever else, Paul sees God's sav
ing work as conjointly that of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit; and there
fore the Spirit is understood by him to be the Spirit both of the Father and of
the Son.
75

The Love of Christ (Rom 8:35)
In returning to this great conclusion to 1:18-8:30 discussed above, we
note finally that in the same passage Paul speaks of Christ as loving us
(vv. 35, 37) and then concludes the whole argument by referring to "the love
of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord." On its own, Christ's love could be un
derstood simply as agency, but the entire passage indicates that the love that
God has shown us, which resides in God's own character (Rom 5:5-8), is
equally to be understood as Christ's own love toward us, which also rests in
his equally divine character. On this shared attribute, see discussion on
2 Thess 2:13 in ch. 2 (cf. 2 Cor 5:14).
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confusion of terms. "Immanent Christology" has to do with ontology, Christ in his
being; so Dunn's first statement subverts what he says in his second and third ones.
If distinctions can indeed be made, then such distinctions must be worked out
theologically; and whatever else is true in Paul, there is no confusion or fusion of
the risen Christ with the Holy Spirit. As with God the Father, so with Christ: both
are understood to be actively at work in the believer and in the world by means of
the one Spirit. For a critique of "Spirit Christology" as such, see Fee, "Christology
and Pneumatology."
This is very much in keeping with the same kind of misreading of Paul that
one finds in Dunn and others regarding 1 Cor 1:24, where it is asserted that Paul
identifies Christ with personified Wisdom. That in fact is a serious misreading of
Paul, where "Christ" in v. 24 is clearly and only an abbreviated pickup of "Christ cru
cified" in v. 23 (i.e., Paul intends, "Christ crucified is God's power and God's wisdom").
To read it otherwise is to read a foreign agenda into Paul's singularly soteriological
sentence. See the discussion of this text in ch. 3 (pp. 100-106) and the discussion of
the confusion with "Wisdom" in appendix A (pp. 594-619).
Cf. Cranfield: Paul "can speak indifferently of the love of God and the love of
Christ" (2:529).
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An Appeal through Christ (Rom 15:30)
77

Finally, as also in preceding letters, Paul bases an appeal "through our
Lord Jesus Christ." The fact that this appeal is made to both Christ and the
Spirit probably says more about the role of the Spirit in Pauline theology
than that of Christ. Nonetheless, such an appeal comes very close to the
kind of "oath-taking" that in the OT is commanded to be done in Yahweh's
name alone. Again, that Paul can so easily appeal to Christ in such instances
says something about the presuppositional nature of his Christology.

All the Assemblies of Christ (Rom 16:16)
At the end of the long series of greetings to various people known to
Paul, he concludes, as he often does, with a reciprocal greeting from believ
ers in the place where he is writing. In all other such moments Paul speaks
of "the assembly/ies of G o d , " and in each case the genitive is arguably
both possessive and descriptive: the churches belong to God and exist for his
purposes in the world. The phrase itself occurs a few times in the Septuagint,
most often as "the Lord's [= Yahweh's] assembly" ( e K K ^ n a i a K-upio-u).
Thus, the various Greco-Roman towns and cities where Paul has established
Christian communities have another "assembly" in their midst, one that be
longs to the living God or, in this one instance, to the risen Christ. The inter
change is remarkable for the very reason that it is basically unnoticeable, so
that what is ordinarily understood as belonging to God is here designated as
belonging to Christ, an obviously shared divine prerogative.
78
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Jesus as Second Adam
80

For the third and final time in his letters, Paul in Rom 5:12-21 explicitly
contrasts Christ with Adam. In the two prior instances (1 Cor 15:21-22,
44b-^49), Paul brought Adam into the picture within the context of the two
parts of his argument with the Corinthians regarding the resurrection. In the
first instance, the certainty of a future resurrection of believers is predicated
" S e e pp. 46 and 67 in ch. 2.
S e e 1 Thess 2:14; 2 Thess 1:4; 1 Cor 1:2; 10:32; 11:16, 22; 15:9; 2 Cor 1:1; Gal
1:13; 1 Tim 3:5; 3:15; of these, 1 Thess 2:14; 2 Thess 1:4; 1 Cor 11:16:1 Tim 3:5 are plu
ral, as here.
" S e e Deut 23:1, 2; 1 Chr 28:8; Mic 2:5; in Neh 13:1, "assembly of God" ( e K K ^ a i a
9eoi3).
1 make this point because on the basis of these explicit references there is a ten
dency on the part of some to extrapolate this theme and find it in several instances
where emphasis on Christ's humanity is in view (see esp. Dunn, Christology in the Mak
ing, 98-128; Wright, Climax of the Covenant, 57-62, 90-97). But there seems to be little
warrant for such extrapolation, since Paul himself quite explicitly calls forth this imag
ery only in very specific situations; and he speaks of Christ's humanity in a variety of
ways and situations. See further, in the present volume, chs. 12 and 13.
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on Christ's own resurrection. Just as the first Adam brought sin and death
into the world, which we inherited from him, so Christ as the second Adam
has been raised to guarantee that resurrection life is God's response to our
being destined for death. In the second instance, the contrast exists as part of
the argument that the future resurrection will be bodily. Just as we bear the
body subject to decay that is ours through Adam, so in the resurrection be
lievers will bear a body like that of the risen Christ. Thus Adam serves in both
instances as the progenitor of our race, now destined for death and decay.
In this third instance (Rom 5:12-21), the contrast is altogether on the
issue of sin and righteousness. Just as sin entered the world through a man,
so righteousness has been made available to the sinful through a man. And
the interest in this instance is on the universality of both the sin and the
righteousness: the righteousness that Christ has provided is for all who have
sinned, Jew and Gentile alike, and thus countermands any necessity for Gen
tiles to "do law" as a way toward righteousness. One therefore should not
make more of the use of xvnoc, than Paul himself does. Adam is a "type" in
the sense of pattern only, not in some larger primordial theological sense.
It should be noted that the common denominator of the three passages
in which Adam is mentioned explicitly is twofold. First, Adam is brought
into the picture only in cases where Paul's argument embraces the universal
nature of human sinfulness that results in death. Second, and for our pres
ent purposes the crucial matter, in each case Paul brings Christ into the pic
ture to emphasize his genuine humanity, a humanity that he shared fully
with Adam and thus with us, but without sin.
It should be further noted here, therefore, that these three instances of
contrast between Adam and Christ, where the issue is human sinfulness
(Adam) and redemption (Christ), hardly warrant the overblown emphasis on
a so-called Adam Christology that one finds in some quarters. The usage for
Paul is altogether by way of analogy: Adam as sinner; Christ as second Adam
nullifying the effects of Adam's heritage. The only other certain echo between
Adam and Christ is that noted above on 8:29, where the Son is seen as bearing
both the divine and therefore the true human eiKcov (image), thus deliberately
picking up the language of the Septuagint of Gen 1:26-27. And although this
is an echo of considerable significance, it hardly warrants an understanding
of Christ as second Adam that often goes considerably beyond the biblical ac
count itself and thus takes Paul's Christology where Paul himself does not go.
81

Does Paul Call the Messiah "God"?—Romans 9:5
Romans 9:5 presents us with one of the more difficult (possibly)
christological texts in the corpus. The question is whether Paul intended the
81

On this matter, see Schlatter, 129; cf. Barrett, 112.
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doxologic moment at the end of his sentence to refer to the Messiah or to
God the Father. At issue is a matter of punctuation, where the "normal"
grammatical reading of the text and its actual content seem to stand at odds
with each other. The text reads (without any punctuation, as would be
true in the manuscript tradition),
82

9:5 o'txiveq eioiv TapctT|A.txca . . .rovoi 7iaxepa<; Kcd e£ &v 6 Xpiaxoq TO
Kaxct actpKcc 6 <Sv eni Ttctvxcov Qebq eij^oynxoi; ei<; zovq aiavaq dur|v
who are Israelites . . . whose are the Fathers and from whom the Messiah according
to the flesh the one who is over all God blessed forever amen

The primary translational options (beginning with 6 Xpioxoq) are three:

83

(1) . . . the Messiah as to his earthly life, who is God over all, blessed
forever;
(2) . . . the Messiah as to his earthly life, who is over all things. May God
be blessed forever.
(3) . . . the Messiah as to his earthly life. May God who is over all things
be blessed forever.
The point to be made is that if there were no issue with regard to what is
said, one probably would read the 6 rav as modifying 6 Xpioxog. But the what
in this case seems heavily to outweigh our grammatical expectations, hence
another equally acceptable grammatical option is preferred by many.
But we should also note that the only thing in favor of reading the final
phrase as modifying "the Messiah" is the alleged "normal" way of reading
the grammatical construction. Since every other consideration seems to
stand against it, here is a case where "normal" is probably in the eye of the
beholder; indeed, "normal" does not mean that another way of punctuation
84
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So much so that as long ago as 1904, F. C. Burkitt commented that "the punc
tuation [of Rom 9:5] has probably been more discussed than that of any other sen
tence in literature" ("On Romans ix 5 and Mark xiv 61," JTS 5 [1904]: 451). The most
recent and thorough discussions of the text are by B. M . Metzger ("The Punctuation
of Rom. 9:5," in Lindars and Smalley, Christ and Spirit, 95-112) and M . J. Harris (Jesus
as God: The New Testament Use of Theos in Reference to Jesus [Grand Rapids: Baker,
1992], 143-72), who argue the position opposite to the one presented here (cf. the
succinct discussion in Cranfield, 2:464-70); others who favor the opposite view in
clude Hodge, Godet, Sanday and Headlam, Schlatter, Murray, Fitzmyer, Moo,
Schreiner.
Metzger lists eight different punctuational options that have been argued for
(cf. Cranfield [2:465-70], who works through a list of six). But in the end, as
Metzger's summarization points out, all of them boil down to one of the three pre
sented here.
I do not intend the quotation marks to be pejorative; this is both the reality of
the structure and the term that occurs over and again in Metzger's article to describe
option 1.
8 3
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is "not normal." Rather, in this case it simply means that without punctua
tion, one's Jirst instincts are to read the text with the final clause modifying 6
Xptoroc,. But as everyone also acknowledges, when one comes to the word
Geoc,, there is every good reason to pause, since one's first instincts are con
fronted with a second circumstance, which stands contrary to those in
stincts. And in the end, I think that these reasons for pause far outweigh
what one might perceive as "normal" grammar, since in fact other ways of
punctuating equally conform to Pauline usage elsewhere. Here are my rea
sons for going with option 3, which at the same time stand over against
option l .
1. Very early on in his letters, in a passage of some significance and de
liberation, Paul divided the Jewish Shema into two parts (1 Cor 8:6), identi
fying the one Qeoq as the Father, and the one Kupioq as Jesus Christ (the
Son); and so, using a Christian interpretation of the Shema as his point of
departure, he distinguished between Qeoq and Kijpioc, while at the same time
including Christ in the divine identity. The "one Lord God" is now to be un
derstood as "God the Father" and "the Lord, Jesus Christ."
The point to be made here is that these linguistic distinctions prevail
throughout the corpus, including the letters to Timothy and Titus. The only
exceptions are those citations from the Septuagint where no point is being
made as to who Kfjpioc, is. I do not mean that all are agreed on this. But
those who disagree do so only in instances where they think that Krjpioq re
fers to God the Father and not to Christ; it is never the other way around.
And even in these cases, contextual considerations suggest otherwise, since
in every case one must run roughshod over Paul's own clear distinctions
that stand at the beginning of each of his letters, and do so without ade
quate contextual justification. Moreover, Paul does not elsewhere inter
change these two terms, so that one is left guessing as to whom Kupioq and
Qeoq refer.
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So also the commentaries by Denney, Barth, Barrett, Kasemann, Dunn,
Stuhlmacher, Byrne; see also 0. Kuss, "Zu Romer 9,5," in Rechtfertigung: Festschrift
fixr Ernst Kasemann zum 70. Geburtstag (ed. J. Friedrich, W. Pohlmann, and P.
Stuhlmacher; Tubingen, Mohr Siebeck, 1976), 291-303; Richardson, Paul's Language
about God, 30-31.
Metzger ("Punctuation of Rom. 9:5," 110) objects that "the decisive argument
[against the 'normal' reading] is one which is external to the passage under consider
ation." But he too appeals to supporting data in the corpus outside Romans. The first
point to be made here is that the identifications that Paul makes in 1 Cor 8:6 carry
through consistently elsewhere in Romans itself, so that if the alleged "normal"
reading is the correct one here, then this unique moment in Romans is also unique
to the entire Pauline church corpus and probably the entire corpus that includes the
Pastoral Epistles (for the possible exception, see the discussion of Titus 2:13 in ch. 10
of the present volume). So also Barth (330), who adds the point that this text never
played a role in the christological controversies of the early church.
S e e n. 7 in ch. 3; cf. the discussion of Rom 14:10-11 above.
S e e , e.g., the discussion of 2 Thess 2:13 and 3:1-5 in ch. 2.
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2. The issue of Pauline (grammatical/syntactical) usage elsewhere is
often brought into the picture; but this can be a mixed bag having to do fi
nally with which analogies one considers the more significant. For me, the
most telling of these is that found in the two other instances of Paul's
doxologic use of evh^yv^Toq (Rom 1:25; 2 Cor 11:31); and of these, the one
that stands toward the beginning of the present letter seems especially signifi
cant. Here are the two passages in parallel (plus 2 Cor 11:31):
Rom 1:25

7iapd TOV K x i o a v x a ,

og

eaxiv

ehkoyrxzoq
Eiq xohq

Rom 9:5

6 rov eni Ttdvxoov

8e6c

al<ova<;. ajif|v.

coXoytitoq
eiq xovq aieivag,

&HT|V.

2 Cor 11:31 6 8e6<; m i 7ta"rnp rot) K o p i o i ) 'Iticwo oi5ev, 6 rov e-oXoyiiToq
eiq zovq airovaq, oxi. ..
Apart from the grammatical considerations that play into the present
sentence, these two "blessings" of God are nearly identical, the blessing itself
being identical in all three instances. The differences lie only with the leadin, as to how Qeoq is identified in each case; and in each case the context is
what calls for that lead-in. One will note that in both cases God is blessed as
the Creator/Ruler of all that is.
3. Pauline emphases both in Romans as a whole and in the present pas
sage in particular (chs. 9-11) are so thoroughly theocentric that one would
seem to need more than simply a single grammatical option to overturn
that emphasis in this letter. Even more is this so in the present passage it
self, where the narrative of vv. 3-5 up to the doxology puts the Messiah as
the climactic moment of Israel's privileges. The argument that follows
keeps the same theocentric pattern, with Christ emerging as God's own
way of bringing Torah observance to an end, so that the confession of
"Jesus as KV>pio<;" is the singular way Jew and Gentile together come into
the blessing of God (9:30-10:21). It would seem strikingly strange for Paul,
as a climax to this list of Jewish privileges in a very Jewish context, to bless
the Messiah as G o d when a doxology to God for all these privileges seems
to be much more fitting.
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This point is passed over far too casually by those who see the doxology as re
ferring to Christ. Indeed, it is of some interest that most modern commentators cor
rectly recognize the 6 Xpicnoq as titular (= the Messiah) (cf. NRSV, NAB, REB, TNIV) but
those who see the doxology as being to Christ then treat the title as a name, since it
wrenches all Jewish (including NT) messianism to say "the Messiah is God"; see point
4 below.
Cf. Kasemann: "A doxology [to God] is appropriate, since God has given
the blessings and in so doing, as in blessings granted to the Christian community
. . . , he has shown himself to be 6 (8v enl navxmv, namely the one who directs his
tory" (260).
9 0
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Under this way of looking at things, both the introduction to the present
section (9:1-5), which climaxes with the gift of the Messiah, and the long ar
gument of the section are brought to fitting climax with a final "blessing of
God" in 11:33-36. Together, these "blessings" have the effect of bookending
the argument of chs. 9-11; and since the latter is purely theocentric, the like
lihood is that the former is as well, especially since Christ is simply not the
focus of either the list of Jewish privileges (he is the climax but not the focus)
or the argument that follows.
4. Along this same line, it is generally agreed that 6 Xpioxoq in this case
is titular. Granted that by now it also functions as a "name" for Jesus and
thus here could be doing double duty, nonetheless, this titular use seems es
pecially telling against the probability that 6 cov . . . Gedq is intended to stand
in apposition with "the Messiah." It would be one thing for Paul to refer to
Jesus Christ or to the Son as "God"; it would be quite another for him deliber
ately to put the coming of the Messiah as the climax of Jewish privileges and
then suggest by way of doxology that the Messiah himself is God. This seems
to stretch the bounds of probability by too much.
5. Finally, what seems to favor the "normal" reading does not necessarily
do so. At issue are two matters: the appearance of 6 cov, and the preposi
tional phrase eni ndvxcov that immediately follows.
(a) The phrase 6 cov, which occurs only two times in the corpus (here and
2 Cor 11:31), is often seen as the clinching grammatical point that favors op
tion 1. But one should note that in its first occurrence (2 Cor 11:31), the phrase
appears as a piece of straightforward prose. It sits in the sentence in such a
way that its sense and meaning are clear, and the grammar itself allows no
other meaning. Paul is here effecting an oath, the closest thing in the NT to
the later common rabbinic insertion of "blessed be He" after the mention of
God. Thus, "the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ knows—he who is
blessed forever—that I am not lying." What is significant about the phrase 6
cov is how unnecessary the participle cov is in this instance. In the stilted En
glish of the NASU one reads, "The God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, He
who is blessed forever, knows. . . . " But without the cov, one would read it ex
actly the same way and would not miss the participle if it were not there. On
the other hand, the insertion of this (unnecesary) participle is probably in
tended to highlight that this interrupting phrase in fact goes back to the sub
ject "our God and Father" and thus not to "our Lord Jesus Christ."
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In the same way, the participle is equally unnecessary in the text under
discussion if the blessing were to refer to Christ. Paul could simply have of
fered a straight appositive: ei; cov 6 Xpioxoq xo K a x d o d p K a , 6 enircdvxcov0edq
edA,oyr|xdq eiq xodq aicbvaq, dpfjv (from whom is the Messiah as to his earthly
life, God over all, blessed forever. Amen.). Thus the appearance of the cov, which
is often regarded as the clincher as referring to Christ, in fact does no such
'"Which, somewhat ironically, given the argument of chs. 1-5, now has to do
with the ultimate inclusion of Israel along with the Gentiles!
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thing. To the contrary, it very likely occurs in this case precisely because
Paul intended a change of subject.
(b) This is further confirmed by what is for me the clinching point:
Paul's use of an "inclosed" word order, where the preposition "over all
things" occurs between the 6 wv and its noun, Qeoq. The reason for this is
most likely for emphasis; and in so doing, Paul picks up the "blessing" from
1:25, where the emphasis was on God as Creator. At this later point in the ar
gument Paul now puts his emphasis on the fact that the Creator God is him
self over all things, including especially the list of Jewish privileges that
climaxed with the gift of "the Messiah in his earthly life."
Thus, if we were to change this word order to the "normal" (unambigu
ous) one, 6 0e6<; 6raveni Jtctvxcov evXoyr\xoq, then the ascription of the doxol
ogy to Christ simply would not have happened, or at least it would have
happened less frequently. On the basis of Pauline usage elsewhere, one
would put a full stop after Kctxct actpKct and read the doxology in the "nor
mal" Pauline way: "May God who is over all be blessed forever. Amen." And
in doing so, one would both keep to Pauline usage elsewhere and recognize
that this sudden blessing of God is typically Pauline, especially so in a pas
sage where he has enumerated Jewish "privileges." The God who is over all
things, including this history of his people that climaxes with the gift of the
Messiah, is to be praised forever.
My point, then, is that the presence of the rav is ultimately irrelevant in
terms of meaning but its occurrence is almost certainly responsible for the
present word order. Had Paul chosen to emphasize only that God should be
blessed forever, then none of this discussion would have happened because
there would have been no mv £7il 7tctvxrav. But since the emphasis is on God's
being the ultimate source and ruler of "all things," especially the glorious
history of his people, the word order comes out the way it does. It seems in
congruous both to the letter as a whole and to the present context in partic
ular—not to mention Paul's usage throughout the corpus—that Paul should
suddenly call the Messiah Qeoq when his coming in the flesh is the ultimate
expression of what God is doing in the world.
It should be pointed out at the end that even if this way of looking at
things is deemed to be the less likely option here, it can hardly be questioned
either as a possible or likely way of interpreting the grammar. And since
that is the case, it means that there is in fact no certain instance where Paul
calls Christ 6 Qeoq, which is precisely what we should expect, given the clear
distinctions that he presents both in his reworking of the Shema and in the
salutations of all his letters. A "possible" reading of ambiguous grammar
simply does not carry the same weight as certain usage does.
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Except for option 2, it should be noted. That is, the participle seems quite nec
essary for this option to have been considered at all. In this case the phrase would be
in apposition to "the Messiah," as the climactic moment to the climactic reference to
"the Messiah." In many ways this could be the most attractive option of all, except
for the anarthrous use of Qeoq, which seems to be too great a hurdle to overcome.
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Conclusion
Since conclusions have been forthcoming throughout this chapter, I
need to go back to what was observed at the beginning, but now to note the
significance of the considerably high Christology that emerges in this letter.
Whatever else is true of Romans, it is the most thoroughly theocentric
epistle in the corpus. Written to a community that knows Paul only by repu
tation (1:11-13; 15:22-29), this letter has the appearance of being more care
fully "composed" than many of the others. In such a letter, with its
theocentric focus, one might also expect Paul to be more considered in the
way he speaks of Christ as Son and Lord, which in fact seems to be the case.
It is therefore of some significance that we find here, as elsewhere, both pur
poseful and presuppositional statements about Christ as Lord that indicate
the same high Christology that has emerged in the earlier letters.
The primary focus on Christ is as the Son of God, and it is clear by the
way he is introduced at the outset (1:2-4) that the messianic Son of God (as
David's scion) is first of all the preexistent Son, who came to earth as the one
sent by the Father. At the same time, both the messianic-Son aspect of this
title (Messiah as to his earthly life [9:5; cf. 1:2]) and the comparison with
Adam put full emphasis on the genuineness of his humanity. A docetic view
of Christ is quite impossible on the basis of the evidence of this letter.
At the same time, the preexistent, incarnate Son of God has also fully
assumed the role of "Lord" by virtue of his resurrection from the dead.
Thus, as before, he is "the Lord" of the OT texts upon whom people now call
for salvation (10:9-13), and he is now the Lord of both the living and the
dead (14:9), who (probably) shares in the final judgment—the ultimate di
vine prerogatives.

Appendix I: The Texts
(brackets [[ ]] indicate texts with references to God alone; triple brackets [[[ ]]]
with italics indicate citations from the LXX, where kyrios refers to Yahweh)
1:1-7 TladAoq 5oi)A.oq Xpioxoii 'IT)<TO-U, Klnxdq dTrdcnoXoq d^iopiouevoq eic
edayyeAaov 9eofJ. 6 7tpoe7triyyeiA.axo Sid xcovrcpo^nxcbvadxod ev ypa<)>aiq
dyiaiq 'rcepi xov viov auxod xoii yevopxvot) eK ojtepuaxoq AauiS Kaxd
adpKa, xod dpia9evxoq viov 8eod E V o w d p x i Kaxd rcvedpa dyicocrdvriq et\
dvaaxdcrecoq veKpcbv, 'Iriooii Xpioxoii xov vopiou f|iiiov, Si' o£ e"A.dBouev
%apiv Kai aTrooxoAfiv eiq imaKofiv nioxecoq evraxcnvxoiq eGveoiv vnep xov
ovopaxoq avxov, "ev oiq core Kai dpeiq K"A.nxoi 'Itioofi Xpioroi), 7tdoiv
xoiq ofjorv ev 'Pcbpn/ dya7tr|xoiq 6eod. KA-nxoiq dyioiq, xdpiq dpiv K a i eipfjvri
aTtd 6eod 7taxpdc fjpcov K a i K-upiou 'ITIOO-O Xpioxov.
2

4

5

7

1:8-10 Tlpcbxov pev ed%apiaxcb xcb 9ecb uou Sid 'Inoorj Xpioroi) rcepi
irdvxcov dpcbv oxi fj Ttiaxiq dpcbv KaxayyeAAexai ev oAxo xcb KOOLICO. pdpxuq
lJ
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ydp uot) eaxiv 6 Oeoc. & Xaxpeva ev x<a 7tvetiuaxi u o u ev x<3 evayyekita xov
viov carrot), cbq d 8 i a X e i 7 i x ( i ) q uveiav ijudiv T i o i o u u m '"rcdvxoxe eni x&v
npoGEv%wv \iov 8e6u£voq eirccoqr\5r\TCOXEe \ ) o 8 c o 6 f \ a o u a i ev x<n 6 e ^ r \ u a x i xov
Qeov eXQeiv npbq v^iaq.
Ov y a p ercaioxovouai xo evayyetaov, 1 P "<">1 8-uvam.c yap
Geoii eoxiv eiq ocoxripiavrcavxixro 7iioxet)ovxi, l o u 8 a i ( p xe Trpmxov K a i
" E M I T W I . 8vKaiooi')vn yap Gso-u EV amra duoKaX,\wixexav E K Tiioxsroq eiq
7iiaxiv, KaGraq y s y p a T x x a v 6 8 e 8iKaioq E K niaxeaq ^rioexai.]]
lh

[[1:16-17

V L +

TOI

X

i<

17

18

'A7toKa^-u7ixExav yap 6 p y f | Qeov an' oupavou E J U rcdoav d a e | 3 e i a v
K a i dSvKiav dvGproTtrov xd>v xx\\ dX,T)Geiav EV dSvKia Kaxexovxrov, Sidxi xo
yvraoxov xoij Qeov (ftavepov ecmv EV aiaxovq. 6 9 e 6 c yap awoiq ecfravepcocrev.
xd yap dopaxa atixoi) d7io Kxioecoq K O O U C U xoiq rcoiriuacRV voo-uueva
KaGopdxai, f| xe d'i'Sioc axixo'u Swafxtc K a i 9 e i 6 x n c . eiq xo elvar avxovq
dvaTtoAoynxouq, 8 i o x i yvovxeq xov 9 e 6 v 0117 (be 9 E 6 V ESo^aoav fj
Ti\)%apicxTicav, akX EuaxaicoGrioav EV xoiq 8vaA,oyicsuolq amow K a i
£OKoxio9r| f) dcruvExoq auxmv Kap8ia. <|>dc>Kovx£q E v v a i oo<|)oi eurapavGnaav
K a i r\XXa^,av xnv 86£av xoij dtfrGdpxo'u 8 6 0 6 EV ouoiffluaxi eiKovoq (JiGapxcu
avQpwnov Kai nexeiv&v Kai xexpanodav Kai eprcexrov.]]
[[1:18-23

19

20

2 1

22

2!

A i 6 7tape8o)K£v amo-uq 6 9 s 6 c ev xaiq eniQv\iiaiq x&v KapSirav
aijxcav eiq dKa9apoiav xo-0 dxiadi^eo9ai xd orauaxa avxav ev avxolq,
omv£q uexri^a^av xrw dA.ri9si.av XQTJ Qeov ev xco II/EUSEI K a i e c e p d o 9 r | C i a v
K a i E^dxpevoav xfj K x i o E t Tiapd xov K x i a a v x a . o c eqxiv £-uA,oynx6q eiq xovc
aicovaq. duf|v. 8 i d XOTJXO TtapeSoKev aiixoijq 6 Gsoq eiq naQr\ dxiuiaq,]
[[1:24-26

2 4

25

2 6

[[1:28 K a i KaBaq OVK eSoKiuaaav xov 8 e 6 v e^eiv ev ETuyvraaei, reapeSwKev
avxovq 6 Qebq eiq dSoKiuov vow, 7ioieiv xd ur| Ka9f|Kovxa,]]
2

[[2:2-6 oi8au£v 8 E 6 x 1 xo Kpiua xov Qeov E O X W K a x d d A r i 9 £ i a v eni xoiiq xd
xoia-uxa rcpdaoovxEq A,oyi£n 8 E xouxo, & avQpane 6 Kpivcov xouq xd xoiaxixa
npdaoovxaq K a i Ttoirov avxa, 6 x 1 av eK$evqr\ xb K p i u a xov Qeov: "fi xov
KXOVXOV
xf\q xpnaxoxrixoc avxov K a i xfjq dvoxfiq K a i xfjq uaKpo6-uuiaq
Kaxa^povEiq, dyvorov o x i xo ypnaxov xov Qeov eiq uexdvovdv oe dyei; K a x d
8 e xf)v OKlT)p6xr|xd ocu K a i d^exavorixov KapSiav Grioaupi^eiq oeat»xro
6pyf)v ev rinepa opyfjq K a i d7C0Ka/liJi(/eft)q 8iKaioKpio"iac xov Qeov oc.
dnoSwoei eKaaxcp K a x d xd epya a u x o u ' ] ]
3

5

h

[[2:11

ov yap eaxiv 7tpoaco7ioX,rm\(/ia napd xca 9em.11

[[2:13

ov yap oi d K p o a x a i vonou 5 i K a i o i 7tapd xm 9 e m . . .]]

Kpivsi 6 9 E 6 C xd K p m x d xmv dvGpmnrov K a x d xo
E\)ayyEA.vov [iov 5ia XpiCTToti Ir\aox>. ["•'• ' *" xpww>6]
2 : 1 6 EV f i | i E p a oxe

I

[[2:17

Gem]]

<Toii

Ei 8e cru 'Iou5aioq en:ovoud£r| K a i ercavareaun v6|im K a i K a u y d c r a i ev
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[[2:23-24 6q ev vdpcp Kauxdcrai, 8id xfjc; TtapafSdoecoq x o d vb\xov xdv 8edv
24
dxipd^eiq- to ydp ovo^a xov Qeov 81' vpagpXaaipripelxai ev wig edveaiv,]]
2S

[[2:29 . . . orj d ercaivoq OVK tq dv6pc67tcov dAA' EK xod Geod.]]
2

!

[[3:2-7 .. .rcpcbxovpev ydp o x i e7tiaxed6T|oav xd A,dyia xod 8eod. xi ydp; ei
TJ7iicfxr|CTdv xiveq, uf| fi, dniaxia adxcbv xfjv niaxiv xod 8eod Kaxapyfjaei; u f |
yevoixo- yivea8co Se 6 8edc dAxiGfic. ndq Se dvGpomoq \|AedaxT|q, KaGcbq
yeypajtxar onag av SiicaicoOnc ev xoigXoyoig aov Kai viKijaeic ev xa
KpiveaOai ae. ei Se f| dSiKia fjLicbv 8eod SiKaioadvnv cuvioxriaiv, xi
epodpev; fifj dSiKoc d Geoc 6 e7tid>epcov xf)v dpyfjv (Kaxd dvGpamov A.eyco);
yevoixo • erceirccbqK p i v e i 6 8edc xdv KOGIIQV: ei Se fi dA.f|6eia xod 8eod ev
xco epcb \|/edoiiaxi eTtepicoeuaev eic xnv SdEav amod. xi exi Kaycb cbq
dpapxcoA.de, K p i v o p a i ; ] ]
4

5

7

[[3:11 . . .
[[3:18

OVK

eaxiv

6 eKCnxav TOY Qeov.]]

eaxiv §6jioc Qeov anevavxi x&v 6<p9aXpav avxav.T]

OVK

[[3:19 . . . i v a rcdv oxdpa <t>payfj K a i imdSiKoq yevr|xai redq d KOOUOC, xcb Geo)]]
21

3:21-26 Nuvi Se %coptq vdpou SiKaiocrdvri Qeod Jie<j>avepcoxai
uapx-opouLievn vnb xod vdpou K a i xcov 7tpo<(>r|xcbv, SiKaiocrdvr| Se 8eod Sid
iticxEioq 'ITICTOU Xpioroi) eiqrcdvxaqxodq Ttiaxedovxaq. od ydp eoxiv
8iaaxoA,fj, 7tdvxeq ydp fjpapxov K a i doxepodvxai xfic Sdc/nc xod 8eod
8 i K a i o d p e v o i 8copedv xfj afjxod ^ d p i x i S i d xf|q djtoA,w;pc6o£<oq xr|q E V
Xpioxcp Itiooir ov TtpoeGexo d 8edq lA,aorf|piov 8id xfjq 7iioxecoq E V Tip
crowd aiuaxi eiq evSeiiqiv xfjc SiKaiocdvriq adxod 8id xijv rcdpecnv xcov
jtpoyeyovdxcov dLiapxripdxcov ev xfj dvoyfj xod 6eod. Ttpdq xf|v evSeiEiv xfic
SiKaioadvric afjxod ev xcb vdv Kaipcb, eic xd eivai adxdv SiKaiov K a i
SiKaiodvxa xdv E K jtioxEioq Itio-cu. [v.i.-in<«™]
22

23

24

25

2fe

29

[[3:29-30 fj 'IouSaicov 6 8edq pdvov: ofjjri K a i eGvcbv; vai K a i eGvcbv, "eiTtep
eic 6 8edq 6q SiKaicboei Ttepixopfjv eK Ttiaxecoq . . . ]]

dlX ov npbc 8edv. xi ydp fj ypd(j>ei AEyei;
emaxevaev 8e 'Afipaap. xa Pea Kai . . .]]
2

[[4:2-3 .. . e ^ e i Kad%r|pa,

J

[[4:6 . . . cp 6 8edq A.oyi^exai SiKaioofJvr|v %(opiq epycov]]
[[[4:8 paKapiog avr)p ov

ov pf] Xoyianxai Kvpwc dpapxiav.]]]

[[4:17 . . . K a x e v a v x i ofj eTticxeuoev 8eod xod ^cooTtoiodvxoq xodq veKpouq
K a i Ka*A,odvxoq xd pii ovxa cbq ovxa.]]
[[4:20 eiq Se xijv e7tayyeA,iav xod 8eod ofj 8ieKpi6r| xfj a7tiaxia dXX'
eveSwapcbGri xfj niaxet, 8odq 8d£.av xcb Geco]]
4:24 dA.A.d K a i 8i' fjpdq, oiq ueA.A,ei A»oyic^eaGai, xoiq Jtiaxedouaiv Eni xdv
eyeipavxa 'Ir|«Toi)v xov Kiipiov f|pcav eK veKpcbv,
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5:1-2 'AiKairo9£vxeq o w etc 7tic>x£coq eipf|vnv eyfl>M.ev 7ipoc xov 8e6v 8id xov
KDpiov TJUCOV 'ITICTOV Xpifftoii 8i' ov Kai xfjv Ttpoaaycoyfiv eaxfiKauev xfi
rtiaxei eiq xnv xdpiv xat>xr|v e v fj eoxr|Kaaev Kai Kai)xc6ue9a en eknibi xfjq
56£r|C xoi) Qeoi).
2

[[5:5 . . . 6xi fi dydm-n xoi> Qeov eKKexvxai e v xaiq Kap8iaiq fpcdv 8id
vxve'ULi.axoq d y i o u x c o Soflevxoq f||iT.v.]]
h

5:6-11 exi yap Xpitrxoq ovxcov f|urov da9evrov exi Kaxd K a i p o v \mep dceficov
drceBavev. . . . <mvtoxr|cn.v 8e xfiv eauxoi) dya7tnv eiq fiuaq 6 8e6c. oxi exi
9
dLiapxcoArov ovxcov f|urov Xpitrxoq wtep i\\imv drteOavEv. noXk& ovv \iakkov
8iKaico9evxeq v w ev tro a'inaxi amot) crco9r|a6ue9a 8i' aoxoi) drco xfjq
opyfjq. e i ydp ex9poi ovxeq KaxriM.dyr|Liev xro 8eco 8td w o Oavdxoi) xov
viov avxov. nokka \iakkov KaxaAAayevxeq oco9r|o6ae9a ev TTJ ^COTJI avxoxt.
u
ov udvov 8e, akka K a i Kauxcofievoi ev xco 9eco 8id xoii icopiov f|jicov
'ITICTCO XptCTTOW 8t' ox> v w xfiv KaxaM.ayfiv eA6[5ouev.
8

10

5:15 . . . nokk& \iakkov f\ ydpiq xoij Qeov Kai r\ Sooed ev xdpixi xfj tot) evoq
dvGpemcro 'lr\oov Xpiaxov eic^xovq nokkovq ercepiaaeuaev.
5:17 . . . nokk& udAXov o i xijv rcepiadeiav xfjq xdpixoq K a i xfjq Sropedq xfjq
S i K a i o a w n q AxxLiRdvovxeq ev C,ar\ RamAetioouovv 8td xoii evoq 'Introi)
XpiCTTOV.
1 8

5:18-19, 2 1 . . . ouxcoq K a i 8v' evoq 8iKca<6p.axoq eiq rcdvxaq dv9pco7co'uq
eiq SiKaicoaiv Ccofjq. . . . oikcoq Kai 8id xr\q vna,Kor[c, xov svoq 8iKaioi
Kaxaoxa9r|aovxai oi 7toAAoi... . . . . oikcoq K a i r\ xdpiq Pamteikm Sid
8iKaioai)VT|q eiq ^COTJV aicoviov 8id 1T\<JOV Xpiffxov xov KDpiou f|(icov.
1 9

2 1

6:3-5 'fj dyvoeixe oxi, oaov ePanxio9riaev ei<; Xpitnov THCTOVV, eiq xov
Gdvaxov croxoii ePanxitrGtijiev; cruvexd<|>T||i,ev o i v dvcqi 8id xoij
RarcxiciLiaxoq eiq xov 9dvaxov i v a <o<ritep fiyepOt] Xpitrxoq E K veKpcov 8id
xfic 86£r|C XOV naxpoq. oincoq Kai f|ueiq ev Kaivoxnxi £cof]q nepiTtaxtjowaev.
'ei ydp CXULICJI'UXOI yeyovauev xro ouoirouaxi xoii Qavaxov avxov, akka K a i
xfjq dvaaxdoecoq eaoueGc
4

8

6:8-11 ei 8e drceOdvouev avv Xpicxra, T t i o x e w u e v oxi K a i av^T\ooti£V
avx(b ei86xeq oxi Xpvffxoq eyepGeiq E K V E K P © V o\)Kexi di:o9vf|aKei,
9dvaxoq awxco OUKCXV K v p i e v e i . o ydp a7ie9avev, xfj duapxia a7ie9avev
etydnat,. 6 8e ^fj, ^fj x& 8ero. "oikroq Kai uuelq Xoyi^eoGe ea-uxovq eivav v e Kpoijq uev xfj d(xapxia ^wvxaq 8e xco 8ero ev Xpifftcp 'ITICTOI). ( "P i'
9

K,

VI

K

i<

[[6:13 . . . 7iapaoxr|oaxe eauxcuq xco 9eco cboei eK veKpcov i^covxaq Kai xd LieAn
uucov 07iA,a S i K a v o o w n q xco 9eco.]]
[[6:17 ydprc 8e xco 9eco o x v . . . ]]
[[6:22 v w i 8e eAe\j9epco9evxeq and xfjq duapxtaq 8o\)Aco0evxeq 8e xco 9eco
IJLICOV eiq dyiaauov,]]

e%exe xov Kapmov
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6:23 xd y d p d\|/oivia xfjt; dpapxiaq Gdvaxoq, xd Se ydpiapa xod 8eod c",cofi
aicbvioq ev Xpioxcp 'Ir\aov xco Kvpico f|itc3v.
7:4 coaxe, d8erA.<f>ot pov, K a i dpeiq e6avaxcb6r|x£ xco vdpco Std xov oiopaxoq
xoii Xpioxov, eiq xd yeveaGai d p d q exepio, xco eK veKpcbv eyepGevxi, i v a
Kapno<t>opfjacouev xco Geco.
[[7:22 cuvfjSoLiai y d p xco vdiico xod Geod Kaxd xdv ecco avGpcoTtov,]]
7:25 ydpic Se xco Geco S i d Triooii Xpioxov xoii K v p i o v f|iicov. apa ovv adxdq
eycb xco uev vol' 5ouX,euco vduco Geod. xfj Se capKi vduco dpapxiaq.
2

8:1-2 'OvSev apa vdv Kaxdicpipa xoiq ev Xpioxcp 1r\aov. d y d p vdpoq xod
Ttveupaxoq xfjq ^cofjg ev Xpioxcp ' I T I O O V fjleuGepcoaev c e djtd x o d vduov xfjq
dpapxiaq icai xod Gavdxou.
8:3 xd y d p dSdvaxov xod vduov ev cp fjoGevei Sid xfjq aapKdq, 6 Geoc xov
eauxod viov 7tepi|/ac ev duoicbpaxi aapKdq duapxiaq Kai nepi dpapxiaq
KaxeKpivev xf)v auapxiav ev xfj aapKi,
[[8:7-8 Sidxi xd c|>pdvr|pa xfjc; aapKdq e.yGpa eic Gedv. xcb y d p vdiico xod Geod
od% unoxdaaexai, odSe ydp Suvaxar oi Se ev aapKi dvxeq Geco dpeoai od
Suvavxai.]]
8

8:9-11 'dpeiq Se OVK eoxe ev a a p K i aXXa ev jtveupaxi, eircep 7tvevpa Geod
O I K E I ev duiv. ei Se xiq jrvevp.a Xpioxov OVK e^ei, ovxoq OVK eaxiv avxov.
ei Se Xpioxoq ev dpiv, xd uev acbua veKpdv Sid auapxiav xd Se rcvevua
CjCofi Sid SiKaioodvT|v. "ei Se xd 7tvevua xod eyeipavxoc xov 'Itioovv eK
veKpcbv oiKei ev dpiv, 6 eyeipac Xpioxov eK veKpcbv ^cpoTtoifjaei K a i xd
Gvr|xd acbpaxa vpcbv Sid xd e v o i K o d v adxod Ttvedua ev vuiv.
Ml

H

8:14-17 d a o i ydp Ttveupaxi Geod dyovxai, ofjxoi viol Geov eiaiv. ' V u ydp
e"A.dpexe Ttvedpa 8ov/.eiaq 7tdfA.iv eiq c|)dPov dXXa eX,dPexe 7tvedpa vioGeaiaq
ev ca Kpdc^opev dBPa 6 itaxfjp. '"auto xd rcvedua auuiiapxupei xcb rcveduaxi
f|ua>v oxi eauev xeKva Geod. ei Se x e K v a , Kai KXripovdpor K^npovdpoi uev
Geoij. o v y K l t i p o v o p o i Se Xpioxov, elnep o v i i T t d o x o p x v iva Kai
ovvSo^aoGcofiev.
17

[[8:19 fj y d p dnoKapaSoKia xfjq Kxiaecoq xf|v dnoKd/.u\|/iv xcbv uicbv xod Geod
aTteKSexexai.]]
[[8:21 oxi Kai adxfj fj Kxiaiq eAeuGepcoGfjaexai and xfjq 8ov"A.eiaq xfjq c))Gopdq
eiq xfiv eAevGepiav xfjq Sdc/iq xcbv xeKvcov xod 6eod.11
[[8:27 d Se epawcbv xdq KapSiac oiSev xi xd cj)pdvripa xod rcvedpaxoq, oxi
Kaxd Gedv evxvyxdvei urcep dyicov.j]
28

8:28-30 oi5apev Se oxi xoic dyaTtcbaiv xdv Gedv rcdvxa avvepyei eiq
dyaBdv, xoiq Kaxd TtpdGeaiv KXr|xoiq ofjaiv 6xi ovq Ttpoeyvco. K a i
7tpocbpiaev auuudpcjiovq xr|q elKovoq xoii viov adxod. eiq xo eivai avxov
jtpcoxoxoKov ev Tto"A.A.oiq dSe^cjioiq' "oiiq Se Ttpocbpiaev. xodxovq Kai
29
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EKaXeaev KCXI oiiq EKaXeaev. xoiixouq Kai e8iKaicoGev oiiq 8e eSiKaicooev.
xoiixouq Kai e86£agev.
8:31-35 "Ti otiv epofjuev Ttpoq T a m a ; ei 6 Geoq imep fpcov. xiq Ka0' fpcov;
oq ye T C U i8iou m o i OTJK ecfreicaxo dAld imep f)|ucov Tidvxcov 7tape8coKev
auxov,rccoqoi>xi K a i <rov awcp xd rcdvxa fjuiv yapiaexai: "xiq eyKaAeaei
Kaxd eicAf KXCOV GeoiJ: Geoc 6 SiKaicov xiq 6 KaxaKpvvcov; Xpicrxoc 'Itimniq
6 djioBavcov, udiUiov 8e syEpDsiq, oq K a i serav ev 8 e £ i d xov Qeov. oq K a i
evxvyx&vei vnep fjiicov; xiq f|Lidq xapiaei anb xr\q dydittic xoii Xpierxoii;
i2

i4

!5

8:37 aXX ev xoiixoiq 7tdaiv wtepviKcbuev 5id xoii dyajtr|<ravxoq

fjLidq.

8:39 . . . oiixe xiq Kxtaiq exepa 8wfjoexai f p a q x@piaai arco xfjq dydTrnq xov
Qeov xfjq E V XpiCTxra 'ITJCTOW xto KUpico T|LU»V.
9:1 AA,f|0eiav Aeyco E V Xpttrxcp, of) \yeii8ouai, ouuuapxijpo'ucrnq uoi xfjq
auvei8"nc>£c6q uot> ev rcvetiuaxi dyico,
s

9:3-5 nijxduT|v ydp dvdGena eivai aiixoqeja anb xov Xpitrxoii vnep xebv
d8eAx|>cov uot> xcov owyevcov ucu Kaxd odpKa, Vixiveq eiaiv lopcmHxai, cov
fj uioGeaia K a i f| 86^a K a i a i S i a G f J K a i K a i f| vjouoGeoia K a i f) Aaxpeia K a i
ai eitayyeHai, cov oi rcaxepeq K a i e£ cov 6 Xp«rcoq TO Kaxd wdpKa, 6 cov
em 7idvxcov Geoc etUoynxoc eic xovc aiebvaq. durjv.
;

[[9:6 Ovx o t o v 8e oxi eK7tercTC0Kev 6 Aoyoc xot) Qeov. . . .]]
[[9:8 . . . ovxd xeKva xfjq a a p K o q xafjxa xeKva xoii O e o f j . . . ]]
[[9:11 . . . i v a fj KQX' eK^oyfiv rcpoGeaic xoii Qeov iievn.]]
[[9:14 Ti ovv epotiuev; (i-fj d8iKia 7iapd xco Geco: ufj yevoixo.]]
[[9:16 dpa ovv ov xov GeAovxoq oiiSe xov xpe%ovxoq aXXd xov eXe&vxoc
Qeov.}}
[[9:20 co avGpcoTte, LievoiJvye av xiq ei 6 dvxarcoKpivoLievoq xco 6eco:11
[[9:22 ei 8e 6eX,cov 6 Geoc evSei^aaGai xf)v opyfvv K a i yvcopiaai TO Suvaxov
aijxoii.. . ]]
[[9:24 otic. K a i eKdAeaev fjudq ov uovov eq 'Iou8aicov aXXa K a i ei, eGvcbv,]]
2li

[[[9:28-29 ldyov ydp avvreXcov Kai avvre/xvav noir\aei Kvpwc £Jti vfjg yfjg.
K a i KaGcbq 7ipoeipr|Kev 'Hoa'iaq ei nf) Kvpwc oaPaaO eyKareXmev f]^iv
onepfia, d>g£68o/ia av eyevjjOnjuev Kai cog rd/ioppa dv w/uoicodnfiev.]}]
29

-

9:32 . . . 7tpoaeKO\|/av xco XiBtp xov npocrKOLiLiaxoq,
10:1-4 'A8eAc|)oi, fj uev ei>8oKia xfjq eiifjq Kap8iaq K a i r\ 8enoiq Tipoc xov
Geov vnep avxmv eiq ocoxripiav. aapxi)pco ydp aijxoiq oxi tfjXov 6eoi)
exouoiv aXX' ov Kax' eTiiyvcooiv 'dyvoowxeq ydp xfjv xoii Geofj SiKaiocnivnv
K a i xf|v iSiav SiKaiooiivnv £r)xoiJvxeq oxfjoai, xfj SiKaioaiivT) xoi) Geoii oi>x
2
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U7texdyr|oav. x£A,oq y d p vdpov Xpioxoq eiq S i K a i o o u v T w n a v x i xcb
7uoxedovxi.
6

10:6-7 . . . LIT) eiTtrjg ev xfj KapSig GOV rig dvaprjaexai eig xdv ovpavov;
xovx' eoxvv Xpiorov KaxayayEiv fj' rig Kaxaprjoexai eig vr)v afivooov;
xovx' eoxvv Xpioxov E K VEKptov d v a y a y e i v .
7

10:9 o x i edv diio"A.oyfior\<; ev xcb oxdpaxi oou K v p i o v 'Irioovv K a i mcxeuonq
ev xfj K a p d i a oov oxi 6 8edq avxov fjyeipev eK veKpcbv, acoGfjarv
12

10:12-13 o v ydp eoxiv SiaoxoXf) 'IouSaiou xe K a i "EAArivoq, 6 ydp avxoq
Kvpioq Jidvxcov, mlovxcov eiq rcdvxaq xodq emKaXouLievovq a v x o v zdg
yap dg av eniKaXecrnxai xo dvopa Kvpiov ocoQrjaexai.
n

[[[10:16 . . . 'Hoai'aq ydp Xeyev KVpie. xig eniaxevoev

xfj dKofj TJUCOV;]]]

10:17 a p a fj Tticxiq e£ aKofjq, fj Se dKoij Sid pf|iiuxoq Xpioxov. l

v l

6 2

S ^

-

[[ll:l-2'Aeyco o v v pf| drccboaxo d 9edc xdv Xabv a v x o v : ixfj yevoixo K a i ydp
eycb 'Iapar)X,ixriq eipi, E K aixeppaxoq ABpadp, <t>uXfjq Beviapiv. QVK dncoaaxo
6 Qeoc xdv Xabv avxov o vrcpoeyvco.fj OVK oiSaxe e v 'HXia xi Xeyei fj ypac|)fj,
cbq evxvyxdvei xco 9ecb Kaxd xod 'IopafjA.;]]
2

[[[11:3 Kvpie. xovg 7tpo<prixag GOV dneKxeivav,

. . .]]]

[[[11:8 Ka9cbq yeyparcxai- eScoKev avroig 6 Qeoc nvevpa Kaxavvlgemg,]]]
21

11:21-23 ei ydp d 6edc xcbv Kaxd I^VGIV KXd8w OVK ecfteiaaxo ufjrccoqodSe
o o d c|>eioexai. i8e o v v ypr|ox6xr|xa K a i d7toxoiiiav Geod' eni pev xovq
neodvxaq drcoxopia, eni Se o e ypr\aidxr\c 8 e o v . . . . . . . Svvaxdq ydp eoxiv
6 9edq 7tdA.iv e y K e v x p i o a i avxovq.]
22

2 3

29

30

[[11:29-36 dpexape"A,T)xa ydp xd yapiop.axa K a i fj KAfjoiq xov 6eod. cbortep
ydp vpeiq 7toxe fj7iei8Tioaxe xcb 9ecp. vvv Se fjX£rj9r|xe xfj xovxcov aTteiSeia
"ovxcoq K a i o u x o i v d v fjrceiGriGav xcb d^iexepcp eXeei, i v a K a i avxoi vvv
e"A£T)9cboiv. ovveK"A,eioev ydp 6 8edc xodq raxvxaq eiq d7tet9eiav, i v a xovq
Ttdvxaq eAefjon. T2 Bd8oq nXovxov K a i oocjiiaq K a i yvcboecoq 9eod' cbq
dve^epavviyta xd K p i u a x a a v x o v K a i dveEiy viaoxoi a i dSoi a d x o d . ™xig ydp
eyva vovv Kvpiov; f) xig avLiftovAoc avxov eyevexo; "77 xig npoeSmKev avrq),
Kai dvxano8oQr\aexai avxm; 6xv et a v x o v K a i 8v' a v x o v K a i eic a v x o v xd
Ttavxa avxcb f| 8dc.a e i c xovq aicbvac. dpfjv.]]
i2

iJ9(

3f,

-

[[12:1-2 TlapaKa^cb ovv vpdq, d8eX,c|)oi 8vd xcbv oiKxippcbv xov 8eod
7capaoxfjoai xd ocbpaxa vpcbv 8voiav ^cboav dyiav evdpeoxov xcb 8ecb. xdv
"A.oyvKijv A-axpeiav vpcbv K a i pij ovoxxipaxi^eo8e xcb aicbvi xovxcp, dXXd
uexaiiop<|)ovo8e xfj d v a K a i v c b o e i xov vodq eiq xd SoKipd^eiv v u d q x i xd
8e"A.r|pa xod 8eov. xd dya6dv K a i evdpeoxov K a i xeAeiov.]]
2

[[12:3 . . . dXXd c))poveiv eiq xd oco<))poveiv, eKaoxco cbq d 8e6c euepiaev
uexpov rcioxecoq.]]
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ev crcoiid ECTLIEV ev Xpicrxcb, . . .

12:11 xij arcouSfj [ir\ o K v i p o t , xco Tcveiiuxm c^eovxec, xcp vupicp So-uX-euovxeq,
[[[12:19 . . . yeypaTtxai ydp' e/ioi EKSiKnaiq,
KVplOC.]]]

eyd dvtanodaaa, Xeyei

[[13:l-6 riaoa \i/v%r\ e^ouoiaic i m E p E x o i i c a i q i)7toxaooeo9co' ofj ydp EOXIV
e^cuoia e i ufi vnb QEOV. a i 8e oiiaai vnb Qeov xExayuEvai s i a i v cbax£ 6
dvxixaooouevoc xfj E q c u c i a xfj xoij Qeov Siaxayfj dv6eoxr|Kev,... QEOV ydp
8 i a K o v o c ECXIV aoi eic xo dya66v. eav 8e xo KOKOV Ttoiijq, <t>oRofi- ov ydp
eiKfj xf|v ud%aipav (fiopei. 8soiJ ydp SvdKovoq eoxiv £K8iKoq eiq opyfyv xco xo
KOKOV
rcpdaaovxi....
8id xoiixo ydp K a i <t>6pouq XEAEVXE Aeixoupyoi ydp
GEQJJ e i a i v eiq avxb xoiixo 7ipoaKapx£powx£q.]]
1

2

4

6

-

13:14 ctXXa EVSVKTCMTBE xov Kt>piov 'rncroiiv Xpitrxov Kai xfjq aapKoq
rcpovoiav ufj TIOIEICTGE eiq £7ii9uLiiaq.
3

4

14:3-9 . . . 6 9edq ydp a m o v 7cpoaeX.dRexo. GV xiq el 6 Kpivcov dM,6xpiov
oiKExnv; xco iSicp Kupico OXTJKEI fj 7ti7ixei. oxa9f|OExai 8E, S w a x e l ydp 6
Kupvoq GTT\GOI a i u o v . 6q UEV ydp K p i v e i f p e p a v uap' f p d p a v , oq 8E Kpivet
7tdoav fjuepav eKaaxoq ev xco iSico vol' 7iAr|po<j>opeia8co. 6 c|>povcov xfjv
f|Liepav KDpicp <(>povev Kai 6 eoGicov Kopicp e a 9 i e i , £\)%apiox£i ydp xco 9ecp'
Kai 6 ufj Eo9icov KUpicp OTJK £ C 0 i E i , Kai e u y a p i a x s i xco 9eco. oi)8£iq ydp
rjLicov Eavxco t^fj Kai oi)5£iq Eamcp dTco8vfjCK£v £dv XE ydp c^coaev, xco KOpicp
qwuEV. fidv XE d7To9vf|c>KcouEv, xco Kupicp d7io9vinoKOUEv. edv xe oijv qrouev
Eav xe dno9vfiaKcouev, xoij K u p i o u ECTIIEV. Eiq xoiixo ydp Xpicrroq
djxsGavev Kai E ^ C T E V , i v a K a i veKpcov K a i ^covxcov Kupi£i><rr|.
5

6

7

8

9

14:10-12 '"ai) 8§ xi Kpiveiq xov d8eA(])6v GOV; fj K a i GV xi eqoi)0£v£iq xov
adeXtybv GOV; jtdvxeq ydp 7iapaoxT)O0Li£8a xco ftfjumi xoii 0£oii. x p " ™ * !
"yEypamxai ydp%m syci, Xeyei Kvpwc [or K u p i o q ] on e/ioi icd/uy/ei ndv
yovv Kai ndoa ^Xmaaa e^o/uoXoyijoerai m 6ea. dpa eKaaxoq f|Lrcov rcepi
6£t?
eat»xofJ Xoyov 5c6aei. - ™ l
12

fvl

+

14:14 o l 8 a K a i Jtejteiaum
14:15 . . . uf| xto (JpcoLiaxr
[[14:17

ov ydp

EV

GOV

EKEVVOV

eaxiv f| RaciAeia xoij

14:18 6 ydp EV xoiixco
xoiq dv6pco7coiq.

dnoXXve vnep ov Xpicrxoq dTieOavev.
QeovflpcoaicK a i jioaiq . .

. ]]

SovXevav xco Xpitrxcp Eiidpeaxoq xco 8ECO Kai

[[14:20 Lih EVEKEV RpcoLiaxoq
[[14:22

Kupicp 1r\aov OXI ouSev KOIVOV 8I' eauxoii, . . .

KaxaXve

8oKiuoq

xo epyov xoii 8eoii.11

av Trioxiv fjv e%eiq Kaxd aEauxov E%E Evc67tiov xoii 9£oii.

15:3 K a i ydp 6 Xpicrxoq ot>x eavxcp TipEcrev,

aXXa

. . .]]

Ka8cbq y E y p a n x a r . . .
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15:5-6 '6 8e Geoc xfjc dTtoiiovfjq K a i xfjq 7tapaK/,fjaecoc 8cbr| rjuiv to adxd
(jjpoveiv ev d/.A.fjAvOiq Kaxd Xpiorov 'It|ooiiv, ' i v a 6uo6upa8dv ev e v i
oxdpaxi So^dc^Tixe xdv 6edv K a i naxepa xoii KDpiot) f|iicov 'Itiooii Xpioxoii.
7

15:7-9 A i d JtpooXaLipdveoQe aXXr\Xovq, KaGcbq K a i 6 Xpioxoq J t p o o s X d P E X O dudq e i c 8d£av xod Qeod. "Xiyco ydp Xpioxov SiaKOvov yeyeviioQai
Ttepixoprjq vnep dA,r|Qeiaq Qeod. eiq xd PePatcboai xdq e7tayyeM.aq xcbv
Ttaxepcov, x d 8e eQvri vnep eXeovq 8o£,daai xdv Qeov. KaQcbq y e y p a j t x a r . . .
9

[[[15:11.. .

aivelre, ndvxa tdeOvn, xdv Kvpiov

...]]]

[[15:13 6 8e Qeoc xfjq eX,7ti8oc 7tA.r|pcboai dpdq 7 i d a n q %apdq Kai eipfjvriq ev xcb
itioxedeiv, . . .]]
15

15:15-20 xo"A.uripdxepov 8e eypaxya d p i v anb pepouq cbq eTtavapipvnoKiov
dpdq 8id xijv %dpiv xijv 8oQeiodv p o i und xod Qeod eiq xd e i v a i p e
X,£ixoi)pyov Xpioxoii 'Itiooii eiq xd eQvri, i e p c u p y o d v x a xd evayyeXiov xod
Qeod. i v a yevnxai r\ 7tpoo<|)opd xcbv eGvcbv eimpdoSeKxoq, fryiaopevii ev
rcvedpaxi dyicp. e%co odv XTJV Kat»xt|oiv ev Xpioxcp 'Itioov xd Ttpdq xdv
G e d v o d y d p xoXpfjoco xi XaXelv cov o d K a x s i p y d o a x o Xpioxoq 8i' epod
eiq fjTtaKoijv eGvcbv, A,dycp Kai epycp, " e v 8i)vdpei anpeicov Kai xepdxcov, ev
8uvdpet Ttvedpaxoc Geod. [v-L-fieau] a
Q ' I e p o u o a A i p Kai KUKtap
p e x p i xod ' I A l u p i K o d 7te7tAvT|pcoKevai xo EvayyeXiov xoii Xpioxod, odxcoq
8e <))iA.oxipodpevov edayyeXic^eoGai ov% bnov covopdo8t| Xpioxoq, i v a pf|
eTt' dXXbxpiov GepeA,iov oiKoSopcb,
lf,

17

18

OX£

aK

20

15:29 oiSa 8e oxi epxdpevoq
eledoopai.

7tpdq

dpdq ev itX,t|poiiiaxi eikoyiaq

Xpioxoii

15:30 IlapaKaA.cb 8e dpdq, d8eA.<(>oi, old xoii Kupiot) tjiiiov 'It|ooii Xpioxcd
K a i 8id xfjq dydjxnq xod Tcvedpaxoq o u v a y c o v i o a o G a i p o i ev xaiq 7tpoaet>xaiq
fjTtep epod Ttpdc xdv Gedv.
, 2

[[15:32-33 i v a ev xapg eX,Gcbv T t p d q dpdq 8id QeXfjpaxoc Qeod
ouvavaTtadocopai dpiv. "6 8e Qeoq xfjc eipfjvnc uexd Ttdvxcov fjpcbv, dufjv.]]
16:2 i v a adxijv 7tpooSeiqr|o6e E V Kupicp dqTcoq xcbv dyicov . . .
16:3 AoTtdaaoGe n p i o K a v Kai A K d X a v xodq ouvepyodq pou
'It|ooii,

EV

Xpioxcp

16:5 . . . doTtdoaoGe 'ETtaivexov xdv dya7tr|xdv p o u dq eoxiv ditapxij xfjq
A a i a q E i q Xpioxov.
1

16:7-13 . . . oixiveq e i o i v eTtionpoi ev xoiq a7tooxd/.oiq, o i Kai Ttpd epod
y e y o v a v E V Xpioxcp. do7tdoaoQe 'ApjtA-tdxov xdv dya7tr|xdv p o u E V Kupicp.
'doTtdoaoGe O d p p a v d v xdv ouvepydv fpcbv E V Xpioxcp K a i X x d x u v xdv
dya7tr|xdv \iov. '"doTtdoaoGe 'AneXXrw xdv 8OKIUOV E V Xpioxcp. do7tdoaoQe
xodq eK xcbv ApioxoPodtaru. "doTtdoaoGe 'Hpcp8icova xdv cuyyevfj pou.
12
do7tdoao6e xodq eK xcbv N a p K i o o o u xodq dvxaq E V Kvpicp. do7tdoaoGe
8
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Tpu(|)cavav Kai Tpuc^coaav xdq K07tic6oaq ev Kupicp. doTidoaoGe riepoiSa xhv
dYa7tr|tf|v, fjxiq noXXa eK07tiaaev ev KUpico. "dartdaacGe 'Poucbov xov
E K ^ C K X O V ev KUpico Kai xijv Lrnxepa auxou Kai euou.
16:16 . . . dajtdqovxai uudq a i eKK^tioiai Jtdtrai xox> Xpiaxox).
16:18 oi ydp x o i o u x o i xco Kupitp fjiicov Xpttrxcp ot> 8ouX£ijoucav
eauxcov KovAia,

aXXa xfj

16:20 6 8e 8e6q xfjq eiprrvriq cuvxpiyei xov oaxavdv imb xouq 7t68aq uucbv ev
xd^ei. f| xapiq too icopiot) f|jitov Iticrou ue8' uucdv.
16:22 dcrad^oum Tju.dc; eycb Tepxioq 6 ypdyaq

xny

eniaxoXrw ev Kupitp.

25

16:25-27 Tco 8e SuvaLievco uadq axnpicei K a x d xo eiJayyeAiov uou Kai xo
KTipi)7n« Iticroii Xpitrxou, Kaxd d7toKdAui|n.v uuaxnpiou xpdvoiq aicovioiq
aeoiyriLievot), <j>avepco6evxoq 8e vuv 8id xe ypacpcovrcpocjmxiKcdvK a x ' emxayhv xoi) aicovioij 8eoiJ eiq urcaKoriv Tiiaxecoq eiq 7idvxa xd eGvn yvcopiaBevxoq,
uovco ao(j)co 8eco. 8td 1T\CTOIJ Xpicrxoii, co f| 86£,a eic xouc aicovac. duriv.
2f,

27

Appendix II: An Analysis of Usage
(* = anarthrous; + = with possessive pronoun; [[LXX]] = Septuagint echo/
citation)
Romans
Geoq

147 + 9 K u p i o q [LXX] /

Christ

97

2 naxijp

The Data
1. Kupioq 'Inoouq Xpioxoq (6)
1:7
G*
5:1
G + (Sid)
5:11 G + (8id)
13:14 A
15:6 G +
15:30 G + (8id)
la. 'Irioouq Xpioxoq Kupioq (3)
1:4
G + (appositive to moq)
5:21 G + (8id)
7:25 G + (Sid)
lb. Xpioxoq Tno-ouq Kupioq (2)
6:23 D + (ev)
8:39 D + (ev)
2. Ktipioq 'Inooijq (2)

14:14 D* (ev)

16:20 G +
[the use in 10:9 is predicate]
2a. 'Inaouq K u p i o q (1)

4:24 A +
2b. Kupioq Xpioxoq (1)
16:18 D+
3. Xpioxoq 'Inoouq (12)
1:1
G*
2:16 G* (8id) [v.l. 'Inoou
Xpvoxoij]
3:24 D* (ev)
6:3
A* (eiq)
6:11 D* (ev) [v.l. + xco KUpico
fpcov]
8:1
D* (ev)
8:2
D* (ev)
8:34 N* [v.l.-'Ir|oouq]
15:5 A*(Kaxd)
15:16 G*
15:17 D* (ev)
16:3 D* (ev)
3a. 'Inoouq Xpioxoq (7)
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5:8

N*

6:4

N*

6:8

D* (adv)

G * (appositive to
dvGpomocJ
5:17
G * (appositive to eig)

6:9

N*

7:4

G

8:9

G*

16:25

G*

8:10

N*

16:27

G*

8:11

A*

8:17

G*

1:6

G*

1:8

G*

3:22

G*

(did)

5:15

(did)

4 . K d p i o q (19 + 15 = 3 4 [ + 9 LXX ] )
[[4:8

N * (LXX)]]

8:35

G

[[9:28

N*(LXX)]]

9:1

[ [ 9 : 2 9 N * ( L X X ) + oxxBacoG]]

9:3

D* (ev)
G (arcd)

10:9

A*

9:5

N

10:12

N

10:4

N*

G * (LXX)

10:6

A*

[[10:16 V * (LXX)]]

10:7

A*

[[11:3

V*(LXX)]]

10:17

[[11:34 G * ( L X X ) ] ]

12:5

G * [v.l. Geod] [v.l. omit]
D* (ev)

14:9

N*

14:15

N*

10:13

12:11

D

[[12:19 N * ( L X X ) ] ]
14:4

D

14:18

D

14:4

N

15:3

N

14:6

D*
D*
D*
D
D

15:7

N

15:8

A*

15:18

N*

14:6
14:6
14:8
14:8

15:19

G

15:20

N*

14:8

G

15:29

G*

[14:9

Kupiedcrn]

16:5

A*

[[14:11 N*(LXX)]j

16:7

[[15:11 A ( L X X ) ] ]

16:9
16:10

D* (ev)
D* (ev)
D* (ev)

16:16

G

16:2
16:8
16:11
16:12

16:12
16:13
16:22

D* (ev)
D* (ev)
D* (ev)
D* (ev)
D*(ev)
D*(ev)
D*(ev)

5. lr\aovq (3 + 1 4 = 17)
3:26

G*

8:11

A

10:9

A*

6. Xpioxdc, ( 3 4 + 2 4 = 5 8 )
5:6

N*

(eiq)

7. uidc, (7)
1:3
G (adxod)
1:4
G (Geod)
1:9
G (adxod)
G (adxod)
5:10
8:3
A (eauxod)
8:29
G (adxod)
8:32
G (idlou)
8. Others
8:29
xdv TlplOXOXOKOV
9:32
xo) AAGo) xod 7ipooKdppaxo<;

7
Christology in Colossians
(and Philemon)
IF M Y CHRONOLOGY OF PAUL'S letters is correct, then in turning to Colossians
from Romans, we come to the second consecutive letter written to a church
that Paul did not found. But in clear contrast with Romans, it is a church
founded by one of his colleagues and therefore a church over which he as
sumes apostolic authority. What marks Colossians as unique in the corpus is
that here Christology per se is a significant concern, not in isolation from
soteriology, to be sure—then one could indeed make a case that it is not by
Paul —but Christology in its own right alongside soteriology. The reason for
1

2

1

Commentaries on Colossians are listed in the bibliography (pp. 643^14); they
are cited in this chapter by author's surname only. On the Christology of Colossians,
see further F. 0. Francis, "The Christological Argument of Colossians," in God's
Christ and His People: Studies in Honour of Nils Alstrup Dahl (ed. J . Jervell and W. A .
Meeks; Oslo: Universitetsforleget, 1977), 192-208.
It remains one of the singular mysteries in N T scholarship that so many schol
ars reject Pauline authorship of Colossians yet affirm the authenticity of Philemon.
These letters make especially good sense together if one takes seriously that both
Philemon and Onesimus would have been present for the reading of both letters in
Philemon's house church. On the one hand, the whole of Philemon is aimed toward
what Paul seems quite confident that he will get: the forgiveness of Onesimus and his
acceptance back into the community. On the other hand, given that over 50 percent
of the "house code" of Col 3:18-4:1 is directed toward the behavior of slaves,
Onesimus will have had his own moment to listen up carefully. That a pseudepigrapher could have cared to write such a letter in Paul's name, and with Philemon
as his only certain source for "Paul" (contra M . Kiley, Colossians as Pseudepigraphy
[BibSem 4; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1986], 75-107), seems to put the option of
pseudepigraphy at the lowest end of the scale of historical probability. A n d in fact,
every alleged "deviation" from the Pauline "norm" (on what basis is such a thing de
termined, one wonders) can be accounted for in light of the historical situation in
Colossae as that emerges in the letter. If Kiley's criteria, e.g., were used on the pre
supposition that 2 Corinthians or Romans were suspect (indeed, Romans has far
more "deviations" from the Pauline "norm" as established by scholarship), then their
respective relationship to 1 Corinthians and Galatians would absolutely condemn
them as Pauline. Here is a clear case of "what goes in is what comes out."
2
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this is almost certainly related to the situation in Colossae and the Colossian
believers' fascination with, or anxiety about, "the powers" and magic. If the
issue is fascination, that would threaten to "dethrone" Christ as Lord of all;
if the situation is anxiety, then "the powers" need to be placed in a
christological context that would eliminate the fear.
3

4

The result is that Paul's lifelong "Christ devotion" emerges in this letter
in a very pronounced way; and as in Romans, it does so alongside an equally
deep concern for these Gentile converts to recognize their own place in God's
story. As long as they are enamored in any way with "the powers," they are
in danger of missing out on what God has done in sending his Son. So what
one finds in this letter are constant reminders of their place as Gentiles in
the new-covenant expression of the story. At the same time, Paul constantly
keeps before them both the person and the role of Christ, that he is none
other than the eternal Son of God, in whose kingdom they now live and
serve, and that whatever else, he is also their Redeemer and the head of his
body, the church, of which they are a part. And the same Son of God who is
their Redeemer, their deliverer from darkness, is the Creator of all things, in
cluding the unseen "powers," whose power has been altogether negated
through Christ's death and resurrection.
Thus, in a letter where Christology emerges in its own right, one is not
surprised that the primary emphases lie precisely where we have found them
to lie in the more implied Christology of the corpus to this point: Christ as
the messianic and eternal Son of God, and Christ as the exalted Lord seated
at the right hand of the Father. As Son of God, who perfectly bears the di
vine image (1:15), he is also the Creator of all things (1:16-17) and is respon
sible for bringing about the new creation, where God's people are being
restored into that same image (3:10), the image of their Creator, Christ.
At the same time, the central role attributed to Christ also brings to the
fore new emphases: the Son as eternally preexistent, both Creator and
sustainer of the universe; the Son as incarnate Redeemer, in whom all of
God's fullness dwells in bodily expression; the Son as "head" of his body, the
church, who is also "head" over the powers. The net result is a letter in
which Christ, the Son of God and exalted Lord, holds the absolutely preemi
nent place—in "eternity past," in the present, and in "eternity future."
Nonetheless, the Son of God/exalted-Lord Christology, which seems ob
vious from a careful reading of what Paul actually says in Colossians, has in
the academy regularly been sublimated or eliminated altogether in favor of
3

For a convincing presentation that the "false teaching" was a syncretism of the
gospel with folk religion (including magic and belief in intermediate beings), see C. E.
Arnold, The Colossian Syncretism: The Interface between Christianity and Folk Belief at
Colossae (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1996).
Francis ("Christological Argument") makes a considerable case that Christology
is a point of agreement between Paul and the Colossians; in this case, the "addition" to
the "hymn" of the Son's lordship over "the powers" (1:16b) would be an up-front at
tempt to put the powers into christological perspective.
4
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an alleged Wisdom Christology. So some of the following exegetical effort is
directed toward the implausibility of the latter.
5

A Preliminary Look at the Data
6

The various references to Christ and to God are found in appendix I at
the end of this chapter; as in earlier chapters, appendix II offers an analysis
of the ways Paul speaks of Christ in these two letters. For a letter that was
sent probably a few years after the letter to Rome, it is noteworthy that here
Paul has returned to his earlier (normal?) patterns; and the patterns in
Colossians can also be seen in Philemon, where no point of Christology is
found at all. As in the earlier letters, Christ is mentioned more often than
God (37x / 29x), and this does not count the 16 pronouns in 1:15-22, all of
7

which have u i o q {the Son) in v. 13 as their antecedent (the only use of u i o q in

the letter), or the 8 pronouns in 2:8-15 that have Xpioxoq as antecedent. The
most frequent designation for Christ is the title-turned-name Xpioxoq (25x),
which occurs both in combination (6x) and by itself (19x) and is used rather
than Kupioq even in 3:1, where Paul echoes Ps 110:1. At the other end of the
scale, the name 'Inoouq occurs only 6 times, always in combination with
Christ and/or Lord.
On the other hand, while the title 6 Kupioq occurs 14 times, 4 of which
are in combination, the usage in this case is remarkably similar to that in
Romans, since seven of the 14 occurrences, and six of the ten occurrences of
the title by itself, are bunched in one passage—in this case, in the "household
code" of 3:18-4:1—and four of these in conjunction with mention of slaves.
Given these patterns of usage, it is not surprising to find that the two pri
mary categories of Christology per se are the same as in Romans: Jesus as
Son of God and exalted Lord, while the use of Xpioxoq that dominates oc
curs most frequently in soteriological or other kinds of contexts.

Jesus as Messianic/Eternal Son of God
One unfortunate result of having biblical texts with numbered chapters
and verses is a tendency to take these often arbitrary divisions as actual re
flections of the biblical author's own agenda. This is especially true of this
letter's thanksgiving that starts in 1:9, which evolves first into a reminder of
5

Cf. pp. 102-6 in ch. 3, where the same issue is dealt with in 1 Corinthians.
For a different kind of analysis, using the same data, see Francis, "Christo
logical Argument," 196-201.
The data from Philemon are included for the sake of completeness, even
though nothing in the letter seems to call for christological analysis; but see Wright,
" X P I Z T O Z as 'Messiah' in Paul," in Climax of the Covenant, 41-55.
6

7
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the Colossians' place in God's story (vv. 12-14) and then (vv. 15-20) into a
poetic exaltation of Christ, as a way of confronting the Colossians with who
they are in light of who Christ is.
Whether the latter passage had prior existence before it appeared here is
debated; in either case, Paul has deliberately incorporated this marvelous
poetry into his now unmanageably long sentence. What results is an ulti
mate blending of Paul's messianic Son of God Christology with the greater
reality of Christ being the eternal Son of God—Creator and Lord of all. Since
this passage is the first thing up in the letter and since it is also one of the
more significant christological moments in the corpus, we will look at it in
some detail. But before doing so, I offer a brief look at the first mention in
the letter of God as Father.
8

9

10

Colossians 1:2-3—God Our Father and the Father of
Our Lord Jesus Christ
One of the more idiosyncratic moments of this letter lies with the salu
tation, which begins as always, "Grace to you and peace from God our
Father," but does not conclude with the usual "and the Lord Jesus Christ."
This seems to be deliberate on Paul's part, as a way of anticipating the early
part of the letter.
Thus, the greeting proper emphasizes that God is our Father, meaning of
all believers, including those in Colossae; and only those who have read
Paul's other letters would miss the Christ phrase here. But when we come to
"Present scholarly wisdom views this as a hymn; but see Wright (Climax of the
Covenant, 99-106), who prefers simply to refer to it as poetry, and esp. the analysis by
S. E. Fowl {The Story of Christ in the Ethics of Paul: An Analysis of the Hymnic Material
in the Pauline Corpus [JSNTSup 36; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1990], 31-45),
who demonstrates rather conclusively that the passage is not a "hymn" in the sense
that term is currently used in NT circles; rather, it and others are "hymns in the very
general sense of poetic accounts of the nature and/or activity of a divine figure"
(45). For the purposes of shorthand, I will use the term "hymn," with quotation
marks, throughout this chapter.
On this matter, see Fowl's summary in Story of Christ, 44-45. Unfortunately,
NT scholarship still has not moved completely beyond the time where the "hymn"
has been isolated from its Pauline moorings and then discussed as an entity of its
own, as though that could actually be discovered and then discussed meaningfully
apart from the only context in which it is actually known. On this matter, see in the
present volume ch. 1, p. 6.
Besides its obvious poetry, the primary evidence for the passage as a "hymn" is
threefold: (1) the compounding of pronouns, all of which refer to the Son in v. 13 and
which become more difficult for the reader the further one is removed from the origi
nal antecedent; (2) the fact that there are two quite recognizable "stanzas," which
begin in similar ways; and (3) what seems to be an insertion into the "hymn" itself of
the phrases regarding the powers that take up most of v. 16, none of which belong to
the biblical tradition and which here seem to disrupt the poetry (but see Wright,
104-5). This latter phenomenon does indicate where the concern lies: the eternal
Son of God is Lord over all things, including the powers.
9

1 0
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the thanksgiving (v. 3), the reason for the "omission" makes perfectly good
sense. Right up front in the letter, and returning to the way he "blesses" God
at the beginning of 2 Corinthians (1:3), Paul identifies the God who is our
Father as "the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ." However, in comparison with
the Corinthians passage, his text in this case reads,
n

Col 1:3

e-uxapioxoiJLiev

xco 9eco. Ttaxpi w o K u p i o u ijucov 'Ititroii
Xpicrxoij

2 Cor 1:3

etjAoyrixoi;

6 8e6q K a i rcctxTjp xoi) K u p i o u fmcov 'Ii^troi)
Xpio-xot)

Col 1:3
2 Cor 1:3

We give thanks to
Blessed be

God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ

In this letter, the phrase "Father of our Lord Jesus Christ" stands in de
monstrable apposition to "God," which suggests that the K a i {and) in the Co
rinthian berakah is to be understood as epexegetical (as I argued there). Also
as in 2 Corinthians, this designation anticipates the Son of God Christology
that becomes the central feature of the second thanksgiving, which begins
in 1:12. On the meaning of this designation for God, see discussion on 2 Cor
1:3 in ch. 4 (pp. 169-71).

Colossians 1:12-17—Christ: Messianic and Eternal Son of God
The place to begin our analysis of the Christ story that dominates most
of what follows is not with the "hymn" itself but with the long sentence that
begins (basically) in v. 12, of which the "hymn" is an integral part. The rea
son for starting here, however, is not simply because Paul's own sentence de
mands it. In fact, the passage is so full of verbal echoes of Israel's essential
story that the role of Christ in the story could otherwise be missed or consid
erably distorted. Here is a place in particular where a visual representation
of Paul's text seems useful. 1 begin with a straightforward presentation of
the text, in which for ease of observation mention of the Father is under
lined and mention of the Son is in boldface, while the many echoes of the
OT story are italicized.
12

13

11

M v i d

The Kai is missing in ^
B C * 1739. It seems far more likely that this is
the original text than otherwise. Although a deliberate omission could be ac
counted for here (the scribe is making clear that the phrase that follows is to be un
derstood as in apposition to "God"), one must ask in such a case, Why only here in
the corpus?
0 n this matter, see esp. Wright, 61-64; cf. J. Behr, "Colossians 1:13-20: A Chiastic Reading," SVTQ 40 (1966): 247-64; F. Matera, New Testament Christology (Louis
ville: Westminster John Knox, 1999). 136-10.
F o r the sake of convenience I offer a full structural analysis of 1:13-20 as ap
pendix III, so that one can see how the various parts relate to each other.
1 2

B
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1:12-16 £dxaptoxodvx£q xco rcaxpi xco JKavcoaavxt dudq eiq xr)vpepiSa xov
Kkijpov xw dyieov ev xco <))coxr "oq eppvaaxo ijudq E K xfjc; e^ovcriag
xov OKorovg Kai p.£xeaxr|CT£v Eiq vijv fiaaiXeiav rov viov xfjc
dydrtr\g avxov. E V <J> E X O U E V xf|v ditoAvxpaaiv, xf)v dc|>£cnv xcov
d p a p x t c o v 6q E O X I V EIKCOV xod 0Eod xod dopaxov).
KpmtoTOKoq
7idar|q KxtoEcoq, 6xt E V ordxto EKXIOGTI xd Ttdvxa . . .
thanking the Father, who qualified you to share in the inheritance of the
saints in the light; "who rescued us from the power of darkness and
transferred us into the kingdom of the Son of his love. in whom we have
redemption, the forgiveness of sins, who is the image of the invisible
God, the firstborn over all creation, ""because in him were created all
things . . .
1 4

15

16

u

14

I5

At the outset, three matters are of primary importance. First, although
the whole passage is a single sentence, one can easily detect the movement
from (1) thanksgiving to God the Father for Gentile inclusion (note the vpaq
[you] in v. 12), to (2) confession that includes Paul and Timothy, representing
the Jewish community (note the shift to fpdq [us] in v. 13), to (3) the what
and how of "our" redemption (vv. 13-14), to (4) an elaboration on the one
who is responsible for it (vv. 15-17).
Second, just as there is movement from "you" to "us," where the latter
includes Gentile and Jew together, so also there is movement from the role of
the Father to that of the Son. Thus vv. 12-13 are all about what the Father
has done: given you a share in the inheritance, by rescuing us from the rule
of darkness and transferring us into the kingdom of the Son of his love.
With the mention of the Son at the end of v. 13, the focus then shifts alto
gether to what the Son has done (v. 14) and finally to who the Son is in rela
tion to the whole created order (vv. 15-16). All of this can be easily seen by
a modified display of the grammar:
14

xco Ttctxpt
xco JKOtvcooavxi dpdq Eiq xfiv UEpida xod KA.fjpoi) xcov dyicov EV XCO (|)coxi,
6c e p p d a a x o f)udq E K xfjq E ^ o u o i a q xod OKOxonq

Kai
itsxsaxriosv Eiq xijv Baot,A.Eiav xov viov xfjc dya7xr|q auxod.
E V <b E X O I I E V
xijv d7toA,vjxpcoaiv,
xijv a<|>£cn.v xcov dpapxtcbv,
oq EOXVV EIKCOV xod Qeov xod dopdxox).
JtpcoxoTOKoqrcdcmqKxioEcoq,
oxr
E V avxcp EKxio8r| xd Ttdvxa
14

H . C . G. Moule, in his Colossian Studies a century ago (London: Hodder &
Stoughton, 1902) speaks of Paul's "thought . . . as it rises through prayer into wor
shipping confession" (75).
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What this means, of course, is that English translations that start a
new paragraph with v. 15 and put "Christ" as the substituted antecedent
15

for the "who" (NIV, E S V , NLT, GNB) miss Paul's own grammar and concerns

by a considerable margin. A n d the same is true for commentators who
treat vv. 15-20 as though by fiat they could be detached from Paul's own
sentence and grammar. Moreover, only by such an excision from Paul's
own text could one find personified Wisdom in vv. 15-20; after all, the femi
nine figure of Sophia could hardly be either the Father's image or his
firstborn!
Third, the first part of the narrative that includes the Colossians in the
redemptive ministry of the Father and the Son is replete with echoes of Is
rael's primary story. Thus this brief recital, adapted as it is to the Colossians'
own situation, also picks up the concerns of Romans that Gentile believers
have, through Christ, been incorporated into God's story of redemption. We
begin the christological analysis with this third item.
16

Colossians 1:12-14—The Messianic Son of God
When most of the attention given to this poetry begins with v. 15, one
can easily miss the echoes of Israel's story in vv. 12-15, into which the
Colossians themselves have been written by Christ, here celebrated by way
of thanksgiving. Although there are various ways one can configure the
OT story, it would hardly be possible to do so without the following six ele
ments, all of which appear regularly in various forms in the Pauline
corpus:
17
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A l t h o u g h in the case of the NIV and ESV, the translators have simply kept
the pronoun "he"; the problem lies with the insertion of a title before v. 15 that
reads, "The Supremacy of Christ." That simply obstructs the ordinary reader from
seeing what Paul is doing. The TNIV has kept the title but changed it to "The S u 
premacy of the Son of God," and (correctly) substituted "the Son" for the pronoun
in v. 15.
It is of some interest that this detachment of vv. 15-20 from their grammatical
roots in vv. 12-14 begins at about the same time that N T scholarship began to refer to
it as a "hymn"; and it becomes thoroughgoing when the "hymn" is understood to be
pre-Pauline. Thus earlier studies (e.g., Lightfoot, 146; Moule, 71-72; Hendriksen, 71)
recognize that the "hymn" is about the Son of God, while many of the later ones (al
though not all [see O'Brien, 42; Wright, 70; Barth and Blanke, 194]) tend to ignore
altogether the actual grammatical antecedent (e.g., Lohse, 41, 46; Martin, 57-58;
Schweizer, 63-69; Pokorny, 74-75; Dunn, 87, although not so in his Theology of Paul
the Apostle, 268); cf. H. Ridderbos, Paul: An Outline of His Theology (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1975), 70-71; Reid, Jesus, God's Emptiness, God's Fullness, 33; Kim, Origin
of Paul's Gospel, 144. Indeed, Kim, by neglecting this important piece of grammar,
makes bold to say, "In Col 1.15 EiKcov-Christology is essentially Wisdom-Christology."
How the Son of God becomes a female figure we are not told.
Most commentators pay lip service to the basic biblical story in vv. 12-14 but
then abandon it altogether when they begin comment on v. 15. The exceptions are
rare; see Wright, 60-64; Barth and Blanke, 183-93.
16
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1. creation
2. Abraham (with the promise of Gentile inclusion)
3. the exodus (deliverance from bondage and gaining the inherited land)
4. the giving of the law (especially Deuteronomy, with its anticipation of
Israel's failure regarding the law)
5. the Davidic kingship
6. exile and the promised restoration (the eschatological consummation),
which especially included Gentiles
All of these basic elements of the story occur in some form of linguistic
or conceptual echo in the present passage, except for the giving of the law,
which will become part of Paul's major concern when he directly addresses
the Colossians' current situation in 2:13-23.
Our present interest is threefold, picking up Paul's own emphases on
the third and fifth elements (exodus and Davidic kingship) of the basic story
and then pointing out how messianic sonship evolves into concern over eter
nal sonship.
1. Even though our present passage begins with the theme of Gentile in
clusion (v. 12)—after all, it is thanksgiving—Paul immediately celebrates
that reality by echoing both dimensions of the exodus. First, he starts with
their "gaining the inheritance," where the phrase etc, xrjv LiepiScx xov KA,fjpo"u
TCOV cryicov (to share in the inheritance of the saints) has unmistakable linguistic
ties to the several passages in Joshua where the words uepic, (share) and
KA,fjpoc, (inheritance) are used repeatedly regarding the apportioning of the
land, so much so that anyone who knows the biblical story at all could
scarcely miss it. Moreover, KAfjpoc. also appears in other key texts regarding
the exodus (see, e.g., Exod 6:6-8 below), always as a way of reminding Israel
that God "brought them out" (of Egypt) in order to "bring them in" (to the
promised land). Furthermore, expressing this "inheritance" in terms of Ttov
cVyicov (the saints) continues the exodus motif, since Israel in a programmatic
way is called "a priestly kingdom and holy nation [eGvoqctYiov]" at their ini
tial constitution as God's people at Sinai (Exod 19:6)—a usage that most
likely serves as the source of the term "the holy ones = saints" in later parts
of the OT.
18
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Cf. Wright (60-63), who entitles this section "the new exodus."
E.g., starting in Josh 12:6, KXfjpoc (share = inheritance) occurs 33 times with ref
erence to inheriting the land, and nepvc (portion/share) occurs 13 times. They occur
in proximity in 14:3-4; 18:6-8, 9-10; 19:9, 48-19; 24:30/32.
O n this question, see esp. Barth and Blanke, 185-86; that the phrase refers to
the Colossian believers, see Schweizer, 47; O'Brien, 26; Bruce, 50: Dunn, 77. Lohse
(followed by Martin, 54; Pokorny, 52; MacDonaid, 50) makes the improbable sugges
tion, based on Oumran material, that the author here intends "the angels of heaven"
19
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Second, Paul then picks up the first part of the exodus, the deliverance
motif, by echoing language from one of its primary texts (Exod 6:6-8), where
the Septuagint reads, e^dlqco dudq cmo xfjq S w a a x s i a c xcbv Aiywtxicov Kai
pdfjouoa dpdq E K xfjq 8ovA£iaq K a i Xuxpaxroiica dpdq (J wi// bring you out
from under the domination of the Egyptians, and I will deliver you from slavery
and redeem you). In speaking of the saving work of Christ, Paul picks both
of the key verbs from this passage ("deliver" and "redeem") and echoes the
deliverance as from the "dominion" of darkness (xfjq E^otioiaq xoii cncdxcuq).
2. In Paul's narrative the final activity of God the Father is described as
transferring "us" Eiq xf|v Racn/xiav xofj uiod xfjq dyaTtriq afjxod (into the king
dom of the Son of his love). Thus Paul asserts that the Redeemer is also the
messianic King, of the seed of David. In speaking of the Son's "kingdom," he
is using the primary language of this motif, which first finds expression in
his letters in 1 Cor 15:24-27. As in that passage, so also here the Son is pic
tured as the currently reigning King, under whose kingly rule the Colossian
Gentiles have now been transferred. And it is precisely at this point that the
messianic Son merges with the eternal Son, which is then picked up in detail
in v. 15.
The Davidic character of Christ's sonship is signaled by the qualifier "the
Son of his love," which echoes the Septuagint of 2 Sam 7:14, 18. Here God
speaks first to David about his son who will succeed him, Eycb Eoopai auxcb
Eiq 7taxEpa, K a i adxdq eoxar uoi eiq tiiov (I will be to him a Father, and he will
be to me a son), to which the king responds, xiq Eiui Eycb, K d p i e pou K u p i e ,
Kai xiq 6 otKoq pov dxt fiyajxtiKctq jie Ecoq xodxcov; (Who am I, LORD my Lord,
and what is my house that you loved me this way?).
In Paul's sentence the unusual phrase "the Son of his love" is perhaps
deliberately ambiguous. On the one hand, it is a Semitism for "beloved
S o n " and thus initially says something about the relationship of Father
and Son: the Son himself is loved by the Father. At the same time, and prob
ably more to Paul's immediate point, the Son who redeems through his own
blood is the ultimate expression of God's love for us, as Paul says emphati
cally in Rom 5:5-9.
What is especially significant for the rest of the narrative is that "the
Son of his love" is the antecedent to all the subsequent pronouns through
v. 22—even if by the time one gets to v. 18, Paul himself may have moved
some distance from conscious recall of his antecedent. Nonetheless, the
point that must be made is that in every case the pronouns could be replaced
by their antecedent, "the Son."
21
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(36). To look for a parallel in Qumran is surely to look in the wrong place, given the
generally consistent usage of this term in the Pauline corpus (excepting 1 Thess 3:13,
where Paul is "citing" the Septuagint), not to mention in this letter itself (see 1:2, 4,
26: 3:12) and the exodus motif that dominates this sentence.
So, e.g., Bruce, 52; Dunn, 79.
0 n this question, see Lightfoot, 142.
21
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3. What happens next is full of interest. When Paul moves o n to identify
the Son's relationship to creation (vv. 15-17) and the church (vv. 18-20), he
begins by picking up the two words that he had used of the Son in Rom 8:29,
EIKCOV (image) and 7tpcox6-:oKO<; (firstborn). There the focus was o n the Son's
relationship to redeemed humanity; here he keeps the Son of God imagery
intact, but now he focuses o n the Son's relationship to the Father. Stepping
back into history, he names him as the One who perfectly bore the image of
the unseen God and whose position of firstborn is now with regard not to our
redemption but to the whole of creation. Thus the messianic Son (v. 13) is
now set forth as the eternal Son, obviously preexistent and both the agent of
and Lord over the whole created order, including the powers. What this
means, in effect, is that the parts of the sentence that form our vv. 13b and
14a anticipate the two strophes of the "hymn": (1) God's beloved Son as
kingly Lord ends up as the primary concern of vv. 15-17; (2) God's beloved
Son as Redeemer is then the focus of vv. 18-20.
23

My reason for noting all this here is that the shift between vv. 14 and 15
sometimes is regarded as so sharp that the relationship of the "hymn" to
what has preceded is often disregarded altogether. But Paul's own Christol
ogy, and the grammar of this now very long sentence, hardly allows such bi
furcation. As we have seen right along, Son of God Christology has its
origins with Christ's having been "sent," so that in his human life he was of
the seed of David. But the presupposition of this messianic Christology is
ultimately predicated o n the fact that the Davidic Son is none other than the
eternal Son, whom the Father sent into the world. To this expression of
Christology we now turn.
24
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Colossians 1:15-17—The Eternal Son of God, Creator and Lord of AH
Three significant features about the "hymn" as a whole (vv. 15-20) need
to be noted at the outset before we look at the first strophe in more detail.
26
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T h e insertion of v. 16b (the King's lordship over the powers) thus refocuses the
emphasis of his role as preexistent Creator to present Ruler over all he has created.
0 r , as in the case of Tuckett (Christology) and others, minimized by fiat ("the
opening relative clause . . . does not relate grammatically very easily to what comes
just before" [75]). This is simply not true, since it is precisely the combination found
in Rom 8:29 (Son, image, firstborn).
S e e , e.g., discussion on Gal 4:4-5 in ch. 5; Rom 1:3-4; 8:3; 9:5 in ch. 6.
As with most such passages, there is a considerable bibliography here; see the
rather comprehensive list (through 1987) in Pokorny, 56-57. See also J. F. Balchin,
"Colossians 1:15-20: A n Early Christian Hymn? The Argument from Style," VE 15
(1985): 65-93; S. M. Baugh, "The Poetic Form of Col 1:15-20," WTJ 47 (1985): 227-44;
Wright, Climax of the Covenant. 99-119; Fowl, Story of Christ, 103-54; several articles
by L. L. Helyer: "Colossians 1:15-20: Pre-Pauline or Pauline?" JETS 26 (1983): 167-79;
'Arius Revisited: The Firstborn over All Creation (Col 1:15)," JETS 31 (1988): 59-67;
"Recent Research on Col 1:15-20 (1980-1990)," GTJ 12 (1992): 61-67; "Cosmic Chris
tology and Col 1:15-20," JETS 37 (1994): 235-46.
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First, just enough is said here that is picked up and spelled out in more
detail later in the letter to make one think that the "hymn" serves as a kind
of prelude (or overture) to the whole letter. This certainly seems to be the
case with the "interruption" of the b ^ lines in v. 16. But it happens also
in the second strophe (vv. 18-20), where one feature after another is pre
sented (sometimes almost cryptically), only to be elaborated later on in a
way that causes one to return to this passage and interpret it in light of the
later elaboration.
Second, one of the more striking features of Col 1:15-20 is its apparent
relationship with what Paul has said in brief about the Son as "Lord" in
1 Cor 8:6. Indeed, whether intentional or not, vv. 15-20 look very much like
an elaboration of the two 5id phrases attributed to Christ in that text:
1

27

28

6V oxi -rd Jtdvxa

Kai

through whom all things

and we

fjueic.

Si'

OVUTOIJ

through him

Verses 15-17 of our passage poetically fill out "through him all things," a
phrase that in fact sits at the center of the "hymn" (v. 16c). Likewise,
vv. 18-20 poetically fill out "and we through him." Thus the two passages
are concerned with the role of the Son in both creation and redemption.
Third, both a lines in the two strophes present the Son with words that
echo the creation narrative in Gen 1. In v. 15 the first thing said about the
Son is that he is the EIKCOV (image) of the invisible God; in a strophe that is all
about the relation of the Son to the original creation, the first thing said
about him is that he replaces Adam (Gen 1:26-27) as the true image-bearer
of God. In the second strophe the first thing said about the Son is that he is
the dp%fj, which echoes the opening words of Gen 1:1, thus setting forth the
Son as the "beginning"of the new creation.
We begin with the strophe regarding the original creation, where the
emphasis is on both the act of creation and the fact that the Son of God has
absolute sovereignty over what has been created through his own agency.
29
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See the structural display below (next page) and the full display at the end of
the chapter as appendix III.
^ T h i s is true of, e.g., (1) Christ the Son as "head" of his body, the church (cf.
2:19), which metaphor is also picked up with a different nuance in 2:10; (2) Christ as
the ap%r\ (beginning), which anticipates the "new creation" motif in 3:10-11; (3)
Christ as "firstfruit" of the resurrection, which guarantees life both now and forever
(2:12-13; 3:1-4); (4) the use of "all the fullness" in v. 19, which is elaborated in 2:9 to
mean "all the divine fullness"; and (5) "reconciliation [making peace] through the
blood of the cross," spelled out in some detail in 2:13-15.
See the structural analysis in appendix III at the end of this chapter.
Not all will agree with my structural arrangement; in fact, it is often divided
into three strophes. My reasons for this arrangement will become clear in the exege
sis; however, my basic concern here is not to convince but simply to have a conve
nient display of the whole passage so as to comment briefly on its relevant parts.
2 9
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Obviously, the Son is therefore himself not a part of the created order. To
aid in the following discussion, I offer here a display of the text, to which we
will have frequent occasion to refer:
I. (a)
(a )
(b)
(b )
(b )

oq

EOTIV

1

oti

xou 8sod

EIKCOV

Tod dopdToi)

jtpcototoKoq

jcdcny; KTIOEOX;,

E V crdxtp

EKTIOBTI

1

2

3

(b )

EV

xd ndvxa
xoiq odpavovq K a i ETCI xf\q yfjc,

Ta

dpaTa K a i

EITE

GpOVOl
dpxai

xd ddpara
EITE KUpiOTnTEC,

EITE
EITE £<;ov>aiai,
(b )
EKTIOTOI.
xd ndvxa 5 i ' avxov K a i eiq avxov
(V)
K a i avxoq E O T I V
7ipd 7tdVTC0v
(c)
K a i xd 7idvTa
E V avxa
OUVe0TT|KEV
(C)
4

(a)
w h o is
(«')
(b)
because
(b )
(b )
(b )
(b )
1

2

3

4

(c)
(c')

the image
the
firstborn
in him

of the invisible God
over all creation,
were created
all things
in heaven and on earth
things visible and invisible
whether thrones or lordships
whether rulers
or authorities,
were created,
all things t h r o u g h h i m and f o r h i m
before all things
and h e i s
in h i m
and all things
cohere

The strophe is expressed in three pairs of parallels, with a considerable
expansion of the first line (line b) of the second pair. Together, these lines
emphasize both the Son's precedence and his supremacy over the whole cre
ated order, including especially over the powers. Whatever was going on in
the Colossians' church, their present fascination with, or anxiety about, the
powers has resulted in the powers being given a much greater role than they
deserve. Paul's point is the absolute superiority of Christ in every possible
way. Not only did Christ preexist them, but also he himself is both Creator of
and Lord over them.
1. The first doublet (a I d) affirms the two crucial matters regarding the
Son's essential relationships: to the Father and to creation. First, the Son is
51

1 emphasize this point because it is common to see Paul as echoing motifs at
tributed to personified Wisdom (see pp. 317-25 below). But although Wisdom ante
dates the material creation, she herself is regularly noted to be the first of God's
"creations," and thus, though preexistent, personified Wisdom is never visualized as
eternal. Note, e.g., Prov 8:22-26 (the passage from which all others are derived):
"The LORD brought me forth as the first of his works, before his deeds of old. I was
formed long ages ago, at the very beginning, when the world came to be. When there
were no oceans, I was given birth" (TNIV). Cf. Sir 1:4, 9: "Wisdom was created before
all other things"; "The LORD himself created her." Nothing that Paul says even re
motely resembles this with regard to the eternal Son of God.
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the e i K t o v (image) of the only God, who is both unseen and unseeable. It
is through the Son, who alone by way of his incarnation perfectly bears the
Father's image, that the unseen God is now known (cf. 2 Cor 4:4—6). Thus
the eternal Son, whom the Father sent into the world (Gal 4:4), has restored
the "image" of God that the first Adam bore but that was defaced by the fall.
In the present context, therefore, where the rest of this first strophe is about
the Son's supremacy over the created order, this first affirmation asserts in
an especially Pauline way that the Father and Son bear the same identity.
Second, and now turning to the immediate point in terms of the
Colossian setting, the Son, who bears the Father's image, is thus also the
TtptoToxoKoc, of every created thing. Thus a word used earlier to emphasize
the Son's relationship with the redeemed (Rom 8:29) in this case is used to
point to the Son's holding the privileged position of "firstborn"—both heir
and sovereign with regard to creation, the point that will be elaborated in
vv. 16-17. Paul's usage here is most likely derived from Ps 89:27 (88:28 LXX),
where Yahweh says of the Davidic scion, "I will be a Father to him, Kdycb
TtpcoTOxoKov Gfiaoucu cniiov [and I will appoint him my firstborn]."
34
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On the meaning of this word for Paul, see the discussion in ch. 4 of 2 Cor
3:18 and 4:4 (pp. 184-87), where the word first appears in his writings. On its
nonuse in the biblical sense (from Gen 1-2) in the Wisdom of Solomon, see pp.
323-25 below.
G k . dopdxoc (cf. Rom 1:20; Heb 11:27). The word occurs 3 times in the Septua
gint, but not with regard to God or his attributes, in part perhaps because at various
points in the OT it is implied that God has/can be seen (Exod 33:20-23; cf. Ps 63:2; Job
42:5). This latter, however, is almost certainly accommodating language. Thus God's
"invisibility" becomes more common during Second Temple Judaism (see, e.g., Philo,
Somn. 1.71-72; cf. Jesus in Matt 6:6,18). Its usage here is most likely a deliberate con
trast to the "unseen" things over which the Son also exercises absolute sovereignty
(v. 16b).
Note especially that the beloved Son is identified first of all as the One in
whom we have redemption (v. 14). Thus the nature of the divine image is found not
in creation but in redemption. That is, the one who bore that image and thus serves
as co-creator of the universe is also the one in whom all the divine fullness has cho
sen to dwell so as to effect reconciliation "through the blood of his cross." Thus, as in
1 Cor 1:18-25 and Phil 2:8, God's own image (character) is on full display in Christ's
death on the cross. To dehistoricize this into some distant, nonhistorical role played
by personified Wisdom is to obliterate Paul's own concerns for outside concerns
about the "origins" of this Christology (see the excursus below, pp. 317-25).
It is sometimes alleged that for this usage Paul is indebted to the wisdom tra
dition. But that is simply not true. The word occurs once in Wisdom of Solomon
(18:13, in the plural with reference to the slaughter of the Egyptian firstborn) and
once in Sirach (36:17 [as a textual variant], echoing Exod 4:22-23. where Israel is
called God's "firstborn"). See further pp. 320-21 below. The word, of course, would
never have been used of personified Wisdom, since the word by definition implies
"firstborn son."
T h i s passage was in fact so interpreted by Rabbi Nathan (cited in Lightfoot,
146): "God said, As I made Jacob a first-born (Exod. iv.22). so also will I make king
Messiah a first-born (Ps. lxxxix.28)."
33
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2. The o x i that begins the two /; lines, typical o f many psalms, gives
reasons for exulting in the one who is the "image" of God and holds pri
macy over creation. The two lines are synonymous and together emphasize
that "all things" were created "in him," which is elaborated in the second
line in terms of both "through him" and "for him." This elaboration indi
cates that the e v adxcp in v. 16a (line b) is not c a u s a l but dative of sphere,
as in v. 17b (line tV). Thus these two lines (b I b') form an inclusio with re
gard to the Son's relationship to creation. What is enclosed is first of all the
comprehensive nature of x d Ttdvxa (all things), so that every imaginable cre
ated thing, whether in heaven or on earth, whether seen or unseen (in
cluding all "the powers" in the latter), exists "in him." As the eternal Son,
he embraces the entire sphere of created existence, and nothing lies out
side him or is independent of him. Thus "all things" were created "in him"
(v. 16a) in the sense that "all (created) things" are constituted and cohere "in
him" (v. 17b). The especially high christological affirmation involved in
these enclosing lines can scarcely be denied—or deflected by making it
simply another way of expressing agency. Just as there is nothing that lies
outside God the Father's existence, so also there is no existing thing that
lies outside the Son.
37
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3. One should note further that line V (v. 16f) begins as a direct echo of
1 Cor 8:6, thus explicitly repeating that the Son is the divine agent of cre
ation. The second half of this line, however, now asserts that God's Son, who
has the rights of primogeniture over all creation—none of which exists
apart from him, and all of which in fact was created by him—is also the goal
of creation (eic, crdxdv), the one for whom all creation exists and toward
whom it points. In this case, therefore, the Son is also seen as stepping into
the role played by God the Father in 1 Cor 8:6. Moreover, two (did, eig) of the
three all-encompassing prepositions in Rom 11:36 attributed exclusively to
God are here attributed to the Son. And the eic, which belongs to the Father
alone in 1 Corinthians and is conceptually present in the divine passive
(eKxioGri, were created), is also moderated (remarkably so) by the assertion
that all things were created in him (i.e., "in the Son").
37

T h e oxi in this case is explanatory, not causal, as is often the case in the Psal
ter as well; cf. Eadie, 52; Lightfoot, 150.
As in the NLT, GNB, NET BIBLE, NIV (now corrected in the TNlv); cf. the commen
taries that take it as causal (Eadie, 52; Lohse, 50; Pokorny, 79; Barth and Blanke, 198;
Dunn, 91), but not Lightfoot, 150; Moule, 76; Haupt, 30-31; O'Brien, 45; Bruce,
61-62; Wright, 71: Garland, 88. Martin (58) suggests that "in him" has the sense that
in him "heaven and earth are 'joined,'" which he then likens to the role of "the di
vine word" in Sir 24:5 and Wis 18:16. But that is both to miss Paul and to misread
Sirach and Wisdom. The passage cited in Sirach has nothing to do with Wisdom
"joining heaven and earth"; rather, in this poetry Wisdom praises herself, whose first
home is in heaven but who then sought out an earthly home and found it in Israel.
And Wis 18:16 is about "the word" that destroyed Egypt's firstborn. To find a cosmic
"Word" here that is even remotely similar to what Paul says of the Son in this pas
sage seems to stretch the meaning of poetry beyond all legitimate bounds.
58
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4. Line c (v. 17a) then reemphasizes what was implied in lines a', b, and V:
the Son is, not "was," before all things, where the Greek preposition bears the
same ambiguity (temporal and spatial) found in the English word before, thus
emphazing both his existence prior to the created order and his having the po
sition of primacy over it because he is the agent of its existence. In the final
line (c') the Son's role as the preexistent Creator of all things is furthered by
the emphasis that they are currently "held together" in and through him.
The linguistic ties between this passage and 1 Cor 8:6, not to mention
2 Cor 4:4, suggest that the same christological point of view lies behind both
of them, especially so since the next strophe (vv. 18-20) spells out in similar
detail the K a i fiueic, 8i' aijxoij (and we through him) of the earlier passage. The
present passage thus expresses in greater detail what is already presupposed
in 1 Corinthians. A higher Christology does not exist in the NT. Indeed, what
is said here by Paul is also reflected in John and Hebrews; and since it is here
asserted by Paul as something that the Colossians should also be in tune
with, one has to assume that such a Christology existed in the church from a
very early time. The relationship of this passage to 1 Cor 8:6 further indicates
that "development" is hardly an adequate way to describe Paul's own
christological assumptions that are more thoroughly articulated here.

Colossians 3:10—Christ and the New Creation:
The Image Restored
Paul's second use of EIKCOV (image) in this letter also occurs in a context
of "creation" language, but now having to do with believers' being renewed
into the "image" of the one who created them. Thus, in place of the "rules
and regulations" that the Colossians feel compelled to come under, appar
ently both to keep in step with the "powers" and thus to secure their place
with God (2:14-23), Paul urges them to live their lives in Christ in a way that
reflects their belonging to the new creation effected by Christ (3:1-11). In the
process, and moving toward a summation at the end, Paul picks up the bap
tismal terminology from 2:11-13 and urges the Colossians. since they have
"taken off [their] old self with its practices" (3:9), to "put on the new self,"
which is in a constant renewal that is KOT' e i K o v a xoij Kxioavxoc. airajv (in
accordance with the image of the one who created the new "man"). Since this
phrase echoes Gen 1:26, 28, at issue is the referent of XOTJ Kxioavxoc., whether
it is God the Father, who created the "first ' m a n ' " (Adam), who through his
fall became the "old man," or Christ the Son, who is understood to be
responsible for the new creation.
39

Although there are frequent voices to the contrary, in the context of
this letter what at first reading may seem to be ambiguous should be seen on
w

S e e , e.g., Lightfoot, 216; Moule, 213; Lohse, 143; O'Brien, 191; Dunn, 222;
Jervell, Imago Dei, 249. Martin (107) and Schweizer (198) would have it both ways:
the "image" is Chist. and the Creator is God. For the interpretation adopted here, see
Chrysostom. Horn. Col: Wright, 138-39; Barth and Blanke, 413-14.
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closer reflection to refer to Christ the Son. Three contextual matters make
one think so. First, in the immediate context this clause is followed by the as
sertion "where [presumably in the new order presupposed by new-creation
language] there is neither Greek nor Jew [etc.], but Christ is 'all and in all' [=
the whole of everything and in all of them]." It is hard to imagine that one
should read "God," whose last mention was in terms of his "wrath" (v. 6),
into a sentence that concludes in such christocentric fashion.
Second, the same is true of the broader context, which began in 2:20,
along with 3:1-4. Here the baptismal terminology is especially pressed as the
foundation for a new and different kind of ethical life. The Colossians have
both "died with Christ" (2:20) (in the cross and realized in baptism) and
"have been raised with Christ" (3:1). Hence they should seek to live in keep
ing with their new position of life, a life located in Christ, who himself is
"seated at the right hand" of God and is thus their present source of "life"
(3:2-3). One should therefore naturally assume that Christ is both the Cre
ator of this new life and the one into whose image they are being renewed.
And that brings us, third, back to the beginning of the letter, where the
Son of God is asserted to be both the bearer of the divine image and the one
"in whom, through whom, and for whom" all things came to be in the origi
nal creation. It would seem to make little sense in this letter for the
preexistent Son, who himself bears the divine image, to be Creator of the
whole universe and then for God the Father to be the Creator in the new
order, which finds its entire focus in Christ the Son.
What this means, further, is that with the present use of eiKcov, Paul has
returned to the usage of "image" and "firstborn" in Rom 8:29, his most recent
letter. There, Christ as Son was designated as "firstborn" among the many
brothers and sisters whom he has redeemed, whose redemption is expressed in
terms of their being predestined to bear the same eiiccov as the Son himself.
Thus here as well, in the new creation the Son restores the "image of God" in
humankind that was lost in the first creation through human sin.

The Son as Incarnate Redeemer
Given the emphasis in the first strophe of the hymn on the preexistent
Son as the divine image-bearer and the Creator of all that is, one is not sur
prised that in the second strophe there is also emphasis on his becoming in
carnate when he assumed the role of Redeemer. But that emphasis does not
emerge until vv. 19-20, where both the incarnation and the Son's genuine
humanity are put forward as the means of his reconciling work. The latter
concern is then carried on into vv. 21-22, where Paul makes a considerable
point of the fact that this reconciling work took place "in his fleshly body."
But Paul does not begin there; rather, he begins where his primary con
cerns lie in this letter: the Colossian believers and their relationship to Christ.
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And since that is not only the first thing up (v. 18) but also the main concern
in the letter, we need first to note the christological moments in the "topical"
sentence and their immediate ramifications. For here, without using Krjpioq
language, Paul begins by asserting that the Son, by virtue of his resurrec
tion, also holds the position of absolute primacy, and thus supremacy, with
regard to "all things."
40

Colossians 1:18—Christ the "Head" of the New Creation
In contrast to the first strophe of the "hymn," which focuses on the
Son's relationship to the created order, this second strophe has primarily to
do with the Son's relationship to the church and thus also to the powers for
the sake of the church. The focus in this case, picking up from v. 14, is on the
Son's redemptive work, particularly on the reconciliation that he has ef
fected for the sake of the church in the context (apparently) of the powers.
As before, the discussion is aided by seeing the structure as a whole:
(d) K a i avmq E O T I V
II. (a) 6q
EOTIV

r\ K£^a)J\ xoii ooiuaxog,
xfjc; eKKXncriac/
appi,
7ipiox6xoKO<; e K xcbv v e K p c b v ,
i v a yevrrxai evndaiv
ambq jtpcoxeiicov,
E V oroxio
e r j 8 d K r | c e v Ttdv xo Tt/,fjpcoua KaxotKfjaat
5i' avxoi) dTCOKaxaA,Xd£ai xd ndvxa eiq avxov,
£ipr|voTtoif|oa<; 5 i d xoii avpaxoc; xoii
oxavpoii avxoii
8i* avxoii
eixe xd em xrjg yfjg

(«')
1

(a )
(b)
(V)

oxi
Kai

(tV)
2

(b )

41

eixe xd ev xdig ovpavolg.
(d) and he
is
the head of his body
the church;
II. {a) who
is
the beginning,
(a')
the firstborn
from the dead,
(a )
so that he might
in all things have supremacy,
(b)
because in him was pleased all the fullness to dwell
(b')
and
through him to reconcile all things to him,
(I)')
h a v i n g m a d e peace t h r o u g h t h e
blood of his cross
(b )
through him whether things on earth
or things in heaven.
1

2

4 0

Gk. ev icdatv; this is the single place in the poetry where the all-embracing xd
ndvxa is moderated in this way. Very likely this is because at issue now is not simply
the created order as such but the new creation with its inclusion of the Colossian be
lievers. Thus the Son who has "firstborn rights" with regard to the whole of cre
ation, by means of his resurrection has the same rights "in all things," including the
church, of which he is "the head."
This apparently redundant 8t' adxod is not found in some of the earliest and
best, as well as in some later, evidence (B D* F G I L 075 81 1175 1241 1739 1881 it bo
arm eth); it occurs, however, in equally strong and early evidence that won the day
as the Majority Text (<p «' S A C D f 048 0150 6 33 pier). Here is a case where the
41

4
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The strophe has several features in keeping with, as well as in contrast
to, what is said in vv. 15-17. Noteworthy is a somewhat similar structure,
where the Son is now presented as "the head of the body." This is followed by
a similar oq clause, again echoing Gen 1, where the Son is now the cxpxfj (the
new beginning), which in turn is followed by the presentation of Christ as
7rpcoTOioKoc. (firstborn), this time of the new creation by virtue of his resur
rection from the dead; and again the third line (a ) offers the purpose for his
assuming this role, this time with a i v a (purpose)- clause. The final four lines
are characterized by a repetition of the three primary prepositional phrases
from the first strophe (ev, 8id, eic; in, through, for), which in turn express the
sphere/location where "all the (divine) fullness" dwells, plus the agency of
reconciliation and its goal. Several christological moments need to be noted.
1

1. Paul has previously used the metaphor of the church as the body of
Christ to emphasize the need for diversity within unity (1 Cor 12:12-25; cf.
10:17). But here, using the Greek sense of the metaphor "head," Paul em
phasizes the church's utterly dependent relationship to Christ. Indeed, fail
ure to be connected with the head, he says later (2:19), means total loss with
regard to one's relationship with God. The church is thus to be understood
as existing "in Christ" similarly to the way creation exists "in him": as the
Son is the sphere of being for all that exists, so also the Son is the "head" of
his body the church, which not only exists in him but also draws all neces
sary life from the "head" to which it is connected.
What is striking about this metaphor is the association between Christ
and the people of God, newly constituted by Christ and the Spirit. In the OT
story Israel is God's people, chosen by him, owned by him, dependent on
him, and thus subservient to him. They live only in relationship to their God.
With a metaphor drawn from the Greco-Roman understanding of the body
politic, Paul had already earlier associated the newly formed people of God
as Christ's body, especially in connection with the bread of the Lord's Table
(1 Cor 10:16-17). In his first elaboration of the metaphor (1 Cor 12:12-26) the
emphasis was not on the body's relationship with Christ as such but on the
42
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omission is easily accounted for, since the phrase seems so redundant. On the same
grounds, one could hardly imagine the circumstances where it might have been
added, except by sheer error; but the very fact that there is so much early and wide
spread evidence for the inclusion of the phrase would mean that the "error" would
need to have happened more than once—a most unlikely probability. See the discus
sion in Metzger, Textual Commentary, 554. If the "repetition" is original, then it oc
curs for rhetorical purposes: to emphasize that the "all things" that have been
"reconciled" through the "blood of the cross" includes both humankind and the
powers (who in the latter case have been "disarmed," as Paul makes explicit in
2:14-15).
The Greeks considered the head to be the ultimate necessary part of the body,
since all its functions originate in and are sustained by the head; thus in metaphori
cal usage, the focus is on the body's dependence on the head.
On this see G. D. Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians (NICNT; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1987), 602.
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needed diversity within unity that a functioning body must have (cf. Eph
4:10-16). But here the emphasis in on the relationship of the church to
Christ, which turns out to be of far greater consequence than was Israel's re
lationship with Yahweh. Connected to Christ as "head" of the body, the
Colossian believers are thus connected to the One who has total lordship over
the powers (2:10).
2. Given this understanding of the janus, or presenting, clause (d), the
relative pronoun 6c, (line a) probably should be understood in a way similar
to that in line a in the first strophe. In that strophe the first thing up was a
phrase clarifying the relationship of the incarnate Son to the unseen God, as
the One who perfectly bore the divine image. In this strophe the first thing
up, Christ as apxA (the beginning), should likewise be understood in light of
the immediately preceding reference to his body, the church. With an appar
ently deliberate echo of Gen 1:1, the Son of God is asserted to be the "be
ginning" of the new creation, just as he is the "cause" of the former
creation; and he is so as the result of his being the "firstborn" with regard to
the dead. In this case, however, npcoToxoKoq carries both senses of the word:
as the "first" to rise from the dead, he thus also has the rights of the "first
born" with regard to his church. All belong to him, the author of the new
creation, and all are thus totally dependent on him with regard to the life of
the future.
44
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3. The purpose (iva) of Christ's being the "beginning" of the new cre
ation (by means of his resurrection) is then expressed (line a ) in terms that
further echo what was said of him regarding the first creation. Just as he has
the rights of primogeniture with regard to the original creation, so also as
"firstborn" from the dead "he himself has the primacy/supremacy in all
things." Indeed, he was raised with this very goal in view. Thus, in this in
direct way, Son of God Christology begins to move conceptually toward a
K/upioq Christology, even though that title does not appear here.
1

46

Colossians 1:19-22—Incarnation and Redemption
With the opening a lines in first place—the Son as "head" in relation
ship to his body the church—Paul next focuses (in the series of b lines) on
the means whereby the Son has assumed this role. This in turn leads us
directly to Paul's assertion that the Son is none other than the incarnate
Redeemer, which is stated twice: once in general terms in the "hymn" it
self (vv. 19-20) and then in terms of specific application to the Colossian
4 4

One is led to think so because this strophe is as much concerned with the new
creation as the first strophe was with the original creation.
T h i s view can be traced back as far as Calvin; see Martin, 59; O'Brien, 50;
Wright, 73; cf. Ridderbos: "He was . . . the Pioneer, the Inaugurator, who opened the
way" {Paul, 56).
Lightfoot notes regarding the phrase "in all things" that Paul now intends
"not in the Universe only but in the Church also" (158).
45
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believers (vv. 21-22). In both cases the metaphor for salvation is the reconcil
iation of God's enemies with himself (cf. 2 Cor 5:18-21); and in both cases
the emphasis is put on the bodily reality of the One who became incarnate
for their salvation. That much seems clear enough; but not all the details are
equally clear, and therefore they require careful examination.
Colossians 1:19-20 (2:9)—Christ the Incarnate Reconciler
With an explanatory oxv, Paul picks up his assertion as to the Son's as
sumption of the place of absolute supremacy "in all things" and offers a
twofold clarification as to how and why this came about. The "how" comes in
line b, where he asserts that in his incarnation "all fullness" chose (or "was
pleased") to dwell. The "why" comes in line b': "all [God's] fullness"
chose to dwell in the Son so that the Son might be the agent of the divine
reconcilation of "all things." Again, that much seems clear enough; our dif
ficulties stem from Paul's use of "all fullness"—what it means, why this lan
guage, and how it functions in the rest of the strophe. Since these questions
are interrelated, I will take them up one by one.
1. As to the first matter (what "all fullness" means), Paul himself returns
to this language in 2:9, where he adds the clarifying noun xfjc; 0e6xr|xo<; (of
the deity) plus the emphatic adverb ocouaxvKtoq (bodily). The first of these is
the abstract noun for divinity, which in 2:9 functions (apparently) as a peri
phrasis for "God." There can be little question that in our present passage, as
in 2:9, Paul specifically refers to the Son as the divine incarnation. This is
made certain in the latter reference with the addition of the emphatic
"bodily."
In this passage, therefore, Paul is doing very much what one finds in
John 1:1-18 and Heb 1:1-3. As the reader was set up to understand from vv.
13-14, Paul's primary concern is with the Colossians' redemption through the
Son; with vv. 19-20 he has finally got there. But as with John and Hebrews,
he begins by establishing that the incarnate Son, who came into the world to
redeem, is first of all to be understood as the preexistent divine agent of the
whole created order. And in keeping with the poetry of this passage, the in
carnation is simply asserted. In the second instance (2:9) it is expressed em
phatically as a matter of "bodily" existence—a point made less directly here.
47
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C f . BDAG, which offers that ei)8oKe(o leans first toward "to consider something
as good and therefore worthy of choice" rather than simply "to take pleasure in."
Thus the REB has "God in all his fullness chose to dwell," against most other English
translations that have some form of the idea of "please/pleasure."
Or at least a straightforward reading of the passage would seem to indicate
this. The majority of interpreters, however, prefer to add an assumed outside refer
ent, "God," as the subject of the sentence. But this view exists, as almost all readily
admit, because of a prior commitment to understanding the eiq cruxov at the end of
the sentence as a reflexive pronoun ([e]cmx6v) referring to the Father, not the Son.
See the response below.
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But what does need to be noted is that Paul here gives explicit, inten
tional expression to what he had said in earlier letters in more implicit ways.
In straightforward language he asserts that all God's fullness found incarnational expression in the coming of Jesus, God's Son. What was presuppositional at several earlier, implicit moments in the corpus (e.g., 2 Cor 8:9; Gal
4:4-5; Rom 8:3) here finds explicit expression.
2. As to the why of this circumlocution, one can only speculate; none
theless, a good reason can be given, having to do with Paul's consistent use
of the word Geoc.. Throughout the corpus he reserves this word consistently
to refer specifically to the Father. Thus, even though Christ the Son shares
the divine identity, the circumlocution "all the fullness of deity" allows Paul
to think in terms of incarnation without specifying that Geoc. "dwelt" in
him, lest that appear to circumscribe God's "dwelling" to a specific loca
tion as over against his inhabiting the whole universe that Father and Son
have created.
3. But this very circumlocution, as a way of speaking about God's
"dwelling" in the incarnate Son, has also created our difficulties in terms of
how it functions in the rest of the sentence. At issue are three grammatical
matters, which do not yield to ready solution. Each stems from the fact that
Greek nouns have grammatical gender that requires grammatical agree
ment in subsequent related forms. In this case, the expression nav TO
7rXT|pcoiia is neuter, even though it is a periphrasis for Geoc, {God), which is
masculine. And since neuter nouns are identical in the nominative and ac
cusative, one cannot always tell which is intended, especially in conjunction
with the infinitive. Thus our three problems: (a) Is nav TO TTAfjpcoua the sub
ject of the main verb, e-uSoKnoev (chose/was pleased) or the subject of the fol
lowing infinitive, and is an unexpressed Geoc. the subject of the main verb?
(b) The participle eipr|vo7roif)c>ac. (having made peace) in line b is masculine
singular, but there is no preceding noun with which it agrees grammatically;
does Paul intend us to read "God" as the subject of "chose," even though
God has not been mentioned throughout the passage, or has he created a
grammatical anomaly because "all the fullness" really does stand in for
"God"? (c) The OIJTOV in the prepositional phrase eic. avxov (to him) at the
end of line V is a clearly personal pronoun, yet if the sentence were on its
own (apart from this poetry), it would demand a reflexive (to himself), as
most English translations arbitrarily make it, or else it really does refer to a
second party ("God" in this case).
49
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At stake for us christologically in the present discussion is this final item,
as it is related to the earlier two. Did Paul intend "all things" to be reconciled
to God, or to the Son? And this in turn affects one's understanding of the
KaTevanuov avrcoij (in his sight) at the end of v. 22. The discussion may be
49

F o r the two instances that many consider to be exceptions to the "rule," see
discussion on Rom 9:5 in ch. 6 (pp. 272-77) and Titus 2:13 in ch. 10 (pp. 442-46).
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easier to follow if the two options are presented without pronouns, with the
standard boldface for Christ and underline for God.
If an unexpressed "God" is the subject of the sentence, then the clauses
would look like this:
For in the Son [God] chose to have all his fullness dwell.
and through the Son to reconcile all things to Godself.
having made peace through the blood of the Son's cross,
through the Son, whether things on earth or things in heaven.
If "all the fullness" is the subject of the sentence, then the clauses would
look like this:
For in the Son all the fullness chose to dwell.
and through the Son to reconcile all things to the Son,
having made peace through the blood of the Son's cross,
through the Son, whether things on earth or things in heaven.
It should be noted at the outset that both of these face at least one gram
matical anomaly. In the first instance, a personal pronoun is turned into a
reflexive; in the second instance, a masculine participle is made conceptually
to modify a (grammatically) neuter noun. But the real problem with the first
(clearly majority) view is that it now shifts the emphasis from the Son to God
the Father, who is not explicitly mentioned in the entire poem except in the
opening prepositional phrase ("the image of the unseen God"). And this
stance is taken primarily because of what Paul says in other letters about
reconciliation: it has to do with being reconciled to G o d . But this poem in its
entirety is about the Son, not about the Father, who is brought into the pic
ture only through the oblique referent "all the fullness" and who must be
brought in at this point or the concept of incarnation does not work at all.
The issue, then, revolves around the prepositional phrases eiq cruxov {to
him) in v. 19 and KCXXEVCOTUOV avjxofj (in his sight) at the end of v. 22. To turn
these into reflexives is to do something that, to the surprise of many, was
not once done in the long history of the textual tradition. This is all the more
striking because the tendency in the history of interpretation and transla
tion has been to do precisely that. But to turn these personal pronouns into
50
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'"Indeed, the translators of the NET BIBLE put it baldly: "Since God is the one
who reconciles the world to himself (cf. 2 Cor 5:19), he is clearly the subject of
etiSoKnoev" (italics mine). This is less clear to me.
See esp. C . F. D. Moule, An Idiom Book of New Testament Greek (2d ed.; Cam
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1959), 119 (cited in full in Meztger, Textual Com
mentary, 554).
This is expressly so in translations that would come under the rubric of "func
tional equivalent" (e.g., Niv/TNIV: "for God was pleased"; cf. GNB, REB, NJB), but it is
equally so of those that pride themselves as more "literal" (NASB, ESV, NRSV). The one
51
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reflexives is a ploy that not only causes the second strophe to limp in terms
of the whole being a poem/hymn about Christ but also causes the reader
suddenly to have to make guesses about the pronouns, which up to this
point consistently had "the Son" as their antecedent.
There is every good reason, however, to think that Paul was not at all
confused as to what he was saying—and intending. Although it is true that
"God," by way of the circumlocution "all the fullness," is the implied subject
of the various verbs in the sentence, it is likewise true that the whole passage
focuses on the work of the Son. It is the Son who stands as the "beginning"
of the new creation, and the Son who through resurrection has assumed the
place of absolute supremacy. So when Paul turns to emphasize his full deity
by saying that "all the [divine] fullness chose/was pleased to dwell in him,"
he most likely does not thereby intend now to focus on God the Father.
Rather, the very periphrasis itself keeps the emphasis on the Son.
But the more important reason for going this route exegetically is that it
keeps all the pronouns intact, referring to the Son in this strophe as they did
in the first one. This suggests that, just as in line b in v. 16, where the same
two prepositional phrases ("through him" and "for/to him") focused on the
Son, so also here. And one should have no greater difficulty in seeing the
Son as both the agent and goal of reconciliation (and thus the new creation)
than one does in seeing him as the agent and goal of the first creation. Just
as the original creation was "in him, through him, and for him," so also in
the new creation, the divine fullness was pleased to dwell "in him," so that
"through him," by means of his death on the cross, all things could now be
reconciled "to him."
1

53

There are three further advantages of going this exegetical route. (1) It
also keeps one from turning Paul's personal pronoun, eiq coVtov (to/for him),
into a reflexive pronoun, eic omxov (to himself), a spelling of eauxov that does
not occur elsewhere in the Pauline corpus. Indeed, Paul shows no aversion
to the reflexive pronoun, which he uses regularly when the sense calls for it;
thus one should perhaps assume that he did not intend this plainly personal
pronoun to be turned into a reflexive. (2) Keeping the flow of the pronouns
intact also means that when one gets to the xoij oxcropofj ctijxofj (of his cross),
one is not faced with the awkwardness of reverting to the 8i' oeuxofj (through
him) at the beginning of line V to find the proper antecedent. Instead, all the
pronouns in this strophe are seen to refer to Christ, just as they did in the
known exception is the NAB, which reads, "and through him to reconcile all things
for him." For the most part, this strategy has been employed in order (unnecessarily)
to harmonize this passage with what Paul says elsewhere about reconciliation (2 Cor
5:18-21; Rom 5:10-11).
Cf. Barth and Blanke: "The reference is to reconciliation with Christ; . . . at
tempts . . . to interpret eis auton (to him) by changing the accentuation to the reflex
ive and referencing it back to 'God,' are hardly convincing" (214—15). This view is
taken also by Matera {New Testament Christology, 143), who likewise notes the
parallel with v. 16.
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first strophe. (3) Finally, the grammatical strategem of reading jtdv xo
it^fjpcopa as the subject of the first infinitive ("to dwell"), but not the main
verb "chose/was pleased," runs full in the face of what Paul says in 2:9. In
this latter passage, Paul says the same thing in elaborated form that he says
poetically in the present one; but he does so there in straightforward prose
without the prepositional phrases and pronouns that dominate the present
poetry. And there, rcdv xo TtArjpcopa is in fact the subject of the sentence, as it
seems to be here.
It should be noted, finally, that by getting the pronouns right, one is not
thereby "dethroning" God, as it were, since God the Father is not the focus at
any point in the entire "hymn." Rather, what one does is properly to "en
throne" the Son. Through Christ's death on the cross "all the fullness" who
was pieased to dwell in the Son has caused all things to be reconciled to the
Son himself, having done so by the Son's having brought about peace
through his death on the cross. And here, as noted above (n. 34), is the pri
mary reason for eiiccov as the first thing up in the "hymn." The Son, who
bears the divine image for purposes of redemption (Rom 8:30-31), is coCreator of all things as well (cf. 1 Cor 8:6). What is going on here
christologically, therefore, is what we have seen happen throughout the cor
pus thus far: Paul regularly understands Christ to share with God the Father
what are otherwise explicitly divine prerogatives.
But what, then, does it mean for Paul to say that all things have been
"reconciled" through and to him, especially since the first "who" clause
modifying "the beloved Son" (1:14) speaks of his "redemption" in terms of
"the forgiveness of sins"? This is all the more a significant question in light
of the fact that what is said here is given specific application to the
Colossians in the following verses, thus suggesting that this present clause
has intentionally broader application. In that case, we should probably un
derstand the xd Ttdvxa of this strophe to be identical with the xd Ttdvxa of the
first strophe, so that the "all things" of both strophes refer to the whole cre
ation, and especially "the principalities and powers." The reason for thinking
so is that these are precisely the words picked up again in 2:10, 15, referring
to "the powers" whom Christ has disarmed, making a public spectacle of
them by triumphing over them in the cross.
This would further suggest that even though Paul also understands the
"blood of the cross" to be God's means of forgiveness (2:13-14; cf. 1:14), he
probably understands "reconciliation" in the present passage to go beyond
forgiveness to the Son's role in subduing the powers for the Colossians' sakes
as well. If this is the case, then that further explains why both the cosmic
creation (first strophe) and the new creation (second strophe) are being cele
brated as "through and to/for the Son." As he is the one "through whom" all
things were created and "through whom" all things are reconciled, so also
54
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F o r this view of the passage see, e.g., Lohse, 59; Bruce, 75; Martin, 60; O'Brien,
56; Wright, 76-77; Garland. 94-95; Dunn, 102-3.
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he is the one who stands as the ultimate goal of his creating and reconciling
work, so that in "all things" he might have the place of divine supremacy.
Thus this moment of "reconciliation" is especially a christological assertion,
which at the same time includes the saving work of Christ that Paul will
now apply specifically to the believers in Colossae (vv. 21-22).
Finally, we should note that not only does this strophe emphasize the in
carnation as such, but with line b' ("having effected peace through the
blood of his cross") it also emphasizes the genuine nature of that humanity.
The Son did not simply die for us; he shed his blood on the cross and thus ef
fected peace. Since this is elaborated and expressed even more strongly in
2:14-15, we probably should take the "earthy" nature of Christ's death seri
ously. One can only speculate as to why there is this emphasis, but most
likely it is related to the Colossians' a n i e n t fascination with the "unseen
powers," the very powers that Christ has triumphed over in his death. So
even though it is not for later theological reasons that Paul presses this
point, it does in fact further indicate that he was rightly concerned with the
genuine humanity of Christ's incarnation.
Colossians 1:21-22—Application to the Colossians
For the purposes of this study, one could easily bypass this passage; how
ever, the various English translations force us to take a look at it for the same
reasons as with v. 20 above. Here again we are faced with the fact that trans
lators have tended to let the prepositional phrase Kai;£vc67ti.ov awoii (in his
presence) dictate how they understand and thus render this sentence. But in
this case the problem is increased because, by translating the text as it ap
pears in our critical editions, they probably are not reflecting Paul's original
text. Thus our difficulties lie at two levels: text and interpretation.
First one must resolve the matter of text, which comes to us in three
basic forms:
c

COTOKaxfiAAaqev (he reconciled)
S A C D K and almost all others
d7toKaTr|AAdYnTE (you were reconciled)
B (33) Hil Ephraem
d7roKaTr|M.ay£VTEc. (having been reconciled) D* F G i t
v g Ir Ambst
b d g

m s

Two major difficulties face the textual critic: (1) Two of the best manu
scripts of the Pauline corpus ($p and B) have a reading that is a grammat
ical anomaly (the preceding pronoun and participle are accusative, while
the verb is passive and therefore cannot take an object). At the same time,
the $p B text is the only one that can reasonably explain the existence of
the others. If original, then one would have to allow that Paul himself
46
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55
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Indeed, the Western Text (D* et al) can only be explained as a corruption of the
text of ?p B. What the scribes created was also an anomaly: two participles without
a main verb. This doubles the likelihood that the text of <p B is Paul's original.
46
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started his sentence one way and then concluded it in another ("You, for
merly being enemies, but now you have been reconciled"). (2) This has
caused most textual critics to opt for the "grammatically correct" reading;
but in so doing, they are able to offer no good explanation as to how the
scribe of the Vorlage of such superior manuscripts as ? p and B could have
made such an egregious copying error. That is, from the perspective of a
scribe copying a manuscript, it is nearly impossible to account for this
reading if the other was original. Here seems to be a clear-cut case where
the primary "rule" of textual criticism must take precedence: that reading
which best explains how all the others came about is most likely the
original.
For this reason, I have found myself on the side of J . B. Lightfoot and
B. M . Metzger, that the text of ?p and B must be Paul's original, since (1)
this text as a scribal error would be so difficult to account for even in lesser
manuscripts and (2) the Western reading obviously presupposes this text as
the one to which the Western scribe(s) made his (their) deliberate change to
the text. Scribes do some strange things, to be sure, but this change can only
have been deliberate; and it is far more likely that Paul's original text was
ungrammatical and deliberately changed by scribes (who regularly try to
"help out the author" in such moments) than that he wrote something as
perfectly intelligible as the Majority Text reading and a scribe (or scribes)
changed it to something so difficult to account for.
So I begin this discussion with the text of ?p and B in hand as original
and offer an interpretation that accords with what has preceded. The Greek
text in this case reads,
56
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1:21-22 K a i iipdq rtoxe dvxaq d7tr|A/.oxpicouevovq Kai e^Qpovq xfj dtavoia ev
xoiq epyoiq xoiq 7iovr|poiq, v i m 8e aTtoKaxr|/./.dyr|xe ev xcp otouaxi
xfjq oapicoq avxoi) 8 i d xod Oavdxov irapaoxTioai vpdq dyiovq
Kai ducouovq Kai dveyKA,fjxovq Kaxevojirvov avxoi).
And you, once being alienated and enemies in your minds by means of your

evil deeds, but now you have been reconciled in the body of his flesh
through death in order to present you holy and unblemished and beyond
reproach before him.

56

It is not difficult to see what may have happened. Paul started his sentence
with an accusative that he intended to be the object of the verb, but when he came to
the main clause, the emphasis on the contrast itself took over in the form of a vwi 8e
(but now), which then launched him into a contrast in which they themselves were
still the focus.
See Lightfoot, 252-53; cf. Metzger, Textual Commentary, 554-55. Interestingly,
Dunn (105 n. 1) admits that this reading "meets all the criteria to be counted as origi
nal"; nonetheless, "since the second person passive fits so badly we may be justified
in concluding that the early correction/improvement was wholly justified," he then
proceeds to comment only on the acknowledged secondary text; cf. Barth and
Blanke, 220-21.
57
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Our difficulties are the same as before, and they would not be greatly dif
ferent if the Majority Text were in fact original. As before, the antecedent of
the pronoun in "the body of his flesh" is universally recognized to be the Son
(or, for most, Christ), even though only pronouns have preceded this passage
as far back as v. 14. At issue are the assumed subject of the infinitive "to
present you" and who is the one "before whom" they are to be presented.
The majority of interpreters, on the other hand, are commenting on a
text that reads, "He has reconciled in the body of his flesh in order to present
you blameless [etc.] before him." Again they are faced with enormous prob
lems, since (an unexpressed) "God" is assumed to be the "he"; but they also
recognize that the first pronoun cannot refer to the subject (even though all
rules of grammar argue that it should), so it is translated "but now by
Christ's death in his body of flesh and blood God has reconciled you to
himself" (REB; cf. NIV/TNIV). And the reasons for doing so remain the same as
in the preceding clause: for Paul, it is argued, God does the reconciling, and
therefore the Son, who has died and risen, then presents believers before God
at the eschaton. It should be pointed out, however, that even in this second
ary (majority) text, this is not a necessary option.
In Paul's original text, this is even a lesser option. The passive most likely
exists for the same reasons as Paul uses the periphrasis ("all the fullness") in
the preceding clause: to keep the focus on Christ and the Colossians. This
passive offers a similar kind of circumlocution: "you were reconciled" is a di
vine passive, which when made active would say, "God reconciled you." But
that is not what Paul says. By means of the passive, he can keep his focus on
the Son, who in this case did the reconciling by means of his (truly) bodily
death; and he did this so that at the end the Colossians (and all other believ
ers) might be presented before the heavenly court, and thus in the Son's own
presence at the eschaton, blameless and holy.
As with the preceding clause, therefore, there are no grammatical
grounds of any kind to change the referent of the pronoun from the Son
to the Father. Not only has the Son been the grammatical referent of all
seventeen of the masculine pronouns since v. 14—relative, personal, and in
tensive —but also the only mention of God as the subject of a clause is the
more oblique (and grammatically neuter) "all the fullness." Rather than
change Paul's sentence to conform to what we might have been led other
wise to expect, we should recognize that here is yet one more instance in the
corpus where Paul simply assumes that the Son shares divine prerogatives
with the Father. Thus, as with the "judgment seat" itself, which alternatively
58
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A n d this is so even if one might argue that conceptually, Paul is not driving
this point home all the way through the passage; that is, he might very well have lost
sight of "the Son" as the explicit antecedent, since at the very end of the passage
(v. 24) he has finally changed the referent to Christ. But there is no question that the
one who is first called "the Son," whatever other designation ("Christ" or "the Lord")
might fit the context better, is the constant referrent throughout the entire passage.
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refers to Christ or God, so also with this prepositional phrase that points to
believers being in the divine Presence at the eschaton, Paul sees them as in
the presence of both the Son and the Father. In this case, the Son is pic
tured as presenting believers "before God," to be sure, but the focus is on
their being in his own presence as well—the presence of the One who
redeemed them.
60

Colossians 2:2-3
Rather than moving directly into an elaboration of his opening prelude
(or overture) by applying it to the Colossians' own situation (which he fi
nally does at 2:6), Paul begins with an explanation of his own role in pro
claiming the gospel, especially for the sake of Gentiles (1:24-2:5). In so
doing, he both co-opts some of the language that he used in the first
thanksgiving (1:9—11) and elaborates it in such a way that one may be
sure he is going right for the jugular with regard to the "heady" nature of
the problem. Picking up the words avveciq (understanding),
eniyvaaiq
([real] knowledge), and oocjiia (wisdom) from 1:9 and the words uucrajpiov
(mystery) and C O T O K P I M J K H (hidden) from Jewish apocalyptic, Paul turns all
of the Colossians' idle speculations into a focus on Christ. Thus, with a
sentence that (apparently) tries to include all of their language, he states
that his goal among the Gentiles is that "they may have the full riches of
complete understanding, in order that they may know the mystery of God,
Christ himself, in whom are hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowl
edge." Thus the "mystery" is no longer hidden; it has been fully revealed
in Christ.
In typical fashion, therefore, Paul has co-opted the language of his "op
ponents" and has transmuted it to serve his own purposes, which is to place
Christ once more at the center of everything for the Colossians. In so doing,
he also once again perceives Christ as being in the highest role. Everything
that can be known about God, both his wisdom and knowledge about him,
has now been revealed in Christ, in whom "all the fullness of the deity lives
in bodily form" (2:9).
Thus, even though most of Paul's concern from this point on is with
Christ as Redeemer, he has felt compelled at the beginning to present Christ
as fully divine: preexistent, Creator, the one in whom all the fullness of the
Deity dwells, and the ultimate revealer of "the mystery" of God. And all of
this, apparently, is to defrock the powers and divest them of whatever hold
they may have had on the Colossian believers. God himself has come pres
ent in Christ, who has delivered these Gentile believers not only from their
sins but also from the burden of "doing the law" and is himself the source
59

S e e discussion on 2 Cor 5:10 in ch. 4 (pp. 190-92) and Rom 14:10 in ch. 6
(pp. 262-67).
O n this matter, see esp. discussion on 2 Cor 2:10 and 8:21 in ch. 4 (pp. 188-89).
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of life and righteousness in the new creation—thus he is sufficient for life
now and forever.
And this calls for a final word. One of the tragedies of this kind of
exegetical exercise occurs if we focus on the "meaning" of the passage and
thus lose the Pauline focus altogether, which is on the utter greatness and
glory of Christ. In trying to "get it right" with regard to what Paul says, we
are in constant great danger of "getting it wrong" as to why he says it at
all—the ever-present danger of doing with this grand passage what Jesus
castigated the Pharisees for doing with the law: to turn from worship and
adoration to fine-tuning our exegesis and thus never returning to worship
and adoration. To do that, I would argue, would in the end defeat the Chris
tology altogether. We simply have not entered into an understanding of
Paul's understanding of his Lord if we are not drawn into his own absolute
adoration and devotion. In the end, this passage should cause us to genuflect
more than gesture.

Excursus: Christ and Wisdom in Colossians
What many scholars would find missing in the foregoing discussion
of Col 1:15-17 is any mention of personified Wisdom as lying behind
Paul's language in the "hymn." That absence, of course, was by design,
since Wisdom does not obviously factor into Paul's presentation. But
since so many argue or simply assert otherwise, we need to take a
close look at the alleged evidence for this before bringing this section to
a conclusion.
Given the exegesis presented above, where it is pointed out on the
basis of grammar and usage that the whole passage fits presuppositionally within Paul's standard Son of God Christology, the question is,
How did anyone ever come to see personified Wisdom as lying behind
what Paul says? The answer is threefold. First, the relationship that was
61
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Ridderbos (Paul, 79-80) likewise rejects this notion in Colossians, which he
characterizes as "vague reminiscences"—and even that is being kind.
Indeed, Dunn (Christology in the Making, xix-xx) makes genuine interaction
with him on this passage a bit difficult because he disallows such interaction at the
very point where it must be done, namely, with his finding the "solution" to this text
in Wisdom, which is neither linguistically nor conceptually present in this passage.
He insists, rather, that further dialogue on the Colossians passage can move forward
only if we allow his claim that "the identification of Christ with Wisdom . . . has been
documented in sufficient detail in Christology" so as not to be "the issue in dispute"
(xix). But this amounts to closing the door in advance on the very issue that must be
in dispute. After all, (1) Paul himself identifies the person being celebrated in the
"hymn" as God's beloved Son (v. 13); and (2) as will be pointed out here, his alleged
verbal echoes of Jewish Wisdom are basically nonexistent (unless one considers such
things to exist by fiat). So in order to carry on the conversation, one must deny that
Paul's own grammar has any significance at all, and in its place one must assent to
what are at best distant verbal echoes of words from texts that Paul cannot otherwise
be demonstrated to have known.
f>2
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pointed out between this passage and 1 Cor 8:6 is almost always the
starting point. Once one has discovered (nonexistent) personified Wis
dom in that passage, based on Paul's (ironic) use of power and wisdom
in 1 Cor 1:18-25 (!), the connection with this passage seems easy enough
to make, given that the two parts of the Colossian "hymn" elaborate the
two parts of the 1 Corinthians clause. Second, it has often been noted
that the error in Colossae is something of a "heady" business, since the
language of wisdom and knowledge creeps up several times; thus Paul
can be seen to be rescuing "Wisdom" for the purposes of his gospel.
Third, support for this view is then found in alleged verbal/linguistic
connections in this passage to some isolated moments in the wisdom
tradition, all of which are ultimately dependent on the Wisdom of Solo
mon. Since we have already noted favorably the connection of Col
1:15-17 with 1 Cor 8:6 (but without mentioning Wisdom, since Paul him
self does not), we now investigate the other two items that have been
seen to support a Wisdom Christology.
63

Paul's Actual Use of the WordEotpia ("Wisdom")
One of the keys as to whether Paul has personified Wisdom as back
drop to his view of Christ in this letter is to see how, and how often, he
actually uses the word oo<|)ia (wisdom) itself, which he does in fact 6
times (for convenience, I have the language of "wisdom" underlined; the
boldface is where Christ is specifically connected to wisdom).
1:9

7c/.r|pco0f|xe xfiv e7tiyvcooiv xod 0eA,f|Liaxo<; adxod ev rcdon ootfria K a i
ouveoei TtvevpaxiKd,

1:28 Kai SiSdoKovxeq Ttdvxa avGpcojiov ev jcdcrn oocfrict
2:3

E V it> e i o i v Jtdvxeq o i 0r|oat)poi xf(c oo<t>iac K a i yvtooEtoc;
djt6Kpu<!>oi

2:23 axivd eoxiv Xoyov uev eyovxa oo(|)iac ev e0eXo0pr|OKia Kai
xajteivo<l>poodvr|
3:16 ev ndon oofoia diSdoKovxeq K a i vouGexodvxeq eauxodg
4:5

ev oo(j)ia rcepiTtaxeixe rcpdc; xodq e^co xdv Kaipdv e^ayopac^dpevoi

This high occurrence (for Paul) of the word oo<J)ta may very well say
something about the situation in Colossae, which is especially suggested
by what Paul says in 2:23 about the church's gravitation toward being
"observant" as having the "appearance of wisdom." However, this usage
has to do not with personified Wisdom but with the attribute of wisdom.
So also with his insistence that "all the treasures of wisdom and knowl!

See above, pp. 299-303.
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edge are hidden in Christ." This is the one place where Christ and wis
dom are actually juxtaposed in the letter; but this is a far cry from
Christ's assuming the role of personified Wisdom, since none of Paul's
language belongs to that tradition. Finally, the three occurrences of ev
Tttxcm oo<t>ia are not designed to catch anyone's attention at all; Paul has
taught—and they are to teach—others "with all wisdom," which has to
do with the manner of teaching, not its content, and implies the same
attributive understanding of the word. The same is true of their being
filled with the knowledge of God's will, which will come by the Spirit's
wisdom and insight (T.9). To "walk in wisdom" toward outsiders (4:5)
simply means to "walk wisely."
Paul's actual usage of oocpia in Colossians thus does very little to
generate hope that in 1:15-17 he is thinking of God's Son in terms of per
sonified Wisdom. Locating all the treasures of "wisdom and knowledge"
in Christ, thus making Christ himself the depository of all the wisdom of
God, is not the same things as identifying him with Lady Wisdom her
self. Nor does the language of any of these uses appear in the Jewish
Wisdom literature in contexts where wisdom is being personified. A l 
though "wisdom" was part of the issue that Paul was rebutting, this
says very little in favor of his alleged use of other language found in the
wisdom tradition and applying it to Christ, which in fact he does not.
64

Paul's Alleged Use of "Wisdom" Vocabulary
The greater issue regarding Paul's vocabulary in Colossians is not in
fact his use of the word oocjiia but his use of other language that is al
leged to be the special province not only of the Wisdom literature per se
but also of Lady Wisdom in particular. And here is where the argu
ment ultimately is grounded regarding personified Wisdom as lying be
hind the first strophe of the "hymn" in 1:15-17. Thus it has been
asserted by Dunn that Paul here uses "a sequence of correlation [be
tween Paul and personified Wisdom that] can hardly be a matter of co
incidence." Indeed, Dunn further claims that Paul's language in this
passage (and in 1 Cor 8:6) offers "classic expressions of Wisdom christol
ogy." But despite this assertion, there is a rather complete lack of both
65
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On this being the most likely meaning of this language, see Fee, God's Empow
ering Presence, 640-43.
N o t e , e.g., C. H . Dodd: "Every point can be traced to Jewish Wisdom theology"
("The History and Doctrine of the Apostolic Age," in A Companion to the Bible [ed.
T. W. Manson; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1947], 409); cf. Dunn: "The writer here is tak
ing over language used of divine Wisdom and reusing it to express the significance of
Christ" (89).
^ D u n n , Theology of Paul, 269; the whole of his presentation, here rebutted, ap
pears on pp. 268-70, concluding with "Clearly, then, Paul was attributing to Christ
the role previously attributed to divine Wisdom." Such clarity, it would seem, as with
beauty, is in the eye of the beholder!
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linguistic and conceptual ties to this tradition. Dunn's "sequence of cor
relation" turns out to consist of five points (including Christ's role in
creation, the crucial and controversial point that will be examined in ap
pendix A [pp. 606-18]). The other four are primarily linguistic and re
quire close scrutiny here, to which the word dpxrj from v. 18 is added as
well, since that word is also often brought into the discussion. Since only
two of these (EIKCOV and dp%f|) actually occur in the wisdom tradition
and EIKCOV is the one with which all these conversations begin, these will

be reserved for the end in order to give them their proper due. We begin
here with the second one, Paul's use of rcpcoxoxoKOi; in v. 15.

1. Personified Wisdom, it is commonly alleged, is called "God's 'first
born' in creation." But this is altogether misleading, since Paul's word
67
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(TtpcoTOTOKOc.) occurs nowhere in the entire wisdom tradition. The texts

brought forward, Prov 8:22, 25, not only have quite different words in
the Septuagint, but also their point (the fact that Wisdom is the first of
God's "creations" so that she might be present to frolic as he creates all
else) is something considerably different from Paul's use of rcpcoxoxoKoc,

here, where Christ as Son holds the rights of primogeniture with regard
to every created thing, since they were all created in him and through
him and for him.
The lack of this word in the Wisdom literature itself has caused
scholars to turn to the Alexandrian Jewish philosopher Philo to bail
them out at this point. But the word used by Philo with regard to the
Logos isrcpcoxoyovoc,,where in each of its three occurrences it is an adjec
tive accompanying the word "son." Furthermore, in each case it carries
69
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S e e Dunn, Theology of Paul, 269; cf. Lohse, 48 (and his extensive n. 113); re
peated often throughout the literature.
At least not in Paul's sense (see n. 35 above). Besides the two dubious examples
cited there, Dunn also gives two references to Philo as supporting this "parallel" (Ebr.
30-31; QG 4.97); but these are equally dubious. In the first passage, Philo speaks of
God having union with "knowledge," who "bore the only beloved son who is appre
hended by the senses, the world which we see" (LCL 3.335): "knowledge" is then
equated with wisdom, at which point Philo "cites" Prov 8:22 in his own way: "God
obtained me first [Tcpcoxiornv] of all his works." But that is not even remotely related
to Paul's use of 7IPCOTOTOKOC, which has to do not with the Son's being created first but
with his having the role of firstborn, heir and sovereign over all creation. The other
passage exists only in an Armenian translation, which helps not at all here. It should
be noted further that in any case, with this particular word, Philo stands altogether
on the other side of things. The word 7CP<BX6TOKO<; occurs 45 times in Philo, always
and only in the context of the O T narrative regarding an actual "firstborn" son or an
imal (never of a daughter!). On his actual word, TipfflToyovoc, see the next note.
Agr. 51; Conf. 146; Somn. 1.215; Philo's phrase Ttpraxoyovov ulov (firstborn son)
means specifically "the first son out of the womb"; and in none of these three in
stances is God's wisdom mentioned. Dunn makes the astounding assertion that "the
antecedent for use of the word 7tpo)x6xoKoc . . . in relation to creation is most obvi
ously Wisdom" (90 [italics mine]). In a footnote he lists four references in support
(Prov 8:22, 25; Philo, Ebr. 30-31; QG 4.97), none of which contain this word. In an6 8
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the sense of "the first male out of the womb" and thus none of the addi
tional sense of having the rights of primogeniture or of inheritance.
Thus, Philo does not offer even oblique help in finding the word
TtpcoTOTOKoc; in the Wisdom literature. Moreover, it is hard to imagine
that even the most high-minded Jewish author of the first century could
think of a woman in terms of a "firstborn son." So not only does Paul's
"titular" word not appear in the Wisdom literature with reference to
personified Wisdom, but also it is altogether unlikely that the male
authors of our texts could even have imagined as much.
2. It is also asserted that when Sir 1:4 speaks of Wisdom as "before
all things," this "correlates" with what Paul says here of the Son. But
this is particularly dubious, since not only does Sirach's phrase have a
different word, but also he means something almost the opposite of
Paul's meaning!
70

Col 1:17a

K a i adxdq eoxiv rcpd rtdvxcov
and he himself is before all things

Sir 1:4a

Ttpoxepa rtdvxcov eKxioxai oo<|)ia
Wisdom was created before all things else

Sir 1:9a

Kdpioc, adxdq eKxioev adxijv
the Lord himself created her

In saying that "Wisdom was created before all things [rtpoxepa
Ttdvxcov]," Sirach almost certainly means "before all things else." Thus
Sirach is simply reflecting on Prov 8:22-31, that the earth's "wise" de
sign means that God in his own wisdom created the world; when Wis
dom is then personified, she of necessity must have been "created before
all things else." Paul, on the other hand, says that the Son eoxiv Ttpd
7tdvxiov (is before all things), by which he means that the Son, through
whom all things were created, is "before them" by virtue of his
preexistence "temporally" and in terms of his primacy of rank. Thus
this phrase from Sirach offers neither verbal nor conceptual correspon
dence to Paul's understanding of the Son as eternally preexistent.
3. Further, Paul's statement that "in him [the Son] all things hold
together [ouveoxriKev]" is alleged to correspond to Wis 1:6-7, where the
author speaks of "that which holds all things together [xd ouvexov],"
71

other footnote he then dismisses Ps 89:27 as "less relevant here," and this despite the
fact that the actual antecedent of this word in Col 1:15 is the Davidic Son of God in
v. 13. One should perhaps note that Philo's actual word, Ttpfflxdyovoc,, occurs only
twice in the Septuagint, one of which is with reference to Israel (Sir 36:17).
T h i s makes M . R. D'Angelo's rewriting of the hymn as to Sophia quite fanciful
(see MacDonald, 66).
See P. W. Skehan and A . A . di Leila, The Wisdom of Ben Sira (AB 39; Garden
City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1987), 136.
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where "that which" in this case refers specifically to "the spirit" of the
Lord. Again, here are the two texts:
Col 1:17b

Ken xd rcdvxa ev crnico a u v e o T n K e v

Wis 1:7

cm TtveiJua K u p i o u 7t£7tA.fjpcoK£v xf|v oiKouuevr|v,
Kai xo auveyov xd ndvxa yvcooiv e%ei (|)covfic,.
72

To find personified Wisdom here requires several leaps of faith.
First, there is the very complex issue regarding the translation of Wis
1:6; that is, when Pseudo-Solomon says that "wisdom is a kindly spirit,"
is the author equating Wisdom with the spirit of the Lord or—and this
seems far more likely—referring to the "spiritual" quality of wisdom?
Second, the personification of Wisdom in this book does not begin seri
ously until 6:12, and except for a cameo appearance in 14:2, the per
sonification ceases abruptly at 10:21, which means that personified
Wisdom is not to be found in over two-thirds of the book. Third, the au
thor does not in fact say that "Wisdom holds all things together";
rather, "the spirit" does. The only way this could be turned into a
"source" for Wisdom Christology in Paul is to argue that for PseudoSolomon, "spirit" and "wisdom" are identical, which is not even a re
mote possibility. So even if Paul knew this passage, it could hardly have
influenced him unless he himself would have understood the identity to
be so—a most unlikely scenario.
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F . Thielman (Theology of the New Testament: A Canonical and Synthetic Ap
proach [Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2005]) acknowledges the strength of my prior
argument against Wisdom Christology ("Wisdom Christology in Paul: A Dissenting
View") but then proposes that "there is enough verbal and conceptual overlap be
tween what Paul says about Christ in Col. 1:15-17 . . . and Wisd. 1:6-7 . . . to make a
plausible case for Paul's intentional echo of some of them" (379 n. 15 [italics mine]).
Indeed, to consider this text one such text would seem to make the case for Wisdom
even weaker. This is an unfortunate blot on an otherwise superb study of Paul's
theology.
Zo<|>ia is mentioned in an introductory way in the proem in 1:4, 6 but not as
fully personified.
Dunn also appeals to several instances in Philo where he says the same thing
of Logos; but that is to assume what must be proven, not simply asserted, namely,
that Logos and Sophia are interchangeable ideas for either author but especially for
the author of Wisdom. This "interchange" is based primarily on the parallelism of
Wis 9:1-2; but that is an especially doubtful understanding of this text, for two rea
sons: (1) this is the beginning of Solomon's prayer for wisdom, and throughout the
prayer the guise of personification is basically dropped by the author; and (2) the
doublet in vv. 1 and 2 is an example of "step," not "synonymous," parallelism. Thus,
God created the world through his Xoyoq, and he fashioned human beings in his
crania. These lines do not speak of creation twice but rather express two steps and
plainly separate acts of creation, echoing day 1 and day 6; and the fashioning of
human beings is not the same thing as creating the entire universe. See in the pres
ent volume appendix A , pp. 607-9.
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4. We turn then, finally, to the two words that Paul does share with
the wisdom tradition; at issue is whether he also shares their meaning,
so that one could argue that Paul was either dependent on this tradition
or even incidentally used words in a way similar to the tradition. We
begin with Paul's calling Christ dp%ij in 1:18. Interestingly, this word oc
curs with reference to Wisdom only in Prov 8:22-23 and in Sir 24:9,
which is simply an echo of Prov 8:23. And the likelihood that the Septu
agint translator of Prov 8:23 intended to identify "Wisdom" with the
word dpxf) is especially remote. After all, the author's own elaboration
of v. 22 in v. 23 specifically identifies her not with this word as such but
with her being present "at the beginning," before the creation itself. And
since this is the only way Sirach understood it (24:9; cf. 1:4), it is quite
unlikely that Paul had Lady Wisdom in mind when he called the risen
Son the "beginning." So the case rests altogether on a single usage in
Philo, who does in fact speak of God's wisdom in this way {Leg. 1.43).
But it is not at all clear that he is thinking in terms of personified Wis
dom; and Paul seems obviously to be reflecting Gen 1:1 and is thinking
of Christ in terms of the new creation—an idea totally foreign to the
wisdom tradition.
75

5. That leads us at last to EIKCOV (image), the term that is always
the first to be brought forward as an indication of Paul's depen
dence on Wisdom. Indeed, C. K. Barrett made bold to say that "image
is a word that belongs to the Wisdom literature," citing Wis 7:26
as evidence. This is a plain overstatement of the case, since this is
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This is especially so since two paragraphs later he says similar things of virtue.
Colson and Whitaker (LCL 1.175) certainly did not think so, and they are quite ready
to capitalize these words when they are considered personification. Here they read,
"By using many words for it Moses has already made it manifest that the sublime
and heavenly wisdom is of many names," which include "beginning, image, and vi
sion of God." And in any case, bringing Philo into a discussion of the Wisdom litera
ture is itself somewhat problematic—all the more so when it is the only possible
referent that one has.
T o be fair, this is because it comes first in Paul's presentation; but it is also
clear from the literature that here is the one word where scholars are most confident
of having a genuine verbal correspondence.
C . K. Barrett, Paul: An Introduction to His Thought (Louisville: Westminster John
Knox, 1994), 146-47. Cf. Dunn, "particularly Wis. 7:26" (88), which along with his
second reference (Philo, Leg. 1.43) are the only two possible references in the litera
ture; and whatever else, Wis 7:26 does not say that Wisdom is "the image of God."
That this is rhetoric more than scholarship became evident when I asked my seminar
(p. xxviii above), on the basis of Barrett's sentence and Dunn's "particularly," how
many occurrences of this word one might expect in the literature. They were taken
aback to learn that it appears only this one time. Unfortunately, Thielman (see n. 72
above) references this as the other "verbal and conceptual overlap" between Paul and
Wisdom—unfortunate not only because the two authors are so far apart in their ac
tual usage of this language but even more so because Paul is far more likely echoing
Gen 1 and 2.
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in fact the only occurrence of the word with this sense in the entire
literature.
More importantly, Paul and Pseudo-Solomon do not reflect truly
parallel uses of language; for personified Wisdom is not "the EIKCOV of
God," nor is she seen to exist in the image of God. Rather, she is but "an
image of his goodness" (eiKcbv xfjc, dYaGoxrixoc, aijxoij)—one of the clear
concerns of the author. Paul, o n the other hand, is intending something
very much like what he says in 2 Cor 4:4-6: the unseen God can now be
known in his beloved Son (Col 1:13), who alone bears the true image of
the Father, to whom Paul has been giving thanks (v. 12).
78

Moreover, the two authors share nothing in common as to the
source of this usage. The further evidence from 3:10-11, where all agree
that Paul is echoing Gen 1-2, argues strongly that Paul is doing the
same in its first occurrence here and that it therefore has to do with the
incarnate, now exalted, Son. Thus God's Son is the one who alone bears
the "image" of the unseen God; and i n Rom 8:29 God's predestining pur
pose is for the Son to conform those who are his into that same image,
which had been defaced in the fall.
The usage in Wisdom, o n the other hand, has n o connection with
the Genesis account at all; rather, the phrase is the last in a series of the
twenty-eight descriptors regarding personified Wisdom, and in her case
it has been triggered by the metaphor of a mirror, not by Gen 1-2. A look
at the text of Wis 7:26 verifies this lack of correspondence. I n a series of
doublets and triplets that extol Wisdom's incomparable greatness, the
third set appears thus:
dTtauYaaLiot ydp eoxiv cpcoxoq d i 8 i o u
For she is a reflection of eternal light,
K a i eoojtxpov dKT)A,iS(0xov xfjq zov 9eo\> evspyeiaq
a spotless mirror of the working of God,

K a i eJKcbv xrjc. dyaGoxrixoc. aiixou.
and an image of his goodness.

This is a threefold play on mirror imagery as such and is thus quite
unrelated to Genesis. The middle member refers to the mirror itself,
while the first and third lines indicate what Wisdom reflects of God's na
ture and character. First (line 1), as to God's nature, she merely reflects
the light in which God dwells eternally; she is neither the light itself nor
the source of light. Second (line 3), as to God's character, Wisdom is a
mirror image of his goodness; again, she is neither goodness herself nor
7x

I t is elsewhere found in Sir 17:3 and Wis 2:23 with direct reference to Gen 1:27,
and in Pseudo-Solomon in several instances referring to idols (Wis 13:13, 16; 14:15,
17; 15:5) and once in a metaphorical way (17:21) referring to darkness. But these uses
are so completely unrelated to personified Wisdom that they count for nothing.
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the source of goodness. Whatever else may be true of this analogy,
therefore, the imagery is not an echo of Genesis, nor does it come close
to what Paul says in Col 1:15 of God's Son: he himself is the eiKcov of the
otherwise unseeable God.
Thus, when Paul uses the term here, as in earlier instances the con
cern is that the Son alone bears the true likeness of the Father. In this
way, although not explicitly stated, the Son also becomes the second
Adam, bearing the divine image in his humanity; at the same time, he
also bears that image in his own humanity, the image that Adam and
Eve had been intended to bear. It is hard to get around the supposition
of incarnation in this clause, especially in light of the clauses that fol
low. Christ has made God known precisely because as God's Son he per
fectly bore the divine image in his earthly life and crucifixion.
These various strands of questionable "parallels" therefore hardly
constitute the kind of "sequence of correlation" asserted by Dunn and as
sumed throughout much of the literature. Indeed, there are no true lin
guistic ties in the Colossian passage with the Wisdom literature at all; and
whether one can argue for conceptual ties without the linguistic ties seems
to be a moot point. What Paul's sentences point to instead is a Son of God
Christology, in which he uses biblical images from Genesis and the Davidic
kingship. Some kind of clear literary or conceptual dependence of Paul on
the Wisdom literature needs to be demonstrated—such as vv. 12-14 de
monstrably have with Israel's basic story—in order for us to entertain the
idea of a Wisdom Christology in Paul's thought. But that is precisely what
is lacking, both here and elsewhere in the Pauline corpus.
Furthermore, what often is not said, but needs to be, is that even
those who find Wisdom here are confronted by the reality that most of
what Paul says in this "hymn" has no relationship to Wisdom at all. In
deed, as Martin, for example, points out about the second part of line V,
"No Jewish writer rose to these heights in daring to predict that wisdom
was the ultimate goal of all creation." And since the "parallels" are
only in the mind of the beholder, the same could be said of all the al
leged parallels, including that between Christ and Wisdom as the agent
of creation, for, apart from this altogether dubious one, there simply is
no parallel of any kind in Paul's writings between Christ and personified
Wisdom. Since everything for this point of view ultimately hinges on the
issue of Wisdom's agency in creation, that matter will be given full
attention in appendix A at the end of this book.
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0 n this matter, see discussion in ch. 4 on 2 Cor 3:18; 4:4 and in ch. 6 on Rom

8:29.
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Martin, 58. This is said in a context where he quite misconstrues what Paul
says about the Son in this poem. He is certainly not creation's "artificer" (Wis 8:6), as
Martin asserts; the Son in fact is the sphere in which creation takes place ("in him"),
and he himself is the one through whom it all happens.
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Christ as Exalted Lord
Although the use of Krjpioq (Lord) is comparatively less frequent in
Colossians than the mention of Christ or the Son, it occurs at precisely the
same kinds of places as it did in Romans. In Colossians, however, Christ as
Lord is also the assumption of an occasional argument, even though the title
itself does not occur. We have already noted this regarding 1:18, where the
Son by virtue of his resurrection has assumed the place of absolute suprem
acy in the universe. In that context the not-so-hidden agenda was on his role
as Lord over the powers for the sake of the church. We now examine the sev
eral passages in which Christ as Lord is made explicit; what emerges is that
tcupiog occurs primarily with regard to ethical/behavioral concerns. This be
comes clear as we take them in their order of appearance in the letter.

Colossians 1:10
In this first mention of Christ as Kupioc, after the opening thanksgiving
(1:3), Paul prays that the Colossians will be filled with the Spirit's wisdom
and understanding so that they may "walk" in a way that is worthy of "the
Lord." The ethical implications are clear. The christological presupposition is
that their present life is to be seen as under Christ's lordship and therefore as
accountable to him in all their actions. Thus once again, Christ as Lord as
sumes the role that in Paul's Judaism would belong to God alone.
81

Colossians 2:6
In this first sentence of the main body of the letter—in terms of Paul's
concerns for the Colossians themselves—he starts by picking up the ethical/
behavioral concern expressed in the 7i£pi7taTf]oai (walk) of the opening
prayer (1:9). Here it is expressed plainly: just as they have received xov
Xpioxov 'Inoofiv xov Krjpiov ([the] Christ Jesus, [who is] the Lord), so they are
to "walk" in him, meaning "in the sphere of his lordship." Since this is the
only occurrence of this unusual phrasing in Paul's letters, there is every
good reason to believe that he intended the phrase to be understood as here
punctuated. If so, then those several English translations that have rendered
it "receive Christ Jesus as Lord" are very mucli on the mark, where the em82
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For this understanding of this phrase, see Fee, God's Empowering Presence,
641-43 (cf. now the TNIV).
Up to this point, the order "Christ Jesus the/our Lord" has occurred only 3
times (1 Cor 15:31; Rom 6:23; 8:39); after this it will occur only in Phil 3:8 (with the
unique addition of "my" with Lord). The totally unexpected feature of the present
usage is the repeated definite article (once with "Christ" and once with "Lord").
So NIV/TNIV, REB, GNB, NLT, NET BIBLE; cf. the NET BIBLE footnote: "Though the
verb uapa^dpexe does not often take a double accusative, here it seems to do so,"
which is then spelled out in a bit more detail.
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phasis is on the Colossians' recognition of the lordship of the Christ whom
they have "received." That is, in their becoming believers they not only be
lieved in Christ Jesus but also revered him as their Lord, vis-a-vis all other
"lords" in both the religious cults and the empire.
Thus, Christ's lordship assumed in the opening prayer is here expressed
in terms of the Colossians' "receiving" Christ as their Lord, meaning that
they have taken his lordship to be their primary frame of reference in this
new life, which is then elaborated with a double shift of metaphors. As a
tree, they are to be firmly rooted (eppi^couevoi) in the Lord; and as a
temple, they are to be built on him. This imperative is brought up front as
the first matter in the letter probably because in Paul's view their current
fascination with the Jewish law and their giving too great a role to the pow
ers have had the twofold effect of dethroning Christ and of moving the
Colossians onto the wrong ground for truly godly living. As always, Christ as
Lord is a presupposed and dominant feature of Paul's Christology.
84
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Colossians 3:1-4
In a passage that serves as a kind of inclusio with 2:6, this paragraph
does several things at once. First, by means of its opening words, ei
a\)vr|Yep0r|te xco Xproxco (if you have been raised with Christ), it stands in ex
plicit relationship with 2:20-23, which begins, ei COTeGctvexe oi)v Xpioxcp (if
you have died with Christ). Second, by these same clauses Paul also brings the
Colossians back to their baptism, noted above in 2:11-13, where he reminded
them that they "died" to their former life and "rose" to a new life. Third, and
now especially with 2:20-23 in view, he is about to move on to explain what
in the past they have died to (the sins of their former way of life [3:5-9]) and
that their "doing law" in terms of not touching or tasting has no value at all
with regard to such sins. What they need to learn is to live in keeping with
their new life, a life now raised with Christ and hidden in him who is their
life—a life therefore that will reflect his character and likeness (3:12-15).
In making this point at the outset (3:1), even though the word tcupioc.
does not appear explicitly, it is again, as in Rom 8:34, assumed by Paul's echo
of Ps 110:1. Christ is the messianic "Lord" seated at God the Father's right
hand. But the emphasis in this case is not on his present ministry of inter
cession; rather, Paul places him in heaven "above," at the "right hand of
8 4

This assumes that the antecedent of the ev avx& is in fact xov Ktipiov, not the
whole phrase "Christ Jesus as Lord." Paul's emphasis seems to be on their receiving
him as Lord, and thus in their being "rooted" in the Lord they now serve.
T h i s assumes that the building metaphor assumed by Paul is, as almost every
where, the people of God as the new-covenant temple of God. This is explicitly stated
in, e.g., 1 Cor 3:16-17; it is also especially the point made in the companion letter, at
Eph 2:20-22. where the same verb appears specifically with regard to the temple
(even if Paul did not write Ephesians, its author surely understood the passage in
Colossians in this way).
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God," primarily to refocus the Colossians' own worldview. Their minds are
set on "earthly [below] things," and thus they are enamored with the pow
ers and the law, and their "ethics" are earthbound, having to do with "han
dle, touch, taste" (2:21). They need to have their minds retooled so as to
focus on Christ seated at the right hand of God.
In so doing, they not only acknowledge his current lordship, but also
they thereby acknowledge that "in him" they have died to that former life;
and their new life is "hidden in Christ," who is their life. So they are now
both secure in him in the present (thus no need for the rules) and guaran
teed with regard to the future. When Christ their life appears, they too will
appear with him "in glory." Thus, in the present they are both rooted in
and built on "the Lord" (2:6), and also they are hidden in him. In every
way, the Lord now "seated at God's right hand" has absolute sovereignty
both for now and for the future. The Christology of such affirmations is
self-evident.

Colossians 3:13-17
Paul immediately follows the preceding introduction to the Colossians'
new life in Christ by painting their pagan past in graphically strong terms
(3:5-9). This is the way of life that they have died to; these are the garments
of the old life that they have taken off by entering the waters of Christian
baptism. Starting in v. 12, he goes on to describe the "garments" of the new
life that is "hid with Christ in God" (vv. 12-15)—a description that looks and
sounds remarkably like the words and life of Jesus himself. One of the ways
they are to live out their new life in Christ is by "forgiving" one another, just
as "the Lord [= Christ] has forgiven you" (v. 13). And since his forgiveness
is assumed to be of wrongs committed against God himself, Paul thus once
more easily and without argument attributes to Christ as Lord a divine role
that belongs to God alone.
In v. 15 he then urges that they let "the peace of Christ rule in your
hearts," meaning not that they experience personal peace in the midst of
difficulty but that Christ's peace rule among them collectively, since it is to
this "peace" they have been called in the one body, the church. The very fact
86
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N o t e esp. Matt 11:29, where Jesus is recorded as saying, "And learn from me,
that I am jtpomc, Kai xaTteivoq xfj Kap8ia [gentle and humble in heart]." These are two
of the five words used by Paul in v. 12 regarding the new "clothing" of believers.
This is the apparent understanding of the church, since a large section of the
scribal tradition altered it to Xpioroi; (C K P ¥ 33 81 1739 ffi it), while only one MS (X)
altered it to Geoc,. The original is read by sp A B D* G vg al.
Occasionally there are some who would read this Kupioc, as referring to God
the Father on the basis of 2:13; but Pauline usage must prevail here (so Lohse, 148;
Martin, 112; O'Brien, 202-3; Dunn, 231; Pokorny, 171; Barth and Blanke, 423).
Cf. Barth and Blanke: "We can observe several times in Paul that God, as also
Jesus, can be named as subject for one and the same action, and this represents no
contradiction" (423).
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that later scribes changed this to read "the peace of G o d " serves as evi
dence that their expectations were that this is an attribute ordinarily spoken
of God. On this matter, see in ch. 2 on the interchange of this phrase in
1-2 Thessalonians (pp. 69-70).
Paul concludes this passage with a brief admonition (v. 16) that focuses
on the role of Christ in their worship, both in word ("the message about
Christ") and song, led by the Spirit; at the end he notes that such singing
about Christ is ultimately addressed to G o d . Thus, as the companion pas
sage Eph 5:18-19 makes even more plain, Paul understands Christ to have
the central role in both conversion and worship; but in so doing, Christ does
not usurp the ultimate role always attributed to God the Father. Just as sal
vation in Christ is predicated on the love of God, effected through the death
of Christ and made effective through the Spirit, so now in worship these
roles are played in reverse: the Spirit inspires the singing that has the glory
of Christ as its content, all of which is directed ultimately with thanksgiving
to God the Father. Passages such as these are part of the mix that led Chris
tians very early on to think of God in the triadic terms that eventually led to
the articulation of God as Trinity.
This whole passage—the admonitions regarding both their life together
(vv. 12-15) and their worship (v. 16)—is brought together in a single con
cluding word, which once again offers us insight noted elsewhere about the
role of Christ in the new order. Whatever they do, whether it be in word
(v. 16) or deed (vv. 12-15), they are to do "all things" in the name of the Lord,
Jesus, and through him to offer their thanksgiving to God. On the christo
logical significance of this phrase, see discussion in ch. 2 on 2 Thess 3:6 (pp.
67-68) and in ch. 3 on 1 Cor 1:10 (p. 135).
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Colossians 3:18-4:1
At the end of the more general paranesis of 3:12-17, Paul hones in on
the relationships within the Christian household (3:18-4:1)—one of the
more remarkable moments in Colossians and Philemon. Since two of
the four people named in Philemon reappear in the final greetings of this
letter (Onesimus [3:9]; Archippus [3:17]), one may rightly assume that
Colossians will first be read aloud in Philemon's house church, but so
will the letter to Philemon, since it is equally addressed to the church that
meets in Philemon's house (Phlm 2). What this means is that both Philemon
and (the forgiven) Onesimus will be present for the reading of the present
9(1

Although this reading became that of the Majority Text, it does not seem to
have been known much before the eighth century (in codex 4*).
For this perspective on this passage, see Fee, God's Empowering Presence,
649-57.
Although later scribes changed the 0ea> at the end of v. 16 to KUpico, as a very
late assimilation to Eph 5:19.
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letter—the only letter besides its companion, Ephesians, where the so-called
house rules appear.
The remarkable feature of this passage is the inordinate amount of it
that is devoted to slaves. But this is perhaps less remarkable if one consid
ers that both Philemon and Onesimus are present for the first public read
ing of the letter—although Onesimus may well have been aware of its
contents from the time of its writing (4:9). In any case, only four people are
in view in the house code itself, and despite their now generalized plurals,
they can also be assumed in their first instance to have names: Philemon is
a husband (v. 19), father (v. 21), "master" (icupioi. [4:1]); Apphia is a wife
(v. 18); Archippus (?) could be a son (v. 20); and Onesimus is a slave
(vv. 22-25). What is noteworthy is that 56 out of a total of 116 words
(48+ percent of the total) are devoted to the slaves alone while 74 of the
116 (64 percent of the total) are devoted to the relationship between master
and slave.
Several things could be speculated regarding this imbalance, but in the
end it appears to be a prophylactic against other slaves doing what Onesimus
had done that required Paul to write to Philemon in the first place (and
served as a secondary occasion for this letter as well). For our present pur
poses, these historical realities also account for over half the occurrences of
the word Kijpiog (9 of 16) in this letter, where Paul plays on the word that de
scribes the householder in a context where both householder (as Kupioc. of
his household) and all the others in the household have Christ as their
common Kuproc..
Thus wives and children are to live out their respective roles as those
who are ev Kupicp (in the Lord); and although this is a common designation
in Paul's writings regarding Christian life in its various aspects, the believers
in Colossae would scarcely know that. After all, they do not know Paul per
sonally, and these are the first two occurrences (of four [see 4:7 and 17]) of
this phrase in the letter. His point seems to be that despite the fact that a
man like Philemon is the Kupioq of his own household, his wife and children
owe their obedience to him as those who with him live out their Christian
lives "in the Lord," thus under Christ's lordship.
But it is the relationship between master and slave that receives top bill
ing. The long word addressed to the slaves, which begins by requiring obedi
ence to their "lords K a x d odpKct [in keeping with their present earthly life]," is
then punctuated by constant reminders that in the end even this obedience
is to be understood in light of their relationship to their one and only true
Lord. Thus they are to serve their earthly "lords" not as "man-pleasers" but
with sincerity of heart, "fearing the Lord [Christ]" (v. 22). This only instance
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O n this passage, see also J. M . G . Barclay, "Ordinary but Different: Colossians
and Hidden Moral Identity," ABR 49 (2001): 34-52; A . Standhartinger, "The Origin
and Intention of the Household Code in the Letter to the Colossians," ]SNT 79
(2001): 117-30.
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of "fear" with Christ as the object is a clear pickup of language from the Sep
tuagint, where the Lord = Yahweh; and here it is "fear" not so much in the
negative sense but in the sense of awesome reverence—another moment of
high Christology indeed.
Moreover, they are to consider all of the work for their earthly "lords" as
working "for the Lord," who is their true Master (v. 23); indeed, Paul goes on,
such service will receive what an earthly slave would not ordinarily expect:
"an inheritance [!] from the Lord as reward." And this is then followed by
(probably) the repeated indicative, "It is, after all, the Lord Christ you are
serving" even when it is done for your earthly "lord."
The net result is at once a striking play on the language of "lordship"
that not only allows Paul to put the household in toto under Christ as
Lord but also serves as a striking example of how Christ as Lord moder
ates all earthly relationships. By making a Christian out of the house
hold "lord," God has not only put the householder under Christ's ultimate
lordship but at the same time also has set the standard for the nature of
that "lordship": Christ himself, who gave himself for those over whom he is
the ultimate Lord. In so doing, Paul has so moderated the traditional
household that a Christian master who is abusive becomes a total con
tradiction in terms. A n d lying behind all of this is Christ as the Lord of
Ps 110:1, who is seated in the place of authority as the right hand of God
the Father.
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Colossians 1:27-29
One final christological moment needs to be noted in this letter that does
not easily fit in the categories that have been set out: Col 1:27-29. In the
paragraph where Paul is explaining his own role as "apostle to the Gentiles,"
he places that role totally within the context of the work of Christ, which at
the end also has a moment of christological significance. Using the language
of "mystery," Paul picks up his new way of understanding the term in light
of what Christ has done. "Mystery" has nothing to do with currently "hid
den" things; rather, it has to do with what was once "hidden" in God but is
now openly manifested in Christ.
At issue is Paul's understanding of the Gentile mission, which he de
clares in christological terms as having to do with "Christ in you [Gentiles],"
who is their own specific hope of attaining the final glory of God (v. 27).
When Paul turns to his own role in this mission, he personifies his proclama
tion in terms of "[Christ] whom we proclaim," the goal of which, whether it
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Even though the form SouXeuete is quite ambiguous (either indicative or im
perative), the vast majority of English translations and interpreters see it this way,
mostly because of the word order (an imperative at the end of a sentence can and
does occur, but it is much rarer than in first position).
On this matter, see Fee, First Epistle to the Corinthians, 104-5.
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be "admonishing" or "teaching," is to present everyone "complete in Christ"
(v. 28). This, he adds at the end, is the primary reason for his labor and toil,
which in turn are carried out "through the energy that Christ himself
powerfully works in me."
Thus this rather complex sentence (vv. 26-29) is another moment of
shared prerogative with God the Father. To be sure, the language of
evepyeco/evepyeia (powerful working) can be attributed to inanimate realities
(love, God's word, etc.); but when elsewhere Paul has attributed it directly to
divine activity, the one at work is either God the Father (as in Col 2:12; cf.
1 Cor 12:6; Gal 2:8; Phil 2:13) or the Holy Spirit (1 Cor 12:11). Here that same
powerful divine working is attributed to Christ.

Conclusion
We should not be surprised to find that the Christology that emerges
in Colossians continues the trajectory already found in the earlier letters.
But since the local concerns are different, so are Paul's emphases. At the be
havioral, ethical level, Paul's Kupioc, Christology predominates, just as it did
in Romans. What is missing in this case for the second time in the corpus
(see Galatians) are echoes of the Septuagint where Kupioc, = Yahweh.
On the other hand, Paul's messianic Son of God Christology emerges at
the very beginning, as a way of including the Gentile Colossians into God's
story, which has found its climax in Christ. But this immediately gives way to
an eternal Son of God Christology of the most explicit kind found in Paul's
letters. Thus, the Son's preexistence is not simply asserted; it is emphasized,
as is his role as the divine mediator of creation, both old and new. The entire
created order is first of all "in" the Son, as the sphere of its being; at the
same time, it came into existence "through him" and "for him." And
through his death and resurrection he not only brought redemption, but
also he set in motion the new creation wherein his people are now being re
created back into the divine image.
Although much of what Paul says here presents some of the highest
expressions of Christology in the NT, it is not herewith set forth by Paul for
the first time. Rather, what has been implied and presupposed in any num
ber of ways in the earlier letters is here explicitly spelled out as part of the
corrective teaching. Thus, in Paul's own language, the Son of God has
been raised from the dead so that he might be shown to have the suprem
acy in all things.
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Appendix I: The Texts
(double brackets [[ ]] indicate texts with references to God alone)
Colossians
1:1-2 'riafjA.oc; ditooxoXxx; Xpioxov ' I T I O O V 8id 9e/.fjuaxoq Qeov Kai
Tiud9eoq 6 d8eA.c))6c; xoiq ev KoXoaoaiq dyioiq K a i 7ttoxoiq a&ektyoiq ev
Xpioxcp, %dpiq vpiv K a i eipfjvri and 8eod rtaxpoc TJIICOV.
2

3

1:3-4 Ed%apioxodpev xco 9ecb Ttaxpi xov Kvpiov T|iiiov Tr|oov Xpioxov
Ttdvxoxe Ttepl dpcbv TtpooevxoLievoi, aKovoavxeq XT|V nioxiv vuwv ev
Xpioxcp I T I O O V K a i xf|v dyd7triv fjv e%exe eig itdvxaq xovq dytovq
4

6

7

1:6-8 . . . Kai erteyvcoxe xf|v ydpiv xov 9eov ev dA,r|9eia" Ka0cbq epdQexe
anb 'E7tac|)pd xov dyaTrnxov avv8ovA.ov fpcbv, bq eoxiv Ttioxdq VTtep vpcbv
SiaKovoq xov Xpioxov, d Kai 8r|/.cbo"aq f|piv xijv vpcbv ajanr\v ev rcvevpaxi.
8

9

1:9-14 Aid xodxo K a i f|peiq, a^' fjq f|uepaq fJKOvoapev, ov rcavdpeGa vrcep
vpcbv Ttpooevxdpevoi K a i aixovpevoi, i v a 7iX,TpcoQfjxe xf|v erciyvcoaiv xov
9eA.fjpaxoc avxov ev Tidcm aocjiia K a i ovveoet TtvevpaxiKfj, 7tepi7iaxfjoai
dlqicoq xov Kvpiov eiq nacav d p e o K e i a v , ev rcavxi epycp dyaQcb
Kap7toc|>opovvxeq K a i av^avdpevoi xfj eTtiyvcoaei xov Qeov. "ev Ttdcm Svvdpei
8vvapovpevoi Kaxd xd Kpdxoq xfjq 8d£nc avxov eiq Jtdoav VTtopovf|v Kai
a
paKpoOviiiav, uexd x P^q evxaptaxovvxeq xco Ttaxpi xco JKavcoaavxi vudc
eiq xijv pepiSa xov Klfjpov xcov dyicov ev xco ^coxv oc eppvaaxo f|itdq eK xfjq
e^ovaiaq xov oKoxovq K a i laexecrrnaev eiq xf|v Paoa^eiav xofj viov xfjc
dyaTtnc avxov. ev (f> exoiiev xijv a7toA.vxpcocav, xijv d(j)eoiv xcbv dpapxicbv
10

12

13

14

15

1:15-20 6q eoxiv eiictbv xov 6eod xov dopdxov. npcoxoxoKoq itdoT|q
Kxioecoq, 6xi ev avxcb eKxioOri xd ndvxa ev xoiq ovpavoiq K a i eni xfjq
yfjq, xd dpaxd Kai xd ddpaxa, eixe Qpdvoi eixe Kvpidxr|xeq eixe dp^ai eixe
e^ovoiav xd itdvxa 8i' avxov K a i eiq avxov e K T i o x a v K a i avxoq eoxiv
Jtpo Ttdvxcov Kai xd Ttdvxa ev avxcp ovveoxr|Kev, K a i avxoq eoxiv T|
Kec|>aX,f| xov ocopaxoq xfjq eKKX-naiaq- bq eoxiv dpxf|, JtpcoxoxoKoq e K xcbv
v e K p c b v , 'iva yevTjxai ev ndoiv avxoq npcoxevcov, 6xi ev avxcp
ev5oKT|oev itdv xo JtXfjpcoua KaxoiKfjoai Kai Si' avxov
drcoKaxa^Xdlqai xd Ttdvxa eiq avxov, eipiyvojtoif|oaq 8id xov aipaxoq
xov oxavpov avxov, Si' avxov eixe xd eni xfjq yfjq eixe xd ev xoiq ovpavoiq.
16

17

18

19

2)

21

1:21-22 K a i vpdq itoxe dvxaq d7tr|X.A.oxpicopevovq K a i e%9povq xfj Siavoia ev
xoiq epyoiq xoiq Ttovnpoiq, vvvi 8e dnoKaTfiM-a'qev ev xcb ooipiaxi xf|q
oapKoq avxov 8id xov 9avdxov rtapaoxfjaai vpdq dyiovq K a i dpcbpovq K a i
dveyKXfjxovq Kaxevcbitiov avxov,
22

1:24 Nvv xaipco ev xoiq TtaGfjpaoiv vnep vurov K a i dvxava7t/.r|pcb xd
voxepfjpaxa xcbv QA,i\|/ecov xov Xpioxov ev xfj a a p K i pov vrcep xov ocbpaxoq
adxod, d eaxiv f| eKK/lnaia,
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[[1:25 fjq eyevouriv eycb 5idKovoq Kaxd xfjv o i K O v o u i a v xoii
5o9eiodv uoi eiq v\xaq 7r^.ripcboai xov A,6yov xoii 9eoiJ.]]

Qeov

xfiv

1:27-29 olq f|6eA.noev 6 9e6q yvcopioai *i nXovxoq xfjq 86cr\q xov
(luoxTipiou xoiixou e v xoiq e9veoiv, 6 eoxiv Xpicrxoq ev v\i\v, fj eXitiq xfjq
56qriq' 6v fjuelq KaxayyeAAouev vou9exoiJvxeqrcdvxadvGpcorcov Kai
8i8doKovxeq Tidvxa dvGpcoTtov ev Ttdon oo<t>ia, 'iva Tiapaoxfjocouev Tidvxa
dvGpcoTiov rekziov ev Xpicrxcp. t
'i'">*] eiq o K a i KOTCICO dycoviqouevoq
Kaxd xfiv evepyeiav avoxoi) TTJV evepyoup.evT|v e v euoi ev Suvduei.
27

T 0

28

vL

+

I

29

2:2-3 'iva TtapaKA.r)6cooiv a i KapSiai ai)xcbv oujiPiPaoGevxeq ev dyaTirj Kai
eiq redv 7tA,ofixoq xfjq TtA.r|po<|)opiaq xfjq ouveoecoq, eiq eTtiyvcooiv xoii
iiuoxripiou xoij GeoiJ, Xpicrxoii, ev t& eicnv Tidvxeq oi 9r)oaupoi xfjq ooc|)iaq
Kai yvcooecoq aTraKpixjioi.
3

2:5 ei ydp Kai xfj o a p K i aTteiui, d ^ d xco Tiveuudxi oi)v TJLIIV eiui, xaipcov K a i
fiXenav ijLicov xfiv xd^iv Kai xo oxepecoua xr\q e i q Xptcrxov rcicrxecoq ijucov.
6

2:6-7 'Qq oiiv TiapeXdpexe xov Xptcrxov 'Ir|croiiv xov K i i p i o v , ev at>xcp
TiepiTcaxeixe, eppit^couevoi K a i eitoiKo8o|ioiJuevoi ev avxm Kai
PePaiouuevoi xfj itioxei KaGcbq e8i8dx9r|xe, rcepiaoeiiovxeq ev eir/apioxia.
7

8

2:8-10 BXercexe uij xiq ijudq eoxai 6 oiAaycoycdv 8id xfjq cbiA,oco<|)iaq K a i
Kevfjq aTtdxriq K a x d xfjv rcapdSooiv xcov dv9pcoTtcov, Kaxd xd oxoixeia xoij
KOOUOU Kai ov Kaxd Xpicrxov 6xi ev auxcp KaxoiKei Tidv xo TtXfjpcoua xfjq
9e6xt|xoc ocouaxiKcoq, Kai eoxe ev auxcp TieTtXripcouevoi, oq ecrav TJ
Ke<|>a^t) Txdcrnq dpxfjq K a i eqouoiaq.
9

10

n

2:11-15 ' E v c5 Kai nepiexufj9rixe Trepixoufj dxeip07toitjxcp ev xfj drceKSiioei
xov ocoLiaxoq xfjq oapKoq, ev xfj JiepixoLifj xoii Xpicrxoii, cruvxa<|)evxeq awcp
ev xco RaTixioucp, ev co Kai ouvr|yep0T|xe 8id xfjq Jtioxecoq xfjq evepyeiac xoij
Geoii xoii eyeipavxoc avxov e K v e K p c o v K a i fjudq veKpoijq ovxaq ev xoiq
TtapaTtxcoLiaaiv Kai xfj aKpoPuoxia xfjq oapKoq ijucov, ouveCcooTtoirioev fjudq
14
avv aijxcp, vapiodLievoc fjLiiv Ttdvxa xd TiapaTtxcouaxa. ecaXei\i/ac xo Ka9'
fjucov %eip6ypa<|>ov xoiq Soynaoiv 6 fjv iJTtevavxiov fjuiv, K a i afixd fjpKev eK
xov ueoou TipooT|^c6aac aijxo xco oxaupcp' "aTteKSuoduevoc xdq dp%dq Kai xdq
eqouoiaq eSeiyudxioev ev Ttappriata, Gpiaiipeiiaac auxoijq ev auxcp.
12

13

2:17

a eoxiv OKid

xcov \ieXX6vxmv, xo 8e own a

T O U

Xpicrxoii.

2:19 Kai ov Kpaxcov xfjv Ke^aliiv, e^ ov ndv xo ocoua 8id xcov d(])cov K a i
auvSeoLicov e7ii%opT|yoi)Lievov Kai ouLiPiPa^ouevov ai3^ei xf|v gjj£r|oiv xoij
9eoiJ.
2:20 ei dneGdvexe cbv Xpicrxtp aTto xcov oxoixeicov xoij KOOUOU, xi cbq c^cbvxeq
ev KOOUCO Soyuaxi^eoGe;
3:1-4 'Ei o w o-wtiyepBtixe xco Xpicrxtp, xd dvco ^xeixe, ov 6 Xpicrxoq
ecrxiv e v Se£,ia xoij Geoij KaGfjuevoq- xd dvco cbpoveixe, ufj xd eni xfjq yfjq.
'dneGdvexe ydp Kai fj ^cof| IJUCOV KeKpimxai ovv xco Xpitrxcp ev xco Gear
2
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4

6xav 6 Xpioxoq <|>avEpio0fl, f| ^tof| vpcov, xdxe K a i uueiq ovv avxcp
<|)avepco0fjoeo6e ev 56^T).
[[3:6 8t' a ep^exai f) opyfi xov Geod eni xovq viovq xfjq dneiGeiaq.]]
l0

3:10-11 K a i evSvodpevoi xov veov xov d v a K a i v o d p e v o v eiq eniyvcooiv K a x '
e i K o v a xov K x i o a v x o q avxov, "dnov OVK evi "EXXtyv K a i 'IovSaioq,
Ttepixopij K a i a K p o p v o x i a , pdpPapoq, ZKvGriq, SovXoq, eXevGepoq, aXXd xd
ndvxa K a i ev ndoiv Xpioxoq.
[[3:12 'EvSvoaaGe ovv, cbq eKXeKxoi xod Geod dyioi K a i fjyanriLievoi,
anXdyxva oiKxippov xprioxdxnxa xaiteivo(j)poodvr|v npavTnxa
paKpoGvpiav,]]
3:13-15 "dve^dpevoi dXXfjXcov K a i xaptc^dpevoi eavxoiq edv xiq Ttpdq xiva
e%r\ popc|)fjv KaGcbq K a i 6 l - P ™O<;] K v p i o q sxapioaxo v p i v , oikcoq K a i
dpetq' eni ndoiv Se xovxoiq xijv dydnryv, 6 eoxiv ovvSeopoq xfjq
xeXeidxnxoq. K a i f| eipT|VT| xov Xpioxov l Seeal BpaPevexco ev xaiq
KapSiaiq vpcbv, eiq fjv K a i eKXfjGTixe ev evi ocbpaxv
vl

+

X

I<

14

15

v l

16

3:16-17 6 X,6yoq xov Xpioxov EvoiKsixco ev vpiv nXovoicoq, ev ndan ooc|>ig
SiSdoKovxeq K a i vovGexovvxeq eavxovq, \)/aA.potq vpvoiq cbSaiq
n v e v p a x i K a i q ev xfj %dpixi aSovxeq ev xaiq KapSiaiq vpcov xcb Geco. l -'- P ! ]
K a i ndv d xi edv noifjxe ev Xdyco fj ev epycp, ndvxa E V ovouaxi K v p i o v
Tnoov evyapioxovvxeq xcb Geo) naxpi Si' avxov.
v

k1,

1<

)

17

3:18^4:1 Ai yvvaiKeq, vnoxdaaeaGe xoiq dvSpdoiv cbq dvfJKev E V Kvpicp.
O i dvSpeq, dyandxe xdq y v v a i K a q Kai pij niKpaiveoGercpoqavxdq. Td
xeKva, v n a K o v e x e xoiq yovevoiv Kaxd ndvxa, xodxo ydp evdpeoxov eoxiv E V
Kvpicp. O i naxepeq, pf| epiGic^exe xd xeKva vpcov, i v a pij dGvpcooiv. O i
SovXoi, v n a K o v e x e Kaxd ndvxa xoiq Kaxd o d p K a Kvpioiq, pij ev
d(|)GaX,po8ovX,ig cbq dvGpcondpeoKoi, dXX' ev dnXdxr|xt KapSiaq «|>oPovii£VOi
xov K v p i o v . l - 2 ^ 6 edv noifjxe, E K it/v%fjq epyd^eoGe cbq xco Kvpicp K a i
OVK dvGpcbnoiq, ei5dxeq oxi and Kvpiov dnoXfjpiyeoGe xijv dvxandSooiv
xfjq K/,r|povopiaq. xcp Kvpicp Xpioxcp SouXevexe' d ydp dSiKcbv K o p i o e x a i 6
fjSiKTioev, K a i OVK eoxiv npooconoXripij/ia. 'Oi Kvptoi, xd Siraiov K a i xf)v
iodxrixa xoiq SodXoiq napexeoGe, eiSdxeq oxi K a i vpeiq E J C E X E K v p i o v E V
ovpavcp.
18

19

2B

21

22

vl

2,

24

25

4

4:3 npooev^dpevoi apa K a i nepi fjpcbv, i v a 6 Gedq dvoi£ii fjuiv Gvpav xod
Xoyov XaXfjoai xo pvoxf|piov xov Xpioxov, Si' 6 K a i SeSepai,
4:7 Td Kax' epe ndvxa yvcopioei vpiv Tvy_iKoq 6 dyanrixdq d8eX<j)dq K a i
nioxdq SiaKovoq K a i ovvSovXoq E V Kvpicp,
[[4:11 K a i 'Irioodq d Xeydpevoq 'Iodoxoq, o i dvxeq eK nepixoufjq, ovxoi pdvoi
ovvepyoi eiq xiiv PaoiXeiav xod Geod.jj
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4:12 doTxdc^exai ijudq 'Erca(|>pdq 6 eq~ iiucov, Soii^oq Xpicrxoii 'Iiitro-o, 7idvtoxe
dycoviifjOuevoq imep uucbv ev xaiq Tipooeuxaiq, 'iva axaSfjxe xe^eioi K a i
7ie7tXr|po<|)opriuevoi ev rcavxi 8eA,f)iiaxi xoii 8eoi3.
4:17 K a i eiiraxe 'Ap%inna- pierce xfrv
iva aiixfiv 7iA.r|poiq.

8iaKoviav

fjv 7tapeA,aReq ev KOpicp,

Philemon
Phlm 1 riafj/loc. SeaLuoq Xpioroii 'Irjcroii Kai TiuoOeoq 6 d5eA,cb6q . . .
Phlm 3 %dpiq fjuiv Kai eipfjvri arco
Xpicrxoii.

Qeovrcaxpocfpcov

Kai K D p i o v 'Iticroii

4

Phlm 4-6 Eij%apiaxco xco 8eco iiou Tidvxoxe iiveiav aou Ttoioiiuevoq eiti xcov
jtpoCTeuxcov iiou, aKoiicov GOV xfjv dydjrnv Kai xf|v TTICTXIV, fjv e%eiq rcpoq xov
Kiipiov 'Iijcroiiv Kai eiq 7idvxaq xoi)q dyiouq, 07tcoq fj Koivcovia xfjq Ttioxecoq
GOV evepyfiq yevnxai ev eniyvcooei rcavxoq dya6oiJ xoii ev fjuiv eiq Xpicrxov.
5

6

[v.l. + 'Iii<roi>v]
8

Phlm 8-9 Ai6 J I O M , T | V ev Xpicrxcp J i a p p t i c r i a v excov eicixdooeiv ooi xo
dvfJKOv 8id xfjv dyd7tr|v \iaXXov 7xapaKaA.co, xoioiixoq cov cbq riafiA,oq
TcpeoRiixriq vuvi 5e Kai 8ecriiioq Xpicrxoii Tntroii.
9

Phlm 16 . . . d8eA,<|)6v dya7cr|x6v, LidXiaxa euoi, TIOOCO 8e udM.ov ooi Kai ev
oapKi K a i ev Kupitp.
Phlm 20 vai aSeXfye, eyco GOV 6vaiur|v ev Kupiqv avdrca-uoov
anA-dyxva ev Xpicrxcp. 1 - ' " w l

\iov xd

V L

Phlm 23 Acmdt'.exai oe 'E7tac|)pdq 6 ouvai%udtaox6q [iov ev Xpicrxcp 'Iticroii,
Phlm 25 'H %dpiq xoii K u p i o u 'Iticroii Xpicrxoii uexd xoij 7tveiiuaxoq iiiicov.
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Appendix II: An Analysis of Usage
(* = anarthrous; + = with possessive pronoun)
Colossians
9e6q
22
Christ
37
Philemon
Geoc,
2
Christ
11
The Data
1. trupioq Tnoouc, Xpioxoq (1 / 2)
Col 1:3
G+
Phlm 3
G* (ano)
Phlm 25
G
l a . Xpioxoq Tnooiiq Kupioq (1 / 0)
Col 2:6
A
2. Kupioq 'Inoofjq (1 / 1)
Col 3:17
G*
Phlm 5
A (rcpoq)
2b. KTJplOC Xpioxoq (1 / 0)

Col 3:24
D
3. Xpioxoq 'Inooijq (3 / 3)
Col 1:1
G*
Col 1:4
D* (ev)
Col 4:12
G*
Phlm 1
G*
Phlm 9
G*
Phlm 23
D* (ev)
4. Kupioq (10 + 4 = 14 / 2 + 6 = 8)
Col 1:10
G
Col 3:13
N [v.l. + Xpioxoq]
Col 3:18
D* (ev)
Col 3:20
D* (ev)
Col 3:22
A [v.l. 9eov]
Col 3:23
D

Col 3:24 G* (GOTO)
Col 4:1
A ("a lord")
Col 4:7
D* (ev)
Col 4:17 D* (ev)
Phlm 16
D* (ev)
Phlm 20 D* (ev)
5. Tnooijq (0 / 0)
6. Xpioxoq (19 + 6 = 25 / 3 + 5 = 8)
Col 1:2
D* (ev)
Col 1:7
G
Col 1:24 G
Col 1:27
N*
Col 1:28
D* (ev) [v.l. + 'Inoo-u]
Col 2:2
G* (appositive to
auoxripiov)

Col 2:5
Col 2:8
Col 2:11
Col 2:17
Col 2:20
Col 3:1
Col 3:1
Col 3:3
Col 3:4
Col 3:11
Col 3:15
Col 3:16
Col 4:3
Phlm 6

A* (eiq)
A* (KCIXCX)

G
G
D* (ouv)
D
N
D (oitv)
N
N*
G [v.l. GeoiJ]
G
G
A* (eiq) [v.l. +
'InooiJv]
D* (ev)
D* (ev) [v.l. Kupico]

Phlm 8
Phlm 20
7. uioq (1 / 0)
Col 1:13
G (aiixoij)
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Appendix III: A Structural Analysis of Colossians 1:15-20
(boldface = the Son; underline = God the Father; italics

= "all created

things")
[context]
dc

eppdoaxo

f|uac

KCU iiexsaxriasv
14

E V (5 exopev

[the poem]
I
(A)
(a')
(b)

EK xfjc,

eqovaiaq
xod oxoxouc
eiq xfiv fkxcnXeiav [cf. strophe I]
xoii rjioii xf]c. dYCX7tr|c adxod.
xfiv djroXdxpcoaiv, xf\v dcjieaiv xcbv dpapxicov
[cf. strophe II]

bq E O X V V E I K C O V
xod 8eod xod dopaxou.
rcpraxoxoKOC
xdcrnq Kxicrecoq,
oxi
E V A V X C P EKxiadr}
xd ndvxa
(b )
ev xoiq ovpavoiq Kai em xfjq yfjq,
(b )
xd opaxd Kai xd dopaxa,
1

2

3

(b )

eixe Gpovoi

4

(b )
1

(b )

eixe dpxai
8v' afjxoii Kai eiq afjxov

xd ndvxa

(c)

Kai A W X O Q

1

EOTIV

npo

eixe

eixe

KVpwxnxeq

etqovciav
eKxiaxav

ndvxcov

(c )
[janus] (d)

K a i xd ndvxa ev AI)Tcp ODVEOXTIKEV,
Kai AI>x6c E O T I V
TJ K£<j>aX,r| xo\> oc6p.ATOC, xr\q E K K X R I C I A C /

II

bq E O T V V

(a)

(a')

DPXF|,

ItpCOTOTOKOq EK XCbv VEKpcbv,
1

(a )
(b)

oxi

(tV)

Kai
1

(b )
2

(b )

[cf. I(fl')]

i v a yevnxai ev ndoiv ahxbq MPCOXEFJCOV, [cf. 1(c)]
E V ARJXCO EuSoKiiaEv itdv xd 7tX,fjpcoiia
KaxoiKfjoai [cf. I(c')]
Si'afjxor)
a7toKaxaA,Xd£,ai xd ndvxa s i c afjTOV.

bi afbToii

[cf.J(b')]
EipT|vo7covf|oac 8 i d Toii a i p a T o c
Tod o T a v p o f j a u T o i i ,
eixe xd eni xfjq yfjq
[cf. I(b )]
eixe xd ev xoiq
ovpavoiq.
!

cf. 1 Cor 8:6
(1)

dXX'

(2)

Kar

f|pvv

EIC 9sdc
d naxijp
et o d
rci ndvxa K a i f|peic e i c afjxov.
eiq Kfjpioc. 'Irjooiic Xpioxdc,
o i ' ot>
xd ndvxa K a i fjpeic o i ' a-dxofj.

8
Christology in Ephesians
W H E N TURNING TO EPHESIANS FROM Colossians, one has a sense of "the same
1

but not the same." Although clearly related to Colossians, this letter lacks
the element of "correction" as such, and therefore it exhibits more delibera
tion than one is used to in the apostle Paul. Indeed, Ephesians appears to
sustain a relationship with Colossians similar to that which Romans has
with Galatians. In both cases, the first letters (Galatians and Colossians) are
full of argumentation and correction, while the second (Romans and Ephe
sians) are far less impassioned and argumentative, while at the same time
full of unique features not found elsewhere in the corpus. Ephesians also
has in common with Romans that the role of Christ is consistently expressed
within the larger context of God the Father's working out of the divine plan.
This feature caused Romans to be especially theocentric; that is less so in
Ephesians, where the emphasis is so thoroughly on the role of Christ that it
becomes emphatically christocentric.
The most unique feature of Ephesians is that it is so much less occasional
than all the other letters of Paul. Nothing within the letter itself seems to
have called it forth. Moreover, it also goes considerably beyond Romans and
Colossians—also written to churches that he had not founded—in that it is
addressed to people who apparently do not know him personally, although
6:21-22 assumes that his readers know of him in a secondary way. Very likely
2

3

4

Commentaries on Ephesians are listed in the bibliography (pp. 644-45); they
are cited in this chapter by author's surname only.
It is of high interest that NT scholarship by and large has opted for pseude
pigraphy with regard to Ephesians but has not done so with regard to Romans,
which has far more idiosyncratic moments and differences from the rest of the cor
pus than does Ephesians. This is not to say that there are not serious problems to face
in Ephesians, but it does suggest that authorship issues tend to lie in the eye of the
beholder and thus they depend chiefly on one's stance at the beginning.
'This feature is very likely responsible for the several other features that cause it
to be suspect as genuinely Pauline. For helpful analyses of the data that come down
on either side of this issue, see Lincoln, lix-lxxiii; O'Brien, 4-47.
A s 1:15 and 3:1-2 make clear; not only so, it lacks any terms of endearment
and any hint of specific knowledge of the recipients and their situation, except that
2

4
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it was intended to be a circular letter, to be read in many of the churches of
Asia. In any case, the letter reflects a considerable amount of shared assump
tions between him and his readers, assumptions that are elaborated in a vari
ety of ways and that indicate the central place that Christ Jesus held in these
early Gentile communities.
However one views the provenance and reason for Ephesians, the letter
comes to us as a remarkable blend of the passions that drive Colossians, on
the one hand, and Romans, on the other. The berakah (blessing of God) with
which Ephesians begins (1:3-14) reflects the primary concerns of Colossians,
especially Christ's role as Redeemer, but now with the cosmic implications
noted in Colossians (e.g., 1:20) spelled out in grand fashion. Thus, redemp
tion is, as always, from human brokenness and sin. At the same time, in the
thanksgiving and prayer that follow (1:15-23), through the Son's death and
resurrection-exaltation the powers are also placed under his feet in the heav
enly realm. However, when this is played out historically in ch. 2, the issue is
that of Romans—Jew and Gentile as one people of God, made so through the
reconciling work of the cross—while ch. 3 picks up Paul's apostolic role in
this reconciling work.
Also as in Romans, the work of Christ that makes this letter so
christocentric is much more soteriological throughout if one includes in
Christ's saving work the ethical dimension of the Ephesian believers' being
God's people in the world. The end result is that Ephesians, very much like
Galatians, has fewer strictly christological moments than the rest of the cor
pus. But as always, this very emphasis on Christ as Savior and Redeemer be
comes christological in its own right. So much is this so that at the end of
the berakah and prayer of ch. 1, the Son, through whom God has offered re
demption and under whom all things will ultimately find their unity
(vv. 3-10), is seen in the place of sovereign authority at the Father's right
hand as the one "who fills everything in every way" (v. 23). Thus, the im
plications of the "hymn" in Col 1:15-20 come to full, cosmic fruition in
this letter.
But for all that, and despite these new turns, we still find here the same
christological patterns and emphases that have emerged throughout the cor
pus. Christ as Son of God is the first thing up in the letter, and this is re
peated in a variety of ways throughout. Only in this case, the movement
from the Son of God of Jewish messianism to eternal Son is not so obvious—
although it seems presupposed in 5:5 in the phrase ev xfj RacnA,eia xoij
Xpiaxofj K a i Geoij (in the kingdom of the Messiah and of God), where the king
dom is related (probably) to Jesus as the messianic king. At the same time,
the exaltation of the risen Son to the Father's right hand assumes his present
role as K-upioc. of all. The result is that in this letter Son of God and Kupioc,
Christologies tend to blend in a unique way.
they are Gentiles. Paul has friends or contacts in Rome and Colossae (Rom 16:1-16:
Col 1:8; Phlm 1-3). The letter to the Ephesians lacks this element altogether.
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A Preliminary Look at the Data
As before, all the texts where Christ and God are mentioned in the letter
are found in appendix I; the analysis of usage is given in appendix II. The
most striking feature of usage in Ephesians is that Christ is mentioned by
name more than twice as often as God (65x / 31x); in fact, apart from
Philemon ( l l x / 2x), this is the largest differential in usage in the corpus—a
phenomenon that began in a moderate way in Colossians (37X / 29x) and
will be found again in Philippians (48x / 23x). Thus, in a letter whose predi
cate is that it is the Father's activity that finds expression through the Son,
Christ is nonetheless mentioned far more often than the Father—a result
that would be the same even if one added in all the pronouns.
With regard to Christ himself, the title-turned-name, Xpicrtoc,, is by far
the most commonly used language, occurring in 47 of the 65 mentions of
the Lord by name. It is of some interest to observe at this point that there has
been a gradual progression in the letters from the dominant use of K-upioq in
the two Thessalonian letters, to a rather even mix in 1 Corinthians, to a pre
dominance of the title Xpioxoq over leupioc, in all the later letters (including
the Pastoral Epistles) until 2 Timothy. In this matter, Ephesians has its closest
affinities to Philippians, the next letter in the corpus.
Two further notes are of interest regarding usage. First, as all have recog
nized, the letter comes to us in two very clear parts. Chapters 1-3 spell out both
the fact and the soteriological implications of Christ's death and resurrectionexaltation, while chs. 4-6 spell out their ecclesiological and behavioral (ethi
cal) implications. What is of interest is that distinctive usage also follows this
pattern. The 10 occurrences of the combination Xpioxoi; 'Inoo-uc, (plus the one
'Incroijc, XpicrcocJ occur exclusively in chs. 1-3, while all but one of the 14 oc
currences of singular 6 Kupioc, and the majority of singular (6) Xpicrroc. (17 of
28) occur in chs. 4-6. One is not sure what to make of this phenomenon, but
probably it is related to the fact that chs. 1-3 focus on the person and work of
Christ himself; that is, he is the "object" of the conversation. By contrast, in
chs. 4—6 the focus is on the recipients and how they are to live in light of what
Christ has done; hence, he becomes the active "subject" in the conversation.
And Pauline usage thus tends to change accordingly.
Second, although the appellation "Son" occurs but once (4:13), the lan
guage of "Father" is attributed to God more often than in any other letter in
5

6

5

In 1 Thessalonians Kupioc occurs in 29 of the 36 references to Christ, while in
2 Thessalonians it is 22 of 23.
It is of some interest, therefore, that in this probably less conscious matter of
usage, Ephesians fits the Pauline patterns perfectly while it is difficult to conceive of a
pseudepigrapher doing the same, especially when Colossians would have been the
one certain letter known to the writer. Also of interest regarding this usage is that
Ephesians has so much in common with Philippians—the next letter in the assumed
chronology—with which it otherwise has so little in common.
6
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the corpus (8x). And since this is the first thing up, both in the salutation
and the berakah, this again is the logical place to begin our christological
analysis.

Jesus as Messianic/Eternal Son of God
The Christology of Ephesians is played out altogether in the context of
Christ's carrying out the will and purposes of God the Father. And since the
readers' knowledge of God as Father is the result of his being "the Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ," this combination of language and interest, noticeably
present in the opening berakah and thanksgiving-prayer, will function
throughout the letter, especially in the interest of Paul's readers. Lying be
hind this language is Paul's frequently occurring eternal Son of God Chris
tology. But toward the end there is one text (5:5) that places this Christology
also in the context of Jewish messianism. Here is a place, then, where we
begin at the beginning.

Christ Jesus as the Son of the Father
The various passages that speak of God as Father in the context of his
being the Father of the Son of God occur mostly in ch. 1, in the opening
berakah and thanksgiving-prayer. These in turn will serve as the basis for
Paul's referring to God as also the Father of himself and his readers.
Ephesians 1:2; 6:23
One of the unusual features of Ephesians, again attributable to the prob
ability that it is a circular letter, is that it begins and ends on a very similar
note: a wish of grace and peace. Thus:
1:2

a

l

X P ? W^v

K a i

vr

efpM l
croo 6eodrccrcpocf|Ucov

K a i icupioi)

'ITICTOVJ

Xpioxoii.

6:23

eiprjvri tore d8eX(|)oic Kat dya7tri pexd niaxeaq
ano 8eod
rcaxpoc
K a i leopiou 'Iiiooii Xpioroi).

1:2

Grace to you and peace
from God our Father
and the Lord Jesus Christ.
Peace to the brothers (and sisters) and love with faith
from God the Father
and the Lord Jesus Christ.

6:23

Although this closing benediction has a number of interesting features in
its own right, our immediate interest in both of these texts is again the
7

"Including: the interesting substitution of xol<; d8eX(|>ol<; for dulv; that "grace"
and "peace" are now "peace" and "love" (but from whom to whom?); that the more
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christological assumptions in the single preposition with a double object,
which assumes that these divine qualities are to come to the readers simulta
neously from both the Father and the Son. As before, one may assume that
the "our" in 1:2 (missing in 6:23) does double duty: God is "our" Father, and
Jesus Christ is "our" Lord. On the presupposed christological dimension of this
greeting see the full discussion on 1 Thess 1:1, 3 in ch. 2 (pp. 36-38).
Ephesians 1:3, 6-7
Ephesians is the second letter (see 2 Cor 1:3) that begins with a berakah,
an offering of praise to God, rather than the more common thanksgiving
and prayer for the recipients. Thus:
Eph 1:3

£x>Xoyr\mc, 6 8e6c Kai rcaxrip xoii Kvpiot)

T\HCOV

'rncroii Xpttrxo-o,

6 eijA.OYfjaac f j u a c . . . .

2 Cor 1:3

eijXoyrixoc, 6 Qeoc K a i 7taxf|p xoi) K D p i o t i f\p.cov Tricot) Xpwrxoi),
6 7taxf|p XCOV OJKXipLMOV . . .

Eph 1:3

Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,

2 Cor 1:3

Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,

who blessed us . . .
the Father of mercies . . .

The difference from 2 Corinthians is that here the berakah is followed
also by the more traditional thanksgiving and prayer, both of which have as
their singular aim the encouragement of Paul's Gentile readers as to their
place in the larger scheme of things. The theological result is that God the
Father, who is the grammatical subject of the majority of the verbs in the
berakah, receives the praise; however, the praise is for what the Father has
done through the Son, resulting in adoration of the Son as the primary con
tent of both passages (1:3-14, 15-23), with the redemption of both Jew and
Gentile as its secondary content.
The reason for the berakah seems especially to be for the sake of Paul's
readers, in this case to encourage and reassure his Gentile readers that they
have been included in God's story by way of Christ and the Spirit. This be
comes clear in 2:11-22, where the various shifts of imagery (citizens/foreign
ers, household, temple) all aim at emphasizing the inclusion of Gentile and
Jew together in the newly constituted commonwealth of Israel. But it is al
ready anticipated in ch. 1, as evidenced by the shift in personal pronouns
throughout the berakah and thanksgiving-prayer. Thus in the first part of the
berakah (1:3-10), the first person plural pronoun occurs throughout (7x plus
one verb); and Paul's "we/us" minimally includes himself and his readers.
familiar triad of "faith, hope, love" here takes the expression of "peace, love, faith";
and the meaning of |iexd niotemq in a context of desiring this as coming from God
and Christ.
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The twofold application in vv. 11-14 is signaled by the thrice repeated "in
whom also," which in its first occurrence means "we [Jews] also obtained an
inheritance," thus using Exodus language to speak of the Jews' being first to
be included in the story. But in v. 13, with an emphatic twofold "in whom
also," there is a noticeable shift to the second person plural, so that through
Christ and the Spirit "you [Gentiles] also" were marked by the divine seal of
the promised Holy Spirit and thus included in the promises made to Israel.
The shift to the first person singular in the thanksgiving-prayer
(vv. 15-23) brings them back to the salutation, where in v. 1 Paul had iden
tified himself and his readers. The thanksgiving itself is then for "you (=
Gentile believers)," which continues through v. 18; but, typically for Paul,
he shifts to the all-inclusive "us who believe" in v. 19, when the reality of
which he speaks reaches out broadly to include all of God's people.
On the Christology of the berakah itself, see the discussion on 2 Cor 1:3-5;
11:31 in ch. 4 (pp. 169-71). Its content in this case, however, is about as far
removed from the former as one can get, since in both cases they reflect the
concerns of each letter (consolation and exaltation). Nonetheless, here, as in
2 Corinthians, the intent seems to be to offer a christological identification of
God the Father, unto whom Paul now offers praise. The God of Israel, who is
blessed in the synagogue, is now known and blessed as "the Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ," thus once more bringing a Son of God Christology up
front as the first thing that one meets in the letter.
This is further confirmed at the end of v. 6 and beginning of v. 7 by Paul
suddenly bringing in the theme of Christ as "the beloved." After three prepo
sitional phrases where "Christ" is the divine agent of God's activity, Paul
echoes his own reference to the Davidic king in the thanksgiving of Col
1:12-14. It is in his "beloved [Son]" that God the Father has "graced us."
Thus, even though not expressed explicitly, lying behind all this language is
Paul's deeply rooted, presuppositional Son of God Christology.
8

Ephesians 1:4—The Son as Preexistent
Although eventually, in 2:11-21, Paul will spell out how historically God
has included his Gentile readers in the story, in the opening berakah he places
that historical reality within the ultimate divine purposes: God had chosen
"us" for the praise of his glory from eternity past, namely, in Christ before the
foundation of the world. Thus a sentence that begins by articulating God's pres
ent blessings of his people "in Christ with every spiritual blessing in the heav
enly realm" immediately goes on to place this present reality in the context of
God's eternal purposes. In so doing, and without trying to make a point of it,
Paul once more articulates his presuppositional conviction of Christ's pre
existence. We were chosen in him before the foundation of the world.
9

8

O n this matter, see the discussion on Col 1:12-13 in ch. 7 (p. 294).
It is so presuppositional, in fact, that a large number of commentaries in En
glish do not mention it at all (the exceptions include Scott, 140; Hendriksen, 76;
9
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At least that seems to be the plain sense of the passage. It is (remotely)
possible that Paul, with the prepositional phrase "in him," was positioning
Christ not so much temporally as personally. That is, the "choice" belonged
to God before the worlds began, and Paul's use of "in him" at this point was
simply an atemporal anticipation of the fact that it would happen "in Christ"
at a given point in time. But what makes that seem unlikely is the introduc
tory KaGcoc, (Just as), which implies that v. 3 expresses the present (historical)
reality, while the clause that begins v. 4 will spell out its antecedent reality in
the divine purposes before time began; and Christ the Son was already,
eternally a part of that divine plan.
10

Ephesians 1:17
The second instance of the berakah formula (v. 17) had a considerable his
tory in the early christological debates, since on the surface it appears to reflect
a much lower Christology than one finds ordinarily in Paul's writings. Indeed,
were this the only way Paul expressed himself with this idiom, then the histor
ical debate over its intent would seem to carry some weight. But this is not
the first instance of usage, since Paul here presupposes what he has said in v. 3,
while at the same time emphatically identifying the Father with the thricerepeated preceding phrase, "to the praise of his So^a [glory]." Since he could
not make this identification within the standard rubric, Paul in this case
simply reorders the way he speaks about the God to whom he prays. Thus:
11

12

1:3

eTj^oynxoi;

1:17 i v a

13

6 8e6c Kai
6

Ttaxfip

Qeoq

xov Kupiou f|(itov 'lr\o~ov Xpiaxov,
xov icopioi) f|iicov

'1T\GOV

Xpicrcoi),

6 Ttaxfp the 86£,r|C

1:3 Blessed be God, even the Father
1:17 that
the God

of our Lord Jesus Christ,
of our Lord Jesus Christ,

the Father of aloru
Bruce, 254; Lincoln, 24; Best, 121; O'Brien. 100; Hoehner, 108-9). In part that is be
cause many commentators are more interested in dealing with the doctrine of elec
tion than with placing the text in its historical context of reassuring Gentile believers
that their place in God's plan reaches back into eternity.
Although this view is not articulated as such in the commentaries, one could
read it out of Abbott's comment that "believers were viewed in God's purpose as
being in Christ adopted as sons through Him" (6).
For a brief overview of some of the early history, see Eadie, 78-80. The debate,
which had its beginnings in the Arian controversy, gives evidence as to how often
such debates were primarily theologically driven, so that text in context was not al
ways on the screen.
That is, not even in Greek could he meaningfully say, "that the God and Father
of glory [and] of our Lord Jesus Christ"—although he could, of course, have re
peated the jicrajp ("the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory").
This i v a functions here as a oxi, thus introducing the content of Paul's prayer;
cf. Best, 161.
1 0
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The concern in this present case seems to be twofold. First, Paul's inter
est in v. 3 was to say something not about the relationship of the Son to the
Father but of the Father to the Son. That is, Paul's praise of God identifies
God as the One whom we now know as "the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ." This is the God who has blessed us in Christ his Son. But now, sec
ond, he identifies the same God with his "glory" that was being praised in
vv. 6, 12,14.
Although the phrase "the Father of glory" might possibly mean "the
glorious Father" (as in several contemporary translations), that misses al
together the connection with the preceding berakah—a connection that Paul
seems purposely to be making. And this in turn accounts for the present
awkwardness of expression, since even in Greek he could not meaningfully
have said, "the God and Father of glory of our Lord Jesus Christ." Thus
Paul's present emphasis is on identifying the God who is now known to us as
"the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ" as the one who also dwells in infinite
and unfathomable glory, to the praise of whose glory all of the divine activ
ity carried out by the Son has taken place.
Paul's readers would know from the opening berakah that the present ex
pression, "the God of our Lord Jesus Christ," is not about the God whom
Christ worships —such an idea is totally foreign to Paul—but is about the
God who is now known to us as most truly revealed in his Son. At the same
time, this God is "the Father who dwells in the context of infinite glory."
Thus, even though he is the Father of glory as defined, and therefore the one
to whom Paul can pray with great confidence, Paul's confidence in his
prayer rests ultimately with the fact that the matters for which he prays are
available to his readers because this God is first of all the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ.
Thus, once more in Paul's letters we are reminded of how much his en
counter with the risen Lord, Jesus Christ, has affected the way he thinks
about everything, including his understanding of God himself.
14

15

16

14

S e e , e.g., the NIV/TNIV, NLT, GNB, REB. The problem with this translation is that
the reader who knows no Greek could not pick up the connection with "to the praise
of his glory" in vv. 3-14. These translations do the same with the next phrase, "the
riches of his glorious inheritance in his people" (TNIV), which probably also should
be rendered more literally, "the riches of the glory of his inheritance in his people,"
so as to keep this key word intact. Cf. Hoehner, 255.
It is of some surprise how seldom this connection is made in the commentar
ies; but cf. Best, 161, for the phrase itself. For the OT background, cf. Ps 29:3 ("the God
of glory") and Ps 24:7-10 ("the King of glory"). See also in the present volume the
discussion on 1 Cor 2:8 in ch. 3 (p. 136).
As a freestanding sentence on its own, of course—and Arius and others read
texts "on their own" rather than in context—this would seem to be the plain mean
ing of the phrase, just as in "my God," or "your God," or "the god of the Gentiles."
Both immediate context and usage throughout the Pauline corpus negate such an
understanding.
15
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Ephesians 4:13
That Paul's Son of God Christology lies behind all the preceding refer
ences to God as Father seems to be made certain by his reference to the Son
of God in the middle of a long sentence (vv. 11-16) describing the role of
those whom Christ himself has given to the church. The reason such min
istries (apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastor-teachers) have been given is ul
timately for the church's full maturity. That maturity will include works of
service so that the body of Christ may be built up, but its ultimate aim is for
the body's unity in two matters: the faith itself and the "full knowledge of
the Son of God." Thus:
17

18

4:13

Kaxavxfjocopev o i rcdvxec sic xfiv e v d x n x a xfjc rtioxecoc
K a i xfjq enxyvcooecoc xoii m o i )
we all attain

1 9

xou

QEOV

the unity of the faith

and of the knowledge of the Son of God
What is striking is this sudden appearance of the title "the Son of God"
in a passage surrounded by references to Christ. This may be just for change
of pace, but it seems far more likely to be a deliberate pickup of this theme
from the opening praise of God and prayer for the readers in ch. 1, where
God was deliberately designated as the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, with
the Son of God being present by presupposition. Full knowledge of the Son
of God is, in this passage, the equivalent of full knowledge of God himself,
since the word has to do not so much with the accumulation of facts and
data but with the kind of knowing that people who know each other well
have of one another. Thus, in this kind of usage we are dealing not with
Jewish messianism but with Paul's Christian conviction that Jesus is the Son
of God, whom the Father sent into the world. The assumed high Christol
ogy in such a phrase is self-evident.
20

17

For a critique of M . Barth's idiosyncratic view of this passage, as having to do
with believers going out to meet Christ at his Parousia as king and bridegroom
(484-96), see Lincoln, 255.
Gk. eniyvwaiq; although "full knowledge" might appear to be "overtranslation," this is an attempt to distinguish it from yvroaic, itself. Here Paul intends some
thing more, having to do with intimate acquaintance with, not just "knowledge
about." For Paul's usage of the present word in this kind of setting, see G. D. Fee, The
First Epistle to the Corinthians (NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987), 648-49, on
1 Cor 13:12, where the cognate verb appears.
The words xou mod are missing in a few Western witnesses (F G b ClementP'
Lucifer), most likely because of the four words in a row that have the same ending,
which in their abbreviated form would appear as T O T T T T O T 0 T .
Cf. Robinson: " . . . suggesting, as it would seem, the thought of His eternal ex
istence in relation to the Divine Father" (100).
18

19
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God a s "Our" Father
The other several references to God as Father presuppose God as the
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, but now the emphasis lies with God as the
Father of his people, redeemed by Christ Jesus. In each case Paul's emphasis
is on Jew and Gentile together as the one people of God. There are five such
moments.
Ephesians 2:18
In one of the more eloquent passages in his letters regarding Jew and
Gentile together as the one, newly formed people of God (2:11-18), Paul's
concluding word is that "we both by the Spirit have equal access to the
Father." And here again this referent to God as Father presupposes that it is
through the Son that he also becomes our Father (as in Gal 4:4-6). The
reason for thinking so is not only because of what is said emphatically in the
opening berakah but also because the present paragraph is altogether about
the work of Christ, who is the Son of the Father. Using significant language
from the OT sacrificial system, Paul presents Christ as the one who through
his "blood" tore down the wall of hostility between Jew and Gentile by set
ting aside what divided them: the law "with its commands and regulations."
Thus, Christ reconciled both (not just the Gentiles) to God through his death on
the cross, and by so doing, he put to death their long history of hostility. Thus,
at the end Paul points out that what Jew and Gentile now have in common is
access together to the God who is the Father of their Lord Jesus Christ and
who through him is also their common Father. Thus again, although Jewish
messianism is not in view here, Paul's Son of God Christology—Christ as the
messianic/now eternal Son—is the presupposition of the reference to God in
this sentence.
21

22

Ephesians 3:14-16
This same thing happens again in Eph 3:14-16. Here Paul is intent on
putting his own apostleship in the context of the reconciliation just narrated,
the now disclosed "mystery" that through Christ "the Gentiles are heirs to
gether with Israel, members together of one body, and sharers together in the
promise [that is fulfilled] in Christ Jesus" (3:6). Given how Paul brought God
the Father into that equation in ch. 2, it should not surprise us that he does a
similar thing in the long prayer for his Gentile readers, that they will both
comprehend and actualize this great reality. Thus the prayer that began in
21

That the emphasis is still on Jew and Gentile together having access is made
clear by Paul's word order, which (literally put) reads, "Because through him [Christ]
we have access, the both of us, by the one Spirit to the Father." Not very good English,
but showing how the Greek emphasizes Jew and Gentile together as one people.
S o also Eadie, 187: Lincoln, 149: O'Brien, 209.
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v. 1, but was broken off to explain Paul's own role in what God was doing in
Christ, is picked up again in v. 14 as Paul "bowing his knees" before the Father.
The context makes it certain here that God is the Father of his people—
he is, after all, the one who has named everything in the entire universe —
but the larger context again indicates that this relationship exists between
God and the universe not simply because he gave it birth, as it were (cf. v. 9),
but because he has been praised at the very beginning of the letter (1:3) as
the God whom we now know as the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.
23

24

Ephesians 4:6
Again, this same thing occurs in the triadic expression of God's identity in
Eph 4:4—6, where in the interest of his immediate concern about ethical life
that is to be lived by the power of the Spirit, Paul names God's threefold iden
tity in the ascending order of the role of each in salvation. Because his imme
diate concern is for his readers to keep the unity of the Spirit (v. 3), picking up
this emphasis from 2:18, 22, Paul places that unity ultimately in the "oneness"
of (1) the one Spirit (v. 4), who formed the body and as God's down payment is
the ground of their hope; (2) the one Lord (v. 5), who has become so for them
through their common faith and baptism; and (3) the one God (v. 6), who is
again identified as "the Father of all," which is then interepreted in terms of
his being "over, through, and in" all things. In so doing, Paul again picks up
the emphasis from 2:18 and 3:14 on his being the Father of both Jew and Gen
tile and thereby the Father of all; and again that is so precisely because he is
first of all the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ (1:3).
25
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Ephesians 5:1
In what seems to be at once a summary and transitional passage, Paul
urges his readers, as God's dear children, to follow God's example of for
giveness. Even though God is not called "Father" here, it is implied in Paul's
2 3

A t least that seems to be the point of the "divine passive" ovoudt^exai (is
named) in this clause. The reason for the passive verb at the end is to emphasize that
everything comes from the God who has "named" them all.
This understanding of the text goes back very early, as is evidenced by the wide
spread addition of xof) K W P I O T ) f)uwv 'lT)AOT> Xpiaxou, found as early as the Old Latin
and which eventually became the Majority Text. The shorter, original text is found in
^ 4 6 K* A B C P 6 33 81 365 1175 1739, plus Origen and the Coptic. Best (337) asserts that
by rejecting this reading, one also rejects this understanding. But that is a quite unnec
essary move; after all, it is Paul who is in prayer and who has just spoken of the Father
as the one to whom Jew and Gentile have common access (2:18). Why the additional
descriptor that sees God also as the Father of all should thus change the meaning is
not at all clear. For the understanding suggested here, see also O'Brien, 255.
Some recent commentators (Lincoln, 240; O'Brien, 284) have noted the rela
tionship of this language to Paul's reworking of the Jewish Shema in 1 Cor 8:6.
See pp. 355-56 below for the christological implications of the middle member,
"one Lord."
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calling them God's children. At stake is still the concern for Jew and Gentile
as one people of God and thereby giving evidence of it by the way they live in
unity with each other. Thus a passage that began in 4:1, urging them to
"walk" in love, further urges them to make every effort to keep the unity of
the Spirit through the bond of peace, since there is only one body (picking
up from the assertion in 3:6 that Gentiles and Jews together form one body).
Most of the rest of the chapter spells out the means (through the gifts of
ministry given them by Christ) and the nature of that unity. Thus, when
Paul moves on in 4:25 to spell out the latter, he once more picks up the imag
ery of the church as "one body." One can hardly miss the fact that all the
sins mentioned thereafter until 5:1 are sins that destroy the unity of the one
body. To sum up what has preceded and to make the transition to other
kinds of sins, which list begins in 5:3, Paul urges them to be "like Father, like
child" by forgiving one another when wronged and in any case to "walk in
love," of the kind demonstrated by the Son, who gave himself for them. With
this word, Paul thus frames the entire passage from 4:1, but also he antici
pates the movement toward corporate life that begins again in 5:15-20. It is
in this latter passage that the final mention of God as "our" Father occurs.
Ephesians 5:20
Following a path already laid out in Colossians, Paul uses the teaching
dimension of their singing as a way to transition from the prior ethical con
cerns to the concern for living Christ in the Christian household. Thus he
urges that their Spirit-inspired worship be such that as they "speak to one
another" through their various forms of sacred singing, they do so also as
thanksgiving "in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ" but ultimately offered
xco 0ecp K a i rcaxpi (to [our] God and Father). Thus the basic hortatory section
of the letter concludes on the same note with which the whole letter began.
In 1:3 the God whom we praise is the one whom we now know as the Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ; in 5:20 the God to whom we offer thanks in the
Son's name (5:20) is the God who at the same time is "our" Father.
Together, all of these passages, although focused more on God's
people, elaborate on the reality that the God whom they serve and worship,
the only God there is, is in fact their Father because he is first of all the
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. In all of this the focus is on Christ as the
eternal Son of God. In our final passage in this section we turn to the one
place where it is presupposed that the eternal Son has also assumed the mes
sianic role of the Davidic Son of God.
27

Ephesians 5:5—Jesus the Messianic King
With yet another echo of his letter to the Colossians, but considerably
reshaped to fit the broader context of the present letter, Paul refers to the fu!7

See the summary of uses in the letter in Robinson, 83.
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ture kingdom of God as "the kingdom of the Messiah and of God." In both
passages (Col 1:12-13 and this one) the setting has to do with Gentiles receiv
ing their share of the "inheritance." In its original setting, this language had
to do with Israel's inheriting the promised land, which eventually became
the place where the Davidic king ruled God's people. In Colossians, Paul as
sures his Gentile readers that they have already received their share of the
inheritance when they were transferred "into the [present] kingdom of the
beloved Son of the Father." In the present passage, Paul is urging his readers
to give up altogether the kind of behavior that, from Paul's Jewish per
spective, characterized pagan Gentiles: sexual immorality, uncleanness, and
avarice—the last being identified as a form of idolatry. Such people, Paul
goes on, have no "inheritance in the [coming] kingdom of the Messiah and
of God."
28

That TOVJ XpioTOvj in this case is more the Son's title than his new
"name" seems likely for three reasons. First, the combination xoij Xpiarofj
K a i Beovj (an articular 6 X p i o t o c joined with a K a i [and] to an anarthrous
0eoi)) is unique not only to this letter but also to the corpus as a whole. In
fact, when such a phenomenon does appear (i.e., articular noun / K a i /
anarthrous noun), as in 1:3 and 5:20, the second noun is in apposition to the
first ("God, that is, the Father"). Since that does not seem to be the case here,
this unusual usage suggests that 6 Xpioroc means "the Christ/Messiah."
Second, the more common expression in Paul's writings, as in the rest of
the NT, is "the kingdom of G o d . " But the evidence from Col 1:13 (and 1 Cor
15:24) suggests that the present expression of God's kingdom has the messi
anic Son of God as King. Third, the very order of these nouns puts the em
phasis on the Messiah's rule, which at the same time is God the Father's
kingdom. This in itself not only is best expressed in terms of the messianic
King but also indicates the assumed high Christology of the apostle. Thus
the eternal Son of God, who presently rules in God's eternal kingdom, does
so because in his earthly pilgrimage he assumed the role of the longawaited Jewish Messiah.
29

All of this is to say, then, that with Paul's use of Son of God/God as
Father language, he regularly presupposes that the eternal Son of God in his
earthly life stepped into the role of the Davidic messianic King, who in 2 Sam
7:14 and Ps 2:7 is called God's Son (cf. Ps 89:26-27).

Christ as Krjpioq
As with all the preceding letters, Paul can hardly speak about Christ
without regularly using the title 6 K u p i o c (the Lord). As indicated in the next
2S

C f . Hoehner, 661-62 ("possibly").
So much is this so that two (companion) manuscripts (F G) reverse Paul's
order to what the scribe expected.
2 9
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letter (Phil 2:10-11), from Paul's perspective this title was bestowed on Christ
at his exaltation. Whereas this title dominated Paul's earlier letters, in Ephe
sians as in Colossians it tends to be found primarily in the ethical/behavioral
section, in this case primarily in chs. 4—6. At the heart of Paul's—and the
early church's—use of this title was the conviction that Christ's exaltation
was to the Father's "right hand," thus in fulfillment of Ps 110:1 ("The LORD
says to my Lord, 'Sit at my right hand until I make your enemies a footstool
for your feet'"). The fourth of Paul's references to this reality occurs in the
thanksgiving-prayer in Eph 1:15-23, and in this instance, as in its first ap
pearance (1 Cor 15:24-27), it is combined with language from Ps 8:6. And
even though the title lcupioc, itself does not occur here, we begin this discus
sion of the title in Ephesians by looking at this passage because it plays such
an important role in all subsequent uses of the title.
30

Ephesians 1:20-23—The Exalted One at the Right Hand
The dominating soteriological motif in this letter has to do with the rec
onciling work of Christ, whereby through his death he created a new
civOpcojtoc. (humanity) out of Jew and Gentile, having abolished the barrier
(the law) that separated them (2:11-22). Throughout chs. 3 to 5 this theme is
carried forward through the metaphor of the church as Christ's body. But
the secondary soteriological motif, which carries over from Colossians, is
that Christ, through his death and resurrection-exaltation, has also subdued
and thus subjugated "the powers," the spiritual forces that apparently played
a considerable role in the lives of many believers in the Lycus Valley and
beyond.
It is not surprising, therefore, that these two soteriological themes are
played out with special force in the berakah (1:3-14) and thanksgivingprayer (1:15-23) with which this letter begins. Christ's victory over the
powers is hinted at in the berakah ("he has blessed us in the heavenlies" [v.
3]), but this theme is otherwise subordinated to the redemptive work of the
cross, whereby we have been both forgiven of our sins and adopted as
God's children (vv. 5-8). However, in the thanksgiving-prayer the focus is
altogether on Christ's victory over the powers. With an extraordinary pro
fusion of "power" language, Paul speaks of God's power both as at work in
the raising of Christ from the dead and as his "inheritance" for these Gen
tile believers.
Our immediate interest lies with vv. 20-23, where Paul speaks of God's
mighty power that raised Christ from the dead and exalted him to the high
est place, having "seated him at his right hand" in the heavenly realm. That
this is a deliberate echo of Ps 110:1 (109:1 LXX) can be seen by looking at the
two texts together:
50

For a more complete examination of this usage, see discussion in ch. 3 on its
first occurrence in 1 Cor 15:24-27 (pp. 110-12); cf. Rom 8:34 and Col 3:1.
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e'mev 6 Kvjptoc xcb Kupicp uou
KOIBOD

EK

SeCjtcbv uorj

Eph 1:20

Kai Ka0icrac

Ps 109:1

Said the LORD to my Lord,
Sit
at my right hand
and having seated him at his right hand in the heaveniies

LXX

Eph 1:20

e v Seqiu auxod ev xoic enovipavioic

Paul's concern in this instance is with the second line in the psalm, that
God has positioned Christ as Lord and thus far above all the other powers,
which are named here with language from Colossians: 7tdcrnc dp%rjc K a i
e£ouoiac K a i duvaLtecoc K a i Kupidxnxoc K a i 7tavxdc dvdtiaxoc dvopa^ojievoxj
(every rule and authority and power and lordship and every other name that is
named). This last phrase indicates that Paul's intent is to cast a wide net, so that
by whatever name "the powers" are known to his readers, Christ has been ex
alted to a KDptdxnxoc (lordship) far above, and therefore over, all of them.
Paul then concludes his prayer with a final sentence in which he echoes
the second strophe from Ps 110:1 (109:1 LXX), but now with the language of
Ps 8:6 (8:7 L X X ) — a phenomenon that had already occurred in 1 Cor
15:24-27. Thus, not only has Christ been positioned in the place of author
ity—at the Father's right hand—but also, in so doing, God has subjected the
powers to his authority. Thus:
31

Ps 109:1

(LXX)

ecoc dv 0cb xodc e%9podc oou

Ps 8:7 (LXX)

ndvxa xmexa^ac

xcbv jtoScbv

GOV

xmoKaxco

xcbvrcoocbvcroxorj

i>nb

itoSac

Eph 1:22

Kai

Ps 109:1 (LXX)
Ps 8:7 (LXX)
Eph 1:22

until I put your enemies under your feet
all things having
subjected under his feet
and all things he
subjected under his feet

Ttdvxa

xm&xa^ev

X»ICOK65IOV

XOTJC

arixorj

In Paul's understanding of the exalted One, therefore, Christ has been
appointed to be the "Lord" of Ps 110:1 and thus to have all authority in
heaven and on earth both in the present age and in the age to come. And all
of this has happened, Paul reminds his readers, for their sakes. Thus, with a
striking use of the metaphor of the body and its head (found only here and
in Col 2:9-10), he uses the Jewish understanding of this metaphor by placing
Christ as "head" over the powers.
There can be no mistaking the very high Christology presupposed in this
passage, which comes to a striking climax in the final clause, a clause whose
32
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Cf. Matera: " . . . Christ's enthronement, whereby God established his Messiah
as ruler over spiritual as well as human beings" (New Testament Christology, 150).
"Interestingly, when Paul later uses this same metaphor for Christ's relation
ship to the church itself, he shifts to the Greek use of the metaphor, where Christ is
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grammar seems clear enough but whose nuanced meaning is not quite so.
The clause reads, fjxic. eoxiv xo ocSua carrot), xo 7iX,r)pcoua xoij xd rcavxa ev
rcdcnv JtXripo-uuevo-u (which is his body, the fullness of him who fills all things in
all places). The grammar seems plain enough: the church, where Jew and
Gentile have become the one people of God, is pictured as the body of
Christ—the Lord, who now sits enthroned in the heavenlies and under
whose feet all other powers have been subjected.
But Paul does not end there because he understands the church itself to
be a part of this expansive role of the now exalted Christ. So in apposition to
"the church" he adds the metaphor of the church as Christ's body, now un
derstood as expressing his continuing presence on earth. And so he appends
a final clause: the church, Christ's body, is to be the expression of the "full
ness" of Christ, who is then described in language that ordinarily belongs to
God alone. Through his church, Christ's own fullness now fills xd ravxa ev
ndaiv (all things in all places). This is precisely the kind of thing said over
and again about God the Father—in this letter in 4:6, where God is "over all
things, through all things, and in all things."
One can scarcely miss the christological implications. Through Christ's
death and resurrection, there is no part of the created order that is not filled
with his presence. And this is the most likely reason for such a high inci
dence of the phrase "in Christ / Christ Jesus / the Lord" in this letter. The
church's entire existence is circumscribed as being "in Christ Jesus"; and
thus while his people are an expression of his "fullness" on earth, they are at
the same time "seated with [God] in the heavenly realms in Christ Jesus"
(2:6). Thus, through his incarnation and exaltation, Christ himself fills "all
things in all places"—a phrase that presupposes his full deity.
33

Ephesians 4:4—6—The One Kvpiog and the Triadic Character
of the One God
The second major christological passage in Ephesians occurs toward the
beginning of the ethical/behavioral section of the letter; here it will be disthe "head" of the body, whose working parts are all dependent on, and supported by,
the head. See discussion on 1 Cor 11:3 in ch. 3 (pp. 143—47) and the article where
this analysis was first presented: G. D. Fee, "Praying and Prophesying in the Assem
blies: 1 Corinthians 11:2-16," in Discovering Biblical Equality: Complementarity without
Hierarchy (ed. R. W. Pierce and R. M . Groothuis; Downers Grove, 111.: Inter Varsity
Press, 2004), 142-60.
At least that is what the grammar seems to demand; at issue is the meaning of
the participle Tt^ripouiievot), which on its own could be either middle (with Christ as
the assumed subject) or passive (with God as the assumed subject). The vast majority
of interpeters view it as a middle; among those who argue for a passive, see esp. Best,
187-89; cf. J. A . T. Robinson, The Body: A Study in Pauline Theology (SBT 5; London:
SCM Press, 1952), 68-69; R. Yates, 'A Re-examination of Ephesians 1:23," ExpTim 83
(1972): 146-51; P. Benoit, "Body, Head and pleroma in the Epistles of the Captivity," in
Jesus and the Gospel (trans. B. Weatherhead; 2 vols.; London: Darton, Longman &
Todd. 1973-1974), 2:90; Hoehner, 298-99.
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cussed in two parts (vv. 4-6, 7-13). As noted previously, chs. 4-6 of the letter
spell out the practical implications of Christ's having created one new hu
manity of Jew and Gentile together. Thus Paul begins this section with his
basic appeal: they should "walk worthy of their calling" (v. 1) by "bearing
with one another in love" (v. 2) and thus making "every effort to keep the
unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace" (v. 3). The next two matters
brought forward are, first, the theological basis of their unity (vv. 4-6) and,
second, the source of the gifting that will aid them in making that unity work
(vv. 7-18). Our immediate interest is with the significant basis that he sets
before them.
As Paul's beginning point, he once again reflects his understanding of
the body as a matter of diversity within essential unity, first articulated in
some detail in 1 Cor 12:12-26. In both cases the unity is found in the divine
Triad: the one Spirit, the one Lord, and the one God, who is Father of all
(vv. 4-6; cf. 1 Cor 12:4-6); and in both cases the order is Spirit, Christ, and
God because the Spirit is the key to making the unity work. But there can be
no real unity that does not embrace the body's essential diversity. In 1 Corin
thians the urgency was on the diversity itself, where the Corinthians had
confused uniformity with unity. Here the emphasis is primarily on the unity
of the body. Their "oneness" in the context of their diversity, he postulates, is
predicated on the "oneness" of the divine Triad—Spirit, Lord, Father. Thus
he abruptly asserts, out of the blue, as it were,
ev ocoua
one body,
K a i ev Ttve-uiia,
and one Spirit,
KaGcbc, K a i eKXf|9r|Te ev tug e l n i S i . . .
just as you were called
with one hope . . ,
one
Lord
eiq Kvproq,
one faith
u i a 7ttcm<;,
one baptism
ev pdmnaLia,
one God and Father of all
eiq Qeoq K a i Tcaxfip TtdvTcov,
who is above all things
6 eni navxav
and through all things
K a i 8i,d Tcdvxcov
and in all things
K a i ev Jidcnv
In making this bold assertion, particularly in the context of the one
Spirit and one Lord, Paul emphasizes his readers' own "oneness" in terms of
both their origins and what it means for them to be one body in Christ. The
one Spirit has formed them into the one body, and also has "sealed" them as
belonging to God, thus guaranteeing their future (1:13-14); so his readers'
"one hope" is also associated with the "one Spirit." Associated with the one
Lord is their "one faith" and "one baptism," the common denominator for
both Jewish and Gentile incorporation into the body of Christ. And all of this
takes place within the framework of the one God, who is the Father of all
and through whom all things exist.
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In making this kind of affirmation, Paul is in line with other early be
lievers whose understanding of God's identity now includes both the Son
and the Spirit (Peter, John, Hebrews). And it is this divine "oneness" and
their unity within diversity that serves for Paul as the ultimate basis of the
unity of Jew and Gentile in one body. On the considerable christological, not
to mention theological, significance of such an assertion, see discussion on
1 Cor 12:4-6 in ch. 3 (pp. 124-25).

Ephesians 4:7-13—The Exalted Christ, the Giver of Gifts
Having thus offered the basis for their unity, Paul next describes the
means for establishing that unity within their obvious diversity; and here
Paul's high Christology again finds expression.
He begins with a thematic statement similar to that found in 1 Cor 12:7
and Rom 12:6: evi Se eKdoxcp fipcbv e869r| f| % piq Kaxd xd pexpov xfjc Scopedc
xou Xpioxod (to each one of us grace has been given according to the measure of
the gift of Christ). On first reading, one might understandably assume that
the verb eSdOn (has been given) is a "divine passive," with God as the implied
subject. This seems especially so in light of the concluding prepositional
phrase, which suggests that what has been given is "in keeping with the
measure of the gift of Christ"; that is, God's present gifting in the church is
in keeping with the "measure" found in God's giving Christ to us.
However, what follows gives us good reason to pause, so much so that
most English translations treat the genitive xou Xpioxofj as subjective, thus
understanding that Christ himself allots the gifts. That this is most likely
what Paul intended is borne out by the intriguing citation of Ps 68:18 (67:19
a
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35
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This is the kind of sentence that should cause proponents of pseudepigraphy
to have second thoughts, since it is both too Pauline and too much a combination of
what he had said earlier in 1 Corinthians and Romans, and thus much too subtle for
a pseudepigrapher, who would also need to have known both of the earlier letters to
have written this sentence. Here are the three passages, with the ties to 1 Corinthians
in boldface and to Romans in underline:
1 Cor 12:7

eicdtTxcp

5e SiSoxai f) ((javepcoon; xou Jtvedumoc, Ttpdq xo ouu(|)epov

Rom 12:6

exovxeq 8e xapiouaxa Kaxd xnv xdpiv xr\v SoOeiaav fjulv

Eph 4:7

e v i 8e

bnaoxm fjudiv sS68ti ij ydpic K a x d

xd uexpov xfjc, Srapedq xod

Xpioxod
This is Paul simply making the same point three times and adjusting each to the par
ticular setting.
T h e NRSV, e.g., even though it adheres to a more literal translation, puts it in a
way that is hardly ambiguous: "according to the measure of Christ's gift." Func
tional equivalence translations make it even clearer: "grace has been given as Christ
apportioned it" (TNIV); "bestowed in whatever way Christ allotted it" (NJB); "in pro
portion to what Christ has given" (GNB). So also most commentaries, most recently
Hoehner, 523.
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LXX) that follows. The introductory 816 ^.eyei [therefore it [or he] says) indi
cates that Paul is citing the psalm in order to secure his present point:
Christ himself is responsible for the variety of giftings necessary for the
building up of his church. Thus Paul, in a nearly verbatim citation of the
Septuagint, writes,
Eph 4:8

dvapdq eiq v>yoq Tixjia^toxewEV aijcp-aXcooiav,
eScoKev
Sonata zolq dv9p«Mtoi<;.

Ps 67:19 L X X

avefir\q eiq v>yoq r\xp.aX(ii)T£X><Taq aixna^totriav,
eXaftec,
Sonata ev dvGpcojrcp.

Eph 4:8

Having ascended on high, he took captives captive;
he gave
gifts to human beings.
You ascended on high, you took captives captive;
you received
gifts among humanity.

Ps 67:19 LXX
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The difficulty that many have had with Paul's citation is that, in con
trast to most such citations, he seems deliberately to have altered the text of
the psalm to suit his own purposes, which in turn seem to be the opposite of
what the psalmist says. On the other hand, it is arguable that what Paul has
done makes perfectly good sense in light of his (proper) understanding of the
ancient Near Eastern setting. In a psalm that pictures Yahweh himself as the
warrior-king who has ascended to his holy hill in Jerusalem, the psalmist
notes that Yahweh, as with all such ancient warriors, has taken a great deal
of spoils. But the main purpose of such spoils was for the warrior-king to
benefit his people, not simply to increase his own wealth. Indeed, this is the
picture presented in Exodus regarding Yahweh's contending with Pharaoh,
and thus with Pharaoh's gods. In the Song of Moses, Pharaoh boasts, "I will
pursue, I will overtake, I will divide the spoil" (Exod 15:9), which, of course,
did not happen because Yahweh "threw him into the sea." But in the Exodus
narrative itself it was previously noted that Yahweh himself would do this to
Pharaoh and his people. Thus, "When you leave, you will not go emptyhanded; every woman is to ask her neighbor . . . for articles of silver and gold
and for clothing, which you will put on your sons and daughters. And so you
will plunder the Egyptians" (Exod 3:21-22).
This phenomenon most likely lies behind Paul's citation of the psalm. As
his own interpretation that follows indicates (vv. 9-10), his first concern is
with Christ's having ascended to his throne, thereby stepping into the role of
the ancient warrior-king and thus able to divide the spoils, as it were. Paul
gets there with a christological interpretation of the text similar to that in
Rom 10:6-8. There he interpreted Christ's death, resurrection, and ascension
in light of Deut 30:12-14, using language from Ps 107:26 in the process (see
36

This rendering into English is less an attempt at gender accuracy as it is to rec
ognize that Paul and the Septuagint have the same word, although Paul keeps the
plural of the Hebrew while the Septuagint has the singular.
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ch. 6, pp. 255-59). Here he does the same thing with Ps 68:18; but in this case
the citation serves a double purpose.
On the one hand, it provides the language "ascended on high," which
originally referred to Yahweh's "ascent" to Mount Zion but now is applied to
Christ and his ascent to the right hand of the Father (cf. 1:20-21), where he
now has authority over all the powers, whether in heaven or on earth. And
that in turn allows Paul to pick up the emphasis from ch. 1, in this case ar
guing by implication that the Christ who ascended to the right hand of the
Father had previously "descended" to the depths by way of his death; but
since he has conquered death through resurrection, there is no part of the
universe that does not come under his divine lordship.
37

On the other hand, and now the primary reason for the citation, Christ's
victory over death and the grave means that he has not only taken the ene
mies' "spoils" as his own, but he has done so precisely so that he might
thereby endow his church with all the gifts that are his to give, resulting
from his "ascent" after his "descent." In making this move with regard to the
psalm, Paul has simply captured the point of the psalm itself: Yahweh plun
dered Egypt (and Canaan) for the sake of his people. It is of some interest,
therefore, that the Aramaic Targum on the Psalms makes precisely this same
move quite independently of Paul, rendering the passage, "You captured
captives; . . . you gave gifts to the sons of m e n . "
38

One can scarcely miss the christological implications. First, as with so
many earlier texts in Paul's letters, an OT passage that has Yahweh as its ref
erent has been appropriated and applied to Christ as Lord. Christ is now the
37

This decidedly minority view goes back as far as Chrysostom; cf. Robinson,
180; Hendriksen, 192; Barth, 433-34; O'Brien, 295; Hoehner, 536. Most hold the view
that the "descent" is simply a reference to his incarnation per se; see Eadie, 293 (who
lists a large number of earlier interpreters); Westcott, 60; Mitton, 147-^18; Bruce,
343-44; Best, 384-86; MacDonald, 290-91. The major difficulty with this view is the
adjective KccKD-cepa (lower parts), which on the one hand is totally unnecessary if de
scent to the earth itself were intended and, on the other hand, when combined with
the genitive "of the earth," seems unnecessarily redundant—either "to the lower
parts = earth" or simply "to the earth," but why "lower parts of the earth"? Many
have thus taken it to refer to descent into Hades (Tertullian, Irenaeus, Jerome; Alford,
Ellicott, Scott), but that seems an unnecessary intrusion into this text. Finally, G. B.
Caird argued vigorously for the "descent" at Pentecost, where Christ returned by his
Spirit ("The Descent of the Spirit in Ephesians 4:7-11," in Studia evangelica II [ed. F. L.
Cross; TUGAL 87; Berlin: Akademie, 1964], 535-45; Lincoln (247) also prefers it, as
does W. H . Harris, "The Ascent and Descent of Christ in Ephesians 4:9-10, BSac 151
(1994): 198-214; cf. idem, The Descent of Christ: Ephesians 4:7-11 and Traditional
Hebrew Imagery (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1998), 171-97.
I n light of the immediate context of v. 11, G. V. Smith ("Paul's Use of Psalm
68:18 in Ephesians 4:8." JETS 18 [1975]: 181-89) adds to this view the interesting pos
sibility that Paul also had N u m 18:6 in view, where Yahweh speaks of his having
"taken" the Levites from among the people of Israel: "To you they are given as a gift
for the Lord." O'Brien (292-93) is especially attracted to this view. The difficulty, of
course, is that it lacks the warrior-king motif of the psalm.
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warrior-king, who through his death and resurrection not only subdued all
of God's enemies but also is the source of all gifting in his body, the church.
Second, what are ordinarily, and rightly, understood as the prerogatives of
God alone are now equally shared by Christ the Lord—and this without
apology or explanation.

Christ and the Divine Prerogatives
Although the preceding passages represent the primary christological
moments in this letter, as with all the preceding letters, this one is filled with
all kinds of "incidental" moments that reflect Paul's high Christology as an
assumed substratum. We look at them in canonical order.

Ephesians 3:19; 5:1-2, 25-27—The Love of Christ
As we have noted before (see 1 Thess 2:13; 2 Cor 5:14; Rom 8:35), Paul
more often speaks of the love of God than of Christ; and when he does speak
of the latter, it is usually (as in 5:2, 25) expressed in terms of the love dem
onstrated in his dying for us. But the three instances of usage in this letter
call for further comment. In 3:19, as the climax to his profuse prayer for his
readers, Paul's concern is that they will come to know Christ's love in all its
fullness and thereby to be filled with God's fullness. Although perhaps an al
lusion to what he has said about Christ in 2:14-18, this in fact is the only
time that Paul speaks of the love of Christ without tying it directly to Christ's
death for us (as in 5:2). Indeed, here is an instance where one might have ex
pected Paul to refer to "the love of God"; but for him, this love is an inter
changeable reality with regard to the Father and the S o n .
The imperative in 5:1-2 calls for special attention because it reflects the
kind of interchange between God's love and Christ's love that one finds in
Rom 8:35, 39. In the present passage, God's love is expressed in terms of the
recipients' being "beloved" children who are now called upon to imitate the
Father's love in their relationships with one another. But when Paul goes on
to offer the supreme example of such love—demonstrated in the Son—he
speaks of "Christ [who] loved us and gave himself for us." Thus both the in
terchange and the specific way he speaks of Christ's love reflect what has
been said in earlier letters.
Similarly in 5:25-27, Paul, urging the believing householder to love his
wife, directs him to do so after the model of Christ. In language identical to
5:2, Paul urges love for one's wife of the same kind as "Christ [who] loved the
39
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There has been considerable discussion regarding "knowing this love that sur
passes knowledge." Surely, Paul intends that this love can be comprehended in terms
of its effects, but in the end it is beyond our human capacity fully to comprehend
such love in Christ.
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church and gave himself u p for her to make her holy." The surprising
christological twist comes at the end of this long sentence, where the bride
groom (Christ), through his cleansing of her, will "present her to himself as a
radiant church." Paul does this, of course, to keep the analogy intact; but in
so doing, he makes an easy shift away from what one might have expected,
that Christ would "present the church to the Father," just as in an earlier use
of this imagery Paul speaks of himself presenting the church to Christ (2 Cor
11:2). Rather, Christ here is both "presenter" and "receiver"; and thus Paul,
again with perfect ease, places Christ in a role that ordinarily would belong
to God the Father.

Ephesians 4:17—A Modified Oath Formula
In several previous moments in his letters when Paul wants to empha
size the importance or gravity of a certain point, he takes a mild oath in the
name of the Lord. This happens again in this letter, although it is less an
oath and more the basis on which he will command the Ephesian believers
to stop living like Gentiles. Thus:
40

4:17 xodxo odv Xeyco
This, therefore, I say;

Kai

indeed

uapxdpouai ev KDpitp
I insist on it in the Lord

As before, the significance of this kind of oath-taking is that it was re
quired of Israel to take their oaths in Yahweh's (= the Lord) name alone
(Deut 6:13). Thus, when Paul urges his readers to abandon altogether their
former way of life, he "insists on it in the Lord," where Christ as Lord as
sumes the role that was formerly the special province of Yahweh.

Ephesians 4:21—The Truth That Is in Jesus
4:21 dueic Se ov% odxcoc eudGexe xov Xpioxov, ei y e afjxov fJKodoaxe K a i
ev oruxcp e8i5d%6r|xe, KaGcoc e o x i v dX.T|6eia ev xib 'Itiooii,
But you did not thus learn Christ, if indeed him you heard about and
in him you were taught, just as is the truth in Jesus.
In this remarkable sentence Paul once again asserts that an attribute
that is essential to God's character (absolute truth) is to be found in Jesus.
That God is not only the one true God but also therefore the God of truth is
a standard OT staple, of which Ps 31:5b (30:6b LXX) is but one example:
eXuxpoioco ue, K d p i e , 6 Geoc xfjc aXnGeiac (Redeem me, Lord, the God of
truth). This kind of understanding is carried over by Paul with regard to
God. who is both the living and the true God (1 Thess 1:9) and the one
whose truth is represented in the gospel (Rom 15:8). In 2 Cor 11:10, how40

S e e , e.g., discussion in ch. 2 on 1 Thess 5:27: 2 Thess 3:6, 12: in ch. 3 on 1 Cor
1:10: 5:3-4; in ch. 4 on 2 Cor 11:10: in ch. 6 on Rom 15:30.
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ever, Paul speaks of "the truth of Christ" that is "in me" (see ch. 4, p. 193).
In a very similar way, he now speaks of the content of his gospel as "the
truth that is in Jesus."

Ephesians 5:8-14—Christ, the Source of Light
Whatever else is true about God in the OT, he is himself both the source
of light (the first reality of creation [Gen 1:3]) and the one who dwells in in
extinguishable light. It is in God's light that we see light (Ps 36:9b). Thus,
one of the eschatological promises is that the sun will be needed no longer,
since "the LORD will be your everlasting light" (Isa 60:19). In Ephesians this is
yet another divine attribute now applied to Christ.
In a series of plays on light and darkness, as representing God's people
in a dark world, Paul first notes that by their being ev Kt>picp (in the Lord), his
readers are themselves light (v. 8); and then after a considerable play on this
concept as to how they live in the world, he cites from an unknown source
that in their awakening from sleep, and thus rising from the dead, "Christ
will shine on you" (v. 14). Thus, what was thought of as a strictly divine
prerogative is presuppositionally here attributed to Christ.
41

Ephesians 5:10—Living to Please the Lord
In the middle of the preceding passage, as the means whereby his read
ers will be children of the light, Paul urges that they learn to "determine (by
proper examination) what is pleasing to the Lord." On this assumption of yet
another divine prerogative by Christ, see in ch. 4 the discussion of 2 Cor 5:9
(pp. 190-91).

Ephesians 5:17 (and 1:1; 6:6)—The Lord's Will and God's Will
Although not found often in the OT, the concept of doing "God's will"
most likely has its roots in texts such as Ps 40:8, a text cited and expounded
in Heb 10:5-10 ("Here I am—it is written about me in the scroll—I have
come to do your will, my God"). This concept occurs frequently in Paul's
thought. In this letter it finds expression both in the somewhat standard
phrase regarding Paul's apostleship in 1:1 and regarding the conduct of
slaves in 6:6. In light of this consistent way of speaking about the divine will,
Paul's urging of his readers (in 5:17) to "know what the will of the Lord is"
(aXXa cruviexe xi xo 8eA,T|ua xov Kvpiov) is another remarkable transfer of a
notably divine prerogative to the Lord = Christ.
42

4 1

On the possibility that this is an amalgam of OT texts (in the manner of 1 Cor
2:9), see Hendriksen, 234-36. It is more common to suggest that the source is an
early Christian hymn; so Best, 497-98.
S e e 1 Thess 4:3; 5:18 (accompanied by evXpiaxro Triaoi)); 1 Cor 1:1; 2 Cor 1:1;
8:5; Gal 1:4; Rom 1:10; 12:2; 15:32; Col 1:1, 9; 4:12; 2 Tim 1:1.
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Ephesians 5:19-20—Singing to the Lord and in the
Lord's Name
In Col 3:16 Paul speaks of their worship in terms of singing the mes
sage about Christ, indicating that such singing is ultimately to God and of
fered with thanksgiving. In this companion passage the exhortation is
slightly reconstructed so that its goal (teaching and admonishing one an
other), its content (the message about Christ), and its mode (with all wis
dom) are no longer in view. This means that the recipient of such singing
also changes, from God the Father to Christ the Lord, always at the same
time offering thanksgiving to God "in the name of the Lord." Thus, in a
very typical way, Paul makes the same kind of interchange with regard to
the divine person to whom they sing as he does in the many other kinds of
activities noted in this section of these chapters. And again, such an inter
change carries significant christological implications, since such singing
is the worship of a deity.
On Paul's use of offering thanks "in the name of the Lord," see the
discussion in ch. 2 on 2 Thess 3:6 (pp. 67-68) and in ch. 3 on 1 Cor 1:10
(pp. 135-36).
43

44

Ephesians 6:5—Obedience to Christ, the Lord; Ephesians 6:8—
The Lord Will Reward
In the "house rules" of the letter (5:21-6:9), which differ significantly
from those in Col 3:18-4:1, Paul again urges slaves to treat their service to
their earthly "lords" as service to God. On this matter, see the discussion in
ch. 7 on the Colossians passage (pp. 330-31).
In this same passage, Paul tells the slaves that the end result of their
serving their earthly masters as those serving their heavenly Lord is that
each, whether slave or free, K o p i o e x a i rcapd Ktiptou (will receive recompense
from the Lord). This is the same language used of the outcome for those (all
of us) who appear before "the judgment seat of Christ" in 2 Cor 5:10 (see ch.
4, pp. 190-92).

Ephesians 6:10—Being Strong in the Lord
For the concept of this passage, see the discussion in ch. 2 of 2 Thess 3:3
(pp. 71-72). Because the present passage comes as an imperative—what
Paul's readers are themselves to do in this matter—the point is quite the
same as the indicative addressed to the Thessalonians ("The Lord [= Christ]
4i

E a d i e notes the imperatival nature of this text and thus remarks, "The early
church, in obedience to the apostle's mandate, acknowledged His Divinity, and sang
praises to Him as its God" (404).
Cf. Hurtado, Lord Jesus Christ, 150-51.
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is faithful, who will strengthen you"). Thus here, as in 2 Thess 3:3 and
1 Thess 3:12, Paul sees the Lord as in the divine role otherwise attributed to
God the Father (2 Thess 2:17; Rom 16:25).
But equally significant in the present passage is the way the phrase con
cludes: K a i ev xco Kpdxei xfjq ia%voq avxov (and in the power of his might). This
is the same language used earlier in this letter (1:19) to speak of God's power
by which he raised Christ from the dead (Kaxd xf|v evepyeiav xo-u Kpdxouq xf)q
ia%voq aiixofj [according to the working of the power of his might]). Thus one
more time, and obviously without thoughtful intent, Paul attributes to
Christ as Lord what elsewhere he says of God.
45

Conclusion
What should be striking about the various phrases in the preceding pas
sages in this final section is how much like the Paul of the other letters this
phenomenon is. One wonders about the capacity of someone writing in
Paul's name to be able to enter into his skin so thoroughly as to succeed in
doing this. In any case, what emerges in the more incidental ways is in keep
ing with the fully Pauline character of the Christology that emerges
throughout, even though, as it turns out, after Galatians this letter has the
least amount of christological data in the church corpus. And this is in keep
ing with the similar concern of both letters: Jew and Gentile as one people of
God through Christ and the Spirit. It is the second concern of this letter—the
exalted Christ as Lord over the powers—that has increased the amount of
christological data in this case.
These two concerns also account for the twofold christological empha
ses: Christ as Son of God, and the risen Christ as Lord. Thus the Christology
of this letter is quite in keeping with that of the earlier letters and represents
what is genuinely Pauline Christology.

45

Of course, Rom 16:25 has come under suspicion of being non-Pauline because
of the significant differences in the various ways the extant copies of Romans con
clude. On this larger matter, see H. Y. Gamble, The Textual History of the letter to the
Romans: A Study in Textual and Literary Criticism (SD 42; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1977); on the doxology as such, see the brief discussion in B. M . Metzger, A Textual
Commentary on the Greek New Testament (2d ed.; New York: United Bible Societies,
1994), 476-77; also the much longer discussion by L. Hurtado. "The Doxology at the
End of Romans," in New Testament Textual Criticism—Its Significance for Exegesis: Es
says in Honour of Bruce M. Metzger (ed E. J. Epp and G. D. Fee; Oxford: Clarendon,
1981), 185-99.
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Appendix I: The Texts
(double brackets [[ ]] indicate texts with references to God alone)
1:1-2 TIadXoq anboxoXoq Xpioxoii Ino'O'O 8id QeXfipaxoc 9eod xoiq dyioiq
xoiq ouaiv ev 'Etyeoq Kai niaxoiq ev Xpioxcp 'Itiooii, %dpiq dpiv K a i eipfjvTi
and Qeod naxpdc fpcbv K a i Ki>pioi> 'Irjooii Xpioxoii.
2

1:3-10 'EdXoyTixdq 6 Qeoq Kat naxfp xoij K v p i o v fipiov Tnoofi Xpioxoii, 6
edXoynoac f p a q ev ndofj edXoyia nveuiiaxiKfj ev xoiq enoupavioiq ev
Xpioxcp, KaQcbq efeXe^axo f p d q E V a-uxcp npd KaxaPoXfjq KOOLIOVJ eivai
T j p d q dyiouq icat ducououq Kaxevomiov adxod. ev dydrcri npoopioaq f p d q eiq
uioQeaiav 8id 'It|ooi) Xpioxoii eiq adxdv. Kaxd xrjv euSoKiav xod
QeXfjuaxog afjxod. ''eiq enaivov 56qr\c xfjc ydpixoq adxod fie eyapixcooev fjpdq
ev xco Tiyajrnnevro. ev tt> e%opev xijv dnoXdxpiooiv 8id xoii a'iuaxoq ainoii,
xijv d<|>ecTiv xcov napanxcopdxiov, Kaxd xd nA,odxoc xfjc vdpixoc adxod f|q
enepiooe\)oev e i q fjpdq, ev ndofj oo(|>ia K a i (j)povfjoei, yviopioac fipiv xo
puoxfipiov xod QeXfipaxog adxod. Kaxd xf|V edSoKJav adxod fjv npoeQexo ev
awep eiq oiKovopiav xod TiXripcopaxoq xcov Kaipcov, dvaKec|)aXaic6oao9ai xd
Ttdvxa ev xco Xpioxcp, xd eni xoiq ofjpavoiq K a i xd e n l xfjq yfjq ev afjxcp.
4

5

7

8

9

10

n

1:11-14 'Ev <f> K a i eKXr|pc60T|Liev npoopio9evxeq Kaxd np69eoiv xod xd
Ttdvxa evepyodvxoc Kaxd xiyv (foiiX-fiy xod 9eX,f\iiaxoc a m o d eiq xd eivai
fjpdq eiq enaivov 86tr\c adxod xodq nponXniKdxaq ev xtp Xpioxcp. "ev <5 Kai
i)ueiq aKodoavxeq xdv Xoyov xijq d/\x|8eiaq, xd edayyeXaov xfjq oioxripiaq
fjpcbv, ev cji K a i nioxedoavxeq eo^payioBTixe xco nvedpaxi xfjq eitayyeXiaq xco
dyicp, 6 eoxiv dppaPcbv xfjq KXripovopiaq ijucbv, eiq dnoXdxpcooiv xfjq
TtepiTtoifjoecoq, eiq eTtaivov xfjc 8d£r|C adxod.
12

14

15

1:15-23 Aid xodxo Kdycb dKodoaq XTJV KO0' vjpdq rtiaxiv ev xtp Kupicp 'Irioori
Kai xijv dydTtTiv xfiv eiq itdvxaq xodq dyiouq "'od Ttavjouai edxapiaxcov dnep
dpcbv pveiav noiodpevoq eni xcbv npooeu%cbv uov, iva 6 8edq xoij K u p i o u
fiptbv 'Ir|oow Xpioxoii, 6 Ttaxfip xfjq 8d£xiq. 8COTI dpiv nvedpa oo<(>iaq Kai
aTtoKaXd\|/ecoq ev emyvcboei adxod. ne<j>coxioLievouq xodq 6(j)0aXuodq xfjq
Kap8iaq ducbv eiq xd ei8evai dpdq xiq eoxiv f| eXniq xfic KXfioecoc adxod. xiq
6 TtXodxoq xfjq 8d^nq xfjc KXripovouiac adxod ev xoiq dyiotq, K a i xi xd
UTteppdXXov ueye0oq xfjq Swduecoc adxod eiq T J p d q xodq Ttioxedovxaq Kaxd
xfjv evepyeiav xod Kpdxouq xfjc ioydoc adxod. "fjv evf)pyr|oev ev xcp Xpioxcp
eyeipaq ai>x6v C K veKptov Kai KaGioaq ev 8e£,ia adxod ev xoiq enoppavioic
dTtepdvco Ttdoriq dp%fjq K a i e^ouoiaq Kai Suvdpecoq Kai Kupidxiytoq K a i
Ttavxdq dvduaxoq dvopaCjOpevou, od udvov ev xcb aicbvi xodxco dAAd Kai ev xco
peXXovxr Kai Ttdvxa dnexaiiev vnb xovq Ttooaq adxoij K a i avxov eScoKev
Ke<|>aX,f|v dnep Ttdvxa xfj eKKA,rioia, fjxiq eoxiv xd ocbpa afjxofl, xd
TtXfjpcopa xod xd ndvxa ev ndoiv nXripoupevou.
17

l8

19

2

21

22

25

4

2:4-10 d 8e 0edc nXodoioc cov ev eXeei. 8id xijv noXXfiv dydnnv adxod fjv
fjydnn,oev f\pdq, K a i dvxaq f|pdq veKpodq xoiq napanxcopaaiv
5
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ouve^cooTtoirioev xcp Xpicrxcp, xdpixi eoxe oeacpoiievoi - K a i ownyeipev
KTi'v oweKdQioev ev xoiq ercoupavioiq ev Xpicrxtp 'Introii, i v a evSeiqnxai
ev xoiq aicooiv xoiq eicepxouevoiq xo i)7reppdAA,ov 7rA,ofJxoq xfjq ydpixoc aijxoij
ev xpTlcfxoxrixi e<j> fjudq ev Xpicrxcp 'Iricroii. Tfj ydp xdpixi eoxe oeocpouevoi
§id rcioxecoq' Kai xoiixo OTJK ei; i)ucbv, 8eoii xo Stopov ofJK e£, epycov, i v a ufj
xiq Ka-uxTicmxai. '"aijxoij ydp eouev 7toir|ua, Kxio0evxeq ev Xpicrxtp 'Iricroii
ejti epyoiq dyaGoiq oiq 7tponxotuaoev 6 8e6q. i v a ev afjxoiq jrepiTtaxrjocouev.
h

7

8

5

12

2:12-18 6xi fixe xco Kaipcp eKeivcp x ^ p i ? Xpicrxoii, d7tnX,A,oxpicouevoi xfjq
itoAaxeiaq xoij 'Iopafj^. Kai ^evoi xcov 8ia0T|Kcbv xrjq eTtayye^iaq, e^.jri8a uf|
exovxeq Kai d8eoi ev xco KOOUCO. "vuvi 8e ev Xpicrxtp 'Iricroii fjueiq oi rcoxe
ovxeq uaKpdv eyevr|9r|xe eyyijq ev xcp aiiiaxi xoii Xpicrxoii. Ai»x6q y d p
etrxiv T( eipf|VT| TIUCOV, 6 JtoiTJcraq xd du(|>6xepa ev Kai xo ueooxoixov xoij
cbpayuoij Mitraq, xijv ex0pav ev XTJ trapKi ai>xoii, x6v vouov xcov evxoXcov
ev Soyuaoiv jcaxapyr|traq, i v a xoi>q 8iio Kxicrn ev avxco eiq eva Kaivov
avBpcorcov noicov eipTjvT|v "Kai dnoKaxaXX,d^Ti xouq du<|>oxepot)q ev evi
ocouaxi xco Qeco 8id xov oxa\)poii, d r c o K x e i v a q xrjv exQpav ev a\>xcp. K a i
eXOcbv eiYnyyeXicraxo eipi|viiv i)uiv xoiq uaKpdv Kai eipfjvriv xoiq eyyriqoxi 5i avxoii exouev xrjv 7rpooaycoyf|v o i ducpoxepoi ev evi 7tve"uuaxi rcpoq
xov Tiaxepa.
14

15

l7

18

2:19-22 "Apa ovv o w e x i eoxe ^evoi Kai TtdpoiKoi aXXa eoxe ouajio^ixai
xcov dyicov Kai oiKeioi xoii Qeov, eTO)iKoSour|0evxeq eni xcp 0eueHcp xcov
ditooxo^cov Kai 7ipo<t>r|xcov, ovxoq a K p o y c o v i a i o u ai)xoii Xpicrxoii 'It|croi>,
ev t|» itdoa OIKOSOUTI a\>vapuoX,oyouuevT\ aii^ei eiq vaov ayiov ev Kupicp,
ev t> K a i rjueiq ouvoiKo8oueio0e eiq KaxoiKnxtjpiov xoii 8eoii ev
Ttveiiuaxi.
2u

21

22

3:1-2 'Toiixo-u xdpw eycb IlaiiXoq 6 oeajiioq xoii Xpicrxoii 'Iricroii f -'-- i<"">]
vnep ijucov xcbv eGvcov ei ye fJKorJoaxe xijv oiKovouiav xfjq ydpixog xoii 8eoii
xfjq 8o0eior|q uoi eiq i)udq,
v

ll

2

3:4 rcpoq 6 bvvaaQe dvaywcooKOvxeg vorjoai xfjv aiiveoiv uou ev xtp
iiwcrxTipitp xoii Xpicrxoii,
3:6-7 ''eivai xd eQvri otr/KXripovoua Kai oiioocoua Kai o\>jiuexoxa xijq
enayyeXiaq ev Xpicrxcp 'Iiieroii 8id xoij eijayyeWou, ov eyevrjOnv 8iaKovoq
Kaxd xfjv Scopedv xfjq xdpixoq xoii 0eoii xfjq 8o0eior|q uoi Kaxd xrjv evepyeiav
xfjq Swduecoq aijxoii.
7

a

lc

3:8-12 'Euoi xcp e^axioxoxepcorcdvxcovdyicov e860n fj % P - aiixn, xoiq
eGveoiv e\)ayyeX,iaaa8ai xo dve^ixviacrxov n>-ovxoq xoii Xpicrxoii V a i
0coxioai 7idvxaq xiq f| o i K o v o u i a xoij Li"uoxr|piot) xoij d7ioKeKpi)LiLievo-u anb
xcov airovcov ev xco 8eco xco xd navxa Kxioavxi. "iva yvcopioGfj viiv xaiq dpxaiq
Kai xaiq e^ouoiaiq e v xoiq eTtovpavioiq 8id xfjq eKKA.r|oiaq f| 7to^-u7ioiKi^oc
oo())ia xoii 8eo"ii. Kaxd np60eoiv xcbv aicovcov fjv eTioinoev ev xtp Xpicrxtp
'Iiieroii xtp Kwpitp fjfitav, ev t5 exo^ev xfjv 7rappr|oiav Kai npooaycoyfjv e v
TtenoiGrjoei 8id xfjq Ttioxecoq ai»xoi>.
8

u
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3:14-17 "Todxoii x d p i v Kaprcxco xd ydvaxd pou T t p d q xdv Ttaxepa. ' K u p i o D TIH<BV itiCTou Xpiorov] i5^{:
j [ ;
rcaxpid ev odpavoiq Kai erci yfjq
o

v

a

o

+

z o v

a

dvopdi^exai, ""'iva 8cb dpiv Kaxd xd TtXodxoq xfjq SdEriq adxod Snvapei
KpaxaicoQfjvai Sid xod Ttvedpaxoc adxod eic xdv eoco dvQpcoTtov
KaxoiKT|oai xov Xpioxov did xfjc Ttioxecoq ev xaiq KapSiaiq dpcbv,
17

3:19 yvcbvai xe xijv dTtepPdXXouoav xfjc yvcboecoq dydrcriv xoii Xpioxov, i v a
7iXr|pco9fjxe eiq Ttdv xd TtXfjpcoua xod 9eod.
3:20-21 To) Se Swauevco drcep Tidvxa 7ioifjaai dTtepeKTtepiocod cov
aixodpe9a fj voodpev Kaxd xfiv ddvapiv XTJV evepyoupevriv ev f)uiv, afjxco ij
8d£a ev xfj eKKX/noia K a i ev Xpioxcp 'Itiooii eiq Tcdaaq xdq yevedq xod
aicbvoq xcov aiibvcov, dufjv.
21

4:1 riapaKaXcb ovjv dudq eycb 6 8eopioq ev Kupicp dqTcoq TtepiTtaxfjoai xfjq
KXfjoecoq fjq eKXfjQrixe,
6

4:5—7 eiq Kdpioq, pia Ttioxiq, ev pdTtxiopa, eiq 9edq K a i Ttaxfp Ttdvxcov. 6 eici
Ttdvxcov Kai Sid Ttdvxcov Kai ev Tcdaiv. 'Evi Se eKaoxco fjpcbv eSdOri TJ %apiq
Kaxd xd pexpov xf|q Scopedq xco Xpioxoii.
7

8

-

4:8-11 8id Xeyei d v a p d q eiq di|/oq fixpaXioxeuoev aixpaXcooiav, eScoKev
Sdpaxa xoiq dvQpcbitoiq. xd Se dve|JT| xi eoxiv, ei ufj oxi K a i KaxePri eiq xd
Kaxcoxepa pepr| xiiq yf|q; "6 KaxaBdq ai>x6q eoxiv K a i 6 dvapdq dnepdvco
Ttdvxcov xcbv odpavcbv, i v a Tt^Tipcbtrrj xd Ttdvxa. K a i awxoq eSancev xodq
pev ditooxoXouq, xodq Se Ttpo(|)fjxaq, xodq Se edayyeXioxdq, xodq Se Tcoipevaq
Kai SiSaoKdXonq,
9

n

4:12-16 T t p d q xdv Kaxapxiopdv xcbv dyicov eiq epyov 8iaKoviaq, eiq
oiKoSouijv xoii otopaxoq xoii Xpioxoii, "uexpi Kaxavxfjocouev oi Ttdvxeq eiq
xfjv evdxrixa xfjq Ttioxecoq Kai xfjq eTtiyvcboecoq xov vioii xoii Beoii, eiq
avSpa xeXetov, eiq uexpov ijXiKiaq xoii TtXtipcbuuxoq xoii Xpioxoii, 'iva
priKexi cbpev vfJTtioi, KXUSCOVI^OUEVOI Kai Ttepujiepduevoi Ttavxi dvepcp xfjq
SiSaoKaXiaq ev xfj KuPeia xcbv dvQpcoTtcov, ev Ttavoupyia Ttpdq xfiv pe9o8eiav
xfjq TtXdvriq, dXr|9edovxeq Se ev dydTtrj ad^fjocopev eiq ai)x6v xd Ttdvxa, 6q
eoxiv f| Ketj)u/lij, Xpioxoq, "'e'q ov Ttdv xd ocbpa ouvappoXoyodpevov Kai
oupPiPat^dpevov 8id Ttdoriq cxtpfjc; xfjq eTiixopTryiaq Kax' evepyeiav ev pexpcp
evdq eKdoxou pepouq xijv adq^noiv xod ocbuaxoq Ttoieixai eiq oiKoSoufyv
eauxod ev dydTtrj.
1 2

M

15

17

4:17-18 Todxo ofjv Xeyco Kai uapxdpouai ev KDpiio, ur|Kexi dudq
TtepiTtaxeiv, Ka9cbq Kai xd eQvri TtepiTtaxei ev uaxaidxnxi xod vodq adxcbv,
eoKoxcopevoi xfj Siavoia dvxeq, dTtriXXoxpicoiievoi xfjq Ccofjq xod Qeod Sid xijv
dyvoiav XTJV odoav ev adxoiq, Sid XTJV Tccbpcooiv xfjq KapSiaq adxcbv,
18

2

21

4:20-21 "'Ypeiq Se od% odxcoq epdQexe xov Xpioxov, ei ye adxdv TJKodoaxe
K a i ev adxcb e5i8dxQr|xe, KaQcbq eoxiv dX,f|0eia ev xcb 'Itiooii,
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[[4:24 K a i ev8i)oao9ai xov K a i v o v av9pomov xov Kaxd 8e6v Kxio9evxa ev
SiKaiocrovri K a i ooioxnxi xrjq d^nGeiaq.]]
[[4:30 K a i uf| Xvnelxe xo 7tvefiua xo dyiov xoii 9eoiJ. ev co eocppayioGrixe eiq
fjuepav diroX/uxpcooecoq.]]
4:32 y i v e o 9 e 8e eiq aXXr]Xovq %py]oxoi, eiio7iA,ayxvoi, %api£6uevoi eauxoiq,
Ka9cbq K a i 6 9e6c E V Xpicrxtp eyapioaxo ijuiv.
1

2

5:1-2 rivecj9e oi)v uiirnxai xoii 9eoiJ cbq x e K v a dya7ir|xd K a i 7iepi7iaxeixe ev
dya7in, KaGcbq Kai 6 Xpicrxoq T|yd7iTicr£v Tjuuq Kai ixapEStOKEV Eauxov
imep fjucbv 7tpoo(|)opdv K a i 9t)oiav xco 9eco eiq ooufw erjcoSiaq.
5:5 xoiixo ydp ioxe yivcooKovxeq, oxi rcdq Ttopvoq fj dKd9apxoq fj 7iA.eoveKxr|q,
6 eoxiv ei8coX.oWxpnq, OVJK e^ei KA,r|povouiav E V xfj pacri^siqc xoij Xpicrxoii
K a i 8eoii.
-

[[5:6 MnSeiq fjudq ditaxdxco Kevoiq A.6yoiq 5 i d xafixa ydp epxexai fj opyfj
xoii 9eofi eni xofjq mofjq xfjq a7tei9eiaq.]]
5:8 fjxe ydp rcoxe OKOxoq, vi>v 8E <>toq

EV

Kopitp- cbq x e K v a <|)cox6q 7tepi7raxeixe

5:10 8oKiud^ovxeq xi eoxiv Eudpscrxov xcp KUpico,
5:14 7tdv ydp xo (|)aveporjuevov cbcbq eoxiv. 816 ^.eyer eyeipe, 6 Ka9eii8cov,
K a i dvdoxa EK xcbv veKpcov, K a i e7ti<|>at>oei ooi 6 Xpicrxoq.
5:17 8 i d xofixo an. y i v e o 9 e dcbpoveq,

aXXa ouviexe xi xo QeXr\p,a xoii Kupiou.

19

5:19-20 A,aA,oiivxeg eainoiq ev \|/aA,uoiq K a i iiuvoiq K a i co8aiq
TtveDuaxiKaiq, g8ovxeq K a i yaXXovxeq xfj K a p 8 i g fjucbv xtp KDpitp.
e\)xapioxoiivxeq 7idvxoxe imeprcdvxcovE V ovoiiaxi xov Kupiou fincov
'Iricroii Xpicrxoii xco 9eco K a i rcaxpi.
20

22

5:21-24 'TTtoxaooonevoi dM,rjA,oiq E V <J>6(ioj Xpicrxoii, a i y u v a i K e q xoiq
iSioiq dv8pdoiv cbq xtp Kupitp, 6xi dvfjp eoxiv Kecba^f) xfjq y u v a i K o q tbq K a i
M
6 Xpicrxoq K£<|>aX,Ti xiiq EKKXTjcriaq, avxbq crtoxiip xoii cr<bp.axoq aXXa cbq
fj eKKA.noia vmoxdcrtTExai x<» Xpicrxtp, oiixcoq K a i ai y w a i K e q xoiq dvSpdoiv
ev navxi.
25

5:25-27, 29-32 O i dv8peq, dyandxe xdq y w a i K a q , KaGtbq Kai 6 Xpicrxoq
T|ydjir|CT£v xr|v EKKX.T|criav K a i sauxov 7xap£5caK£v vnep ai>xiiq, iva
aiixfjv dyidcTTi KaGapicraq xcp Xxroxpcp xoii iiSaxoq ev pfjuaxi, iva
napacrxTicrri aiixoq eavxcp ev8o^ov xf|v e K K f o y j i a v , ufj e%oi)oav OTtiA-ov fj
pnxiSa fj xi xcbv xoiotixcov, aXX' iva fj dyia K a i ducouoq. . . . Oij8eiq ydp noxe
xfjv eat)xoii o d p K a euionoev aXXa eKxpe<(>ei Kai 9dtarei aijxfjv, KaGtbq Kai 6
Xpicrxoq XTJV EKKXticriav, 6xi ue^.r| eouev xoij crc6p.axoq aijxoii. . . . x6
UDoxfipiov xoiixo ueya eoxiv eycb 8e Xeyco Eiq Xpicrxov K a i eiq xfjv
eKKfoioiav.
25

2S

27

29

i0

i2
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6:1 T d TEKVCX, rJiraKoiiexe xoiq yovevaiv ijucov
eoxiv SiKaiov.

EV

Kopicp f -

6:4 K a i oi Ttaxepeq, uf| Ttapopytqexe xd XEKVCX rjucbv
Tiai8eig K a i vou9£cria KDpioi).

vl

o m i t

' xomo yap

aXXa eKxpec|>exe arjxd

ev

5

6:5-9 O i SovJAm, imaKovJexe xoiq Kaxd o d p r a Kuptoiq uexd <|)6poi) K a i
xpouou ev aTt^oxim xfjq KapSiaq fjucbv cbq xcp Xpicrxcp, uf| Kax'
ocpGaA.uoSouA.iav cbq dvGpcojidpeoKoi aXX' cbq Sov^-oi Xpicrxoii rcoiovjvxeq xo
8eX,r|ua xorj 8eoii eK i|ruxTJq, uex' eijvoiaq SoiAeriovxeq cbq xcp KDpitp K a i
OVJK dv8pco7ioiq, ei86xeq oxi e K a o x o q e d v xi Txoifjcrn dyaGov, xoijxo
K o u i o e x a i ixapd KUpico eixe 8ofiX,oq eixe etefJSepoq. K a i oi Kiipioi, xd
aijxd Ttoieixe Ttpoq afjxoiiq, dvievxeq xfiv diteiXfjv, eiSoxeq oxi K a i aijxcbv K a i
fjucbv 6 K\ipi6q Ecrxiv E V owpavoiq K a i TtpoocoTto^riui|/ia otJK eoxiv reap'
ai)xcb.
6

7

8

9

10

6:10-11 TofJ X.oi7toiJ, ev8wauoijo9e E V Kupicp K a i E V xcp KpdxEi xiiq
icrxiioq oruxoii. "ev8rjoao0e xfjv TcavoTtAfav xofj 8eoii Ttpoq xo 5iivao0ai rjudq
oxfjvai Ttpoq xdq ue0o8eiaq xoii 8iap6Xoir
[[6:13 8id xoijxo dva^dpexe xfjv TtavoTtAlav xofj 8eofJ.]]
17

[[6:17 . . . 8e^ao6e K a i xf|v ud^aipav xoij TtvefJLiaxoq, 6 eoxiv pfjua 8eofJ.]
6:21

... TiixiKoq

6 dyaTtrixoq d8eAx))6q K a i Tticrxoq 5 i d K o v o q

EV

Kupicp,

6:23-24 EiprjvTi xoiq d8eA.(|>oiq K a i dydTCTi uexd Ttioxecoq and Qeov Ttaxpoc
K a i Kupioi) 'Iricroii Xpicrxoii. f| xdpiq uexd Ttdvxcov xcbv dyaTtcovxcov xov
Kiipiov f|iiibv 'Iijcroiiv Xpicrxov E V d<|>0apcrict.
23

24

Appendix II: An Analysis of Usage
(* = anarthrous; + = with possessive pronoun)
Ephesians
0e6q
31
Christ
65
The Data
1. Kiipioq
1:2
1:3
1:17
[3:14
5:20
6:23
6:24

'Inoofjq Xpioxoq (6 + 1 = 7)
G* (duo)
G + (w/ Ttaxfjp)
G + (w/ Geoq / Ttaxrjp)
v.l. G + (w/ Ttaxfjp)]
G+
G* (died)
A+

l a . Xpioxoq Inooijq Kfjpioq (1)
3:11
D + (ev)
[3:12 ev co]
2. Krjpioq Tr|ooijq (1)
D (ev)
1:15
3. Xpioxoq Tnoofjq (10 + 1 = 11)
G*
1:1
1:1
D* (ev)
2:6
D* (ev)
2:7
D* (ev)
2:10 D* (ev)
2:13
D* (ev)
2:20 G* [genitive absolute]
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[1:13
1:20
2:5
2:12
2:13
[2:14
[2:18
3:4
3:8
3:17
3:19
4:7
[4:11
4:12
4:13
4:15
4:20
4:32
5:2
5:5
5:14
5:21
5:23
5:24
5:25
5:29
5:32
6:5
6:6
7. uioc.
4:13
8. Other
1:6

ev cp]
D (ev)
D
G* (xcopic)
G
carcoc.. . . e o x i v ]
8i' amoij]
G
G
A
G
G
avjxoc e8coKev]
G
G
N* (appositive to Ke^aXri)
A
D* (ev)
N
G
N
G*
N
D
N
N
A* (eic)
D
G*

3:1
G [v.l.-'Irioofj]
3:6
D* (ev)
3:21
D* (ev)
3a. 'ITIOOVJC Xpioxoc (1)
1:5
G* (8id)
4. Kvpioc (16 + 8 = 24)
2:21
D* (ev)
[2:22 ev co]
4:1
D* (ev)
N*
4:5
D* (ev)
4:17
D* (ev)
5:8
D
5:10
G
5:17
D
5:19
D
5:22
D* (ev) [v.l. omit]
6:1
6:4
G*
D
6:7
G* (rtapti)
6:8
6:9
N
6:10 D* (ev)
D* (ev)
6:21
'iTioofjC, (1 + 19 = 20)
4:21
D (ev)
Xpioxoc (28 + 18 = 46)
1:3
D* (ev)
ev avxcp]
[1:4
D (ev)
1:10
[1:10 ev arjxcp]
[1:11 ev cp]
1:12
D (ev)
[1:13 ev cp]

G (TOVJ 0eovV)
ev xo) TJyaTtripevcp

9
Christology in Philippians
the Pauline corpus without which we would have been
impoverished indeed, especially when it comes to christological concerns.
As we have observed to this point, the only intentionally christological mo
ment in the corpus is Col 1:15-17. Otherwise, Paul's Christology is simply as
sumed, and much of what is assumed is brought to bear on the primary
concern of the letters: Christ's loving, redemptive sacrifice and the implica
tions of that love for all relationships and behavior within the believing
community. This is especially true of Paul's letter to the believers in Philippi,
in which appears one of the more significant christological moments in the
N T (2:6-11).
H E R E IS A L E T T E R I N

1

Written toward the end of Paul's active ministry, almost certainly from
Rome, this letter is full of friendship motifs expressed with genuine love and
concern for the Philippians. At the same time, Paul tackles an emerging
problem of possible dissension, which had arisen in the context of their suf
fering at the hands of the pagan population in this small outpost of Rome on
the eastern end of the Macedonian plain.
As in earlier letters, two things stand out: the absolute centrality of
Christ to Paul's life and worldview, and the high Christology that is assumed
throughout, which emerges as a matter of course, not of theological deliber
ation. Indeed, what many consider the high-water mark of Pauline Christol
ogy (2:6-11) is offered to provide the ultimate paradigm of the humility and
2

Commentaries on Philippians are listed in the bibliography (pp. 645-46); they
are cited in this chapter by author's surname only.
On this and other introductory matters, see Fee, 1-53 (in this case, 34-37),
much of which is also confirmed, somewhat independently, in Bockmuehl, 25-32.
Placing Philippians earlier, and from Ephesus, is one of the "assured results" of a
recent generation of NT scholars that the hard data have unraveled. Not only is
there no known imprisonment in Ephesus, but neither could there have been a
Praetorium/Praetorian guard (1:13) or a contingent of Caesar's household worthy of
note (4:22), since Asia was a senatorial, not imperial, province. The major difficulty
with the traditional view has been the number of trips back and forth between
Philippi and Rome that many assume; but a different way of reading the data allows
for three such trips rather than five (see Fee, 36-37).
2
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selflessness that Paul is urging on the community during this time of
apparent tension.
But the Christology of this letter is not limited to this one grand narra
tive; in contrast to Galatians, for example, in which most of the Christology
emerges in one passage, in Philippians the Christology is found throughout,
and in a variety of ways. We begin as usual with a preliminary look at mat
ters of language.

A Preliminary Look at the Data
As throughout this study, the various references to Christ and to God are
found in appendix I at the end of this chapter; likewise, an analysis of the
different ways of referring to Christ is found in appendix II.
The most notable feature of usage in Philippians is that Paul here con
tinues patterns of usage that emerged in Colossians/Philemon and Ephe
sians, especially the latter. As in Ephesians, Christ is mentioned by name or
title more than twice as often as God (49x / 23x). But beyond that, there are
no features of usage in Philippians that tend to stand out in a unique way.
The triple designation Kfjpioq 'Ir|oofjq Xpioxoq occurs 5 times, but across the
letter in this case (1:2; 2:11; 3:8, 20; 4:23). Double designations occur 16 times
(Xpioxoq Tnoor3<; or 'Iriooijq Xpioxoq [15x]; K f j p i o q 'Inoorjc; [lx]), mostly in
prepositional phrases. Again, these are spread throughout the letter rather
than bunched in any special way.
Regarding single names/titles, "Jesus" occurs once (2:10 [in the genitive
and anarthrous]). Kfjpioq occurs 9 times, 8 of them in the phrase ev KUpico,
the single exception occurring in 4:5 in an echo of Ps 145:18. As with its
companion letters, Xpioxoq is the most common referent (17x alone; 38x al
together); and this usage covers the whole range—subject or object of verbs;
plus 4 times in prepositional phrases (but only two ev Xpioxco). Whereas
these latter two titles occur throughout the letter, the use of single Xpioxoq
disappears after 3:18, and 5 of 9 single Kfjpioq occurrences come in 4:1-10.
On the other hand, for the first time since 2 Thessalonians there is no explicit
reference to Christ as -uioq (Son); nonetheless, God is called 7taxfjp (Father) 3
times, always in close association with Christ.
Finally, this is the first (and only) time in the church corpus that the title
ocoxfjp (Savior) appears (3:20, with "Lord Jesus Christ" standing in apposi
tion). In this case, since it occurs in the context of "citizenship," it almost
certainly stands in direct confrontation with the emperor (Nero, in this
case), who is acclaimed throughout the empire as "Lord and Savior."
3

4

!

Cf. Colossians (37x / 29x) and Ephesians (63x / 31x).
A l t h o u g h see Eph 5:23, where it appears in a nontitular way, "the savior of the
body."
4
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We begin our investigation, then, with the two major christological pas
sages in the letter, 2:6-11 and 3:20-21, in which Paul's (typicalj Kijpioc
Christology finds ultimate expression; but in the former case we also have
the clearest and strongest expression of Paul's belief in Christ as pre
existent—fully divine and equal with the Father—who in his incarnation be
came fully human for the salvation of humankind.

Christ, Preexistent and Incarnate—Philippians 2:6-8
Since Phil 2:6-11 is one of the more significant christological passages in
the corpus and since not all are agreed on a goodly number of matters re
lated to it, some important preliminary words are needed at the outset, es
pecially some words about its structure and origin as well as its role in the
context of the letter. We begin with the latter.
5

The immediate context (2:1-5) indicates that vv. 6-8 function primarily
as paradigm. At issue in Philippi is some degree of dissension within the be6

5

For a full discussion and presentation of the argumentation for the positions
taken here, see Fee, 191-218; cf. Bockmuehl, 114-40.
T h a t this is the plain sense of v. 5, see Fee, 199-201 (esp. n. 33). Indeed, one has
to be taught to read it otherwise, since the context and grammar call for this tra
ditional view. Nonetheless, there are two noteworthy exceptions: E. Kasemann, "A
Critical Analysis of Philippians 2:5-11," JTC 5 (1968): 45-88; R. P. Martin, A Hymn of
Christ: Philippians 2:5-11 in Recent Interpretation and in the Setting of Early Christian
Worship (rev. ed.; Downers Grove, 111.: InterVarsity Press, 1997). Kasemann's denial is
in strong opposition to Lohmeyer and is thus predicated primarily on his theological
aversion to anything that smacks of "imitating Christ," as though ethics were based
finally on self-effort rather than on grace; for Martin, it also includes the "impossibil
ity" of emulating Christ in vv. 9-11. But these objections are based on a fundamental
misunderstanding of imitatio in Paul's thought, which does not mean "repeat after
me" but rather (in the present context) "have a frame of mind which lives on behalf
of others the way Christ did in his becoming incarnate and dying by crucifixion."
One can appreciate the desire not to let this profound passage lose its power by mak
ing it simply an exemplary paradigm, but Paul himself seems to have done that very
thing. He then follows up with his own story in 3:5-14 as one who lives out the
Christ paradigm and urges the Philippians to follow his example of following the
primary example (3:15-17) and thus to live in the present in a cruciform way.
The argument that vv. 9-11 are not paradigmatic seems to be tilting with wind
mills, since that is not in fact the majority view. Rather, these verses express God's
vindication of Christ's living out the self-sacrificial humility set forth in vv. 6-8. L. W.
Hurtado ("Jesus as Lordly Example in Philippians 2:5-11," in From Jesus to Paul: Stud
ies in Honour of Francis Wright Beare [ed. P. Richardson and J. C. Hurd; Waterloo,
O n t : Wilfred Laurier University Press, 1984], 113-26), whose refutation of the
Kasemann/Martin view is especially noteworthy, points out (125) that they object to
a view that is overly simplistic (dubbed by Martin "naive ethical idealism"), their car
icature of which, one might add, is not the perspective of most who have written on
the subject. See further the discussion in O'Brien, 253-62; S. D. Fowl, The Story of
Christ in the Ethics of Paul: An Analysis of the Function of the Hymnic Material in the
Pauline Corpus (JSNTSup 36; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1990), 77-101.
h
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lieving community at the very time they are also experiencing a degree of
persecution from the local pagan population. These two matters are pre
sented together in the opening appeal in 1:27-30, while the issue of dissen
sion becomes front and center in 2:1-16. After a passionate appeal for them
to "have the same mind-set," Paul indicates negatively the kind of mind-set
that destroys unity: "Do nothing," he says, "out of selfish ambition [epvGeia]
and vain conceit [KevoSoc^ta]," but rather in "humility" put concern for oth
ers before yourselves (vv. 3-4). At which point he then appeals to the "mind
set" of Christ (v. 5).
In the well-known telling of Christ's story that follows, and in direct
contrast to the language of v. 3, Paul makes two basic points: As God, Christ
"poured himself out" by becoming human (vv. 6-7a); as a human, he humbled
himself by becoming obedient unto death (vv. 7b-8). Thus he demonstrated
Godlikeness, over against "selfish ambition," by "pouring himself out" in as
suming the role of a slave; and he demonstrated true humanness (what it
means to be in God's own image), over against "vain conceit," by humbling
himself in an obedience that led to the cross. Verses 9-11 then go on to relate
his vindication through exaltation, by God's having bestowed on him the
Name ( = LORD). Thus everything in vv. 6-8 is aimed at offering the divine al
ternative to living selfishly in the context of Christian community.
At the same time, in telling the essential story of Christ, the passage is
both self-contained and has an obvious poetic dimension to it. For some de
cades now it has therefore been a common denominator of NT scholarship to
refer to this passage as "the Philippian hymn"; and what has often accompa
nied this "assured result" is that the "hymn" is probably non-Pauline, since
there is so much said here that does not appear in quite this way at other
points in the corpus. But there is every good reason to be cautious at this
point, since, as Stephen Fowl has pointed out, none of the alleged "hymns"
7

8

"Gk. (|>poveG>, a word that occurs 23 times in the Pauline corpus (of 26 in the NT),
9 times in Romans, and 10 times in this letter. In both of these letters it occurs most
often in paraenetic passages having to do with "giving careful consideration to some
thing" (BDAG), having one's mind set in a certain way, so as to be disposed toward a
given way of thinking and living.
T h i s last argument seems especially specious. Paul is not writing systematic
theology, after all, but letters intended to correct and encourage believers in ad hoc
situations in his churches, which means that much of what they contain has been
conditioned by the contingencies of the situation. Would any N T scholar, for ex
ample, believe that the Lord's Supper was celebrated in the Pauiine churches if some
Corinthians had not been abusing the poor at the table? A n d Rom 9-11 is so unlike
anything else in the corpus, it sits as a constant reminder that we simply do not
know all there is to know about the apostle's theology. Since the present passage is
available to us only as a piece of Pauline prose and was written specifically to moder
ate the attitudes expressed in v. 3, one may correctly assume that what Paul
wrote/dictated he had himself taken ownership of. Cf. D. J. Moo: "Methodologically it
is necessary at least to assume that whatever Paul quotes, he himself affirms" (The
Epistle to the Romans [NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996], 49 [on Rom 1:3-4]).
8
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in the Pauline corpus fit what we know from other sources regarding this
term. Thus, since Paul is here telling the story of Christ as an exemplary
paradigm, I will refer to it simply as "the Christ story."
Furthermore, although it is true that the passage has a decidedly poetic
ring to it, it nonetheless comes to us in three (very Pauline) sentences. Our
immediate interest is with the first two sentences in (vv. 6-8), whose similar
structure may be displayed thus:
9

10

I
b
c

a

11

d
e
II
g

/
h
i

I
b
c

a

d
e
II
g

6c ev uop(|)f) Geod
drtdpxcov
[OIJ% dprtayuov riynaaxo TO e i v a i i o a Geco,
a X X d ] eauxdv eKevcooev
pop<t>TJv dovXov AxxBcov,
ev dpoicopaxi dvGpomcov yevdpevoc'

/
h
i

K a i oxripaxi edpeGeic cbc dvGpiOTtoc
exarceivcooev eauxdv
yevduevoc. UTtnKooc aexpi Gavdxou,
Gavdxou 8e axaupod.
12

Who in the "form" of God being,
(not harpagmon did he consider the being equal with God.
but) himself he poured out
the "form" of a slave having taken,
in the likeness of human beings having come.
And having been found in appearance as a "human being, "•
he humbled himself
having become obedient unto death,
namely, death on a cross.

Apart from the "not/but" contrast, the two sentences are nearly identi
cal in structure, which in itself suggests that they are intended to correspond
to each other. In fact, if one were to take out the bracketed line b, the two
y

I n Story of Christ, 31-45; cf. G. D. Fee, "Philippians 2:5-11: Hymn or Exalted
Pauline Prose?" in To What End Exegesis? Essays Textual, Exegetical, and Theological
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans), 175-91.
1 say "very Pauline" because of (1) the "not/but" contrast in the first sentence,
which is a thoroughly Pauline feature, as is (2) the inferential 8id Kai with which v. 9
begins; furthermore (3), the intertextual use of Isa 45:23 in v. 10 is especially Pauline
(he actually cites the text in Rom 14:11), while (4) the Kdpioc, Christology of vv. 9-11
theologically reflects what Paul had done with the Jewish Shema in one of his early
letters (1 Cor 8:6).
"These brackets are not intended to remove this material from the text but
simply to aid in the discussion that follows.
Although this arrangement is mine, the sentencing itself is that of N A / U B S .
One of the idiosyncrasies of the Textus Receptus was a versification wherein v. 6 in
cluded lines a-c, v. 7 lines d-f (!), and v. 8 lines g-i; the KJV translators, however,
adopted the versification known in the English Bible tradition.
On the difficulty of rendering dvGpamoc, in lines e and / see n. 35 on 1 Tim 2:5
in ch. 10 (p. 429).
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sentences end up being nicely balanced, the first indicating how Christ acted
as God, the second how he acted in his humanity. But Paul does include line
b in his sentence, and as always in his letters, the "not/but" contrast func
tions to heighten the effect of the "but" line—although in this case the two
contrasting lines qualify negatively and positively what Christ's "being in the
form of God" actually means.
It should further be pointed out that most of the difficulties with inter
pretation lie with the first of the two sentences (vv. 6-7), where the ideas are
profound and full of theological grist, and the language not at all simple. On
this matter, therefore, two further words are necessary. First, historically, the
discussion has centered in four difficult wordings: ev \iop<\>f\ Qeov (in the
"form" of God), dpTiayuov (using to one's own advantage), eavzbv eKevcooev (he
emptied himself), and ev ouoicoucra, dv0pc6;tcov (in human "likeness"). These dif
ficulties, it should be noted, are concentrated in the sentence that deals with
divine mysteries. That is, on the basis of what was known and came to be be
lieved about Jesus' earthly life, Paul is here trying to say something about
what could not be observed yet came to be believed about Christ's prior exis
tence as God. Most of our difficulties stem from this reality, that Paul is ex
pressing in narrative form what he and other early believers did not
themselves experience but nonetheless believed to be a true account of
Christ's own story before, during, and after his incarnation. Preexistence,
therefore, is simply presuppositional to their understanding of his story.
Second, Paul's primary concern is not theological as such but illustra
tive, what Christ Jesus did (in keeping with his "mind-set") in his prior exis
tence as God (which, of course, does indeed say something theological). His
stepping into human history is the singularly most profound display of
Godlikeness that the human race has ever encountered—as profound as the
ultimate oxymoron of Christian faith: a crucified Messiah. Therefore, al
though not primarily intended as such, by its very nature the passage is full
of Christology that must be dealt with.
Finally, we note that several scholars have seen Paul as here presenting
Christ as the second A d a m , a view that has moved in two directions: first,
14

15

16

1 4

A point that is too often missed in the discussions: on this matter, see Ken
nedy, 435.
O n this, see the discussion in ch. 3 on 1 Cor 1:13-2:16 (pp. 100-102).
A l t h o u g h a possible association with Gen 2-3 was noted (but rejected) by
Plummer (44), it has been much more widely accepted in recent years (e.g., Caird,
118; Houlden, 73; Kent, 127; Silva, 116 [partially]; Cullmann, Christology, 175;
Ridderbos, Paul, 74; A . Bandstra," Adam' and 'the Servant' in Philippians 2:5ff.," CTJ
1 [1966]: 213-16; M . Hooker, "Philippians 2:6-11," in Jesus und Paulus: Festschrift fur
Werner Georg Kummel zum 70. Geburtstag [ed. E. E. Ellis and E. Grasser; Gdttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978], 151-64; Dunn, Christology in the Making, 114-21;
Wright, Climax of the Covenant, 90-97), with varying degrees of conviction as to how
much the language has been purposely designed to represent this analogy, from
Caird's "the context requires it" to Wright's more cautious "typically cryptic refer
ence to Adam" (cf. Silva: "network of associations"). It is rejected by Collange, 88;
1 5

16
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toward a diminished Christology that sees Christ as only human and not
preexistent but whose self-sacrificial refusal to be like A d a m was "rewarded"
by final exaltation to God's right hand; second, toward a high Christology
that sees an intentional contrast between Adam's failure and the divine
17

Christ's stepping into that role with full success. Since this has become a
relatively common view despite the lack of actual linguistic ties between this
passage and Gen 2-3, this option will be regularly evaluated in light of what
Paul actually says or does not say.

'EvfiopQfj Osov vndpx&v (Being in the "Form" of God) (v. 6a)
Paul's opening participial phrase, "who being

18

in the 'form' [pop<|>f|] of

God," presents us with two christological concerns: the meaning of uop<t>f)
and whether the phrase presupposes preexistence. We begin with the latter,
noting that despite some recent interpreters, this language expresses as pre
supposition what the rest of the sentence assumes: it was the preexistent One
who "emptied himself" at one point in our human history "by taking the
'form' of a slave, being made in the likeness of human beings." Several mat
ters are decisive on this point.
First, Paul's use of the participle rather than the finite verb was most
likely because of Christ's always "being" s o .

19

Indeed, the participle ulti-

T. F. Glasson, "Two Notes on the Philippians H y m n (ii.6-11)," NTS 21 (1974-1975):
133-39; R. B. Strimple, "Philippians 2:5-11 in Recent Studies: Some Exegetical Con
clusions," WTJ 41 (1979): 247-68; P. D. Feinberg, "The Kenosis and Christology: A n
Exegetical-Theological Analysis of Phil 2:6-11," T] 1 (1980): 21-46; Fowl, Story of
Christ, 70-73; Melick, 102-3; Bockmuehl, 131-33. See the useful current overview of
this matter in O'Brien, 263-68.
T h e major proponent for the first view is J. D. G. Dunn (Christology in the Mak
ing. 114-21, 310-13: cf. idem, Theology of Paul. 281-88; cf. J. Murphy-O'Connor,
"Christological Anthropology in Phil. II, 6-11," RB 83 [1976]: 25-50). For the second
view see Wright. Climax of the Covenant, 90-97. Because of their recognized impor
tance, my interaction will be with these two major players.
G k . wtdpxfflv; although at times interchangeable with e i v a i (to be), in this case
it very likely carries its primary sense of "to exist (really)" (cf. BDAG. contra BAGD).
Earlier interpreters (e.g., Lightfoot, 110; Plummer, 42) argued that the word itself im
plies prior existence; but in the Koine period the word on its own will hardly bear
that weight. See M M 650-51.
0 n this usage of the participle in a very similar context, cf. 2 Cor 8:9. Dunn
(Christology in the Making, 310-11) calls this point into question, since the participle
by itself does not necessarily carry the connotation argued for and it may refer only
to Christ's "state of being" at the time he OUK fiyijoaro (did not consider). But this ob
jection can be turned on its head in two ways: (1) the first verb (oi>K fiyfiaaxo) does
not necessarily refer to a single moment in time but rather to his state of mind dur
ing the entire period he was ev uop^fj Geou; (2) had Paul intended the kind of
Adam/Christ contrast that Dunn argues for, then the simple 6c, fjv would have served
his purposes better and without ambiguity. More importantly still, the participle
most likely modifies the main verb of the sentence, eKevcooev (emptied), just as the
participle in v. 7b modifies exarceivtooev (humbled [himself]).
17
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mately modifies, and thus stands in temporal contrast with, not the aorist of
"he did not consider" but the main verb in the sentence, "he emptied him
self." It was while in his state of "being one thing" that he at one point in
time "emptied himself" by taking another "form," which is spelled out by the
two aorist participles at the end of the sentence (lines d and e). Thus, prior to
his "having taken the 'form' of a slave" he was in fact "in the 'form' of God."
Moreover, it also stands in contrast in a substantive way with the final parti
ciple in the sentence, "having come to be in the likeness of human beings,"
which makes best sense only if "being in the (xop<j>r| of God" presupposes
prior existence as G o d . Thus, even if Paul might be contrasting Christ with
Adam in this opening sentence, this phrase can scarcely be an allusion to
Christ's humanity as being "in God's image." After all, it makes little sense to
say that "being already in God's likeness [as a human being], Christ emptied
himself by coming to be (or 'being born') in human likeness."
20

21

22

That leads us, second, to the word \iop<\>r\, where our difficulties are
two: discovering what Paul intended by this word and then translating it
23

This further suggests that much of the debate over the relationship of the parti
ciple "being" to the verb "did not consider" is moot—e.g., concessive (the majority;
NRSV ["though he was in the form of God"]; cf. NASB; ESV: NAB; Lightfoot, 111; Vin
cent, 58; Michael, 85; Hendriksen, 103; Silva, 112) or causal (Hawthorne, 85; Wright
[Climax of the Covenant, 8 3 n. 1 1 0 ] , following C. F. D. Moule ["The Manhood of Jesus
in the New Testament," in Christ, Faith and History: Cambridge Studies in Christology
(ed. S. W. Sykes and J. P. Clayton; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972)], 97),
thus "precisely because he was in the form of God . . . he recognized what it meant,
etc." More likely, Paul's intent is circumstantial (in relation to the main verb): "who,
in the circumstance of being in the nop<t>ij of God (as he always was), poured himself
out" (cf. GNB: "he always had the nature of God"; so also Meyer, 7 9 ) .
Dunn's way of handling this is to suggest that lines a and d and b and e form a
double inclusio (Christology in the Making, 115). Thus "in the 'form' of God" in line a
means "in the image of God"; in the inclusio of line d Jesus' willingness to bear the
"image" of a slave is said to be parallel with Adam's having become a slave to sin. For
the second contrast, which takes a lot more imagination, see point 2 in the section
"The Role of the Participles in Verses 7 - 8 " below (pp. 3 8 5 - 8 9 ) .
As Wright has correctly observed, "[The contrast] does not involve merely the
substitution of one sort of humanity for another" (Climax of the Covenant, 9 2 ) .
The word occurs in only these two instances in the NT. The literature here is
immense. The best of the dictionary articles are those in TDNT ( 4 . 7 5 9 - 6 2 [J. Behm])
and EDNT ( 2 . 4 4 2 - 4 3 [W. Pohlmann]). with a useful bibliography in the latter. The
best of the earlier discussions in English (before the influence of the papyri) is by
Kennedy ( 4 3 5 - 3 6 [cited in M M 417]), which supersedes that of Lightfoot (127-33),
which was limited to classical usage (and, in spite of its usefulness in that regard,
takes up issues probably not Pauline). See also the discussion by Martin (A Hymn of
Christ, 9 9 - 1 3 3 [although he accepts its improbable identity with EIKCOV and 56^a]),
and the more recent commentaries (Hawthorne, 8 1 - 8 4 ; Silva, 113-16; O'Brien,
2 0

21

22

2 0 7 - 1 1 : Fee, 2 0 4 ; Bockmuehl, 1 2 7 ) .
2!

Others see another issue here as well: the cultural-historical "background" to
this word (and to many other of the ideas found throughout the "hymn"). On this
issue, see O'Brien, 193-98—except to point out that the influential view of Kasemann
(n. 6 above), that it reflects a pre-Christian gnostic redeemer myth, is itself a piece of
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into English, which lacks a precise equivalent. The key to understanding
the word lies with Paul's probable reason for choosing it, which in turn lies
with what transpires in the sentence itself. His urgency is to say something
about Christ's "mind-set," first as God and second as a man. But in the tran
sition from Christ's "being God" (line a) to his "becoming human" (line e),
Paul expresses by way of metaphor (line d) the essential quality of that hu
manity: he "took on the 'form' of a slave." Mop(|)fj was precisely the right
word for this dual usage, to characterize both the reality (his being God) and
the metaphor (his taking on the role of a slave), since it denotes "form" or
"shape" not usually in terms of the external features by which something is
recognized but of those characteristics and qualities that are essential to it.
Hence, it means that which truly characterizes a given reality. It turns out,
therefore, that this is the only word in Greek that would serve Paul's pur
poses; and all attempts to understand ev uop<trn, 0eorj in line a without at the
same time considering line d are doomed to failure at the outset.
25

26

27

This understanding of uop<j>r|, it should be noted, puts considerable
negative pressure on the view that this word has sufficient semantic overlap
with CIKCOV (image) so as to make possible a semantic allusion to Christ as sec
ond Adam. Whether the entire sentence allows for a conceptual allusion is
more open-ended; but the fact remains that there is not a single verbal
28

scholarly mythology, since there are no hard data (or soft, for that matter) for such a
view in the first Christian century.
C f . Vincent: "'Form' is an inadequate rendering of uopijrn,, but our language
affords no better word" (57). In the absence of a better alternative, I will stay with
"form" but put it in quotation marks.
Had it not been for the second phrase, therefore, Paul might have written some
thing like (jmaei Qeoq (being God in nature) or perhaps ev (jiiioet Geoij (in God's nature).
But fyvciq would not work in the second instance, where "slave" is metaphorical and
needs the second participle (line e) to spell out what is intended. Nor would the o~xf\po.
of the final participial phrase in v. 7 work (UBS ; beginning of v. 8 in English transla
tion), since that word emphasizes external features rather than substance or reality. As
Meyer notes, "The uop(}>TJ 6eoi> presupposes the divine <j>\)oic" (80).
S o M M : "a form which truly and fully expresses the being which underlies it"
(417 [citing Kennedy]) (cf. Martin, 94; Hawthorne, 83; O'Brien, 210). A s noted, the
second occurrence is what makes it extremely unlikely that uop(|>f| serves as a syn
onym for eiK(6v (image). The second occurrence of uop<j>ij (v. 7) also creates difficul
ties for the view, adopted in various forms (by, e.g., Meyer, Jones. Martin [95],
Strimple ["Philippians 2:5-11"], Bockmuehl [128-29], Fowl [Story of Christ. 54]), that
uopcjnj = 86^a (glory), a view that would have much going for it had we only the first
instance (ev (j-opcfifi Geofi); but to apply "glory" to the role of the slave is to press
words beyond their ordinary sense (cf. Collange, 97-98; Hawthorne, 82).
D u n n does in fact take this into account, suggesting that it "probably refers
therefore to what Adam became as a result of his fall: he lost his share in God's glory
and became a slave" (Christology in the Making, 115). It is of some interest, of course,
that this language is used neither in the OT nor by Paul with reference to Adam (it is
imported into the discussion by way of Paul using it in Rom 6 with regard to believ
ers being thus enslaved, but where Adam is no longer in purview).
See the discussion of line b below.
24
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connection of any kind between this passage and the Septuagint of Gen 1-3.
The alleged semantic overlap between these two words is in fact a piece of
scholarly mythology based on untenable semantics. And whatever else,
EIKCOV does not carry the sense of being "equal with God," which the present
phrase does, as the next line makes certain.
What the earliest followers of Christ had come to believe, of course, on
the basis of his resurrection and ascension, was that the one whom they had
known as truly human had himself known prior existence in the "form" of
God—not meaning that he was "like God but really not" but that he was
characterized by what was essential to being God. It is this understanding
that (correctly) lies behind the TNIV'S "in very nature G o d . " And it is this
singular reality, lying in the emphatic first position as this phrase does, that
gives potency to what follows and therefore to the whole.
29

30

To Eivai itra Oe<p ([the] Being Equal with God) (v. 6b)
That Paul by the first phrase intends "in very nature God" is further
confirmed by the clause that immediately follows, which is also one of the
more famous cruxes in the corpus. "Being in the 'form' of God," Paul be
gins. "Not harpagmon did Christ consider the being equal with God," he
adds next. Besides finding an adequate meaning for dp7iaY|j6v. there are
two significant matters of grammar, often overlooked, that require special
attention: Paul's word order and (especially) his use of an anaphoric xo
(the) with the infinitive.
31

29

S e e , e.g., Cullmann's "word study" on this matter: "It is interesting that we find
[in Rom 8:30] the root uop(()fi closely followed by EIKCOV, for this confirms the fact that
Phil 2.6 really refers to Gen 1.26" (Christology, 177 [italics mine]). On this whole issue,
see esp. D. H . Wallace, "A Note on morphe," TZ 22 (1966): 1 9 - 2 5 ; D. Steenburg, "The
Case against the Synonymity of MORPHE and EIKON," JSNT 3 4 (1988): 77-86;
Hurtado, Lord Jesus Christ, 1 2 1 - 2 2 . The improbability of genuine semantic overlap can
especially be seen in the fact that the two words never occur together in the several en
tries for each in Louw and Nida's Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament Based on
Semantic Domains: and as Hurtado points out, at issue is not simply the two words but
the phrase itself (nop<()ij with the genitive Qeoij), which does not exist anywhere in Jew
ish literature with this sense. The whole issue becomes even more problematic when
one notes that Paul in several other instances uses EIKCOV with regard to Christ as the
Son of God to say something about his truly "imaging" God (2 Cor 4 : 4 ; Col 1:15), as
well as his being the true divine image in human beings, who were intended from the
beginning to bear that divine image (2 Cor 3:18; Rom 8:29; Col 3:10). Given this signifi
cant usage in earlier letters of the Septuagint's actual word, why now, one wonders,
would Paul resort to nopc|>T| if in fact he actually meant e i K c a v , since he could have eas
ily used a different noun in line d. Cf. Wright: "The asserted equivalence of |iop<|>f| and
EIKCOV in the LXX . . . seems to me illusory" (Climax of the Covenant, 72). Indeed!
Cf. G N B : "he always had the nature of God"; N E B : "the divine nature was his
from the first" (but changed back to the ambiguous "form" in the R E B ) ; cf. T C N T ;
Montgomery; Phillips.
In form it is an articular infinitive; but since such infinitives are relatively rare
in Paul's writings and since this one seems so clearly to stand in apposition to the
30

31
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First, there is the word order. Paul's clause in fact is a form of indirect
discourse, which, as in English, can be expressed by a verb of the mental pro
cesses followed by two accusatives on either side of an expressed or, in the
case of "to be," implied infinitive. The first of the accusatives is the subject,
and the second is the predicate noun or adjective. In the present clause, the
infinitive phrase TO EIVCU loa Geo) (to be equal with God) is the subject of the
implied "to be," and dpTtaypdv is the predicate noun. Put into "ordinary" En
glish word order, it would thus read, "[He] considered the being equal with
God [to be] not harpagmon." But in this case, Paul fronts the predicate noun
and thereby puts his first emphasis on what equality with God did not consist
of: Christ's being a grasping opportunist. Apparently, Paul did this so that in
the next clause he could emphasize its stark, unexpected opposite—especially
for a deity. At the same time, this also puts our present phrase ("the being
equal with God") in the equally emphatic final position, thereby stressing
Christ's full equality with God.
32
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This word order also means that the infinitive phrase is not to be under
stood, as it often has been, as the object of a verbal idea inherent in
dpjiaypdv, as though Christ neither had equality with God nor tried to seize
what was not rightfully his. The meaning of the noun, the grammar itself,
and the infinitive phrase together simply do not allow such a reading despite
the frequency with which it has been suggested in the literature.
35

first clause, its first function is anaphoric, however else it may be described; cf.
Wright, 83. Contra the objection by D. B. Wallace, who suggests that the TO functions
in this case "simply to mark it [the infinitive] out as the object" (Greek Grammar be
yond the Basics, 220), this misses the mark by too much, since the whole seems rather
to be a form of indirect discourse following fyyijaaTO (as in the example from
Heliodorus in n. 33 below).
It is a cause of some wonder that the association of this clause with v. 3 is so
seldom noted, and yet it is the point of everything. There Paul says, aXkf)Xovq
fiyod|revoi ditepexovtac, eaxrt&v, again a form of indirect discourse but in that in
stance fronting the subject of the assumed clause: "considering others [to be] above
yourselves." This seems to be the obvious reason for the same verb in the present
clause as well as for ETaiteivraaev in v. 8, which picks up the Ta7teivoi()poodvTi in v. 3.
This grammatical point is often either blurred or misread in the literature, but
it seems to be the only viable understanding of this combination of words and forms.
Cf. Lightfoot (111), who gives several examples of the idiom, only one of which has
the present combination of words (Heliodorus vii.20: ov% dp7tayua odSe epueaov
fiyetxaiTO7ipdyua [fie does not consider the matter to be either a piece of plunder or a god
send]); his own proposed translation of the phrase is "yet [he] did not regard it as a
prize, a treasure to be clutched and retained at all hazards," where his "it" stands in
for the infinitive phrase.
This is further confirmed by the placement of the negative ovx, which in this
case negates the noun, not the verb. On this matter, see J. Carmignac, "L'importance
de la place d'une negation: O T X A P R I A R M O N H T H I A T O (Philippiens II.6)," NTS 18
(1971-1972): 131-66.
This is one of the more obvious difficulties with Dunn's assessment of the pas
sage. It is of some interest that he does not speak to the grammatical question at all,
thus his "translational" interpretation of the clause, "he chose [!] not as Adam . . . to
32
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Second, there is the anaphoric xo {the). It is especially important to note
that this definite article has the force of making a noun out of the verb "to
be." And in this case it is almost certainly anaphoric; that is, it makes the
present phrase an intentional pickup of the preceding "in the 'form' of God,"
thereby functioning in a nearly appositional way. Thus, in telling Christ's
story, to illustrate the divine "mind-set" that stands in stark contrast to "self
ish ambition" and "empty glory," Paul now clarifies what "in the 'form' of
God" means. This "being equal with God" just mentioned means that the
God who has revealed himself in the Son exemplifies precisely the opposite
mind-set of the deified "lord" Nero, not to mention of the deities in the
Greco-Roman pantheon, who were often rapacious, whatever else.
36

The net result, therefore, is that these two phrases together make explicit
what Paul has implied in a variety of ways throughout the corpus: Christ had
preexistence as the Son of God, and his sonship was that of one who was fully
and equally divine with the Father. The striking thing about this in the present
telling of the story is his insistence that Christ's action as God in becoming in
carnate stands in such stark contrast to what people ordinarily had come to
expect of their deities. Thus a closer look at the word dpitoryudi; gives us in
sight into how Paul's understanding of Christ as fully divine aids us in under
standing how Christ shaped Paul's understanding of the character of God.

OVK apnaynog (Not to His Own Advantage) (v. 6b)
The well-documented difficulties with our understanding the precise in
tent of this word boil down to two matters: its rarity in Greek literature;
and where it does appear, it tends to denote "robbery," a meaning that can
hardly obtain here. This means that scholars have been left to determine
37

38
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grasp equality with God." But this disregards the grammar altogether, focusing on a
given meaning of dpjiayuoi; and making the rest of the clause conform to it. Not
only so, but Dunn's use of "chose" as an interpretation of fjyfjcraxo not only fails to
take Paul's sentence seriously but also disregards the verbal link with v. 3 (see n. 32
above), which is his apparent reason for using this verb at all.
Cf. Fowl: "The emphasis of this clause is to assert Christ's disposition toward
his equality with God" (94).
Again, as with nop()>fj, the literature is immense. The best of the recent litera
ture is that by Wright (Climax of the Covenant, 62-90), who both summarizes the pre
ceding debate and offers a solution that is especially satisfactory in light of all the
issues and to which I gladly acknowledge indebtedness. Wright basically adopts the
view of R. W. Hoover ("The HARPAGMOS Enigma: A Philological Solution," HTR 64
[1971]: 95-119), moderated by the earlier insights of C. F. D. Moule ("Further
Reflexions on Philippians 2:5-11," in Apostolic History and the Gospel: Biblical and His
torical Essays Presented to E F. Bruce on His 60th Birthday [ed. W. W. Gasque and R. P.
Martin; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1970], 264-76).
T h e noun is formed from the verb apnaC,(o, which means to "snatch" or
"seize," usually with the connotation of violence or suddenness.
Since it makes very little sense at all (despite the KJV and those who have tried to
comment on the basis of this translation). J. C. O'Neill ("Hoover on harpagmos
36
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its meaning on the basis of (1) perceived context, or (2) the formation of
Greek nouns, or (3) finding parallels which suggest an idiomatic usage.
Although for some the jury is still out on this question, the probable
sense of this word is most likely to be found in one (or both) of two refine
ments—by Moule and Hoover—of earlier suggestions. The former based
his conclusions on the formation of Greek nouns, in which nouns ending
m-/uoq do not ordinarily refer to a concrete expression of the verbal idea in
the noun but rather to the verbal idea itself. In this view, dpjrayuoi; is not
to be thought of as a "thing" at all ("something" to be treated by the verbal
idea in the noun); rather, it is an abstract noun, emphasizing the concept
of "grasping" or "seizing." Thus, Christ did not consider "equality with
God" to consist of "grasping" or being "selfish"; rather, he rejected this
popular view of kingly power by "pouring himself out" for the sake of
others. In Moule's terms, equality with God means not "grasping" but
"giving away." This view has much to commend i t , and in any case, it
40
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Reviewed, with a Modest Proposal concerning Philippians 2:6," HTR 81 [1988]:
445-49) argues against Hoover (see n. 37 above) that "robbery," which is "near non
sense," seems "to be the only choice left" (448); O'Neill's counsel of despair is to emend
the text. But in so doing, he has called into question only some of Hoover's data (the
evidence from Heliodorus [Hoover, 102-6] is especially noteworthy); by turning Hoo
ver's findings into a "rule," O'Neill eliminates the "rule" by noting the exceptions. But
that is not the same thing as eliminating Hoover's understanding of the idiom.
Also involved is the question, already dealt with above, as to whether "equal
ity with God" was something that Christ did not possess but might have desired, or
something that he already possessed but did not treat in a dpTiaynov way. The techni
cal language for these distinctions as they have appeared in the literature is res rapta
("something grasped" = "robbery") or res rapienda ("something to be grasped"), both
referring to what was not previously possessed, and res retinenda ("something to be
clung onto"), referring to something already possessed.
See n. 37 above. These two studies appeared nearly simultaneously (1971 and
1970 respectively). Hoover built especially on the work of W. W. Jaeger ("Eine
stilgeschichtliche Studie zum Philipperbrief," Hermes 50 [1915]: 537-53), although its
line goes back to Lightfoot (111). Moule gave a more solid philological base to the pre
vious work of J. Ross ("APFLARMOZ [Phil, ii.6]," JTS 10 [1909]: 573-74), F. E. Vokes
("'Ap7iaYu6<; in Phil. 2:5-11," in Studia evangelica 11 [ed. F. L. Cross; TUGAL 87; Berlin:
Akadamie, 1964], 670-75), and S. H. Hooke (Alpha and Omega: A Study in the Pattern
of Revelation [London: J. Nisbet, 1961]); see also J. M . Furness, "'Apnaynoc,... eomtov
EKEVCOOE," ExpTim 69 (1957-1958): 93-94; H . Dean, "Christ's True Glory," ExpTim 71
(1960): 189-90. Although some have followed Moule (e.g., Hawthorne, 85), the gen
eral swing (adopted also in my commentary) is toward Hoover, while keeping Moule
in view (so Martin, 96-97; Strimple, "Philippians 2:5-11"; Feinberg, "Kenosis and
Christology"; Wright, Climax of the Covenant, 76-80; Silva, 118; Fowl, Story of Christ,
55-56; O'Brien, 214-15; Melick, 102-3); it was taken earlier by Kasemann, "Critical
Analysis." 63 ("to use something for one's own benefit").
See the discussion in M M 78.
T h e common objection that it still requires an object—"what is not being seized or
given away?"—has already been answered by Moule: such an "active" view of the noun
does not require an object as such. And in any case, Dunn's "translation" is without
grammatical warrant ("did not count equality with God as something to be grasped").
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surely points in the right direction in terms of the overall sense of the
noun in context.
The alternative is to see the word as a synonym of its cognate apjccxyua
("booty" or "prey"), which in idioms similar to Paul's denotes something
like "a matter to be seized upon," in the sense of "taking advantage of it."
This view also has much to commend it, although it is arguable that the evi
dence for the interchangeability of aprcayuoc and apjccxyua is not as strong
as its proponents suggest. In either case, it should be noted, the clause
comes out very much at the same point. Thus, Paul insists, the true Godlikeness that is found in Christ's mind-set has revealed God to be self-giving
rather than self-serving, loving rather than exploiting.
We should further note that this word has played a key role for those
who find an Adam/Christ analogy in this passage. But such a view requires
an understanding of the word that does not seem to fit easily with the con
text or the emerging view as to its meaning. And since there is no linguistic
tie to the Genesis narrative, and since the conceptual tie is one of our own
making and not something made explicit by Paul, the intended contrast in
the "not/but" clause seems far more likely to be a deliberate confrontation
with the emperor and the capricious, rapacious "gods" of the Greco-Roman
pantheon. That seems all the more to be the driving point at the end of the
sentence of vindication in v. 11 ("the Lord" is not Nero Caesar, whose minions
are causing the believers grief in Philippi, but rather the exalted Christ Jesus,
before whom all the "gods" and Caesar himself will one day bow). And in
any case, the present concern is with behavior among the Philippian believ
ers. People become like the God they worship; and these Philippian believers
are still on a transformational track, away from their previous devotion to
other deities toward being reshaped into God's likeness as found in Christ.
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eavxov (He Poured Himself Out) (v. 7a)

In coming to the main verb in Paul's sentence, we also come to a major
crux in the Pauline corpus, as to what Paul intended with this language.
At issue is whether the verb eKevcooev is to be understood literally or meta
phorically. Did Paul understand the divine Christ (literally) to have "emp
tied himself of something" in taking the "form" of a slave? Or is this a
strong metaphor, giving pictorial expression to what is otherwise inex
pressible and thus meaning something like "he made himself nothing" in
becoming human?

4 4

A s Wright (Climax of the Covenant, 83) also points out.
T h a t is, when it occurs as part of a "double accusative" with a verb such as
"think" (as here) or "do."
C f . the (much overstated) critique by O'Neill, "Hoover on harpagmos." The first
objection to both suggestions (Moule's and Hoover's) is, of course, the lack of lin
guistic evidence as such for this word.
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These questions cannot be answered definitively, but it is at least argu
able, on the basis of the parallel structure of the two sentences in vv. 6-8,
that the participles very likely carry the same sense in both instances (vv. 6
and 8). And here, it would seem, one can make more sense of both of them
when understood as having a modal relationship to the main verb in each
clause. That is, this is the way Christ emptied himself and humbled himself:
by "becoming human" and by "becoming obedient." And if this is the case,
it would also seem more likely that the verb is an intentional, very powerful
metaphor, similar to Paul's usage of the verb regarding the cross in 1 Cor 1:17,
where the cross would lose its meaning and power if presented in the guise
of "wisdom of word."
The question, then, is not what Christ emptied himself of, but how else
Paul could possibly have expressed the divine mystery of God incarnate ex
cept by this kind of powerful imagery. Historically, far too much has been
made of the verb, as though, in becoming incarnate, he literally "emptied
himself" of something. However, just as dpTtayudv requires no object for
Christ to "seize" but rather points to what is the opposite of God's character,
so also Christ did not empty himself of anything; he simply "emptied him
self," poured himself out, as it were. Thus, the issue for Paul is the selfless
ness of God, expressed by the preexistent divine Son, whereby in "becoming
human" he took the uop<|)fj of a slave—one who expressed his humanity in
lowly service to others.
Such a meaning, it would seem, is finally demanded by the context,
since such a strong metaphor makes little sense at all of one who was al
ready only human. What is thus being urged upon the Philippians is not a
new view of Jesus but a reinforcement, on the basis of Paul's view of the
crucifixion, that in the cross God's true character—his outlandish, lavish ex
pression of love—was fully manifested. This is what Paul is calling them to
by way of discipleship. The phrase "not dpTcaypov," after all, corresponds to
"not looking to your own interests" (TNIV) in v. 4. Here is Paul's way of say
ing that Christ, as God, did not act so. Thus, as he has just appealed to them
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S i n c e my commentary was written, I have discovered that this view was advo
cated as far back as 1911, by W. Warren ("On eceuxdv EKEVCOCEV," JTS 12 [1911]:
461-63); it is noted favorably by Michael, 90.
T o be sure, theologically the former question needs to be asked, but in a quite
different way; and it moves us considerably beyond Paul's own concerns in choosing
such a metaphor. The nature of the self-limitations that Christ imposed upon himself
by becoming incarnate is simply not in Paul's purview.
A s a Pauline church, what is presented here is the view they would already
have known well.
W h i c h is why the "coda" to the final participle in v. 8, "even death on a cross,"
is expressed in such a way—so as to carry ultimate rhetorical effect. Here is the apo
gee of true "Godlikeness," where the divine Christ gives himself away in the utterly
execrable "weakness" (humiliation) of crucifixion. For this understanding of the
cross, see esp. 1 Cor 1:18-25 in G. D. Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians (NICNT;
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987). 67-78.
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to have a singular "mind-set" (TO CCVJTO <t>p6vni:£ [v. 2]), which will express it
self in "humility" as they "consider" one another better than themselves, so
now he has repeated the injunction to have this "mind-set" (cbpovetre [v. 5]),
which they see in Christ Jesus, who did not "consider" (same verb as in v. 4)
being equal with God as something to be taken selfish advantage of. Rather,
he "poured himself out," with the salvation of humankind as his goal.

The Role of the Participles in Verses 7-8
That this is Paul's intent is made even more certain by the two explana
tory participial phrases that follow and the pickup participial phrase that be
gins v. 8, which together especially compound the emphasis on the reality of
Christ's humanity. So much is this so that it is extremely difficult to imagine
that Paul considered Christ to be already human when he said of him at the
beginning, "being in the form of God."
1. The first participle explains the nature of Christ's emptying himself,
the way it expressed itself in our human history: uopcbfrv SofjAxru Xafiav {by
taking on the "form" of a slave). "Form" (uopcpfj) here means precisely what
it did above: in his earthly existence he took on the "essential quality" of
what it meant to be a slave. The combination uop(|>r|v 8ovJX,ou here probably
means something close to the corresponding verb in Gal 5:13 (= "perform
the duties of a slave"). From Paul's perspective, this is how divine love
manifests itself in its most characteristic and profuse expression.
It is often suggested that 8oi3?io<; carries a bit more weight here, that by
using "slave," Paul had some other "background" in mind than simply a
household servant. Two basic ones have been proffered. Altogether unlikely
is the suggestion that by becoming human, Christ accepted "bondage" to the
"powers" so that through death he might destroy them. The obvious diffi
culty with such a view is that nothing in the text suggests as much; indeed,
it is held basically by those who read the "hymn" as pre-Pauline, with this
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So much is this so, one would think that Dunn et al. would argue that Paul is
deliberately trying to counter the view that Christ was preexistent as God. But if that
were the case, then one would also need to acknowledge that Paul had left himself
wide open to misunderstanding by the way he speaks of Christ elsewhere (e.g., 1 Cor
8:6; 10:4, 9; 2 Cor 8:9; Gal 4:4; Rom 8:3). It is of some interest that Dunn refutes
preexistence in each of these texts by arguing against what he acknowledges that
they seem to say.
Gk. AxxBrov; ordinarily, the aorist participle indicates antecedent time. But de
spite Moule (Idiom Book. 100). who recognizes only two such uses in the NT (both in
Acts), the majority of scholars understand this participle to express coincident time.
Cf. Gal 4:6; Eph 1:9.
On this meaning of the verb, see Fee, God's Empowering Presence, 425. To argue
that he must be enslaved to someone ("God" [so Meyer, 91; Plummer, 45] or "the pow
ers" [see the next note]) is to press the metaphor and therefore to miss it.
S e e Kasemann ("Critical Analysis," 67-68), followed by Beare, 82; Gnilka, 120;
Caird, 121-22; G. Bornkamm, "Zum Verstandnis des Christus-Hymnus, Phil. 2.6-11,"
in Studien zu Antike und Urchristentum (BEvT 28; Munich: Kaiser. 1959). 181.
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meaning in the background of its prior existence there, which Paul has then
imperfectly imported into its present context.
A more tenable "background" is the Servant of the Lord of Isa 42-53,
where some interesting linguistic and conceptual links do exist. In the Sep
tuagint, however, Isaiah's Servant is designated by a quite different Greek
word. If such ties exist, therefore—and they are at least as viable as the
"cryptic reference to Adam" in v. 6—they most likely do so as general back
ground. After all, Jesus himself interpreted his death in light of Isa 53, and
Paul and the early church were quick to see that Christ's "servanthood" was
ultimately fulfilled in the "pouring out of his life unto death" (53:12) for the
sake of others. It is hard to imagine that early Christians, therefore, would
not rather automatically have heard this passage with that background in
view, especially since the passage in Isaiah begins (52:13) the way this one
ends, with the Servant's exaltation by G o d .
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But in the present context, the emphasis does not lie on Jesus' messi
anism or on his fulfilling the role of the Servant of the Lord; rather, it lies
primarily on the servant nature of Christ's incarnation. He entered our his
tory not as K-uproq (Lord), which name he acquires at his vindication
(vv. 9-11), but as dovXoq (slave), a person without advantages, with no rights
or privileges but in servanthood to all. A n d all of this, surely, with an eye to
vv. 3 - 4 . Thus the 5oiJX.oc; of this phrase serves as the nadir between the
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^Especially the repeated etc, Gdvaxov (53:8, 12) in the context of his being ev xfj
xarceivwoi (v. 8). Note also the conceptual ties of "he emptied himself" and "he
poured out his soul unto death" (53:12); and 52:13 ("my servant K a i dviKoGijaexai K a i
8oi;aa9fiaexai a<|)68pa [shall be exalted and glorified greatly]"). See, e.g., Michael, 90-91
(tentatively); Hendriksen, 109; Cerfaux, Christ in the Theology of Saint Paul, 288-98;
J. Jeremias, "Zu Phil ii 7: E A Y T O N E K E N Q X E N , " NovT 6 (1963): 182-88; Martin, A
Hymn of Christ, 169-96; Strimple, "Philippians 2:5-11," 260-61; Feinberg, "Kenosis
and Christology," 36-40; J . G. Gibbs, "The Relation between Creation and Redemp
tion according to Phil. II.5-11," NovT 12 (1970): 170-83; and Reid, Jesus, God's Empti
ness, God's Fullness, 58-60 (who reads it totally within the framework of Isa 53 with
no mention of either A d a m o r Wisdom!). See the helpful discussion in O'Brien,
268-71, although he finally rejects it.
H e is the JTAIC, Geod; Paul's word is 8ovXoq. Some caution might be due here,
since the Servant speaks of himself in a nontitular way as the Lord's SovXoq (49:5)
and he does the same of Israel in 42:19; 48:20; 49:3 (so Bockmuehl, 135); but all these
are nontitular, and Paul never refers to Christ as "the slave of the Lord"—for good
reason, since Kijpioc. in Paul's thought is reserved strictly for Christ himself. This lin
guistic difference is the most frequently given reason for rejecting the idea altogether
(e.g., Plummer, 45).
Similarly Bockmuehl, 135-36; and Silva (125), who also cites in support J. Heriban, Retto (fipoveiv e Kevmaiq: Studio esegetico su Fil 2,1-5,6-11 (Rome: LAS, 1983),
160-62; G . Wagner, "Le scandale de la croix explique par le chant du Serviteur
d'Lsaie 53: Reflections sur Philippiens 2/6-11," ETR 61 (1986): 177-87.
M o u l e ("Further Reflexions," 268-69) suggests this as the primary motif; cf.
Hawthorne, 87; Bruce, 78.
S o also Hurtado, "Jesus as Lordly Example"; cf. O'Brien, 223-24; E. Schweizer:
"His oneness with man would then, it is true, be implied, but the emphasis would be
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twin zeniths of his "being in the form of God" (v. 6a) and his being exalted
by God the Father and confessed by all as Krjpioq (v. 11).

2. The second participial phrase simultaneously (a) clarifies the first by
elaboration, (b) especially emphasizes the reality of Christ's humanity,
and (c) concludes the present sentence by paving the way for the next
(v. 8). Together, these phrases give definition to Christ's "impoverishment."
The phrase "in the form of a slave" comes first for rhetorical reasons: to
sharpen the contrast with "in the form of God" and to set out the true na
ture of his incarnation. It thus reflects the "quality" or "nature" of his in
carnation. This second phrase indicates its "factual" side. Thus, Christ
came "in the form of a slave"—that is, by his "having c o m e in the like
ness of human beings."
This phrase seems necessary only because of what Paul has said at the
beginning of the sentence, that Christ was "in the form of God." Here, and
now with explicit clarity, Paul asserts that (the in-the-form-of-God) Christ
"emptied himself" specifically by being born in the likeness of dvQpcojtcov
(human beings [note the plural]). If it had been intended that we under
stand the prior phrase as simply referring to Christ as human, then this
one—and the next—presents us with an intolerable redundancy (the one
already human now comes in the likeness of human beings [plural]). Dunn
tries to avoid the redundancy by means of a circuitous exegesis that makes
it refer to something beyond what is actually said, suggesting that it points
to Adam in his fallen humanity and now subject to death. The difficulty
with such a view is, of course, that there are no signals in the text itself to
help us read it this way; indeed, it requires us to have a prior reconstructed
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on his uniqueness by which he would be distinguised from all men" (Lordship and
Discipleship [SBT 28; London: SCM Press, 1960], 63).
C f . Meyer: "specifies" (90): Kennedy: "defines" (437): Vincent: "explains" (59).
G k . yevo^evoq: on this word, see the discussion in ch. 5 of Gal 4:4 (pp. 215-16),
where a similar usage is most often translated "was born." Although that is seldom
the case here (the N R S V is a notable exception), there is in fact very little difference
between the present passage and that one, except that in Galatians his "coming to
be" is specified as "of a woman."
Gk. dv6p<xmcov; the plural seems purposeful, implying his identity with the
whole human race, which is then particularized in the next phrase ("as a human
being [himself]").
T h i s , at least, is how Dunn [Christology in the Making, 115-16) interprets the
phrase; but this turns out to be a difficult read in Dunn, since he is clear enough as
to how this could refer to the first Adam but less clear as to how it might refer to
Christ. Thus, "the contrast . . . is between what Adam was and what he became
[what men now are in their fallenness], and it is this Adam language that is used of
Christ." But he carefully avoids suggesting how this fits Paul's telling the story of
Christ. This lack of clarity is compounded by two matters: Christ is elsewhere as
serted by Paul to be sinless (2 Cor 5:21); and this passage is Christ's story—not
Adam's—yet Dunn seems to assume right along that Paul is narrating the story of
the second Adam, as though this were plain for all to see. when there is not a single
linguistic clue.
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Adam paradigm as our basic way to look at Christ and then to apply that
paradigm to this phrase.
A final note is needed about the sometimes troubling word "likeness," a
word that occurred in a similar way in Rom 8:3 (see p. 247). As with that
passage, Paul's choice of ouoicoucx seems deliberate and is used because of
his belief (in common with the rest of the early church) that in becoming
human, Christ did not thereby cease to be divine. This word allows for the
ambiguity, emphasizing that he is similar to our humanity in some respects
and dissimilar in others. The similarity lies with his full humanity; in his in
carnation he was "like" us in the sense of "the same as." The dissimilarity in
this case has to do with his never ceasing to be "equal with God." Thus he
came in the "likeness" of human beings because, on the one hand, he has
fully identified with us and because, on the other hand, in becoming human,
he was not human only. He was God living out a truly human life, all of
which is safeguarded by this expression.
In sum: This first sentence, the earliest of its kind in the NT, makes the
two points that are crucial to NT Christology: (a) Christ was both in the
"form" of God and equal with God, and therefore personally preexistent,
when he chose to "empty himself" by taking the "form" of a slave; (b) he
took the "form" of a slave by coming to be (yevouevoi;) in the "likeness"
(ouoicoua) of human beings. Thus, in Christ Jesus, God has thus shown his
true nature; this is what it means for Christ to be "equal with God": to pour
himself out for the sake of others, and to do so by taking the role of a slave.
Hereby Christ not only reveals the character of God but from the perspective
of the present context also reveals what it means for us to be created in
God's image, to bear his likeness and have his "mind-set." It means taking
the role of the slave for the sake of others, the contours of which are what
the next clause will spell out.
3. The third participial phrase in succession (line f) stands at the begin
ning of the second sentence, and thus it functions precisely as line a does in
the opening sentence: to establish Christ's mode of being (God / human) when
he did the action of the two main verbs ("emptied himself / humbled him
self"). But it does so in this case by picking up where the previous sentence
had left off, with his becoming human. The result is a twofold emphatic asser
tion as to the genuineness of Christ's humanity: now "found in human like64
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This, of course, is what D u n n attempts to do in the preceding chapter in
Christology in the Making (pp. 107-13); but this further assumes that the Philippians
would have been privy to this reconstruction, whereas nothing in this letter would
otherwise make one think so. One of the inherent difficulties in assessing Dunn's
perspective on this passage is that he never offers us a "translation" that clears
away the ambiguities and lets the reader see where Paul's language is allegedly
heading.
'"Even so, one should not miss that this phrase is also part of the powerful con
trasts being set up in the passage. Christ "made himself of no reputation" in becom
ing human—whether we humans like that or not!
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ness," he chose the path of obedience. The fact that three consecutive
participial phrases press this same point suggests that Paul is emphasizing the
contrast between who he "was" and who he "became" in his incarnation.
The construction itself especially negates the interpretive option that
would here see Christ as "becoming" human only in the sense of being like
Adam in his fallenness and therefore subject to death. What Paul asserts is
that he "was found to b e " in the recognizable appearance of a human
being. This assertion would seem to make little sense if Paul did not intend
what the traditional view of this passage has regularly recognized: in his in
carnation, Christ did a totally new thing, becoming what he had not been
before—mystery though that might be for us theologically. At the end of the
day, this now threefold emphasis on Christ "emptying himself" by becoming
human makes sense only as a purposeful contrast, not simply between who
he was and who he became but to emphasize the character of God, whose
incarnation in Christ and subsequent obedience that led to the cross serve as
the ultimate paradigm for all relationships within the believing community.
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"He Humbled Himself" (v. 8)
The main clause in the second sentence of the story relates how the in
carnate Christ acted in his humanity. Not surprisingly, it was precisely in
keeping with how he acted as God in becoming incarnate. Since the empha
sis now is on his humanity, two important christological points need to be
noted: first, he lived out his humanity in obedience to God; second, his death
on the cross was a deliberate choice, the fulfilling of the Father's will. It was
not seen as something in which evil people took his life away from him.
Both of these points need to be stressed only because there is nothing in
Pauline Christology that could lead one to an Apollonarian view of Christ—a
view that tends to prevail in the church—where Christ's deity is understood as
6 6

A point, one needs to note again, that seems intolerably redundant if ev aop^fj
9eou imdpx«>v in v. 6 was a simple referent to his already being human and in the
image of God as Adam was.
D u n n , on the other hand, argues that these three phrases are "all variant
ways of describing the character of fallen Adam, all drawn from Adam theology"
(Christology in the Making, 117), which in Christ's story means he "therefore is the
man who undid Adam's wrong" by making the correct choices at the key points. But
why, one wonders, would Paul have felt it necessary to make Dunn's point so many
times? And how, one wonders further, can one speak intelligibly of one who is only
human (as Dunn argues Paul's Christ to be) as taking on "human likeness" and then
as "being found in appearance as a human being"?
Gk. edpeGeic, (aorist passive of eiipiaKto), which can range from "coming upon
something by purposeful search" to "finding in the sense of surprise or discovery," or,
as in the present case, simply to "attain a state or condition" (BDAG).
G k . axijuem; in Paul's writings only here and 1 Cor 7:31, where it refers to the
world "in its present expression" that is passing away. Although perhaps simply a
stylistic matter for the sake of variety, this word nonetheless puts emphasis on the
external nature of something that makes it recognizable.
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superimposing itself on his humanity. Paul's choice of the metaphor "emptied
himself" is already a safeguard against such a christological perspective; the
present verb simply reinforces the reality of a genuine incarnation: he hum
bled himself, becoming obedient to the point of death on the cross.
On the other side, this sentence also spells out in narrative form what is
found throughout Paul: the cross was not a merely human activity that God
made the best of. This sentence makes clear what also is found elsewhere in
the corpus: the cross was the direct result of the divine will. Indeed, this sen
tence is the Pauline version of the prayer of Jesus in Gethsemane: "Not my
will, but yours be done."
As before, Christ as second Adam has also been brought into this sen
tence, but much more circuitously. As Adam's disobedience led to his being
subject to death (some 930 years later in the Genesis narrative), so Christ's
obedience in this narrative leads to his actual death. But again, without the
template in hand, how is one to have heard this "echo," since there is not a
verbal connection of any kind? And the "obedience" motif must be imported
from another Pauline letter (Rom 5:19) in order to work at all. Thus, the only
way this works finally is to argue, as Dunn does, that the template in this
case is Paul's primary way of viewing Christ; but that would also mean that
the Philippians would know about it from personal contact with Paul, since
it is unlikely that they knew 1 Corinthians or Romans.

Excursus: A Final Note on the Alternative View
Before moving on to the sentence of vindication (vv. 9-11), we need
a final word regarding the alleged Adam Christology in these first two
sentences, especially as this has been argued by Dunn, first in his Chris
tology in the Making, whose essence is repeated without serious modifica
tion in his magisterial Theology of Paul the Apostle. Basic to this view is
not what one finds explicitly stated anywhere in Philippians but a prior
paradigmatic Adam Christology, which Dunn reconstructed in a prior
chapter of Christology in the Making. Crucial to this enterprise is to read
out of Paul any hint of a conviction of Christ's preexistence. On the
basis of the prior paradigm, Dunn holds that in this present telling of
the story "there are four or five points of contact with Adam tradition
and Adam christology," of which he lists five of a kind for which he has
"yet to see any alternative framework of thought into which the hymn
'fits' at so many points." The five points are:
70
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Theology of Paul, 284 n. 77. This is a telling moment of presupposition, indicat
ing that the story can be understood only in light of a prior precedent or analogy,
which thus eliminates Paul's own encounter with the risen Christ as a primary
source (and one can only wonder about what Paul might have been doing those
many months in Arabia [Gal 1:17]). This is even more telling when one considers
that preexistence is presuppositional for Paul, and thus for his churches, as well as
for the author of Hebrews and John, and therefore was (apparently) independently
widespread by the middle of the first Christian century.
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1. v. 6a—in the form of God
2. v. 6bc—tempted to grasp equality with God
3. v. 7—took the form of a slave [to corruption and sin]
4. v. 8—obedient to death
5. vv. 9-11—exalted and glorified
71

The problem with these is that not one of them is self-evident from a
straightforward reading of the text, neither of Paul nor of the Genesis
account. We have pointed out above that point 1, the alleged semantic
overlap of uop<|)fj with EIKCOV, exhibits semantic wishfulness, not reality.
But even more difficult is the problem for the reader. Here is the one
place where a verbal link seems absolutely necessary. One can under
stand how a scholar, impressed by the "conceptual" possibility of an
echo of Adam, might know there is a (limited) semantic overlap between
these two words. But how would the believers in Philippi come by this?
The "overlap" is such that it would function very much for them as with
the ordinary English reader, who on reading "form" is unlikely to think
of its (limited) semantic overlap with "image" and therefore hear
"image" while reading "form." Only a scholar could point this out either
to the Philippians or to us.
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Point 2 is the one that might be perceived to echo the Genesis story;
but that is a purely conceptual echo, not a linguistic one, nor is it one
that corresponds well with what is actually said in the Adam story or by
Paul. The Genesis account deals primarily with Eve, not A d a m ; they
were not tempted to be equal with God but to "be like God" regarding the
knowledge of good and evil, which the narrative says actually happened
73
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E a c h of these is "supported" by references, which, when consulted, tend to
bring the whole enterprise under suspicion. Dunn seems to have made an easy shift
from Gen 1-3 (which he cites with quotes for points 1 and 2) to Paul's use of A d a m in
1 Cor 15 and Rom 5 (for items 3 to 5); but he does not reference Genesis and Paul at
the same time except for point 4, where he references Gen 2:17 (which did not in fact
happen to Adam in the literal sense). His other OT support for points 3 to 5 are Wis
2:23-24 (for 3 and 4) and Ps 8:5b-6 (for point 5). How, for example, does Wis 2:23
("for God created us for incorruption, and made us in the image of his own eternity,"
which echoes Genesis but is interested in humanity as such, not in Adam per se) re
flect point 3, that Christ "took the form of a slave"? Even his parenthesis that this has
to do with "corruption and sin" is an imprecise admixture of Wisdom and Paul. So
what we end up with on these points is not the Genesis account at all but Adam as he
appears in Paul's letters—although nothing close to this language appears in either of
the two passages that mention Adam. One is therefore tempted to wonder further
how the Philippians could possibly have caught what Paul was doing.
Indeed, this is a quintessential illustration of what D. Juel in another context
calls "interpreting the clear by the obscure, [by] ignoring directions suggested by the
text" {Messianic Exegesis: Christological Interpretation of the OH Testament in Early
Christianity [Philadelphia: Fortress,'1988], 92 n. 4).
T h i s continues in the "judgment" scene as well (3:14-19), which takes the
same order as in vv. 1-7: the serpent, the woman, Adam.
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(3:22) and which therefore had nothing at all to do with attaining divine
status. As pointed out above, "equality with God" was something
Christ had, not something he chose not to grasp after. Finally, points 3
to 5 would require special assistance to understand even after one has
read Dunn's exposition, and his references in the corresponding foot
notes are especially obtuse. Analogies, one would think, need to be
made of sterner stuff.
So not only does this position fall short of demonstration in the bib
lical accounts themselves, but also, further against this view that the
text is dealing with the earthly Jesus and not with preexistence, are the
following points made in the preceding exegesis: (1) the grammar and
language that do exist must be stretched nearly beyond recognition in
order to make the analogy work; (2) the especially strong metaphor in
herent in eKevtooev (he emptied himself) seems strikingly inappropriate to
refer to one who is already human; (3) the one described in v. 6 as "being
in the form of God," which means further that he was "equal with God,"
is later said to "be made/born in human likeness" and is then "found in
human appearance"; all of this is an exceedingly strange thing to say of
a second Adam whose beginnings are to be understood as "from below";
(4) the structure of the whole narrative, where sentence 2 (v. 8), which
begins, "and being found in appearance as a human being," stands in
strong contrast to the beginning of sentence 1 ("who being in the 'form'
of God"); such an emphasis makes almost no sense of one who was al
ways and only a human being; (5) this view divests the first part of the
narrative of its essential power, which rests in the pointed contrast be
tween the opening participle ("being in the form of God") and the final
coda ("death of the cross"); and (6) it takes a considerable stretch to find
in the sentence of vindication any referent to Adam at all, except as vin
dication pure and simple, which is never a part of the Adam story either
in the OT or in Paul's writings.
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D u n n considers this objection to be pedantic, that "knowing good and evil"
would make them equivalent to God; but that is not at all clear in the Genesis ac
count, which limits "being as God" to one factor only: the self-determination of good
and evil. And since that much actually happened (!)—without deification—one is left
to wonder where the equality with God lay for Adam.
Cf. Bockmuehl, 131-32.
See n. 70 above.
For further refutations, see Feinberg, "Kenosis and Christology"; L. D. Hurst,
"Re-enter the Pre-existent Christ in Philippians 2:5-11?" NTS 32 (1986): 449-57; T. Y.-C.
Wong. "The Problem of Pre-existence in Philippians 2.6-11," ETL 62 (1986): 167-82;
C. A . Wanamaker, "Philippians 2.6-11: Son of God or Adamic Christology?" NTS
33 (1987): 179-93: Fowl. Story of Christ, 70-73; O'Brien, 263-68; Bockmuehl. 131-33.
For a helpful overview, see L. W. Hurtado, "Pre-existence," DPI 743-46. Perhaps
one should note finally how easily Paul could have expressed this alternative view
without all the misleading language and grammar. For example, he could have
used eiicrov instead of |iop(]>r| had he intended this echo: rather than the articular,
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What this means, then, is that whatever degree of Adam-Christ anal
ogy might be present in the first two lines, the analogy breaks down pre
cisely at the point of the main verb and its twin modifiers ("He emptied
himself, by having taken the 'form' of a slave, by having come in the like
ness of human beings"), where the second modifier (line e) elaborates the
first (line d) by emphasizing Christ's "becoming" human. Thus to turn a
possible Adam/Christ analogy into a full-blown one and thereby dismiss or
diminish preexistence and incarnation in this passage requires one to
overcome one linguistic and conceptual difficulty after another.
On the other hand, Paul's nicely balanced sentences are written
precisely to counter the two negative attitudes expressed in v. 3 ("selfish
ambition" and "vain glory"), so that Christ as God "emptied himself by
taking the form of a slave" and as man "humbled himself by becoming
obedient to the point of death on the cross." All of this makes perfectly
good sense in terms of Paul's understanding of Christ as preexistent and
fully divine, but very little sense in this context as emphasizing his role in
contrast to Adam and assuming a view of Christ that begins from below.
As Barth put it with inimitable style, "There is no other Christ than this,
God's Equal become man" (66).

Christ, Exalted Lord of All—Philippians 2:9-11
Although this third sentence serves to conclude the Christ story that
began in v. 6—as vindication of the selfless humbling of the preexistent
One—its christological emphasis of necessity moves in a different direction.
And if the first two sentences are the high-water mark of Paul's understand
ing of Christ as preexistent and thus of the character of God revealed in his
becoming incarnate, this sentence of vindication is likewise the high-water
mark of Paul's Kfjpioc Christology. With this note of exaltation, Paul both
affirms the Tightness of the paradigm to which he has called the Philippians
and keeps before their eyes the eschatological vindication that awaits those
who are Christ's —a concern that runs throughout the letter and the note
78

and therefore anaphoric, infinitive in line b, he had several nouns at his disposal that
would have made his point quite easily; indeed, had he used different verbs alto
gether, especially in place of the strong metaphor "he emptied himself," he could
have eliminated all the ambiguity that has caused the majority of scholars to think
that Paul meant something very much in keeping with what the words and clauses
would ordinarily mean.
T h e first to note this view of vv. 9-11 among English commentaries was Mi
chael (93); most neglect it altogether, usually because by the time they come to
this verse, the context is forgotten in the interest of what Paul says about Christ
himself. On the basis of his view of v. 5, Barth (66-67) sees the vindication come to
the Philippians as a result of their being "in Christ." But such a view arose only for
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on which this whole section concludes (2:16). For a suffering community
whom Paul repeatedly reminds regarding the absolute centrality of Christ in
everything, both present and future, here is the necessary concluding word.
Although the passage has the ring of doxology to it, it lacks the poetry
that has preceded, which was abetted primarily by the participial construc
tions. Indeed, everything has changed. In vv. 6-8, Christ is the subject of
all the verbs and participles; here God is the subject and Christ the object,
who is recipient both of the divine "Name" and of the worship offered by
"every knee" and "every tongue," all to the glory of God. If this is part of a
hymn, it has no known parallels, either in Judaism, Hellenism, or Paul's
writings. The parallelism that does exist (in vv. 10-11) is the direct result of
another piece of "intertextuality" in this letter; indeed, the whole has been
formulated to echo the oracle in Isa 45:18-24, where the Kiipioq (Lord) of the
Septuagint refers to Yahweh, Israel's Savior, where his exalted status over all
gods and nations is strongly declared.
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To guide the rest of our discussion, I set out the basic structure in
"lines" as helps for easy reference.
a
b
c

5i6 K a i 6 9e6<; airrov fj7tep\)\|/coa"ev
Kai
aiJTCp e x a p i o m o TO o v o u a TO imep 7iav o v o u a ,
i v a ev TO) o v o u m i 'Ir|o~ov3 irdv jovv KdiiyT]
erccupavicov K a i ejuyeicov K a i

1

c

KaircdcrayX,(dcrcra

d
1

d

KaTa%9ovicov
ttjOuokoyrxcnyxm
OTV Kfipvoq 'Incroiji; X p i o T o q
eiq boqav 9eofJ nazpoq.

a
b
c

Therefore also God him
has highly exalted
and
to him he has bestowed the Name that is above every name,
that at the name of Jesus
every knee should bow
c
in heaven and on earth and
in the depths
d
and every tongue
confess that the Lord is Jesus Christ
d
to the glory of God the Father.
1

1

theological reasons: to be done with a kind of imitatio Christi that seems to imply per
sonal effort and therefore to circumvent grace—a totally unnecessary move in light
of vv. 12-13, where it is God himself who is at work in them for his own purposes.
Cf. Silva (127) and O'Brien (232), who recognize that this is a Pauline prose
sentence and begin by describing its obvious parts but who then continue to use the
language of hymnody.
T h e lack of a Pauline parallel is highlighted when contrasted with Rom
11:33-36, a doxologic passage that appears in nicely balanced Semitic parallelism. Cf.
the "addition" to the prescript in Galatians, where in v. 4 Paul says of Christ, "who
gave himself for our sins, in order that he might deliver us . . . . in keeping with the will
of God, to whom [God] be glory forever." As with the present passage, this is the stuff
of creed, not hymn; it is expressed in the exalted language of praise but its "poetry"
is incidental, not hymnic.
See Fee, e.g., on 1:20 and 2:14-16; cf. 4:5 below (pp. 409-10).
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Even a casual glance at this structural display confirms that there is
nothing hymnic here. In fact, it is a thoroughly Pauline sentence, with
Pauline idioms, Pauline use of the Septuagint (in bold), Pauline theology,
and the basic Pauline confession that the Lord is none other than Jesus
Christ.
With an inferential "therefore also," Paul thus draws the preceding
narrative to its proper conclusion, offering the divine vindication of Christ's
emptying himself and humbling himself in obedience by dying on a cross.
As God's "yes" to this expression of "equality with God," God the Father "ex
alted him to the highest place and gave him the Name, the Name above
every other." Although expressed as a twofold action, most likely Paul in
tends the two verbs to point to a single reality: God highly exalted Christ by
granting him "the Name." Nonetheless, both parts of the sentence raise
issues that need closer examination.
82
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God Highly Exalted Him (v. 9a)
86

In asserting (in line a) that God has "highly exalted" Christ, Paul uses
a compound of the ordinary verb for "exalt" with the preposition vnep, whose
basic meaning is "above." On the basis of a certain understanding of v. 6 (what
Christ did not "seize" was something not previously his), some see Paul as
stressing that Christ has been rewarded for his humiliation by having been
given a higher "position" than he had heretofore. Others see an emphasis
87
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T h e third such in the corpus; see discussion on 1 Cor 12:3 in ch. 3 (pp. 123-24)
and Rom 10:9 in ch. 6 (pp. 257-59). Given how thoroughly Pauline it is, and in an
undisputed Pauline letter, it is a cause for some wonder that this sentence could be
considered by some to be pre-Pauline and thus not by Paul (e.g., Kasemann, "Critical
Analysis"; Beare, 77; Martin, 93).
G k . 816 Kai; the conjunction itself (816) is always inferential and never slips
into modified expressions, such as resumption, which is so characteristic of ouv. The
Kai is best understood as intensifying the conjunction, which BDAG suggests
"denot[es] that the inference is self-evident." For this usage in Paul's writings, see
2 Cor 1:20; 4:13 (2x); 5:9; Rom 4:22; 15:22.
That Paul mentions neither the resurrection nor the ascension has been used
to argue for non-Pauline authorship. But in fact, many of these kinds of creedal
statements, most of which in Paul's letters are soteriological, do not mention the res
urrection. In this case, as in others, these two realities are presupposed by what he
does say.
Thus reading the Kai as epexegetic and the sentence as a hendiadys, where
the second verb elaborates or fills out the meaning of the first. On this Usage in Paul's
writings, see esp. 1 Cor 11:22 ("or do you despise the church of God ^ h u m i l i a t i n g
the have-nots": cf. the TNIV); so also Silva, 128-29.
Gk. i>jtepi3\|Koaev, found only here in the NT
E . g . , Meyer, 99; Houlden, 77; Silva, 127-28. There might be a sense that in the
"chronology" of heaven as it intersects with earth Christ has assumed a "new role,"
as it were (as sympathetic high priest, e.g.. who knows our suffering from the inside
out). But it is doubtful that one can mine "positional" significance out of that kind of
understanding.
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on his victory over the powers, although that concern is foreign to the nar
rative and must be inferred on the basis of an (almost certainly) incorrect
understanding of "in heaven and on earth and under the earth." But the
verb "highly exalted" implies neither of these. In fact, Paul uses imep com
pounds far more than do other NT writers, and in the vast majority of cases
these compounds magnify, or express excess, not position. Likewise here,
that God has "highly exalted" Christ means that he exalted him to the high
est possible degree. The next clause then spells out what this means.
89
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The Name, the One above Every Name (v. 9b)
The real concern in this clause has to do with the way God has exalted
Christ to the highest place: by "gracing" him with the Name. At issue is
what Paul intended (in line b) by "the name, the one above every name."
Since the next clause begins by reference to "the name of Jesus," it has been
common to see "Jesus" as the name being referred to. But neither the con
text nor historical reality supports such a view. After all, the name "Jesus"
has especially to do with his earthly life, not his exalted, heavenly one.
Hence the phrase ev xco ovopcm 'Incou (in the name of Jesus) refers not to
someone hearing the name "Jesus" and thus bowing before him; rather, it is
a direct pickup of what has preceded and means something like "the Name
that now belongs to Jesus."
What follows suggests that here at last we have Paul's own explanation
of the recurring, and consistent, phenomenon of his transferring the Septu
agint's Kupioc, (Lord) = Yahweh to the exalted Christ. This was already fully
in place in Paul's earliest letters (1-2 Thessalonians). In his next letter (1 Cor
8:6) he explicitly divided the Jewish Shema into its two Greek parts, so that
there is only one Geoc, (God the Father) and one Kvjptoc (Jesus Christ), which
is how Paul can simultaneously be an avid monotheist while including
Christ is the divine identity.
The rest of this sentence makes it certain that this is "the name" Paul is
referring to, hence the reason for it being capitalized and for emphasizing
91
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E . g . , Kasemann, "Critical Analysis"; Beare, 86; Caird, 123.
See MHT 2.326; as pointed out there, the English equivalent is our "over" com
pounds (e.g., "overjoyed, overburden, overdevelop"); or as many have put it, the
emphasis is on the superlative, not comparative.
C f . , e.g., -UTcepTceptaoeiJco ("superabound") in Rom 5:20; 2 Cor 7:4; or UTcepvvKdco ("prevail completely") in Rom 8:37.
Gk. e%apicaxo, the verb formed from the noun %apiq (grace), and a Pauline
favorite; cf. 1:29.
Understandably so, given how common the idiom is in Scripture (e.g., "the
name of the Lord [your God])"; this was argued for by Moule, "Further Reflexions,"
270; it can be found regularly in the literature.
S o (rightly) Plummer (48), who also (again rightly) rejects the common habit
of turning Paul's ev into an "at." Rather, it is "in the name that now belongs to
Jesus" that every knee shall bow; cf. Ps 63:4 (62:5 L X X ) .
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the article, "the Name." Although it is not illegitimate to translate Paul's TO
ovouaTOvjjiep 7tdv ovoua as "the name that is above every name," his use of
the anaphoric article indicates that the phrase xo imep Ttdv ovoua functions
as an adjectival qualifier and thus means, "namely, the o n e above every
name." Paul's point is that God the Father has at Christ's exaltation graced
him with "the name-above-every-name Name," which can hardly be any
thing other than a reference to the Divine Name in the OT. This is the Name
that was revealed to Moses at Sinai as the Name that was to be God's forever
(Exod 3:13-15), the God who is one and whose Name is one (Deut 6:4), the
God who chose Jerusalem as the place where his Name should dwell (Deut
12:5) and the place where all Israel was to call upon that Name (12:11). It is
this Name, by way of the Septuagint's Kupioq, that has now been given to
the exalted Christ.
The certain evidence for this understanding comes in what follows. The
exaltation of the o n e who poured himself out by becoming a human being
and who humbled himself in obedience to death on the cross has as its final
eschatological result the total obeisance of the entire created world. To
make this point, Paul borrows once more from the language of Isa 45:23.
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Phil 2:10-11

10

Jtav y o v u KdinpTl ETcoupavicov Kai ETtiyeicov Kai Kaxa%6ovicov
"icedrcdcraykexraa £iqop-oXoyf|crnxai oxi Krjpioq
'Inooik; Xpioxoq

Isa 45:23

euoi K d u y E i Ttdv yovo
K a i E^ono^oyiio'Exai naaa yX-coco-a xco Geo)

cf. Isa 45:18

ofjxcoq

Phil 2:10-11
Isa 45:23
cf. Isa 45:18

9 4

oxi

Xeyei K f j p i o q 6 Ttoifjoaq xov orjpavov . . .

w

every knee will bow in heaven and earth and under the earth,
"and every tongue will confess that the Lord is Jesus Christ
that to me will bow every knee
and will confess every tongue to God
thus says the LORD, who made the heaven . . .

Gk. iva, which in classical Greek expresses purpose and still does for the most
part in the NT, including Paul's letters. But there are several instances where for Paul
the purpose seems to embrace result more than aim (cf. v. 2 above; see Fee, God's Em
powering Presence, 434-37, on Gal 5:17); cf. O'Brien, 239. Most interpreters see it
strictly as purpose.
The certainty of the intertextuality is verified by Paul's citation of this same
passage in Rom 14:11 (see discussion in ch. 6 [pp. 261-67]), which citation is espe
cially noteworthy as demonstrating intertextuality in the present passage because in
both instances he cites a form of the text with e^o|ioA.oyrjaexai rather than 6|ieixai
(see n. 67 in ch. 6 [p. 263]), thus indicating that in the present instance he is not
"loosely reworking" or "alluding" to this passage, as suggested by, e.g., Kreitzer (Jesus
and God, 115-16). This is a primary example of intertextuality, in which Paul pur
posely picks up the language of an earlier text, bringing with it the basic contextual
concerns of that text, and now reapplies it to the present situation.
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Both clauses stress that the whole creation will at the end offer Christ
homage and worship. Thus the narrative that began in v. 6 covers the whole
gamut: it begins in eternity past with Christ "being in the 'form' of God,"
then focuses on his incarnation, and finally expresses his exaltation as some
thing already achieved (v. 9), thus presupposing resurrection and ascension;
now it concludes by pointing to the eschatological future, when all created
beings will own his lordship. Both parts of this result clause need more
detailed examination.
96

Every Knee Will Bow (v. 10)
Here in particular it is clear that Paul intends his readers to hear what is
said about Christ in the context of what was said about Yahweh in Isa 45. In
this stirring oracle (Isa 45:18-24a) Yahweh is declared to be God alone, over
all that he has created and thus over all other gods and nations. And he is Is
rael's Savior, whom they can thus fully trust. In vv. 22-24a Yahweh, while
offering salvation to all but receiving obeisance in any case, declares that "to
me every knee shall bow." The "bowing of the knee" is a common idiom for
doing homage, sometimes in prayer but always in recognition of the author
ity of the god or person to whom one is offering such obeisance. Paul now
asserts that through Christ's resurrection and at his ascension God has
transferred this right of obeisance to the Son; he is the Lord before whom
every knee eventually will bow.
The significance of Paul's using the language of Isaiah in this way lies
with his substituting "in the name of Jesus" for the "to me" of Isa 45:23,
which refers to Yahweh, the God of Israel. There is in this language no hint
that those who bow are acknowledging his salvation; on the contrary, they
will bow to his sovereignty at the end, even if they are not now yielding to it.
This, then, is another case where an OT passage expressing Yahweh's sover
eignty over the nations has, by way of the Krjpioc of the Septuagint, been
transferred to Christ.
97
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T h i s seems so clearly the perspective of the whole that one is caught by sur
prise that there has been debate as to the "time" of this event (see Martin, A Hymn of
Christ, 266-70). On this matter, Lohmeyer (97) had it right, that it speaks of the es
chatological future from the perspective of "a present in God." This is nothing other
than the "already/not yet" eschatological framework that informs the whole of
Pauline theology.
S e e , e.g., Ps 95:6; Mark 15:19; Luke 5:8; 22:41; Acts 7:60; 9:40; Eph 3:14; cf. the
discussions in NWNTT 2:859-60 (Schonweiss), and EDNT 1:257-58 (Nutzel).
N. Richardson makes the altogether unlikely suggestion (as an assertion) that
" 'bending the knee' at the name of Jesus is now the new way of acknowledging that
Yahweh is God"; he then suggests further that there is here no "transfer of language
used in the Old Testament of God to Jesus" (Paul's Language about God [JSNTSup 99;
Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1994], 285). But that seems to miss altogether
Paul's point regarding "the Name": the Kupiog of the O T texts has now been trans
ferred to Christ, and before him every knee will bow.
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Also in keeping with the Isaianic oracle, but now interrupting the lan
guage of the citation itself, Paul declares the full scope of the homage that
Christ will one day receive: every knee "of those in the heavenlies and of
those on earth and of those under the earth" will bow to the authority in
herent in his being Kupioc;. In keeping with the oracle, especially that "the
Lord" is the Creator of the heavens and the earth (45:18), Paul is purposely
throwing the net of Christ's sovereignty over the whole of created beings."
Those "of heaven" refer to all heavenly beings, angels and d e m o n s ; those
of earth refer to all those who are living on earth at his Parousia, including
those who are currently causing suffering in Philippi; and those "under the
earth" probably refer to "the dead," who also will be raised to acknowledge
his lordship over all. The high Christology inherent in this clause seems
undeniable.
100

Every Tongue Will Confess (v. 11)
But there is more to the poetry of Isaiah's oracle. Not only will every
creature bend the knee and offer the worship that is due Christ's name, but
also "every t o n g u e " will express that homage in the language of the con
fessing but currently suffering church: the Lord is Jesus Christ. In Isaiah
(LXX) this is the final, obvious capitulation of all the nations to the singular
lordship of Yahweh over them all. For Paul it becomes the third instance in
his extant letters where this basic Christian confession is mentioned. In its
101
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" B u t it seems unlikely that the three words are neuter and intend to imply "the
whole range of creation," including inanimate creation, as Lightfoot (115) argues,
followed by Plummer, 49; Silva, 133; W. Carr, Angels and Principalities: The Background,
Meaning and Development of the Pauline Phrase "hai archai kai hai exousiai" (SNTSMS
42: Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), 86-89.
So most interpreters. Although this language will surely include "the pow
ers," there seems to be no particular emphasis on them, nor is there any reason to
suppose that all three designations refer to "spirit powers" (as, e.g., Kasemann ["Crit
ical Analysis"]; Beare, 86; Martin [A Hymn of Christ, 257-65], Traub [TDNT
5:541-42], Niitzel [EDNT 1:258]). This view, which has been thoroughly refuted by 0.
Hofius (Der Christushymnus Philipper 2,6: Untersuchungen zu Gestalt und Aussage eines
urchristlichen Psalms [WUNT 2/17; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1976], 20-40; cf. Carr,
Angels and Principalities, 86-89), is the direct result of faulty methodology, which (1)
presupposes that the "hymn" is pre-Pauline (and therefore non-Pauline), (2) seeks to
root its "background" in gnostic or Hellenistic cosmology, and (3) then reads that al
leged "background" into its present Pauline usage. Besides this methodological weak
ness, there is not a hint in the present letter that the Philippians were distressed by
the "powers"; their problem is with people, whose opposition is bringing them
considerable suffering.
Gk. yXwoaa. This word ordinarily refers to languages as such, but here it is dis
tributive (= "every person, regardless of the language that person speaks" [BDAG]);
thus Paul is picking up the sense of the Septuagint of Isa 45:23, that the "tongue of
every person" will confess, which is also in keeping with the parallel, "knee."
T h e oxi is a oti-recitativum (used to introduce a quote), thus indicating, as
elsewhere in Paul's writings, that these are the actual words of the confession.
1(10
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Pauline occurrences the confession always takes the form "the Lord is
Jesus," to which he here adds "Christ." For Paul, this confession is the line of
demarcation between believer and nonbeliever (Rom 10:9). Such confession,
he had argued earlier in 1 Cor 12:3, can come only by way of the Spirit;
hence the crucial role of the Spirit in conversion. In Rom 10:9 this confession
is linked with conviction about the resurrection of Jesus; that same combi
nation is undoubtedly in view here. When at the end all creation beholds the
risen Jesus, they will on that basis declare that Kvjptoc is none other than the
Jesus who was crucified and whom Christians worship. But the confession
will then be not that of conversion but of final acknowledgement that "God
has made this Jesus, whom you crucified, both Lord and Christ" (Acts 2:36).
Despite an occasional demurrer, there can be little question that this
confession arose in the early Jewish Christian community, as the Aramaic
"Marana tha" in 1 Cor 16:22 bears striking evidence. Thus, in the very
earliest Aramaic-speaking communities, the language that belonged to God
alone is now being addressed to Christ in corporate invocation. One can
scarcely gainsay the christological implications of this confession in the pres
ent passage. On the one hand, in the Jewish synagogue the appellation
"Lord" had long before been substituted for God's "name" (Yahweh). The
early believers had now transferred that "name" (Lord) to the risen Jesus.
Thus, Paul says, in raising Jesus from the dead, God has exalted him to the
highest place and bestowed on him the name of God—in the Hebrew sense
of the Name, referring to his investiture with God's power and authority.
103
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On the other hand, Paul's monotheism is kept intact by the final phrase,
"unto the glory of God the Father." Thus very much in keeping with 1 Cor
8:6, where there is only one Lord (Jesus Christ, through whom are all things
and we through him), whose work is enclosed within that of the one God
(the Father, from whom and for whom are all things, including ourselves), so
here this final sentence begins with God's exalting Christ by bestowing on
him the Name and concludes on a similar theological note, that all of this is
to God the Father's own glory.
106
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Finally, we should note that this declaration of Jesus as "Lord" prob
ably would not be lost on believers in a city whose pagan inhabitants were
Roman citizens and devotees of "lords many," including "lord Caesar." Paul
well knows to whom he is writing these words, especially since he is now
one of the emperor's prisoners, and the Philippian believers are suffering at
the hands of Roman citizens as well. All of them, Paul asserts, including
1 0 3

O n this question, see esp. Hurtado, "Lord," DPL 560-69.
S e e the discussion on the passage in ch. 3 (pp. 120-22).
Cf. Kreitzer (Jesus and God, 116), whose language I have here borrowed.
>Cf. ibid., 161; cited also by Hurtado, "Lord," 565. Cf. 1:11, where the fruit of
righteousness comes "through Christ Jesus unto the glory and praise of God."
T h a t is, this phrase goes with the whole narrative (from v. 6), not just the final
clause (so Meyer).
1I,4
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the emperor himself, will at the end acknowledge that all along there has
been only one Lord.

Christ, Heavenly Savior and Lord—Philippians 3:20-21
Toward the end of the argumentation of this letter, and as the theologi
cal conclusion to the application of Paul's own story as he models Christ's
story (3:4-14), Paul picks up the eschatological theme struck throughout the
letter and puts everything into that perspective. In contrast to those who live
as enemies of the cross, because their minds are set on what is only of the
earth, Paul presents his final portrayal of the now exalted Lord and Savior as
the eschatological goal of everything. Expressing it in terms of Christ's pres
ent reign and coming Parousia, he asserts that the believer's own eschato
logical existence is wholly determined by the presently reigning Christ.
The language of the passage is full of echoes of the Christ story in
2:6-11; nonetheless, it has its own unique role in the letter, serving simulta
neously to conclude the argument that began in 3:1 and offering an immedi
ate response to the "many" who "walk" contrary to the Pauline pattern
(vv. 17-18). They ultimately are judged because "their minds are set on
earthly things" (v. 19). At the same time, Paul also picks up the play on the
believers' "dual" citizenship (cf. 1:27); as (present) citizens of Rome (by way
of Philippi's being a Roman colony), they are reassured that their true citi
zenship is in heaven. All of t h i s is said in a sentence that rises to ex
traordinary christological heights; not only is Christ the focus and center of
everything, but also his activities here are those that in Pauline soterio
logical texts are ordinarily attributed to God the Father. Three strictly
christological matters concern us.
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On this matter, see A . T. Lincoln, Paradise Now and Not Yet: Studies in the Role
of the Heavenly Dimension in Paul's Thought with Special Reference to His Eschatology
(SNTSMS 43: Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), 97-101.
Because of the exalted nature of this passage and its linguistic connections to
2:6-11, some find here another possible piece of pre-Pauline material; but as with the
former passage, and even more so in this case, here is vintage Paul, whose thor
oughly eschatological outlook and christological focus repeatedly merge in climactic
moments such as this. See the discussion in Fee, i76-77.
ii(>Which some see as "condemning it" as Pauline (e.g., G. Strecker, "Redaktion
und Tradition im Christushymnus Phil 2 6-11," Z N W 55 [1964]: 63-78; J . Becker,
"Erwiigungen zu Phil. 3,20-21," TZ 27 [1971]: 16-29). This is a remarkable judgment,
since Paul himself dictated what is said here; and as noted on 2:6-11, methodologi
cally we must assume as self-evident that what the apostle dictates for the hearing of
the Philippians he also affirms—all the more so, one would think, when the passage
brings this hortatory section, that began in v. 1 to its resounding conclusion. It is little
wonder that the idea of a pre-Pauline, and therefore non-Pauline, hymn fragment
has found such a small hearing in this case. For a more extensive rebuttal, see Kim,
Origin of Paul's Gospel, 150-56.
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Christ as "Savior" and "Lord"
The first point that Paul makes by way of conclusion to the present ar
gument is that the Philippian believers' present citizenship is already "in
heaven," from whence "we eagerly await [the coming of] our Savior." He is
none other than "the Lord Jesus Christ," the one who had the name "Lord"
bestowed on him at his exaltation (2:9-10). Thus Paul focuses first of all on
the coming of Christ as the eschatological Lord and Savior.
111

Significantly, both for his readers' context and for our understanding of
Paul's Christology, the one whom we "eagerly await" is first of all designated
as "Savior." The significance of this is highlighted by its rarity in Paul's
writings; only once heretofore (Eph 5:23) has he used this appellation of
Christ, and in that case it was not fully titular. He does so here almost cer
tainly for the Philippians' sakes, since this is a common title for Caesar,
112
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Although the language of this clause does not specify Christ's Parousia (com
ing), what Paul says does in fact presuppose it: first, that we eagerly await him
"from heaven" can only mean his Parousia from heaven; and second, the verb
draeKSexoneBa (we eagerly await) is used exclusively by Paul in connection with the
coming of Christ at the eschatological "wrap-up" (cf. 1 Cor 1:7; Gal 5:5; Rom 8:19, 23,
25 [elsewhere in the NT in Heb 9:28, also an eschatological context, and 1 Pet 3:20]).
By this verb, Paul harks back to his own "eager pursuit" of the heavenly prize
(vv. 12-14), likewise emphasizing how he lives in the present with his focus
constantly on the goal.
Gk. (HOTfjpa, which stands in the emphatic first position (the object before the
verb) and without the definite article. But it is doubtful that Paul intended merely "a
Savior," as some contend. Rather, the anarthrous usage is emphatic, as with the
anarthrous Kfjpiov TTIOOW Xpiotov that follows. This probably is a variation on
"Colwell's Rule," that a definite predicate noun that precedes the verb is usually
anarthrous (in this case, a definite direct object, followed by an apposition, seems to
function analogously).
Although it becomes more common in the letters that follow this one; see
Titus 1:4; 3:6 (some would add 2:13, but see the discussion below, pp. 442-46); 2 Tim
1:10 (a context very much like this one). Many (e.g., Beare, 137; Collange, 140;
O'Brien, 462-63) emphasize the usage as reflecting Paul's use of the verb "save,"
which, it is alleged, is used exclusively to refer to the future of eschatological salva
tion. But that is simply not so, as 1 Cor 1:21; 15:2; Rom 8:25; and Eph 2:5, 8 bear clear
witness.
C f . Foerster, TDNT 7:1010-12. In its Hellenistic derivation the term refers to
anyone who "saves" or delivers; thus it has nothing to do with being "saved from sin"
but rather with being delivered and protected, either by the gods (thus it is variously
applied to Zeus, Apollo, Poseidon, Heracles, Asclepius, and Sarapis) or by significant
human figures (e.g., Pompey, the emperors). Caesar is thus called "the Savior of the
World," Augustus himself being "the Savior of Humankind." K. H . Schelkle (EDNT
3:326-27) denies that the usage here has any reference to the emperor, but the fact
that it occurs in a sentence that deliberately places their "commonwealth" in
heaven, from whence they await their true "Savior," seems to weigh more heavily in
favor of the view espoused here: cf. P. Perkins, "Philippians: Theology for the Heav
enly Politeuma," in Thessalonians, Philippians, Galatians, Philemon (vol. 1 of Pauline
Theology; ed. J. M . Bassler; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1991), 93-94.
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often in conjunction with "Lord." That this is a deliberate referent seems
certain because of the equally deliberate assertion that their true "citizen
ship" is in heaven, not in Roman Philippi.
That Paul would designate Christ as "Savior" at all is especially sig
nificant christologically because the title occurs frequently in the OT to
refer to "God our (my) Savior," which is almost certainly its first referrent.
Its significance is to be found in its Septuagint origins, where it occurs
often and at key places, as an appellation for the God who had "saved" =
"delivered" Israel from Egyptian bondage. Thus in the Song of Moses
(Deut 32:15), "Jacob" is chastised because he "rejected God his Savior"; and
at the heart of book 1 of the Psalter, "David" speaks of "God my Savior"
(Ps 25:5; 27:9).
The clincher to all of this, as far as Paul's word of reassurance to the
Philippians is concerned, is the final, otherwise unnecessary, appositive "the
Lord Jesus Christ," in which he picks up the precise language (including
word order) from 2:11—the only two absolute uses of this combination in the
letter. The Savior, they are thus reminded, is none other than "the Lord Jesus
Christ" himself, whose lordship every tongue will confess at the eschatologi
cal denouement.

The One Who Will Transform Our Bodies
Paul's second clause focuses on the way in which Christ will function as
eschatological Savior. It begins,
3:21 bq u£xao"%r|Liaxiaei
afjuuopcfiov
who will transform
conforming (it)

TO orotic;
xcb acbuaxi
the body
to the body

xfjc Tcmeivcoceioc, fjucbv
xfjc So^nc, auxoij
of our lowly estate,
of his glory

One can scarcely miss the wordplays, contrasts, and echoes of prior mo
ments in the letter. The primary contrast is between our and Christ's present
bodies: ours is an expression of "humility," which echoes the verb "he
humbled himself" in 2:8; his is currently an expression of his "glory." a word
that belongs to God the Father in 2:11. At the same time, the word
avjuuop<t>ov can only be a deliberate echo of 3:10, where the believer is to
be oTjppop<()i^6pevoc xcb Gavdxco auxofj (conformed to Christ's death), while
116
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Cf. Bockmuehl, 235.
At the same time, it stands in deliberate contrast to the opponents who
"glory" in (what should be to) their shame (3:19).
This is mostly because of its proximity to that passage and the fact that the
verb in 3:10 is found only here in the Pauline corpus and its cognate noun only here
and in Rom 8:29, where it also has to do with believers being "conformed" into the
image of Christ.
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ueraoxriucmoet. is a verbal construction from the noun cxfjucm in 2:7b ("in
human
likeness").
Although Paul's language is quite different here, the concept itself is to
be understood in light of what he had written earlier to the Corinthians
(1 Cor 15:42-57), in a context where some were denying a future, bodily res
urrection of believers. The contrasts there were between our present bodies
as perishable and "natural" (and, when dead, "sown in dishonor and weak
ness") and the transformed heavenly body as imperishable and "supernatu
r a l " (and raised in "glory" and "power"); the present bodies are thus to be
transformed into the "likeness" of the "man of heaven," who already bears
such a body through his resurrection. And although the emphasis in that
passage is on the resurrection per se, Paul concludes by emphasizing that the
same transformation will occur for those living until the Parousia (1 Cor
15:52-53).
Two significant christological points are embedded in the present clause.
First, along with 1 Cor 15:44b-49, this is a strong assertion of Christ's bodily
association with us in his incarnation, which reality was stressed in 2:7-8
without the language of "body." This in turn is the certain evidence that
Paul understood the incarnation forever to mark Christ, so that in his pres
ent exaltation at the Father's right hand, he is there in bodily form (although
transformed for eternal existence). Thus, mystery though this might be for
us, Paul seems clearly to have believed that the one who was always by na
ture God (2:6), in becoming one with us in his humanity, continues even in
his present exaltation to glory to bear the reality of his having shared our
bodily existence.
The point here, of course, is that the same future awaits those who are
Christ's, which is Paul's present concern. The Philippians' present lot, he has
argued in 1:29-30 and alluded to in 2:17, is to "suffer for Christ's sake." But
they can "rejoice in the Lord" in the midst of such suffering (2:18; 3:1; 4:4)
because that suffering itself is enabled by "the power of his resurrection"
(3:10), which resurrection at the same time guarantees their certain future.
Hence, in their present "humiliation" the believers in Philippi await the com
ing of the Savior and, with that coming, the transformation of their humili
ation into the likeness of his glory.
Second, the most striking thing about the sentence is that Christ himself
is its (grammatical) subject. Here is one of the more remarkable inter
changes in the corpus, where an activity that is elsewhere either the express
or implied activity of God the Father is attributed to Christ. Although the
language of "transformation" does not appear earlier, this point has previ1113
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For a more complete list of the verbal echoes between this passage and 2:6-11,
see Lincoln, Paradise Now. 88.
For this as the proper contrast between \|/U%IKOV awucx and jtvevncmKOV
aw(ia, as bodies "adapted to the present, natural, life and to the final eschatological
life of the Spirit," see Fee, God's Empowering Presence, 262-64.
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ously been made several times by Paul. In 1 Cor 15:38 it is God who gives the
new "body" to what is raised; in 2 Cor 5:2 the new body is "a building from
God. a house not made with hands"; and in Rom 8:11 it is the God who
raised Christ from the dead who "will also give life to your mortal bodies be
cause of the Spirit who lives in you" ( T N I V ) . But in the present sentence
this action is attributed to Christ, who will himself "transform" the body that
in its present lowly estate is subject to death and, by doing so, will conform it
to his own presently glorified body.
120

The Final Subjection of All Things
The third significant christological moment in this sentence is found in
its final phrase. The power by which Christ will bring about this transforma
tion, the Philippians are told, is K a x d XTJV evepyeiav xod 8dvaa9ai adxdv K a i
drcoxatai adxco xd Ttdvxa (in keeping with the working of him who is able also to
subject to himself all things). In some ways, this is the most remarkable
"transformation" of all, in that Paul here uses language about Christ that he
elsewhere uses exclusively of God the Father.
First, it is "in keeping w i t h the working," which is then defined,
"that enables him also to subject all things to himself." The phrase itself oc
curs exclusively in the so-called Captivity Letters, in Col 1:29; Eph 1:19; 3:7;
4:16; and here. In Colossians and Ephesians the "working" is exclusively that
of God the Father. Here it is equally attributed to the Son.
Second, the phrase "able to subject all things to himself" is Paul's escha
tological interpretation of Ps 8:7 LXX, where God will "subject all things" to
his Messiah, who in turn, according to 1 Cor 15:28, will turn over all things
to God the Father so that "God might be all and in all." Remarkably, in the
present passage the "subjecting" of all things to Christ himself is said to be
by Christ's own power.
121
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The T N I V has got this right (against most other English translations) that the
Spirit is not the agent but the indwelling cause of a future bodily resurrection. On
this textual matter and the meaning of this passage in context, see Fee, To What End
Exegesis? 230-34, esp. n. 47.
G k . Kaxd. For a discussion and rejection of the view that this preposition ever
functions in a purely instrumental way, see Fee, God's Empowering Presence, 481 n.
24. This is especially so here; not only does the preposition not denote instrumental
ity {pace T N I V , N A S B , N R S V , N A B , R E B , N J B ) , but also what it does convey is the "norm"
or "standard" in keeping with which something is done. Hence, Paul intends not "by
the working" but "in keeping with that working" that is already recognized to have
been at work in his own resurrection/transformation.
Gk. Kaxd xijv evepyeiav; cf. Eph 3:7, Kaxd xrjv evepyeiav xfjq Suvdueox; a d x o d
(in keeping with the working of his power, also Eph 1:19, "in keeping with the working
of his might," and 3:20, "in keeping with the power that is at work in us"—texts re
ferring to the way God's power is (or will be) tangibly at work in the world. The verb
occurred in Phil 2:13 of God's working all things in/among them for his good
purpose.
121
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Third, the little word "also" is much too important to be omitted, as in
many English translations. Here is the final word of assurance to the
Philippians. By the same power that he will transform their present bodies
that are suffering at the hand of opposition in Philippi, Christ will likewise
subject "all things" to himself, including the emperor and all those who in
his name are causing the Philippians to suffer. As Paul has already said in
1:28 and implied in 3:19, their own salvation "from God" will at the same
time result in the "destruction" of the opposition.
Paul's point here, of course, as in the entire sentence and most other
such moments in the corpus, is not christological per se. That is, his
christological affirmations are not intentionally, but incidentally, so; and this
is what makes them so telling. Here is a man not bent on either demonstrat
ing or proving the deity of Christ; rather, this is so fully assumed by Paul that
he can regularly interchange between the Father and the Son such exclu
sively divine activities as these.
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Other Christological Passages/Phrases
Given the significant amount of expressed and presupposed Christology
in this brief letter, we should not be surprised at the considerable amount of
other incidental expressions that have christological import. Most of these
are of a kind with two categories of usage found throughout the corpus:
Christ's assuming the role of the divine Kvjpvoq of Septuagint texts and
Christ's sharing in some of the divine prerogatives. And many of these will
by now have been noted in earlier chapters.

Christ as Kvpiog = Yahweh in Septuagint Phrases
The Day of Christ (1:6, 10; 2:16)
One of the less obvious, but nonetheless certain, concerns that Paul has
for the Philippian believers is that they not lose sight of the absolute cer
tainty of their future hope. This concern is expressed in a variety of ways,
beginning with the thanksgiving (1:6) and prayer (1:10-11), and then
touched on throughout the letter. The result is that Paul reminds them of
their sure future more often than he does in any other letter, which is not
surprising in a letter that focuses so thoroughly on Christ.
123

C f . NIV, G N B , N A B , R E B ; translated "also" in N R S V , or "even" in R S V , N A S B , N J B .
Gk. xd Tcdvxa, used by Paul when he wants to refer to the whole of the created
universe or the whole of a given subject; for present usage, cf. 1 Cor 8:6 (2x); 15:27-28
(4x); Rom 11:36. The present passage is a direct reflection of the argument of 1 Cor
15:25-28.
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In Paul's earliest two letters the prophetic language regarding the com
ing great "Day of Yahweh" had already been co-opted by the early church to
refer to the future (second) coming of Christ. In those letters Paul had kept
the language of the Septuagint intact (fiueptx Kupiou) and simply applied it
to Christ. In 1 Cor 1:8 he identifies "the Lord" in this phrase as "the Lord
Jesus Christ." Now toward the end of his life, and quite in keeping with his
full-blown Christ devotion, Paul refers to this future hope simply as "the Day
of Christ Jesus." But it still carries the obvious identification of Christ with
the Kupioc = Yahweh of the prophetic phrase.
The Spirit of Jesus Christ (1:19)
For the fourth time in his letters Paul speaks of the Holy Spirit as the
Spirit of Christ (see 2 Cor 3:17; Gal 4:6; Rom 8:9). As was pointed out in the
discussion of Rom 8:9, the Spirit, who elsewhere has his own identity, is on
the basis of Septuagint usage more commonly called "the Spirit of God." As
in the preceding three passages, the reason for the shift of language here is
purely contextual. In a letter in which Paul presents Christ as the ultimate
paradigm of Godlikeness, especially in his having become obedient unto
death on the cross, he longs for the Holy Spirit to enable him to magnify
Christ at his own tribunal.
What is significant christologically is that the one Holy Spirit (1 Cor 11:4;
Eph 4:4), who is so often referred to as the Spirit of God, can also be so easily
called the Spirit of Jesus Christ. Indeed, this kind of easy interchange had its
own role in the eventual articulation of God as Trinity.
That Christ Be Magnified (1:20)
It should be noted further that the content of the previous phrase con
trols the rest of the sentence, so that through their prayers and the conse
quent "supply" of the Spirit of Jesus Christ, Paul expects to experience God's
ocoxnpia (salvation/vindication). With the phrase "this will turn out as 'salva
tion' for me," Paul has thus dipped into the Septuagint of Job 13:16, where
Job longs to present his case before Yahweh, "even though he slay me." This
option, Job recognizes, scary as it would be, is his only hope for vindication
and thus salvation. With his coming tribunal in view, Paul asserts that it will
be through "the Spirit of Jesus Christ" that he will know God's "salvation =
vindication," whose end result will be a n absence of "shame" as "Christ is
magnified" in Paul's body (through life or death).
This final collocation of "shame" and Christ's being "magnified" echoes
the beginning of Ps 34:2-3 (33:3-4 LXX) and the conclusion of Ps 35:26-27
(34:26-27 LXX). What Paul desires is that his tribunal will not be a cause for
"shame"—not for himself personally but for Christ and the gospel. Rather,
his longing is for God's "salvation/vindication," wherein Christ will be "mag
nified" whether it means life or death for Paul. Since this is the only instance
of this combination (that "Christ be magnified") in Paul's writings and since
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it fits the whole context so well, one may assume that here again Paul has
used biblical language that in the Septuagint is used of "the Lord" and has
attributed it to Christ as Lord.
Thus the whole passage is replete with echoes of various kinds that re
flect the language of O T texts where those in trouble cry out to the Lord for
help. Only now "the Lord," whose Spirit will cause him to be magnified, is
Christ Jesus.
Rejoice in the Lord (3:1; 4:4; cf. 4:10)
As with the preceding passage, Paul seems also to be echoing O T ideas
when he frames the final warning/exhortation of the letter with the impera
tive %aipeie

ev KDpicp (rejoice in the Lord [3:1 and 4:4), which language he

then picks up in 4:10 as his own response to having received their gift. A l 
though the Septuagint translators use two different verbs (both different
from Paul's), this idiom occurs throughout the Septuagint as a primary
expression of Israelite piety (most often in the indicative; see, e.g., Ps 32:11
[31:11 L X X ] ; 33:21 [32:21 L X X ] ; 35:9 [34:9 L X X ] ; 40:16 [39:17 L X X ] ) . For reasons
not known to us, they consistently avoided xcdpco for this idiom (but see Zech
10:7). Paul, on the other hand, uses their words only once (2 Cor 2:2), not
counting Septuagint citations. But given the flexible way this idiom is han
dled in the Septuagint and given Paul's linguistic preferences, it is difficult to
imagine that this imperative is not his own rendering of this O T idiom, espe
cially when, as with the Philippians, the context of the psalmist is most often
one of duress or trouble. And again without forethought he simply attrib
utes now to his Lord, Jesus Christ, what in the O T is the special province
of Yahweh.
125
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Boast in Christ Jesus (3:4); Know Christ Jesus My Lord (3:8)
In a context of distinguishing between those who promote circumci
sion (the KctTa-Tour|, "mutilators" of the flesh) and those who serve God by
the Spirit (3:2-3). Paul adds that the true circumcision (the Ttepi-xourj) are
those who "boast in Christ Jesus" (3:4). This is such unusual language that
one is led to believe that Paul is here once more echoing the (for him)
crucial passage from Jer 9:23-24 (see discussion in ch. 3 on 1 Cor 1:31
[pp. 129-30]). The only legitimate "boasting" is in "the Lord"; and this
boast rests in "knowing the Lord." Thus it seems more than coincidental
that the single instance of "knowing the Lord" in the Pauline corpus (3:8)
125

T h e y regularly use d y a ^ i d o ) or e\)(()paiv(o; the first word does not occur at all
in Paul's letters, the second only in 2 Cor 2:2 plus in two Septuagint citations (Gal
4:27; Rom 15:10).
'The usage in the passage offers something of a clue to his choice of words,
since here eloped vw is strictly nonverbal (= "to gladden") whereas his use of %aipw
ordinarily implies verbal expression.
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follows 3:4 as an elaboration/explanation of what it means to "boast in
Christ Jesus," just as in Jeremiah God's word is, "Let those who boast boast
in this, that they understand and know me" (9:24).
As with several such moments in Paul's writings, his Christ devotion re
sults in his using Septuagint language that refers to Yahweh and applying it
to Christ, and doing so with such ease.
The Lord Is Near (4:5)
The sudden appearance of this indicative (6 leupioc eyyvjc [the Lord is
near])
in the context of Paul's concluding exhortations is as surprising as
its intent is obscure. The asyndeton typical of this kind of hortatory material
also holds true for this indicative, so that one cannot tell whether Paul in
tends it to conclude what precedes or introduce what follows, and therefore
whether it expresses future or realized eschatology. Does he intend "Rejoice
in the Lord always; and let your gentle forbearance be known by all, for the
[coming of] the Lord is n e a r " ? Or is it "Because the Lord is [always] near,
do not be anxious about anything, but let your requests be made known to
God"?
Or—perhaps something as close to intentional double entendre as
one finds in the apostle—does he intend a bit of b o t h ?
127
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On the one hand, this looks very much like another instance of inter
textuality, purposely echoing Ps 145:18, "the LORD is near all who call upon
him."
In which case it introduces vv. 6-7 as an expression of "realized"
131

132
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T h e difficulty lies with the adverb eyyuc, which, as with the English "near,"
has either spatial or temporal connotations, depending on the context. On its own in
a sentence like this, it is totally ambiguous; unfortunately, in context it can go either
way as well.
S o Lightfoot (160), who notes the similarity with Jas 5:8, where |xaKpo9uuia
(forbearance) is called for in light of the Parousia; cf. Plummer, 93; Michael, 197;
Lohmeyer, 168-69; Barth, 122; Beare, 146; Hendriksen, 194; Gnilka, 169; Houlden,
109; Martin, 155; Kent, 151; Silva, 227.
S o Calvin, 288; Caird, 150-51; C. Bugg, "Philippians 4:4-13," RevExp 88 (1991):
253-57; cf. the NEB, which starts a new paragraph with this indicative ("The Lord is
near; have no anxiety [etc.]").
So Ellicott, 101; Vincent, 133; Collange, 144; Bruce, 142-43; Hawthorne, 182;
O'Brien, 490.
Cf. Lohmeyer, 169; D. M . Stanley, Boasting in the Lord: The Phenomenon of
Prayer in Saint Paul (New York: Paulist Press, 1973), 106; J. Baumgarten, Paulus und
die Apokalyptik: Die Auslegung apokalyptischer Uberlieferungen in den echten Paulusbriefen (WMANT 44; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1975), 205-8; O'Brien,
489. For this phenomenon in Philippians, see 1:19; 2:10, 15-16.
P s 144:18 L X X , eyyuq K-upioc, rcdcnv xolc, ejuKaA-oupevoic, adxdv; cf. 34:18
(33:19 L X X ) , eyyuc, Kdpioc, xoiq auvTexpiuuevoic, xf)v KapSiav (the LORD is near the
contrite in heart); cf. 119:151 (118:151 L X X ) , where it appears in the second singular.
Paul has 6 K u p i o q eyyvq, whose word order, in contrast to the psalm, puts emphasis
on "the Lord" more than "near." Baumgarten (Paulus und die Apokalyptik, 205-8)
correctly emphasizes the implicitly high Christology in such language; cf. discus
sion of 2:10 above.
1 2 8
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eschatology: "Because the Lord is ever present, do not be anxious, but pray."
On the other hand (or perhaps at the same time), it also echoes the apocalyp
tic language of Zeph 1:7,14 ("the Day of the L O R D is near"), picked up by Paul
in Rom 13:12, and found in Jas 5:8 regarding the coming of the Lord.
On the whole, it seems likely that this is primarily intended as the last in
the series of eschatological words to this suffering congregation, again re
minding them of their sure future despite present difficulties. Thus, it prob
ably is a word of encouragement and affirmation. Since their present
suffering is at the hands of those who proclaim Caesar as Lord, they are re
minded that the true "Lord" is "near." Their eschatological vindication is
close at hand. At the same time, by using the language of the Psalter, Paul is
encouraging them to prayer in the midst of their present distress, because
the "Lord is near" in a very real way to those who call on him now. And, as
always for Paul, "the Lord" who is ever near is now the Lord Jesus Christ.
133

Sharer of the Divine Prerogatives
Despite the comparative brevity of this letter, it contains several other
phrases that speak of Christ in ways that Paul and other N T writers would
ordinarily attribute to God the Father. There are four such in this letter that
call for brief comment.
With the Compassion of Christ Jesus (1:8)
Paul concludes his rather complex thanksgiving, which focuses both on
who the Philippians are and on their partnership with him in the gospel, by
offering a mild oath as to how greatly he personally longs for them ev
07CXCXYXVOK; Xpioxorj 'Inaorj {with the compassion of Christ Jesus). This use of
the entrails as a way of expressing deep feelings toward someone is a com
mon Greek idiom; and though it is never used of God in the OT, it is a near
synonym of the recurring oiKTipucov/-uoq (compassion). Indeed, in 2:1 of this
letter Paul appeals to this very deep feeling (which he hopes they have to
ward him) as the final basis for the exhortation of vv. 2-4.
In the O T this latter word is used of God's character, and thus his atti
tude toward Israel, in the key revelatory passage in Exod 34:4-6 ("the L O R D ,
a God of olKxipjicov K a i eXeijucov [compassion and mercy]"). In the present
passage it is this same characteristic, now attributed to Christ, that serves as
the basis of Paul's own strong affection for his Philippian friends.
Hope in the Lord Jesus (2:19); Confident in the Lord (1:14; 2:24)
The first thing up in the letter after the long exhortation of 1:27-2:18 is a
commendation of two companions, Epaphroditus, the bearer of the letter
1!5

I t is possible, but less likely, that Paul intended a word of motivation—that is,
"Be gently forbearing, because the Lord is near."
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(2:25-30), and Timothy, who will come to them with news of the outcome of
Paul's imprisonment (2:19-24). Since that outcome lies in God's presently
unknown (to them) future, Paul begins with a qualified expression of what
he expects to happen soon. Thus he says, "I hope in the Lord Jesus to send
Timothy to you soon." In everyday contemporary English this would mean
very little; but for Paul, it is in fact an expression of considerable confidence.
He has already expressed himself as expecting to be released from his impris
onment (1:24), which he repeats again in 2:23-24. Thus, this is not simply a
kind of wishful hopefulness regarding the future; for Paul, it borders more
on certainty, as the pickup in 2:24 makes clear.
This "hope" is thus expressed in biblical language, even if it does not
mean quite the same thing here as it does in the OT texts. There it had to do
with putting one's whole confidence in God for what he would do in the fu
ture; for Paul, it is simply another moment in which Christ is the one in
whom he has confidence for a more everyday reality.
But in the two instances of "confident in the Lord," Paul moves much
closer to genuine trust. The Greek idiom, which occurs regularly in the Sep
tuagint, is a form of the verb TieiGco (persuade), which in the perfect tense
moves toward the idea of "being persuaded" about someone or something
and thus to put one's confidence in that person. The first instance of this
usage in Paul's letters is in 2 Thess 3:4, where Paul expresses total confidence
in the Lord regarding the Thessalonians. There the source of this confidence
is God himself, so that in the Septuagint various forms of "trust" language
end up being glossed into Greek byrceiGco.This is almost certainly the source
of Paul's usage.
In the first instance (1:14) it has to do with those who have been aroused
to proclaim Christ because of Paul's imprisonment; and such confidence is
needed precisely because of that imprisonment, especially if they are to
"dare all the more to proclaim the gospel without fear." In the second in
stance (2:24) it indicates how much Paul genuinely expected to be released
from this imprisonment. What is striking is that language that in the Septua
gint had to do with the psalmists' confidence in Yahweh is now expressed by
Paul in terms of Christ.
134

The One Who Strengthens (4:13)
That God "strengthens" his people for various tasks is a recurring bibli
cal theme. Paul has previously prayed for such in 1 Thess 3:13 (to Christ) and
in 2 Thess 2:17 (to God). The only issue in the present text (Phil 4:13) is the
assumed subject of the clause—God or Christ—which in this case must refer
to Christ, since the context seems to demand it (see v. 10). That at least was
S e e , e.g.. Ps 4:5 [4:6 L X X ] , m i iXniaaxe e m K i i p i o v (and put your hope in the
Lord), and throughout the Psalter, usually with e m when the object is K i i p i o q but e v
with idioms such as "hope in the name [of the LORD]" (Ps 33:21 [32:21 L X X ] ) .
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the common view in the early church, where scribes added "Christ" to the
manuscript tradition but not "God." This same verb will be used again with
reference to Christ's strengthening the apostle in 1 Tim 1:12. In Paul's mind,
Christ and the Father share this activity on behalf of God's people.
Thus, quite in keeping with the entire church corpus, not to mention
the letters to associates that follow, Paul regularly attributes to Christ divine
activities or prerogatives, and he does so in such a nonreflective way that the
presuppositional basis of such language speaks volumes about his under
standing of Christ. And that leads us to reflect once more on the central
place Christ has in Paul's entire worldview, in which not everything that he
thinks about Christ is strictly soteriological.

Paul and Christ Devotion
We had occasion in our look at the Christology that emerges in 2 Corin
thians to note how Paul's Christ-centered soteriology especially spills over into
his Christology. Any look at Paul's Christology in Philippians that did not take
his utter devotion to Christ into account would seem to be a case of carrying
on theology in the abstract, divorced from reality. For here, with wonderful as
sonance, Paul gives expression to the passion of his life: epoi ydp TO £fjv
Xproxdc K a i xd drcoGavevv Kepdoc [for to me to live, Christ; to die, gain, 1:21).
Whereas we find this kind of devotion sprinkled throughout the corpus, in
this letter it sits in bold relief. And those of us who know Paul only through
his written remains need to take seriously that this is what drives the apostle
at every moment, of which the gospel as such is the most significant part. But
it is not the whole part, as this letter and this motto make clear.
What is striking in Paul's letters is the rather complete lack of similar
devotion expressed toward God the Father, who for Paul stands at the begin
ning and end of all things. And this from a thoroughgoing monotheist
whose own devotional life has been molded in part by the Psalter, where
such devotion to Yahweh regularly finds expression: "My soul thirsts for the
living God" (42:2); "You, God, are my God, . . . I thirst for you, my whole
being longs for you" (63:1); "My heart and my flesh cry out for the living
God" (84:2). Such devotion in Paul's thought is directed altogether toward
Christ his Lord.
The devotion takes two essential forms. On the one hand, there is here,
as elsewhere, a deep love for Christ for soteriological reasons, both for salva
tion as such and for the new-creation dimension of that salvation. This lat
ter finds expression especially when Paul uses his own story as a paradigm
for the Philippians to imitate (3:4—14, 15,17), a story that seems deliberately
patterned after the main thrust of the Christ story in 2:6-11. Thus the penul
timate goal of "knowing Christ Jesus my Lord" (v. 8) is, by the power of the
resurrection, to be conformed into Christ's own likeness as that found ex
pression in his sacrificial death for others (v. 10).
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On the other hand, the devotion is especially toward Christ himself. This
is where the motto fits in; for Paul, living is all about Christ, and dying
means to "gain" Christ. And what disallows us to think of this as strictly
soteriological is his elaboration of the "gain" to mean "to depart and be with
Christ" (1:23), the better-by-far option, if options were to be had. In ordinary
human discourse this can only be taken in a personal way.
It is striking, therefore, that Paul consistently thinks of the eschatologi
cal goal in terms of "being with Christ." This begins as early as 1 Thess
5:10-11 ("that we might live with him"). It is picked up again in 2 Cor 5:8
("we prefer to be away from the body and at home with the Lord"). It finds
full expression in Philippians, first in 1:23 noted above and then especially
in 3:8-9, where he echoes 1:21 by affirming that everything else is loss in
comparison with the option of "gaining Christ, and being found in him."
Contextual exegesis, therefore, suggests that this is both "the one thing" in
3:13 and thus the eschatological prize in v. 14; anything else would seem do
an injustice to Paul.
Whatever else one may think of this kind of pure devotion to Christ, it
must be acknowledged as devotion toward one's deity, not toward a merely
exalted human being. And thus once more Paul's high Christology finds ex
pression without being articulated in a purposefully theological way.
135

Conclusion
As in earlier chapters, the christological conclusions have been drawn
throughout. By now it is no surprise that Paul's Krjpioc; Christology, which
tends to be the dominant motif in most of the letters, takes pride of place in
this one as well. Not only does the Christ story in 2:6-11 conclude with an
extraordinary emphasis on this motif, but also the same Lord, Jesus Christ,
will be responsible for the final transformation of our present bodies into
ones that conform to his own present "body of glory." It is difficult not to
see some of the emphasis on this motif as an indirect confrontation with
the Roman emperor (Nero in this case), whose egomania by now may very
well lie behind the outside pressures that the Philippian believers are
experiencing.
This last matter is perhaps what lies behind the emergence in this letter
of identifying Christ the Lord as "Savior" as well. This unusual (for Paul)
designation for Christ, even though the language surely belongs to Paul's OT
roots, makes a great deal of sense within such a setting.
If there is very little Son of God Christology in this letter—many would
argue that there is none at all—it is of some interest that the doxological
"'Otherwise it would be like a man getting married and thinking of his wife
only in terms of her "being so good to verk," as an old German immigrant said of his
wife in one of my pastor father's earliest parishes.
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conclusion of the Christ story speaks of "the glory of God the Father" in a
context where the preexistent, incarnate, and exalted Christ is the main
thrust of the passage. Christ's strongly affirmed preexistence, which in other
Pauline moments is expressed in terms of God sending his Son, is what leads
one to think so. In any case, this letter offers the most straightforward pre
sentation of Christ's preexistence and incarnation that one finds in the
corpus.

Appendix I: The Texts
(double brackets [[ ]] indicate texts with references to God alone)
1:1 Ilad/\oq K a i TipdGeoq SoiiXm Xpioxoii 'Itiooii Ttdaiv xoiq dytoiq ev
Xpioxcp 'Ir|ooii xoic ouaiv ev OiAAitTtoiq evv eTcicncoTtoiq Kai diaKovoiq,
1:2 %dpiq vuiv K a i elpfjvri and Geod Ttaxpdc fpcbv Kai K o p i o i ) Iqooii
Xpioroi).
[[1:3 Eu%apiaxcb xco Geco pou eixi Ttdcm xfj pveia upebv]]
1:6 . . . oxi 6 evap&dpevoq ev upiv epyov dyaGdv emxeXeoei d x p i fjLiepaq
Xpioxoii 'ITIOOV
-

1:8 pdpxuc ydp pou 6 Geoc cbq eTciTioGcb jedvxae updq ev OTrA,dy/voi<;
Xpioxoii Itiooii.
10

1:10-11 eic xd SoKipdc^eiv updq xd 5ia<|>epovxa, iva rjxe eiX,iKpiveic K a i
d7tpdoK07coi eiq rjpepov Xpioxoii, "TteTcXripcouevoi Kaprcdv diKaioadvric xdv
8id Triooii Xpioxoii eic 5d£av Kai eTtaivov Geod.
1:13-14 "cboxe xovq deopodc pou <)>avepouq ev Xpioxcp yeveoGai ev dX,cp xco
xoiq Xxjircoiq Ttdaiv, K a i xodq nXeiovaq xcbv d8eA.(|>cbv ev
K i) pi cp itejtoiGoxaq xoiq Seopoiq pou Ttepioooxepcoq xoX-pdv d(|)dRcoq xdv
Xoyov XaXeiv.
14

Ttpaixcopicp K a i

15

1:15-18 xiveq uev K a i did ())6dvov K a i epiv, xiveq 8e Kai 8i' ed8oKiav xov
Xpioxov K r i p u o o o u o x v ""oi uev e% dyaTmq, ei8dxeq oxi eiq dito/Voyiav xod
euayye/Uou K e i p a i , oi 8e eq' epiGeiaq xov Xpioxov KaxayyeX-Xowoxv, ov%
dyvcbq, oidpevoi 6X.i\|/iv eyeipeiv xoiq Seopoiq pou. Ti ydp; TtMrv oxi Ttavxi
xpoTtco, e i x e Ttpoc|>doei e i x e d^.r|6eia, Xpioxoq KaxayyeXXexai, K a i ev xodxcp
yaipco.
17

18

18

ra

1:18-21 . . . 'AXXd Kai xaprjaopai, oi8a ydp oxi xodxo poi dTcop-fjaexai eiq
ocoxripiav 8id xrjq upebv 8ef|oecoq Kai ertixopnyiaq xoii nveripaxoq 'Ir|ooii
Xpioxoii Kaxd XTJV ditoKapaSoKiav K a i eXnida pou, oxi ev ou8evi
aio%ijvGf|oopai dXX' ev Ttdcrn Ttappnoia cbq Ttdvxoxe Kai vdv
peya^uvGf|oexai Xpioxoq e v xcb oebpaxi pou, eixe did ^cofjq eixe did
Gavdxou. 'Epoi ydp xo cT,r|v Xpioxoq K a i xd drtoGaveiv Kepdoq.
2l)

2l
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1:23 cruvexoucu 8e E K XCOV Srjo, xrjv e7u0t>uiav e^cov eiq xo dvaXiiaai K a i tri)v
Xpicrxcp E i v a i , noXXa [yap] uaXXov K p e i o o o v
1:26 i v a xo Kaii%"nua fjucbv mepiaoevjn EV Xpicrxcp 'Ir|crorj ev euoi 8id xrjq
eufjq TiapoDoiaq 7tdX.iv rcpoq ijudq.
1:27 Movov d^icoq xoij efjayyeXio'u xoii Xpicrxoii 7iolixerjeo9e,
[[1:28 K a i uf| nxvpouevoi ev unSevi imo xcbv dvxiKeiuevcov, rjxiq eoxiv aiixoiq
evSeiqiq d7icoXeiaq, fjucbv 8e ocoxripiaq, Kai XOVJXO d;i6 0eofj]]
1:29 oxi ijLiiv exapiaOn xo vnep Xpicrxoii, ov uovov xo Eiq ai>xov 7tioxerJeiv
aXXa K a i xo vnep aiixoii TtdcrxEiv,
2:1 Ei xiq ofjv 7tapdKA.r|oiq EV Xpicrxtp, ei xi rcapautiOiov dyd7tr|q, ei xiq
Koivcovia Ttverjuaxoq, ei xiq anXayxva Kai o i K x i p u o i ,
5

6

2:5-11 Tofjxo (jipoveixe ev vjuiv 6 Kai E V Xpicrxcp 'Iricroii, oq ev uopcofj 8eoii
7
rjjtdpxtov ovj% dpTtayuov Tyyricraxo xo e i v a i iaa 8ecb. aXXa ECTDXOV
EKEVIOCTEV uopc|>fiv 8oiiXou XafL(av, ev ouoicbuaxi dv0pco7tcov yEvojiEvoq Kai
oxfjuaxi Et)p£0£iq cbq dv8pco7toq Exajt£ivcocr£V sauxov yEvouEvoq fjTxfJKooq
ue%pi 8avdxou, 0avdxot> 8e oxaupoij. 8i6 Kai 6 0e6q avxov fj7tepvJ\|/coaev
K a i exapiaaxo arjxcp xo ovoua xo vnep ndv ovoua, iva E V xcp ovojiaxi
'Iricroii nav yovu Kduij/rj ercoupavicov Kai eitiyeicov Kai Kaxa%0ovicov Kai
Tcdaa yA,cbooa eq^uoJioyfjcrnxai oxi Krjpioq 'Ir|croiiq Xpicrxoq eic 86£av 0eofj
-

8

9

10

n

rcaxpoq.

[[2:13 0e6c ydp e o x i v 6 evepycbv ev vjuiv Kai xo QeXeiv Kai xo evepyeiv vnep
xrjq ei)8oKiaq.]]
[[2:15 i v a yevno0e dueunxoi Kai aKepaioi,

xeKva

0eoii ducoLia ueoov yevedq

oKoXidq K a i 8iecixpauuevriq, ev oiq <j>aivea0e cbq ^cooxfjpeq ev KOOUCO,]]
2:16 Xoyov £cofjq ercexovxeq, eiq Karjxnua euoi siq rijiEpav Xpicrxoii, oxi OTJK
eiq K e v o v eSpauov ofJSe eiq Kevov eKorciaaa.
2:19 'EXniCjm 8e E V Kupitp 'Iricroii Tiu60eov xa%ecoq 7ieu\|/ai fjuiv, i v a Kaycb
eij\)/uxcb yvoijq xd Tiepi fjucbv.
2:21 oi

7tdvxeq

ydp xd eauxcbv ^nxofjcnv,

ov xd 'Iricroii Xpicrxoii.

2:24 7tertoi0a 8e EV KUpico oxi Kai aijxoq xa%ecoq eXEvjoouai.
[[2:27 Kai ydp fjo0evr)c>ev rcapajiXfjoiov 0avdxcp'
aiixov, OVK avxov 8e uovov dX.X,d Kai eue,]]

aXXa 6 0e6c fiXenaev

2:29-30 7rpoo8execr0e ovv avxov ev vopicp uexd Ttdcrnq x P .
3
xoiovjxouq evxiuouq e^exe, 6xi 5id xo epyov Xpicrxoii ue^pi 0avdxou
rjyyiCTev jiapaRoXeuoduevoq xfj yvxr\,
a

29

!(,

3:1 To A.oi7i6v, d8eA,(|)oi uou, xaipexe EV Kupicp.

ac Kai
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3:3 ijpeiq ydp eouev fj Ttepixoufj, o i Ttvedumi Geod Aaxpedovxeq Kai
Kauxcopevoi ev Xpioxcp 'ITIOOV Kai OTJK ev o a p K i TteTioiGdxeq,
7

3:7-14 'A\\a axiva fjv poi KepSt), xadxa ijyr|Liai oid xov Xpioxov £r|uiav.
dAAd uevodvye Kai fjyoduai Ttdvxa t",T|uiav eivai did xd vTtepe%ov xijq
yvcboecoq Xpioxoii 'IT|OOV xoii Kvpiov pov, 5i' ov xd Ttdvxa e^riLiicbGrrv, Kai
fjyodpai OKfj(3a)i.a, i v a Xpioxov KeptVijoto K a i eupeGco ev avxip, pfj e%cov
epfjv d i K a i o o d v n v xfjv eK vdpou aKka xfjv 8id Ttioxecoq Xpioxoii, xfjv eK
Geod SiKaiocriwrw em xij Ttioxei, xod yvibvai avxov K a i xfjv duvapiv xijq
dvaoxdoecoq afjxofj K a i xf|v Koivcoviav xcbv JtaGtiiidxcov afjxof),
auppop(|)i^dpevoc xco Bavdxcp afjxoii, e i Ttcoq Kaxavxfjoco eiq xfjv
e^avdoxaoiv xfjv EK veKpcbv. Odjc oxi fj8r| eAaBov fj fj8Ti xexeAeicouai, dtcbKco
8e ei K a i KaxaAdBco, e<(>' cb Kai KaxeA,fjp<j>6r|v fjjto Xpioxov 'Itiooii. [v.i--'ii<">i>]
d5eA<|)oi, eycb euauxdv od X,oyic^opai KaxeiXri^evai ev 8e, xd pev oTcioco
eTtiA.av6avdp.evoq xoiq 8e eurtpooGev eTteKxeivdpevoq, Kaxd OKOTIOV 8ICOKCO
eiq xd BpaBeiov xfjq avco KAfjoecoq xod Geod ev Xpioxcp 'ITIOOV.
8

9

,0

n

12

13

-

14

[[3:15 "Oooi odv xeAeioi, xodxo ^povcbpev K a i ei xi exepcoq <|)poveixe, K a i
xodxo d Geoc dpiv anoKaA/dyer]]
3:18 TtoXAoi ydp TtepiTtaxodoiv oiiq TtoA,X,dKiq eAeyov dpiv, vdv 8e Kai K^aicov
Xeyco, xodq e^Gpodq xov oxavpoii xoii Xpioxoii,
20

3:20-21 fjpcbv ydp xd TtoAixeupa ev odpavoiq UTtdp^ei, ei; ofj Kai ocoxiipa
diteKoexoueGa Kvpiov 'Incodv Xpioxov, oq pexaoxt|p.axioei xd acbpa
xfjq xaTteivcboecoq fjucbv oduuopcjiov xcb ocopaxi xi\q Soiqriq avxoii Kaxd xfjv
evepyeiav xod SdvaaGai avxov K a i vitoxdlqai avxcp xd Ttdvxa.
21

4:1 "iioxe, ddeA/jjoi pou dyaTtr|xoi Kai eTtiTtdGrixoi, ^apd Kai axecjiavdq uoi),
oikcoq oxfJKexe ev Kvpicp, dyaTrnxoi.
4:2 Edo8iav TtapaKaXcb K a i EuvxdxTiv TtapaKaA.cb xd adxd (|)poveiv ev Kvpicp.
4

5

4:4-7 Xaipexe ev Kvpicp rtdvxoxe' TtdAiv epcb, xaipexe. xd e m e i K e q dpcbv
yvcooGfjxco Ttdoiv dvGpcoTtoiq. 6 K v p i o q eyyvq. Lir|8ev pepiuvdxe, dAX ev
Ttavxi xfj itpooeuxtj Kai xfj 8efjoei uexd ed/apioxiaq xd aixfjpaxa dpcbv
yvcopi^eaGco Ttpdq xdv Gedv. K a i rj eipfjvn xod Geod fj d T t e p e x o u o a Ttdvxa
vodv ^poupfjoei xdq Kap8iaq dpcbv Kai xd vofjpaxa dpcbv ev Xpioxcp lr|oov.
(,

7

[[4:9 . . . K a i 6 Gedq xfjc eipfjvriq eoxai ueG' ducbv.]]
4:10 'Exdpriv 8e ev Kvpicp ueydAcoq oxi fj8T| Ttoxe dveGdAexe xd vnep euod
<(>poveiv, e<|>' cb Kai e<|>poveixe, fiKaipeioGe 8e.
4:13 Ttdvxa ioxdco ev xco ev8vvaiioiivxi pe.
8

4:18-19 ' diie%<o 8e ndvxa Kai Tcepiooedw TteTtA.fjpcopai Se^dpevoq napd
'Erca^poSixou xd Ttap' dpcbv, dapfyv edcodiaq, Guoiav deKxfjv, eddpeoxov xcb
Geco. 6 5e Gedq pou itlripcbaei itdaav %peiav dpcbv Kaxd xd TtAodxoq adxod
ev oo^r\ ev Xpioxcp 'ItiCTOx*.
19
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[[4:20 xo) 8e Geo) K a i rcaxpi fjucov fj Soc^a eiq xovq aicbvac, xcbv aicbvcov, dufjv.]]
4:21 AorcdoaoGe ndvxa dyiov EV Xpicrxip 'ITICTOVJ. do7td^ovTav fjudq oi oi)v
euoi d8eX(|)oi.
4:23 'H xdpiq xorj K v p i o i ) 'rntrorj Xpitrxorj uexd xoii jxverJuaxo<; ijucov.

Appendix II: An Analysis of Usage
(* = anarthrous; + = with possessive pronoun)

Philippians
Geoc.
22
Christ
48
The Data
1. Kfjpioc, 'Inooik; Xproxoq (4 + 1 = 5)
1:2
G*
2:11 N*
3:20 A* (w/ ocoxrip)
4:23 G
la. Xpioxoc 'Incrorjc Krjpioq (1)
3:8
G + (w/ UOD)
2. Krjpioq Tnaorjc. (1)
2:19 D* (ev)
3. Xpioxoq Tnoo-uq (12 + 3 = 15)
1:1
G*
1:1
D* (ev)
1:6
G*
1:8
G*
1:26
D* (ev)
2:5
D* (ev)
3:3
D* (ev)
3:12
G* [v.l.-'Iriaorj] (ijjio)
3:14 D* (ev)
4:7
D* (ev)
4:19 D* (ev)
4:21 D* (ev)
3a. 'Ino-ofjq Xpioxoq (3)
1:11
G* (8id)
1:19 G*
2:21 G*

4. Krjpioq (9 + 6 = 15)
1:14
D* (ev)
2:24 D* (ev)
2:28 D* (ev)
3:1
D* (ev)
4:1
D* (ev)
4:2
D* (ev)
4:4
D* (ev)
4:5
N
4:10 D* (ev)
Tnoorjq (1 + 21 =
2:10 G*
Xpioxoq (17 + 20
1:10
G*
1:13
D* (ev)
A
1:15
A
1:17
1:18
N*
1:20
N*
1:21
N*
D* (ofjv)
1:23
G
1:27
G* (imep)
1:29
2:1
D* (EV)
2:16
G*
2:30 G*
A (8id)
3:7
A*
3:8
3:9
G*
3:18G
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Christology in the Pastoral Epistles
three letters addressed to Timothy and Titus, several
differences emerge between them and the preceding corpus. The first, and
most obvious, is that the earlier ten are primarily church documents—
addressed to churches and intended to be read aloud as a Spirit-inspired
prophetic word to the community. These three letters, on the other hand,
are addressed to two of Paul's younger colleagues, who are to assume pri
mary responsibility for carrying out the church correctives that they con
tain. The second set of differences has to do with language and style, plus
what many perceive as an advanced concern for regulating church order.
W H E N ONE TURNS TO THE

1

2

3

4

1

Commentaries on these letters are listed in the bibliography (pp. 646-47); they
are cited in this chapter by author's surname only. Because N T scholarship by and
large has rejected these letters as being from Paul, their Christology (always grouped
together) has received several specialized studies. They are listed here in chronologi
cal order: A . Klopper, "Zur Christologie der Pastoralbriefe," ZWT 45 (1902): 339-61;
H. Windisch, "Zur Christologie der Pastoralbriefe," Z N W 34 (1935): 213-38; V. Hasler,
"Epiphanie und Christologie in den Pastoralbriefe," TZ 33 (1977): 193-209; H . Simonsen, "Christologische Traditionselemente in den Pastoralbriefen," in Die paulinische
Literatur und Theologie—skandinavische Beitrdge: Anlasslich der 50. jdhrigen GrundungsFeier der Universitdt von Aarhus (ed. S. Pedersen; Teologiske studier 7; Arhus: Forlaget
Aros, 1980), 51-62; I. H . Marshall, "The Christology of the Pastoral Epistles," SNTSU
13 (1988): 157-77; K. Lager, Die Christologie der Pastoralbriefe (Hamburger theologische Studien 12; Miinster: LIT, 1996): A . Y. Lau, Manifest in the Flesh: The Epiphany
Christology of the Pastoral Epistles (WUNT 2/86; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1996); J. M .
Bassler, "A Plethora of Epiphanies: Christology in the Pastoral Letters," P S B 17
(1996): 310-25; H . Stettler, Die Christologie der Pastoralbriefe (WUNT 2/105; Tubingen:
Mohr Siebeck, 1998). There are also brief sections in various N T Christologies: most
recently F. Young, The Theology of the Pastoral Letters (NTT; Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1994), 59-68; Matera, New Testament Christology, 158-72; Tuckett,
Christology, 84-88; Towner, "Christology," 219-44.
This is true even of Philemon, which, though intended specifically for Philemon,
was also addressed to the church in Colossae and intended to be read aloud, along
with Colossians, with both Philemon and Onesimus assumed to be present.
For this view of Paul's letters, see the discussion of 1 Cor 5:3—5 and 14:36-38 in
Fee, God's Empowering Presence.
F u l l discussions of these matters will not detain us here; they can be found in
the commentaries and N T introductions. The tensions between the first and second
2

3

4
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Although the majority of N T scholars assume that Paul did not write
these letters, the nature of this book requires that the present chapter be in
cluded. For at issue is whether the Christology of these letters varies signifi
cantly from what emerges in the acknowledged letters. In fact, one of their
more striking features is what some see as a lessened christological emphasis
in the very letters where one might expect the opposite. Our first concern in
this chapter, however, is not comparison but analysis.
Many years ago I argued that lumping the three letters together as one
entity is prejudicial at the outset and simply misses far too much of their in
dividual differences. This includes the striking and significant differences in
Sitze im Leben as they emerge in the letters, where 1 Timothy and Titus as
sume Paul to be still in itinerant ministry while 2 Timothy assumes him to be
in prison in Rome. These differences in turn affect the christological empha
ses in each letter. Indeed, so much is this so that these differences could serve
as an argument against the same author having written all three letters.
What the three letters have in common is that each is addressed to a
younger co-worker who had a long history with the apostle. In each case
they have been left in (or sent to) Ephesus (Timothy) and Crete (Titus) to
deal with the related matters of leadership and opposition to Paul's gospel.
This means that 1 and 2 Timothy share much in common. Their primary
differences are related to Paul's own circumstances: an itinerant missioner
in one and an imperial prisoner in the other. Thus, 1 Timothy was written
primarily to authenticate and guide Timothy in a situation where some of
5

6

7

8

set of differences is what has caused a division of the house in N T scholarship over
authorship. How one comes down on the question of authorship is ultimately a mat
ter of whether one stresses their considerable Pauline character despite the acknowl
edged differences, or whether their Pauline chararcter is pushed aside in favor of the
differences.
See esp. the recounting of this history in Lau, Manifest in the Flesh, 1-17: for a
brief but helpful overview, see Towner, "Christology," 219-21. Matera's survey also
makes this very point: "His Christology may not rival that of the great apostle in
whose name he writes, but it does represent an important contribution that is in
debted to the Pauline tradition" (New Testament Christology, 158).
B u t even "analysis" can hardly claim objectivity. All Christologies of the Pasto
ral Epistles tend to be determined by one's view of authorship. If one takes the letters
at face value (as from Paul in some way), then one tends to read them in light of
what has preceded; authors who think of them as pseudepigraphic invariably read
them in contrast to Paul—even though the presupposition of pseudonymity in this
case should begin with the similarities, since that is what the alleged "author" has
set out to do.
See Fee, 5-14. Indeed, the most troublesome datum for the theory of pseude
pigraphy is the issue of "why three letters" and with such different Sitze irn Leben. See
now esp. Towner, 27-36.
In 1 Timothy he has left/sent Timothy to curtail inroads of some serious devia
tions from the gospel that apparently are being promoted by some local elders; and
Paul himself hopes to return at some point (3:14). In 2 Timothy the instructions are
given in light of his pulling Timothy out of Ephesus to join him in Rome.
5

6

7

8
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the leadership itself seems to have gone astray after false teaching. Second
Timothy was written at a later time, when, even though the "heresy" was
still very much alive in Ephesus, Paul was nonetheless turning that minis
try over to Tychicus and calling Timothy to his side in Rome (2 Tim
4:9-13), since Paul does not expect a favorable outcome to his present im
prisonment.
The christological differences between these two letters lie with these
two very different historical circumstances. The emphasis in 1 Timothy on
Christ's humanity is almost certainly in response to the false teaching itself,
while the emphasis in 2 Timothy on Christ as Kijpioc (Lord) is related to
Paul's own circumstances of being on trial before Nero, the currently reign
ing Roman "lord and savior."
The most striking feature of the letter to Titus, on the other hand, is the
relatively sparse amount of christological data—only four references to
Christ in all. Here the primary concern is behavioral and soteriological, the
latter intended to correct aberrations that have emerged within the churches
of Crete. Thus Christ is mentioned in the body of the letter only in its two
major soteriological summaries (2:11-14; 3:4-7). Nonetheless, these two pas
sages offer significant christological data of a kind that requires considerable
investigation.
These clear differences in emphases among the three letters, therefore,
demand that the Christology of each letter be examined separately, while
one is nonetheless also constantly alert to some obviously Pauline assump
tions that each letter shares with the other two. At the same time, a constant
eye will be cast backward on the Christology found in the earlier letters as
well. The analysis itself will proceed letter by letter in their assumed chro
nological order: 1 Timothy, Titus, 2 Timothy.
9

10

I. Christology in 1 Timothy
As in the preceding corpus, the Christology of 1 Timothy emerges not so
much as an issue on its own but in service to the larger soteriological issues
that are constantly present for Paul. In this letter these issues are very
closely tied to a concern over the false teaching that has arisen in Ephesus.
For our present purposes, precision about the nature of this teaching is not
required except to note that celibacy and food restrictions are explicitly men-

9

T h i s stands in some contrast to what Paul says in Philippians (see 1:25-26;
2:23-24), which is also the main reason many suggest that this is a second
imprisonment.
For these reasons I have chosen to refer to Paul as the author, knowing full
well the difficulties involved. But at stake here is not to demonstrate that the letters
are from Paul himself. In the end, referring to the author as Paul seemed a better
choice than either "the author" or "Paul" (with quotation marks).
10
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tioned in 4:3-5, thus suggesting some sort of ascetic ideal. But this, Paul
objects, stands over against God as Creator of everything, with the inherent
implication that everything that God created is good. This denial of the
goodness of creation thus appears to lie behind the major christological
emphasis in the letter.
In response, Paul simultaneously works on two fronts: (1) Christ came to
save sinners by offering himself as a ransom (1:15; 2:6), thus shifting the
ground from ascetic requirement to gracious acceptance; (2) Christ came in
a genuine incarnation, thereby himself affirming the goodness of creation.
All four of the major christological moments in the letter, therefore, empha
size Christ's humanity (1:15; 2:4-6; 3:16; 6:12-13), while the first and third
also reflect/emphasize the incarnation. At the same time, three of them, ei
ther directly or indirectly, have soteriological implications.
12

Preliminary Observations about Usage
A close look at the data in appendices I and II reveals that usage in
1 Timothy has a high level of similarity to what occurs in the preceding cor
pus. And as with the letters to churches, where each has its own idiosyn
cratic moments in comparison with the others, so it is with 1 Timothy.
The full threefold appellation occurs 4 times, twice each in the order
"Christ Jesus our Lord" and "our Lord, Jesus Christ." What is new is the
combination "Christ Jesus our hope" in the salutation, which occurs in con
junction with the formulation "God our Savior" as the twofold source of
Paul's apostleship ("in keeping with the command of God our Savior and
Christ Jesus our hope").
The most common designation (10 of 16 references) is the combination
"Christ Jesus," which is the only double combination in the letter and occurs
consistently in this order (cf. Galatians). This order is also the most common
in the preceding corpus (61x to 20x). As with Romans and 1 Thessalonians,
God (6e6c) is mentioned more often than Christ (22/16)—a matter that
changes radically in 2 Timothy (13/27).
The most striking feature of usage in 1 Timothy is the fact that Christ is
referred to by single name/title only twice, 6 Krjpioc. (the Lord) in 1:14 and 6
Xpioroc (Christ) in 5:11. This, too, conforms to the corpus as a whole, since
the use of "the Lord" fluctuates the most widely in the corpus (only 2x in
"These in turn seem to lie behind other features in the letter—e.g., the urging
of marriage in 2:15 and 5:14 and urging Timothy to drink wine in 5:23.
O n l y the hymn in 3:16 lacks clear reference to Christ's saving work. Many
would argue that it is assumed in line 2 ("he was vindicated by the Spirit"), which
presupposes his death, resurrection, and exaltation, and then again in lines 4 and 5,
where he is preached among, and believed in. by the Gentiles. Even so, in contrast to
the other passages, this one lacks explicit reference.
12
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Galatians, for example)—a fairly good indicator that when this title
by itself (13x in 2 Timothy!), it is very often related directly to the
matter. In any case, there is nothing with regard to usage that
against Pauline authorship, nor is there any highlight of usage per
would give special direction to the analysis that follows.
13

occurs
subject
argues
se that

Christ, the Incarnate Savior
The place to begin a christological analysis of this letter is with a
straightforward, but christologically focused, exegesis of the four major pas
sages, which will be taken up in their canonical order (1:11-17; 2:4-6; 3:16;
6:13-16). What these passages have in common is a strong affirmation of
Christ's humanity, while two of them (1:15; 3:16) also presuppose his
preexistence and thus reflect an understanding of Christ's human life as a
divine incarnation.

1 Timothy 1:11-17
At the end of a very strong opening indictment of the false teachers
(vv. 3-7), Paul refers to their desire to be teachers of the law. This in turn
spins off into an affirmation of the law as a good thing, although not in
tended for believers. Rather, its intent, it is argued, was to curb the sins of
the unrighteous, whose sins are then catalogued in a way that roughly ech
oes the Ten Commandments (vv. 8-10a). At the end, these sins (and thus the
law itself) are set in sharp contrast to the "healthy teaching" found in the
gospel, described here as a manifestation "of the blessed God's glory" and en
trusted to Paul (vv. 10b-ll). With that, Paul bursts into an outpouring of
gratitude to his Lord (v. 12), while offering himself as Exhibit A of the reality
of the gospel of grace (vv. 13-16).
Typically Pauline, the thanksgiving, while a genuine outflow of grati
tude, is at the same time instructional, anticipating some matters later in the
letter. The emphasis is on the immensity and wideness of Christ's mercy—an
emphasis necessary because of the nature of sin, which is over against
Christ and therefore not curable by doing the law. The result is that the sin
gular focus throughout this thanksgiving-turned-testimony is on Christ. In
deed, beginning with v. 11 (the conclusion to the excursus on the true reason
for the law), Paul presents a series of christological affirmations that climax
in vv. 15-16 and lead to a concluding benediction of praise to God. Not all of
these affirmations are equally obvious; indeed, some may very well be
questioned, so we will look at them sentence by sentence.
13

O n this whole question, see the usage in 1-2 Thessalonians as a whole, plus
Rom 14; Col 3:17^:1; 2 Tim 4.
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Verse 11
. . . xf] ij\|/iaivoi)crn §i8aoKaXia . . . Kaxd TO evayyekwv xfjc. 56qVnc,
uctKCtpiot) 9eorj. 6 EJUO'XETJBTIV eyco

xofj

. . . the healthy teaching . . . which accords with the gospel of the blessed Cod's glory,
with which I was entrusted
Our interest in these concluding words to vv. 8-11 lies with two matters:
(1) the gospel has to do with "the blessed God's glory," a phrase that will be
partially picked up again in Titus 2:13; (2) Paul himself was entrusted with
this gospel. Ordinarily, little could be made of these items; however, the pres
ent passage is not ordinary, since what immediately follows is an elaborate
thanksgiving to Christ, who appointed Paul to his apostleship. Thus, it is ar
guable that Christ is already the focus of these two phrases as well.
First, it seems highly likely that Paul already had Christ in view when he
u
speaks of the gospel as a manifestation of God's glory. This probability lies
with what is said about Christ in Titus 2:13. The language of "glory" with
reference to what has been revealed about God through Christ's incarnation
and redemption first occurs in the long argument of 2 Cor 3:7-4:6. In the
Titus passage the reference is to the future manifestation of God's glory at
Christ's Parousia. There is good reason to believe, therefore, that rather than
simply using high-sounding language about God derived from the OT, Paul is
at this point deliberately anticipating the christocentric nature of the gospel
in the thanksgiving that follows.
The second issue is whether the implied subject of the "divine passive"
E7iioxefj&nv (I was entrusted) is "God" or "Christ Jesus." In favor of "God" is the
fact that this passive immediately follows the mention of "the blessed God."
Thus the TNIV'S "which he [God] entrusted to me." But there are good reasons
to think otherwise, since the thanksgiving that follows is directed specifically
to Christ, who in turn is the subject of the repeated passive "I was shown
mercy" in vv. 13, 16. Indeed, everything in the thanksgiving that follows fo
cuses on both Christ's initiatory and his effective role in Paul's apostleship.
Thus, although neither of these matters in v. 11 can be settled defini
tively, their possible christological implications are at least suggested by the
more certain matters in vv. 12-16.
15

16

14

Cf. Kelly, 51; Knight, 91. This was suggested as early as Fairbairn, 90-91; it was
noted by Lock and Bernard as a possibility but rejected by Marshall, 383.
For this understanding of Titus 2:13, see the full discussion below, pp. 442-46.
This understanding of "glory" at least alleviates the problem with its appearance
here noted by Johnson, 172.
It is the nature of the so-called divine passive that the grammatical subject of
the sentence (eyw [1]) is in fact the conceptual object. Rendered in the active voice,
the clause would read, "he entrusted me with the gospel." At issue is the antecedent
of the implied "he." On the "divine passive," see Wallace, Greek Grammar beyond the
Basics, 437-38.
15

16
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Verses 12-13
12

Xdpiv E^to xtp evowap-CHTavxi u e Xpiaxip Tnooii xcp Kupito T|ptbv, oxv
itiaxov Lie TiyfiCTaxo Geuevoc. eic Siaicoviav "xo rtpoxepov ovxa |3A.do())r|pov
K a i OTCOKXTW K a i rj(3pioxrjv, aXXd fjXeri0T|v, oxi dyvocov e7ioir|aa e v dnioxioc
I give thanks to him who empowered me, Christ Jesus our Lord, because he
considered me trustworthy by appointing me to this ministry "—who was formerly
a blasphemer and persecutor and a man of violence; but 1 was shown mercy, since I
acted ignorantly in unbelief.
12

Three significant christological matters catch one's attention in these
opening words, significant in part because, as throughout the corpus, they
do not appear to be intentionally christological.
1. With the single exception of Rom 16:4, thanksgiving in Paul's writ
ings is always directed toward God, both in thanksgiving reports and in ex
hortations to give thanks (e.g., 1 Thess 5:18). Indeed, only here in the corpus
is the kind of thanksgiving that is elsewhere directed toward God (x<5 Geco)
now offered to Christ. That it is offered to Christ is made plain by both the
grammar and the context.
Such an interchange between God and Christ is typically Pauline in two
ways. First, Paul has done this same thing with regard to prayer reports. For
the most part, and as one would expect of a Jewish monotheist, prayer is di
rected to God the Father; but in 2 Cor 12:8 Paul reports that three times he
"pleaded with the Lord" (= Christ) to take away a "thorn in his flesh." To
which request Christ answered, "My grace is sufficient for you." So also here
with regard to thanksgiving; for case-specific reasons, what is ordinarily ad
dressed to God the Father is now offered to Christ.
Second, one is struck by the thoroughly unrehearsed way this happens in
both cases. How is it, one feels led to ask, that a rigorous monotheist can offer
prayer both as petition and as thanksgiving to Christ as though he were God?
2. Even more significant for christological purposes is the fact that Christ
is the subject of all the verbs expressing divine activity that follow, activities
that ordinarily belong to the province of God. In turn, Paul affirms that (a)
Christ "enabled/empowered me" (evduvapiooavxi ue); (b) Christ "consid17

18
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20
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In this case it is an expression of thanks to Prisca and Aquila on behalf of the
churches.
See, e.g., 1 Thess 1:2; 2:13; 1 Cor 1:4; Col 1:3; Phil 1:3.
As with so many things in these letters, this datum can be seen to cut two
ways. Thus, some (e.g., Quinn and Wacker, 122-23) find this singular instance a
strike against Pauline authorship; on the other hand, a pseudepigrapher should be
expected to be more careful, whereas this kind of interchange is thoroughly Pauline.
See the discussion in ch. 4, pp. 194-95.
The affirmation of "one God" in 2:5 makes this a certainty for this author,
whether Paul or otherwise.
This verb is used elsewhere by Paul of Christ's empowering; see Phil 4:13;
2 Tim 4:17. It appears as an imperative in Eph 6:10; 2 Tim 2:1. The concept of God as
18

19

20
21

22
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23

ered me faithful/trustworthy" (TUCTOV ue fjyfjoaxo); and (c) Christ "ap
pointed me to this ministry" (Geuevot; eic, 5raKovicxv).
Thus, even though later on Paul will emphasize the soteriological aspect
of Christ's mercy toward him, that is not the case in this opening note of
thanksgiving. Rather, he is referring to the divine activity of the reigning
Lord, since these verbs all refer to the exalted Christ's role in Paul's becoming
his apostle.
3. Without breaking stride, Paul moves on to describe the kind of per
son Christ had chosen for this ministry: one who up to the point of his call
and conversion had steadfastly stood over against Christ in every way—
blasphemer, persecutor, violent in his opposition. His appointment, Paul
asserts, was an act of divine mercy ("but I was shown mercy"), where the as
sumed subject of the divine passive once more is Christ. To think otherwise
would be to miss Paul's point—mercy was shown by the very one against
whom Paul had stood in such violent opposition—and would thus disrupt
the christocentric nature of the testimony. As before, under ordinary cir
cumstances one might presume God to be the assumed subject of the verb,
but both here and in v. 16 all the emphasis is on what Christ has done on
Paul's behalf; and as 1 Cor 7:25 makes clear, Paul is not adverse to using this
verb with reference to Christ.
Again, therefore, here is a divine attribute that is quite matter-of-factly
attributed to Christ, not as something Paul is setting out to demonstrate but
as something that is simply a matter of course.
24

25

Verse 14

imepenXeovacev 8e T| z « P ?
l

K u p i o u TIJICOV uexd jticrxecoc, K a i dydittic,
xijc, ev Xpicrxcp Iricroii.
But the grace of our Lord overflowed (to me) along with the faith and love that
are in Christ Jesus.

Having described the kind of person he had been before his encounter
with Christ, Paul now expands on Christ's mercy toward him. In doing so,
he offers the christological basis of his divine appointment, which he does
the one who empowers his people is writ large in the biblical story, although other
verbs are more often used.
Cf. 1 Cor 7:25, where this is also said of Christ, whose mercy has made Paul
"trustworthy" to offer guidance on a matter that has not otherwise been revealed.
In this context the use of this word could also be seen to have christological
import, since it is used here in a way that suggests blasphemy against a deity; and
the context indicates that Christ is the one whose name has been blasphemed.
W h i l e the context seems to demand such a view of this "divine passive," not
all commentators think so; indeed, most posit God as the assumed subject without
raising the contextual question: Johnson, 179; Towner, 140; Quinn and Wacker (129)
are ambivalent. It is the lack of clarity on this verb that has led some to see "the
Lord" in v. 14 as also referring to God (see the next note).
2 3

2 4
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with a sentence that by its very intentional christocentricity—the repeti
tion of reference to Christ—comes off awkwardly for us. Thus some are
prepared to make "our Lord" in this case refer to G o d . But that is to
"clean up" for our sakes what was not messy to the author. Everything God
has done for us in salvation has been effected through Christ, both in his
sacrificial death and now as the reigning Lord on high. Thus both the
"grace" that overflowed to Paul and its accompanying faith and love come
directly from Christ himself.
As noted in ch. 2 , almost all of Paul's letters conclude with a
benedictory prayer of "grace" from Christ; yet there are three places in the
body of his letters, including this one, where he expresses current grace as
from Christ rather than from God. The striking feature of the sentence is the
addition of "faith and love" as the "attendant circumstance" of Christ's
grace. As always for the apostle, our faith in Christ and love for others both
have their locus in Christ and are together the necessary accompanying ex
pressions of Christ's prior grace in our behalf. What is of christological im
port is that these "graces" in this case are pointing not to the historical work
of the cross but to Paul's experience of grace in his personal encounter with
the living, reigning Christ.
26
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Verse 15
6 Adyoc K a i 7tdor|c diiodoxfjc d^ioc, oxv Xpicxoq ' i T j c c u q rjIBev eic
xdv K O O U O V dpapxcoAodc ocoom, cov jcpcbxdc eipv eyco.
Trustworthy is the saying and worthy of acceptance by all: "Christ Jesus came into
TIVOXOC

the world to save sinners," of whom I am foremost.

The narrative is now interrupted in order to extol the divine antidote
to human sinfulness, while at the same time keeping the focus on Paul's
own reception of divine mercy as the ultimate exhibit of that mercy. Thus,
what began in v. 12 as an expression of sheer gratitude to Christ his Sav
ior now climaxes with a "trustworthy saying"—the first of three in this
letter —that offers the divine grounds and effective means of Christ's sav
ing activity.
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S e e , e.g.. Kelly, 53; Lea, 74; but most recent commentators take it the way sug
gested here (e.g., Spicq, 1:343; Knight. 97: Quinn and Wacker, 131; Marshall, 394 n.
100 ["clearly"]). So also, but hesitantly, Young, Theology. 59.
See pp. 52-53.
T h e other two are 2 Cor 8:9; 12:9. Thus Quinn and Wacker (131) are quite im
precise to suggest that this usage is non-Pauline because it does not occur elsewhere;
and they completely disregard the closing benedictions.
F o r this sense of the jiexd, see BDAG A 3 b.
S e e 3:1; 4:8; cf. 2 Tim 2:8; Titus 3:4-7. In this first instance, as well as in 4:8-9,
the full description appears: "and worthy of full acceptance" (= worthy of accep
tance by everyone). This is probably in part related to the contrastive nature of Paul's
"testimony" vis-a-vis the false teachers' attraction to the Jewish law.
2 7
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Despite an occasional demurrer to the contrary, everything about this
sentence, not to mention the larger context of this letter (esp. 3:16), points to
preexistence and incarnation as its presuppositional base. It would make
almost no sense at all for our author to use the language "came into the
world" of one who is merely human and whose birth is simply propitious;
such people do not "come into the world," at least not in the language and
worldview of our biblical authors. At issue ultimately is the assumed com
mon ground between the author and his reader(s). That Christ's pre
existence is a central Pauline construct is made certain by texts such as 1 Cor
8:6; 10:4, 9; 2 Cor 8:9; Col 1:15-20; Phil 2:6-7. And to argue that a postPauline author does not assume Paul's own affirmations of Christ's pre
existence seems to be self-defeating. How, one wonders, could a "Paulinist"
hope to palm off these letters as being by Paul and yet miss Paul so badly at
this key christological moment?
So one can be rather certain that this very abbreviated "saying," which
has human salvation as its main focus, at the same time has a preexistent,
incarnational perspective on Christ's "coming into the world" as its primary
presuppositional base. Here is what historically set in motion Christ's saving
activity on Paul's (and others') behalf; here is the beginning point of the
mercy that Paul himself, as the foremost of sinners, experienced historically
from the risen Christ, who then appointed him to his apostolic ministry of
the gospel. And in (mild) contrast to what Paul says elsewhere of the "com
ing," the perspective here is not on God's sending his Son (Gal 4:4; Rom 8:3)
but on the Son's active role in coming into the world.
The point of this recitation, it needs finally to be noted, is precisely to
exalt the gospel as a display of divine mercy on sinners, vis-a-vis the false
teaching that apparently stresses law-keeping and advocates an ascetical
ideal. Such a view of salvation requires no mercy at all; and Paul, who was
overtaken by God's mercy in Christ, will have none of it. So the emphasis
throughout continues to be on Christ as the active agent in all of God's
saving activity.
32

Verse 16
aXka 8ia xoijxo r\ker\Qr\v, i v a e v e u o i itpcoxcp evSei^tixai Xpicrxoc, 'IIICTOVJC,
ajiatrav paKpoOupAav jrpoq iOTOximcooiv xcbv ueA,X,6vxcov niaxevjevv en'
oroxcp e i q tjCofjv aicoviov.

TTIV

But for this very reason I was shown mercy, so that in me, the foremost [of sinners],
Christ Jesus might display his immense forbearance as an example for those
who were going to believe in him unto eternal life.
"See, e.g., Windisch, 222; Dibelius and Conzelmann, 29; Collins, 39; Dunn,
Christology in the Making, 239, 345.
Cf. Marshall, 398: "the context is the author's epiphany Christology," which,
he adds, thus makes "preexistence . . . a likely implication." So also Fairbairn, 96;
Bernard, 32; Spicq, 1:344; Hanson, 61.
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In this final sentence of the thanksgiving Paul repeats from v. 14 the fact
that Christ showed him mercy, but Paul does so now to emphasize the exem
plary nature of his conversion. His point is that if Christ can so embrace his
most brazen enemy, then there is abundant hope for all others as well. Here
is the passage that makes certain that Christ is the implied subject of the di
vine passive "I was shown mercy," since his saving Paul was the ultimate dis
play of Christ's own immense long-suffering. And this in turn is another
significant christological moment, since the word paKpoGuuia is for Paul an
expression of God's character. This is explicitly stated in Rom 2:4 and 9:22
and is implied in texts such as 1 Cor 13:4 and Gal 5:22. Moreover, the verb
evSeiKVUut is an especially Pauline word in the NT, used often as a powerful
demonstration of divine character.
This incredibly profound divine attribute, which by the Spirit is to char
acterize believers' love for others, has been put on full display in Christ's
coming into the world to save sinners—saving work that will be elaborated
in the next christological passage (2:4—6). But before that, something must
be said about the doxology with which it all concludes.
33

Verse 17
xcb 8e BcxcnAei xcov aicbvcov. dtjiGdpxco doptixco udvco 8ecb. xiprj Kai Sd^a eic
xodq aicbvaq xcbv aicbvcov, dpfjv.
Now to the King of the'ages. the immortal invisible, onlu God, be honor and glory unto
all possible ages, Amen.
Given the heavily christocentric nature of the preceding thanksgiving,
one is not quite prepared for this equally startling theocentric doxology at
the end. With language that emphasizes the exclusively monotheistic na
ture of Paul's Jewish heritage, he offers praise to the one God, thereby re
flecting the Shema of Deut 6:4 (cf. 1 Cor 8:4, 6), the absolute cornerstone of
Jewish religion. Thus, in ways that reflect the bold Christian restatement of
the Shema in 1 Cor 8:6, Paul once again embraces the divine work of Christ
within his basic, absolute monotheism.
Although it might be argued that Paul is here trying to offer a "correc
tive" to the christocentricity of the preceding thanksgiving, there is good
reason to think otherwise. Whatever else is true for Paul, and however we
are finally to understand the ontological nature of Christ's divinity, he al
ways views salvation as originating in God the Father's love and made avail
able to all through the work of Christ and the Spirit. Hence, it is the very
34

"See Marshall, 260.
Because of the christocentricity of the preceding paragraph, Mounce (60) sug
gests that this doxology is most likely addressed to Christ. But that is as unlikely a use
of |idvoq 6edq in a Pauline letter (even if pseudepigraphic [see esp. 1 Cor 8:6]) as the
suggestion by the majority that the substitution of Kdpioq for 6edq in 2 Tim 2:19 re
fers to God the Father (see discussion on 2 Tim 2:19 below, pp. 455-58).
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christocentricity that calls for such an exclamatory word at the end. On the
one hand, the doxology emphasizes that Christ does not act independently of
the Father; on the other hand, it serves as the divine punctuation of the
christological centrality of all that has preceded. Christ did/does not work in
dependently from the Father, nor is his work to be seen in isolation from
what God is doing in the world.

1 Timothy 2:3-6
4

\ .. xov aoreipoc fjucov Geofj. oq ndvxaq dvQpomouc, QeXei acoBfivai K a i eiq
ETtiyvcocav &Xr\Qeiaq eXQelv. Eic y a p Qeoc. etc, K a i p,£oiTti<; Qeov K a i
dvGpomcov, avOpccmoc, XpicrToc, ITJCO-UI;, *6 &ovq eauxov dvctXwpov xmep
5

TtaVTCOV,
4

\ . . God our Savior. who wants all veovle to be saved and to come into a knowledge of
the truth. For there is one God and one mediator between God and human beings,
Christ Jesus, himself human, who gave himself a ransom for all people, ( T N I V )
s

h
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This second christological passage in 1 Timothy is intended to offer theo
logical support for the recurring emphasis on navxaq dvepakouc, (all people),
in a passage that encourages prayers of all kinds be made for all people. The
theological basis for this appeal is that "God our Savior wants all people to be
saved." God's efficacious way of being our Savior was to make his salvation
available to all "men" through a "man," Christ Jesus, the emphasis being not
on Christ's maleness but on his genuine humanity and thus on the reality
of his incarnation. The divine mediator was neither an angelic being of
some kind nor a divine visitation who merely "appeared" to be human;
rather, Paul's point is that Christ's ransom, though himself divine, was ef
fected as a truly human being.
The result is a twofold christological emphasis: first, in his humanity
Christ served the divine purposes of being a truly human mediator between
36
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One faces a translational quandary in this passage as to how to render 7idvxac
dv9pamovc, since the word "men/man" in current English tends to be limited to an
adult male human being. In Greek, as in the English of an earlier day, the word
dv9pcortoc (man) could serve double duty, referring to an adult male as well as to hu
mankind in general, which causes Paul's Greek to make perfectly good sense as a
minor play on this word. That is, prayer is to be made for "all men = all humankind"
because there is one mediator between God and "man = humankind," namely, the
truly representative Man (= human person), Christ Jesus. The TNIV has nicely cap
tured this sense of Paul's Greek, since there in no emphasis on Christ's maleness at
this point.
See vv. 1, 3, 6. It is difficult to escape the conclusion that this emphasis stands
in direct opposition to the exclusivism of the false teaching that is circulating in
Ephesus (see Fee, 6-10, 61-62).
E.g., Fairbairn, 116-17; Marshall, 430; Mounce, 87; Johnson, 192; cf. P. Towner,
The Goal of Our Instruction: The Structure of Theology and Ethics in the Pastoral Epistles
(JSNTSup 34; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1989), 54-55.
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God and humankind; second, at the same time he came as a divinely incar
nate mediator, who in his incarnation, by "giving himself," thus offered a
truly effective r a n s o m for human sinfulness.
In isolation this might be perceived as reading something into the text;
but here is a clear case where one needs to keep the whole epistle in view
when examining any of its parts. Here indeed is the significance both of
the first "saying," that "Jesus Christ came into the world to save sinners"
(1:15), and of the first line of the hymn in 3:16, that "he appeared in the
flesh." Thus the emphatic "one God" and "one mediator, the avQpamoq Christ
Jesus" seem intended to preserve, on the one hand, the inviolability of the
author's monotheism and to press the issue, on the other hand, that the
one mediator, though preexistent and thus divine, was nonetheless truly
h u m a n . Thus the divine nature of Christ implied in his incarnation does
not negate the basic affirmation of the unity of God. What it does do, as
Richard Bauckham has urged, is to enlarge the boundaries of God's
identity as the one God.
39

40
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43

Thus what we have in this instance, where Christ's divinity is presup
posed, is a twofold emphasis. First, Paul stresses the genuineness of Christ's
humanity, an emphasis that makes most sense if that is somehow being
downplayed by the ascetic worldview of the false teaching. Second, even
though the ultimate concern is soteriological, as is most often the case for
Paul, he nonetheless is equally concerned to affirm that the human Savior is
himself divine.
44
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Cf. Knight, who anticipated the rendering of the T N I V in his commentary:
"The one God has provided one mediator between himself . . . and humans . . . ,
[Christ Jesus] who is himself human" (121).
I f this is not said directly, it is hard otherwise to discover a reason for the em
phasis on Christ's humanness. Why the point of Christ's being "human," one won
ders, if there is not here a presupposition about his first of all being divine? Cf.
Fairbairn, 117; Bernard, 41; Lock, 28; Scott, 21-22; Spicq, 1:366; Mounce, 88.
Given that the concern here is primarily soteriological. we should note in pass
ing that the imagery of "ransom for all" echoes Mark 10:45 and thus points ultimately
to the Suffering Servant of Isa 53:12 and through him back to God's redeeming his
people from Egyptian bondage. The metaphor appears in its first instance in Paul's
writings in 1 Cor 1:30 and is picked up again in 6:11 and Rom 3:24. In these letters it
appears again in Titus 2:14, where it will carry additional christological import.
One of the problems with commentaries is the tendency to discuss texts in iso
lation from others. Thus this emphasis on Christ's humanness vis-a-vis the false
teachers is seldom noted in the literature; or even worse, when it is noted, the prob
lem is seen to be some form of Gnosticism.
S e e Marshall, "Christology." 173. Cf. Phil 2:7-8; it is therefore of some interest
that emphasis on Jesus' humanity occurs in Pauline texts where Jesus' deity is also
presupposed or expressed; cf. Knight, 121.
See Bauckham, God Crucified, 25-42.
On this matter, see especially the vigorous rebuttal of their position in 4:3-5,
in which Paul emphasizes the essential goodness of the whole creation. It is surely
arguable that this emphasis on Christ's true humanity fits squarely within this larger
concern.
39
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1 Timothy 3:16
oc,

45

e^avepioOn. ev a a p K t , £SiKatc60T| ev nveuuaxt, &<\>Qr\ dyyeAotc,
ev eGvecnv, eniaz£vQi\ ev Kooucp, dveXiju<|)0ii ev 86cJT|.

£Ki\px>xQi\

He who appeared in the flesh, was vindicated in the Spirit, appeared to angels,
was preached among the nations, was believed on in the world, was taken up
in glory.
Until recent years, this passage had more ink spilled over it than any
other in this letter —for good reason. Even when the text is put forward in
prose form, as above, one can scarcely miss the poetic nature of the whole.
And poetry has its own set of difficulties, in this case related (1) to the versifi
cation itself, (2) to the meaning of some of the lines, which is related in
part to the first issue, and especially (3) to its role in the immediate context.
46
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For our present purposes, not all of these need to be resolved, especially
the issue of versification, since our christological interest lies primarily with
the first two lines and all are agreed that these stand in poetic parallel with
one another. Moreover, all are basically agreed that the parallelism in this
4 5

That this 6c, (X* A* C* G 33 365 442 2127 sy co arm goth eth Or Epiph Jerome)
is the original text and not the corruption 6 of D (thus making it agree with the pre
ceding TO uucxfipiov) or the Geoc, of the later majority of witnesses is made certain by
three facts: (1) it is the universal reading in all of the early witnesses, including the
Greek texts lying behind all the early versions; (2) it is easily the "more difficult read
ing" and therefore the one least likely to have arisen from the others; (3) it is hard to
imagine the circumstances under which "God" would, early and often, have been
changed to the ungrammatical "who." Thus later scribes are bold to say what Paul at
this earlier time was consistently not ready to do: use the word Geoc, (which he used
exclusively to refer to God the Father) when referring to Christ (see discussion of
1 Cor 8:6 in ch. 3. pp. 89-94: cf. the discussion of Titus 2:13 below, pp. 442-46, and of
Rom 9:5 in ch. 6, pp. 272-77).
It has now been overtaken by the barrage of articles and books dealing with
1 Tim 2:11-15, brought on by the rift among evangelical Christians over the issue of
God's gifting women for ministry.
As to whether it follows an AB, AB, A B or A B / C A B / C pattern; thus either:
4 6

4 7

W h o appeared in flesh,
was vindicated in the Spirit,
Appeared to angels.
was preached among the nations,
Was believed on in the world,
was taken up in glory.

W h o appeared in flesh,
was vindicated in the Spirit,
appeared to angels.
Was preached among the nations,
was believed on in the world,
was taken up in glory.

Several other schemes are also suggested, but getting this right lies beyond the con
cerns of this study.
This is especially true of line 2, but it is also true of line 6, which seems to
offer a second reference to Christ's exaltation. For these reasons, I have argued that
one best understands the poem as having two stanzas, the first dealing with Christ's
earthly life, the second (lines 4-6) dealing with the spread of the gospel after his as
cension (line 3), which concludes with a repetition of the ascension motif (line 6).
See Fee, God's Empowering Presence, 761-68.
4 8
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case is a form of synonymy, not antithesis. But after that, a good deal of dif
ference of opinion is to be found.
Since the issue of context is seldom addressed adequately, that will be
our starting point here. The clues lie in three areas. First, v. 14 is best under
stood not as a conclusion to chs. 2-3 but as the beginning of the instructions
as to "how people ought to conduct themselves in God's household" (TNIV),
and thus it anticipates the larger concerns that follow regarding truly Chris
tian conduct. Second, the 8e (but) in 4:1, often either left untranslated or
rendered with a "now," is best understood as a true adversative to v. 16.
Thus after spelling out the content of the divine "mystery" found in the gos
pel, by citing from an (apparently) early Christian hymn, Paul next spells out
by way of contrast the reason for reminding Timothy and the church in
Ephesus of the basic elements of the story of Christ. Third, what holds the
entire passage together is the word eiJaeReia (godliness), which appears first
at the beginning of v. 16 and then reappears as the controlling word in the
application to Timothy in 4:7-10.
All of this suggests, therefore, that the content of the hymn exists pre
cisely to prepare the way for the indictment of the false teachers in 4:1-5.
The emphasis in the hymn is on Christ's true humanity (line 1), which re
ceived divine vindication both by the Spirit and angels (lines 2-3) and by the
subsequent proclamation in the early church (lines 4-5), to which is ap
pended the final vindication by Christ's thus being "taken up in glory." All of
this stands squarely over against the hypocritical liars (about the truth of
God) who are denying the goodness of creation by their insistence on certain
forms of abstinence (4:3-5).
This emphasis also explains why in this case there is no mention of
Christ's saving work as such—although it is obviously presupposed in lines 4
and 5. What is being preached and believed among the nations/Gentiles is
that which has been expressly stated in the two earlier passages: "Christ
Jesus came into the world to save sinners" (1:15), and he "gave himself a ran
som for all people" (2:6). Such is always presupposed by Paul; it is not said
here because in context the issue is not Christ's redemptive work as such,
but rather the meaning of God and creation; and the incarnation of Christ,
followed by his divine vindication by the Spirit, sets the stage at the outset for
the vigorous denunciation of the ascetics that follows.
49
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Most often it is seen as bringing theological conclusion to chs. 2-3, but with
very little hint as to how it does so (e.g., Knight, 186; Marshall, 522; Johnson, 236-37).
See the fuller discussion in Fee, God's Empowering Presence, 762-63, with full docu
mentation (up to 1992). The studies by Fowl (Story) and Towner (Goal of Our Instruc
tion) were then, and still tend to be, the notable exceptions; but some recent
commentaries have begun to pick up this point; see, e.g.. Mounce, 218; Towner,
284-85.
'"Thus the T N I V has rightly offered a new text heading at v. 14 that carries all
the way through to 5:1, and thus with no major break at 4:1.
s l
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see now
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This larger contextual reading of the whole passage tends also to de
termine the meaning of its various parts. Line 1 is an emphatic declaration
of the incarnation, since the language "Christ was ecbavept66r| ev s a p i d "
allows for no other adequate understanding. Despite the views of some
scholars to the contrary, this would seem like a strange thing to say of
one whose origins were merely human. A n d the whole phrase puts special
emphasis on both that Christ was "a divine manifestation" and the fact
that this manifestation took place in the flesh of his genuine humanity.
Thus this line, because of the nature of the heresy being combated, em
phatically eliminates the possibility of a docetic understanding of Christ's
humanity.
52
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It is also this use of ev s a p i d that calls for the corresponding ev
rcveuucm in the second line. But to treat this as having to do with Christ's
own spirit, as in some English translations, seems to trivialize the first
line. That is, Christ's vindication for having appeared in the flesh did not
take place within his internal psyche; rather, through resurrection and ex
altation he has now entered the realm of our final eschatological existence,
the realm of the Spirit. A n d the rest of the hymn simply emphasizes the
further vindication of his "appearing in the flesh." His exaltation and the
subsequent proclamation of the gospel, which has Christ as its absolute
centerpiece, further emphasize the validity of his incarnation.
56
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This is the first appearance of this word group and its companions, emtyaivw/
e7ti<t>av£ia (appear/appearance), in these letters; their very close relationship can be
seen in 2 Tim 1:10, where they appear together as verb and noun ((j>avep6a>/
E7U(t>aveia) in close proximity, with their slightly differing nuances: "revealed
through the appearing" (TNIV, N R S V ) , "manifested through the appearing" ( E S V ) ,
where both words are used with reference to the incarnation. This passage in partic
ular makes a nonpreexistence interpretation of this verb an especially difficult enter
prise. In the two instances where it is used of Christ, it refers to his "first (earthly)
appearing"; but the fact that the second word is used of both Christ's incarnation
(2 Tim 1:10) and his Parousia (1 Tim 6:13; Titus 2:13; 2 Tim 4:1, 8) strongly suggests
that both words in these letters imply a heavenly descent of the Redeemer.
0 n this question, see esp. Lau. Manifest in the Flesh; cf. Bassler. "Plethora of
Epiphanies."
S e e , e.g., Dunn (Christology in the Making. 2V), who tries to make this very
case. But he does so by assertion, not by exegetical argumentation. This is a strange
locution indeed—both verb and prepositional phrase—if the author were trying
merely to contrast Jesus' pre-Easter earthly existence with his Easter exaltation to
heaven. Why would someone merely human "appear in the flesh"? Or one might put
the question the other way about. What other language might the author have used
in a terse line of poetry to describe a "coming" that included preexistence and incar
nation? Whereas he could easily have spoken quite differently if he were intending
us not to think "incarnation."
Thus, the emphasis is not on his "body" per se (as the N I V ) , but on his being
"in flesh," thus sharing fully in our common humanity.
S e e , e.g., the N R S V : "was vindicated in spirit."
For the full explication of this understanding, see Fee, God's Empowering Pres
ence. 765-67; cf. Knight, 184-85; Marshall, 525-26.
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Thus t h e hymn makes explicit—as explicit as poetry allows—that
Christ's beginnings are divine; and if the early scribes, taking their clue from
John's Gospel, made that a bit too explicit by saying that "God was manifest
in the flesh," they nonetheless understood correctly that such is the only
real possibility for the first line, since that alone gives an adequate explana
tion for the citation of the entire hymn in this context.

1 Timothy 6:13-16
"napayyeXa evc67ivov x o d Qeov Ccooyovodvxoq xd 7tdvxa K a i Xpioroi) 'ITIOOV
XOV iiapxvpfjoavxoc, eni riovxiou ITiX-axov XT)V KaA,ijv dpoAoyiav, xr|prjaai
oe xi)v evxoAijv acmiA.ov dveniA,r|p7txov pe%pi xt|c, eiti^aveiai; xov K v p i o v
rjiiibv 'Ir|oov Xpioxoii, "fjv Kaipoic idioic 5eic,£i 6 u a K d p i o c K a i udvoi;
ouvdgxTic. d (3aliAedc xcov pacaAeuovxcov K a i Kdpioc xcov Kupieudvxcov. o
LIOVOC eycov d8avaoiav. (frioc OJKCOV drcpocnxov. dv eldev odSeic dv8pc67icov
o d d e ideiv duvaxar m xipfj Kai Kpdxoc aicoviov. ditfjv.
14

16

"I charge you before God who gives life to all things and Christ Jesus who bore
witness before Pontius Pilate to the good confession, that you keep this command
without spot or blame until the manifestation of our Lord Jesus Christ, which
(God) will reveal at the right time, who is the blessed and onlu ruler. King of kings and
Lord of lords. who alone has immortality, dwelling in unavvroachable light, whom no
one has seen or can see: to whom be honor and might forever. Amen.
u

is
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Cf. 1 Timothy 5:21:

58

diapapxdpopai evc67tiov x o d 8eod K a i Xpioxov Itioov K a i xcbv
ayyeXeav, i v a x a d x atyvXa£,r\qxapiq n p o K p i p a x o c ,

EKASKXCOV

I charge you
before God
and Christ Jesus and the elect
angels, that you keep (these instructions) without partiality.
This fourth of the major christological passages in this letter occurs at
the end of the final charge to Timothy (6:3-16), a charge that serves along
with 1:3-7 as an inclusio to frame the entire letter. Only in this case, the
charge involves Timothy's need n o t simply to stop the false teachers
(vv. 3-10) but also to avoid the same kinds of entanglements (v. 11), and thus
to give himself with all vigor to the pursuit of the gospel. The goal of the
charge is t h a t he keep "this command" with purity until the final "manifes
tation" of Christ as his Parousia (v. 14).
At the same time, it functions as t h e second of three such instances in
1-2 Timothy where Paul places Timothy under solemn oath as one w h o re
ceives the charge "in the presence of God and Christ." The first of these, 1 Tim
59
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See also discussion on 2 Tim 4.T below (pp. 467-68).
T h e antecedent of the "this" is not at all clear in this instance; most likely it
embraces not simply the most recent charge but by the very nature of things also
goes back to the beginning of the letter (1:3-7).
w
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5:21, also includes "the elect angels," thus indicating a charge conducted in
the presence of the entire heavenly tribunal. But in this current passage and
in the later one in 2 Tim 4:1, the emphasis is altogether on the divine persons
before whom Timothy is understood to be standing while receiving the charge.
The christological import of the present passage lies at four places. First,
one should note that when Paul moves from the whole heavenly arena as
witnesses (5:21) to the actual naming of the persons in whose presence the
charge is made, he includes God and Christ together as the divine witnesses
to the charge. That is, Paul here has moved from the heavenly scene as such
to put Timothy under oath before God himself, and in this case he includes
Christ as the compound object of the single preposition evamiov (in the pres
ence of). Thus, with this phrase one sees a continuity of usage that goes back
to the earliest letters in the corpus, 1-2 Thessalonians. And as will be
noted below (2 Tim 4:1), in the final case the emphasis rests specifically on
Christ as the one before whom Timothy must receive the charge.
Second, the whole of vv. 13-16 expresses the charge in a single, very
long, very complex sentence. But its parts are easily discernible and thus
help to explain why it comes in one sentence. It is expressed in an a/b/b'/a'
chiastic pattern: the witnesses to the charge are (a) the living God (implying
creation) and (b) the historical Christ, who bore effective witness preceding
his crucifixion; the goal of everything is (b') the coming of Christ, and the
source of all things is (a') the eternal and only God. Thus, as happens else
where in the Pauline corpus, the work of Christ is enclosed within the
timeless and eternal verity of God the Father.
Third, quite in keeping with the emphases throughout this letter, what is
said about Christ in this case puts all the emphasis on his earthly life.
There is an oblique allusion to his crucifixion (after all, his "witness" was not
just verbal but was on open display in the cross), but the emphasis is on the
witness that he bore in his own earthly life at the most crucial moment in
that life. So here, as with the three previous texts, Paul simply will not let
Timothy, and thus also the hearers of this letter in Ephesus, get away from
the reality of Christ's incarnation. Which means further that this is the third
instance where Paul focuses on the crucifixion, although more obliquely in
this case.
Fourth, as with 1 Tim 1:12-17, the passage ends on the note of absolute
monotheism, in this case with an especially strong emphasis on God's abso
lute sovereignty as well. However we are to understand Paul's understand
ing of the ontological relationship between God and Christ, Father and Son,
he will not let the reality of Christ's genuine deity overrule his basic, abso
lute monotheism —precisely the issue in any Pauline Christology.
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S e e discussion in ch. 2 on 1 Thess 1:1 (pp. 48-50).
" S e e , e.g., 1 Cor 8:6; 15:25-28.
A s before, this point is seldom noted in the literature.
" I t is difficult in this case not to see an emphasis over against the Roman Caesar
as well, not to mention the various lcupioc; cults that existed in Ephesus.
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Other Christological Moments
Although the foregoing discussion covers most of the christological mo
ments in 1 Timothy, there are a few scattered references to Christ that need
brief noting as well, since they fit well within the scope of what we have dis
covered in the preceding chapters. Indeed, all but one of these reflect a usage
discussed in previous chapters. They are simply noted here because they re
flect Pauline usage, whether by Paul himself or by a Paulinist who has en
tered into the apostle's mind with unusual sensitivity.

God and Christ Together (1 Tim 1:1-2)
TlaiiXoc, cmoaxoAxx; Xpicrxoii 'ITICTCO KQX' e7tixayriv 8EOVJ acoxfjpoc fiucov K a i
Xptcrxov 'Iticrov) xiiq eXrciooc, TIUCOV Tiuo9eto yvrioico XEKVCO ev Ttioxei, %ap\c,
eXeoq eipfjvri anb QEOV naxpbq K a i Xpicrxoii 'Iricroii xoii Kopiot) fmcov.
Paul, apostle of Christ Jesus according to the command of God our Savior and Christ
Jesus our hope, ho Timothy, true son in faith, grace, mercy, and peace from God the
Father and Christ Jesus our Lord.
2

1

Quite in keeping with the rest of the corpus and with 6:13 in this letter,
God and Christ appear together as the object of a single preposition and thus
as the single source of Paul's apostleship (1:1)—indeed, in this case as the
single source of the "command" that called him into apostleship.
So also with the salutation. Although it includes the addition of
"mercy" and appears without the common "our," its essential point is the
same as in the earlier letters. The greeting desires for Timothy an outflow of
grace, mercy, and peace, which are understood to come from both God the
Father and Christ the Lord. Indeed, in its next occurrence in this letter
(v. 14), grace is understood to have come to Paul specifically from "our Lord"
(see pp. 425-26 above).
One should also note here that in v. 1, when referring to the source of his
apostleship, Paul designates God as "our Savior" and Christ Jesus as "our hope."
Although these are the first occurrences of such designations in the corpus,
they are typically Pauline in the way that they deliberately anticipate special
themes in the letter. Thus, "God our Savior" will be picked up again in 2:3 as
the lead-in to the most significant soteriological passage in the letter; and at
the end (6:14), Paul makes a special point of emphasizing the future appearing
of Christ, even though little is made of this concern elsewhere in the letter.
64

Christ and the Apostle/Believers
One of the more striking features of 1 Timothy is the paucity of refer
ences to Christ apart from the salutation and the primary christological pas6 4

0 n this matter, see the discussion in ch. 2 on 1 Thess 1:1 (pp. 48-50); cf. the
discussion in Mounce, 8-9.
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sages. Indeed, there are only four others (3:13; 4:6; 5:11; 6:3). In turn, they
have to do with (1) Christ as both the object of faith and the one with whom
one has a sustained relationship in that faith (3:13); (2) Christ as source of
Timothy's ministry (4:6) (just as he is of Paul's [1:1]); (3) Christ as the one
who is spurned when a Christian widow marries (presumably) outside
Christ; and (4) Christ as the source and/or content of the "sound instruc
tion" of the gospel (6:3).
Nothing could be more Pauline than these various unrehearsed mentions
of Christ. What they do point to is the very strong christocentric predisposi
tion of the author. If things like this are not said as often as they are in Gala
tians, for example, still they are said in a way that, combined with the whole
of the evidence looked at in this letter, demonstrates the absolutely central role
that Christ plays in the mind and heart of the author. Or to put that another
way, the Christology of this letter is quite in keeping with the previous corpus
of letters; indeed, it does not differ from them as significantly as, for example,
2 Corinthians does from 1 Corinthians, or Romans from Galatians.

II. Christology in Titus
There are three striking features about the christological data of this let
ter. (1) There is a paucity of direct references to Christ—only four in all, and
in each instance as either "Jesus Christ" or "Christ Jesus." (2) This is the only
letter in the Pauline corpus where the title Krjpioq does not appear at all. (3)
The appellation of ocoxtjp, which occurs three times in 1 Timothy with refer
ence to God the Father, in this letter is at least twice also attributed to Christ.
The four references to Christ occur in three passages: twice in the saluta
tion (1:1-4) and once each in the two major creedal moments in the letter
(2:11-14; 3:4-7), which serve as compendia of Paul's gospel over against some
Cretan aberrations. The analysis will take up each of these passages in turn.
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Christ Jesus Our Savior—Titus 1:1-4
The two references to Christ in the salutation appear at standard
places, and both in connection with God the Father. First, in v. 1 Paul iden
tifies himself as SofJAoc 8eoi3. dnoazoXoq Se 'ITICTOTJ Xpicxorj {God's slave
67
and Jesus Christ's apostle). Although this exact combination is unique, it
6 5

B y way of contrast, and in keeping with Romans and 1 Timothy, Geoc, occurs
13 times.
T h e third instance is the much disputed occurrence in 2:13.
T h e unusual word order (for this combination) of "Jesus Christ" (found in all
the early and best evidence both East and West [N* C D F G 33 326 1739 pc latt],
contra J. K. Elliott [The Greek Text of the Epistles to Timothy and Titus (SD 36; Salt Lake
M,
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is in fact a modification of what Paul does elsewhere, a modification that
almost certainly is related to the concerns that follow. For our present
purposes, we simply note that the Paul who identifies himself elsewhere as
"Christ's slave" (Gal 1:10; Rom 1:1; Phil 1:1) here identifies himself as
"God's slave." In this letter, a title that could appear to be demeaning is
most likely intended to force upon the Cretan believers that even though he
is an apostle, Paul is first of all a "slave" under orders from God and there
fore they should listen carefully to what he has to say because it comes
from God his master.
The christological point, of course, is that elsewhere Paul says the same
thing about his relationship to Christ. Thus, at the beginning of this letter
we find the same kind of easy interchange between God and Christ that one
meets throughout the corpus, only this time it is God the Father assuming
the role ordinarily attributed to Christ.
The second christological point to make is the ease with which Paul
identifies himself, especially his calling and ministry, as simultaneously in re
lation to both God and Christ. The appellation "apostle of Christ Jesus" made
its first appearance in 1 Cor 1:1, where Paul's authority was being ques
tioned; it became standard thereafter (Philippians and Philemon excepted).
Thus it appears in all three of these letters to his adjutants, almost certainly
to establish their authority in the respective churches. On its christological
significance, see the discussion under 1 Corinthians in ch. 3 (p. 136).
This first mention of God and Christ together in the salutation, as the ul
timate source of Paul's authority to speak into the situation in Crete, is then
bookended by their (standard) appearance together in v. 4, in the salutation
proper. But there are enough unusual features—full of christological impli
cations—about this salutation to require a more extended discussion. Here is
the present salutation (second line) set in comparison with what is nearly
universal elsewhere:
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City: University of Utah Press, 1968), 201], whose unusual kind of "eclecticism" leads
him astray here) is one of the scores of phenomena in these letters that can cut two
ways when brought forward on the question of authenticity. For reasons not at all
clear, the order "Jesus Christ" occurs in three of the four occurrences in this letter
(1:1; 2:13; 3:6).
On the details of this feature and many others in this letter, see esp. the com
mentaries by Marshall and Towner.
And in 2 Tim 2:24 he uses 8oiAoc, in reference to Timothy (but with Kuptou,
not XpiaxoiJ). Whether the present usage is also titular, as Mounce (378) suggests, is
less certain, since this exact expression does not occur at all in the OT; and for i t to be
titular, one would think that it should have precedent (the O T passages cited by
Mounce all have "my" or "his" as the genitive, not 9eoi> or K u p i o u ) .
See esp. the discussion of its earliest occurrences (1-2 Thessalonians) in ch. 2,
pp. 45-48. 69-73.
The exceptions are 1-2 Thessalonians and Colossians. In the case of Paul's
first letter (1 Thessalonians), he has simply "grace to you and peace." In 2 Thessalo
nians this is elaborated for the first time by the compound source ("from God the
1,8
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KDpicru 'lnaov Xpitrxoij.

X a p i q K a i eipfjvri dno Qeov 7taxp6c K a i Xpicrxorj 'ITICTOTJ xov crcoxiipoc, fjucov.
Grace to you and peace from God our Father and

Lord Jesus Christ.
Christ Jesus, our Savior.

Grace to you and peace from God our Father and

Everything that was noted earlier about Paul's bringing God and Christ
together as the compound object with a single preposition also holds here.
The striking feature in this instance is the substitution of "Savior" for the
more common "Lord." This has the added striking feature that Paul had just
used this same appellation for God in the immediately preceding clause, "en
trusted to me by the command of God our Savior." This same double appella
tion of "God our Savior" and "Jesus Christ our Savior" occurs again in 3:4,
6. Two things about this usage are of interest for this study.
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1. In the discussion of the phenomenon of referring to Christ by the title
of "Savior" in Phil 3:20, where it appears for the first time in the corpus, we
noted the significance of the twin appellation of Christ as "Lord and Savior."
Although both terms find their basic roots in the OT story by way of the Sep
tuagint, this was language also used in public acclamation of the emperor
Nero; and since Philippi was a Roman colony with historical loyalty to the
emperor, the transference of these titles to the risen Christ, whose "epiph
any" is eagerly awaited, should almost certainly be understood as also over
against the emperor and emperor worship.
This historical reality might still linger in the background of Paul's
usage in this letter, but since he reserves this title ("Savior") strictly for God
in 1 Timothy, it would seem much less likely to be the primary reason for so
referring to Christ in this particular letter. Rather, almost everything in
Titus seems especially tailored to speak to the difficult situation of establish
ing the church on the island of Crete, where loyalty to the emperor would
not have been an issue. The issue in Crete, as always, must be recon
structed from what appears in the letter itself; and the key in this instance is
the unusual way that in 1:10-16 Paul refers directly to Crete's infamous rep
utation of being a place populated by liars, where truth was not always held
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Father and the Lord Jesus Christ"); thereafter this is the form that consistently ap
pears, but with the addition of ryiiav (our) to "Father." In Colossians Paul has omitted
"and the Lord Jesus Christ." It should be noted that in each of these instances, in
cluding this one in Titus, there is textual variation by later scribes in favor of total
conformity.
S e e the discussion under 1-2 Thessalonians in ch. 2 (pp. 48-50).
This point has also been observed by Kelly, 229; Mounce, 382.
Cf. Kelly: "There is no need to regard [the title] as a Christian correction of the
growing custom of saluting the emperor as saviour" (40).
On this matter, see the discussions of the history and character of Crete and
its people and their relationship to the empire in the recent commentaries by John
son, Marshall, and esp. Towner.
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in high regard. At the same time, Paul further characterizes his opponents
as dabbling in "Jewish myths," whose view of "purity" was seen not in terms
of character but of ritual "cleanness."
These items together suggest that the primary background for the use of
the title "God our Savior" in this letter, as in 1 Timothy, is to be found in its
Septuagint origins, where it occurs regularly and at key places as an appella
tion for the God who had "saved" = "delivered" Israel from Egyptian bond
age. Thus, in the Song of Moses (Deut 32:15), "Jacob" is chastised because he
"rejected God his Savior"; and at the heart of book 1 of the Psalter, "David"
speaks of "God my Savior" (Ps 25:5; 27:9). That this is the primary source for
this appellation is made certain by the large number of intertextual echoes
of Israel's primary story that occur in the two creedal passages in 2:13-14
and 3:4-7 (see discussion below). All of this suggests that Paul is trying to re
place the Cretan believers' use of the OT for ritualistic purposes with his stan
dard use of the OT to place God's new-covenant people within the framework
of God's continuing story. It is not surprising, therefore, that in this letter—
and for similar kinds of reasons in 1-2 Timothy as well—God regularly re
ceives the appellation "God our Savior."
2. The key christological dimension of this usage is thus to be found in
this passage and in 3:4-7, where Paul speaks first of "God our Savior" and
immediately follows it by a reference to "Christ Jesus/Jesus Christ our Savior"
(1:3-4; 3:4, 6). Such an interchange should by now not surprise us; but it
happens in this case almost certainly because Christ becomes the key player
in the new-covenant fulfillment of the story. Thus, even though the two uses
reflect Paul's standard perspective, where "God our Savior" refers to the ulti
mate source of salvation and "Jesus Christ our Savior" refers to the effective
means of salvation, as in Paul's earlier letters this interchange is made in a
completely matter-of-fact way, without any attempt to demonstrate some
thing about Christ and without the slightest sense of tension in making this
kind of interchange within the same sentence(s).
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Does Paul Call Jesus "God"?—Titus 2:11-14
This next christological moment in Titus has served for many as the sec
ond (or third) place in the corpus where Paul chooses to use the appellation
Qeoq (God) with reference to Christ. But as with Rom 9:5, this text is equally
controverted, not just because of Pauline usage elsewhere—although, at the
78

~'Tn passing, it might be noted that the very subtlety and ease of this inter
change is thoroughly Pauline. Could a pseudepigrapher be expected to know and
catch such things as this?
S o also Marshall, 135.
S e e the discussions of 2 Thess 1:12 in ch. 2 (pp. 61-63) and Rom 9:5 in ch. 6
(pp. 272-77).
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end of the day, that too will count for something—but because it is equally
fraught with syntactical and grammatical issues that make final resolution
somewhat tenuous.
The primary issue in this case results from the fact that the name
'Iqooij XproTofj stands in apposition to a preceding genitive. But to which
genitive? There are three options: (1) to "our Savior" alone, (2) to the com
bination "our great God and Savior," (3) to the word "glory" in the longer
phrase "our great God and Savior's glory." The first of these is found in the
KJV and thus has had a long history in the English-speaking church:
here the phrases "our great God" and "our Savior Jesus Christ" were un
derstood as a reference to the Father and the Son. The second is the cur
rently "reigning" point of view, adopted by almost everyone in the NT
academy and found in most of the major English translations. The third
was first proposed by F. J. A . Hort; it was adopted in the NEB and in my com
mentary (1984, 1988) and more recently in the commentary by P. H .
Towner. It is the one that will be argued for again in this study. But before
looking at this issue in some detail, we need to have a good sense of the
sentence as a whole.
79

Part of our difficulty lies with the fact that all of 2:11-14 is one long
sentence in Greek, whose primary subject and predicate is ejiecpdvq . . . fj
X^pic, xofj Geofj (the grace of God appeared). The reason for the long sentence
probably is related to Paul's present concerns, which are two: first, in light
of what has been said to this point, he is concerned about the educative as
pect of the basic Christian story for the situation in Crete; second, he is
equally concerned to reinforce the fact that the story itself is centered in
the person and work of Christ. The sentence as such revolves around the
twofold "manifestation" of Christ: (1) his first appearance, which is men
tioned obliquely in v. 11 but finally explicated in v. 14; (2) his (coming) sec
ond appearance, expressed in v. 13 in terms of "our blessed/happy hope."
This means that the purpose of Christ's "appearing" (salvation for all) is
given first, in v. 12, while the means to that purpose is expressed in v. 14.
The part of the sentence that concerns us is sandwiched between these
statements of purpose and means, where Paul affirms the eschatological
conclusion of Christ's appearing in a second "appearing/manifestation"—
this time of God's glory that is to be revealed in full at the end. Thus the
"logic" of the sentence can be easily traced, even if one can also easily get
lost in its many details:
80
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See especially the argument in Harris, Jesus as God, 173-85.
G k . e;ti(t>atv(i)/£ju<t>av£ia. See n. 52 above. As a theological concept about the
"appearing/coming" of Christ, this word group is found in the N T only in 2 Thess 2:8
and its several instances in the Pastoral Epistles (the verb in Titus 2:11; 3:4; the noun
in Titus 2:13, plus 1 Tim 6:14; 2 Tim 1:10; 4:1, 8 [Luke uses the verb twice but not
theologically]). This shift of language makes a good deal of sense as a response to
Nero's assuming this language for himself as a divine manifestation.
s(l
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v. 11—the fact of Christ's appearing is expressed in terms of God's grace
being manifest
v. 12—the first purpose of his appearing is educative (so that people know
how to live)
v. 13—the ultimate conclusion of this appearing is a second appearing
v. 14—the means to the purpose is redemption and purification through
Christ's death
The net result is that there are two "appearings" of Christ mentioned.
The first, begun in v. 11 and completed in v. 14, is the historical "manifesta
tion" of God's grace. The second, brought into the story in v. 13, is the future
"manifestation" of God's glory at Christ's second coming—or at least that is
what seems to be the intent of the sentence. But this second "manifesta
tion" is the point of much difficulty and controversy.
81

Christ the Manifestation of God's Glory (v. 13)
Perhaps the easiest way to see the issues involved in this clause is by
looking at each of the options in terms of how its structure is differently un
derstood. At issue is whether Paul in this clause refers to two personages
(God and Christ) or only one (Christ):
Option 1 ("two persons" [Kjv, N R S V s ] ) :
m

7ipoa5e%6u£voi xfjv p a K a p i a v eX,7ii8a
Kai

em(t>dv£iav xfjq 86^r|q
xoii ueydAxju Geofj
Kai
acoxfjpoc fiucbv
'Irioofj Xpioxofj
= the blessed hope and glorious appearing of the great God and our Savior Jesus
Christ

Option 2 ("one person"

8 1

[NRSV, TNIV, E S V ] ) :

8 2

This at least seems a more likely analysis than that by Mounce (431) as "past"
(v. 12). "present" (v. 14), and "future" (v. 13), since v. 14 is still expressed in the past
tense and seems intended to give content to what is said in vv. 11-12.
B y eliminating the comma after "Savior" (found in the NRSV and TNIV), the ESV
has deliberately erased the possibility of understanding the text in the way argued
for here. It is unambiguously "our great God and Savior Jesus Christ."
8 2
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eXniBa
Kai

emct>dv£iav
xrjc. 56qri<;
xorj ueydXc-'u Qeov K a i
'Inaofj XpiCTToiJ

acoTrjpoq

fpcbv

= the blessed hope and appearing of the glory of our great God and Savior,
Jesus Christ

Option 3 ("two persons" [NEB; Hort, Fee, Towner]):
7tpoo8exduevoi xfiv u a K a p i a v

eXmSa
Kai

enicpdvevav
xfjc, 56qriq
xoij ueyaXoi) 0Eoi3 K a i ocoxfjpoc fjucbv
'Incovj Xpioxovj
= the blessed hope and appearing of our great God and Savior's glory, Jesus Christ

So how shall we assess these options? First, we may dismiss as most
highly unlikely the attempt by the translators of the KjV, followed by the N A S B
and N I V (and the NET BIBLE), to overcome some of the difficulty by viewing
the genitive "of the glory" as adjectival ("the glorious appearing"). There is
hardly a thing in favor of this view, and nearly everything against it. Not
only is it out of sync with Paul's usage elswhere, but also it puts the present
emphasis in the wrong place: on a description of the nature of Christ's com
ing rather than on the fact that God's own glory is what is going to be re
vealed at the second "manifestation."
83

We may likewise dismiss the attempt by the same translators to turn the
long genitive phrase xoij ueyaXov Qeov K a i acoxfjpoc. fjucbv (of our great God
and Savior) into two personages. This we do on the grounds of both gram
mar and the overall sense of the passage. Here is a case where "Granville
Sharpe's Rule" comes into play: two nouns controlled by a single article are
to be understood as one entity, not two. Not only so, but this formulation of
"adjective-noun-and-noun-adjective" occurs elsewhere in Paul's writings
84
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See also on 2 Cor 4:4, where the translators did the same thing ("the glorious
gospel"), in a context dominated by the concept of "glory." To do so in the present
passage is to obliterate the parallel with "the manifestation of grace" in v. 11 (cf. Mar
shall, 275) and thus to destroy the rhetoric of the sentence as a whole. It is also
rightly rejected by. e.g., Knight, 322: Mounce, 421.
The presentation of this option will be greatly abbreviated here, since it is the
single option that almost all the literature argues against. For a more complete dis
cussion, see Marshall; Towner; Harris, Jesus as God, 173-85.
S e e , e.g., 2 Thess 2:17, ev Jtavti epycp Kai \6yq> dyaBw, which is rightly trans
lated not "in every deed and good word," but "in every good deed and word."
8 4
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as a convenient way of having two nouns be modified by two adjectives
without having to repeat the two adjectives. Thus, both "great" and "our"
modify the one reality, "God and Savior." Moreover, the KJV created a consid
erable anomaly with the suggestion that both God and Christ will be
manifest at the second coming.
That leaves us then with a choice between options 2 and 3. For the most
part, option 2 has tended to win the day by default. That is, it is simply as
sumed that "Jesus Christ" stands in apposition to the word or word cluster
that it immediately follows. But that is precisely the assumption that needs
to be called into serious question, on the basis both of the present argument
and of Pauline usage elsewhere. Several points need to be made.
1. It is highly unlikely that anyone would have ever read the text as in
option 2 had there not been a multiplication of modifiers. That is. had the
present clause been given in its barest essentials, "awaiting the manifesta
tion of the glory of God, Jesus Christ," no one would have imagined that
"Jesus Christ" stood in apposition to God.
2. Evidence for this is the appearance of this very structure in Col 2:2,
where Paul speaks of eic ejtiyvcooiv tovj uuornpiov) xo-ij 9eoi), Xpioxoii (for the
knowledge of the mystery of God, Christ), which the NIV tradition has made
clear by inserting "namely" between "God" and "Christ." Indeed, had Paul
chosen to elaborate this phrase as happens here, it would read, "the knowl
edge of the mystery of our great God and Savior, Christ," and then instinct
would change the antecedent from "mystery" to "our great God and Savior."
3. Thus, it is only the distance from what it stands in apposition to, made
so by the second appellation of God as "our Savior," that has caused us his
torically to read "Jesus Christ" as in apposition to either "our Savior" or "our
great God and Savior." So much is this so, Marshall has suggested that at
this distance Paul would have needed to add some kind of pickup such as a
relative pronoun to relieve the ambiguity. But that is to assume that an au
thor recognized the difficulty that he had created for others, when what he
intended when he wrote (dictated) was perfectly clear to him. And in any
case, when one puts Paul's phrase into ordinary English, it makes perfectly
good sense: "awaiting the appearance of our great God and Savior's glory,
86
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T do not mean by this to downplay the obvious difficulty of the "distance fac
tor." My point, rather, is that this is the only difficulty with the position argued for
here; and when one thinks of the enormous difficulty of either Paul or someone
writing in his name calling Christ "our great God and Savior," which stands over
against Pauline (and Pastoral) usage in every way, it seems like the lesser of
difficulties!
See Marshall, 229. The "distance" factor in fact is the almost universal reason
for rejecting this point of view; sometimes (e.g., Mounce, 431) it is rejected in part be
cause "the Glory of God" is questioned as a title for Christ. I, too, would question
such an interpretation. Christ is no more "the Glory of God" than he is "the Grace of
God," as though titles were in view in either case. The passage has to do with the
manifestation of God's glory.
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Jesus Christ." This is precisely how several translations (e.g., NRSV, ESV) over
come the same awkwardness in Col 2:2 ("God's mystery, namely, Christ").
4. In favor of "glory" as the apposing word for "Jesus Christ" is the fact
that this is very much a Pauline idea. In 2 Cor 3:7-4:6 (see ch. 4, pp.
180-84), a passage where 86t)a occurs no less than 13 times, even though
Paul does not explicitly call Christ "God's glory," he makes it clear that Christ
is indeed the manifestation of God's glory, since he is God's true "image." And
it is into that glory (the glory of God as expressed in God's true image) that
we ourselves are being transformed as (with the "veil" of Torah removed) we
gaze by the Spirit into the face of Christ. Similarly in our present passage:
Christ is the coming manifestation of God's glory precisely because he was
first of all the manifestation of God's grace as the one who has stepped into
the divine role of redeeming and cleansing "for himself a people for his
name" (see discussion below).
Furthermore, it seems inexplicable for Paul (or someone writing in his
name) to here refer to the personal coming of Christ as a manifestation of
Christ's "glory." Of course his "glory" will be seen when he comes; but why
say such a thing at all in this context? Indeed, it is to overcome this difficulty
that some have chosen to turn this phrase into a descriptive genitive; but as
already noted, that puts the emphasis at the wrong place.
5. There is the further difficulty for either Paul or a pseudepigrapher to
have created the anomaly of referring to Christ as Qeoq. Two matters regard
ing Pauline usage create the difficulty. First, there is Paul's very early separa
tion of the Jewish Shema into two parts in 1 Cor 8:6, where he explicitly
identifies God the Father as the "one Qeoq" and Christ the Son as the "one
Kvjpioc." And throughout the numerous preceding pages we have seen how
consistent Paul is with this explication of the Shema. One would therefore
need considerably strong evidence to overturn that consistency, especially
when it is quite unnecessary for our understanding of the present usage and
passage as a whole.
Second, there is the double difficulty of Paul's not only referring to
Christ as "God" but also, in this one instance where he might do so, of add
ing to the appellation of God the well-known OT adjective, thus referring to
him as "the great G o d . " One can make a great deal of sense of Paul's hav
ing added this appellation here with reference to God the Father, but why he
88
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S e e esp. C. C. Newman, Paul's Glory-Christology: Tradition and Rhetoric (NovTSup
69; Leiden: Brill, 1992).
Or possibly second instance. See the similar discussion in ch. 6 of Rom 9:5
(pp. 272-77).
It is sometimes argued that this singular appearance in the N T of "great" with
God fits best with Christ; but the grounds for this are especially weak ("Great is the
mystery of godliness" in 1 Tim 3:16 is hardly comparable). Against this is the use of
this word group in the N T to refer exclusively to God ("greatness/majesty" [see Luke
9:43; Heb 1:3; 8:1; Jude 25]), and especially its multiplied occurrences in the O T to
refer to God.
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would do so with regard to Christ would remain a singular mystery. And es
pecially this would be so in a letter in which a very high Christology is simply
not an observable agenda.
6. Finally, in all of this mix one must look again at whether the appella
tion "our Savior" fits best with Christ or God in this setting, noting that both
God and Christ are unambiguously so called in this letter. On the basis of
v. 14, it is arguable that this is another place where Christ himself receives
this appellation. On the other hand, this passage is bookended by references
to "God our Savior" (2:10; 3:4). And since the "grace of God" and the "glory
of God" are what are being manifested in Christ's two "appearances," there
is every good contextual reason to think that Paul in this passage has simply
brought forward the previous reference in v. 10 to "God our Savior" in order
to emphasize whose glory is being manifested in the coming of Christ.
91

At the end of the day, therefore, it is not simply the anomaly of calling
Christ Qeoq that calls the new consensus into question but also the role of
this phrase and appellation of God in the whole sentence that leads to a dif
ferent reading. The believer's hope lies in our eager expectation of the final
manifestation of God's glory, the coming of Jesus Christ himself. And that in
itself is high Christology indeed, one wants to add emphatically at the end of
this long discussion. The coming of Christ is the full and final manifestation
of God's glory.

Christ the Manifestation of God's Grace (vv. 11, 14)
The christological data in these framing clauses are several. First,
Christ's giving of himself for our sins (v. 14) gives content to the "manifesta
tion" of "the grace of God" (v. 11). That is, "grace of God" in this sentence is
not simply the attribute of God that serves as the theological predicate of the
Cretans' salvation—although the term emphasizes this reality as well.
Rather, this phrase, the grammatical subject of the sentence, is at the end
given historical actualization in Christ's redemptive giving of himself for us.
The "grace of God" has thus been manifested historically in the coming of
Christ, "who gave himself for us to redeem us."
While this is quite in keeping with Paul's view of Christ's death found
elsewhere, in this case the author has deliberately used language from the
Septuagint, and in so doing, he has once again in a very Pauline way appro
priated to Christ what in the OT is the activity of God. Although several OT
texts carry this language, Paul's sentence especially echoes Ps 130:8 [129:8
L X X ] (cf. Ezek 37:23 below):
9 2
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This view, of course, depends in part on how one interprets the present text:
my point is that apart from this text, a high Christology is not an observable agenda.
S o m e have also noted the similarities to the words of Jesus in Mark 10:45 / /
Matt 20:28 (5ot)vai xfiv \|/t>xr|v CCUTOVJ Kixpov dvxi noXX&v [to give his life a ransom for
many]); see Knight, 327. But this is so clearly an echo of Isa 53:12 that the connection
seems only incidental rather than direct.
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6c ESCOKEV E a v x o v . . . i v a XuxpcooTjxai f)udc
anb ndcrit;

dvopiac.

Ps 129:8 LXX K a i airroc

Xuxpcooexai xov IopanX
E K jtaocov xcbv dvopaiov auxofj

Titus 2 : 1 4

to

who gave himself in order

Ps 129:8 LXX and

he himself will

ransom us
from all

ransom
from

iniquity
Israel

all

their

iniquities

As elsewhere in the corpus, the "he himself" that in the psalm refers to
Yahweh is here appropriated directly to Christ, the historical manifestation
of God's grace (and the future manifestation of his glory). Here, then, is how
Paul's standard high Christology emerges in this passage. But even more so
in the next clause.
Besides "redemption" as ransom, and in the interest of the behavioral is
sues at stake in Crete, Paul adds that Christ redeemed us precisely so that
"he might purify for himself a people that are his very own" (TNIV). Here is
yet another passage full of OT intertextuality, in this case from several pas
sages in Ezek 3 6 - 3 7 . Much of the language of Paul's sentence can be found
especially in Ezek 3 7 : 2 3 :
93

Titus 2 : 1 4 bq E8COKEV e a u x o v . . . 'iva A/oxpcooTixai
Kai KaOapioTj

TJpdc
anb ndonq dvopiac.
tauxcp X,a6v
rcEpiorjcaov

Ezek 37:23 K a i

puaoum aijxoijc anb rcaociv xcov
dvoptcov auxcbv,
cov TJpdpxooav EV afjxaic, K a i KaBaptco auxorjc,
K a i E o o v x a i p o i eiq X a o v
Titus 2:14 who gave himself in order to ransom
us
from all iniquity
and cleanse
for himself a people
of his own
Ezek 37:23 and
1 will rescue them from all
their iniquities,
which they sinned among themselves and I will cleanse them,
and they will be for me a people
As we have seen from the very beginning of the Pauline corpus, lan
guage that in the Septuagint refers to God alone has again been appropriated
93

See also Knight, 328, Marshall, 285; Towner, 762-63; the verbal exactness with
Ezekiel of much of Paul's sentence suggests that this is a bit more than merely "remi
niscent" (Mounce, 431).
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and applied to Christ. And the christological signficance must not be
downplayed. The whole point of the O T story is that God is redeeming a
people for himself, a people who by the way they live will reflect his glory
among the nations. Although God is still seen as the prime mover in this sen
tence, Christ's role in the passage is not only to redeem this new people
through giving himself but also to "cleanse" them for his own (divine) pur
poses as a people who are uniquely his very own. And they will do so as they
are "eager to do what is good" (v. 14).

Christ the Giver of the Spirit—Titus 3:6
The final reference to Christ in the letter occurs in the second of the two
soteriological summaries (3:4—7). As with the preceding passage, this one
comes by way of another "manifestion" of God, this time of his "kindness
and love." But now the focus is primarily on the Spirit, as the agent of "re
birth and renewal." The role of Christ in this telling of the story is twofold,
with both aspects carrying christological significance.
First, Christ is the giver of the Spirit. That is, believers are reborn and re
newed by means of "the Spirit whom God has poured out on us generously
through Jesus Christ our Savior." As with other such moments in the corpus,
this exact expression does not occur elsewhere; but neither is it a surprise or
out of sync with Paul's theology. Quite the opposite. On at least four occasions
Paul refers to the Spirit as the Spirit of (Jesus) Christ, so it is a small step from
God's sending of "his Spirit" to Paul's expression of this reality in the more
triadic fashion found here. And, of course, such an idea is quite in keeping
with Peter's speech in Acts 2:33, where Luke articulates in full detail what was
almost certainly the common understanding of the early church, that "ex
alted at the right hand of God, [the Messiah] has received from the Father the
promised Holy Spirit and has poured out what you now see and hear."
The implied Christology, of course, is considerable. Not only does the sav
ing work of God appear as the combined work of Father, Christ, and Spirit, but
also an activity that throughout the OT is seen as the special province of God is
now seen as accomplished through Christ the Son—and this without argu
mentation or apparently christologically conscious motivation.
Second, the mention of Christ is further elaborated in terms of "having
been justified by the grace of that one [= Christ], we became heirs in keep94
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On this larger question, see the discussion in Fee, God's Empowering Presence,
777-84.
2 Cor 3:17 ("the Spirit of the Lord"); Gal 4:6 ("the Spirit of the Son"); Rom 8:9
("the Spirit of Christ"); Phil 1:19 ("the Spirit of Jesus Christ").
O n this point, cf. Lock: "His work is at once placed on the level with God's" (155).
G k . xfj e K E i v o u xdpvxi. The question of the referent of the eiceivoc is settled in
BDAG in favor of Christ ("referring back to and resuming a word immediately pre
ceding" [a B.]).
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ing with the hope of eternal life." No surprises here. As already articulated
in 2:13-14, Christ is both the agent of God's saving work and the one who
guarantees the final goal of eternal life. But what is significant christologically, and again in keeping with what happens throughout the corpus, is
that language that is ordinarily used with reference to the role of God the
Father in our salvation is now matter-of-factly attributed to Christ. It is both
"his [own] grace," thus tying this summary to the previous one (2:11-14),
and through that grace his means of "justifying" us. Thus, language regu
larly used of, or attributed to, God is now brought directly into the service of
Christ as the mediator of God's saving activity. It is, after all, an easy linguis
tic move to use language ordinarily attributed to the source of salvation for
the agent of that salvation.
All of this to say, then, that the Christology of Titus, small though it is in
quantity, is quite in keeping with that found in Paul's letters to churches as
well as in 1-2 Timothy. On the understanding of 2:13 offered here, it is cer
tainly not "higher" than the corpus written to churches; on the other hand,
neither is it "lower" in any way, even though the mention of Christ is sur
prisingly less frequent.

Ill Christology in 2 Timothy
Paul's second letter to Timothy is chronologically the final letter in the
corpus. In many ways, small and otherwise, it is so much like the Paul of
the letters to churches that had it been the only one of the Pastoral Epistles
to have survived, it probably would well have vied for authenticity. The
Christology of the letter is especially noteworthy in this regard, since here
one finds much that looks like what one finds elsewhere throughout the cor
pus. Again we begin with some general observations about usage.
98

Preliminary Observations about Usage
99

Christ is mentioned by name/title a total of 29 times in this letter, well
over double the number of references to Beoq (13x), thus bringing this usage
phenomenon back in line with the majority of the letters to churches
(Romans being the outstanding example contrariwise). Seventeen of these
occurrences use the title Kvjpioc, (Lord), and only one of these in combina100

9 8

This is true whether by Paul or by someone writing in his name, in which case
it probably would have been intended as a kind of last will and testament of Paul.
" T h i s figure includes the textual decision that Kupioi) rather than Qeov is the
original text in 2:14 (see pp. 469-71 below).
A s elsewhere in the corpus, not all are agreed that Kupioc refers to Christ in
each instance; for the more debatable ones, see the discussion below on 1:18; 2:19;
1 0 0
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tion with others (in the salutation [1:2]). The title is anarthrous 4 times, and
in keeping with the preceding corpus, it occurs when the author is either cit
ing the Septuagint or using a Septuagintalism. The other 12 references are
to "Christ Jesus" (llx) or "Jesus Christ" ( l x ) .
Although these statistical data suggest that the present discussion
should begin with the use of Kdpioq,, two other factors have determined the
sequence of discussion here. First, the Christology of this letter has under
standably close ties to concerns found in 1 Timothy; second, it also has re
markably close ties to the letters to churches in the preceding corpus. We
begin with the singular close tie to 1 Timothy.
101

102

Jesus as Preexistent and Incarnate
Even though this letter is more personal than 1 Timothy, Paul still in
tends it to be read to the Ephesian congregations, the evidence for which is
not only its ongoing concern over the false teachers but also especially the
double grace at the end: 6 KiJpioc pexct xoij rtverjpaxoq oov (to Timothy), fol
lowed by f| x piq p-£0' dpcbv (to the whole church). The upshot of this is that
the Christology of the letter tends to serve both parties. What is intended to
bolster Timothy's courage at the same time serves to remind the community
of Jesus' genuinely earthly life. We begin w i t h the two passages in this letter
that have a semicreedal ring to them, in b o t h of w h i c h Christ's preexistence
and incarnation are either asserted or implied.
a

2 Timothy 1:8-10
8

uf) ovjv £7taicryuv0Ti,c xo iiapxfjpiov xoii K v p i o u f|p.cov ux|8e eue xov Seopiov
arjxoij, aXka ouyKaKO7td0r|CTOv xco edayyeAicp Kaxd Sdvaiuv 0eovj. xod
crcoaavxoc rpdc K a i KaAecravxoc KAf|aei dyia. od Kaxd xd epya fjucbv dX.Xd
Kaxd idiav 7tpd0eaiv K a i y d p i v XTJV 5o0eicrav. fjuiv ev Xpioxcp 'Inooii nob
Xpovcov aicovicov, '"(^avepcoGeiaav be vdv old zr\q eni^aveiaq xoii
ocoxtjpot; fjiiiov Xpioxoii 'Itiooii, Kaxapyf|oavxo<; uev xdv Gdvaxov
<|>coxioavxoc. 8e £ci)T|v K a i d(|>0apoiav did xod efjayyeAioij
9

4:17-18. Indeed, Young (Theology, 60) speaks of "undoubted ambiguity" with regard
to usage in this letter. But that is far too skeptical of a usage that is fully in keeping
with the undoubted letters, as the following discussion seeks to point out. Surely,
"identification" by the author himself (1:2), where Paul's clear distinction between
Oedc; and Kupioc, is maintained, should have its day in court!
Marshall sees each of these as a reference to God the Father rather than
Christ. But that seems to miss the distinctly Pauline nature of this usage, where he
regularly keeps the anarthrous usage of the Septuagint when applying the text or
language to Christ. See, e.g., 1 Thess 4:6; 5:2; 2 Thess 2:13: 1 Cor 1:31; 2:16; Rom
10:13. See further on 2:19 below.
This single exception is at 2:8.
1 0 1
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"Therefore do not let witness for our L o r d
nor me his prisoner he a matter of
shame; but join in suffering for the gospel, on the basis o /
the power of God, ''who
saved and called us with a holy calling, not because of our works but in keeping with his
own purpose and grace, which w a s given to us in Christ Jesus before the ages
began, but has now been revealed through the appearing of our Savior, Christ
Jesus, having destroyed death and having brought life and immortality to
light through the gospel.
1 0 5
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This passage functions as the heart of an opening appeal to Timothy to
remain loyal to Paul and the gospel despite present (and future) hardships to
be endured. The appeal itself is for Timothy to "join in suffering for the gos
pel," the presupposition of which is both the past sufferings of Christ (hence
2:8-13) and Paul's present suffering at the hands of the empire. It is framed
by reference to the gift of the empowering Spirit of God (vv. 6-7, 14), who
will make such steadfastness possible. The centerpiece of the appeal is a
semicreedal telling of the gospel story, which began in eternity past and
found historical expression in the "appearing" of Christ Jesus our Savior.
What Christ did in his coming was to destroy death itself (through his own
death and resurrection) and thus to bring life immortal into clear visibility.
106

In so doing, Paul reminds Timothy of some of the basic matters of the
Christian gospel, matters that in this case are carefully tailored to the set
ting in Ephesus and thus pick up concerns that emerged in 1 Timothy.
Quite in keeping with the essential Pauline gospel, God the Father is the ul
timate source and prime mover of everything. God (6e6c.) saved us by call
ing us into this new life, a reality that resides within his own purposes and
grace. Also quite in keeping with the Pauline gospel, this redemptive will
of God found its historical expression in "our Savior, Jesus Christ." In
107
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T h e translation reflects a conviction that xov tcuptou fj|id)v is an objective gen
itive, rather than subjective as with most interpreters and translations. Despite John
son (346), who allows either as possible, it is difficult to make sense of this as
referring to the witness that Jesus bore as being a matter of shame.
F o r this rendering of Katri, see BDAG B 5a 8 (513A); the referent is back to the
Spirit of God in v. 7 (see Fee, God's Empowering Presence, 790; Knight, 373; Marshall, 704).
T h e translation assumes, with most interpreters, the antecedent of tijv to be
"grace" (as the realized expression of God's purpose). Johnson (348-49) appears to
stand alone in suggesting it picks up both words.
This is another passage where most N T scholars believe that the author is ap
pealing to a preexisting creed. Although sometimes used as evidence against Pauline
authorship, such a view seems self-defeating, for two reasons: (1) semicreedal state
ments like this occur throughout the Pauline corpus, beginning with 1 Thessalo
nians (1:9-10 and 5:9-10); and (2) no two of them are alike (the closest are Gal 4:4-7
and Rom 8:15-16). To paraphrase Pierson Parker's quip about the use of sources by
the author of John's Gospel: "If Paul used preexisting creeds, it looks as if he wrote
them all himself"! Thus the present passage is thoroughly Pauline in both of the
above senses. Only some of the language is new—but one must be careful here as
well, since this is true of the large majority of these moments in Paul's letters.
T h i s is the only appearance of acDTijp in this letter; for this usage, see esp. the
discussion of Titus 1:3-4. The present creedal statement offers us the needed insight
104
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making this point, Paul says several things about Christ that are of consid
erable christological significance, which also correspond to the emphasis in
1 Timothy regarding both Christ's preexistence and the genuineness of his
incarnation.
1. With regard to Christ's preexistence, Paul insists that God's saving pur
poses already had their existence in Christ Jesus before the ages themselves
had a temporal referent. In the mind and will of God, salvation had already
"been given to us" in Christ. The historical event itself was set in motion by
the incarnation, the "appearing" in history of "our Savior, Christ Jesus."
The noticeable absence of Kupioc in this appellation, especially for this letter,
is the result of the present emphasis, which is not on Christ's present
reign/lordship resulting from his death and resurrection, but on his hav
ing humbled death into oblivion (cf. 1 Cor 15:24-27), with his own death and
resurrection as the presupposition.
2. Paul's own emphasis in this telling of the story is on the "life" that
has been made available through Christ, thereby harking back to "the prom
ise of life" in v. 1. Thus "the life" brought to light through the "appearing of
Christ Jesus" has its focus on the future, as the addition of "and immortal
ity" makes clear. Significant for our present purposes is the assumed presup
position lying behind this language. Whatever else is true of Yahweh, he is
"the Living God," who gave/gives life to all that is. Life itself, echoed in his
very name, belongs to him alone, and every living thing owes its borrowed
life to the Giver of life. Paul's emphasis here is on the role of Christ in this
gift of life, since by his resurrection he has "destroyed death" and thus as
sured life eternal for those who are his.
Therefore, although this narrative does not, as in 1 Timothy, emphasize
Christ's earthly life per se, it presupposes it in every way. In his concern to
bolster Timothy's fortitude, Paul reminds him of his certain future brought
about by the work of Christ in history, a reminder that also functions to
emphasize Christ's incarnation vis-a-vis the false teachers. Both of these
concerns are picked up again in the next reference to the Christ narrative
in 2:8-13.
108
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regarding this usage in these letters as to why Paul can use the epithet of both God
and Christ. God is "our Savior" (1 Tim 1:1; 2:3; Titus 1:3; 2:10,13; 3:4) in the ultimate,
originating sense; Christ Jesus is "our Savior" (Titus 1:4; 3:6; 2 Tim 1:10) as the one
who effected salvation in human history.
On this word, see n. 52 above. That this is a reference to Christ's incarnation
is held almost universally. But here again Dunn (Christology in the Making, 237-38)
has shown that one can read Pauline texts in a way that neither presupposes nor as
serts preexistence and incarnation; as elsewhere, Dunn's presuppositional base
(commitment to a "developmental Christological scheme") has dictated what the text
is suggested to mean.
S e e discussion in ch. 9 on Phil 2:9-11 (pp. 393-401), and on the emphasis
in the present letter on Christ's kingdom (4:1) and thus his being "the righteous
Judge" (4:8, 14).
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2 Timothy 2:8-13
"uvnudveue 'It|oorjv Xpiorov EytyyEpiiEvov EK VEKpcov, EK OTtEppaxoq
Aarji5, Kaxd xd edayyeAidv iiou ev cp KaK07raGco ue%pi deapcbv cbc
KaKodpyoq, aXXa d Adyoc xod Geod od 8e5exar 5id xodxo Ttdvxa ditopevco
Sid xodc eKAeKxodc, 'iva K a i adxoi acoxnpiac, xd%cooiv xrjc E V Xpioxcp 'iTjoorj
p.Exd 66t\i\q aicoviorj. "Ttiaxdc d Xoyoq'
9

10

e i ydp ouvarceGdvopev, Kai ou^fjoopev
ei ditopevopev, K a i ouiiBacnAedaopev
e i dpvTiadpeGa, KaKEivoq dpvt|0£xai f)pdc/
" e i aTtioxodpev, EKEIVOC,rcioxoc.psvsi, dpvt|oao0ai ydp Earjxov
ot) Sfjvaxai.
^Remember Jesus the Messiah, raised from the dead, of the seed of David,
according to my gospel, for which I am suffering to the point of being chained like a
criminal But God's word is not chained. 'Therefore, I endure all things for the sake of
the elect, so that they themselves might obtain the salvation which resides in Christ
Jesus with eternal glory. "The saying is trustworthy:
For if we died together (with him), we shall also live together;
if we endure, we shall also reign together;
if we deny (him), he will also deny us:
if we prove faithless, he remains faithful, for he cannot disown himself.
12

9

u

With these words, Paul concludes the opening appeals to Timothy to
join with him in enduring hardship for the sake of the gospel. The common
denominator between the two appeals (1:6-14; 2:1-13) is that such hardship
characterized the earthly life of the Lord himself. If that was merely presup
posed in the first appeal, it is spelled out with some clarity in this second in
stance, in which the story of Christ and Paul's involvement in that story are
typically interwoven.
And here especially the christological concerns that dominated 1 Timo
thy—the reality of Christ's incarnation and thus of his earthly life—are
spelled out in striking detail. This emphasis begins with the single instance
in this letter of the reversed order of the combined n a m e : "Remember
Jesus Christ," which here puts emphasis on Jesus' earthly life, as the two
qualifiers that follow make clear. In keeping with the emphasis in the pre
ceding narrative, Paul mentions Jesus' resurrection as the matter of first
importance; but by referring to his Davidic descent as well, Paul also puts
emphasis on Jesus' being the Jewish Messiah. Here is another instance in
110
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It is therefore remarkable that there is almost no "correction" of this word
order in the textual tradition to the more common (for this letter) "Christ Jesus."
On this matter, see further the discussion in ch. 6 of Rom 1:3-4 (pp.
240-44).
The language is a conscious pickup from the Davidic covenant, expressed in
2 Kgs 7:12 (dvaaxijaa) xd cneppa cov pexd ae [I will raise up your seed with you]); cf. Ps
89:4, 29. See further the discussion in ch. 6 on Rom 1:3 (pp. 241-42).
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the corpus where the Greek Xpiaxoc. does double duty as both name
and title.
With that, Paul then returns to his own suffering for the sake of the gos
pel, "the message that comes from God." And because it is God's thing, Paul
gladly endures present suffering for the sake of "the elect," who are destined
to obtain the salvation that has been afforded through Christ and that has
"eternal glory" as it eschatological goal. But Paul's ultimate concern in this
narrative is that "the elect" themselves, including Timothy, stay with the
gospel to the end, which is the reason for citing the fifth and last of the
"trustworthy sayings" in these letters.
The primary emphasis in the quatrain that follows is with the believer's
"endurance" in the face of present pressures. The options, of course, are
two: faithful endurance to the end, or denial of Christ under pressure. The
point of the quatrain is to reassert the eschatological results of the two op
tions. But the whole ends up focusing on Christ even more than on the be
liever; and the "result" parts of lines 1 and 2 spell out the two christological
emphases of the two opening narratives.
In line 1 Paul picks up on Christ as the bringer and giver of life from
1:10. In line 2 Paul picks up the messianic theme from 2:8. He whose origins
are E K OTiEpiiaxoi; Acmi.8 is the currently reigning King in heaven (cf. 1 Cor
15:25); the promise given to those who have died with him is that they will
also reign with him. Not only is this motif itself demonstrably Pauline, but
also the very way that this clause picks up and melds a variety of
christological themes is typically Pauline.
Finally, in line 4 Christ's essential deity is once more assumed in the
phrase "he remains faithful, for he cannot disown himself." Here is language
that implies God's own eternal character of faithfulness to himself. As it is
impossible for God as the embodiment of truth to lie, so God by definition
cannot deny himself; now Christ is spoken of in language that could apply
only to the Deity himself, which in turn is the presupposition behind the en
tire passage.
114

Jesus as the Kupioq of Septuagint Texts
The preceding text, with its echo of the Septuagint regarding the messi
anic king, leads us to turn to the use of Kupioq in this letter. We begin with
several texts—like the many in earlier letters—where Kupioq = Yahweh in
the Septuagint has been taken over by Paul and applied to Christ.
115
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S e e discussion in ch. 3 on 1 Cor 1:20-25 (pp. 100-102); cf. Rom 9:5; Eph 5:5.
F o r a discussion of a very minority position that the "saying" belongs to the
section that follows, see Knight, 400-408. The position has almost nothing to com
mend it and everything against it.
On this matter, see esp. in earlier chapters the relevant sections in 1-2 Thessa
lonians, 1 Corinthians, Romans, Colossians, Ephesians, and Philippians.
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2 Timothy 2:7
In a somewhat enigmatic conclusion to the renewed charge in 2:1-7,
Paul concludes by urging Timothy to "think over what I say." Then by way
of encouragement he adds, "For the Lord will give you understanding in all
things." This final sentence is the first (apparent) instance of intertextuality
in this letter, where Paul seems to be echoing the Septuagint of Prov 2:6.
Thus:
2 Tim 2:7
Prov 2:6
2 Tim 2:7
Prov 2:6

5c6o"£i

ydp ooi 6 Kfjpioq
ovveotv ev 7tdcriv.
oxi
Krjpioq Siocoorv oo<|>iav . . .
yvcoaiq K a i truveoaq
For will give to you the Lord
understanding in all things.
for
the LORD gives wisdom. . .
knowledge and understanding

Although this might be more incidental than some of the others that
follow, it does reflect a common Pauline feature: where the apostle cites, al
ludes to, or echoes an OT Krjpioq = Yahweh text, the "Lord" for him is Jesus
Christ. Thus we have yet another instance in the corpus where a divine
action attributed to God in the OT has for Paul now become the prerogative
of Christ as well.
116

2 Timothy 2:19
6 uevxoi oxepeoq GeueAaoq xofj GeoiJ e o x n K e v , e%cov xf|v o^payiSa xarjxnv
eyvio Krjpioq xoijq d v x a q ovuxoi), Kai aTtooxfixco aTio d 8 i K i a q 7idq 6
6vop,dtjiov xo ovojia Kupiou.
-

Nonetheless, God's sure foundation stands, having this seal:

"The Lord knows those who are his," and, "Let everyone
who names the name of the Lord depart from iniquity."
After a second appeal for Timothy to remain loyal to Christ and the gos
pel and thus to Paul as Christ's apostle, Paul turns to an indictment of the
false teachers (2:14-23). The passage is full of both warning and appeal, in
which the primary perpetrators are actually named. Despite their apparent
success, however, the future, Paul affirms, lies not with them but with the
gospel. To make this point, he cites two Kfjpioq passages from the Septuagint
and applies them to Timothy's current situation. He begins the affirmation
with temple imagery, which appears to echo the Septuagint as well. We look
at the three items in turn.
116

0r at least this is so for most interpreters who speak to it at all (e.g., Bernard,
118; Marshall, 731; Quinn and Wacker, 624). Knight (396) thinks otherwise; Mounce
(511) is ambivalent.
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1. Picking up the temple imagery from 1 Tim 3:16, Paul reassures Timo
thy (and the church through Timothy) that "God's sure foundation stands
(firm)." The language "God's foundation" (GepeAioc xoij Geoi3) is a probable
echo of Isa 28:16, where "The Sovereign LORD says, 'Behold, I lay for
the foundation [GeueAtoc] of Zion a tested stone, a costly cornerstone, a
sure foundation [depeXioq]; the one who relies on it/him will not be dis
mayed.' " Part of the reason for thinking so is that Paul makes a consid
erable christological point of this text in Rom 9:33. In the present usage it
seems most likely that "foundation" stands as a synechdoche for the
temple, which in turn is a Pauline metaphor for the c h u r c h , the people
of God.
117

118

The metaphor is intended to reassure Timothy that the church belongs
to God; after all, it bears God's own "seal" (= mark of ownership). The "seal"
in turn takes the form of the two "citations" that follow, the first one putting
the emphasis on God and the second one on his people's necessary response.
The christological import of the passage picks up at this point, since the di
vine side of the affirmation is now predicated on "the Lord" (Kijpioc) =
Christ Jesus.
2. In emphasizing God's role in securing a people for his name, Paul cites
Num 16:5 with his own christological modification, "the Lord knows those
who are his." Thus:
2 Tim 2:19
Num 16:5

119

syvto Kttpioc,
syvco 6 Qeoc

xoiiq bvzaq cruxorj
zovc, ovxac avxoi)

Here is a case of citation where the context of the OT passage is also in
view: the Korah rebellion against Moses and Aaron in the desert is being
replicated by the false teachers in Ephesus. It is also a case where the Septua
gint has two important differences from the Hebrew text. The Hebrew has
"in the morning the LORD [= Yahweh] will make known those who are his."
The Septuagint translator rendered the Hebrew yT slavishly as "has known"
(= "knows") and used 6 Geoc rather than the usual anarthrous Kijpioc for
the Divine N a m e .
120

117

T h i s view goes back at least to Bertil Gartner, The Temple and the Community in
Qumran and the New Testament (SNTSMS 1; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

1965), 71. Cf. Marshall, 755; and esp. Towner, 534-35.
118

T h a t is, the "foundation" functions as a part representing the whole, whereas
"temple" as a metaphor for the church occurs several times in Paul's letters (1 Cor

3:16-17; 2 Cor 6:16; Eph 2:20).
Two otherwise excellent MSS (N 1739) read Geoc, here, thus conforming Paul to
the Septuagint that he is citing.
This assumes, of course, that the translator was using a Hebrew text that
looked like the MT; if in fact he was using a different Hebrew text, then Paul himself
is not responsible for the differences. My point remains even if he is merely citing,
which is the much less likely option in any case.
119
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Paul's citation has its own significant christological twist. While keeping
both the sense and word order of the Septuagint, he has at the same time re
introduced Kvjpioc, into the text. In doing so, he thus created a passage in
which Christ the Lord is once more to be identified with Yahweh of the OT
text. Some would object to this, suggesting instead that Paul has intended
"God" by this substitution. But that makes little sense either of the context
or of Pauline usage—a usage that is demonstrably in effect in this letter,
clearly set forth in 1:2. As elsewhere throughout the corpus, Paul uses 6 Qeoq
exclusively for God, while Christ is regularly understood to be the leuproc. of
the OT texts where it serves as a circumlocution for Yahweh.
The christological point is that the people of God are Christ's own people
as well. In the context of both loyalty (Onesiphorus [1:16-18]) and disloyalty
(Hymenaeus and Philetus [2:14-18]), Timothy is reassured that, just as in
the Korah rebellion, the Lord (Christ) knows who are his own—the first
stone in the sure foundation of his church. This understanding seems to be
made further certain by the next citation.
3. This final "citation" is something of a collage of Septuagint texts; the
part that most interests us is how the people of God are identified as "those
who name the name of the Lord." Here Paul is reshaping Isa 26:13, a text
that in its Greek translation especially emphasizes that God's true people will
not "name the name of another," but will "name only the name of the
121

122

123

L O R D . " Thus:
1 2 1

At least one would think that this would be the ordinary way to read the text,
given the author's use of leupioc throughout this letter (see pp. 449-50 above); but it
turns out in fact to be a distinctly minority view. It is held by Lock, 97 (apparently);
Hanson, 137 (who calls it a "loose version" of the Numbers text!); Capes, Old Testa
ment Yahweh Texts, 145—49. Johnson (397) allows the possibility but rejects it. Mar
shall (757) implies that the burden of proof rests with those who think so; but on this
matter he seems to have missed Pauline usage (including the Pastoral Epistles) by a
wide margin, especially when Paul cites or echoes the Septuagint (see n. 101 above).
And in this case, had Paul wanted to refer to God the Father, all he had to do was to
keep the Septuagint text intact! His alteration of the Septuagint text, putting "Lord"
in place of "God," would seem rather conclusively to put the burden of proof on the
other side.
This is based on two questionable assumptions: (1) the lack of the article sug
gests that Paul is intending "God" as the referent; (2) "God" is the referent in the im
mediate context. But in regard to the first assumption, the plain fact is that Paul is
not consistent in this matter, since he hardly ever adds the article to an O T
intertextual echo or citation where the OT referrent is Yahweh and Paul has appro
priated it to Christ (cf. n. 101 above). And in regard to the second assumption, al
though it is true that "God" is the most recent divine person mentioned (v. 15), it is
far more likely that "Christ" is the correct reading in v. 14 (see discussion below), and
thus "Christ" otherwise predominates in the preceding appeals.
T h e phrase itself is found elsewhere (Lev 24:16[2x]; Amos 6:10), but the im
mediate context, in which abandoning the Lord for another and an echo of Isa 26:18
seems already to be present, suggests that the Isaiah text is in mind. Knight (416)
suggests Joel 3:5 (LXX), which is most likely true of the next passage (2:22), but the
present usage looks much more like the Isaiah text.
1 2 2
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2 Tim 2:19

d7toaxTJxco drtd d d i K t a c

Isa 26:13

leopie, EKXOC, o o d dXkov OUK oidaLtev

2 Tim 2:19

Let depart from evil

Isa 26:13

LORD,

The

1 2 4

ndq 6 ovopd^cov TO ovopa K u p i o u .
to ovopd oou
ovopd^opev.

everyone who names the name of
the Lord.
apart from you. another we do not know;
your name
we name.

c h r i s t o l o g i c a l s i g n i f i c a n c e of t h i s m o m e n t is t o b e f o u n d i n t h e d e 

l i b e r a t e e m p h a s i s o n " t h e n a m e o f t h e Lord," w h i c h i n t h e OT is a r e f e r e n t t o

Yahweh b u t is n o w t r a n s f e r r e d t o Christ.

125

That t h i s is t h e c a s e ,

1 2 6

against a large majority of scholars, seems to be m a d e certain by the

again
next

i n t e r t e x t u a l e c h o . Thus o n c e m o r e i n t h e c o r p u s , b y t h i s i n t e r c h a n g e o f t h e
r i s e n Lord f o r Kdpioc = Yahweh i n t h e OT t e x t , Paul is a s s e r t i n g t h a t t h e o n e

God's i d e n t i t y i n c l u d e s t h e Son.

2 Timothy 2:22
At t h e b e g i n n i n g o f h i s p e r s o n a l e x h o r t a t i o n t o Timothy, Paul p i c k s u p
a n e c h o o f t h e p r e c e d i n g p a s s a g e (2:19

a b o v e ) , a n d i n so d o i n g , h e a l s o r e 

f l e c t s t h e m o r e c o m m o n w a y o f e x p r e s s i n g it i n t h e OT i t s e l f .

1 2 7

Thus, i n l i g h t

o f t h e d e f e c t i o n s a n d f a i l u r e s o f t h e f a l s e t e a c h e r s , Paul u r g e s Timothy t o
f l e e y o u t h f u l p a s s i o n s a n d t o p u r s u e t h e Christian v i r t u e s o f

righteousness,

faith, love, a n d peace, a l o n g w i t h those w h o , w i t h a p u r e heart, "call o n the
n a m e o f t h e Lord" (xcbv E T U K d A o u p E v c o v xdv K d p i o v ) . This p h r a s e ,

as else

w h e r e i n t h e c o r p u s , is a r e f l e c t i o n o f o n e o f t h e d i s t i n g u i s h i n g f e a t u r e s o f

God's c h o s e n p e o p l e i n t h e Genesis n a r r a t i v e (see 12:8; 13:4 [Abraham];
26:25 [Isaac]; 33:20 LXX [Jacob]); t h a t it r e f e r s t o Christ a s e l s e w h e r e i n t h e
c o r p u s (1 Cor 1:2; Rom 10:9-13) is a g i v e n for m o s t i n t e r p r e t e r s .
Given t h e
1 2 8

1 2 4

2 7

The N A margin includes Sir 17:26 here as an actual citation with regard to
these words; but that seems especially doubtful. Sirach reads,
endvaye inl i>i|/iaxov Kai djrdorxpe<|)E and ddikiaq Kai ac|>65pa utcrnaov
P8e>.uyua.
Return to the Most High and turn away from iniquity; and hate intensely what
he abhors. ( N R S V )
Had the verb been the same for each author, then one could at least allow the possi
bility of such; but with a different verb and completely different overall context, this
"citation" is problematic. Far more likely, the two passages reflect similar (basically
Jewish) concerns; so that the conceptual echo is there even if Paul did not know Sirach.
This was also the obvious view of the later scribes who changed it to read
Xpioxod, the reading that made its way into the Textus Receptus and thus into the KJV.
So also Fairbairn. 351-52; Hanson, 138.
Or at least that is what both usage and context should cause one to think (so
also Lock, 100).
S o Bernard, 126 ("of course"); Lock, 101; Scott, 114; Kelly, 189: Spicq 2:763;
Hanson, 141; and even in this case Knight, 422.
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predominance of Kupioq as the denominator for Christ, this usage is also to
be understood as fully in keeping with Paul's use of this language for believ
ers in Christ in the earlier corpus.
129

2 Timothy 2:24
Following the exhortation of v. 21, that Timothy should avoid foolish ar
guments because they only produce quarrels, Paul offers by way of explana
tion that "the servant of the Lord" must not quarrel. In so doing, and in
contrast to what occurs in the earlier corpus where it is always "the servant
of Christ," he here uses the title given to Moses and Joshua in the books of
Joshua and Judges, SouA-oq Kupiou (the servant of the LORD).
On its own, very
little could be made of this usage. But of course it is not on its own; within
the Pauline corpus this is simply another of many such OT Yahweh phrases
that became Krjpioq in the Septuagint and have been appropriated by Paul
with Christ as the referent. The fact that the phrase is anarthrous and
stands first in the sentence only adds to the certainty of what Paul is sug
gesting to Timothy. He is now "the servant of the Lord" who must bear this
epithet as one fully aware of the Lord's own character that is being urged
upon him.
130

131

2 Timothy 4:14
132

As Paul moves toward the end of the letter (4:8-22), there is a sud
den increase in the appearance of the title Kfjpioq, mostly in the form of
appeal or affirmation regarding the future. In each case, "the Lord" is to be
understood as Christ Jesus, since in the first of these (v. 8) the sentence
ends with the phrase "who love his (= the Lord's) appearing." In several of
these, beginning with v. 14, there are clear echoes of Septuagint passages,
in ways reminiscent of what Paul does throughout the corpus. This first
one is in response to the evil done him by Alexander the metalworker.
While Timothy is warned to be watching for Alexander when he (Timothy)
comes to Troas, Paul also assures him, in the language of two different
Septuagint texts, that "the Lord will repay him [Alexander] according to
his deeds." Thus:
133

129

S e e esp. the discussion in ch. 3 of 1 Cor 1:2 (pp. 127-29).
S e e Josh 7:14 (B text); 24:29; Judg 2:8. Some (e.g., Kelly) see the Suffering Ser
vant of Isa 53 here; but in fact this phrase occurs neither in that passage nor in the
whole of Isa 40-55. Dibelius and Conzelmann make the strange comment that " 'ser
vant of the Lord' is reminiscent of 'man of God' in the parallel passages (1 Tim 6:11;
cf. 2 Tim 3:17)" (113); this seems unrelated to actual usage.
0 n this matter, see esp. discussion in ch. 2 (pp. 41-45, 57-69) and ch. 3 (pp.
120-34).
See also p. 469 below.
I n Rom 2:6 Paul also cites this OT language with reference to God's "righteous
judgment" on the wicked. See the note on this passage in the TNIV.
130
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2 T i m 4:14

drcoScboei auxcb 6 KtJpioq
K a x d xd epya atVcotr

Ps 61:13 LXX K u p i e , . . .CTUdTtoScooeic, eKaoxco

K a x d xd epya afoot).

Prov 24:12

K a x d xd epya at)xot).

Ktjpioc, . . . 6c, dnoSiScoovv eKaoxco

2 Tim 4:14
Ps 61:13 LXX LORD, . . .
Prov 24:12 The LORD

will repay him the Lord
according to his deeds.
you will repay each one
according to (his) deeds.
. . . who will repay each one according to (his) deeds.

In so doing, Paul also echoes his own affirmation in v. 8 regarding the
"crown of righteousness" that "the Lord will 'repay' me on that day." This
internal echo is the certain evidence that 6 Kuptoc in this second passage re
fers to Christ as well. As is pointed out further in the discussion of 4:1, 8,
14 below, this is a clear instance where Christ the Lord shares fully in a di
vine prerogative that in biblical thought belongs to God alone.
134

2 Timothy 4:16-18
The letter body now ends with a final word of explanation about Paul's
situation before the empire/emperor. He does so with a considerable play on
and echo of Ps 22 (21 LXX), a passage that became front and center for early
Christian understanding of the Davidic character of their Suffering Servant
messiah. The Gospel tradition indicates that this understanding of Jesus' suf
ferings goes back to the Savior himself. The present passage picks up
echoes of this psalm in several ways.
135

Verse 16
2 Tim 4:16

aXXa Ttdvxec px eyKaxeXarrov

Ps 21:2 LXX

i v a xi

eyKaxeXiTtec, pe;

2 Tim 4:16
Ps 21:2

But all
Why

me have abandoned.
have you abandoned me?

Paul begins the recital of his "first trial" (apparently a kind of grand
jury investigation) by noting that "everyone has abandoned me." Here he
seems to be echoing the language of Ps 22:2, thus also echoing the cry of his
Lord when he was being executed by the empire. While this language is
154

So also Knight, 468; Mounce, 593; Quinn and Wacker, 813. Marshall (822) al
lows for either, but that seems to miss the echo of v. 8 by too much. Otherwise Kelly,
280; Spicq, 2:817; Lea, 255.
See esp. the word from the cross, which the Gospel tradition kept in its Ara
maic original, etaoi eAcoi Aeua aa(3ax9avi (My God, my God, why have you forsaken
me?) (Mark 15:34, citing Ps 22:2).
135
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"symbolic of the cruciform path walked by the Messiah," for Paul, the
abandonment itself takes a quite different turn. It was by believers of whom
Paul apparently expected better things and therefore was not by God. In
deed, it was quite the opposite: "The Lord stood by me and empowered me."
With these last words Paul steps out of the context of Ps 22 momen
tarily and picks up familiar language from the Yahweh epiphany before
Moses on Mount Sinai.
Verse 17 (cf. 2 Tim 3:11)
2 Tim 4:17

6 6e

Krjpioq uoi

irapetrxti.. .

Exod 34:5

Kai Kaxe(3r|

Krjpioq . . . Kai

itapefrxri auxco

2 Tim 4:17

But

Exod 34:5

And came down

the Lord me
the LORD . . . and

stood beside . . .
stood beside him there.

EKEV

One could easily discount this as an accidental allusion, but in fact this
first appearance of this theme in the OT (LXX) anticipates God's presence as a
recurring theme throughout the biblical story. For Paul, it is Christ's own
presence with him that "empowered" him for the witness that he bore at his
tribunal. As always, Septuagint language that has Yahweh as its original ref
erent has now become the special province of Christ the Lord. In the
larger context of Pauline theology, the presence motif ordinarily belongs to
the Spirit; but here it is the presently reigning Lord himself who stood by
Paul and whom Paul trusts finally to rescue him from every evil design and
bring him safely to his heavenly kingdom. Almost certainly, as in 1-2 Thes
salonians and Philippians, this usage stands as a direct confrontation with
Krjpioq Caesar. The "Lord Caesar" is the lion in the next clause, while the
true Lord, Christ, stood by Paul in his trial.
The final clause in this verse is what makes certain that the whole is a
kind of Pauline "midrash" on Ps 22 (21 LXX). Referring to his divine deliverance
at his first tribunal, Paul uses the "divine passive" ("I was rescued" = "he
[the Lord] rescued me") to refer to his "deliverance" in the precise language
of Ps 21:21-22 LXX:
137

138

139

2 Tim 4:17
Ps 21:21-22 L X X
2 Tim 4:17
Ps 21:21-22 L X X

l ; 6

1 ! 7

158

B 9

K a i £ppfjo-0T|v
21

E K trxouaxoq kiovzoq.
22

prjcrat . . . J I E

And I was rescued
'to rescue me
2

22

E K trxouaxoq X^ovxoq
from the mouth of the lion.
from the mouth of the lion

T h e language is borrowed from Towner, 639.
S o most commentators; otherwise Scott; Kelly.
See Fee, Paul, the Spirit and the People of God, 9-23.
S e e further, Young, Theology, 64-65.
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Whatever "David" may have had in mind by "the lion," one can scarcely
miss the very direct allusion to Nero himself in this bit of intertextuality.
What was for the psalmist a prayer for deliverance becomes for Paul an affir
mation of what Christ did for him in the very recent past. That the "divine
passive" is an indirect reference to Christ as Lord seems to be made certain
by two factors. First, this very language has already been used of Christ in
3:11, "but the Lord [6 Kijpioc] delivered me from them all," which all recog
nize as a direct reference to Christ. Second, the affirmation that follows in
v. 18, which places a similar rescue in the future, still carries overtones from
the larger context of Ps 22.
Verse 18a
140

In a case of striking asyndeton, Paul repeats the verb for "rescue"
from Ps 21:21 LXX, used above in the past tense, and affirms his strongest ex
pectations about the future.

p-utTETai px 6 leupioc, onto

TCCXVXOC, e p y o u Ttovnpoij KCXI

tTCoaxi eiq xf|v

PaoaAxiav a m o v xfiv EJtorjpaviovThe Lord will rescue me from every evil work and \vill save me in his
heavenly kingdom.
Although some are prepared to argue that the author is now using "the
Lord" to refer to G o d , there are three pieces of combined evidence that
point very strongly in the other direction. First, there is no certain evidence
in this letter, or in the corpus as a whole, that Paul on his own ever uses 6
Kijpioc to refer to G o d . And in fact, all the evidence, including that of this
letter—put forth in the salutation (1:2) and carrying forward throughout—
argues for a reference to Christ.
Second, "the Lord" in this sentence can only refer to the same "Lord"
who in v. 17 is said to have stood "by me." There is no analogy of any kind in
Paul's writings or the rest of the N T that such language is ever used of God.
In the "geography" of the N T writers, and especially of Paul, God the Father
141

142

14l)

Despite Elliott {Greek Text. 210) to the contrary, whose form of "rigorous
eclecticism" has a notable anti-Nestle-Aland bent, it is nearly impossible to ac
count for an "omission" of a Kai by early scribes, as though under Attic influence.
On the other hand, the asyndeton is so harsh that; one can easily account for the
addition (and Kai precisely for the reasons Elliott rejects it; it reflects the "Semitic"
flavoring of the Septuagint echo). The original is read by all the earliest (and the
best of the later) Greek evidence (x A C D* 6 33 81 104 1175 1739 1881 pc) as well as
the Latin.
See, e.g., Kelly, 280; but this is a decidedly minority position, contra Bernard,
141; Spicq, 2:821; Hanson, 162; Lea, 257; Knight, 473; Marshall, 826; Quinn and
Wacker. 829; Mounce, 598.
O n the exceptions, where Kijpioc, belongs to the citation with no point of
identity being made, see n. 7 in ch. 3.
1 4 1
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and Christ the Son are "in heaven," while the Spirit continues the work of
Christ on earth. For Paul, the earthly work of Christ and the Spirit can
sometimes be expressed interchangeably, but not so with God the Father,
who is always viewed as in heaven.
Third, and for the present context decisively, the final clause ("he will
save me into his heavenly kingdom") reflects a Pauline view that the risen
Lord is currently reigning on high, which in this letter has already been al
luded to in 2:12 and asserted in 4:1. For Paul, to be "absent from the body" is
to be "present with the Lord" (2 Cor 5:8). It is into Christ's kingly reign that
the apostle expects to enter when his present ordeal is played out to the end.
Those who think otherwise are for the most part influenced by the doxol
ogy that follows, which has "the Lord" of this preceding sentence as its ante
cedent. So to that text we must now turn.
145

144

145

Verse 18b
tS f| 5 6 c « eic xoix; aicbvctq xcbv aicovcov, dufyv.
to whom be the glory forever and ever, Amen.

At issue here is the antecedent of the relative pronoun tp (to whom).
There are basically two options.
1. Many think that "the author" has lost track of himself and at some
point has shifted the referent "the Lord" from Christ to God the Father. But
as the discussion above would suggest, this is to do exegesis in reverse by let
ting a prior fixed opinion about doxologies dictate how one should read the
K u p i o q that precedes it.

A slight modification of this option would be to allow that the doxology
is a fixed phrase, so that the relative pronoun does not need a specific gram
matical antecedent. The analogy would be the usage in 1 Tim 3:16, where
the assumed (but unexpressed) antedecent of the 6c is "he who = Christ." In
the same way, God is here to be understood as the assumed antecedent. "To
whom" thus means "to him = God."
143

F o r Paul, see esp. Rom 8:26-34, where within the space of a very few short
sentences he can refer to the Spirit as "interceding" for us from within our hearts
(v. 27) and the exalted Christ "interceding" for us at "the right hand" of the Father.
This same "geography" explains why the Spirit is never pictured as in heaven in the
book of Revelation; he is symbolically present as "the seven eyes of the Lamb" and
the sevenfold candelabra, but John explicitly says that the sevenfold Spirit (echoing
Isa 11:2; Zech 4:1-10) has been "sent out into all the earth" (Rev 5:6).
As in v. 17 above; cf. esp. Rom 8:9-10.
S e e . e.g., Scott, 142-43: Kelly, 220. Hanson's prejudice against this author
emerges in his insisting that this kingdom is only future in the Pastoral Epistles and
thus here, vis-a-vis Paul (see 161-62). That misses the point of the affn-mation by too
much, since it is a reflection on Paul's view that to be absent from the body is to be
present with the Lord.
1 4 4
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2. The second option is simply to take the text as it comes to us and to
allow that in this one instance Paul offers such praise to Christ the Lord
precisely because he is the presently reigning King on high.
In the end, option 2 seems to be the better choice, for two reasons.
First, it does not require an interpretation "to get around the obvious."
Such exegesis should always give us reason to pause. The fact is, second,
that the only thing that stands against its referring to the preceding "Lord
= Jesus Christ" is Pauline usage elsewhere. But why should this feature be
come fixed in a way that others are not? A Paul who prays to Christ as to
God and who regularly offers benedictions in the name of the L o r d ,
which would ordinarily belong to God, would also seem capable of praising
his Lord in form and language that would otherwise belong exclusively to
God the Father.
If this is the correct understanding, then this is yet another moment of
especially high Christology in the Pauline corpus. Whether it is also by Paul
himself resides finally with one's view of authorship. Both the subtlety and
consistency of the Pauline nature of the above discussion perhaps should
cause some to rethink that issue. One might have good reason to pause as to
whether it is a reasonable historical option for a pseudepigrapher to have en
tered into Paul's skin so thoroughly as to bring off these many moments of
thoroughly Pauline citation and intertextuality.
146
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Jesus 6 Rupioc; and the Divine Prerogatives
Finally, as with the preceding corpus, this brief letter also offers a vari
ety of moments in which the author refers to Christ as 6 Krjproc in ways that
presuppose deity—places where Christ assumes what in Jewish monotheism
are exclusively divine prerogatives. One of these, of course, is the standard
salutation in 1:2, where "grace, mercy, and peace" are assumed to come si
multaneously from God the Father and Christ Jesus, the Lord. But in this
letter there are several instances where Christ alone is either the object of
prayer and doxology or the grammatical subject of activities that are else
where regularly attributed to God. The ease with which this interchange has
been made reflects a thoroughly Pauline way of doing things and, as with
the church corpus, presupposes a considerably developed christological
perspective.
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A l t h o u g h many would see Rom 9:5 as a Pauline antecedent; see pp. 272-77

above.
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Indeed, the present letter ends precisely this way. See the discussion of 4:22
below (p. 466).
F o r the significance of this phenomenon, see the discussion in ch. 2 on its
first occurrence, in 1 Thess 1:1 (pp. 48-50).
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Jesus the Lord as the Object of Prayer and Doxology
In keeping with the entire corpus, Jesus "the Lord" appears in this letter
as the object of prayer and doxology. The probability that this is the case
with the doxology in 4:18b has been discussed above. Here we look at two
other such texts where Christ is the Kijpioc to whom prayer is addressed.
2 Timothy 1:16, 18
Between Paul's two opening appeals to Timothy to remain loyal to
Christ and the gospel and therefore also to Paul (1:6-14; 2:1-13), he pres
ents two examples, one of disloyalty (Phygelus and Hermogenes [v. 15]) and
the other of loyalty (Onesiphorus [vv. 16-18]). Our interest lies with the lat
ter, where Paul twice offers prayer on his behalf, first for his household
(v. 16) and second for Onesiphorus himself (v. 18). In both cases the
prayer is for mercy and is directed specifically to 6 Krjptoc. What has been
said about Christ prior to this point in the letter indicates that here
"the Lord" can only be Christ. In the standard salutation in v. 2, as in most
of the preceding letters, God is identified as "the Father" and Christ Jesus
is "the Lord." And in the further occurrence of 6 Krjptoc in v. 8, the con
text makes it certain that the identification established in v. 2 continues to
be in p l a c e .
Therefore, only the presupposition that prayer should be addressed only
to God would ever cause one to read these next two occurrences of 6 Ktipioc
as referring to God the Father. To be sure, were this the only instance of
prayer addressed to the Lord = Christ in the corpus, then such an assump
tion might hold. But that is precisely not what we have found elsewhere.
Paul can offer prayer to Christ the Lord as easily as he can to God the
Father; after all, it is Paul himself who asserts that the exalted Son sits at
the Father's right hand making intercession (Rom 8:34). Prayer to such an
intercessor would be a natural phenomenon.
149
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So we may conclude with a high level of certainty that the Krjptoc to
whom both of these petitions are addressed is the Lord, Jesus Christ. More
difficult, however, is the intended referent of the Ttcxpd Kuptou {from the Lord)
in v. 18 ("may the Lord [Christ] grant that he will find mercy from the Lord on
that day"). For most scholars, this redundancy is a bit too much, so it is sug
gested that the prayer itself is directed toward the Lord = Christ (the inter
cessor), while the source of mercy is the Lord = God the Father. This
1 4 9

This is not the place to enter into the long debate as to whether Onesiphorus
had died after he had rendered service to Paul (in Rome supposedly); see the major
commentaries for a full discussion.
The content of this paragraph should be enough to make the point here; the
next paragraph points out that the phenomenon is thoroughly Pauline, whether our
letter is directly from Paul or was written by a Paulinist.
On this question, see esp. discussion in ch. 2 (pp. 51-55, 73-77).
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possibility is seen to be furthered by the anarthrous use of Krjpioc in the
prepositional phrase rcapd Kupto-u, a phrase that occurs several times in
the Septuagint.
Although this is the position that I opted for in my commentary, the
present study has given me plenty of reason for pause. The problem is that
this ploy in fact actually resolves very little, since the awkwardness remains
under either circumstance: whether Paul prays "to the Lord (Jesus)" that he
(Jesus) would grant Onesiphorus to find mercy "from the Lord (God the
Father)" or whether he prays that the Lord Jesus would grant him to find
mercy from the Lord Jesus himself. Since, in terms of awkwardness, nothing
at all is gained by assuming a second "Lord" to be mentioned in the sentence
and since a very similar "tautology" occurs in Gen 19:24, one probably
should stay with Pauline usage and assume that he created his own tauto\ogy in an attempt to reinforce the source of the mercy that he desires for his
friend. The Christology, it needs to be pointed out, is high in either case, as
Paul prays to Christ to grant mercy (either from himself or from the Father)
on behalf of Onesiphorus.
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2 Timothy 4:22
In one of the more remarkable moments in this letter, the author signs
off with a double benediction—a phenomenon that does not occur in either
1 Timothy or Titus. We have already noted in the preceding chapters that a
customary "grace-benediction" is found as the final word in most of the let
ters and that it tends to take the standard form of "the grace of our Lord
[Jesus Christ] be with you (or, 'with your spirits')." Only in Colossians is
there no mention of Christ as the source of the "grace"; rather, it concludes
simply with "grace be with you." This is the same form it takes in 1 Timothy
and Titus, both times in the plural, as evidence that both letters were in
tended to be read in the churches.
In this final letter in the corpus, we get it both ways. "Grace" for all is
the last word. Immediately preceding it is a "grace" to Timothy himself, but
one that does not include the word "grace." Rather, it takes the form of
benediction: 6 Kfjpioc uexd xofj 7tvef)uax6c cov {the Lord be with your spirit).
On the christological significance of this usage, which first appears in
1-2 Thessalonians, see discussion in ch. 2 (pp. 52-53).
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E . g . , Ps 24:5; 27:4; 37:23; 118:23 (LXX: 23:5; 26:4; 36:23; 117:23).
Kai Kiipioc efipe^ev eni Io8oua Kai Touoppa Seiov K a i Ttvjp napd K v p i o v EK
xoii ovjpavo-u (and the LORD rained down on Sodom and Gomorrah sulphur and fire from
the LORD from heaven).
It is elaborated in 2 Corinthians into the well-known Trinitarian formulation;
in Ephesians, a much more elaborate forniulation occurs that in the end fails to take
the form of an actual benediction.
Scribes, who know well the way this is "supposed" to appear, have variously
added either 'lT|aoii or 'Incou Xpiaxoij.
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Jesus the Lord as Heavenly King and Judge
One of the features of the earlier corpus that reappears in this letter is
the latent Jewish messianism that is inherent in the concept of the risen
Lord as having assumed the role of the (now heavenly) messianic king. This
language emerges first in 1 Cor 15:23-24 and is found regularly, though spas
modically, throughout the rest of the corpus. No special point is ever made
of Christ's kingly reign; it is simply mentioned as an assumption and thus
serves as a presupposition of whatever other point Paul is trying to make.
What is of special significance is that kingship is twice predicated of Christ
in 2 Timothy (2:12; 4:1) by the same author who, in bursting into doxology
to God the Father in 1 Tim 1:17, first calls him "the king of the ages." Thus,
vn the present passages kingship a shared prerogative of. Chnst the Lord
and God the Father.
But one element of OT kingship that is sometimes not noted in messianic
discussions is that Israel's king was also understood to be Israel's primary
judge. Thus, the Messiah was often depicted as the bringer of divine judg
ment when he brought the kingdom. These two elements occur both to
gether and separately in this letter. We take the various texts in the order of
their appearance.
156

2 Timothy 2:12
ei imouevouev, K a i ODnPaotXerjoopev
ei dpvriaoueBa, K a K e i v o c , d p v T i o e x a i ijpdc"
If we endure, we shall also reign with him;
if we deny him, he will also deny us.
This passage has been discussed above (pp. 453-54), where we noted, on
the basis of the phrase "from the seed of David" in 2:8, that Jewish
messianism lies as the unspoken presupposition behind these two lines in the
quatrain. The second line above almost certainly presupposes the next item
for discussion: Jesus the Lord as the heavenly judge. At the divine assize,
Christ himself will pronounce his rejection of those who in earthly trials
denied him.
2 Timothy 4:1
5iauapxrjpouai evt07uov xofj 9eoiJ Kai Xpioxoii 'Itiooii xoii pe>,A,ovxoc,
K a i x^v E7ci<j»dvciav awxoii Kai TTJV
P a o i l e i a v arjxotV
I charge you before God and Christ Jesus, who is going to judge the living and the
dead, and in view of his appearing and his kingdom:

Kpiveiv £covxac K a i veKpoiic,
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See esp. the narrative in 1 Kgs 3, where this reality is the presupposition of the
entire narrative.
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This is the third such charge to Timothy in the two letters that bear his
name. In this case it is given to Timothy in light of Paul's expected departure
from this life. The concern is that Timothy be absolutely loyal to Christ and
the gospel and thus fulfdl his own ministry and calling. As with the former
two charges (1 Tim 5:21; 6:13), it comes in the expected standard order of
God first and then Christ. But as with the twin prayer reports in 1 Thess 3:11
and 2 Thess 2:16-17, there is in this case a considerable elaboration of the
second name. And a most remarkable elaboration it is indeed, but quite in
keeping with statements in earlier letters.
First, one should note that the very elaboration puts all the present em
phasis on Christ. Elaborations such as this occur for both God and Christ in
the charge in 1 Tim 6:13; but here the focus is on Christ's "appearing," in
this case as eschatological king and judge. Thus, the language of "appear
ing" (em<|)aveia) is used in this letter to refer both to Christ's incarnation
(1:10) and to his final coming as eschatological king.
The theme of Christ as eschatological judge emerges first in 1 Thess 4:6;
it is picked up again in 1 Cor 4:4-5; 11:32. In 2 Cor 5:10 Paul declares that all
will appear before the eschatological judgment seat of Christ. Yet in Rom
14:10 this same judgment seat is said to be God's. Furthermore, in Rom 6:5-6
Paul speaks of "God's righteous judgment." In this present remarkable
christological moment, Paul now refers to Christ as "the righteous judge,"
who will thus mete out these righteous judgments, while all are at the same
time in the presence of God as well.
In the present instance, the judgment is expressed in its ultimate terms:
Christ will judge both those who are alive at his coming and the dead, who
will be raised to be judged as well. At the same time, this final judgment is
placed in the context of Christ's eschatological appearing. As such, it antici
pates the two expressions of judgment that follow: positively, with regard to
Paul himself in v. 8; negatively, with regard to Alexander in v. 14.
At the same time, the eschatological appearing will usher in the final
kingdom, the ultimate fulfillment of Jewish messianic hopes. This charge,
therefore, picks up the theme of Christ's reign from 2:12 and spells it out in a
very straightforward way. Likewise, it anticipates the two instances noted
above where Paul assures Timothy (and the church) that Christ's judgment
will be just.
157

2 Timothy 4:8
ta>i7iov cmoKeixai (ioi 6 xfjq SiKaioawnc. axecpavoq, ov dmoScocrei \ioi 6
Kfjpioc; ev e K e i v q rrj fjuepa, 6 oiKaioq Kpixf|<;, oij uovov 5e euoi aXXa K a i
Jtaai xoiq Tjya7iqK6cn xrjv £7ii(|>av£iav afjxorj.
Finally, there is kept in reserve for me the crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the

righteous judge, will award to me on that day, and not only to me but also to all
those who love his appearing.
'"See the discussion above on 1 Tim 3:16 (esp. n. 52): 6:13; Titus 2:13.
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With these words, Paul brings closure to the final charge to Timothy, a
charge that began in 3:10 but picked up speed at 4:1. In effect, it serves as a
kind of inclusio with 4:1, as Paul returns to the theme of Christ the judge,
whose judgment will occur at his appearing. The present passage serves as
Paul's final testimony regarding his own faithfulness and thus the expected
outcome of his "judgment." At the same time, it also seems likely intended
to serve as a paradigm for Timothy to strive toward.
Paul assures Timothy (and the church) that their Lord, Jesus Christ, who
will judge the living and the dead at his coming, will ciTcoScoaei (repay) Paul
with the victor's wreath as a display of the righteousness of "the righteous
judge." This unusual verb hardly moves in the direction of "works righteous
ness"; rather, it seems to be used here in anticipation of v. 14. Thus Paul here
looks forward to the "just reward" that Christ will "repay" to those who have
faithfully followed him.
2 Timothy 4:14
craoStoom auxcp 6 Kiipioc. K a r a xd epya auxoij.
The Lord will repay him according to his deeds.

We have already noted this passage under Paul's use of the Septuagint's
6 KtJproc as referring to Christ. I bring it forward here simply to note how it
rounds out the "Christ as judge" passages that began in v. 1. It thus brings
closure to Christ's judging the living and the dead at his appearing. Whereas
Paul, and those who follow him as he has followed Christ, may expect "a
crown of righteousness," the opposite will be reserved for those whose deeds,
like Alexander's, have been evil; they will be paid back in keeping with their
own misdeeds.
The christological point in all of this is that eschatological judgment,
which by all biblical measure is the special province of God alone, is now
seen as transferred to Christ, "the righteous judge." One can scarcely get
around the implied high Christology, as the risen Christ assumes the role of
divine eschatological judgment.
158

Giving a Charge in the Presence of the Lord (2 Tim 2:14)
Although this passage is very closely related to those noted above where
Paul charges Timothy "before God and the Lord" (1 Tim 5:21; 6:13; 2 Tim
4:1), it is slightly different from those in two significant ways. First, in this
case, Timothy is now being told to "warn God's people before [the Deity]"
to stop getting involved in controversies over words. Second, this is the
only instance in these letters where there is only one divine person in whose
1 5 8

One is a bit surprised by the ambivalence of Marshall here (822), who sug
gests that "the Lord" in this instance may be either "Christ or God"—especially so
when he is quite definite about the usage in both 4:8 and 4:17-18.
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presence the people are to be warned. Our difficulty here is compounded by
the fact that there is a considerable textual variation with regard to which
divine person is mentioned. So first some words are needed about the textual
matter as such.
The textual evidence in this case is generally evenly divided between the
reading Geoij (God) and K-uptou (the Lord), with a few late manuscripts read
ing Xpioxoij (Christ). Whereas the "majority of the committee" of the
UBS/NA editors chose to go with " G o d , " there are good reasons to think
otherwise in this case. First, then, the textual evidence itself:
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Geofj
K-uplou
Xpioxoij
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Since the early and better evidence is fairly evenly divided, the issue here
must be decided on internal grounds. Both the UBS/NA committee and
Elliott have chosen to go with so-called intrinsic probability, having to do
with what the author is deemed most likely to have written. In this case, that
was determined by "the author's usage elsewhere." But in making textual
choices, this is easily the most subjective of the criteria and is therefore usu
ally considered to be the third step in the process. It is an especially doubtful
criterion in this case, since the only other examples of this idiom in the Pas
toral Epistles have both xovj Geovj KCXI Xpicxorj Tricofj (God and Christ Jesus) as
the witnesses to the charge (1 Tim 5:21; 6:13; 2 Tim 4:1). The fact that God is
always mentioned first has obviously tilted the scales here; but one wonders
how that is significant in the present case, where only one of the divine per
sons is being called upon as witness, especially since this author can fluctu
ate between God and Christ in other significant roles (king, judge).
That leads us, then, to the criterion that would seem to be the more deci
sive in this case, so-called extrinsic probability, having to do with which of
these two options is most likely the result of a scribal error—for example, the
scribe's seeing one thing in his text and either accidentally or deliberately
changing it to the other. And here is a case where the criterion "the more
difficult reading is to be preferred as the original" should rule the day, since
the error came from scribal activity, not from the author, and scribes are well
known to have changed texts, either deliberately or by accident, toward
conformity or familiarity.
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See Metzger, Textual Commentary, 579; it is also adopted (with hesitation, to be
sure) by Elliott, Greek Text, 136-37; so also Knight, 410 (who suggests that in either
case it means "God"!); Marshall, 744; Mounce, 522 (whose comment that "God" ap
pears in 4:1 and 1 Tim 5:21 should perhaps have led to the opposite conclusion [see
the discussion belowj); Johnson, 383.
C f . Bernard, 115; indeed, Johnson (384) frankly admits that this is "the easier
reading," which by all ordinary rules of textual criticism should have led to the oppo
site conclusion.
1W)
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This criterion is certainly not foolproof, but here is a case where the
change from an original Geoij to Kupiou seems highly unlikely except by
sheer accident while the other can be easily accounted for, for two reasons:
first, because of familiarity and conformity to how the other three instances
begin; second, and more importantly, if "God" were in the scribe's own text,
it is difficult to imagine why in this context he would have changed it to "the
Lord." That is, the title "the Lord" does not occur in the immediate con
text, and since there is basically no christological advantage to be gained,
Christian scribes would simply never have been bothered by the appearance
of "God" at this point in the text so as to feel the need to change it. Whereas
one can give several reasons for why they might have changed the unex
pected appearance of "Lord" at this point in the letter: it conforms to usage
elsewhere; it conforms to the sentence that immediately follows; it would be
the more expected way of stating an oath.
If this reasoning is correct regarding the textual issue, then a christo
logical point can in fact be made from this distance: the appearance of "the
Lord" at this point would be quite in keeping with the christological empha
ses of this letter. The same Lord who is to judge the living and the dead is the
Lord before whom Timothy is to charge the community to avoid wars over
words. And if this is the correct understanding of the original text and its
nuance, then this is but one more unrehearsed moment in which Paul's
high Christology emerges in passing.
162

Christ the Lord as Source and Sustainer
I conclude the analysis of the Christology of this letter by simply noting
a series of texts that on their own would hardly lead one to a view of Christ
as divine. But they are not on their own; and together they attribute to
Christ activities that ordinarily would be thought of as belonging more
strictly to the province of God. As such, therefore, they add further to the
awareness that Paul thinks of Christ as divine in ways that are not necessar
ily consciously brought forward but that nonetheless are basic to his as
sumed worldview. I present these texts here with little comment, since they
tend to speak for themselves, except to note that they, while perhaps not sig
nificant in themselves, add to the total picture that indicates Paul's presup
position of the divine identity of Christ.
2 Timothy 1:1—"Apostle of Christ Jesus"
Although this phrase does not imply deity, it does imply that the one
who commissioned Paul is the presently reigning Lord, Jesus Christ. See dis
cussion in ch. 3 on 1 Cor 1:17; 1:1 (p. 136).
1 6 1

Especially in this case, since the text that was being copied would have been
abbreviated (-ey or ky).
The most recent mention is v. 7. What precedes, of course, is all about Christ
but without the title "the Lord."
1 6 2
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2 Timothy 1:1—"Promise of Life in Christ Jesus"
With this unusual phrase, Paul here (typically) anticipates some matters
that are to come in the letter. From the outset it has a very decidedly future
orientation to it. This phrase is perhaps primarily shorthand for the larger
soteriological reality that Christ has "brought life and immortality to light
through the gospel" (1:10), but also it is the case that here Paul implies that
this life "resides in Christ Jesus" in a way that is characteristic only of God.
2 Timothy 1:12—"The One Trusted and the Guardian of the
Present Deposit"
There is some measure of debate as to the implied antecedent of "the
one I have trusted." While it is true that God is the "one who has saved
us" (v. 9), it is equally true that the entire passage (vv. 9-10) climaxes with
emphasis on the saving work of "our Savior Christ Jesus." This nearer con
text seems more likely still to be in Paul's mind than the more distant refer
ence to God the Father. In any case, the very debate can take place because
all recognize that what Paul affirms here could be said of either God or
Christ, which is why some simply refuse to come down on one side or the
other.
163

2 Timothy 2:1—"Grace in Christ Jesus"
As with the preceding item, God's own quality of "grace" is asserted to
reside in Christ Jesus, and it is in this grace that Timothy is urged to take his
stand and be strong.

Conclusion
As before, conclusions have been drawn throughout this chapter. What
needs to be drawn together at the end is the concern with which the chapter
began: the Christology of these letters is very much in keeping with what
has emerged in the letters to churches that have preceded. Although none of
this on its own will determine how scholars come down on the matter of au
thorship, it needs to be underlined here that nothing in these letters appears to
be either more or less christologically aware than what appears in the earlier cor
pus. On the one hand, if these really are letters written at a later time by an
other hand, one might have expected a more measured and heightened
christological emphasis; but that is simply not the case. On the other hand,
what does emerge is a Christology so like the earlier letters, and often so sub16i

T h o s e who argue for "God" think that the context requires it; so Knight, 379;
Johnson, 351; Mounce, 487. Marshall (710) leans toward "Christ" but is ambivalent.
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tie and unrehearsed, that one could use these findings to argue rather
strongly for Pauline authorship (as their ultimate source, whoever may have
done the actually writing for him),
Any careful reading of this chapter makes clear that I come down on the
latter side of things. When I began this study, I was quite ready in the "syn
thesis" chapters that follow to leave these letters to one side, but the evidence
did not seem to lead me to go that route. Therefore, in the following chapters
I will include this material as part of the evidence for "Pauline Christology,"
since, even if Paul did not write the letters, they are so thoroughly in line
with what one meets elsewhere, it would seem to be mere prejudice alone
that would exclude them.
On the other hand, neither am I comfortable in making a specific
christoiogicai point based on the evidence ol these letters alone. So their
evidence will be part of the bigger picture, but that picture hopefully will
not be distorted in one way or the other by anything found only in one of
these letters.

Appendix I: The Texts
(double brackets [[ ]] indicate texts with references to God alone)
1 Timothy
1:1-2 Tla-fAoc, anocxoloc, Xpicrxov Tncroi) Kax' eixixayfiv 9eofJ acoxfjpoc
fjucov Kai XpicTorj 'Ir|crofj xiiq sXitiSoq fijicov Tiuo9ecp yvncficp xeKvcp ev
Ttioxei, %dpiq eXeoq eipfjvn draSJigofircaxpocKai Xpicrxoii liicroii xoij
Krjpiorj T|p.COV.
2

[[1:4 . . . aixiveq EKqqxfjoeiq
7tiaxei.]]

7cape%oi>ai,v

1:11 Kaxd xo eijayyetaov xfjq 86fy\q

xofj

\iaXXov fj

oiKovouiav

8eofj xijv ev

uaKapiou 9eofJ. 6 e7tioxerj9r|v eyco.

,2

1:12-17 Xdpiv e%co xtp EvSuvapcocravxi ue Xpicrxcp 'Iricroii xcp leopicp
fincov, oxi 7tiax6v ue f|yf|craxo 8£p.£Voq eiq SiaKoviav "xd Ttpoxepov ovxa
3^dac|>r||j.ov Kai SICOKXTTV Kai fjRpioxfjv, aXXa fjXefj9r|v, oxi dyvocbv enoiqoa
ev d7tioxia- '"imepeTttedvao-ev 8e T| xapiq xofj Kupiou f|pcbv uexd Ttioxecoq
Kai dydTxqq xfjq E V Xpicrxcp 'Iricroii. 7tiox6q 6 Xoyoq Kai Jtdcmc ano&oxnq
d q i o q , oxi Xpicrxoq 'Iricroijq f\XQe\ eiq xov KOCTUOV duapxcoX,oijq acboai, cov
rcpcbxoq E I U I eyco. dM.d Sid xofjxo r\Xef\Qr\v, iva E V euoircpcoxcpEVOEi^rixai
Xpicrxoq 'Iricroijq xfjv anaaav uaKpoGuuiav npbq fjitoxvJTtcooiv xcov ueMdvxcov
jiioxeueiv ETX' ovuxcp Eiq (",cof|v aicoviov. xcb 8s fJaciXei xcbv aicovcov. dcfrSdpxcp
dopdxco uovco 8ecb. xiufj Kai 86qa eiq xoijq aicbvaq xcbv aicovcov, duf|v.
15

16

17

2:3-6 'xofjxo KaXov Kai drcoSeKxov evcbniov xofj acoxfjpoq fjucbv 8eofJ. oq
Ttdvxaq dv8pamouq 9eXei aco9fjvai Kai eiq e7tiyvcocriv dA,r|6eiaq eXQelv. Eiq
4

5
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£iq K a i u£aixriq 8EOD K a i dvSpcbrccov, dvOpcoitoq Xpioxoq
'Iiiooiiq, b Sovq Eauxov dvxiAuxpov drtep Ttdvxcov, xd papxdpiov K a i p o i q

ydp 8EDC,

h

idioiq.
2 : 7 DAFJ8EIAV Aiyco, l

v l +

£VXPI<™P]

o

v

ye^opca,

[ [ 3 : 5 e i 8E xiq xod i d i o u O I K O D Ttpoaxfjvai odK oidev, Ttcbq eKKA,r|aiac 8EOD
1

1

eTuueAfiaexai: ! !
3 : 1 3 o i y a p KaAcbq diaKovfjaavxeq BaSpdv e a u x o i q KaAdv nepiTtoiodvxai K a i
TtoAAfw i t a p p n a i a v ev Ttiaxei xfj ev Xpioxcp 'Irioofi.
[[3:15

e d v 8E Bpaddvco, i v a eiSfjq rabq 5 E I ev QIKCO 8EOD dvaaxpe<|>EA8AI, f)xiq

e a x i v eKKAriaia 8EOD Ccbvxoc. axdAoq K a i edpaicopa xfjq dA,r|8EIAQ.]]
3 : 1 6 . . . oq E<>av£p(DOT| ev o a p K i , £5iKat(60r| ev Ttvedpaxi, co<|>0T| dyyeXoiq,
£ K T | p d x B i l ev E8VEAIV, £7TIOX£t>0r| ev Koapco,

dv£A.f|ii<|>6r| ev 80^11.

. . a T t e x e a S a i Ppcoudxcov, a d 8EDC e K x i a e v e i q pexdA,T|pi|/iv pexd

[[4:3-5

4

efj%apiaxiaq xoiq Ttiaxoiq K a i eTteyvcoKoai xfjv DAFJ8EIAV. d x i jcdv K x i c p a
8EOD KaAdv K a i o d S e v aTtd|3A.r|xov pexd e i r / a p i a x i a q X,ap(3AVDPEVOV
5

d y i d q e x a i ydp 8 I D

Xoyov 8EOD

K a i evxedcecoc-H

4 : 6 T a d x a drcoxiGepevoq xoiq D8EA.<|)oiq KaAdq e o n Sidicovoq Xpioxofj

'Ir|ooii,
[[4:10

. . . oxi fjA.7UKauev erti 8ECB Ccbvxi.

6c e a x i v

acoxfjp Ttdvxcov dv8pcbTtcov

p d A i a x a Jtiaxcbv.]]
5

. . xodxo ydp e a x i v djtdSeKxov evcoTciov xod 8EOD. f| 8E dvxcoq x f | P
K a i Lieuovcopevri fjX,7tiKev e n i 6EDV . . . ] ]
[[5:4-5

a

5 : 1 1 . . . dxav ydp Kaxaaxpuvidacoaiv xoii Xpioxoii, y a u e i v 8EA.ouaiv
5 : 2 1 A i a p a p x d p o p a i evcoTtiov xod 8EOD K a i Xpioxoii 'Itiooii K a i xcov
eK^eKxebv dyyeAcov, i v a x a d x a

§vXat\r\q %apiq TtpoKpipaxoq,

[ [ 6 : 1 . . . i v a iifj xd d v o p a xod 8EOD K a i fj S i d a o K a A i a P7.aa<|>Ti Ltfjxai.]]
i

6 : 3 e i xiq e x e p o d i S a a K a A e i K a i iifj Ttpoaep^exai d y i a i v o u a i v Xbyoiq xoiq
xo\> K u p i o u tjpcov Tnooii Xpioxoii K a i xfj Kax' e d a e B e i a v 6I5AAKAAIA,
[[6:11 £ f j

6:13-16

8E, cb avSptOTte 8EOD. xadxa <)>edye']]

"TtapayyeAco [ a o i ] eviOTtiov xod 8EOD ^cooyovodvxoc xd Ttdvxa K a i

Xpioxoii 'Itiooii xov papxi)pf)oavxoq em. I l o v x i o u r h A a x o u xfjv KaAfyv

xijq
£Tti«(»av£iaq xoii Kvpiou fjpcbv 'ITIOOV Xpioxoii, "fjv K a i p o i q i S i o i q d e i q e i d
14

d p o A o y i a v , xr|pfjaai a e xijv EVXOATJV doTtiAov dveTtiArpTixov iiey.pi

LiaKapioc K a i iidvoc Suvdaxric. d BaA.iA.edc xcov BaaiAeudvxcov K a i Kdpioq xcbv
,h

Kupieudvxcov. 6 pdvoq eycov d S a v a a i a v . cfrcbc oiKcbv aTtpdaixov. dv EI8EV
odSeiq avSpcoTtcov odde I8EIV S d v a x a r cb xipij K a i Kpdxoq aicbviov. dpfjv.
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[[6:17 . . . uriSe fjfoiiKevai eni nXovxov d8r|A.6xr|xi
fjuiv 7idvxa nXovaimq eiq djt6A.atxnv,]]
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aXX' erci

9ecb xcb rcapevovxi

Titus
1:1-4 TIaiiXoq 8ofJA.oq Qeov. anoamXoq 8e 'Iricroii Xpicrxoii Kaxd 7ttaxiv
EK?ieKxcov 9eofJ Kai erciyvcoaiv dX,r|9eiaq xrjq Kax' evJaeReiav E7t' eX,7ri8i qwfjq
aicoviou, ijv ercriyyeiA,axo 6 dysiiShc 9e6c rcpo %povcov aicovicov, e<(>avepcoaev
8e Kaipoiq iSioq xov taiyov aijxoij ev Knpvjyuaxi, 6 ETXVOXEVJGTIV Eyco Kax'
E7tixayr)v xoij acoxfjpoc fjucbv Qeov. Tixcp yvnaicp xeKvcp Kaxd KOIVTJV 7riaxiv,
%dpiq K a i eipfjvri dixo Geoij naxpoq Kai I
"^P "! Xpicrxoii Tncroii xoij
crcoxfipoq fjucbv.
2

!

4

v l +

10

[[1:7 8ei ydp xov eTtioKoirov dveyKXrixov eivai cbq 8eorJ oiKovouov.]]
[[1:16 9e6v 6uoA,oyofiaiv eiSevai. xoiq 8e epyoiq dpvoijvxai,]]
[[2:5 . . . i v a ufj 6 A,6yoc xoij 6eovJ [iA,aacj)r|ufjxai.]]
[[2:10 . . . iva xf|v SiSaaKa^iav xf|v xofj acoxfjpoq fjucbv 9sofJ Koaucbaiv ev
7idoiv.]]
[[2:11 "E7iE(|)dvr| ydp fj ydpiq xofj Qeofj cjcoxfjpioq 7tdaiv dvGpcoTtoiq]]
2:13-14 7rpoa8£%6Li£voi xijv uaKapiav eXni&a K a i e7tic|>dveiav xf|q S6qr|q
xorj ueydXou Qeov Kai acoxfjpoc fjucbv 'Iricroii Xpicrxoii, oq ESCOKEV EODXOV
ijTtEp f|p.cov, i v a X,t)xpc6crr|Tai fjudq ano Tidoriq dvouiaq Kai KaSapicrTj
Earjxcp Xaov Tiepiofjoiov, q>|^coxfiv Ka^cov Epycov.
H

14

3:4-7 6x£ 8E fj yp^axoxric Kai fj (|)iXav9pco7tia enetyavr) xofj acoxfjpoq f|ucov
9eofJ. of)K eq~ epycov xco ev SiKaioaiivri a ercoifjaauev fjueiq aXXa Kaxd xo
afjxofj eA,eoq eacoaev ijudq Sid A.ouxpofJ itaXiyyeveaiaq K a i dvaKaivcoaecoq
7tvefjuaxoq dyiot), ovj e£eyeev ec|)' fjudq nXouaicoq 8ia 'Iricroii Xpicrxoii xoii
crcoxiipoq f|p.cov, I v a SiKaicoG&vxEq xfj EKEivorj %apixi K^ripovduoi
yevriGcbuev Kax' etatiSa Ccofjq aicoviou.
4

5

6

[[3:8 . . . i v a (fipovxl^coaiv KaA.cov epycov TtpoTaxaaGai oi 7re7uaxei)K6xec
9eco-]]
2 Timothy
1:1-2 TlaiJX.oq dnocrxoXoq Xpicrxoii 'rncrori 8id 6eA,fjuaxoc 9eofJ Kax'
ETrayyEXiav ^cofjq E V Xpicrxcp 'Iricroii Tiuo9£cp dyanrixcp XEKVCO, x d p i q
Eipfjvri ano 9EofJ 7iaxp6c K a i Xpicrxoii 'Iricroii xoij K u p i o v r|iicbv.
2

eXeoq

[[1:3 Xdpiv e^co xto 8ecb. cb Xaxpedco ano Ttpoyovcov ev K a 9 a p a aweiSfjaEi,]]
[[1:6-7 'Ai' fjv aixiav dvauiuvfiaKco ae dva^amupeiv xo xdpiaua xofi 9eofi. o
eaxiv ev aoi xfjq e7ti9eaecoq xcbv xeipcbv u o u ofj ydp eScoKev fjuiv 6 9e6c
nvefjua SeiXeiaq aXXa. Swduecoq K a i dydnriq K a i aco<|)poviauofj.]]
7
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1:8-10 ur| o d v ercaioxnvGfic xo iiapxxjpiov xoii Kupiot) ripwv priSe eue xov
Seapiov atjxoii, aXXd a u y K a K O 7 t d G T i 0 o v xo) edayyeAico Kaxd Sdvapiv Geod.
x o d gcoaavxoc TJLtdq Kat KaAegavxoc KX-rjoei dyia, od Kaxd xd epya rjucbv
aXXa Kaxd iSiav rcodGegiv Kai ydpiv. XTJV SoGeiaav f p i v EV Xpioxcp 'Itiooii
rtpo xpdvcov aicovicov, (()avepco6eioav Se vdv 8id xt\q £ici<t>av£iaq xoii
ocoxtipoq fjpcov Xpioxoii 'Itiooii, Kaxapyt\oavxoq u e v xdv Gdvaxov
<|>coxioavxoq S E ^COT|V Kai d<|>0apoiav Sid x o d edayyeXiou
8

9

10

1:12 . . . dXX' o d K ercaioxdvopai, oi8a ydp c|> jt£7tiox£t)Ka Kai rceTceiapai o x i
Suvaxoq E O X I V XTJV TcapaGiJKTiv uou pvXa£,o\ eiq EKsivriv xt|v tip.£pav.
1:13 T7toxdTccooiv e%e rjyiaivdvxcov Xdycov cov reap' epod fJKODoac ev Ttioxei
K a i dydrtrj TT\ EV Xpioxcp 'Itiooii
-

1:16 Sam ekeoq 6 Ktipioq xo) 'Ovr|gi<|)dpo"u OIKCO,
1:18 Seem
2:1 Zd

adxo)

6 Ktipioq Et)p£iv eXeoq napd KDpiot) ev

OIJV, XBKVOV p o u ,

EKeivn

xi)

fjuepa.

evSuvapod EV xfi xdpixi xfi EV Xpioxcp Itiooii,

2:3 SuyKaKOTcdGrioov cbq Ka^dq oxpaxicemiq Xpioxoii 'Itiooii.
2:7

vdei

6 Aeyco' SCOOEI ydp ooi 6 Krjpioq

ev

odveoiv

Ttdaiv.

8

2:8-13 MvT|pdveue Itiooiiv Xpioxov £ytiy£pp.£vov EK vEKptov, E K
OTtEpp-axoq Aat)iS, Kaxd xd edayye^idv p o u ev & KaKOJcaGcb pe%pi Seapcov
cbc KaKodpyoq, aXXd 6 Xoyoq x o d Geod od SeSexar 8id x o d x o Ttdvxa
dTtopevco 8id xodq eKAeKxodq, i v a Kai adxoi acoxnpiaq xdxcooiv xtiq ev
Xpioxcp Itiooii pxxd Sdiquq aicoviorj. "nioxoq d Axiyoq ei ydp
ovvaneGdvopev, K a i ot)^T\aopev ei ditopevopev, Kai orjp-Baoi^edciopev"
ei dpvrjgdueGa, KaKEivoq dpvt|OExai f p d q ei djcioxodpev, EKEivoq
Ttioxoq P E V E I , dpvtioaoGai ydp sauxov ot» Sfjvaxai.
9

10

-

12

-

13

14

vl

2:14-15 Tadxa imouiuvrigKe Siapapxupdpevoq Evcbitiov xoij K u p i o u t S s ^ tin, A,oyopa%eiv, en odSev x p d m i - ^ E Kaxaoxpo^fj xcbv OKODOVXIOV.
"gTtodSagov aeauxdv SoKipov Ttapagxfjgai xco Geo), epydxryv dveTtaigxwxov,
1 0

2

7 1 1

2:19 (LXX) d pevxoi gxepedq Gepe^ioq xod Geod egxrpcev, e^cov xfiv g^payiSa
xadxiiv Eyvco Krjpioq xodq dvxaq aiixoii, K a i ' aTtoaxf|xco anb dSiKiaq Ttdq d
ovopd^cov x o ovoiia K o p i o u .
2:22 . . . SicoKe Se SiKaioodvr|v Ttioxiv dydTtriv eipTrvnv pexd xcov
EJtiKaXoupEvcov xov Kijpiov eK KaGapdq KapSiaq.
2:24 Sorjlov S E

KDpiot)

od Sei pd^eaGai aXXa fJTtiov eivai Ttpdq Ttdvxaq,

[[2:25 . . . pfyrcoxe 5cbr| adxoic d Gedq uexdvoiav eiq eTtiyvcoaiv d^T)8eiaq]]
3:11-12 " . . . oiouq Sicoyuodq ditfjveyKa Kai eK Ttdvxcov pe sppfjoaxo 6
Kfjpioq K a i Ttdvxeq Se oi Ge^ovxeq Erjoepcoq tjtiv EV Xpioxcp 'Itiooii
SicoxG-qgovxai.
12
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3:15 . . . xd 8uvduevd ae (Tomtom e i c ocoxripiav oia jticrxecoq xf|q ev Xpicrxcp
'Iritroij.
[[3:17 i v a apxioq ij 6 xoi) 8eoiJ av8pomoc. rcpoq ndv epyov dyaGov
E^npxiouEvoq.]]
4:1 Aiauapxvjpouai EVCOTXIOV xoii 8eofi K a i Xpicrxoii 'ITJCTOVJ xoii iiE^ovxoq
K p i v e i v c",cbvxaq K a i vEKporjq, K a i XT|V env<>dv£vav ai>xoii K a i XT|V
Paoa^£iav auxoir
4:8 XOVTIOV dnoKEixai uoi 6 xfjq 8iKaioafjvr|q cxe^avoq, ov drco5cocr£i p;oi 6
Kt>pioc, ev eKeivn xfj fjuepa, 6 5 i K a i o q Kpixfiq, oij uovov 8e euoi aXXa K a i
7idai xoiq rjyanriKOCTi xrjv £7ti<|>av£iav arjxorj.
4:14 . . . djto8cooei avjxcp 6 Kfjpioq K a x d xd epya aijxofj'
,7

4:17-18 6 8 E Kfjpioq jiotrcapEcrxTiK a i £v£8t)vdp.cocr£v p£, i v a 8i' ELIOVJ xd
Kfjpuyua 7tX,Tipo(j>opri9fj K a i aKovJocooiv rcdvxa xd e8vn, K a i eppvjo"8r|v E K
oxouaxoq ^.eovxoq. pvo"Exai fiE 6 Krjpioq anb navxbq epyou novnpofj K a i
CTCOCTEI Eiq xf|v |Ja<riX,£iav afjxoij xf|v ETtorjpdviov tf» f| So^a eiq xofjq
alcovaq xcbv aicovcov, duijv.
ls

4:22 ' O Kfjpioq UExd xofj 7tvevjuaxdq

GOV.

Appendix II: An Analysis of Usage
(* = anarthrous; + = with possessive pronoun; [LXX] = Septuagint echo/
citation)
Pastoral Epistles
9e6q
47
Christ
46
1 Timothy
8eoq
23
Christ
16
Titus
8e6q
Christ

13
4

2 Timothy
Geoq
11
Christ
26
The Data
1. Kfjpioq 'Iriooijq Xpioxoq ( 2 / 0 / 0 )

1 Tim 6:3 G +
1 Tim 6:14 G +
la. Xpioxoq 'rnaouq Kfjpioq ( 2 / 0 / 2 )
1 Tim 1:2 G +
1 Tim 1:12 D +
2 Tim 1:2 G+
2. Krjpioq 'Inoofjq (0 / 0 / 0)
3. Xpioxoq 'Inoofjq (10 / 1 / 11)
1 T m 1:1 G*
1 T m 1:1 G*
1 T m 1:14 D* (EV)
1 T m 1:15 N*
1 T m 1:16 N*
1 T m2:5 N*
1 T m 3:13 D*
1 T m 4:6 G*
1 T m 5:21 G*
1 T m 6:13 G*
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Titus
2 Tim
2 Tim
2 Tim
2 Tim

1:4 G* [v.l. + K u p i o u ]
1:1 G*
1:1 D* (ev)
1:9 D* (ev)
1:10 G* (appositive to
ocoxf\p)
2 Tim 1:13 D* (ev)
2 Tim 2:1 D* (ev)
2 Tim 2:3 G*
2 Tim 2:10 D* (ev)
2 Tim 3:12 D* (ev)
2 Tim 3:15 D* (ev)
2 Tim 4:1 G* (evokiov)
3a. 'Ir|oofjc Xpioxoc ( 0 / 3 / 1 )
Titus 1:1 G *
Titus 2:13 G* (appositive to
86£a)
Titus 3:6 G* (8id) + oioxfjp
2 Tim 2:8 A*
4. Kijpioc (1 / 0 / 16)
1 Tim 1:14 G +
2 Tim 1:8 G+
2 Tim 1:16 N
2 Tim 1:18 N
2 Tim 1:18 G* (rtapd)
2 Tim 2:7 N
2 Tim 2:14 G [v.l. 9eoi3]
(evcoTciov)

5.
6.
7.
8.

2 Tim 2:19 N* [ L X X ]
2 Tim 2:19 G* [ L X X ]
2 Tim 2:22 A
2 Tim 2:24 G*
2 Tim 3:11 N
2 Tim 4:8 N
2 Tim 4:14 N
2 Tim 4:17 N
2 Tim 4:18 N
2 Tim 4:22 N
Tnooijc ( 0 / 0 / 0 )
Xpioxoc ( 1 / 0 / 0 )
1 Tim 5:11 G
uioc ( 0 / 0 / 0 )
acoxrjp [= God]
[1 Tim 1:1 G + ]
[1 Tim 2:3 G + ]
[[1 Tim 4:10
PredN* after 6q]]
[Titus 1:3 G + ]
Titus 1:4 G +
[Titus 2:10 G + ]
[Titus 2:13 G + ]
[Titus 3:4 G + ]
Titus 3:6 G + (5id)
2 Tim 1:10 G+

Part II

11
Christ, the Divine Savior
A M A J O R DIFFICULTY I N T H I S study now faces us. How does one proceed in at
tempting to offer a reasonable synthesis of the many disparate parts that
have preceded, especially since, apart from Col 1:15-17, Christology in terms
of the person of Christ is never Paul's concern per se? Indeed, if we are to
keep faith with the apostle himself, the beginning point will have to be Christ
as Savior, since that is clearly the central feature of Pauline theology, what
ever else one may be investigating. Fortunately in this case, what is central
also has considerable christological implications. So Christ as (divine) Savior
will be our point of departure.
But we also need to put this reality into its larger theological context,
since in much of North American Christendom salvation is conceived in
a much more individualistic way than Paul himself would have under
stood. So this chapter begins with a brief overview of what "salvation
in Christ" meant for the apostle, some of which will be picked up again
in ch. 14; and at the end, we examine the christological implications of
Paul's thoroughly christocentric worldview, especially as it emerges in his
"Christ devotion."
That leads us in turn to ch. 12, in which we examine Paul's under
standing of Christ as preexistent, since it is otherwise nearly impossible to
account for such Christ devotion by an avid monotheist unless his under
standing of the one God now included the Son of God in the divine identity.
But preexistence as God also means that the Jesus of history must be un
derstood in terms of an incarnation; and such an understanding by Paul
must be taken seriously: the divine Son of God lived a truly human life on
our planet. So ch. 13 picks up the question of Christ's humanity by way of
Paul's use of "Adam" and the crucial word EIKCOV (image) from Gen 1-2,
pointing out that the ultimate concern in this analogy is emphasis both on
1

^ h i s is true, even though the title itself is seldom used and does not occur until
toward the end of the corpus (Phil 3:20); see ch. 9, pp. 402-3.
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Christ's genuine humanity and on his bearing and restoring the divine
image lost in the fall.
The final two chapters will pursue the two primary christological em
phases that emerge regularly in the corpus and that arguably hold the keys
to Paul's answer to the question "Who is Christ?" The suggested answer:
Christ is, first of all, the messianic/eternal Son of God (ch. 14); and second,
Christ is the messianic, now exalted "Lord" of Ps 110:1 (ch. 15), who for
Paul has come to be identified with Kijpioc (Lord) = Yahweh, which was
how the Septuagint handled the Divine Name. Since it is this (exclusive)
usage of Christ as Lord that tends to dominate Paul's understanding of
Christ in his present kingly reign, this chapter will conclude with a re
hearsal of the many ways that Paul refers to Christ by way of presupposi
tion, attributing to him activities that a monotheistic Jew would attribute
to God alone.
Although these various aspects need to be examined separately, one
must also do so with the ultimate theological question in mind: how
does Paul perceive the relationship of the Son to the Father, since he
never abandons—indeed, he stoutly retains—his historic monotheism?
On the one hand, there are those several texts where it appears certain
that Paul, by presupposition, understands Christ in terms of eternal di
vinity; on the other hand, and whatever else, there are not two Gods. So
in the end, the larger theological question must be raised (ch. 16). But
before that, this and the following chapters will try to establish from
the preceding data how best to understand Paul's understanding of the
person of Christ. We begin, then, with Paul's primary concern: salvation
in Christ.
2

The Central Role of Christ in Salvation
Although I have tried carefully in this study to avoid dealing with
Pauline soteriology as such, in some cases, especially as in 2 Corinthians, it
is nearly impossible to do so. That is, the role of Christ is often tied directly to
Paul's presupposition about the person of Christ; and one would be remiss
not to point that out from time to time. It is this concern that will be picked

2

W h a t some will find missing in this overview is the role of personified Wis
dom in Paul's view of Christ, especially when it comes to Christ as the mediator of
creation. Since I am convinced that "her" role in Paul's Christology is itself the
creation of modern scholarship, not the result of exegesis of the Pauline texts, a
full discussion and thus rebuttal of this position is offered in appendix A . See
also the excursuses on this matter in ch. 3 (pp. 102-5); ch. 4 (pp. 186-87); ch. 7
(pp. 317-25).
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up in this chapter; to get there, I first offer some brief observations about
Pauline soteriology in general.
The phrase "salvation in Christ" might well serve as the basic summing
up of Paul's central concern theologically. This phrase may be unpacked as
follows. First, in the discussion of 2 Thess 2:13, the first passage of its kind in
the corpus, it was pointed out that Paul has a rather consistent grammar of
salvation, which takes the following triadic form: salvation is predicated on
the love of God the Father, it is effected through the death and resurrection
of Christ the Son, and it is made effective through the Spirit of God, who is
also the Spirit of the Son. Thus, whatever language one uses for this divine
triadic phenomenon, one does justice to Paul only when recognizing that
human salvation is grounded in and accomplished by the Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit.
Second, the ultimate goal of salvation is not simply the saving of individ
uals and fitting them for heaven, as it were, but the creation of a people for
God's name, reconstituted by a new covenant. That is, although people in the
new covenant are "saved" one by one, the goal of that salvation is to form a
people who, as Israel of old, in their life together reflect the character of the
God who saved them, whose character is borne by the incarnate Christ and
re-created in God's people by the Spirit.
Third, the framework of God's "salvation in Christ" is thoroughly escha
tological, meaning that Christ's death and resurrection and the gift of the
Spirit mark the turning of the ages, whereby God has set in motion the new
creation, in which all things eventually will be made new at the eschatologi
cal conclusion of the present age.
Fourth, the means of "salvation in Christ" is Christ's death on the cross
and his subsequent resurrection, whereby people are "redeemed" from en
slavement to self and sin, and death itself has been defeated. A careful read
ing of Paul's letters reveals that all of his basic theological concerns are an
outworking of his fundamental confession: "Christ died for our sins, accord
ing to the Scriptures; he was buried, and he was raised" (1 Cor 15:3-4: cf.
Rom 4:25, "He was delivered over to death for our sins and was raised to life
for our justification"; and many others).
Although the first of these foundational propositions reflects the ulti
mate concern of this book, in this chapter we will pursue the second and
fourth of these items, especially since the second one is seldom brought up
front in discussions of Pauline soteriology and since the role of Christ is not
as immediately obvious here as in the other points.
3

'See ch. 2, pp. 63-65; cf. the other semicreedal soteriological passages, such as
1 Cor 6:11; 2 Cor 1:21-22; 13:13[14]; Gal 4:4-7; Rom 5:1-5; 8:3-4; 8:15-17; Eph
1:13-14; 4:4-6; Titus 3:5-7. But see also many other such texts, soteriological or oth
erwise: 1 Cor 1:4-7; 2:4-5; 6:19-20; 2 Cor 3:16-18; Gal 3:1-5; Rom 8:9-11; 15:16;
15:18-19; 15:30; Col 3:16; Eph 1:3; 1:17-20; 2:17-18; 2:19-22; 3:16-19; 5:18-19; Phil
1:19-20; 3:3.
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The Ultimate Goal of Salvation: Re-Creation into the
Divine Image
One of the serious weaknesses of much traditional Protestant theology
is its proclivity toward a soteriology devoid of ecclesiology. That is, the ten
dency is to focus on salvation in an individualistic way that loses the "people
of God" dimension of Paul's soteriology. This is due in large part to a
presuppositional emphasis on discontinuity between the two covenants,
with very little appreciation for the significant dimension of continuity. To be
sure, discontinuity resides in the not insignificant reality that entrance into
the people of God under the new covenant happens one by one through
faith in Christ Jesus and the gift of the Spirit. But to embrace that point of
emphasis to the neglect of the equally important "people of God" dimension
to Christ's saving work is to miss Paul by too much.
Paul simply cannot help himself, since both his own history in the Jewish
community and his calling as apostle to the Gentiles presuppose that the goal
of God's saving work in Christ is to create an end-time people for God's name
out of both Jew and Gentile together. This passion finds expression especially
in Galatians and Romans, where the issue is not primarily justification by
faith but rather Jew and Gentile together as one people of God predicated on
the work of Christ and the Spirit and realized by faith. After all, the whole ar
gument of Romans climaxes in 15:5-13, "so that with one mind and one voice
you [Jew and Gentile together] may glorify the God and Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ" (v. 6), which is followed by a catena of four OT passages that
focus on the inclusion of Gentiles. Similarly, Galatians concludes with a repeti
tion of his aphorism "Neither circumcision nor uncircumcision means any
thing; what counts is a new creation" (6:15), followed by a benediction on all
who follow this "rule," who are then described as "God's Israel."
Paul's own calling is thus expressed in keeping with this concern: "But
when God, who . . . called me by his grace, was pleased to reveal his Son
in me so that I might preach him among the Gentiles . . . " (Gal 1:15-16; cf. Rom
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This presupposes the reality that Paul's letters all were written to first-generation
adult converts, who became so through faith in Christ and the gift of the Spirit. How
second-generation believers become members of the household of God is an area of
huge debate and division among later Christians, which has happened in part be
cause Paul, not to mention the rest of the NT, simply does not speak specifically to
this question.
It is a primary driving concern in Ephesians as well, where the emphasis is
more clearly on ecclesiology rather than soteriology as such.
T h i s aphorism occurs first in 1 Cor 7:19: "Neither circumcision nor uncir
cumcision means anything; what counts is keeping God's commands" (!). It also
occurs in Gal 5:6, where it is followed by "What counts is faith expressing itself
through love."
For the both inadequate and erroneous turning of Paul's locative ev euoi into a
datival "to me," see ch. 5, pp. 220-22.
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15:15b-19). Luke's version goes, "I am sending you to the [Gentiles] to open
their eyes and turn them from darkness to light, and from the power of
Satan to God, so that they may receive forgiveness of sins and a place among
those who are sanctified by faith in me" (Acts 26:17-18). Although the lan
guage is Luke's, the content is fully Pauline. Thus Paul expresses his selfunderstanding by echoing the language of Isaiah, who had envisioned the
inclusion of Gentiles in the eschatological people of God. This inclusion,
which stands at the very beginning of Isaiah (2:1-5), finds expression several
times thereafter. Both Paul's and Luke's versions of Paul's call echo the sec
ond of Isaiah's Servant Songs (47:l-7).
This vision, in turn, takes us back to Gen 12:2-3, where God makes a
covenant with Abraham that "I will make you into a great nation," whose
final goal is "and all peoples on earth will be blessed through you." Israel's
failure in this regard is what is picked up eschatologically in the prophetic
tradition—the tradition to which Paul is thoroughly indebted.
It is not surprising, therefore, that Paul's language for the people of God,
which now includes Gentiles, is simply an extension of the language of the
former covenant. The most common term is "saints," which is a direct bor
rowing of the language of Dan 7:18, 22, which in turn is itself an echo of
Exod 19:5-6. Crucial for Paul's use of this term is the fact that "the saints"
included "all nations and peoples of every language" (Dan 7:14). The same
sense of continuity is found in his usage of EKKX-noio: (assembly), which of
course also has the advantage of being a term well known in the Greek
world. But Paul's usage is determined by its appearance in the Septuagint as
a translation of bnp, when referring to the "congregation" of Israel.
The same is true of his use of "election" and "new covenant" lan
guage. Equally telling is Paul's use of "temple" imagery for the people of
God in a given location (1 Cor 3:16-17; 2 Cor 6:16; Eph 2:20), which picks up
the crucial "presence of God" motif from the OT and which in Eph 2:20-22 is
explicitly applied to the reality of Jew and Gentile as one people of God.
This concern with the people of God is also found in other ways in Paul's
thinking. It is of more than passing interest that most of his letters to
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S e e 11:10 (cited as the fourth and final passage in the catena of Rom 15:9-12);
42:6; 49:6. Since these latter two appear in the Servant Songs, it is not surprising
that Paul sees Isa 54:1 (at the conclusion of the final Servant Song) as fulfilled by
Gentile inclusion (Gal 4:27); cf. similarly his use of Isa 65:1 in Rom 10:20, and of Hos
2:20 and 1:10 in Rom 9:25-26. Gentile inclusion is found elsewhere in the prophetic
tradition in Mic 4:1-2; Zeph 3:9; Zech 8:20-22; 14:16-19.
Paul echoes both vv. 1 and 6: "Before I was born the Lord called me; from my
birth he made mention of my name" (cf. v. 5, "he who formed me in the womb to be
his servant"), and "I will make you a light for the Gentiles" (cf. 42:6). The latter is
echoed in the Lukan version.
S e e the discussion in ch. 7 of Col 1:12-14 (pp. 296-97).
"For "election," see 1 Thess 1:4; 2 Thess 2:12; Col 3:12; Eph 1:4,11; for "new
covenant," see 1 Cor 11:25; 2 Cor 3:6-17; cf. Gal 4:24; Rom 2:29 (echoing Deut 30:6).
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churches are addressed to whole congregations, not to a leader or leaders.
Indeed, even when leaders (plural) are included in the salutation in Phil 1:1,
they are so as an addendum ("along with the ETCIOKOTCOI [overseers] and
SiritKovoi [deacons]"). Moreover, even when a problem in the church is the di
rect result of an individual's wrongdoings, Paul never addresses the wrong
doer directly, but rather calls on the whole church to deal with the issue as a
community matter. See, for example, the arguments in 1 Cor 5:1-13; 6:1-12.
At issue in each case is primarily the community as God's people in Cor
inth; although the individual sinner(s) are not overlooked, they are to be
dealt with by the community.
All of this is to point out, then, that for Paul, "salvation in Christ" has
the creation of a people for God's name as its goal and that this concern is
especially to be seen as being in continuity with the people of God as consti
tuted by the former covenant.
For our present purposes, one further facet of this concern needs to be
noted here: Paul's use of "new creation" terminology to speak of the result
of God's saving event in Christ. Related to this is his use of "image of God"
language. Two facets of this usage in Paul's letters are important to point
out here: his use of "new creation" language in its own right but especially
in light of his usage of "image of God" and "second Adam" language with
regard to Christ. So important is this aspect of Pauline soteriology—and his
Christology—that the bulk of ch. 13 will be devoted to it.
Paul articulates "new-creation" theology in two ways. First, as the key
passage 2 Cor 5:14-21 demonstrates, the death and resurrection of Christ
have set in motion a radical, new-order point of view—resurrection life
marked by the cross—which lies at the heart of everything that Paul thinks
and does (cf. Phil 3:4-14). This leads, second, to a series of texts in his letters
that pick up "second exodus" imagery from Isa 40-66: God is about to do a
"new thing" (Isa 43:18-19), and in the end he will establish "new heavens
and a new earth" (Isa 65:17; 66:22-23). In Paul's thinking, this theme is ap
plied to believers, who through association with Christ's death and resurrec
tion have themselves experienced death and are being raised to newness of
life (Rom 6:1-14; 7:4-6; Col 3:1-11: Eph 4:20-24). Common to these texts, ei
ther explicitly (Rom 6:1-14) or implicitly (e.g., compare Col 3:1-11 with
2:9-12), is an association with Christian baptism. Colossians 3:1-11 is espe
cially noteworthy, since it concludes, "Here there is no Greek and Jew, cir
cumcised and uncircumcised, barbarian, Scythian, slave and free, but Christ
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For example, "When you are assembled and I am with you in Spirit, and the
power of the Lord Jesus is present, hand this man over to Satan" (1 Cor 5:4-5); "Get
rid of the old yeast so that you may be a new unleavened batch of dough" (v. 7);
"Expel the wicked person from among you" (v. 13 [citing Leviticus]). Cf. 6:1-6, which
focuses on the church's own failure to act on a deed that has been taken "before the
ungodly." In this case, Paul finally speaks to the two litigants (in vv. 7-8, 9-10), but
his focus is primarily on what this has meant as a failure for the whole community.
S e e ch. 4, pp. 196-98.
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is all, and is in all" (cf. Gal 3:28). That is, in the new order, already set in mo
tion through Christ's death and resurrection, the value-based distinctions
between people—ethnicity, status, gender—no longer maintain.
Crucial to this view of things is Paul's use of "image of God" language,
where he echoes Gen 1:26-27. Since God's "image-bearers" are to be his viceregents in "charge" of the creation, there is every reason to believe that be
hind this usage is a common feature of suzerainty in the ancient Near East.
One way for a suzerain to remind subject peoples of his sovereignty was by
placing "images" of himself throughout the land(s) as visual reminders of
that sovereignty. Thus, God is expressing his own sovereignty over creation
by placing it under his "image-bearers," man and woman. What was dis
torted in the fall was "the image of God" in humanity; and this is precisely
where, in Paul's theology, Christ enters history as the one who is bringing
about the new creation, restoring the image. He is thus the "second
Adam," the one who first of all in his humanity is the perfect image-bearer of
the eternal God (2 Cor 4:4; Col 1:15), while at the same time he is the one
who restores that image in fallen humanity (Rom 8:29).
Equally significant for our present purposes is the fact that in saving a
people for God's name, Christ is described as the TtpcoxoxoKoq, the "firstborn
among many brothers and sisters," who have themselves been predestined
to be "conformed into the image of [God's] Son" (Rom 8:29; cf. Col 2:10-11).
Indeed, Paul says elsewhere, it is as though God's people by the Spirit were
looking into a mirror and beholding not their own image but Christ's and
thus are being transformed into that same image, from glory to glory
(2 Cor 3:17-18). By the Spirit, Christ thus effects the new creation by restor
ing humanity back into the divine image. And this is precisely why the law is
out and "walking by/in the Spirit" is in (Gal 5:16) and therefore why so much
in Paul's extant letters deals with ethical/behavioral matters. As Gal 5 and
Rom 12-14 make abundantly clear, "salvation in Christ" includes behavior
that reflects God's own character; otherwise there has been no salvation at
all. Thus Paul's longing for the Galatians is for "Christ [to be] formed in
you" (4:19), which in Rom 13:14 takes the form of an admonition to "clothe
yourselves with the Lord Jesus Christ."
In Pauline theology, therefore, Christ's saving work is not only (re-)
creating a people for God's name, but also, at the same time, this people is to
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One should note at this point N. T. Wright's observation (in an oral presenta
tion) that a second Adam became necessary in part because the first Adam gave
birth to a son "in his own image" (Gen 5:1).
S e e the further discussion below, pp. 518-22.
Either "from present to final glory," or "from one measure of glory to an
other," or "from one moment of glory to another."
It is the lack of this dimension of Pauline soteriology—understandably
downplayed because of the role of "works" in prior theologies—that is the great
theological weakness in many Lutheran and Reformed expressions of Pauline
soteriology.
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be part of the new creation, who in their own lives and in their life together
are God's image-bearers on this planet. And this is why Paul's energies are
given almost totally to exhorting and encouraging his congregations to live
out this calling as God's people wherever they are.
Presupposed in all of the soteriological talk, therefore, are both the
preexistence and the incarnation of the Son. His beginnings were not when
he was "born of a woman"; rather, he was eternally the Son, whom the
Father sent into the world, both to bear the image and to restore the image in
us. And it is precisely here that Christology and soteriology intersect in
Paul's thinking.
18

The Place of "Christ Devotion" in Pauline Christology
This intersection of Christology and soteriology also helps to explain one
of the best-known, but seldom contemplated, realities in the Pauline corpus:
the fact that this rigorous monotheist has become such a devoted follower
and worshiper of Christ the Son. This "Christ devotion" in Paul's theology
takes two forms: personal devotion to Christ himself and devotion in the
sense of the community's offering worship to Christ as Lord—both are full of
christological presuppositions.

Christ as Object of Personal Devotion
Having grown up in a devout Diaspora home, Paul would have known
by rote the primary commandment for all Israel: "You shall love the L O R D ( =
Yahweh) your God with all your heart." It is of some interest, therefore, that
this kind of language seldom occurs in the Pauline Letters. Nonetheless,
despite the lack of this precise language, and especially so with regard to the
christocentric worldview that emerged after his encounter with the risen
Lord, the kind of devotion to God that is embraced in this primary com
mandment is generally now given over to Christ. This finds expression in a
variety of ways in his letters; it is invariable whenever he speaks longingly of
his and his church's eschatological future.
I begin by noting once again how thoroughly christocentric most of Paul's
letters are. Indeed, in the ten letters in the church corpus, God is mentioned
more often than Christ only in Romans (considerably so) and 2 Thessalo
nians and 2 Corinthians (slightly so): but overall, Christ is mentioned sixtythree times more than God (599/536), and very little of this appears to be by
design. In fact, as we saw regularly in the exegetical chapters, what is striking
19
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O n this question, see discussion in ch. 5 on Gal 4:4—6 (pp. 213-16).
In fact, there are only three occurrences: Rom 8:28 and 1 Cor 2:9 speak of
"those who love God"; the grace benediction in Eph 6:24 is for "all who love our Lord
Jesus Christ."
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is the way Paul so freely interchanges Qeoq and Xptcrtoc, in a variety of ways
when speaking about divine activities. And given Paul's rather consistent
"grammar of salvation," noted above and carried through in Romans in
such a thoroughgoing way, this somewhat incidental, more frequent mention
of Christ than God is all the more striking. In Paul's radically changed
worldview, everything is done in relation to Christ. The church exists "in
Christ," and everything that believers are and do is "for Christ," "by Christ,"
"through Christ," and "for Christ's sake." But these more generalized expres
sions of life totally devoted to Christ also at times find more explicit expression.
Take, for example, Paul's argument with the Corinthians about the ad
vantages of the single life. Such people are "concerned about the Lord's af
fairs—how they can please the Lord" (1 Cor 7:32); their "aim is to be devoted
to the Lord in both body and spirit" (7:34). Indeed, being single allows one
the best of all options: "to live in a right way in undivided devotion to the
Lord" (v. 35). It is not difficult to hear Paul speaking personally here, even
though it is being presented as a viable option for the unmarried in Corinth.
Similarly, despite the OT precedent that puts emphasis on Israel's "know
ing God," this kind of language appears in Paul's letters only with relation to
Christ. This is especially so in Philippians, where the kind of "longing" that
Paul has for these friends is placed "in the bowels [= affection] of Christ
Jesus" (1:8). When he goes on in 3:4—14 to tell his own story as a model of
living cruciform, he echoes Jer 9:24 by claiming that he "boasts in Christ
Jesus," for whom he has gladly "suffered the loss of all things, for the sur
passing worth of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord," where "the Lord" = Yahweh
of the Jeremiah text is now transferred completely to Christ (see ch. 9, pp.
408-9). The christological significance of this can scarcely be gainsaid, since
these words are written by one whose religious heritage includes the Psalter,
where this kind of devotion is offered exclusively to Yahweh. For Paul, such
devotion to God is reserved primarily for Christ.
It is in light of such "Christ devotion" that one needs to understand
Paul's own longing for the arrival of God's final eschatological future. In
Paul's letters this longing finds expression exclusively in terms of "being
with Christ," never expressly "with God," although one may well assume
that such an understanding is inherent in his longing for Christ. This phe
nomenon begins in the first two letters, where in 1 Thessalonians "we wait
20
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T h e "classic" expression of this is found in Paul's reworking of the Jewish
Shema in 1 Cor 8:6, where the two prepositions used of God the Father (eic-eic,
[from-for]) enclose the double use of 5id (through) with Christ the Lord; see the dis
cussion in ch. 3, pp. 90-92.
For a N T perspective on this matter, cf. the similar christological interest that
drives 1 Peter, yet there God is specifically mentioned 43 times (not counting OT cita
tions), while Christ is explicitly mentioned in some way or another only 22 times.
This is quite similar to what one finds in Romans; yet elsewhere in the corpus, even
though the "grammar of salvation" remains the same, Christ is mentioned far more
often than God.
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for his Son from heaven" (1:10) so that "we may live with him" (5:10), whom
"we will be with forever" (4:17); in 2 Thessalonians this is expressed in terms
of "our being gathered to him" (2:1). In 2 Corinthians the "eternal glory that
outweighs" present suffering (4:17) is expressed in terms of "being away
from the body [in its present suffering] and at home with the Lord [with a
body 'overclothed' for eternity]" (5:8). And in one of his latest letters this
takes the form of "depart and be with Christ" (Phil 1:23). Nothing like this is
ever said about being with God the Father.
Thus, one is hardly surprised that one of the later expressions of the
standard benediction with which his letters conclude takes the form "Grace
to all who love our Lord Jesus Christ" (Eph 5:24). All of this seems natural
enough to those of us who have been raised on the Christian Scriptures; but
careful reflection causes one to think again. Here is a thoroughgoing monotheist, raised in a context of absolute theocentrism, who now turns the
larger part of his devotion to God toward the Lord Jesus Christ. This is Chris
tology in evidence without Paul trying to make it so, and therefore it is all
the more telling.

Christ as Object of Worship
Christ devotion as "worship" takes several forms in Paul's letters, mostly
the result of the early church's devotion to the risen Christ that grew up
around the Lord's Table. Three expressions of such devotion that have
christological implications are briefly noted here: the Lord's Table; the sing
ing of hymns to and about Christ; and prayer addressed to Christ.
1. For the concerns of this study, the (apparently) central role that the
Lord's Table assumed in the early church is a most remarkable christological
innovation. Interestingly enough, it is something we know about in the
Pauline churches only because of a Corinthian abuse; hence it is mentioned
or alluded to only in 1 Corinthians in the entire corpus, and here no less
than four times (10:2-3, 16-17; 11:17-34; 5:8). The first of these (10:2-3) al
ludes to the Christian table by way of the analogy of Israel's having food and
drink divinely supplied in the desert. Almost certainly this is in anticipation
of what Paul will say in 10:16-17, where he uses the Lord's Table as the ex
clusively Christian meal, which thereby forbids attendance at the meals in
the idol-demon temples. Israel, Paul points out, had its own form of divinely
supplied food and drink, yet that did not "secure" them with God; and be
cause of their idolatries, they were overthrown in the desert (10:3-10). At
the same time (v. 17), Paul interprets the bread as having to do with the
church as Christ's body, and thus he anticipates the issue of unity and diver
sity that will be picked up in chs. 12-14. AH of this puts the focus of the
Christian meal squarely on the Lord Jesus Christ.
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For obvious reasons, however, most subsequent interest in what Paul
says about what came to be called the Eucharist has focused on the issue and
remedy that he speaks to in the third passage, where (apparently) the rich
are abusing the poor at the Lord's Table by turning it into their own private
meal that excludes "those who have nothing." To correct this abuse, he re
minds them of the words of institution, which are nearly identical to those
found in Luke's Gospel. Our present (christological) interest in this passage is
to point out again (see ch. 3, pp. 122-23) that there can be very little ques
tion that this is the Christian version of a meal in honor of a deity. This finds ex
pression in several ways in the passage.
First, Paul's language for the meal in this instance is Kupitxicov Serjcvov
(1 Cor 11:20), language that occurs only here in the NT and is probably a
Pauline construct, deliberately chosen in contrast to the xo iSiov SetTtvov
(your own private meal) of the wealthier Corinthians. Here the adjective
KupitxKov can mean either "pertaining to" (thus, "in honor of") the Lord or
"belonging to," in the sense of that which is his own specifically instituted
meal. But in either case, it puts the emphasis on the fact that this meal
uniquely has to do with "the Lord," in whose name and honor it is eaten.
Thus, as with the Passover in Israel, which this meal replaces, this is the only
singularly Christian meal, and the focus and honor belongs to the "Lord,"
not to God the Father.
Second, according to Paul, this meal was instituted by Christ in the con
text of a Passover meal. Paul expresses this in two ways: (a) by his previous
assertion (in 5:8) that "Christ our Passover was sacrificed; therefore let us
celebrate the feast without the leaven of malice and wickedness" (thus with
out the incestuous man present); this can only be an allusion to the Lord's
Table and thus to his understanding of the connection between what Christ
did and the Christian "celebration" of their own "feast"; (b) by his use of the
introductory phrase (in 11:23) "on the night that he was betrayed," an allu
sion to Jesus' institution of this meal in the context of the Passover. The
point, of course, is that in the Christian community the Passover meal eaten
annually in honor of Yahweh and in remembrance of his deliverance of his
people from Egypt is now eaten regularly (weekly?) exclusively in honor of
Christ as the Christian deity and thus in remembrance of his delivering his
people from bondage to Satan.
Third, in the earlier passage in ch. 10, Paul deliberately set the "meal in
honor of the Lord" as the Christian alternative to the temple meals, which
some of the Corinthians were insisting on attending, since "there is no God
but one"; and therefore, in their view, the pagan meals, even though in
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F o r this view, see G. D. Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians (NICNT; Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987), 540-45; for further nuanced understanding, see A . T.
Thiselton, The First Epistle to the Corinthians: A Commentary on the Greek Text (NIGTC;
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), 860-64; D. Garland, 1 Corinthians (BECNT; Grand
Rapids: Baker Academic, 2003), 539-44.
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honor of a deity, were not in reality in honor of a deity, since the "god" did
not actually exist. And although Paul grants them that, he nonetheless iden
tifies the "deities" as demons. Thus Paul's clear setting out of the Lord's
Table as the Christian alternative to these pagan meals assumes that Christ is
the Christian deity who is honored at his meal. Such a meal would simply be
unthinkable as in honor of a mere human being who sacrificed himself on
behalf of others, and who was therefore highly honored by God through
resurrection.
Fourth, the remainder of Paul's corrective puts the Corinthian abuse in
the strongest possible christological framework. Abuse of the Lord's body (=
church) at the Lord's Table has resulted in divine punishment; and the text
makes plain that these present (temporal) judgments are seen as coming
from the Deity who is being dishonored, namely, "the Lord" = Jesus Christ
(v. 32). The net result is that a meal in honor of the Lord calls for the Lord's
judgment on those who would abuse his people at his table (who corporately
bear the divine EIKCOV). In Paul's Jewish worldview, such prerogatives belong
to God alone.
24

Thus, everything about this passage assumes and asserts the highest
kind of Christology: and all of this is in direct relationship to Christ as di
vine Savior.
2. In a similarly incidental way, we are told in Col 3:16 that hymn sing
ing in Christian worship had the message about Christ as its primary focus.
In the twin passage, Eph 5:18-19, such singing is indicated as being "to the
Lord." Thus, singing lay at the heart of Christian worship from the very be
ginning, and such singing was full of assumed Christology. In Colossians the
primary concern of the exhortation is with the "word of Christ"—that is,
the message of the gospel with its central focus on Christ. This, after all, is
what the letter is all about: Christ the embodiment of God; Christ, Creator
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See the discussion in ch. 3, p. 123.
This takes the genitive mv Xpiaxovj {of Christ) as objective, expressing the con
tent of the "word" (so E. Lohse, Colossians and Philemon [Hermeneia; Philadelphia:
Fortress. 1971], 150; R. P. Martin, Colossians and Philemon [NCB; London: Oliphants,
1974], 115; P. T. O'Brien, Colossians, Philemon [WBC 44; Waco, Tex.: Word, 1982],
206-7; N. T. Wright, Colossians and Philemon [TNTC: Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986],
144), not subjective, as some consider it (see T. K. Abbott, A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on the Epistles to the Ephesians and to the Colossians [ICC; Edinburgh: T&T
Clark, 1897], 290: "most comm."; cf. F. F. Bruce. The Epistles to the Colossians, to
Philemon, and to the Ephesians [NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1984], 157 n. 148).
This view alone seems to keep the whole letter intact. Most scholars consider 1:15-18,
whose focus is altogether on Christ and his work, to be from an early Christian
hymn, that is, what is taught through singing. Thus the concern here is neither with
Christ speaking to them as they gather—although that too could happen through
prophetic utterance—nor with his teachings but with their letting the concern of
this letter, the message of gospel with its total focus on Christ and his work, dwell
richly in their community life. See further the discussion in Fee, God's Empowering
Presence, 648-57.
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and Redeemer. Paul now urges that this "word of Christ," which in part
he has already articulated in 1:15-23, "dwell in their midst" in an abun
dant way. In so doing, part of their activity will be directed toward one an
other ("teaching and admonishing one another"), and part toward God
("singing to God with your hearts"). Thus the "riches" of the gospel are to
be present among them with great "richness." The structure of the sentence
as a whole indicates that songs of all kinds are to play a significant role in
that richness.
Significantly, Col 1:15-18 itself possibly reflects such a hymn about
Christ. If so, then that would also explain why Paul thinks of these various
kinds of hymns and Spirit songs as a means of their "teaching and admon
ishing one another." Such songs are by their very nature creedal, full of
theological grist, and thus give evidence of what the early Christians most
truly believed about God and his Christ.
When we turn to the twin passage in Ephesians, we note that the ex
hortation has the hymns now being sung to Christ. The background to the
two-dimensional worship expressed here and assumed in the Colossians pas
sage—hymns that are at once directed toward the Deity and didactic for the
participants—is to be found in the Psalter. There we find dozens of examples
of hymns addressed to God in the second person, which also have sections in
the third person, extolling the greatness or faithfulness of God for the sake of
those singing to h i m . The use of hymns in the NT documents indicates how
much they also function in this two-dimensional way for the early church.
For our present purposes, the significance lies in the fact that in the Pauline
churches Christ often assumes the dual role of being sung to and sung
about—precisely as in the Psalter, whose hymns are both addressed to and
inform about God.
Thus, as with the Lord's Table, worship in the form of singing focuses on
Christ as the centerpiece of the worship. The singing contains "the message
about Christ," and it is seen at times as being sung to Christ. Such worship
obviously includes Christ in the divine identity, while always maintaining
unwavering monotheism.
3. The third form of the worship of Christ the Savior as Lord comes in
the form of prayer directed toward Christ in precisely the same ways that
prayer is also directed toward God the Father. This shows up in a large way
in the first two letters in the corpus and continues right to the end if one
considers 1-2 Timothy as the "end" of the Pauline corpus (see ch. 10, pp.
465-66 above).
26

27

2 6

See the discussion of this passage in ch. 7, p. 292 n. 10.
T h i s happens throughout the Psalter. See, e.g., Ps 30, which offers praise to
God in the second person in vv. 1-3, then encourages singing on the part of the "con
gregation" in vv. 4-5. predicated on the fact that "his favor lasts a lifetime," and re
turns to second-person address in vv. 6-9. Cf, e.g., Pss 32; 66; 104; 116; so also the
many hymns that call on the congregation to praise God in light of his character and
wondrous deeds.
27
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The evidence for this is writ large in the corpus and covers most kinds of
prayer. Although there has been a tendency on the part of some to play
down the role of Christ in prayer, this simply will not work in terms of
Paul's own usage. The point to be made is that had Christ not been included
as the object of prayer, then all would see these as true prayer addressed to
God. And that, of course, is what one should do; but now the net has to be
thrown a bit more widely because Paul includes prayer to Christ in precisely
the same way he does to God the Father.
Thus, in his "benedictory" prayers, which occur most frequently in
1-2 Thessalonians, Paul's prayer is directed first to God and Christ together
(with a singular verb), that they would "direct our way to you" (1 Thess
3:11). This is immediately followed by prayer to Christ alone (vv. 12-13), that
he would cause them to increase and abound in love, both for one another
and for all, and thus also "establish your hearts" toward blameless and holy
living. In this next letter (2 Thess 2:16-17) this is said in reverse: the prayer is
directed to Christ and God together (again with a singular verb), but this time
the follow-up is directed toward God alone. But in the two concluding
prayers of this kind (2 Thess 3:5, 16), only Christ is addressed.
Turning to prayer reports (Paul reporting his prayers, past and present),
we find the same phenomenon. Thus in more direct prayer, Paul concludes
1 Corinthians (16:22) with the (apparently) universal language of early
Christian prayer, Marana tha ("Lord, come"). And in 2 Cor 12:8-10 he reports
that he specifically petitioned Christ as Lord to remove the "thorn in his
flesh." And in this case he also reports the answer he received from Christ
("My grace is sufficient for you").
The point to make again is that Paul himself is not trying to make a
point; he is simply doing what has become natural for him: to address prayer
to Christ as often as he does to God the Father, sometimes to both together
and sometimes to either alone. Deity is simply presupposed in such mo
ments, and as Larry Hurtado has pointed out, such devotion to Christ is in
many ways more telling theologically than actual "theological statements"
themselves.
The point of all this is that Christ as Savior is not just the mediator of sal
vation: he also emerges as the object of devotion and worship in the Pauline
corpus, both for Paul and for his churches. And the worship is both because
28

29

28

S e e , e.g., Wiles, Paul's Intercessory Prayers (see in the present volume discus
sion in ch. 2 on 1 Thess 3:11-13 [pp. 53-54, esp. nn. 72, 74, 75]), who has a variety of
ploys to eliminate Christ from Paul's prayers; but this simply will not hold up under
the scrutiny of careful exegesis.
See Hurtado, Lord Jesus Christ, passim. His point is that such devotion to Christ
was well in place before the earliest known statements about Christ emerged in the
early Christian community. Both the acclamation by the Spirit that leupioc Inoouc
("The Lord is Jesus" [e.g., 1 Cor 12:3]) and the prayer Marana tha ("Come. Lord" [1 Cor
16:22]) precede any known attempts to express theologically the implications of such
devotion; and the latter surely arise out of the former.
2 9
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of what he did for us and especially because of who he is as divine Savior.
And what becomes clear in Paul's letters is that Christ's significance as di
vine Savior did not begin with his earthly life as Jesus of Nazareth; rather,
that earthly life was an expression of an incarnation of the preexistent Son
of God.
So before we look at how Paul understood the exalted Son of God as
Lord of all, we need to take a closer look at the various texts that assert as
presupposition that the Savior "came to earth" to redeem. At issue for us,
then, as the first matter of christological significance is to come to terms
with Paul's understanding of the divine Savior as both preexistent and in
carnate, and in that incarnation as truly human in every aspect of our
humanity but without sin.

Appendix: The Pauline Soteriological Texts
(Texts in double brackets [[ ]] = allusions only)
1 Thess 1:10 and to wait for his Son from heaven, whom he raised from
the dead—Jesus, who rescues us from the coming wrath.
1 Thess 5:9-10 'For God did not appoint us to suffer wrath but to receive
salvation through our Lord Jesus Christ. He died for us so that,
whether we are awake or asleep, we may live together with him.
10

2 Thess 2:13 But we ought always to thank God for you, brothers and sis
ters loved by the Lord, because God chose vou as firstfruits to be saved
through the sanctifying work of the Spirit and through belief in the truth.
[[1 Cor 1:13

. . . Was Paul crucified for you?]]

[[1 Cor 1:17

. . . lest the cross of Christ be emptied of its power.]]

1 Cor 1:18 The message of the cross . . . to us who are being saved
. . . is the power of God.
1 Cor 1:21
. . . God was pleased through the foolishness of what we
preach to save those who believe.
24

1 Cor 1:23-24 "but we preach a crucified Messiah . . . but to those
whom God has called . . . God's power and God's wisdom.
1 Cor 1:30
. . . you are in Christ Jesus, who has become for us yyigz
dom from God: our righteousness, holiness, and redemption.
1 Cor 2:2 I resolved to know nothing while I was among you except
Jesus Christ and him crucified.
1 Cor 2:8

. . . they would not have crucified the Lord of glory.

1 Cor 5:7

. . . For Christ, our Passover Iamb, has been sacrificed.
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1 Cor 6:11
. . . You were washed, you were sanctified, vou were justified,
in the name of the Lord Jesus and by the Spirit of our God.
1 Cor 6:20

vou were bought at a price.

1 Cor 7:22-23

~. . . Christ's slaves. "You were bought at a price.

1 Cor 8:6
. . . and there is but one Lord, Jesus Christ, through
whom all things came and we through him.
1 Cor 8:11

. . . this weak brother or sister, for whom Christ died,
24

1 Cor 11:24-26
. . . "This is my body, which is for you; do this in re
membrance of m e . " . . . "This cup is the new covenant in my blood.
. . . " For whenever you eat this bread and drink this cup, you proclaim
the Lord's death until he comes.
25

26

2

1 Cor 15:2-4 By this gospel you are saved,
that Christ died for
our sins . . . that he was buried, that he was raised the third day
2 Cor 5:14—15 '"For Christ's love compels us, because we are convinced
that one died for all, and therefore all died. And he died for all,
that those who live should no longer live for themselves but for him who
died for them and was raised again.
15

18

2 Cor 5:18-19
All of this is from God, who reconciled us to himself
through C h r i s t . . . "that God was in Christ reconciling the world to
himself, not counting people's sins against them.
2 Cor 5:21 God made him who knew no sin to be sin for us, so that
in him we might become the righteousness of God.
2 Cor 8:9 For you know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that
though he was rich, yet for your sake he became poor, so that you
through his poverty might become rich.
2 Cor 13:4 For to be sure, he was crucified in weakness, yet he lives
by God's power.
!

4

Gal 1:3-4
. . . and the Lord Jesus Christ, w h o gave himself for our
sins to rescue us from the present evil age, according to the will of
God the Father,
Gal 2:20 I have been crucified with Christ . . . the Son of God, w h o
loved me and gave himself for me.
Gal 3:1
. . . Before your eyes Jesus Christ was clearly portrayed as
crucified.
Gal 3:13-14 "Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law by be
coming a curse for us, . . . He redeemed us . . .
l4
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Gal 4:4-5
. . . God sent his Son, born of a woman, born under the
law, to redeem those under the law, that we might receive adoption . . .
5

Gal 5:1

It is for freedom that Christ has set us free.

Gal 6:14 May I never boast except in the cross of our Lord Jesus
Christ, through w h i c h the world has been crucified to me,
24

Rom 3:24-25
All are justified freely by his grace through the redemp
tion that came by Christ Jesus, whom God presented as a means of
atonement through the shedding of his blood . . .
25

Rom 4:5

. . . but trusts God, who justifies the ungodly.
:4

Rom 4:24-25
. . . but believe in him who raised Jesus our Lord from
the dead. He was delivered over to death for our sins and was
raised to life for our justification.
2

Rom 5:6
godly.

. . . while we were still powerless, Christ died for the un

Rom 5:8 But God demonstrates his love for us in this: while we were still
sinners, Christ died for us.
Rom 5:9 Since we have now been justified by his blood, how much
more shall we be saved from God's wrath through him.
Rom 5:10 For if, while we were God's enemies, we were reconciled to him
through the death of his Son, how much more, having been recon
ciled, shall we be saved through his life.
Rom 5:11
. . . but we also boast in God through our Lord Jesus
Christ, through w h o m we have now received reconciliation.
Rom 5:18
. . . so also one righteous act resulted in justification
and life for all.
Rom 6:3
. . . all of us who were baptized into Christ were baptized
into his death
Rom 6:6
. . . our old self was crucified with him so that the body
ruled by sin might be done away with,
Rom 7:4

. . . you also died to the law through the body of Christ,

Rom 7:25
Lord.

Thanks be to God, who delivers me through Jesus Christ our

Rom 8:3 What the law was powerless to do . . . God did by sending his
own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh as a sin offering.
Rom 8:17
. . . then we are heirs—heirs of God and co-heirs with
Christ, if indeed we share in his sufferings . . .
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Rom 8:32

He who did not spare his own Son, but gave him up for us all

Rom 8:34 Who then can condemn? Christ Jesus who died? Who was
raised to life? Who is at the right hand of God and is also interceding
for us?
Rom 14:9 For this reason, Christ died and returned to life so that he
might be the Lord of both the living and the dead.
Rom 14:15
died.

. . . Do not destroy your brother or sister for whom Christ
2

Col 1:12-13 ' . . . the Father, who qualified you to share in the inheri
tance of the saints in the kingdom of light. "For he has rescued us from
the dominion of darkness and brought us into the kingdom of the Son
he loves, in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of sins.
2f,

Col 1:19-20 "For in him all the fullness was pleased to dwell. and
through him to reconcile all things to him, . . . by making peace
through his blood, shed on the cross.
Col 1:21-22 -'And you, once being alienated and enemies in your minds
by means of your evil deeds, but now you have been reconciled in the
body of his flesh through death in order to present you holy and un
blemished and beyond reproach before him.
22

Col 2:13-15
. . God made vou alive with Christ. He forgave us all our
sins, '"having canceled the statement of indebtedness . . . ; he has taken it
away, nailing it to the cross. ". . . he made a public spectacle of them, tri
umphing over them by the cross.
Col 3:13

. . . Forgive as the Lord forgave you.
4

5

Eph 1:4-7
. . . In love he predestined us for adoption to sonship
through Jesus C h r i s t . . . in whom we have redemption through
his blood, the forgiveness of sins,
7

4

5

Eph 2:4-5 . . . God, who is rich in mercy. made us alive in Christ even
when we were dead in transgressions—it is by grace you have been saved.
l4

Eph 2:14-16
For he is our peace, who has made the two one . . . "by
setting aside in his flesh the law with its commandments . . . and
in one body to reconcile both of them to God through the cross, by
which he put to death their hostility.
Eph 4:24 and to put on the new self, created to be like God in true righ
teousness and holiness.
Eph 5:2
. . . just as Christ loved us and gave himself up for us as a
fragrant offering and sacrifice to God.
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J

Eph 5:25-27
\ . . just as Christ loved the church and gave himself
up for her t o make her holy, cleansing her by the washing of
water through the word, and to present her to himself as a radi
ant church . . .
2

27

Phil 2:8
. . . he humbled himself, by becoming obedient to
death—even death on a cross.
Phil 3:10 I want to know Christ, both the power of his resurrection
and participation in his sufferings, becoming like him in his death,
[[Phil 3:18

. . . they live as enemies of the cross of Christ.]]

1 Tim 1:15

. . . Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners . . .

1 Tim 2:5-6 Tor there is one God and one mediator between God and
human beings, Christ Jesus, himself human, who gave himself as a
ransom for all people.
b

14

Titus 2:13-14 ". . . Jesus Christ, who gave himself for us to re
deem us from all wickedness and to purify for himself a people of
his very own . . .
4

Titus 3:4-7
. . . God our Savior . . . \ . . saved us through the washing
of rebirth and renewal by the Holy Spirit. whom he poured out on us gen
erously through Jesus Christ our Savior, so that having been justi
fied by his grace, we might become heirs . . .
6

7

8

9

2 Tim 1:8-10 God. who saved us . . . because of his own purpose and
grace, which was given to us in Christ Jesus before the beginning of
time "'but has now been revealed through the appearing of our Sav
ior, Christ Jesus, w h o has destroyed death and brought life and im
mortality to light through the gospel.
2 Tim 2:8-10 "Remember Jesus Christ, raised from the dead, de
scended from David. . . .
. . to obtain the salvation that is in
Christ Jesus,
2 Tim 2:11

. . . If we died with him, we will also live with him;
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Christ: Preexistent and
Incarnate Savior
I N THE PRECEDING EXEGETICAL CHAPTERS there were several occasions to point
out that Paul either asserts or assumes the preexistence of Christ as the eter
nal Son of God. The major texts are 1 Cor 8:6; 10:4,9; 2 Cor 8:9; Gal 4:4; Rom
8:3; Col 1:15-20; 2:9; Phil 2:6; 1 Tim 1:15; 3:16; 2 Tim 1:9-10. What is striking
about this collection of passages is that most of them speak of Christ in
terms of his saving activity and thus point to the reality that he is not simply
our Savior; he is, in fact, the divine Savior. Our purpose here is not to repeat
the exegesis as such but rather to look at the passages as a group, gathered
under three headings. Together they demonstrate that Paul believed Christ
to be the preexistent Son of God, who had become incarnate in order to re
deem. But before doing that, we need to stress the theological significance of
the nature of these various texts.
1

The Nature of Paul's Incarnational Christology
One of the more significant points that needs to be brought forward
from the preceding exegetical chapters is that Paul is not trying in these pas
sages to demonstrate preexistence and incarnation as something to be ar
gued for. Quite the opposite. In every case, Paul is arguing for something else
on the basis of a commonly held belief in Christ as the incarnate Son of God.
And it is precisely this reality that makes their cumulative effect carry so
1

1 note in passing that the identification of Christ with Wisdom fails especially at
this point, since Christ's preexistence is consistently, and thus primarily, related to his
role as Redeemer and only secondarily to his role as Creator. Whatever else is true of
Wisdom, she was never perceived as even a semidivine redemptrix. See the full dis
cussion in appendix A , pp. 595-630; cf. A. H. I. Lee, From Messiah to Preexistent Son:
Jesus' Self-Consciousness and Early Christian Exegesis of Messianic Psalms (WUNT
2/192; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2005), 285-96.
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much christological weight. Were Paul arguing for incarnation, then one
would pursue him with regard to both the what and the how of his argu
mentation, as to whether it "works" or is weighty. But when it is something
Paul repeatedly argues from, then at issue is not whether Paul and his
churches believed in Christ as the divine, preexistent Savior but what was
the nature of that belief.
Because this is the nature of the Pauline materials, it is conceivable—
indeed, it has been done—to argue in several instances for a nonincarnational view of a given text. But although that might work with some of
these texts in isolation from the others, such an argument ultimately comes
aground against both the cumulative effect of the several texts together and
their presuppositional nature. Indeed, by the very nature of presuppo
sitional statements held in common, one is not always covering all the bases
so as to prevent misunderstanding. The result is that not everything that
could be said at any given point will be said, because an author who assumes
his readers to be in agreement with him for that very reason does not try to
reestablish the material content of what is held in common.
2

3

4

2

Dunn, e.g., in both Christology in the Making and Theology of Paul the Apostle,
has shown how one can examine these various texts in isolation from each other and
then argue that any one of them does not necessarily assert or assume preexistence
(a view unfortunately "seconded" by assertion by Ziesler in Pauline Christianity,
40—41). But Dunn's way of denying preexistence in Paul's theology was by an
exegetical process that can best be described as "divide and conquer." That is, rather
than reading Paul's texts in light of each other, he set out to demonstrate that none
of the texts in which the church—and scholars—have historically found pre
existence necessarily require such a view; and therefore, by showing how they can
be interpreted in other ways, it is argued that they probably do not affirm or even
imply preexistence in Paul's thought. But exegesis whose goal in part is to "get
around" what the texts appear to say is always suspect, especially when it is required
of an accumulation of texts. That Dunn felt the sting of these objections is dem
onstrated by his partial retraction in the otherwise superb Theology of Paul the
Apostle, where he affirms (regarding 1 Cor 8:6), "Is there then a thought of
preexistence in 1 Cor. 8.6 . . . ? Of course there is. But it is the preexistence of divine
Wisdom. That is, the preexistence of God." This, of course, is neither what Paul says
nor means, and in effect it is a denial that the one whom Paul calls the "one Lord"
(who is not divine Wisdom) is in fact preexistent (see in the present volume ch. 3, pp.
89-94, 102-5). See the preceding chapters in the present volume for the exegesis of
these various texts. Cf. the stinging critique of Dunn's first edition by A. T. Hanson,
The Image of the Invisible God (London: SCM Press, 1982), 59-76.
On this matter, and in direct response to Dunn, see esp. A. T. Hanson, Image,
59-76.
A good example of this phenomenon can be seen by comparing 1 Cor 8:6 and
Col 1:15-20 (see below). While perfectly understandable in its barest form in 1 Cor
8:6, the elaboration in Colossians gives evidence not only that our understanding of
the 1 Corinthians passage is correct but also that the presuppositional base is even
stronger than one might assume merely from the earlier passage. For example, on
the basis of Col 1:13-20, where God's "beloved Son" in v. 13 is the subject of all that is
said in vv. 14-20, one may rightly surmise that 1 Cor 8:6 is also about the Son, on the
basis of Paul's describing God as "the Father."
3

4
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Given, then, the basic reality of the presuppositional nature of what
Paul says regarding Christ as preexistent and incarnate, one is impressed by
the variety of ways Paul reaffirms this commonly held ground. Its substance
is always the same, thus giving it coherence; its variety is directly related to
the contingent circumstance of each letter (or section within a letter). Thus,
both by straightforward statement and by metaphor, Paul reminds his
churches of various implications for them regarding their common starting
point: Christ preexisted as Son of God and became incarnate "for us human
beings and our salvation."
5

Christ as Agent of Creation and Redemption
Two texts fit under this first category, 1 Cor 8:6 and Col 1:15-20, which
have common language regarding the role of Christ in creation and re
demption (both creation and redemption are 8i' afjToiJ [through him]) but
exist in their immediate contexts for quite different, but similarly prag
matic, reasons.

1 Corinthians 8:6; 10:4, 9
In the striking passage (1 Cor 8:6) where Paul reshapes the Jewish
Shema to embrace both the Father and the Son while at the same time em
phasizing his inherited monotheism, Paul asserts that the "one Lord" (=
Yahweh) of the Shema is to be identified as the Lord Jesus Christ. And he
does this in a context where he is both agreeing with and deliberately en
larging the perspective of the Corinthians, who in embracing a rigorous
monotheism are arguing for attendance at pagan temples on the basis of
that monotheism (the god does not exist, so why forbid it?). Paul, of course,
is in full agreement with them on the first matter (rigid monotheism), but he
will have none of their argument on the second matter. In time he will reject
this spurious reasoning on theological grounds (10:14-22). At this point in
the argument, the use and elaboration of the Shema was for the sake of
those for whom the divine Son died and who cannot attend these temple
meals without being "destroyed" (8:10-12).
At the same time, this present assertion—the same Christ who re
deemed them had the role of preexistent Creator—prepares the way for Paul
to pick up the latter theme again in his argument with them in 10:1-13. The
Corinthians, he insists, are themselves in similar danger as were the Israel
ites whom God overthrew in the desert. After all, the preexistent Christ, the
"one Lord" of the Shema, Paul argues, was with Israel as "the Rock that fol
lowed them" (10:4); and the same preexistent Christ whom Israel tested in
""For this significant distinction regarding Paul's theology, which unfortunately
is often overlooked in discussions of the topic, see Beker, Paul the Apostle, 22-36.
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the desert was responsible for their being destroyed by the snakes (10:9). So
if having Christ present did not guarantee Israel's entrance into the prom
ised land, then the Corinthians need to take heed regarding their own
flirtation with idolatry.
In a still more profoundly theological way, by his inclusion of the
preexistent S o n as the agent of creation, Paul has thus included him in the
divine identity at its most fundamental point, since the one God of the Jews
was regularly identified vis-a-vis all other "gods" as the Creator and Ruler of
all things. Thus, it is one thing for Christ to be the means of redemption,
but for him likewise to be the divine agent of creation is what clearly in
cludes him within Paul's now adjusted understanding of "the one God."
That Paul so easily and matter-of-factly enlarges the Shema to embrace
Christ suggests that this view of God's "oneness" to include both Father and
Son did not begin at this ad hoc moment. The very way these sentences are
expressed—in perfect poetic parallel, which is both condensed and tight—
suggests that this is not the first time Paul had found a way to embrace two
significant realities at once: his fundamental monotheism and his under
standing of it so as to include Christ in the divine identity. But however and
whenever its origins in Paul's theology, here is the earliest, and one of the
most intriguing, instances of Paul's clear assertions of Christ as the pre
existent Son of God. And the less-than-hidden reason for this assertion lies
with Paul's soteriological concerns for the "weaker" believers in Corinth.
To be sure, there have been efforts to get around this plain assertion
of Christ's preexistence. But these denials face enormous exegetical diffi
culties, and they exist primarily to sidestep the plain sense of the text and
6

7

8

9

10

fl

See n. 4 above. The appellation of God as Father has its origins for Paul not with
God's being our Father but with God's own new identity as "the God who is the Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ" (2 Cor 1:3; 11:31; Eph 1:3). Hence, Paul's identification of the
"one God" in this passage as "the Father" presupposes Christ as "the Son."
"On this matter, see Bauckham, God Crucified, 9-13.
S e e ibid., vii-x, 25-42. "Identity" leads one to think of the divine Triad as a
matter of "choice," so that "ontology" as such is a derivative, not primary, idea.
Some have done so by suggesting that the whole passage is soteriological only
(see n. 15 in ch. 3); and others by identifying Christ with personified Wisdom, thus
asserting that only Wisdom preexisted, while the human, now exalted Christ is
merely identified here with Wisdom (see the excursus in ch. 3 [pp. 102-5] and the dis
cussion in appendix A [pp. 599-601]). But there is not a hint of personified Wisdom
in this passage; and to bring "her" into the picture here from Paul's assertion in 1:24
that a crucified Messiah is God's power and wisdom vis-a-vis the Corinthians' own
fascination with Greek wisdom reflects an "exegesis" of this latter passage that is so
questionable as to be irrelevant—if exegesis is understood in terms of an author's in
tent and the readers' capacity to understand. In effect, the (failed) argument that
these texts are about "Wisdom" when in fact they are explicitly about Christ as Lord
is a tacit admission that Paul and his churches believed that Christ was the
preexistent Son of God.
On the difficulty of denying that creation is in view, see ch. 3, p. 90 n. 15;
see the preceding note for the difficulties of identifying Christ with Wisdom (esp. in
8

9

1 0
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thus disregard the contextual reasons for Paul's making this assertion here.
Moreover, they quite miss one of the reasons for naming Christ as "the Lord"
= Yahweh of the Shema: to place Christ as already present with the Israel to
whom the Shema was originally given. And, of course, this is a clear case
where the later, fuller elaboration offered in Col 1:15-20 spells out with clar
ity how this earlier, more condensed version is thus to be understood.
Finally, we note how unnecessary (at one level) this striking christo
logical assertion is to the present argument, since nothing christological is at
stake here. Indeed, in Rom 11:36, in a doxology directed toward God the
Father alone, the full phrase el; auroij K a i 8i' auxou K a i eic afjxov (from whom
and through whom and for whom [all things]) appears without this christo
logical modification. But since Paul's christological assertion is what will
make both the ethical and theological dimensions of the present argument
work, we note again that it will work only if this is in fact a shared assump
tion between Paul and the Corinthians.

Colossians 1:15-20
In a poem of two stanzas that looks very much like an elaboration of the
two lines of 1 Cor 8:6, Paul in Col 1:15-20 once again asserts that the Son of
God is the divine agent both of creation and of redemption. But in this case
both lines are elaborated in such a way as to place Christ at the beginning
point of both the old and the new creations. Christ is also in this case explic
itly identified as the "beloved Son of the Father" (1:13), who both bears the
"image" of the unseen God (v. 15) and is the efficient cause and goal of the
whole created order (v. 16). At the same time, he is God's own "firstborn"—
first regarding creation (v. 15) and second regarding resurrection (v. 18). This
Son, who is thus the "beginning" of the new creation (v. 18) as he was agent
of the first, has reconciled all things to himself by his "having made peace
through the blood of his cross."
So intent is Paul in placing Christ as supreme, and thus above "the pow
ers," that he elaborates the Son's role in creation in two ways: first, by using
two of the three prepositions that in Rom 11:36 he had used of God the
Father (8id/eic [through/for]); and second, by twice using the all-embracing
ev adxtp (in him) regarding the Son's role both in creation itself and in its
currently being sustained. Christ the Son is thus both the Creator and the
sphere in which all created things have their existence. To put this em11
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1:24); and in any case, as pointed out in the exegesis of the Wisdom passages in
appendix A , "she" is never posited in the Wisdom literature as the actual agent of
creation. Personified Wisdom is envisioned as only present, evidenced by creation's
wise design.
" O n this as the proper understanding of the reflexive eiq ectuiov in 1:19-20, see
ch. 7, pp. 310-12.
Since all of this is both plain and emphatic, some would deny preexistence in
Paul's thought by denying Pauline authorship (on the improbability of this, see n. 2
in ch. 7). See the preceding notes for other forms of denial.
12
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phatically and rhetorically: it is the Son who is the image of the unseen God;
it is the Son who has the rights of primogeniture: it is the Son through
whom and in whom all things came to be; and it is the Son who by virtue of
his resurrection stands as the beginning of the new creation, effected
through his reconciling death.
This christocentric emphasis continues on into the stanza regarding re
demption. And in this case there is an equal emphasis on incarnation. Using
the periphrasis "all the fullness," meaning all the divine fullness that is God
himself, Paul asserts that this "fullness" dwelt in Christ so that, as the Incar
nate One, Christ might reconcile all things to himself—and thus, by implica
tion, to God.
It should be noted that in this case, since Paul himself did not found this
church, he spells out in some detail the more condensed assertion of 1 Cor
8:6. This presents the interesting phenomenon that while the passage as a
whole has an assumptive ring to it—that is, Paul seems to expect the
Colossian believers to share this common belief with him—at the same time
it is the closest thing one finds in the Pauline corpus to a deliberate presenta
tion of Paul's assumed Christology. Nonetheless, both its poetic nature and
the obvious insertion of the phrases about the powers in v. 16b indicate that
he is still presenting Christ in a way that assumes that Paul and his readers
are on common ground.
13

Colossians 2:9
When Paul in 2:6 turns his attention to the Colossian situation itself, he
begins typically with a series of imperatives. First, and positively, they are "to
walk in the Messiah Jesus, the Lord," whom they have "received." Second,
negatively, they are to beware the "vain philosophy" that is currently threat
ening them, which is in keeping with the oxoixeia (elemental forces) of the
world and not "in keeping with Christ." In identifying what it means to be "in
keeping with Christ," Paul returns to what he had said in 1:19, but now with
special emphasis on the incarnation as such. 'All the fullness of the deity,"
Paul asserts again, "dwells in Christ bodily." And since this is a clear pickup of
1:19, this kind of condensed phrase assumes the emphasis on preexistence ex
pressed in 1:15-20 but now elaborates it by emphasizing the genuinely
incarnational dimension of Christ as the divine Presence while on earth.
How this relates to the Colossian error itself has been a matter of some
debate, not to mention speculation. My point here is simply to note again
how emphatically this addition of "bodily" denies any "spiritual" under
standing of Christ that does not embrace an actual "incarnation." Although
not expressed here, the preceding passage, which places the Son as the agent
of creation and redemption, affirms that preexistence is presupposed.
13

For the full presentation of this position (Christ is reconciling all things to
himself), see ch. 7, pp. 308-13.
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Christ as "Impoverished" Redeemer
In two of the "preexistence" passages (2 Cor 8:9; Phil 2:6-8) Paul speaks
of the incarnation with extraordinarily strong metaphorical language,
where the emphasis of the metaphor is on the "impoverishment" that Christ
experienced in becoming human. In both cases the passages exist to present
Christ as an exemplary paradigm for the conduct being urged on Paul's
readers; and in both cases the metaphors themselves are simply too strong,
and the language itself too plain, to allow an interpretation that discounts
preexistence and incarnation.

2 Corinthians 8:9
This text serves as Paul's final appeal to the Corinthians to follow through
on their commitment to help care for the poor in Jerusalem. In trying to avoid
any semblance of "command" or "coercion," he asserts that his concern in all
of the prior comparisons is exactly the opposite: to test the sincerity of their
love. Paul's final coup is to speak in metaphor of Christ's incarnation and re
demption for their sakes: "For you know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ,
that for your sakes he became poor, so that through his poverty you might become
rich." Thus, the "he became poor for your sakes" is metaphor for the incarna
tion; "so that you through his poverty might become rich" is also metaphor
for the crucifixion and its benefits for the Corinthians.
In keeping with the "money" issue at hand, and as Christ's own expres
sion of "grace," Paul appeals directly to the enormous "generosity" of
Christ's incarnation (which in turn leads inherently to his crucifixion). The
incarnation of the one who was preexistent as God can only be expressed in
terms of "his becoming poor," an "impoverishment" that meant untold
"riches" for others (including the Corinthians). But, Paul argues, his aim is
not their own "impoverishment"; rather, it is simply that, given the enormity
of Christ's generosity, they should gladly follow through on their commit
ment to the poor, which will not in fact impoverish them in the same way.
Again, this metaphor works only because Paul and the Corinthians
share the same presuppositional understanding of Christ as the preexistent
One who became incarnate. After all, this very tight metaphorical sentence
(which would be destroyed if elaborated!) was written to the same commu
nity to which he had written 1 Cor 8:6.
14

Philippians 2:6-8
It is of some significance theologically that the telling of the Christ story
in Phil 2:6-11 exists primarily to reinforce by way of divine example some at14

ch. 4.

For the unlikelihood that this reflects Paul's "Adam Christology," see n. 13 in
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titudinal concerns that Paul has regarding internal relationships in the be
lieving community in Philippi. "Do nothing," he has urged, "out of selfish
ambition or vain conceit" (v. 3); rather, they are to have the exact opposite
mind-set, that which is exemplified by Christ through both incarnation
(vv. 6-7) and crucifixion (v. 8).
With this as his goal, Paul tells Christ's story in particularly powerful
and telling language. Beginning with Christ's prior existence "in the 'form'
of God," Paul urges that this equality with God that was his by nature was
not in Christ's case exemplified by his selfishly grasping or holding onto what
was rightly his. To the contrary, and now with an especially strong meta
phor, Paul asserts that Christ chose "to pour himself out [with regard to his
equality with God] by assuming the 'form' of a slave [with regard to his in
carnation]." And to clarify what this means, Paul then abandons the meta
phors regarding his divine preexistence and says it plainly: "by coming to be
in human likeness."
With that in hand, Paul then emphasizes the reality of Christ's incarna
tion by starting the next sentence with an echo of the preceding one, which
repeats the emphasis on the genuineness of his humanity. It was as the one
who was "found" to be in the recognizable appearance of one who is truly
human that he humbled himself to the Father in an obedience that led to
death on a cross. And all of this on Paul's part is to impress on the
Philippians their need "in humility [to] value others above yourselves, not
looking to your own interests, but each of you to the interests of the others"
(vv. 3-4). Any reading of this passage that does not take seriously its implied
and expressed emphasis on Christ's incarnation is to read the text apart from
the context in which Paul has told the story; and in any case, as we noted in
ch. 9, both grammar and content disallow such a reading. One who is
already only and merely human does not "become human"!
Again, Paul can make use of Christ as the exemplary paradigm precisely
because this is shared belief that he can point to without argumentation.
15
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In one of the more idiosyncratic moments of twentieth-century N T scholar
ship, Oscar Cullmann chose to argue that Christ was a preexistent heavenly man,
"the God-man already in his preexistence" (Christology, 177). This has the earmarks
of one holding a presuppositional theology about the impassability of God before
reading the texts themselves.
It should be noted further that such a metaphor, with its powerful expression
of what it meant for God to become human, makes almost no sense at all as an echo
of the story of Adam, who was never either in the "form" of God nor equal with
God, so that in yielding to sin, he "poured himself out into the slavery" of his
fallenness and thus found himself to be "human" in the negative sense. If an echo of
Gen 2-3 is present at all, it is only conceptual: Christ, who had divine status, chose to
become a human being, while Eve and Adam, who were created in the divine image,
sought for a divine privilege that became their undoing. But to push the analogy fur
ther than that requires considerable ingenuity and the ability to read back into the
Genesis narrative what is not explicit in the narrative itself. See further the excursus
on this passage in ch. 9 (pp. 390-93).
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When one considers that this church was founded in the late 40s of the first
Christian century, one must further surmise that such belief was common
stock in the much larger Christian community at a time considerably prior
to the writing of this letter.

2 Timothy 1:9-10
By bringing this passage into the discussion, I am not arguing for or
against Pauline authorship. The historical fact is that this letter exists in the
NT solely because it was believed by the church up through the eighteenth
century to be by Paul. And my point in bringing it into this discussion is to
note that its Christology, despite its unique way of being expressed, is fully in
keeping with Paul.
Even though the "impoverishment" motif does not occur in this passage,
the emphasis is once more on Christ's preexistence and the genuineness of
his incarnation. Christ's preexistence is asserted by the clause "God saved us
. . . in keeping with this own purpose and grace, which was given to us in
Christ Jesus before the ages began." His incarnation is then expressed as, "but
has now been revealed through the appearing of our Savior, Christ Jesus." Thus,
this very Pauline concern finds expression in the corpus yet one more time.
Christ preexisted with the Father, and at one point in human history he be
came incarnate in order to redeem.
17

The Son as the "Sent One"
Finally, it is in light of the quite explicit passages in 1 Cor 8:6 and Col
1:15-20 and the equally strong implications of 2 Cor 8:9 and Phil 2:6-8 that
one must read the two "sending" passages in Gal 4:4-5 and Rom 8:3. As was
pointed out in the exegesis of these two passages, even on their own, both
grammar and context call for an incarnational reading of the text. Both pas
sages are set in contexts where Paul's concern is that Christ and the Spirit
have made Torah observance obsolete. Both passages are therefore alto
gether soteriological in terms of their reason for being: in both of them Paul
asserts that God "sent his (own) Son" to free humankind from enslavement
to both Torah and death.

Galatians 4:4-7
This passage offers the christological-soteriological basis for Paul's sin
gular interest throughout the letter: because they are in Christ, the Galatian
17

To argue that its vocabulary is unlike Paul's is quite circular in this case, since
each of the passages under investigation in this chapter is unique in relationship to
the rest, except for Gal 4:4-7 and Rom 8:3-4. So unique vocabulary and mode of ex
pression mean very little here. At issue is the Christology expressed by this language.
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Gentiles do not need to come "under Torah." Thus it has been shaped with
this singular concern in view. As Paul has argued in a variety of ways
throughout, God's time came with Christ, especially through his redemptive
work on the cross.
In language that seems deliberately chosen to tie together the work of
Christ and the Spirit, Paul says that "God el,aneaxeiXev [sent forth] his Son."
Despite an occasional voice to the contrary, two matters indicate that this
is an assertion of Christ's preexistence, that the Son is himself divine and
was sent from the Father to effect redemption.
First, although the verb ec^anoaxeXXa on its own does not necessarily
imply the sending forth of a preexistent being, here it is not on its own,
since Paul begins his next sentence by saying exactly the same thing about
God's "sending forth the Spirit of his Son." Using language reminiscent of Ps
104:30, and in a clause that is both parallel with and intimately related to
what is said in vv. 4-5, Paul says that "God sent forth the Spirit of his Son"
into our hearts with the Abba-cry, thus verifying the "sonship" secured by
the Son whom God had previously "sent forth." It is this double sending,
where in the second instance God's sending forth of the Spirit of his Son can
only refer to the preexistence of the Spirit of God now understood equally as
the Spirit of the Son, that makes certain that in the first instance Paul is also
speaking presuppositionally about Christ's preexistence.
Second, in keeping with his whole argument to this point, for Paul the
work of Christ is an objective, historical reality. At God's own set time, Christ
entered our human history (born of a woman) within the context of God's
own people (born under the law) so as to free people from Torah observance
by giving them "adoption as 'sons.'" It is the otherwise unnecessary phrase
"born of a woman" that is so striking. Paul's primary concern lies with the
next two phrases: "born under the law in order to redeem those under the
law." That he first mentions Christ as "born of a woman" seems understand
able only if one recognizes that Christ's preexistence is the predicate of the
18
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S e e esp. Dunn (Christology in the Making, 38-44), whose case builds on a series
of (correct) observations that on its own, such language neither argues for (which
certainly is true) nor necessarily presupposes preexistence: cf. Tuckett (Christology,
51-52), who appears to have followed Dunn uncritically on this matter. For the diffi
culty with this view, see the discussion in ch. 6, pp. 214-15; cf. Kasper, Jesus the
Christ, 173; and most commentaries.
As Dunn (Christology in the Making, 39) points out; indeed, much of his case
rests on his scouring the literature to find evidence for this reality, to which all will
readily accede. But what one must be careful not to imply, as Dunn seems to, is that
because the verb does not necessarily refer to such a sending forth, it therefore prob
ably does not. The overall evidence of the passage suggests exactly the opposite: since
it may refer to a sending forth of a heavenly being, the overall context and language
of this passage, especially its occurrence in v. 6, suggest that here it does indeed.
Cf. F. F. Bruce: "If the Spirit was the Spirit before God sent him, the Son was
presumably the Son before God sent him" (The Epistle of Paul to the Galatians: A Com
mentary on the Greek Text [NIGTC; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 1982], 195).
19
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whole sentence. Paul's emphasis here, in passing though it seems to be, is on
the incarnation of Christ, who thereby stands in stark contrast to the
ahistorical, atemporal "elemental spirits of the universe" (v. 3) to which
these former pagans had been subject.

Romans 8:3-4
In a sentence that at once both picks up the argumentation from 7:4-6
and concludes the lengthy "digression" over the question of whether Torah
itself is evil, Paul sets out to elaborate the "third law" noted in v. 2 (cf.
7:22-23)—that of the Spirit who gives life, which itself is predicated on the
redemptive work of Christ. In referring to Christ's role in making Torah ob
servance obsolete, Paul speaks once more in terms of God sending his Son to
redeem, and he does so in language reminiscent of Gal 4:4-5.
But in this case he speaks of the work of Christ in terms of God having
thus "condemned sin in the flesh," which is almost certainly a piece of
double entendre: in Christ's own death "in the flesh" God condemned the sin
that resides in our "flesh." How God did this is the point of the central modi
fier: "having sent his own Son in the likeness of the flesh of sin and as a sinoffering."
On the matter of Christ's preexistence and incarnation, Paul does not
argue for such, nor is such an understanding essential to his present point.
Nonetheless, these two realities are the natural presupposition of Paul's lan
guage, especially the threefold combination of "having sent," "his own Son,"
and "in the likeness of sinful flesh." Together these phrases clearly assume
that Christ had not experienced "flesh" before he was sent, especially so in
light of Paul's certain belief in Christ's preexistence and incarnation from
the other passages currently under purview. What catches the eye in this in
stance is the unique phrase "his own Son" (xov ectuxovj uiov), with "his own"
in the emphatic position. This is hardly the language of "adoption," and it
assumes the unique relationship with the Father that is the prerogative only
of the Son, while at the same time it anticipates the allusion to Abraham
and Isaac in 8:32 (cf. Gen 22:16).
21

Furthermore, the phrase "in the likeness of the flesh of sin." as with the
phrase "in human likeness" in Phil 2:7, means that he was similar to our
"flesh" in some respects but dissimilar in others. That this is Paul's intent
seems certain from the use of this word at all, since if he intended a more
complete identification with us in our sinfulness itself, he could easily have
said simply "in sinful flesh." So in this case not only Christ's preexistence
and incarnation are presupposed by what Paul says, but also his sinlessness.
22
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Cf. xoii i8iou v'wvi later in the same chapter (v. 32).
C f . BAGD (on ouoiwurx): "It is safe to assert that [Paul's] use of our word is to
bring out both that Jesus in his earthly career was similar to sinful men yet not abso
lutely like them."
22
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1 Timothy 1:15; 2:5; 3:16
In this later expression in the corpus of the reality of Christ as the "sent
One," the "trustworthy saying" has narrowed the focus to Christ himself,
without emphasis on his being "sent." Thus, "Christ Jesus came into the
world to save sinners." As with the preceding texts, this sentence does not
require that preexistence is in view. But as was pointed out in the exegesis of
this passage, this is a strange way of referring to Christ's redemptive death if
it does not in fact presuppose preexistence. Why not simply say, "Christ Jesus
died to save sinners"? For that is the most "creedal" way of saying it, as 1 Cor
15:3 makes clear.
The emphasis on Christ "coming into the world" in this passage is then
picked up in 2:5 and 3:16 with specific interest in the reality of the incarna
tion—an emphasis that makes the preceding understanding of 1:15 appear
certain. The mediatorial work of the one mediator between God and human
ity was accomplished by one who was himself fully human, thus implying
both preexistence and incarnation. And such a view of these first two texts
is fully confirmed by the first line in the poetry of 3:16: "he was manifested in
the flesh." As was pointed out in the exegesis of this latter passage, this em
phasis is almost certainly in response to a kind of latent Doceticism in the
negation of the material world that lay behind the heresy that Paul is engag
ing. And that leads us to our final observations in this chapter.

The Importance of the Incarnation for Paul
What are we to make of this evidence that Paul and his churches held in
common the conviction that their Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ, had pre
existed as God's Son and had been "sent into the world" to effect redemp
tion? How does this reality affect our overall understanding of Paul's
Christology?
The first and most obvious point to make is that Paul clearly understood
Christ the Savior himself to be divine; he was not simply a divine agent. If
most of Paul's christological emphases have to do with Christ's present
postresurrection reign as Lord, these various sentences in Paul's letters make
it clear that in Christ's coming, "all the divine fullness dwelt in him in a
human body." Thus, the full deity of Christ is never something Paul argues
for; rather, it is the constant presupposition of everything that he says about
Christ as Savior. And surely it is this greater presupposed reality that ac
counts in large measure for Paul's "Christ devotion" noted in the preceding
chapter. To be sure, Paul speaks only rarely of "the Son of God who loved me
and gave himself for me" (Gal 2:20); but the very fact that in this case he
identifies Christ as "the Son of God" suggests that what overwhelms Paul
about such love is not simply Christ's death on his behalf. What lies behind
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such language is the overwhelming sense that the preexistent, and therefore
divine, Son of God is the one who by incarnation as well as crucifixion "died
for me." To put that another way, the deity of Christ is therefore for Paul no
small matter; it is rather of central significance to his understanding of, and
devotion to, his Lord.
At the same time, especially in the later letters, there is a considerable
emphasis on Christ's genuine humanity—a factor that in itself argues for
Paul's conviction about Christ's true identity as the divine Son. This empha
sis comes in such a way in Colossians and the Pastoral Epistles as to make
one think that by this time, a full generation after the death and resurrection
of Christ, Paul is already needing to fight on a second front: against those
whose understanding of Christ's deity might tend to minimize the reality of
his having become truly human. Although none of these passages is overtly
antidocetic, they nonetheless either speak to or anticipate that possibility.
And Paul will have none of it. By saying that Christ came in "human like
ness" or "in the likeness of our sinful flesh," he does not mean that Christ's
flesh was not real (bodily) flesh like ours; rather, it is language that safe
guards both dimensions of a genuine incarnation: in Christ, one who was
truly God was living a truly human life.
If Paul does not put it quite that way, this nonetheless is almost certainly
the assumed Christology that lies behind such statements. At the same time,
one must hold together, along with these statements, Paul's twice-stated in
sistence that there is "only one Lord, and one Spirit, and one God" (1 Cor
12:4—6; Eph 4:4-6), along with his repeated emphasis on the divine Triad as
being responsible for our salvation. And it is precisely such statements that
cause us at a later time in history to try to work through for ourselves how
one can best express the conviction that there is ever and only but one God
but that the one God must be understood to include Father, Son, and Spirit
in his identity as the one God.
23

- ' O n this matter, see Fee, God's Empowering Presence (see p. 48 n. 39 for a listing
of the texts; pp. 827-45 for a discussion of the "Trinitarian" implications).
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Jesus as Second Adam
T H E PRECEDING CHAPTER CONCLUDED ON the note that in some later texts that

speak of Christ's incarnation, Paul appears to move toward an emphasis on
the reality of Christ's humanity. The primary purpose of the present chapter
is to pursue this matter in more detail, especially since orthodox Christianity
has historically had a tendency toward Apollonarianism, wherein one pays
lip service to Christ's humanity but then emphasizes the deity in ways that
often tend to negate the genuineness of the humanity. At the same time, the
road into this discussion for many scholars has been by way of Paul's refer
ences or allusions to Christ as "second Adam" or "last Adam." Thus, much
of this chapter is devoted to this issue, especially since neither the nature nor
the extent of so-called Adam Christology is a matter on which all are agreed.
The primary issue regarding Christ and Adam is one's overall stance to
ward the Pauline data: whether one takes (1) a minimalist position, which
deals only with the three passages where Adam is specifically mentioned
(1 Cor 15:21-22, 44b-49; Rom 5:12-21); or (2) a maximalist position, such as
one finds in the work of J. D. G. Dunn or N. T. Wright, who approach this in
two quite different ways but neither of whom take Paul's explicit references
to Adam as the starting point; or (3) a middling position, which does not
limit itself only to explicit references but is less inclusive as to what else in
Paul's writings actually makes a comparison of Christ with Adam viable,
based on what appear to be certain connections made by Paul between Christ
and the actual language of Gen 1-3.
1
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iSee esp. Dunn, Christology in the Making, 98-128; idem, Theology of Paul,
199-204; on the other side, see Wright. Climax of the Covenant, 18-40, 57-62, 90-97.
For Dunn, the starting point is the plight of "man" as the result of Adam's fall;
thus Rom 1:18-34, e.g., is read in light of Gen 2-3 (rightly so) but then is extrapolated
to say that the plural dv9pcojioi of that passage could be read in the singular to refer
to Adam, and therefore it is read that way. For Wright, the starting point (much
more convincing to my mind) is the deliberate verbal connection in the Genesis nar
rative (and beyond) between Adam and Abraham and through Abraham to Israel.
The primary reason for going this route is that Paul's own usage is quite
limited and in each case the reason for the analogy is altogether soteriological,
not christological; cf. Matera, New Testament Christology, 95. But Matera himself
2
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The third option is the one that I find most compatible with the overall
data. To demonstrate that, we need to return briefly to Paul's "newcreation" theology, since the crucial issue to be dealt with in this matter is
his use of EIKCOV (image) with reference to Christ. "New creation" will be our
point of departure, after which we will examine the three explicit mentions
of Adam in the corpus and then turn to the implied reference to Adam in
the use of "image" language. The chapter will conclude with another look at
what is perceived to be the Pauline emphasis: even though Paul understood
Christ to be preexistent and now exalted to the Father's right hand as Lord of
all, when he referred to Christ as Savior, he occasionally stressed, but in any
case generally presupposed, his genuine humanity.

Paul and New-Creation Theology
On at least three occasions in Paul's letters, argument aimed toward be
havioral change is predicated on the fact that with the coming of Christ Jesus,
and especially as the result of his death and resurrection, God had inaugu
rated the "new creation" promised in Isa 65:17-25. Two texts in particular
serve as the proper starting point here. First, in 2 Cor 5:14-17 Paul confronts
those in Corinth who are calling into question his gospel of a crucified Mes
siah as well as his own cruciform apostleship. The new creation, he argues,
brought about by Christ's death and resurrection, nullifies viewing anything
any longer from the old-age point of view ( K a x d a d p K a [according to the
flesh]). Christ's death means that the whole human race has come under
the sentence of death (v. 14), so that those who have been raised to life (in
God's new order) now live for the one who died for them and was raised
again (v. 15). The result, he goes on, is that from this point on, to view either
Christ or anyone/anything else from a perspective that is "according to the
flesh" is no longer valid (v. 16). Why? Because being in Christ means that
one belongs to the new creation: the old has gone, the new has come (v. 17).
It does not take much reading of Paul to recognize that this radical neworder point of view—life marked by the cross—lies at the heart of every
thing that he thinks and does.
4
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This leads to our second text, Gal 6:14-16, where again in a context of
the cross (and assumed resurrection) Paul asserts that the old order that dis
tinguished people on the basis of circumcision has yielded to the new. Earlier
(pp. 124-25) is willing to see Adam Christology in Phil 3:20-21, which is espe
cially doubtful.
All of this is in keeping with the thoroughgoing eschatological framework that
characterizes Paul's theology as a whole and that is quite in keeping with the rest of
the early church. For a brief overview of this essential position, see ch. 12 in Fee.
God's Empowering Presence. 803-13; for some, a more accessible version is found in
idem, Paul, the Spirit, and the People of God, 49-62.
See the more complete exposition of this passage in ch. 4, pp. 196-98.
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on (3:26-29), he had put that plainly: participation in Christ's death and res
urrection through baptism had radicalized everything. In the new order nei
ther religious ethnicity (Jew/Gentile), nor social status (slave/free), nor
gender (male/female) counted for anything, not in the sense that one's sta
tus itself was changed (e.g., one remained a Gentile, free, woman) but that
value and privilege based on status had been brought to nothing with the
inauguration of the new creation.
These texts serve as crucial background to the third text, Col 3:9-11,
which is important for our present discussion because here, by means of the
crucial word eiKcov (image), which he had already used of Christ himself in
1:13-15, Paul presents Christ as the focal point of the new creation. In a pas
sage that echoes Gal 3:26-28, that entrance into the new humanity is by way
of Christ's death and resurrection evidenced by baptism, Paul also reiterates
the radical new order that emerges as a result ("no Gentile or Jew, circum
cised or uncircumcised, barbarian, Scythian, slave or free"). But in this pas
sage, having earlier (1:15) identified Christ as the bearer of the divine image,
he adds that the "new person is thus being newly created . . . in keeping with
the EIKCOV of him who has [thus] created the new person."
As was pointed out in ch. 7 regarding this passage (pp. 303^1), this lan
guage echoes the creation of Adam and Eve in Gen 1:26-27 (and 9:6) as well
as vv. 15 and 18 of the Christ poem with which Colossians begins. And de
spite a majority of voices to the contrary, everything in the letter as a whole
and in this passage in particular indicates that the Creator in this case is
Christ himself. The one who as the Son of God bears the divine image is also
the one who by virtue of his death and resurrection is now re-creating a
people into that same image. Significantly for our present purposes, this pas
sage contains all three of the matters that here concern us: (1) the new cre
ation, in which (2) God's new people are being restored into the divine
image, and (3) that this is effected by Christ the divine image-bearer. It is this
combination of ideas and language that is crucial christologically with re
gard to any real significance that Christ might have as the "second Adam."
But first we need to look more carefully at the concerns of the three passages
where Christ is explicitly identified with Adam by way of analogy.
6

Sin and Death—The Explicit Comparisons
All three of the explicit references to Christ as "second Adam" occur
in contexts where Christ's humanity is in full view, not necessarily with
''Briefly, the reasons are that (1) Christ alone is in view in the immediate context
as well as (2) this entire passage (2:20-3:11 [God is referred to only in terms of his
wrath, in 3:6]) and (3) that in 1:15-20 Christ is both the divine image-bearer and the
one through whom the original creation came to be, and is himself called the dpxf)
(beginning) of the new (1:18). See the full discussion in ch. 7. pp. 303-4.
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emphasis on his being human but with that as the basic, thoroughgoing pre
supposition. Indeed, at issue in all three of the explicit contrasts between
Christ and Adam are the two basic realities of our humanity: sin and death,
which Adam let loose in our humanity and which Christ as "second Adam"
overcame by his death and resurrection. A brief overview of the three pas
sages makes this abundantly clear.

1 Corinthians 15:21-22
There is nothing earlier in this letter or in 1-2 Thessalonians that quite
prepares us for the sudden mention of Adam in this passage. However, the
fact that Paul picks it up again in the second phase of his argument with the
Corinthians (over the matter of the future bodily resurrection of believers)
and again in such a matter-of-fact way in Rom 5 suggests that he had previ
ously reflected on this analogy before it here found its first expression in the
extant letters.
In this first case, the analogy is simple and straightforward: death be
came a human reality because of the first dvQpcoTcoc (human being); similarly,
resurrection will become a future reality for believers because of the resur
rection of the second dv9pco7coc, Christ Jesus. This is then repeated with em
phasis on its effects for other human beings: as in Adam all die, so in Christ
will all (believers) be made alive. Since this is in direct response to a denial by
some Corinthians of a future resurrection of believers, the emphasis is alto
gether on the fact that just as the "man" who stands at the beginning of the
old creation brought death into the world, so also it is the "man" who stands
at the beginning of the new creation who has brought bodily resurrection
into the world.
The analogy is straightforward, and the emphasis is on Christ's human
role in the new creation, even though that language is not used here.
1 C o r i n t h i a n s 15:44-49
The emphasis in this pickup of the Adam/Christ analogy is once again on
the fact that Christ is the "last" cxvGpomoc; but in this case the analogy gets a
bit more complex because the issue itself has changed considerably. In 15:1-34
the issue had been singularly about the reality of the future resurrection of be
lievers, which is predicated altogether on Christ's own resurrection. The issue
in 15:35-49 is about the bodily nature of that future resurrection. And if Paul
goes at this in a somewhat prolix way, that is because he is intent on empha
sizing the fact that the risen Christ continues to have a body that is related to his
life as a human being. Paul does this by way of the complex adjectives v|/rj%i.KOC
and 7 i v e u p d x i K o c , which in this case can only mean something like "natural"
and "supernatural." That is, the body that Christ bore was very much the
7

7

O n this issue and the somewhat ironical use of these adjectives, see G. D. Fee,
The First Epistle to the Corinthians (NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987), 785-86.
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same as the one we all bear, fully and completely adapted to life on planet
earth; but the body that he has come to bear by way of resurrection has been
"refitted" for the final life of the Spirit. Thus it is the same body but at the
same time not quite the same. The various complexities of the present argu
ment are all related to this phenomenon.
The result is that the "first dvQpcoTioc,, Adam, had a body that was of the
earth, and made of earthly stuff" (v. 47). The "second Adam," while once
having borne this earthly body, now has a body fitted for heaven, thus "of
heaven" (v. 47). The reason for this somewhat complex way of saying it
turns out to be hortatory. Paul wants the Corinthians to live in such a way
that they will be among those who at the resurrection will also bear the
"heavenly body" of the second Adam (v. 49), since they do indeed already
have a body like that of the first Adam.
If the direction of the argument in this case has changed a bit, Paul's em
phasis on Christ's having been "truly human" continues from before. The dif
ference is that Christ is now spoken of as the progenitor of the new humanity,
just as Adam was of the first. Thus, in both instances of this analogy in 1 Cor
15, Paul's concern is singular: Christ in his humanity, through death and res
urrection, has not simply identified with us as human beings but has set a fu
ture resurrection in motion—as the new creation with its eventual realization
of a new body, fully adapted to the life of the future. And all of this because in
his incarnation he bore a body that was truly in keeping with that of Adam.

Romans 5:12-21
The concern in both instances of the Adam/Christ contrast in 1 Cor 15
had to do with death and life as such. When Paul returns to this analogy in
Rom 5, this is still a central concern. The issue now, however, is not death it
self but rather the cause of death, sin. Nonetheless, despite the focus on sin
and righteousness that led to this analogy—a focus that is repeated through
out and follows from it—Paul continues with this analogy to emphasize
death and life. What Adam let loose in the world was sin, which led to death;
what Christ brought into the world was righteousness, which leads to life; and
as with 1 Cor 15, the emphasis throughout this passage is on the repeated
use of dv8pco7coi; for both Adam and Christ.
What needs to be noted finally with regard to these three explicit men
tions of Christ and Adam in the extant Pauline corpus is how narrowly fo
cused they are. In all three cases the analogy has specifically to do with the
one responsible for bringing death into the world through sin and the other
bringing life into the world through his own death and resurrection. But
nothing more is made of the analogy at all; hence, one can well under
stand why many take a minimalist position on this matter, even if they do
not articulate it in this way. That is, if one stays only with what the texts
specifically say, there is hardly a ground of any kind for such a thing as an
Adam Christology.
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But something more does need to be said, and this something also arises
out of these three texts. In each of the three there is considerable emphasis
on Adam and Christ as standing at the beginning of something, as the pro
genitors of the two "creations": one progenitor fallen, which has issued in
sin and death, and the other crucified and risen, which has issued in a new
creation. And it is this matter, implicit in these first texts, that becomes ex
plicit in several other texts, to which we now turn.

Christ as the Image of God—The Implied Comparison
In light of the discussion to this point, there is every good reason to be
lieve that Paul's references to the Son of God as bearing the divine "image"
(Rom 8:29; Col 1:13-19; cf. 1 Cor 15:49; 2 Cor 3:18-4:6; Col 3:10) are inten
tionally contrasting Christ as "second Adam" with the first Adam. This
seems especially to be so because, in Paul's first use of EIKCOV in this way
(1 Cor 15:49), he himself deliberately sets out this contrast in an Adam/
Christ context. But what is less clear in the scholarly literature is where one
places the emphasis on Paul's use of eiKcdv: is it on Christ's bearing of the di
vine image or on his replacing Adam as the one truly human person in
whom the divine image has been restored? Or again, is it somewhat (deliber
ately?) ambiguous, since one cannot speak of Christ as EIKCOV without recog
nizing that it simultaneously goes both ways? To resolve this matter, we
return to these five texts with our focus altogether on this question. The
texts are examined in their assumed chronological order, since there is much
to learn from doing so.
8

1 Corinthians 15:49
With this sentence, Paul concludes his long argument for the future
bodily resurrection of believers (15:35-49), and he does so by returning to the
Adam/Christ analogy first set out in vv. 21-22. The point throughout this
final paragraph (vv. 44b^49) is to contrast the two kinds of bodies: the
earthly one that Adam (and thus also Christ) bore and the new heavenly ex8

In a somewhat idiosyncratic discussion of this matter, Kim devotes well over
one hundred pages to this motif, arguing that it had its origins in Paul's Damascus
Road encounter (Origin of Paul's Gospel, 137-268). But that is to put enormous
weight on ideas that must be brought together in circuitous fashion. Whether this
would have been true for Paul can hardly be proved; by the same token, neither can
it be disproved—although it seems highly unlikely, given that Paul himself puts very
little overall christological weight on this theme. Much of Kim's discussion is miti
gated by his confidence that Paul's eiKfov Christology is related to Wisdom Christol
ogy ("clearly'V'cIear" [p. 117]), which is based on a single text in the Wisdom
literature that in fact does not equate Wisdom with the "image of God" (see in the
present volume the excursus in ch. 7, pp. 323-25; and the discussion in appendix A,
pp. 601-2)!
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pression of this body that the risen Christ alone bears at this point in time. It
is the "same" body now adapted for the life of the future. At the end of this
sentence Paul offers one final exhortation to the Corinthians, urging them to
live so as also to bear this new body in the eschaton.
At least, exhortation is the point of the overwhelming majority of the
best and earliest manuscript evidence. As we noted in ch. 3, Paul is simply
being Paul, and he concludes first with the affirmation common to our being
human: "just as we have borne the image of the earthly man." But his con
cern throughout this letter has been for them to live in keeping with the new
life that has been given to them in Christ; so he concludes, "let us also bear
the image of the heavenly man." And with that, the net gets thrown a little
wider, so as to emphasize their living now in conformity to the one whose
new kind of body they are in fact destined to bear. With a kind of double en
tendre, therefore, the emphasis lies first on the bodily nature of the resurrec
tion that Christ now bears and that all who are his will eventually bear. But,
second, Paul cannot help himself—not with regard to the Corinthians, at
least—so the certain future that awaits them is expressed by way of urging
them to live with that future in view.
Thus, in this passage the emphasis lies primarily with Christ's bearing
the imago Dei in his human life, even if the first emphasis is on his truly
human, but now transformed, body. There is no emphasis here on the fact
that he bore this image because he was divine; rather, in his coming as the
"second Adam," he did what Adam failed to do: bear the divine image in his
humanity and thus serve as the progenitor of all others who do the same,
which has Christ's present eschatological existence as its final goal.
9

2 Corinthians 3:18; 4:4-6
The most striking thing about this series of sentences is that the first ap
pearance of EIKCOV (in v. 18) is generated not by Gen 1 but by the mirror im
agery that Paul is using in writing to believers in a city famous for its bronze
mirrors. But if that is said to catch their attention, the main thrust of the
sentence has to do with Christ himself bearing the unfading divine glory (in
contrast to the fading glory that Moses experienced). And, of course, in this
first sentence the point that Paul makes for the sake of the Corinthians is
that as they by the Spirit "gaze" on Christ as into a mirror, they themselves
9

O n this matter, see ch. 3, p. 119. The prevailing wisdom that the "error" is the
result of an easy interchange between the letters omega (cjiopeaffluev [let us bear]) and
omicron (Qopeoouev [we shall bear]) simply does not hold. There are hundreds of
places where in the great majority of early and late M S S there is no interchange be
tween these two vowels: rather, such changes occur predominantly at points like this
one, where later scribes and scholars had a hard time believing that Paul meant
what he seems to have said. In this instance, the textual evidence is overwhelmingly
on the side of a hortatory subjunctive, which alone accounts for the few M S S that
have the future indicative.
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are being transformed into that same "image," the image of God as that is
borne fully and perfectly by Christ.
When Paul returns to this twofold language in 4:4 ("image" and
"glory"), the emphasis is now on Christ himself. And because that is true,
the emphasis in this second instance is not so much on Christ's humanity as
such—that is assumed as inherent in the imagery itself. What we have,
rather, is the true image of God being borne by the one who shares the divine
glory, the one who, when turned to in devotion and obedience, transforms
believers by his Spirit into the image of God that humanity was created for in
the first place. But even with this different emphasis, the use of this lan
guage for Christ in itself always presupposes his humanity, which is the only
reason this language is used of Christ at all.
It is therefore of some interest that in the two places in the extant Corin
thian correspondence where Paul uses the language of Gen 1 with reference
to Christ, in the first instance his central concern is with Christ's bearing
that image in his humanity while in the second instance the emphasis is on
the fact that he shares the divine glory with the Father. Thus he is the one
who, because he is also fully divine, bears the perfect image of God—the
image to which believers themselves are in the process of being conformed.

Romans 8:29
With this passage, we come to the first of the two eiiccov passages (with
Col 1:15) where Christ is explicitly referred to as "the Son" of the Father; and
in both cases the two-sided reality (human and divine) of the language of
Gen 1 is in play. Moreover, in both of these instances Paul also refers to the
Son as God's 7tpcoT6xoKO<; (firstborn), a word that is never used of Adam in
any of the Jewish literature. Thus, in both cases, even though an Adam
Christology lies behind the language, the emphasis begins to move toward a
messianic Son of God Christology. It is therefore also of some interest that in
both cases the emphases differ considerably from each other.
The appearance of this combination in the present passage comes as the
climactic moment in Rom 8:1-30, where Paul's primary goal is to assure the
believers in Rome, both Jew and Gentile together, that the combination of
the work of Christ on their behalf and of God's gift of the Spirit—the Spirit
of both the Father and the Son (8:9-10)—is also the guarantee of ethical life
now and of eternal life to come. Thus, in a sentence that begins on the
double note of God's foreknowing them and thus predestining them, Paul in
terrupts to spell out the shape and the ultimate goal of that "predestina
tion." God has foreordained that they are to be "conformed to the image of
his Son," who himself is God's "firstborn" among the many who are to
become his brothers and sisters.
10
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Nor of "Wisdom," I might add, since it is so often asserted to the contrary. See
ch. 7. pp. 320-21; and the full discussion in appendix A , p. 601.
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Deeply embedded in such language are the twin emphases, first, that the
eternal Son of God perfectly bears the divine image and, second, that he did
so in his own identity with us in our humanity. This latter emphasis is imme
diately picked up in v. 3 2 by an echo of the Abraham narrative of Gen 2 2 ,
where Paul points to the crucifixion by asserting, "God spared not his own
Son" for our sakes.
This second matter—emphasis on Christ's humanity—is what is then
picked up in our present passage with the phrase "the firstborn among many
brothers and sisters." And thus, even though there is otherwise no direct
echo of Gen 1 in this passage, the language of the latter passage is what ulti
mately gives meaning to this one. It would therefore seem fair to add that
where Adam failed as God's "firstborn," Christ has succeeded altogether—
something foreordained by God from eternity past.

Colossians 1:15
As was pointed out in the exegesis of this passage, both "strophes" of
this Christ poem make sense precisely as one takes seriously that the gram
matical antecedent of the "who" in vv. 1 5 and 1 8 is "God's beloved Son" in
v. 1 3 and that it is in fact the intended conceptual antecedent as well. Thus
Paul is here returning to what he had said in Rom 8:29, but now to a differ
ent church with considerably different concerns. These new concerns are to
identify the Son as the messianic Son of God (v. 1 3 ) , who also has the rights
of primogeniture with regard to the whole of creation, which also came into
existence through him. Thus, Paul's emphasis with his use of EIKCOV in this
passage is on the incarnate Son of God as the divine image-bearer, who in
eternity past was both the agent and the goal of the created order.
That Paul is here once again (indirectly but deliberately) echoing Gen 1
is confirmed by the way he begins the second "strophe" of the poem: "the
Son is the ap%r\ [beginning]." This most unusual language is a direct echo of
Gen 1:1; and as with the EIKCOV that begins the first strophe, this a.p%r\ is im
mediately followed by a second use of TipcoxoTOKOc,. But now the referent is
his being the "firstborn" of the new creation, marked by his resurrection
from the dead.
Thus, even though EIKCOV does not occur in the second strophe, it is as
sumed throughout, so that the emphasis on the Son's bearing the divine
image in the first strophe now moves toward his identity with us in his work
of reconciliation. It is the one in whom all the divine fullness dwells (bodily)
who has brought reconciliation through the blood of his cross. And that
leads us directly to Paul's fifth instance in which he has used EIKCOV with
regard to Christ.
11
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This is confirmed in this case by his adding that the Son is also the Father's
TtpcotOTOKoc. (thus echoing Ps 89:26-27 [88:27-28 LXX]).
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Colossians 3:10
With this text, we bring the presentation of the present chapter full
circle. For here the one who is himself the "image" of God, who is the Fa
ther's own "firstborn," and by virtue of his resurrection the "firstborn" with
regard to the new creation, is now the one who "re-creates" broken and
fallen humanity back into the divine image that he himself has perfectly
borne. The Creator of the first creation, who himself bears the Father's
image, now is seen as the Creator of the new creation, as he restores his own
people back into the divine image —that is, into his own image that he
alone perfectly bears. Thus the emphasis is simultaneously on Christ's being
the divine image-bearer who now also re-creates fallen humanity into that
same image.
12

Philippians 2:6-8
I return to this passage (from the previous chapter) at the end of the
analysis of Paul's actual use of e i K c o v in his letters because there has been a
veritable groundswell in the NT academy that has argued (or more often
simply asserted) that Paul's use of uop^ij in the opening phrase of the Christ
story (v. 6) is virtually synonymous with EIKCOV. But as was pointed out in
the prior examination of this passage (ch. 9, pp. 377-79), this is a piece
of scholarly mythology that needs to be laid to rest. The preceding discus
sion of Paul's actual use of EIKCOV argues for this even more so, while at the
same time it reinforces the fact that the presupposition of the phrase ev
uopcbfi Geovj (in the "form" of God) emphasizes Christ's preincarnate divine
existence.
Two things now make that even more certain. First, as was previously
suggested, Paul's apparent reason for choosing uopcbfi, was that this in fact is
the only word available in the language that would serve equally well on
both sides of his sentence: to define Christ's "mode" of preexistence with
God and to indicate the extreme nature of the "mode" of his incarnation:
coming into our history in the "form" of a slave.
Second, Paul's actual use of eiKcov elsewhere in his letters points out (1) the
near folly of arguing that uop<)>r| could actually serve as a nearly synonymous
equivalent and (2) the fact that whatever "echo" the next phrase—about
Christ "not selfishly grasping" his equality with God—has with reference to
Adam, it cannot include the E V uopcpfj GEOTJ that has preceded. Whatever
else, Paul did not intend to begin by saying, "Who, being in the image of
God," with regard to his preexistent divine nature. The preceding analysis has
shown that Paul uses this language with regard to Christ only with regard to
his being the divine image-bearer in his incarnation, not with regard to his
12

For the full argumentation of this understanding of the passage, see ch. 7,
pp. 303-4.
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preexistence, where it would make no sense as an echo of Gen 1-2. This fur
ther means, of course, that whatever "Adam" echo there might be in this
grand telling of the story, it is altogether conceptual since it lacks a single lin
guistic tie of any kind.
So Adam Christology there is in Paul's thought, to be sure; but in terms
of actual language and echoes of Gen 1-2, it is limited to two kinds of pas
sages: first, explicit contrasts between Christ and Adam, where Christ is seen
as the progenitor of the new creation, who has overturned the effects of
Adam's sin, which led to death; and, second, where the incarnate Christ is
seen as the true bearer of the divine image, who is also re-creating a people
who bear that image with him.
These, however, are not the only ways Paul refers to the earthly Jesus.
The rest of this chapter will examine other Pauline evidence for emphasis on
Christ's true humanity, including a side glance at Paul's knowledge of, or ref
erence to, the historical Jesus.

The Pauline Emphasis—A Truly Human Divine Savior
At the beginning of the twentieth century, the extreme skepticism of
nineteenth-century NT scholarship had produced a considerable harvest, so
that it was common to find Paul accused of being the "bad guy" who had
created a divine Savior out of a merely human Jesus. Related to this was an
equally extreme skepticism regarding Paul's knowledge of the historical
Jesus, except for his death by crucifixion. But by the end of the century, the
pendulum had swung back considerably, so that it was possible for a major
Christology to argue that Paul viewed Christ basically as coming from below
and thought of Christ's "divine status" in terms of a human Savior now ex
alted to heaven because of his self-sacrificial death.
In some ways, both of these views can be seen as in reaction to a kind of
Christian "orthodoxy" that failed to take Jesus' full humanity with real seri
ousness, an orthodoxy that had come to believe on theological grounds that
Jesus in his earthly life was non posse peccare ("not to be able to sin"). This is
a view that many resist because it seems ultimately to turn Christ into a di
vine robot rather than his being a truly human person who was posse non
peccare ("to be able not to sin") because, in Luke's language, God was with
him. At issue for this kind of orthodoxy was to build a convincing case for
Christ's true humanity that did not look as if he were merely acting out in
his human life what was in fact not possible at all.
When one turns from later theologizing to the apostle Paul himself but
with this debate in hand, one is struck first by the apparent paucity of the
data. But the paucity in this case is related to the larger issue at hand. Paul
13

See Dunn, Christology in the Making, 65-128.
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nowhere tries to establish a Christology as such; rather, because for the most
part he is dealing with issues in his churches that need correcting—and
need good "theology" as the way of doing so—his references to Christ are ei
ther soteriological in their focus or put emphasis on his present reign as
Lord. But all the same, Paul drops the curtain just often enough so that we
can basically reconstruct what he and his churches believed about Christ—
that he was the truly divine Savior but one who effected that salvation
through an incarnation in which he had become a truly human person.
Thus, I conclude this chapter by gathering these various data together as a
package in support of this latter point. And at the end, I point out again how
thoroughly presuppositional Christ's humanity was for Paul.

Paul and the Historical Jesus
It is not my purpose here to argue the case that Paul knew about the
historical Jesus. The evidence for that is made certain by the following enu
meration. Nor do I intend to argue the case for any of the items that follow.
My concern is simply to list the evidence that Paul did indeed know the tra
ditions about Jesus that are found in the Gospels, and thus to point out that
the human life of Jesus was held to be presuppositional to everything else
that he came to believe regarding Jesus' death and resurrection. Indeed, in a
basically oral/aural culture, it is well nigh unthinkable that knowledge about
Jesus did not circulate in ever so many ways that it would have made it
nearly impossible for Paul not to have known about Jesus' life and teach
ings. The Pauline data itself can be classified under two headings.
14

Knowledge of the "Life of Jesus"
That Paul knew the basic details of the "life of Jesus" can be seen from
the following:
1. According to Gal 4:4, Jesus was born of a woman within an observant
Jewish family. As such, he was believed to have been the long-awaited Jew
ish Messiah (Rom 9:5; 1:2-4; 1 Cor 1:22), which further meant that he had
come to reign in God's eschatological kingdom (1 Cor 15:24; Col 1:13-14).
Paul's repeated emphasis on Christ's death and resurrection can best be ex
plained in light of the radical departure that this event was, in light of Jew
ish messianic expectations (1 Cor 1:20-25), so much so that its true nature
could have been revealed only by the Spirit (1 Cor 2:6-10).
2. The historical reality that Jesus died by crucifixion, and thus by
Roman hands, is writ large in the corpus; and in 1 Thess 2:14-15 it is seen as
15
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See now Dunn, New Perspective on Jesus, 35-56.
Cf. a similar, brief paragraph in Hunter, Gospel according to Paul. 59.
S o m e might object to the language "observant," but Paul's own language
("born under the law") and argument make very little sense if he did not consider
Mary and Joseph to be observant Jews.
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belonging to, and in keeping with, the tradition of "the killing of the proph
ets." Moreover, the allusion to Jesus' sufferings in 1 Thess 1:6, in the context
of the Thessalonians' "much affliction," can hardly refer solely to his cruci
fixion. There is therefore no good reason to doubt the thoroughly Pauline
nature of the historical affirmation in 1 Tim 6:13, that Jesus made a good
confession before Pontius Pilate. On the other hand, and contrary to some,
the fact that Paul focuses primarily on Jesus' death says next to nothing
about his further knowledge of the life of Jesus as such.
3. If there are fewer explicit references to Jesus' earthly life than one
might wish, those that do appear are all the more telling because of their in
cidental nature. Indeed, how much further knowledge must be assumed to
lie behind the twofold notice (made quite in passing) that Jesus had biologi
cal brothers who were well-known members of the earliest Jewish Christian
community (1 Cor 9:5; Gal 1:19).
4. If Paul does not explicitly say more about Jesus' earthly life, the na
ture of that life as one of servanthood was well known to him (Phil 2:7),
which was as radical a departure from Jewish messianic expectations as was
Jesus' being a crucified Messiah. It is within this framework that one best un
derstands Paul's appeals to his own "imitation of Christ," which in turn Paul
expects of his churches as they follow his own example. Although this ap
peal can refer to his living cruciform, as it surely does in Phil 3:15-17 and
probably does in 1 Thess 1:6-7, this can hardly be the case in 1 Cor 11:1,
where Paul's imitatio refers to his doing everything for the glory of God and
thus becoming all things to all people for the sake of the many. Here is as
sumed knowledge of the life of Christ about which we could only speculate.
But the speculation could well be grounded in the appeal to Christ's attitudes
of "meekness and gentleness" in 2 Cor 10:1 and his "compassion" in Phil 1:8,
especially since Paul lists two of these virtues in an appeal to the Colossians
to "put on" the new self that is being renewed into the "image" of their Cre
ator, Christ himself (3:10-11).
17

That there are not more of these kinds of references in Paul's letters
means very little, since what does exist is once again not argued for in terms
of its historicity but rather is appealed to as common knowledge among
early followers of Christ.
Knowledge of the Teaching of Jesus
Although there is likewise not much by way of Jesus' actual teaching
that emerges in Paul's letters, what does appear is of such diverse nature
that once again it suggests that we have only the tip of the iceberg.
1. The earliest reference to Jesus' teaching appears in Paul's earliest let
ter, at 1 Thess 4:15. where he appeals to "the Lord's word" but without citing
it. Since Paul uses Kijpioc, exclusively to refer to Christ, there can be little
For this understanding of this passage, see ch. 7, pp. 303-4.
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question that this is an appeal to something spoken by Jesus. Although it
could possibly refer to a prophetic word from the risen Lord, more likely it is
an appeal to something said by the earthly Jesus.
2. In both Gal 4:6 and Rom 8:16 Paul refers to Greek-speaking Gentile
Christians as crying out to God as Father with the language of Jesus himself:
Abba. Although the Gospel writers put this word into the mouth of Jesus
himself (in Gethsemane), it is equally a part of his teaching, since it un
doubtedly lies behind Jesus' own instructions in how to pray (Matt 6:9). The
fact that this Aramaic language has been maintained even in the Greekspeaking church indicates that this word is bedrock history regarding the
earthly Jesus.
3. In the third letter in the corpus Paul twice appeals to a saying of Jesus
as supporting the position that he is espousing. In the first case, 1 Cor 7:10,
he appeals to a saying that can be found in the Gospels regarding a wife sep
arating from her husband. Since Paul's version is adapted to the present situ
ation, it is of little value to pursue the precise nature of its origins, but it
reflects what appears in two forms in the Gospels (Mark 10:11 // Matt 19:9;
Luke 16:16 // Matt 5:32).
4. In the second case, 1 Cor 9:14, Paul appeals to a command of Jesus as
supporting his case that he has the right to the church's material support
even though he has given it up. This same saying emerges again in a similar
context in 1 Tim 5:18, that "workers deserve their wages," which appears in
this instance in the language of Luke 10:7.
5. Finally, in his attempt to correct the abuse of the Lord's Table in Cor
inth, Paul appeals to the words of institution as something he had received
from the Lord and had in turn handed on to them (11:23-25). Although
there is a degree of ambiguity with regard to what he means by "I received
from the Lord," the fact is that what Paul cites is almost verbatim with what
appears in Luke's Gospel. It should not surprise us, therefore, that when the
"form" of a saying can be traced to the Gospel tradition itself, it is the Lukan
version that Paul cites.
Again, even though there are but few of these, those that do appear are
sufficient evidence that there is a much deeper pool of Jesus tradition from
which Paul could cite if he had been so inclined. Why he was overall less in
clined to do so is a matter of historical speculation; that he knew about Jesus
and that he knew his teachings are incontrovertibly attested in his letters.
18

Paul and the Earthly Jesus
I conclude this chapter by offering a summarizing overview of several
other texts that either assert or assume the genuine humanity of Christ, be
sides those just noted that indicate Paul's knowledge of the historical Jesus.
18

See the full discussion, and christological implications, of this word in ch. 5,
pp. 217-20; ch. 6, pp. 247-48.
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Philippians 2:6-8
In a passage that begins with the assertion that Christ existed "in the
form of God" but did not selfishly grasp his "equality with God," Paul makes
the strongest kinds of statements regarding the genuineness of Christ's in
carnate humanity. This begins with the strong metaphor "he poured himself
out by taking the 'form' of a slave," which is then interpreted nonmetaphorically as "coming to be (being born) in the likeness of human beings,"
meaning that even though he had prior existence as God, his incarnation in
volved being born just as all other human beings.
The second sentence deals with what Christ did as an ctv0pco7toc, a truly
"human being": he accepted the path to the cross in obedience to his Father.
As was pointed out in the exegesis of this passage, this language simulta
neously assumes that at one point he had not been a human being but that
when he did become one of us, he was fully and completely so.
1 Timothy 2:5; 3:16
In a similar way, in speaking of Christ as the divine mediator between
God and human beings, "Paul" puts the stress on Christ being truly human.
As the TNIV nicely puts it, "There is one mediator between God and human
beings, Christ Jesus, himself human" (2:5). And also as in the preceding pas
sage, what he did as a human being was "to give himself up as a ransom"—
language that presupposes choice and obedience. Thus, even though 1 Timo
thy is a disputed letter, it is significant here to point out that this essential bit
of theology is in fact very Pauline.
Given this earlier statement, one is not surprised that the "hymn" in
3:16, which tells the essential gospel story, begins, "He was manifest in the
flesh [= as one who was truly human]."
Galatians 4:4-5; Romans 8:3
As was pointed out in the exegesis of Gal 4:4-5, the narrative of salva
tion found in this very brief summary has as its point the fact that Christ's
death eliminated the need for Torah observance. Its essential parts say, "God
sent his Son . . . to redeem those under the law." But the two middle mem
bers, which elaborate the first part of the sentence and anticipate the latter,
at the same time emphasize his humanity: he was born of a woman; he was
born under the law. The first of these eliminates any possibility of a divine
Savior who was not truly human; the second places him squarely within a
clearly identifiable historical context. So even though there is probably no in
tent here to emphasize Christ's humanity as such, Paul in fact does so with
out trying—precisely because this was the common understanding of the
early church.
In the second instance of this "sending formula" (Rom 8:3), the empha
sis is especially on Christ's humanity so that he could serve as an adequate
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sin offering. Thus, he came "in the 'likeness' of sinful flesh." His flesh itself
was like all others, but in this case he did not yield himself to sin.
Galatians 3:16; Romans 1:3; 9:5; 2 Timothy 2:8
These several texts are part of a much bigger picture in Paul's thought
where, as will be spelled out in some detail in the following chapter, the
human origins of Jesus as the Jewish Messiah are explicitly presented. On
the one hand, in Gal 3:16 he is identified as Abraham's "seed," where Paul
deliberately presents him as the embodiment/culmination of Israel itself. On
the other hand, and more specifically messianic, Rom 1:3 and 2 Tim 2:8 iden
tify him as born of David's lineage, while Rom 9:5 explicitly refers to him as
the Messiah, as the culminating expression of Jewish privileges.
Again, no point is made of his humanity; it is simply the assumption in
herent in the language itself. And this is true as well of Paul's use of Xpictoq
(as his primary way of identifying the now risen Jesus). It has been argued
that this "name" always carries with it its titular connotations of Jesus as
the Jewish Messiah. But in any case, this title-turned-name, even when it is
a simple identifying referent, always harks back to the historical reality that
the earthly Jesus lived and died as the Jewish Messiah, whom God raised
from the dead to be Lord of all.
19

The Use of the Name "Jesus"
My concern here is to point out that the one unqualified reality that
emerges in all of Paul's letters is that the name "Jesus" always has as its pri
mary referent the historical person Jesus of Nazareth, whom the Romans
crucified and whom the earliest Christians believed to be the Jewish Messiah
and the now risen Lord. And in very many cases the use of the historical
name by itself is specifically pointing back to his earthly, truly human life.
Thus, Paul's use of the name in itself carries the assumption of Christ's
genuine humanity.
The One Who "Died for Our Sins"
Finally, in this gathering of data I must mention the reality that Paul
places all the emphasis on the Messiah's redeeming work in his "death on
the cross." Although this language also has become a theological construct
for Paul, it never loses its actual historical bearings. That is, when Paul
speaks of "the Son of God who loved me and gave himself for me," he is not
thinking simply of the theological outcome of that death. It is the historical
event of the death itself—the excruciating death by crucifixion at the hands
of the (very historical) Roman Empire—to which Paul is referring. And so it
is with every mention of the cross and of Christ's death as "for us." This
19

See Wright, Climax of the Covenant, 41-55.
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event does not begin for Paul as theology; it begins as history, where a truly
human Jesus died as the Jewish Messiah. What Paul came to see clearly is
that this historical event that was humanity's loud "No!" to Jesus of Naza
reth was in fact God's louder "No!" to human sin; but through resurrection,
God pronounced an exclamatory "Yes!" to everything that the historical
Jesus had done through his death for sinners.
The One Who Knew N o Sin
But there is one text in Paul's letters that explicitly puts Christ's human
ity outside the framework of what is common to all other human beings. On
the one hand, in a variety of ways Paul is adamant about the universality of
human sinfulness ("all have sinned and come short of God's [intended]
glory"); on the other hand, this is the single aspect of our common human
ity that Jesus did not know by experience. In a text (2 Cor 5:2J) where the
clause is otherwise unnecessary for the point Paul is trying to make, he as
serts that "[Christ] knew no sin," by which he means "know" in the Jewish
sense of knowing by experience.
Nonetheless, the very reason for this assertion is to place it in stark con
trast with the climactic phrase "he became sin [or, 'a sin offering'] for us."
This is the great exchange; and it could happen for Paul only because the
sinless one was nonetheless truly one of us and he came to know our sinful
ness not by his own experience of it but by bearing the weight of it in his
death on the cross. And in all of this he never ceased to be God as well. It is
this mystery that lies at the heart of the Christian faith; and Paul is one of its
primary advocates.
Finally, and to repeat once again what has been noted throughout this
study, part of the significance of this accumulation of data is that in the ma
jority of these passages Paul is not trying to prove something about Christ's
humanity. It is quite clear that he is writing to believers who already share
this understanding of Christ as part of what is common to the faith of the
early church. At issue, therefore and finally, is the nature of their equally
shared conviction that the truly human Jesus had been sent by the Father in
order to effect their redemption.
In Paul's case, as we will see in the next two chapters, that conviction was
a combination of two realities. First, Jesus in his earthly life fulfilled the
Davidic promises that David's greater Son would effect final redemption for
God's people, but that messianic Son turned out to be an incarnation of God's
eternal Son. Second, through his exaltation the eternal Son also assumed the
role of the "messianic Lord" seated at the right hand of the Father, the Lord to
whom all now are ultimately subject and before whom at the eschaton every
knee will bow and whose lordship every tongue will confess.

14
Jesus: Jewish Messiah and Son of God
I N THIS CHAPTER A N D THE next we turn finally to examine what the data sug
gest are Paul's primary categories for understanding the person of Christ—
that is, who it was who functioned as Redeemer and Creator of the new hu
manity. The answer proposed here, and spelled out in detail in these two
chapters, is twofold: (1) the risen Jesus was none other than the preexistent
Son of God, who came present among us to redeem; and (2) the risen Jesus is
the exalted Lord "seated at the right hand of God" in fulfillment of Ps 110:1.
In the first instance, we will note that there is some awareness, if not em
phasis, on the relationship of the Son to the Father. In the second instance,
the emphasis is altogether on the exalted Christ's relationship to us and to
the world.
1

Both of these themes, it will be pointed out, have their deepest roots in
Jewish messianism, based on the Davidic kingship. In the first instance, Jesus
was recognized to be of the "seed of David," who was God's anointed One,
his "son" par excellence, whose progeny would sit on his throne "forever." In
the second instance, David's messianic progeny was understood to be "the
Lord" seated at the LORD'S (= Yahweh) right hand in Ps 110:1. Yet in both
cases, Paul's understanding went considerably beyond these roots: the son of
David was none other than God's eternal Son; and the risen Lord at his exal
tation had God's own "name" bestowed on him as the one before whom all
creation will eventually bow and do homage.
'There is nothing new here, since this turns out to be the direction taken by
many scholars who have written on the subject; see, e.g., M . Hengel, Son of God,
13-15; H . Ridderbos, Paul, 68-90; L. W. Hurtado, "Paul's Christology," in The Cam
bridge Companion to Paul (ed. J. D. G. Dunn; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2003), 191-95; Matera, New Testament Christology, 132-33; cf. Kramer (Christ, Lord,
Son of God), who also recognizes that this is so but unfortunately separates "Son of
God" from "Christ." These two motifs also hold a prominent place even for those
who would broaden the perspective some; e.g., Ziesler (Pauline Christianity, 24-48),
who not only separates "Messiah" from "Son of God" and fronts "Wisdom" before
both "Lord" and "Son of God" but also adds "Spirit" at the end—an unusual read
ing of Pauline Christology indeed; and his discussion of "Lord" has little founda
tion in Paul.
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The history of N T scholarship also forces us to engage in the question of
"origins," especially where Paul came by his understanding of Christ as the
eternal Son of God. It is therefore of more than casual interest to note that
both of these primary understandings of Christ were already at work in the
Aramaic-speaking Jewish community that preceded Paul, as is evidenced in
Paul's own letters. On three occasions he uses two different transliterated
Aramaic terms, which are thus presupposed as part of the devotional life of
his congregations: AB(3a = "Father" (Gal 4:6; Rom 8:15) and Mapctva 0a =
"Come, Lord" (1 Cor 16:22). As was noted in the exegetical chapters on these
texts, both of these terms have considerable christological significance, not
the least of which is that they reflect at a very early stage in the Aramaic-speaking
community the two primary christological motifs in Paul's letters: Jesus as Son of
God and Jesus as Lord. Thus, however Paul may have been affected by other
factors, the basic "origins" of these two primary christological motifs were
deeply rooted in the believing community that preceded him.
2

3

The concern of the present chapter, then, is to examine the twofold
sense of the theme of Jesus as the Son of God—as Jewish Messiah and eter
nal Son. At the same time, I am also picking up a major concern from the
preceding chapter: as the eternal Son, Jesus is the One who perfectly bears
the divine image and who through his death and resurrection is in the pro
cess in the new creation of restoring the divine image in those who are his.
Because of the complex way I have chosen to process this material, I here
offer the "logic" of the presentation.
The first concern is to demonstrate that Jesus is "son of God" in terms of
Jewish messianism. To get there, one must establish the significance for Paul
that it was the crucified Jesus who was indeed the Jewish Messiah. Scandal
though it was, Paul's later reflection on his own encounter with the risen Lord
caused him to capitalize on the scandal rather than downplay it. With that in
hand, I walk through the basic Jewish story to show how Paul now reread the
story in light of Christ. That leads us to trace the theme of "son of God" in the
basic story, including its development as a messianic theme in later Judaism,
which Paul has picked up as the first point of contact between Jesus as Son of
God and the biblical story. But that history, as crucial as it is to Paul's under
standing, does not explain how he came also to understand Christ as the eter
nal Son of God; so this is taken up at the end of the chapter, with emphasis on
his understanding of Christ as the preexistent (thus eternal) Son of God, agent
of creation, and, in his incarnation, agent of redemption.
2

Indeed, this question drives much of the christological discussion; however, it
seems methodologically backwards to begin here. The first task, rather, is the de
scriptive one, which in turn leads to the historical one. This methodological failure—
starting with "origins" and then analyzing Paul's Christology in light of one's
presuppositions on this matter—alone accounts for the popularity of Wisdom Chris
tology, since the texts themselves do not support it even minimally (see appendix A ,
pp. 597-99).
S e e chs. 3, pp. 120-22; 5, pp. 217-20: 6, pp. 247-48.
!
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Jesus as the Messianic Son of God
In order to examine the christological significance of Jesus as the Son of
God, one needs first to look at Paul's reflections on the relationship of Jesus
to Israel's primary story. Here we take our lead from Romans, the least im
passioned of Paul's letters but the one where the passion of his own apos
tolic calling is argued at length: Jew and Gentile as one eschatological people
of God. For in Romans in particular, Paul spells out quite plainly Jesus'
earthly origins as the Jewish Messiah. In fact, Rom 9:5 is the one place in the
corpus where all agree that 6 Xpraraq is altogether titular, where Jesus as
the Jewish Messiah is the climax of the biblical story and thus of all Jewish
privileges. Indeed, this concern is the first thing up in the letter—in the salu
tation (1:2-4), where Jesus is introduced as the messianic son of God, who in
his subsequent exaltation returns to his place as eternal "Son of God with
power." It is not surprising, therefore, as we noted in ch. 6, that "Son of
God" is the primary christological motif in the letter.
The place to begin this examination, however, is not with "Son of God"
language as such but rather with the role that this language played in Is
rael's basic story, since Paul himself regularly places Christ within the pa
rameters of that story. In order to do this, we begin where Paul does, with
his own encounter with the crucified Jesus as the exalted (messianic) Lord of
Ps 110:1—an encounter that radically altered his own understanding of
Jesus as the Messiah and the relationship of this reality to the crucifixion.
4

5

The Ultimate Scandal: Jesus as Crucified Messiah
Nils Dahl once observed that scholars historically could speak of Paul's
Christology without ever referring to the messiahship of Jesus. He then
rightly goes on to point out that in historical fact, however, "whether Jesus
was the Messiah or not was crucial in the life of the onetime persecutor and
later apostle." The justification for this correct assessment of Paul's view of
Christ lies ready at hand in several passages that appear somewhat early in
the corpus, beginning with two in 1 Corinthians, followed by two in Gala
tians, which is easily his most impassioned letter.
6

4

Historically, this has not been so obvious to some, especially those in the long
history of German scholarship who have insisted that this "title" belongs to Paul's
"Hellenization" of the faith. But that day has almost totally run its course; see esp.
the critique in Hengel, Son of God, 4-5, 17-41.
'Although many would object to this way of putting it, I am only trying to take
Paul at face value; and he is the one who insists that God the Father "sent his Son"
into the world (Rom 8:3; cf. Gal 4:4). To object that Paul is here using a prior creedal
statement that he may not have fully incorporated is to argue against what Paul ac
tually does: he dictates all of this into his own sentence with a view toward its oral
reading in the Roman communities—communities that have already had a consider
able history of belief in Christ before this letter was penned.
S e e Dahl, ]esus the Christ, 15.
6
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1 Corinthians 15:3; 1:18-25
When in 1 Cor 15:3 Paul reminds the Corinthians of what he "handed
down" to them, namely, that "Christ died for our sins," he undoubtedly in
tended this as the early and universal creedal formula that NT scholarship
has come to believe that it is. But what is generally overlooked by that same
scholarship is that this "formula" comes at the very end of the letter, where
Paul finally takes on those who deny a future bodily resurrection of believ
ers; and thus it serves as an inclusio with, and must be understood in light
of, the first item addressed in the letter in 1:T3-2:16. And here Paul is ada
mant that the content of his preaching deliberately involved the reality that
the one who died for our sins had been crucified (2:1-3)—by the Romans and
probably as a messianic pretender. At issue for him regarding the Corinthian
believers was that some of them were seeking to avoid this central reality.
And Paul will have none of that.
7

Moreover, this earlier passage makes sense contextually only if "Christ
crucified" in fact means "a crucified Messiah." This was the ultimate scan
dal for the Jews, which at the same time would have been such utter folly to
the Greeks that one can only wonder why Paul would so vehemently press
this point. Why not simply let Christ be a proper name and put the emphasis
on his death as "for us"? But no, Paul says, we preach a crucified Messiah,
knowing full well how both Jew and Greek would respond. And why does he
do this? Because, he maintains, God in his own infinite wisdom and power
thereby undercut every imaginable human pretension to being able "to find
out God."
8

9

But one may still ask, "So what?" with regard to Pauline Christology, to
which the answer is, "One will simply never understand Paul himself, nor
the depth of his commitment and utter devotion to Christ, who does not
start here." And here is why Dahl's observation noted above is the histori
cally correct one, which in turn leads us to seek for Paul's own reasons for
such a proclamation when he knows how people on both sides of the ethnic
'This "failure" to read 1 Corinthians as a whole is especially damaging to the
way Kramer (Christ, Lord, Son of God) chose to go about examining Paul's Christol
ogy. By going after the so-called pre-Pauline material to be found in Paul, he conve
niently isolates this passage out of Paul's own Christology, so that he never even
mentions that according to Paul himself (in a rhetorical moment, to be sure), the
only Christ he preached in Corinth was Jesus as "a crucified Messiah."
See the more complete discussion in ch. 3, pp. 101-2.
To miss the point made in this paragraph is to miss Paul by too wide a margin.
E.g., Reid (Jesus, God's Emptiness, God's Fullness, 19-20) rightly sees the significance
of Paul's encounter with the risen Christ, but he fails to note the radical turnabout
with regard to the crucifixion. Rather than simply giving Paul new insight into the
cross, his encounter with the risen Christ meant for him a total overthrow of his
deeply held conviction of what God had done by having Christ crucified; and this re
quired a radical paradigm shift at the deepest roots of his understanding of
messianism.
8

9
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"wall of separation" will instinctively resist it. And thus that leads us back
once more to Paul's own story.
Galatians 1:14; Philippians 3:4-6
Early on in the argument of Galatians, in demonstrating that his version
of the gospel was without human origins of any kind and was therefore not
dependent on Jerusalem, Paul points to the radical nature of his conversion.
According to him, he had advanced far beyond others in Judaism in two ways:
as a persecutor of the church and as an avid student of Torah. Although the
second of these is perhaps the more important overall, his being a persecutor
of the church is mentioned first in this instance in part because it distanced
him from the early Christian community. This both demonstrated his inde
pendence from them and put him altogether on the other side of any of those
who had actually followed Jesus as the Jewish Messiah. Thus, there was
simply nothing historically that would have led him to become a follower of
Christ, and yet he had in fact become one, passionately so.
The sentence that follows this preconversion autobiographical moment
begins in an especially significant way: "When the God who . . . called me by
his grace was pleased . . . to reveal his Son in me . . . so that I might preach
him among the Gentiles . . . " A s was pointed out in the exegesis of this pas
sage (ch. 5, pp. 228-29), Paul's point is that the revelation was not to Paul
in this case (that is mentioned in v. 12) but in Paul. The absolutely radical
nature of his own "conversion" (from a Christ hater to a Christ devotee)
served for him as Exhibit A of the gospel of grace that included both Jew and
Gentile.
That v. 14 was not an incidental moment, struck on the hot iron of con
troversy, seems certain from Paul's pressing of the same two points in his
much later retelling of his story in Phil 3:4—6. Here again he sets forth his
unquestioned Jewish credentials, first in terms of what had been given him
at birth (circumcised, of the tribe of Benjamin, an Israelite of Israelites) and
second in terms of his own achievements within Judaism (a zealous Pharisee
who persecuted the church and adhered to the law perfectly). So again he
juxtaposes his being a persecutor of the church and a faithful adherent of
the law; and in this case the surpassing worth of knowing Christ as Lord put
all of these former privileges into the category of "dung."
10

10

It is of some interest that in both of these retellings of his essential pre-Chris
tian story he places violence against the church before his loyal adherence to the law.
Most likely this is the result of his own controversies within Judaism, where he was
wont to remind other Jews that he had once been where they were. Hurtado makes
the further point that both of these emphases make most sense if Paul had "devel
oped sufficient familiarity with Jewish Christians to become convinced that they
were a very dangerous sect and that resolute efforts to destroy it were demanded. It
is, therefore, reasonable to suggest that Paul's basic christological beliefs were very
likely reflective of the beliefs he had previously opposed" ("Paul's Christology," 188).
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Thus, the common denominator of Paul's pre-Christian life was that
he was an avid follower of Torah, accompanied by an equally avid hatred of
those who dared proclaim that the crucified Jesus was in fact the Jewish
Messiah.
Galatians 3:13; 1 Corinthians 1:22
We learn the reason for this hatred for followers of Jesus a bit later in
Galatians, when in 3:13 Paul associates Christ's death by crucifixion with the
curse of Deut 21:23 (expressed in the language of the curses of ch. 27):
"Cursed [by God] is anyone who is hanged on a pole." Since Jesus had been
"hung on a pole" by the Romans, this for Paul was the sure evidence that
God had cursed him; and he whom God had cursed could not possibly be
honored as the Jewish Messiah. Thus it is no mere bit of cleverness but
words spoken out of personal experience that had led Paul earlier to argue
with the Corinthians that a crucified Messiah must be recognized as God's
power and wisdom at work in the world, since such a historical event is an
utter scandal even to the everyday Jew (1 Cor 1:21-24), let alone to a
passionate one such as Saul of Tarsus.
That this lies at the heart of Paul's pre-Christian understanding of
Jesus of Nazareth helps to explain his being described in 1 Tim 1:13 as at
one time "a blasphemer, persecutor, and violent man." Such a prior com
mitment to violent opposition alone explains the radical nature of his con
version in the Damascus Road experience, which he relates in terms of "I
saw the Lord" (1 Cor 9:1). After all, here is an undoubted case where the ef
fect (Paul's utter and total devotion to Christ as Lord) must be commensu
rate with the cause (seeing the crucified One as the risen One). His
encounter with Jesus risen from the dead radicalized Paul (cf. 1 Cor 15:8); it
also explains his departure to Arabia (Gal 1:17), perhaps in part to sort out
what had happened to him.
Thus Paul emerged from this experience as a passionate follower of
God's true Messiah—Jesus, crucified and raised from the dead. What he
came to realize, as the argument in Gal 3:10-14 indicates, is that Christ's
having been hanged on a cross did indeed involve God's curse but not on
Christ himself. Rather, the whole human race, in its sin and rebellion
against the eternal God, came under God's curse and in effect was hung
on the cross through the one perfect sacrifice. Thus, humankind's "No"
to Christ was in fact God's "No" to our fallenness and rebellion, whereby
he offered us grace and eternal glory. A n d by raising Christ from the
dead, God said "Yes" to his Son and thus to humankind through the Son.
The result, Paul argues, was that what for any good Jew was the ulti
mate oxymoron—a crucified Messiah—turns out to be the ultimate ex
pression of God's own wisdom and power against every form of human
machination.
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Here is a sure instance, therefore, where "frequency of mention" is quite
unrelated to theological significance. That Paul does not refer more fre
quently either to his conversion or to Christ as a "crucified Messiah" has
little or no bearing on the importance of this event for his subsequent theo
logical understanding. Rather, what does emerge with a kind of frequency
that is theologically compelling is the sheer volume of Paul's references to
the risen Lord Jesus as (the) "Christ." Even if one grants that by the time of
his letters the title "the Christ" had moved very close to a name in its own
right, the messianic origins of this "name" are probably never fully aban
doned. In Paul's case, this is evidenced by the considerable frequency of
every imaginable combination of names and titles in the corpus, including
the Pastoral Epistles, except the combination "the Lord Christ," which ap
pears but twice (Rom 16:18; Col 3:24). The fact that the combination occurs
at all indicates that the title has in fact become something of a name; yet its
infrequency in comparison with all the other combinations suggests that
Paul comes to this slowly and rarely.
Since this title-turned-name derives directly out of Paul's own under
standing of the crucified and risen Jesus as the Jewish Messiah, it is of some
importance to trace this understanding as best one can by way of Paul's re
lationship to the basic narrative of his deeply held commitment to historic
Judaism. Whatever else is true of Paul's Christology, he himself was con
vinced that the crucified and now risen Christ is in fact the culmination of
the basic Jewish story, as Rom 9:3-5 bears eloquent testimony.
11

12

13

Christ and the Basic Narrative of Judaism
We begin this inquiry by noting that Paul cites or echoes the OT, primar
ily in its Septuagintal form, in over two hundred instances and in a variety
14

" T h i s is another major shortcoming in Kramer's analysis of Pauline Christol
ogy (see n. 7 above). The end result of his limiting his study to "titles" is a thorough
going minimizing of Christ = Messiah. Although he recognizes that this would have
been its original meaning, he expresses doubt as to whether it would carry meaning
for the Greek-speaking Hellenistic communities (indeed, he concludes that "such a
connection is completely unrecognized by the Gentile Christian church in the
Pauline period" [pp. 213-14]. which would seem to put any proper understanding of
1 Cor 1:22-25 and Rom 9:5 in considerable doubt!). To the contrary, one must take se
riously that the original Pauline communities were mixed and that Paul himself had
been their teacher. And in any case, the place to begin is with Paul's own
understanding as that emerges in his letters.
B y actual count (using the text of N A ) , "Christ" is used 343 times in the
church corpus, plus 32 in the Pastoral Epistles; by way of contrast, the designation
"Lord," which is only a title in Paul's writings, occurs 223 times, plus 22 in the Pastoral
Epistles, and the actual name "Jesus" occurs 177 times, plus 31 in the Pastoral Epistles.
F o r the statistics included in this paragraph, see the table in ch. 1, p. 26. Cf.
Dahl, Jesus the Christ, 16.
T h i s is by actual count of appendix I in Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament,
150-54.
12
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of ways throughout the corpus. Although Paul tends to cite the OT primarily
in argumentation, the letters that are often regarded as having no citations
(e.g., Thessalonians, Colossians, Philippians) are full of even more important
kinds of materials where the OT is echoed in such crucial ways and with such
frequency that one must assume his readers for the most part to have been
able to hear these echoes.
Thus when one turns to look at Paul's use of the OT in general, what
stands out is the fact that his primary interest lies with the central features
of Israel's essential story: "
15

16

1

1. Creation
2. Abraham (with the promise of Gentile inclusion)
3. The exodus (deliverance from bondage and gaining the inherited land)
4. The giving of the law (especially Deuteronomy, with its anticipation of
Israel's failure regarding the law)
5. Davidic kingship
6. Exile and the promised restoration (the eschatological consummation),
which especially included Gentiles
It is not surprising, therefore, that although Paul cites texts from all over
the Greek Bible, the majority (over 70 percent) come from Genesis, Deuteron
omy, Isaiah, and the Psalter. What is most striking is the role that Christ
plays in the story, as the story itself is now read so as to incorporate Christ
crucified, raised, and exalted. Indeed, for Paul, Christ plays a major role in all
six of the primary facets of the story. Even though our present interest is
with the fifth and sixth items—-the Davidic kingship and the eschatological
consummation—a brief look at the role that Christ plays in the first four ele
ments of the story serves to heighten the effect of the whole picture, that
whatever else, Christ is first of all the messianic Son of God who at the same
time is (especially) the eternal Son of God.
18

Creation
The role of Christ in creation is writ large in two major christological
texts in the corpus: 1 Cor 8:6 and Col 1:15-16. To be sure, some have
found these texts to be echoing personified Wisdom's alleged role in cre
ation; but a careful examination of these texts demonstrates that this is a
' ' T h u s the majority are in Romans, 1 Corinthians, Galatians, and 2 Corinthians.
On this matter, see the discussion in ch. 1, pp. 20-25.
0 n this matter, see the discussion of Col 1:12-14 in ch. 7, pp. 295-98.
I t is in light of this large use of the Greek Bible that we need also to note the
considerable paucity of texts from the wisdom tradition, precisely because they are
not part of the primary story (see the analysis in appendix A . pp. 602-5).
16
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false path. The point to repeat here from the exegesis of the two passages
in their respective letters is that in both cases what is either implied (1 Co
rinthians) or explicit (Colossians) is that Jesus as the Son of God is in fact
the divine agent of creation. That is, identifying God as Father in 1 Cor 8:6
and the specific identification of Christ as the Father's beloved Son in Col
1:13 place creation firmly in the context of Jesus as the messianic/eternal
Son of God: indeed, Paul urges in Col 1:15-16, everything that exists came
through the agency of the beloved (eternal) Son, who is expressly identified
as the sphere, agent, and goal of the whole created order.
Abraham (with the Promise of Gentile Inclusion)
Abraham as progenitor of God's elect people plays a major role on two oc
casions where Paul refers to the story: Gal 3 and Rom 4. And as with creation,
Christ himself plays the crucial role in the (now eschatological) retelling of
the story. In Galatians, Christ is identified as the true "seed of Abraham"
(v. 16), so that all who are "in Christ" become Abraham's true children (v. 29).
In the argument of Romans, the role of Christ with regard to Abraham
is spelled out in a slightly different way, but in the end it comes out at the
same place. Abraham again is the ancestor of all peoples, Jew and Gentile
alike. But in this case, Abraham offers the key to much of the story: he is (1)
the exemplary man of faith, in that (2) he trusted God before circumcision,
and is thus the father of Gentiles who believe. Indeed, (3) he received circum
cision as an expression of his faith and is thus also the father of the Jews,
now especially of those who have similar faith. But most telling is (4) how he
serves as the primary example of faith: through the birth of Isaac, whom he
received as one raised from the dead (!), which in turn leads to our faith in
the one who was truly raised from the dead.
On the matter of Christ and Abraham, one should note further the echo
of Gen 22:16 in Rom 8:32, where Christ steps into the role of the promised
Son. Just as God blessed Abraham because OUK e(|)ei0(o xovj viov crou xofj
dya7ir|xo"u (you did not spare your beloved son), so God himself steps into the
role of Abraham, 6c, ye xou iSiov UIOTJ OUK e^eicraxo aXXa vnep f|U(3v Tcdvxcov
TtapedwKev a u x o v ([he] did not spare his own Son but freely gave him up for us
all). Thus every mention in Paul's letters of Abraham and his role in the
basic story is explicitly tied to Christ. With Christ's coming, the promise to
Abraham that all the nations will be blessed had found its fulfillment.
The Exodus (Deliverance from Bondage and Gaining the
Inherited Land)
This part of the story comes through in ever so many ways, primarily
in the soteriological texts, which are too many to note here. Indeed, every
w

S e e appendix A (pp. 595-630), plus the excursuses in 1 Corinthians (pp.
102-15). 2 Corinthians (pp. 186-87). and Colossians (pp. 317-25).
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metaphor for salvation in Christ except reconciliation comes directly from
the Pentateuch, especially when the theme of "redemption" itself occurs.
One passage in particular, Col 1:12-16, can be brought forward here, since it
echoes so much of the story of the exodus, including gaining the inherited
land, while at the same time it embraces item 5, the Davidic kingship. Here is
the passage with the various key elements in the basic story underlined:
u

giving joyful thanks to the Father, who has qualified you to share in the inheri
tance of the saints in the kingdom of light. "For he has rescued us from the do
minion of darkness and brought us into the kingdom of the Son he loves. in
whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of sins, who is the image of the in
visible God, the firstborn over all creation. For in him all things were created
. . . all things have been created through him and for him.
,4

15

16

Without repeating the exegesis of this text here, I simply note that every
significant moment in the story except for the giving of the law is found ech
oed in some way in this passage; and Christ's replacing the law is what the
argument and appeal of 2:6-23 is all about. Thus:
20

1. Creation:

He is both before all things,
they were all created "in him" and "through him,"
and they all exist "for him";
and in v. 18 he is the "beginning" of the new creation.

2. Abraham: The language of "beloved son" begins here (Gen 22:2, 16).
3. Exodus:

(a) The verb "rescued" (eppuotxxo) and noun "redemption"
(drcoXAixpcooiv) echo Exod 6:6, a crucial text in the story.
(b) The "deliverance" is from the power of darkness.
(c) The result is "a share in the inheritance."

[4. The law: This emerges as the central issue in 2:6-23.]
5. Kingship: Several verbal echoes from David's story are present:
(a) The Son is King (or the King is God's Son).
(b) The Son is God's beloved.
(c) The Son is God's "firstborn" (7tpcox6xoKoc, as in Exod 4:22;
Ps 89:26-27).
6. The eschatological inclusion of the Gentiles, signaled by the interchange
of "you/us."
And all of this is found in just one (very long) sentence. I simply note
further that this basic narrative is thoroughgoing in Paul's thought. Christ is
2 0

O n this matter, see G. D. Fee, "Old Testament Intertextuality in Colossians: Re
flections on Pauline Christology and Gentile Inclusion in God's Story," in History and
Exegesis: New Testament Essays in Honor of E. Earle Ellis on His Eightieth Birthday (ed.
A. Son; London: T&T Clark, 2006), 203-23.
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regularly seen as the way the new-covenant fulfillment of the story takes
place, and thus he is understood as being in continuity with the first expres
sion of the story. At the same time, in 1 Cor 10:4, 9 he is expressly under
stood to have been present with Israel in that first expression of the story.
The Giving of the Law
Here is the one element that all readily recognize as "fulfilled" with the
coming of Christ. Nonetheless, it is of some interest to note that this empha
sis occurs in Paul's writings in only four places, all of which have in com
mon the threat of Gentiles capitulating to Torah observance (Romans;
Galatians; Phil 3; Col 2). The key christological text at this point is Rom 10:4:
xeXoq yap vouou Xpicsxoc, eiq 5iKavocuvr\v rcavxi xto niaxeuovxi (For Christ is
the end/goal of the law with regard to righteousness for everyone who believes).
The point of this abbreviated review is simply to point out that for Paul,
Christ both was present at key places in the first unfolding of the story and is
the central feature of its present eschatological unfolding. Thus, one is not
surprised to see Christ play the absolutely major role in the crucial fifth and
sixth elements of the story, which at the same time serve as the key matters
in Paul's Christology.

Jesus as the Davidic Son of God
In order to appreciate how Paul came to understand Christ as the eter
nal Son of God first of all in terms of the Davidic kingship, we need (selec
tively) to examine several key texts from the story itself, including the role
that the historical Jesus himself plays in the story.
21

Exodus 4:22-23
We begin by noting the primary text where Israel as a people is designated
as God's son. Exod 4:22-23, where Moses is directed to speak with Pharaoh:
Then say to Pharaoh, "This is what Yahweh says, 'Israel is my firstborn son
[mdq TipoiToxoKoq uou], and I told you, "Let mu son go, so he may worship
me." But you refused to let him go, so I will kill your firstborn son.'"
Here, as a play on words in terms of what would happen to the Egyp
tians, Israel is designated both as God's "son" and "firstborn." This theme is
echoed in Hos 11:1, "Out of Egypt I have called my son."
2 Samuel 7:13-14, 18 L X X
In time, this "son" designation falls on Israel's king, who was under
stood both as God's representative to Israel and especially as standing in for
21

Traditionally, both the N T and early Christian writers saw many such texts as
predicting a kingly messiah: Isa 9:6-7; 11:1-9; Jer 23:5-6; 33:14-16; Ezek 34:23-24;
37:24; Zech 9:9-10; Ps 132:11-18.
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the people before God. Thus, as the story progresses, the king especially picks
up this designation, and he does so at the crucial turning point in the story:
the Davidic covenant. Note the Septuagint of 2 Sam 7:13-14 (regarding Solo
mon and his successors) and 7:18 (regarding David himself):
"adxdc oiKo5opf|oer poi OIKOV to) dvdpaxi uou K a i dvopGcooxo xov Gpovov
adxod ecoc eic. xov aicbva. eycb ecropai avxcp eig J t a x e p a Kai avxoq ecxai
iioi E i q viov .. . Kai eiaijA.Gev 6 Raaitedc AauiS K a i eKdGiaev evamiov
Kupiou K a i einev xiq eiui eyco, Kdpie pou Kvjpie, Kai xiq 6 O I K O C UOVJ oxi
Tr,d7CT|Kac, pe ecoc xodxcov;
"He will build a house for my name and 1 will establish his throne forever. Z will be a
Father to him and he will be my son. . . . And King David went in and sat before
the LORD and said: Who am I, LORD my Lord, and what is my house that you have
loved me in this way?
,4

1H
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Thus in the Davidic covenant, David's progeny will be called "God's
son," while David himself responds (in the Septuagint only) that he is God's
beloved.
Psalm 2:2, 7-8; 72:1 (71:1 LXX)
The theme of the king as God's "son" is especially picked up in the
Psalter, serving in fact to frame the so-called Davidic Psalter (books 1-2).
Indeed, Ps 2, which introduces books 1-2, was most likely a coronation
hymn for the Davidic scion. Significantly, this is also the first instance in
the OT where the "kingly son" is also called the Lord's "anointed," which in
the Septuagint is translated xP <i
(Christ). Thus in this psalm, which
now introduces Israel's king as the one who stands in for the people with
laments and praises to God, the psalmist declares both that the king is
"God's Christ" and "God's son" and that the nations (Gentiles) will become
his inheritance:
iaxo

Ps 2:2:
oi dp%ovxec cruvfixGnaav erci xd adxd The rulers have gathered together
against the LORD
Kaxd xod Kupiou
and against his Anointed
Kai K a x d xov xpioxov adxod . . .
(Christ) . . .
Ps 2:7-8:
7

1 will declare the LORD'S decree:
8iayyeXX.cov xd updaxayLia Kupiou,
The LORD said to me,
K d p i o q ei7tev npoq lur
"You are my son;
vioq pou el av,
todau I have begotten you.
eycb oTipepov y e y e v v n K a o x
aixT|<rai nap' e p o d , Kai dcboco CTOI "Ask of me. and I will give you
the nations as your inheritance ..."
e0vr| XT|V K ^ i i p o v o u i a v C O D . . .

7

-

8
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Similarly, and with obvious thoughtfulness, the collector put a psalm of
Solomon as the bookend to Ps 2, and thus as the framing device for the ini
tial Davidic Psalter:
Ps 72:1 (71:1 LXX):
6 8eoc. TO Kpiua cov xco fiaoxXei 86c.,
K a i thy SiKaiocruvriv cov Tip mip zov
God, give uour justice to the king,
and uour righteousness to the royal son.

paoxkz&q.

Psalm 89:26-27 (88:27-28 LXX)
It was the "eternal" nature of this covenant that in turn elicited Ethan
the Ezrahite's plaintive cry in Ps 89, composed during the exile in light of the
apparent demise of both the king and Jerusalem. In the part of the psalm
where he is reciting the promises of God's covenant with David (vv. 20-38),
he reminds God of his own declaration: David, whom e%pioa (I have anointed
[v. 21]; cf. v. 39, TOV %pi0Tov cov [your anointed one = your Christ]), would call
on God as "my Father" (v. 26), and God thus would make him his
rcpcoTOTOKOv {firstborn [v. 27]). In so doing, he was reflecting the reality that
the king stood in for the people, the original "son and firstborn" (Exod
4:22-23), who as "son" is also his "anointed one" (= his Christ).
The Story of Jesus in the Gospels
The next step in Israel's narrative brings us to Jesus, who according to
the Synoptic tradition took unto himself all of these themes except "first
born" when he presented himself to Israel as its long-expected messianic
king. Indeed, the primary themes are already put in place at his baptism,
first with the voice from heaven ("You are my Son, whom I love") and sec
ond with his use of Deut 8 and 6 to respond to the tempter in the wilderness.
Here is Jesus stepping into the role of Israel as God's Son, going through the
waters, followed by forty days in the wilderness, but succeeding precisely at
the points where Israel failed when they were tested forty years in the wil
derness. And this is followed immediately in the NT narrative by Jesus' going
forth to pronounce the advent of the kingdom of God.
All of this happened to Jesus himself, without others around to be ob
servers. So how do the Gospel writers know about this event in which Jesus
steps into the role of Israel as God's son and by implication into the messi
anic role of Israel's king as God's son? The possible answers are two: this is
the creation of the later church that had come to believe this about him, or
he himself disclosed it to the inner circle. My point is that in either case, this
narrative is quite in keeping with what Paul had come to believe about
Christ some years before the Gospels had been written. And since Paul, by
his own testimony, had little association with the early Aramaic-speaking
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followers of Jesus, he can hardly be accused of creating this view of the
historical Jesus.
It is of more than a little interest, therefore, that the series of conflict
stories between Jesus and the Jewish leaders, as they come to us in the Gos
pel tradition, also presents the picture that emerges in Paul's letters. This
comes out especially in the way these stories are arranged in Mark's Gospel
(12:1-37 // Matt 21:33-22:46 // Luke 20:9-47). One can scarcely miss the na
ture of the disclosure. The central part of this series of five pericopes offers
three different kinds of conflict between Jesus and the Jewish leaders: on
paying the imperial tax to Caesar (vv. 13-17); on the question of the resur
rection of the dead (vv. 18-27); on the question of the greatest command
ment (vv. 28-34). But these are framed by two stories in which Jesus takes
the initiative. The first one, the parable of the Tenants in the Vineyard,
openly asserts a Son of God Christology, where God's final envoy to Israel is
his beloved Son. Nor can one easily miss how the messianic Ps 118:22-23 is
embedded in the story. Equally significant is the way the series concludes:
with an exalted-Lord Christology, where Jesus' point is that he is more than
merely a son of David. The Son of God is none other that the exalted Lord
of Ps 110:1.
My point in this rehearsal of the basic narrative of Israel, of Israel's
king as God's son, and of Jesus as the true Israel as well as God's true Son is
that this is where all Son of God Christology in the NT must begin. And so it
does with Paul. It is not, in fact, the creation of the later church as it gets
tampered with by Greek modes of thought. It is biblical at its very core—
although the way the story turns out is a surprise to everyone: the messi
anic king of Israel, God's true Son, is not simply one more in the line of
David; he turns out in fact to be the incarnate Son, who in his incarnation
reveals true sonship and true kingship.
If all of this is not found in Paul's writings in this way, it is arguable that
such an understanding of the Jewish Messiah, and of Jesus as that Messiah,
lies behind the telling moments when Paul does momentarily lift the veil. In
deed, this is the very first thing up in Romans, the letter whose ultimate con
cern is Jew and Gentile together as the one eschatological people of God.
Thus, we start with this text, whose key words include "promised," "Son,"
and "David." And it emerges again at the beginning of the long exposition of
God's faithfulness to Israel in 9:3-5, where Christ is specifically identified as
the Jewish Messiah.
22
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It is of particular interest to note that the two letters where "Son of God" is
the dominant christological theme (Galatians and Romans) are the two letters domi
nated by more strictly Jewish concerns. Cf. Hurtado: "Paul's references to Jesus as
God's Son are concentrated in Romans and Galatians . . . . where Paul is in most in
tense and sustained dialogue with the Jewish tradition" ("Paul's Christology," 191).
Moreover, along with Col 1:13-17. Rom 1:2-4 holds together in unresolved tension
the twin realities that the eternal Son of God entered human history as the
messianic Son.
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Jesus as the Eschatological King/Son of God
That leads us, then, to look once again at this theme in Paul's writings,
because he stands in direct line between the disclosure by Jesus as found in
the Synoptic tradition and the later, theologically insightful reflections on
this reality found in John's Gospel. What happens with Son of God language
in Paul's letters is very much like what happened with the messianic title 6
X p i G x o c , (the Christ). What at first was a messianic title, pure and simple
(Jesus is the Christ, the Messiah), and still is found in such passages as Rom
9:5, soon became the Savior's primary name, "Christ." And it is used this way
by Paul in his extant letters considerably more than what had now become
the primary title, "the Lord."
The same thing can be seen in the use of Son of God language. It is still
rooted in Jewish messianism; but because of Paul's conviction of the Son's
preexistence, the language is also used to refer to him in his prior existence as
God before he became one with us in his incarnation. This shift in perspective
is seen most easily in three places in Paul's letters, where the relationship be
tween Christ as kingly, thus messianic, Son of God easily merges with the
greater reality that the kingly (messianic) Son is in fact the eternal Son of
God, whom the Father sent into the world in order to make us his children.

Romans 1:2-4
My point in this long rehearsal has been that Son of God Christology in
Paul's thought does not begin in eternity; rather, it begins with the OT narra
tive of God's dealings with Israel. But for Paul, this language has meaning
far beyond its historical messianic origins. This is made especially clear in
the prologue of Romans, where in vv. 2-4 Paul states that the gospel that he
preaches was promised beforehand through the prophets and that the now
fulfilled promise is essentially about God's Son, who in his earthly life was a
descendant of David but who is now to be known as "the Son of God with
power," predicated on resurrection from the dead.
Although perhaps not intended as such, here is the one certain place
in Paul's letters where Davidic Son and eternal Son merge. And although it
is true that if this were the only text of its kind in the corpus, one could
easily settle for an adoptionist Christology—Jesus becomes the "eternal"
Son at his resurrection and subsequent exaltation—the rest of Romans it
self will not allow such a view. Rather, Rom 1:4 should be understood as
the Father's and Spirit's vindication of the eternal Son, who had previously
been sent by the Father "in the likeness of our sinful flesh" (8:3) so as to be
the divine sin offering, which would be the starting point of our becoming
children of God as well.
So when Paul in Gal 1:15-16 says that God was pleased to reveal his Son
in Paul himself, Paul is no longer thinking of the Son's origins as the heir to
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the Davidic throne. Here, as elsewhere, he is expressing himself in terms of
eternal realities. God's Son is not simply the messianic king, sent by God to
deliver Israel from bondage; God's Son is the one whom the Father sent to
earth to redeem his people and give them adoption as "sons" so that they,
too, become full heirs—not now of a strip of land on the eastern Mediterra
nean shore but of eternity itself. Indeed, Paul urges, the redeemed them
selves are joint-heirs with the "firstborn" into whose image they are being
re-created (8:17, 29).

1 Corinthians 15:24-28
In this second text, Paul again blends Jesus as the kingly Messiah with
his being the eternal Son, but in this case in a quite different, and most re
markable, way. The thrust of the passage involves the eschaton, when the
Son turns over his rule to the Father. Currently, Paul affirms, everything is
under his rule; indeed, he continues, the heavenly Messiah must rule until
all his enemies are subdued, including especially the final enemy, death. In
so doing, Paul merges two texts that had been long understood as messi
anic, Ps 110:1 (109:1 LXX) and Ps 8:6 (8:7 LXX). Thus, the exalted Messiah
must rule on high until "all his enemies are under his feet" (Ps 110:1); for,
Paul goes on in the language of Ps 8:6, "he [God] has subjected all things
under his [the Son's] feet." Thus, when the currently reigning messianic
Son has, by life, destroyed the final enemy, death, that marks the end of the
Son's messianic functions. So he in turn returns to his prior "role" as
eternal Son.

Colossians 1:13-15
That brings us back once more to the thanksgiving-turned-narrative in
Col 1:12-15, where Paul refers to the Colossians' Redeemer as God's beloved
Son and to their redemption in terms of being brought into "the kingdom of
his Son." It is easy to see, as noted above, that this language has its roots in
Israel's essential story—redemption into a kingdom ruled by God's Son. But
when we come to vv. 15-17, even though Paul is still echoing OT language
about the Son's relationship to the Father, his concern now moves far be
yond the OT story as such to eternal verities. This Son preexisted with the
Father, whose image he bears; this Son has the rights of primogeniture with
regard to the whole created order, and that is because this Son is both the
agent and the goal of the whole created order. Moreover, this Son is the head
over all the powers for the sake of his body, of whom he is also the head from
which all the forces of life are drawn. Indeed, he is also both Redeemer and
Creator of the new creation (3:10-11).
These passages thus indicate that Paul could hold both dimensions of
his Son of God Christology in some tension. The eternal Son entered our
history in the role of the messianic Son, becoming incarnate so as to re
deem us. The rest of this chapter will offer an interpretation of Paul's
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understanding of the eternal Son and his relationship to the Father; this
will be done first by an examination of the various ways Paul presents his
Son of God Christology.

Jesus as the Preexistent, Eternal Son of God
At issue for us is how we are finally to understand Paul's designation of
Jesus as "the Son of God," especially in terms of his understanding of the re
lationship of the Son to the Father. To get there, we begin by noting the na
ture and extent of the data.

The Linguistic Data
Here are the bare data with regard to usage (the texts are given in the
appendix to this chapter):
1. Paul refers to Christ as Son seventeen times, sixteen of which are di
rectly qualified in relationship to God (either "of God," "his," or "his own");
all of these appear in the church corpus.
2. In the same corpus Paul refers to God as "Father" thirty times, plus
three in the Pastoral Epistles. Except for 1 Cor 15:23-28 and Col 1:12-13,
where mention of the Son is separated from mention of the Father by
twenty-six words or more, "Son" and "Father" do not otherwise occur in the
same sentence or clause. That is, Jesus is "the Son of God" or "his [God's]
Son" but never explicitly "the Son of the Father."
3. Of the thirty appearances of "Father," twenty-three occur in the com
bination "God and Father," of which eleven are qualified by "our" ("our God
and Father").
4. Of the remaining twelve instances of this combination, three are
qualified by "of our Lord Jesus Christ" (2 Cor 1:3; 11:31; Eph 1:3), while the
same combination occurs in Col 1:3 but without the K a i (and). As was noted
in the exegesis of this latter passage (ch. 7, pp. 292-93), this appositional
usage (i.e., "thanks be to God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ") serves as
the clue that the K a i in the other occurrences is also appositional (= "God,
even the Father").
5. Emphasis on the relational aspect of the Son to God the Father occurs
four times: twice with the language of "beloved" (Col 1:13; Eph 1:6), once
with the reflexive eauxoi) (Rom 8:3), where it serves as an intensive (= "his
23

24
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T h e only instance where the divine genitive qualifier does not occur is in 1 Cor
15:28. where Paul says cruxoc 6 moq imoTayriaeTai (the Son himself will be subject); but
even here the intensive ainoc takes us back to v. 24, where Paul says that "he [Christ]
will hand over the kingdom TW Geco Kai naxpi [either to his God and Father or to God,
even the Father]."
T h i s includes only the uses of ranr\p. not the 2 occurrences of ABfkx, since
Tcamjp occurs in both cases as the Greek translation of this transliterated Aramaic word.
24
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own"), and once as an intensive (Rom 8:32) in a passage that reflects the
unique sonship of Isaac in Gen 22:1-19.
What emerges from this analysis of the data is that Christ as "Son of
God" occurs in contexts that have to do with his relationship both to believ
ers and to God the Father. To these two dimensions of the Son's relationships
we now turn.

God's Son as Savior
Paul uses Son of God language in at least three kinds of settings, when
speaking of human redemption. First, and not surprisingly, Son of God
Christology emerges when Paul reflects on Christ's present reign as king,
which we noted in the examination of Col 1:12-15 and 1 Cor 15:23-28. Espe
cially in the latter passage, the Son now reigns and will do so until the final
enemy, death, is destroyed and all things are restored to their pre-fallen, now
eternal destiny. This usage almost certainly belongs to the tradition traced
above in the sections "Jesus as the Messianic Son of God" and "Jesus as the
Eschatological King/Son of G o d . "
Second, Paul often thinks of Christ as "Son of God" when he reflects on
what it means for the redeemed to be in relationship with the eternal God as
Father. This comes out especially in the twin passages in Gal 4:4-7 and Rom
8:14-18. In Galatians we are told that human redemption is the direct result
of God's sending forth his Son and that the evidence for us of that redemp
tion is his sending forth the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, whereby we use
the Son's own language, Abba, which means in turn that we ourselves are
God's children and heirs.
Here especially Christ as the messianic and the eternal Son of God
merge in Paul's thinking. The Son who was sent into the world to redeem
does so in the context of the basic biblical story (born under the law). But
the story works precisely because the redeemer is the eternal Son of God,
thus a fully divine Savior. It was the One who was eternally in the form of
God, and thus equal with God and fully divine, whose humble obedience to
his Father in his incarnation led to his death on a cross (Phil 2:6-8).
This understanding of salvation—we have become God's children
through redemption by God's Son—is what lies behind Paul's utter devotion
to Christ the Son. This comes out especially in Gal 2:20, "The life I now live
in the body I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself
25
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0 n the suggestion by 0. Cullmann (Christology, 293) that Christ's sonship has a
terminal point, see in the present volume n. 81 in ch. 3 (on 1 Cor 15:28). Cf. Ridderbos:
"One will have to judge the 'post-existence' of the Son intended here in the light of
what is elsewhere so clearly stated of his preexistence [Gal 4:4]" (Paul, 69).
C f . R. Bauckham: "Christology may not isolate Jesus' mission from his being.
A purely functional Christology of God's action in Jesus' mission is inadequate, for
his mission is rooted in his being the Son in his personal intimacy with the Father"
("The Sonship of the Historical Jesus in Christology," SJT 31 [1978]: 258-59).
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for me," where the emphasis is on the Son's love as demonstrated in his re
deeming sacrifice. But it is also reflected in a much more relational way in
the four passages where he speaks of God as "the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ" (2 Cor 1:3; 11:31; Col 1:3; Eph 1:3). The coming of the Son forever
radicalized Paul's understanding of God, who is now blessed not in the lan
guage of Jewish transcendentalism, where God is blessed for his attributes of
power and glory and otherness, but rather is blessed as the Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ, the God whom we now know through his Son.
Third, Paul reflects a Son of God Christology when he thinks of our re
demption in terms of the new creation, whereby children of Adam, who
bear the image of their fallen forebear, are now being transformed back into
God's own image. This is effected by the Son, who, on the one hand, himself
perfectly bears that image (2 Cor 4:4) and, on the other hand, bears the true,
perfect image of our humanity (Rom 8:29). Through the Son we are ever
being transformed into the image of the eternal God as we are being shaped
into the image of the Son, the one perfect human being who most truly bore
the image of G o d .
In this regard it is of some importance for us briefly to note how Son of
God Christology frames the whole of Rom 8. It begins in v. 3, with God send
ing his own Son in the likeness of our sinful humanity in order to condemn
sin in human flesh. It is picked up again at the beginning of the application
in vv. 14-17, whereby the Spirit of the Son brings about our adoption as
"sons," the same Spirit who bears witness with our spirits that we are indeed
God's children and, if children, then heirs of God as joint-heirs with Christ
the Son. At the end of this section, in vv. 29-30, the final purpose of the
Son's redemption is expressed in terms of our being conformed into the
Son's own image so that he might be the firstborn of many brothers and sis
ters. And at the end, in vv. 32-34, where Paul now echoes the story of Abra
ham and Isaac in Gen 22, he returns to the theme of God's redeeming us
through the gift of his Son: "He did not spare his own Son, but freely gave
him up for us all."
27

All of this is to say, then, that Paul's Son of God Christology, with its
roots deep in Israel's story, finds its grand expression in human redemption
that transforms the redeemed into "sons" and heirs of God as well. No won
der, then, that when Paul bursts into doxology, it is expressed in terms of
"the God [who is now known as] the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ," the
eternal Son.
2 7

K i m (Origin of Paul's Gospel 133-36) reads the Pauline evidence in a quite dif
ferent way. Based on what he calls "the two definitions of the gospel" in Rom 1:2-4,
16, he makes the startling claim that "for Paul the 'Son of God' means, when used in
definition of the gospel, the one who has brought the law to an end. redeemed the
believer from sin and the law, and therefore superseded the law as the means of sal
vation" (p. 133). But this is to read "Son of God" into Rom 1:16 by the circuitous path
of the so-called two definitions and thus also to miss the relational aspect of this
christological perspective.
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As has been pointed out regularly in the exegetical chapters, one should
note again here how "unrehearsed" all of this is. There is no attempt to per
suade (after all, the Colossians passage, e.g., flows out of the thanksgiving),
and there is no need to call attention to the source of this language and im
agery. This kind of thing just flows out of Paul. So Jesus as the Son of God
has inherent in it that Jesus is the kingly Messiah who in his case redeems his
people through sacrificial death and subsequent resurrection.

Jesus as Son of the Father
All that has been said to this point again simply draws out the
christological implications that emerge in Paul's primarily soteriological
concerns. We need to conclude by pointing out Paul's thoroughly presup
positional understanding of Christ the eternal Son's relationship to God the
Father, an understanding that is embedded in several of these soterio
logical moments and that finally accounts for Paul's thoroughgoing Christ
devotion.
28

The Abba-Cry
As was pointed out in the exegesis of Gal 4:4-7, despite some attempts to
do so, one can scarcely minimize the christological significance of Paul's ap
peal to believers' use of the Abba-cry (Gal 4:6; Rom 8:15) as evidence that
they themselves are God's children through the gift of the Spirit and there
fore do not need to observe Torah. But what must not be overlooked is the
significance this has for Paul's understanding of Christ as Son of God.
First, Paul makes a considerable point that the cry comes from human
hearts because God the Father sent the Spirit of his Son into their hearts,
thus eliciting the cry. Just as the Son himself was sent into the world to effect
redemption, so also the Spirit of the Son has been sent into the hearts of be
lievers to effect the experienced realization of that redemption.
Second, there can be little question that this prayer was retained in the
early believing community, and continued to be used several decades later in
the Greek-speaking communities, because Jesus himself prayed thus and so
taught his followers to pray. And however one might view the significance of
this prayer for the earthly Jesus, these two passages in Paul's letters dem
onstrate that he understood it as the earthly prayer of the eternal Son of
God. After all, they are both Son of God passages, and one does not need to
move toward spiritual sentimentality to recognize that such usage by the
Son of God points to a relational understanding of the Son with the Father.
Thus, the way Paul speaks of this cry points to an understanding of the
risen Jesus as the Son of God that moves well beyond a merely titular matter.
28

These are the texts that also give the lie to Cullmann's assertion that "it is only
meaningful to speak of the Son in view of God's revelatory action, not in view of his
being" {Christology. 293); cf. the critique in Ridderbos, Paul, 68-69.
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We might note, therefore, that what becomes even more explicit in the Gos
pel of John is inherently present much earlier in Paul's letters; indeed,
Pauline usage is very much in keeping with the Son of God Christology that
appears in 1 John, even though the latter's concern is explicitly related to
some who are "denying the Son of God," which is later explicated in terms
of their denying the reality of the incarnation. But much that is said in this
"epistle" about the Son of God could just as easily have appeared in the
letters of Paul.
The Echoes of Abraham and Isaac (Gen 22)
This same relational understanding of Jesus as the eternal Son of God
emerges in Paul's thought in his several echoes of the Abraham/Isaac narra
tive in Gen 22. This echo appears first in Rom 8, which, as noted above, is
both framed and carried along by a strong Son of God Christology. The
"frame" occurs in vv. 3 and 32. Here only in the corpus Paul emphasizes that
God sent his "own" Son to effect redemption, which is then picked up in v. 32
with language about the Son taken directly out of Gen 22, that "God spared
not his 'own' Son," just as Abraham had been willing to spare not his "own"
son—even though Paul's verb is not used in the Genesis narrative. Paul's
"own" (both the reflexive eamovj of v. 3 and the intensive iSioc, in v. 32) are a
nicely rabbinic understanding of the Genesis narrative. For what God was
asking Abraham to do was to sacrifice his "own" son in the sense that he
was the special son of promise. In a moment of inspired insight, Paul recog
nizes that the Son whom the Father both sent into the world and then of
fered up as a sacrifice for all was similarly and uniquely God's only Son.
This same background should be kept in mind in the two places where
Paul refers to the Son as "God's beloved" (Col 1:13; Eph 1:6), since this is in
fact the language used in the Septuagint to refer to Isaac in Gen 22:2 (cf.
v. 16), where the unique position of Isaac is emphasized: XcxRe xov uiov oou
xov crycmriTov, ov qyd7xr|aac, (Take your son, the beloved one, whom you love). It
is not simply theological insight but theological reality that leads Paul in
8:32 to refer to the Father "sparing not his 'only' Son" so as to effect eternal
redemption for all others who will become his uioi (sons = children [vv. 14,
17]). These echoes push us beyond a merely positional understanding of the
eternal Son of God to a relational one. It is this Son, the one who is eternally
with the Father, the one whom the Father "sent in the likeness of our (sinful)
flesh so as to condemn sin in our flesh" (v. 3), whom he "gave u p
[7iape8(OKev] for us all" (v. 32). And even though Paul himself does not em
phasize the relational aspect of the Son to the Father, the language itself
pushes us to think in these terms.
Galatians 2:20
Finally, we turn to the very personal, and very rare, way Paul expresses
his own relationship to the Son of God in Gal 2:20 and note how thoroughly
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interchangeable between the Father and the Son Paul understands the di
vine nature and activity to be. For here we have a total transfer of the
Father's activity as expressed in Rom 8:32 to that of the Son.
In his more theologically reflective narrative in Rom 5:6-8, Paul empha
sizes that the Son's death on our behalf is especially the evidence for, and
the outflow of, God the Father's love for the fallen human race, who are in
enmity against him. But here, in a sudden outburst about Christ's death, it is
"the Son of God" himself who "loved me"; and it was the Son of God himself
who "gave himself up [7iapa86vxoc] for me." It is this same Son whom the
Father sent into the world to redeem. This is especially personal and rela
tional; and lying behind it is an understanding of the Son and the Father
that is likewise personal and relational.

The Son as God's Image-Bearer
In the various twists and turns of NT scholarship, one of the more re
markable twists is the identification of "image" with personified Wisdom
when Paul himself, as one should well expect, uses the term primarily in
terms of Christ being God's Son. I have already made this point at some
length in ch. 13. I return to it here simply to point out its significance for
Paul's basic understanding of the relationship of the Son with the Father.
The emphasis with regard to this usage goes in both directions: the Son as
the perfect image-bearer in his humanity; the Son as able to do this because
he is first of all the Son of the Father, whose image he perfectly bears. Here,
then, is the true expression of the adage "Like Father, like Son." It is there
fore of some christological significance that in one of the "image" passages
(2 Cor 4:4) the emphasis is on Christ bearing the divine image as such, while
in the two later passages (Rom 8:29; Col 1:15) the emphasis is on Christ as the
(beloved) Son who bears the divine image.
29
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God's Son as Creator
Finally, we need to return to the twin (and key) christological passages
found in 1 Cor 8:6 and Col 1:13-17 to point out how Paul not only presup
poses the preexistence of the Son but also emphasizes his prior role in creation
before speaking of his role in redemption. The basic story is expressed in po
etic shorthand in the 1 Corinthians text. The one Qeoq of the Jewish Shema
is now identified as "the Father," who is the source (ei; cnJTofj) and goal (eiq
txvjxov) of both creation (Tidvia [all things]) and redemption. The one Krjpioc
of the Shema is Jesus Christ (the Son of the Father), who is the divine agent
(8i afjioij) of both creation and redemption. Although Christ is not specified
as Son in this passage, that is implied by the identification of God as Father.
29

S e e the excursuses on 2 Cor 4:4, 6 in ch. 4 (pp. 186-87) and Col 1:15 in ch. 7
(pp. 321-25); see also appendix A (pp. 601-2).
"'See ch. 13, pp. 518-32.
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What is clear in this brief recital of the larger picture of God's work in
the world is that the one Lord, Christ the Son, was eternally preexistent and
partner with the Father in both creation and redemption. If the Father is the
source and goal of all things, the Son is the divine agent of all things, includ
ing especially the creation itself. All of this is then spelled out even more ex
plicitly and thoroughly in the Colossians passage.
Thus, when Paul turns from the story of redemption in Col 1:12-14 to
the story of creation in vv. 15-17, he begins by specifically identifying the
Son as the one who in his incarnation bore the Father's image and holds all
the rights of primogeniture. He has these rights precisely because he is the
one through whom and for whom and in whom all things were created. The
expansive nature of this passage can be attributed primarily to Paul's desire
to put "the powers" in their rightful place as both created by the Son and
thus ultimately subservient to him. And as we noted in the preceding chap
ter, as the dpxrj (beginning) of the new creation (v. 18), he himself is the one
who is currently "re-creating" fallen humanity back into the divine image,
which he alone has perfectly borne (3:10-11).
Here the preexistence of the eternal Son of God is spelled out in such ex
plicit fashion that the only way one can get around the text is either to im
port foreign matter (personified Wisdom) or to deny Pauline authorship. But
both of these moves are counsels of despair. Not only does this letter purport
to be by Paul and have a thoroughly Pauline touch everywhere, but also the
present passage is ultimately an elaboration of 1 Cor 8:6, which no one
would deny to Paul.
All of this, then, is to say that Paul's Son of God Christology is his way
of expressing not only the relationship of Christ to God the Father but also
his eternal preexistence, including his role in both the original creation and
the new creation. As Son of God, he bears the image of the Father, and he
did so in his humanity; and it is the same Son of God who is re-creating a
newly formed people of God back into the divine image.

Conclusion: The Question of "Origins"
By way of conclusion, we need finally to return to the question of "ori
gins." Where did Paul come by this understanding of Christ as the messi
anic Son of God who at the same time is the eternal Son? And the first
point to make is that the reality exists, whatever the source of Paul's
understanding.
It should be noted at the outset that the evidence from Paul himself indi
cates that the origin of the language "Son of God" is to be found in a Jewish
messianism that traces its roots back to the Davidic covenant. So the real
question of origins is not with the terminology; that lay ready at hand with
Jewish end-time expectations that a greater David would appear and "re-
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deem" his people from their present bondage. Rather, the real question has
to do with how the messianic Son came to be understood as the eternal Son,
who preexisted in "the form of God" and is thus "equal with God" (Phil 2:6).
First, of course, it is altogether possible that its origins for Paul can be
traced back to his encounter with the risen and exalted Lord himself. This is
in fact the position taken by many, but it is usually done so on the unfortu
nately untenable grounds of a quite mistaken reading of Gal 1:15-16.
There are simply no exegetical grounds, especially no Pauline grounds, for
reading Paul's plain grammar that the Son was "revealed ev epoi [in me]" as
though Paul really intended "revealed to me." Paul apparently (obviously?)
intended his own "conversion" to be a place of revelation for others: in his
own "conversion" from a Christ hater to a Christ devotee, others could see
Christ at work in the world. But one does not need this text in order to sur
mise that Paul's encounter with the risen Christ may have led him finally to
understand Christ to be the preexistent Son. Indeed, I tend to think so, even
though we have no tangible evidence from Paul himself for thinking so.
32

Second, there are no exegetical, linguistic, theological, or historical
grounds for thinking that the answer lies with Jewish Wisdom. Those who
would move in this direction must downplay or deny altogether the Son of
God motif in the key passages, especially Col 1:13-17. The real problem with
this view is that the reason for going this route is that it gave scholarship a
"source" not only for preexistence but also especially for the preexistent One
to be the agent of creation. However, as pointed out in appendix A , this re
flects a quite misguided reading of Prov 8 and of the Wisdom of Solomon.
Moreover, it is difficult to imagine how one such as Paul could come by an un
questionable Son of God Christology, with its certain roots in Jewish messianism,
by way of a personified female figure. Whatever else is true of personified Wis
dom, she played no redemptive role in Jewish wisdom speculation.
Third, what is often overlooked, or again downplayed, is that Paul him
self bears evidence through his use of the Aramaic Abba as an address to
God the Father that some form of Son of God Christology existed in the Ara
maic Christian community before Paul became a believer. So Paul's under
standing of Christ as preexistent Son very likely had its origins within the
community that preceded him.
But in the end, we all must admit that we simply do not know the an
swer to the question "Where did Paul come by his understanding of Christ
as the preexistent eternal Son of God?" I am attracted to the suggestion by
Martin Hengel, who concludes on the basis of careful analysis of the avail
able evidence that "this development in christology [including Krjptoc Chris
tology] progressed in a very short time." Then, citing Barn. 6:13 ("Behold, I
make the last things as the first things"), he extrapolates the possibility that
33
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As. e.g., in Pss. Sol. 17-18.
See the discussion of this passage in ch. 5, pp. 220-22.
"See Hengel, Son of God. 77.
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such a view should also be seen in reverse: the first things must be viewed in
light o f the last things. In his words, "The beginning had to be illuminated by
the end" (p. 69).
In any case, however an understanding of the preexistence of the Son of
God arose in the earliest communities—whether by revelation, remem
brance of Jesus himself, or thoughtful reflection—the reality exists in Paul;
and together with his K U p i o c . Christology it presupposes, as well as expresses,
the kind of "high" Christology that finds very open, articulate expression in
the Gospel of John. Paul and John are on the same christological page in the
story. And whatever else, Son of God Christology is not peripheral to Paul's
theological enterprise but rather is an essential part of it, and the part that
will help to make sense of the rest, both in terms of finding a proper begin
ning point and in terms of Paul's essential theology.

Appendix: Son of God/God as Father Texts
in Paul's Letters
Son and Father in the Same Context
24

1 Cor 15:24, 28 eixa TO xeXoq, oxav 7iapa5iSip XTJV fiaaxkeiav xco 8eco Kod
jcarpi, oxav Kaxap7T\<TT| rcdoav ctpxfjv Kai. udoav e^cuoiav K a i
Suvauiv. . . . 6xav 8e -unoxayfj ai)T<» xd Tidvxa, xoxe K a i cruxoc, 6
vibq imoxayfjcexai xco i)Tioxdc;avxi avxa xd Tidvxa, i v a f| 6 9e6c xd
28

Tidvxa ev Jidcav.
4

Gal 4:4-7 6xe 8e fjA,0£v xo Ti^fjpcoua xoii xpdvou, ec^aneaxeiXev 6 Qebq xov
mov a u x o u , yevojievov E K ywaiKoc;, ysvofiEVov vnb vojiov, I v a
xoix; vnb vbuov E^ayopdori, i v a xijv uioBEaiav aTtoA.d(kou£v. '"Oxi
8E EOXE uioi, £^a7tegxEiX.Ev 6 8s6c xo TtvE^na xov viov avxov eiq
xdq K a p d i a q f|U<nv Kpd^ov dftfta 6 Tiaxrjp. cbax£ OUKEXI E I SovXoq
dXkd uidc' ei 8E vioq, K a i Ktapovouoc, 8vd Qeov.
7

,2

Col 1:12-15 £\)xapioxo'uvT£c xco Tiaxpi xco J K a v c o q a v x i uudc. eic; xr\v uepiSa
J

-

xofj K^fjpou xcov dyicov ev xco cjjcoxt "bq e p p u o a x o r|Lid<; eK xrjq

e^ovoiaq xoii cncoxoDC, K a i uexegxr|aev eiq xiqv P a m l E i a v xov
viov xr\q dydnnc ainoii. E V C5 e%ouev xfjv d7ioA.\)Tpcoaiv, xijv d(j)£cnv
xcov d u a p x i c b v 6c; ECTXVV E I K O V XOV Qeov xov dopdxou.
JlptOXOTOKOC, TtdoT|C KxioECOC.,
I 4

,5

Christ as Son
1 Thess 1:10 K a i dvaueverv xov viov a i n o v j e K xcov oijpavcbv, ov fjyeipev eK
xcbv veKpcov, 'ITJCTOUV XOV pvojievov f|udc eK xrj<; opyrji; xrjt;
ep^ouevric.
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1 Cor 1:9 TUOTOC 6 Geoc. 5i' od eK^f|0r|xe eiq Koivcoviav xoii viov afjxod
'Itiooii Xpioxov xoii KDpiot) tipcov.
2 Cor 1:18-20 '"TCIOTOC 5e 6 Qeoc oxi 6 A.dyoq fipcbv 6 npoq dpdq OVK eoxiv vai
Kai oil 6 xod Geod ydp vioq 1i\aox>q Xpioxoq 6 ev dpiv 8i' fpcbv
KT|pux0eiq,. . . 6oai ydp ercayyeMai Geod, ev avxcp xd v a i - 816
Kai 8i' avxov xo dptrv xib Geo) rcpdq ddlqav 8i' fipcbv.
l9

2n

ls

Gal 1:15-16 "Oxe 8e edSoKiiaev d dcjiopioraq pe eK Koi^iac pr|xpdc pov K a i
Ka^eoaq 8id xfjq %&pizoq adxod a7ioKaX.di|/ai xov viov avxov ev
epoi, i v a edayye^i^copai avxov ev xoiq eGveoiv,
16

Gal 2:20 £cb 8e odKexi eyco, £fj 8e ev epoi Xpioxoq' 6 8e vdv t^cb ev o a p K i , ev
niaxei tjCb xfj xov viov xov 8eov xov dyarctioavxoq pe Kai
TtapaSovxog eavxov . . .
Rom 1:3-4 'jtepi xov viov avxov xod yevouevov eK craepLiaxoq AaviS Kaxd
o d p K a , "xod dpioGevxoq viov Geod ev Svvdpei Kaxd rcvedpa
dyicoodvriq ei; dvaoxdoecoq veKpcbv, 'Irjoov Xpioxov xov K v p i o v
tjiicov,
Rom 1:9 udpxvq ydp pod eoxiv d Gedq. cbtaxxpedcoev xco 7ivedpaxi pov ev xco
evayye^icp xov viov adxod, cbq d8iaXei7txcoq pveiav vpcbv noiodpai
Rom 5:10 ei ydp e%6poi dvxeq KaxnAAdynpev xcb Geco 8 i d xoii Gavdxov xoii
viov adxod. noXka paXXov KaxaAAayevxeq oco6r|odpeGa ev xfj £cofj
adxod'
Rom 8:3 To yap dSdvaxov xod vdpov ev cb fjaGevei 8id xfjq oapKoq, d Gedq
xov eavxod viov 7teii\)/ac ev dpoicopaxi o a p K o q dpapxiaq Kai Ttepi
dpapxiaq KaxeKpivev xf)v dpapxiav ev xfj oapKi,
29

Rom 8:29, 32 dxi ovq npoeyvco, Kai Tipocbpioev cnjppdp(|)ouq xijg e i K o v o q
xoii viov adxod. eiq xd el vai adxdv npcoxoxoKov ev iroXIoiq
dSeta|)oiq' . . . oq ye xoii iSiov viov OUK ecjieiaaxo aKka vnep
fipcbv 7rdvxcovrcapeScoKevavxov,rccbqod%t Kai odv adxco xd rcdvxa
fjpiv %apiaexai;
32

Eph 1:6 eiq ercaivov 8d^r|q xfjq %dpixoq adxod ijq exapixcooev ijpdq ev xco
fjyajiripevcp [see v. 3 for the antecedent].
Eph 4:13 uexpi Kaxavxfjocopev oi rcdvxeq eiq xdv evdxnxa xfjqrcicxecoqK a i
xt|q ejuyvcooecoq xoii viov xod Geod. eiq avSpa xeteiov, eiq pexpov
fjXiKiaq xod TtXripcbpaxoq xod Xpioxod,

God as Father
1 Thess 1:1 llad^oq Kai Si^ovavdq K a i TipdGeoq xfj e K K ^ i j o i a
0eaaaA,oviKecov ev Geco rcaxpi K a i Kvpicp 'It|oov Xpioxcp, xdpiq
fjpiv Kai etpfjvn.
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2 Thess 1:1-2 'Flcfutax; K a i IiAouavoc Kai Tiu69eoc xfi eKKA-noia
©eooaXoviKecov ev 9ecb Ttaxpi f|ucbv Kai Kvpitp 'IIJCTOV Xpicrxcp,
%dpi<; uuiv K a i eipfjvri anb Qeov 7iaxpo<; Kai Kvpiov 'ITICTOV
Xpicxov.
2

1 Cor 1:3 %apiq vuiv K a i eiprjvri anb 9eoii 7taxp6c f|ucbv Kai Kvpiov 'lr\<rox>
XpiCTXOV.
1 Cor 8:6 a)X f|uiv eic 8e6c 6 7taxf)p et oi) xd jtdvxa Kai fjueic, eic auxov.
Kai eiq Kvpioc, 'IT|<TOVC, Xpiaxoc, 6 Y ov xd Tcdvxa Kai fjueic, 81'
avxov.
2 Cor 1:2 xdpi<; i>uiv K a i eipfjvn and 9eofjrcaxpocfjucbv K a i Kvpiov ITICTOV
XplOTOV.
2 Cor 1:3 Evtoyrixoc. 6 8e6c Kai rcaxhp xoii Kvpiov x\\ie>v 'ITJCTOV Xpicxov, 6
Ttaxrip xcbv oiKxipucbv Kai 9e6<; Ttdcmc. TcapaKA-TJoecoi;,
2 Cor 11:31 6 9e6c K a i Ttaxijp xoii Kvpiov liiffov oi8ev, 6 cov evXoyr\xbq eic.
xouc, aicbvag, oxi ov \|/ef>8ouai.
Gal 1:1 riaij^oq aTc6axoA.oc, OIJK die' dv9pco7tcov oi)8e 8i' dvGpcoJiou dM.d Sid
'Iiicov XpnTxo-6 Kai Qeov 7taxp6c xofj eyeipavxoc avxov EK veKpcov,
Gal 1:3-5 %dpic fjuiv K a i eiptjvri duo Qeov Ttaxpdc fjucbv Kai Kvpiov IIICTOV
XpitrxoiJ xov Sovxoc, Eavxov drcep xcbv duapxicbv f|ucbv, dracoc.
e^eXr|xai fiudi; e K xofj aiebvoc. xofj EVECTXCOXOC, Tiovripofj Kaxd xo
9eA.r||ia xoi) SsoiJ K a i naxpoc f||ntov. co f| bblqa eiq xovq aicbvaq xcbv
aicovcov, dufjv.
!
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Rom 1:7 7tdoiv xoiq ovaiv ev 'Pcouri dyajtrixoic, Qeov, KA.r|xoi<; dyioic., xapiq
ijuiv K a i eipfjvri anb eeofj rtaxpoc fjucbv K a i Kvpiov ITJCTOV
Xpiaxov.
Rom 8:15-17 oij ydp eA,dpexe TtvEvua SoD^eiaq 7tdA.iv eiq <|>6|k>v aXXa
eA,d(iexe TivEuua uio9eoia<; ev co Kpd^ouev aftfla 6 naxfjp. afjx6 xo
Ttvedua avuuapxupei xco Ttveuuaxi f|ucbv oxi eouev xeKva 9eovj. ei
8e xeKva, K a i Kfopovouor KA.ripov6p.oi uev Qeov, CTVYKXTIPOVOHOI
5E Xpicrxov, eircep ovuTtdaxouev iva Kai e>vv8o^aa9cbuev.
15
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Col 1:3 Efj%apioxovju£v xco 9ecb Ttaxpi xoii Kvpiov fijicov Tno-ov Xpio-xov
Ttdvxoxe rcepi rjucbv Ttpooevxouevoi,
Col 3:17 Kai Ttdv 6 xi edv Ttoifjxe ev A.6ycp fj ev epyep, jxdvxa ev ovouaxi
Kupiov 'Ir|ooi) efj^apioxovvxei; xco 8ECO Ttaxpi 6V avxov.
Phlm 3 jcdpiq vuiv Kai Eiprjvri
XpiCTTOV.
Eph 1:2 %dpi<; vuiv Kai Eiprjvri
XplCTXOV.

anb Qeov naxpoc f|ucbv K a i Kvpiov TRICOT)
a 7 C 0

Geoii Ttaxpoq fiucbv Kai Kvpiov

'IIICTOV
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Eph 1:3 Eu^oyriToq 6 9edc K a i 7taxf|p xoii Kvpiov fjpcov 'Itiooii Xpioxoii, 6
ed/loyfjaaq f|udq e v rcacm edAoyta 7tveuuaxiKfj ev xoic ereoupavioic
ev Xpioxcp,
Eph 1:17 i v a d Qeoq xoii KDpiov TJIIIOV Tnooii Xpioxoii, d 7iaxf)p xfjc 5d^r)c.
dam "dpiv Tivedpa ao<j)taq Kai dn;oKaA/di|/ecoq ev e7iiyvc6oei adxod,
Eph 2:18 oxi 8V cruxoii e^opev xijv 7tpooaycoyf|v oi dp<j)dxepoi ev evi
Tivedpaxi Ttpdq xdv rcaxepa.
Eph 3:14-15 "Todxou %dpiv Kap7txco xd ydvaxd pov Ttpdq xdv Ttaxepa. "ei; orj
Ttdaa Ttaxpid ev ovpavoiq Kai eTti yfjq dvoudqexai,
Eph 4:6 eic Qeoq Kai Ttaxfip 7tdvxcov. d eTti Tcdvxcov Kai did Ttdvxcov Kai ev
ndoiv.
Eph 5:20 eirxapioxodvxeq Ttdvxoxe drcep Ttdvxcov ev dvdpaxi XOD KDpiov
f|pcov 'Itiooii Xpioxov xco Qeco Kai Ttaxpi.
Eph 6:23 Eipfjvri xoic d8eA.(|>oiq Kai dydTxri pexd Ttiaxecoq anb Qeod Ttaxpdc
K a i KvpioD 'ITICTOD Xpioxoii.
Phil 1:2

%apiq dpiv

Kai eipfjvri died Qeod Ttaxpdc fpcbv Kai KDpiov Itiooii

Xpioxov.
Phil 2:11 Kai Ttaoa yA,cbaoa ei;oLto^.oyfjcmxai oxi Kvpioq 'Irioovq Xpioxoq
eiq dd^av Qeod Ttaxpdc.
Phil 4:20 xco 8e Oeco K a i Ttaxpi f|iicov fj 5d^a eiq xodq aicbvaq xcov aicovcov,
dpfjv.
1 Tim 1:2 . . . xdpiq eAe:oq eipfjvri anb Qeod Ttaxpdc K a i Xpioxov 'Itiooii xoii
Kvpiov tipibv.
Titus 1:4 . . . %dpiq Kai eipfjvri and Qeod Ttaxpdc Kai Xpioxov Tfnooii xoii
ocoxiipoq f|piov.
2 Tim 1:2 . . . %dpiq eteoq eipfjvri dud Qeod Ttaxpdc Kai Xpioxov Tnooii xov
Kvpiov f|pcov.
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Jesus: Jewish Messiah and
Exalted Lord
W I T H THIS CHAPTER, WE COME to the most significant of the christological mo

tifs that emerge in Paul's letters and thus to the absolute heart of Pauline
Christology: Jesus as 6 Kvpioc (the Lord). This title occurs less often overall
than the title-turned-name Xpioxoc,. In part, that is because Kijpioq is, as we
will see below, a name-turned-title that in Paul's letters functions only as a
title whereas (6) Xpioxoc functions as both. Even so, the Krjpioc title predom
inates in the first two letters, as well as in the last ones in both the church
corpus (Philippians) and the Pastoral Epistles (2 Timothy). Moreover, it plays
a major role in every letter in the church corpus except 2 Corinthians and
Galatians.
Indeed, the significance for Paul of this name-turned-title can hardly be
overstated, ft is consistently the first thing up in every letter ("the Lord Jesus
Christ"; i.e., "the Lord, namely, Jesus the Messiah"), always in conjunction
with "God the/our Father." It is the language of the earliest Christian com
munities, which in Aramaic prayed Marana tha ("Come, Lord"). It is the lan
guage that Paul uses of his Damascus Road experience ("Have I not seen
Jesus our Lord?"); and it is the primary confession of those who become be
lievers and thus followers of the risen One ("the Lord is Jesus [Christ]" [1 Cor
12:3; Rom 10:9; Phil 2:11]). Moreover, in the sixty-five occurrences of the full
designation, where all three names/titles appear together, Kvipioc, always ap
pears in either the first or last position (either "the Lord Jesus Christ [or,
'Christ Jesus']" or "Jesus Christ [or, 'Christ Jesus'] the Lord."
1

1

In this case, the statistics have their own story to tell. Although, as pointed out in
the preceding chapter, the title-turned-name Xpioxoc, is Paul's most frequent referent
to Jesus, a little over half of these stand alone, whereas two-thirds of Paul's refer
ences to Kijpioc. stand alone. The figures:
Kiipioc,
Xpioxoc.
liicouc.

252
376
205

(alone, 164 = 66%)
(alone, 211 = 56%)
(alone, 18 = 9%)
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In the same way as "Son of God" (see ch. 14), the christological impli
cations of this name-turned-title are considerable; and they force us toward
an understanding of Christ that can best be expressed in terms of full
deity—of a kind similar to that found in John's Gospel and in Hebrews under
the rubric "Son." This usage in particular is what requires theologizing on
our part, since (1) the divine Lord shares every kind of divine prerogative
with God the Father, except for "initiating" the saving event itself, but does
so (2) within the context of absolute monotheism and therefore (3) in his re
demptive and mediatorial roles always with God the Father as the first and
last word. The data of this chapter demand that we either give up the
monotheism, which is what Paul will not do, or find a way to include the
Lord Jesus Christ within the divine identity of the one God, which is what
Paul has done.
Also as noted of "Son of God" in the preceding chapter, this title is laden
with messianic implications; but it is so in this case in terms of the eschato
logical dimension of Christ's messiahship, where the messianic Lord, in "ful
fillment" of Ps 110:1, is seated at the right hand of God. Thus, as in the
preceding chapter, here is an appropriate place to begin the discussion.
3

4

Jesus Christ, Exalted Messianic Lord—Psalm 110:1
We begin again with Paul's own life-changing encounter with the risen
Christ. And here especially his own language is significant. Of this experi
ence Paul says in 1 Cor 9:1, in defense of his apostleship, "I saw the Lord."
This is then clarified in 15:8 as referring to Christ's appearing to him after the
ordinary time of resurrection appearances had passed.
Paul's use of language in this latter passage indicates (quite clearly, it
would seem) that he thought of his "seeing the Lord" not as a visionary ex
perience but as one in kind with those that the earliest disciples had experi
enced. The risen Christ appeared to him, Paul says in the same language,
and therefore in presumably the same way, as he appeared to all the others.
Paul did indeed have visionary experiences, as he reveals in 2 Cor 12:1-5;
however, of these he refers not to "seeing" the Lord but to "hearing" things
that cannot be expressed below. In our present text (1 Cor 15:8), the one dif
ference that Paul readily points out between his experience of the risen
2

For the close connection between these two major "titles" (Son and Lord), see
Hengel, Son of God, 13-14.
'Nor will some contemporary NT scholars, who thus put most of their emphasis
on the subordinating role that the Son plays in the story of redemption. See, e.g.,
Tuckett (Christology, 54-60), who acknowledges his indebtedness to Dunn.
Despite Dunn to the contrary {Christology in the Making). Dunn clearly recog
nizes the force of what is said here and gets around it by trying to eliminate
preexistence and incarnation from the Pauline corpus. But to do so, he must repeat
edly do exegesis whose aim is to get around what the texts affirm.
4
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Christ and that of the others is that his was abnormal, in the sense of occur
ring well after the time when such appearances had ceased.' But his sen
tence leaves us with little doubt that he considered his the last in a series of
such appearances of the risen Lord to his followers.
The significance of this experience and language for Paul needs to be
noted because it was upon "seeing the Lord" that Paul first received his com
mission to apostleship. That seems to be the intent of the juxtaposition of
the three clauses that occur in the form of rhetorical questions in 1 Cor 9:1.
First, he asks, "Am I not an apostle?" and from what follows, there can be
little question that there was some doubt among the Corinthians on this
score, since some of them have been calling into question Paul's "right" to
forbid their attendance at the feasts in the pagan temples (1 Cor 8:1-13).
So he follows up this question with the two primary kinds of evidence
that substantiate his apostleship. "Have I not seen Jesus our Lord?" Here is
the first requirement for apostleship in Paul's view. Having seen, and thus
having been commissioned by, the Lord himself is the first standard of apos
tleship, which is further evidenced in the condensed, second-hand version of
this commissioning in Paul's speech before Agrippa in Acts 26:16-18. But for
Paul, the third question serves equally as evidence: 'Are you not the result of
my work in the Lord?" Thus from Paul's perspective, his apostleship was
based on the two factors of his having seen and been commissioned by the
risen Lord and of his founding churches.
These very tight sentences undoubtedly compress a lot more than is
here expressed, but the basic realities are in place. Paul saw, and was com
missioned by, the risen Christ Jesus. But his language for this experience is
expressed in terms of "seeing the Lord." At issue in Pauline Christology,
therefore, is how Paul came by this use of language, this calling the risen
Jesus "Lord." The answer in part is that this was the language of the earliest
believers from the very beginning—before Paul became one of them—as evi
denced by the Aramaic-speaking community's prayer, Marana tha ("Come,
Lord"), perhaps in conjunction with the Lord's Table.
In keeping with others in the earliest community, Paul most likely un
derstood this new title for Jesus in light of Jesus' own interpretation of Ps
110:1, which had been passed down among the earliest believers: "The Lord
says to my lord [6 Ktiptoc rep K v p i c p pou], 'Sit at my right hand until I make
your enemies a footstool for your feet,'" a passage that for many reasons had
become a significant messianic text in Second Temple Judaism. It is in fact
the OT text most frequently cited or alluded to in the NT, including by Jesus
6
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For the full discussion of this meaning of the text, see G. D. Fee, The First Epistle
to the Corinthians (NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987), 732-34.
See, e.g., D. Garland. I Corinthians (BECNT; Grand Rapids: Baker Academic,
2003), 691: R. Hays, First Corinthians (Interpretation; Louisville: John Knox, 1997), 257.
See the evidence in D. Hay, Glory at the Right Hand: Psalm 110 in Early Christian
ity (SBLMS 18; Nashville: Abingdon, 1973), 21-33.
h
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himself in controversy with the Jewish leaders (Mark 12:35-37 and pars.). It
is found in four passages in the Pauline corpus.
In 1 Cor 15:27 this psalm text is brought forward to speak of Christ's
present reign that will last until the final enemy death, is brought under his
feet at the time when those in Christ are raised from the dead. It is used in a
somewhat similar way in Eph 1:20 to refer to Christ's present lordship over
all the demonic powers. In both of these texts, especially 1 Cor 15:27, the
usage has clear messianic implications, since "the Lord"—even though not
called that in any of Paul's allusions to this passage—is the one who cur
rently reigns on high.
In Rom 8:34 the psalm allusion takes on the interesting dimension of
reference to Christ's present ministry of heavenly intercession for us, so that
here it picks up in a larger metaphorical sense the fact that the one at the
right hand of a king was regularly recognized as having the most influence
with the king. Finally, in Col 3:1 it is used simply as a reference point regard
ing Christ's present position and is intended, as in Romans, to serve as both
encouragement and exhortation.
That this is Paul's primary way of understanding Christ's present reign,
and its significance for Pauline Christology, can be seen in the way he uses
Kiipioc, language in a whole variety of other settings in his letters, which is
what much of the rest of this chapter will examine. But first we need to
make three further important and interrelated observations about Paul's re
ferring to the risen Christ as "at the right hand" of God the Father.
First, in none of these allusions does Paul use the title "Lord," the actual
language of the psalm in the Septuagint. Although this could simply be acci
dental, having to do in each case with the issue at hand, nonetheless this
phenomenon also fits well with Pauline usage elsewhere, especially in light
of the next point.
Second, although K u p i o q occurs throughout the Septuagint both as a
reference to Yahweh and especially as a translation of the Divine Name, Paul
uses this title exclusively of Christ and never as a reference to God, for
whom he equally exclusively reserves the term OEOC,.
Third, although there are a few exceptions, 6 K-upioq is also used pre
dominantly of Christ's present reign and anticipated coming, rarely of his
earthly life. Thus, Jesus died for us, or Christ died for us, but never "the
8
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For the several "exceptions" found in citations where the mention of God is ir
relevant to the point of the citation as such, see n. 7 in ch. 3.
For the two instances where many would take exception to this, see discussion
on Rom 9:5 in ch. 6 (pp. 272-77) and Titus 2:13 in ch. 10 (pp. 442-46); see also dis
cussion on 2 Thess 1:12 in ch. 2 (pp. 62-63), which has had fewer advocates.
See, e.g., 1 Thess 1:6; 2:15, both of which refer to the suffering (or death) of the
earthly Jesus. But these are rare and do not occur after this first letter.
The primary exceptions are when he refers to something said by Jesus—e.g.,
1 Cor 7:10, 12; 11:23; 1 Thess 4:15 (probably).
9
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Lord died for us"—although, in 1 Thess 2:14-15 they "killed the Lord Jesus";
but this clause seems to be deliberately full of irony and in any case is look
ing back on what Paul's own people did: they killed the Jesus whom God
would reinstate as Lord of all.
The probable reason, therefore, for Paul's using Xpioxoq rather than
Kijpioq when echoing Ps 110:1 is that in each case the emphasis is on Christ's
redemptive, including present intercessory, activity on behalf of his people,
not on his lordship as such. So it is the Messiah, Christ, who is seated at the
right hand, which seems to reflect the intent of the psalmist. Paul's use of
the title "Lord," on the other hand, is quite unrelated to the messianic refer
ent involved; this is presupposed by the use of the passage at all. Rather,
"Lord" is the title by which Paul regularly includes Christ in the divine
identity. But it is a "title" that for Paul is first of all the Greek form of the
Divine Name itself, now bestowed on Christ. Thus the "title" always carries a
degree of ambiguity because of its initial reference point, even though for
Paul it is used altogether in a titular sense. To this matter we now turn.
12

The "Name" above Every Name
The place to begin the present discussion is by returning to three crucial
passages that offer us the clues to our theological understanding of this
name-turned-title given to the risen Christ Jesus. Indeed, what is stated ex
plicitly in these three texts serves as the presuppositional basis for our under
standing of Paul's consistent and regular use of (6) Kijpioc with reference to
Christ and therefore of his basic understanding of "who" Christ is.

Jesus, the Lord of the Shema (1 Cor 8:6) [pp. 89-94]
Early on in the extant corpus, and in a quite presuppositional way, Paul
uses the Jewish Shema, the fundamental expression of Jewish monotheism,
to include Christ in the identity of the one God. What occasions this mo
ment is that some Corinthian believers, in the name of yvcboiq (knowledge),
had laid hold of this monotheistic reality so as to argue that since there is
only one God, then the "gods" and "lords" of the pagan temples do not exist.
Thus they have concluded that attendance at temple feasts should be a mat
ter of indifference, since there is no "god" in the temple.
13
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Whether intentional or not, by doing this, Paul stays consistent with his ac
tual use of Kijpioc when citing or echoing the Septuagint. As we will note momen
tarily, Paul's regular reference is to Christ when he cites or echoes the Septuagint in
places where Kijpioc is a gloss for Yahweh, by way of the substitution of Adonai in
oral reading.
T h e presentation here and for the rest of this chapter is a condensed version of
the full exegesis found earlier. In each case the bracketed page numbers in the head
ing are for easy reference to the more complete discussion.
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In countering this gnosis of theirs, Paul first accepts the correctness of
the basic theological presupposition, "There is only one God." However, he
vehemently rejects what they are doing with it, ultimately for two reasons:
such an action on the part of the "knowing ones" plays havoc with other be
lievers for whom Christ died but who cannot make these fine distinctions;
moreover, they have misunderstood the demonic nature of idolatry. So Paul
will eventually argue that although there are no "gods" or "lords" as such,
the pagan temples are the dwelling place of demons, and believers in Christ
as Lord cannot eat at the Lord's Table and at the table of demons (10:13-22).
In his initial rejection of their reasoning in 8:4-6, Paul does a most re
markable thing. He allows for the moment that for others there are "gods
many and lords many." But "for us," he goes on, there is only "one God" and
"one Lord." How Paul does this is one of the striking moments in early Chris
tian theology. He divides the Shema itself into two parts, something available
to him only in the Septuagint, which itself offers evidence of a growing tra
dition within Second Temple Judaism of substituting Adonai ("Lord") for
Yahweh in the sacred texts so as not to take Yahweh's name in vain. Thus,
in the Septuagint the Shema reads, Krjptoc 6 9e6c fpcbv Krjptoc eic eoxiv
([the] LORD our God, [the] LORD is one). And because the risen Christ had "the
Name" Kvjpioc bestowed on him at his exaltation (see the following discus
sion), Paul now applies the two words of the Shema, 6e6c and Kuptoq, to God
the Father and Christ the Son respectively.
What seems clear in this passage is that the exalted Son of God is under
stood to be included in the divine identity, as the efficient agent of both cre
ation and redemption, of which God the Father is seen as the ultimate
source and goal. And Paul does this in a way that does not impinge on the
understanding of his basic monotheism. What can be shown to be true for
Paul is that when he is citing or echoing the OT where Krjptoc = Adonai —
Yahweh, the Kupioc consistently and exclusively is applied to the risen Lord
Jesus. The clue as to how this came about is to be found in the next text.
But before that, we need to note what is said about the one Lord: he is
the preexistent divine agent of creation as well as the historical agent of re
demption. Since nothing further is made of creation in this immediate con
text, the affirmation may simply be nothing more than a typically Jewish
affirmation about God vis-a-vis all other so-called gods and lords. But it is
also very likely that this affirmation about the one Lord as agent of creation
prepares the way for Paul's later affirmation in 1 Cor 10:25-26, at the begin
ning of the next section of the argument (10:23-11:1). Here, with regard to
food sold in the marketplace and in contrast to his absolute prohibition against
eating in the pagan temples, Paul takes the opposite stance. Now they are
encouraged to "buy and eat." The reason? Because, and now citing Ps 24:1
with Christ as the Lord = Yahweh of the psalm, "the earth and everything in
14
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0 n this matter, see esp. Bauckham, God Crucified, 1-16; Hurtado, Lord jesus
Christ, 42-50.
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it belongs to the Lord," since the one Lord was the divine agent of creation in
the first place.
Thus, Paul not only presuppositionally places Christ the Lord as the
preexistent agent of creation, but also he sees him as the Lord of Ps 24:1, to
whom the whole of creation belongs.
15

The Bestowal of the Name (Phil 2:10-11) [pp. 396-401]
In this passage, Paul concludes his narrative of the essential Christ story
by narrating God the Father's vindication of the Son: the One who was equal
with God (v. 6) demonstrated Godlikeness by pouring himself out so as to be
come servant of all and by humbling himself in obedient death on the cross.
The divine vindication took the form of God's having "bestowed" on Christ
the Name, which is then identified as "the Name above every name."
As was pointed out in the exegesis of this passage (ch. 9, pp. 396-401),
this language can only refer to the Divine Name, which functions as a cen
tral feature of Israel's self-understanding. The name of their God, Yahweh,
first revealed to Moses at Horeb/Sinai in Exod 3:1-6, was to be their pri
mary identity symbol. They were people of "the Name"—that is, of their
God, Yahweh, who eventually chose Jerusalem as the place where "my
Name shall dwell," and in whose name all Israel were to make and carry
out their oaths.
This is "the Name" that has been bestowed on the risen Christ at his ex
altation, not in its original Hebrew form, Yahweh, but (now by one of the
happy "accidents of history") rather, for Paul and the early church, in its
Greek expression Kupioc,, which had been consistently used by the Septua
gint translators to render the Divine Name. So the risen Christ is not Yah
weh, who is always referred to by Paul as 9eoc (God); rather, the preexistent
Son of God returns to receive the honor of having bestowed on him the sub
stitute name for God, which for Paul then becomes a title for Christ as "Lord."
This was the reality already in place when Paul made his assertion re
garding the Shema in 1 Cor 8:6. In the present passage it is made certain by
Paul's intertextual use of Isa 45:23 as the means of identifying "the Name."
In place of Isaiah's "to/before me," referring to Israel's one God, Yahweh,
16
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Not all are of one mind as to whether Ktipioc here refers to Christ or to God:
but why, one wonders, should Paul's consistent usage not be the deciding factor here,
especially in light of what is said in 8:6?
On this issue, see the discussion in ch. 1, pp. 21-23.
In what appears to be in the interest of downplaying the significance of this
passage for Paul's Christology, Tuckett (Christology, 59-60) tends to minimize the sig
nificance of Paul's use of Isaiah here, where both the language and eschatological
context suggest that Paul was quite aware of its O T context. On the other hand (pp.
62-63), he opts to find "Wisdom" behind both 1 Cor 8:6 (where neither Paul's lan
guage nor content have any relationship to the Wisdom of Solomon) and the "send
ing" language in Rom 8:3 and Gal 4:4, which does in fact share a verbal similarity
with Wis 9:10. Thus he shows considerable confidence that Paul echoes a text that he
lh
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Paul insists that the promise of every knee bowing before him and every
tongue confessing him as God alone has now been transferred to the risen
and exalted Lord Jesus Christ. And not satisfied with just the text of Isaiah as
it stands, Paul elaborates the "every knee and tongue" to include all created
beings: heavenly, earthly, and (probably) demonic. Thus, in the eschaton
even K"6pioc Kai ocoxfjp (lord and savior) Nero Caesar, who is ultimately re
sponsible for present suffering in Philippi, will acknowledge the lordship of
the Messiah, whom the empire had once slain.
This passage thus serves as a classic example of this transfer of every
kind of divine privilege to the risen Lord, as demonstrated throughout the
corpus, including the Pastoral Epistles. In Paul's repeated citations and
intertextual use of the Septuagint he consistently identifies the K-upioc =
Yahweh of the Septuagint with the risen Lord Jesus Christ.
But this passage also has a singularly eschatological perspective to it;
that is, this universal acknowledgment will take place at the eschaton. So we
turn to our third significant text to point out that this phenomenon serves
also as the entry point for all who would embrace Christ as Savior and thus
become part of the newly formed people of God.
18

Confessing the Name (Rom 10:9-13) [pp.

255-59]

In the middle of a long passage in which Paul argues that God is not fin
ished with his ancient people Israel, even though in the present time the
newly formed people now (probably) includes more Gentiles than Jews, he
makes a typically bold move with regard to an important OT passage: Deut
30, with its promised covenant renewal. In v. 9 Paul picks up and applies the
language of "mouth" and "heart" from Deut 30:14, where God says that the
word will not be too difficult for Israel or too distant for them. This, Paul
says, is how Jew and Gentile together become the one eschatological people
of God: by confessing with the mouth that Kiipioc TnoorJc (the Lord is Jesus)
and by believing with the heart that he is the risen (and thus exalted) One.
And we must not miss this juxtaposition of what is believed with the heart
and confessed with the mouth. What is believed is that God has raised the
crucified Messiah from the dead and exalted him to the highest place, having
bestowed on him "the Name" (Phil 2:9-11). Thus the confession of Jesus as
Lord is predicated on this prior believing with the heart that through resur
rection and exaltation Christ has assumed his present role as Lord of all.
may not even have known (see appendix A in the present volume), but he is ready to
express doubt regarding the significance of a passage that Paul quite certainly knew
and refers to on two different occasions in his letters (cf. Rom 14:11). And Tuckett is
only popularizing what he finds in others. One wonders whether this is a methodo
logical problem per se or whether it reflects a desire to downplay Paul's Christology
in Philippians and to find Wisdom where it is not as part of this downplaying. See
further the discussion in appendix A in the present volume.
T h a t is. he does so whenever K i i p i o q is the reason for, or otherwise an impor
tant part of, the citation. For the exceptions, see n. 7 in ch. 3.
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That the confession of the mouth refers to the same phenomenon as in
Phil 2:10-11 is made certain by the follow-up citation in v. 13 of Joel 2:32 (3:5
LXX). There is no distinction between Jew and Greek on this matter, Paul
says, for Tide, 6c. ctv eniKaXecsr\xai TO o v o u a K u p i o u ocoGrioeTai (everyone who

calls on the name of the Lord will be saved). Here again, just as in the preceding
passages, Paul has taken a very important eschatological text from the Sep
tuagint, where "the name of the Lord" = "the name of Yahweh," and ap
plied it directly to the risen Christ.
Thus, the same phenomenon as the eschatological "confessing" of the
Name (in Phil 2:10-11) is, by "confessing Jesus as Lord" in the present, the
way of entry into the new-covenant people of God.
But what happens at the entry point as well as at the eschatological con
clusion serves further for Paul as a common way to identify God's newly
formed people. Thus, this usage also plays itself out in Paul's letters in a vari
ety of other ways that reflect this total transfer to Christ of the "name" of
Yahweh in its Greek form, Kfjpioc, in which the Name now functions alto
gether as Christ's title.

Calling on the Name (1 Cor 1:2, etc.)
The actual language of the Joel passage occurs in two other instances in
the corpus (1 Cor 1:2; 2 Tim 2:22), in both cases as a way of identifying all of
God's new-covenant people. In 1 Corinthians it appears in the salutation in
an elaborated form that is almost certainly intended to catch the Corinthi
ans' attention that they belong to a much larger network of believers and
therefore need to keep in step with the larger community. Thus he refers "to
the church in Corinth, called to be 'saints' along with all those in every place
who call on the name of the Lord, both their Lord and ours." Here, then, for
Paul is the biblical language that emphasizes the universalizing aspect of the
work of Christ and the Spirit.
In the second passage, Timothy himself is being urged to join with oth
ers who "call on the name of the Lord" with a pure heart and thus to live in
keeping with the Name, on which they call. In this latter case, the command
to Timothy is a clear pickup of the second "sure foundation" of the newly
formed temple of God (2 Tim 2:19). Thus Timothy is being encouraged first
to remember that "the Lord knows those who are his"; but the second
"foundation," he is reminded, is that those who belong to the Lord, who
19
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Thus with one stroke Paul accomplishes three matters by way of reminder:
their conversion was to becoming a part of God's holy people; they join a much wider
network of believers, all of whom "call on the name of the Lord"; and they are under
the "lordship" of the One on whom they call. See further Fee, First Epistle to the Co
rinthians, 32-34: and in the present volume the discussion in ch. 3, pp. 127-29, plus
n. 111.
On this bit of intertextuality, where "the Lord" of the OT text is Yahweh, see
ch. 10. pp. 455-58.
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"name the name of the Lord" (thus echoing Isa 26:13), must "turn away
from wickedness."
Thus in each of these cases, the "name of the Lord" that was to be the
identifying symbol of God's people Israel has been transferred to the newly
formed people of God, where "the Lord" whose "name" now identifies them
is the risen and exalted Christ Jesus.
Very likely, this is also how we are to understand the more unusual usage
of "the name of the Lord Jesus" in 1 Cor 6:11. Here Paul says that in contrast
to the kinds of sins noted in vv. 9 - 1 0 , the believers in Corinth have been
"washed, sanctified, and justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ" as well as
by "the Spirit of our God." This fourth occurrence of the phrase in this letter
(the most in the corpus) is most likely intended once more as their primary
identity marker. Just as with Israel of old, who were identified as a people of
the Name, so it is with believers in the new covenant. At their conversion they
"call on the name of the Lord" precisely because that is the name by which
they are now to be identified. Thus the Lord Jesus Christ has for Paul now as
sumed a role that belongs exclusively to Yahweh in the Jewish tradition, of
which Paul had been, and still considers himself to be, a part.
Closely related to this usage is Paul's prayer for the Thessalonians in his
second letter to them (2 Thess 1:12). After a series of intertextual echoes in
the thanksgiving, where Christ the Lord (= Yahweh) will mete out judgment
21

on their opponents (echoing esp. Isa 6 6 : 4 - 6 [see ch. 2 , pp. 5 7 - 6 1 ] ) , Paul con

tinues in this vein in his prayer for them, again echoing the same passage
from Isaiah. What Paul desires for them is that by the way they live, "the
name of our Lord, Jesus, might be glorified among you" (the italicized words
are taken directly from Isa 66:5). Thus, not only are God's newly formed
people to be identified as people of "the Name," but also they are urged to
live so as to bring glory to that Name, which at the same time picks up the
theme of Christ's being "glorified" in his people from v. 9.
Similarly, at the conclusion of his great eschatological oracle in Mic
4 : 1 - 5 , the prophet contrasts eschatological Israel with the surrounding na
tions, which "walk in the name of their gods" (- live by the authority of and
in keeping with their gods). Israel, Micah says, will do the same: "We will
walk in the name of the LORD [Yahweh] our God forever." Even though Paul
does not use the metaphor "to walk" as such, he reflects this usage in a
couple of passages where he assumes that everything believers do is done "in
the name of the Lord Jesus."
Thus, in Col 3:17, in concluding a context of worship while at the same
time bringing the entire paraenesis of 3.T2-17 to a fitting conclusion, Paul
urges the believers in Colossae (and indirectly in Laodicea [ 4 : 1 5 - 1 6 ] ) to do
everything, whether word or deed, "in the name of the Lord Jesus." Thus
what identifies them as God's new people is also the context in which they
21

Thus, whether 2 Timothy is "Pauline" in a more direct sense or less direct
sense, the "author" here fully represents Paul's usage.
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are to live out that identification in its entirety (= walk in the Lord's name).
In the companion passage in Eph 5:20, believers are urged especially in the
context of worship to offer their thanksgiving to God "in the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ."
The next group of passages in which this idiom occurs is especially, and
directly, tied to what Yahweh had commanded Israel to do: take their oaths
in Yahweh's name only (Deut 6:13). Thus in a variety of ways and circum
stances Paul reflects this usage of "the Name" as that name has been be
stowed on Christ. The phenomenon occurs first in 1 Thess 5:27, where Paul
charges the Thessalonian believers "in the Lord" to have the letter read to all
the brothers and sisters. When similar language is picked up again in
2 Thess 3:6, Paul "commands them in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ" to
avoid the disruptive idle, which command is "enclosed" by v. 12, where it is
now given "in the Lord" directly to the disruptive idle themselves. The same
kind of thing happens in 1 Cor 1:10 and 5:4—5, where again Paul commands
and passes judgment "in the name of the Lord."
The point to make again, by way of conclusion, is that in every one of
these instances where Paul uses the OT term "the name of the Lord," the Di
vine Name is now "the Name" that was bestowed on Christ at his exaltation.
Thus all of these passages reflect various ways whereby the Divine Name
that belonged to God alone in ancient Israel has now been transferred across
the board to the One to whom that Name has now been given in its Greek
form, Kfjpioc.. It is in light of this reality that we turn to examine a whole va
riety of phenomena whereby Paul understands the Lord Jesus also to have
assumed roles that belonged historically to God alone.
22

Jesus the Lord: Eschatological Judge
We begin with a large group of texts that have to do with Christ the
Lord's role as the Coming One, a role that includes both final salvation and
divine judgment. Several texts fit this category, many of which reflect consid
erable intertextual echoes of the Septuagint and all of which make plain
that the role traditionally assigned to Yahweh in Israel's worldview is now
attributed to Christ as Kfjpioc, (= Yahweh). We begin with the basic designa
tion for the final eschatological event.

The Day of the Lord
One of the ways the prophetic tradition spoke of God's eschatological fu
ture was with the expression "the Day of the Lord," a "day" that included
22

T h i s gloss is an attempt to catch the larger sense of chtiKTCoc. which carries
little of the sense of "indolent" but more of their being "disorderly" in the process of
not working for their own living.
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both divine judgment and salvation. Indeed, in this tradition a day of the
Lord that held promise for a bright future was seen first as a day of impend
ing doom. In the early Christian community the exaltation of the risen
Christ carried with it an eager expectation of his return, the Parousia (com
ing again) of Christ in full glory. It was to this coming that they attached this
OT eschatological terminology. The language itself appears six times in
Paul's letters, all with reference to Christ's return (1 Thess 5:2; 2 Thess 2:2;
1 Cor 1:8; 5:5; Phil 1:6,10). In the first two instances and in 1 Cor 5:5 Paul has
the precise language of the prophets, "the Day of the Lord." In 1 Cor 1:8 "the
Lord" is further identified as "Jesus Christ," and in the two later passages
simply as "the Day of Christ [Jesus]."
This is a certain instance where Paul has altogether appropriated lan
guage that belonged to God alone and applied it to the risen Lord, Jesus
Christ. As before, this language transfer is the result of Christ's having "the
Name" bestowed on him, so that the Day of Yahweh is now the Day of the
Lord Jesus Christ's Parousia.
23

The Parousia of the Lord
One may assume that the primary reason for the shift of language re
garding the Day of the Lord was not intentionally christological; rather, it
was the logical outcome of the church's expectation that the Lord who had
ascended and had been seated at "the right hand" was going to return again
in power and glory. Thus, the coming (Parousia) of the Lord would be the
chief event of the new understanding of the Day of the Lord; and as in the
OT, this Parousia would be an event of both salvation and judgment. For
Paul, everything about this event, once the exclusive prerogative of God, is
now focused on Christ the Lord (= Yahweh) of the Septuagint texts. Our first
interest is with Paul's various descriptions of the event itself.
1 Thessalonians 3:13 (Zech 14:5) [pp. 43-44]; 4:16 (Ps 47:5)
[pp. 44-45]
In keeping with one of the predominant concerns in both of his letters to
the Thessalonian believers, Paul concludes his prayer for them (3:11-13) by ex
pressing concern for, and thus reminding them of, their need to be blameless
before God the Father at the Parousia of the Lord. He then goes on to describe
the Parousia in language taken directly from Zech 14:5: the "coming of the
Lord [6 Kfjpioc]," now identified as "Jesus," will be uexd Ttdvxcov xcbv dyicov
adxod [accompanied by all his holy ones). The christological import of this bit
24
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0 n this matter, see esp. Amos 5:20, but it is also reflected in, e.g., Isa 2:6-22;
Joel 1:15; 2:1-11.
To water this down by suggesting, as is frequently done, that the dytoi in this
case refers to Christian "saints" who will accompany Jesus (based on 4:14) not only
imports foreign matter into this text (the word dyioi does not appear in ch. 4) but
2 4
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of intertextuality is that the Zechariah passage describes the Ttapouaia (com
ing) of Yahweh himself to the Mount of Olives when he carries out his escha
tological victory over the nations. Thus the future coming of Yahweh, Paul
implies, is now to be understood in terms of the Ttapoucria of the present
reigning Christ, who alone is "Lord" in Paul's new understanding.
In an equally striking bit of intertextuality, Paul in 1 Thess 4:16 bor
rows language from the "ascent" of Yahweh in one of the enthronement
psalms and applies it to the "descent" of Christ, when "the Lord himself
will descend from heaven, accompanied by the voice of an archangel and
the trumpet of God," where the italicized language is a direct echo of Ps
47:5. Again, with this bold stroke Paul applies to the Lord, Jesus, the lan
guage of the psalm that refers to Yahweh. Christ is not Yahweh; but as
the exalted Lord, he is understood by Paul to assume the role of Yahweh at
his coming.
2 Thessalonians 1:7-8 (Isa 66:15, 4) [pp. 58-60]
In another remarkable moment of intertextuality, Paul uses the opening
thanksgiving in his second letter as a way of encouraging the suffering
Thessalonians, by reassuring them that at Christ's coming not only will they
be "glorified" but also their present enemies will be duly punished. Since
their suffering is very likely related to their acknowledgment of the risen
Jesus as Kupioq in the context of a free city with deep loyalties to the Roman
emperor as Kupiog, Paul highlights the role that their heavenly Kupioc, will
play in the final judgment. Thus, with a series of intertextual moments, all
taken from OT judgment passages, Paul reassures these new believers that
the future is theirs, not Caesar's or pagan Thessalonica's. We will look at
most of these echoes in the next two sections, but we begin with the initial
depiction of Christ's coming in vv. 7-8.
With a combination of language from the final oracle(s) in the book of
Isaiah, where the prophet's words of judgment and hope for Jerusalem are
placed in a kind of summary fashion for the whole collection, Paul deliber
ately places the risen Lord in the role that Yahweh is to play throughout.
This begins with his description of the Parousia itself. Along with echoes of
his own language from the first letter ("from heaven . . . with his powerful
angels"), Paul describes the "revelation" of the Lord Jesus as "in flaming fire,
giving punishment to those who do not know God and do not obey the gospel of
our Lord Jesus Christ."
The italicized language is taken directly from Isa 66:15, 4, where the
"Lord" is Yahweh. But for Paul, it is the Lord Jesus who will come with blaz
ing fire to mete out justice; and in place of those "who do not obey me" in
the Isaiah oracle, the judgment will be the result of their not obeying "the

also misses the import of the Zechariah text, which will be spelled out in greater de
tail in 2 Thess 1:7, where the "holy ones" are clearly stipulated to be angels.
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gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ." Thus, as before, the risen Lord is not identi
fied as Yahweh; rather, by his having had "the Name" bestowed on him, he
assumes Yahweh's divine roles when he comes as judge, to which matter we
now turn. And for Paul, the Lord Jesus assumes the role of judge for both his
own people and his enemies.

Jesus the Lord: Present and Eschatological Judge of His People
One of the more significant instances of "shared divine prerogatives"
(see the section "Jesus the Lord: Sharer of Divine Prerogatives" below), but
not surprising given Paul's understanding of Christ as the presently exalted
Lord, is the fact that Jesus as "Lord" also assumes the divine role of Yahweh
as the One who will judge his own people. This occurs several times in the
corpus, always in passages where Paul is again echoing Septuagint texts
where Krjptoc = Yahweh is now attributed to the risen Lord.
25

1 Thessalonians 4:6
In this passage Paul picks up the unusual language of the Lord (= Yah
weh) as a God of vengeance from Ps 94:1. In a context where a brother is
being abused by another in a matter of sexual immorality, Paul assures the
offender that "the Lord [Christ] is an avenger in all these things" (NRSV).
Despite the views of some to the contrary, here is a case where Paul very
easily transfers to Christ biblical language that belongs to Yahweh (as
"Lord") alone.
26

1 Corinthians 4:4-5
Equally significant is what Paul says in 1 Cor 4:4-5. At the conclusion of
a passage where he has been taking exception to some of the Corinthians sit
ting in judgment on him, he makes it plain that the only one with the right
to do this is "the Lord," whose servant he is. So even though he knows of
nothing that would be the cause for such judgment, that certainly does not
mean final "justification" for him, since, he asserts, "it is the Lord who exam
ines me." But with that, and typically, he concludes by including them in
this final "examination" by the Lord. So they must be careful not to judge
anything "before the time when the Lord himself comes and brings to light
the things of the dark and will lay bare the plans of all hearts." At that time,
when Christ has exercised his "judgment of light," the role of God the Father
is to "praise" those found worthy by the Lord's judgment. This combination
makes it quite clear that Paul understands the final judgment of believers to
be the divine prerogative of the risen Lord, Jesus Christ.
For fuller discussion, see Kreitzer, Jesus and God, 93-163.
See the discussion in ch. 2, p. 47.
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2 Corinthians 5:9-11 [pp. 190-92]
Equally significant are the various ways Christ as Lord in this passage is
seen to assume the prerogative of God as judge at the final assize, but in this
case without intertextual use of the Septuagint. Toward the end of a consider
able narrative and appeal, and especially to conclude his reflection on the fu
ture of the present body that is destined to decay but to be "reclothed" in the
eschaton, Paul uses himself as an example that serves as a couched appeal to
the Corinthians. First, he expresses his desire to live so as "to please the Lord"
(v. 9), an OT idea that Paul ordinarily expresses in terms of "pleasing God."
But here, as in 1 Cor 7:32, "the Lord" Christ is the one whom he seeks to please.
The reason for this, second, is that "we must all appear before the bema
of Christ" (v. 10), the place where Christ will assume God's role in issuing
final judgment on his own people, "so that everyone may receive what is due
them for the things done in the body, whether good or evil." Here is a case
where Paul, without argumentation, places Christ the risen Lord in the role
that every Jew considered to be the absolute prerogative of God alone. For
whatever else is true of the late Jewish understanding of God, his own jus
tice and his role as the absolute ruler of the universe meant that he, and he
alone, would mete out eschatological judgment on all people at the end. And
Paul simply attributes such judgment to Christ, the Lord whom he strives to
please for that very reason.
Third, the ultimate appeal for the Corinthians to follow his own example
comes in v. 11, where Paul speaks of "knowing the fear of the Lord," where a
distinctive OT phrase regarding Yahweh is applied directly (here only, as it
turns out) to Christ, the exalted Lord before whom both Paul and the Corin
thians must appear at the end. This is not cringing or fearful "fear"; rather, it
has to do with living with proper reverence and awe of the Lord (Christ), be
fore whom all will appear finally for judgment.
As has been noted repeatedly in the exegesis chapters, what is striking
about this usage is how easily and (apparently) unself-consciously Paul at
tributes to the risen Lord what are absolute prerogatives of Yahweh, the God
of Israel. Equality with God is not argued for by Paul; it is simply taken for
granted and expressed in these various ways as a matter of course.
27
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Jesus the Lord: Eschatological Judge of the Wicked
Perhaps even more telling than the preceding passages is this final di
vine prerogative that is also in a matter-of-fact way attributed by Paul to the
27

See n. 76 in ch. 4.
It is this feature that makes the exegesis of Rom 14:10-12 so difficult and thus
not included in the summary assessment of this reality in Paul. But as was pointed
out in the exegesis (see ch. 6, pp. 261-67), the very fact that the exegetical issue is so
difficult to resolve occurs precisely because Paul can so easily make this kind of in
terchange between the exalted Lord and God the Father.
28
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Lord (= Yahweh) in two passages in 2 Thessalonians. It is one thing for the
believers' Lord to be "judge" in matters pertaining to them; but for Paul,
Christ the Lord is also the final judge of those who have rejected him and
who have caused grief for the Lord's people.
2 Thessalonians 1:9-10 (Isa 2:10; Ps 89:7; 68:35) [pp. 60-61]
After the description of Christ's coming as eschatological judge in
2 Thess 1:7-8, noted above, where Paul echoes significant language from
Isa 66, he turns next to focus on the judgment of the wicked mentioned in
v. 8. The description itself occurs in v. 9, where Paul says that they "will
pay the penalty of everlasting destruction from the face of the Lord and from
the glory of his might." The apparent awkwardness of this clause is the di
rect result of the fact that the italicized words are taken directly from the
Septuagint of Isa 2:10, a "Day of the Lord" oracle of judgment against
Judah. Just as in the Isaiah passage, the judgment results in being cut off
from the divine Presence ("the face of the Lord"), which is now assumed to
be the risen Lord, Christ Jesus. The fact that the Isaianic oracle is fully at
tributed to Christ is made the more remarkable by the (in this case, seem
ingly unnecessary) inclusion of the final phrase, "from the glory of his
might," a thoroughly Yahwistic moment in the prophet that Paul includes
in the description of Christ's judgment on the Thessalonians' present
enemies.
In v. 10, appropriately enough, the now very long sentence concludes on
a note about the Lord's own people when he judges the wicked. Again Paul
dips into the Septuagint for this description, this time from the Psalter and
from texts where the referent is Elohim ("God"), not Yahweh. Nonetheless,
in Paul's sentence "the Lord" (= Adonai/Yahweh) is still the subject of the
verb, "when he comes." Thus, using language from Ps 89:7 and 68:35, Paul
contrasts the preceding judgment of their enemies with the greater reality
that Christ the Lord will be "glorified in [ev] his saints" and "marveled at
among all who believe."
Thus, this whole sentence (vv. 6-10) is one of the more significant mo
ments in Paul's letters of intertextual attribution of several OT Krjpioc; ( =
Adonai/Yahweh) texts, all now attributed to the Lord Christ. It is Christ the
risen Lord who is now the Coming One; it is Christ the risen Lord who as
sumes the role of divine judge of the wicked; and it is Christ the risen Lord
who will be glorified in his people at the Coming. Again, even though Paul
stops short of calling Christ either Yahweh or God, this intertextual use of
the Septuagint's Kvjpvoc (= Adonai/Yahweh) allows him to predicate his con
viction of Christ's full deity without calling him Qeoq, who is always the
Father of the Son in Pauline usage.
29

For this as the probable meaning of Paul's ev, see n. 65 in ch. 2.
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2 Thessalonians 2:8 (Isa 11:4) [pp. 56-57]
This final passage of the many that place Christ, the risen Lord, in the role
of eschatological judge is the only one in Paul's letters where Christ "fulfills"
an actual messianic passage from the prophetic tradition. In keeping with the
expected Messiah's role of meting out God's justice on earth when he comes,
Paul uses the language of Isa 11:4, but he puts it into the eschatological fu
ture, when "the Lord [not in Isaiah's text] will slay [the wicked] with the breath
of his mouth." Here Paul has it both ways: the exalted Lord is also the Messiah.
And now the crucified One as the risen Lord fulfills the role of Isaiah's messi
anic figure in executing God's now final judgment against the wicked.

Jesus the Lord: Invoked in Prayer
In ch. 11 we noted that Paul's "Christ devotion" included both worship
and prayer. Here we will see in a bit more detail the christological implica
tions that lie behind the several texts noted there. Indeed, nowhere in the
corpus is Paul's understanding of the Son's "equality with God" (Phil 2:6)
more telling than in the fact that Paul can so easily, and in a considerable va
riety of ways, offer prayer to the risen Lord as one would ordinarily offer it to
God alone. Here we note the various ways this happens, concentrating on
the reality that such prayer is in every case addressed to the "Lord," who re
ceived that "Name" at his exaltation/vindication.

Prayer to "the Lord" in the Thessalonian Correspondence
On no less than four occasions in 1-2 Thessalonians Paul reports to the
believers how he is praying for them (1 Thess 3:11-13; 2 Thess 2:16-17; 3:5; 3:16).
In each case he uses the optative mood—what grammarians in such cases
refer to as a "wish-prayer," which is simply a form of indirection, indicating to
others the content of prayer made to God in their behalf. The most remarkable
thing about these four prayers is how the Deity is addressed in each case.
In the first one (1 Thess 3:11) God the Father is mentioned first and
intensified by means of an airtoc {himself), with the Lord Jesus Christ in
the second position, which in turn is followed by a verb in the singular, indi
cating that both are being addressed together. This is then followed in
vv. 12-13 by a prayer addressed to the Lord alone, asking him for divine favors
that only God himself could bestow: that their love increase and abound for
one another and for all with the goal that their hearts be "strengthened" in
holiness so that they will be blameless before God the Father at Christ's
Parousia. Thus, although one might be able to get around the natural impli
cations of the two divine persons being addressed with a verb in the singu
lar. the follow-up prayer report makes that nearly impossible.
30
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As attempted by, e.g.. Wiles, Paul's Intercessory Prayers, 54—55; cf. E. J. Richard,
First and Second Thessalonians (SP 11; Collegeville, Minn.; Liturgical, 1995), 167-68.
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In the second prayer report (2 Thess 2:16-17) all of this is played in re
verse. The prayer is still addressed to both divine persons, but it begins in this
case as prayer addressed to "the Lord Jesus Christ auxoi; [himself]," while the
elaboration that follows has to do with the Father. Nonetheless, the two ac
tual verbs that form the content of the prayer are used elsewhere in these
letters with regard to the work of the Father ("encourage your hearts") and
of the Son ("strengthen you"). So both prayers seem intentionally addressed
to both God the Father and the Lord Jesus.
But more remarkable still are the two final prayers, both of which are ad
dressed to "the Lord" alone (2 Thess 3:5,16). First, with what appears to be a de
liberate echo of the prayer in 1 Thess 3:11, but now using language from David's
prayer in 1 Chr 29:18, Paul addresses the One who has been given "the Name,"
that the Lord (Jesus) direct the believers' hearts into God's love and Christ's pa
tience. In the second instance, and as the formal conclusion to the letter, Paul
requests Christ, "the Lord of peace," to grant them his shalom. Everything
about this echoes a divine appellation and prerogative now addressed to the
risen Lord. To deny that these latter two are really prayers directed to Christ
either is to miss by far Pauline usage of Kuproc. or is itself an exercise in theo
logical prejudice. It could perhaps go without saying that had the two prayers
been addressed to God the Father, nothing would have been said to the con
trary, and the attempt on the part of some to make "the Lord" here refer to
God the Father is moot evidence of how truly these are prayers to a deity.
As noted at the end of the discussion of these prayers in ch. 2, the data
from all of them together point to an especially high understanding of the
person and role of Christ. Paul is addressing prayer, a prerogative that Jews
reserved for God alone, to the present reigning Lord, Jesus Christ. And that
he does this so matter-of-factly suggests that this has long been a part of his
life of devotion.
31
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Other Prayer Addressed to "the Lord"
It is of interest that the kind of prayer reports that Paul mentions in the
Thessalonian correspondence do not occur elsewhere in the corpus except
for the benedictory "grace" that concludes all of the letters in the church
corpus, most often in the form "May the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be
with you." It takes a different form altogether in Ephesians and lacks "of our
31

In fact, these two passages serve as primary examples of the basically two dif
ferent ways of approaching the Pauline texts. On the one hand, some start with the
fact that this is prayer, and prayer is ordinarily addressed to God the Father; hence,
God is "the Lord" in this case. Thus the exegetical issue is resolved on the basis of
prior expectations and theological considerations. On the other hand, in the exe
getical chapters I have argued that we should let Paul's own identification markers
dictate our understanding of Kijpioc in passages such as this (since Paul himself has
consistently identified Christ as Kupioc in both of these letters and in this case espe
cially has repeated the identification in the immediately preceding prayer [2:16-17]).
See further Hurtado. Lord Jesus Christ, 138-40.
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Lord Jesus Christ" in Colossians. That this is a form of prayer addressed to
Jesus as Lord is made plain by two factors.
First, all one would have to do is insert any other name in the place of
"the Lord." It would work perfectly for "God our Father": May the grace of
God our Father be with you. And if this were the case, it would be univer
sally recognized as prayer. But Paul, interestingly enough, never does that.
Moreover, it simply does not work for any other kind of being. No one would
think of saying, "May the grace of the great archangel Michael be with
you"; more unthinkable yet would be such a "grace benediction" in the
name of a mere human being, even a divinely exalted one.
Second, that this is intended as a benedictory prayer is confirmed by the
singular triadic elaboration found at the conclusion of our 2 Corinthians.
Here Paul begins with the standard "May the grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ," but then, for reasons not at all clear, he adds, "and the love of God
and the Koivcovia of [participation in/fellowship with] the Holy Spirit." All
agree that this triadic benediction is a form of prayer. It surely is no less so
when it lacks the addition that includes God the Father.
The other instances of prayer reports occur in the Corinthian correspon
dence. In the one instance, Marana tha ("Come, Lord"), we are given the actual
content of the earliest known prayer to be used among followers of Christ. By
any definition, this is a prayer—addressed to Christ as Lord. The second in
stance occurs in 2 Cor 12:8-10, which has the twofold unique feature that (1)
it is prayer addressed to "the Lord" for a very personal matter and (2) Paul also
reports the answer, which was not in fact what he prayed for. The Lord's re
sponse was, "My grace is sufficient for you." Again, this clearly is prayer, and
clearly it is addressed to Christ as Lord for something that only God could do
for him. And the answer received was quite in keeping with what Paul had
come to know of Christ his Lord. Paul had already learned that God's power is
evident in the "weakness" of a crucified Messiah. He was also in the process of
learning that discipleship means to live cruciform. Thus, "my grace is suffi
cient" because "my strength is perfected in [your] weakness." Such prayer
with its recorded answer would seem to put considerable theological pressure
on a monotheist who had not included the Lord in the divine identity.
33

Furthermore, and as we have noted with some frequency, these various
prayer reports are stated quite matter-of-factly to believers in Paul's churches,
whom he does not expect to be shocked by them. The fact that none of this is
something that he sets out to prove is what makes the christological point so
compelling.

Jesus the Lord: Sharer of Divine Prerogatives
To conclude this examination of Paul's understanding of Jesus as the one
who in his exaltation was given "the Name," I present here a catch-all groupFor further discussion, see Fee, Cod's Empowering Presence, 362-65.
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ing of the various instances noted throughout the exegetical chapters where
Christ "the Lord" shares all kinds of prerogatives that in the Jewish worldview
belong exclusively to God. I begin with several further instances where the risen
Lord has assumed the role of Kupioq ( = Yahweh) and where he is also thereby
seen to have assumed the divine privileges inherent in the Septuagint text.

Christ, the "Lord" of Septuagint Texts
Boast in the Lord—1 Corinthians 1:31 (Jer 9:23-24) [pp. 129-30]
34

The language of "boasting" occurs frequently enough in the Corinthian
letters (39 of 55 occurrence in Paul's letters) to give one confidence that this
was a considerable problem in the church in Corinth—at least from Paul's
point of view. But Paul's own use of the language in response is drawn from
the very important text Jer 9:23-24, on which Paul makes a considerable play
in 1 Cor 1:26—31. The argument of the paragraph concludes with an "in
order that even as it is written," where Paul rephrases the Jeremiah text to fit
his specific argument. What is "written" is "Let the one who boasts boast in
the Lord." In Jeremiah, of course, K U p i o i ; glosses Adonai = Yahweh; but for
Paul, the "Lord" in whom the Corinthians are to "boast" is Christ himself—a
most remarkable reworking o f the Jeremiah passage indeed, and especially so
since the "boast" is to be in the crucified One (cf. Phil 3:3, 8,10).
35

The Mind of the Lord—1 Corinthians 2:16 (Isa 40:13) [pp. 130-31]
After arguing vigorously with the Corinthians that God's true wisdom
and power are to found in the crucified Messiah (1:18-2:5), Paul feels the
need to explain further (and perhaps somewhat ironically to those confident
of their Spirit gifting) that the only way he and they can know this is by a
revelation from the Spirit (2:6-16). He concludes the argument by citing Isa
iah's poignant query: "Who has known the mind of the LORD? Who has
been his counselor?" (Isa 40:13). Taken on its own terms, one could argue
that "the Lord" in the citation is still God the Father. But Paul offers his own
"interpretation," which indicates that yet another OT Yahweh passage is now
to be understood in terms of Christ. "And we have the mind of Christ," he
concludes, thus indicating still further that our ways are not God's ways.
Beloved of the Lord—2 Thessalonians 2:13 (Deut 33:12) [pp. 63-65]
Another remarkable moment of intertextuality in Paul's letters occurs
in his second thanksgiving in 2 Thessalonians, where in the vocative in 2:13
54

G k . Kctuxdoum, Kaii^rina, Kccoxnoic (verb, abstract noun, verbal noun). These
words occur 59 times in the NT, 55 of them in Paul's letters, thus 71 percent of them
in these two letters.
T h a t Paul intends to be "citing" this passage in v. 31 is evident from vv. 26-28,
where his categories for what people put their boast (= confidence) in are "wise," "pow
erful," and "well-born"; Jeremiah's categories are "wisdom." "power," and "riches."
!,
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he addresses the Thessalonian believers as "brothers and sisters loved by the
Lord." Paul's language is precisely that of Moses' blessing of the tribe of
Benjamin in the Septuagint of Deut 33:12: "Benjamin, the beloved of the Lord
[Yahweh], shall dwell safely in him." Thus, in a moment of needed reassur
ance, those whom Paul described as loved by God in 1 Thess 1:4 are here ad
dressed in the language of Paul's own family crest: "beloved of the Lord" =
Jesus Christ (cf. 2 Thess 2:16).
36

The Lord Be with You—2 Thessalonians 3:16 (Ruth 2:4) [pp. 76-77]
In one final, and equally remarkable, moment of intertextuality in the
Thessalonian correspondence, Paul signs off 2 Thessalonians with a clear echo
of the personal greeting that thrived among Yahwists in ancient Israel, found
in Ruth 2:4: "The L O R D be with you" (cf. the angelic greetings in Judg 6:12;
Luke 1:28). That this is another instance where Krjptoc. = Adonai = Yahweh
is verified by all the surrounding matter, plus the twofold identification of
Christ as "Lord" in this letter in conjunction with Qeoc as Father (1:2; 2:16)
and the consistent use of Krjptoc to refer to Christ. Just as Christ in his in
carnation was with us when he came among us in our likeness in order to
redeem, so now Paul concludes the letter with this historic greeting as a
wish-prayer that the exalted Lord may continue to be present with the be
lievers in Thessalonica. And he would be so, one might add, by the Spirit,
who is at one and the same time known by Paul as the Spirit of God and the
Spirit of Christ.
37

The Lord Is Near—Philippians 4:5 (Ps 145:18)
In one of the more puzzling affirmations in his letters, in terms of
what it is doing here, Paul picks up David's precise language from Ps 145:18
("The LORD is near to all who call on him") as a means of encouragement
to the Philippians. The puzzle is, first, whether it is a word about the pres
ent or an affirmation about the future and, second, whether it goes with
what precedes or follows, most likely the latter: "The Lord is near, [so] be
anxious about nothing." In any case, this is yet another instance where
Paul has adopted language about Yahweh from the Septuagint and applied
it to Christ.
38

Kvpiog and 0e6g Share Prerogatives
In several other instances in his letters, Paul interchanges a variety of
divine attributes or activities between God (6 Qeoc) and Christ (6 Krjptoc). Not
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A n d this is so in this case even if the Thessalonians themselves may not have
caught the reference.
S e e esp. discussion on Rom 8:9-11 in ch. 6, pp. 269-70.
S e e the full discussion in G. D. Fee, Paul's Letter to the Philippians (NICNT;
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995), 407-8.
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all of these are strictly divine prerogatives; but what is striking is how easily,
and without deliberation, Paul makes these interchanges. Rather than group
or prioritize them in any way, I have chosen simply to list them in their (sup
posed) chronological order; and I have limited myself to the first four letters,
since after that it is mostly repetition.
Christian Existence as Being in Christ/in God
The first mention of 0e6c. (God) and Krjpioq (Lord) together in the corpus
appears as the first thing up in the very first letter (1 Thess 1:1; cf. 2 Thess 1:1),
in this case as the double objects of a single prepositional phrase. But it is also
a phrase unlike any other in the letters, where Paul designates the church of
the Thessalonians as existing ev 0eco rcaxpi K a i Kupico 'Inaorj Xpiorofj (in God
the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ). In later letters he will speak of believers as
being "in Christ," but only here does he speak of them as also being "in God."
The christological significance of this phrase is twofold. First, God and
Christ are together understood as the sphere in which believers exist; they are
simultaneously in God and in the Lord. And thus, second, to exist in God
means at the same time to exist in Christ. And it is not as though they lived in
a twofold sphere of existence. For Paul, to be "in Christ" means to be "in God,"
and vice versa—hence the reason Paul can later place them "in Christ" alone.
The Grace of the Lord/of God
Paul's prayer for "grace" for his churches is one of the places where the
divine prerogatives are equally shared between God and the Lord. Almost all
the letters begin with the doublet "grace and peace," which are then invari
ably from both "God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ." On the other
hand, most of the letters sign off with the singular benedictory prayer "May
the grace of the Lord [= Christ Jesus] be with you," beginning with 1 Thessa
lonians (5:28). However, in the body of the letters "grace" is most often ex
pressed as coming from God the Father, with the notable exceptions 2 Cor
8:9; 12:9; 1 Tim 1:14, where it is an attribute of the Christ the Lord.
The Peace of the Lord/of God; the God/Lord of Peace
The same interchangeability between 9eo<; (God) and K i i p i o q (Lord) re
garding "grace" is also true of its companion "peace," which appears to
gether with "grace" in all of the salutations. Elsewhere in the body of the
letters there is again an interesting expression of interchangeability. On the
one hand, the phrase "the peace of God" occurs only once in the corpus
(Phil 4:7), as does its counterpart, "the peace of the Lord" (2 Thess 3:16). On
the other hand, the descriptor, "the God of peace" occurs six times, but in
39
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T h e precise phrase 6 0e6c rijc eipijvnc occurs 4 times (1 Thess 5:23; Rom 15:33;
16:20; Phil 4:9); it occurs with the compound "God of love and peace" in 2 Cor 13:11,
and it is implied in the contrast with "disorder" in 1 Cor 14:33.
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its second occurrence in the Thessalonian correspondence (2 Thess 3:16)
Paul prays that "the Lord of peace" will "himself give you peace at all
times." The ease with which Paul does this is what is so striking.
Walk Worthy of the Lord/of God
In 1 Thess 2:12 Paul, with a triple compounding of nearly identical
verbs, urges these new believers, even in the midst of present difficulties, to
walk worthy of the God who called them. In a similar moment in Col 1:10,
this time in prayer, he urges that "you walk worthy of the Lord so as to please
him in every way." This is an interchange that most readers would scarcely
notice, since either one fits well within one's expectations in reading Paul.
40

The Divine Presence at the Parousia
Closely associated with the divine glory in the OT is the concept of God's
presence, as the interchange between these two ideas regarding the taber
nacle and temple makes clear. Picking up the latter theme, and depending
on the point of emphasis at a given moment, Paul can speak interchange
ably of being in the presence of the Lord or of God. Thus in 1 Thess 2:19, in
the first mention of Christ's Parousia in his letters, Paul speaks of Thessalo
nians as his joy and crown of boasting when together they appear "in the
presence of the Lord Jesus Christ." A few sentences later, at the conclusion of
his prayer in 3:11-13, he speaks of being "in the presence of our God and
Father at the Parousia of our Lord Jesus."
The Lord/the G o d W h o Strengthens Believers
In the same prayer in 1 Thess 3:13 Paul prays that "the Lord will
'strengthen' your hearts blameless in holiness." Similarly in 2 Thess 3:3, he
assures them that "the Lord will 'strengthen' you and keep you from the evil
one." But in between these two words of affirmation, in 2 Thess 2:17. he
prays that "God our Father . . . may 'strengthen' your hearts." Again, just as
he prays to both God the Father and Christ the exalted Lord, so also he very
easily uses some identical language for both the Father and the Son when
mentioning the content of his prayer.
The Word of the Lord/of God
The phrase "the word of God" occurs eight times in the Pauline cor
pus, always as a subjective genitive, meaning a word that God has spoken,
either inscripturated or with reference to the gospel. Although in some cases
the nature of this genitive with the phrase "the word of the Lord" is less easy
41
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W i t h the compounding of three (somewhat) synonymous participles, rtapaKaXomeq (urge, exhort, encourage), Ttapairueouuevoi (console, cheer up), u a p T u p o u e v o i
(urge, implore).
'
See 1 Cor 14:36; 2 Cor 2:17: 4:2; Rom 9:6; Col 1:25; Titus 2:5; 2 Tim 2:9.
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to determine, there can be little question that in 1 Thess 4:15 Paul uses the
phrase as a subjective genitive in precisely the same way as with "the word
of God": "This we say to you by a word from the Lord."
The Faithfulness of the Lord/of God
One of the more consistent ways Yahweh reveals himself in the OT is in
his faithfulness. It is not surprising, therefore, that Paul in 1 Thess 5:24
should appeal to such faithfulness with regard to God's carrying out his di
vine purposes in the lives of the Thessalonians. But what is surprising is that
he should say the same of Christ in 2 Thess 3:3: "Faithful is the Lord, who will
strengthen you and keep you from the evil one." So much is this so, that
many commentators suggest that 6 Kupioq in this passage actually refers to
God. But as was pointed out in the exegesis of this passage (ch. 2, pp. 71-72),
that goes against not only Paul's own identifications and consistent usage
elsewhere but also against the immediate context, where two sentences ear
lier (2 Thess 2:16-17) Christ has been specifically identified as "the Lord."
Thus, despite the surprising (to u s ) nature of this description of Christ as
Lord, it is quite in keeping with what Paul does regularly elsewhere, as this
present list of items indicates.
43

The Gospel of Our Lord Jesus Christ
Reading Paul's letters, one gets used to the easy interchange between
"the gospel of God" (1 Thess 2:2, 8-9), where the emphasis is on its source,
and "the gospel of Christ" (1 Thess 3:2), where the emphasis is on Christ as
its basic content. However, in the long thanksgiving-turned-announcement
of judgment against the Thessalonians' persecutors in 2 Thess 1:3-10, Paul
refers to the latter as "not knowing God and not obeying the gospel of our
Lord Jesus" (v. 8). This unique moment in the NT seems obviously shaped to
fit the immediate context. This phrase is but one more adaptation of com
mon language to fit the setting of Christ carrying out God's just judgment
against those who are persecuting the Thessalonian believers. In this case,
"the gospel of our Lord Jesus" is most likely intended as an explanation of
what "knowing God" means in the present era. In any case, it is a remark
able adaptation of a common phrase, with the emphasis now on the gospel
that has to do with the currently reigning Lord.
The Glory of the Lord/of God
On several occasions in his letters Paul speaks of "the glory of God"
as the final goal of all things. The phrase itself is used both to describe the
42

S e e , e.g., 1 Thess 1:8, where "Lord" is most likely "objective." What is spread
ing rapidly is "the word about the Lord." The same is very likely the case in 2 Thess
3:1. where he desires for "the word of the Lord" to spread rapidly.
' T h i s is in fact the only instance in the corpus where Paul does this. He speaks
of God's faithfulness elsewhere in 1 Cor 1:9: 10:13: 2 Cor 1:18.
4
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infinite, indescribable greatness of God as such (we are to do all things with
that glory in view [e.g., 1 Cor 10:31; Phil 1:11]) and to describe the sphere in
which God dwells (Rom 5:2; Phil 4:19). Both of these nuances of the phrase
are also used of Christ the Lord. In 2 Thess 2:14, the final goal of our salva
tion is the obtaining of "the glory of the Lord," having to do with our being
together with him in the sphere of his glory; in 2 Cor 3:18 (cf. 4:4), when be
lievers turn to Christ by the Spirit, they behold "the glory of the Lord," where
the immediate context makes plain that Christ's glory is that of Yahweh,
which Moses was not allowed to behold. Again, Paul does this kind of thing
apparently without conscious reflection.
Paul Sent/Commissioned by Christ
In the Septuagint the verb omoateXka is regularly used for God's "send
ing/commissioning" of his messengers to his people. So much is this so that
Paul can ask rhetorically, "How can anyone preach, unless they are sent
[drtooxaAcoaiv]?" (Rom 10:15). Thus, when Paul speaks of his own ministry,
one is not surprised that he says, "Christ djceaxei^ev pe to preach the gos
pel" (1 Cor 1:17); and even though "the Lord" is not here the subject of the
verb, Paul himself considered this "sending" to be part of his experience re
lated in 9:1, when he "saw the Lord."
The Power of the Lord/of God
One of the constants in the or understanding of Yahweh is that he is a
God of great and unlimited power. Thus, both creation and the redemption
of Israel are regularly celebrated in the Psalter in terms of God's great
love and power (e.g., Ps 89:5-18; 145:3-13). It is not surprising, therefore, to
find this kind of language in Paul's letters. For example, in ch. 1 of
Romans, Paul celebrates God's power revealed in redemption (v. 16) and
creation (v. 20).
Given Paul's high Christology. neither is it surprising to find him
using similar language with regard to the person and work of Christ. In
the difficult situation of the incestuous man in 1 Cor 5, Paul urges the
church in vv. 3-5 to carry out the judgment that he has pronounced "in the
Name of the Lord, Jesus" (see ch. 3, p. 136) in the context of the gathered as
sembly, when "the power of the Lord Jesus" is also present. Although this is
probably an oblique reference to the Spirit, it is of christological import that
God's Spirit and power are understood to be present as the power of the ex
alted Lord, Jesus. Similarly in 2 Cor 12:8-10, Christ the Lord's answer to
Paul's prayer concerning his "thorn in the flesh" is that "my power is made
perfect in weakness" (cf. 1 Cor 1:22-25). Thus, Paul goes on, he will gladly
bear with his weaknesses "so that Christ's power may rest on me."
Again, with perfect ease Paul interchanges the language and reality of
an attribute intrinsic to God with the risen Lord, Jesus Christ.
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The Lord/God Has Given
In the Septuagint narrative of the creation of the tabernacle (Exod
31:2-5; 36:1-2), we are told that "God gave to [Bezalel]" the wisdom and skill
for the task (co E5COKEV 6 0e6<; eitiaxr|Lir|v [36:2]). Paul uses this same lan
guage for his own gifting for apostolic ministry in 2 Cor 5:18. But in 1 Cor 3:5,
he refers to his and Apollos's gifting in terms of "as the Lord has given to
each"—yet one more example of Paul picking up biblical phraseology and
applying it to both God and the Lord.
God/the Lord Wills
Paul begins 1 Corinthians by noting that his apostleship is "by the
will of God," a phrase that occurs some 13 times in his letters. But in
two remarkable moments in 1 Corinthians (4:19; 16:7), he refers to his
coming to Corinth in terms of "if 6 Kvjpioc, wills." The very fact that this
absolute prerogative of God can be so easily transferred to Christ the Lord
points up the presuppositional nature of Paul's understanding of Christ
as divine.
44

Pleasing the Lord/God
In his discussion of what he perceives as the advantages of singleness
over marriage, Paul asserts that a single person is able to be entirely devoted
to one thing: naq dpeoxn xcp Kupicp [how to please the Lord [1 Cor 7:32]). In
most other such moments, Paul speaks of "pleasing xco 0ECO [God]." Here is
yet another OT concern that has been taken over by Paul and is directly ap
plied to the Lord = Christ (cf. 2 Cor 5:9).
45
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The Assembly(ies) of God/of Christ
In what is less a divine prerogative and more a matter of divine posses
sion, Paul regularly refers to the believing communities with the term
EKKA.r|oia, a happy choice of term because it does double duty, picking up
the language for the local "assembly" of people in the Greek city-states, lan
guage that had been conveniently used by the Septuagint translators to
speak of the gathered "congregation" of Israel. Paul's genitive descriptor
(used as a possessive) for this "assembly" is ordinarily "the assembly/ies of
God"; but in Rom 16:16 he just as easily refers to the churches that are send
ing greetings to Rome as "the assemblies of Christ." Thus an obviously di
vine prerogative is shared by the risen Christ.
4 4
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S e e n. 133 in ch. 3.
S e e 1 Thess 2:15; 4:1; Rom 8:8: 12:1-2; 14:18; Phil 4:18.
S e e , e.g., Exod 33:13, 17; N u m 14:8; Job 34:9; Ps 41:11; 69:13.
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The Fear of the Lord
The penultimate example of this kind of interchange between "God"
and "the Lord" is one of the more significant ones in the corpus, and it is a
sure indicator not only of the ease with which Paul does this but also of the
understanding of Christ as fully divine and therefore as one who can regu
larly stand in a role that is biblically otherwise assigned only to God. A l 
though the phrase "the fear of the Lord" occurs most often in the Wisdom
literature, it is a common perspective of Israel's understanding of God and of
their relationship to God. In a passage in which Paul puts emphasis on Christ
the Lord as the eschatological judge of his people (2 Cor 5:10), he follows up
by referring to his "knowing the fear of the Lord," by which he undoubtedly
means Christ. In so doing, he demonstrates once more how easily he can in
terchange references to God and to Christ, which should not surprise us at
all in light of the foregoing discussion.
The Spirit of the Lord
This rehearsal of divine prerogatives shared by God and the Lord con
cludes with the only one that does not occur in the first four letters, and
which will be taken up in some detail in the final chapter: for Paul, the one
Holy Spirit is an easily interchangeable reality regarding the Father and the
Son. Thus the Spirit, who is most often referred to as "the Spirit of God," is
on three occasions specifically identified as "the Spirit of Christ." In Gal 4:6
Paul stipulates that God "sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts," thus elic
iting the Abba-cry. In Rom 8:9-10 this interchange is specific and thorough
going. What identifies the believer as one who does not live "according to the
flesh" is the fact that "the Spirit of God lives in you." The immediate pickup
of this phrase makes the interchange: "If one does not have the Spirit of
Christ," such a person is not a believer at all.
Since for Paul there is only "one Holy Spirit" (1 Cor 12:4; Eph 4:4), this
kind of interchange is a crowning expression of Paul's understanding of the
full deity of Christ; and along with other Pauline texts, it serves as the basis for
his triadic understanding of God that, along with John and Hebrews, eventu
ally led the church to express this understanding in Trinitarian terms. More
over, however one is finally to articulate the relationship between the one God
and the one Lord, this kind of thing can be said by Paul only because he be
lieved that the incarnate Son and now exalted Lord was eternally preexistent
and thus fully equal with the Father. And this leads us to our final chapter.

Conclusion
The evidence of this chapter seems to put the capstone on the high
Christology in Paul's thought that we have regularly observed in the pre-
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ceding chapters. And it does so by way of the rich possibilities for Paul of the
"title" for Jesus that had found expression in the earliest Aramaic-speaking
communities, the confession that Jesus is "the Lord." It probably is not acci
dental, therefore, that in its three appearances in Paul's letters (1 Cor 12:3;
Rom 10:9; Phil 2:11), this confession always occurs in the order "the Lord is
Jesus." While it was indeed the earthly, incarnate Jesus who had been raised
from the dead, it was at his exaltation that God the Father bestowed on his
preexistent Son the Divine Name of "the Lord" itself.
Thus, through the happy circumstance that the Divine Name had been
translated in the Septuagint by way of the Aramaic Adonai, Paul was able to
have it both ways. The preexistent Son, who became incarnate as Jesus of
Nazareth, received the "Name" at his vindication. But at the same time, by
using "the Lord" exclusively to refer to the risen Christ, Paul could include
the Son in the divine identity in a complete way, but without absolute identi
fication (merging the two into one) and without the Son "usurping" the role
of God the Father.
Thus, given the evidence that has been rehearsed in this chapter, I em
phasize by way of conclusion the two matters that have been repeated
throughout the discussion. First, one can hardly miss the rich variety of
ways Paul has included Christ in the divine identity by means of the nameturned-title "the Lord." This phenomenon occurs repeatedly in the earliest
letters in the corpus and is maintained throughout, to be highlighted again
at the end in 2 Timothy; and it happens regularly in two ways: OT texts that
refer to Yahweh and phrases that in the OT are primarily the exclusive prov
ince of Yahweh are, by means of the Septuagint, regularly attributed in
Paul's writings to the exalted Lord, Jesus Christ.
Second (and what some may by now see as repetition ad nauseum), one
can scarcely miss how theologically unself-consciously—what might be de
scribed as nearly off-handedly—Paul does this. Here is a man not trying to
assert anything unusual about the role of the presently exalted Lord but a
man who simply assumes it in every way and equally assumes that this un
derstanding is shared by his readers. Furthermore, his appropriation of OT
Yahweh language to refer to the divine activity of the reigning Lord has in
herent in it an understanding of Christ as assuming roles that traditionally
and exclusively belong to God alone.
It is therefore not at all difficult to see why Paul was used, along with
John, by the orthodox to express their Trinitarianism a couple of centuries
later. For whatever else is true for Paul, he is a thoroughgoing monotheist all
the way through. Yet at the same time, Paul's devotion to Christ and his way
of speaking about Christ are such that he, without argument, attributes to
Christ Jesus his Lord many of what are strictly divine prerogatives. And fi
nally, as we noted in ch. 11, Paul's devotion to Christ is that reserved by his
Jewish heritage for God alone. Early Christian Christology hardly gets any
higher than that.

16
Christ and the Spirit: Paul as
a Proto-Trinitarian
the preceding pages forces on one the theological
necessity of trying to come to terms with the twin realities of Paul's high
Christology (preexistent Son, exalted Christ who is given "the Name") and
absolute monotheism. What does it mean for a monotheist to envision the
Deity as Father and Son? Yet there is more; for the one element generally
avoided so far in this analysis, and which was picked up as the final item in
the preceding chapter, is the role of the Spirit and his relationship to the Son
and the Father. For it was not just the data of the Gospel of John but equally
that of Paul's letters, that caused the later church to express itself in Trini
tarian, not binitarian, terms. In this final chapter, therefore, we will pursue
these several theological matters, not with "solution" in view but with some
measure both of awareness and of discussion of the issues.

E V E N A CASUAL READING OF

The first aim of this chapter is to point out the considerable christo
logical implications found in Paul's many and varied statements that conjoin
the Spirit with Christ (and the Father) in the economy of salvation. That is,
what are the christological implications of Paul's understanding of the rela
tionship of Christ and the Spirit, as much as that can be discovered in his
various, not intentionally theological, statements? At the same time, I am in
terested in examining where Paul fits into a trajectory that caused these
early, thoroughgoing monotheists to speak of Christ and the Spirit and their
relationship to God the Father in such a way that finally resulted in the
Trinitarian resolution of the early fourth century.
In order to pursue these two matters, we need first to look briefly at
Paul's basic understanding of the person and role of the Spirit in the divine
economy. Then we will briefly examine Paul's understanding of Christ's rela
tionship with the Spirit, which points to an especially high Christology for
Paul and at the same time pushes us toward a triadic understanding of the
one God in Paul's thought. This in turn suggests that Paul held to a kind of
proto-Trinitarian view of God, even though he never comes close to explain
ing how a strict monotheist could talk about God in this triadic way.
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The Person and Role of the Spirit in Paul's Thought
We begin this discussion with a brief note about Paul's use of the word
jtvevJua as a referent to the Holy Spirit, which occurs approximately 120
times in the corpus. Of these, the most common referent is simply to "the
Spirit," while 17 times the fuller name "the Holy Spirit" appears. But 12 times
Paul speaks of the Spirit as "the Spirit of God" and 4 times as "the Spirit of
[Christ]." Our primary interest lies with these latter 16 instances. But first,
three things about Paul's understanding of the Spirit need to be highlighted.
1. Although Paul obviously understood the Spirit to be intimately related
both to God the Father and to Christ, it is also seems certain that he under
stood the Spirit to have personhood in his own right. Besides the many texts
where the Spirit is the subject of actions that belong to personhood three
texts make it clear that Paul understood the Spirit not only as "person," but
also at the same time as distinct from the Father and the Son.
First, in Rom 8:16 the Spirit who gives us "adoption as 'sons,'" attested
by his prompting within us the Abba-cry, in turn, and for this very reason,
becomes the second (necessary) witness along with our own spirits to the re
ality of our being God's children. Of necessity, such a "witness" must be per
sonal. Likewise in Rom 8:26-27, not only does the Spirit intercede on our
behalf, thus "knowing us" being implied, but also we can be assured of the
effectiveness of his intercession because "God knows the mind of the Spirit,"
who in turn thus prays "according to God['s will]." Whatever else, this is the
language of personhood, not that of an impersonal influence or power.
So also with 1 Cor 2:10-12, where Paul uses the analogy of human interior
1
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For the complete analysis, including the statistics, see Fee, God's Empowering
Presence, ch. 2. The one difference between that analysis and the exegesis presented
in this volume is with regard to TO Jtvei>|ia Kupiou in 2 Cor 3:17. For my change of
perspective on this clause, see ch. 4, pp. 177-80, 190.
S e e 1 Cor 2:11, 14; 3:16; 6:11; 7:40; 12:3; 2 Cor 3:3; Rom 8:9, 14; 15:19; Eph 4:30;
Phil 3:3; this count does not include the further instances where Paul speaks of "his
Spirit," where God is the antecedent to "his."
T h e modifier varies: "the Spirit of the Lord" (2 Cor 3:17): "the Spirit of his Son"
(Gal 4:6); "the Spirit of Christ" (Rom 8:9); "the Spirit of Jesus Christ" (Phil 1:19).
For example, the Spirit searches all things (1 Cor 2:10), knows the mind of God
(1 Cor 2:11), teaches the content of the gospel to believers (1 Cor 2:13), dwells among
or within believers (1 Cor 3:16; Rom 8:11; 2 Tim 1:14), accomplishes all things (1 Cor
12:11), gives life to those who believe (2 Cor 3:6), cries out from within our hearts (Gal
4:6), leads us in the ways of God (Gal 5:18; Rom 8:14), bears witness with our own
spirits (Rom 8:16), has desires that are in opposition to the flesh (Gal 5:17), helps us in
our weakness (Rom 8:26), intercedes on our behalf (Rom 8:26-27), works all things to
gether for our ultimate good (Rom 8:28), strengthens believers (Eph 3:16), and is
grieved by our sinfulness (Eph 4:30). Furthermore, the fruits of the Spirit's indwelling
are the personal attributes of God (Gal 5:22-23).
That is, Paul is reflecting his biblical heritage that everything must be estab
lished by two or three witnesses (Deut 19:15); cf. 2 Cor 13:1.
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consciousness (only one's "spirit" knows one's mind) to insist that the Spirit
alone knows the mind of God. The Spirit "searches all things," even "the
depths of God"; and because of this singular relationship with God, the
Spirit alone knows and reveals God's otherwise hidden wisdom (1 Cor 2:7).
2. Despite attempts by some to conflate the risen Christ and the out
poured Spirit into a Spirit Christology, it seems certain that for Paul the
Spirit has personhood in his own right and that even though he is intimately
related to both the Father and the Son, he is also quite clearly "distinct from"
them. This is made plain especially by the many triadic statements in Paul's
letters where the roles, noted below, of the Father, Christ, and the Spirit in
our salvation are distinct and unique, even though everything is seen ulti
mately to come from the one God.
3. It is precisely Paul's triadic way of speaking about our human salva
tion that will not allow us to confuse or conflate either the person or the
work of the Son and the Spirit. In Paul's present worldview—"between the
times," as it were—the Son is now seated "at God's right hand in the heav
enly realms" (Eph 1:20), where he currently makes intercession for us (Rom
8:32). Significantly, just a couple of sentences earlier in Romans, Paul refers
to the Spirit as indwelling us and as helping us in our times of weakness by
interceding from within, speaking for us what is inexpressible, which God
knows because he "knows the mind of the Spirit" (8:26-27). Thus, to put it
in different terms: in the present "geography" of heaven and earth, both
Father and Son are seen as dwelling in heaven, while the Spirit is seen as
(in)dwelling on earth.
6

7

So, in the language of the later creeds, what is certain about Paul's
thought is that he understood the Spirit both as personal and "distinct from"
the Father and the Son, although intimately related to both as God's and
Christ's own personal presence within and among us, carrying on the minis
try of Christ in the present age.
6

A n idea that reflects Paul's background in the OT and Jewish apocalyptic
thought (cf. Dan 2:22-23).
"This is one of the idiosyncratic moments in twentieth century NT scholarship.
For a critique, see G. D. Fee, To What End Exegesis? Essays Textual, Exegetical, and Theo
logical (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001), 218-39. Not only do the various triadic pas
sages currently under consideration speak strongly against it, but also it is of some
interest to note that the two primary texts that have been used for this idea, 2 Cor
3:17 and 1 Cor 15:45, are both the result of Paul's using texts from the Septuagint to
further other concerns in each passage. And whatever else, as I have pointed out in
the exegesis of these texts (ch. 4, pp. 177-80; ch. 3, 116-18), Paul has no intention of
identifying the risen Christ as the Spirit. The same is true with Rom 8:9-11, noted
below, where Paul follows up "the Spirit of Christ dwells in you" with "if Christ is in
you." In context, this simply means, "if Christ by his Spirit is in you," and it has
nothing to do with equating the Spirit with Christ. At the end of the day, one senses
that the advocacy for a Spirit Christology is predicated less on the Pauline data as
such and more on a desire to avoid the triadic implications of Paul's way of talking
about the one God.
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Christ and the Spirit in Paul's Thought
Just as the coming of the Son has forever marked our understanding of
God, who is henceforth known as "the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ" who
"sent his Son" into the world to redeem us (Gal 4:4-5), likewise the coming
of Christ has forever marked our understanding of the Spirit. The Spirit of
God is also the Spirit of Christ (2 Cor 3:17; Gal 4:6; Rom 8:9; Phil 1:19), who
carries on the work of Christ following his resurrection and subsequent as
sumption of the place of authority at God's right hand. To have received the
Spirit of God (1 Cor 2:12) is to have access to the mind of Christ (v. 16), mean
ing to understand what Christ was all about in bringing us salvation.
For Paul, therefore, Christ gives a fuller definition to the Spirit: people
of the Spirit are God's children, fellow heirs with God's Son (Rom 8:14-17);
at the same time, Christ is the absolute criterion for what is truly Spirit
activity (e.g., 1 Cor 12:3). Indeed, Paul says, to have the Spirit of Christ in
dwelling us means that Christ himself is present with us (Rom 8:9-10).
Thus it is fair to say, with some, that Paul's doctrine of the Spirit is Christcentered, in the sense that Christ and his work help define the Spirit and
his work in the Christian life.
For the most part, the relationship between the role of Christ and the
Spirit in the new covenant era is fairly straightforward. This comes out most
often in the many instances where Paul speaks of our salvation in triadic
terms. Thus for Paul, human redemption is the combined activity of Father,
Son, and Spirit, in that (1) it is predicated on the love of God, whose love sets
it in motion; (2) it is effected historically through the death and resurrection
of Christ the Son; and (3) it is actualized in the life of believers through the
power of the Holy Spirit. This is expressed in any number of ways in Paul, of
which Rom 5:5, 8 offers a typical example. The love of God that found ex
pression historically in Christ's dying for us (v. 8) is what the Holy Spirit has
poured out in our hearts (v. 5).
Thus, in one of the most revealing of these passages (Gal 4:4-7), Paul
speaks in identical terms, first, of God's "sending his Son" (v. 4) and, sec
ond, of his "sending the Spirit of his Son" (v. 6). In the first instance, the
sending was for the purposes of effecting salvation in the course of human
history: sent by the Father, the Son "was born of a woman" in the context
of historic Judaism ("born under the law") for the express purposes of
8
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8

S e e the discussion of the first occurrence of this language in 2 Cor 1:3 (ch. 4,
pp. 169-71).
Among these many passages, see esp. the semicreedal soteriological passages,
such as 1 Thess 1:4-6; 2 Thess 2:13-14; 1 Cor 6:11; 2 Cor 1:21-22; Gal 4:4-7; Rom
8:3-4; 8:15-17; Titus 3:4-7. But see also many other such texts, soteriological or oth
erwise: 1 Cor 1:4-7; 2:4-5; 2:12; 6:19-20; 2 Cor 3:16-18; Gal 3:1-5; Rom 5:5-8; 8:9-11;
15:16; 15:18-19: 15:30; Col 3:16; Eph 1:3; 1:17-20; 2:17-18; 2:19-22; 3:16-19; 5:18-19;
Phil 1:19-20; 3:3.
9
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human redemption. It is likewise clear from the broader context of Gala
tians that the first sending concluded with the Son's resurrection and exal
tation. So the "sending of the Spirit of the Son" occurred after the
ascension, and from Paul's point of view it occurred precisely to put into
effect the "life" that Christ had secured for us by his death. This presence of
the Son by means of the Spirit of the Son actualizes our own "sonship."
The net result of all this is that in his incarnation, the Son of God came
into our human history bearing the divine image and thus he was the divine
Presence on earth. What the Son came to effect was the restoration of the
divine image in those who would become God's children through faith in
him. What the Spirit of the Son came to effect was the actual re-creating of
that image in those who through Christ and the Spirit are themselves "the
'sons' [children] of God."
These various data push us in two directions theologically. First, as al
ready noted, there is in Paul's view a clear distinction between the risen
Christ and the Holy Spirit whom God the Father sent into the world. Indeed,
the narrowly focused data presented in the preceding chapters could per
haps be seen as part of a larger NT picture in which God's activity in our re
demption is expressed basically in terms of the Father and the Son. But for
Paul, that is obviously not the whole picture. In the end, it is the triadic expe
rience of God and of God's effecting our salvation, the so-called economic
Trinity, that led the later church to express this divine Triad in terms of the
ontological Trinity: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit as one God in his being.
Second, what is striking for Pauline Christology is the ease with which Paul
can, with regard to the Spirit, shift language between the Father and the Son.
Nowhere does this happen in a more telling way than in Rom 8:9-11. Here in
successive clauses the presently indwelling Spirit is spoken of in a most casual,
off-handed manner as the way both the Father and the Son, who "dwell" in
heaven, are seen to be present on earth, now "dwelling" in the heart of the
believer. If the data of the preceding two chapters do not carry their own con
viction about Paul's view of Christ as fully divine, then surely the ease with
which Paul here refers to the Spirit should carry conviction. In the space of
two clauses, where the second is obviously picking up what was said in the
first, the one Spirit (cf. 1 Cor 12:4; Eph 4:4) is expressed by Paul first as "the
Spirit of God who indwells you" and then immediately in the following pickup
clause as our "having the Spirit of Christ." Since for Paul there are not two
Spirits nor is there more than one God, sentences such as these call for some
kind of theological/christological resolution on our part.
10
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Thus, rather than thinking of Paul as either "confused" or "confusing"
by what he does in Rom 8:9-11, it is the role of the Spirit—simultaneously
10

A l t h o u g h only the resurrection is explicitly expressed in this way (1:1), the re
ality of Christ's present exaltation, expressed literally in Phil 2:9-11, e.g., is assumed
in a variety of ways throughout the letter.
"See ch. 11, pp. 484-88: ch. 13, 519-20.
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the Spirit of God and the Spirit of Christ—that both emphasizes the full deity
of Christ and forces us in the end to think of the one God in triadic terms.

Paul and the Divine Triad
One of the more interesting phenomena regarding Paul's letters, given
that he is writing to Gentile converts who would have been primarily poly
theistic, is how seldom he puts any emphasis on the basic Jewish theological
reality that there is only one G o d . Since this is so presuppositional for Paul,
the need seldom arises to make a point of it. But what is even more interest
ing is the fact that in five of the seven occurrences of this term or concept,
Paul's affirmation of his consistent monotheism occurs in conjunction with
equal emphasis on either Christ (1 Cor 8:6; Gal 3:20; 1 Tim 2:5) or Christ and
the Spirit (1 Cor 12:6; Eph 4:6). Three of these texts (1 Cor 8:6; 12:6; Eph 4:6)
call for special attention because, even though in each case the "work" of
the divine Dyad or Triad is expressed, the emphasis is on the reality of the
oneness of God in the context of emphasis on the "oneness" of Christ and,
when included, the "oneness" of the Spirit.
Along with the more than a score of passages where the divine "three"
are mentioned in their roles regarding human redemption, the present
texts are constant reminders that Paul's experience of Christ and the Spirit
caused him to think of the "one God" in terms that included the Son and the
Spirit. We have had reason to look carefully at the most important of the
dyadic passages, 1 Cor 8:6, where Paul deliberately expands the Shema to
affirm the Father as the "one God [6eoc]" and to include Christ the Son as
"the one Lord [Kfjpioc.]." Here I simply note the significance of three triadic
passages for Pauline Christology and emphasize again that these passages
sound a death knell to all forms of Spirit Christology.
1. The remarkable grace-benediction of 2 Cor 13:13(14) offers us all
kinds of theological keys to Paul's understanding of salvation and of God
himself. The fact that the benediction is composed and intended for the
occasion, rather than as a broadly applicable formula, only increases its
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The actual language etc 9e6c occurs in 1 Cor 8:4, 6; Gal 3:20; Rom 3:30; Eph 4:6;
1 Tim 2:5; it is implied in 1 Cor 12:6, where "the same" means "one and the same," as
v. 11 makes clear about the Spirit, and is expressed in terms of uovoc (only) in 1 Tim 1:17.
S e e the summarizing list of these passages in Fee, God's Empowering Presence,
841-42.
S e e the extended discussion in ch. 3, pp. 89-94.
For a more thorough analysis of this text, see Fee, God's Empowering Presence,
362-65.
"'That it is both ad hoc and Pauline is demonstrated by the twofold reality that it
functions precisely as do all of his other grace-benedictions, which all begin exactly
this way, with "the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ," and that this beginning point
thus determines the unusual order of Christ, God, the Spirit.
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importance for hearing Paul. Thus, what he says here in prayer appears in
a thoroughly presuppositional way—not as something that Paul argues for
but as the assumed, experienced reality of Christian life.
First, it summarizes the core elements of Paul's unique passion: the gos
pel, with its focus on salvation in Christ, equally available by faith to Gentile
and Jew alike. That the love of God is the foundation of Paul's view of salva
tion is stated with passion and clarity in passages such as Rom 5:1-11;
8:31-39; Eph 1:3-14. The grace of our Lord fesus Christ is what gave concrete
expression to that love; through Christ's suffering and death on behalf of
his loved ones, God accomplished salvation for them at one moment in
human history.
The participation in the Holy Spirit continually actualizes that love and
grace in the life of the believer and the believing community. The Koivcovia
{fellowship/participation in) of the Holy Spirit is how the living God not only
brings people into an intimate and abiding relationship with himself, as the
God of all grace, but also causes them to participate in all the benefits of that
grace and salvation—that is, by indwelling them in the present with his own
presence and guaranteeing their final eschatological glory.
Second, this text also serves as our entree into Paul's understanding of
God himself, which had been so radically affected for him by the twin reali
ties of the death and resurrection of Christ and the gift of the Spirit.
Granted, Paul does not here assert the deity of Christ and the Spirit. What
he does is to equate the activity of the three divine Persons (to use the language
of a later time) in concert and in one prayer, with the clause about God the
Father standing in second place (!). This suggests that Paul was at least
proto-Trinitarian: the believer knows and experiences the one God as Father,
Son, and Spirit, and when dealing with Christ and the Spirit, one is dealing
with God every bit as much as when one is dealing with the Father.
Thus this benediction, while making a fundamental distinction between
God, Christ, and Spirit, also expresses in shorthand form what is found
throughout Paul's letters: "salvation in Christ" is the cooperative work of
God, Christ, and the Spirit.
2. The same proto-Trinitarian implications also appear in 1 Cor 12:4-6.
Here Paul is urging the Corinthians to broaden their perspective and to rec
ognize the rich diversity of the Spirit's manifestations in their midst (over
against their apparently singular interest in speaking in tongues). He begins
in vv. 4-6 by noting that diversity reflects the nature of God and is therefore
the true evidence of the work of the one God in their midst. Thus the divine
Triad is presuppositional to the entire argument, and these opening founda
tional words are all the more telling precisely because they are so unstudied,
so freely and unself-consciously expressed. Just as there is only one God,
from whom and for whom are all things, and one Lord, through whom are
all things (1 Cor 8:6), so there is only one Spirit (1 Cor 12:9), through whose
agency the one God manifests himself in a whole variety of ways in the
believing community.
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3. In Eph 4:4-6 one finds the same combination as in 2 Cor 13:13(14): a
creedal formulation expressed in terms of the distinguishable activities of
the triune God. The basis for Christian unity is the one God. The one body is
the work of the one Spirit (cf. 1 Cor 12:13), by whom also we live our present
eschatological existence in one hope, since the Spirit is the "down payment on
our inheritance" (Eph 1:13-14). All of this has been made possible for us by
our one Lord, in whom all have one faith, to which faith all have given witness
through their one baptism. The source of all these realities is the one God him
self, "who is over all and through all and in all." Again, because at issue is
the work of the Spirit ("the unity the Spirit creates" [v. 3]), the order is the
same as in 1 Cor 12:4-6—Spirit, Lord, God—which works from present, ex
perienced reality to the foundational reality of the one God.
If the last phrase in this passage reemphasizes the unity of the one God,
who is ultimately responsible for all things—past, present, and future—and
subsumes the work of the Spirit and the Son under that of God, the entire
passage at the same time puts into creedal form the affirmation that God is
experienced as a triune reality. Precisely on the basis of such experience and
language the later church maintained its biblical integrity by expressing all
of this in explicitly Trinitarian language. And Paul's formulations, which in
clude the work of both Christ and the Spirit, form a part of that basis.
The first significant point to make about these latter two passages is that
in each case Paul is emphasizing, and thus not giving up, the basic theologi
cal reality of his tradition: there is only one God, and the one God is God
alone. But the second point to note is that this emphasis occurs primarily in
contexts where he is deliberately expanding the identity of the one God to include
the "one Lord" and the "one Spirit." And it is the recognition of this reality that
led the early church to wrestle with the biblical data so profoundly.
At the end of our study, therefore, we need to note that even though
many feel especially uncomfortable with the Nicene "settlement" that spoke
of Christ as "one Being with the Father," it is not difficult to see how this was
the natural result of trying to come to terms with the biblical revelation as it
existed now on predominantly Greek soil. What seems to be certain from the
Pauline data is the inevitability of speaking of God at least in terms of the
"economic Trinity."
And however one finally settles for oneself this divine mystery, to lower
Paul's Christology to fit either patterns of development or the dictates of
logic seems to miss Paul by too wide a margin. What Paul forces on us are
the twin realities that must be held tenaciously—if one is to be true to the
apostle himself—and must be so held even if in not fully resolved tension:
there is only one God, and the one God includes, as simultaneously fully di
vine, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.

Appendix A
Christ and Personified Wisdom
there has been a veritable groundswell in the N T
academy both asserting and assuming that Paul's Christology is to be under
stood at least in part in terms of personified Wisdom, as "she" appears in
three places in the Septuagint (Prov 8:22-31; Sir 14:3-22; Wis 7:21-10:21).
This appendix proposes to critique this view on the basis of the Pauline
data and thus to explain why it has been given no place at all in the pre
ceding synthesis and otherwise only in the three exegetical excursuses in
chs. 3, 4, and 7.
I N T H E PAST H A L F C E N T U R Y
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To be sure, this view had a previous history in the church. Although
somewhat dubiously traced back as early as Justin Martyr (Dial. 100), it had
nonetheless by the fourth century become a common view—so much so
that it was a central feature of the Arian controversy of the early fourth cen
tury. Since the Septuagint translator had rendered Prov 8:22, KTjpioc eKiroev
ue apxny 68cbv avxov eiq epya avxov (The LORD created me as the beginning of
his ways for his works), Arius seized on this passage to argue for Christ as a
created being. Given the general acceptance in the early church of the iden
tification of Christ with Wisdom, Arius seems to have had Scripture on his
side. But rather than rejecting the identification itself, as they well might
have done, the Nicenes, especially Athanasius, responded in two ways: by ar
guing, first, that the Son was "created" when he became incarnate and, sec
ond, that Wisdom's "creation" was actually to be found in her "image" being
"created" in the creatures who were brought into being.
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To help the reader through the maze of language necessary for this chapter: I use
"wisdom" generically, "Wisdom" to refer to wisdom personified, "wisdom tradition" for
that locution, and "Wisdom literature" for that corpus; also, "Wisdom of Solomon"
for that book of the Apocrypha, abbreviated "Wis" in chapter/verse citations.
See pp. 102-5, 186-87, 317-25.
'Justin, however, offers only a hint of what was to come. In his sentence, "Wis
dom" appears first in a list of things that Christ is "called" in the O T (Wisdom, the
Day, the End, Sword, Stone, Rod, Jacob, Israel).
For this history, see esp. the unpublished PhD dissertation by A . L. Clayton,
"The Orthodox Recovery of a Heretical Proof-Text: Athanasius of Alexandria's In
terpretation of Proverbs 8:22-30 in Conflict with the Arians" (Southern Methodist
2
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Although the Arians seem to have had the better of this skirmish, the
fact that they lost the battle itself is probably what caused this view eventu
ally to fall out of favor for most of the succeeding centuries. And although it
was reintroduced in the N T academy toward the end of the nineteenth cen
tury, its new life really began with Hans Windisch's contribution to the
Heinrici Festschrift in 1914. Even so, this view was found primarily in Ger
man scholarship until the second half of the last century, when it finally be
came rooted also in the French- and English-speaking worlds.
5
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This perspective got a considerable boost from Martin Hengel, who set
forth the steps that Paul himself took to adopt it. First, it is argued that Paul
very early had come to hold to God's having sent the Son, in which was in8

University, 1988). I am indebted to Bruce Waltke for calling this study to my attention
(see Waltke, The Book of Proverbs 1-15 [NICOT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003], 127).
H . Windisch, "Die gottliche Weisheit der Jiiden und die paulinische Chris
tologie," in Neutestamentliche Studien: Georg Heinrici zu seinem 70. Geburtstag (ed.
H. Windisch; W U N T 6; Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1914), 220-34. For a convenient overview
of this history, see esp. E. J. Schnabel, Law and Wisdom from Ben Sira to Paul: A Tradi
tion History Enquiry into the Relation of Law, Wisdom, and Ethics (WUNT 2/16;
Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1985), 236-63. For a brief, helpful overview, see E. E. John
son, "Wisdom and Apocalyptic in Paul," in In Search of Wisdom: Essays in Memory of
John C. Gammie (ed. L. G. Perdue, B. B. Scott, and W. J. Wiseman; Louisville: West
minster John Knox, 1993), 263-83.
It is noteworthy that the year before Windisch's essay appeared, W. Bousset
had argued vigorously against any contact between Paul's understanding of Christ
as K u p i o c and the OT (Kyrios Christos, 153-210, esp. 200), and thus one finds no sug
gestion of personified Wisdom as having any influence on Paul. This perhaps also
accounts for Oscar Cullmann's basic lack of interest here as well; Wisdom receives
only a passing note in his Christology of the New Testament (trans. S. C. Guthrie and
C. A . M . Hall; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1959), 257.
A l t h o u g h my search was by no means complete, the earliest referent to it in
English-speaking scholarship that I found was by C. H . Dodd in his contribution,
"The History and Doctrine of the Apostolic Age," to T. W. Manson's Companion to the
Bible (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1947), 390-417. Dodd broaches the subject with due
caution: "It seems probable also, though the proof is not complete, that some teach
ers, independently of Paul, had associated [Christ's] authority as the revealer of God
with the Old Testament idea of the divine Wisdom" (p. 409); but then he cites 1 Cor
1:24 quite out of context to the effect that Paul considered Christ to be the Wisdom of
God. He finally asserts, without giving the evidence, that "in Col. 1:15-19, without
mentioning the word 'wisdom,' he [Paul] uses language which can be traced in every
point (except the one word 'fullness') to Jewish Wisdom theology" (italics mine).
Nonetheless, when starting his next paragraph, Dodd is content to put the term in
quotation marks: "This 'Wisdom-Christology' made it possible for Paul to give a more
adequate account of what was meant by calling Christ the Son of God." In French,
see A . Feuillet, Le Christ: Sagesse de Dieu d'apres les epitres pauliniennes (EBib; Paris: Gabalda, 1966); Feuillet's position is so extreme that one wonders whether he is actually
reading Paul, and his reading of Wisdom of Solomon is full of exegetical errors (e.g.,
arguing that Wisdom is present with Israel in chs. 10-12 [pp. 105-6] when clearly
she has dropped out of the text at 11:1 and everything is done by God himself).
S e e Hengel, Son of God, 66-76. Cf. Kim, Origin of Paul's Gospel, 102-36; Kim
tends to carry this program to its extreme.
5
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herent the concept of his preexistence, and eventually included his media
torial role in creation; second, in the Jewish tradition Torah itself was also
considered to preexist before being given to Moses on Sinai; and third, since
Paul also belonged to a tradition that had long before equated wisdom with
Torah, it was a natural step for him, with the demise of Torah, to equate the
preexistent Son with preexistent Wisdom, particularly because of her
alleged role as mediator of creation.
9

But even though this perspective has today become the unquestioned coin
of the realm—usually asserted without argumentation —there is nonethe
less every good reason to pause, since it fails at the crucial point of being
substantiated in Paul's own thought. Indeed, since the actual exegetical basis
for this identification is so weak as to essentially not exist, one wonders how
and why such a view has become so commonplace in Pauline studies.
10

11

In the literature itself, the answer is related to two assumed "needs": to
find "biblical" background for the idea of preexistence in Paul's thought and
to find precedent for believing that Christ was the agent of creation, as Paul
plainly asserts in 1 Cor 8:6 and Col 1:15-17. Since Paul's understanding of
Christ seems to have no other possible "background," either Jewish or Greek,
personified Wisdom has been found to serve this purpose. But this puts the
12

9

C f , e.g., Kim: "Paul obtained the insight that Christ was the end of the law at
the Damascus revelation and therefore was forced from then on to reflect upon
Christ's relationship to Wisdom" (Origin of Christologi), 126). This is remarkable in
deed, since there is not a single moment in Paul's letters where such "identification"
as such actually takes place.
Cf., e.g., C. M . Tuckett: "One category not considered so far but which clearly
[!] is an important one for Paul's Christology is that of Wisdom" (Christology and the
New Testament, 62). This should amaze the reader of Paul, since Wisdom is not a
"category" at all. It is striking how often "clearly" emerges in these frequent asser
tions about Wisdom, which is not clearly in the texts, whatever else. The "folly" of
going this way can be seen in the lengths to which this has been carried by Ziesler in
his Pauline Christianity, 32-35, 45, where he simply asserts that in Wisdom of Solo
mon "wisdom virtually appears as . . . [God's] agent in revelation" and proffers as (a
rejected) option for the background of Phil 2:6-11 "a descending and ascending Wis
dom story." The idea of "ascending Wisdom" is simply created ex nihilo.
"Indeed, it is refreshing to read in Douglas Moo's overview of the Christology of
Paul's earlier letters that "the influence of wisdom thought on Paul might be exag
gerated"; he then goes on to note that "the evidence for wisdom influence on the
christology in the early Pauline Letters is slight and allusive" ("The Christology of
the Early Pauline Letters," in Contours of Christology in the New Testament [ed. R. N .
Longenecker; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005], 178). One might add that the same
holds true of the later letters as well.
T h i s becomes evident in James Dunn's arrangement of his chapter on
"preexistence" in his Theology of Paul, 266-93, which he begins not with the Pauline
texts themselves but with a disquisition on "Divine Wisdom" (pp. 267-72) before
looking at 1 Cor 8:6, where actual preexistence is dismissed by way of wisdom. The
same point was brought home to me in the strongest possible way when, after I had
given a public lecture on this topic, one of its strongest advocates and a personal
friend asked me to the effect, "Since there is no hint of preexistence in other possible
10

12
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cart (the needed conclusion) before the horse (its exegetical basis); and very
likely it is precisely because the alleged "biblical" base is so weak that one
finds no exegesis of the basic wisdom texts in the literature. Rather, this view
is usually simply asserted and then footnoted with references, as though
these references should be plain to all.
But taking that route leaves a number of matters standing in unrelieved
tension in the literature itself. For example, primary to this view is the con
stantly repeated assertion that Paul's "idea of [Christ's] mediation of the cre
ation [was] derived from Wisdom speculation." What is of interest here is
that much is made of the fact that in the two places where Paul speaks thus
of Christ, he uses the preposition old [through), thus indicating mediatorial
agency. But when one turns to the Wisdom literature itself, this is the one
preposition that is consistently missing with regard to Wisdom's relationship
to creation. So how long, one wonders, can NT scholarship continue to
argue thus when the one crucial preposition for this connection between
Paul and Wisdom, not to mention any other explicit linguistic tie, does not
occur at all in the literature that Paul is allegedly indebted to.
The purpose of this appendix, therefore, is to visit this issue once
again, and since what follows is filled with detailed examination at several
points, I begin by noting the "logic" that has determined the presentation. I
begin by briefly bringing forward the exegetical conclusions found in the
earlier chapters regarding the basic Pauline texts. Although this in itself
might have brought the discussion to a proper conclusion, the fact is that
not all exegetes read these texts in the same way. So that leads to the second
section, which is intended to lay bare what is perceived to be the central
exegetical fallacy involved in the identification of Christ with personified Wis
dom: arguing from what is obtuse as a way of setting aside what seems to be
13

14

15

'backgrounds' to Paul's thinking on this matter, where did this idea come from in
Paul, if not from Wisdom?" Only half-facetiously, I reminded him of the possibility of
"revelation." But the question itself again indicated where this speculation about
Paul and Wisdom had its origins. It would never have happened simply by exegeting
the Pauline texts themselves in their respective contexts.
"Kramer, Christ, Lord, Son of God, 222; cf., e.g., Hengel: "The Son of God [took]
on the all-embracing functions of Wisdom as mediator" [Son of God, 73); Kim: "Thus
it is clear [!] that . . . [Paul's] ideas of Christ's preexistence and mediatorship in cre
ation are a result of his transferring the characteristics of the divine Wisdom to
Christ" (Origin, 117).
This point is conveniently overlooked in the literature by going with an English
translation either of the straight dative (xfj ao<|>ta [Prov 3:19; Wis 9:2]) or the dative
with ev (Ps 104:24) that assumes agency (e.g., Wis 9:2); but as pointed out in the exe
gesis below, that will hardly do here.
Some of the content of this chapter first appeared in the Festschrift for my
long-time colleague and friend Bruce Waltke (The Way of Wisdom: Essays in Honor of
Bruce K. Waltke [ed. J. I. Packer and S. Soderlund; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2000),
251-79; it was reprinted as ch. 21 in G. D. Fee, To What End Exegesis? Essays Textual,
Exegetical, and Theological (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001).
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clear. To point out the difficulty involved, Paul's own demonstrable use and
nonuse of the wisdom tradition is brought under careful examination. Here
it is noted that Paul's actual (very limited) use of this tradition is always in
keeping with the point of the tradition itself. More important still is the ex
amination of Paul's use (actually nonuse) of Wisdom of Solomon, the one
source without which this view would not exist at all. And that leads to the
third section, which is an examination of all the texts in the wisdom tradition
that might even remotely suggest that personified Wisdom was perceived by
these writers as the agent of creation. Since a crucial part of this task is to
ask how the writers themselves might have understood the personification,
this section begins with this question and asks whether there is any substan
tial relationship between their (apparent) understanding and Paul's own
presentation of Christ as eternally preexistent.
16

Did Paul Identify Christ with Wisdom?
Since Paul's alleged identification of Christ with Wisdom has been dealt
with in some detail in the exegetical chapters, my purpose here is simply to
lay out the primary texts and summarize the reasons they do not support a
"Wisdom Christology." We start with the two texts where Paul both assumes
and asserts that Christ is the divine agent of creation, 1 Cor 8:6 and Col
1:15-18, and conclude with 2 Cor 4:4-6, where Christ is called God's image
and glory.
17

1 Corinthians 8:6 (and 1:24, 30)
It takes a bold step indeed to find personified Wisdom lying behind 1 Cor
8:6, since there is nothing in the text itself that remotely suggests as much.
In the process of dividing the Jewish Shema into two parts, Paul explicitly iden
tifies the one Qeoq (God) as "the Father" and the one Krjpioq as "Jesus Christ,"
with "the Son" being implied by the designation of God as Father. Yet it is fre
quently asserted that Paul actually intends us to understand Christ here in
18

16

19

Even a casual look at the scholarly literature makes this clear. That is, since
the recent expression of this view can hardly have arisen from either the Hebrew or
Greek texts of Prov 8, the rhetoric of this position constantly uses phrases such as
"the Wisdom tradition" or "Jewish Wisdom." But when the dust clears, even though
Prov 8:22 and 24 are sometimes appealed to as indicating that Lady Wisdom was the
agent of creation (which is simply not the case), the one book that advocates of this
view could not do without is Wisdom of Solomon.
See n. 2 above.
For the full exegesis of these texts, see ch. 3. pp. 89-94, 106-7. Since what fol
lows is simply a brief summation of the exegesis found there, I will not repeat here
the documentation that would otherwise be necessary.
Hurtado puts it bluntly: "The problem with this [identification with Wisdom]
is that it is not what the Pauline passage says" (Lord ]esus Christ, 126).
17
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terms of Lady Wisdom. And how does one come by this assertion? By being
reminded that Paul himself has already made this identification in 1:24, 30.
But that is patently not true. Paul's identification of the crucified Mes
siah as "God's power and God's wisdom" in 1:24 not only has nothing to do
with personified Wisdom but also actually stands quite over against such an
understanding. After all, the occurrence of "Christ" in this clause (v. 24) is
an appositional pickup of "Christ crucified" in the same sentence (v. 23).
And since "Christ crucified" is folly to the Greeks—those who actually "pur
sue wisdom"—Paul now asserts (ironically) that a crucified Messiah is in
fact the ultimate display of God's wisdom for those seeking wisdom. To ex
tract personified Wisdom out of this deliberate irony is a form of irony itself,
since it is not the "person" of Christ as such that is in view. Rather, God's
presentation of his Messiah as the crucified One is alone what is in view.
This is made all the clearer by the pickup of this theme in 1:30, where in
apposition to "wisdom" Paul places three metaphors of conversion, all result
ing from the crucifixion: justification, sanctification, and redemption. All of
this is said in such plain speech that ordinary readers could find Lady Wisdom
in the passage only by being told that they should find "her" here, which, of
course, the original recipients—the Corinthians themselves—could not pos
sibly have done, since Paul here stands so adamantly opposed to "wisdom."
Furthermore, there is not an allusion of any kind in this passage to a
text or motif from the Wisdom literature. Rather, the entirety of 1:26-31 is a
Pauline "midrash" on a key prophetic text (Jer 9:23-24), which has in it the
key word "wisdom" that Paul applies in an ironic way to the Corinthians'
own fascination with wisdom. But theirs is a fascination with Greek wisdom,
not Jewish—after all, it is the "Greeks" who seek "wisdom," and it is clear
that this "wisdom" has nothing to do with the Bible. Thus the entire argu
ment of this passage is an application of Jeremiah's prophecy to their own
situation, which concludes by Paul's citing Jeremiah, "let the one who
boasts, boast in the Lord," meaning in this instance in the exalted Lord, who
in his earthly life had been set forth as the "crucified Messiah." It takes
scholarly boldness of a unique kind to transfer all of this to Lady Wisdom!
So not only does Paul himself not make this identification in 1:24, 30,
but also the nature of Paul's argument itself disallows that the Corinthians
themselves would—not to mention "could"—have made such a connection.
Furthermore, the sentence in 8:6 is so far removed from, and so totally unre
lated to, what is said in 1:24 that it seems to be an exegetical jump of enor
mous proportions to argue that Paul in 8:6 has personified Wisdom in view.
Paul himself in fact identifies the (now exalted) Son as the Krjpioq of the
Shema and thereby assumes his preexistence as the Son of Geoc; the Father.
How, one wonders, could this masculine imagery have been seen by the Co
rinthians as referring to Lady Wisdom? So it is scholarly boldness, not
20
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It should be noted here that Philo, who does include personified Wisdom in
the divine identity, recognizes the need to wrestle with the gender issue. Thus in Fug.
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scholarly wisdom, that asserts without any exegetical basis in this passage it
self that K u p i o c should actually be read as referring to crania.

Colossians 1:15-18
Finding Wisdom in the Colossian "hymn" takes even more help for the
uninitiated reader. After all, the grammatical antecedent to the "who" in
v. 15 is "the Father's beloved Son" in v. 13. Furthermore, neither the word
"wisdom" nor language from the wisdom tradition is to be found in this pas
sage. The common assertion, for example, that " 'image' is a word that be
longs to the Wisdom tradition" is simply not true. The word occurs but once
in the entire tradition (Wis 7:26), as the third line of a triplet that is playing
on mirror imagery. And despite oft-repeated assertions to the contrary, Wis
dom is not alluded to as "God's image"; rather, based on the mirror imagery,
Wisdom is "an image of his goodness," meaning that God's wisdom is "re
flected" in his goodness (as in the first line of the triplet). This imagery,
therefore, has no connection whatever with Gen 1-2, which Paul's usage
demonstrably does.
The same is true with rcpcoxoTOKoc; (firstborn), a word that does not occur
in the wisdom tradition at all, despite repeated assertions to the contrary.
And the appeal often made to Philo's use of rcpcoToyovoc, simply will not do,
since (1) Philo himself does not use this word regarding wisdom and (2)
Philo's word appears but once in the wisdom tradition, and not with refer
ence to personified Wisdom.
Finally, as was pointed out in the excursus on this passage (ch. 7, pp.
319-25), since none of the other alleged words "that belong to the wisdom
tradition" actually do belong to that tradition, the identification of the Son
of God with personified Wisdom should be a cause for wonder, not accep
tance. This is all the more so when one considers that in the immediately
preceding letter, Paul himself had already explicitly identified the Son of God
as God's image and firstborn (Rom 8:29).

21
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2 Corinthians 4:4—6
This is the only other text that could meaningfully be brought into this
discussion, and that only because the two words "glory" and "image" appear
together in this passage; and although "image" in the sense of Gen 1-2 is not
used of personified Wisdom, the word "glory" is—in Prov 8:18 and Wis 7:25,
51-52 he identifies Bethuel, Rebecca's father, with Wisdom and then proceeds to ask,
"How, pray, can Wisdom, the daughter of God, be rightly spoken of as a father?" to
which he gives a typically convoluted answer.
See the discussion in the excursus in ch. 7, pp. 319-25.
I t is used only in Sir 36:17 (36:11 L X X ) , to refer to Israel as God's "firstborn" (its
other biblical occurrence is in the plural in Mic 7:1, regarding eating the "firstfruits"
of crops).
2 1
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where in the latter "she" is described as "a pure emanation of the glory of
the Almighty." Given that Wisdom is alluded to in mirror imagery as "the
image of his goodness" in the next triplet (v. 26), this collocation may look
more promising. But in fact, as was noted in the excursus on this passage (ch
7, pp. 317-25), nothing in Paul's sentences specifically suggests personified
Wisdom as being in the background; and the verbal proximity in both texts
is purely coincidental, based on Paul's own use of mirror imagery in 3:18 in
a context where he is expounding Exod 34:29-35, where "glory" is the pre
senting word.
Two final points need to be made regarding these texts. First, Paul
clearly asserts that Christ is the agent of creation and thereby assumes his
preexistence; and nothing in the Pauline texts that refer to the Son of God
comes close to the assertions in the wisdom tradition that Wisdom was the
"first of God's creations." Second, in making this affirmation about Christ,
Paul never uses the language of the wisdom tradition, despite assertions to
the contrary. Indeed, the straightforward exegesis of the Pauline texts would
not lead one to include personified Wisdom in the discussion at all. How,
then, is it that "she" appears in so many of the discussions, not as a matter
that needs to be demonstrated but as one that can be simply asserted and
then footnoted with references to the Wisdom literature? The answer lies not
in the Pauline texts themselves but with the need that many have felt to find
a possible background in Paul's Jewish tradition for his assertions about
Christ's preexistence and Christ's role as the agent of creation. So to these
questions we turn, beginning with the basic exegetical fallacy involved in
this "discovery."
23

Paul and the Wisdom Tradition
The place to begin any such investigation is with a basic methodologi
cal consideration: one begins with what is certain, not with what is merely
speculative. In the present case, this fundamental methodological axiom
translates into starting not with (merely possible but highly improbable)
distant echoes of the wisdom tradition but rather with Paul's unquestion
able, demonstrable use of this tradition. And here we will look at texts
where Paul actually cites the tradition (which in fact he does but rarely) or
in any case alludes to it in ways that seem almost certain. Here three im
portant conclusions can be drawn: (1) Paul's certain citations and allusions
to this tradition are quite limited; (2) when he does cite the tradition, it is
24
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O n this language, and especially on the matter at hand, see D. A . Carson,
Exegetical Fallacies (2d ed.; Grand Rapids: Baker, 1996), 91-126.
0 n the basically pejorative or corrective use of the language crania (wisdom)
and ao<)>oc (wise) in Paul, see the excursus on 1 Cor 1:17-2:16 in ch. 3, pp. 102-5.
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invariably in keeping with the point made in the cited text; and (3) these
citations/allusions are limited to the canonical Hebrew Bible and thus in
clude neither Sirach nor Wisdom of Solomon. We take up each of these
matters in turn.

Paul's Citations of the Wisdom Tradition
We begin this inquiry with Paul's use of the OT in general, where several
matters are plain. If we limit ourselves momentarily to clear citations, what
stands out is that Paul's primary interest lies with the central features of Is
rael's story: creation, Abraham (with the promise of Gentile inclusion), the
exodus (including both deliverance from bondage and gaining the inherited
land), the giving of the law (especially Deuteronomy, with its anticipation
of Israel's failure regarding the law), the Davidic kingship, and the prom
ised restoration, which especially included Gentiles. It is not surprising,
therefore, that although Paul cites texts from all over the Greek Bible,
the majority come from Genesis, Deuteronomy, Isaiah, and the Psalter. Fur
thermore, although he adapts some passages to the grammar and concerns
of his own sentences, he nonetheless usually stays quite faithfully with the
language of the Septuagint, even when it differs from the Hebrew text. This
is probably due to the fact that this is the Bible that he and his churches had
in common.
It is in light of this large use of the Greek Bible that we need to note the
considerable paucity of texts from the wisdom tradition in the Pauline cor
pus: one "citation" and one (conceptual, but not linguistic) echo from Eccle
siastes; two probable echoes from Job; and two citations from Proverbs. Here
are the texts themselves (boldface = citation of or common wording be
tween Paul and the LXX):
(1) 1 Cor 3:19

yeyparcxai yap' d dpaaaditevoc, xodc
oo^ovq
ev xfj rcavo'opyig adxcov

Job 5:12-13 "5ia>Adoaovxa pouXdc, jxavoiipycov,...
oo<t»oi><;
"6 KaxaX.apRdv(ov
ev xfj <j)povfjoer
the
wise
For it is written:
He catches
1 Cor 3:19
in their craftiness;
Job 5:12-13
frustrating the counsels of the crafty, . . .
"who overtakes the
wise
in their intelligence

(2) 2 Cor 9:7

i^apov ydp 86XT|V dyarcd 6 Oeoq.

Prov 22:8a LXX dvdpa iXapdv Kai 56XT|V edXoyei 6 Qeoq,
2 Cor 9:7
For
God loves
a cheerful giver.
Prov 22:8a L X X
God blesses a man who is cheerful and giving,
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(3) Rom 3:10
Eccl 7:20
Rom 3:10
Eccl 7:20
(4) Rom 12:20

OTJK ECTXIV Siicaioc. ou8e eiq,
oxi civepamoc, OVK EOXIV SiKaioc. ev xfj yfj,
there is no righteous (person), not even one,
because
there is no righteous man on the earth,

aXXa Eav itsivqt 6 ex6p6q cov, vycoui^e avxov
e a v 5 i y a , JXOXICIE a v x o v

Prov 25:21
Rom 12:20

But

Prov 25:21

sav jteivqi 6 ExOpoc, cov, xp£<j>e avxov
e a v 5 i y y . TCOXI^E a v x o v
if your enemy hungers, feed him
if he thirsts, give him drink;
If your enemy hungers, feed him
if he thirsts, give him drink;

Beyond these four, more obvious citations/echoes, there is one other in
stance in the corpus where Paul seems to echo the Hebrew text, in a text
that is translated quite differently in the Septuagint (or that gives evidence of
a different Hebrew text):
(5) Rom 11:35

xiq 7rpoe8coKev auxco, K a i dvxa7to8o0f|c;exai avxco;

Job 41:11

Dtosw

LXX (41:3)

fj xic, dvxioxfjcexai uoi Kai imouevei, ei Ttdoa fj fm'
ovpavov eafj eaxiv;

'Jtrtpn <p (41:3 M T )

Rom 11:35
Job 41:11
L X X (41:3)

Who has given to him, and he should repay him?
Who has a claim against me, that I must pay? (TNIV)
Or who shall confront me and remain, since everything under heaven
25

(6) Rom 11:33. Finally, there is one place where a single word is echoed
in a passage that reflects a perspective similar to that of the author of Job. In
the encomium at the end of Rom 11 (vv. 33-36), Paul declares that at the end
of the day, God's greatness is both inexpressible and past finding out. In
doing so, Paul patterns himself after biblical precedents; but except for the
"citation" of Isa 40:13 in v. 34, all the rest appears to be a Pauline creation,
in which he constantly echoes biblical ideas but the actual language of the
Septuagint only once, in v. 33 with the word dvecjixviaoxot; (not to be traced
out), which in the Septuagint occurs only in Job (5:9; 9:10; 34:24) and the
25

The English Bible tradition is mixed here, depending altogether on the philoso
phy of translation, whether to go with the Hebrew text in moments like these (TNIV,
ESV, NASB) or with the Septuagint when it seemed to the translators to have the better
of it ad sensum (REB, NJB, NAB). In the present passage, one cannot tell in the end
whether Paul was simply echoing the Hebrew text or whether he had a different
Greek text from that of the Septuagint as it has come down to us.
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Prayer of Manasseh 1:6. It is the unusual nature of this word that might
make one think that Paul is using "biblical language" here.
Finally, it should be noted that apart from these six instances, the wis
dom tradition as such simply cannot be found in the Pauline Letters. None
theless, a careful analysis of these texts in their Pauline contexts makes it
clear that Paul knew this tradition well, since his echoes in particular give
evidence of a knowledge of the tradition that lies deep within him.
26

The Nature of Paul's Use of This Tradition
It is of some importance for our purposes to point out that although
Paul actually cites the tradition only four times, in each case he makes the
very point being made in the OT passage. For example, his citations of Eccl
7:20 in Rom 3:10 and of Prov 25:21-22 in Rom 12:20 come at moments
where human sin and Christian ethics are at issue. Ecclesiastes 7:20 thus
stands at the beginning of the long catena of texts from all over the OT that
Paul uses in Rom 3:10-18 to demonstrate Scripture's witness to the univer
sality of human sinfulness. Similarly, the citation of Prov 25:21-22 comes
at the end of the long series of ethical exhortation in Rom 12, in this case
bringing closure to the section that has to do with the Christian response to
those who intend to do evil.
Likewise, Paul's two citations from Job reflect the awe and wonder that
believers experience when reflecting on the greatness and glory of God. The
"citation" of/allusion to Job 5:12 in 1 Cor 3:19 is one of three OT texts Paul
uses in this passage that I have dubbed "Don't match wits with God" texts
(cf. his use of Isa 29:14 in 1:19; and Ps 94:11, immediately following the pres
ent one, in 1 Cor 3:20). In this passage he is trying to set the Corinthians
straight regarding their overenthusiasm for wisdom, which they appear to
treasure highly as one of the giftings of the Spirit. The allusion to Job 41:11
in Rom 11:35, on the other hand, is a reflection of the sheer wonder and maj
esty of God, whose ways are beyond tracing out. "Who has ever given to
God, that God should repay them?"
Thus, regarding Paul's actual use of the wisdom tradition, our two sum
mary conclusions can be reiterated: first, in comparison to his use of the rest
of the OT, Paul has very few citations or echoes from Jewish wisdom; second,
when he does cite this tradition, he does so quite in keeping with the actual
points being made in the tradition itself.
27

Paul's Nonuse of Sirach and Wisdom of Solomon
Finally, we should note that if Paul actually were dependent on Wisdom
of Solomon for his language and understanding of Christ as the mediator of
2f>

The other exception might be 1 Tim 6:7, which echoes the sentiment of Eccl
5:14 but not the language of the Septuagint.
E c c l 7:20 probably stands in first place because it has the key word: "there is
none Sixmoc, [righteous]."
27
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creation, one might reasonably expect some sort of linguistic echo from Wis
dom of Solomon to be found in his letters. But that is not the case. The evi
dence for this is found in addendum I at the end of this chapter, where all
thirty-eight passages from Wisdom of Solomon in the Nestle-Aland mar
gins of the Pauline corpus are listed. Several things about this list are of
specific interest.
1. Even the most casual, let alone carefully studied, walk through this
list of alleged "echoes" demonstrates that there is not a single one that car
ries conviction that Paul knew or used this work. Some of the references are
simply too obtuse to be of any use at all, and the others are either con
ceptual or incidentally similar.
2. Not surprisingly, given the nature of Wisdom of Solomon, the large
majority of these linguistic echoes occur outside the crucial central section
(7:22-9:18), where (now personified) Wisdom is praised and desired through
prayer. That is, most of the alleged "echoes" occur in passages where the au
thor of Wisdom of Solomon is reflecting on the Jewish story as such and
that have no relationship to personified Wisdom.
3. Given the obtuseness of some of these "parallels," it is of high interest
that the Nestle-Aland text does not have a single marginal note pointing to
Wisdom of Solomon for any of the passages that are crucial to the current
discussion: 1 Cor 8:6; 2 Cor 4:4-6; Col 1:15-18. And this, of course, for good
reason: there are neither linguistic nor conceptual parallels between this docu
ment and the Pauline texts. Furthermore, a careful look at the Pauline pas
sages in addendum I below reveals that not one of them is a christological
text of any kind.
All of this is to say that Paul's certain use of the wisdom tradition and
the lack of any evidence that he even knew Wisdom of Solomon does not in
still a great deal of confidence that here is the place to look for "background"
for such a central christological assumption as that Christ preexisted and
was the divine agent of creation.
27
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Wisdom as the "Agent" of Creation
With these several realities in hand, we now turn to the texts that are
often brought forward to support a Wisdom Christology in Paul's thought;
2 8

These are quite legitimately included in Nestle-Aland, of course, for the sake
of noting similarities between otherwise diverse authors. Thus, Wisdom of Solo
mon's description of the suddenness of God's destruction of the Egyptian firstborn is
conceptually similar to Paul's "day of the Lord coming as a thief in the night"
(1 Thess 5:2); but otherwise there is no relationship of any kind. And this is the case
with most of these "parallels"; what might look like borrowing (e.g., the combination
of ev5uaduevoi 6a>paKa [1 Thess 5:8 / / Wis 5:18]) is evidence that both authors knew
Isa 59:17.
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and in this case we focus on what is central for all the discussions in the lit
erature. We begin by reiterating that Paul nowhere uses the language of this
tradition when speaking about Christ as the divine agent of creation. The
issue at hand, then, is whether there is a conceptual relationship between
Christ's role in creation according to Paul and Wisdom's role in Wisdom of
Solomon. Two issues face us here: first, how the writers of the wisdom tradi
tion understood their personifications of wisdom: and second, whether they
ever present personified Wisdom as the actual agent of creation.
29

The Question of the Nature of Personification
The first issue is whether, by the various personifications found in Prov
8:22-31; Sir 24:3-12; Wis 6:12-25; 7:21-10:21, these authors had a divine
hypostasis in view—that is, an actual divine (or quasi-divine) being who ex
ists alongside (or in relationship with) God in some unique way. Or are
these merely literary moments in which the feminine nouns n»3n and cortex
are made powerfully present to the author's readers by means of the literary
device of personification? The significance of this, as Dunn's work dem
onstrates, is that one may draw quite different conclusions if oo<j)ia is more a
literary device than a divine hypostasis.
Although there has been considerable debate on this matter, the consen
sus of those who have worked closely with these texts without the present
agenda in view is that in Proverbs and Sirach we are dealing with a literary
device, pure and simple. And although the personification of wisdom in
50
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For convenience, the various texts discussed in this section are found in ad
dendum II at the end of the chapter.
' " A point made by Dunn (Christology in the Making, 168-76; cf. idem, Theology of
Paul, 270-72) that seems to have fallen on deaf ears.
And because of this distinction, Dunn, while regularly using the language of
"identification," sometimes speaks in a more nuanced way of "attributing her role"
to Christ (see n. 66 in ch. 7 of the present volume). But this, of course, creates its
own set of difficulties for Dunn's view, since he can scarcely avoid using more
hypostatic personification as the basis for this "attribution." Thus he says that "it is
entirely consistent with the evidence to conclude that Paul was tacitly identifying
[italics mine] Christ with Wisdom, indeed as [italics his] Wisdom. In thinking of
preexistent Wisdom Paul now thought of Christ" (Theology of Paul, 270). He then
goes on to deny that this means a divine "hypostasis"; but his own language seems to
betray him. And in the end, he resorts to a form of meaningless circularity when he
asserts, "Is there a thought of preexistence in 1 Cor. 8.6 . . . ? Of course there is. But it
is the preexistence of divine Wisdom. That is, the preexistence of God" (Theology of
Paul, 274-75). Which means that there is no preexistence for the one Kupioc in the
text, since the one tcupioc really means aoc|>ia, and ao(|>ta = 6edc. Even worse
exegetically is what is said in the material that I omitted in the preceding quotation:
"not to mention 1.24 and 30." Thus Dunn posits that preexistent Wisdom is to be
found in these two passages. But in fact, as the exegesis in ch. 3 has shown, divine
Wisdom is not the purview of this passage in any way.
For Proverbs, see the commentary by R. B. Y. Scott, Proverbs and Ecclesiastes
(AB 18; Garden City, N . Y . : Doubleday. 1965), 69-72; for Sirach, see the commentary
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Wisdom of Solomon seems to move much more toward some kind of
hypostasis, this happens only at the author's more intense encomium of
Wisdom in 7:22-8:18. When he turns toward Solomon's request for wisdom
from God (8:19-21), the personification is much less hypostatic in appear
ance; and this less intense personification carries on through the prayer (ch.
9) and the following narrative of her role in the history of Israel from Adam
to Israel's experience in the desert (ch. 10). And with that, even though she
is still the (assumed) subject of the verb that begins ch. 11, Wisdom herself
simply drops off the stage (except for a momentary cameo appearance in
14:2). It is this other role (or nonrole) that Wisdom plays in most of the book
that would lead one to believe that the personification throughout is to be
understood as a literary device, pure and simple. Thus the consensus here is
to be found in this oft-quoted definition: "a quasi-personification of certain
attributes

proper to God, occupying an intermediate

personalities and abstract beings."

position between

33

The nature of this "intermediate position," however, is taken by scholars
each in their own way, depending on the degree to which they perceive
the author to regard Wisdom as both personified and separate from her
originator.

34

The question for us is this: Even if Paul were dependent on this

by P. W. Skehan and A . A . di Leila, The Wisdom of Ben Sira (AB 39; Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday, 1987), 332. This is also affirmed in the commentary on Wisdom of Solo
mon by D. Winston (see the next note), who sees Philo and Pseudo-Solomon in con
trast to Proverbs and Sirach at this very point (p. 34).
W. 0. E. Oesterley and G . H . Box. The Religion and Worship of the Synagogue
(London: Pitman, 1911), 169, cited by, e.g., D. Winston both in his commentary (The
Wisdom of Solomon [AB 43; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1979], 34) and in his contri
bution to the Gammie memorial volume ("Wisdom in the Wisdom of Solomon," in
Perdue, Scott, and Wiseman, In Search of Wisdom, 150); cf. R. Marcus, "On Biblical
Hypostases of Wisdom," HVCA 23 (1950-1951): 159, cited by Witherington, Jesus the
Sage, 109. But see also the cautions raised by Dunn, Theology of Paul, 272.
This ambivalence can be found especially in Winston, who in his commentary
cites the Oesterley-Box definition but in the footnote goes on to aver, "In Philo and
Wisd . . . where Sophia is considered to be an eternal emanation of the deity, we un
doubtedly have a conception of her as a divine hypostasis, coeternal with him" (34).
This seems to go beyond Oesterley-Box by some margin (one wonders how "coeternal" fits in light of 6:22. Kairccoc,eyevexo ["and how she came to be"], or 7:14,
"for God is the guide even of wisdom"). Winston's commitment to a much more
hypostatic understanding, as well as to this preexistent hypostasis as being God's
agent of creation, can be found in the introduction, where he asserts, "The central
figure in Wisd is Sophia, described as an 'effluence' or 'effulgence' of God's glory, and
his agent in creation (7:25-6; 8:4; 9:1-2)," the reference in 7:25-26 being to Sophia:
"while remaining in herself she renews all things (ta panta kainizei)" (59). But in the
commentary on this passage he does not so much as mention creation—for good
reason, one might add, since it simply is not in the text. The same ambivalence is to
be found in the attempt to distinguish between wisdom as God's attribute and Wis
dom in the NJB, especially in its handling of the three occurrences of crania in Wis
1:4-6, as well as in 3:11. Its consistent use of the capitalized "Wisdom" in 6:9-10:21
(except for 9:1-2!) seems especially prejudicial.
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tradition—doubtful as that is—would he have understood wisdom in terms
of personal preexistence in the same way that he so considered Christ?
This matter becomes especially acute at a singularly crucial point: the
way the wisdom writers themselves handle this personification in the con
text of their absolute monotheism. For it is of some interest that these
monotheists resist the possibility that personified Wisdom is another quasidivine being alongside the one God; they do this by referring to "her" as the
first of God's own "creations" —and this by writers who well understand
that God by his very nature has eternal wisdom. Why, then, the guise of
"creation" with regard to Lady Wisdom? Most likely this allowed them to
use the literary device without at the same time encroaching on their basic
monotheism.
In any case, there is no real similarity between what they did in creating
personified Wisdom and what Paul asserts regarding the role of Christ in
creation. What is clear from his few statements that assert or assume
preexistence is that the Son was never thought of in terms of his being "cre
ated" himself so that he could be the agent of creation. Paul's assumption is
quite the opposite: Christ is the agent of creation because as God's Son he
was present with the Father before anything else came into existence. Indeed,
it is plainly asserted in Col 1:15-17 that all creation was both "through him"
and "for him" and subsists "in him." As we will see in what follows, there is
nothing that remotely resembles this in the personification of Wisdom in the
Jewish wisdom tradition.
35
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The Texts: Wisdom and Creation
At issue ultimately in this discussion is the relationship of Wisdom to cre
ation. For despite some attempts at finding other echoes of Wisdom in Paul's
writings, it is singularly this one point at which the whole enterprise found its
origins and continues to find support in the literature. Thus, to these texts we
now turn.
As we noted at the outset, one of the common assertions in the NT acad
emy that has now become an assumption is that personified Wisdom was un
derstood by the writers of the wisdom tradition to be the mediator of
creation. But a close look at the texts themselves gives one plenty of reason
for pause. Indeed, nowhere in the tradition is it explicitly stated that personi
fied Wisdom was the mediating agent of creation. At least, in none of the pas
sages brought forward to defend such a view does one find language similar
35

After all, the author of Wisdom of Solomon, who may well have been an older
contemporary of Paul himself (Winston, e.g., dates the work within the reign of
Caligula [37-41 C . E . ] ) , is most likely merely heightening the effect of the personifica
tion rather than thinking of an actual being distinguishable from God. As will be
pointed out below, the latter seems to be an unfortunate misreading of our author's
text, not to mention his theology.
S e e esp. Prov 8:22-26; Sir 1:4; 24:3. 9.
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to that f o u n d in Paul's writings; these authors do not say that God created xd
rtdvxa d i d ao<t>iac, (all things through Wisdom), nor do all things exist "for her"
or subsist "in her." Rather, "wisdom" is personified as present in another
sense, as the attribute of God that is manifest through the masterful design exhib
ited in creation, or as Larry Hurtado puts it, "God's Wisdom [is] pictured as
God's companion in creation"; but at no point is "she" ever seen as the me
diating agent of creation. This is the consistent and invariable point of view
of all our authors, even in the most intense moments of personification
found in Wisdom of Solomon. Thus, let us look at the texts themselves.
37

38

Psalm 104:24
This way of speaking about creation finds its first expression in the ex
alted poetry of Ps 104:24 (103:24 LXX). After reflecting on the heavens, the
earth, the living creatures on the earth, and the sun and moon, the author
bursts forth in praise:
cbc, eueyaVuvOri xd epya aou, K"dpie'
rtdvxa ev ao<t>ia ercoiriaac,,
e7tA.r|pw0Ti f| yfj xfiq Kxnaecoc aou.
How many are your works, LORD!
In wisdom you made them all;
the earth is full of your creatures.
Wisdom here is obviously "neither instrument nor agent but the attrib
ute displayed by Yahweh in creating."
Careful examination of the remaining texts indicates that all of our sub
sequent authors are guided by this same theology, so that even when they
express in a heightened personified way Wisdom's presence with Yahweh at
creation, aotyia is never the agent but rather is the attribute, being manifested
in God's own creative work. Nor is it likely that Paul would himself have un
derstood such language in terms of personal agency; so it would never have
occurred to him to identify the historical, now exalted Kdpioc, Jesus Christ,
with a merely literary personification.
39

Proverbs 3:19-20
The perspective of the psalmist is echoed in a very similar way in the
prologue of the book of Proverbs. In a passage exhorting the young to pur37

T h e closest thing to it in the Septuagint is Ps 103:24 (104:24 MT), Ttdvxa ev
oo<|>ia ercoiriaac,, which not only is in a nonwisdom passage but also reflects what the
wisdom tradition does indeed affirm: "God in his own wisdom created" things so that
they reflect his wisdom of design and purpose, which is not the same as mediation.
See Hurtado, Lord ]esus Christ, 125.
Quoting Scott (Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, 70), who applies these words to the
companion passage in Prov 3:19.
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sue wisdom, the author begins, "Blessed are those who find wisdom, those
who gain understanding" (3:13). In the midst of a series of couplets that
extol wisdom's greatness, he adds,
"6 GEOC; xfj crania eSeueAAcooev xf|v yfjv,
fixoiuaaev 8e ofjpavoix; ev cjipovfjoer
"ev aioetjoei. dpHiaooi eppdyqaav,
v£<\ir\ 8e eppfmaav Spdaovc.
God in wisdom laid the earth's foundations,
and he prepared the heavens with understanding;
with discernment the deeps were divided,
and the clouds let drop their dew.

2

l9

20

This is the same literary understanding of creation offering evidence of
God's wisdom as in Ps 104. That the first line could not possibly refer to per
sonified Wisdom is made plain by the second and third lines of the quatrain,
which are clear examples of "synonymous parallelism": "he prepared the
heavens with understanding; with discernment the deeps were divided."
Proverbs 8:22-31
The significance of the preceding passasge, which occurs early on in the
prologue, is that in its present form the prologue has all the earmarks of a
carefully constructed introduction to the proverbs that begin in 10:1; this
suggests that one should understand the personification in ch. 8 as a poetic
elaboration of this text. And indeed, that is exactly what one finds in this
marvelous poetry, where Wisdom is now personified, but in a purely literary
way. This is also the passage from which both Sirach and the author of
Wisdom of Solomon take their lead; and here she is pictured as present at
creation, but as in 3:19, Wisdom is not its mediator: "I was there when [God]
set the heavens in place, when he marked out the horizon on the face of the
deep" (8:27).
Thus, Prov 8:22-26 asserts in a variety of ways that Wisdom was the
first of God's creation, emphasizing her priority in time, so that her being
present with God when he alone created the universe would thus reflect—as
it actually does—God's wise blueprint. This, then, is the matter picked up in
vv. 27-31, which further depict Wisdom as present at creation, again pre
cisely in the sense of 3:19. But missing altogether in the Septuagint of this
passage is any prepositional phrase that even remotely implies agency in the
40
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O n this matter see, e.g.. Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 10-13.
Here it is of some interest to point out that somewhere along the line, Prov
8:23-28 came into the margin of Nestle's Greek N T at Col 1:15! Paul's sentence does
not have even a conceptual echo of Proverbs here, let alone a linguistic one.
S e e Scott (Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, 70-71), who argues convincingly that this
poem was written by the same author as 3:19.
41
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creating process itself. Rather, she is depicted (in keeping with the Hebrew
text) as reap' cruxo) (by his side).
Those who think otherwise find their hope in the very ambiguous He
brew term pan in v. 30 (possibly "artisan"; but with a different pointing,
"constantly" [TNIV]), which was translated in the Septuagint by the equally
ambiguous ctppoc^ouoa (being in harmony with). Despite the probability that
the author of Wisdom of Solomon knew no (or little) Hebrew, it is sometimes
suggested in the literature that his use of xexvixic (fashioner, designer) in 7:21
(7:22 N R S V ) ; 8:6; 14:2 reflects this passage in Proverbs. But the difficulty lies
with reading this usage from Wisdom of Solomon back into the Hebrew
of Proverbs. In another context the author's poetry might be remotely
stretched to mean "that the author sees Wisdom as preexisting and probably
as having an active role in the work of creation." But that is scarcely pos
sible here, no matter how much its proponents might wish it to be so.
43

Indeed, this assumes a more hypostatic view of Wisdom than can be
demonstrated in Proverbs, not to mention that it fails to take the point of the
poetry seriously in the context of Prov 8 itself. Wisdom may indeed be "the
master worker at his side," but she is not the mediator through whom cre
ation came into being. Rather, for our author, the whole created order is so full
of evidences of design and glory that God's own wisdom, now personified in
a literary way, can be the only possible explanation for it. This, of course,
falls considerably short of Paul's understanding of Christ's role in creation
as expressed in 1 Cor 8:6 and Col 1:16.
44

Sirach 24:1-22
The next appearance of these ideas is in "The Praise of Wisdom" in Sir
24:1-22. While creating his own (equally magnificent) poem, Sirach at the
same time remains absolutely faithful to the understanding of his prede
cessor in Proverbs, on whom he is obviously dependent. For Sirach, who
delights in the literary personification of wisdom, God alone is nonetheless
the sole Creator of all things, including Wisdom herself: "Before the ages,
from the beginning, he created me" (cm' dpxf|<; EKXVOEV U E [24:9]; cf. v. 8:
"my Creator").
Those who find preexistent, personified Wisdom as having a role in cre
ation appeal to v. 3: "I came forth from the mouth of the Most High, and cov
ered the earth like a mist." But that is to come to the text with an agenda
in hand, not to read it on its own terms. This passage reflects Sirach's view
45
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Witherington, Jesus the Sage, 44.
See the full discussion in Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 406-23.
Cf. Witherington (Jesus the Sage, 95), who appeals to H. Ringgren, Word and
Wisdom: Studies in the Hypostatization of Divine Qualities and Functions in the Ancient
Near East (Lund: Ohlssons, 1947), 108-9.
C f . Skehan and di Leila (Wisdom of Ben Sira, 332-33), who do not so much as
mention a view that reads this passage as Wisdom's having a role in creation itself.
4 4
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that Wisdom is there "before the ages," since "from the first, he created me"
(24:9); thus it is Sirach's own interpretation of "the Spirit of God . . . hover
ing over the waters" in Gen 1:2. His referent is not to her creative agency but
rather to her having "sought a resting place" (v. 5), which took place histori
cally in her presence with Israel in the Exodus!
It is hard to imagine that any ordinary reader of these texts from Proverbs
and Sirach could ever suppose that their authors actually perceived personi
fied Wisdom as the divine agent of creation. Present at creation, yes; but for
other reasons, not for the actual act of creation itself.
Wisdom of Solomon 6:12-9:18
That brings us, then, to Wisdom of Solomon, which by everyone's reck
oning has the crucial texts (found in the adulation of and prayer for wisdom
in 7:21-9:18). But here especially one needs to read what the author says in
the context of the entire poetic narrative.
47

Wisdom of Solomon: A n Overview
Our Alexandrian author's concern seems ultimately to be semiapologetic
(both toward the Greeks and for the Jewish community's encouragement),
since the opening section (1:1-6:11), allegedly written by one who is him
self a king, is framed by appeals to "the rulers of the earth," variously called
"kings" or "despots." This opening appeal also sets forth the author's basic
agenda: "living well" (doing justly and living righteously) is rewarded by im
mortality, whereas death awaits those who are evil. The way one lives well
in this sense is to emulate Solomon and his own request for wisdom—
a theme that is taken up in the crucial central section of the narrative
(6:1-9:18; "if you delight in thrones and scepters, you monarchs over the
peoples, honor wisdom, so that you may reign forever" [6:21]), where
"Solomon" sets out "to tell you [the monarchs] what wisdom is and how she
came to be" (6:22).
48
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O n e of the problematic features of "dependency" on the part of Paul with re
gard to Wisdom of Solomon, of course, is its date. If Winston is correct that
it should be dated during the reign of Caligula, then there seems almost no
chance that Paul, who had become a follower of Christ by this time, would have
known about this work—or, for that matter, given it the time of day if he had
known of it. But since this dating (which I think is to be preferred for the reasons
Winston sets forth) is much debated, I have chosen to enter this discussion on a
level playing field.
T h i s begins in 1:1 ("Love righteousness, you rulers of the earth"): it is the re
current theme of 6:1-11, which serves as transiton between the prologue and the
praise of Wisdom that comes next.
Unless otherwise noted, this and other translations will be from the N R S V , in
part because, in keeping with its translation style, it tends to be close to the Greek text
and in part because it consistently translates CRANIA in the lower case (just as in Prov
erbs and Sirach), thus not prejudicing the reader toward any view of personification.
48
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One can easily trace the author's progression of thought in this central
section. He begins with Solomon's adulation of (now personified) Wisdom
(6:12-21), which he proposes to describe (vv. 22-25). But before doing so,
he reminds his readers of Solomon's ordinary humanity (7:1-6), so that he
can appeal to the great things that happened to Solomon when he received
wisdom (vv. 7-21), the secret to which he now hopes to "pass on liberally"
(v. 13 [NJB]). That leads to his "eulogy of Wisdom" (7:22-8:1), which the
note in the New Jerusalem Bible describes as "the peak of OT writings on
Wisdom." Because of Wisdom's undoubted greatness—both for under
standing and uprightness, which alone leads to immortality—the author
returns to Solomon's own love for Wisdom (8:2-18), which he knows that
he could never have had unless it was given by God (vv. 19-21). Thus, this
author's own version of "In Praise of Wisdom" concludes with Solomon's
prayer for wisdom/Wisdom (9:1-18).
And right at this point, true to his own narrative and historical tradi
tion, our author rather significantly tempers the guise of personification, as
the prayer is addressed to God and the desire is for the king to possess God's
own wisdom, not a personified, quasi-divine being. Thus, even though "she
sits by your throne" in v. 4, the main thrust of 9:1-9 is simply "the wisdom
that comes from you" (v. 6). When the author picks up the personificaton
again in v. 10, the primary concern is expressed in v. 11 ("For she under
stands and knows all things, and she will guide me wisely in my actions and
guard me with her glory").
Following the prayer, the rest of the narrative is an intriguing mixture
of reflection on God's goodness to Israel in its history—especially in the exo
dus, with several antitheses between this goodness received and the opposites that befell Israel's opponents—with theological reflections both on
God's forbearance in dealing with these opponents and on the folly of their
idolatry. What is noteworthy structurally is that this narrative begins with
Wisdom playing the leading role (10:1-11:1) from Adam (10:1-2) to the exo
dus (10:15-11:1). Toward the end of the narrative of Israel's history in ch. 10,
the author in v. 20 makes note of the people's singing of the Song of Moses
in Exod 15. And with that, he himself addresses God in the second person
singular ("and they sang hymns. Lord, to your holy name; and praised with
one accord your defending hand"); and though he returns momentarily to
the role that Wisdom plays in the story (10:21), at that point she simply
drops out of the story. Thus, after the first antithesis—a contrast between Is
rael's gift of water from the rock and the water that punished their enemies
(11:4-14)—the entire remainder of the poetry (through 19:22) takes the
form of personal address to God, while Wisdom makes only a cameo
appearance as the "artisan" of boats in 14:2, 5 .
50
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Some would see this text as supporting a view of Wisdom as agent of creation,
but that is to make too much of almost nothing. Verse 5 offers the author's perspec-
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It is in this last section in particular, all of it addressed to God and quite
apart from reference to wisdom, that the author's basic "theology" emerges in
true Jewish fashion over and again. Whatever else, he argues repeatedly, God's
judgments are just. But God's love for what he has created causes him to
show mercy even when he must judge. For God's people, this means punish
ment with mercy; for Egypt, it happens slowly so that they might learn of his
mercy and that "they might learn that one is punished by the very things by
which one sins" (11:16). This final section thus evolves into a constant round
of condemning Egypt for its idolatry but showing mercy on Israel, even
when it fell into similar sins. At the heart of it all is the author's scathing
rebuke of idolatry; indeed, ch. 13 picks up Isa 44:9-20 (see 13:10-19), which
in ch. 14 turns directly on the Egyptian (Roman) idolatry of his own day
(especially emperor worship). And so he concludes in chs. 17-19 with the
"reasonableness" of the plagues, since it is the God of the Jews who is the
sole Creator and Ruler of all that is (11:17, 24-25; 13:3-5; 16:24).
My reason for rehearsing this narrative and its structure is that it must
affect the way one reads the eulogy of Wisdom in the brief central section.
Our author's concern about wisdom is not theological per se but rather prac
tical and ethical. Only by having wisdom will rulers rule well, and only by
having wisdom will people live well. This concern leads to his expansive
praise of Wisdom and her "works." At issue is whether "agency" in the origi
nal creation of the world is seen by the author as part of these works. As in
dicated, and quite in keeping with the traditions to which he is indebted and
despite his enthusiasm for Wisdom's greatness, he sees Wisdom as only pres
ent at creation (again because creation's wise design reflects God's attribute
of wisdom), not as its divine agent.
Before we examine the texts themselves, some preliminary linguistic ob
servations are in order. In the narrative of the creation in Gen 1-2, the Sep
tuagint translators used rcoieiv {make) as their primary verb for all the
activity of creation, while the verb Kxic~,co (create) appears only in Gen 14:19,
22 and Deut 4:32 with regard to God being the Creator of all that is. After
these few instances in the Pentateuch, Kii^to occurs only rarely with regard
to creation (once each by the translators of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes). The
author of Wisdom of Solomon, on the other hand, uses Kxi^co as his primary
verb to refer to God as Creator (1:14; 2:23; 10:1; 11:17; 13:3), but in his actual
reference to the creation narrative itself (9:1, 9) he uses the Septuagint's
rtoieiv, as well as in two references to the creation of humankind in 2:23:
6:7. Paul himself consistently and exclusively refers to God's creating activity
with the verb Kxit^co. These various data will be important for the discussion
that follows.
tive on the personification of v. 2, and it has nothing to do with creation of the world
as such: "It is your will that works of your wisdom should not be without effect"
(God's wisdom is seen in the fact that ships float!). Here the usage is simply in keep
ing with the whole sapiential tradition.
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What is important for our present purposes is that the activity of per
sonified Wisdom in Wisdom of Solomon is never associated with any of these
verbs. That is, she may be present at creation, as in Proverbs and Sirach, but
she is never mentioned as partner in God's act of creating. Since our authors
consistently see her as present at, but not as agent of, creation, the preposi
tion that Paul uses of the Son's role in creation (8id) never emerges in any of
the Wisdom literature—including Wisdom of Solomon—to refer to Wisdom's
relationship to creation. This is easily demonstrated by simply looking at
each of the texts in turn.
Wisdom 7:22 (7:21 L X X )
This first text that broaches the subject of the relationship of Wisdom to
the created order is usually also the first one brought into the discussion.
Here our author says:

fj yap Ttdvxcov xe/vixiq eStSa^ev ue aocjiia
for wisdom, the fashioner of all things, taught me
Here is the first instance where the key word xe^vixiq occurs, and as the
context makes clear, Wisdom is not here thought of as the agent of the
whole created order; rather, her presence is in evidence by the way the cre
ation has been "fashioned," as though by a master designer. Paul obviously
cares for none of this when speaking of Christ.
Wisdom 8:4-6
Although at one level this set of doublets looks more promising than the
previous one, it is in fact simply an elaboration of 7:22:
Vucmq y d p eemv xfjq XOIJ Geofj e7ricxf|ur|q
K a i aipexic xcov epycov afjxofj.
£ i 8e 7iA,oiJx6q eaxiv em9uur\xdv Kxfjua ev (3tcp,
xi ao<t>iaq nXovoimepov xfjq xdrcdvxaepYaCouevnc
ei 8e c|)p6vr|cn.q epyd^exai.
xiq afjxfjq xcov ovxcov aaXkov eaxiv xe%vixic
For she is an initiate in the knowledge of God,
and an associate in his works.
I/ riches are a desirable possession in life,
what is richer than wisdom, who works all things?
*If understanding is effective,
who more than she is fashioner of what exists?
5

6

4

S

51

Here is a text that may look as if Wisdom is placed at least within the
general context of creation; but a closer look makes it certain that this is not
51

This final clause is my own (more literal) translation to show the pickup of
"works" from v. 4.
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so. The triplet is noticeably held together by the recurrence o f the verb
epyct^opai and its associated noun epyov, which is simply not biblical lan
guage for creation. In fact, our author's interest here is altogether with Wis
dom's role in God's ongoing "works" in the world. Moreover, Paul himself
never uses this verb or noun with God as subject except for what God does
with and among his people. It takes a considerable stretch to think that Paul
could have been influenced by this language and thought of it in terms of
creation, even if he had known Wisdom of Solomon.
Wisdom 9:1-2, 9
We now come to the crucial texts at the beginning of Solomon's prayer.
Precisely because he is now praying for Wisdom—not describing her—and
thus in v. 1 addressing God in the second person, Solomon says to God,
6 Tcotfjoac xd J t a v x a

ev

Xoya gov

who have made all things by uour word

This reflects the Genesis narrative by way of both the verb rcoreco from
Gen 1:1 and the loaded Greek term Xdyoc. At this point, our author is merely
putting Gen 1:1 into poetic form. The next phrase is where the issues lie, for
in v. 2 he goes on to say,
K a i xfj aocjiia a o u Kaxacncexidaai; dvGpcortov,

iva SeoTcot^n xcbv wtd oofj yevouevcov Kxvapdxcov
and in your wisdom (you) fashioned humankind,
to have dominion over the creatures you have made

With these words, the author adds his own take on the Genesis narra
tive, asserting that the "man" whom God created to have dominion over all
other creatures was thus "fashioned" by God's wisdom so as to play this role.
Although it may be argued that this still refers to creation as such, there are
at least four factors that suggest otherwise.
First, this is not biblical language for creation, since nowhere in the Sep
tuagint does this verb appear in connection with creation itself.
Second, this is poetic narrative; and it is spoken about the second stage of
the Genesis narrative, having to do not with the creation of humankind but
rather with the role that human beings are to have on earth. They are first to
have dominion over the creatures and thus to "rule the world in holiness and
righteousness" (v. 3a) but also—and now the role of Solomon himself emerges
in the narrative—to "pronounce judgment in uprightness of soul" (v. 3b).
Third, and most damaging of all to the case for Wisdom's role in creation,
our author here is not referring to Lady Wisdom at all but to God's own attrib
ute of wisdom. Indeed, this is so obviously not a personification, either of a di
vine logos or divine sophia. that even the New Jerusalem Bible, with its clear
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bias toward personified Wisdom throughout this work, translates these in the
lower case. The grammar alone disallows such a view, since the dative phrase
TTJ convex aov, with its articular oodiict and second-person possessive pronoun,
shows that the author has clearly abandoned personification at this point and
is referring simply to the divine attribute itself.
In fact, the only way one can find hypostatic Wisdom as the agent of cre
ation in this passage is by bringing to the text a prior disposition to do so and
by a misreading of the parallelism so as to make Xoyoq and tropic, inter
changeable. Our author's obvious concern is not with Wisdom's role in cre
ation as such but rather with God's own wisdom in "equipping/constructing"
( K c x r a o K e u d o a c ) human beings for their life in the world that God had created
by his word. And it is because the world is so wondrously arrayed by the God
who created it that the author goes on to add in v. 9, "With you is wisdom, she
who knows your works and was present when you made the world." This text
is a straightforward reflection of Prov 8:27-31. And as with Prov 8, our author
is not suggesting that Wisdom had a role in the actual creation of the world;
rather, the world (and human beings in particular) is (are) so marvelously de
signed that only infinite wisdom could have made it so.
Fourth, in the third part of the book, when the guise of personified Wis
dom has been given up altogether, the author repeatedly reveals his basic
theology of creation—and Wisdom is nowhere to be found. Thus, in 11:17 he
says, "For your all-powerful hand, which created the world out of formless
matter, did not lack the means to send upon them . . . " Similarly, in 11:24,
but now with the third line using the verb that had previously been attrib
uted to Wisdom, "For you love all things that exist, and detest none of the
things you have created [e7toir|0acj\ nor do you hate what you have fashioned
[Kaxeo-Kerjaoac]" (translation mine). This indicates that the strong appeal to
Lady Wisdom in the earlier part of the book was for effect only, not to pre
sent hypostatic Wisdom as co-creator with God himself.
So not only does our author not attribute to Wisdom the high honor of
mediating creation in the way Paul attributes such to Christ, but also noth
ing in these texts even approximates the use of the crucial prepositions 8id
(through) or ev (by) with Wisdom as the object of the preposition. In short,
the role of Wisdom as agent of creation in the Wisdom literature is the cre
ation of scholarship, not a disclosure based on the texts themselves.
52

Conclusion
At the end of this lengthy analysis of texts in both Paul and the Wisdom
literature, we may conclude with a considerable degree of confidence that
, 2

I have avoided all mention of the alleged role of "preexistent Wisdom" as asso
ciated with the "flinty rock" in the desert (Wis 11:4), since this is a most unfortunate
reading of the text of Wisdom. On this matter, see the discussion on 1 Cor 10:4 in ch.
3. pp. 95-97.
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Paul neither knew nor articulated anything that might resemble a Wisdom
Christology. I now emphasize this conclusion by summarizing the various
points that have been made throughout.
1. This view could never have arisen on the basis of the Pauline texts
alone. On no occasion does Paul say, or hint at the possibility, that Wisdom
was involved in God's creation of the world. On this matter, he does not even
echo the wisdom texts that speak of creation reflecting God's attribute of
wisdom.
2. What Paul says, rather, is that all things that God created came into
being through the agency of Christ, either as the Lord or as the divine Son.
3. Furthermore, there is nothing in Paul's use of the wisdom tradition
that would lead anyone to look for personified Wisdom in what he does say
either about Christ or about creation. A careful analysis of Paul's actual use
of the wisdom tradition would scarcely cause one to look there for a
christological resolution to Paul's understanding of Christ.
4. The absolutely crucial document for finding a tie to Paul and the Wis
dom literature is Wisdom of Solomon. But an analysis of all possible allu
sions to this work in Paul's letters offers little confidence in this regard.
Indeed, nothing in Paul's letters indicates that he knew of its existence; and
even if he did know of it, he made no obvious use of it.
5. On the other crucial matter—whether in the wisdom tradition itself
there is a tendency to view personified Wisdom as the agent of creation—
careful exegesis of the various texts in the context of the whole document
does not lead one to think that this was the view of any of the authors of
these books.
6. What is startling when one reads the literature on this matter is
the nature of the advocacy for such a view, where everything brought
forward in support requires a methodology totally unlike anything else
that one would use for constructing a Pauline theology, which ordinarily is
constructed on the basis of what Paul actually says on a subject and recog
nizes the value of OT supporting evidence. But here, by way of contrast,
every bit of "evidence" brought forward is by way of secondary (or even
tertiary) allusions. That is, Paul himself never even remotely associates
Christ with personified Wisdom. The only possible instance (1 Cor 1:24)
has nothing to do with personified Wisdom but rather with "wisdom" at
the human level, which has caused the Corinthians to reject the reality of
a crucified Messiah. So when Paul says that all things were created
"through [the Lord]" (1 Cor 8:6) and "through [the Son]" (Col 1:15) regard
ing his role in creation, it is certainly not Paul who intends us to read "Wis
dom" for'"Lord" or "Son," but rather some NT scholars in their wishfulness
to see it so.
7. In light of the evidence, therefore, both in Paul's letters and in the
Wisdom literature, we must conclude that Wisdom Christology is not found
in Paul's letters and thus has no role in the reconstruction of Paul's
Christology.
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Addendum I: Nestle-Aland Margins
Allusions to Wisdom of Solomon
(P = Paul; W = Wisdom of Solomon)
1. Rom 1:19-23 // Wis 13-15
2. Rom 1:21 // Wis 13:1
(P)

8idxi yvovxeq xov 0e6v OVJX cbq 0e6v eSdcjacrav fj r|dxapicrxr|Gav, &XX
£fiaxaic60Ti<Tav ev xoiq 8iaA.oyiouoiq afjxcbv Kai eaKoxiaOri ij
dcruvexoq auxcov KapSia.

(W) M a x a i o i uev ydp rcdvxeq dvGpcoTcov (jruaei, olq rcaprjv Beovj dyvcooia
Kai eK xcbv dpcouevcov dya0cbv OTJK 'ia%vaav ei8evai xov ovxa oiixe xoiq
epyoiq rcpoaexovxeq eTteyvcooav xov xexvixr|v,
3. Rom 1:23 // Wis 11:15; 12:24
(P)

Kai fjAAacjav xf)v 86cjav xoii d^Odpxou 0eo-fj ev ouoicbuaxc e i K o v o q
()>0apxoij dvOpomot) Kai nexecvcbv Kai xexparcdScov Kai epiiExtov.

(W) dvxi 8e X,oyioucbv dawexcov d 8 i K i a q afjxcbv, ev olq 7tA.avr|0evxeq
e8pf|OKet)Ov dA.oya epTtexa Kai Kvcb8a?ia erjxeA.fj, e7ta7teo"xev>.aq afjxoiq
7tA.f|0oq dAvdycov £cpcov eiq eK8iKTiaiv, Kai ydp xcbv 7iA.dvr|q 68cbv
uaKpdxepov e7tA.avrj0r|oav Geoijq i)7toX,au(3dvovxeq xd Kai ev ^cooiq xcbv
aioxpcbv dxiua VT|7itcov 8iKT|v dc|)p6vcov \|/euo0evxeq.
4. Rom 2:4 / / Wis 11:23
(P)

fj xorj nXovxov xfjq xpT|CTx6xr|xoq afjxou Kai xfjq dvoxfiq Kai xfjq
piaKpoGuuiaq Kaxacjipoveiq, dyvocbv oxt xo xpx|oxov XOIJ 0eod eiq
uexdvoidv oe dyei;

(W) eX.eeiq 8e rcdvxaq oxt Tidvxa 8vjvaaat Kai Ttapopdq duapxfjuaxa
dv0pcb7io)v eiq uexdvotav.
5. Rom 2:15 // Wis 17:10
(P)

o'ixiveq ev8eiKvuvxai xo epyov xoii vduot) yparcxov ev xaiq Kap8iaiq
afjxcbv, <n)unapxrjpofj<TT|q arjxtbv xfjq <rrjv£i5Ti<7£(0(; Kai uexatji)
aXkr\Kmv xcbv A-oyiaucbv Kaxr\yopof)vxcov fj Kai diioA.oyo'uuevcov,

(W) 8eiA.6v ydp iSicp Ttovripia n&pxvpi Kaxa8tKaqouevr|, dei 8e
rcpoaeitaicjjev xd %aXend owexouevri xfj <n>v£i8f|cr£i
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6. Rom 5:12 // Wis 2:24
(P)

Aid xodxo iboTtep 5i evdq dvBpcoTtou f) d p a p x i a eiq xov Koopov
eiof|X8EV Kai Sid xfjc; d p a p x i a c d 9dvaxoq, Kai odxcoc eic; rcdvxaq
dvBpcoTtO'uc; d Gdvaxoc difj^Gev, e<|>' co rcdvxeq fjpapxov

(W) c()9dvcp 8e 8iaf3dta>u Odvaxoq £iof\X,0ev eiq xov KOOUOV Tteipdc^o-uaiv
8e adxdv oi xfjq e K e i v o u pepiSoq dvxeq.
7. Rom 9:19 // Wis 12:12
(P)

'Epeiq poi ovv xi [ow] exi uepcjiexai; xo) ydp Poi)A,fjpaxi adxod xiq
dv9eoxt|Kev;

(W) xiq ydp epei T i ercoiriaaq; fj xiq dvxioxfioexai xco Kpiuaxi aou;
8. Rom 9:21 // Wis 15:7
(P)

fj OVK e%ei e^ouoiav 6 Kepapeuq xoi) Trr\X,oi) e K xod adxoft
(|)updpaxoq Ttoifjoai o pev eiq xiLidv OKeiioq o 8e eiq dxiptav;

(W) K a i ydp Kepapei)q a7taA.f|v yfjv 0A.iBcov erttpox9ov rtldooei rcpdq
d j m p e a i a v fpcbv ev eKaoxov aXX EK XCO ordxoi) nr\Xoxt dvert^doaxo
xd xe xcbv Ka9apcbv epycov SodXa OKetbri xd xe e v a v x i a , rtdvxa dpoicoqxodxcov Se exepo-u xiq eKaoxou eoxiv fj xpfjoiq Kpixfjq d 7xr|A.oi>pydq.
9. Rom 9:31 / / Wis 2:11
(P)

'IopadA, 8e SICOKCOV vopov SiKaioot>VT|q eiq vdpov odK ec|)9aoev.

(W) eoxco 8e f|pcbv r\ io%dq vop.oq xf\q oiKcuoovvTiq, xd ydp daQeveq
axpr|oxov e^ey%exai.
10. Rom 11:33 // Wis 17:1
(P)

~Q (3d9oq xtA,odxo"u K a i aocJRaq Kai yvcbaecoq 9eod- cbq dve^epadviyta xd
K p i u a x a adxcd Kai dveq^xviaaxoi a i d8oi adxod.

(W) MeydXai ydp o o u a i Kpioeiq Kai 8uo8ifjyr|xor
11. Rom 13:1 // Wis 6:3
(P)

. . . od ydp eoxiv e^ouoia ei pfj drtd 9eod, a i 8e ofjaai imd 9eod
xexaypevai eiaiv.

(W) oxi e869r| rtapd Kupiou f| Kpdxnaiq duiv Kai f| 8-uvaaxeia rtapd d\|/iaxou,
12. Rom 13:10 // Wis 6:18
(P)

f| dyd7xr| xcb rdrioiov KOKOV

OVK

epyd^exav TtXfjpcotia

ovv voiiot)

dydrtTi.
(W) dydrtTi 8e xf|pT|oiq vojicov adxfjq. rtpoooxfj 8e vdpcov PeBaicooiq
dc()9apoiaq,

f|
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13. 1 Cor 1:24 // Wis 7:24-25
(P)
(W)

atrtoiq 5e xoiq KXrrtoiq, 'IouSaioiq XE K a i "EA.A.r|C>iv, Xpioxov Geofj
S w a i n v K a i Qeov aofyiav
24

ndcrr|q ydp KivrjoEcoq Kivr|xiKcbx£pov <TO0ia, SIIJKEI 8E K a i %copEi 8id
Tidvxcov did xijv KaOapdxnxa- dxinc. ydp ECTXIV xr\q XO-6 BECU
SwdiiEioq K a i a7tdppoia xrjq xoii TiavxoKpdxopoq Sdcjriq E i A . i K p i v f j q 25

14. 1 Cor 2:16 // Wis 9:13
(P)

xiq ydp syvco voOv K-upiou, oq cuuRiRdaei aijxdv; fjueiq 8e v o w
Xpiaxofj e%ouev.

(W) xiq ydp dv9pcojtoq yvcooxxai pouA.f]v Qeoij; fj xiq evGuuriGijoexai xi
0EAEI 6 Kiipioq;
15. 1 Cor 4:14 / / Wis 11:10
(P)

OVJK EvxpETicov fjudq ypcicpco xafjxa aXX' <aq XEKva uou dyarcrixd
VOT>9EXt»[v].

(W) xovxovq UEV ydp coq 7iaxf|p VOUOEXCOV ESoKiuacaq,
16. 1 Cor 6:2 // Wis 3:8
(P)

fj oi)K oi8axe oxi oi dyioi xov KOO-JIOV K p i v o i k n v ; K a i ei EV fjuiv
KpivExai 6 Koouoq,

(W) Kpivovjcxv EGVT\ K a i Kpaxfjoouaiv taxcbv, K a i fiaGiXevaei afjxcbv
Krjpioq Eiq xoi)q aicbvaq.
17. 1 Cor 9:25 / / Wis 4:2
(P)

ndq 8e 6 dycovi^ouEvoq 7idvxa EyKpaxEiJexai, EKEIVOI UEV CUV iva
(|>9apxdv axetyavov A.dpcocnv, fjuEiq 8E d(|)0apxov.

(W)

. . . K a i ev xcp aicbvi oT£<|>avTi<t>opoi)a'a 710U7TEVJEI XOV XCOV dutdvxcov
d0>.cov dycova viKfioaoa.

18. 1 Cor 10:1 // Wis 19:7-8
(P)

Oi) 8eA.co ydp ijudq dyvoeiv, d8eX<j>oi, oxi oi naxepeq fjucbv ndvxeq imo
xfjv VE<|)EX,T|V fjoav Kai ndvxeq 8id xfjq 0aA.docmq 8ifjA.8ov
7

(W) fi xf)v 7iapeuPoX.f)v OKidt^ouoa vefyekix, E K 8e npo'dtyeoxcbxoq iJ8axoq
qqpdq dvd8ixnq yfjq, e0ecopf|0r|, ei; epuGpdq Ga^dacrnq 686q
dveu7td8ioxoq Kai x^-o^(j)6pov rceSiov eK KW>8covoq p i a i o v 8i ov
7tave0vei SifjXGov oi xfj crfj cnce7taqouevoi %eipi ©ecopijaavxeq
Qauuaaxd xEpaxa.
8
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19. 1 Cor 11:7 // Wis 2:23
(P)

Avfp uev ydp OUK dcjieiXei KaxaKaXdxcxeaGat TTW Ke<|)aA.fjv eixtov K a i
QEOV drcapxcov f| yuvf) 8e 8dc;a dvdpdc eaxiv.

66qa
(W)

oxi d Geoc eKxiaev xdv av0pco7tov EK d<t>6apatg Kai E I K O V O xfjc iSiac,
dididxrixoc eTioinaev adxdv

20. 1 Cor 11:24 // Wis 16:6
(P)
(W)

. . . xodxo noieixe Eiq xf|v Euf|v dvdpvr|oiv.
eic vo"o0eaiav 8e Ttpdc dXiyov exapdx0naav adpBoXov e%ovxec
acoxTipiac Eiq dvapvtioiv evxoA.fjc vdpoi) GOV

21. 1 Cor 15:32 // Wis 2:5-6
(P)

(W)

ei Kaxd avGpctmov ewnpiopaxnaa ev 'E(t>eaQ), xi poi xd d(|)e^oc; ei
veKpoi odK eyeipovxai, <|)dycopev K a i rcicopev, adpiov ydp
drco9vf|aKopev.
5

aKid<; ydp rcdpoSoq 6 Kaipdq fjpcbv, K a i OVJK eaxiv dvaTto8iap.dc, xfjc,
xeteuxfjc f|ticbv, oxi Kaxea<|>payia0Ti K a i ovbeiq dvaaxpe<j)ei. 8edxe odv
K a i aTto^adacopev xcbv ovxcov dyaBcbv K a i xpr|ocbue0a xfj K x i a e i cbc ev
vedxnxi cnrouSaicoc"
ft

22. 1 Cor 15:34 // Wis 13:1
(P)

eKvfjij/axe SiKaicoc K a i pfj dpapxdvexe, dyvraoiav ydp QEOV xivec
exouaiv, Ttpdc, evxpojtf|V duiv XaXm.

(W)

Mdxaioi uev ydp rcdvxec avGpcorcoi cjrdaei, oiq rcapfjv QEOV dyvcooria
K a i BK xcbv dpcopevcov dyaGcbv o d K iaxuaav eiSevai xdv ovxa odxe xoic
epyoic rtpoaexovxec erteyvcoaav xdv xexvixr|v,

23. 2 Cor 5:1, 4 / / Wis 9:15
(P)

'O'iSauev ydp oxi edv f) eiciyeioc. fjpcbv o i K i a XOV OKTIVOVC; Kaxa?a)9fi,
.. . Kai ydp oi ovxec E V XCO OKTIVEI axevd^opev Bapodpevoi, ecjf cp od
0eA.ouev eK8vjaaa0ai aXk! eTtev8daaa0ai, i v a KaxarcoOfj xd ©vnxdv vnb
xfjc i>fjc.
4

(W)

<j)0apxdv ydp acbpa papdvei vj/vxfjv, K a i Bpi0ei xd yecb8ec OKijvoc; vodv
TtoXv^pdvxiSa.

24. 2 Cor 12:12 / / Wis 10:16
(P)
(W)

xd pev anpeia xod aTtoaxdA.o'u Kaxeipyda0T| ev dpiv ev redan drtopovfj,
oripEioic, XE x a i xepaoiv K a i dwdueaiv.
. . . K a i dvxeaxr) Paaitedaiv <|>oPepoic EV xspaoi Kai oTipEioiq.
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25. Gal 6:1 // Wis 17:17
(P)

. . . edv K a i 7rpoXr|U(|)0fi dv0pco;roq ev xivi TiapaTixcbuaxi, dueiq o i
rcveuuaxiKoi Kaxapxi^exe xov xoioijxov ev nvefjuaxi 7rpaij'xr|xoq,
oKOTicbv oeamdv irq K a i oi) neipaoGfjq.

(W) ei xeTCvefJuacropiqov fj 7tepi du<]>iXa<|>eiq K^d8ouc dpvecov fj^oq
ev\iekr\q fj puGuoq vj8axoq Ttopewuevou Ria fj Kximoq drtrivfiq
Kaxappinxouevcov Ttexpcbv
26. Eph 1:17 // Wis 7:7
(P)

. . . 6 0e6q xoij Kupiou f|Ufdv 'Irioofj Xpiaxoi), 6 Ttaxfjp xfjq bot,r\q, Scorj
fjuiv 7tv£i>na oofyiaq K a i d7tOKaA,fj\|/ecoq ev eniyvcoaei avjxofj,

(W) 8id XOVJXO erjcjduriv, K a i <|>p6vr|aiq e560r| uor e7ieKaX£odur|v, Kai fj^0ev
uoi n v e i i i i a aotyiaq.
27. Eph 4:24 / / Wis 9:3
(P)

K a i ev8fjaaa0ai xov Kaivov dv0pco7tov xov Kaxd 0edv Kxia0evxa ev
SiKottoCTTjVTj K a i o c a o x t i x i xfjq dA/r|0eiaq.

(W) K a i dieTcrj xov KOOUOV ev ocnoxriTi Kai oiKaioo~uvTi K a i ev efjGvjxrixi
\|/uxfj<; Kpioiv K p i v r i ,
28. Eph 6:13 // Wis 5:17
(P)

did xoijxo dvaXdRexe xf|v JtavojtXiav xoi) Qeov, iva 8uvr|0fjxe
dvxiaxfjvai ev xfj fiuepa xfj jtovupd K a i dnavxa Kaxepyacduevoi
axfjvai.

(W) W|ui|/exai T t a v o j t ^ i a v xov C,f\kov afjxovj Kai OTtXxmoifjaei xf|v Kxioiv eiq
duuvav e^Gpcov
29. Eph 6:14 // Wis 5:18
(P)

oxfjxe odv Ttepi^cooduevoi xf|v 6o(|)i)v fjucbv ev dXr|0eig K a i
e v S w a i i e v o i xov BcdpaKa xfjq oiKaioo-f>vriq

(W) ev&vaexai OiopaKU SiKaioffVjvTiv K a i 7repi0rjo"exai Kopu0a Kpioiv
dvujioKpixov
30. Eph 6:16 // Wis 5:19, 21
(P)

ev rcdciv dvaXaRdvxeq xov 0upe6v xfjq rcioxecoq, ev co 8uvfjoeo0e udvxa
xd pe^.ri xod Ttovripoij [xd] 7ie7tupcoueva ofieoai
-

(W)

l9

TOV

21

^.f|u\|/exai dom8a dKaxaudxn
daidxr|xa,. . . 7xopedoovxai
efjaxoxoi RoXiSeq daxparccbv K a i cbq dred efjKfjK^ot) xdc^ou xcbv vec|)cbv
erii OKOTTOV dA.oiJvxai,
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31. Phil 4:5 // Wis 2:19
(P)
(W)

to enieiKeq dpcbv yvcooGfjxco Ttdorv dvGpcoTtoiq. 6 K d p i o q

eyyvq.

. . . iva yvcbpev xf|v eitiEiKeiav a d x o d

32. Phil 4:13 // Wis 7:23
(P)

7tdvxa

ioxdco ev xco e v d u v a p o d v x i pe.

(W) aKc6X,uxov, e d e p y e x i K o v , (|)iA.dv0pcoTtov,
BePaiov, acsfyaXeq, duepiuvov,
r c a v x o d d v a p o v , TtaveTtioKOTtov
Kai

did Ttdvxcov %copodv rtveupdxcov
KaGapcbv ^enxoxaxcov.

voepcbv

33. 1 Thess 4:13 // Wis 3:18
(P)

. . . iva pf| X/UTtfjaGe KaGcbq Kai oi XoiTtoi o i uf| c / o v x e q

tknida.

(W) edv xe d^ecoq xeXeuxfjacoaiv oi>x eiqoDOiv eXniba odde ev f|Ltepg
diayvcboecoq TtapapdGiov
34. 1 Thess 5:1 // Wis 8:8 [on "signs and wonders," see 2 Cor 12:12;
Rom 15:19]
(P)

Ilepi 5e xcov xpdvcov K a i xcov Kaipcbv, ddetajioi, od xpeiav e^exe dpiv
ypd<t>ea6ai,

(W)

. . . c m p e i a K a i x e p a x a TtpoyivcboKei, K a i e K p d o e i q Kaipcav Kai
Xpovcov.

35. 1 Thess 5:2 // Wis 18:14-15 [on the suddenness of God's judgment of
Egypt]
(P)

adxoi ydp aKpipcbq oidaxe oxi fipepa Kupiou cbq KXeTtxnq ev V U K X I
odxcoq ep^exai.

(W)

' r\cv%ov y d p

4

aiyfjq Ttepiexodcmq xd Ttdvxa K a i vuKxdq ev idicp xd%ei
d Ttavxoddvapdq cov Xoyoq an odpavcbv eK Gpdvcov
PaoiA,eicov aTtdxopoq TtoX£Liioxf|q e i q p e o o v xfjq dXeGpiaq fjX.axo yfjq
qT<|)oq olqv xf|v dvuTtoKpixov eTtixayfjv aou 4>epcov
ueoa^odcrnq

15

36. 1 Thess 5:3 // Wis 17:14
(P)

(W)

. . . xdxe ai<|>viSioq auxoiq ecjuoxaxai d^eGpoq cbortep fj cbdiv xfj ev
y a o x p i ey.odcrn, Kai od pf| eK(|nJycotTiv.
. . . ai<|>vi5ioq y d p auxoiq Kai dTcpooddKrixoq cJ)dpoq eTte%d6r|.
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37. 1 Thess 5:8 / / Wis 5:18
(P)

. . . evowTduEVOi
eXrcida oormpiac/

(W)

Ev5d<TETai 0 ( 6 p a K a diKaiocrdvirv Kai 7tepi0f|aetai Kopu0a Kplaiv
dvimoKpixov

OcopaKd

Ttioxecoq Kai dydrmq Kai 7tepiKe<t>aXaiav

38. Titus 3:4 / / Wis 1:6
(P)

dxe 8e f| xpiioxoxriq Kai rj

<j»iX.av9p(»n;ia

erte^avn xod acoxr\poq rjucbv

0eod,
(W)

<|)iX,dvOpiOTtov

ydp rtvedua ootjiia

Addendum II: The Wisdom Texts
1. Job 12:13
reap' adxco ao(l>ia K a i 8dvapic,
adxco BOIATI Kai adveaic.

Belonging to him are wisdom and power;
counsel and understanding are his.

2. Psalm 104:24 (103:24 LXX)
cbq e(ieyaA.dv0Ti xd epya cov, K d p i e '
rcdvxa ev c r a n i a eTcovnaaq,
ercXnproOri TI yf\ xf\q KXijoecbc cov.

How

many are your works, LORD!
In wisdom you made them all;
the earth is full of your creatures.

3. Proverbs 3:19-20
'^o Gedq xfi c r a n i a eGeueXtcoaev xfiv ynv,
rixoiuaaev 5e odpavodq ev c|)povnoer
~"ev aia9f|oei dpuaooi eppdynaav,
vecjiri 5e eppdt|aav Spdaouq.

19

God in wisdom laid the earth's
foundations,
with understanding he set the heavens in
place;
in his knowledge the deeps were
divided,
and the clouds let drop the dew.

20

4. Proverbs 8:22-31
22

Kupioc, eKXiaev ue d p x d v dScbv adxod
eiq epya adxod,
rcpd xod aicbvoq eGeueMcoaev ue ev
dpXTU
rtpd xod xfiv yrjv notrjaai
Kai repd xod xdq dpdaaouq rcoifjaai,
rcpo xod rcpoeXGeiv xdq jnyydq xcov
25

24

vSaxav,

The LORD made me the beginning of his
ways for his works,
before the ages he established me in
the beginning;
before he created the earth,
and before he created the depths,
before the fountains of water came
forth.

Christ and Personified Wisdom
2 ,

; t p 6 mv

6pr\ e S p a a G i j v a t ,

Ttpo 8 e Jtdvxcov powcbv y e v v a (ie.
^ K u p i o c eitotriaev x a i p a q K a i doiKf|TO-uc

Kai a K p a oiKoi)(ieva xfjt; IJJX c u p a v o v .

TJviKa 7Jxoip.aq£v x o v o u p a v o v ,

27

ou(i7tapfiur|v aijxcp,
Kai d x e d(j>c6pi£ev x o v e a v T o i J G p o v o v
in d v e u c o v .
28

i j v i K a i o x u p d e i t o i e i x d dvco v£$r\,

K a i coc do(|)aA.eic e x i G e i Ttr|ydc xfjc t)Jt
oupavov
2 9

K a i i a x u p d e n o i e i x d G e u e ^ i a xfjc y f j c ,

' " f j u r i v n a p ' am&

dpno^ouca,

eyco r j u r i v fi j c p o a e x a i p e v .

K a 6 ' i j n e p a v 8 e ei)(t>paiv6|iTiv
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before the mountains were settled,
and before all the hills he begot me.
The LORD made countries and uninhab
ited places,
and the highest inhabited places
under heaven.
When he prepared the sky I was with
him,
and when he prepared his throne on
the winds;
when he gave strength to the clouds
above,
and when he secured the fountains
under heaven,
and when he strengthened the founda
tions of the earth,
I was with him arranging [things].
I was the one in whom he took
delight,
and daily I rejoiced
in his presence continually.

e v Ttpoacoitcp a t i x o i j ev Ttavxi
Kaipro,

When he rejoiced, having completed the
world,
he also rejoiced among the sons of
K a i eveiKJipaivETO e v violq dvGpcoitcov.
men.

" o x e e i ) ( | ) p a i v e x o xfiv oiKot>|i£vr|v
avvxeXeaac,

5. Sirach 1:4, 9
4

j c p o x e p a Jtdvxcov e K x i o x a i ao(j>ta

K a i a d v e c n c (t>povijaea)c e i ; a i c o v o c .
'Kijpioc a w o c e K x i o e v

awrw

Kai e i S e v K a i e i ; T | p i 6 p r | a e v a f i x f i v
Kai e t j e % e e v a-uxfiv e j t i Jtdvxa

4

Wisdom was created before all other
things,
and prudent understanding from
eternity.
The Lord himself created her;
he saw her and took her measure:
he poured her out upon all his works.
9

xd e p y a awoij,

6. Wisdom of Solomon 7:21-28 (versification: Greek,
21

6aa xe eaxiv Kpirnxd Kai e|i<|>avij eyvcov

2 ,

English,

NRSV)

I learned both what is secret and what
is manifest,
r\ ydp Jtdvxcov xe%vixic eSiSatjev |ie
for wisdom, the fashioner of all things,
ao(|>la.
taught me.
"Eo"tiv ydp e v aiixfj 7tvei>na voepov,
For there is in her a spirit: intelligent,
dyiov,
holy,
uovoyevec. ito^uuepeq, XEKZOV,
unique, manifold, subtle,
ei)Kivnxov, xpavov, duoXwtov,
mobile, clear, unpolluted,
22

22

LXX;
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21

distinct, invulnerable, loving the
good, keen,
irresistible, "beneficent.
humane,

aa<j)£c., tirnj|KxvTov, <)>i>.dyaGov,
6£,ij,
dKcoXuxov, edepyextKov,
<t>iXdvGpcorcov,

24

aa^aXeq, duepiuvov,

steadfast, sure, free from
anxiety,
rcavxo8dvauov, rcaverciaKorcov
all-powerful, overseeing all,
K a i Sid rcdvxcov xtopodv
and penetrating through the
rcveuudxcov voepcov,
spirits that are intelligent,
KaGapcov, Xercxoxdxcov.
pure, and altogether subtle.
Tcdcmq ydp Kivfiaecoq KivnxiKcoxepov
For wisdom is more mobile than any
cocpia,
motion;
SinKei 8e K a i %(£ipel Sid rcdvxcov Sid she pervades/penetrates all things be
XTJV KaGapdxnxacause of purity.
axuiq ydp eaxiv xfjc xod Geod Swdueroq Tor she is a breath of the power of God,
Kai drcdppoia xfjq xod rcavxoKpaxopoq
and a pure emanation of the glory of
the Almighty;
Sdlqnq eiXiKpivnc'
therefore nothing defiled gains en
5id xodxo odSev ueutauuevov eiq
trance into her.
adxqv rcapeurcircxei.
*For she is a reflection of eternal light,
dnavyaapa ydp eaxiv (jiioxdq diSiou
a spotless mirror of the working of God;
Kai ioonxpov dKnXiSmxov xfjg xov
Qeov ivepyeiag
Kai eiKcbv xfjg dyadornxog avxov.
and an image of his goodness.
u i a 8e odaa rcdvxa 8dvaxai
Although but one, she can do all
things;
K a i uevouaa ev adxfj xd rcdvxa
and while remaining in herself, she
Kaivic^ei
renews all things;
in every generation she passes
Kai Kaxd yevedq eiq ifvxdq
into holy souls
dataq uexapatvouaa
and makes them friends of God,
<)>iA.ouq Geod Kai rcpo(|>f|xaq
and prophets.
KaxaaKevdt^ei'
For God loves nothing so much
od6ev ydp dyarca d Gedq
ei UTJ xdv ao<(>ia a w o i K o d v x a .
as the person who lives with wisdom.
Pe(3aiov,

4

2,

2(,

27

!7

28

!8

8:4-6
4

udaxiq ydp eaxiv xfj<q xod Geod eraaxijuriq For she is an initiate in the knowledge of
God,
Kai aipezig xav epycov avxov.
and an associate in his works.
'ei 8e rcA.odxdq eaxiv eruGuiiT|xdv Kxfiua
If riches are a desirable possession
ev pica
in life,
xi aoipiag nXovaiwxepov xfjg xd rcdvxa
what is richer than wisdom, who works
epyat^ojievng;
all things?
''ei 8e ^povnaiq epyd^exai,
I f understanding is effective,
xig avxfjq xwv ovxcovpdXXov eaxiv
who more than she is fashioner of what
xexvinq;
exists?
4

5
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9:1-2
'9ee Jiaxeptov K a i Kv>pie rot) e^eouc
6 Ttoiriaaq xd navxaevXoyw aov
K a i xfj acHpig aov
KaxaaKevdaag
avOpmnov,
iva Searcocjri xwv imo aoi) yevo|ievcov
Kxtaudxcov
2

'God of our fathers and Lord of mercy,
who created all things by your word,
and in your wisdom fashioned humankind,

2

to have dominion over the creatures
you have made,

9:9-10
9

K a i pexd aov r\ aoipia i) eiSvia xd ipya
aov
Kai napovaa, ore enoieic xov Koapov,

K a i e7ctaxap.evri xi dpeaxov ev 6<|)9aA.poic
001)
K a i ri ev9eq ev evxoXalq aov.
'"ecjartdoxeiXov adxriv ei; dyicov ot)pav<ov
K a i and Gpdvot) Socjnc aov Jteunrov
at)TT|V,
iva <xu|i7Wxpo\>ad uoi Koictdcrn
K a i yvefi xi eudpeaxov eaxiv roxpd aoi.

''With you is wisdom, she who knows your
works,
and was present when uou created the
world;
she understands what is pleasing in your
sight
and what is right according to your
commandments.
"'Send her forth from the holy heavens,
and from the throne of your glory
send her,
that she may labor at my side,
and that I may learn what is pleasing
to you.

10:20-11:4
8td xouxo SiKaiot eaKiiXevaav daeffcic •"'Therefore, the righteous plundered the
ungodly
and hymned, Lord, uour holy name,
K a i vpvr\aav, KVpie. to dvopa TO
ayidv aov
and praised with one accord iiour defend
xr\v xe vnepjiaxov gov %eipa rjveaav
ing hand;
6po8vpa86v
'because wisdom opened the mouth of
6xi lj ao<|>ia fivoi^ev a x d p a KCO<|>COV
the mute,
and made the tongues of infants
Kai yXcoaoac vpiticov e9r|K£v xpavde.
speak clearly.
'"She prospered their works by the hand
" Ei)65coaev xd epya atixcbv ev xetpi
of a holy prophet.
7tpo(()iixot) dyiot).
They journeyed through an uninhabited
5tc68et)aav epnp.ov doiKtixov
wilderness,
and pitched their tents in untrodden
K a i ev dSdxotc £7tT|i;av aKT|vdc'
places.
'They
withstood
their enemies and
'dvxECTxricrav 7coXe(tiotc K a i e%9pot)c
fought off their foes.
riiruvavxo.
When they were thirsty, they called upon
eSi\fT}aav Kai EKEKaXeaavxo ge,
you,

20

2

21

:I

2

2

4

4
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and water was given them out of
flinty rock,
and from hard stone a remedy for
their thirst.

Kai eSoGri adxoic, eK rcexpac,
aKpoTouou i)8cop
Kai (aua 6i\j/T\c, EK ?a0ov aK^npod.

11:17, 24
''ou ydp lJTcdpei f| rcavxoSdvaudq aou ^eip 'For your all-powerful hand,
Kai K x i a a a a xdv KOOUOV
which created the world
ei; dudp^ou x>\r\q
out of formless matter,
ercirceu\|/ai adroit; rcAf|0oc, dpKtov r\
did not lack the means to send upon
Gpaaeic, ^eovxac,. . .
them . . .
dyarcdc, ydp xd ovxa rcdvxa
For you love all things that exist,
Kai oi)5ev p8e>/uaari cov ercoiriaac'
and detest none of the things that you
have created;
nor do you hate what you have
odSe ydp av uiacov xi KaxeaKedaaac.
fashioned.

24

24

16:24
'H ydp Kxicnc, aoi xco rcovtjaavxi
For creation, serving you who made it,
drcripexodoa
ercixeivexai eic, KdXaaiv Kaxd xcov
exerts itself to punish the unrighteous
dSiKCOv
Kai dviexai eic; edepyeaiav drcep xcov
and in kindness relaxes for those who
erci aoi rcercoiGdxcov.
trust you.

Appendix B
Paul's Use of Ktipioc; for Christ in
Citations and Echoes of the
Septuagint
T H E FIRST PURPOSE OF THIS appendix is, for the convenience of the reader, to

gather all the citations and allusions discussed in chs. 2-10 in which Paul is
most likely using the language of the Septuagint in referring to Christ
(mostly Knpioc but sometimes where Paul's Kuproc stands in the place of
"God"). They are listed in two groups: first, actual citations and apparent
allusions to the Septuagint; second, Yahweh phrases from the Septuagint
that have been applied to Christ. Here they are given in the order of the
preceding chapters but in canonical order within each letter. The third
group in this appendix lists the twelve citations of the Septuagint that in
clude the name Kvpioc, where the reference is almost certainly to God the
Father (see ch. 3, n. 7). As is noted in the texts below, the OT references re
flect the chapter/ verse numbering of the Septuagint when it differs from
the English Bible.
The second purpose here is to demonstrate the point made in the intro
duction (p. 21) as to both the ubiquity and the importance of this phenome
non in setting forth a Pauline Christology.

Citations and Allusions to the Text of the Septuagint
1 Thessalonians
1 Thess 3:13

ev rfj rcapouaia xoii Kupiou fipcbv 'Iriao-u uexd rcdvxcov
xcov dyicov
aitxov,

Zech 14:5

Kai fjc;ei

Kvpioc. 6 Qeoq uov Kai
oi

dryioi

navxeq
uex'

avxov.

_
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1 Thess 4:6

SlOXl

EKSIKOC,

KTJplOq 7t£pi ndvXCOV xofjxcov,

Ps 93:1 LXX

6 0£oq

EKOIKTHTECOV

Kupioq,

1 Thess 4:16 oxi adxdq 6 Kupioq ev Ke^euouaxi, EV <j>iovfj dpxayye^o-u
Kai ev c d l j x i y y i Geoii,
KaxapT|<T£xai an' ofjpavoij
Ps 46:6 LXX

dveprj 6 Geoc, ev dA,aA,ay|j.cb,
KTjpiOq
EV (JXOV'fl
ffd^rciyyoq.

1 Thess 5:27
Gen 24:3

svopKii'.e) fjudq xov Kiipiov dvayvcooGfjvai xijv EniaxoMiv
ndoav xoiq d5£X<t)oiq.
Kai EcopKiro o x

Kvpiov

xov GEOV xorj ofjpavovj
[cf. Neh 13:25]

2 Thessalonians
2 Thess 1:7-8

7

Isa 66:15

Isa 66:4

8

xofj KDpioi) 'ITICTOTJ . . . E V <|)X,oyi nvpoq,
SiSovxoc, E K S i K i i n v xoiq uij Bidden v GEOV
K a i xoiq |if| ttrcaKOijovcriv xco EvjayyE^icp
xofj Kupiou fjucbv 'Irioofj,
Kijpioc, cbq ndp fjqEi Kai cbq Kaxaiyiq xd dpuaxa adxofj
dnooofjvai EV Guucb EK5IKT|<TIV
Kai dnoaKopaKiCTudv EV <|>^oyi Txopoq.

"A.£y£i Kupioq [v. 2] . . . dvxano5coo-<a aijxoiq oxi £Kd"A.£oa
avjxovjq K a i o\)/ T)nf|Kowadv \io\>,

2 Thess 1:9

oixivEq . . .

dno npoffcorcou xoij
Kwpioi) Kai d n o
xfjq boc^nq xnq ioxvoq avxofj,

Isa 2:10

KpfjnxEoGE . . . d n o npoo"<6nou xorj <t>6Rorj Kupiou Kai d n o
xfiq o6£,r\q xr\q io-xt>oq avxofj,

2 Thess 1:10 oxav EX0TI Evooiqao-Ofivai
Ps 88:8 LXX

6 0£oq

EvSolqa^onEVoq

2 Thess 1:10

Kai

Qav\iaaQi[vai

Ps 67:36 LXX

flauuacToq

EV xoiq
Rorj^fj

d y i o i q avxoii
dyicov,

EV naaxv xoiq nioxEiJaaaiv,

6 Geoq EV xoiq d y i o i q avxovj-
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2 Thess 1:12

drccoq

Isa 66:5

vva

2 Thess 2:13

ed%apiaxeiv TO) Geo) Ttdvxoxe Ttepi fjpcov, doeX<t>oi
fiyarcTipxvoi vnb K D p i o t ) ,

Deut 33:12

K a i TO) Beviauiv elrcev,
f|yaTCT|p£vo<; vnb Kupioi) K a x a o K n v i o a e i

2 Thess 3:5

EvSolqaoGfi
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TO dvopa xod Kupiou fipcfiv Itioof)
ev fjplv,

TO ovoua Kopiou

6 be K o p i o q

1 Chr 29:18

SoiqaoGfi

K a x £ D 0 w a i duiov xdq KapSiac;
eic TT|V dydrcriv rod 8eod

K\>pie d Gedq . . . Kai K a x £ t ) 0 w o v
xdc; KapSiac;
adTibv rcpdc oe.

2 Thess 3:16 6 Ktipioq

p,£xd rcdvTcov vp.iov.

Ruth 2:4

p£0'

Kijpioq

i)iii3v-

1 Corinthians
1 Cor 1:31

iva KaGibq yeypaTtxar 6 Kavx<»P-£Voq, ev Kupiio KauxdoOto.

Jer 9:23 LXX

ev xodxw Kav/doflio

1 Cor 2:16

TIC, y d p Eyvio
fipeiq 5e

v o w Kupiot), oq o i m t t i B d o r i a w o v ;
v o w X p i o T o d ey_opev.

Isa 40:13

xiq

v o w Kupiou, Kai xiq adxod trduRou"/.oq
eyevexo, oq CTDUBIPC/ adxov;

1 Cor 10:20

aXX' oxi a 0douoiv,

Deut 32:17

£yvio

£0wav

6 KauxoipEVoq, auvieiv Kai y i v i o a K e i v
o x i eyra fiipi Kopioq

Saipovioiq K a i ov 0£<p 0t>ouoxvoaipovioiq K a i ov 0£(p,

1 Cor 10:22

rj

itapatjtiXodpEv xov Kfipiov;

Deut 32:21

adxoi

rcapscjfi^ioodv

p£

ere' od Geo),
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KDpiou ydp

1 Cor 10:26

xofj

Ps 23:1 LXX

xoii K u p i o v

1 Cor 15:25

d%pi ov 8fj rcavxac, xovq exQpovq

Ps 109:1 LXX ECOC, av

1 Cor 15:27
Ps 8:7 LXX

f| yx\ K a i xo rtXTJptopa avzr[q.
f| yfj K a i xo it^iipcouu afjxfic;,

0co

XOIJC, exQpovq

j x d v x a ydp xmExal;£v
rcdvxa

vnb
xovq nodaq av>xoii.

aov

vnb

imsxa^ac;

imonoSiov
xcov ixoScov CTOV.

xovq no&aq a u x o i i .

xmoKdxco xtov iroScov auxorj,

2 Corinthians
2 Cor 3:16

f r v i K a 8e e d v STXiaxpsum

Txpdc Kfjpiov,

jispiaipEixai
Exod 34:34

f j v i K a 8' d v
eiaeTtopevjexo Mcorjcrfjc, svavxi Kupiot)
Xa'A.eiv arjxcb,
rtEpiTjpEixo
xo Kalvjppa
ecoq xoij eK7toperjeo0ai.

2 Cor 8:21

jxpovooiinEV y a p KaX.d oij uovov

aXka K a i
Prov 3:4

xo K&kvupa.

K a i Tipovooii

EVCOTXIOV

KaX,d
Kai

Eviorciov K u p i o u

dvGpcorccov.
EVCOTXIOV KDpioi)
dvOpcojxcov.

Romans
Rom 10:13

jxdc, y d p bq d v ErtiKaXxtrtixai xo o v o i i a KDpiov
ccoefio'Exai.

Joel 3:5 LXX

Kai Eoxai

Rom 14:11

cjco

rcdc;

bq dv EiaKaAi;CTT|xai xo o v o j i a K o p i o u
erioGfioxxai.

Eyco, ksyei Kupioq, oxi £p.oi K a p o s i Jtdv yovv K a i rtdoa
yA,cbo"cra ECjOuo^oyfjaExai

Isa 49:18
Isa 45:23

xco 0sco.

^co Eyto, Xeyex. Kfjpioc;,
o x i E j i o i KuuyEi ixdv yovu Kai
Ecjouo^oyfioExai Ttdaa yXcoaaa xco 0sco.
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Ephesians
Eph 1:20
Ps 109:1

Kai

LXX

KaGioaq

xoiq ercoupavioiq

e l r c e v 6 K r j p i o q xco K u p i c p UOD

icaBot)

Eph 4:8

ev 5et\o\ avxoi) ev
eK Seiqicov UOD,

dvaBdq eiq iSyoq fixpataoxeuoev aixpaXcooiav,
e8coKev 56uaxa
xoiq dvBpcorcoiq.

Ps 67:19 LXX dvepiiq eiq iiyoq fixiiaXioxewaq aijcpaXcooiav,
e^aPeq Soiiaxa ev dvGpcorccp.

Philippians
Phil 2:10-11

Isa 45:23

7tdv yovu Kapyrj ercoupavicov K a i erciyeicov K a i
KaxaxGovicov
"Kai rcdoa yAioooa ecqoiioXoyf|OTiTai oxi K u p i o q
'Irioorjq Xpioxoq
oxi euoi

Phil 4:5b
Ps 144:18

10

rcdv yovu
K a i e ^ o p o ^ o y f | o e x a i rcdoa y l c o o o a xco Geo).

Kduyei

6 Kvpioq eyyvq.
LXX

eyyvq

rcdaiv xoiq erciKaXoupevoiq adxdv,

Kopioq

Titus
Titus 2:14

oq eScoKev eauxdv . . . iva ^VTpcoorrcai f|p.aq and
rcdoriq
dvopiaq
Kai KaGapioT)
eavxco X,a6v rtepiofjaiov,
Ps 129:8 LXX K a i adxdq
X/oxpcboexai xov Iapar|A, e K
rtaocov xcov dvopicov adxod.
Ezek 37:23

Kai

pdaopai adxodq drcd
rcaocov xcbv dvopicov adxcbv, . . . adxaiq,
Kai KaOapito adxodq, K a i eaovxai poi eiq Xaov,

2 Timothy
2 Tim 2:7
Prov 2:6

Scooei

ydp aoi 6
oxi

Kibpioq

Kupioq

oiiveoiv ev rcdaiv.

8i8cooiv aoij)iav,. . . yvcbaiq
odveoxq-

Kai
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2 Tim 2:19

eyvto leopioc, xovq, bvxaq aijxoii,

Num 16:5

Eyvio 6 GEOC, xovq bvxaq avxov

2 Tim 2 : 1 9

dmooxrjxco and ddiKiaq naq 6 ovoiid^tov

Isa 2 6 : 1 3

KiipiE, EKXOC. cov dXXov

o'idauEV,
TO 6vop.d aov
bvo\iaC,o\iev.

Kvpie,...

cv dnoScooEic; EKaoxco

Prov 2 4 : 1 2 K v p i o c ; . . . bq ditoSiSiooiv EKaoxco

2

ovofia KDpiot).

dnoSiocTEi arjxcp 6 Kijpioc. Kaxd x d Epya at>xofr

2 Tim 4 : 1 4
Ps 6 1 : 1 3

OVK

TO

Tim 4 : 1 7

Exod 3 4 : 5

6 5E

Krjpioq uoi

Kai KaxERr)

Kiipioq . . .

Kaxd xd Epya a w o t ) .
Kaxd x d Epya atixorj.

ixapECXTi

Kai

Jtapso-TTi avjxcb E K E ! '

Kijptoc; Phrases
1. EV Xoyca Krjpiorj (IThess 4:15, etc.) [by the word of the Lord]
2. T)UEpa K u p i o u (1 Thess 5:2, etc.) [the day of the Lord]
3. xo ovoua xorj Krjpior; (1 Cor 1:2, etc.) [the name of the Lord]
4.

Krjpiorj evxoW| (1 Cor 14:37) [the command of the Lord]

5. xo TivE-uua
6.

Kupiou (2 Cor 3:17) [the Spirit of the Lord]

f| 8 6 ^ a Knpiorj (2 Cor 3:18; 4 : [ 4 ] , 6 ) [the glory of the Lord]

7. 6 <j)6Roc. xorj Krjpiorj (2 Cor 5:11) [the fear of the Lord]

Septuagint Citations Where Kt>pioc; = God the Father
The following twelve citations of the Septuagint include the name
Krjpioq, where the reference is almost certainly to God the Father (which
can be determined because Paul makes no point of the Divine Name, which
sits as part of the text cited for other purposes); see especially the inclusion
of the vxavxoKpdxcop in 2 Cor 6:18. The twelve texts, briefly mentioned in n. 7
in ch. 3, are given here for the sake of convenience.

Paul's Use of Kupioq for Christ in the Septuagint

1 Cor 3:20
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Krjpioq ytvcboKei xodq diaXoyiopodq xcbv ao(f><bv

oxi eioiv udxcaoi
Ps 93:11

LXX

1 Cor 14:21

yivakncei xodq 5 i a X o y i a L i o d q xcbv dvGpcbTccov
oxi eioiv pdxaioi

Kiipioq

ev exepoyXcboaoiq K a i ev xei-Xecriv exepcov
XaXfjaco
xcb Xacb xorjxcp
K a i oi)8' odxcoq e i o a K o d o o v x a i pou, Xeyei K d p i o q .

Isa 28:11 L X X 8 i d ^auXioudv xetXeiov Sid yXcbocmq exepaq oxi
XaXfjaouaiv xcb Xacb" xovjxcp

2 Cor 6:17

816 e i ; e X 6 a x e eK p e o o i ) adxcbv K a i d())opioGr|xe, Xeyei K d p i o q ,

K a i aKaGdpxou \ir\ aTtxeoGe'
Isa 52:11

eiqeXGaxe eKeiGev K a i aKaGdpxou uf| drtxeoGe ecjeXGaxe eK
u e o o u adxfjq d(j>opia6r|xe

2 Cor 6:18

K a i e a o u a i d u i v e i q rcaxepa K a i u u e i q eaeoGe u o i e i q u i o u q
K a i Guyaxepaq, Xeyei K d p i o q TtavxoKpdxcop.

2 S a m 7:14

eycb eooum auxcb e i q rtaxepa K a i a d x d q e o x a i u o i e i q u i d v

Rom

u a K d p i o q dvfip o u o d UTJ Xoyiornxai K d p i o q auapxiav

4:8

Ps 31:2 LXX

p a K d p i o q dvfjp o u o d uf) Xoyior|xai K d p i o q auapxiav

Rom

Xoyov ydp auvxeXcbv K a i ouvxepvcov Jtoif|oei K u p i o q

9:28

erci xfjq yfjq.
Isa 28:22

Stdxi ouvxexeXecrueva K a i auvxexuriueva rcpdyuaxa fJKOuoa
rcapd K u p i o u aaBacoG a Tcoifjoei
e7ti Ttdoav xfjv yfjv

Rom 9:29

ei iifi Kdpioq aaPacbG eyKaxeXircev fjuiv ortepua cbq
Zddoua dv eyevfjGripev K a i cbq Tdpoppa dv cbpoicbGripev

Isa 1:9

K a i ei pf| Kdpioq aaBacoG eyKaxeXircev fjuiv orcepua cbq
Zodoua dv eyevfjGripev K a i cbq rduoppa dv cbuoicb6r|uev

Rom 10:16

K d p i e , xiq e r c i a x e u o e v xfj a K o f j f|pcbv;

Isa 53:1

K U p t e , xiq e i t i a x e u o e v xfj a K o f j fjpcbv;
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Rom 11:3

Krjpie, xoijc, 7tpo<|>r|xac, C O D cmeKTEivav,

1 Kgs 19:10

xouc, 7tpo<t>fixac, aou aTceKteivav,

Rom 11:34

xiq ydp eyvco vodv Kupiou; r\ xiq <xuu|3orjA,oc, arjxofj eyevexo;

Isa 40:13

xiq

Rom 12:19

euoi eKSiK-naK;, eyco dvxajtoScooco, "A,eyet Kvjpioc,

Deut 32:35

ev fjuepa eKSiKTJo-ecoc, avxcoxodcoaco

Rom 15:11

aiveixercdvxaxd eGvn xov K\>piov

Ps 116:1 L X X

aiveixe xov Kijpiovrcdvxaxd e9vr|

eyvco vodv Kupiov, Km xiq adxovj crduRovAoc, eyevexo,
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Lord has given/assigned in, 136-37
167-68
Lord is Jesus in, 254
"Judgment Seat of Christ" in, 190-92
loving the Lord (Jesus) in, 85
living to "Please the Lord" in, 190-92
mind of Lord in, 577
love of God in, 359
one Spirit in, 590, 592
metaphors of Paul in, 175
person with Spirit in, 130-31
"Obedience to Christ" in, 192-93
revelation of Lord in, 194
praise to God in. 169
Son as Lord in, 299
preexistence in, 427
Spirit manifestations in, 85
to "present you to Christ" in, 190-92
temple food in marketplace in, 133-34
"revelations of Lord" in, 193-94
texts, of subordination in, 142-47
Son of God in, 168-74
thanksgiving in, 127
speaking as One "in Christ" in,
usage in, 87
189-90
Wisdom in, 18, 84, 318
Spirit of Christ, the Son in, 220
See also under A d a m Christology;
Spirit of the Lord in, 177-80, 190
Adam/Christ contrast; divine
temple imagery in, 485
image: humanity of Christ Jesus:
truth of Christ in, 193. 361
Day of the Lord; demons; divine
verbal expression of Christ in, 180
prerogatives, of Jesus; excursus;
See also under berakah; Adam/Christ
faithfulness; grace of our Lord;
contrast: Christ; divine preroga
idolatry; Jesus, as Lord; Jesus, as
tives, of Jesus; excursus; grace
messianic/eternal Son of God;
benediction: Imago Dei Christol
Jesus as second Adam; Jesus as
ogy; Jesus, as Eschatological
Yahweh; Jesus, Son of God: judg
Judge; judgment; Messiah, cruci
ment; Lord of Glory; Lord's sup
fied; mirror imagery; Paul;
per: Marana tha; messiah,
Pauline data; prayer; reconcilia
crucified; mirror imagery; name
tion; resurrection; Son of God
of the Lord; paganism: Pauline
Christology; soteriology; Spirit;
data; prayer; preexistence; resur
temple feasts
rection; saluation; salvation; Sep
Corinthian community
tuagint; Shema; soteriology;
ancient Israel and, 95
Spirit; temple feasts; temple
corrections in, 84
imagery
internal divisions in, 84-85
2 Corinthians
meal invitations in, 122
Christ as "impoverished" Redeemer
Paul's apostleship rejection by,
in. 506
100-101
Christ as Son of God in, 86
Paul's integrity and, 171
Christ in triadic benediction, 195
sin impoverishment of, 164
Exodus passage of glory in, 175-77
single life argument by Paul to, 489
Father of Our Lord Jesus Christ in,
creation
548
Christ's role in, 402
"Fear of the Lord" in, 192, 572
1 Corinthians and, 502^1
forgiveness in "Presence of Christ,"
Israel/Judaism and, 537-38
188-89
narrative of. 188, 296, 299, 383, 458,
God as Father of Our Lord Jesus
515, 550. 617
Christ in, 169-71, 209, 253
Shema and. 551-52
God's glory in, 423, 520, 582
sin in first, 304
He W h o Knew No Sin in, 165-67, 529
Son of God's sovereignty over,
at home with the Lord in. 411
299-300, 302
"In the Presence of the Lord." 188-89
Wisdom role in, 93
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creation, new
Christ and, 303-4, 305-7
Christ as head of, 305-7
Christ's human role in, 516
in Colossians, 303-7, 515, 522, 525,
545-46
in Galatians, 514-15
in Isaiah, 514-15
Paul and, 486, 514-15
in Philippians, 523
Son of God beginning of, 311, 317,
548. See also under Son of God
crucified Messiah. See Messiah, crucified
crucifixion
of Christ, 222-23, 512
in 1 Timothy, 435
Damascus Road, 14, 68
Paul experience on, 126
Daniel
"saints" in, 485
See also under prayer
data. See Pauline Data
Davidic covenant
Jewish messianism and, 242
in Psalms, 242, 543
"Son of God" language and, 540-42,
552
Davidic dynasty, 210, 244
Christ in, 240, 253
Davidic King, 296, 530
in Colossians, 539
in Ephesians, 344
as God's Son, 173, 242
Israel/Judaism and, 540-42
Suffering Servant Messiah as, 460
in 2 Timothy, 453
Day of the Lord, 46-47, 61, 410, 568-69
in 1 Corinthians, 135
intertextuality of, 68-69
in Isaiah, 573
in James, 410
in Joel, 258
in Philippians, 406-7
prophetical speaking of, 31, 60
in 1 Thessalonians, 46-47
in 2 Thessalonians, 68-69
in Zephaniah, 410
See also under divine prerogatives, of
Jesus; Jesus, as Eschatological
Judge; Romans
death
resurrection defeat of, 111-12, 358
sin result for, 115
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demons
in 1 Corinthians, 132-33
idols as habitations for, 91
Deuteronomy
beloved of the Lord in, 577-78
Christ resurrection in, 357
covenant renewal in, 565
curse in, 535
God as Savior in, 403
idols as habitations of demons in, 91
Name of God in, 397
place for Lord to be called upon in,
128
See also under faith; incarnation; law;
oath-taking; resurrection; Yahweh
devotion, to Christ
Lord's Table and, 490-92
by Paul, 170, 196-97, 198, 222-23,
290, 317, 409, 412-13, 481,
488-90, 511, 535, 547-48
in song worship, 350, 362, 492-93
See also under prayer
Diaspora, 7, 21
Jews, 207
Paul and, 488
Scripture study in synagogues, 24
divine faithfulness, in 2 Thessalonians,
71-72
divine glory
Christ as, 182
in 2 Thessalonians, 70-71
divine image
of Christ, 184, 231, 290, 388, 425,
518, 590
in Colossians, 182, 515, 521-22, 551
in 1 Corinthians, 251, 518-19
in 2 Corinthians, 183-84, 251, 445,
519-20, 548, 551
in Genesis, 182, 185, 324, 520
of Jesus, Son of God, 174, 176
in new creation, 184
in redemption, 301
in Romans, 182, 184, 298, 304, 324,
520-21, 548, 551
of Son of God
See also under Son of God; Spirit
Divine Name
pronunciation, lack of, 22
in Septuagint, 92, 127, 561, 564
divine prerogatives, of God/Christ,
578-84
assembly of God/Christ, 583
Christian existence, 579
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divine presence at Parousia, 51,
569-70, 580
faithfulness of the Lord/of God, 3,
172-73. 255, 581
fear of the Lord, 584
glory of the Lord/of God. 581-82
God/Lord wills, 33, 50, 583
gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ, 581
grace of the Lord/of God, 579
Lord/God has given, 583
Lord/God Who Strengthens Believers,
580
Paul sent/commissioned by Christ,
582
peace of the Lord/of God, 69-70, 77,
579-80
pleasing the Lord/God, 583-84
power of the Lord/of God, 582
Spirit of the Lord, 584
walk worthy of the Lord/of God, 580
word of the Lord/of God, 580-81
divine prerogatives, of Jesus, 187-95, 257
being strong in the Lord, 362-63
beloved of the Lord, 577-78
boast in the Lord, 129-30, 577, 600
Christ, source of light, 361
Christ the Lord as source/sustainer,
471-72
Christ the Lord of Septuagint texts,
577-78
Christ sending/commissioning, 136,
508-11
command of the Lord, 140-41
with compassion of Christ Jesus, 410
in 1 Corinthians, 134-42
in 2 Corinthians, 187-95
in Ephesians, 359-63
fear of the Lord, 192, 572
in Galatians, 226-32
giving charge in presence of Lord,
469-71
grace of our Lord, 134-35, 227-28
hope/confidence in Lord, 410-11
if the Lord wills/permits. 139
Jesus the Lord as heavenly
king/judge, 467-69
Jesus the Lord as object of
prayer/doxology, 465-66
living to please the Lord. 361
Lord be with you, 578
Lord has given/assigned, 136-37
Lord is near, 578
Lord judges, 137-38, 190-91
Lord of Glory, 136

Lord will reward, 362
Lord/God's will, 361
love of Christ in, 64, 223, 270, 297,
359-60
mind of the Lord, 577
modified oath formula, 360
name of the Lord, 46, 49, 67, 129,
130, 135, 193, 457-58, 564-68
obedience to Christ, 192-93, 362
one "in Christ," 189-90
One W h o Strengthens, 411-12
Paul's apostleship, 226
Paul's reception, as Christ Jesus,
229-31
in Philippians, 410-12
power of Lord Jesus, 139-40
prayer directed "to the Lord," 194-95
presence of the Lord, 188-89
present you to Christ, 190-91
revelations of the Lord, 193-94,
228-29
in Romans. 258-59, 260, 268-71
singing to the Lord/in Lord's name,
362
Spirit of the Lord, 190, 269-70
striving to please the Lord, 140
in 2 Timothy, 464-72
triadic benediction, 195, 226-27
truth of Christ, 193, 360-61
under Christ's law, 141, 231-32
until Christ is "formed" in you, 231
See also under Day of the Lord
divine triad
Jesus as Lord and, 124-26
Paul and, 591-93
of redemption, 591
doxology, 92, 548
in Galatians, 207
Jesus, as Lord, as object of. 465-66
in Philippians, 394
in Romans, 92, 275, 276, 277, 504
in 1 Timothy, 428, 429, 467
in 2 Timothy, 463, 464
Ecclesiastes, judgment in, 191
Ephesians
Christ as Lord in, 351-59
Christ as Savior in, 402-3
Christ Jesus as Son of Father in,
342-48
church relationship to Christ in, 307,
354
and Colossians, 339
conversion/worship in, 329
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Exalted One, 352-54, 356-59, 588
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ in,
548
God as "Head" of Christ in, 145-47
God as "Our" Father in, 348-50
grace/peace in, 342
Jesus as Lord in, 561
Jew/Gentile unity in, 350, 355
name of the Lord in, 568
one Spirit in, 590
and Romans, 339—40
Son of Man in, 111
song worship in, 350, 362, 493
thanksgiving prayer in, 342, 350, 352
triadic character in, 354—56
See also under baptism; benediction;
berakah; divine prerogatives, of
Jesus: forgiveness; Jesus, as
messianic/eternal Son of God;
judgment; oath-taking; Pauline
data; prayer; redemption; salva
tion: Son of God Christology;
Spirit; temple imagery
eschatology
life of, 191, 244
theme in Philippians, 401
See also Jesus, as Eschatological Judge
See also under Isaiah; Joel
Exalted Lord
Christ as, 326-32, 391, 393-401
as giver of gifts, 356-59
Jesus as, 34
at right hand of Father, 352-54, 588
See also under Son of God
excursus
in 1 Corinthians, 98-99
in 2 Corinthians, 186-87
in Colossians, 317-25
definite article use of, 35
in Galatians, 223-26
exodus
deliverance in, 296, 297
inheritance in, 296
Exodus
2 Corinthians intertextual use of,
177-78
feasts in, 122
God's character in, 410
inheritance in, 296
Israel as God's son in, 210, 250
Lord as angel in, 230
messianic Son of God in, 242
narrative in, 357
old covenant law in, 175
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"saints" in, 485
spoil taking in, 357
tithe in, 122
unveiled face imagery in, 180
See also under firstborn; glory; Glory
of the Lord; Moses
Ezekiel
visions of God of, 194
See also under redemption
faith
of Abraham, 210, 224, 225, 538
in Christ, 223-24
Christ as object of, 437
in Deuteronomy, 256
in Galatians, 223-24, 256
God's people through, 216
justification by, 225, 448-49, 484
in Romans, 223-24
sanctification by, 485
"faith in Christ Jesus," 223-26, 256
faithfulness
of Christ, 173, 225
in Christ Jesus, 223-26, 256
Divine, 71-72, 255
of God, 3, 172-73, 225, 255, 581
Father
of bride, 192
of glory, 346
Holy Spirit gift of, 37-38
of Jew/Gentile, 349
of mercies, 169
of our Lord Jesus Christ, 169-71, 346,
349. See also under Galatians
possessive of, 36
feasts. See temple feasts
firstborn
Christ as, 250, 294, 306, 487, 504,
542
in Colossians, 522
in Genesis, 306
Israel as, 242, 301
in Psalms, 250-51, 300-301, 351
in Romans, 298, 304, 520, 545, 601
in Wisdom of Solomon/Sirach, 301
See also under Son of God
food, 259, 261
forgiveness
in Colossians, 328
in Ephesians, 349-50
in "presence of Christ," 188-89
See also under redemption
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Galatians
born of woman in, 589
Christ as Abraham's seed in, 209-11,
216-17, 243, 528, 538
Christ as being sent in, 589-90
Christ sending/commissioning in,
508-10
Christ's faithfulness in, 224—25
Christ's humanity in, 527-28
Father of Our Lord Jesus Christ in, 589
fruit of the Spirit in, 168
God's character in, 428
Hagar/Mount Sinai in, 178
He Who Knew No Sin in, 196
Jew/Gentile unity in, 484
new creation in, 514-15
Paul's apostleship in, 220-21
Paul's Christ devotion in, 222-23
Paul's Christ encounter in, 126
Paul's Christ revelation in, 220-22
redemption in, 547
revelation of Lord in, 194
Spirit, sending forth of, 214
walking in Spirit in, 487
See also under Abba-cry; baptism;
benediction; circumcision; divine
prerogatives, of Jesus; doxology;
excursus; faith: forgiveness; Gen
tiles; grace benediction; law; salu
tation; Jesus, as messianic/eternal
Son of God; Pauline data;
soteriology: Torah
Genesis
Abraham narrative in, 210-11, 245,
251, 485, 521, 548, 550
Christ as firstborn in, 306
Christ equality with God in, 19
creation narrative in. 96, 188, 299,
383, 458, 515, 550. 617
divine image in, 182, 185, 324, 520
God sending forth angels in, 214
God's light in, 361
image-bearers in, 487, 601
Isaac in, 251
Lord as angel in, 230
resurrection of believers in, 117
Septuagint of, 116
Son as new beginning in, 306, 307,
323
See also under Adam/Christ contrast
Gentile
blessings on, 241
in Galatians, 212
God's people through faith, 216

inheritance of, 348-49. 351, 352
in Isaiah, 485
Jew, union with. 238. 248, 257, 259,
275, 294, 350, 355, 484, 543
Jew vs., 237
redemption of, 343
righteousness of, 260
salvation of, 237
See also under law
Gideon narrative, in Judges, 230
glory
believers' knowledge of, 183
Christ leading into, 182
Christ's manifestation of God's, 442-46
in Exodus, 175, 181, 182, 186, 602
in face of Christ, 184
of God, 444-45, 446
Jesus as God's, 174
Moses and, 182, 519
in new covenant, 176
at Parousia, 423
praise of His, 345
in Proverbs, 601
in Romans, 249
story of, 175, 178, 180
transformation by, 404
in Wisdom of Solomon, 601
See also under savior
glory of the Lord
in Exodus, 181
new covenant people and, 181
See also under Lord
God
as agent, 220
blessings of, 275, 276-77
character/saving activity of, 173, 428
of comfort, 169
as Creator, 15, 275, 277
foundation of. 456
grace of, 446-48
Israel's relationship to, 15, 188, 306-7
as Messiah, 239
as our Father, 348-50
praise of, 169
as ruler, 15
selflessness of, 384
sovereignty of, 435
triadic character of, 354-56
See also under faithfulness; glory;
judgment; Yahweh
God, the Father/Christ, 36-38, 49, 90,
169, 355
in Colossians, 292-93
as mercy source. 465

Index of Subjects
praise of, 169, 170, 464
sphere of existence in, 48-49, 77
texts in Paul's letters. 554-57
in 1 Timothy, 436
as ultimate source/goal, 563
See also under Pauline data
grace
from Father/Son, 70
of Father/Son, 194, 441
giving as, 163-64
of Lord Jesus Christ, 592
through God/Christ, 227-28
in 2 Timothy, 466
grace benediction
in 2 Corinthians, 195, 591
in Galatians, 226-27
in Philemon, 52
in 1 Thessalonians, 52-53
in 2 Timothy, 466
Trinity and, 195
grace of Our Lord, in 1 Corinthians,
134-35
graven images, 185
Greek Bible, Paul's citation of, 18, 20
Hebrews
Christ without sin in, 167
high Christology of, 9, 13
incarnate Son in, 308
kingship in, 110-11
Trinity doctrine in, 125
Hellenism, 11-12, 92
Paul and, 12
Holy Spirit. See Spirit
humanity, of Christ/Jesus, 19, 119, 185,
215, 216, 223, 243, 253, 298, 313, 373,
374, 377, 384, 387, 389, 392, 422,
429, 430. 433, 453, 512, 515-16, 517,
521. 527-28
in 1 Corinthians, 517
in Philippians. 527
in Romans, 521, 527-28
in 1 Timothy, 420, 421, 422, 527
in 2 Timothy, 453
See also under Abba-cry
hymn
in Colossians, 18, 292, 293, 304, 305,
311-12, 325. 340, 493, 601
in Philippians, 19, 373-74, 385-86
in 1 Timothy, 431-32
idolatry
in 1 Corinthians, 88-89, 91, 97, 132-33
in Judaism, 39
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Imago Dei, 184, 231, 519
Imago Dei Christology, 231
in Romans, 231
incarnation, 248. 481, 488, 590
"all fullness" in, 308-10, 354, 505
of Christ, 216, 242, 246-47, 259, 290,
304, 388, 404, 427, 429, 450-54,
543
Christ's sinless nature in, 165-67
in Colossians, 325
in Deuteronomy. 256
God's reconciling in, 198
grace of, 506
Paul's importance of, 511-12
poverty metaphor in, 162-65, 506
servant nature of Christ in, 386-87
in 1 Timothy, 421. 422, 432, 433, 435
in 2 Timothy, 433. 450-54, 508
Incarnational Christology, nature of, 502
inheritance
in Colossians, 331, 351
of Gentiles, 348-49, 351, 352
of Jews, 344
in Joshua, 296
in Romans, 548
intercession
of Christ, 255, 465
in Romans, 465, 587, 588
of Spirit, 248
Isaac
Abraham and, 251-52
birth of, 216
in Genesis, 251
Isaiah
divine judgment in, 264, 265
Eschatological Judge in, 573-74
Gentile inclusion of, 485
God's light in. 361
Israel's savior in. 394
Lord Jesus return in. 56-57
Messiah rejection by Israel in, 257
Mind of the Lord in, 577
new creation in, 514-15
Risen Lord in, 20
"second exodus" imagery in, 486
servant of the Lord in, 386
Servant Songs in. 485
Yahweh as God of Israel in, 398-99
See also under Day of the Lord; judg
ment; name of the Lord; Parousia;
Septuagint
Israel
Abraham and. 538
Christ as preexistent with, 94-99
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in Colossians, 295
creation and. 537-38
Davidic king and. 540-42
desert experience in, 94, 132, 502-3
exodus and, 538-40
as firstborn, 242, 301
God's relationship to, 15, 188, 306-7
as God's son, 210, 540, 542-43
"knowing God." 489
law giving and, 540
Messiah rejection by, 257
Moses and, 213, 242
promises made to, 344
sin of, 94
unfaithfulness of. 255
Yahweh as God of, 398-99
See also under savior; Son of God
Christology
James. See under Day of the Lord
James, resurrection appearance to, 126
Jeremiah
boast in the Lord in, 577, 600
knowing Christ Jesus in, 489
Yahweh's claim to loyalty in, 130
Jesus
Gethsemane prayer of, 390
God's fullness in incarnation of, 309
gospel story of, 542-43
humanity of, 215, 216, 223
as messianic King, 210
as messianic Son of God, 238
titular use of, 276
Jesus, as Davidic Son of God. See under
Davidic covenant
Jesus, as Eschatological Judge, 568-74
in 2 Corinthians, 468
Day of Lord, 568-69
of His people, 571-72
in Isaiah, 573-74
Parousia of Lord, 569-71
in 1 Thessalonians. 468
in 2 Thessalonians, 188, 573-74
of Wicked, 572-74
fesus, as Lord, 179, 290, 558-85
as agent of redemption, 563
in 1 Corinthians. 120-27, 217, 400,
561, 562-64. 585
earliest Christian confession and.
123-24
early Christian devotion and, 120-22
of eucharistic meal, 122-23
God as Father of, 169-71
as heavenly king/judge, 467-69

as object of prayer/doxology, 465-66
Paul's encounter with risen, 125-27
in Philippians, 585
in Psalms, 563-64
power of, 139-40
in Romans, 254-68, 561, 585
usage of, 558-59
See also under agent of creation; con
fession; divine triad
Jesus, as messianic/eternal Son of God,
290, 348
in Colossians, 291-304, 521, 538,
545-46
in 1 Corinthians, 99-113, 209,
533-34, 535-36
as crucified Messiah, 531-36
in Ephesians, 342-51
in Galatians, 213, 534-36
Judaism narrative and, 536-40
in Philippians, 534-35
in Psalms, 242, 245
in Romans, 238, 240-53
in 1-2 Thessalonians, 35^10
Jesus, as second Adam, 238, 251, 375-76,
378-79, 387, 513-29
Christ as image of God for, 518-23
in 1 Corinthians, 114-19, 271, 516,
518-19
in 2 Corinthians, 184, 185
human divine savior, 523-29
in Romans, 271-72, 516, 517-18
sin/death comparisons for, 515-18
Jesus, as Yahweh
in 1 Corinthians, 127-34
in 1 Thessalonians, 4 V 4 5
Jesus, Son of God, 174-87, 544-46
Abraham/Isaac echoes of, 550
in 1 Corinthians, 545
as Creator, 551-52
divine image of, 174, 176
as Father's glory, 174
as God's image-bearer, 299. 301, 304,
551
linguistic data for, 546-47
in Romans, 238, 544-45
See also under Abba-cry
Jew
Abraham as father of. 210. 237
body of Christ and, 355
Diaspora and, 207
Father of, 349
Gentile union with, 238, 248, 257,
259, 275, 294, 350, 355, 484, 543
inheritance of, 344
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redemption of, 343
See also under righteousness
Jewish Messiah. See Messiah, Jewish
Job. See under salvation; Septuagint
Joel
eschatological people and, 128
Lord as Jesus in, 254
Son of God as Lord in, 259
See also under Day of the Lord; name
of the Lord
John
Christ sent to deal with sin in, 247
high Christology in, 9, 13
incarnate Son in, 308
Trinity doctrine in, 125
Joshua
inheritance in, 296
Joshua as servant of Lord, 459
Judaism
Abraham and, 538
creation in, 537-38
Davidic king and, 540-42
Exodus and, 538-40
idolatry and, 39
privileges of, 277
See also under law
Judges, Gideon narrative in. See under
Gideon narrative
judgment
bema as, 191, 262-63, 264, 572
in 1 Corinthians, 571
in 2 Corinthians, 265
in Ephesians, 191
of God, 459
in Isaiah, 59-60, 264, 265, 567
in Philippians, 265
in Romans, 191, 262-64, 265-66
in 1 Thessalonians, 571
Yahweh as administrator of, 58-61.
266, 573
justification
believing with heart for, 256
by faith, in Christ, 225, 448-49, 484
kingdom of God/Christ, usage of, 110
Lady Wisdom. See Wisdom
law
in Deuteronomy, 296
Gentile observance of, 207, 212
Israel/Judaism and, 540
old covenant, 175
in Romans, 2 4 5 ^ 6 , 517-18
sin and, 422
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of Torah, 216, 222
under Christ's, 141, 231-32
works of in Galatians, 210, 224. 226,
232, 248
See also under Moses
Living God, 39
in 2 Timothy, 452
Lord, 208
as Avenger, 47
boasting in, 129-30
Christ as, 16, 126, 177-80, 239, 258,
260, 326-32, 351-59, 375, 395,
402-3, 407-8, 457, 462, 465
command of, 140—41
as giver/assigner, 136-37
glory of, 179. 581-82
is near, 409-10
possessive of, 36
rejoice in, 408
striving to please, 140
understanding of all things by, 455
will/permission of, 139
Word of, 45-46
See also Day of the Lord
Lord of Glory, in 1 Corinthians, 136
Lord's Supper, 94, 373
Christ's body in, 146, 306
in 1 Corinthians, 85,138, 306, 490, 526
divine punishment and, 492
meal in honor of deity in. 491-92
Paul on, 563
See also under Marana tha
Lord's Table. See Lord's Supper
Macedonia, 38, 172
giving to poor in, 162-64
Marana tha, 122, 558. 560. 576
in 1 Corinthians, 85-86, 120, 121,
400, 494
Mark, God's faithfulness in. See under
faithfulness
marriage, Christ's love in, 359-60
Matthew. See under prayer
Messiah
gift of, 276, 277
God as, 239
as God's Son, 253
Israel rejection of, 257
in Romans, 272-77, 528
See also Messiah, crucified; Messiah,
Jewish
Messiah, crucified, 102. 197
in 1 Corinthians, 104-5
in 2 Corinthians, 514
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Jesus/Christ as, 86, 375, 531-36
Paul on, 600
Messiah, Jewish, 18, 40, 100, 107
Christ as, 240, 252-53, 453
Davidic themes of, 37, 242
in Galatians, 212
Paul on, 37
soteriological/christological under
standing of, 127
See also under Son of God
Micah, 567
mind of the Lord, 577
mirror imagery
in 1 Corinthians, 180-81
in 2 Corinthians, 184, 186-87, 487,
519-20
of Wisdom, 324-25, 602
Moses
with Aaron in desert, 456
in Exodus, 176, 397, 564
on Israel as Yahweh's firstborn son,
242
law, tablets of and, 176
at Mount Sinai, 461
as servant of Lord, 459
text removal of, 177
See also under glory; redeemer; Song
of Moses
Mount Sinai, God's presence at, 461
Mount Zion, 44
Yahweh's ascent to, 358
name of the Lord, 49. 193
bestowal of name. 564—65
calling on, 566-68
as Christ Jesus, 46, 67, 130, 256-57,
373, 395
confession of. 565-66
in 1 Corinthians, 129, 135, 566, 567,
568
in Isaiah, 457-58, 564, 566-67
Jesus, Lord of Shema, 562-64
in Joel, 257, 457, 566
in Philippians, 130, 564-65
in Romans, 565-66
in Septuagint, 566
in 1 Thessalonians, 46
in 2 Thessalonians, 67-68
in 2 Timothy. 457-58, 566
new creation. See creation, new
oath-taking
in Deuteronomy, 360
in Ephesians. 360

in Romans, 271
in 1 Timothy, 434
Onesimus, 52, 329
forgiveness of, 289
as slave, 330
Onesiphorus, 457
Timothy prayer for, 465, 466
paganism
in 1 Corinthians, 88-91
in meals, 491-92
Parousia, 54, 73, 138, 401, 404
divine Presence of, 51
in Isaiah, 570-71
kingdom turnover in, 109
in Psalms, 569-70
in 1 Thessalonians, 51, 569-70, 580
in 2 Thessalonians, 570-71
in 1 Timothy, 433
in 2 Timothy, 433
in Titus, 433
in Zechariah, 569-70. See also Day of
the Lord
See also under glory
Passover
to the Lord, 122-23
meal at, 491
Paul
abandonment of, 460-61
Adonai use of, 16, 17, 21
as "angel of God," 229-31
apostleship of, 100-101, 172, 174-75,
196, 197, 220-21. 226, 228, 237,
240, 267, 331-32. 423, 436,
559-60
character of, 425
Christ devotion by, 170, 196-97,198,
222-23, 290, 317, 409, 412-13,
481, 488-90, 511. 535, 547-48
on Christ identification with Wisdom,
599-602
Christ revelation in, 221-22
Christ usage of, 108-9
on Christ's love, 64, 223
Christ's mercy to, 425-26, 428
on Christ/Spirit, 589-91
conversion of, 221, 534, 553
on crucified Messiah, 600
Damascus Road and. 14
earthly Jesus and. 526-29
historical Jesus and, 6. 514-26
on human divine savior, 523-29
hymn use by, 25
"image of God" language of, 486, 487
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imprisonment of, 411
integrity of, 171, 172, 188-90
knowledge of Jesus' life by, 524-25
knowledge of Jesus' teachings by,
525-26
monotheism of, 7, 10, 15, 33, 39, 78,
90, 113, 207, 220, 396, 400, 424,
428, 435, 481-82, 490, 502-3, 586
name of Jesus use by, 528
our Father and, 37
past continuity of, 23-24
physical disability of, 229
praise of Lord by, 464
prayer of, 465
prayer reports of, 424
as proto-trinitarian, 586-93
resurrection appearance to, 126
on salvation, 589
"second Adam" language of, 486
Sirach nonuse by, 605-6
on Spirit person/role, 587-89
truthfulness of, 173
violence of, 535
Wisdom of Solomon nonuse by,
605-6
Wisdom tradition and, 602-6
Yahweh and, 49
See also under Adam Christology; cre
ation, new; divine triad; incarna
tion; Messiah, Jewish; Septuagint;
Spirit Christology; Torah
Pauline Christology
"Christ Devotion" in, 488-95
definition of, 1-6
Jesus as Exalted Lord in, 34
Jesus as Messianic/Son of God in, 34
theology of, 7-10
in twentieth century, 10-15
Pauline data
Christ reference in, 26
in Colossians, 291
in 1 Corinthians, 87
in 2 Corinthians, 161-62
in Ephesians, 341-42
in Galatians, 208
God/Father reference in, 26
numerical analysis of, 25-27
in Philemon, 291
in Philippians, 371-72
in Romans, 239
in 1 Thessalonians, 34
in 2 Thessalonians, 56
in 1 Timothy, 421-22
in 2 Timothy, 449-50
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peace of the Lord, in 2 Thessalonians,
69-70, 77, 579-80
Peter, 222, 224
Philemon, 330
Colossians reading in, 329-30
See also under Pauline data; grace
benediction
Philippi, dissension in, 372-73, 507
Philippians
"bowing the knee" to Christ in, 263,
565
Christ as Exalted Lord of All,
393-401
Christ as heavenly savior/lord, 401-6
Christ as "impoverished" Redeemer
in, 506-8
Christ as impoverished slave in, 522
Christ as name of the Lord in, 130,
564-65
Christ as preexistent/incarnate in,
372-93, 506-8
Christ's humanity in, 527
Christ's story in, 374
divine judgment in, 265
divine nature of Christ, 522-23
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ in,
253
glory of Lord in, 581-82
glory transformation in, 404
hymn in, 19, 373-74, 385-86
Israel's Savior in, 394
Jesus as Lord in, 585
Lord Caesar in, 461
Lord is Near in, 578
Paul's Christ devotion in, 197
Paul's Christ encounter in, 126
preexistence in, 427, 522-23
resurrection in, 486
servanthood in, 525, 527
Spirit of Christ, the Son in, 220
See also under Adam/Christ contrast;
confession; creation, new; Day of
the Lord; divine prerogatives of
Jesus; doxology; excursus; Pauline
data; Son of God Christology
powers
Christ as "head" over, 290, 300, 302,
312, 316, 352-53, 396
in Colossians, 290
prayer
addressed to Lord, 575-76
benedictory, 426, 494, 575-76, 579
Christ the Lord invoked in, 51-52,
73-77, 574-76
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in Colossians, 326-27
in 1 Corinthians, 494
in 2 Corinthians, 194-95, 494
in Daniel, 138
devotion to Christ through, 493-94
in Ephesians, 342, 350, 352
of Jesus, in Gethsemane, 390
Matthew, book of and, 526
reports. 424, 468, 494, 574, 575
of Solomon, 614-15, 617
in 1 Thessalonians, 43, 51-52, 53, 55,
468, 494, 574-75, 579, 580
in 2 Thessalonians, 61-62, 65, 73-77,
494, 574-75, 580
in 1 Timothy, 493
in 2 Timothy, 465, 493
See also under Abba-cry
preexistence
of Christ, 9-10, 17, 19, 88-94, 125,
162-68, 213-14, 215, 216, 242-43,
246, 290, 298, 316, 344, 375, 381,
393, 422, 427, 450-54, 481, 508,
509, 552, 597
in 1 Corinthians, 213, 427, 502-3
with Israel, 94-99
in Son of God, 38, 134, 216, 321,
344-45, 488
See also under Wisdom
proto-Trinitarian, 63
text in, 270
in 1 Corinthians, 592
in 2 Thessalonians, 63
Proverbs
Christ as Wisdom in, 323
church relationship in, 189
Septuagint in, 455
wisdom personification in, 607
See also under glory; Wisdom, as
agent of creation
Psalms
Christ as Lord in, 126, 331, 559-62
Christ at right hand of father in,
352-53, 530, 559-60
Christ gift allotment in, 356-57
enemies under in, 111
God of vengeance in, 571
God's light in. 361
God's Son as firstborn in, 250-51,
300-301, 351
Lord is Near in, 409-10
Power of the Lord in, 582
Spirit, sending forth of, 214
spoil taking in, 357
Suffering Servant Messiah in, 460

Truth of Christ in, 360
See also under Davidic covenant;
fesus, as Lord; Jesus, as messi
anic/eternal Son of God;
Parousia; resurrection; Septua
gint; Wisdom, as agent of cre
ation; Yahweh
reconciliation
in Christ, 166, 308-13, 348, 352, 521
Christ as means of God's, 197-98
in 2 Corinthians, 313-17
to God, 310
Redeemer
Christ as, 340
Christ as "impoverished," 506-8
Christ as incarnate, 162-68, 290, 298,
316, 500-502
Moses as, 213
Son of God as, 304-17
redemption, 213, 352, 483, 502-6, 549,
563
by Christ, 209. 212, 216, 246, 272,
442, 539
in Colossians, 294, 307-13, 504-5,
551
divine image in, 301
in Ephesians, 340
in Ezekiel, 447-48
as forgiveness of sins, 312
in Galatians, 547
of Jew/Gentile, 343
as ransom, 447
in Romans, 297, 301, 547, 582
Son of God and, 245, 299, 301, 312,
547-49
in 1 Timothy, 432
in 2 Timothy, 451-52
See also under creation, new; divine
triad
resurrection, 126, 271-72, 404, 516-17
"all fullness" from, 354
appearance, 126
of believers, 117
of Christ, 33, 99, 196, 223, 243, 251,
266, 290, 306, 311, 358, 404, 412,
514, 528-29
Christ as firstfruit of, 109, 114-16,
248, 299, 307
in Christ's eternal presence, 191
in 1 Corinthians, 404, 516-17
in 2 Corinthians, 486
death defeated by, 111-12, 358
in Deuteronomy, 357
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life marked by cross, 197
in Psalms, 256, 257
in Romans, 400
in 2 Timothy, 453
righteousness
of Christ, 517
of Jew/Gentile, 260
sin and, 272
Torah and, 255-56
Romans
Abraham's faithfulness in, 210. 224,
225. 538
appeal, through Christ in, 271
assemblies of Christ in, 271
Christ as gift in, 356, 520
Christ as righteous judge in, 468-69
Christ as Son of God in, 244-15
Christ sending/commissioning in,
508, 510
Christ's humanity in, 521, 527-28
Day of the Lord is near in, 410
divine grace in, 249-50
divine image in, 182, 184, 298, 304,
324, 520-21, 548, 551
divine judgment in, 265-66
God references in, 239, 428
God's faithfulness in, 224
God's story in, 238
Jew/Gentile union in, 238, 248, 257,
258, 259, 275, 484, 543
love, of Christ in, 270, 297
love, of God in, 359
Paul's ecclesiology in, 237
power of the Lord in, 582
revelation of Lord in, 194
sending/commissioning in, 582
Son's incarnation in, 248
Spirit of Christ, the Son in, 220.
269-70, 520. 590
thanksgiving in. 244, 424
Torah observance in, 510
Truth of Christ in, 361
verbal expression of Christ in, 180
See also under Abba-cry; Adam Chris
tology; baptism; circumcision;
confession; divine prerogatives of
Jesus; doxology; faith; firstborn;
Imago Dei Christology; inheri
tance; intercession; Jesus, as Lord;
Jesus, as second Adam; judgment;
Messiah, Christ as; name of the
Lord; oath-taking; Pauline data;
redemption: resurrection; saluta
tion; salvation; sin; Son of God
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Christology; soteriology; Spirit
Christology
Ruth, Lord be with you in, 578
salutation
in Colossians, 292
in 1 Corinthians, 127, 566
Father/Son in, 170
in Galatians, 207
Lord Jesus Christ in, 87
Messiah as God's son in, 253
in Romans, 240, 244, 253
Son of God Christology in, 240
in 1 Thessalonians, 49, 77, 120
in 1 Timothy, 436-37
in 2 Timothy, 462, 464, 465
in Titus. 437-38
salvation, 113, 196-98, 237. 308. 340,
407, 482-83, 589
Christ's faithfulness and, 225
confession for, 256
in 1 Corinthians, 147
in Ephesians, 349
love of God and, 329, 592
name of Jesus Christ for, 257
under new covenant, 484
in Romans, 238, 487
in 2 Thessalonians, 63-64, 77
in 1 Timothy, 428
in Titus, 441
triadic form of, 483, 512
2 Samuel
God's Son in. 351
messianic Son of God in, 242
"Son of his love" in, 297
See also under Septuagint
savior
Caesar as, 402
Christ as, 421, 429
Christ Jesus as, 437-40
glory of, 441
God as, 403
human divine, 523-29
of Israel, 394, 401-6
See also Christ, preexistent/incarnate
savior; Christ, the Divine Savior
Septuagint. 16. 25, 116, 179, 396
Christ as Yahweh in, 16, 43, 57-67,
127-34, 406-10, 454-64, 577-78
Christ phrases in, 179
"congregation" of Israel in, 485
Divine Name in, 92, 127, 561, 564
eshatological victory in, 43-44
God our Savior in, 403
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on Isaac, 550
Isaiah in, 62, 263
of Job, 407
Lord title in, 561-62
Paul as angel of God and, 230
Paul usage of, 20-21, 40-41, 179
Psalms and, 541
in 2 Samuel, 297
Tertullian as translator of, 59
in Titus, 446
word of the Lord in, 45-46
Yahweh as administrator of judg
ment in, 58, 573
Yahweh texts in, 41-48, 58, 67, 77,
189, 190, 192, 457
See also under name of the Lord
Shema, 17, 49, 69, 124, 258, 277, 374
Christian reformulation of, 25
in 1 Corinthians, 88, 428, 445, 502-3,
562-65, 599
division of, 396
one God in, 90
Paul's division of, 274
See also under creation

Christ redemption and, 248, 426,
430, 432, 446
Christ who knew no, 165-67,196,
529
death as result of, 115
in first creation, 304
law and, 422
righteousness and, 272
in Romans, 246-47, 517-18
unity destruction by, 350
Sirach
Christ as Wisdom in, 323
firstborn in, 301
iniquity in, 458
Paul's nonuse of, 605-6
See also under Wisdom; Wisdom, as
agent of creation
Son of God, 208, 212
adoration of, 343
"all the fullness" of, 315
"body of his flesh" as, 315
Christ as, 7, 16, 18, 38-41, 77-78, 86,
237, 240, 290, 340, 571-72
divine identity of, 563
divine image of, 182, 301, 304, 312,
505
as divine incarnation, 308
divine "oneness" with Spirit, 356

as Exalted Lord, 543
Father authority and, 113
Father relationship to, 298, 346
as firstborn, 250-51. 300-301, 351
full knowledge of, 347
God the Father's glory expression by,
182
as "head" in relationship to church,
307
humanity of, 313
as incarnate Redeemer, 307
incarnation of, 488
as Messiah, Jewish, 351
messianic designation of, 111-12, 210.
215, 238, 242, 295-98, 545
new creation beginning from, 311,
317, 548
as reconciliation agent, 311
redemption and, 245, 299, 301, 312,
547-49
as second Adam, 325
subordination to Father of, 113,142-43
supremacy of, 311, 313, 326
texts in Paul's letters, 554-57
See also Jesus, as Davidic Son of God;
Jesus, Son of God; Jesus, as messi
anic/eternal Son of God
See also under creation; preexistence;
Redeemer; soteriology
Son of God Christology, 168, 171, 173,
211, 240, 290, 520
Christ as firstborn in, 250-51,
300-301, 351
Christ as seed of David in, 241, 297,
298, 467
Christ preexistence in, 552
Christ's kingly reign and, 547
in Colossians, 293, 317, 325
in 2 Corinthians, 291
in Ephesians, 342, 344, 347
Israel's story and, 548
Jewish messianism in, 173, 222, 242,
253, 553
in Philippians, 413-14
in Romans, 548
"Son of God with power" in, 243
Tenants in Vineyard parable and, 543
See also under Abba-cry; salutation;
soteriology
Song of Moses, 132
God our Savior in, 403
spoil taking in, 357
Sophia, 295
Wisdom and, 608
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soteriology, 14, 89, 196-98, 212, 482, 487
Christ devotion and, 196-98
Christology vs., 1-2, 8, 32, 86, 101
in 1 Corinthians, 89, 196
Father's will and, 208
in Galatians, 207, 212, 487
Pauline texts for, 495-99
in Paul's letters, 124-25, 161
"people of God" dimension in, 484
in Romans, 238, 240-41
"salvation in Christ" phrase, 483
of Son of God, 245
and Son of God Christology, 247
in 2 Thessalonians, 196
in Titus, 420
Spirit
Christ as giver of, 118, 267-68, 448-49
in 1 Corinthians, 85, 130-31, 590, 592
in 2 Corinthians, 220
Corinthians experiences of, 174
diversity of, 125, 356
divine image of, 184
divine "oneness" with Son, 356
in Ephesians, 590
fruit of, 168
intercession of, 248
of Jesus Christ, 407
manifestations of, 85
ministry of, 175
new covenant glory and, 175, 176,
178
Paul on, 587-91
person with, 130-31
sending forth of, 214
singing inspiration of, 329
as Spirit of God/Spirit of Christ,
177-80, 181-82, 190, 215, 220,
269-70, 509, 520, 584, 590
transformation of image in, 176-77
walking in, 487
of Yahweh, 190
Spirit Christology, 4, 118, 244, 588
of Paul, 116-17
in Romans, 269
suffering, for Christ, 42, 454
in 1 Thessalonians, 524-25, 561
temple feasts, 94
in 1 Corinthians, 84-85, 88, 131-33,
560
Lord of Shema and, 562
Lord's Table vs., 491-92
temple imagery
in 1-2 Corinthians, 485
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in Ephesians, 485
in 2 Timothy, 456
Tetragrammaton, 22, 65, 124
to Christ, 66
translation of, 42
texts, of subordination
Christ is of God, 142-43
God as "Head" of Christ, 143-47
1 Thessalonians
benedictory prayer in, 494, 579
Christ as Son in, 3 8 ^ 1 , 54, 209
Christ preexistence in, 17
Christ Septuagint phrases in, 179
Christ the Lord invoked in prayer in,
51-52
Christian existence in, 579
Christ's strengthening in, 411
comfort in, 34
correction in, 34
God as Father in, 36-38, 54, 209
God's faithfulness in, 581
living with Christ in, 413
Lord as avenger in, 47
Lord Caesar in, 461
Lord Jesus in, 41
Lord Our Hope in, 47-48
love of God in, 350
our Father in, 42
Paul's chronological narrative of, 38
thanksgiving in, 424
2 Thessalonians relationship to, 32
truth of Christ in, 360-61
walk worthy of Lord in, 580
See also under Christology; Day of the
Lord; grace benediction; Jesus, as
Eschatological Judge; Jesus, as
Yahweh; judgment; name of the
Lord; Parousia; Pauline data;
prayer; salutation; suffering; Word
of the Lord; Yahweh
2 Thessalonians, 32
beloved of the Lord in, 577-78
benedictory prayer in, 494
Christ preexistence in, 17
Christ Septuagint phrases in, 179
Christ the Lord prayer invocation in,
73-77
divine glory in, 70-71
divine purpose/activity in, 69-71
God the Father in, 77
God's faithfulness in, 581
Gospel of God/of Christ in, 73
Lord Be with You in, 578
Lord Caesar in, 461
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Lord Jesus in, 41, 77
messianic intertextuality in, 56-61
One Who Strengthens Believers in,
72-73, 363
Peace of the Lord in, 69-70, 77,
579-80
prayer report in, 468, 575
thanksgiving in, 58, 71, 567
Thessalonian prayer in, 61-62
See also under Christology; Day of the
Lord; Divine Faithfulness; Jesus, as
Eschatological Judge; name of the
Lord; Parousia; Pauline data;
prayer; proto-Trinitarian; salva
tion; soteriology; Word of the
Lord; Yahweh
Thessalonians
conversion of, 38-39
divine strengthening of, 75
Roman loyalty by, 42
suffering for Christ of, 42
1 Timothy
benediction in, 466
benedictory prayer in, 426
blessed God's glory in, 423
charge in, 434-35, 469
Christ as Savior in, 421, 429
Christ preexistence in, 422
Christ sending/commissioning in, 511
Christ's humanity in, 420, 421, 422,
527
Christ's strengthening in, 412
godliness in, 432
hymn in, 431-32
incarnation in, 421, 422, 432, 433,
435
Jesus as divine mediator in, 527
purpose of, 419-20
thanksgiving in, 422, 423, 428
See also under crucifixion; doxology;
oath-taking; Pauline data; prayer;
redemption; salutation; salvation
2 Timothy
Apostle of Christ Jesus in, 471
charge in, 468, 469
Christ appearing in, 468
Christ as "impoverished Redeemer"
in, 508
Christ as King in, 110, 420, 467
Christ the Lord in, 457
Christ's humanity in, 453
double benediction in, 466
doxology in, 463, 464
grace in Christ Jesus in, 472

Jesus as Yahweh in, 454-64
loyalty to Christ in, 468
loyalty to Paul in, 451, 455, 465
name of the Lord in, 457-58, 566
one trusted and guardian of present
deposit in, 472
preexistence in, 450-54, 508
promise of life in Christ Jesus in, 472
purpose of, 419-20
resurrection in, 453
servant of the Lord in, 459
textual evidence in, 470-71
See also under divine prerogatives, of
Jesus; incarnation; Pauline data;
prayer; redemption; salvation;
temple imagery
Timothy, 31, 38, 411
Alexander and, 459, 468
Titus, 274
blessed God's glory in, 423
Christ giver of Spirit in, 448-49
Christ Jesus Our Savior in, 4 3 7 ^ 0
Christ manifestation of God's Glory
in, 442-46
Christ Manifestation of God's grace
in, 446-48
Corinthians return by, 171
God with reference to Christ in,
440-42
purpose of, 419-20
See also under benediction; Christ
Jesus our Savior; Parousia; saluta
tion; Septuagint; soteriology
Torah
in Galatians, 256, 527
observance of, 246, 248, 249, 275,
509, 510, 527, 540
Paul's antipathy toward, 220
righteousness based on, 255-56
See also under law
Trinity, 9
See also under grace benediction
veil
Christian conversion and, 176
of Moses, 176,178
Wisdom, 13, 319-20
in Colossians, 105, 317-25, 601
in 1 Corinthians. 18, 84, 318
creation role in, 93
"Fear of the Lord" in, 192
Greek pursuit of, 103-4
imagery from, 185
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Pauline usage of, 186
Christ as object of, 490-95
personified, 2, 14, 17. 93, 96-97, 102.
in Colossians, 567
105, 181, 214, 270, 295. 300, 301,
Paul letters on, 15
317-25, 503, 552
through song, 350, 362, 492-93
preexistence of, 597
in Sirach, 302, 607
See also under mirror imagery; Sophia Yahweh, 41-45
Abraham and, 128
Wisdom, as agent of creation, 17,
as administrator of judgment, 58-61,
606-18
266, 573
nature of personification in, 607-9
as angel of God, 230-31
in Proverbs, 610-12
character of, 15
in Psalms, 610
Christ the Lord as, 45-48, 62, 265,
in Sirach, 321, 612-13
396, 398
texts for, 609-18
in 1 Corinthians, 127-34
in Wisdom of Solomon, 613-18
in Deuteronomy, 71, 568
See also agent of creation
Wisdom Christology, 13, 17, 107, 291
as Israeli oath, 46
in Colossians, 318-19, 325
as Israel's God, 398-99
Paul, lack of support for, 599
in Jeremiah, 130
Wisdom of Solomon, 97, 318, 564
Jesus confession of, 275, 399-400
firstborn in, 301
as King over earth, 44
overview of, 613-14
Mount Zion and, 358
personification in, 608, 616
Paul and, 24, 49
"send forth" in, 214
in Psalms, 412, 447
Solomon's prayer in, 614-15, 617
as revelation source, 229
Wisdom in, 302
of Septuagint, 16, 41-48, 57-67, 77,
See also under glory; Paul; Wisdom,
127-34, 189, 190, 192, 406-10,
as agent of creation
454-64, 573, 577-78
Wisdom tradition
Spirit of, 190
nature of Paul's use of, 605
texts, 41-48, 58, 67, 77, 189, 190, 192,
Paul's citation of, 603-5
457
women
in 1 Thessalonians, 34, 127
as glory of man, 145
in 2 Thessalonians, 127
God's ministry gifting for, 431
See also under judgment
Word of the Lord
Y H W H . See Yahweh
by Jesus, 45, 68
in Septuagint, 45-46
in 1 Thessalonians, 45, 581
Zechariah, Parousia in. See under
in 2 Thessalonians, 68
Parousia
worship
Zephaniah, Day of the Lord in. See under
through Christ, 173
Day of the Lord
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